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From: sable.wolf616
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Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2770
Subject: Re: Is it always worth waiting for a proper sign?

From: denadehna@yahoo.com

Date: 3/5/2017

Lydia posted here on March 4th entitled Ultimate Healing Guide. Outlines that workings for money will not work until [I think it's] Venus is out of retrograde.
Search these email forums for her post. Sorry not much help on details. I'm still learning about astrology.
Hail Satan
Hail Lilith
Dehna
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

On Sun, Mar 5, 2017 at 7:20 AM, exarkuun1991@... [JoS_Astrology]
<JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Ok so, thanks for the heads-up HP Maxine..that saves me time.
So now tha day, March 13th..will most likely be a Saturn working for me. I need to bind someone..a co-worker, who is just straight-out, straight-up, naive and
unaware..married a Jew.
She can be helped, if she can get away from him. but I figure he did it in a manner to try to stay with her, astrologically binding and cementing their relationship.
worth a shot, trying to bind him to be a completely inept and undesirable human for ALL living creatures, though, methinks..and I got no other squares going on.
again, I run into the question..Saturn is Saturday, but the closest sign is on a Monday..is it worth waiting or is going ahead okay? It's not Venus related so I'd
imagine it'd be okay.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Question

Message: 2771

From: garland871

Date: 3/8/2017

I made a post on the teen group and someone said that what i have in my 7th house will determine if i will or have the ability to be with a demoness. Can
someone tell me anything about my 7th house especially if i can be with a demoness. Forgive me if i word this incorrectly im still a newb in astrology.

Taurus in saturn and libra is my 7th house
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Question

Message: 2772

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 3/9/2017

The Houses and Areas of Life they Represent
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/HOUSES.html
The Planets: Houses, Signs, and Aspects
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Planets666.html
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Question

Message: 2773

From: garland871

Date: 3/9/2017

Thank you for the links but i gotta admi im having trouble with the answer im looking for with the description given.

"The marriage partner may have a strong Jupiter/Sagittarius emphasis in his/her chart. There is a need for freedom and independence in relationships, but at
the same time, these people desire a sense of security. Marriage may be to someone of wealth and/or high social standing in some cases. The marriage
partner may be directly involved in education or religion. Much help and good will can come from others, including the partner. These people value justice and
fairness."
Can you or someone explain or tell if im able to be with a demoness? Ive already decided that i want to be with a human im just curious
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Midheaven

Message: 2774

From: starguy29

Date: 3/9/2017

Hello. I recently just joined this group because I started learning astrology. I just have a small question that I would like to get clarified. Is your Midheaven
your common zodiac sign because you almost always display this in public? Or is your Ascendent your zodiac sign because it's your first house?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Question

Message: 2775

From: Blue Bow

Date: 3/10/2017

To my knowledge, I don't think it matters a whole about what's in your seventh house and what not. If you want to be with a demoness perform a ritual and
ask Satan for help. Be very specific and state what kind of relationship you want e.g open (can have other partners) or not, for how long, sexual, etc etc.
There is a ritual in the PDF file 'Demons' in Satans library. I suggest you study that if you're interested in learning about them.

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone

On Friday, March 10, 2017, 13:51, garland871@... [JoS_Astrology] <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
Thank you for the links but i gotta admi im having trouble with the answer im looking for with the description given.

"The marriage partner may have a strong Jupiter/Sagittarius emphasis in his/her chart. There is a need for freedom and independence in relationships, but at the
same time, these people desire a sense of security. Marriage may be to someone of wealth and/or high social standing in some cases. The marriage partner may be
directly involved in education or religion. Much help and good will can come from others, including the partner. These people value justice and fairness."
Can you or someone explain or tell if im able to be with a demoness? Ive already decided that i want to be with a human im just curious

Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2776

From:
ch2qlf3qcoaaykrgxeyryudr7n6nwa4q6pi4ocvj

Date: 3/10/2017

Subject: Re: Question

Man not to offend you or anything , but you see , unless you look at all aspects and take them into consideration , the overall insight on a certain
area of your life will never be clear...But finding up it's up to you... Good Luck ! ;)

On Friday, March 10, 2017 3:51 AM, "garland871@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Thank you for the links but i gotta admi im having trouble with the answer im looking for with the description given.
"The marriage partner may have a strong Jupiter/Sagittarius emphasis in his/her chart. There is a need for freedom and independence in relationships, but at the same time, these
people desire a sense of security. Marriage may be to someone of wealth and/or high social standing in some cases. The marriage partner may be directly involved in education or
religion. Much help and good will can come from others, including the partner. These people value justice and fairness."
Can you or someone explain or tell if im able to be with a demoness? Ive already decided that i want to be with a human im just curious

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Midheaven

Message: 2777

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 3/10/2017

You can ignore everything mainstream astrology told you about sun signs, your zodiac sign, etc. Modern astrology puts far too much emphasis on the sun
sign and is in general inaccurate. Azazel's Astrology for Satanists teaches you real astrology.
Azazel's Astrology for Satanists
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/FURCAS.html
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Question

Message: 2778

From: deadsilent666

Date: 3/10/2017

I said your natal chart would indicate whether you're likely to have an inherent Succubus relationship or not, 7th house moons are one of them but
you also have to look at venus and its aspects as well. It also indicates what you may need from your lover. And as you've said you have no inherent
Succubus relationship so you're going to have to obtain one.
This is my aspect
Moon:

Seventh house
The lover/marriage partner often has a strong zodiac sign of Cancer and/or lunar background. They may seek a
lover/partner with a strong maternal aspect and they enjoy being taken care of. Others often care for them and/or
benefit them in some way. There is a strong desire to marry for emotional and domestic security. The family on
either side often has a direct involvement in the marriage and can influence partnerships for better or for worse.
This placement favors dealings with the public in the area of business.
Also my Descendant being Leo, Venus Pisces, void moon etc..
You should get Hoodedcobras astro reading for love relationships for more insight in yours.

On Friday, March 10, 2017 11:24 AM, "theop.chipyx@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Man not to offend you or anything , but you see , unless you look at all aspects and take them into consideration , the overall insight on a certain
area of your life will never be clear...But finding up it's up to you... Good Luck ! ;)

On Friday, March 10, 2017 3:51 AM, "garland871@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Thank you for the links but i gotta admi im having trouble with the answer im looking for with the description given.
"The marriage partner may have a strong Jupiter/Sagittarius emphasis in his/her chart. There is a need for freedom and independence in relationships, but at the same time, these
people desire a sense of security. Marriage may be to someone of wealth and/or high social standing in some cases. The marriage partner may be directly involved in education or
religion. Much help and good will can come from others, including the partner. These people value justice and fairness."

Can you or someone explain or tell if im able to be with a demoness? Ive already decided that i want to be with a human im just curious

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Question

Message: 2779

From: garland871

Date: 3/10/2017

Yea im going to have to get a reading from hp hoodedcobra at this point.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Midheaven

Message: 2780

From: starguy29

Date: 3/10/2017

Thanks, I have just completed the lessons from the Azazel's astrology link concerning the basics of the birth wheel and the symbols. Now all I need to do
learn about transits and how I can do my own daily horoscope!
(Gosh I love learning)
Hail Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Question

Message: 2781

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 3/11/2017

HP HC's love report is a synastry between 2 people, not a report on your love preferences.
If you're looking to know if you would be best with a succubus, you need to be astrally open enough for one. And you have to be ok with not having a
physical relationship, ie not going out on dates or dinner parties etc.
Plain and simple.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Question

Message: 2782

From: deadsilent666

Date: 3/11/2017

Oh mb didn't see that. I guess it's all the better looking at one's own chart themselves especially when it comes desires hehe.

Just understand Succubus relationships are far different from gentile relationships, remember to take into account what I said in the other thread.
We are in war times, don't expect every day to be love and bliss until these jewish shits are done with and sometimes they can't always be by our
side. The enemy can be very perverted and can masquerade, know how to tell the difference between them and the gods.

One of the most important of Manswers, would you be okay living your life or eternity not knowing what it's like to make love with your race? A lot of
individuals have never taken that into perspective until they've gotten older and making Satan upset is very regretting.

Study the Jos, learn about Satan and the occult. Awaken your soul and empower your senses. The meditations from the jos brought me closer to
mine & you can actually hold a Succubus and feel her like you could with a physical person but it requires a lot of work.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Midheaven

Message: 2783

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 3/11/2017

Posts made by High Priestess Maxine Dietrich are extremely informative regarding astrology and contain information that is not on the Joy of Satan website.

Posts by High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoS_Astrology/search/messages?advance=true&am=CONTAINS&at=email:maxine.dietrich666@&dm=IS_ANY&fs=false&coun
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Question

Message: 2784

From: garland871

Date: 3/11/2017

Technically speaking if i do decide to be with a demoness wouldn't she be of my race? Im an asian and the way asians and blacks are able to be with demons
and demonesses is because they were humans that ascended into godhood. Besides sex has never really been important to me. But this whole thing made
me confused. I dont even know what i want anymore. Mabye it has to do with the fact im a gemini. I read my natal chart and it said i tend to change my
opinion frequently. But ive noticed it only changes when i get more info on the matter. Idk i need to talk to satan about it.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Question

Message: 2785

From: deadsilent666

Date: 3/11/2017

What it's like to not make love with your race*
As far as I know, there are gods that govern different races. And yeah best you do talk to Satan about it.

On Saturday, March 11, 2017 10:15 AM, "garland871@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Technically speaking if i do decide to be with a demoness wouldn't she be of my race? Im an asian and the way asians and blacks are able to be with demons and demonesses is
because they were humans that ascended into godhood. Besides sex has never really been important to me. But this whole thing made me confused. I dont even know what i want
anymore. Mabye it has to do with the fact im a gemini. I read my natal chart and it said i tend to change my opinion frequently. But ive noticed it only changes when i get more info on
the matter. Idk i need to talk to satan about it.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Question

Message: 2786

From: deadsilent666

Date: 3/11/2017

Gentiles are creations of the gods and some govern different races. You could always just ask for a demoness friend with the potential to escalate
into a monogamous one or temporary. Just make sure you've thought it through.

On Saturday, March 11, 2017 10:15 AM, "garland871@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Technically speaking if i do decide to be with a demoness wouldn't she be of my race? Im an asian and the way asians and blacks are able to be with demons and demonesses is
because they were humans that ascended into godhood. Besides sex has never really been important to me. But this whole thing made me confused. I dont even know what i want
anymore. Mabye it has to do with the fact im a gemini. I read my natal chart and it said i tend to change my opinion frequently. But ive noticed it only changes when i get more info on
the matter. Idk i need to talk to satan about it.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Question

Message: 2787

From: garland871

Date: 3/12/2017

If satan didnt let me be with a demoness when i asked i highly doubt he'd do that for me. I had a talk with him today. Hopefully something happens. If not
idk what to do
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Solar returns

Message: 2788

From: starguy29

Date: 3/12/2017

Hi everyone, I am still very new to learning astrology. Before I dwell on transits, I would like to learn more about solar returns and how I can interpret it.
Could anyone guide to the right location for more information. My birthday passed last month, so I still got time to do the work.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Solar returns

Message: 2789

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 3/13/2017

Solar returns are explained in the "Predictive Astrology" section of Azazel's Astrology for Satanists. A solar return is a chart for your year. Instead of showing
personality traits and the makeup of your soul like your natal chart does, the solar return chart shows your events for the year.
Predictive Astrology
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Prediction.html
High Priestess Maxine Dietrich goes into more detail regarding specific solar returns in some of her posts.
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoS_Astrology/conversations/messages/1715

https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoS_Astrology/conversations/messages/1577
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoS_Astrology/conversations/messages/1510
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoS_Astrology/conversations/messages/678
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Solar returns

Message: 2790

From: starguy29

Date: 3/14/2017

Message: 2791

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 3/15/2017

Thanks you are very helpful to me! :)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Solar returns

Maybe I missed something but this was confusing to me.. If you do a Lunar return do you take the lunar position from the natal chart or from the solar return
chart?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Basic ideals

Message: 2792

From: rawrgarglalargar@gmail.com

Date: 3/17/2017

I'm studying very hard, trying to make sense ov everything involved in astrology, but there are a few elemental points that I can't seem to discern.
If the 'true' node is the northern moon node, does that make the southern node exactly opposite in position on the natal chart?
The degrees ov zodiac elude me as well. For instance: if I had, say, Mercury at 22° into Libra; does that mean Mercury is 22° past the beginning ov Libra,
reading counterclockwise? And does that sign being on the cusp ov a house have any effect on the measurement?
Also, are there specific parameters for a conjunction? How far away is too far? And in the wake ov such, would it be non-influential (in terms ov aspecting
another entity) until it reaches an aspecting angle, e.g., semi-square or sextile?
Last question: to do a transit divination, I take the current transiting chart and draw correlations to my natal chart, correct?
I apologize if I merely overlooked any ov this info, but there's a lot to go through in the Azazel's Astrology section on JoS. Thanks for the help!
Hail Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Solar returns

Message: 2793

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 3/17/2017

Yahoo ate my post...
A solar return is a chart cast when the current position of the sun returns to the exact degree and sign of your natal sun. A solar return shows your upcoming
year.
A lunar return is when the current position of the moon returns to the exact degree and sign of your natal moon. A lunar return shows your upcoming month.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Solar returns

Message: 2794

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 3/18/2017

Message: 2795

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 3/19/2017

Thanks johnson :)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Basic ideals

The south node is exactly opposite the north node.
If Mercury is 22 degrees into Libra, Mercury is 22 degrees past the beginning of Libra by 22 degrees. The sign on the cusp of a house does not have any
effect on the measurement.
Here is a post from High Priestess Maxine Dietrich regarding orb degrees: https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoS_Astrology/conversations/messages/1729
A conjunction is when planets are within 8-9 degrees of each other.
Transits are the current positions of the planets. For interpreting transits, you look at aspects between the current positions of the planets and your natal
planets.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Basic ideals

Message: 2796

From: rawrgarglalargar@gmail.com

Date: 3/19/2017

Message: 2797

From: starguy29

Date: 3/21/2017

Thank you so much!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Helping for love

Ok this might be a little personal or off topic, but I need someone's advice or help in a getting a girlfriend. There's this girl at my school I would like to talk to
but I'm a shy and timid guy when it comes to girls. I didn't have a good father figure, so I never really knew how to talk to girls. And since Venus is in
retrograde, I can't do a love spell to help me out. Can anyone give me some advice on how I would talk to this girl? Most of the time I see that she doesn't
really talk to anyone in the classroom, pretty sure she has no boyfriend. But I'm very nervous, any help would be appreciated. :)

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Helping for love

Message: 2798

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 3/21/2017

Talking to women is not something you need to study in the Himalayas. High Priest Mageson gave an excellent explanation here: http://
josministries.prophpbb.com/post21538.html#p21538
"I note some guys complain about not being able to get a girlfriend. To be honest its really easy to get a chick. Most of what holds a guy back from this in
their own mind. The insane example is the guy who flipped out in College town. He could have had two chicks on each arm if he got past the mental barriers
he put up. The reason the so called jerk gets chicks is because he simply walks up and talks to them in a normal, cool, friendly, and self confident manner. I
had a friend who was the master at getting chicks this is all he did. Its not some esoteric science you need to study in the Himalayas. If you just want to have
fun and go crazy get several girl friends at once. Its easy.
The fact is thought from experience the more you date if your looking for something more then just dating. Its gets real fast as to the situation."

You can use the runes ANSUZ or URUZ or the Sanskrit mantra MUNKA to break down mental barriers and free yourself from hangups.

How to Obliterate Your Saturn
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic15507.html

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Helping for love

Message: 2799

From: starguy29

Date: 3/22/2017

Thanks this will be very helpful for me and my wild mind. I'll just do a little research on the runes so I would know how to use them. Also, I'll definitely need
to read the one about the obileration of my Saturn for many reasons. Thanks again!
Hail Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Questions

Message: 2800

From: garland871

Date: 3/23/2017

I planned on doing a love working a day after venus was out of retrograde(april 16) but i noticed that on that day the moon would be waning. Will that affect
the working in any way? Ik waning moons are good for ending things so i am a little concerned about it.
If that will affect it should i wait for the next waxing moon then?
Before venus went into retrograde i started a working for money. Would venus now being in retrograde affect that working even though i did it beforehand?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Questions

Message: 2801

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 3/24/2017

A love spell should be started during a waxing moon. If you are going to go through the time and effort to perform a love spell, you should start when the
universe is working with you, rather than against you.
As long as you started your money working before Venus went retrograde, you are fine.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Questions

Message: 2802

From: lisadragomir13

Date: 3/25/2017

If you want to do the love spell on 16th, it won't help you find love, but it would sooner help you broke up with someone... Just wait for next waxing moon so
you'll have better conditions for success ;)
And noppe, if you started a working before the retrograde you're good :)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Midheaven

Message: 2803

From: bearmatter54

Date: 3/25/2017

From: bearmatter54

Date: 3/25/2017

what does a midheaven leo in the 10th house mean?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Midheaven

Message: 2804

what does midheaven leo in the 10th house mean?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Midheaven

Message: 2805

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 3/26/2017

The midheaven is the cusp of the 10th house, so that means the sun rules your 10th house. You should look at the house/sign your sun is in as well as
aspects affecting your sun to determine the influence on your 10th house. The 10th house rules your career/social standing, so factors influencing the sun in
your chart will impact those areas of your life.
Azazel's Astrology for Satanists
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/FURCAS.html
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Questions

Message: 2806

From: garland871

Date: 3/27/2017

Srry it took a while for me to reply. Thanks for answering guys. Though i gotta say it sucks having to wait a long time for this working.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Venus Retrograde

Message: 2807

From: stewartblue70

Date: 3/31/2017

In March 26, 2017, around 1:56 pm PST time , the Sun was exalted in Aries, A Sunday, and the Ascendant was in Leo, according to the Astro.com charts.
Wouldn't a Sun Square to increase your riches still be beneficial?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Venus Retrograde

Message: 2808

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 4/1/2017

On March 26, 1:56 pm, the moon was waning in Pisces which is a terrible time to start a money spell. When starting a money working, the moon should be
waxing in Taurus, Leo, Libra, Sagittarius, or Aquarius.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Venus Retrograde

Message: 2809

From: denadehna@yahoo.com

Date: 4/1/2017

In my [very amateurish] understanding, the earliest someone in the US can do a money working is on April 27th in the morning or afternoon. In the evening
the moon transitions into Gemini.
Correct?
Hail Satan
Hail Lilith
Dehna
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

On Sat, Apr 1, 2017 at 2:32 AM, johnson_akemi@... [JoS_Astrology]
<JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

On March 26, 1:56 pm, the moon was waning in Pisces which is a terrible time to start a money spell. When starting a money working, the moon should be waxing in

Taurus, Leo, Libra, Sagittarius, or Aquarius.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Venus Retrograde

Message: 2810

From: stewartblue70

Date: 4/1/2017

"The chart ruler in conjunction to the Sun helps to offset negative aspects. " http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/RULER.html
This article gave me the impression there will be at least SOME effect to the working , since the ascendant was in Leo , Chart ruler was the Sun at that given
time.
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Satans_Squares.html
These articles are all about how to correctly use the kabalistic squares, no mention of the moon's importance when starting a sun square on it's own article, if
what the above message is true, shouldn't it have been mentioned as a side note (in the article on how to correctly use the kabalistic squares) since you'd
assume you're doing a planet specific working ?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Venus Retrograde

Message: 2811

From: stewartblue70

Date: 4/1/2017

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 4/1/2017

The Sun by itself was favorable .
Since its a Sun square, not a moon square........
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Venus Retrograde

Message: 2812

The planetary squares tap the energies of the planets themselves, so they are less sensitive to the moon phase/sign than other kinds of magick, such as runic
workings. However, all forms of magick are influenced by the astrological conditions present when you start the working. For example, you would not want to
start a planetary square when the moon is void. Starting any form of magick when the moon is void is a waste of time as the working will fail. This is because
the planets have influence on the human soul. The moon rules our psyche, intuition, and subconsciousness. Energy workings started when the moon is void
don't register and have zero power. The subconscious, which is of the moon, has zero efficiency in working magick when the moon is void.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Venus Retrograde

Message: 2813

From: stewartblue70

Date: 4/1/2017

From: ashleyslade0124

Date: 4/1/2017

Ah thank you , I appreciate your time
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2814
Subject: Waxing Moon in Cancer this Monday

I know that the ideal time to begin a Moon square is when the Moon is in Cancer or Taurus, on Monday during the hour of the Moon, whilst the Moon is full.
However, this Monday is the Moon will be in Cancer and the Moon will at least be waxing on it's own day. So I am just wondering if it would be worthwhile to
go ahead with a Moon square or work with the Moon's energy on that day? It's not the most powerful Moon but it is still going to be a fairly strong Moon.

The only reason I ask is because the most ideal Moon is infrequent.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2815
Subject: Re: Waxing Moon in Cancer this Monday

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 4/1/2017

You can start a planetary square even if astrological conditions are not perfect for the square. For example, you can do a sun square even if the sun is not in
Aries or Leo. The sun square will be weaker than if you started the sun square during an optimal time, but it will still have effect. I made it through some
horrible transits by doing sun squares non-stop except for when the sun was debilitated in Aquarius or Libra. As long as the planet is not in its sign of
detriment or fall, you can start a square for that planet.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Ancient Astro Books

Message: 2816

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 4/3/2017

Free PDF's. I was lead to these by a Demon last year. As with everything, read them with a Satanic mindset.
https://astrolibrary.org/ebooks/

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Ancient Astro Books

Message: 2817

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 4/3/2017

Clarification, just because I was lead to these, does not mean that they all have correct info.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Saturn return question

Message: 2818

From: sahasrarabliss

Date: 4/3/2017

Started studying Azazel's Astrology and have come up with few questions about saturn return. I hope i may get the answers. Thanks in advance.So, here are
the questions.
1. Is Saturn Transit an another name used for saturn return?
2. Does the Saturn return for an individual begins only when it's at the exact degree on return when it was at individual's birth time OR it begins for him when
it enters the natal sign it was in at his birth time?
3. What affects does it make on an individual's life? I've already read that it depends on the houses/signs it was in person's natal chart. But is there anything
to be caustious about? Is it life threatening?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Saturn return question

Message: 2819

From: sable.wolf616

Date: 4/3/2017

1. No. A transit is simply movement through a House and/or a Zodiac Sign. A return is when a given planet returns to its exact natal position in our chart.
Every planet returns, though not every return will we live long enough to experience, ex. Neptune - c. 165 years, Pluto - c. 250 years.
2. Exact degree. If you have Saturn in 15 degrees 12 minutes in Cancer, it will make its return when you are about 29,5 years old.
3. You have answered your own question. It can bring disaster at worst, or at best stabilisation, a permanent OR life-altering change.
As Spiritual Satanists, it can stabilise, provided we enhance ourselves and kick some reptilian butts.
HS!
88!

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <sahasrarabliss@...> wrote :
Started studying Azazel's Astrology and have come up with few questions about saturn return. I hope i may get the answers. Thanks in advance.So, here are
the questions.
1. Is Saturn Transit an another name used for saturn return?
2. Does the Saturn return for an individual begins only when it's at the exact degree on return when it was at individual's birth time OR it begins for him when
it enters the natal sign it was in at his birth time?
3. What affects does it make on an individual's life? I've already read that it depends on the houses/signs it was in person's natal chart. But is there anything
to be caustious about? Is it life threatening?

Messages in JoS_Astrology group.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2820
Subject: Re: Saturn return question
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2821
Subject: Re: Waxing Moon in Cancer this Monday
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2822
Subject: Mercury Retrograde
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2823
Subject: Re: Mercury Retrograde
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2824
Subject: Re: Mercury Retrograde
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2825
Subject: Venus in Pisces - One last chance for 2017
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2826
Subject: do you think horary astrology is legit?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2827
Subject: Re: do you think horary astrology is legit?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2828
Subject: Re: do you think horary astrology is legit?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2829
Subject: Best times to start something to help make it last?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2830
Subject: Re: Best times to start something to help make it last?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2831
Subject: Re: Best times to start something to help make it last?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2832
Subject: Re: Best times to start something to help make it last?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2833
Subject: Re: Best times to start something to help make it last?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2834
Subject: Re: Best times to start something to help make it last?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2835
Subject: Re: Best times to start something to help make it last?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2836
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From: sahasrarabliss@yahoo.com

Date: 4/5/2017

From: ashleyslade0124

Date: 4/5/2017

From: maxine.dietrich666

Date: 4/9/2017

From: archdandy

Date: 4/14/2017

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 4/15/2017

From: ashleyslade0124

Date: 4/15/2017

From: fadiinflames

Date: 4/20/2017

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 4/20/2017

From: fadiinflames

Date: 4/21/2017

From: daughteroffathersatan

Date: 5/12/2017

From: Piccolo Piñata

Date: 5/12/2017

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 5/12/2017

From: Piccolo Piñata

Date: 5/12/2017

From: daughteroffathersatan

Date: 5/12/2017

From: daughteroffathersatan

Date: 5/12/2017

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 5/13/2017

From: daughteroffathersatan

Date: 5/13/2017

Subject: Re: Best times to start something to help make it last?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2837
Subject: Re: Best times to start something to help make it last?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2838
Subject: Is Mercury retro completely done?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2839
Subject: Re: Is Mercury retro completely done?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2840
Subject: Re: Is Mercury retro completely done?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2841
Subject: Question about my Chakras & Chart Ruler
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2842
Subject: Re: Is Mercury retro completely done?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2843
Subject: Re: Question about my Chakras & Chart Ruler
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2844
Subject: Re: Question about my Chakras & Chart Ruler
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2845
Subject: Help with the goals and recommendations... Thank You
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2846
Subject: Re: Help with the goals and recommendations... Thank You
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2847
Subject: Re: Help with the goals and recommendations... Thank You
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2848
Subject: Re: Help with the goals and recommendations... Thank You
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2849
Subject: Re: Help with the goals and recommendations... Thank You
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2850
Subject: Re: Help with the goals and recommendations... Thank You
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2851
Subject: Re: Help with the goals and recommendations... Thank You
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2853
Subject: Re: Sigil of Lucifer - birth chart comparison
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2854
Subject: Re: Sigil of Lucifer - birth chart comparison

From: daughteroffathersatan

Date: 5/13/2017

From: exarkuun1991

Date: 5/14/2017

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 5/15/2017

From: exarkuun1991

Date: 5/16/2017

From: thesatanictruth666@gmail.com

Date: 5/18/2017

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 5/19/2017

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 5/19/2017

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 5/19/2017

From: andrewmonm45

Date: 5/20/2017

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 5/21/2017

From: garland871

Date: 5/21/2017

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 5/21/2017

From: denadehna@yahoo.com

Date: 5/21/2017

From: garland871

Date: 5/21/2017

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 5/24/2017

From: maxine.dietrich666

Date: 5/26/2017

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 5/26/2017

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2855
Subject: Re: Sigil of Lucifer - birth chart comparison
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2856
Subject: Re: Sigil of Lucifer - birth chart comparison
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2857
Subject: A little bit of help with degrees?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2858
Subject: Re: Sigil of Lucifer - birth chart comparison
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2859
Subject: Re: Sigil of Lucifer - birth chart comparison
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2860
Subject: Re: A little bit of help with degrees?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2861
Subject: Re: A little bit of help with degrees?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2862
Subject: Saturn
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2863
Subject: Jupiter in 25 degrees in Leo ?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2864
Subject: Re: Sigil of Lucifer - birth chart comparison
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2865
Subject: Re: Saturn
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2866
Subject: Re: Jupiter in 25 degrees in Leo ?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2867
Subject: Okay. Now I understand quite a bit more.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2869
Subject: Re: Jupiter in 25 degrees in Leo ?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2870
Subject: EMERGENCY SATURN TRANSIT HELP!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2871
Subject: Re: EMERGENCY SATURN TRANSIT HELP!

From: baalzemet

Date: 5/29/2017

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 5/30/2017

From: horneekupcake

Date: 6/3/2017

From: aaaaaallllll2@hotmail.com

Date: 6/5/2017

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 6/5/2017

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 6/6/2017

From: horneekupcake

Date: 6/6/2017

From: Unknown666

Date: 6/6/2017

From: Light Yagami

Date: 6/6/2017

From: aaaaaallllll2@hotmail.com

Date: 6/6/2017

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 6/7/2017

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 6/7/2017

From: call_me_something_else

Date: 6/7/2017

From: tapapakiastinseira

Date: 6/8/2017

From: Noel Ochoa

Date: 6/8/2017

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 6/9/2017

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Saturn return question

Message: 2820

From: sahasrarabliss@yahoo.com

Date: 4/5/2017

thanks. The first one was a stupid question lol.
Ok Thanks again .

On Tue, Apr 4, 2017 at 5:48 am, sable.wolf616@... [JoS_Astrology]
<JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

1. No. A transit is simply movement through a House and/or a Zodiac Sign. A return is when a given planet returns to its exact natal position in our chart. Every
planet returns, though not every return will we live long enough to experience, ex. Neptune - c. 165 years, Pluto - c. 250 years.
2. Exact degree. If you have Saturn in 15 degrees 12 minutes in Cancer, it will make its return when you are about 29,5 years old.
3. You have answered your own question. It can bring disaster at worst, or at best stabilisation, a permanent OR life-altering change.
As Spiritual Satanists, it can stabilise, provided we enhance ourselves and kick some reptilian butts.
HS!
88!

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <sahasrarabliss@...> wrote :
Started studying Azazel's Astrology and have come up with few questions about saturn return. I hope i may get the answers. Thanks in advance.So, here are the
questions.
1. Is Saturn Transit an another name used for saturn return?
2. Does the Saturn return for an individual begins only when it's at the exact degree on return when it was at individual's birth time OR it begins for him when it
enters the natal sign it was in at his birth time?
3. What affects does it make on an individual's life? I've already read that it depends on the houses/signs it was in person's natal chart. But is there anything to be
caustious about? Is it life threatening?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2821
Subject: Re: Waxing Moon in Cancer this Monday

From: ashleyslade0124

Date: 4/5/2017

From: maxine.dietrich666

Date: 4/9/2017

@ johnson_akemi Hey thanks for your help!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Mercury Retrograde

Message: 2822

Just letting everyone know, there are problems with the email servers and approving messages to the groups. Much of this sort of thing is deliberate from the
enemy in trying to foul up communications.
Please save any messages you post to the groups. It may take up to a day for your messages to get posted. (Hopefully not that long). We are doing what
we can.

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
www.joyofsatan.org
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Mercury Retrograde

Message: 2823

From: archdandy

Date: 4/14/2017

Quick question, does MercuryRx in any way effect psychic communication? Like telepathy, divination, etc?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Mercury Retrograde

Message: 2824

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 4/15/2017

All forms of communication are ruled by Mercury so, yes psychic communication can be affected by Mercury retrograde. I post a lot and I have found that
during Mercury retrograde I will forget entire sentences out of my messages or phrase things in ways that mean something entirely different than what I
meant to say. I will realize 10 minutes after I sent the message that I neglected a key part of the message or submitted a mess that is unclear or misleading.
Mercury Retrograde
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Mercury_Retrograde.html
This does not mean you should freak out every time Mercury goes retrograde. Freaking out will do more damage than a retrograde Mercury as freaking out
will put massive amounts of energy towards fouling your own communications. If you are absolutely convinced that you are communicating just fine, then
that is exactly what will happen. By focusing on something or thinking about something, you are directing energy towards making that something happen.
The Three Steps of Witchcraft
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/ThreeSteps.html
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2825
Subject: Venus in Pisces - One last chance for 2017

From: ashleyslade0124

Date: 4/15/2017

Venus was retrograding and returned to Pisces where it's exalted and has now gone direct. It will be there for around two weeks or so which gives you next
Friday and possibly the one after for an opportunity to use the energy of Venus at it's peak for Love Spells, Attracting a partner, Marriage, Money, Beauty,
Arts, Creativity, Pleasure, Sex and pair bonding, connecting with the feminine aspect of the soul, heart chakra, basically anything in life which gives you
happiness and enjoyment or things you value.
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/PlanetVenus.html

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2826
Subject: do you think horary astrology is legit?

From: fadiinflames

Date: 4/20/2017

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 4/20/2017

do you think its worth studying?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2827
Subject: Re: do you think horary astrology is legit?

You can ignore whatever modern new-age astrology comes up with about astrology. Modern, new-age astrology is crap and is highly inaccurate. There is far
too much emphasis on sun sign and the meaning of planets or aspects is butchered.
Casting a chart for an event, like the founding of a country or a business, is valid but modern resources on horary astrology are crap. You can cast a chart for
an event and use the resources on Azazel's Astrology for Satanists to interpret the chart. For example, countries have natal charts, solar returns, transits. etc.
High Priestess Maxine Dietrich talks about the chart of the USA in the post below.
About the USA Chart
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoS_Astrology/conversations/messages/1577
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2828
Subject: Re: do you think horary astrology is legit?

From: fadiinflames

Date: 4/21/2017

From: daughteroffathersatan

Date: 5/12/2017

yeah Horary astrology isnt moder, its ancient lol
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2829
Subject: Best times to start something to help make it last?

Sorry about any inconveniences but i am still very new to astrology. I am wanting to create better habits and make a new life style for me and my family but
everytime that I try to do this i end up failing. What is a great time astrologically to try and start something? Thank you so much in advance. Have a great day!
Hail Father Satan!!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2830
Subject: Re: Best times to start something to help make it last?

From: Piccolo Piñata

Date: 5/12/2017

It really depends on what you're trying to do. Each planet has characteristics that defines it's personality, so nothing is equally effective all the time.

On Fri, May 12, 2017 at 9:39 AM, daughteroffathersatan@... [JoS_Astrology] <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
Sorry about any inconveniences but i am still very new to astrology. I am wanting to create better habits and make a new life style for me and
my family but everytime that I try to do this i end up failing. What is a great time astrologically to try and start something? Thank you so
much in advance. Have a great day!
Hail Father Satan!!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2831
Subject: Re: Best times to start something to help make it last?

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 5/12/2017

You should not start anything when the moon is void. If you start something when the moon is void, anything that can go wrong will go wrong and the thing
you started will more than likely fail.
The Void of Course Moon
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/VOID.html
Void Moon Times
http://www.moontracks.com/void_of_course_moon_dates.html

Being unable to make changes is more likely due to bad karma. Karma is NOT divine retribution for bad behavior in a past life. Karma is programming,
trauma, and other dross carried into this life from past lives. For example, if someone was worked to death in a past life they may be born as a cripple this
life. The trauma of being worked to death was so massive that the person wanted with all their soul to never be worked to death again. As a result, they
were born crippled in this life so they can not be worked to death. Lydia posted an excellent guide for nullifying negative karma and freeing yourself from
"fate."
How to Obliterate Your Saturn
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic15507.html
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2832
From: Piccolo Piñata
Date: 5/12/2017
Subject: Re: Best times to start something to help make it last?
Neptune is usually represented as a hard to catch planet, easily being resistant to just about anything. The sun isn't always around, but immortality is usually in
common association with it.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2833
Subject: Re: Best times to start something to help make it last?

From: daughteroffathersatan

Date: 5/12/2017

Thank you so much! I will definitely check this out. My major issue is have no motivation to do anything. I am always so tired and just want to sit and do
nothing. But again. Thank you so much for your response!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2834
Subject: Re: Best times to start something to help make it last?

From: daughteroffathersatan

Date: 5/12/2017

Thank you for your reply! I am trying to train myself to eat better, including better foods and smaller portions, aswell as workout more often and make time
for meditations and yoga in the am and pm. I am currently doing a working to make myself more motivated which i have a lot of issues with. Other things
include working more frequently, i am a stay at home mom who is trying to start my own business, be more productive, kind of goes with the later one, be
more frequent about cleaning my house, and other things that i have always had issues with. Over all i am just trying to better myself by breaking bad habits
and creating better ones. I know not to start anything durning a void moon and i also no not to try and start during saturn ,is it retrograde?, sorry i know
saturn will null out anything that you try to do. Like i said i am very new and alot of the more complicated stuff really confuses me for some reason. Anyways,
any info at allwould be very very appropriated!
Hail Father Satan
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2835
Subject: Re: Best times to start something to help make it last?

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 5/13/2017

Having little motivation is due to a weak solar chakra. Empowering your solar chakra will increase your motivation and your energy.
Solar Chakra Meditation
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Solar666Chakra_Meditation.html
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2836
Subject: Re: Best times to start something to help make it last?

From: daughteroffathersatan

Date: 5/13/2017

From: daughteroffathersatan

Date: 5/13/2017

From: exarkuun1991

Date: 5/14/2017

I really never even thought about that. Lol Again thank you greatly!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2837
Subject: Re: Best times to start something to help make it last?
Thank you so much!! :) this is definitely something I was looking for!!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2838
Subject: Is Mercury retro completely done?

Is it and its fallout over with? Need to work on a knowledge working soon-ish.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2839
Subject: Re: Is Mercury retro completely done?

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 5/15/2017

Mercury went direct on May 3. The dates of planetary retrogrades are available all over the internet. A search for "(planet name) retrograde dates" will bring
up many resources for the times that specific planet is retrograde.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2840
Subject: Re: Is Mercury retro completely done?

From: exarkuun1991

Date: 5/16/2017

I had seen that on the Lunarium website, but was curious about the supposed "its effects can last for a time after it goes direct," that i have heard about a lot.
thanks. i can begin the workings..multiple
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2841
Subject: Question about my Chakras & Chart Ruler

From: thesatanictruth666@gmail.com

Date: 5/18/2017

I have a quick question about my chakras....
When I look at my birth chart, my ascendant is leo. My only home sign is Jupiter in Sagittarius, 15 degrees. I was born an Aries. my sun sign is aries and the
Sun is 1 degrees in Aries which is its exalted sign.

So which is my strongest, my crown or my solar chakra? I was guessing my solar chakra because the Sun(my chart ruler) is only 1 degrees in its exalted sign
of aries am I right or wrong?
Thanks.

Hail Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2842
Subject: Re: Is Mercury retro completely done?

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 5/19/2017

There can be some effects affecting technology etc for a short while before and after it is retrograde, but doing workings is fine once it goes direct.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <exarkuun1991@...> wrote :
I had seen that on the Lunarium website, but was curious about the supposed "its effects can last for a time after it goes direct," that i have heard about a lot.
thanks. i can begin the workings..multiple
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2843
Subject: Re: Question about my Chakras & Chart Ruler

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 5/19/2017

Both your Solar and Crown would be strong, but there is no point is trying to tell by astrology which is stronger. The point of Satanism is to advance, which
includes strengthening all chakras. And you can tell which chakras are strongest just be meditating on them.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <thesatanictruth666@...> wrote :

I have a quick question about my chakras....
When I look at my birth chart, my ascendant is leo. My only home sign is Jupiter in Sagittarius, 15 degrees. I was born an Aries. my sun sign is aries and the
Sun is 1 degrees in Aries which is its exalted sign.

So which is my strongest, my crown or my solar chakra? I was guessing my solar chakra because the Sun(my chart ruler) is only 1 degrees in its exalted sign
of aries am I right or wrong?
Thanks.

Hail Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2844
Subject: Re: Question about my Chakras & Chart Ruler

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 5/19/2017

I would say that both seem strong but the strength depends on if youve worked on them in past lifes.
However, since the crown is the hardest to fully open, it could very well be that your solar will be much stronger than your crown chakra.
And most of this is what I know from reading.
Anyway. If other people say different things doesnt mean theyre wrong.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2845
Subject: Help with the goals and recommendations... Thank You

From: andrewmonm45

Date: 5/20/2017

Step by step, please advice to reach Opus Magnum, step by step from the most basic I imagine I would start with the 40 day empowerment program, I need
to start one day? And recommendations of this type, my goals are 4, to cure an alleged ADHD that does not exist and for which I have been medicated for
years bringing many health problems, empower me to achieve any goal, Fix my sweating, excessive sweating of hands and feet And follow my goal of playing
professional soccer

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2846
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: Help with the goals and recommendations... Thank You

Date: 5/21/2017

1. Complete the 40 Day Meditation Program.
2. Do your own meditation program until you are spiritually developed enough to start the Magnum Opus.
3. Start the 3 steps of the Magnum Opus listed on the Joy of Satan website.
4. Contact Demons for guidance regarding the more advanced stages of the Magnum Opus.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2847
From: garland871
Subject: Re: Help with the goals and recommendations... Thank You

Date: 5/21/2017

Does one need to be spiritually open or have their kundalini serpent risen to start the magnum opus?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2848
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: Help with the goals and recommendations... Thank You

Date: 5/21/2017

You can start the initial steps of the Magnum Opus even if you are not spiritually open or you have not risen your kundalini.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2849
From: denadehna@yahoo.com
Subject: Re: Help with the goals and recommendations... Thank You

Date: 5/21/2017

@garland871. Ref magnum opus
The magnum opus is physical and spiritual perfection. One reason it is being kept hidden is because of infiltrators. Another reason is that it will literally
emotionally, physically and spiritually tear you apart if you progress too far before you're ready.
The Gods will help you when you're ready.
HS
88
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

On Sun, May 21, 2017 at 3:10 PM, garland871@... [JoS_Astrology]
<JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Does one need to be spiritually open or have their kundalini serpent risen to start the magnum opus?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2850
From: garland871
Subject: Re: Help with the goals and recommendations... Thank You

Date: 5/21/2017

I wasnt planning on attempting it just curious. Might as well ask this too. What exactly happens after magnum opus? Not the effects of it but the life events
after it. Do the gods take the new god to their world or what?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2851
From: taol_van_sherwood
Subject: Re: Help with the goals and recommendations... Thank You

Date: 5/24/2017

Seeing the website say start at 3 AM makes me wonder if actually was meant start at the third hour after sunrise.. If you calculate it according to the
planetary hours and if you take into account the day doesnt start at midnight, but when the sun comes up.
Or is what is said on the website still correct?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2853
Subject: Re: Sigil of Lucifer - birth chart comparison

From: maxine.dietrich666

Date: 5/26/2017

Paying karmic debt? One last chance? Don't listen to that kind of crap. It's usually a cover-up for a lack of knowledge.
12th house Pluto people usually have a very shy aspect to their personality. This placement can also, like Saturn in the 12th, cause feelings of alienation and
loneliness at times. On the upside, Pluto in the 12th bestows strong psychic gifts.
Astrologers and related who talk about "growth" karmic debt" and other crap use these terms as a cover for a lack of knowledge.
Pluto is intensity. Whatever house it is in (look to all aspects of the house), there is usually a very strong focus on one or more aspects the house represents.
Sometimes, even an obsession.
A very positive manifestation, for example, of a 9th house Pluto is an obsession regarding education. This placement is often in the charts of scholars.
Obsession, properly directed into productive goals is what is needed to reach the top, along with perseverance.

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
www.joyofsatan.org
______________
Pluto in my 12th house is very strong. I've been told by someone who has never seen my birth chart that I am paying my karmic debt from a past life and
that I have one last chance. I have disturbing thoughts at times but they are well contained. I'm known for being quiet. Morbid, yet well liked. I'm an avid
practitioner of subconscious abilities and manifestation. I have vivid dreams almost every night of my life, along with frequent sleep paralysis. I can control
social atmosphere when I want to. My strong emotions lay behind a true beast. I also have a 2nd house stellium, all in capricorn with venus, neptune, and
uranus.
Finally, I've realized how familiar my chart looks.... Please share your theories on this. I've never talked about this to anyone and would appreciate all
feedback.

Hail Satan!
Hail Baal!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2854
Subject: Re: Sigil of Lucifer - birth chart comparison

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 5/26/2017

Do NOT post your natal chart or personal information online. There are infiltrators here with the purpose in life of harming as many Satanists as they can.
Your natal chart is a map of your soul and shows your strengths, weaknesses, past, and future. Someone with a little knowledge of astrology can use your
natal chart to make curses against you much more devastating and can use the weaknesses shown in your chart against you. Also, your natal chart gives
away your birth place and exact birth time. That information can be used to track down your real identity. You can delete your message and repost it without
your natal chart attached. You can ask questions about specific parts of your natal chart without posting the entire chart and endangering your safety.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2855
Subject: Re: Sigil of Lucifer - birth chart comparison

From: baalzemet

Date: 5/29/2017

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 5/30/2017

How do i delete this?.................
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2856
Subject: Re: Sigil of Lucifer - birth chart comparison

A moderator deleted it for you. If you want to delete a post you made, you view your post and there will be a trash can icon at the bottom of your post. You
click the icon to delete your post.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2857
Subject: A little bit of help with degrees?

From: horneekupcake

Date: 6/3/2017

Okay, so I've been trying to work with/understand my own natal chart for the past few years, on and off, since first "accidentally" stumbling across Azazel's
Astrology for Satanists page one night when searching for a more detailed/accurate version of astrology than the mainstream b.s. that kept popping up in the
usual search(es); only just this year/late last year getting much more serious about learning (real) astrology. And I'm trying to better understand the
significance of degrees/fixed stars in placement of natal planets.
My question is this: I know that it says that 13 & 26 degrees of Cardinal signs "give special importance to planets or house cusps OCCUPYING these degrees".
But if one has a planet that is not EXACTLY on the degree but is only a few minutes off from being on that degree, does the above mentioned still apply, just
to a lesser extent than if it were literally ON that degree??

Thanks in advance! :)

HAIL SATAN/LUCIFER !!!
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2858

From: aaaaaallllll2@hotmail.com

Date: 6/5/2017

Subject: Re: Sigil of Lucifer - birth chart comparison
Im finally trying to figure out my chart now that i have some time but i am completely new to astrology and am having trouble putting it all together, i have
many questions but ill start with a fairly simple and basic question, i have only one planet in first house, Pluto
Just curious on what that means aspects, traits anything really that you care to share or think that might be helpful
Thanks for you time
HAIL SATAN !!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2859
Subject: Re: Sigil of Lucifer - birth chart comparison

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 6/5/2017

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 6/6/2017

Pluto: Signs, Houses, and Aspects
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/PLUTO.html
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2860
Subject: Re: A little bit of help with degrees?

A planet or house cusp does not need to exactly be on a particular degree to still be affected. A planet or house cusp can be well into the degree and still be
affected. For example, a planet can be at 26 degrees 30 minutes and will be affected.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2861
Subject: Re: A little bit of help with degrees?

From: horneekupcake

Date: 6/6/2017

Okay, I was just wanting to make sure I fully understood before I just started assuming things. Now I can work even more thoroughly on my chart. Thanks a
lot! :)
Hail Satan/Lucifer!!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Saturn

Message: 2862

From: Unknown666

Date: 6/6/2017

Hello.
I found out that Saturn is my chart ruler, and is in conjuction with Venus.
It influences atleast 4 planets and 3 Houses ->planets:1 because Saturn is ruler of Capricorn, 2 because it's co-ruler of Aquarius and last one is
Saturn in planetary house (I'm not sure if it's good idea to tell which planets, so I didn't)
-> houses: First House(ruler), Second(Co-ruler), and Fourth House(Saturn is in planetary house)
PLEASE NOTE: I'm really new to astrology so I'm not sure if I got it right, especially what I wrote above. I think it influences more than that, not sure.
Now since he is my chart ruler does it influences every planet and every house since the chart ruler is the most important?
Does that mean I'm screwed with Saturn as my chart ruler?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2863
Subject: Jupiter in 25 degrees in Leo ?

From: Light Yagami

Date: 6/6/2017

Hello.
It's my first time posting here. :P
I know that one should NOT judge, only from one degree [or one planet] how the other person is and make assumptions etc... However, this person
is not sure about their time of birth [it is in-between 12 pm and 2 pm], so the only thing I know for certain is the degrees of the planets into the zodiac
signs.
That person has a Stellium in Aries [either in the 9th, or the 8th House], and they have Jupiter in 25 degrees in Leo.
My knowledge in astrology is minimum, and it is a subject that requires devotion [to study], but for this period of time I can not devote myself to it
[other priorities].
Nevertheless, this person is veeeeeeryyyy psychic, and he is actually very aware and intelligent. He doesn't just "feel", but he uses critical thinking
of what he feels, when he feels it, etc. He is very aware as a person.
I have talked to him about meditation [he is very interested in it] and I can tell how the enemy doesn't want me to help him out.
Now, the thing is... this person has SO MUCH DIFFICULTY meditating. No matter the time, whenever he tries to clean his aura, or cut links with
other people [from the chakras] he falls asleep. He doesn't have a health problem with sleep etc; he tells me, it's never happened to him before.
Also, this person seems to be holding extreme anger within him, and I believe there may be a possibility he's created thoughtforms because of that
anger of his. I've noticed he focuses too much on things that don't matter [people that anger him, for example, or situations that anger him, and he
talks about these things for too long]. I sit and listen when he talks, in order to advice and so on, but I see how much he has... as if, devoted himself,
in being that angry about all these things.
One last thing... I had cut the link in his third eye and heart chakra [the one that HP Vovim had suggested in his website; say whatever you want
about it, but I've seen it helping people] and he told me that while I was doing that, [he had his eyes closed] he could see something like... an eye,
watching him. It was just one eye and it was moving slowly, right and left, watching him at all times.
I am at a bit of a loss here.
I'm trying my best, but not even my own level is high enough to understand most of the things that are happening to him. I thought the eye could be
a thoughtform he has created, or a thoughtform that the enemy could have created.
However, taking into consideration his astrology chart, along with how psychic that person is,how could I really advice him, and what could I
do to help him, progress further, and eventually learning the Truth about our Gods?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2864
Subject: Re: Sigil of Lucifer - birth chart comparison

From: aaaaaallllll2@hotmail.com

Date: 6/6/2017

Wow explains why i'v always been rebellious and part of the reason it was inevitable for me becoming a Satanist this time around, thanks johnson
HAIL SATAN !!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Saturn

Message: 2865

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 6/7/2017

Having Saturn as your chart ruler does NOT mean you are screwed. That just means the sign Saturn is in will have a lot of influence on your personality. That
also means that the house containing Saturn (4th house) will assume importance in your life. Also, having Venus in conjunction with your chart ruler is
beneficial as Venus in conjunction with the chart ruler brings beauty, artistic talent, and charm/charisma. Having Venus conjunct Saturn can be unfortunate for
the houses with Taurus and Libra on the cusps, but you can offset that by doing Venus squares to strengthen your natal Venus. Also, building a very strong
aura of protection in general keeps bad things from happening to you. Your chart ruler does not influence every house and every planet in your chart. In this
case, Saturn affects the 1st house (ruler), 2nd house (co-ruler), 4th house (Saturn in the house), the houses with Taurus and Libra on the cusps (Saturn
conjunct Venus), and any houses where Saturn aspects a planet in that house. For example, If Saturn was opposite Mars in your 10th house, then your 10th
house would be affected due to the Mars-Saturn aspect.
Satan's Magickal Squares PDF and Audio Recordings
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Audio_Mp3s.htm
Methods of Protection
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic16800.html
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2866
Subject: Re: Jupiter in 25 degrees in Leo ?

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 6/7/2017

A stellium in the 8th house would bring an interest in the occult and psychic talent. An Aries stellium brings a quick temper and hotheadedness unless there is
a strong water emphasis in the chart to offset this. If this person is very cerebral and critically analyzes everything he feels, it sounds like he has an emphasis
on Mercury or intellectual air signs.
The eye watching him is most likely an enemy thoughtform. The enemy sends thoughtforms to watch people who the enemy considers a threat. The
thoughtforms can be destroyed using elemental fire or Satanic electric-blue fire. Daily Banishing rituals also keep enemies and their ilk out of his room/house.
He should not wield Satanic electric-blue fire if he has not performed the Dedication Ritual.
Elemental Fire
https://web.archive.org/web/20150915034201/http://www.angelfire.com/hailtosatansvictory666/Invoking_Fire.html
Satanic Electric-Blue Fire (The picture is towards the middle of the page)
http://astralartsofthegods.weebly.com/extras.html
Banishing Ritual
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Banishing.html

If the person falls asleep whenever he tries to meditate, he is not getting enough sleep. Falling asleep the second you relax is indicative of inadequate sleep.
He should dump useless crap from his life (like the 4 hours of television the average person watches a day) so he has plenty of time to get adequate sleep.

Be aware, there are psychically talented people, half-assed Satanists, and other people with potential who are not worth the amount of time it will take to
babysit them and deprogram them until they are comfortable enough to become real Satanists. If you are sitting for hours listening to this guy go on and on
about petty crap, he is absorbing your valuable time that you could be using to advance yourself. If he is willing to put in the effort to improve himself and do
the research necessary to succeed as a Satanist, he will not need hours and hours of hand-holding. If you have to spend an hour a day for two months just to
get him deprogrammed enough so he does not soil himself when you say the name "Satan," he is not worth your time. You can give him the workings and
meditations to free himself, give him the resources he needs to study, and ease him towards the truth, but he needs to grow over time and be an effective
use of your time.
For example, Lydia is approximately 2,000 times more powerful than the average noob who comes to Satanism. Lydia got to where she is without someone
holding her hand every step of the way. She does research on her own, meditates devoutly, and actively fights in this spiritual war. A lot of people who
pretend to be Satanists perform the Dedication Ritual and then cannot be bothered to meditate consistently or spend 10 minutes a day saving the world by
doing a reverse torah ritual because the antisemitism involved in the rituals is really uncomfortable or something. Lydia doing 4 RTRs a day is equivalent to
56,000 half-assed Satanists who do one RTR a week, if that. It is not worth it for Lydia to go out and spend hours talking to a handful of people to try and
get them to stop balking at the idea Satan was lied about and is not evil.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2867
Subject: Okay. Now I understand quite a bit more.

From: call_me_something_else

Date: 6/7/2017

I was just about to give up on understanding my natal chart.
I even sent a message saying as much...
But, with my GD's guidance and some help from someone here (Thank you) I now understand quite a lot more about myself.
Where I got confused was where the placement of planets in eacg house, where they were close to other houses.
It seems, if a planet is close to another house, besides the one it's in, some of those other qualities can bleed through, as well.
Also, multiple planets in a house can end up a "mixed bag of nuts," in regards to personality characteristics. This os the reason some people are so
complicated thet sometimes seem self-contradictory. They're not. It's just complicated.
There are also those things I just did not WANT to face up to. But, here goes...
I want to thank you all for your patience.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2869
Subject: Re: Jupiter in 25 degrees in Leo ?

From: tapapakiastinseira

Date: 6/8/2017

Johnson thank you for your response.
I completely understand what you say and nope, nope, nope, I have not and will not waste an hour of my life on a daily basis to listen to someone's yapping.
:P
That person is very psychic, it is a shame for his 'talent' [past lives' work, most likely] to go on waste. I will see how much more time I will invest on him,
depending on whether he is acting on the things I suggest him.
As for the sleep, this guy sleeps, it is not a sleeping disorder, or a lack of sleep. I felt it is evidently a spiritual attack. It is just very weird, I don't know how
to help him deal with it. And I wondered if 25 degrees in Leo, in Jupiter, would have any impact on this matter... but I guess it does not. It sucks that I don't
have time of birth.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2870
Subject: EMERGENCY SATURN TRANSIT HELP!

From: Noel Ochoa

Date: 6/8/2017

Hello everyone, I am currently going through a transit of Saturn that causes me economic problems and in fact my
spiritual power has diminished, so I plan to make a square of the sun to protect me from the energies of Saturn, but the
problem is that by reviewing the Calendar I realize that there are no "positive" dates to make the square of the sun, so
when is a better emergency date to realize the square of the sun?
Option A: Today Thursday, June 8, the moon is 100% full and the moon is in Sagittarius.
Option B: Sunday June 18 the moon is waning, illuminated to 30% but it is in the sign of Aries.
I really apologize for my bad english, your opinion and help is very important, thank you very much.
P.S. I can not make a jupiter square because jupiter is retrograde.
Enviado desde Yahoo Mail para Android
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2871
Subject: Re: EMERGENCY SATURN TRANSIT HELP!

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 6/9/2017

You can start a sun square even if the sun is not in Aries or Leo. As long as the sun is not in Libra or Aquarius, you can do a sun square. You can start a sun
square on a Sunday when the moon is not void. Starting any magickal working when the moon is void will cause the working to fail.
The Void of Course Moon
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/VOID.html
Void Moon Times
http://www.moontracks.com/void_of_course_moon_dates.html

You need to keep meditating regardless of what happens. Meditation raises your vibrational level and this shields you against negative planetary energies.
You also need to clean your aura and build a very strong aura of protection everyday. A strong aura of protection keeps bad things from happening to you
and reflects negative energies, including the negative energies of a Saturn transit.
Aura cleaning/Aura of Protection
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic16800.html

Messages in JoS_Astrology group.
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2872

Subject: Saturn retrograde as my chart ruler
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2873

Page 57 of 59.
From: Unknown666

Date: 6/11
/2017

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 6/11
/2017

Subject: Re: Saturn retrograde as my chart ruler
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2874
From: andrewmonm45
Subject: Some work to put away residues of alleged ADHD with his bullshit med
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2875
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: Saturn retrograde as my chart ruler
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2876
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: Some work to put away residues of alleged ADHD with his bullshit
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2877
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: Some work to put away residues of alleged ADHD with his bullshit
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2878
From: dr4g0nh34t
Subject: How do I determine what plsnet is my chart ruler?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2879
From: denadehna@yahoo.com
Subject: Re: How do I determine what plsnet is my chart ruler?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2880
From: veronikasmith
Subject: Re: How do I determine what plsnet is my chart ruler?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2881
From: veronikasmith
Subject: Re: How do I determine what plsnet is my chart ruler?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2882
From: makesyouperfect
Subject: sun squares
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2883

Date: 6/13
/2017
Date: 6/14
/2017
Date: 6/14
/2017
Date: 6/14
/2017
Date: 6/21
/2017
Date: 6/21
/2017
Date: 6/21
/2017
Date: 6/21
/2017
Date: 6/21
/2017

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 6/23
/2017

Subject: Solar Returns, Locations
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2884

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 6/23
/2017

Subject: Re: sun squares
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2885

From: makesyouperfect

Date: 6/23
/2017

Subject: Re: sun squares
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2886

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 6/24
/2017

Subject: Re: sun squares
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2888

From: oliverl0055

Date: 6/27
/2017

Subject: Birth chart question
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2889

From: andrewmonm45

Date: 6/27
/2017

Subject: Square of Uranus, and if precautions its neccesary?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2890
From: veronikasmith
Subject: Re: Square of Uranus, and if precautions its neccesary?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2891
From: dark23_revenge
Subject: Retrograde Dates
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2892

From: andrewmonm45

Date: 6/27
/2017
Date: 6/28
/2017
Date: 6/28
/2017

Subject: I have to have contact with the gods if I work some astrological squ
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2893
From:
Date: 6/28
tkal373ihlyx23qk5osst5bmzgkt3wwxd2jkissd /2017
Subject: Re: I have to have contact with the gods if I work some astrological
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2894
From: denadehna@yahoo.com
Date: 6/28
/2017
Subject: Re: I have to have contact with the gods if I work some astrological
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2895
From: johnson_akemi
Date: 6/28
/2017
Subject: Re: I have to have contact with the gods if I work some astrological
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2896
From: makesyouperfect
Date: 6/29
/2017
Subject: planetary hours
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2897
From: taol_van_sherwood
Date: 6/29
/2017
Subject: Re: planetary hours
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2898
From: makesyouperfect
Date: 6/29
/2017
Subject: Re: planetary hours
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2899
From: johnson_akemi
Date: 6/29
/2017
Subject: Re: planetary hours
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2900
From: johnson_akemi
Date: 6/30
/2017
Subject: Re: Square of Uranus, and if precautions its neccesary?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2901
From: johnson_akemi
Date: 6/30
/2017
Subject: Re: Birth chart question
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2902
From: makesyouperfect
Date: 6/30
/2017
Subject: Re: planetary hours
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2903
From: johnson_akemi
Date: 6/30
/2017
Subject: Re: Retrograde Dates
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2904
From: johnson_akemi
Date: 7/1/2017
Subject: Re: planetary hours
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2905
From: makesyouperfect
Date: 7/2/2017
Subject: Re: planetary hours
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2906
From: johnson_akemi
Date: 7/3/2017
Subject: Re: planetary hours
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2907
From: makesyouperfect
Date: 7/3/2017
Subject: Re: planetary hours

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2908
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: planetary hours
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2909
From: rawrgarglalargar@gmail.com
Subject: Re: planetary hours
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2910
From: makesyouperfect
Subject: Re: planetary hours
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2911
From: makesyouperfect
Subject: multiple squares
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2912
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: multiple squares
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2913
From: denadehna@yahoo.com
Subject: Re: multiple squares [1 Attachment]
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2914
From: dr4g0nh34t
Subject: Printed pdf
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2915
From: andrewmonm45
Subject: Can i initiate a kabbalistic square without having carried out the 4
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2916
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: Printed pdf
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2917
From: makesyouperfect
Subject: Re: multiple squares [1 Attachment]
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2918
From: makesyouperfect
Subject: Re: multiple squares
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2919
From: starduststreakoflightning
Subject: Re: How do I determine what plsnet is my chart ruler?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2920
From: veronikasmith
Subject: Re: How do I determine what plsnet is my chart ruler?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2921
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: planetary hours
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2922
From: rawrgarglalargar@gmail.com
Subject: Re: planetary hours

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2872
Subject: Saturn retrograde as my chart ruler

From: Unknown666

Date: 7/3/2017
Date: 7/3/2017
Date: 7/4/2017
Date: 7/4/2017
Date: 7/5/2017
Date: 7/5/2017
Date: 7/5/2017
Date: 7/5/2017
Date: 7/6/2017
Date: 7/6/2017
Date: 7/6/2017
Date: 7/6/2017
Date: 7/6/2017
Date: 7/7/2017
Date: 7/7/2017

Date: 6/11/2017

Hello! I have Saturn retrograde as my chart ruler. I made my birth chart and it says that Saturn is retrograde
in my 3rd house. Does this mean that Saturn is always retrograde for me or not? I know energies from
planets who retrograde are different, so how does Saturn affect me? What happens when Saturn I'm sorry
if some of this doesn't make sense I just started with astrology.
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2873
From: taol_van_sherwood
Subject: Re: Saturn retrograde as my chart ruler

Date: 6/11/2017

Please be careful with this data there are people that would use it against you.
And no. They go direct when you turn about 30 years old.
Depending on how many retrogrades and such you had could make you a late bloomer though.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2874
From: andrewmonm45
Date: 6/13/2017
Subject: Some work to put away residues of alleged ADHD with his bullshit med

Some work to put away residues of alleged ADHD with his bullshit medication and hyperhidrosis on the
body? Thank you

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2875
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: Saturn retrograde as my chart ruler

Date: 6/14/2017

Your natal chart is the positions of the planets at the exact moment you were born, your natal chart does
not change over time. If your chart ruler is retrograde Saturn, your chart ruler stays retrograde Saturn for
the rest of your life. The energies of retrograde planets are directed inward instead of being outwardly
expressed. For example, someone with Mars retrograde have difficulty experessing their anger and hold
their anger inside. They can be boiling with rage but will not show it on the outside.
If your chart ruler is retrograde, that can cause delays in life and cause you to be a "late bloomer" where
success comes in the later half of life. However, you are a Satanist and are capable of fixing your natal
chart. If you have weak planets, you can strengthen those planets and improve those areas of your life. For
example, if your natal sun was weak in Libra, you can do sun squares to strengthen your natal sun and
improve your confidence, health, and willpower while also improving the areas of your life ruled by your
natal sun.
Satan's Magickal Square PDF and Audio Recordings
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Audio_Mp3s.htm
Literally any problems in you natal chart can be fixed. If you have planetary placements saying you will have
trouble with love, you can do love spells to fix that and have lots of happy love in your life. If your natal
chart says you will be an alcoholic, you can meditate and do yoga to induce real bliss and make alcohol
seem disgusting in comparison.
How to Obliterate your Saturn
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic15507.html
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2876
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: Some work to put away residues of alleged ADHD with his bullshit

Date: 6/14/2017

For future reference, this group is for discussing astrology. Questions not related to astrology should be
posted in the appropriate group. This question is related to health and should be posted to the Health Group
or the main Joy of Satan group.
Do NOT suddenly stop taking any medications. Doing so can cause life-threatening withdrawal symptoms.
You can gradually taper that dosages over a period of weeks. For example, if you currently take a 50 mg
dose daily you can cut the pills in half and take 25 mg daily for a month. Then cut the pills into quarters and
take 12.5 mg daily for a month. Then cut the pills into eighths and take 6.25 mg daily for a month at which
point you can try stopping the medication completely.
The rune WUNJO (WAUNYO is the more powerful version) banishes depression and anxiety.
How to use Runes/Mantras
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic16804.html
How to Heal Yourself
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic16810.html

You need to meditate and do yoga daily. Depression is caused by low levels of bioelectricity and both yoga
and meditation raise your bioelectricity. Yoga and meditation also clear trauma, hangups, and other dross
out of your mind and heal the root cause of anxiety and depression. No matter what happens, you need to
meditate and do yoga daily. Skipping a day causes your bioelectricity to drop, causing depression, and

reverses progress you had made which sends you back to square one. You need to schedule your life around
your meditations, not the other way around.
Also, you need to clean your aura and build a strong aura of protection. Cleaning your aura rids your aura of
negative energy. Neglecting to clean your aura allows negative energy in your environment to stick to you
and that negative energy causes depression, disease, difficulty with meditation, and other problems. A strong
aura of protection reflects negative energy and keeps bad things from happening to you. This includes
accidents, disease, physical attack, psychic attack, bad luck, disease, and other misfortune.
Methods of Protection
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic16800.html
You should do a Banishing Ritual daily to keep malicious entities out of your house. Malicious entities will do
anything to try and discourage people from Satanism and that includes inducing depression, knocking object
off shelves, causing nightmares, and otherwise doing anything that will get you to leave Satanism or give
up. You can also visualize Satanic electric-blue fire filling your room/house to banish a malicious entity.
Banishing Ritual
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Banishing.html
Satanic Electric-Blue Fire (The picture is towards the middle of the page)
http://astralartsofthegods.weebly.com/extras.html

Additionally you can detach from obsessive thoughts, depression, irrational anxiety, and other crap and void
meditate to get rid of them. The flame meditation is good for improving focus. You can do void meditation
daily to improve your focus.
Void Meditation
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Satanic_Void_Meditation.html
Flame Meditation
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Flame_Meditation.html
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2877
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: Some work to put away residues of alleged ADHD with his bullshit

Date: 6/14/2017

Also, psychiatric medication, like ADHD medication, depletes your body of nutrients over time. It does not
help that agricultural soils are depleted and our food is not as nutritious as it used to be. You are likely
severely deficient in B vitamins, vitamin D, and magnesium. You should eat a good diet free from fast food,
processed food, and other toxic foods. Your body cannot heal itself from the damage caused by the
medication if you are constantly consuming toxins that damage the body further. You should eat a good diet
with meats, eggs, nuts, potatoes, whole grains, dairy, fruits, vegetables and other good foods. Here is a
thread with recipes and helpful cooking tips: https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/SSHealth/conversations
/topics/2433

In order to heal itself, your body needs the raw materials to rebuild itself. You should take a high-quality
multivitamin as well as extra magnesium and cod liver oil.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2878
From: dr4g0nh34t
Subject: How do I determine what plsnet is my chart ruler?

Date: 6/21/2017

I am completely lost with my natal chart since I am new to astrology, but I can't get a clear description
anywhere that explains how to determine what planet is my chart ruler. Any help is appreciated
HAIL SATAN
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2879
From: denadehna@yahoo.com Date: 6/21/2017
Subject: Re: How do I determine what plsnet is my chart ruler?

@dr4g. Ref astrology
Azazal and HPS MD had put together a wonderful and detailed tool to help all SS to learn astrology.
I'm on my phone so can't pull it up, per sea. Go to the jos main page. Scroll down to Satanic Witchcraft. In
the middle of the page is Azazal's Astrology.
Also, a pdf download is in the Satan's library.
HS
88
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

On Wed, Jun 21, 2017 at 8:36 AM, dr4g0nh34t@... [JoS_Astrology]
<JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

I am completely lost with my natal chart since I am new to astrology, but I can't get a clear description
anywhere that explains how to determine what planet is my chart ruler. Any help is appreciated
HAIL SATAN

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2880
From: veronikasmith
Subject: Re: How do I determine what plsnet is my chart ruler?

Date: 6/21/2017

The ruling planet of the sign of your ascendant is your chart ruler. For example: if your ascendant was
Pisces, your chart ruler would be Neptune. If it was Aquarius, you would have 2- a ruler and a co rulerUranus and Saturn. Gemini is Mercury, Aries is Mars, Capricorn is Saturn, etc. Google ruling planets social
signs.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2881
From: veronikasmith
Subject: Re: How do I determine what plsnet is my chart ruler?

Date: 6/21/2017

Also, to find your ascendant you need to know your birth time. Then just type into google "natal chart" and
be sure to include the time when you enter your date of birth. Then just scroll down thru the write up and it
will say ascendent in ____. Time of birth is also necessary to determine houses, moon sign, and occasionally
it makes a difference in which signs your planets are in etc. Some things change in mere minutes. For years
I thought my moon was a sign it wasn't and my planets were in signs they weren't because I thought
checking "12 noon" as my birth time, thinking it wouldn't alter things so much was fine. No.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: sun squares

Message: 2882

From: makesyouperfect

Date: 6/21/2017

beginning these will connect you to the sun, as a source of energy for the duration of the square yes?

and it should allow you to use and draw in the energies of the sun to clean your soul, even when you are
not in the sun right?
if so I should be able to get away with not doing 108 vibrations of suryae every day.
It is exhausting, especially if your doing vibrations for your chakras too, or any other vibration meditations,

HAIL SATAN
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2883
Subject: Solar Returns, Locations

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 6/23/2017

Those in the know, mainly jews, know the importance of changing location for a solar return. Solar returns
are location-specific: change your location, change your karma.
Many times, a single person will go on holiday for their birthday. They meet the love of their life while on
vacation. This would not have happened if they stayed in the town of their residence, and this can be seen
by comparing both solar returns (for residence location or trip location).
Take a look at your upcoming SR. If your AC is at a bad degree, or other unfavorable planetary placements,
change the location to another city or even country. It’s a good idea to look at your upcoming SR months in
advance, so you can plan accordingly, such as booking a flight in advance to get a good price. This is easier
in Europe where flights to other countries go for as little as 10 euro. If you’re in America, consider Belize or
Panama, you can get cheap flights to these areas if you book in advance. Or hop on a train to another state.
You can even do a working in advance to find the best location and a cheap ticket to get there. I have
literally flown to other countries for free, including a free good quality hotel room. Don’t think it’s impossible.
With our Gods, nothing is impossible.
You just need to be in the ideal location at the exact time Sun conjoins natal Sun. This can be the day of
your calendar birthday, or the day before or after. Get to the location for that moment, and you can leave
shortly after. It does not need to be a long vacation if you have a busy life. Even a quick crammed vacation
can literally save your life, or set you up with your soulmate, or get you a dream career, or get pregnant if
you’re looking to start a family.
As well, this will put you more in tune with being the master of your own destiny. You can go about knowing
that you did what it took to alter your “fate”. You are in charge of your life, you are not at the mercy of a
crappy solar return.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2884
Subject: Re: sun squares

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 6/23/2017

Substituting one vibration for another is not going to fix the exhaustion problem. You should reduce the
number of vibrations you do and then gradually increase the amount as your endurance increases. You can
substitute other meditations for the vibrations so you are not exhausting yourself. You can absorb goldenwhite energy and program the energy to protect you in all ways. You an visualize golden white energy
saturating your soul to clean your soul, you do not need to be standing in the sun to do that. There are
breathing exercises and other techniques you can use to empower your chakras that do not involve
vibrations.
Full Chakra Meditation
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Full_Meditation.html
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2885
Subject: Re: sun squares

From: makesyouperfect

Date: 6/23/2017

well sun squares are certainly less effort, I want to know which one is more powerful, and worth my while,
sun squares or a suryae rosary?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2886
Subject: Re: sun squares

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 6/24/2017

A sun square is more powerful than an equivalent SURYAE working unless the sun is weak in Libra or
Aquarius. In that case, a sun square is a complete waste of time. I would recommend using a SURYAE
working for protection instead of a sun square. This is because an incorrect number of vibrations ruins an
entire square. With a SURYAE working, missing or adding a few vibrations on accident doesn't ruin the
working.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2888
Subject: Birth chart question

From: oliverl0055

Date: 6/27/2017

Can someone please show me how I can use my birth chart to calculate important point in my life, like when
I will meet my true love and stuff? It would be very appreciated thank you
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2889
From: andrewmonm45
Subject: Square of Uranus, and if precautions its neccesary?

Date: 6/27/2017

Good afternoon, I was reading the Astrology pdf, and I was interested in the properties of Uranus so I have
3 questions, where can I get the square or work of Uranus? Are there any precautions I should take in using
the squares? When doing a square can generate something negative?
My goal is to be a successful engineer and I know how much i struggled in the past
by the way end with the bad health of the selfcall ADHD condition and my hiperactivity with excessive
sweating

Thank You for everything that can help!

Hail Satan

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2890
From: veronikasmith
Subject: Re: Square of Uranus, and if precautions its neccesary?

Date: 6/27/2017

I'm fairly certain there never was one. That is, according to my research. That's what I've been told.
Uranus is the higher octave of mercury. Perhaps a mercury square? Have you tried the SS Health group for
your health issues? https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/SSHealth/info
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2891
Subject: Retrograde Dates

From: dark23_revenge

Date: 6/28/2017

Are those accurate dates?
Mercury:
Aug 13-Sept 5
Dec 3-23
Saturn: -Aug 26
Uranus: Aug 4-jan 3
Neptune: June 16-Nov 23
HS!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2892
From: andrewmonm45
Subject: I have to have contact with the gods if I work some astrological squ

Date: 6/28/2017

Do i have to have contact with the gods if I work some astrological square?
i dont feel prepare or secure of having contact, what can i do? thanks
Group: JoS_Astrology Message: 2893 From:
Date: 6/28/2017
tkal373ihlyx23qk5osst5bmzgkt3wwxd2jkissd
Subject: Re: I have to have contact with the gods if I work some astrological
Do you mean planetay square?
If yes the response is no because you can do alone the work.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2894
From: denadehna@yahoo.com Date: 6/28/2017
Subject: Re: I have to have contact with the gods if I work some astrological

@andrewmonm. Ref squares
Why did you say you "don't feel secure to have contact with the Gods"?
Have you dedicated your soul to Satan [I don't think so]? Did you sign your name in blood?
If you did, if you are dedicated to Satan, then there should be no issue communicating with the Demon
Gods. Satan Loves and Protects His own.
If you are not dedicated [and I suspect you are not] then the Satanic magick will not work in a positive way
for you.
Hail Satan
All Hail the Gods of Du'at
Dehna
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

On Wed, Jun 28, 2017 at 10:14 AM, andrewmonm45@... [JoS_Astrology]
<JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Do i have to have contact with the gods if I work some astrological square?
i dont feel prepare or secure of having contact, what can i do? thanks

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2895
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: I have to have contact with the gods if I work some astrological

Date: 6/28/2017

You can do planetary squares even if you are not psychically open enough to see and hear the Gods. Doing
planetary squares will empower you spiritually and help you progress to where you can see and hear the
Gods.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2896
Subject: planetary hours

From: makesyouperfect

Date: 6/29/2017

I just downloaded chronosxp, and it wants me to put in my longitude and latitude for my city, am I
supposed to put in the coordinates for my birth city, or the city I live in now?

also I am only seeing
day of (planet)
and
hour of (planet)
i am also seeing the phases of the moon,but it is not showing me weather or not the moon is void of
course,or what sign the moon is in.
I'm not sure how to use this program, can someone explain how to use this
thanks,and hail satan

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2897
Subject: Re: planetary hours

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 6/29/2017

VoC is not build in in it. You can use lunarium.co.uk for it.
Yes you are supposed to put in the coordinates of where you are living RN. (Right Now) notice the words
sunset and sun rise? Think what they are for a moment. If you moved halfway across the world you wouldnt
be doing night things in daytime either now would you?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2898
Subject: Re: planetary hours

From: makesyouperfect

Date: 6/29/2017

when you input the longitude and latitude, there is a link that says "find my latitude and longitude online" but
when you go to the link it asks for your birth town, I also recall people saying that planetary transits are
different for everyone, so I assumed that must mean that I enter my information based upon my place of
birth.
also when it gives the hours of the planets, does this mean that it would be the hour of the planets
corresponding chakra.
or are the chakra hours on the joy of satan correct for everybody, for every time zone, for any age and DoB?
salem burke said that when he gave the jos the chakra hours he only wanted to get people accustomed to
doing workings in tune with specific times,like practice,and that the hours weren't accurate.
also where can I go to find what sign each of the planets are in?
also I do not see where it says sunset and sunrise,but I see "day begins at()" and "night begins at ()"
this does not necessarily mean that the times are inversed for me, I live in the us,and I have my whole life,
so the sunrise, and sunset are nearly the same,and doesn't really provide any clue to indicate what you said
to be the case,i am not in china.

I understand the reason you would tell me that, but the last thing that this whole astrology business is, is
LOGICAL ,it makes zero sense to me at the moment so whether or not the planets influence me in
chronological order starting from my place and time of birth, or they effect me from my current location is
totally unknown to me, do the planets change my soul when I'm born? or is it just that I can only
reincarnate when the planets are suitable for me?
I don't know much about it, and its all totally alien, so please just treat me like a kindergartener for now.
HAIL SATAN
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2899
Subject: Re: planetary hours

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 6/29/2017

The planetary hours are in reference to your current location. The planetary hours are calculated based on
the sunrise (day begins at) and sunset (night begins at) times. Those times are heavily influenced by your
current location.
The chakra hours page on the Joy of Satan is outdated; ignore it. The hour of a chakra is the hour of the
planet that rules the chakra. For example, the hour of the heart chakra is the hour of Mercury.
The current positions of the planets are all over the internet. An internet search for "(planet name) sign" will
bring up many websites with the current planetary positions.
Your birth location is important for your natal chart. Your natal chart is the positions of the planets at the
exact moment you were born. Your birth location determines the location of your MC/IC axis and the

corresponding sizes of your natal houses. Transits are the current positions of the planet. Transits are
looked at in comparison to your natal chart. For example, right now Jupiter is at 13 degrees of Libra. If
transiting Jupiter is making an aspect to any of your natal planets, that will have an effect. If your natal
Mars was at 14 degrees of Capricorn, transiting Jupiter will be square (90 degrees from) your natal Mars
with a 1 degree orb (1 degree from an exact aspect). Jupiter is the greater benefic and transiting Jupiter
square your natal Mars will bring luck, protection, and good fortune for the affairs of the house containing
your natal Mars, and the houses with Aries on the cusp (Mars rules Aries) and Scorpio on the cusp (Mars corules Scorpio).
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2900
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: Square of Uranus, and if precautions its neccesary?

Date: 6/30/2017

There are not squares for the outer transcendental planets, Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto. If you want to
enhance the properties of those planets in your life, there are the Zodiac mantras.
Zodiac Mantras
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic16346.html

Also, you should look at your natal chart and see if engineering is the right career path for you. You will
want to look at your 2nd house (finances), 6th house (everyday work), and 10th house (career). Lydia does
career readings for $27 if you want a professional reading.
Lydia's Astrology Services
http://lydiasastrology.com/
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2901
Subject: Re: Birth chart question

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 6/30/2017

Azazel's Astrology for Satanists
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Astro_index.html
After you have mastered the basics of how to read a chart, you start looking at your solar returns, transits,
progressions, and lunar returns to see what your future holds.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2902
Subject: Re: planetary hours

From: makesyouperfect

Date: 6/30/2017

are all of the websites for the planetary signs accurate?
also how does one know what sign a planet is in,can this be felt,or seen?
also I need to do a bit of research into how to read my chart so I can know weather or not shitty things are
happening bc of planets.
just recently I lost my voice and hurt my shoulder, put a damper on meditation.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2903
Subject: Re: Retrograde Dates

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 6/30/2017

You have the ability to look online and verify the retrograde dates through multiple sources. Check several
different websites. If they all say the same thing then the dates are correct.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2904
Subject: Re: planetary hours

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 7/1/2017

When looking up astrological data, look at multiple websites and compare them to each other. If all of then
say the same thing, they are accurate. You can also download the free software ZET 9 to look at the
planetary positions for any date. ZET 9 is accurate.
ZET 9
http://www.zaytsev.com/downloads.html
You know what sign the planets are in by looking it up. If you are very sensitive to energy, you can tell when
a planet is strong or debilitated and sense the moon sign/phase. This kind of sensitivity takes practice as you
cannot know when a planet is strong or weak if you have no point of comparison.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2905
Subject: Re: planetary hours

From: makesyouperfect

Date: 7/2/2017

thanks, are the degrees of the planets important?
another question, I looked online for what exactly a void of course moon is, and I read that it is when the
moon is transitioning into a different sign, but I also read that the moon is always in a sign, I don't quite
understand this.
I appreciate you helping me understand this, HAIL SATAN

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2906
Subject: Re: planetary hours

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 7/3/2017

The degrees are not very important in comparison to the signs of the planets. For example, starting a
working when the moon is in a sign bad for the specific working is a waste of time. Planets in early degrees
are better for starting things while planets in late degrees are better for ending things. For example, if the
moon is in an early degree of Taurus (0-10 degrees) that is a good time to start a working for money. If the
moon is in a late degree of Pisces (20-30 degrees) that is a good time to do a magickal working for ending
something.
Moon Phases and Signs in Magickal Practice
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Timing.html
A void moon is after the moon has made its last aspect to other planets before moving into the next sign.
The Void of Course Moon
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/VOID.html
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2907
Subject: Re: planetary hours

From: makesyouperfect

Date: 7/3/2017

thanks, ill have to look in to what it means for the moon to aspect a planet
also is there a way to look into the "future" and see when the next time a planet will have a certain set of
conditions?
like the moon being full on a Monday in cancer/Taurus.
thank you and hail Satan
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2908
Subject: Re: planetary hours

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 7/3/2017

You can look at the planetary positions for any date in the past or future. The planets are physical objects
that move at known speeds and their positions can be easily calculated for any date. Planet Watcher is one
such website that allows you to look at the planetary positions for future, past, or present dates.
Planet Watcher
http://planetwatcher.com/
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2909

From:
rawrgarglalargar@gmail.com

Date: 7/3/2017

Subject: Re: planetary hours
On a similar note, how are predictions actually determined when reading a transit? The way I think it works
is that you find the aspects between the transiting and natal planets, then apply the characteristics ov the
transiting planet to the areas ruled by the natal planet to determine a possible outcome.
For example, say I have Mercury transiting natal Venus. Mercury rules intellect and communications; Venus
rules one's love life. So this could indicate the initiation ov a romantic dialogue- beginning to converse with
someone in an affectionate manner? Or perhaps it foreshadow's a lesson ov some sort to be learned about
one's love life?
So, is that how that works?
Hail Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2910
Subject: Re: planetary hours

From: makesyouperfect

Date: 7/4/2017

I found its actually easier to just rotate the wheel in zet 9, I found it by accident.
but I meant is there a way to type in a certain set of conditions for a planet and have it show you the next
date that the conditions are met?
its a pain in the ass to manually change the date day by day looking for what you want.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2911
Subject: multiple squares

From: makesyouperfect

Date: 7/4/2017

Attachments :
sun square - Copy.zip
can I do more than one planetary square at a time? I ask because the moon moves
into Taurus on the 17th, but the sun goes into leo at 10 o clock on Saturday on the 22
of july, (for me)

also I have set up a bit of a failsafe to guarantee that I don't mess up my
square(that's the attachment), I'm going to print out a page for each day, and once I
finish one mantra ill cross off a number.
I haven't done that for the moon square yet though....

thanks AND hail satan
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2912
Subject: Re: multiple squares

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 7/5/2017

You can do multiple planetary squares at the same time as long as the squares are for different planets. You
can do a Mars square, moon square, Venus square, and sun square all at the same time if you wanted to.
You cannot do two sun squares or two Venus squares at the same time. This is because the squares are
extremely sensitive to the number of times you vibrate the mantra per day. By doing two squares for the
same planet simultaneously, you are doing an incorrect number of vibrations for both.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2913
Subject: Re: multiple squares [1 Attachment]

From: denadehna@yahoo.com Date: 7/5/2017

@makesyouperfect. Ref squares
Johnson answered your question about the squares... You can do several different planets at once...
As for the method that you're doing it, I must answer. Whatever works for you, do it! Your way is too much
for me to keep track of. What I do is to put the dates with how many for that date all on one sheet. It can
get a little confusing sometimes and it makes me concentrate. Shael does it another way.
Whatever works for you to accomplish it. It's the amount and the mantra that's important. And remember
the times go from sunrise to sunrise.
Also, while doing the entire process be sure not to be distracted. Picture in your mind [make it become real]
and in the astral what you're wanting to accomplish.
HS
88
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

On Tue, Jul 4, 2017 at 3:05 PM, makesyouperfect@... [JoS_Astrology]
<JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

can I do more than one planetary square at a time? I ask because the moon moves into Taurus on the 17th,
but the sun goes into leo at 10 o clock on Saturday on the 22 of july, (for me)

also I have set up a bit of a failsafe to guarantee that I don't mess up my square(that's the attachment), I'm
going to print out a page for each day, and once I finish one mantra ill cross off a number.
I haven't done that for the moon square yet though....

thanks AND hail satan

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Printed pdf

Message: 2914

From: dr4g0nh34t

Date: 7/5/2017

Am I the only fool who decided to print the entire pdf on astrology on JoS for easier use. It really works a
lot easier than endlessly scrolling endlessly and confused through a 200 page pdf.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2915
From: andrewmonm45
Subject: Can i initiate a kabbalistic square without having carried out the 4

Date: 7/5/2017

Can i initiate a kabbalistic square without having carried out the 40-day empowerment program without any
risk?, in case the answer is yes, what square would be indicated for my first goals?, my first two goals are to
heal ADHD and hyperhidrosis to be more qualified for my university studying
I dream to be immortal some day and fight for freedom forever

Thanks and greetings

Hail Lord Enki

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2916
Subject: Re: Printed pdf

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 7/6/2017

Having physical copies of the PDFs is highly recommended in case the internet becomes censored, the power
goes out for an extended period of time, or you otherwise do not have access to an electronic device
capable of opening a PDF file.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2917
Subject: Re: multiple squares [1 Attachment]

From: makesyouperfect

Date: 7/6/2017

From: makesyouperfect

Date: 7/6/2017

thank you for the advice dena :)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2918
Subject: Re: multiple squares
sorry for not responding,
i saw your message and just forgot you were even a person JA its like youre the joyofsatan artificial
intelligence,that answers literally every message.
I hope that you are given the title hp once you are risen,you deserve it
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2919
From: starduststreakoflightning Date: 7/6/2017
Subject: Re: How do I determine what plsnet is my chart ruler?
@veronikasmith Why do you say "occasionally" it makes a difference in which signs your planet are in? This
is not true. The most important signs are not always the sun sign and the moon sign. All placements are
important in astrology. Here are the foundations for you to study: http://www.angelfire.com/empire
/serpentis666/Astro_index.html
You can then deepen your understanding of astrology by studying and comparing charts, strengthening your
intuition and asking for a demon's guidance.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2920
From: veronikasmith
Subject: Re: How do I determine what plsnet is my chart ruler?

Date: 7/6/2017

Because occasionally it is that one time when ____ planet is switching from sign to sign like Capricorn to
Aquarius or what ever. For most of the planets, especially the outer ones; it is not often at all. But what if
you are the person who is born a few minutes before or after it switches. It's gotta be someone.
I am more talking about the moon sign particularly because that changes every few days. My moon sign
would be different if I were born a few hours later. Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune,
Pluto, no. Those don't move a lot. But they do move some time.
That's not what I was really trying to get across when I emphasized time, though. Typo. I meant houses.
The houses which the planets are in definitely change multiple times a day. Houses!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2921
Subject: Re: planetary hours

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 7/7/2017

@rawrgarglalargar, you use the method you described to interpret transits. You look at the natures of the
transiting planet and the affected natal planet and make an interpretation based on the planets involved. You
will want to look at the house containing the affected natal planet and the houses ruled by the affected natal
planet. In your case with Mercury transiting natal Venus, you will want to look at the house containing Venus
as well as the houses with Libra and Taurus on the cusps. Mercury rules communication as well as short
distance travel. If you had Taurus on the cusp of your 6th house, you could experience a sudden increase in
communication as part of your job or go on some work-related trips. The 6th house also rules your health,
so you may become more concerned with your cleanliness.
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2922

From:
rawrgarglalargar@gmail.com

Date: 7/7/2017

Subject: Re: planetary hours
Thank you so much! I'm glad that my intuition led me true and that you could corroborate. I was a bit
tentative to apply my interpretations beforehand.
Hail Satan!

Messages in JoS_Astrology group.
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2923

Page 58 of 59.
From: andrewmonm45

Subject: Is there a problem if I make a sun square before doing the 40 day se
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2924
From: ed8874
Subject: Re: Is there a problem if I make a sun square before doing the 40 da
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2925
From: panpir
Subject: Re: Is there a problem if I make a sun square before doing the 40 da
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2926
From: andrewmonm45
Subject: Re: Is there a problem if I make a sun square before doing the 40 da
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2927
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: Is there a problem if I make a sun square before doing the 40 da
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2928
From: scarface.motto
Subject: Re: Is there a problem if I make a sun square before doing the 40 da
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2929
From: makesyouperfect
Subject: moon square
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2930

From: makesyouperfect

Subject: Re: Is there a problem if I make a sun square before doing the 40 da
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2931
From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 7/10
/2017
Date: 7/10
/2017
Date: 7/11
/2017
Date: 7/12
/2017
Date: 7/12
/2017
Date: 7/12
/2017
Date: 7/16
/2017
Date: 7/16
/2017
Date: 7/17
/2017

Subject: Re: moon square
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2932

From: rawrgarglalargar@gmail.com

Date: 7/20
/2017

Subject: Possible Interpretations
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2933

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 7/21
/2017

Subject: Re: Possible Interpretations
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2934

From: heliotropichero

Date: 7/22
/2017

Subject: Wishing Death Upon Others
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2935

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 7/23
/2017

Subject: Re: Wishing Death Upon Others
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2936

From: rawrgarglalargar@gmail.com

Date: 7/23
/2017

Subject: Re: Possible Interpretations
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2937

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 7/24
/2017

Subject: Re: Possible Interpretations
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2938

From: rawrgarglalargar@gmail.com

Date: 7/24
/2017

Subject: Re: Possible Interpretations
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2939

From: dark23_revenge

Date: 7/26
/2017

Subject: Sun in Leo
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2940

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 7/27
/2017

Subject: Re: Sun in Leo
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2941

From: ashleyslade0124

Date: 7/29
/2017

Subject: Using Neptune's Energy
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2942

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 7/30
/2017

Subject: Re: Using Neptune's Energy
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2943

From: makesyouperfect

Date: 7/30
/2017

Subject: Re: Using Neptune's Energy
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2944

From: ashleyslade0124

Date: 7/31
/2017

Subject: Re: Using Neptune's Energy
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2945
Subject: Planetary times and personal chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2946

From:
Date: 8/9/2017
igygdc4friasz3t5ycupgptbp3eoqso4usuzu34d
From: johnson_akemi

Date: 8/10
/2017

Subject: Re: Planetary times and personal chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2947
From:
Date: 8/10
igygdc4friasz3t5ycupgptbp3eoqso4usuzu34d /2017
Subject: Re: Planetary times and personal chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2948
From: johnson_akemi
Date: 8/10
/2017
Subject: Re: Planetary times and personal chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2949
From: maxine.dietrich666
Date: 8/12
/2017
Subject: The Weather
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2950
From: ashleyslade0124
Date: 8/12
/2017
Subject: When Saturn is retrograding over your natal Venus
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2951
From: johnson_akemi
Date: 8/13
/2017
Subject: Re: When Saturn is retrograding over your natal Venus
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2952
From:
Date: 8/13
igygdc4friasz3t5ycupgptbp3eoqso4usuzu34d /2017
Subject: Re: When Saturn is retrograding over your natal Venus
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2953
From: thesatanictruth666@gmail.com
Date: 8/13
/2017
Subject: Home planets & Chakra Question
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2954
From: johnson_akemi
Date: 8/14
/2017
Subject: Re: When Saturn is retrograding over your natal Venus
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2955
From: johnson_akemi
Date: 8/14
/2017
Subject: Re: Home planets & Chakra Question
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2956
From: ashleyslade0124
Date: 8/14
/2017
Subject: Re: When Saturn is retrograding over your natal Venus

Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2957

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 8/15
/2017

Subject: Re: When Saturn is retrograding over your natal Venus
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2958
From: maxine.dietrich666
Subject: Using Light Props
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2959

Date: 8/15
/2017

From: thesatanictruth666@gmail.com

Subject: Natal Moon and Jupiter in conjunction
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2960
From: dark_pagan_666

Date: 8/17
/2017

Subject: Re: Natal Moon and Jupiter in conjunction
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2961
From: johnson_akemi

Date: 8/17
/2017

Subject: Re: Natal Moon and Jupiter in conjunction
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2962
From: mandy_moo923
Subject: 22 degrees
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2963

Date: 8/17
/2017

Date: 8/18
/2017

From: mandy_moo923

Date: 8/18
/2017

Subject: Re: 22 degrees
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2964

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 8/19
/2017

Subject: Re: 22 degrees
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2965

From: sable.wolf616

Date: 8/19
/2017

Subject: Re: 22 degrees
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2966

From: mandy_moo923

Date: 8/19
/2017

Subject: Re: 22 degrees
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2967

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 8/20
/2017

Subject: Re: 22 degrees
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2968

From: mandy_moo923

Date: 8/20
/2017

Subject: Tracking planetary signs
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2969

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 8/20
/2017

Subject: Re: 22 degrees
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2970

From: rawrgarglalargar@gmail.com

Date: 8/20
/2017

Subject: Re: Tracking planetary signs
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2971

From: Hells Student

Date: 8/20
/2017

Subject: Re: 22 degrees
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2972

From: mandy_moo923

Date: 8/20
/2017

Subject: Re: Using Neptune's Energy

Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2923

From: andrewmonm45

Date: 7/10/2017

Subject: Is there a problem if I make a sun square before doing the 40 day se
Is there a problem if I make a sun square before doing the 40 day self empowerment guide?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2924
From: ed8874
Subject: Re: Is there a problem if I make a sun square before doing the 40 da

Date: 7/10/2017

the sun square is very powerful for someone who never even activated their chakras, I advise against that
but if you really need it do it.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2925
From: panpir
Subject: Re: Is there a problem if I make a sun square before doing the 40 da

Date: 7/11/2017

Any one can begin the planetary squares if they have done the "opening soul meditations". The next time to
begin a sun square is july 23 when the sun is in leo. just make sure you have done the opening soul
meditations" before then. take care.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2926
From: andrewmonm45
Subject: Re: Is there a problem if I make a sun square before doing the 40 da

Date: 7/12/2017

Can you please bring me the link of the specific working meditations i have to do before the square?
Thank you so much my friend
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2927
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: Is there a problem if I make a sun square before doing the 40 da

Date: 7/12/2017

Opening the Chakras
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/OpeningChakras.html
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2928
From: scarface.motto
Subject: Re: Is there a problem if I make a sun square before doing the 40 da

Date: 7/12/2017

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/OpeningChakras.html
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: moon square

Message: 2929

From: makesyouperfect

Date: 7/16/2017

on july 17th at 1:04 am eastern US time

the moon goes into Taurus (the moon is not void of course)

download the file and print it 12 times, this is to help make sure you do not mess up the number of
vibrations.

do one vibration, then cross out one number, do as many as the square calls for that day.

and visit this page http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Moon_Square.html

this should greatly empower the third eye,6th chakra and the ida serpent.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2930
From: makesyouperfect
Subject: Re: Is there a problem if I make a sun square before doing the 40 da

Date: 7/16/2017

Attachments :
sun square pdf.pdf
here is a simpler document for doing the sun square please check this for me anyone,
just to be sure its fully correct
thanks and hail satan
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2931
Subject: Re: moon square

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 7/17/2017

No. Moon must be full, or at least waxing. July 17, moon is waning. Don't begin the moon square when it is
waning.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <makesyouperfect@...> wrote :
on july 17th at 1:04 am eastern US time

the moon goes into Taurus (the moon is not void of course)

download the file and print it 12 times, this is to help make sure you do not mess up the number of
vibrations.

do one vibration, then cross out one number, do as many as the square calls for that day.

and visit this page http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Moon_Square.html

this should greatly empower the third eye,6th chakra and the ida serpent.
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2932

From:
rawrgarglalargar@gmail.com

Date: 7/20/2017

Subject: Possible Interpretations
I have Pluto conjuncting natal Uranus, influencing the 3rd and 11th house. Pluto is also conjunct natal
Neptune, influencing houses 3 and 12.
I've been puzzling over this for at least a week now, and I can't seem to draw any conclusions. At this point
I just keep confusing myself with it, so I'd hoped that someone might toss out a few possible predictions.
Hopefully it'll give me some new insight and lead me to an answer.
Many thanks!
Hail Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2933
Subject: Re: Possible Interpretations

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 7/21/2017

A natal chart is as unique as your fingerprints. You need to take the whole chart into consideration in order
to interpret specific aspects.
A Uranus-Neptune-Pluto stellium (three planets all linked by conjunction) will cause your personality to be
most heavily influenced by the sign the stellium is in. Also, the house containing the stellium will be subject

to much activity in your life. Uranus rules sudden changes, the unusual/eccentric, and genius as it is the
higher octave of Mercury. Neptune is a weakening influence, rules the unexpected, and can bring a
susceptibility to mental illness or drug abuse. Neptune, if sublimated through meditation, becomes psychic
sensitivity and talent. High Priest Hooded Cobra has written an excellent sermon on the properties of
Neptune. Pluto is power. Pluto is a neutral planet and amplifies anything, positive or negative, it contacts.
With a Uranus-Neptune-Pluto stellium, you will want to watch out for sudden, unexpected encounters with
power. Making the energies manifest positively or negatively is your decision. If you neglect to meditate and
protect yourself, the energies can manifest as sudden conflict with authorities and incarceration. A positive
way for the energies to manifest is rapid breaking away from restrictive situations. If you meditate (putting
yourself on a high level of vibration, shielding you from lower-vibration negative planetary energies) and
build a strong aura of protection, the planetary influences in your life will manifest positively.
Neptune and Hallucinogenic Drugs
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic17208.html
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2934
Subject: Wishing Death Upon Others

From: heliotropichero

Date: 7/22/2017

Hello I am a pretty new and inexeperienced, yet dedicated Satanist. Satan has been very good to me and I
am eternally grateful for him coming into my life and improving on it. Anyways heres my dilemma:
I work in fast food as a manager. On my overnight shifts, there is this scenile old geezer of a customer
(maybe 70-80 years old) who comes there almost every early morning, hes been doing so for years, longer
than Ive been in the business. Hes vulgar, rude to employees, will flip out if one thing is wrong (rare
occasion) and wont accept compensation (if we try to make things right hell tell us to fuck ourselves). Since
I am new to this store and routine (last location I was at was not 24 hours service) I dont know the regulars
inside and out so I am still learning their prefences, but they expect it from me. Anyways I dont know if this
is right or wrong but I truly wish death upon this angry old man. The thought feels right to me and brings
me peace and doesnt bother because hes got one foot in the grave and hes a total dick. I meditate on his
death and when he is in my presence I focus my energy on him dropping dead. He is not the type one
would miss, I get the feeling hes ready to go anyways, but assuming this is foolish.
I was wondering if it is okay to feel like this and want this. Im not blood thirsty and wouldnt handle it
through physical means. However meditating and focusing my energy on his death feels right to me and
justified. Is it okay to practice and wish this? Is there a better way to expedite the process? Any
suggestions? Im not tring to sound naive.
Yes I am working on a "Plan A" professional solution but the "customer is always right". Ive tried being kind
and I stand up to this old bag but its just dragging on. There is no reasoning with this saggy old geezer.
Thank you!
Any comments are appreciated!
HAIL SATAN!!!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2935
Subject: Re: Wishing Death Upon Others

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 7/23/2017

First of all, this group is for discussing astrology. Questions unrelated to astrology should be posted in the
main Joy of Satan group.
Joy of Satan Yahoo Group
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoyofSatan666/info
You are free to hate anyone you please. The suicidal christian teachings of "turn the other cheek" and "walk
the extra mile" are to turn people into good slaves who will put up with any kind of abuse. These teachings
can be seen in secular forms, such as it being illegal to shoot the brains out of a burglar because he
supposedly had a bad childhood and is just expressing himself by trying to murder you and rape your wife.
According to liberalism, you are supposed to sit there and let the burglar take your belongings an rape your
wife, because it would hurt his feelings that he isn't allowed to fully express himself.

You can bind or curse the bastard so he stops harassing you. It is a good idea to bind anyone who could
make your life miserable if they hated you for some reason. This includes family members, neighbors,
bosses, co-workers, and the annoying traffic cop who likes to hide on your route to work.
Binding Spell/Working
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic16812.html
Black Magick Guide
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic16813.html
Satanic FAQs
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic16814.html
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2936

From:
rawrgarglalargar@gmail.com

Date: 7/23/2017

Subject: Re: Possible Interpretations
Many thanks, JA.
But how to sublimate Neptune? Between the info you've provided and what I've drawn on my own, I've
come to realize that this Neptune influence has already wreaked havoc on me (I've been searching for the
root ov my problem).
Neptune is too slow to have a square, so that leaves me with a Munka working. Would Munka help with a
planetary influence? Or is there something better for this situation?
Sorry to be a bother, I'm just not sure how to construct a working for this
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2937
Subject: Re: Possible Interpretations

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 7/24/2017

To "sublimate" is when the energies of a planet are made to manifest positively instead of negatively. An
example of this is the energies of Pluto. Pluto brings intensity and this can drive people to unhealthy
obsessions, but in a positive sense can be channeled towards specific goals. High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
gave some good examples of this in her post here: https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoS_Astrology
/conversations/messages/2102 . Meditation raises your vibrational level and this negates the lower-vibration,
malefic effects of planetary energies. The MerKaBa-Star of Astaroth meditation is especially good at raising
your vibrational level.
Also, malefic planetary placements in a natal chart are due to past-life karma. Freeing the soul workings
(like MUNKA workings) negate the past-life karma and remove the negative influence.
How to Obliterate Your Saturn
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic15507.html
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2938

From:
rawrgarglalargar@gmail.com

Date: 7/24/2017

Subject: Re: Possible Interpretations
Thank you again! I know now what I must do. You truly are an inspiration, and I'm grateful for your
guidance on this matter.
Hail Father Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Sun in Leo

Message: 2939

From: dark23_revenge

Date: 7/26/2017

Hi,
I started a Sun Square this Sunday and missed yesterdays vibrations( had a long day and fell asleep) so I
was wondering for how long will the Sun stay in Leo as I wanna start again this Sunday.
Thanks!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Sun in Leo

Message: 2940

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 7/27/2017

Any search engine will bring up websites that have this info. You could have found it out instantly instead of
writing the post, waiting for it to be approved, waiting for someone to read and reply, waiting for their
message to be approved, and then the time until you read the reply.
Satan encourages us to be self-reliant. Use a search engine for questions like this next time, and read past
messages to learn how to find answers.
Planetwatcher.com shows this info. Now learn to find it out yourself :)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2941
Subject: Using Neptune's Energy

From: ashleyslade0124

Date: 7/29/2017

Invoking Neptune's energy is AMAZING even better than getting high or drunk haha it totally puts the ego to
sleep and you feel like you are in a dream world with it, anything I imagine I can literally feel like it's
happening. I feel like I was free from everything of this world.
But this makes me think of something though, Neptune could be a TREMENDOUS help in virtually any kind of
magick because it's like it's energy heightens your imagination all by itself. We know that in magick you're
supposed to visualize and FEEL your workings and Neptune's energy makes that so easy, it's like it switches
off the critical thinking in your head. But the problem is how would you stop Neptune's energy from
undermining a working if it's something that conflicts with it?
Say for instance, you invoke Neptune's energy to help you heighten your imagination and then want to use
your imagination for something like money where you have to then use Venus or Sun's energy. Neptune's
energy will interfere with the working?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2942
Subject: Re: Using Neptune's Energy

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 7/30/2017

Energy does exactly what you direct it to do. If you are worried about the energies of Neptune interfering
with a working, that is precisely what it will do. If you are certain the energies of Neptune are not interfering,
and are instead helping you to more effectively direct your magick, that is what will happen.
Neptune energy is not the best to use as a primer before a destruction working. You don't want to be in a
state where you will feel and connect with the disaster you are bringing upon the target.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2943
Subject: Re: Using Neptune's Energy

From: makesyouperfect

Date: 7/30/2017

if you are so Intune with the energy, then you must be qualified to make such a judgement call for yourself,
do you think it will, do you think it will FOR YOU?
also if your working is for money,and Neptune massively hightens creativity and imagination,then its possible
that you may be struck with an truly brilliant business idea,or invention to help you make that money.
so it depends even if your doing a working for love, or sex, then this (if its really as incredible as you say)
will help you think of truly genius and outside the box ways of getting your lover.
it sounds to me like having energy to make you a highly imaginative genius will only enhance your ability to
succeed in your other planetary workings, dont you think?
just be careful,you may find criminal ways of making lots of money with such an enhanced mindset.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2944
Subject: Re: Using Neptune's Energy

From: ashleyslade0124

Date: 7/31/2017

+makesyouperfect I'm still quite new to it, I just invoked it for the first time a week or so ago to see what it
would be like and it was really nice like what it does to your imagination. Thanks for your help.
Group: JoS_Astrology Message: 2945 From:
Date: 8/9/2017
igygdc4friasz3t5ycupgptbp3eoqso4usuzu34d
Subject: Planetary times and personal chart
Are planetary times influnce my birth chart everyday?
If planetary times is saturn, thats mean my saturn 5 house and saturn pisces affected??
Are planetary times and birth chart separate things?_?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2946
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: Planetary times and personal chart

Date: 8/10/2017

Planetary times and your birth chart are separate. Your birth chart is the planetary positions at the exact
moment you were born. Your birth chart does not change. Planetary times have to do with the energies at
specific times of the day. During the hour of Saturn, magick ruled by Saturn is more effective at that time.
During the hour of the sun, magick ruled by the sun is more effective at that time. During the hour of the
sun, meditations to empower your solar chakra or strengthen your aura of protection are more effective.
Group: JoS_Astrology Message: 2947 From:
Date: 8/10/2017
igygdc4friasz3t5ycupgptbp3eoqso4usuzu34d
Subject: Re: Planetary times and personal chart
What is the best times and meditation for increasing my intelligence?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2948
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: Planetary times and personal chart

Date: 8/10/2017

Intelligence Working
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic19704.html
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: The Weather

Message: 2949

From: maxine.dietrich666

Date: 8/12/2017

Something I want to address here. The weather lately has been unusual. Violent storms have torn through
parts of Europe and the US and other places.
Getting to the point. I came across a news article this morning regarding the weather that had the word
"biblical" in it.
Those biblical prophesies are subliminal. The Jews have used this to control an ignorant world for centuries.
With advanced technology, humanity has been taking strides in attempts to influence the weather. The
Chinese used technology in the 2008 Beijing Olympics to stop rain. That was noted.
Don't ever be fooled into believing any of this is "An act of God." No doubt, those in power, Christian idiots
and Jews will keep trying to use the violent weather, earthquakes, floods and so forth to push their lies and
to try to influence people.
This sort of weather is nothing new. But, to the ignorant masses, most unquestionably believe what they're
told, and with the advanced technology, the powerful subliminals and a lack of spiritual knowledge, many
are vulnerable to being manipulated.

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
www.joyofsatan.org
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2950

From: ashleyslade0124

Date: 8/12/2017

Subject: When Saturn is retrograding over your natal Venus
I need no more convincing of astrology now that Saturn is retrodgrading over my natal Venus and it's
without a doubt the worst I've ever felt relative to relationships and my own attractiveness, my confidence
has just plummeted and I feel so lonely and worthless. The whole time Saturn has been going over my natal
Venus has been a lousy period for relationships for me, but since it's gone retrograde I've been feeling the
hurt like crazy.
Does anyone have any advice on how to handle this aspect or Saturn in general? Is it even worthwhile to do
any magick for love, beauty etc while I'm going through this? Or should I just accept it until it passes?
I've been through other Saturn transits and aspects before and it seems almost impossible to overcome
Saturn's influence.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2951
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: When Saturn is retrograding over your natal Venus

Date: 8/13/2017

It is not "almost impossible to overcome Saturn's influence." Saturn transits can be completely nullified and
you can take control of your life so you are not swayed to and fro by negative planetary influences.
1. You should do the planetary square or use the planetary mantra for the planet being affected by Saturn
to strengthen the planet being attacked by Saturn.
2. You need to clean your aura and build an aura of protection every day, no exceptions. We are in a
spiritual war and Satanists are constantly getting cursed, we are living on an enemy-occupied planet and the
Earth is in the equivalent of a giant astral box of enemy negativity, the planets are constantly flinging energy
that will manifest negatively if not sublimated, and in general your life will quickly turn to crap if you do not
protect yourself. Cleaning your aura removes any negative energies, including those from Saturn, from your
soul. A strong aura of protection reflects negative energy. For example, Transiting Mars making a hard
aspect to your chart ruler(s) or your ascendant brings conflict like arguments. I maintain a very strong aura
of protection, and because of that I do not even bother to check where transiting Mars is. When transiting
Mars makes a hard aspect to my ascendant, I don't encounter conflict or arguments because all of those
malefic energies just get reflected back into space..
3. Sun squares are excellent for permanently nullifying negative Saturn transits. I have done several sun
squares specifically for nullifying all future Saturn transits and it makes my life very easy. If you do not want
to risk ruining a sun square (doing an incorrect number of vibrations ruins the square), you can use the
mantra from the sun square without doing the square itself.
4. Keep your energies high through meditation. Meditation puts your entire being on a higher level of
vibration and this nullifies lower-vibration, malefic influences of the planets. For example, the negative traits
of Neptune are weakness, loss of vitality, drug addiction, and a loss of touch with reality. For a Satanist on a
high level of vibration, Neptune becomes psychic sensitivity and talent. the MerKaBa-Star of Astaroth
meditation is excellent for raising your vibrational level.
Group: JoS_Astrology Message: 2952 From:
Date: 8/13/2017
igygdc4friasz3t5ycupgptbp3eoqso4usuzu34d
Subject: Re: When Saturn is retrograding over your natal Venus
I have a question?
I have 5 retrograde planet.
It's pluto, jupiter, neptune, uranus, saturn.
pluto and jupiter in my first house.
Are this retrograde happen now in my life and it will gone later?
I feel worry after reading the description.
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2953

Subject: Home planets & Chakra Question

From:
thesatanictruth666@gmail.com

Date: 8/13/2017

I'm a little confused. To make it short and simple: I don't know what makes the chakras more powerful. for
example: I have the Sun 1 degree in its exalted sign of
Aries, but its not in its ruling house. I have venus in its ruling 7th house. Do the houses have any effect on
chakras if the planet that rules a certain chakra is in its ruling house?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2954
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: When Saturn is retrograding over your natal Venus

Date: 8/14/2017

Natal planets and their influences do not go away. If you have natal planets that are retrograde, those
energies will affect you throughout your life. Retrograde planets do NOT mean you are going to experience
disaster, loss, or other misfortune. Planets that are retrograde have their energies turned inwards. For
example, someone with Mars retrograde holds their anger inside. Someone with Jupiter retrograde has the
positive energies of Jupiter turned inwards, bringing inner contentment and less interest in the material of
life (more interested in the spiritual).
Retrograde planets can cause delays and other problems with the houses ruled by the retrograde planets.
Those problems and delays can be nullified if you are aware of it and take action to offset the problems. For
example, someone with their 10th house ruled by a retrograde planet can experience delays regarding their
career. Most of the problems regarding someone's career are due to switching careers multiple times or
being very lazy and not bothering to look for a career. Through meditation, you learn about yourself and will
know what career you will enjoy, so you do not need to constantly switch careers. By knowing about
potential problems, you can take action and prevent those problems so your life is very enjoyable.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2955
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: Home planets & Chakra Question

Date: 8/14/2017

Factors that make a planet stronger:
1. In its home or ruling signs.
2. Aspected by Jupiter.
3. Conjunct an angle or aspecting an angle. (AC, MC, DC, IC)
4. In an angular house (1st, 4th, 7th, 10th)

Factors that make a planet weaker:
1. In its signs of detriment or fall.
2. Aspected by Saturn or Neptune.
3. Intercepted.
4. In a cadent house (3rd, 6th, 9th, 12th)

The relative strength of your chakras is affected by meditation. For example, if your natal Venus is weak but
you meditate a lot on your throat chakra, your throat chakra will be stronger than your other chakras. To
know the real relative power of your chakras, meditate until you are sensitive enough to feel energy. When
you can feel energy, you will be able to easily feel which of your chakras are stronger and which are weaker.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2956
From: ashleyslade0124
Subject: Re: When Saturn is retrograding over your natal Venus

Date: 8/14/2017

+Johnson Akemi Thanks for your response. When you said that if I am worried about messing up a
square, I can use the solar mantra on it's own without doing the square, is this the same with all the
planets? And does it help to invoke the planets energy whilst meditating on it at the same time? I can
already do this quite well. But squares I tend to screw up.
Also what about Saturn's mantra and energies itself? Should I also meditate on Saturn?
Thanks.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2957
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: When Saturn is retrograding over your natal Venus

Date: 8/15/2017

You can use all of the planetary mantras independently of doing a square. Invoking the energy of the planet
in addition to vibrating the planetary mantra will add more power to the working. When invoking the energy
of a planet, make sure you affirm that you are "invoking positive energy from (planet name)," or "Invoking
the positive energies of (planet name)." You don't want to absorb the negative energies of the planets. For
example, the energies of Mars can bring vitality and sexual energy, but can also cause you to experience
accidents and violence. Invoking only the positive energies of Mars will keep the energies from causing you a
horrible accident.
Do NOT do a Saturn square or vibrate the mantra for Saturn. Saturn is karma, bad luck, misfortune, loss, the
decaying forces of time, hard work, and the 3rd dimension (cut off from the spiritual power of higher
dimensions, the astral is the 4th dimension). The enemy is a vicious Saturn cult that has been using the
energies of Saturn for the last 10,000 years to curse and bind humanity to become spiritually powerless
slave cattle. Doing a Saturn square or vibrating the Saturn mantra will bring those destructive energies of
Saturn into your life. The point of spiritual empowerment and eventual godhood is to overcome the malefic,
decaying influence of Saturn and become free of karma (negative imprints on the soul).
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2958
Subject: Using Light Props

From: maxine.dietrich666

Date: 8/15/2017

Last month, I posted on this topic. One very important thing to remember here is NEVER use any LED lights
or bulbs! They have an ultraviolet wave length that is bad for eyesight.
If you use a desk lamp, use one with a regular normal lightbulb.
Shining a light in your face with your eyes closed can be a huge help in the visualization of light, especially if
you are sick with a dirty aura, or cannot access the sun, etc. Especially for new people.
Always stick to using a regular soft white lightbulb. LED lightbulbs are damaging to the eyes.

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
www.joyofsatan.org
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2959

From:
thesatanictruth666@gmail.com

Date: 8/17/2017

Subject: Natal Moon and Jupiter in conjunction
What does conjunctions actually mean? I don't know much about astrology, but I've read about conjunctions
being a blend and connection of energies, does that affect the chakras in any way? I also have my mercury
conjunct with my Saturn, and I think it affects my speech, because I sometimes cant find words to say when
in a conversation with someone.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2960
From: dark_pagan_666
Subject: Re: Natal Moon and Jupiter in conjunction

Date: 8/17/2017

Conjunction is the most powerful aspect because it indicates the same degree of the same sign for two planets. This aspect can be very intense and sometimes on
the negative side, combustible. Conjunction expresses the creative energy of both planets involved.
http://www.indigoray.net/aspects.html#conjunction

By meditating and keeping your energies high, you can sublimate the negative energies. Mercury/Saturn conjunction makes one pessimistic focusing on the
negative sides of life, prone to worry especially about the future and can cause anxiety from time to time. Vision, hearing and communication may or may not be
affected, if sublimated these can turn for the better.
Never just look at one aspect alone, look at your entire chart. There can be offsetting aspects to this. Good thing from this aspect though is it makes a person
hard working and disciplined.
Moon/Jupiter Conjunction on the other hand favors good relation with the mother, self-indulgence, generous and a love of family, home, friends and material
possessions. Can become overly emotional and over react to things.
Conjunctions may show blockages or strengths to specific chakras especially if there are other signs and aspects to strengthen this for better or for worse.
Such as Mars/Saturn conjunction shows a blockage in the lower chakras, the energies may not flow freely as they should and since Mars rules the blood, there
may be problems in regards to the blood circulatory system. There can be headaches. There can even be problems with the sexual energies. Again, look for other
aspects that supports or offsets it.
you can learn more about astrology for yourself here:
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/FURCAS.html
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Astro_index.html
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Planets666.html

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2961
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: Natal Moon and Jupiter in conjunction

Date: 8/17/2017

A conjunction causes the energies of the planets involved to be blended and the planets involved act as a
single unit. Stay away from outside sources regarding astrology until you are familiar with Azazel's Astrology
for Satanists. Outside sources are seas of lies with a gain of truth. High Priestess Maxine Dietrich has been a
professional astrologer for over 35 years and has read thousands of books on astrology and the occult. She
put together Azazel's Astrology for Satanists to include what she knows to be accurate based on her decades
of experience.
Azazel's Astrology for Satanists
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/FURCAS.html
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: 22 degrees

Message: 2962

From: mandy_moo923

Date: 8/18/2017

So I'm learning Astrology and using the tools from JoS
Maxine says 22 degrees of any sign is bad, I'm unsure how much information is safe to post here but my
sign sign is at 22 degrees Leo, can anyone explain to me why 22 degrees is bad or what it might mean for
me?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2963
Subject: Re: 22 degrees

From: mandy_moo923

Date: 8/18/2017

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 8/19/2017

Sign sign... I meant sun sign
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2964
Subject: Re: 22 degrees

22 degrees is a general negative degree, meaning the negativity is not specific, and planets or house cusps
at 22 degrees can experience unfortunate events regarding the parts of your life that they rule. You will want
to look at the houses ruled by the sun in your natal chart as well as the house containing your sun for
potential unfortunate events. The good news is that if your sun is well aspected (such as aspects by Jupiter
or Venus), that offsets potential negative events. Also, you can do workings for the parts of your life the sun
rules to prevent any negative events. For example, if Leo is on the cusp of your 6th house (rules you health
and work environment), you can do a working for your health to prevent any misfortune regarding your
health. You can also do a sun square or use the sun planetary mantra to strengthen your natal sun and
prevent any negative events.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2965
Subject: Re: 22 degrees

From: sable.wolf616

Date: 8/19/2017

It is a negative degree in general, I assume?
Would this negativity be boosted, in regards to one's love life, if one has, say Venus in Scorpio, and in
conjunction to Unukalhai, a fixed star?

I know I'm giving a hard-core example, or so I think, but if this as the case, what could be done to such a
person?
HS!
88!

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <johnson_akemi@...> wrote :
22 degrees is a general negative degree, meaning the negativity is not specific, and planets or house cusps
at 22 degrees can experience unfortunate events regarding the parts of your life that they rule. You will want
to look at the houses ruled by the sun in your natal chart as well as the house containing your sun for
potential unfortunate events. The good news is that if your sun is well aspected (such as aspects by Jupiter
or Venus), that offsets potential negative events. Also, you can do workings for the parts of your life the sun
rules to prevent any negative events. For example, if Leo is on the cusp of your 6th house (rules you health
and work environment), you can do a working for your health to prevent any misfortune regarding your
health. You can also do a sun square or use the sun planetary mantra to strengthen your natal sun and
prevent any negative events.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2966
Subject: Re: 22 degrees

From: mandy_moo923

Date: 8/19/2017

While researching through the internet I found something that said if the planet is in the sixth house but
almost to the seventh house because of how close it is to the seventh it's influence is more over the
seventh house than the sixth, is this true at all?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2967
Subject: Re: 22 degrees

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 8/20/2017

Yes, additional malefic influences will increase the negativity affecting the person's Venus. Being placed at 22
degrees is unfortunate for any planet, and being conjunct or opposite a malefic star (like Caput Algol), in a
sign of fall/detriment, being intercepted, and being aspected by Saturn or Neptune further increase the
magnitude of negativity the person will experience regarding their Venus. A lot of factors in a chart all
confirming each other, such as a heavily debilitated Venus on a bad degree along with Saturn in the 7th, is
indicative of past-life karma that needs to be removed before it manifests and destroys the person this life.
Such karma is removed through yoga, meditation, and freeing-the-soul workings.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2968
Subject: Tracking planetary signs

From: mandy_moo923

Date: 8/20/2017

Is their an easier way to track what signs the planets are in? Currently I am making a list from several
different sights to hopefully have accurate information, but I'm sure there's an easier way to accurately
know what signs the planets are in/ going into.
Anyone know where these sites might get this information from?
Thanks in advance!
Hail Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2969
Subject: Re: 22 degrees

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 8/20/2017

When a planet is very close to the cusp of the next house (within 1-2 degrees), the planet can start to affect
the next house.
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2970

Subject: Re: Tracking planetary signs

From:
rawrgarglalargar@gmail.com

Date: 8/20/2017

I use an app called Astrological Charts (Lite). I've compared it to other sources and it seems to be very
accurate. It also has all kinds ov data input options like saving your natal chart and displaying transits
/returns imposed over it.
Anyway, hope this helps!
Hail Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2971
Subject: Re: 22 degrees

From: Hells Student

Date: 8/20/2017

Is 22 degrees consistently negative throughout the arc to 23 degrees? What I mean is 22* 00' worse than
22* 38' for example?
HAIL SATAN FOREVER!!!!
On Sunday, August 20, 2017, 7:17 pm, johnson_akemi@... [JoS_Astrology]
<JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
When a planet is very close to the cusp of the next house (within 1-2 degrees), the planet can start to affect
the next house.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2972
Subject: Re: Using Neptune's Energy

From: mandy_moo923

Date: 8/20/2017

I noticed on JoS that there isn't a section for a Neptune Square, is their any reason for this?
Nor is there a Uranus or Pluto is this because their influence is more generational vs personal?

Messages in JoS_Astrology group.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Tracking planetary signs
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: 22 degrees
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Using Neptune's Energy
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: 22 degrees
Group: JoS_Astrology
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Message: 2973

From: mandy_moo923

Date: 8/20/2017

Message: 2974

From: mandy_moo923

Date: 8/20/2017

Message: 2975

From: rawrgarglalargar@gmail.com

Date: 8/21/2017

Message: 2976

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 8/21/2017

Message: 2977

From:
gbc4f6xau6kq3v3tmqkleqt2caxgpuqzbsckviit

Date: 8/21/2017

From:
ch2qlf3qcoaaykrgxeyryudr7n6nwa4q6pi4ocvj

Date: 8/21/2017

From:
ch2qlf3qcoaaykrgxeyryudr7n6nwa4q6pi4ocvj

Date: 8/21/2017

From: Theop Chipyx

Date: 8/21/2017

From: denadehna@yahoo.com

Date: 8/21/2017

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 8/21/2017

From: maxine.dietrich666

Date: 8/21/2017

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 8/22/2017

From: sable.wolf616

Date: 8/22/2017

From: donotfearthetruth666

Date: 8/22/2017

From:
ch2qlf3qcoaaykrgxeyryudr7n6nwa4q6pi4ocvj

Date: 8/22/2017

Subject: Re: Using Neptune's Energy
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2978
Subject: Re: Using Neptune's Energy
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2979
Subject: South Node ,former past life , any connection?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2980
Subject: Re: Tracking planetary signs
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2981
Subject: Re: South Node ,former past life , any connection?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2982
Subject: Re: Using Neptune's Energy
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2983
Subject: Forums...
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2984
Subject: Re: South Node ,former past life , any connection?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2985
Subject: Re: Using Neptune's Energy
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2986
Subject: Is it possible?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2987

Subject: Re: South Node ,former past
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: New to Astrology
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Using Neptune's Energy
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Is it possible?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Is it possible?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Using Neptune's Energy
Group: JoS_Astrology

life , any connection?
Message: 2988

From: centurion_66688

Date: 8/22/2017

Message: 2989

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 8/23/2017

Message: 2990

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 8/23/2017

Message: 2991

From: donotfearthetruth666

Date: 8/23/2017

Message: 2992

From: tapapakiastinseira

Date: 8/23/2017

Message: 2993

From:
qyhvt6z2rshthfrchxncjgqqefoa4g6qo43txwus

Date: 8/23/2017

Subject: Re: Using Neptune's Energy
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2994
From: donotfearthetruth666
Subject: Re: Is it possible?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2995
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: Is it possible?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2996
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: New to Astrology
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2997
From: maxine.dietrich666
Subject: Eclipse and Flooding...
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2998
From: starduststreakoflightning
Subject: Re: Can i initiate a kabbalistic square without having carried out t
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2999
From:
igygdc4friasz3t5ycupgptbp3eoqso4usuzu34d
Subject: New to astrology
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 3000
From: dragonbleu666
Subject: about starting and timing squares
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 3001
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: about starting and timing squares
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 3002
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: New to astrology

Date: 8/23/2017
Date: 8/23/2017
Date: 8/23/2017
Date: 8/26/2017
Date: 8/26/2017
Date: 8/27/2017

Date: 8/27/2017
Date: 8/28/2017
Date: 8/28/2017

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2973
Subject: Re: Tracking planetary signs

From: mandy_moo923

Date: 8/20/2017

From: mandy_moo923

Date: 8/20/2017

I just downloaded it, looks pretty good! Thanks a bunch!
Hail Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: 22 degrees

Message: 2974

And another question in regards to degrees I read that let's say a degrees is at 20 00" it's considered 20 degrees but if it's at 20 01" or anything beyond that
it's considered 21. Is this accurate?
Hail Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2975
Subject: Re: Using Neptune's Energy

From: rawrgarglalargar@gmail.com

Date: 8/21/2017

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 8/21/2017

@Mandy:
It's because they move too slowly.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: 22 degrees

Message: 2976

22 degrees is bad throughout the degree. You are a Satanist and don't need to worry about a natal planet or angle being placed at 22 degrees. You have the
ability to negate any negative influences of that planetary placement and have a life that is wonderful in all aspects. Even if your Venus is at 22 degrees, you
are fully capable of having a very fulfilling, loving relationship with someone who is perfect for you.
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2977

From:
gbc4f6xau6kq3v3tmqkleqt2caxgpuqzbsckviit

Date: 8/21/2017

Subject: Re: Using Neptune's Energy
I'm not sure, but I think it is because the energies of the farther and smaller planets are less powerful
that or the energies of the farther planets are so similar to the closer ones,that they are considered to be the same energies vibrating at a higher frequency,
the energy is more pure I guess I don't really know
but I have read that Uranus is the higher octave energy of mercury, and that venus is the lower octave equivalent of Neptune.
so working to absorb and improve those energies of the closer planets is more powerful, or those are just the only squares we know of
don't take my word for it, usually getting a thread going helps the more experienced and knowledgeable members notice.

akemi should know about this,and can probably answer your question most accurately
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2978

From:
ch2qlf3qcoaaykrgxeyryudr7n6nwa4q6pi4ocvj

Date: 8/21/2017

Subject: Re: Using Neptune's Energy
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic16346.html
Zodiac Mantras for slow moving planets... Search for the Sign where the planet's rulership is...Such as.. Pluto-Scorpio ...Even though I wouldn't recommend to
use neptunes energies without the ''In a positive and healthy manner for me the energies of Neptune are blah blah blah'' ..Neptune as a planet is not very
reliable, and almost certainly not a good influence most of the times, when not sublimated correctly ...but this goes for the other slow moving planets
also...needless to say...Saturn...I think you really need to be advanced to know what you're doing with that..
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2979

From:
ch2qlf3qcoaaykrgxeyryudr7n6nwa4q6pi4ocvj

Date: 8/21/2017

Subject: South Node ,former past life , any connection?
Heil to all Satanic Warriors ... So I will just go straight to the point...Is there really any possibility to see information about past lives in the natal chart?.. I
mean , it could be but still I have a feeling of randomness about this , as I found out from you know the outside astrologers from around the internet (you
know those who really like to auto-induce illusions) that somehow the south node (other than being the "FATE ARROW") shows also your connection with
your former past life , the one right before this one , and maybe possibly the other ones , on the basis of how many aspects and chain aspects are tied to the
south lunar node..It's just a morbid curiosity of mine , is there any reality to such claim?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2980
Subject: Re: Tracking planetary signs

From: Theop Chipyx

Date: 8/21/2017

There's also another, I would say rather good app, where you can change the location (GPS coordinates) and time easily and see the formation of the planets in that place and
moment, you can also score the days backwards and forward to any specific day and year., shows you the degrees of the houses..also shows the planetary hours, you can set
custom degree wideness for the aspects and so on...also you can include lunar nodes in it and has countless other things you can set...
AstroVizor – Android Apps on Google Play

AstroVizor – Android Apps on Google
Play
Application for astrologers creates astrological (natal,
synastry) charts.

Astro Vizor

On Monday, August 21, 2017 5:27 AM, "mandy_moo923@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

I just downloaded it, looks pretty good! Thanks a bunch!
Hail Satan!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2981
Subject: Re: South Node ,former past life , any connection?

From: denadehna@yahoo.com

Date: 8/21/2017

@theop. Ref South node
I've heard many such ideas are shown in one's chart. Ms Lydia published a link about an ancient astrology book now as an ebook.
https://astrolibrary.org/ebooks
Please keep us informed about your findings!
HS
666/88

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

On Mon, Aug 21, 2017 at 11:50 AM, theop.chipyx@... [JoS_Astrology]
<JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Heil to all Satanic Warriors ... So I will just go straight to the point...Is there really any possibility to see information about past lives in the natal chart?.. I mean , it
could be but still I have a feeling of randomness about this , as I found out from you know the outside astrologers from around the internet (you know those who
really like to auto-induce illusions) that somehow the south node (other than being the "FATE ARROW") shows also your connection with your former past life ,
the one right before this one , and maybe possibly the other ones , on the basis of how many aspects and chain aspects are tied to the south lunar node..It's just a
morbid curiosity of mine , is there any reality to such claim?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2982
Subject: Re: Using Neptune's Energy

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 8/21/2017

The outer transcendental planets (Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto) do not have planetary squares. Uranus is the higher octave of Mercury, Neptune is the higher
octave of Venus, and Pluto is the higher octave of Mars. Most people are at a rock-bottom level of spiritual power and this is why the energies of the outer
planets usually manifest negatively. For most people, Neptune is drug addiction and mental illness while Pluto is unhealthy obsessions. Satanists are not most
people and through meditation, we raise our vibrational level so the lower-vibration, malefic influences of the planets do not affect us and we instead get the
positive influences of the planets.
If you want to work with the outer planets, there are the Zodiac mantras or direct invocation/evocation of the energies of the specific planet. Be very cautious
when invoking the energies of the outer planets if you are not experienced with handling such energies. You should always affirm that you are invoking the
positive energies of (planet name). For example, Pluto is obsession and amplifies everything it contacts. If improperly handled, the energies of Pluto can
easily induce irrational obsession to the point of insanity and self-destruction. Working with the outer planets is like any other spiritual technique; it can be
used for your benefit or it can destroy you if you use it improperly. For example, you can invoke the fire element to increase your leadership ability and
balance your soul, purify your soul, or destroy enemies. Or you can be stupid and invoke the fire element into your physical heart (in direct violation of the
warnings on the Joy of Satan) and give yourself a heart attack. As long as you know what you are doing and pay attention, you will be fine.
Zodiac Mantras (Yahoo Groups link since the forum is down)
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoyofSatan666/conversations/topics/150109
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Forums...

Message: 2983

From: maxine.dietrich666

Date: 8/21/2017

The forums have been taken away. Mercury is retrograde right now until 4 September. We will have a new forum.
For those of you who are new, this has happened before. The enemy has control of communications. Our Gods DO punish these assholes. A number even
wind up dead.
The enemy is in dread over our latest RTR.
"Rabbi Winston emphasized that the eclipse wake-up call bears a different message for American Jews.
“Once this era is over and God decides that the purpose of Jews in America is over, even the righteous Jews will not have any protection,” warned Rabbi
Winston. He explained that this was a recurring pattern in the history of the Jews in exile.
“When an era ended in Spain and Portugal, the countries suffered, but ultimately they recovered,” Rabbi Winston said. “But for the Jews of Spain and

Portugal, it was the end. The same happened in Germany, and every other country that has ever hosted the Jews.”
“This eclipse is the final wake-up call for the American Jews to come to Israel,” Rabbi Winston said."
https://www.breakingisraelnews.com/93319/eclipse-40-days-repentance-begin-signals-end-era-america-warns-rabbi/#mPYFXP5YoqOWltZt.97
Another one of the above (this was sent to me earlier today), stated Christians are going to get what they deserve (in so many words). People are getting fed
up.
Also, given the natural phenomenon, this eclipse DID drop the temperature. This very well could produce some serious storms in the next few days. This is a
normal reaction in nature. Just be aware of it. Ignorant Christians will be pissing in their pants with fear. And of course, the Jews will be trying to say it's their
alien greys they have for a "god."
My advice is to prepare. Have an emergency kit, flashlights, generators, etc, IN CASE you do experience severe weather with a plan and as always, your AoP.
We will have the forums back up again and we ask members for any suggestions at this time.

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
www.joyofsatan.org
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2984
Subject: Re: South Node ,former past life , any connection?

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 8/22/2017

The influences of you past lives can be seen in your natal chart. You are the same person you were in your past life plus any advancement you did and any
negative karma you picked up (trauma, programming, etc.). Things carried over from past lives can be seen as reinforcing trends in your natal chart. For
example, someone with many planetary placements and aspects against love and relationships with other people indicate severe trauma regarding love in a
past life. The person may have been brutally used as a sex slave or been stuck in an abusive relationship. That trauma caused the person to engrave into his
/her soul that they do not want a sexual relationship with anyone ever again. That carries over into future incarnations and shows in the person's natal chart.
The south node is strongly of fate an people you are fated to meet, for better or worse, will often have a personal planet conjunct your south node. "Fate" is
just influences like the energies of the planets, the mass mind, racial and personal karma, and other influences that most people do not know or understand
because of removal of spiritual knowledge. We Satanists have the tools to kick fate in the balls and take control of our own lives.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2985
Subject: Re: Using Neptune's Energy

From: sable.wolf616

Alas, HPs Shannon never bothered to provide the pronunciation key to the mantras.
And this "let the Kabalistic Squares be the guide" is quite convenient.
Anyone ever vibrated these?

Date: 8/22/2017

HS!
88!

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <johnson_akemi@...> wrote :
The outer transcendental planets (Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto) do not have planetary squares. Uranus is the higher octave of Mercury, Neptune is the higher
octave of Venus, and Pluto is the higher octave of Mars. Most people are at a rock-bottom level of spiritual power and this is why the energies of the outer
planets usually manifest negatively. For most people, Neptune is drug addiction and mental illness while Pluto is unhealthy obsessions. Satanists are not most
people and through meditation, we raise our vibrational level so the lower-vibration, malefic influences of the planets do not affect us and we instead get the
positive influences of the planets.
If you want to work with the outer planets, there are the Zodiac mantras or direct invocation/evocation of the energies of the specific planet. Be very cautious
when invoking the energies of the outer planets if you are not experienced with handling such energies. You should always affirm that you are invoking the
positive energies of (planet name). For example, Pluto is obsession and amplifies everything it contacts. If improperly handled, the energies of Pluto can
easily induce irrational obsession to the point of insanity and self-destruction. Working with the outer planets is like any other spiritual technique; it can be
used for your benefit or it can destroy you if you use it improperly. For example, you can invoke the fire element to increase your leadership ability and
balance your soul, purify your soul, or destroy enemies. Or you can be stupid and invoke the fire element into your physical heart (in direct violation of the
warnings on the Joy of Satan) and give yourself a heart attack. As long as you know what you are doing and pay attention, you will be fine.
Zodiac Mantras (Yahoo Groups link since the forum is down)
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoyofSatan666/conversations/topics/150109
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Is it possible?

Message: 2986

From: donotfearthetruth666

Date: 8/22/2017

Is it possible to be born on a specific date, but the birth chart read with Azazel's astrology does not fit the person AT ALL?
Like for example: The person is a very out going one and he is extremely confident in a good way, not arrogant way, but the chart says that person could be
very shy and not out going at all, is that possible?
Thanks!
HAIL FATHER SATAN FOREVER!!
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2987

From:
ch2qlf3qcoaaykrgxeyryudr7n6nwa4q6pi4ocvj

Date: 8/22/2017

Subject: Re: South Node ,former past life , any connection?
Thank you , I'm up to understand fully if suggestions are corect, untill now they're somehow true-ish , but as always the fog of my skepticism demands better

understanding and ...time I suppose. . Anyway I'm not really at odds with my fate , I've found out that mostly my fate(and some bad ass luck) brought me
into Spiritual Satanism .. and I can see that because my 9th house hosted the bullet that has been triggered by a nice square transit . I mean yea I do still
have some issues reguarding fate in my chart , some bad degrees in my family house and career , but at least the cusps end rightly in the signs that
everytime I look at them , it just boost my confidence (almost proud XD LOL)..Also , now that I know how to calculate solar returns and also being able to
give somewhat of a valid interpretation , I will most than likely use the occasion next year to hunt for some good aspects in different locations...In the end I
couldn't know all that if it wasn't for this group and the knowledgeable people that take time to answer any question..I've learned a lot only looking through
the answers given to other people , and those were things that I also very much needed ...Thank you again! And for the effort (especially)..
Heil Satan !
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: New to Astrology

Message: 2988

From: centurion_66688

Date: 8/22/2017

Greetings, I sincerely hope everyone is doing well in these crazy times.
I am very new to astrology and would like to humbly ask a few questions concerning my natal chart without revealing too much sensitive information.

1. First I was wondering if there is a definitive method of tracking planetary alignment and transits because I notice the clergy and many other Satanists are
on top of these 100 percent.
2. My second question is about my chart ruler.. If the chart ruler is a malefic planet does that mean that this planet totally describes who I am and does this
mean that it will be much more difficult to subjugate it's energies through power meditation?
3. I have another malefic planet in my chart that is at 0 degrees of aries. I read at Joy of Satan that a planet that is 0 degrees means that there are events in
relation to this planet that are pending or are yet to come. What does this mean if this planet has a transit over my natal chart?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2989
Subject: Re: Using Neptune's Energy

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 8/23/2017

The Zodiac mantras are Sanskrit and Sanskrit is a phonetic language; the words are pronounced as they are spelled, letter-by-letter. An S in SURYAE is the
same as an S in SHUKRAYA. Audio recordings of Satan's Magickal Squares are available in Satan's Library.
Satan's Magickal Squares Audio Recordings

http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Audio_Mp3s.htm
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Is it possible?

Message: 2990

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 8/23/2017

If you do not have the exact time of birth, even small deviations from the actual birth time can have large impacts on the chart. An alteration of 1 hour from
the actual birth time will change the ascendant and move most of the planets into incorrect houses. For example, a chart with a Cancer ascendant makes the
person's chart ruler the moon in Pisces in close conjunction to Saturn, making the person shy and withdrawn. If that birth time was actually 40 minutes
earlier than the person's real birth time, that means the person's real ascendant is Leo and their chart ruler is the sun in Aries, an entirely different chart from
the previous one.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Is it possible?

Message: 2991

From: donotfearthetruth666

Date: 8/23/2017

What if it happens so that you add the correct info, but it still doesn't fit the person...?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2992
Subject: Re: Using Neptune's Energy

From: tapapakiastinseira

Date: 8/23/2017

A Brother had vibrated them I believe.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZTRDXh8fbNM&list=PLigupLjNwbG1_XcT_bABuABZrACb-W004
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2993

Subject: Re: Using Neptune's Energy
I managed to recover the Mantras because the forum is down.

Aries: Aum Dhim Shrim Lahksmi Narayana Nama
Taurus: Aum Gopalay Uttar Dvajaya Nama
Gemini: Aum Klim Krishnai Nama
Cancer: Aum Hrim Hringarbhaya Avyak Trupine Nama
Leo: Aum Klim Brahamane Jagadadharaya Nama
Virgo: Aum Pim Pitambaraya Nama
Libra: Aum Tatav niranjanaya tarak ramaya Nama
Scorpio: Aum Narayana Suryasinghaya Nama
Sagittarius: Aum Shrim Devkrishanaya Udarjaya Nama
Capricorn: Aum Shrim Vatsalaya Nama

From:
qyhvt6z2rshthfrchxncjgqqefoa4g6qo43txwus

Date: 8/23/2017

Aquarius: Aum Shri Upendraya acchutaya Nama
Pisces: Aum Klim Uddhritaya Uddharine Nama
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Is it possible?

Message: 2994

From: donotfearthetruth666

Date: 8/23/2017

Message: 2995

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 8/23/2017

Oh okay, thank you!!!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Is it possible?

A natal chart is a map of someone's soul and is 100% accurate. You need to look at the entire chart and take everything into account. For example, a
hypothetical person has a water emphasis which would make them sensitive and shy. However, the person's ascendant is Aries, making other people perceive
the person as outgoing and energetic, and the person has a southern hemisphere emphasis in their chart, making them social. Also, the person's chart ruler is
Mars in Sagittarius, offsetting the shyness that a water emphasis brings.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: New to Astrology

Message: 2996

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 8/23/2017

1.The current, past, and future positions of the planets are all over the internet. Planetwatcher is one such website that provides planetary positions. ZET 9 is
a free astrology software that you can use offline in case the internet goes down.
Planet Watcher
http://planetwatcher.com/
ZET 9
http://zaytsev.com/downloads.html
2. Having a malefic planet as your chart ruler does NOT mean you are doomed to disaster and misfortune. For example, someone with Saturn as their chart
ruler can be very grounded, hard-working, and practical with much endurance and self-discipline. People with a Capricorn emphasis (ruled by Saturn) make
excellent businessmen and are careful with their money. Saturn can be very positive by providing grounding into reality. People who lack grounding are the
uncontrolled egotists, the people who have no stability in their lives, and are out of touch with reality to the point it ruins them.
3. If the malefic planet you are referring to is Mars at 0 degrees of Aries, that can be a very good thing. A strong Mars in Aries provides vitality and selfconfidence.
The natal planet at 0 degrees can be activated by transits or progressions. Major events in your life will show up in multiple forms of prediction. For example,
your solar return will indicate a major new beginning in your life at the same time a progressed planet and a transiting planet are aspecting the natal planet.
You can then check your lunar returns for more details regarding the time when the event will manifest.
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2997

From: maxine.dietrich666

Date: 8/26/2017

Subject: Eclipse and Flooding...
I just want to mention, the extreme flooding and threatening weather is a result of the powerful eclipse that occurred on the 21st.
I have read astrology books that have it wrong in regards to the elements and signs.
Like invoking elements can create a backlash of the opposite element, with a bit of research, I have found the same with eclipses.
The eclipse on the 21st was very powerful in contrast to most eclipses and was at 28 degrees of Leo. Leo is of the element of fire. This has created a
backlash of water.
Just know this, especially for new people... The Jewish media, along with their Christian idiots hype this sort of thing and try to claim responsibility for it,
wrath of that "God" etc, and exploit these occurrences of nature in order to frighten more ignorant people into believing in and following their vile agenda of
spiritual enslavement.
Don't fall for it.
Most people haven't done the research and studying. Also, knowing the effects astrologically. Astrology is a difficult subject for most people, but is extremely
rewarding.
The above is analogous to when European explorers were taken captive by natives here in the West. They told the natives they could make the moon
disappear, as they had knowledge of an impending lunar eclipse. The natives were frightened and set them free.
Satan brings us knowledge. Especially for people who are new, don't listen to any Christian drivel. The average Christian has shit for brains. The Jewish
controlled media hypes this sort of thing while pretending to be against it and the sad fact is most people believe what they're told.
If you do a little research on your own, you will find major eclipses like the one on the 21st bring catastrophic events. This is NO act of any spook floating
around out there.
Also, after Mercury goes direct after the 4th of September, we should have a new forum. This will be announced here in the groups and on the JoS website.

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
www.joyofsatan.org
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2998
From: starduststreakoflightning
Subject: Re: Can i initiate a kabbalistic square without having carried out t

Date: 8/26/2017

No, you can't. During the 40-day empowerment programme you open your chakras. You finish opening them during the last day. Having your chakras open
is a requirement for performing the kabalistic squares. The answer is no. Please do not spread misinformation.

Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2999

From:
igygdc4friasz3t5ycupgptbp3eoqso4usuzu34d

Date: 8/27/2017

Subject: New to astrology
1)Can pallas, vesta, ceres, juno, chiron give strong influence in my birth chart?
2)I have 4 degree moon in cancer in 8 house and my cancer is in 9 house cusp..it means my moon in 9 house also relevant?
3)Are north node always retrograde?
I have north node scorpio retrograde..
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 3000
Subject: about starting and timing squares

From: dragonbleu666

Date: 8/27/2017

Hello brothers / sisters

i have some question concerning the squares ,

- can we start a square during a waning moon ( apart for the moon square) ?
- also does the vibration have to be perfect ( exemple if i do a minor bug does the working have canceled out (like a G" not fully pronunciated ? )

- my friend have saturn , along with capricorn in the same house in conjunction with neptune , does he have to do a saturn square to act positively on this
house ? or do the zodiac mantra of capricorn ? or there is a other possibility ?

- can we start a square during the retrograde phase of the planet concerned ?

with all this question
in advance thank you for any response , advice and such and for the guidance already here in this group .

( sorry for my bad english grammar , english is not my natal language )

Sincerely

Hail SATAN !

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 3001
Subject: Re: about starting and timing squares

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 8/28/2017

You can start a square during a waning moon.
Extremely minor blips (like not fully pronouncing the G, but the G is still there) do not ruin the square. A major error (like skipping the G entirely) does ruin
the specific mantra you were working on. If you make a mistake, stop. That specific mantra does not count. For example, if you had vibrated 10 mantras
and made a mistake on the 11th mantra, stop as soon as you make the mistake. The 11th mantra does not count. At that point in time, you had still only
completed 10 vibrations of the mantra.
Do NOT do a Saturn square. Doing a Saturn square makes the problems caused by Saturn worse. The person can use runes or Sanskrit to fix any problem
relating to that house. For example, if the Saturn-Neptune conjunction is in the person's 7th house, the person can use GEBO to fix their 7th house and attract
happy relationships.
It is not a good idea to start a square when the planet is retrograde. When a planet is retrograde, the planet's energeies are working in reverse.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: New to astrology

Message: 3002

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 8/28/2017

1. Asteroids can be ignored. For example, Chiron is considered an "open wound in interpretation. If Chiron is an open wound, Saturn is a nuke that ruins
everything it touches.
2. Having the cusp of your 9th house in Cancer means the moon rules your 9th house. Your moon in the 8th house rules your 9th house. Influences affecting
your moon will affect your 9th house.
3. The nodes are not always retrograde. The nodes can also be direct (non-retrograde), just like the planets.
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Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Welcome

Message: 1

From: High Priestess Maxine Dietrich

Date: 6/21/2012

This new e-group is for the discussion of and learning astrology. Astrology is one of the most rewarding disciplines, as it reveals many secrets and is a map of
the soul, but it is one of the most detailed and difficult to learn. JoS Ministry will be uploading pdf resources very soon to the files section. Bear in mind, while
most astrology texts give some accurate information, as with many books and learning materials, there are errors and in some, while there are some
interpretations that are correct, many others are downright wrong. I know this from 35 + years of study.
I will check in here as time permits and try to answer questions and post information concerning astrology.
Happy Summer Solstice to you all.

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.org
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Welcome

Message: 2

From: siguarddraconis

Date: 6/21/2012

Ah, thank you High Priestess :D
This group was VERY needed for me - I am VERY grateful!
Siguard Draconis.
HAIL LUCIFER AND THE ELDER GODS!!
DEATH TO THE RIGHT HAND PATH!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...> wrote:
>
>
>
> This new e-group is for the discussion of and learning astrology. Astrology is one of the most rewarding disciplines, as it reveals many secrets
and is a map of the soul, but it is one of the most detailed and difficult to learn. JoS Ministry will be uploading pdf resources very soon to the files
section. Bear in mind, while most astrology texts give some accurate information, as with many books and learning materials, there are errors and
in some, while there are some interpretations that are correct, many others are downright wrong. I know this from 35 + years of study.
> I will check in here as time permits and try to answer questions and post information concerning astrology.
> Happy Summer Solstice to you all.
>
>
>

> High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> http://www.joyofsatan.org
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Good book on astrology

Message: 3

From: siguarddraconis

Date: 6/21/2012

In one of her posts (msg no #31266 in the main e-group), High Priestess Maxine provided a list of books which are helpful in studying astrology.
Being the most accurate yet difficult branch of the occult, it allows you to gain HUGE understanding of one's self.
One of the books I'd personally want to recommend is Bil Tierney 'Dynamics of Aspect Analysis'. For a person who is bent on mastering astrology, this is a
MUST-READ. And I am serious - if you read it, you will see that I was right.
Something regarding this book: Bil Tierney expresses his opinions regarding many subjects - not only about ordinary and grand aspects, but about
unaspected planets, retrograding planets (natally, transiting and in progression), as well as the analysis of the halves.
Before I asked High Priestess Maxine to read my chart, my former studies (lenghty ones, including MANY websites) and Tierney's book provided much insight.
Yet, it is the experience that matters most :)
If you are serious about learning the Art, mail me as I do have this book in PDF format.
Siguard Draconis.
HAIL LUCIFER AND THE ELDER GODS!!
DEATH TO THE RIGHT HAND PATH!!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Welcome

Message: 4

From: darrklady13

Date: 6/21/2012

This is great HP Maxine! I am planning on getting my chart done, since I want to know when my next Jupiter period is coming up. And now, here you have
posted this!!
I'm excited, thnx!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...> wrote:
>
>

>
> This new e-group is for the discussion of and learning astrology. Astrology is one of the most rewarding disciplines, as it reveals many secrets
and is a map of the soul, but it is one of the most detailed and difficult to learn. JoS Ministry will be uploading pdf resources very soon to the files
section. Bear in mind, while most astrology texts give some accurate information, as with many books and learning materials, there are errors and
in some, while there are some interpretations that are correct, many others are downright wrong. I know this from 35 + years of study.
> I will check in here as time permits and try to answer questions and post information concerning astrology.
> Happy Summer Solstice to you all.
>
>
>
> High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> http://www.joyofsatan.org
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: For those who are new...

Message: 5

From: Paul Pseudonym

Date: 6/21/2012

Here are some places of reference.
Azazel's Astrology for Satanists
This is the go to place for true information about astrology. It has great information about the planets, degrees and stars.
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/FURCAS.html
Astrodienst
This website has an ephemeris that will tell you where the planets will be in the future so that you can prepare for changes or know when relief is in sight.
They also do chart calculations and can help you find places like your vertex etc. in your chart. They also do horoscopes but it's best to get to know these
planets for yourself so that one day you can look at say "Sun in the first house. Lots of confidence, feeling in your own. Good times."
http://www.astro.com
Hail Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Welcome

Message: 6

From: f.follets

Date: 6/21/2012

I just wanted to thank you for creating this group. It's been quite a while since I was looking for a place to discuss astrology and learn more, and this is just
perfect.

Thanks!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...> wrote:
>
>
>
> This new e-group is for the discussion of and learning astrology. Astrology is one of the most rewarding disciplines, as it reveals many secrets
and is a map of the soul, but it is one of the most detailed and difficult to learn. JoS Ministry will be uploading pdf resources very soon to the files
section. Bear in mind, while most astrology texts give some accurate information, as with many books and learning materials, there are errors and
in some, while there are some interpretations that are correct, many others are downright wrong. I know this from 35 + years of study.
> I will check in here as time permits and try to answer questions and post information concerning astrology.
> Happy Summer Solstice to you all.
>
>
>
> High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> http://www.joyofsatan.org
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Welcome

Message: 7

From: kittyahawk3@rocketmail.com

Date: 6/21/2012

JOS has already changed my life in so many ways and it has not even been nine months yet. I am serious about reaching godhead in due time so this seems
like a must in my path to becoming a goddess.. Thank you for your dedication. HP Maxine you are now my favorite person ever along with my soul twin and
my kids.
***** Thank you *****
Happy Summer Solstice 2012

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...> wrote:
>
>
>
> This new e-group is for the discussion of and learning astrology. Astrology is one of the most rewarding disciplines, as it reveals many secrets
and is a map of the soul, but it is one of the most detailed and difficult to learn. JoS Ministry will be uploading pdf resources very soon to the files

section. Bear in mind, while most astrology texts give some accurate information, as with many books and learning materials, there are errors and
in some, while there are some interpretations that are correct, many others are downright wrong. I know this from 35 + years of study.
> I will check in here as time permits and try to answer questions and post information concerning astrology.
> Happy Summer Solstice to you all.
>
>
>
> High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> http://www.joyofsatan.org
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 8
Subject: Re: For those who are new...

From: Celina

Date: 6/21/2012

Thank you very much. I am just too excited about this new group...lol
HAIL SATAN!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Paul Pseudonym" <paulpseudonym@...> wrote:
>
> Here are some places of reference.
>
> Azazel's Astrology for Satanists
>
> This is the go to place for true information about astrology. It has great information about the planets, degrees and stars.
>
> http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/FURCAS.html
>
> Astrodienst
>
> This website has an ephemeris that will tell you where the planets will be in the future so that you can prepare for changes or know when relief
is in sight. They also do chart calculations and can help you find places like your vertex etc. in your chart. They also do horoscopes but it's best to
get to know these planets for yourself so that one day you can look at say "Sun in the first house. Lots of confidence, feeling in your own. Good
times."
>
> http://www.astro.com
>

> Hail Satan!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 9
Subject: Re: For those who are new...

From: kittyahawk3@rocketmail.com

Date: 6/21/2012

wow now this is fantastic.. I downloaded the intro lesson.
***** Thank you *****

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Paul Pseudonym" <paulpseudonym@...> wrote:
>
> Here are some places of reference.
>
> Azazel's Astrology for Satanists
>
> This is the go to place for true information about astrology. It has great information about the planets, degrees and stars.
>
> http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/FURCAS.html
>
> Astrodienst
>
> This website has an ephemeris that will tell you where the planets will be in the future so that you can prepare for changes or know when relief
is in sight. They also do chart calculations and can help you find places like your vertex etc. in your chart. They also do horoscopes but it's best to
get to know these planets for yourself so that one day you can look at say "Sun in the first house. Lots of confidence, feeling in your own. Good
times."
>
> http://www.astro.com
>
> Hail Satan!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 10
Subject: Sun leo on june 22 to 22 aug

From: mukk_man123@ovi.com

Date: 6/21/2012

Brothers and sister need your help on this íf the mantra for the sun is suporsed to be chanted fór 36 days but the sun will be in leo 22 july to 22 aug so if i
where to do meditate on it should it stop on 22 aug or i should continue with the work?
Hail satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 11

From: m_18

Date: 6/21/2012

Subject: Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Uranus
Uranus
Uranus
Uranus
Uranus
Uranus
Uranus

square
square
square
square
square
square
square

Pluto
Pluto
Pluto
Pluto
Pluto
Pluto
Pluto

June 24 2012
September 19 2012
May 21 2013
November 1 2013
April 21 2014
December 15 2014
March 17 2015

The last series of squares between them was between 1932 and 1934, with five exact hits.
Uranus in Aries square Pluto in Capricorn is the most significant and most challenging planetary influence in a generation. These planets
came together in the mid 1960′s and will oppose each other from 2045. There are seven exact Uranus Pluto squares between June 2012 and 2015. So for
the next five years we are living through these. We hare starting feeling this already, as these planets came within one degree of the square from June 2011.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Hi!

Message: 12

From: heathendante

Date: 6/21/2012

Message: 13

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 6/21/2012

Thanks for starting this group!
Hail Satan!
Dante
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Welcome

This is great I'm so glad you made this group!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...> wrote:
>
>
>
> This new e-group is for the discussion of and learning astrology. Astrology is one of the most rewarding disciplines, as it reveals many secrets
and is a map of the soul, but it is one of the most detailed and difficult to learn. JoS Ministry will be uploading pdf resources very soon to the files
section. Bear in mind, while most astrology texts give some accurate information, as with many books and learning materials, there are errors and
in some, while there are some interpretations that are correct, many others are downright wrong. I know this from 35 + years of study.
> I will check in here as time permits and try to answer questions and post information concerning astrology.
> Happy Summer Solstice to you all.

>
>
>
> High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> http://www.joyofsatan.org
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Welcome

Message: 14

From: ravenlythrum

Date: 6/21/2012

This is sure to be a very fascinating group. I've tried studying azazels astrology for satanists on my own but even that in and of itself was still confusing and I
could only get a limited basic understanding, if that. So I'm so excited you've created this group! So much to learn! I'm looking forward to it! :D And Happy
Summer Solstice to you as well HP Dietrich! May Satan's blessings and protection be with you for the rest of this lifetime and all lifetimes to come!

Ave Satanas!
Knowledge is power.
"I am ever present to help all who trust in me and call upon me in time of need."~Father Satan; The Al-jilwah
In Nomine Dei Nostri Satanas Luciferi Excelsi!* Let the name of Satan be exaulted!*
Hail Belial!* Heil Hitler!* Sieg Heil!* Ave Satanas!* Rege Satanas!* Heil, mein fuhrer!* Hail Satan!*
www.joyofsatan.org
www.exposingchristianity.com

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...> wrote:
>
>
>
> This new e-group is for the discussion of and learning astrology. Astrology is one of the most rewarding disciplines, as it reveals many secrets
and is a map of the soul, but it is one of the most detailed and difficult to learn. JoS Ministry will be uploading pdf resources very soon to the files
section. Bear in mind, while most astrology texts give some accurate information, as with many books and learning materials, there are errors and
in some, while there are some interpretations that are correct, many others are downright wrong. I know this from 35 + years of study.
> I will check in here as time permits and try to answer questions and post information concerning astrology.
> Happy Summer Solstice to you all.

>
>
>
> High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> http://www.joyofsatan.org
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: combust question

Message: 15

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 6/21/2012

I'm really excited about this group:D I hope everyone helps make it get popular right away:D
Anyhow, so on my birth chart the Sun and Mercury are both 23 degrees I know that makes a conjunction but I read that if the Sun combusts a planet the
Sun will weaken the positive effects. Also Jupiter is 1 degree away from the Sun which I guess also makes it combust does that weaken the positive effects of
Jupiter as well?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Welcome

Message: 16

From: sorceressofenki88

Date: 6/21/2012

Thanks for the awesome Solstice present Max! *gives Max a BIG hug* I'd like for you to read my chart, but I don't have $75 yet, plus, Idk how to make
mom not notice where the $ went if I do get 1! Since Saturn is 4th H, Aquarius for me it would be hard for her not to pick up on somethin amiss.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...> wrote:
>
>
>
> This new e-group is for the discussion of and learning astrology. Astrology is one of the most rewarding disciplines, as it reveals many secrets
and is a map of the soul, but it is one of the most detailed and difficult to learn. JoS Ministry will be uploading pdf resources very soon to the files
section. Bear in mind, while most astrology texts give some accurate information, as with many books and learning materials, there are errors and
in some, while there are some interpretations that are correct, many others are downright wrong. I know this from 35 + years of study.
> I will check in here as time permits and try to answer questions and post information concerning astrology.
> Happy Summer Solstice to you all.
>
>
>
> High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> http://www.joyofsatan.org
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Welcome

Message: 17

From: Steven

Date: 6/21/2012

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...> wrote:
>
> This is very good! The more I advance the more I learn and know that Astrology is indeed a must for more understanding off yourself and
others, and about controlling your fate, Dark Blessings Maxine,
got some questions on this topic!
>
> This new e-group is for the discussion of and learning astrology. Astrology is one of the most rewarding disciplines, as it reveals many secrets
and is a map of the soul, but it is one of the most detailed and difficult to learn. JoS Ministry will be uploading pdf resources very soon to the files
section. Bear in mind, while most astrology texts give some accurate information, as with many books and learning materials, there are errors and
in some, while there are some interpretations that are correct, many others are downright wrong. I know this from 35 + years of study.
> I will check in here as time permits and try to answer questions and post information concerning astrology.
> Happy Summer Solstice to you all.
>
>
>
> High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> http://www.joyofsatan.org
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Welcome

Message: 18

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 6/22/2012

Thank you for making this group! I had just decided earlier this month to buckle down and learn. This will help a ton.
Hail Father Satan!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...> wrote:
>
>
>
> This new e-group is for the discussion of and learning astrology. Astrology is one of the most rewarding disciplines, as it reveals many secrets
and is a map of the soul, but it is one of the most detailed and difficult to learn. JoS Ministry will be uploading pdf resources very soon to the files
section. Bear in mind, while most astrology texts give some accurate information, as with many books and learning materials, there are errors and

in some, while there are some interpretations that are correct, many others are downright wrong. I know this from 35 + years of study.
> I will check in here as time permits and try to answer questions and post information concerning astrology.
> Happy Summer Solstice to you all.
>
>
>
> High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> http://www.joyofsatan.org
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: combust question

Message: 19

From: f.follets

Date: 6/22/2012

Actually, your Mercury is exactly conjunct the Sun, which makes it cazimi, i.e. in the "heart of the Sun" which some astrologers believe to greatly strengthen
the planet in question instead of weakening it.
As for Jupiter, it can also be weakened by the Sun, though this is much less noticeable than a personal planet, I guess.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@...> wrote:
>
> I'm really excited about this group:D I hope everyone helps make it get popular right away:D
>
> Anyhow, so on my birth chart the Sun and Mercury are both 23 degrees I know that makes a conjunction but I read that if the Sun combusts a
planet the Sun will weaken the positive effects. Also Jupiter is 1 degree away from the Sun which I guess also makes it combust does that weaken
the positive effects of Jupiter as well?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 20
Subject: Re: Sun leo on june 22 to 22 aug

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 6/22/2012

As long as you START the mantra when the sun is in leo

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "mukk_man123@..." <mukk_man123@...> wrote:
>
> Brothers and sister need your help on this íf the mantra for the sun is suporsed to be chanted fór 36 days but the sun will be in leo 22 july to
22 aug so if i where to do meditate on it should it stop on 22 aug or i should continue with the work?
> Hail satan!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 21
Subject: Re: Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 6/22/2012

So these influences represent power and freedom struggles. Correct? Push and pull between freedom rebellion etc major changes when it comes to
humanitty rebeling against the govenrment and those in power who want to enslave us. Uranus in aries represents the sudden and unexpected the last time
uranus was in aries was dring the great depression. It was sudden and unexpected.pluto in capricorn changes in governmental structures etc
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
> â ¢ Uranus square Pluto June 24 2012
> â ¢ Uranus square Pluto September 19 2012
> â ¢ Uranus square Pluto May 21 2013
> â ¢ Uranus square Pluto November 1 2013
> â ¢ Uranus square Pluto April 21 2014
> â ¢ Uranus square Pluto December 15 2014
> â ¢ Uranus square Pluto March 17 2015
>
> The last series of squares between them was between 1932 and 1934, with five exact hits.
>
> Uranus in Aries square Pluto in Capricorn is the most
> significant and most challenging planetary influence in a generation.
> These planets cameÂ togetherÂ in the mid 1960â ²s and will oppose each other
> from 2045. There are seven exact Uranus Pluto squares between June 2012
> and 2015. So for the next five years we are living through these. We hare starting feeling this already, as these
> planets came within one degree of the square from June 2011.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: combust question

Message: 22

From: m_18

Date: 6/22/2012

From my experience, & I don't do this professionally*, I don't think there is a hard & fast rule, even though some suggest that it does. I think that applies to maybe Mercury, Venus or
the Moon with the Sun. I also say that because I have a friend who has his natal Sun & natal Saturn conjunct. The Sun does not seem to block the effects of aspects to Saturn, whether
natal or in any other type of transit, etc. (He says his solar returns aren't always fun for obvious reasons.) I think that rule is either lessened or doesn't apply at all to the planets from
Mars out..I am sure others may have a different experience.
*I have been studying this since around 1988. I usually stick to my friends' or my own chart as I don't have time otherwise. That could change in the future.

--- On Thu, 6/21/12, ch_3_coo <ch_3_coo@...> wrote:
From: ch_3_coo <ch_3_coo@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] combust question
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Thursday, June 21, 2012, 3:22 PM

I'm really excited about this group:D I hope everyone helps make it get popular right away:D
Anyhow, so on my birth chart the Sun and Mercury are both 23 degrees I know that makes a conjunction but I read that if the Sun combusts a planet the Sun
will weaken the positive effects. Also Jupiter is 1 degree away from the Sun which I guess also makes it combust does that weaken the positive effects of
Jupiter as well?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 23
Subject: Re: Sun leo on june 22 to 22 aug

From: f.follets

Date: 6/22/2012

Once you start working with a magickal square, don't stop until you finish the square. That's the rule.
The planetary timing should be right at the beginning, not the entire time of the working; i.e. begin when the Sun is in Leo or Aries, but don't worry when it
enters the next sign.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "mukk_man123@..." <mukk_man123@...> wrote:
>
> Brothers and sister need your help on this íf the mantra for the sun is suporsed to be chanted fór 36 days but the sun will be in leo 22 july to
22 aug so if i where to do meditate on it should it stop on 22 aug or i should continue with the work?
> Hail satan!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Welcome

Message: 24

From: meierkael

Date: 6/22/2012

I like the idea of this group since I rarely use energy from stars, and would really like to start! And plus, astrology is quite fascinating! And thanks for the

wishes of a happy Summer Solstice!
Hail Satan!
Thanks for this group HPS Maxine.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "sorceressofenki88" <kcmsopranobella@...> wrote:
>
> Thanks for the awesome Solstice present Max! *gives Max a BIG hug* I'd like for you to read my chart, but I don't have $75 yet, plus, Idk
how to make mom not notice where the $ went if I do get 1! Since Saturn is 4th H, Aquarius for me it would be hard for her not to pick up on
somethin amiss.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@> wrote:
>>
>>
>>
> > This new e-group is for the discussion of and learning astrology. Astrology is one of the most rewarding disciplines, as it reveals many secrets
and is a map of the soul, but it is one of the most detailed and difficult to learn. JoS Ministry will be uploading pdf resources very soon to the files
section. Bear in mind, while most astrology texts give some accurate information, as with many books and learning materials, there are errors and
in some, while there are some interpretations that are correct, many others are downright wrong. I know this from 35 + years of study.
> > I will check in here as time permits and try to answer questions and post information concerning astrology.
> > Happy Summer Solstice to you all.
>>
>>
>>
> > High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> > http://www.joyofsatan.org
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 25
Subject: Re: Sun leo on june 22 to 22 aug

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 6/22/2012

Continue until its done. I'm going to start it July 22, which is a Sunday. Also I would like to add that Saturn is going direct this Saturday night or technically
Sunday at 8:00(GMT/UTC) so if you're in North America like I am subtract your time zone. (ie. CST -6:00)

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "mukk_man123@..." <mukk_man123@...> wrote:

>
> Brothers and sister need your help on this íf the mantra for the sun is suporsed to be chanted fór 36 days but the sun will be in leo 22 july to
22 aug so if i where to do meditate on it should it stop on 22 aug or i should continue with the work?
> Hail satan!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Welcome

Message: 26

From: Lexibtyr Kaiser

Date: 6/22/2012

YES!! This is awesome, can't wait to learn more in this area. Thank you HP Maxine, the JoS has already been more than resourceful and it continues to be so
with every day.
HAIL
HAIL
HAIL
HAIL

LORD SATAN
BEELZEBUB
ASTAROTH
AZAZEL

HAIL SATAN'S PEOPLE
HAIL OUR HEROES AND GODS
- Lexibtyr Kaiser

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...> wrote:
>
>
>
> This new e-group is for the discussion of and learning astrology. Astrology is one of the most rewarding disciplines, as it reveals many secrets
and is a map of the soul, but it is one of the most detailed and difficult to learn. JoS Ministry will be uploading pdf resources very soon to the files
section. Bear in mind, while most astrology texts give some accurate information, as with many books and learning materials, there are errors and
in some, while there are some interpretations that are correct, many others are downright wrong. I know this from 35 + years of study.
> I will check in here as time permits and try to answer questions and post information concerning astrology.
> Happy Summer Solstice to you all.
>
>
>
> High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> http://www.joyofsatan.org

>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 27
Subject: Re: Good book on astrology

From: ipos_anubis666

Date: 6/22/2012

Siguard! I'd definitely appreciate it if you could email a copy of that PDF! I have a chart reading that was done by High Priestess Maxine, but I want to gain
deeper insight and experience in understanding much more in the branch of astrology. Thanks Brother!
Ave Satanas
Hail Anubis
Hail Agares

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "siguarddraconis" <drammanoth@...> wrote:
>
> In one of her posts (msg no #31266 in the main e-group), High Priestess Maxine provided a list of books which are helpful in studying astrology.
>
> Being the most accurate yet difficult branch of the occult, it allows you to gain HUGE understanding of one's self.
>
> One of the books I'd personally want to recommend is Bil Tierney 'Dynamics of Aspect Analysis'. For a person who is bent on mastering
astrology, this is a MUST-READ. And I am serious - if you read it, you will see that I was right.
>
> Something regarding this book: Bil Tierney expresses his opinions regarding many subjects - not only about ordinary and grand aspects, but
about unaspected planets, retrograding planets (natally, transiting and in progression), as well as the analysis of the halves.
>
> Before I asked High Priestess Maxine to read my chart, my former studies (lenghty ones, including MANY websites) and Tierney's book provided
much insight. Yet, it is the experience that matters most :)
>
> If you are serious about learning the Art, mail me as I do have this book in PDF format.
>
> Siguard Draconis.
>
> HAIL LUCIFER AND THE ELDER GODS!!
> DEATH TO THE RIGHT HAND PATH!!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Welcome

Message: 28

From: zir_gohed1

Date: 6/22/2012

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "sorceressofenki88" <kcmsopranobella@...> wrote:
>
> Thanks for the awesome Solstice present Max! *gives Max a BIG hug* I'd like for you to read my chart, but I don't have $75 yet, plus, Idk
how to make mom not notice where the $ went if I do get 1! Since Saturn is 4th H, Aquarius for me it would be hard for her not to pick up on
somethin amiss.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@> wrote:
>>
>>
>>
> > This new e-group is for the discussion of and learning astrology. Astrology is one of the most rewarding disciplines, as it reveals many secrets
and is a map of the soul, but it is one of the most detailed and difficult to learn. JoS Ministry will be uploading pdf resources very soon to the files
section. Bear in mind, while most astrology texts give some accurate information, as with many books and learning materials, there are errors and
in some, while there are some interpretations that are correct, many others are downright wrong. I know this from 35 + years of study.
> > I will check in here as time permits and try to answer questions and post information concerning astrology.
> > Happy Summer Solstice to you all.
>>
>>
>>
> > High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> > http://www.joyofsatan.org
>>
>
I'm glad you created this group as the conflicting views of mainstream astrology really confused.
HAIL FATHER SATAN!!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 29
Subject: Re: Sun leo on june 22 to 22 aug

From: Way_Seeker666

Date: 6/22/2012

The Squares, and all Magick Workings need to be BEGUN at the right time. So if on a Sunday the Sun is in the right sign, and the Moon is not Void Of Course,
you can begin the Square. it doesn't matter if the Sun moves into another sign during the course of your Working. This is the same with all MAgick - you
need to START it when the timing is right.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: 6/22/12

Message: 30

From: High Priestess Maxine Dietrich

Date: 6/22/2012

We now have some books in the file section, including Dynamics of Aspect Analysis, but unfortunately, the files cannot be uploded unless they are very small.
One book that is easily available and can be downloaded from many sites is 'The Only Way to Learn Astrology' by Marion D. March and Joan McEvers. This
book comes in three volumes and makes it easier for those of you who are new to astrology, to understand the basics. I read these books many years ago.

Bear in mind, many of the interpretations are way off. Most authors write *about* astrology, but use theory in regards to limited understanding of the planets
and such. Much of my own knowledge has come from years of study and also case studies and learning from knowing those whose charts I did and also the
lives of noted people. Astro charts of noted people can be found all over the web. Reading biographies and comparing the chart in both personality and
events helps.
Astrology is the most difficult and detailed of all the occult disciplines. Each chart is as individual as one's own fingerprints. There are endless details in regards
to astrology. One bit of advice...don't take anything you read in an astrology book as fact until you know for sure. I have read more crap over the years that
was totally wrong in astrology books.
For example, with a biography case of a noted person...I have seen many books out there where the author writes about certain patterns of planets,
configurations and such, but the interpretations are nothing but nonsense and doubletalk. In other words...they don't know.
Take for instance movie star Marilyn Monroe. She had a very tragic childhood. Her mother went insane when Marilyn was 5 years old. She never had a family
and she never knew her father. From the age of five, she was shuffled back and forth from orphanages to foster families where they only took her in during
the depression for the bit of extra money that came with her. No one wanted her and she lived her life with deep emotional scars from this.
Her chart has Saturn in the fourth [very common with family issues, especially emotional, being unwanted, abused and neglected by the amily, if there is a
family; also problems with the mother as the mother is ruled by the fourth]. Saturn in her chart is at the handle of a bucket configuration. The planet at the
handle drives the entire chart, giving it extra power and emphasis in the life. Her Saturn is at 21 degrees of Scorpio, indicating loss, so here it is easy to see
there was no family, and an absent mother. This Saturn also tightly squared her moon, amplifying problems regarding the mother. Scorpio on the cusp of the
4th, with ruling pluto tightly conjunct the cusp of the twelfth, adds further emphasis on the above, and co-ruling mars [mars co-rules scorpio with chart
interpretation], in the eighth house, conjunct uranus of separation shows an absent mother. As the conjuntion is in the eighth house, the feelings about this
run deep. When you get
all of this, the life has been fated for some reason.
Planets in the twelfth house are often unfortunate.
Another case, one of a man whose chart I did years ago, he had the bucket configuration. The same goes with the sling and the fan, as there is a standout
planet that is away from the rest. He had Jupiter in Aries as the singleton planet. This man was incredibly selfish and a total user to the point where his
family disowned him. Jupiter in Aries is always selfish, but when it is at the 'handle' of a bucket, fan, or sling configuration, its effects are much more
pronounced.
I will try to give tips and lessons here as my time permits.

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.org
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 31

From: High Priestess Maxine Dietrich

Date: 6/22/2012

Subject: Re: combust question
Much of this is 'cookbook' astrology. The sun *can* cause burnout, as with the case of a progressed sun making a conjunction to pluto, which in many cases
is a burnout to the point of a nervous breakdown in the life, when this occurs by progression.
This aspect, contrary to most of the theories out there does not always affect the mind negatively, as I have seen it in the charts of geniuses. Also, in
mentioning genius, I did a chart for a woman with an IQ of 185. She had an exact mercury/uranus aspect that aligned with her ascendant to the exact
degree. Uranus is associated with genius and is the higher octave of mercury.
What I know of the sun combust mercury is that it can give a mental blindspot; something one who has this cannot see clearly in his/her life, such as their
own communications and behavior, but this is not always the case and you have to look at the entire chart to see how this is operating, what sign is it in?
which houses are ruled by mercury and that sort of thing, also the aspects, if any, to the combust conjunction. This aspect can also give total focus, not in the
way of concentration, unless it is in scorpio, but total focus on a goal, leaving distractions and that sort of thing, anything outside of being deterred from the
goal as the 'blindspot,' in refusing to allow any conflicting information, opinions and such to interfere.
One thing of interest here...How many of you who have synesthesia have this aspect?

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.org

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@...> wrote:
>
> I'm really excited about this group:D I hope everyone helps make it get popular right away:D
>
> Anyhow, so on my birth chart the Sun and Mercury are both 23 degrees I know that makes a conjunction but I read that if the Sun combusts a
planet the Sun will weaken the positive effects. Also Jupiter is 1 degree away from the Sun which I guess also makes it combust does that weaken
the positive effects of Jupiter as well?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 32
Subject: Re: Good book on astrology

From: raynexiii

Date: 6/22/2012

Was just wondering about that post the other day. Thanks for that as well as the reading recommendation...reading it now as we speak.
Hail Satan!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "siguarddraconis" <drammanoth@...> wrote:
>
> In one of her posts (msg no #31266 in the main e-group), High Priestess Maxine provided a list of books which are helpful in studying astrology.
>
> Being the most accurate yet difficult branch of the occult, it allows you to gain HUGE understanding of one's self.
>
> One of the books I'd personally want to recommend is Bil Tierney 'Dynamics of Aspect Analysis'. For a person who is bent on mastering
astrology, this is a MUST-READ. And I am serious - if you read it, you will see that I was right.
>
> Something regarding this book: Bil Tierney expresses his opinions regarding many subjects - not only about ordinary and grand aspects, but
about unaspected planets, retrograding planets (natally, transiting and in progression), as well as the analysis of the halves.
>
> Before I asked High Priestess Maxine to read my chart, my former studies (lenghty ones, including MANY websites) and Tierney's book provided
much insight. Yet, it is the experience that matters most :)
>
> If you are serious about learning the Art, mail me as I do have this book in PDF format.
>
> Siguard Draconis.
>
> HAIL LUCIFER AND THE ELDER GODS!!
> DEATH TO THE RIGHT HAND PATH!!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: combust question

Message: 33

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 6/22/2012

They're all in Vrigo in the 8th house if that helps. Also I guess the blindspot would be that I can't stand to hear lies or misinformation I just block it out and
stop listening.
About your question about synesthesia, I don't see letters in different colors but sometimes things will happen like I'll look a car and think I'm smelling alcohol
or at a person at walmart or something, that hasn't happened for a while. Nothing consistent but like a sound or a song will trigger a memory stuff like that.
Or I'll look at food and taste it, this one happens a lot. Like a mild synesthesia with one sense triggering another.
Also thanks for the responses guys!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...> wrote:
>

>
>
> Much of this is 'cookbook' astrology. The sun *can* cause burnout, as with the case of a progressed sun making a conjunction to pluto, which
in many cases is a burnout to the point of a nervous breakdown in the life, when this occurs by progression.
>
> This aspect, contrary to most of the theories out there does not always affect the mind negatively, as I have seen it in the charts of geniuses.
Also, in mentioning genius, I did a chart for a woman with an IQ of 185. She had an exact mercury/uranus aspect that aligned with her ascendant
to the exact degree. Uranus is associated with genius and is the higher octave of mercury.
>
> What I know of the sun combust mercury is that it can give a mental blindspot; something one who has this cannot see clearly in his/her life,
such as their own communications and behavior, but this is not always the case and you have to look at the entire chart to see how this is
operating, what sign is it in? which houses are ruled by mercury and that sort of thing, also the aspects, if any, to the combust conjunction. This
aspect can also give total focus, not in the way of concentration, unless it is in scorpio, but total focus on a goal, leaving distractions and that
sort of thing, anything outside of being deterred from the goal as the 'blindspot,' in refusing to allow any conflicting information, opinions and
such to interfere.
>
> One thing of interest here...How many of you who have synesthesia have this aspect?
>
>
>
>
> High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> http://www.joyofsatan.org
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@> wrote:
>>
> > I'm really excited about this group:D I hope everyone helps make it get popular right away:D
>>
> > Anyhow, so on my birth chart the Sun and Mercury are both 23 degrees I know that makes a conjunction but I read that if the Sun combusts
a planet the Sun will weaken the positive effects. Also Jupiter is 1 degree away from the Sun which I guess also makes it combust does that
weaken the positive effects of Jupiter as well?
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 34
Subject: Re: Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates

does anybody have a link where we can see a chart online?

From: Jose Alejandre

Date: 6/22/2012

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Thursday, June 21, 2012 1:46 PM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates

• Uranus square Pluto June 24 2012
• Uranus square Pluto September 19 2012
• Uranus square Pluto May 21 2013
• Uranus square Pluto November 1 2013
• Uranus square Pluto April 21 2014
• Uranus square Pluto December 15 2014
• Uranus square Pluto March 17 2015
The last series of squares between them was between 1932 and 1934, with five exact hits.
Uranus in Aries square Pluto in Capricorn is the most significant and most challenging planetary influence in a generation. These planets came together in the
mid 1960′s and will oppose each other from 2045. There are seven exact Uranus Pluto squares between June 2012 and 2015. So for the next five years we are living
through these. We hare starting feeling this already, as these planets came within one degree of the square from June 2011.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: combust question

Message: 35

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 6/22/2012

I have always had synesthesia (with taste, smell and now touch regarding colors) but I don't have that aspect.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...> wrote:
>
>
>
> Much of this is 'cookbook' astrology. The sun *can* cause burnout, as with the case of a progressed sun making a conjunction to pluto, which
in many cases is a burnout to the point of a nervous breakdown in the life, when this occurs by progression.
>
> This aspect, contrary to most of the theories out there does not always affect the mind negatively, as I have seen it in the charts of geniuses.

Also, in mentioning genius, I did a chart for a woman with an IQ of 185. She had an exact mercury/uranus aspect that aligned with her ascendant
to the exact degree. Uranus is associated with genius and is the higher octave of mercury.
>
> What I know of the sun combust mercury is that it can give a mental blindspot; something one who has this cannot see clearly in his/her life,
such as their own communications and behavior, but this is not always the case and you have to look at the entire chart to see how this is
operating, what sign is it in? which houses are ruled by mercury and that sort of thing, also the aspects, if any, to the combust conjunction. This
aspect can also give total focus, not in the way of concentration, unless it is in scorpio, but total focus on a goal, leaving distractions and that
sort of thing, anything outside of being deterred from the goal as the 'blindspot,' in refusing to allow any conflicting information, opinions and
such to interfere.
>
> One thing of interest here...How many of you who have synesthesia have this aspect?
>
>
>
>
> High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> http://www.joyofsatan.org
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@> wrote:
>>
> > I'm really excited about this group:D I hope everyone helps make it get popular right away:D
>>
> > Anyhow, so on my birth chart the Sun and Mercury are both 23 degrees I know that makes a conjunction but I read that if the Sun combusts
a planet the Sun will weaken the positive effects. Also Jupiter is 1 degree away from the Sun which I guess also makes it combust does that
weaken the positive effects of Jupiter as well?
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: 6/22/12

Message: 36

From: siguarddraconis

Okay, maybe I can't see it - tell me please where exactly is the books section in the forum?
I want to have every recommended astrology book :P Ohhhhh, the hunger! :D
Drammanoth Tenebris.
Satanas Via, Vera et Vita est!

Date: 6/22/2012

Ave Satanas, Rege Satanas!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...> wrote:
>
>
> We now have some books in the file section, including Dynamics of Aspect Analysis, but unfortunately, the files cannot be uploded unless they
are very small. One book that is easily available and can be downloaded from many sites is 'The Only Way to Learn Astrology' by Marion D. March
and Joan McEvers. This book comes in three volumes and makes it easier for those of you who are new to astrology, to understand the basics. I
read these books many years ago.
>
> Bear in mind, many of the interpretations are way off. Most authors write *about* astrology, but use theory in regards to limited understanding
of the planets and such. Much of my own knowledge has come from years of study and also case studies and learning from knowing those whose
charts I did and also the lives of noted people. Astro charts of noted people can be found all over the web. Reading biographies and comparing
the chart in both personality and events helps.
>
> Astrology is the most difficult and detailed of all the occult disciplines. Each chart is as individual as one's own fingerprints. There are endless
details in regards to astrology. One bit of advice...don't take anything you read in an astrology book as fact until you know for sure. I have read
more crap over the years that was totally wrong in astrology books.
>
> For example, with a biography case of a noted person...I have seen many books out there where the author writes about certain patterns of
planets, configurations and such, but the interpretations are nothing but nonsense and doubletalk. In other words...they don't know.
>
> Take for instance movie star Marilyn Monroe. She had a very tragic childhood. Her mother went insane when Marilyn was 5 years old. She
never had a family and she never knew her father. From the age of five, she was shuffled back and forth from orphanages to foster families
where they only took her in during the depression for the bit of extra money that came with her. No one wanted her and she lived her life with
deep emotional scars from this.
>
> Her chart has Saturn in the fourth [very common with family issues, especially emotional, being unwanted, abused and neglected by the amily,
if there is a family; also problems with the mother as the mother is ruled by the fourth]. Saturn in her chart is at the handle of a bucket
configuration. The planet at the handle drives the entire chart, giving it extra power and emphasis in the life. Her Saturn is at 21 degrees of
Scorpio, indicating loss, so here it is easy to see there was no family, and an absent mother. This Saturn also tightly squared her moon,
amplifying problems regarding the mother. Scorpio on the cusp of the 4th, with ruling pluto tightly conjunct the cusp of the twelfth, adds further
emphasis on the above, and co-ruling mars [mars co-rules scorpio with chart interpretation], in the eighth house, conjunct uranus of separation
shows an absent mother. As the conjuntion is in the eighth house, the feelings about this run deep. When you get
> all of this, the life has been fated for some reason.
>
> Planets in the twelfth house are often unfortunate.

>
> Another case, one of a man whose chart I did years ago, he had the bucket configuration. The same goes with the sling and the fan, as there
is a standout planet that is away from the rest. He had Jupiter in Aries as the singleton planet. This man was incredibly selfish and a total user to
the point where his family disowned him. Jupiter in Aries is always selfish, but when it is at the 'handle' of a bucket, fan, or sling configuration, its
effects are much more pronounced.
>
> I will try to give tips and lessons here as my time permits.
>
>
> High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> http://www.joyofsatan.org
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 37
Subject: Re: Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates

From: m_18

Date: 6/22/2012

Uranus represents change, invention, revolution and higher awareness, it’s effect is shocking, unpredictable and erratic. Pluto represents regeneration,
destruction, transformation and renewal, it’s effect is grinding, ruthless and extreme. Both of these planets are distinctly non-personal and emotionless, yet
their effect is dramatic and deeply felt. The square is the most challenging of the planetary aspects representing tests and challenges, it’s effect is usually
stressful and frustrating to most as most are stuck in Saturnian crystalization. One can learn to transform & go with the flow.

--- On Thu, 6/21/12, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:

From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Thursday, June 21, 2012, 8:12 PM

So these influences represent power and freedom struggles. Correct? Push and pull between freedom rebellion etc major changes when it
comes to humanitty rebeling against the govenrment and those in power who want to enslave us. Uranus in aries represents the sudden
and unexpected the last time uranus was in aries was dring the great depression. It was sudden and unexpected.pluto in capricorn
changes in governmental structures etc
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

â€¢
â€¢
â€¢
â€¢
â€¢
â€¢
â€¢

Uranus
Uranus
Uranus
Uranus
Uranus
Uranus
Uranus

square
square
square
square
square
square
square

Pluto
Pluto
Pluto
Pluto
Pluto
Pluto
Pluto

June 24 2012
September 19 2012
May 21 2013
November 1 2013
April 21 2014
December 15 2014
March 17 2015

The last series of squares between them was between 1932 and 1934, with five exact hits.
Uranus in Aries square Pluto in Capricorn is the most
significant and most challenging planetary influence in a generation.
These planets cameÂ togetherÂ in the mid 1960â€²s and will oppose each other
from 2045. There are seven exact Uranus Pluto squares between June 2012
and 2015. So for the next five years we are living through these. We hare starting feeling this already, as these
planets came within one degree of the square from June 2011.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Welcome

Message: 38

From: The Real Joshua

Date: 6/22/2012

Thank you so much for creating this group, I have been looking for more info regarding astrology.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...> wrote:
>
>
>
> This new e-group is for the discussion of and learning astrology. Astrology is one of the most rewarding disciplines, as it reveals many secrets
and is a map of the soul, but it is one of the most detailed and difficult to learn. JoS Ministry will be uploading pdf resources very soon to the files
section. Bear in mind, while most astrology texts give some accurate information, as with many books and learning materials, there are errors and
in some, while there are some interpretations that are correct, many others are downright wrong. I know this from 35 + years of study.
> I will check in here as time permits and try to answer questions and post information concerning astrology.
> Happy Summer Solstice to you all.
>
>
>

> High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> http://www.joyofsatan.org
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 39
Subject: Re: Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 6/22/2012

http://alabe.com/cgi-bin/chart/astrobot.cgi?PARAM=YVR&INPUT5=Brewster%2CMA
There's a link for astro weather, it's pretty interesting a lot of the recent one's are manifesting like the economic problems in Europe.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Shannon Outlaw" <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
>
> So these influences represent power and freedom struggles. Correct? Push and pull between freedom rebellion etc major changes when it
comes to humanitty rebeling against the govenrment and those in power who want to enslave us. Uranus in aries represents the sudden and
unexpected the last time uranus was in aries was dring the great depression. It was sudden and unexpected.pluto in capricorn changes in
governmental structures etc
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@> wrote:
>>
> > â ¢ Uranus square Pluto June 24 2012
> > â ¢ Uranus square Pluto September 19 2012
> > â ¢ Uranus square Pluto May 21 2013
> > â ¢ Uranus square Pluto November 1 2013
> > â ¢ Uranus square Pluto April 21 2014
> > â ¢ Uranus square Pluto December 15 2014
> > â ¢ Uranus square Pluto March 17 2015
>>
> > The last series of squares between them was between 1932 and 1934, with five exact hits.
>>
> > Uranus in Aries square Pluto in Capricorn is the most
> > significant and most challenging planetary influence in a generation.
> > These planets cameÂ togetherÂ in the mid 1960â ²s and will oppose each other
> > from 2045. There are seven exact Uranus Pluto squares between June 2012
> > and 2015. So for the next five years we are living through these. We hare starting feeling this already, as these
> > planets came within one degree of the square from June 2011.
>>

>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 40
Subject: Re: Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates

From: m_18

Here is one for this Sunday:
http://darkstarastrology.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/03/uranus-square-pluto-june-2012.gif

--- On Fri, 6/22/12, Jose Alejandre <dirgeoftartarus@...> wrote:

From: Jose Alejandre <dirgeoftartarus@...>
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Date: Friday, June 22, 2012, 9:14 AM

does anybody have a link where we can see a chart online?

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Thursday, June 21, 2012 1:46 PM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates

• Uranus square Pluto June 24 2012
• Uranus square Pluto September 19 2012
• Uranus square Pluto May 21 2013
• Uranus square Pluto November 1 2013
• Uranus square Pluto April 21 2014
• Uranus square Pluto December 15 2014
• Uranus square Pluto March 17 2015

Date: 6/22/2012

The last series of squares between them was between 1932 and 1934, with five exact hits.
Uranus in Aries square Pluto in Capricorn is the most significant and most challenging planetary influence in a generation. These planets
came together in the mid 1960′s and will oppose each other from 2045. There are seven exact Uranus Pluto squares between June 2012 and
2015. So for the next five years we are living through these. We hare starting feeling this already, as these planets came within one degree of
the square from June 2011.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 41
Subject: Re: Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates

From: m_18

Date: 6/22/2012

I forgot to mention one item in relation to your question as well as would like to add to it.
Without being specific, I would suggest always looking to the past events under the same influences. (Use the dates in the post to see what happened then.
1932-1934) I don't like making predictions as influences can manifest on all levels, whether people of cognizant of them or not.
Additionally, the American Revolution occurred with Pluto in Capricorn. This combination of influences are usually opposed to each other. Therefore a struggle
between them usually occurs. Whereas, Uranus & Pluto can work together without much conflict. Pluto does represent power & does not care what the end
results of it's effects are. The Soviet Union dissolved under a transiting Pluto conjunct the natal Sun of the Bolshevik revolution's chart.
Keep in mind that too that people with power use their knowledge of astrology to control the ignorant masses, so they will be aware of these influences to
use on the ignorant public.

--- On Fri, 6/22/12, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Friday, June 22, 2012, 10:19 AM

Uranus represents change, invention, revolution and higher awareness, it’s effect is shocking, unpredictable and erratic. Pluto represents
regeneration, destruction, transformation and renewal, it’s effect is grinding, ruthless and extreme. Both of these planets

are distinctly non-personal and emotionless, yet their effect is dramatic and deeply felt. The square is the most challenging of
the planetary aspects representing tests and challenges, it’s effect is usually stressful and frustrating to most as most are stuck in
Saturnian crystalization. One can learn to transform & go with the flow.

--- On Thu, 6/21/12, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:

From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Thursday, June 21, 2012, 8:12 PM

So these influences represent power and freedom struggles. Correct? Push and pull between freedom rebellion etc major
changes when it comes to humanitty rebeling against the govenrment and those in power who want to enslave us. Uranus in
aries represents the sudden and unexpected the last time uranus was in aries was dring the great depression. It was sudden
and unexpected.pluto in capricorn changes in governmental structures etc
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
> â€¢ Uranus square Pluto June 24 2012
> â€¢ Uranus square Pluto September 19 2012
> â€¢ Uranus square Pluto May 21 2013
> â€¢ Uranus square Pluto November 1 2013
> â€¢ Uranus square Pluto April 21 2014
> â€¢ Uranus square Pluto December 15 2014
> â€¢ Uranus square Pluto March 17 2015
>
> The last series of squares between them was between 1932 and 1934, with five exact hits.
>
> Uranus in Aries square Pluto in Capricorn is the most
> significant and most challenging planetary influence in a generation.
> These planets cameÂ togetherÂ in the mid 1960â€²s and will oppose each other
> from 2045. There are seven exact Uranus Pluto squares between June 2012
> and 2015. So for the next five years we are living through these. We hare starting feeling this already, as these
> planets came within one degree of the square from June 2011.
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Newbie

Message: 42

From: x_nightmare@ovi.com

Date: 6/22/2012

From: kittyahawk3@rocketmail.com

Date: 6/22/2012

Hi everyone i'm new in this group so i just want to say hi.
Hail satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 43
Subject: Re: Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates
what exactly will this cause.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
> Here is one for this Sunday:
>
> http://darkstarastrology.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/03/uranus-square-pluto-june-2012.gif
>
>
>
> --- On Fri, 6/22/12, Jose Alejandre <dirgeoftartarus@...> wrote:
>
> From: Jose Alejandre <dirgeoftartarus@...>
> Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates
> To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
> Date: Friday, June 22, 2012, 9:14 AM
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does anybody have a link where we can see a chart online?
From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Thursday, June 21, 2012 1:46 PM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates
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Uranus
Uranus
Uranus
Uranus
Uranus
Uranus
Uranus

square
square
square
square
square
square
square

Pluto
Pluto
Pluto
Pluto
Pluto
Pluto
Pluto

June 24 2012
September 19 2012
May 21 2013
November 1 2013
April 21 2014
December 15 2014
March 17 2015

The last series of squares between them was between 1932 and 1934, with five exact hits.
Uranus in Aries square Pluto in Capricorn is the most
significant and most challenging planetary influence in a generation.
These planets cameÂ togetherÂ in the mid 1960â ²s and will oppose each other
from 2045. There are seven exact Uranus Pluto squares between June 2012
and 2015. So for the next five years we are living through these. We hare starting feeling this already, as these
planets came within one degree of the square from June 2011.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 44
Subject: Re: Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates

From: kittyahawk3@rocketmail.com

Date: 6/22/2012

okay now things are making sense a little more

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@...> wrote:
>
> http://alabe.com/cgi-bin/chart/astrobot.cgi?PARAM=YVR&INPUT5=Brewster%2CMA
>
> There's a link for astro weather, it's pretty interesting a lot of the recent one's are manifesting like the economic problems in Europe.
>

> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Shannon Outlaw" <soutlaw92@> wrote:
>>
>>
> > So these influences represent power and freedom struggles. Correct? Push and pull between freedom rebellion etc major changes when it
comes to humanitty rebeling against the govenrment and those in power who want to enslave us. Uranus in aries represents the sudden and
unexpected the last time uranus was in aries was dring the great depression. It was sudden and unexpected.pluto in capricorn changes in
governmental structures etc
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@> wrote:
>>>
> > > â ¢ Uranus square Pluto June 24 2012
> > > â ¢ Uranus square Pluto September 19 2012
> > > â ¢ Uranus square Pluto May 21 2013
> > > â ¢ Uranus square Pluto November 1 2013
> > > â ¢ Uranus square Pluto April 21 2014
> > > â ¢ Uranus square Pluto December 15 2014
> > > â ¢ Uranus square Pluto March 17 2015
>>>
> > > The last series of squares between them was between 1932 and 1934, with five exact hits.
>>>
> > > Uranus in Aries square Pluto in Capricorn is the most
> > > significant and most challenging planetary influence in a generation.
> > > These planets cameÂ togetherÂ in the mid 1960â ²s and will oppose each other
> > > from 2045. There are seven exact Uranus Pluto squares between June 2012
> > > and 2015. So for the next five years we are living through these. We hare starting feeling this already, as these
> > > planets came within one degree of the square from June 2011.
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Welcome

Message: 45

From: A

Date: 6/22/2012

Astrology is absolutely fascinating, and since it truly is an advanced topic, another group is a fantastic idea.
I'm starting to get the hang of it, and striking a bit more accuracy in both natal and prediction, but I'm looking forward to acquiring much more experience!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "The Real Joshua" <jdfolsom8503@...> wrote:

>
> Thank you so much for creating this group, I have been looking for more info regarding astrology.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@> wrote:
>>
>>
>>
> > This new e-group is for the discussion of and learning astrology. Astrology is one of the most rewarding disciplines, as it reveals many secrets
and is a map of the soul, but it is one of the most detailed and difficult to learn. JoS Ministry will be uploading pdf resources very soon to the files
section. Bear in mind, while most astrology texts give some accurate information, as with many books and learning materials, there are errors and
in some, while there are some interpretations that are correct, many others are downright wrong. I know this from 35 + years of study.
> > I will check in here as time permits and try to answer questions and post information concerning astrology.
> > Happy Summer Solstice to you all.
>>
>>
>>
> > High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> > http://www.joyofsatan.org
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 46
Subject: Re: Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates

From: Morning Star

Please do explain further regarding this in your experiences and knowledge.
thank you in advance :-)
From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Friday, June 22, 2012 11:59 PM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates

Here is one for this Sunday:
http://darkstarastrology.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/03/uranus-square-pluto-june-2012.gif

Date: 6/22/2012

--- On Fri, 6/22/12, Jose Alejandre <dirgeoftartarus@...> wrote:
From: Jose Alejandre <dirgeoftartarus@...>
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Date: Friday, June 22, 2012, 9:14 AM

does anybody have a link where we can see a chart online?

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Thursday, June 21, 2012 1:46 PM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates

• Uranus square Pluto June 24 2012
• Uranus square Pluto September 19 2012
• Uranus square Pluto May 21 2013
• Uranus square Pluto November 1 2013
• Uranus square Pluto April 21 2014
• Uranus square Pluto December 15 2014
• Uranus square Pluto March 17 2015
The last series of squares between them was between 1932 and 1934, with five exact hits.
Uranus in Aries square Pluto in Capricorn is the most significant and most challenging planetary influence in a generation. These
planets came together in the mid 1960′s and will oppose each other from 2045. There are seven exact Uranus Pluto squares between June
2012 and 2015. So for the next five years we are living through these. We hare starting feeling this already, as these planets came within
one degree of the square from June 2011.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 47
Subject: Re: Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates

From: m_18

See other post.

--- On Fri, 6/22/12, Morning Star <morning_star87@...> wrote:

From: Morning Star <morning_star87@...>
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Date: Friday, June 22, 2012, 2:56 PM

Please do explain further regarding this in your experiences and knowledge.
thank you in advance :-)
From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Friday, June 22, 2012 11:59 PM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates

Here is one for this Sunday:
http://darkstarastrology.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/03/uranus-square-pluto-june-2012.gif

--- On Fri, 6/22/12, Jose Alejandre <dirgeoftartarus@...> wrote:
From: Jose Alejandre <dirgeoftartarus@...>
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates

Date: 6/23/2012

To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Date: Friday, June 22, 2012, 9:14 AM

does anybody have a link where we can see a chart online?

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Thursday, June 21, 2012 1:46 PM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates

• Uranus square Pluto June 24 2012
• Uranus square Pluto September 19 2012
• Uranus square Pluto May 21 2013
• Uranus square Pluto November 1 2013
• Uranus square Pluto April 21 2014
• Uranus square Pluto December 15 2014
• Uranus square Pluto March 17 2015
The last series of squares between them was between 1932 and 1934, with five exact hits.
Uranus in Aries square Pluto in Capricorn is the most significant and most challenging planetary influence in a generation.
These planets came together in the mid 1960′s and will oppose each other from 2045. There are seven exact Uranus Pluto squares
between June 2012 and 2015. So for the next five years we are living through these. We hare starting feeling this already, as these
planets came within one degree of the square from June 2011.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 48
From: m_18
Subject: Re: Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates / Prediction / Death

Date: 6/23/2012

See my further elaboration to the post in another email as well as below.
You are dealing with what I like to call "energies". Someone else may have a different term than mine. These manifest in many ways. Some are events
(externally). Some manifest in a psychological (internally) manner. That's why one can't make predictions of specific events. Energies will manifest in one form
or another. There can also be other transits occurring as well. Then there are timing issues. These are just the exact timing of the transits themselves. Many
things are related to timing. The Moon for one. "Usually" for an event, things occur when all transits involved are the closest to being exact, then timed by the
Moon. Then there are retrogrades. Which of the 2 or 3 contacts will be the main one? You also have to allow for procession in studying transits. Some
astrologers say watch both (with or without procession) which is 1 degree ever 72 years on average.
Then you have situations like this:
This happened in the mid to late 1990s. An Mexican national who was in the U.S. illegally was convicted for murder in Texas & received the death penalty
(was sentenced). Shortly before he was scheduled to die via lethal injection, DNA evidence was introduced in his case that cleared him of the crime. (That
was new at the time.) He happily went home to Mexico & was celebrating his new found freedom. He had been partying (smoking & drinking) in celebration
& died in an auto accident .......... at the exact time that he was scheduled to die on death row in Texas. So the universe will see to it that sometimes your
free will is limited.
Death is probably the hardest to predict of all. Usually only understood in hindsight. However, there was one astrologer, I can't remember his name offhand,
who refused to buy insurance because he was confident in the time of his death. About 2 months before he thought was was to expire, he purchased life
insurance. The policy had to pay - right on time.
I personally feel that there are multiple opportunities to die indicated in the chart. How you handle your life can dictate which one of those may become
active. If you suffer from alcoholism, you might die at an earlier time had you never drank.
I also feel that death is indicated in the charts of the close relatives of the person in question, even if one of those close relatives has passed. You study their
chart as well as the ones who are alive as if they were still alive.
Relatives can have interesting features in their charts that also relate to yours. My aunt has her natal ascendant where my natal Sun is in my chart.

--- On Fri, 6/22/12, kittyahawk3@... <kittyahawk3@...> wrote:

From: kittyahawk3@... <kittyahawk3@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Friday, June 22, 2012, 3:31 PM

what exactly will this cause.
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
> Here is one for this Sunday:
>
> http://darkstarastrology.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/03/uranus-square-pluto-june-2012.gif
>
>
>
> --- On Fri, 6/22/12, Jose Alejandre <dirgeoftartarus@...> wrote:
>
> From: Jose Alejandre <dirgeoftartarus@...>
> Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates
> To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
> Date: Friday, June 22, 2012, 9:14 AM
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does anybody have a link where we can see a chart online?
From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Thursday, June 21, 2012 1:46 PM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates

Â

â€¢ Uranus square Pluto June 24 2012
â€¢ Uranus square Pluto September 19 2012
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Uranus
Uranus
Uranus
Uranus
Uranus

square
square
square
square
square

Pluto
Pluto
Pluto
Pluto
Pluto

May 21 2013
November 1 2013
April 21 2014
December 15 2014
March 17 2015

The last series of squares between them was between 1932 and 1934, with five exact hits.
Uranus in Aries square Pluto in Capricorn is the most
significant and most challenging planetary influence in a generation.
These planets cameÂ togetherÂ in the mid 1960â€²s and will oppose each other
from 2045. There are seven exact Uranus Pluto squares between June 2012
and 2015. So for the next five years we are living through these. We hare starting feeling this already, as these
planets came within one degree of the square from June 2011.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Need help

Message: 49

From: pandey.rahul51

Date: 6/23/2012

i m really new at astrology.
can anybody teach me how i read my birth chart and at which period the saturn is causing problem
My birth date is 25/april/1992,time -9:45 am
country-india, birthplace- mathura
Please help,right now i m being attacked constantly....need help to find the bad times in my chart.....
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: INCONJUNCT

Message: 50

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 6/23/2012

What is the meaning and influence of it. I have sun inconjunct neptune, pluto and uranus in my chart and clarification? :)

Messages in JoS_Astrology group.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 51
Subject: Re: Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates / Prediction
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 52
Subject: Re: Need help
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 53
Subject: Re: Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates / Prediction
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 54
Subject: Re: Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates / Prediction
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 55
Subject: Re: Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates / Prediction
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 56
Subject: Re: Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates / Prediction
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 57
Subject: Re: Need help
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 58
Subject: Re: INCONJUNCT
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 59
Subject: Re: 6/22/12
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 60
Subject: Venus Retrograde Period & Zone?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 61
Subject: Re: Venus Retrograde Period & Zone?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 62
Subject: Re: INCONJUNCT
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 63
Subject: 8th House
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 64
Subject: Re: Venus Retrograde Period & Zone?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 65
Subject: solar return?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 66
Subject: Re: INCONJUNCT
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 67

Page 2 of 59.
From: Jannie

Date: 6/23/2012

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 6/23/2012

From: Brian Gibbons

Date: 6/23/2012

From: Raven Lythrum

Date: 6/23/2012

From: Brian Gibbons

Date: 6/23/2012

From: m_18

Date: 6/24/2012

From: m_18

Date: 6/24/2012

From: m_18

Date: 6/24/2012

From: vabzirteloch

Date: 6/24/2012

From: Desmond Garcia

Date: 6/24/2012

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 6/24/2012

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 6/24/2012

From: Syt R

Date: 6/25/2012

From: Indigo Nation

Date: 6/25/2012

From: Sss D.

Date: 6/25/2012

From: starrrx69

Date: 6/25/2012

From: starrrx69

Date: 6/25/2012

/ Death

/ Death
/ Death
/ Death
/ Death

Subject: Re: solar return?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 68
Subject: Re: 8th House
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 69
Subject: Re: 8th House
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 70
Subject: Answering some questons from several posts
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 71
Subject: Re: Answering some questons from several posts
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 72
Subject: Re: Answering some questons from several posts
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 73
Subject: Sorry for my incompetence but,
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 74
Subject: Re: 8th House
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 75
Subject: Re: Answering some questons from several posts
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 76
Subject: Re: INCONJUNCT
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 77
Subject: Re: 8th House
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 78
Subject: Patterns in our Charts?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 79
Subject: Re: Answering some questons from several posts
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 80
Subject: Re: Venus Retrograde Period & Zone?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 81
Subject: Re: INCONJUNCT
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 82
Subject: NODES
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 83
Subject: Re: Venus Retrograde Period & Zone?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 84
Subject: Re: Answering some questons from several posts

From: siguarddraconis

Date: 6/25/2012

From: starrrx69

Date: 6/25/2012

From: High Priestess Maxine Dietrich

Date: 6/25/2012

From: Kait Jordan

Date: 6/25/2012

From: siguarddraconis

Date: 6/25/2012

From: u.void

Date: 6/25/2012

From: m_18

Date: 6/25/2012

From: f.follets

Date: 6/25/2012

From: m_18

Date: 6/25/2012

From: m_18

Date: 6/25/2012

From: sorceressofenki88

Date: 6/25/2012

From: m_18

Date: 6/25/2012

From: m_18

Date: 6/25/2012

From: HenryH

Date: 6/25/2012

From: tara88sidhe

Date: 6/25/2012

From: m_18

Date: 6/25/2012

From: CaitlinM

Date: 6/25/2012

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 85
Subject: Transitting and Predictive Astrology
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 86
Subject: Re: Transitting and Predictive Astrology
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 87
Subject: Re: solar return?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 88
Subject: Re: Sorry for my incompetence but,
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 89
Subject: personal horoscope....
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 90
Subject: Re: Answering some questons from several posts
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 91
Subject: Re: NODES
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 92
Subject: Re: Sorry for my incompetence but,
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 93
Subject: Re: NODES
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 94
Subject: Re: Transitting and Predictive Astrology
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 95
Subject: Re: personal horoscope....
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 96
Subject: Re: Answering some questons from several posts
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 97
Subject: Re: NODES
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 98
Subject: Re: personal horoscope....
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 99
Subject: Re: NODES
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 100
Subject: Re: Answering some questons from several posts

From: Sabrina White

Date: 6/25/2012

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 6/25/2012

From: m_18

Date: 6/25/2012

From: m_18

Date: 6/25/2012

From: Tóth Anita

Date: 6/25/2012

From: SLADE_666

Date: 6/25/2012

From: m_18

Date: 6/25/2012

From: m_18

Date: 6/25/2012

From: siguarddraconis

Date: 6/25/2012

From: m_18

Date: 6/25/2012

From: kittyahawk3@rocketmail.com

Date: 6/25/2012

From: sorceressofenki88

Date: 6/25/2012

From: m_18

Date: 6/25/2012

From: m_18

Date: 6/25/2012

From: HenryH

Date: 6/25/2012

From: kittyahawk3@rocketmail.com

Date: 6/25/2012

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 51
From: Jannie
Subject: Re: Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates / Prediction / Death
I think you must have a special relationship with that aunt?

Date: 6/23/2012

You are right, I saw the death of my father in my Chart too!
Another special thing are the Charts of couples. My husband has his Moon on 1 degree Scorpio, I have my Sun on 1 degree
Scorpio too!

Van: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com [mailto:JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com] Namens m_18
Verzonden: zaterdag 23 juni 2012 1:21
Aan: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Onderwerp: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates / Prediction / Death

See my further elaboration to the post in another email as well as below.
You are dealing with what I like to call "energies". Someone else may have a different term than mine. These manifest in many ways. Some are events (externally).
Some manifest in a psychological (internally) manner. That's why one can't make predictions of specific events. Energies will manifest in one form or another. There
can also be other transits occurring as well. Then there are timing issues. These are just the exact timing of the transits themselves. Many things are related to
timing. The Moon for one. "Usually" for an event, things occur when all transits involved are the closest to being exact, then timed by the Moon. Then there are
retrogrades. Which of the 2 or 3 contacts will be the main one? You also have to allow for procession in studying transits. Some astrologers say watch both (with or
without procession) which is 1 degree ever 72 years on average.
Then you have situations like this:
This happened in the mid to late 1990s. An Mexican national who was in the U.S. illegally was convicted for murder in Texas & received the death penalty (was
sentenced). Shortly before he was scheduled to die via lethal injection, DNA evidence was introduced in his case that cleared him of the crime. (That was new at the
time.) He happily went home to Mexico & was celebrating his new found freedom. He had been partying (smoking & drinking) in celebration & died in an auto

accident .......... at the exact time that he was scheduled to die on death row in Texas. So the universe will see to it that sometimes your free will is limited.
Death is probably the hardest to predict of all. Usually only understood in hindsight. However, there was one astrologer, I can't remember his name offhand, who
refused to buy insurance because he was confident in the time of his death. About 2 months before he thought was was to expire, he purchased life insurance. The
policy had to pay - right on time.
I personally feel that there are multiple opportunities to die indicated in the chart. How you handle your life can dictate which one of those may become active. If
you suffer from alcoholism, you might die at an earlier time had you never drank.
I also feel that death is indicated in the charts of the close relatives of the person in question, even if one of those close relatives has passed. You study their chart as
well as the ones who are alive as if they were still alive.
Relatives can have interesting features in their charts that also relate to yours. My aunt has her natal ascendant where my natal Sun is in my chart.

--- On Fri, 6/22/12, kittyahawk3@... <kittyahawk3@...> wrote:

From: kittyahawk3@... <kittyahawk3@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Friday, June 22, 2012, 3:31 PM

what exactly will this cause.
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
> Here is one for this Sunday:
>
> http://darkstarastrology.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/03/uranus-square-pluto-june-2012.gif
>
>
>
> --- On Fri, 6/22/12, Jose Alejandre <dirgeoftartarus@...> wrote:
>
> From: Jose Alejandre <dirgeoftartarus@...>

> Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates
> To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
> Date: Friday, June 22, 2012, 9:14 AM
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>Â
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> does anybody have a link where we can see a chart online?
>
> From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Thursday, June 21, 2012 1:46 PM
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>Â
>
>
>
>
>
>
> â€¢ Uranus square Pluto June 24 2012
> â€¢ Uranus square Pluto September 19 2012
> â€¢ Uranus square Pluto May 21 2013
> â€¢ Uranus square Pluto November 1 2013
> â€¢ Uranus square Pluto April 21 2014
> â€¢ Uranus square Pluto December 15 2014
> â€¢ Uranus square Pluto March 17 2015
>
> The last series of squares between them was between 1932 and 1934, with five exact hits.
>
> Uranus in Aries square Pluto in Capricorn is the most
> significant and most challenging planetary influence in a generation.
> These planets cameÂ togetherÂ in the mid 1960â€²s and will oppose each other
> from 2045. There are seven exact Uranus Pluto squares between June 2012
> and 2015. So for the next five years we are living through these. We hare starting feeling this already, as these

> planets came within one degree of the square from June 2011.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Need help

Message: 52

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 6/23/2012

http://crystal.alabe.com/cgi-bin/chart/astrobot.exe?
It's in Aquarius if you're born in 1992

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "pandey.rahul51" <pandey.rahul51@...> wrote:
>
> i m really new at astrology.
> can anybody teach me how i read my birth chart and at which period the saturn is causing problem
> My birth date is 25/april/1992,time -9:45 am
> country-india, birthplace- mathura
> Please help,right now i m being attacked constantly....need help to find the bad times in my chart.....
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 53
From: Brian Gibbons
Subject: Re: Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates / Prediction / Death

Date: 6/23/2012

We are so looking to having couples one too.She did an awesome one for my fiance and it has really helped her identify things about her self that she needs
to work on too.She told her she is a natural mage so I think will be real careful how I treat her. LOL Would not want to be the victom of a angered Scorpio as
it would fuck this fish up. LOL

Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android

From: Jannie <jannie.bouwhuis@...>;
To: <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>;
Subject: RE: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates / Prediction / Death
Sent: Sat, Jun 23, 2012 6:26:33 PM

I think you must have a special relationship with that aunt?

You are right, I saw the death of my father in my Chart too!
Another special thing are the Charts of couples. My husband has his Moon on 1 degree Scorpio, I have my Sun on 1 degree Scorpio too!

Van: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com [mailto:JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com] Namens m_18
Verzonden: zaterdag 23 juni 2012 1:21
Aan: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Onderwerp: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates / Prediction / Death

See my further elaboration to the post in another email as well as below.
You are dealing with what I like to call "energies". Someone else may have a different term than mine. These manifest in many ways. Some are events (externally).
Some manifest in a psychological (internally) manner. That's why one can't make predictions of specific events. Energies will manifest in one form or another. There
can also be other transits occurring as well. Then there are timing issues. These are just the exact timing of the transits themselves. Many things are related to
timing. The Moon for one. "Usually" for an event, things occur when all transits involved are the closest to being exact, then timed by the Moon. Then there are
retrogrades. Which of the 2 or 3 contacts will be the main one? You also have to allow for procession in studying transits. Some astrologers say watch both (with or
without procession) which is 1 degree ever 72 years on average.
Then you have situations like this:
This happened in the mid to late 1990s. An Mexican national who was in the U.S. illegally was convicted for murder in Texas & received the death penalty (was
sentenced). Shortly before he was scheduled to die via lethal injection, DNA evidence was introduced in his case that cleared him of the crime. (That was new at the
time.) He happily went home to Mexico & was celebrating his new found freedom. He had been partying (smoking & drinking) in celebration & died in an auto
accident .......... at the exact time that he was scheduled to die on death row in Texas. So the universe will see to it that sometimes your free will is limited.
Death is probably the hardest to predict of all. Usually only understood in hindsight. However, there was one astrologer, I can't remember his name offhand, who
refused to buy insurance because he was confident in the time of his death. About 2 months before he thought was was to expire, he purchased life insurance. The
policy had to pay - right on time.

I personally feel that there are multiple opportunities to die indicated in the chart. How you handle your life can dictate which one of those may become active. If
you suffer from alcoholism, you might die at an earlier time had you never drank.
I also feel that death is indicated in the charts of the close relatives of the person in question, even if one of those close relatives has passed. You study their chart as
well as the ones who are alive as if they were still alive.
Relatives can have interesting features in their charts that also relate to yours. My aunt has her natal ascendant where my natal Sun is in my chart.

--- On Fri, 6/22/12, kittyahawk3@... <kittyahawk3@...> wrote:
From: kittyahawk3@... <kittyahawk3@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Friday, June 22, 2012, 3:31 PM

what exactly will this cause.
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
> Here is one for this Sunday:
>
> http://darkstarastrology.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/03/uranus-square-pluto-june-2012.gif
>
>
>
> --- On Fri, 6/22/12, Jose Alejandre <dirgeoftartarus@...> wrote:
>
> From: Jose Alejandre <
ymailto="mailto:dirgeoftartarus@..." target="_blank" href="javascript:return">dirgeoftartarus@...>
> Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates
> To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
> Date: Friday, June 22, 2012, 9:14 AM

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>Â
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> does anybody have a link where we can see a chart online?
>
> From: m_18 <
lang="EN-US">magus_18@...>
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Thursday, June 21, 2012 1:46 PM
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>Â
>
>
>
>
>
>
> â€¢ Uranus square Pluto June 24 2012
> â€¢ Uranus square Pluto September 19 2012
> â€¢ Uranus square Pluto May 21 2013
> â€¢ Uranus square Pluto November 1 2013
> â€¢ Uranus square Pluto April 21 2014
> â€¢ Uranus square Pluto December 15 2014
> â€¢ Uranus square Pluto March 17 2015
>
> The last series of squares between them was between 1932 and 1934, with five
exact hits.
>
> Uranus in Aries square Pluto in Capricorn is the most
> significant and most challenging planetary influence in a generation.
> These planets cameÂ togetherÂ in the mid 1960â€²s and will oppose each other
> from 2045. There are seven exact Uranus Pluto squares between June 2012

> and 2015. So for the next five years we are living through these. We hare starting feeling this already, as these
> planets came within one degree of the square from June 2011.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 54
From: Raven Lythrum
Subject: Re: Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates / Prediction / Death

Date: 6/23/2012

Honestly brian, just because I have an addiction to fire does not mean I'm going to "fuck you up" as you so eloquently put it. Just as it
means I'm not a pyromaniac.
...
...
Is that...
No...
Can it be-FIRE!!!!!!!! FIRE, FIRE, FIRE, FIRE!!!!!!!!!!!!! AHHHHHHH!!!!!!! *runs around in circle screaming trying to catch it on a
stick*
But no, there is actually a point to me posting this seemingly seamless post. Here's my question. The JOS says that 0-1 degrees is a
prediction. A prediction of what exactly? How do you determine what it is that the 0-1 degrees is supposed to be predicting? For example,
on my chart I have Jupiter 1 degree of scorpio 3rd house. So if I were looking for what the prediction entailed, how would I do that? Does
the prediction have something to do with my third house?
|
|
_|_
|
Knowledge is power.
"I am ever present to help all who trust in me and call upon me in time of need."~Father Satan; The Al-jilwah

In Nomine Dei Nostri Satanas Luciferi Excelsi!* Let the name of Satan be exaulted!*
Hail Belial!* Heil Hitler!* Sieg Heil!* Ave Satanas!* Rege Satanas!* Heil, mein fuhrer!* Hail Satan!*
www.joyofsatan.org
www.exposingchristianity.com
From: Brian Gibbons <briangibbons20@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>; "jannie.bouwhuis@..." <jannie.bouwhuis@...>
Sent: Saturday, June 23, 2012 6:42 PM
Subject: Re: RE: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates / Prediction / Death

We are so looking to having couples one too.She did an awesome one for my fiance and it has really helped her identify things about her self that she needs to work
on too.She told her she is a natural mage so I think will be real careful how I treat her. LOL Would not want to be the victom of a angered Scorpio as it would fuck
this fish up. LOL

Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android

From: Jannie <jannie.bouwhuis@...>;
To: <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>;
Subject: RE: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates / Prediction / Death
Sent: Sat, Jun 23, 2012 6:26:33 PM

I think you must have a special relationship with that aunt?
You are right, I saw the death of my father in my Chart too!
Another special thing are the Charts of couples. My husband has his Moon on 1 degree Scorpio, I have my Sun on 1 degree Scorpio too!

Van: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com [mailto:JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com] Namens m_18
Verzonden: zaterdag 23 juni 2012 1:21
Aan: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Onderwerp: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates / Prediction / Death

See my further elaboration to the post in another email as well as below.

You are dealing with what I like to call "energies". Someone else may have a different term than mine. These manifest in many ways. Some are events (externally).
Some manifest in a psychological (internally) manner. That's why one can't make predictions of specific events. Energies will manifest in one form or another. There
can also be other transits occurring as well. Then there are timing issues. These are just the exact timing of the transits themselves. Many things are related to
timing. The Moon for one. "Usually" for an event, things occur when all transits involved are the closest to being exact, then timed by the Moon. Then there are
retrogrades. Which of the 2 or 3 contacts will be the main one? You also have to allow for procession in studying transits. Some astrologers say watch both (with or
without procession) which is 1 degree ever 72 years on average.
Then you have situations like this:
This happened in the mid to late 1990s. An Mexican national who was in the U.S. illegally was convicted for murder in Texas & received the death penalty (was
sentenced). Shortly before he was scheduled to die via lethal injection, DNA evidence was introduced in his case that cleared him of the crime. (That was new at the
time.) He happily went home to Mexico & was celebrating his new found freedom. He had been partying (smoking & drinking) in celebration & died in an auto
accident .......... at the exact time that he was scheduled to die on death row in Texas. So the universe will see to it that sometimes your free will is limited.
Death is probably the hardest to predict of all. Usually only understood in hindsight. However, there was one astrologer, I can't remember his name offhand, who
refused to buy insurance because he was confident in the time of his death. About 2 months before he thought was was to expire, he purchased life insurance. The
policy had to pay - right on time.
I personally feel that there are multiple opportunities to die indicated in the chart. How you handle your life can dictate which one of those may become active. If
you suffer from alcoholism, you might die at an earlier time had you never drank.
I also feel that death is indicated in the charts of the close relatives of the person in question, even if one of those close relatives has passed. You study their chart as
well as the ones who are alive as if they were still alive.
Relatives can have interesting features in their charts that also relate to yours. My aunt has her natal ascendant where my natal Sun is in my chart.

--- On Fri, 6/22/12, kittyahawk3@... <kittyahawk3@...> wrote:
From: kittyahawk3@... <kittyahawk3@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Friday, June 22, 2012, 3:31 PM
what exactly will this cause.
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:

>
> Here is one for this Sunday:
>
> http://darkstarastrology.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/03/uranus-square-pluto-june-2012.gif
>
>
>
> --- On Fri, 6/22/12, Jose Alejandre <dirgeoftartarus@...> wrote:
>
> From: Jose Alejandre <dirgeoftartarus@...>
> Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates
> To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <
lang="EN-US">JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
> Date: Friday, June 22, 2012, 9:14 AM
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>Â
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
> does anybody have a link where we can see a chart online?
>
> From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Thursday, June 21, 2012 1:46 PM
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
Â
>
>
>
>
>
>
> â€¢ Uranus square Pluto June 24 2012

> â€¢ Uranus square Pluto September 19 2012
> â€¢ Uranus square Pluto May 21 2013
> â€¢ Uranus square Pluto November 1 2013
> â€¢ Uranus square Pluto April 21 2014
> â€¢ Uranus square Pluto December 15 2014
> â€¢ Uranus square Pluto March 17 2015
>
> The last series of squares between them was between 1932 and 1934, with five
exact hits.
>
> Uranus in Aries square Pluto in Capricorn is the most
> significant and most challenging planetary influence in a generation.
> These planets cameÂ togetherÂ in the mid 1960â€²s and will oppose each other
> from 2045. There are seven exact Uranus Pluto squares between June 2012
> and 2015. So for the next five years we are living through these. We hare starting feeling this already, as these
> planets came within one degree of the square from June 2011.
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 55
From: Brian Gibbons
Subject: Re: Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates / Prediction / Death
I don't know fish have little power over scorpions. LOL

Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android

From: Raven Lythrum <lilylavycrowley@...>;
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>;
Subject: Re: RE: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates / Prediction / Death
Sent: Sun, Jun 24, 2012 12:25:25 AM

Date: 6/23/2012

Honestly brian, just because I have an addiction to fire does not mean I'm going to "fuck you up" as you so eloquently put it. Just as it
means I'm not a pyromaniac.
...
...
Is that...
No...
Can it be-FIRE!!!!!!!! FIRE, FIRE, FIRE, FIRE!!!!!!!!!!!!! AHHHHHHH!!!!!!! *runs around in circle screaming trying to catch it on a
stick*
But no, there is actually a point to me posting this seemingly seamless post. Here's my question. The JOS says that 0-1 degrees is a
prediction. A prediction of what exactly? How do you determine what it is that the 0-1 degrees is supposed to be predicting? For example,
on my chart I have Jupiter 1 degree of scorpio 3rd house. So if I were looking for what the prediction entailed, how would I do that? Does
the prediction have something to do with my third house?
|
|
_|_
|
Knowledge is power.
"I am ever present to help all who trust in me and call upon me in time of need."~Father Satan; The Al-jilwah
In Nomine Dei Nostri Satanas Luciferi Excelsi!* Let the name of Satan be exaulted!*
Hail Belial!* Heil Hitler!* Sieg Heil!* Ave Satanas!* Rege Satanas!* Heil, mein fuhrer!* Hail Satan!*
www.joyofsatan.org
www.exposingchristianity.com

From: Brian Gibbons <briangibbons20@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>; "jannie.bouwhuis@..." <jannie.bouwhuis@...>
Sent: Saturday, June 23, 2012 6:42 PM
Subject: Re: RE: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates / Prediction / Death

We are so looking to having couples one too.She did an awesome one for my fiance and it has really helped her identify things about her self that she needs to work
on too.She told her she is a natural mage so I think will be real careful how I treat her. LOL Would not want to be the victom of a angered Scorpio as it would fuck
this fish up. LOL

Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android

From: Jannie <jannie.bouwhuis@...>;
To: <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>;
Subject: RE: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates / Prediction / Death
Sent: Sat, Jun 23, 2012 6:26:33 PM

I think you must have a special relationship with that aunt?
You are right, I saw the death of my father in my Chart too!
Another special thing are the Charts of couples. My husband has his Moon on 1 degree Scorpio, I have my Sun on 1 degree Scorpio too!

Van: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com [mailto:JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com] Namens m_18
Verzonden: zaterdag 23 juni 2012 1:21
Aan: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Onderwerp: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates / Prediction / Death

See my further elaboration to the post in another email as well as below.
You are dealing with what I like to call "energies". Someone else may have a different term than mine. These manifest in many ways. Some are events (externally).
Some manifest in a psychological (internally) manner. That's why one can't make predictions of specific events. Energies will manifest in one form or another. There
can also be other transits occurring as well. Then there are timing issues. These are just the exact timing of the transits themselves. Many things are related to
timing. The Moon for one. "Usually" for an event, things occur when all transits involved are the closest to being exact, then timed by the Moon. Then there are
retrogrades. Which of the 2 or 3 contacts will be the main one? You also have to allow for procession in studying transits. Some astrologers say watch both (with or
without procession) which is 1 degree ever 72 years on average.

Then you have situations like this:
This happened in the mid to late 1990s. An Mexican national who was in the U.S. illegally was convicted for murder in Texas & received the death penalty (was
sentenced). Shortly before he was scheduled to die via lethal injection, DNA evidence was introduced in his case that cleared him of the crime. (That was new at the
time.) He happily went home to Mexico & was celebrating his new found freedom. He had been partying (smoking & drinking) in celebration & died in an auto
accident .......... at the exact time that he was scheduled to die on death row in Texas. So the universe will see to it that sometimes your free will is limited.
Death is probably the hardest to predict of all. Usually only understood in hindsight. However, there was one astrologer, I can't remember his name offhand, who
refused to buy insurance because he was confident in the time of his death. About 2 months before he thought was was to expire, he purchased life insurance. The
policy had to pay - right on time.
I personally feel that there are multiple opportunities to die indicated in the chart. How you handle your life can dictate which one of those may become active. If
you suffer from alcoholism, you might die at an earlier time had you never drank.
I also feel that death is indicated in the charts of the close relatives of the person in question, even if one of those close relatives has passed. You study their chart as
well as the ones who are alive as if they were still alive.
Relatives can have interesting features in their charts that also relate to yours. My aunt has her natal ascendant where my natal Sun is in my chart.

--- On Fri, 6/22/12, kittyahawk3@... <kittyahawk3@...> wrote:
From: kittyahawk3@... <kittyahawk3@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Friday, June 22, 2012, 3:31 PM
what exactly will this cause.
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
> Here is one for this Sunday:
>
> http://darkstarastrology.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/03/uranus-square-pluto-june-2012.gif
>
>

>
> --- On Fri, 6/22/12, Jose Alejandre <dirgeoftartarus@...> wrote:
>
> From: Jose Alejandre <dirgeoftartarus@...>
> Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates
> To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
> Date: Friday, June 22, 2012, 9:14 AM
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>Â
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> does anybody have a link where we can see a chart online?
>
> From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com

> Sent: Thursday, June 21, 2012 1:46 PM
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>Â
>
>
>
>
>
>
> â€¢ Uranus square Pluto June 24 2012
> â€¢ Uranus square Pluto September 19 2012
> â€¢ Uranus square Pluto May 21 2013
> â€¢ Uranus square Pluto November 1 2013
> â€¢ Uranus square Pluto April 21 2014
> â€¢ Uranus square Pluto December 15 2014
> â€¢ Uranus square Pluto March 17 2015
>
> The last series of squares between them was between 1932 and 1934, with five exact hits.
>
> Uranus in Aries square Pluto in Capricorn is the most

> significant and most challenging planetary influence in a generation.
> These planets cameÂ togetherÂ in the mid 1960â€²s and will oppose each other
> from 2045. There are seven exact Uranus Pluto squares between June 2012
> and 2015. So for the next five years we are living through these. We hare starting feeling this already, as these
> planets came within one degree of the square from June 2011.
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 56
From: m_18
Subject: Re: Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates / Prediction / Death

Date: 6/24/2012

I live in her household for 2 years.
Relations between couples are certainly sometimes, but not always "connected" in some way as well. Some times it is simply sexual. But even that usually
indicates something. Perhaps I shouldn't limit that to "couples". Polyamorous situations, I am sure exist as well.

--- On Sat, 6/23/12, Jannie <jannie.bouwhuis@...> wrote:

From: Jannie <jannie.bouwhuis@...>
Subject: RE: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates / Prediction / Death
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Saturday, June 23, 2012, 1:26 PM

I think you must have a special relationship with that aunt?

You are right, I saw the death of my father in my Chart too!
Another special thing are the Charts of couples. My husband has his Moon on 1 degree Scorpio, I have my Sun on 1 degree Scorpio too!

Van: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com [mailto:JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com] Namens m_18
Verzonden: zaterdag 23 juni 2012 1:21
Aan: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Onderwerp: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates / Prediction / Death

See my further elaboration to the post in another email as well as below.
You are dealing with what I like to call "energies". Someone else may have a different term than mine. These manifest in many ways.
Some are events (externally). Some manifest in a psychological (internally) manner. That's why one can't make predictions of specific
events. Energies will manifest in one form or another. There can also be other transits occurring as well. Then there are timing issues.
These are just the exact timing of the transits themselves. Many things are related to timing. The Moon for one. "Usually" for an event,
things occur when all transits involved are the closest to being exact, then timed by the Moon. Then there are retrogrades. Which of the 2
or 3 contacts will be the main one? You also have to allow for procession in studying transits. Some astrologers say watch both (with or
without procession) which is 1 degree ever 72 years on average.
Then you have situations like this:
This happened in the mid to late 1990s. An Mexican national who was in the U.S. illegally was convicted for murder in Texas & received
the death penalty (was sentenced). Shortly before he was scheduled to die via lethal injection, DNA evidence was introduced in his case
that cleared him of the crime. (That was new at the time.) He happily went home to Mexico & was celebrating his new found freedom. He
had been partying (smoking & drinking) in celebration & died in an auto accident .......... at the exact time that he was scheduled to die
on death row in Texas. So the universe will see to it that sometimes your free will is limited.
Death is probably the hardest to predict of all. Usually only understood in hindsight. However, there was one astrologer, I can't remember
his name offhand, who refused to buy insurance because he was confident in the time of his death. About 2 months before he thought
was was to expire, he purchased life insurance. The policy had to pay - right on time.
I personally feel that there are multiple opportunities to die indicated in the chart. How you handle your life can dictate which one of those
may become active. If you suffer from alcoholism, you might die at an earlier time had you never drank.
I also feel that death is indicated in the charts of the close relatives of the person in question, even if one of those close relatives has
passed. You study their chart as well as the ones who are alive as if they were still alive.
Relatives can have interesting features in their charts that also relate to yours. My aunt has her natal ascendant where my natal Sun is in
my chart.

--- On Fri, 6/22/12, kittyahawk3@... <kittyahawk3@...> wrote:

From: kittyahawk3@... <kittyahawk3@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Friday, June 22, 2012, 3:31 PM

what exactly will this cause.
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
> Here is one for this Sunday:
>
> http://darkstarastrology.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/03/uranus-square-pluto-june-2012.gif
>
>
>
> --- On Fri, 6/22/12, Jose Alejandre <dirgeoftartarus@...> wrote:
>
> From: Jose Alejandre <dirgeoftartarus@...>
> Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates
> To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
> Date: Friday, June 22, 2012, 9:14 AM
>
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does anybody have a link where we can see a chart online?
From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Thursday, June 21, 2012 1:46 PM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Upcoming Uranus Square Pluto Dates
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Uranus
Uranus
Uranus
Uranus
Uranus
Uranus
Uranus

square
square
square
square
square
square
square

Pluto
Pluto
Pluto
Pluto
Pluto
Pluto
Pluto

June 24 2012
September 19 2012
May 21 2013
November 1 2013
April 21 2014
December 15 2014
March 17 2015

The last series of squares between them was between 1932 and 1934, with five exact hits.
Uranus in Aries square Pluto in Capricorn is the most
significant and most challenging planetary influence in a generation.
These planets cameÂ togetherÂ in the mid 1960â€²s and will oppose each other
from 2045. There are seven exact Uranus Pluto squares between June 2012
and 2015. So for the next five years we are living through these. We hare starting feeling this already, as these
planets came within one degree of the square from June 2011.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Need help

Message: 57

From: m_18

Date: 6/24/2012

Everything has to be understood as a whole. Saturn is typically the main trouble maker for most, but it doesn't always act alone. It is extremely complex &
the chart requires an indepth analysis. One also has to look at areas in the chart where one's own self-undoing can occur as well. With that in mind, it may
be something that you are not even fully aware of. One can attract something to themselves without realizing it.
I suggest getting your chart done & get someone with experience at analyzing the charts of others for a living or to some level of seriousness. I personally
don't like to delve into the charts of others. I can point out things from my experience, observations or what I have read from others who are professionals,
etc. & comment in that manner. But that's all I do.

--- On Sat, 6/23/12, ch_3_coo <ch_3_coo@...> wrote:

From: ch_3_coo <ch_3_coo@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Need help
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Saturday, June 23, 2012, 5:16 PM

http://crystal.alabe.com/cgi-bin/chart/astrobot.exe?
It's in Aquarius if you're born in 1992
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "pandey.rahul51" <pandey.rahul51@...> wrote:
>
> i m really new at astrology.
> can anybody teach me how i read my birth chart and at which period the saturn is causing problem
> My birth date is 25/april/1992,time -9:45 am
> country-india, birthplace- mathura
> Please help,right now i m being attacked constantly....need help to find the bad times in my chart.....
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: INCONJUNCT

Message: 58

From: m_18

Date: 6/24/2012

My experience is that it is like two people who are aware of each other but don't seem to have an opinion of each other either way but they are content to
just acknowledge the other's existence. Live & let live. It is not a powerful aspect. It is somewhat like the strength of a semi-sextile (30 degrees), maybe a
little stronger because it the aspect between a trine & opposition. Not positive, but not free flowing either.

--- On Sat, 6/23/12, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:

From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] INCONJUNCT
To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Saturday, June 23, 2012, 4:45 PM

What is the meaning and influence of it. I have sun inconjunct neptune, pluto and uranus in my chart and clarification? :)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: 6/22/12

Message: 59

From: vabzirteloch

Date: 6/24/2012

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS_Astrology/files/

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "siguarddraconis" <drammanoth@...> wrote:
>
> Okay, maybe I can't see it - tell me please where exactly is the books section in the forum?
>
> I want to have every recommended astrology book :P Ohhhhh, the hunger! :D
>
> Drammanoth Tenebris.
>
> Satanas Via, Vera et Vita est!
> Ave Satanas, Rege Satanas!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@> wrote:
>>
>>
> > We now have some books in the file section, including Dynamics of Aspect Analysis, but unfortunately, the files cannot be uploded unless
they are very small. One book that is easily available and can be downloaded from many sites is 'The Only Way to Learn Astrology' by Marion D.
March and Joan McEvers. This book comes in three volumes and makes it easier for those of you who are new to astrology, to understand the
basics. I read these books many years ago.
>>
> > Bear in mind, many of the interpretations are way off. Most authors write *about* astrology, but use theory in regards to limited
understanding of the planets and such. Much of my own knowledge has come from years of study and also case studies and learning from
knowing those whose charts I did and also the lives of noted people. Astro charts of noted people can be found all over the web. Reading
biographies and comparing the chart in both personality and events helps.
>>
> > Astrology is the most difficult and detailed of all the occult disciplines. Each chart is as individual as one's own fingerprints. There are endless
details in regards to astrology. One bit of advice...don't take anything you read in an astrology book as fact until you know for sure. I have read
more crap over the years that was totally wrong in astrology books.

>>
> > For example, with a biography case of a noted person...I have seen many books out there where the author writes about certain patterns of
planets, configurations and such, but the interpretations are nothing but nonsense and doubletalk. In other words...they don't know.
>>
> > Take for instance movie star Marilyn Monroe. She had a very tragic childhood. Her mother went insane when Marilyn was 5 years old. She
never had a family and she never knew her father. From the age of five, she was shuffled back and forth from orphanages to foster families
where they only took her in during the depression for the bit of extra money that came with her. No one wanted her and she lived her life with
deep emotional scars from this.
>>
> > Her chart has Saturn in the fourth [very common with family issues, especially emotional, being unwanted, abused and neglected by the
amily, if there is a family; also problems with the mother as the mother is ruled by the fourth]. Saturn in her chart is at the handle of a bucket
configuration. The planet at the handle drives the entire chart, giving it extra power and emphasis in the life. Her Saturn is at 21 degrees of
Scorpio, indicating loss, so here it is easy to see there was no family, and an absent mother. This Saturn also tightly squared her moon,
amplifying problems regarding the mother. Scorpio on the cusp of the 4th, with ruling pluto tightly conjunct the cusp of the twelfth, adds further
emphasis on the above, and co-ruling mars [mars co-rules scorpio with chart interpretation], in the eighth house, conjunct uranus of separation
shows an absent mother. As the conjuntion is in the eighth house, the feelings about this run deep. When you get
> > all of this, the life has been fated for some reason.
>>
> > Planets in the twelfth house are often unfortunate.
>>
> > Another case, one of a man whose chart I did years ago, he had the bucket configuration. The same goes with the sling and the fan, as
there is a standout planet that is away from the rest. He had Jupiter in Aries as the singleton planet. This man was incredibly selfish and a total
user to the point where his family disowned him. Jupiter in Aries is always selfish, but when it is at the 'handle' of a bucket, fan, or sling
configuration, its effects are much more pronounced.
>>
> > I will try to give tips and lessons here as my time permits.
>>
>>
> > High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> > http://www.joyofsatan.org
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 60
Subject: Venus Retrograde Period & Zone?

From: Desmond Garcia

Would spells still not work if Venus is out of its retrograde period but still in its retrograde zone?
http://www.lunarium.co.uk/planets/retro.jsp

Date: 6/24/2012

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 61
Subject: Re: Venus Retrograde Period & Zone?

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 6/24/2012

when it is out of retrograde spells for venus will work out again.

-----------------------------On Sun, Jun 24, 2012 5:04 AM EDT Desmond Garcia wrote:
>Would spells still not work if Venus is out of its retrograde period but still in its retrograde zone?
>http://www.lunarium.co.uk/planets/retro.jsp
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: INCONJUNCT

Message: 62

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 6/24/2012

Thank you M_18 :)

-----------------------------On Sat, Jun 23, 2012 9:33 PM EDT m_18 wrote:
>My experience is that it is like two people who are aware of each other but don't seem to have an opinion of each other either way but they are
content to just acknowledge the other's existence. Live & let live. It is not a powerful aspect. It is somewhat like the strength of a semi-sextile
(30 degrees), maybe a little stronger because it the aspect between a trine & opposition. Not positive, but not free flowing either.
>
>
>--- On Sat, 6/23/12, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
>From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...>
>Subject: [JoS_Astrology] INCONJUNCT
>To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
>Date: Saturday, June 23, 2012, 4:45 PM
>
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>What is the meaning and influence of it. I have sun inconjunct neptune, pluto and uranus in my chart and clarification? :)
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Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: 8th House

Message: 63

From: Syt R

Date: 6/25/2012

can anyone elaborate on the 8th house?
is this a house of misery, since Saturn rules the 8th house?
the Chinese view the number 8 as a sign of prosperity and infinity.
I have several planets in the 8th house, but i have a relatively good and easy going life.
I know other planets play a big role in the structures of ur life, but could someone explain to me about the 8th house?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 64
Subject: Re: Venus Retrograde Period & Zone?

From: Indigo Nation

Date: 6/25/2012

The 27th it goes direct in Gemini I heard this gives spells for a planet more power to a spell related to Venus one place I am trying to understand that too.
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Desmond Garcia <desio269@...> wrote:
>
> Would spells still not work if Venus is out of its retrograde period but still in its retrograde zone?
> http://www.lunarium.co.uk/planets/retro.jsp
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: solar return?

Message: 65

From: Sss D.

Date: 6/25/2012

how do i read it thats one chart( i found on astro is mercury in 12 or 2? http://www.astro.com/cgi/
showgif.cgi?lang=e&gif=astro_31gw_02_pitt_18_december_1963_2012624.60555.43461.gif&res=100&va=&cid=xirfileD5Gho8-u1337785799
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: INCONJUNCT

Message: 66

From: starrrx69

Date: 6/25/2012

I can't say I have personal experience with this aspect, because it is not in my chart, but I know a few people with the inconjunct aspect and the nature of it,
just by the planets.
I don't believe it has the detrimental effects of a square, but I don't believe it has positive effects either.
For instance, Cancer and Saggitarius inconjunct [quincunx] each other. They don't worth together, but they don't really work against each-other. The energy
with inconjunctions is usually described as awkward. Saggitarius is unattached, open, and likes to move freely and travel while cancer is private, needing
nurturing and likes the idea of home and security.
The best way to figure out what it means for you, is to look at the other aspects and house positions relating to your Neptune, Pluto and Uranus.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
>
> What is the meaning and influence of it. I have sun inconjunct neptune, pluto and uranus in my chart and clarification? :)
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: solar return?

Message: 67

From: starrrx69

Date: 6/25/2012

The link isn't working for me, and it would be helpful if you could clarify more what you're asking?

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Sss D." <vgb464@...> wrote:
>
> how do i read it thats one chart( i found on astro is mercury in 12 or 2? http://www.astro.com/cgi/
showgif.cgi?lang=e&gif=astro_31gw_02_pitt_18_december_1963_2012624.60555.43461.gif&res=100&va=&cid=xirfileD5Gho8-u1337785799
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: 8th House

Message: 68

From: siguarddraconis

Date: 6/25/2012

8th house is the House of Scorpio, ruled by Pluto, whereas the 10th is the house of Capricorn, ruled by Saturn.
The 8th is the house of death. It can mean someone's death, our own as well - literal and metaphorical. You know, death of old and outworn psychic
structures. Also it is a house of shared finances. I'd add intensity - typical Scorpio/Plutonian features.

The house of 'self-undoing' is the 12th. The people who have planets in the 12th must work on themselves to sublimate the energies, as this is the
powerhouse of psychic energies.
Drammanoth Tenebris.
Satanas Via, Vera et Vita est
Ave Satanas, Rege Satanas!
Ex Tenebris Lux

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Syt R" <jri9vero@...> wrote:
>
>
> can anyone elaborate on the 8th house?
>
> is this a house of misery, since Saturn rules the 8th house?
>
> the Chinese view the number 8 as a sign of prosperity and infinity.
>
> I have several planets in the 8th house, but i have a relatively good and easy going life.
>
> I know other planets play a big role in the structures of ur life, but could someone explain to me about the 8th house?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: 8th House

Message: 69

From: starrrx69

Date: 6/25/2012

I have the Sun, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Uranus, and Neptune in the 8th house. I also have 3 of my other planets in Scorpio but I'm not going to reveal them.
The way my 8th house has effected me, all had to do with transits. For example, when Saturn was transiting my 4th house in my childhood my parents had
gotten a divorce, then once Saturn went retrograde and I was living at a step-parents house, my brother began molesting me.
I have had a lot of the negative experiences and a lot of the positive experiences with the 8th house. I've had amazing sexual relationships, I've been close to
people on a level I feel most people can't get to, I know myself extremely well even though on the exterior I'm very skeptical. My feelings about people are
usually right, and most of the time its unfortunate. Sometimes I don't like how easily I see the bad in people. I've also experienced the down side of the 8th
house in relationships, I've watched my family be torn apart by money and I can be extremely jealous to the point of obsession.
Transit wise, I believe it has everything to do with what ELSE is going on in your chart and the natal placements themselves. Some people will have very
positive, life-changing transits through the 8th house and others deal with negative experiences. It all depends on the person and I'm not experienced enough
to speak for anyone other than myself.
I'd like to know where you got the information that Saturn rules the 8th house? To the best of my knowledge, the 10th house of Capricorn rules Saturn and

the 7th house of Libra also rules Saturn to a lesser extent. As far as I'm concerned the 8th house rules Pluto and to a lesser extent, mars.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Syt R" <jri9vero@...> wrote:
>
>
> can anyone elaborate on the 8th house?
>
> is this a house of misery, since Saturn rules the 8th house?
>
> the Chinese view the number 8 as a sign of prosperity and infinity.
>
> I have several planets in the 8th house, but i have a relatively good and easy going life.
>
> I know other planets play a big role in the structures of ur life, but could someone explain to me about the 8th house?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 70
Subject: Answering some questons from several posts

From: High Priestess Maxine Dietrich

Date: 6/25/2012

I am short on time so I will answer several questions asked here at once.
The inconjunct is an aspect of adjustment in some way. It is a major aspect, I have found. For example, when someone has a baby, especially the first child
[major life change], often, along with other heavy transiting and progressed aspects, there is also a planet making an inconjunct. Say someone has a slow
moving planet placed natally in his/her fifth house of children, such as uranus, not always, but many times, transiting uranus will make an inconjunct to that
person's ruler, when a first child is born. This is just an example.
The yod configuration, as I mentioned in another post in the main JoS group, is found in the charts of those who are here for a purpose. This is not to say
that everyone who has a yod is here for a purpose, but everyone who IS here for a purpose has the yod. The yod is a single planet making inconjunts to two
planets in sextile aspect to each other. There can also be more planets tying in, but that is a classic yod. This can also involve the ascendant/decendant axis,
which is this lines up exactly, is very prominent, as to the person being here for a purpose. Now, what the yod heans is at some point in the person's life, an
adjustment will be needed in the area of a life change so that the person can carry out what they were meant to do here. After years of preparation and
learning, when the person is ready, he/she will experience a life change where adaptation to the new changes will be needed. Once this has occurred, he/she
will then be locked in and
can only go forward with the fated life. The tighter the yod [more exact the aspects], the more important the role.
Now, as for 0 and 1 degree being used in prediction, this is most often used in solar and other planetary returns. For example, 0-1 degrees of cardinal signs

are exceptionally critical, then there are critical degrees. These are based upon the manions of the moon in Vedic astrology and are very accurate. As for Vedic
astrology, I have found many of their interpretations to be inaccurate, as with the use of the sidearal zodiac, but as for the foundations of this- benefic and
malefic planets, houses and such, by blending with Western astrology, much more can be interpreted and redicated with accuracy.
Now, for example, say someone has solar return mars in ther solar return at 0 degrees of aries, with SR aries on the cusp of the seventh house of marriage
/partnerships. Because this is an exceptionally critical degree, one can be assured within the year for that solar return, a new love relationship or interest will
manifest, or a major commitment in an already established one. This is only one. Years of a new major love relationship of sigificance have many more
aspects involved and if the couple move in together, then there are aspects to the fourth house, planets in the fourth and so on. Many of these will be on
critical degrees, signifying that the affairs ruled by the houses that these planets rule, will be emphasized during the year of the solar return.
SR pluto in the first house of the SR return indicates a 'first' in one's life, such as a firts child being born or something significant that one has never
experienced before.
Planets near the angles and on critical degrees in a natal chart indicate certain areas of the life
Concerning the question on the 8th house- 'saturn' is not the natural ruler of the eighth house. It is scorpio. Each house has several different areas of rulership
/emphasis in the life. The eighth is sex, death, joint finances, and debts. It is also the house of intensity and planets placed therein have a more emotional
effect in the life as to the houses they rule. It is also the house of power. Eva Braun had a void of course moon ruling her seventh house of marriage, placed
in her eighth house. Ruler of the 7th in the 8th often indicates one being married to someone in a position of power and the added void of course moon,
indicated one in a million- Adolf Hitler. This was unique to her chart.
One with a stellium [grouping of three or more planets] as you describe is often present in the chart of a natual mage, as is a stellium in scorpio. This comes
from a past life in developing the soul, but is difficult to handle because of the intense feelings and emotions it produces along with a very strong need for
frequent sex or a sexual outlet and if it is not handled properly through direction and meditation in this life, it can destroy [pluto/scorpio]. What this means is
in a past life, the owner of this reached a certain point in the development of the mind, then died. This is still on the soul and unfortunately, because most of
our former lives are forgotten, the powers there are not put to use unless the one who has them is again drawn to the occult and takes up power meditation,
where this was left off in the former life. Usually, at some point, a former mage will be drawn to the occult and often self-learning regarding meditation and
spirituality and when directed, this is most positive to have.
I have noted two examples of this gift, both born on the very same day. Olympic gymnast Nadia Comaneci, who had the Scorpio stellium and its driving
intensity to go to the top and make history with 7 perfect scores at the Olympic games 1976 Montréal at 14 years of age- no one before had ever done this,
and to change gymnastics forever. She channeled this obsessive energy into athletics, which was very positive for her and took her to the top.
Another person who was a co-worker years ago, I did his chart, he was born the very same day, November 12, 1961; and did nothing to direct the potent
energies of the Scorpio stellium, as he let his sexual obsessions destroy him, as this stellium can influence one to overdoing things. He stayed in the men's
locker-room for 18 hours at a health club where he worked at, voyeurism and masturbating, which was blatant to others who complained, and was canned
from his job there. He also had other destructive behavior, as he would lay in the tanning booths for over an hour until he had purple slabs on his skin and
smelled like he was cooked. His stellium was out of control and never directed or channeled in his life. He was ruined by it.

In Vedic astrology, there are three houses which can be unfortunate and this proves true- the sixth, the eighth and the twelfth. Planets therein should be
directed through awareness and meditation so that their positive qualities are manifested instead of the negative ones. Planets in these three houses are more
difficult to handle, the twelfth being the worst, then the 6th and the 8th.
For those of you who are young and in this group, just know that through Satan and meditation, bad things in the chart can be sublimated. No chart is
perfect and everyone has his/her saturn among other things. Knowing the potential bad things in your chart gives you a powerful too in changing these,
something those who are without do not have.

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.org
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 71
Subject: Re: Answering some questons from several posts

From: Kait Jordan

Date: 6/25/2012

So, question about the Scorpio stellium thing. You said it can make someone obsessive. Is that just sexually or just in general. Like, could having a Scorpio
stellium make someone naturaly extremely ambitous?
Sent from my iPod

On 26/06/2012, at 12:36 AM, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...> wrote:

I am short on time so I will answer several questions asked here at once.
The inconjunct is an aspect of adjustment in some way. It is a major aspect, I have found. For example, when someone has a baby, especially the first
child [major life change], often, along with other heavy transiting and progressed aspects, there is also a planet making an inconjunct. Say someone has
a slow moving planet placed natally in his/her fifth house of children, such as uranus, not always, but many times, transiting uranus will make an
inconjunct to that person's ruler, when a first child is born. This is just an example.
The yod configuration, as I mentioned in another post in the main JoS group, is found in the charts of those who are here for a purpose. This is not to
say that everyone who has a yod is here for a purpose, but everyone who IS here for a purpose has the yod. The yod is a single planet making
inconjunts to two planets in sextile aspect to each other. There can also be more planets tying in, but that is a classic yod. This can also involve the
ascendant/decendant axis, which is this lines up exactly, is very prominent, as to the person being here for a purpose. Now, what the yod heans is at
some point in the person's life, an adjustment will be needed in the area of a life change so that the person can carry out what they were meant to do
here. After years of preparation and learning, when the person is ready, he/she will experience a life change where adaptation to the new changes will

be needed. Once this has occurred, he/she will then be locked in and
can only go forward with the fated life. The tighter the yod [more exact the aspects], the more important the role.
Now, as for 0 and 1 degree being used in prediction, this is most often used in solar and other planetary returns. For example, 0-1 degrees of cardinal
signs are exceptionally critical, then there are critical degrees. These are based upon the manions of the moon in Vedic astrology and are very accurate.
As for Vedic astrology, I have found many of their interpretations to be inaccurate, as with the use of the sidearal zodiac, but as for the foundations of
this- benefic and malefic planets, houses and such, by blending with Western astrology, much more can be interpreted and redicated with accuracy.
Now, for example, say someone has solar return mars in ther solar return at 0 degrees of aries, with SR aries on the cusp of the seventh house of
marriage/partnerships. Because this is an exceptionally critical degree, one can be assured within the year for that solar return, a new love relationship
or interest will manifest, or a major commitment in an already established one. This is only one. Years of a new major love relationship of sigificance
have many more aspects involved and if the couple move in together, then there are aspects to the fourth house, planets in the fourth and so on. Many
of these will be on critical degrees, signifying that the affairs ruled by the houses that these planets rule, will be emphasized during the year of the solar
return.
SR pluto in the first house of the SR return indicates a 'first' in one's life, such as a firts child being born or something significant that one has never
experienced before.
Planets near the angles and on critical degrees in a natal chart indicate certain areas of the life
Concerning the question on the 8th house- 'saturn' is not the natural ruler of the eighth house. It is scorpio. Each house has several different areas of
rulership/emphasis in the life. The eighth is sex, death, joint finances, and debts. It is also the house of intensity and planets placed therein have a more
emotional effect in the life as to the houses they rule. It is also the house of power. Eva Braun had a void of course moon ruling her seventh house of
marriage, placed in her eighth house. Ruler of the 7th in the 8th often indicates one being married to someone in a position of power and the added void
of course moon, indicated one in a million- Adolf Hitler. This was unique to her chart.
One with a stellium [grouping of three or more planets] as you describe is often present in the chart of a natual mage, as is a stellium in scorpio. This
comes from a past life in developing the soul, but is difficult to handle because of the intense feelings and emotions it produces along with a very strong
need for frequent sex or a sexual outlet and if it is not handled properly through direction and meditation in this life, it can destroy [pluto/scorpio]. What
this means is in a past life, the owner of this reached a certain point in the development of the mind, then died. This is still on the soul and unfortunately,
because most of our former lives are forgotten, the powers there are not put to use unless the one who has them is again drawn to the occult and
takes up power meditation, where this was left off in the former life. Usually, at some point, a former mage will be drawn to the occult and often selflearning regarding meditation and
spirituality and when directed, this is most positive to have.
I have noted two examples of this gift, both born on the very same day. Olympic gymnast Nadia Comaneci, who had the Scorpio stellium and its driving
intensity to go to the top and make history with 7 perfect scores at the Olympic games 1976 Montréal at 14 years of age- no one before had ever done

this, and to change gymnastics forever. She channeled this obsessive energy into athletics, which was very positive for her and took her to the top.
Another person who was a co-worker years ago, I did his chart, he was born the very same day, November 12, 1961; and did nothing to direct the
potent energies of the Scorpio stellium, as he let his sexual obsessions destroy him, as this stellium can influence one to overdoing things. He stayed in
the men's locker-room for 18 hours at a health club where he worked at, voyeurism and masturbating, which was blatant to others who complained, and
was canned from his job there. He also had other destructive behavior, as he would lay in the tanning booths for over an hour until he had purple slabs
on his skin and smelled like he was cooked. His stellium was out of control and never directed or channeled in his life. He was ruined by it.
In Vedic astrology, there are three houses which can be unfortunate and this proves true- the sixth, the eighth and the twelfth. Planets therein should be
directed through awareness and meditation so that their positive qualities are manifested instead of the negative ones. Planets in these three houses are
more difficult to handle, the twelfth being the worst, then the 6th and the 8th.
For those of you who are young and in this group, just know that through Satan and meditation, bad things in the chart can be sublimated. No chart is
perfect and everyone has his/her saturn among other things. Knowing the potential bad things in your chart gives you a powerful too in changing these,
something those who are without do not have.
High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.org
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 72
Subject: Re: Answering some questons from several posts

From: siguarddraconis

Date: 6/25/2012

It does make one obsessive, as it is a key feature of Pluto and its sign :)
It depends upon what you will direct your obsession to. It can be DISCIPLINE, any DOMAIN. If channelled properly, one can go beyond oneself, achieving
tremendous results.
If, however, directed negatively, or not at all, (see example below) it can ruin one's life.
Drammanoth Tenebris
Ex Tenebris Lux
Satanas Via, Vera et Vita est!
Ave Satanas, Rege Satanas!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Kait Jordan <kaitjordan@...> wrote:

>
> So, question about the Scorpio stellium thing. You said it can make someone obsessive. Is that just sexually or just in general. Like, could
having a Scorpio stellium make someone naturaly extremely ambitous?
>
> Sent from my iPod
>
> On 26/06/2012, at 12:36 AM, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...> wrote:
>
>>
>>
> > I am short on time so I will answer several questions asked here at once.
>>
> > The inconjunct is an aspect of adjustment in some way. It is a major aspect, I have found. For example, when someone has a baby,
especially the first child [major life change], often, along with other heavy transiting and progressed aspects, there is also a planet making an
inconjunct. Say someone has a slow moving planet placed natally in his/her fifth house of children, such as uranus, not always, but many times,
transiting uranus will make an inconjunct to that person's ruler, when a first child is born. This is just an example.
>>
> > The yod configuration, as I mentioned in another post in the main JoS group, is found in the charts of those who are here for a purpose. This
is not to say that everyone who has a yod is here for a purpose, but everyone who IS here for a purpose has the yod. The yod is a single planet
making inconjunts to two planets in sextile aspect to each other. There can also be more planets tying in, but that is a classic yod. This can also
involve the ascendant/decendant axis, which is this lines up exactly, is very prominent, as to the person being here for a purpose. Now, what the
yod heans is at some point in the person's life, an adjustment will be needed in the area of a life change so that the person can carry out what
they were meant to do here. After years of preparation and learning, when the person is ready, he/she will experience a life change where
adaptation to the new changes will be needed. Once this has occurred, he/she will then be locked in and
> > can only go forward with the fated life. The tighter the yod [more exact the aspects], the more important the role.
>>
> > Now, as for 0 and 1 degree being used in prediction, this is most often used in solar and other planetary returns. For example, 0-1 degrees of
cardinal signs are exceptionally critical, then there are critical degrees. These are based upon the manions of the moon in Vedic astrology and are
very accurate. As for Vedic astrology, I have found many of their interpretations to be inaccurate, as with the use of the sidearal zodiac, but as
for the foundations of this- benefic and malefic planets, houses and such, by blending with Western astrology, much more can be interpreted and
redicated with accuracy.
>>
> > Now, for example, say someone has solar return mars in ther solar return at 0 degrees of aries, with SR aries on the cusp of the seventh
house of marriage/partnerships. Because this is an exceptionally critical degree, one can be assured within the year for that solar return, a new
love relationship or interest will manifest, or a major commitment in an already established one. This is only one. Years of a new major love
relationship of sigificance have many more aspects involved and if the couple move in together, then there are aspects to the fourth house,
planets in the fourth and so on. Many of these will be on critical degrees, signifying that the affairs ruled by the houses that these planets rule,

will be emphasized during the year of the solar return.
>>
> > SR pluto in the first house of the SR return indicates a 'first' in one's life, such as a firts child being born or something significant that one has
never experienced before.
>>
> > Planets near the angles and on critical degrees in a natal chart indicate certain areas of the life
>>
> > Concerning the question on the 8th house- 'saturn' is not the natural ruler of the eighth house. It is scorpio. Each house has several different
areas of rulership/emphasis in the life. The eighth is sex, death, joint finances, and debts. It is also the house of intensity and planets placed
therein have a more emotional effect in the life as to the houses they rule. It is also the house of power. Eva Braun had a void of course moon
ruling her seventh house of marriage, placed in her eighth house. Ruler of the 7th in the 8th often indicates one being married to someone in a
position of power and the added void of course moon, indicated one in a million- Adolf Hitler. This was unique to her chart.
>>
> > One with a stellium [grouping of three or more planets] as you describe is often present in the chart of a natual mage, as is a stellium in
scorpio. This comes from a past life in developing the soul, but is difficult to handle because of the intense feelings and emotions it produces
along with a very strong need for frequent sex or a sexual outlet and if it is not handled properly through direction and meditation in this life, it
can destroy [pluto/scorpio]. What this means is in a past life, the owner of this reached a certain point in the development of the mind, then died.
This is still on the soul and unfortunately, because most of our former lives are forgotten, the powers there are not put to use unless the one who
has them is again drawn to the occult and takes up power meditation, where this was left off in the former life. Usually, at some point, a former
mage will be drawn to the occult and often self-learning regarding meditation and
> > spirituality and when directed, this is most positive to have.
>>
> > I have noted two examples of this gift, both born on the very same day. Olympic gymnast Nadia Comaneci, who had the Scorpio stellium
and its driving intensity to go to the top and make history with 7 perfect scores at the Olympic games 1976 MontrÃ©al at 14 years of age- no one
before had ever done this, and to change gymnastics forever. She channeled this obsessive energy into athletics, which was very positive for her
and took her to the top.
>>
> > Another person who was a co-worker years ago, I did his chart, he was born the very same day, November 12, 1961; and did nothing to
direct the potent energies of the Scorpio stellium, as he let his sexual obsessions destroy him, as this stellium can influence one to overdoing
things. He stayed in the men's locker-room for 18 hours at a health club where he worked at, voyeurism and masturbating, which was blatant to
others who complained, and was canned from his job there. He also had other destructive behavior, as he would lay in the tanning booths for
over an hour until he had purple slabs on his skin and smelled like he was cooked. His stellium was out of control and never directed or
channeled in his life. He was ruined by it.
>>
> > In Vedic astrology, there are three houses which can be unfortunate and this proves true- the sixth, the eighth and the twelfth. Planets
therein should be directed through awareness and meditation so that their positive qualities are manifested instead of the negative ones. Planets
in these three houses are more difficult to handle, the twelfth being the worst, then the 6th and the 8th.

>>
> > For those of you who are young and in this group, just know that through Satan and meditation, bad things in the chart can be sublimated.
No chart is perfect and everyone has his/her saturn among other things. Knowing the potential bad things in your chart gives you a powerful too
in changing these, something those who are without do not have.
>>
> > High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> > http://www.joyofsatan.org
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 73
Subject: Sorry for my incompetence but,

From: u.void

Date: 6/25/2012

Can someone please point me to a book or link for complete beginners. I have been going through a few posts here, skimmed "Bil Tierney - Dynamics Of
Aspect Analysis" and searched through Azazel's Astrology and I have never been so confused in my entire life. The only thing that made any sense was the
chart maker that ch_3_coo posted, linking to astrobot. I would go into a in-depth search on Google or something, but I fear that I will land on a page with
both truth and lies and only further confuse myself.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: 8th House

Message: 74

From: m_18

Date: 6/25/2012

I didn't have time to look at any posts from yesterday until now.
Maxine covered most of the 8th issues in her post.
Additionally insurance, money from others (as in not generated from your own labor) or other sources, inheritance (that includes legacies) & 'death & regeneration' in addition to
physical death, usually of others. One note in the death area. When others we know die, we experience death ourselves. Also, the death of others can mean a rebirth or change in
direction in our own lives. Being the Scorpio house, it represents the lowest lows to the highest highs, so I would ad extremes, thus any type of obsessions. Note that the
corresponding signs are not necessarily exactly the same as the house. Same with the planets. Pluto is not necessarily Scorpio & Scorpio is not necessarily Pluto.
The Scorpion will sting itself. The Eagle has in the past also been representative of Scorpio thus a correlation to the Phoenix (death & rebirth).

--- On Sun, 6/24/12, Syt R <jri9vero@...> wrote:
From: Syt R <jri9vero@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] 8th House
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Sunday, June 24, 2012, 11:38 AM

can anyone elaborate on the 8th house?

is this a house of misery, since Saturn rules the 8th house?
the Chinese view the number 8 as a sign of prosperity and infinity.
I have several planets in the 8th house, but i have a relatively good and easy going life.
I know other planets play a big role in the structures of ur life, but could someone explain to me about the 8th house?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 75
Subject: Re: Answering some questons from several posts

From: f.follets

Date: 6/25/2012

The nature of the obsession depends on the planets that make up the stellium and the house it is in. Scorpio is the sign of extremes and intensity, so
anything in this sign or the 8th house feels the need to go to extremes, great depths and heighs, and sex is something intense on many levels (which is
important to Scorpio, since it is a water sign, not too concerned about earthy/physical matters), so sexual obsession is the most common way to Scorpio/8th
house misguided energies manifest.
A naturally extremely ambitious person would probably have a stellium (not necessarily in Scorpio) in one of the transpersonal houses (houses 9 through 12),
especially the 10th house of ambition and status. Mars and Pluto itself would more than likely be part of the stellium.
Stelliums can manifest in diverse ways, so a stellium in Scorpio doesn't always mean obsession.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Kait Jordan <kaitjordan@...> wrote:
>
> So, question about the Scorpio stellium thing. You said it can make someone obsessive. Is that just sexually or just in general. Like, could
having a Scorpio stellium make someone naturaly extremely ambitous?
>
> Sent from my iPod
>
> On 26/06/2012, at 12:36 AM, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...> wrote:
>
>>
>>
> > I am short on time so I will answer several questions asked here at once.
>>
> > The inconjunct is an aspect of adjustment in some way. It is a major aspect, I have found. For example, when someone has a baby,
especially the first child [major life change], often, along with other heavy transiting and progressed aspects, there is also a planet making an
inconjunct. Say someone has a slow moving planet placed natally in his/her fifth house of children, such as uranus, not always, but many times,

transiting uranus will make an inconjunct to that person's ruler, when a first child is born. This is just an example.
>>
> > The yod configuration, as I mentioned in another post in the main JoS group, is found in the charts of those who are here for a purpose. This
is not to say that everyone who has a yod is here for a purpose, but everyone who IS here for a purpose has the yod. The yod is a single planet
making inconjunts to two planets in sextile aspect to each other. There can also be more planets tying in, but that is a classic yod. This can also
involve the ascendant/decendant axis, which is this lines up exactly, is very prominent, as to the person being here for a purpose. Now, what the
yod heans is at some point in the person's life, an adjustment will be needed in the area of a life change so that the person can carry out what
they were meant to do here. After years of preparation and learning, when the person is ready, he/she will experience a life change where
adaptation to the new changes will be needed. Once this has occurred, he/she will then be locked in and
> > can only go forward with the fated life. The tighter the yod [more exact the aspects], the more important the role.
>>
> > Now, as for 0 and 1 degree being used in prediction, this is most often used in solar and other planetary returns. For example, 0-1 degrees of
cardinal signs are exceptionally critical, then there are critical degrees. These are based upon the manions of the moon in Vedic astrology and are
very accurate. As for Vedic astrology, I have found many of their interpretations to be inaccurate, as with the use of the sidearal zodiac, but as
for the foundations of this- benefic and malefic planets, houses and such, by blending with Western astrology, much more can be interpreted and
redicated with accuracy.
>>
> > Now, for example, say someone has solar return mars in ther solar return at 0 degrees of aries, with SR aries on the cusp of the seventh
house of marriage/partnerships. Because this is an exceptionally critical degree, one can be assured within the year for that solar return, a new
love relationship or interest will manifest, or a major commitment in an already established one. This is only one. Years of a new major love
relationship of sigificance have many more aspects involved and if the couple move in together, then there are aspects to the fourth house,
planets in the fourth and so on. Many of these will be on critical degrees, signifying that the affairs ruled by the houses that these planets rule,
will be emphasized during the year of the solar return.
>>
> > SR pluto in the first house of the SR return indicates a 'first' in one's life, such as a firts child being born or something significant that one has
never experienced before.
>>
> > Planets near the angles and on critical degrees in a natal chart indicate certain areas of the life
>>
> > Concerning the question on the 8th house- 'saturn' is not the natural ruler of the eighth house. It is scorpio. Each house has several different
areas of rulership/emphasis in the life. The eighth is sex, death, joint finances, and debts. It is also the house of intensity and planets placed
therein have a more emotional effect in the life as to the houses they rule. It is also the house of power. Eva Braun had a void of course moon
ruling her seventh house of marriage, placed in her eighth house. Ruler of the 7th in the 8th often indicates one being married to someone in a
position of power and the added void of course moon, indicated one in a million- Adolf Hitler. This was unique to her chart.
>>
> > One with a stellium [grouping of three or more planets] as you describe is often present in the chart of a natual mage, as is a stellium in
scorpio. This comes from a past life in developing the soul, but is difficult to handle because of the intense feelings and emotions it produces

along with a very strong need for frequent sex or a sexual outlet and if it is not handled properly through direction and meditation in this life, it
can destroy [pluto/scorpio]. What this means is in a past life, the owner of this reached a certain point in the development of the mind, then died.
This is still on the soul and unfortunately, because most of our former lives are forgotten, the powers there are not put to use unless the one who
has them is again drawn to the occult and takes up power meditation, where this was left off in the former life. Usually, at some point, a former
mage will be drawn to the occult and often self-learning regarding meditation and
> > spirituality and when directed, this is most positive to have.
>>
> > I have noted two examples of this gift, both born on the very same day. Olympic gymnast Nadia Comaneci, who had the Scorpio stellium
and its driving intensity to go to the top and make history with 7 perfect scores at the Olympic games 1976 MontrÃ©al at 14 years of age- no one
before had ever done this, and to change gymnastics forever. She channeled this obsessive energy into athletics, which was very positive for her
and took her to the top.
>>
> > Another person who was a co-worker years ago, I did his chart, he was born the very same day, November 12, 1961; and did nothing to
direct the potent energies of the Scorpio stellium, as he let his sexual obsessions destroy him, as this stellium can influence one to overdoing
things. He stayed in the men's locker-room for 18 hours at a health club where he worked at, voyeurism and masturbating, which was blatant to
others who complained, and was canned from his job there. He also had other destructive behavior, as he would lay in the tanning booths for
over an hour until he had purple slabs on his skin and smelled like he was cooked. His stellium was out of control and never directed or
channeled in his life. He was ruined by it.
>>
> > In Vedic astrology, there are three houses which can be unfortunate and this proves true- the sixth, the eighth and the twelfth. Planets
therein should be directed through awareness and meditation so that their positive qualities are manifested instead of the negative ones. Planets
in these three houses are more difficult to handle, the twelfth being the worst, then the 6th and the 8th.
>>
> > For those of you who are young and in this group, just know that through Satan and meditation, bad things in the chart can be sublimated.
No chart is perfect and everyone has his/her saturn among other things. Knowing the potential bad things in your chart gives you a powerful too
in changing these, something those who are without do not have.
>>
> > High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> > http://www.joyofsatan.org
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: INCONJUNCT

Message: 76

From: m_18

Date: 6/25/2012

That's my problem as well. Nor do I notice much if anything in transit. Thus my response. My guide is relationships. I am a Libran. I have a lot of
relationships with people who are a Taurus. Taurus is 150 degrees from Libra. But that could also be Venus, as Venus rules both signs. Wish they would find
another planet so I can get one assigned that isn't shared with Taurus. I am also Virgo rising so I have to share a planet with Gemini as well. Additionally,

Taurus always reaps the benefits of money from Venus that a lot of Librans do not get. I have never met a poor person who is a Taurus. If they lose their
money somehow, they get it right back rather quickly too. That pisses me off. It is probably because Saturn is exalted in Libra. Do not believe anyone who
says that money is not ruled by Venus. That is my major disagreement with astrologer Robert Hand.

--- On Mon, 6/25/12, starrrx69 <starrrx69@...> wrote:

From: starrrx69 <starrrx69@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: INCONJUNCT
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Monday, June 25, 2012, 8:16 AM

I can't say I have personal experience with this aspect, because it is not in my chart, but I know a few people with the inconjunct aspect
and the nature of it, just by the planets.
I don't believe it has the detrimental effects of a square, but I don't believe it has positive effects either.
For instance, Cancer and Saggitarius inconjunct [quincunx] each other. They don't worth together, but they don't really work against eachother. The energy with inconjunctions is usually described as awkward. Saggitarius is unattached, open, and likes to move freely and
travel while cancer is private, needing nurturing and likes the idea of home and security.
The best way to figure out what it means for you, is to look at the other aspects and house positions relating to your Neptune, Pluto and
Uranus.
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
>
> What is the meaning and influence of it. I have sun inconjunct neptune, pluto and uranus in my chart and clarification? :)
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: 8th House

Message: 77

From: m_18

Date: 6/25/2012

Maxine covered part of this.
I will add that Scorpio & the 8th are water elements, thus feeling, emotion, etc. Some are somewhat psychic. Pisces & Cancers tend to be psychic more often
than Scorpios.

Also, regarding the parents. The 4th is usually the nurturing parent & the 10th is authoritarian one. I have Gemini on my 10th. Thus Sagittarius on the 4th.
When I was growing up I had a surrogate father & a surrogate mother - so to speak. I lived with my mother for a while after their divorce & I then I lived
with my father for awhile. Then I lived with my aunt & uncle for awhile. The aunt who had her ascendant conjunct my natal Sun. I also lived with my
grandmother for a brief period. I am a Plutonian as I have Pluto conjunct my ascendant, thus the 8th house/Scorpion experience. I also have Neptune,
Mercury & the Moon in Scorpio. My Sun is at the cusp of Scorpio. My Venus is at 0 degrees Sagittarius.

--- On Mon, 6/25/12, starrrx69 <starrrx69@...> wrote:

From: starrrx69 <starrrx69@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: 8th House
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Monday, June 25, 2012, 8:38 AM

I have the Sun, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Uranus, and Neptune in the 8th house. I also have 3 of my other planets in Scorpio but I'm not
going to reveal them.
The way my 8th house has effected me, all had to do with transits. For example, when Saturn was transiting my 4th house in my
childhood my parents had gotten a divorce, then once Saturn went retrograde and I was living at a step-parents house, my brother began
molesting me.
I have had a lot of the negative experiences and a lot of the positive experiences with the 8th house. I've had amazing sexual
relationships, I've been close to people on a level I feel most people can't get to, I know myself extremely well even though on the
exterior I'm very skeptical. My feelings about people are usually right, and most of the time its unfortunate. Sometimes I don't like how
easily I see the bad in people. I've also experienced the down side of the 8th house in relationships, I've watched my family be torn apart
by money and I can be extremely jealous to the point of obsession.
Transit wise, I believe it has everything to do with what ELSE is going on in your chart and the natal placements themselves. Some people
will have very positive, life-changing transits through the 8th house and others deal with negative experiences. It all depends on the
person and I'm not experienced enough to speak for anyone other than myself.
I'd like to know where you got the information that Saturn rules the 8th house? To the best of my knowledge, the 10th house of Capricorn
rules Saturn and the 7th house of Libra also rules Saturn to a lesser extent. As far as I'm concerned the 8th house rules Pluto and to a
lesser extent, mars.
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Syt R" <jri9vero@...> wrote:
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

can anyone elaborate on the 8th house?
is this a house of misery, since Saturn rules the 8th house?
the Chinese view the number 8 as a sign of prosperity and infinity.
I have several planets in the 8th house, but i have a relatively good and easy going life.
I know other planets play a big role in the structures of ur life, but could someone explain to me about the 8th house?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Patterns in our Charts?

Message: 78

From: sorceressofenki88

Date: 6/25/2012

Has any1 noticed while looking @ the charts of SS ppl if we have anything in common? A certain planet or factor that makes us more likely to find Truth and
bring us to Father?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 79
Subject: Re: Answering some questons from several posts

From: m_18

Date: 6/25/2012

From what I have seen, obsessive compulsive over just about anything indicated in the chart there & in other areas of the chart as well. Depends on many
factors.
I once saw someone, a Scorpio, a long time ago, after I had been learning astrology for a couple of years, who also had a heavy Virgo/Pisces (axis) influence
who also had a drug problem with (speed). They would stay up all nite & all day & clean & organize every little thing in their house, garage, yard, car, etc.
When they were done with that, they worked on the themselves. (Picking at themselves. Plucking & trimming hair, etc.) A Jupiter transit was in the mix & thus
caused increase, expansion, etc. Jupiter, while generally good, can cause problems as well as obviously too much of anything good or bad is certainly not
good.
I didn't stay close friends with them after seeing that happen. I wasn't aware of their problem for a while as they had been hiding it from me. I knew them
well enough from discussing astrology with them & had looked at some things in the ephemeris about them as I didn't have a computer then. I have never
calculated a chart by hand is point.

--- On Mon, 6/25/12, Kait Jordan <kaitjordan@...> wrote:

From: Kait Jordan <kaitjordan@...>

Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Answering some questons from several posts
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Date: Monday, June 25, 2012, 10:15 AM

So, question about the Scorpio stellium thing. You said it can make someone obsessive. Is that just sexually or just in general. Like, could
having a Scorpio stellium make someone naturaly extremely ambitous?
Sent from my iPod
On 26/06/2012, at 12:36 AM, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...> wrote:

I am short on time so I will answer several questions asked here at once.
The inconjunct is an aspect of adjustment in some way. It is a major aspect, I have found. For example, when someone has a baby,
especially the first child [major life change], often, along with other heavy transiting and progressed aspects, there is also a planet
making an inconjunct. Say someone has a slow moving planet placed natally in his/her fifth house of children, such as uranus, not
always, but many times, transiting uranus will make an inconjunct to that person's ruler, when a first child is born. This is just an
example.
The yod configuration, as I mentioned in another post in the main JoS group, is found in the charts of those who are here for a
purpose. This is not to say that everyone who has a yod is here for a purpose, but everyone who IS here for a purpose has the yod.
The yod is a single planet making inconjunts to two planets in sextile aspect to each other. There can also be more planets tying in,
but that is a classic yod. This can also involve the ascendant/decendant axis, which is this lines up exactly, is very prominent, as to
the person being here for a purpose. Now, what the yod heans is at some point in the person's life, an adjustment will be needed in
the area of a life change so that the person can carry out what they were meant to do here. After years of preparation and learning,
when the person is ready, he/she will experience a life change where adaptation to the new changes will be needed. Once this has
occurred, he/she will then be locked in and
can only go forward with the fated life. The tighter the yod [more exact the aspects], the more important the role.
Now, as for 0 and 1 degree being used in prediction, this is most often used in solar and other planetary returns. For example, 0-1
degrees of cardinal signs are exceptionally critical, then there are critical degrees. These are based upon the manions of the moon in
Vedic astrology and are very accurate. As for Vedic astrology, I have found many of their interpretations to be inaccurate, as with the

use of the sidearal zodiac, but as for the foundations of this- benefic and malefic planets, houses and such, by blending with Western
astrology, much more can be interpreted and redicated with accuracy.
Now, for example, say someone has solar return mars in ther solar return at 0 degrees of aries, with SR aries on the cusp of the
seventh house of marriage/partnerships. Because this is an exceptionally critical degree, one can be assured within the year for that
solar return, a new love relationship or interest will manifest, or a major commitment in an already established one. This is only one.
Years of a new major love relationship of sigificance have many more aspects involved and if the couple move in together, then
there are aspects to the fourth house, planets in the fourth and so on. Many of these will be on critical degrees, signifying that the
affairs ruled by the houses that these planets rule, will be emphasized during the year of the solar return.
SR pluto in the first house of the SR return indicates a 'first' in one's life, such as a firts child being born or something significant that
one has never experienced before.
Planets near the angles and on critical degrees in a natal chart indicate certain areas of the life
Concerning the question on the 8th house- 'saturn' is not the natural ruler of the eighth house. It is scorpio. Each house has several
different areas of rulership/emphasis in the life. The eighth is sex, death, joint finances, and debts. It is also the house of intensity
and planets placed therein have a more emotional effect in the life as to the houses they rule. It is also the house of power. Eva
Braun had a void of course moon ruling her seventh house of marriage, placed in her eighth house. Ruler of the 7th in the 8th often
indicates one being married to someone in a position of power and the added void of course moon, indicated one in a million- Adolf
Hitler. This was unique to her chart.
One with a stellium [grouping of three or more planets] as you describe is often present in the chart of a natual mage, as is a
stellium in scorpio. This comes from a past life in developing the soul, but is difficult to handle because of the intense feelings and
emotions it produces along with a very strong need for frequent sex or a sexual outlet and if it is not handled properly through
direction and meditation in this life, it can destroy [pluto/scorpio]. What this means is in a past life, the owner of this reached a
certain point in the development of the mind, then died. This is still on the soul and unfortunately, because most of our former lives
are forgotten, the powers there are not put to use unless the one who has them is again drawn to the occult and takes up power
meditation, where this was left off in the former life. Usually, at some point, a former mage will be drawn to the occult and often
self-learning regarding meditation and
spirituality and when directed, this is most positive to have.
I have noted two examples of this gift, both born on the very same day. Olympic gymnast Nadia Comaneci, who had the Scorpio
stellium and its driving intensity to go to the top and make history with 7 perfect scores at the Olympic games 1976 Montréal at 14
years of age- no one before had ever done this, and to change gymnastics forever. She channeled this obsessive energy into
athletics, which was very positive for her and took her to the top.

Another person who was a co-worker years ago, I did his chart, he was born the very same day, November 12, 1961; and did
nothing to direct the potent energies of the Scorpio stellium, as he let his sexual obsessions destroy him, as this stellium can
influence one to overdoing things. He stayed in the men's locker-room for 18 hours at a health club where he worked at, voyeurism
and masturbating, which was blatant to others who complained, and was canned from his job there. He also had other destructive
behavior, as he would lay in the tanning booths for over an hour until he had purple slabs on his skin and smelled like he was
cooked. His stellium was out of control and never directed or channeled in his life. He was ruined by it.
In Vedic astrology, there are three houses which can be unfortunate and this proves true- the sixth, the eighth and the twelfth.
Planets therein should be directed through awareness and meditation so that their positive qualities are manifested instead of the
negative ones. Planets in these three houses are more difficult to handle, the twelfth being the worst, then the 6th and the 8th.
For those of you who are young and in this group, just know that through Satan and meditation, bad things in the chart can be
sublimated. No chart is perfect and everyone has his/her saturn among other things. Knowing the potential bad things in your chart
gives you a powerful too in changing these, something those who are without do not have.
High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.org
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 80
Subject: Re: Venus Retrograde Period & Zone?

From: m_18

Date: 6/25/2012

See my other post. I seriously recommend doing a Venus return chart. They are extremely accurate.

--- On Sun, 6/24/12, Indigo Nation <gutterrainbow@...> wrote:

From: Indigo Nation <gutterrainbow@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Venus Retrograde Period & Zone?
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Sunday, June 24, 2012, 7:11 PM

The 27th it goes direct in Gemini I heard this gives spells for a planet more power to a spell related to Venus one place I am trying to
understand that too.
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Desmond Garcia <desio269@...> wrote:
>
> Would spells still not work if Venus is out of its retrograde period but still in its retrograde zone?

> http://www.lunarium.co.uk/planets/retro.jsp
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: INCONJUNCT

Message: 81

From: HenryH

Date: 6/25/2012

If you don't have the aspect in your natal chart you can always study it based on the transits. So you have had the "experience" you just haven't noted the
effects. Right now Venus at 7 degrees gemini is in quincunx to my natal Neptune. Because Venus is about to go direct it will be there for a few days. Neptune
being the ruler of my eight house and transiting Venus in the 10th has helped me to relax on a long time addiction of mine.
Caffeine isn't that bad of a drug, and I have always favored an artificial stimulant to a wasted will, but it is something I wish to slowly wean myself away from
my life. Neptune in the 5th house of creativity, speculation, romance, athleticism gives the reason for this. I have been working out everyday for at least an
hour, usually 2, since I joined the gym about 3 weeks ago. Without caffeine I can actually do much more cardio. Caffeine is a vasoconstrictor and forces your
heart to work harder. I have replaced caffeine with the natural vasodilator turmeric, which is among the most prized of ayurvedic herbs, and a blend of
adaptogenic herb(ginsing ,schisandra, rhodiola).
Bil Tierney bases much of his analysis of aspects on the sign, dwad, and decan that the aspect makes from 0 degrees Aries. Although I'm not entirely sure if
this is correct for all aspects it does make sense for this one. According to his interpretation it would be a mixture of Mercurial/Virgoan, and Scorpion
/Plutonian energies.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "starrrx69" <starrrx69@...> wrote:
>
> I can't say I have personal experience with this aspect, because it is not in my chart, but I know a few people with the inconjunct aspect and
the nature of it, just by the planets.
> I don't believe it has the detrimental effects of a square, but I don't believe it has positive effects either.
> For instance, Cancer and Saggitarius inconjunct [quincunx] each other. They don't worth together, but they don't really work against eachother. The energy with inconjunctions is usually described as awkward. Saggitarius is unattached, open, and likes to move freely and travel while
cancer is private, needing nurturing and likes the idea of home and security.
> The best way to figure out what it means for you, is to look at the other aspects and house positions relating to your Neptune, Pluto and
Uranus.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@> wrote:
>>
>>
> > What is the meaning and influence of it. I have sun inconjunct neptune, pluto and uranus in my chart and clarification? :)

>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: NODES

Message: 82

From: tara88sidhe

Date: 6/25/2012

Can someone please help me to understand the Nodes better? North Nodes and South Nodes. What exactly are they and what do they influence? Are they
important?
HAIL SATAN!!
14/88
-Tara Sidhe
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 83
Subject: Re: Venus Retrograde Period & Zone?

From: m_18

Date: 6/25/2012

My experience with Venus retrogrades is that people from the past return into your life. Even if only briefly. How something works I think would be the best
way that I could personally answer that. What is occurring in the target's life, if there is one, comes into play as well.
Typically full expression of the planet does not resume until the planet reaches the point where it went retrograde, so apply that concept as well. When it is
stationary, it can increases intensity momentarily.
Saturn goes direct today. I have been dealing with that conjuncting my natal Sun & hitting the 5 degree point before its entry into my 3rd house. I have been
having hell maintaining an older vehicle that has low mileage for its age as a result. One I bought new at that. Additionally Saturn is exalted in Libra.
5 degrees before exact contact, then exact meaning 1 degree before to 1 degree after, then to 5 degrees after is my experience with planets in transit. Saturn
can linger on a degreee or two. So there may be several retrograde periods in that time frame, Saturn sometimes will only make 2 exact contacts instead of 3.
The other outer ones are always 3 contacts minimum. It is sort of like a volcano. Yet get rumblings, then an explosion, then the rumblings wane, but you get
a little reminder of what you dealt with when it's all over. Planets leaving houses usually remind you of your lessons for that house as well.
Also learn solar arcs. One day per year in the birth chart. Similar to secondary progressions, but they don't follow the planetary movement. They however are
mainly only in effect within 30 minutes of exactness & are never retrograde.
I am in a Pluto conjunct my natal Sun solar arc now & I am due for solar arc Mars to conjunct my ascendant very soon.
I find charts for the Venus return to be EXTREMELY accurate on prediction. I do one every year. Negative transits means money going out for me - every
time. Meaning an unexpected expense usually. Lately my vehicle.

I would say spell work involving Venus should be based upon the Venus return chart. Yours & if necessary, theirs.

--- On Sun, 6/24/12, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:

From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...>
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Venus Retrograde Period & Zone?
To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Sunday, June 24, 2012, 1:08 PM

when it is out of retrograde spells for venus will work out again.
-----------------------------On Sun, Jun 24, 2012 5:04 AM EDT Desmond Garcia wrote:
>Would spells still not work if Venus is out of its retrograde period but still in its retrograde zone?
>http://www.lunarium.co.uk/planets/retro.jsp
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 84
Subject: Re: Answering some questons from several posts

From: CaitlinM

Date: 6/25/2012

Thanks for the information HP Maxine! One of your sentences got cut
off though, "Planets near the angles and on critical degrees in a
natal chart indicate certain areas of life-". What was the rest of it
going to say?
Kait, see the paragraph near the end about Nadia Comaneci, "She channeled this obsessive energy into athletics, which was very
positive for her and took her to the top".

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Kait Jordan <kaitjordan@...> wrote:
>
> So, question about the Scorpio stellium thing. You said it can make someone obsessive. Is that just sexually or just in general. Like, could
having a Scorpio stellium make someone naturaly extremely ambitous?

>
> Sent from my iPod
>
> On 26/06/2012, at 12:36 AM, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...> wrote:
>
>>
>>
> > I am short on time so I will answer several questions asked here at once.
>>
> > The inconjunct is an aspect of adjustment in some way. It is a major aspect, I have found. For example, when someone has a baby,
especially the first child [major life change], often, along with other heavy transiting and progressed aspects, there is also a planet making an
inconjunct. Say someone has a slow moving planet placed natally in his/her fifth house of children, such as uranus, not always, but many times,
transiting uranus will make an inconjunct to that person's ruler, when a first child is born. This is just an example.
>>
> > The yod configuration, as I mentioned in another post in the main JoS group, is found in the charts of those who are here for a purpose. This
is not to say that everyone who has a yod is here for a purpose, but everyone who IS here for a purpose has the yod. The yod is a single planet
making inconjunts to two planets in sextile aspect to each other. There can also be more planets tying in, but that is a classic yod. This can also
involve the ascendant/decendant axis, which is this lines up exactly, is very prominent, as to the person being here for a purpose. Now, what the
yod heans is at some point in the person's life, an adjustment will be needed in the area of a life change so that the person can carry out what
they were meant to do here. After years of preparation and learning, when the person is ready, he/she will experience a life change where
adaptation to the new changes will be needed. Once this has occurred, he/she will then be locked in and
> > can only go forward with the fated life. The tighter the yod [more exact the aspects], the more important the role.
>>
> > Now, as for 0 and 1 degree being used in prediction, this is most often used in solar and other planetary returns. For example, 0-1 degrees of
cardinal signs are exceptionally critical, then there are critical degrees. These are based upon the manions of the moon in Vedic astrology and are
very accurate. As for Vedic astrology, I have found many of their interpretations to be inaccurate, as with the use of the sidearal zodiac, but as
for the foundations of this- benefic and malefic planets, houses and such, by blending with Western astrology, much more can be interpreted and
redicated with accuracy.
>>
> > Now, for example, say someone has solar return mars in ther solar return at 0 degrees of aries, with SR aries on the cusp of the seventh
house of marriage/partnerships. Because this is an exceptionally critical degree, one can be assured within the year for that solar return, a new
love relationship or interest will manifest, or a major commitment in an already established one. This is only one. Years of a new major love
relationship of sigificance have many more aspects involved and if the couple move in together, then there are aspects to the fourth house,
planets in the fourth and so on. Many of these will be on critical degrees, signifying that the affairs ruled by the houses that these planets rule,
will be emphasized during the year of the solar return.
>>
> > SR pluto in the first house of the SR return indicates a 'first' in one's life, such as a firts child being born or something significant that one has

never experienced before.
>>
> > Planets near the angles and on critical degrees in a natal chart indicate certain areas of the life
>>
> > Concerning the question on the 8th house- 'saturn' is not the natural ruler of the eighth house. It is scorpio. Each house has several different
areas of rulership/emphasis in the life. The eighth is sex, death, joint finances, and debts. It is also the house of intensity and planets placed
therein have a more emotional effect in the life as to the houses they rule. It is also the house of power. Eva Braun had a void of course moon
ruling her seventh house of marriage, placed in her eighth house. Ruler of the 7th in the 8th often indicates one being married to someone in a
position of power and the added void of course moon, indicated one in a million- Adolf Hitler. This was unique to her chart.
>>
> > One with a stellium [grouping of three or more planets] as you describe is often present in the chart of a natual mage, as is a stellium in
scorpio. This comes from a past life in developing the soul, but is difficult to handle because of the intense feelings and emotions it produces
along with a very strong need for frequent sex or a sexual outlet and if it is not handled properly through direction and meditation in this life, it
can destroy [pluto/scorpio]. What this means is in a past life, the owner of this reached a certain point in the development of the mind, then died.
This is still on the soul and unfortunately, because most of our former lives are forgotten, the powers there are not put to use unless the one who
has them is again drawn to the occult and takes up power meditation, where this was left off in the former life. Usually, at some point, a former
mage will be drawn to the occult and often self-learning regarding meditation and
> > spirituality and when directed, this is most positive to have.
>>
> > I have noted two examples of this gift, both born on the very same day. Olympic gymnast Nadia Comaneci, who had the Scorpio stellium
and its driving intensity to go to the top and make history with 7 perfect scores at the Olympic games 1976 MontrÃ©al at 14 years of age- no one
before had ever done this, and to change gymnastics forever. She channeled this obsessive energy into athletics, which was very positive for her
and took her to the top.
>>
> > Another person who was a co-worker years ago, I did his chart, he was born the very same day, November 12, 1961; and did nothing to
direct the potent energies of the Scorpio stellium, as he let his sexual obsessions destroy him, as this stellium can influence one to overdoing
things. He stayed in the men's locker-room for 18 hours at a health club where he worked at, voyeurism and masturbating, which was blatant to
others who complained, and was canned from his job there. He also had other destructive behavior, as he would lay in the tanning booths for
over an hour until he had purple slabs on his skin and smelled like he was cooked. His stellium was out of control and never directed or
channeled in his life. He was ruined by it.
>>
> > In Vedic astrology, there are three houses which can be unfortunate and this proves true- the sixth, the eighth and the twelfth. Planets
therein should be directed through awareness and meditation so that their positive qualities are manifested instead of the negative ones. Planets
in these three houses are more difficult to handle, the twelfth being the worst, then the 6th and the 8th.
>>
> > For those of you who are young and in this group, just know that through Satan and meditation, bad things in the chart can be sublimated.
No chart is perfect and everyone has his/her saturn among other things. Knowing the potential bad things in your chart gives you a powerful too

in changing these, something those who are without do not have.
>>
> > High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> > http://www.joyofsatan.org
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 85
Subject: Transitting and Predictive Astrology

From: Sabrina White

Date: 6/25/2012

I'm still having a little trouble understanding transitting and predictive astrology.
So if I have Mercury entering my 9th house; would i then be predicting communication and learning in the area of travel or Satanism?
Or would it be more indepth than that?
Hail Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 86
Subject: Re: Transitting and Predictive Astrology

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 6/25/2012

Yes. you are correct. When it comes to planets transiting a house, always remember the attributes of the planet etc and what the house concerns with and
use your knowledge according ly. Mercury transiting 9th house expect some learning and mental stimulation in the affairs of the 9th house.

-----------------------------On Mon, Jun 25, 2012 12:10 PM EDT Sabrina White wrote:
> I'm still having a little trouble understanding transitting and predictive astrology.
> So if I have Mercury entering my 9th house; would i then be predicting communication and learning in the area of travel or Satanism?
>Or would it be more indepth than that?
>Hail Satan!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: solar return?
It says the image has expired.
Degrees & minutes of arc.

Message: 87

From: m_18

Date: 6/25/2012

Seconds of arc rarely get used except by land surveyors, architects & engineers, etc.

--- On Sun, 6/24/12, Sss D. <vgb464@...> wrote:

From: Sss D. <vgb464@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] solar return?
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Sunday, June 24, 2012, 11:52 AM

how do i read it thats one chart( i found on astro is mercury in 12 or 2? http://www.astro.com/cgi/
showgif.cgi?lang=e&gif=astro_31gw_02_pitt_18_december_1963_2012624.60555.43461.gif&res=100&va=&cid=xirfileD5Gho8-u1337785799

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 88
Subject: Re: Sorry for my incompetence but,

From: m_18

Date: 6/25/2012

I hear this web site is good for beginners, but I can't vouch for how good it is:
http://www.cafeastrology.com/
I saw this one yesterday:
http://darkstarastrology.com/learn/?=june15
I just went out & bought several at once. Some were over my head at the time, but reading them gave me incentive to go further.
Planets in signs, then houses. The signs on houses. Then aspects. Move on from there.
There are books on one subject or one planet as well, etc.
One just has to start buying them. I have several hundred books. I honestly never counted them.
It is also sort of like tarot decks. You are drawn to one or another & then reject some.

Here is a huge list to choose from - some good, some bad:
http://www.astroamerica.com/topten.html

--- On Mon, 6/25/12, u.void <u.void@...> wrote:

From: u.void <u.void@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Sorry for my incompetence but,
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Monday, June 25, 2012, 1:29 PM

Can someone please point me to a book or link for complete beginners. I have been going through a few posts here, skimmed "Bil
Tierney - Dynamics Of Aspect Analysis" and searched through Azazel's Astrology and I have never been so confused in my entire life. The
only thing that made any sense was the chart maker that ch_3_coo posted, linking to astrobot. I would go into a in-depth search on
Google or something, but I fear that I will land on a page with both truth and lies and only further confuse myself.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: personal horoscope....

Message: 89

From: Tóth Anita

Date: 6/25/2012

Greeting for everyone!
Unfortunately my English knowledge not best but I would like to ask help of you! I will start my astrological studies in a September ,so they did not touch
this science so much yet! I would like to ask it of somebody here for who is how his proper knowledge would be able to do an one year-old forecast for me
already? I would be very grateful for the help!
HAIL SATAN!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 90
Subject: Re: Answering some questons from several posts

From: SLADE_666

Date: 6/25/2012

So having saturn, neptune and uranus in Capricorn counts as a stellium? I have them all in the fifth house. saturn is stationary in capricorn, while Uranus and
Neptune are Retrograde.
( I got this from astrodienst )

Not sure what It means, I just recently started learning astrology seriously. That's why im glad this group was created lol :)
Hail Satan !!
Hail The Gods ov Duat !!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
> From what I have seen, obsessive compulsive over just about anything indicated in the chart there & in other areas of the chart as well.
Depends on many factors.
>
> I once saw someone, a Scorpio, a long time ago, after I had been learning astrology for a couple of years, who also had a heavy Virgo/Pisces
(axis) influence who also had a drug problem with (speed). They would stay up all nite & all day & clean & organize every little thing in their
house, garage, yard, car, etc. When they were done with that, they worked on the themselves. (Picking at themselves. Plucking & trimming hair,
etc.) A Jupiter transit was in the mix & thus caused increase, expansion, etc. Jupiter, while generally good, can cause problems as well as
obviously too much of anything good or bad is certainly not good.
>
> I didn't stay close friends with them after seeing that happen. I wasn't aware of their problem for a while as they had been hiding it from me. I
knew them well enough from discussing astrology with them & had looked at some things in the ephemeris about them as I didn't have a
computer then. I have never calculated a chart by hand is point.
>
>
> --- On Mon, 6/25/12, Kait Jordan <kaitjordan@...> wrote:
>
> From: Kait Jordan <kaitjordan@...>
> Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Answering some questons from several posts
> To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
> Date: Monday, June 25, 2012, 10:15 AM
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>Â
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> So, question about the Scorpio stellium thing. You said it can make someone obsessive. Is that just sexually or just in general. Like, could
having a Scorpio stellium make someone naturaly extremely Â ambitous?
>
> Sent from my iPod
> On 26/06/2012, at 12:36 AM, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>Â
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
> I am short on time so I will answer several questions asked here at once.
>
>
>
> The inconjunct is an aspect of adjustment in some way. It is a major aspect, I have found. For example, when someone has a baby, especially
the first child [major life change], often, along with other heavy transiting and progressed aspects, there is also a planet making an inconjunct.
Say someone has a slow moving planet placed natally in his/her fifth house of children, such as uranus, not always, but many times, transiting
uranus will make an inconjunct to that person's ruler, when a first child is born. This is just an example.
>
>
>
> The yod configuration, as I mentioned in another post in the main JoS group, is found in the charts of those who are here for a purpose. This is
not to say that everyone who has a yod is here for a purpose, but everyone who IS here for a purpose has the yod. The yod is a single planet
making inconjunts to two planets in sextile aspect to each other. There can also be more planets tying in, but that is a classic yod. This can also
involve the ascendant/decendant axis, which is this lines up exactly, is very prominent, as to the person being here for a purpose. Now, what the
yod heans is at some point in the person's life, an adjustment will be needed in the area of a life change so that the person can carry out what
they were meant to do here. After years of preparation and learning, when the person is ready, he/she will experience a life change where
adaptation to the new changes will be needed. Once this has occurred, he/she will then be locked in and
>
> can only go forward with the fated life. The tighter the yod [more exact the aspects], the more important the role.
>
>
>
> Now, as for 0 and 1 degree being used in prediction, this is most often used in solar and other planetary returns. For example, 0-1 degrees of
cardinal signs are exceptionally critical, then there are critical degrees. These are based upon the manions of the moon in Vedic astrology and are
very accurate. As for Vedic astrology, I have found many of their interpretations to be inaccurate, as with the use of the sidearal zodiac, but as
for the foundations of this- benefic and malefic planets, houses and such, by blending with Western astrology, much more can be interpreted and
redicated with accuracy.
>
>
>
> Now, for example, say someone has solar return mars in ther solar return at 0 degrees of aries, with SR aries on the cusp of the seventh house
of marriage/partnerships. Because this is an exceptionally critical degree, one can be assured within the year for that solar return, a new love
relationship or interest will manifest, or a major commitment in an already established one. This is only one. Years of a new major love
relationship of sigificance have many more aspects involved and if the couple move in together, then there are aspects to the fourth house,
planets in the fourth and so on. Many of these will be on critical degrees, signifying that the affairs ruled by the houses that these planets rule,

will be emphasized during the year of the solar return.
>
>
>
> SR pluto in the first house of the SR return indicates a 'first' in one's life, such as a firts child being born or something significant that one has
never experienced before.
>
>
>
> Planets near the angles and on critical degrees in a natal chart indicate certain areas of the life
>
>
>
> Concerning the question on the 8th house- 'saturn' is not the natural ruler of the eighth house. It is scorpio. Each house has several different
areas of rulership/emphasis in the life. The eighth is sex, death, joint finances, and debts. It is also the house of intensity and planets placed
therein have a more emotional effect in the life as to the houses they rule. It is also the house of power. Eva Braun had a void of course moon
ruling her seventh house of marriage, placed in her eighth house. Ruler of the 7th in the 8th often indicates one being married to someone in a
position of power and the added void of course moon, indicated one in a million- Adolf Hitler. This was unique to her chart.
>
>
>
> One with a stellium [grouping of three or more planets] as you describe is often present in the chart of a natual mage, as is a stellium in
scorpio. This comes from a past life in developing the soul, but is difficult to handle because of the intense feelings and emotions it produces
along with a very strong need for frequent sex or a sexual outlet and if it is not handled properly through direction and meditation in this life, it
can destroy [pluto/scorpio]. What this means is in a past life, the owner of this reached a certain point in the development of the mind, then died.
This is still on the soul and unfortunately, because most of our former lives are forgotten, the powers there are not put to use unless the one who
has them is again drawn to the occult and takes up power meditation, where this was left off in the former life. Usually, at some point, a former
mage will be drawn to the occult and often self-learning regarding meditation and
>
> spirituality and when directed, this is most positive to have.
>
>
>
> I have noted two examples of this gift, both born on the very same day. Olympic gymnast Nadia Comaneci, who had the Scorpio stellium and
its driving intensity to go to the top and make history with 7 perfect scores at the Olympic games 1976 MontrÃ©al at 14 years of age- no one
before had ever done this, and to change gymnastics forever. She channeled this obsessive energy into athletics, which was very positive for her
and took her to the top.

>
>
>
> Another person who was a co-worker years ago, I did his chart, he was born the very same day, November 12, 1961; and did nothing to direct
the potent energies of the Scorpio stellium, as he let his sexual obsessions destroy him, as this stellium can influence one to overdoing things. He
stayed in the men's locker-room for 18 hours at a health club where he worked at, voyeurism and masturbating, which was blatant to others who
complained, and was canned from his job there. He also had other destructive behavior, as he would lay in the tanning booths for over an hour
until he had purple slabs on his skin and smelled like he was cooked. His stellium was out of control and never directed or channeled in his life.
He was ruined by it.
>
>
>
> In Vedic astrology, there are three houses which can be unfortunate and this proves true- the sixth, the eighth and the twelfth. Planets therein
should be directed through awareness and meditation so that their positive qualities are manifested instead of the negative ones. Planets in these
three houses are more difficult to handle, the twelfth being the worst, then the 6th and the 8th.
>
>
>
> For those of you who are young and in this group, just know that through Satan and meditation, bad things in the chart can be sublimated. No
chart is perfect and everyone has his/her saturn among other things. Knowing the potential bad things in your chart gives you a powerful too in
changing these, something those who are without do not have.
>
>
>
> High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
>
> http://www.joyofsatan.org
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: NODES

Message: 91

From: m_18

Date: 6/25/2012

I will let others take the lead on the dragon's head & the dragon's tail. Envsion the "S" on the ecliptic on a flat map of the Earth that goes between the tropic
of Cancer & the tropic of Capricorn.
There are some things I don't feel I fully get on them either except for North is what you do with what you are given, the South. Which is really 'evolutionary
astrology'. Everything I see on that topic is generally very RHP. And there is the usual transit thing about being in tune with socity at the moment or out of
tune with society at the moment.

Anytime I have an important transit to one of these points, there are usually other important ones happening at the time. So it gets muddled up. I tend to
think that they bring the right people into your life at the right time when you need them to either learn from or to teach them. We always play both roles.
There are some who almost specialize in this area, but most are RHP & teach the karma crap. I like to think of it unfinished business, which isn't necessarily
karma, but that can get lumped into it by those who want to go that route which is obviously garbage. It just may simply be 'unfinished business'.
I have seen some videos on youtube from a guy who goes by 'Mr. Astrotheology'. He is not christian, etc. but he correlates things to the bible, which is
masonic, as he conveys them & generally true on an RHP esoteric level, but as we know, the bible on that level is corrupted. But he does know his stuff
about the zodiac & other esoteric related subjects. He doesn't get into the nodes specifically, but the graphics that he uses is very helpful visually to learn this
subject. He does know astrology very well. All of his videos are very long. Thought I would mention it. If you watch any of it, just remember that what he
says isn't what we are about here. He makes the "christ/oil" connection with meditation that Maxine has rightly criticized. I would call this guy "middle path".

--- On Mon, 6/25/12, tara88sidhe <tara88sidhe@...> wrote:

From: tara88sidhe <tara88sidhe@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] NODES
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Monday, June 25, 2012, 1:39 PM

Can someone please help me to understand the Nodes better? North Nodes and South Nodes. What exactly are they and what do they
influence? Are they important?
HAIL SATAN!!
14/88
-Tara Sidhe

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 92
Subject: Re: Sorry for my incompetence but,
See also my comments at the bottom of the post on NODES.

From: m_18

Date: 6/25/2012

--- On Mon, 6/25/12, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Sorry for my incompetence but,
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Monday, June 25, 2012, 2:19 PM

I hear this web site is good for beginners, but I can't vouch for how good it is:
http://www.cafeastrology.com/
I saw this one yesterday:
http://darkstarastrology.com/learn/?=june15
I just went out & bought several at once. Some were over my head at the time, but reading them gave me incentive to go further.
Planets in signs, then houses. The signs on houses. Then aspects. Move on from there.
There are books on one subject or one planet as well, etc.
One just has to start buying them. I have several hundred books. I honestly never counted them.
It is also sort of like tarot decks. You are drawn to one or another & then reject some.
Here is a huge list to choose from - some good, some bad:
http://www.astroamerica.com/topten.html

--- On Mon, 6/25/12, u.void <u.void@...> wrote:

From: u.void <u.void@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Sorry for my incompetence but,
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Monday, June 25, 2012, 1:29 PM

Can someone please point me to a book or link for complete beginners. I have been going through a few posts here,
skimmed "Bil Tierney - Dynamics Of Aspect Analysis" and searched through Azazel's Astrology and I have never been so
confused in my entire life. The only thing that made any sense was the chart maker that ch_3_coo posted, linking to astrobot.
I would go into a in-depth search on Google or something, but I fear that I will land on a page with both truth and lies and
only further confuse myself.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: NODES

Message: 93

From: siguarddraconis

Date: 6/25/2012

Don't know whether this is the best option, but Martin Schulman's "Karmic Astrology - The Moon's Nodes and Reincarnation" appears to be decent. Though I
have only read very few of it, the explanation of my combination seems (very VERY) apt.
As for the Nodes themselves, yes - they are important. They indicate our experience and our past with which we have entered in this life (South Node) and
the destiny, the aim we have to attain so as to fulfil it (North Node). South Node is the negative one, as we tend to slide there when we cannot attain the
goal, indicated by the position in the zodiac sign and the house of the North Node.
Drammanoth Tenebris
Satanas Via, Vera et Vita est!
Ave Satanas, Rege Satanas!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "tara88sidhe" <tara88sidhe@...> wrote:
>
> Can someone please help me to understand the Nodes better? North Nodes and South Nodes. What exactly are they and what do they
influence? Are they important?
>
> HAIL SATAN!!
>
> 14/88
>

> -Tara Sidhe
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 94
Subject: Re: Transitting and Predictive Astrology

From: m_18

Date: 6/25/2012

Probably briefly unless it is retrograding there. The transiting outer planets from Mars out have the greatest impact there in my experience. But there is also
solar return placements to consider, if any. Secondary progressions or solar arcs to a planet there or in that house if any. Other natal palcements to consider,
etc., etc.
Transits are complicated & one has to have the basics understood fairly well in order to move to the study of transits. I don't know what level you are so it is
hard to give you a more concrete answer.

--- On Mon, 6/25/12, Sabrina White <b1u3_f1utt3rb33@...> wrote:

From: Sabrina White <b1u3_f1utt3rb33@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Transitting and Predictive Astrology
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Monday, June 25, 2012, 11:10 AM

I'm still having a little trouble understanding transitting and predictive astrology.
So if I have Mercury entering my 9th house; would i then be predicting communication and learning in the area of travel or Satanism?
Or would it be more indepth than that?
Hail Satan!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: personal horoscope....

Message: 95

From: kittyahawk3@rocketmail.com

Date: 6/25/2012

I am sure HP Maxine would do it.. go to the Estore on JOS main page

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, TÃ³th Anita <hedvig.20@...> wrote:
>
> Greeting for everyone! Unfortunately my English knowledge not best but I would like to ask help of you! I will start my astrological studies in a
September ,so they did not touch this science so much yet! I would like to ask it of somebody here for who is how his proper knowledge would
be able to do an one year-old forecast for me already? I would be very grateful for the help!HAIL SATAN!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 96
Subject: Re: Answering some questons from several posts

From: sorceressofenki88

Date: 6/25/2012

Mom has a stellium! Her Sun, Murcury, Venus, and Mars are all in Gemini, 10th H, all 1 degree apart from each other! But... she's completely tied into xianty.
So this makes no sense to me. Just by looking @ the signs and houses her other planets r in, she has other things w/ power and psycic ability. I often feel
like she's better than me- now I know y! She's my Saturn (mine is 4th H, Aquarius), anything I say can never be right around her, I'm scared of even talking
to her sometimes, I HATE the sound of her voice and how she'll sometimes mock my behaivors in an exaggerated way. I've always felt she way lying
whenever she says she loves me w/ all her heart, now I realize that water is her weakest element and her moon is in Aries (I often have 2 remind her that it's
ok to veg out and watch TV on weekends, she doesn't HAVE to be constantly busy). I've always viewed her as my opposite. Since she's RHP and therefore
deathly afraid of spiritual power (I even remember yelling @ me for lingering around the wiccan booth @ the Universal Light Expo 1ce when I was little, b/c
of this I stayed in new-age-limbo for most of my life, moved to wicca the summer of junior year, and then found Father 6th months later, in the years until
2nd grade when I started going to the Expo I was deeply into xainty, upset that I'd never gotten my 1st communion and originally viewing the things @ the
Expo as evil) her power got transferred to me (she got pregnant 1st time she tried w/ my dad, never had sex b4, I'm the only kid she'll ever have b/c she
had Lupus while pregnant, they had to tie up her tubes and she got a historectomy in my 5th grade summer) since Father knew that my Ausperger's would
push me to use it and suceed where both my parents failed (finding him). Though since Saturn's been in Libra since most of the time I've been SS, I've hardly
progressed @ all, doesn't help that fire's my weakest element which makes me a huge procrastiator w/ not much determination. There have been a few hints
that dad's side may have contibuted some psycic power as well, but I'm not sure. He commited suicide when I was 6. That's how I interpet it @ least. If u
want to find out more about mom and I, I was born on Oct. 6th, 1992, @ 8:36 AM in St. Vincent Medical Center in Toledo, OH, USA, and mom was born
June 18th, 1968, @ 12:23 PM in Cleaveland, OH, USA, (the closest place to Cleaveland I could find on Astrodienst was Euclid).

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Kait Jordan <kaitjordan@...> wrote:
>
> So, question about the Scorpio stellium thing. You said it can make someone obsessive. Is that just sexually or just in general. Like, could
having a Scorpio stellium make someone naturaly extremely ambitous?
>
> Sent from my iPod
>
> On 26/06/2012, at 12:36 AM, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...> wrote:

>
>>
>>
> > I am short on time so I will answer several questions asked here at once.
>>
> > The inconjunct is an aspect of adjustment in some way. It is a major aspect, I have found. For example, when someone has a baby,
especially the first child [major life change], often, along with other heavy transiting and progressed aspects, there is also a planet making an
inconjunct. Say someone has a slow moving planet placed natally in his/her fifth house of children, such as uranus, not always, but many times,
transiting uranus will make an inconjunct to that person's ruler, when a first child is born. This is just an example.
>>
> > The yod configuration, as I mentioned in another post in the main JoS group, is found in the charts of those who are here for a purpose. This
is not to say that everyone who has a yod is here for a purpose, but everyone who IS here for a purpose has the yod. The yod is a single planet
making inconjunts to two planets in sextile aspect to each other. There can also be more planets tying in, but that is a classic yod. This can also
involve the ascendant/decendant axis, which is this lines up exactly, is very prominent, as to the person being here for a purpose. Now, what the
yod heans is at some point in the person's life, an adjustment will be needed in the area of a life change so that the person can carry out what
they were meant to do here. After years of preparation and learning, when the person is ready, he/she will experience a life change where
adaptation to the new changes will be needed. Once this has occurred, he/she will then be locked in and
> > can only go forward with the fated life. The tighter the yod [more exact the aspects], the more important the role.
>>
> > Now, as for 0 and 1 degree being used in prediction, this is most often used in solar and other planetary returns. For example, 0-1 degrees of
cardinal signs are exceptionally critical, then there are critical degrees. These are based upon the manions of the moon in Vedic astrology and are
very accurate. As for Vedic astrology, I have found many of their interpretations to be inaccurate, as with the use of the sidearal zodiac, but as
for the foundations of this- benefic and malefic planets, houses and such, by blending with Western astrology, much more can be interpreted and
redicated with accuracy.
>>
> > Now, for example, say someone has solar return mars in ther solar return at 0 degrees of aries, with SR aries on the cusp of the seventh
house of marriage/partnerships. Because this is an exceptionally critical degree, one can be assured within the year for that solar return, a new
love relationship or interest will manifest, or a major commitment in an already established one. This is only one. Years of a new major love
relationship of sigificance have many more aspects involved and if the couple move in together, then there are aspects to the fourth house,
planets in the fourth and so on. Many of these will be on critical degrees, signifying that the affairs ruled by the houses that these planets rule,
will be emphasized during the year of the solar return.
>>
> > SR pluto in the first house of the SR return indicates a 'first' in one's life, such as a firts child being born or something significant that one has
never experienced before.
>>
> > Planets near the angles and on critical degrees in a natal chart indicate certain areas of the life
>>

> > Concerning the question on the 8th house- 'saturn' is not the natural ruler of the eighth house. It is scorpio. Each house has several different
areas of rulership/emphasis in the life. The eighth is sex, death, joint finances, and debts. It is also the house of intensity and planets placed
therein have a more emotional effect in the life as to the houses they rule. It is also the house of power. Eva Braun had a void of course moon
ruling her seventh house of marriage, placed in her eighth house. Ruler of the 7th in the 8th often indicates one being married to someone in a
position of power and the added void of course moon, indicated one in a million- Adolf Hitler. This was unique to her chart.
>>
> > One with a stellium [grouping of three or more planets] as you describe is often present in the chart of a natual mage, as is a stellium in
scorpio. This comes from a past life in developing the soul, but is difficult to handle because of the intense feelings and emotions it produces
along with a very strong need for frequent sex or a sexual outlet and if it is not handled properly through direction and meditation in this life, it
can destroy [pluto/scorpio]. What this means is in a past life, the owner of this reached a certain point in the development of the mind, then died.
This is still on the soul and unfortunately, because most of our former lives are forgotten, the powers there are not put to use unless the one who
has them is again drawn to the occult and takes up power meditation, where this was left off in the former life. Usually, at some point, a former
mage will be drawn to the occult and often self-learning regarding meditation and
> > spirituality and when directed, this is most positive to have.
>>
> > I have noted two examples of this gift, both born on the very same day. Olympic gymnast Nadia Comaneci, who had the Scorpio stellium
and its driving intensity to go to the top and make history with 7 perfect scores at the Olympic games 1976 MontrÃ©al at 14 years of age- no one
before had ever done this, and to change gymnastics forever. She channeled this obsessive energy into athletics, which was very positive for her
and took her to the top.
>>
> > Another person who was a co-worker years ago, I did his chart, he was born the very same day, November 12, 1961; and did nothing to
direct the potent energies of the Scorpio stellium, as he let his sexual obsessions destroy him, as this stellium can influence one to overdoing
things. He stayed in the men's locker-room for 18 hours at a health club where he worked at, voyeurism and masturbating, which was blatant to
others who complained, and was canned from his job there. He also had other destructive behavior, as he would lay in the tanning booths for
over an hour until he had purple slabs on his skin and smelled like he was cooked. His stellium was out of control and never directed or
channeled in his life. He was ruined by it.
>>
> > In Vedic astrology, there are three houses which can be unfortunate and this proves true- the sixth, the eighth and the twelfth. Planets
therein should be directed through awareness and meditation so that their positive qualities are manifested instead of the negative ones. Planets
in these three houses are more difficult to handle, the twelfth being the worst, then the 6th and the 8th.
>>
> > For those of you who are young and in this group, just know that through Satan and meditation, bad things in the chart can be sublimated.
No chart is perfect and everyone has his/her saturn among other things. Knowing the potential bad things in your chart gives you a powerful too
in changing these, something those who are without do not have.
>>
> > High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> > http://www.joyofsatan.org

>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: NODES

Message: 97

From: m_18

Date: 6/25/2012

Jeff Green has some books on Pluto where uses the nodes extensively. Very good books as well. However, he uses the word "karma". (I think he is probably
Jewish as well.)
Almost all of these astrology books push karma in some way shape or fashion.

--- On Mon, 6/25/12, siguarddraconis <drammanoth@...> wrote:

From: siguarddraconis <drammanoth@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: NODES
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Monday, June 25, 2012, 4:47 PM

Don't know whether this is the best option, but Martin Schulman's "Karmic Astrology - The Moon's Nodes and Reincarnation" appears to be
decent. Though I have only read very few of it, the explanation of my combination seems (very VERY) apt.
As for the Nodes themselves, yes - they are important. They indicate our experience and our past with which we have entered in this life
(South Node) and the destiny, the aim we have to attain so as to fulfil it (North Node). South Node is the negative one, as we tend to
slide there when we cannot attain the goal, indicated by the position in the zodiac sign and the house of the North Node.
Drammanoth Tenebris
Satanas Via, Vera et Vita est!
Ave Satanas, Rege Satanas!
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "tara88sidhe" <tara88sidhe@...> wrote:
>
> Can someone please help me to understand the Nodes better? North Nodes and South Nodes. What exactly are they and what do they
influence? Are they important?
>

> HAIL SATAN!!
>
> 14/88
>
> -Tara Sidhe
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: personal horoscope....

Message: 98

From: m_18

Date: 6/25/2012

You have to get a natal chart done, then a solar return chart done - at the very least.
I don't have time. It isn't that expensive. Maxine does a good job. I referred someone to her & saw the results. Very good. Just use her service.

--- On Mon, 6/25/12, Tóth Anita <hedvig.20@...> wrote:

From: Tóth Anita <hedvig.20@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] personal horoscope....
To:
Cc: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Monday, June 25, 2012, 4:26 PM

Greeting for everyone!
Unfortunately my English knowledge not best but I would like to ask help of you! I will start my astrological studies in a September ,so
they did not touch this science so much yet! I would like to ask it of somebody here for who is how his proper knowledge would be able
to do an one year-old forecast for me already? I would be very grateful for the help!
HAIL SATAN!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: NODES

Message: 99

From: HenryH

Date: 6/25/2012

The South node can also bring the wrong people into your life at the wrong time. This can be an enemy from a past life or current one. I had a transiting

Venus-Mars conjunction in Libra on my south node a while back and it could have gotten very ugly if I had not been aware of exactly what was going on. It
wasn't just a south node infuence, and it is very rare that an event occurs just based on one planet.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
> I will let others take the lead on the dragon's head & the dragon's tail. Envsion the "S" on the ecliptic on a flat map of the Earth that goes
between the tropic of Cancer & the tropic of Capricorn.
>
> There are some things I don't feel I fully get on them either except for North is what you do with what you are given, the South. Which is really
'evolutionary astrology'.Â Everything I see on that topic is generally very RHP. And there is the usual transit thing about being in tune with socity
at the moment or out of tune with society at the moment.
>
> Anytime I have an important transit to one of these points, there are usually other important ones happening at the time. So it gets muddled
up. I tend to think that they bring the right people into your life at the right time when you need them to either learn from or to teach them. We
always play both roles.
>
> There are some who almost specialize in this area, but most are RHP & teach the karma crap. I like to think of itÂ unfinished business, which
isn't necessarily karma, but that can get lumped into it by those who want to go that route which is obviously garbage. It just may simply be
'unfinished business'.
>
> I have seen some videos on youtube from a guy who goes by 'Mr. Astrotheology'. He is not christian, etc. but he correlates things to the bible,
which is masonic, as he conveys them & generally true on an RHP esoteric level, but as we know, the bible on that level is corrupted. But he
does know his stuff about the zodiac & other esoteric related subjects. He doesn't get into the nodes specifically, but the graphics that he uses is
very helpful visually to learn this subject. He does know astrology very well. All of his videos are very long. Thought I would mention it. If you
watch any of it, just remember that what he says isn't what we are about here. He makes the "christ/oil" connection with meditation that Maxine
has rightly criticized. I would call this guy "middle path".
>
>
> --- On Mon, 6/25/12, tara88sidhe <tara88sidhe@...> wrote:
>
> From: tara88sidhe <tara88sidhe@...>
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] NODES
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Monday, June 25, 2012, 1:39 PM
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>Â
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> Can someone please help me to understand the Nodes better? North Nodes and South Nodes. What exactly are they and what do they
influence? Are they important?
>
>
>
> HAIL SATAN!!
>
>
>
> 14/88
>
>
>
> -Tara Sidhe

>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 100
Subject: Re: Answering some questons from several posts

From: kittyahawk3@rocketmail.com

Date: 6/25/2012

Oh this is very interesting !!!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "SLADE_666" <slade89666@...> wrote:
>
> So having saturn, neptune and uranus in Capricorn counts as a stellium? I have them all in the fifth house. saturn is stationary in capricorn,
while Uranus and Neptune are Retrograde.
> ( I got this from astrodienst )
>
> Not sure what It means, I just recently started learning astrology seriously. That's why im glad this group was created lol :)
>
> Hail Satan !!
> Hail The Gods ov Duat !!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@> wrote:
>>
> > From what I have seen, obsessive compulsive over just about anything indicated in the chart there & in other areas of the chart as well.
Depends on many factors.
>>
> > I once saw someone, a Scorpio, a long time ago, after I had been learning astrology for a couple of years, who also had a heavy Virgo
/Pisces (axis) influence who also had a drug problem with (speed). They would stay up all nite & all day & clean & organize every little thing in
their house, garage, yard, car, etc. When they were done with that, they worked on the themselves. (Picking at themselves. Plucking & trimming
hair, etc.) A Jupiter transit was in the mix & thus caused increase, expansion, etc. Jupiter, while generally good, can cause problems as well as
obviously too much of anything good or bad is certainly not good.
>>
> > I didn't stay close friends with them after seeing that happen. I wasn't aware of their problem for a while as they had been hiding it from me.
I knew them well enough from discussing astrology with them & had looked at some things in the ephemeris about them as I didn't have a
computer then. I have never calculated a chart by hand is point.
>>
>>
> > --- On Mon, 6/25/12, Kait Jordan <kaitjordan@> wrote:
>>
> > From: Kait Jordan <kaitjordan@>

> > Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Answering some questons from several posts
> > To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
> > Date: Monday, June 25, 2012, 10:15 AM
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>Â
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > So, question about the Scorpio stellium thing. You said it can make someone obsessive. Is that just sexually or just in general. Like, could
having a Scorpio stellium make someone naturaly extremely Â ambitous?
>>
> > Sent from my iPod
> > On 26/06/2012, at 12:36 AM, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@> wrote:
>>
>>
>>

>>
>>
>>
>>Â
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > I am short on time so I will answer several questions asked here at once.
>>
>>
>>
> > The inconjunct is an aspect of adjustment in some way. It is a major aspect, I have found. For example, when someone has a baby,
especially the first child [major life change], often, along with other heavy transiting and progressed aspects, there is also a planet making an
inconjunct. Say someone has a slow moving planet placed natally in his/her fifth house of children, such as uranus, not always, but many times,
transiting uranus will make an inconjunct to that person's ruler, when a first child is born. This is just an example.
>>
>>
>>
> > The yod configuration, as I mentioned in another post in the main JoS group, is found in the charts of those who are here for a purpose. This
is not to say that everyone who has a yod is here for a purpose, but everyone who IS here for a purpose has the yod. The yod is a single planet
making inconjunts to two planets in sextile aspect to each other. There can also be more planets tying in, but that is a classic yod. This can also
involve the ascendant/decendant axis, which is this lines up exactly, is very prominent, as to the person being here for a purpose. Now, what the
yod heans is at some point in the person's life, an adjustment will be needed in the area of a life change so that the person can carry out what
they were meant to do here. After years of preparation and learning, when the person is ready, he/she will experience a life change where
adaptation to the new changes will be needed. Once this has occurred, he/she will then be locked in and
>>
> > can only go forward with the fated life. The tighter the yod [more exact the aspects], the more important the role.
>>
>>
>>

> > Now, as for 0 and 1 degree being used in prediction, this is most often used in solar and other planetary returns. For example, 0-1 degrees of
cardinal signs are exceptionally critical, then there are critical degrees. These are based upon the manions of the moon in Vedic astrology and are
very accurate. As for Vedic astrology, I have found many of their interpretations to be inaccurate, as with the use of the sidearal zodiac, but as
for the foundations of this- benefic and malefic planets, houses and such, by blending with Western astrology, much more can be interpreted and
redicated with accuracy.
>>
>>
>>
> > Now, for example, say someone has solar return mars in ther solar return at 0 degrees of aries, with SR aries on the cusp of the seventh
house of marriage/partnerships. Because this is an exceptionally critical degree, one can be assured within the year for that solar return, a new
love relationship or interest will manifest, or a major commitment in an already established one. This is only one. Years of a new major love
relationship of sigificance have many more aspects involved and if the couple move in together, then there are aspects to the fourth house,
planets in the fourth and so on. Many of these will be on critical degrees, signifying that the affairs ruled by the houses that these planets rule,
will be emphasized during the year of the solar return.
>>
>>
>>
> > SR pluto in the first house of the SR return indicates a 'first' in one's life, such as a firts child being born or something significant that one has
never experienced before.
>>
>>
>>
> > Planets near the angles and on critical degrees in a natal chart indicate certain areas of the life
>>
>>
>>
> > Concerning the question on the 8th house- 'saturn' is not the natural ruler of the eighth house. It is scorpio. Each house has several different
areas of rulership/emphasis in the life. The eighth is sex, death, joint finances, and debts. It is also the house of intensity and planets placed
therein have a more emotional effect in the life as to the houses they rule. It is also the house of power. Eva Braun had a void of course moon
ruling her seventh house of marriage, placed in her eighth house. Ruler of the 7th in the 8th often indicates one being married to someone in a
position of power and the added void of course moon, indicated one in a million- Adolf Hitler. This was unique to her chart.
>>
>>
>>
> > One with a stellium [grouping of three or more planets] as you describe is often present in the chart of a natual mage, as is a stellium in
scorpio. This comes from a past life in developing the soul, but is difficult to handle because of the intense feelings and emotions it produces
along with a very strong need for frequent sex or a sexual outlet and if it is not handled properly through direction and meditation in this life, it

can destroy [pluto/scorpio]. What this means is in a past life, the owner of this reached a certain point in the development of the mind, then died.
This is still on the soul and unfortunately, because most of our former lives are forgotten, the powers there are not put to use unless the one who
has them is again drawn to the occult and takes up power meditation, where this was left off in the former life. Usually, at some point, a former
mage will be drawn to the occult and often self-learning regarding meditation and
>>
> > spirituality and when directed, this is most positive to have.
>>
>>
>>
> > I have noted two examples of this gift, both born on the very same day. Olympic gymnast Nadia Comaneci, who had the Scorpio stellium
and its driving intensity to go to the top and make history with 7 perfect scores at the Olympic games 1976 MontrÃ©al at 14 years of age- no one
before had ever done this, and to change gymnastics forever. She channeled this obsessive energy into athletics, which was very positive for her
and took her to the top.
>>
>>
>>
> > Another person who was a co-worker years ago, I did his chart, he was born the very same day, November 12, 1961; and did nothing to
direct the potent energies of the Scorpio stellium, as he let his sexual obsessions destroy him, as this stellium can influence one to overdoing
things. He stayed in the men's locker-room for 18 hours at a health club where he worked at, voyeurism and masturbating, which was blatant to
others who complained, and was canned from his job there. He also had other destructive behavior, as he would lay in the tanning booths for
over an hour until he had purple slabs on his skin and smelled like he was cooked. His stellium was out of control and never directed or
channeled in his life. He was ruined by it.
>>
>>
>>
> > In Vedic astrology, there are three houses which can be unfortunate and this proves true- the sixth, the eighth and the twelfth. Planets
therein should be directed through awareness and meditation so that their positive qualities are manifested instead of the negative ones. Planets
in these three houses are more difficult to handle, the twelfth being the worst, then the 6th and the 8th.
>>
>>
>>
> > For those of you who are young and in this group, just know that through Satan and meditation, bad things in the chart can be sublimated.
No chart is perfect and everyone has his/her saturn among other things. Knowing the potential bad things in your chart gives you a powerful too
in changing these, something those who are without do not have.
>>
>>
>>

>
>
>
>
>

> High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
>
> http://www.joyofsatan.org
>
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Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 101
Subject: Re: Answering some questons from several posts

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 6/25/2012

I would guess so even if they're generational planets. Also I read that if you have a stationary planet in your chart if has a major influence on the persons life.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "SLADE_666" <slade89666@...> wrote:
>
> So having saturn, neptune and uranus in Capricorn counts as a stellium? I have them all in the fifth house. saturn is stationary in capricorn,
while Uranus and Neptune are Retrograde.
> ( I got this from astrodienst )
>
> Not sure what It means, I just recently started learning astrology seriously. That's why im glad this group was created lol :)
>
> Hail Satan !!
> Hail The Gods ov Duat !!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@> wrote:
>>
> > From what I have seen, obsessive compulsive over just about anything indicated in the chart there & in other areas of the chart as well.
Depends on many factors.
>>
> > I once saw someone, a Scorpio, a long time ago, after I had been learning astrology for a couple of years, who also had a heavy Virgo
/Pisces (axis) influence who also had a drug problem with (speed). They would stay up all nite & all day & clean & organize every little thing in
their house, garage, yard, car, etc. When they were done with that, they worked on the themselves. (Picking at themselves. Plucking & trimming
hair, etc.) A Jupiter transit was in the mix & thus caused increase, expansion, etc. Jupiter, while generally good, can cause problems as well as
obviously too much of anything good or bad is certainly not good.
>>
> > I didn't stay close friends with them after seeing that happen. I wasn't aware of their problem for a while as they had been hiding it from me.
I knew them well enough from discussing astrology with them & had looked at some things in the ephemeris about them as I didn't have a
computer then. I have never calculated a chart by hand is point.
>>
>>
> > --- On Mon, 6/25/12, Kait Jordan <kaitjordan@> wrote:
>>
> > From: Kait Jordan <kaitjordan@>
> > Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Answering some questons from several posts
> > To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
> > Date: Monday, June 25, 2012, 10:15 AM

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>Â
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > So, question about the Scorpio stellium thing. You said it can make someone obsessive. Is that just sexually or just in general. Like, could
having a Scorpio stellium make someone naturaly extremely Â ambitous?
>>
> > Sent from my iPod
> > On 26/06/2012, at 12:36 AM, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@> wrote:
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

>>Â
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > I am short on time so I will answer several questions asked here at once.
>>
>>
>>
> > The inconjunct is an aspect of adjustment in some way. It is a major aspect, I have found. For example, when someone has a baby,
especially the first child [major life change], often, along with other heavy transiting and progressed aspects, there is also a planet making an
inconjunct. Say someone has a slow moving planet placed natally in his/her fifth house of children, such as uranus, not always, but many times,
transiting uranus will make an inconjunct to that person's ruler, when a first child is born. This is just an example.
>>
>>
>>
> > The yod configuration, as I mentioned in another post in the main JoS group, is found in the charts of those who are here for a purpose. This
is not to say that everyone who has a yod is here for a purpose, but everyone who IS here for a purpose has the yod. The yod is a single planet
making inconjunts to two planets in sextile aspect to each other. There can also be more planets tying in, but that is a classic yod. This can also
involve the ascendant/decendant axis, which is this lines up exactly, is very prominent, as to the person being here for a purpose. Now, what the
yod heans is at some point in the person's life, an adjustment will be needed in the area of a life change so that the person can carry out what
they were meant to do here. After years of preparation and learning, when the person is ready, he/she will experience a life change where
adaptation to the new changes will be needed. Once this has occurred, he/she will then be locked in and
>>
> > can only go forward with the fated life. The tighter the yod [more exact the aspects], the more important the role.
>>
>>
>>
> > Now, as for 0 and 1 degree being used in prediction, this is most often used in solar and other planetary returns. For example, 0-1 degrees of
cardinal signs are exceptionally critical, then there are critical degrees. These are based upon the manions of the moon in Vedic astrology and are
very accurate. As for Vedic astrology, I have found many of their interpretations to be inaccurate, as with the use of the sidearal zodiac, but as

for the foundations of this- benefic and malefic planets, houses and such, by blending with Western astrology, much more can be interpreted and
redicated with accuracy.
>>
>>
>>
> > Now, for example, say someone has solar return mars in ther solar return at 0 degrees of aries, with SR aries on the cusp of the seventh
house of marriage/partnerships. Because this is an exceptionally critical degree, one can be assured within the year for that solar return, a new
love relationship or interest will manifest, or a major commitment in an already established one. This is only one. Years of a new major love
relationship of sigificance have many more aspects involved and if the couple move in together, then there are aspects to the fourth house,
planets in the fourth and so on. Many of these will be on critical degrees, signifying that the affairs ruled by the houses that these planets rule,
will be emphasized during the year of the solar return.
>>
>>
>>
> > SR pluto in the first house of the SR return indicates a 'first' in one's life, such as a firts child being born or something significant that one has
never experienced before.
>>
>>
>>
> > Planets near the angles and on critical degrees in a natal chart indicate certain areas of the life
>>
>>
>>
> > Concerning the question on the 8th house- 'saturn' is not the natural ruler of the eighth house. It is scorpio. Each house has several different
areas of rulership/emphasis in the life. The eighth is sex, death, joint finances, and debts. It is also the house of intensity and planets placed
therein have a more emotional effect in the life as to the houses they rule. It is also the house of power. Eva Braun had a void of course moon
ruling her seventh house of marriage, placed in her eighth house. Ruler of the 7th in the 8th often indicates one being married to someone in a
position of power and the added void of course moon, indicated one in a million- Adolf Hitler. This was unique to her chart.
>>
>>
>>
> > One with a stellium [grouping of three or more planets] as you describe is often present in the chart of a natual mage, as is a stellium in
scorpio. This comes from a past life in developing the soul, but is difficult to handle because of the intense feelings and emotions it produces
along with a very strong need for frequent sex or a sexual outlet and if it is not handled properly through direction and meditation in this life, it
can destroy [pluto/scorpio]. What this means is in a past life, the owner of this reached a certain point in the development of the mind, then died.
This is still on the soul and unfortunately, because most of our former lives are forgotten, the powers there are not put to use unless the one who
has them is again drawn to the occult and takes up power meditation, where this was left off in the former life. Usually, at some point, a former

mage will be drawn to the occult and often self-learning regarding meditation and
>>
> > spirituality and when directed, this is most positive to have.
>>
>>
>>
> > I have noted two examples of this gift, both born on the very same day. Olympic gymnast Nadia Comaneci, who had the Scorpio stellium
and its driving intensity to go to the top and make history with 7 perfect scores at the Olympic games 1976 MontrÃ©al at 14 years of age- no one
before had ever done this, and to change gymnastics forever. She channeled this obsessive energy into athletics, which was very positive for her
and took her to the top.
>>
>>
>>
> > Another person who was a co-worker years ago, I did his chart, he was born the very same day, November 12, 1961; and did nothing to
direct the potent energies of the Scorpio stellium, as he let his sexual obsessions destroy him, as this stellium can influence one to overdoing
things. He stayed in the men's locker-room for 18 hours at a health club where he worked at, voyeurism and masturbating, which was blatant to
others who complained, and was canned from his job there. He also had other destructive behavior, as he would lay in the tanning booths for
over an hour until he had purple slabs on his skin and smelled like he was cooked. His stellium was out of control and never directed or
channeled in his life. He was ruined by it.
>>
>>
>>
> > In Vedic astrology, there are three houses which can be unfortunate and this proves true- the sixth, the eighth and the twelfth. Planets
therein should be directed through awareness and meditation so that their positive qualities are manifested instead of the negative ones. Planets
in these three houses are more difficult to handle, the twelfth being the worst, then the 6th and the 8th.
>>
>>
>>
> > For those of you who are young and in this group, just know that through Satan and meditation, bad things in the chart can be sublimated.
No chart is perfect and everyone has his/her saturn among other things. Knowing the potential bad things in your chart gives you a powerful too
in changing these, something those who are without do not have.
>>
>>
>>
> > High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
>>
> > http://www.joyofsatan.org

>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 102
Subject: Re: Transitting and Predictive Astrology

From: kittyahawk3@rocketmail.com

Date: 6/25/2012

How long did it take for you all to learn all this. It seems to me there should be a college just for this

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
> Probably briefly unless it is retrograding there. The transiting outer planets from Mars out have the greatest impact there in my experience. But
there is also solar return placements to consider, if any. Secondary progressions or solar arcs to a planet there or in that house if any. Other natal
palcements to consider, etc., etc.
>
> Transits are complicated & one has to have the basics understood fairly well in order to move to the study of transits. I don't know what level
you are so it is hard to give you a more concrete answer.
>
>
>
> --- On Mon, 6/25/12, Sabrina White <b1u3_f1utt3rb33@...> wrote:
>
> From: Sabrina White <b1u3_f1utt3rb33@...>
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Transitting and Predictive Astrology
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Monday, June 25, 2012, 11:10 AM
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Â

I'm still having a little trouble understanding transitting and predictive astrology.
So if I have Mercury entering my 9th house; would i then be predicting communication and learning in the area of travel or Satanism?
Or would it be more indepth than that?
Hail Satan!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: NODES

Message: 103

From: starrrx69

Date: 6/25/2012

The only light on this subject I can shed is from personal experience, so it's not much, but I will tell you it definitely has to do with past lives. I have met
many people with planets conjunct my north and south node. People who had planets conjuncting my south node, the relationships were short, and I learned
something from them. People whose planets conjunct my north node on the other hand I felt a very strong past life connection with and they stay around for
awhile, some I believe will stay for a lifetime. I also feel like I've learned from these people.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "tara88sidhe" <tara88sidhe@...> wrote:
>
> Can someone please help me to understand the Nodes better? North Nodes and South Nodes. What exactly are they and what do they
influence? Are they important?
>
> HAIL SATAN!!

>
> 14/88
>
> -Tara Sidhe
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: US natal chart

Message: 104

From: HenryH

Date: 6/26/2012

There are some pretty significant aspects and configurations occuring at the moment in the US natal(Gemini asc), progressed, and solar return chart. To start
with just look at the yod pattern in the solar return chart pointing to pluto in the 8th opposed by the sun. Jupiter and Venus are both in the first house with
almost everything in the chart making aspects to Venus(minus the Sun and Moon). The chart ruler of Americas' natal chart Mercury, is in semisquare aspect to
its subruler Uranus at 8 degrees Gemini the same degree that the ruler of the solar return chart occupies. Mars is also at 0 degrees Libra,a critical degree. in
the It doesn't take an astrologer to figure out that this years marks a huge moment in American, as well as world history.
On December 21st of this year a very tight yod pattern will be seen in the sky with Jupiter, Saturn, and Pluto at 8 degrees of Gemini, Scorpio, and Capricorn,
respectively. Saturn and Pluto are in mutual reception being in each others ruling sign. This seriously transforms the current power structure. Venus in
Saggitarius is also in opposition to the planet being pointed at Jupiter in Gemini, and let me remind you again, all in aspect to Uranus, Satans' planet, at 8
degrees Gemini. A note on the element Uranus the 92 element: 9+2=11 all numbers of Satan. It is also the last stable element, and ironically enough the
thing which the jews claim is threatening to destroy them.
The Uranus-Pluto square going on now gives a desire for rebellion against entrenched power groups. It will be making an opposition to the natal US's SunSaturn square for the next few years, but at the moment it is making a T-square with the US's progressed moon at 9 degrees Libra. The Moon is exactly
conjunct the midheaven giving a public want and need of security via social change. The transiting Sun is also tying into all this creating a grand cardinal cross
between the 4 of them. I reckon that some sort of ritual targeting America is in order here. I'll write more soon....
Hail Satan!!!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 105
Subject: Re: Transitting and Predictive Astrology

From: m_18

Date: 6/26/2012

One never stops learning it & you can study it all of your life & probably never learn it all. People are always discovering new angles to it as well. I learned it
obsessively/compulsively in my spare time over the course of about 3-4 years. During that time is when I stayed pretty buried in it. I had a different
profession so it wasn't really easy. But if you want to know something bad enough you will do what you have to. I am self-taught in absolutely everything I
do. There are courses that you can take. I believe Maxine has taken some. It probably would hurt if I did too at some point when the time is right. (That time
isn't now.) But it depends on what you want to do with it as well.

--- On Mon, 6/25/12, kittyahawk3@... <kittyahawk3@...> wrote:

From: kittyahawk3@... <kittyahawk3@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Transitting and Predictive Astrology
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Monday, June 25, 2012, 5:17 PM

How long did it take for you all to learn all this. It seems to me there should be a college just for this
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
> Probably briefly unless it is retrograding there. The transiting outer planets from Mars out have the greatest impact there in my
experience. But there is also solar return placements to consider, if any. Secondary progressions or solar arcs to a planet there or in that
house if any. Other natal palcements to consider, etc., etc.
>
> Transits are complicated & one has to have the basics understood fairly well in order to move to the study of transits. I don't know
what level you are so it is hard to give you a more concrete answer.
>
>
>
> --- On Mon, 6/25/12, Sabrina White <b1u3_f1utt3rb33@...> wrote:
>
> From: Sabrina White <b1u3_f1utt3rb33@...>
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Transitting and Predictive Astrology
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Monday, June 25, 2012, 11:10 AM
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Â

I'm still having a little trouble understanding transitting and predictive astrology.
So if I have Mercury entering my 9th house; would i then be predicting communication and learning in the area of travel or Satanism?
Or would it be more indepth than that?
Hail Satan!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: NODES

Message: 106

From: m_18

Date: 6/26/2012

Buy Jeff Green's "Pluto Vol. 1: Evolutionary Journey of the Soul". And "Pluto Vol. 2: Evolutionary Journey of the Soul Through Relationships".
He does everything on Pluto through the nodes in Vol. 1 & then Vol. 2 through Venus & Mars.

--- On Mon, 6/25/12, starrrx69 <starrrx69@...> wrote:

From: starrrx69 <starrrx69@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: NODES

To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Monday, June 25, 2012, 6:14 PM

The only light on this subject I can shed is from personal experience, so it's not much, but I will tell you it definitely has to do with past
lives. I have met many people with planets conjunct my north and south node. People who had planets conjuncting my south node, the
relationships were short, and I learned something from them. People whose planets conjunct my north node on the other hand I felt a
very strong past life connection with and they stay around for awhile, some I believe will stay for a lifetime. I also feel like I've learned
from these people.
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "tara88sidhe" <tara88sidhe@...> wrote:
>
> Can someone please help me to understand the Nodes better? North Nodes and South Nodes. What exactly are they and what do they
influence? Are they important?
>
> HAIL SATAN!!
>
> 14/88
>
> -Tara Sidhe
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 107
Subject: Re: Answering some questons from several posts

From: m_18

Date: 6/26/2012

Be careful about arbitrarily giving out your birth data. People can use it for nefarious purposes.
That's another reason the government keeps records of it. If they want it bad enough, they will look it up. They already buy & sell you on wall street thru
your birth certificate, steal your blood at birth & then patent your DNA.

--- On Mon, 6/25/12, sorceressofenki88 <kcmsopranobella@...> wrote:

From: sorceressofenki88 <kcmsopranobella@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Answering some questons from several posts
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com

Date: Monday, June 25, 2012, 12:58 PM

Mom has a stellium! Her Sun, Murcury, Venus, and Mars are all in Gemini, 10th H, all 1 degree apart from each other! But... she's
completely tied into xianty. So this makes no sense to me. Just by looking @ the signs and houses her other planets r in, she has other
things w/ power and psycic ability. I often feel like she's better than me- now I know y! She's my Saturn (mine is 4th H, Aquarius),
anything I say can never be right around her, I'm scared of even talking to her sometimes, I HATE the sound of her voice and how she'll
sometimes mock my behaivors in an exaggerated way. I've always felt she way lying whenever she says she loves me w/ all her heart,
now I realize that water is her weakest element and her moon is in Aries (I often have 2 remind her that it's ok to veg out and watch TV
on weekends, she doesn't HAVE to be constantly busy). I've always viewed her as my opposite. Since she's RHP and therefore deathly
afraid of spiritual power (I even remember yelling @ me for lingering around the wiccan booth @ the Universal Light Expo 1ce when I was
little, b/c of this I stayed in new-age-limbo for most of my life, moved to wicca the summer of junior year, and then found Father 6th
months later, in the years until 2nd grade when I started going to the Expo I was deeply into xainty, upset that I'd never gotten my 1st
communion and originally viewing the things @ the Expo as evil) her power got transferred to me (she got pregnant 1st time she tried w
/ my dad, never had sex b4, I'm the only kid she'll ever have b/c she had Lupus while pregnant, they had to tie up her tubes and she got
a historectomy in my 5th grade summer) since Father knew that my Ausperger's would push me to use it and suceed where both my
parents failed (finding him). Though since Saturn's been in Libra since most of the time I've been SS, I've hardly progressed @ all, doesn't
help that fire's my weakest element which makes me a huge procrastiator w/ not much determination. There have been a few hints that
dad's side may have contibuted some psycic power as well, but I'm not sure. He commited suicide when I was 6. That's how I interpet it
@ least. If u want to find out more about mom and I, I was born on Oct. 6th, 1992, @ 8:36 AM in St. Vincent Medical Center in Toledo,
OH, USA, and mom was born June 18th, 1968, @ 12:23 PM in Cleaveland, OH, USA, (the closest place to Cleaveland I could find on
Astrodienst was Euclid).
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Kait Jordan <kaitjordan@...> wrote:
>
> So, question about the Scorpio stellium thing. You said it can make someone obsessive. Is that just sexually or just in general. Like,
could having a Scorpio stellium make someone naturaly extremely ambitous?
>
> Sent from my iPod
>
> On 26/06/2012, at 12:36 AM, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...> wrote:
>
>>
>>
> > I am short on time so I will answer several questions asked here at once.
>>
> > The inconjunct is an aspect of adjustment in some way. It is a major aspect, I have found. For example, when someone has a baby,

especially the first child [major life change], often, along with other heavy transiting and progressed aspects, there is also a planet making
an inconjunct. Say someone has a slow moving planet placed natally in his/her fifth house of children, such as uranus, not always, but
many times, transiting uranus will make an inconjunct to that person's ruler, when a first child is born. This is just an example.
>>
> > The yod configuration, as I mentioned in another post in the main JoS group, is found in the charts of those who are here for a
purpose. This is not to say that everyone who has a yod is here for a purpose, but everyone who IS here for a purpose has the yod. The
yod is a single planet making inconjunts to two planets in sextile aspect to each other. There can also be more planets tying in, but that
is a classic yod. This can also involve the ascendant/decendant axis, which is this lines up exactly, is very prominent, as to the person
being here for a purpose. Now, what the yod heans is at some point in the person's life, an adjustment will be needed in the area of a
life change so that the person can carry out what they were meant to do here. After years of preparation and learning, when the person
is ready, he/she will experience a life change where adaptation to the new changes will be needed. Once this has occurred, he/she will
then be locked in and
> > can only go forward with the fated life. The tighter the yod [more exact the aspects], the more important the role.
>>
> > Now, as for 0 and 1 degree being used in prediction, this is most often used in solar and other planetary returns. For example, 0-1
degrees of cardinal signs are exceptionally critical, then there are critical degrees. These are based upon the manions of the moon in Vedic
astrology and are very accurate. As for Vedic astrology, I have found many of their interpretations to be inaccurate, as with the use of the
sidearal zodiac, but as for the foundations of this- benefic and malefic planets, houses and such, by blending with Western astrology,
much more can be interpreted and redicated with accuracy.
>>
> > Now, for example, say someone has solar return mars in ther solar return at 0 degrees of aries, with SR aries on the cusp of the
seventh house of marriage/partnerships. Because this is an exceptionally critical degree, one can be assured within the year for that solar
return, a new love relationship or interest will manifest, or a major commitment in an already established one. This is only one. Years of a
new major love relationship of sigificance have many more aspects involved and if the couple move in together, then there are aspects to
the fourth house, planets in the fourth and so on. Many of these will be on critical degrees, signifying that the affairs ruled by the houses
that these planets rule, will be emphasized during the year of the solar return.
>>
> > SR pluto in the first house of the SR return indicates a 'first' in one's life, such as a firts child being born or something significant that
one has never experienced before.
>>
> > Planets near the angles and on critical degrees in a natal chart indicate certain areas of the life
>>
> > Concerning the question on the 8th house- 'saturn' is not the natural ruler of the eighth house. It is scorpio. Each house has several
different areas of rulership/emphasis in the life. The eighth is sex, death, joint finances, and debts. It is also the house of intensity and
planets placed therein have a more emotional effect in the life as to the houses they rule. It is also the house of power. Eva Braun had a
void of course moon ruling her seventh house of marriage, placed in her eighth house. Ruler of the 7th in the 8th often indicates one
being married to someone in a position of power and the added void of course moon, indicated one in a million- Adolf Hitler. This was

unique to her chart.
>>
> > One with a stellium [grouping of three or more planets] as you describe is often present in the chart of a natual mage, as is a
stellium in scorpio. This comes from a past life in developing the soul, but is difficult to handle because of the intense feelings and
emotions it produces along with a very strong need for frequent sex or a sexual outlet and if it is not handled properly through direction
and meditation in this life, it can destroy [pluto/scorpio]. What this means is in a past life, the owner of this reached a certain point in the
development of the mind, then died. This is still on the soul and unfortunately, because most of our former lives are forgotten, the powers
there are not put to use unless the one who has them is again drawn to the occult and takes up power meditation, where this was left off
in the former life. Usually, at some point, a former mage will be drawn to the occult and often self-learning regarding meditation and
> > spirituality and when directed, this is most positive to have.
>>
> > I have noted two examples of this gift, both born on the very same day. Olympic gymnast Nadia Comaneci, who had the Scorpio
stellium and its driving intensity to go to the top and make history with 7 perfect scores at the Olympic games 1976 MontrÃ©al at 14
years of age- no one before had ever done this, and to change gymnastics forever. She channeled this obsessive energy into athletics,
which was very positive for her and took her to the top.
>>
> > Another person who was a co-worker years ago, I did his chart, he was born the very same day, November 12, 1961; and did
nothing to direct the potent energies of the Scorpio stellium, as he let his sexual obsessions destroy him, as this stellium can influence
one to overdoing things. He stayed in the men's locker-room for 18 hours at a health club where he worked at, voyeurism and
masturbating, which was blatant to others who complained, and was canned from his job there. He also had other destructive behavior,
as he would lay in the tanning booths for over an hour until he had purple slabs on his skin and smelled like he was cooked. His stellium
was out of control and never directed or channeled in his life. He was ruined by it.
>>
> > In Vedic astrology, there are three houses which can be unfortunate and this proves true- the sixth, the eighth and the twelfth.
Planets therein should be directed through awareness and meditation so that their positive qualities are manifested instead of the negative
ones. Planets in these three houses are more difficult to handle, the twelfth being the worst, then the 6th and the 8th.
>>
> > For those of you who are young and in this group, just know that through Satan and meditation, bad things in the chart can be
sublimated. No chart is perfect and everyone has his/her saturn among other things. Knowing the potential bad things in your chart gives
you a powerful too in changing these, something those who are without do not have.
>>
> > High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> > http://www.joyofsatan.org
>>
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Photos / Info Uploaded

Message: 108

From: m_18

Date: 6/26/2012

I added some photos that should help some of the beginners. Some are just general astrology. Additionally, there is a section of Albert Pike's book "Morals &
Dogma" that discusses astrology that is rather informative, posted as scanned photos from the book. There is a chart for the U.S. Federal Reserve as well.
Enjoy.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 109
Subject: Re: Answering some questons from several posts

From: Vidyaa

Date: 6/26/2012

Sorceress, I understand that the JOS forums are for learning and that astrology is a very detailed and accurate form of divination, but I believe you've made
another post like in the past... with ALL of your natal astrology information for everyone to see.
You do know there could be infiltrators that could use your information in a negative way? Just please be more careful.
Hail Satan! Hail Azazel!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "sorceressofenki88" <kcmsopranobella@...> wrote:
>
> Mom has a stellium! Her Sun, Murcury, Venus, and Mars are all in Gemini, 10th H, all 1 degree apart from each other! But... she's completely
tied into xianty. So this makes no sense to me. Just by looking @ the signs and houses her other planets r in, she has other things w/ power and
psycic ability. I often feel like she's better than me- now I know y! She's my Saturn (mine is 4th H, Aquarius), anything I say can never be right
around her, I'm scared of even talking to her sometimes, I HATE the sound of her voice and how she'll sometimes mock my behaivors in an
exaggerated way. I've always felt she way lying whenever she says she loves me w/ all her heart, now I realize that water is her weakest element
and her moon is in Aries (I often have 2 remind her that it's ok to veg out and watch TV on weekends, she doesn't HAVE to be constantly busy).
I've always viewed her as my opposite. Since she's RHP and therefore deathly afraid of spiritual power (I even remember yelling @ me for
lingering around the wiccan booth @ the Universal Light Expo 1ce when I was little, b/c of this I stayed in new-age-limbo for most of my life,
moved to wicca the summer of junior year, and then found Father 6th months later, in the years until 2nd grade when I started going to the Expo
I was deeply into xainty, upset that I'd never gotten my 1st communion and originally viewing the things @ the Expo as evil) her power got
transferred to me (she got pregnant 1st time she tried w/ my dad, never had sex b4, I'm the only kid she'll ever have b/c she had Lupus while
pregnant, they had to tie up her tubes and she got a historectomy in my 5th grade summer) since Father knew that my Ausperger's would push
me to use it and suceed where both my parents failed (finding him). Though since Saturn's been in Libra since most of the time I've been SS, I've
hardly progressed @ all, doesn't help that fire's my weakest element which makes me a huge procrastiator w/ not much determination. There
have been a few hints that dad's side may have contibuted some psycic power as well, but I'm not sure. He commited suicide when I was 6.
That's how I interpet it @ least. If u want to find out more about mom and I, I was born on Oct. 6th, 1992, @ 8:36 AM in St. Vincent Medical
Center in Toledo, OH, USA, and mom was born June 18th, 1968, @ 12:23 PM in Cleaveland, OH, USA, (the closest place to Cleaveland I could
find on Astrodienst was Euclid).

>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Kait Jordan <kaitjordan@> wrote:
>>
> > So, question about the Scorpio stellium thing. You said it can make someone obsessive. Is that just sexually or just in general. Like, could
having a Scorpio stellium make someone naturaly extremely ambitous?
>>
> > Sent from my iPod
>>
> > On 26/06/2012, at 12:36 AM, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@> wrote:
>>
>>>
>>>
> > > I am short on time so I will answer several questions asked here at once.
>>>
> > > The inconjunct is an aspect of adjustment in some way. It is a major aspect, I have found. For example, when someone has a baby,
especially the first child [major life change], often, along with other heavy transiting and progressed aspects, there is also a planet making an
inconjunct. Say someone has a slow moving planet placed natally in his/her fifth house of children, such as uranus, not always, but many times,
transiting uranus will make an inconjunct to that person's ruler, when a first child is born. This is just an example.
>>>
> > > The yod configuration, as I mentioned in another post in the main JoS group, is found in the charts of those who are here for a purpose.
This is not to say that everyone who has a yod is here for a purpose, but everyone who IS here for a purpose has the yod. The yod is a single
planet making inconjunts to two planets in sextile aspect to each other. There can also be more planets tying in, but that is a classic yod. This
can also involve the ascendant/decendant axis, which is this lines up exactly, is very prominent, as to the person being here for a purpose. Now,
what the yod heans is at some point in the person's life, an adjustment will be needed in the area of a life change so that the person can carry
out what they were meant to do here. After years of preparation and learning, when the person is ready, he/she will experience a life change
where adaptation to the new changes will be needed. Once this has occurred, he/she will then be locked in and
> > > can only go forward with the fated life. The tighter the yod [more exact the aspects], the more important the role.
>>>
> > > Now, as for 0 and 1 degree being used in prediction, this is most often used in solar and other planetary returns. For example, 0-1 degrees
of cardinal signs are exceptionally critical, then there are critical degrees. These are based upon the manions of the moon in Vedic astrology and
are very accurate. As for Vedic astrology, I have found many of their interpretations to be inaccurate, as with the use of the sidearal zodiac, but
as for the foundations of this- benefic and malefic planets, houses and such, by blending with Western astrology, much more can be interpreted
and redicated with accuracy.
>>>
> > > Now, for example, say someone has solar return mars in ther solar return at 0 degrees of aries, with SR aries on the cusp of the seventh
house of marriage/partnerships. Because this is an exceptionally critical degree, one can be assured within the year for that solar return, a new
love relationship or interest will manifest, or a major commitment in an already established one. This is only one. Years of a new major love

relationship of sigificance have many more aspects involved and if the couple move in together, then there are aspects to the fourth house,
planets in the fourth and so on. Many of these will be on critical degrees, signifying that the affairs ruled by the houses that these planets rule,
will be emphasized during the year of the solar return.
>>>
> > > SR pluto in the first house of the SR return indicates a 'first' in one's life, such as a firts child being born or something significant that one
has never experienced before.
>>>
> > > Planets near the angles and on critical degrees in a natal chart indicate certain areas of the life
>>>
> > > Concerning the question on the 8th house- 'saturn' is not the natural ruler of the eighth house. It is scorpio. Each house has several
different areas of rulership/emphasis in the life. The eighth is sex, death, joint finances, and debts. It is also the house of intensity and planets
placed therein have a more emotional effect in the life as to the houses they rule. It is also the house of power. Eva Braun had a void of course
moon ruling her seventh house of marriage, placed in her eighth house. Ruler of the 7th in the 8th often indicates one being married to someone
in a position of power and the added void of course moon, indicated one in a million- Adolf Hitler. This was unique to her chart.
>>>
> > > One with a stellium [grouping of three or more planets] as you describe is often present in the chart of a natual mage, as is a stellium in
scorpio. This comes from a past life in developing the soul, but is difficult to handle because of the intense feelings and emotions it produces
along with a very strong need for frequent sex or a sexual outlet and if it is not handled properly through direction and meditation in this life, it
can destroy [pluto/scorpio]. What this means is in a past life, the owner of this reached a certain point in the development of the mind, then died.
This is still on the soul and unfortunately, because most of our former lives are forgotten, the powers there are not put to use unless the one who
has them is again drawn to the occult and takes up power meditation, where this was left off in the former life. Usually, at some point, a former
mage will be drawn to the occult and often self-learning regarding meditation and
> > > spirituality and when directed, this is most positive to have.
>>>
> > > I have noted two examples of this gift, both born on the very same day. Olympic gymnast Nadia Comaneci, who had the Scorpio stellium
and its driving intensity to go to the top and make history with 7 perfect scores at the Olympic games 1976 MontrÃ©al at 14 years of age- no one
before had ever done this, and to change gymnastics forever. She channeled this obsessive energy into athletics, which was very positive for her
and took her to the top.
>>>
> > > Another person who was a co-worker years ago, I did his chart, he was born the very same day, November 12, 1961; and did nothing to
direct the potent energies of the Scorpio stellium, as he let his sexual obsessions destroy him, as this stellium can influence one to overdoing
things. He stayed in the men's locker-room for 18 hours at a health club where he worked at, voyeurism and masturbating, which was blatant to
others who complained, and was canned from his job there. He also had other destructive behavior, as he would lay in the tanning booths for
over an hour until he had purple slabs on his skin and smelled like he was cooked. His stellium was out of control and never directed or
channeled in his life. He was ruined by it.
>>>
> > > In Vedic astrology, there are three houses which can be unfortunate and this proves true- the sixth, the eighth and the twelfth. Planets

therein should be directed through awareness and meditation so that their positive qualities are manifested instead of the negative ones. Planets
in these three houses are more difficult to handle, the twelfth being the worst, then the 6th and the 8th.
>>>
> > > For those of you who are young and in this group, just know that through Satan and meditation, bad things in the chart can be sublimated.
No chart is perfect and everyone has his/her saturn among other things. Knowing the potential bad things in your chart gives you a powerful too
in changing these, something those who are without do not have.
>>>
> > > High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> > > http://www.joyofsatan.org
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 110
Subject: Re: Answering some questons from several posts

From: jonathon_billing

Date: 6/26/2012

6 planet stellium in 10th here.
Pluto hits my Sun and one of my Ruling Signs, both in the stellium, with sextiles, trines ascendant. Pluto is in Scorpio and 8th, it's also a singleton 4 times
over(as far as I'm aware).

I consider myself to be a fairly chilled out guy.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> The nature of the obsession depends on the planets that make up the stellium and the house it is in. Scorpio is the sign of extremes and
intensity, so anything in this sign or the 8th house feels the need to go to extremes, great depths and heighs, and sex is something intense on
many levels (which is important to Scorpio, since it is a water sign, not too concerned about earthy/physical matters), so sexual obsession is the
most common way to Scorpio/8th house misguided energies manifest.
>
> A naturally extremely ambitious person would probably have a stellium (not necessarily in Scorpio) in one of the transpersonal houses (houses
9 through 12), especially the 10th house of ambition and status. Mars and Pluto itself would more than likely be part of the stellium.
>
> Stelliums can manifest in diverse ways, so a stellium in Scorpio doesn't always mean obsession.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Kait Jordan <kaitjordan@> wrote:

>>
> > So, question about the Scorpio stellium thing. You said it can make someone obsessive. Is that just sexually or just in general. Like, could
having a Scorpio stellium make someone naturaly extremely ambitous?
>>
> > Sent from my iPod
>>
> > On 26/06/2012, at 12:36 AM, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@> wrote:
>>
>>>
>>>
> > > I am short on time so I will answer several questions asked here at once.
>>>
> > > The inconjunct is an aspect of adjustment in some way. It is a major aspect, I have found. For example, when someone has a baby,
especially the first child [major life change], often, along with other heavy transiting and progressed aspects, there is also a planet making an
inconjunct. Say someone has a slow moving planet placed natally in his/her fifth house of children, such as uranus, not always, but many times,
transiting uranus will make an inconjunct to that person's ruler, when a first child is born. This is just an example.
>>>
> > > The yod configuration, as I mentioned in another post in the main JoS group, is found in the charts of those who are here for a purpose.
This is not to say that everyone who has a yod is here for a purpose, but everyone who IS here for a purpose has the yod. The yod is a single
planet making inconjunts to two planets in sextile aspect to each other. There can also be more planets tying in, but that is a classic yod. This
can also involve the ascendant/decendant axis, which is this lines up exactly, is very prominent, as to the person being here for a purpose. Now,
what the yod heans is at some point in the person's life, an adjustment will be needed in the area of a life change so that the person can carry
out what they were meant to do here. After years of preparation and learning, when the person is ready, he/she will experience a life change
where adaptation to the new changes will be needed. Once this has occurred, he/she will then be locked in and
> > > can only go forward with the fated life. The tighter the yod [more exact the aspects], the more important the role.
>>>
> > > Now, as for 0 and 1 degree being used in prediction, this is most often used in solar and other planetary returns. For example, 0-1 degrees
of cardinal signs are exceptionally critical, then there are critical degrees. These are based upon the manions of the moon in Vedic astrology and
are very accurate. As for Vedic astrology, I have found many of their interpretations to be inaccurate, as with the use of the sidearal zodiac, but
as for the foundations of this- benefic and malefic planets, houses and such, by blending with Western astrology, much more can be interpreted
and redicated with accuracy.
>>>
> > > Now, for example, say someone has solar return mars in ther solar return at 0 degrees of aries, with SR aries on the cusp of the seventh
house of marriage/partnerships. Because this is an exceptionally critical degree, one can be assured within the year for that solar return, a new
love relationship or interest will manifest, or a major commitment in an already established one. This is only one. Years of a new major love
relationship of sigificance have many more aspects involved and if the couple move in together, then there are aspects to the fourth house,
planets in the fourth and so on. Many of these will be on critical degrees, signifying that the affairs ruled by the houses that these planets rule,

will be emphasized during the year of the solar return.
>>>
> > > SR pluto in the first house of the SR return indicates a 'first' in one's life, such as a firts child being born or something significant that one
has never experienced before.
>>>
> > > Planets near the angles and on critical degrees in a natal chart indicate certain areas of the life
>>>
> > > Concerning the question on the 8th house- 'saturn' is not the natural ruler of the eighth house. It is scorpio. Each house has several
different areas of rulership/emphasis in the life. The eighth is sex, death, joint finances, and debts. It is also the house of intensity and planets
placed therein have a more emotional effect in the life as to the houses they rule. It is also the house of power. Eva Braun had a void of course
moon ruling her seventh house of marriage, placed in her eighth house. Ruler of the 7th in the 8th often indicates one being married to someone
in a position of power and the added void of course moon, indicated one in a million- Adolf Hitler. This was unique to her chart.
>>>
> > > One with a stellium [grouping of three or more planets] as you describe is often present in the chart of a natual mage, as is a stellium in
scorpio. This comes from a past life in developing the soul, but is difficult to handle because of the intense feelings and emotions it produces
along with a very strong need for frequent sex or a sexual outlet and if it is not handled properly through direction and meditation in this life, it
can destroy [pluto/scorpio]. What this means is in a past life, the owner of this reached a certain point in the development of the mind, then died.
This is still on the soul and unfortunately, because most of our former lives are forgotten, the powers there are not put to use unless the one who
has them is again drawn to the occult and takes up power meditation, where this was left off in the former life. Usually, at some point, a former
mage will be drawn to the occult and often self-learning regarding meditation and
> > > spirituality and when directed, this is most positive to have.
>>>
> > > I have noted two examples of this gift, both born on the very same day. Olympic gymnast Nadia Comaneci, who had the Scorpio stellium
and its driving intensity to go to the top and make history with 7 perfect scores at the Olympic games 1976 MontrÃ©al at 14 years of age- no one
before had ever done this, and to change gymnastics forever. She channeled this obsessive energy into athletics, which was very positive for her
and took her to the top.
>>>
> > > Another person who was a co-worker years ago, I did his chart, he was born the very same day, November 12, 1961; and did nothing to
direct the potent energies of the Scorpio stellium, as he let his sexual obsessions destroy him, as this stellium can influence one to overdoing
things. He stayed in the men's locker-room for 18 hours at a health club where he worked at, voyeurism and masturbating, which was blatant to
others who complained, and was canned from his job there. He also had other destructive behavior, as he would lay in the tanning booths for
over an hour until he had purple slabs on his skin and smelled like he was cooked. His stellium was out of control and never directed or
channeled in his life. He was ruined by it.
>>>
> > > In Vedic astrology, there are three houses which can be unfortunate and this proves true- the sixth, the eighth and the twelfth. Planets
therein should be directed through awareness and meditation so that their positive qualities are manifested instead of the negative ones. Planets
in these three houses are more difficult to handle, the twelfth being the worst, then the 6th and the 8th.

>>>
> > > For those of you who are young and in this group, just know that through Satan and meditation, bad things in the chart can be sublimated.
No chart is perfect and everyone has his/her saturn among other things. Knowing the potential bad things in your chart gives you a powerful too
in changing these, something those who are without do not have.
>>>
> > > High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> > > http://www.joyofsatan.org
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 111
Subject: Re: Transitting and Predictive Astrology

From: m_18

Date: 6/26/2012

I meant to say "wouldn't hurt".

--- On Mon, 6/25/12, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Transitting and Predictive Astrology
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Monday, June 25, 2012, 8:37 PM

One never stops learning it & you can study it all of your life & probably never learn it all. People are always discovering new angles to it
as well. I learned it obsessively/compulsively in my spare time over the course of about 3-4 years. During that time is when I stayed
pretty buried in it. I had a different profession so it wasn't really easy. But if you want to know something bad enough you will do what
you have to. I am self-taught in absolutely everything I do. There are courses that you can take. I believe Maxine has taken some. It
probably would hurt if I did too at some point when the time is right. (That time isn't now.) But it depends on what you want to do with
it as well.

--- On Mon, 6/25/12, kittyahawk3@... <kittyahawk3@...> wrote:

From: kittyahawk3@... <kittyahawk3@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Transitting and Predictive Astrology
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Monday, June 25, 2012, 5:17 PM

How long did it take for you all to learn all this. It seems to me there should be a college just for this
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
> Probably briefly unless it is retrograding there. The transiting outer planets from Mars out have the greatest impact there in
my experience. But there is also solar return placements to consider, if any. Secondary progressions or solar arcs to a planet
there or in that house if any. Other natal palcements to consider, etc., etc.
>
> Transits are complicated & one has to have the basics understood fairly well in order to move to the study of transits. I
don't know what level you are so it is hard to give you a more concrete answer.
>
>
>
> --- On Mon, 6/25/12, Sabrina White <b1u3_f1utt3rb33@...> wrote:
>
> From: Sabrina White <b1u3_f1utt3rb33@...>
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Transitting and Predictive Astrology
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Monday, June 25, 2012, 11:10 AM
>
>
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>
> I'm still having a little trouble understanding transitting and predictive astrology.
>
> So if I have Mercury entering my 9th house; would i then be predicting communication and learning in the area of travel or
Satanism?
>
> Or would it be more indepth than that?
>
> Hail Satan!
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: US natal chart

Message: 112

From: m_18

Regarding the Union Jack, I misspoke. It should say first & second incarnation, not second & third.

--- On Tue, 6/26/12, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] US natal chart

Date: 6/26/2012

To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Tuesday, June 26, 2012, 11:04 AM
I always find it interesting what date/time to use for the U.S. The Declaration of Independence? The Articles of Confederation? The
Constitution? I tend to think the Constitution. ??? But that was destroyed in Dec. 1860 when South Carolina seceded. or when the never
ratified 14th Amendment being declared ratified in 1867? (That distorted the government beyond all recognition.) Then there was the
incorporation of DC in 1871 after setting up puppet governments in the South. Since we were sold out to the Fed Res in 1913, it is almost
like we should use that one. One could certainly say that a coup occurred in Nov. 1963. Depending on your view, it is like we are really
still a British colony with simply more autonomy that the rest of that empire. It is clear that Canada, Australia & New Zealand, etc. are all
still ruled by the Crown from the City of London, as we seem to be. So the date/time of the charter for Virginia Company? Our flag looks
like the flag of the East India Company. But the 13 stripes look like the vertical stripes of the sailing ships of the Vikings. The first flag,
used during the revolution, was like ours now, but instead of stars in a field of blue, it had the 2nd incarnation of the British Union Jack of
England & Scotland. (Not the current one.)
Take your pick.
The actual events behind the scenes have been hidden from view. In the first part of the documentary "The Hidden Faith of the Founding
Fathers", which proves beyond all doubt that they were not Christian, covers the fact that the documented evidence was destroyed & that
what we were told is for public consumption & is not true. (You can see this 3 hour video on Youtube.)

--- On Mon, 6/25/12, HenryH <astralnaut888@...> wrote:

From: HenryH <astralnaut888@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] US natal chart
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Monday, June 25, 2012, 7:55 PM

There are some pretty significant aspects and configurations occuring at the moment in the US natal(Gemini asc), progressed, and
solar return chart. To start with just look at the yod pattern in the solar return chart pointing to pluto in the 8th opposed by the
sun. Jupiter and Venus are both in the first house with almost everything in the chart making aspects to Venus(minus the Sun and
Moon). The chart ruler of Americas' natal chart Mercury, is in semisquare aspect to its subruler Uranus at 8 degrees Gemini the
same degree that the ruler of the solar return chart occupies. Mars is also at 0 degrees Libra,a critical degree. in the It doesn't
take an astrologer to figure out that this years marks a huge moment in American, as well as world history.
On December 21st of this year a very tight yod pattern will be seen in the sky with Jupiter, Saturn, and Pluto at 8 degrees of

Gemini, Scorpio, and Capricorn, respectively. Saturn and Pluto are in mutual reception being in each others ruling sign. This
seriously transforms the current power structure. Venus in Saggitarius is also in opposition to the planet being pointed at Jupiter in
Gemini, and let me remind you again, all in aspect to Uranus, Satans' planet, at 8 degrees Gemini. A note on the element Uranus
the 92 element: 9+2=11 all numbers of Satan. It is also the last stable element, and ironically enough the thing which the jews
claim is threatening to destroy them.
The Uranus-Pluto square going on now gives a desire for rebellion against entrenched power groups. It will be making an
opposition to the natal US's Sun-Saturn square for the next few years, but at the moment it is making a T-square with the US's
progressed moon at 9 degrees Libra. The Moon is exactly conjunct the midheaven giving a public want and need of security via
social change. The transiting Sun is also tying into all this creating a grand cardinal cross between the 4 of them. I reckon that
some sort of ritual targeting America is in order here. I'll write more soon....
Hail Satan!!!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: US natal chart

Message: 113

From: m_18

Date: 6/26/2012

I always find it interesting what date/time to use for the U.S. The Declaration of Independence? The Articles of Confederation? The Constitution? I tend to
think the Constitution. ??? But that was destroyed in Dec. 1860 when South Carolina seceded. or when the never ratified 14th Amendment being declared
ratified in 1867? (That distorted the government beyond all recognition.) Then there was the incorporation of DC in 1871 after setting up puppet governments
in the South. Since we were sold out to the Fed Res in 1913, it is almost like we should use that one. One could certainly say that a coup occurred in Nov.
1963. Depending on your view, it is like we are really still a British colony with simply more autonomy that the rest of that empire. It is clear that Canada,
Australia & New Zealand, etc. are all still ruled by the Crown from the City of London, as we seem to be. So the date/time of the charter for Virginia Company?
Our flag looks like the flag of the East India Company. But the 13 stripes look like the vertical stripes of the sailing ships of the Vikings. The first flag, used
during the revolution, was like ours now, but instead of stars in a field of blue, it had the 2nd incarnation of the British Union Jack of England & Scotland.
(Not the current one.)
Take your pick.
The actual events behind the scenes have been hidden from view. In the first part of the documentary "The Hidden Faith of the Founding Fathers", which
proves beyond all doubt that they were not Christian, covers the fact that the documented evidence was destroyed & that what we were told is for public
consumption & is not true. (You can see this 3 hour video on Youtube.)

--- On Mon, 6/25/12, HenryH <astralnaut888@...> wrote:

From: HenryH <astralnaut888@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] US natal chart
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Monday, June 25, 2012, 7:55 PM

There are some pretty significant aspects and configurations occuring at the moment in the US natal(Gemini asc), progressed, and solar
return chart. To start with just look at the yod pattern in the solar return chart pointing to pluto in the 8th opposed by the sun. Jupiter and
Venus are both in the first house with almost everything in the chart making aspects to Venus(minus the Sun and Moon). The chart ruler
of Americas' natal chart Mercury, is in semisquare aspect to its subruler Uranus at 8 degrees Gemini the same degree that the ruler of the
solar return chart occupies. Mars is also at 0 degrees Libra,a critical degree. in the It doesn't take an astrologer to figure out that this
years marks a huge moment in American, as well as world history.
On December 21st of this year a very tight yod pattern will be seen in the sky with Jupiter, Saturn, and Pluto at 8 degrees of Gemini,
Scorpio, and Capricorn, respectively. Saturn and Pluto are in mutual reception being in each others ruling sign. This seriously transforms
the current power structure. Venus in Saggitarius is also in opposition to the planet being pointed at Jupiter in Gemini, and let me remind
you again, all in aspect to Uranus, Satans' planet, at 8 degrees Gemini. A note on the element Uranus the 92 element: 9+2=11 all
numbers of Satan. It is also the last stable element, and ironically enough the thing which the jews claim is threatening to destroy them.
The Uranus-Pluto square going on now gives a desire for rebellion against entrenched power groups. It will be making an opposition to the
natal US's Sun-Saturn square for the next few years, but at the moment it is making a T-square with the US's progressed moon at 9
degrees Libra. The Moon is exactly conjunct the midheaven giving a public want and need of security via social change. The transiting
Sun is also tying into all this creating a grand cardinal cross between the 4 of them. I reckon that some sort of ritual targeting America is in
order here. I'll write more soon....
Hail Satan!!!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Mercury Square

Message: 114

From: Indigo Nation

Date: 6/26/2012

I think I am not doing the mercury square and restarting tommorow as I think I want the spiritual not material square If I am suffering from episodes of
depersonalizaton accompined only by anxiety when I am driving or doing something I really need to pay attention on. It said for health and Spiritual
advancement related to mercury that is a nervous disorder I am trying to get off of completely what I was prescribed for this I think I am wasting my time
material square for this as I am not seeking material anything. I need to know is this correct.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Mercury Square

Message: 115

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 6/26/2012

Well technically you using the materail square of mercury to fix the problem is not a waste of time either especially if you are using and programming the
energy to heal and fix the problem specifically then that can be more effective then just totally doibn the spiritual square.

-----------------------------On Tue, Jun 26, 2012 8:39 AM EDT Indigo Nation wrote:
>I think I am not doing the mercury square and restarting tommorow as I think I want the spiritual not material square If I am suffering from
episodes of depersonalizaton accompined only by anxiety when I am driving or doing something I really need to pay attention on. It said for
health and Spiritual advancement related to mercury that is a nervous disorder I am trying to get off of completely what I was prescribed for this I
think I am wasting my time material square for this as I am not seeking material anything. I need to know is this correct.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: satanic planetary influence

Message: 116

From: Cuthwulf 666

Date: 6/26/2012

Greetings
I was interested to find out whether in ones Natal Horoscope there will be any planetary influences that shows one is drawn to Satan. For instance I have a
Natal Moon with a Conjunct Transient Pluto which has really changed things around and has I think drawn one to the LHP.
Hail Satan
Cuthwulf
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 117
Subject: where to get this put into a chart?

From: Way_Seeker666

Date: 6/26/2012

I've been using astro.com to compose charts but they don't include the details of fixed stars. I want to see what planets they're conjunct etc.. Is there any
website you know of that includes this?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 118
Subject: Re: Sorry for my incompetence but,

From: u.void

Date: 6/26/2012

Thank you very much. Both links were informative, especially the book list :D. Going to get right into getting them, starting with the introductory ones.
Thanks again~

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
> See also my comments at the bottom of the post on NODES.
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--- On Mon, 6/25/12, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Sorry for my incompetence but,
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Monday, June 25, 2012, 2:19 PM

Â

I hear this web site is good for beginners, but I can't vouch for how good it is:
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http://www.cafeastrology.com/
I saw this one yesterday:
http://darkstarastrology.com/learn/?=june15
I just went out & bought several at once. Some were over my head at the time, but reading them gave me incentive to go further.
Planets in signs, then houses. The signs on houses. Then aspects. Move on from there.
There are books on one subject or one planet as well, etc.
One just has to start buying them. I have several hundred books. I honestly never counted them.
It is also sort of like tarot decks. You are drawn to one or another & then reject some.
Here is a huge list to choose from - some good, some
bad:
http://www.astroamerica.com/topten.html

--- On Mon, 6/25/12, u.void <u.void@...> wrote:
From: u.void <u.void@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Sorry for my incompetence but,
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Monday, June 25, 2012, 1:29 PM

>
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>
>
> Can someone please point me to a book or link for complete beginners. I have been going through a few posts here, skimmed "Bil Tierney Dynamics Of Aspect Analysis" and searched through Azazel's Astrology and I have never been so confused in my entire life. The only thing that
made any sense was the chart maker that ch_3_coo posted, linking to astrobot. I would go into a in-depth search on Google or something, but I
fear that I will land on a page with both truth and lies and only further confuse myself.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 119
Subject: Re: satanic planetary influence

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 6/26/2012

HP Maxine has can tell you. She did mine and said that I have Saturn in Aquarius in the tweth house and something about my yod all being tied in is of Satan.
a lot of us have some sort of configuration.

-----------------------------On Tue, Jun 26, 2012 8:48 AM EDT Cuthwulf 666 wrote:
>Greetings
>I was interested to find out whether in ones Natal Horoscope there will be any planetary influences that shows one is drawn to Satan. For
instance I have a Natal Moon with a Conjunct Transient Pluto which has really changed things around and has I think drawn one to the LHP.
>Hail Satan

>Cuthwulf
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 120
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: personal horoscope....

From: Tóth Anita

Date: 6/27/2012

Thank you for helping:)

-- Eredeti üzenet -Feladó: kittyahawk3@... <kittyahawk3@...>
Címzett: <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Elküldve: 2012. június 26. 0:55
Tárgy : [JoS_Astrology] Re: personal horoscope....

I am sure HP Maxine would do it.. go to the Estore on JOS main page
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Tóth Anita <hedvig.20@...> wrote:
>
> Greeting for everyone! Unfortunately my English knowledge not best but I would like to ask help of you! I will start my astrological studies in a September ,so they
did not touch this science so much yet! I would like to ask it of somebody here for who is how his proper knowledge would be able to do an one year-old forecast for
me already? I would be very grateful for the help!HAIL SATAN!
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 121
Subject: Re: where to get this put into a chart?

From: m_18

The JoS site has a list of fixed stars. I know of no software that does, but there may be some somewhere.

--- On Tue, 6/26/12, Way_Seeker666 <way_seeker666@...> wrote:

From: Way_Seeker666 <way_seeker666@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] where to get this put into a chart?

Date: 6/27/2012

To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Tuesday, June 26, 2012, 8:41 AM

I've been using astro.com to compose charts but they don't include the details of fixed stars. I want to see what planets they're conjunct
etc.. Is there any website you know of that includes this?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 122
Subject: Re: Transitting and Predictive Astrology

From: kittyahawk3@rocketmail.com

Date: 6/27/2012

M18 well I want to bad enough but I waS born under some very bad signs most likely due to my past life energy kinda like a horse in a race with a thousand
pound handicap on its back. Seriously I am doing what I can. My GD told me via pendulum that I am way behind spiritually from what I should be right now,
but not my fault totally because someone that could have helped me refused to for their own OCD reasons I am guessing but I am still alive and doing what
I can under these extreme conditions, won't get int it sniff sniff, but although we have responsiblity to learn no war was won alone, thus we have Hell's Army
and it is not one person.. so I do my best and wait til it all comes together, at least I am in the race now.. if you think of me feel free to send me so golden
energy *****
~Ave Satanas~
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
> I meant to say "wouldn't hurt".
>
>
>
> --- On Mon, 6/25/12, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
> From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
> Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Transitting and Predictive Astrology
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Monday, June 25, 2012, 8:37 PM
>
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> One never stops learning it & you can study it all of your life & probably never learn it all. People are always discovering new angles to it as
well. I learned it obsessively/compulsively in my spare time over the course of about 3-4 years. During that time is when I stayed pretty buried in
it. I had a different profession so it wasn't really easy. But if you want to know something bad enough you will do what you have to. I am selftaught in absolutely everything I do. There are courses that you can take. I believe Maxine has taken some. It probably would hurt if I did too at
some point when the time is right. (That time isn't now.) But it depends on what you want to do with it as well.
>
>
> --- On Mon, 6/25/12, kittyahawk3@... <kittyahawk3@...> wrote:
>
> From: kittyahawk3@... <kittyahawk3@...>
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Transitting and Predictive Astrology
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Monday, June 25, 2012, 5:17 PM
>
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>
>
> How long did it take for you all to learn all this. It seems to me there should be a college just for this
>
>
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@> wrote:
>
>>
>
> > Probably briefly unless it is retrograding there. The transiting outer planets from Mars out have the greatest impact there in my experience.
But there is also solar return placements to consider, if any. Secondary progressions or solar arcs to a planet there or in that house if any. Other
natal palcements to consider, etc., etc.
>
>>
>
> > Transits are complicated & one has to have the basics understood fairly well in order to move to the study of transits. I don't know what level
you are so it is hard to give you a more concrete answer.
>
>>
>
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> --- On Mon, 6/25/12, Sabrina White <b1u3_f1utt3rb33@> wrote:
>
> From: Sabrina White <b1u3_f1utt3rb33@>
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Transitting and Predictive Astrology
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Monday, June 25, 2012, 11:10 AM
>
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>
> I'm still having a little trouble understanding transitting and predictive astrology.
>
> So if I have Mercury entering my 9th house; would i then be predicting communication and learning in the area of travel or Satanism?
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>
> Or would it be more indepth than that?
>
> Hail Satan!
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 123
From: Magus_18
Subject: Could someone add this books link to the groups 'Links' section plea

Date: 6/27/2012

As people join, this question will keep coming up.
http://www.astroamerica.com/topten.html
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: combust question

Message: 124

From: leafwizardmaster

Date: 6/27/2012

I do have synesthesia and am fair sure of having that aspect. I get where you are coming from.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...> wrote:
>
>
>
> Much of this is 'cookbook' astrology. The sun *can* cause burnout, as with the case of a progressed sun making a conjunction to pluto, which
in many cases is a burnout to the point of a nervous breakdown in the life, when this occurs by progression.
>
> This aspect, contrary to most of the theories out there does not always affect the mind negatively, as I have seen it in the charts of geniuses.
Also, in mentioning genius, I did a chart for a woman with an IQ of 185. She had an exact mercury/uranus aspect that aligned with her ascendant
to the exact degree. Uranus is associated with genius and is the higher octave of mercury.
>
> What I know of the sun combust mercury is that it can give a mental blindspot; something one who has this cannot see clearly in his/her life,
such as their own communications and behavior, but this is not always the case and you have to look at the entire chart to see how this is
operating, what sign is it in? which houses are ruled by mercury and that sort of thing, also the aspects, if any, to the combust conjunction. This
aspect can also give total focus, not in the way of concentration, unless it is in scorpio, but total focus on a goal, leaving distractions and that
sort of thing, anything outside of being deterred from the goal as the 'blindspot,' in refusing to allow any conflicting information, opinions and

such to interfere.
>
> One thing of interest here...How many of you who have synesthesia have this aspect?
>
>
>
>
> High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> http://www.joyofsatan.org
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@> wrote:
>>
> > I'm really excited about this group:D I hope everyone helps make it get popular right away:D
>>
> > Anyhow, so on my birth chart the Sun and Mercury are both 23 degrees I know that makes a conjunction but I read that if the Sun combusts
a planet the Sun will weaken the positive effects. Also Jupiter is 1 degree away from the Sun which I guess also makes it combust does that
weaken the positive effects of Jupiter as well?
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Mercury Square

Message: 125

From: jonathon_billing

Date: 6/27/2012

Mercury is in Leo right now, sign of it's fall. Shouldn't start the square.
Have you tried the ida pingala balancing breath?

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Indigo Nation" <gutterrainbow@...> wrote:
>
> I think I am not doing the mercury square and restarting tommorow as I think I want the spiritual not material square If I am suffering from
episodes of depersonalizaton accompined only by anxiety when I am driving or doing something I really need to pay attention on. It said for
health and Spiritual advancement related to mercury that is a nervous disorder I am trying to get off of completely what I was prescribed for this I
think I am wasting my time material square for this as I am not seeking material anything. I need to know is this correct.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: greetings and a question

Message: 126

From: bestfriendofsatan@yahoo.com

Date: 6/27/2012

hi,i`m new to the group.i have a question:recently,i read on other JoS group,that Saturn was "retrograde",since january of this year till last june 25th,and that
wasn`t a good time for black magick.Personally,i had very hard times during these months of Saturn retrograde.But,what does it exactly
mean,astrologically,"retrograde"?sorry if my question sounds dumb,but i know nothing about astrology,and i want to learn.Regards.
Hail Satan.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: US natal chart

Message: 127

From: HenryH

Date: 6/27/2012

The US Constitution was signed with a Satanic purpose in mind and Benjamin Franklin being an astrologer was going to make sure it was done at the right
time. I can't find the exact time for the groundbreaking ceremony of the Capitol, or for the laying of the cornerstone of the White House, but these would
probably be the most important ones to use next to our day of Independence.
One point that convinces me of the validity of this US chart is that Uranus is very close to the ascendant. If a rebellion was going to take place any time in
the near future a prominent Uranus would facilitate this. I have already highlighted the reasons for this below. There are also a few impotant synastry aspects
that take place between other countries that are in hard aspect to the US natal charts' Uranus. Look up the chart for the Iranian revolution, and Baghdads old
chart(April 31 762CE). During the Iranian revolution Saturn was in square aspect to the US natal chart, and Baghdad has a Jupiter rising in Sagitarius in
opposition to the US Uranus. Iran has a progressed chart which is totally on fire with a very tight fire grand trine, and also an Unaspected Jupiter in Leo in the
11th. These all make sense in light of the current political situation.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
> Regarding the Union Jack, I misspoke. It should say first & second incarnation, not second & third.
>
>
>
> --- On Tue, 6/26/12, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
> From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
> Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] US natal chart
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Tuesday, June 26, 2012, 11:04 AM
>
> I always find it interesting what date/time to use for the U.S. The Declaration of Independence? The Articles of Confederation? The
Constitution? I tend to think the Constitution. ??? But that was destroyed in Dec. 1860 when South Carolina seceded. or when the never ratified
14th Amendment being declared ratified in 1867? (That distorted the government beyond all recognition.) Then there was the incorporation of DC
in 1871 after setting up puppet governments in the South. Since we were sold out to the Fed Res in 1913, it is almost like we should use that
one. One could certainly say that a coup occurred in Nov. 1963. Depending on your view, it is like we are really still a British colony with simply
more autonomy that the rest of that empire. It is clear that Canada, Australia & New Zealand, etc. are all still ruled by the Crown from the City of

London, as
> we seem to be. So the date/time of the charter for Virginia Company? Our flag looks like the flag of the East India Company. But the 13 stripes
look like the vertical stripes of the sailing ships of the Vikings. The first flag, used during the revolution, was like ours now, but instead of stars in
a field of blue, it had the 2nd incarnation of the British Union Jack of England & Scotland. (Not the current one.)
>
> Take your pick.
>
> The actual events behind the scenes have been hidden from view. In the first part of the documentary "The Hidden Faith of the Founding
Fathers", which proves beyond all doubt that they were not Christian, covers the fact that the documented evidence was destroyed & that what
we were told is for public consumption & is not true. (You can see this 3 hour video on Youtube.)
>
>
> --- On Mon, 6/25/12, HenryH <astralnaut888@...> wrote:
>
> From: HenryH <astralnaut888@...>
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] US natal chart
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Monday, June 25, 2012, 7:55 PM
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>Â
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> There are some pretty significant aspects and configurations occuring at the moment in the US natal(Gemini asc), progressed, and solar return
chart. To start with just look at the yod pattern in the solar return chart pointing to pluto in the 8th opposed by the sun. Jupiter and Venus are
both in the first house with almost everything in the chart making aspects to Venus(minus the Sun and Moon). The chart ruler of Americas' natal
chart Mercury, is in semisquare aspect to its subruler Uranus at 8 degrees Gemini the same degree that the ruler of the solar return chart
occupies. Mars is also at 0 degrees Libra,a critical degree. in the It doesn't take an astrologer to figure out that this years marks a huge moment
in American, as well as world history.
>
>
>
> On December 21st of this year a very tight yod pattern will be seen in the sky with Jupiter, Saturn, and Pluto at 8 degrees of Gemini, Scorpio,
and Capricorn, respectively. Saturn and Pluto are in mutual reception being in each others ruling sign. This seriously transforms the current power
structure. Venus in Saggitarius is also in opposition to the planet being pointed at Jupiter in Gemini, and let me remind you again, all in aspect to
Uranus, Satans' planet, at 8 degrees Gemini. A note on the element Uranus the 92 element: 9+2=11 all numbers of Satan. It is also the last
stable element, and ironically enough the thing which the jews claim is threatening to destroy them.
>
>
>
> The Uranus-Pluto square going on now gives a desire for rebellion against entrenched power groups. It will be making an opposition to the
natal US's Sun-Saturn square for the next few years, but at the moment it is making a T-square with the US's progressed moon at 9 degrees
Libra. The Moon is exactly conjunct the midheaven giving a public want and need of security via social change. The transiting Sun is also tying
into all this creating a grand cardinal cross between the 4 of them. I reckon that some sort of ritual targeting America is in order here. I'll write
more soon....
>
>
>
> Hail Satan!!!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 128
Subject: Re: Answering some questons from several posts

From: sorceressofenki88

Date: 6/27/2012

Ahh! *worried/scared* I thought it would be GOOD to talk about those things here since this is the astrology group!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Vidyaa" <cmchan87@...> wrote:
>
> Sorceress, I understand that the JOS forums are for learning and that astrology is a very detailed and accurate form of divination, but I believe
you've made another post like in the past... with ALL of your natal astrology information for everyone to see.
>
> You do know there could be infiltrators that could use your information in a negative way? Just please be more careful.
>
> Hail Satan! Hail Azazel!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "sorceressofenki88" <kcmsopranobella@> wrote:
>>
> > Mom has a stellium! Her Sun, Murcury, Venus, and Mars are all in Gemini, 10th H, all 1 degree apart from each other! But... she's completely
tied into xianty. So this makes no sense to me. Just by looking @ the signs and houses her other planets r in, she has other things w/ power and
psycic ability. I often feel like she's better than me- now I know y! She's my Saturn (mine is 4th H, Aquarius), anything I say can never be right
around her, I'm scared of even talking to her sometimes, I HATE the sound of her voice and how she'll sometimes mock my behaivors in an
exaggerated way. I've always felt she way lying whenever she says she loves me w/ all her heart, now I realize that water is her weakest element
and her moon is in Aries (I often have 2 remind her that it's ok to veg out and watch TV on weekends, she doesn't HAVE to be constantly busy).
I've always viewed her as my opposite. Since she's RHP and therefore deathly afraid of spiritual power (I even remember yelling @ me for
lingering around the wiccan booth @ the Universal Light Expo 1ce when I was little, b/c of this I stayed in new-age-limbo for most of my life,
moved to wicca the summer of junior year, and then found Father 6th months later, in the years until 2nd grade when I started going to the Expo
I was deeply into xainty, upset that I'd never gotten my 1st communion and originally viewing the things @ the Expo as evil) her power got
transferred to me (she got pregnant 1st time she tried w/ my dad, never had sex b4, I'm the only kid she'll ever have b/c she had Lupus while
pregnant, they had to tie up her tubes and she got a historectomy in my 5th grade summer) since Father knew that my Ausperger's would push
me to use it and suceed where both my parents failed (finding him). Though since Saturn's been in Libra since most of the time I've been SS, I've
hardly progressed @ all, doesn't help that fire's my weakest element which makes me a huge procrastiator w/ not much determination. There
have been a few hints that dad's side may have contibuted some psycic power as well, but I'm not sure. He commited suicide when I was 6.
That's how I interpet it @ least. If u want to find out more about mom and I, I was born on Oct. 6th, 1992, @ 8:36 AM in St. Vincent Medical
Center in Toledo, OH, USA, and mom was born June 18th, 1968, @ 12:23 PM in Cleaveland, OH, USA, (the closest place to Cleaveland I could
find on Astrodienst was Euclid).
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Kait Jordan <kaitjordan@> wrote:
>>>
> > > So, question about the Scorpio stellium thing. You said it can make someone obsessive. Is that just sexually or just in general. Like, could
having a Scorpio stellium make someone naturaly extremely ambitous?
>>>

> > > Sent from my iPod
>>>
> > > On 26/06/2012, at 12:36 AM, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@> wrote:
>>>
>>>>
>>>>
> > > > I am short on time so I will answer several questions asked here at once.
>>>>
> > > > The inconjunct is an aspect of adjustment in some way. It is a major aspect, I have found. For example, when someone has a baby,
especially the first child [major life change], often, along with other heavy transiting and progressed aspects, there is also a planet making an
inconjunct. Say someone has a slow moving planet placed natally in his/her fifth house of children, such as uranus, not always, but many times,
transiting uranus will make an inconjunct to that person's ruler, when a first child is born. This is just an example.
>>>>
> > > > The yod configuration, as I mentioned in another post in the main JoS group, is found in the charts of those who are here for a
purpose. This is not to say that everyone who has a yod is here for a purpose, but everyone who IS here for a purpose has the yod. The yod is a
single planet making inconjunts to two planets in sextile aspect to each other. There can also be more planets tying in, but that is a classic yod.
This can also involve the ascendant/decendant axis, which is this lines up exactly, is very prominent, as to the person being here for a purpose.
Now, what the yod heans is at some point in the person's life, an adjustment will be needed in the area of a life change so that the person can
carry out what they were meant to do here. After years of preparation and learning, when the person is ready, he/she will experience a life
change where adaptation to the new changes will be needed. Once this has occurred, he/she will then be locked in and
> > > > can only go forward with the fated life. The tighter the yod [more exact the aspects], the more important the role.
>>>>
> > > > Now, as for 0 and 1 degree being used in prediction, this is most often used in solar and other planetary returns. For example, 0-1
degrees of cardinal signs are exceptionally critical, then there are critical degrees. These are based upon the manions of the moon in Vedic
astrology and are very accurate. As for Vedic astrology, I have found many of their interpretations to be inaccurate, as with the use of the
sidearal zodiac, but as for the foundations of this- benefic and malefic planets, houses and such, by blending with Western astrology, much more
can be interpreted and redicated with accuracy.
>>>>
> > > > Now, for example, say someone has solar return mars in ther solar return at 0 degrees of aries, with SR aries on the cusp of the seventh
house of marriage/partnerships. Because this is an exceptionally critical degree, one can be assured within the year for that solar return, a new
love relationship or interest will manifest, or a major commitment in an already established one. This is only one. Years of a new major love
relationship of sigificance have many more aspects involved and if the couple move in together, then there are aspects to the fourth house,
planets in the fourth and so on. Many of these will be on critical degrees, signifying that the affairs ruled by the houses that these planets rule,
will be emphasized during the year of the solar return.
>>>>
> > > > SR pluto in the first house of the SR return indicates a 'first' in one's life, such as a firts child being born or something significant that
one has never experienced before.

>>>>
> > > > Planets near the angles and on critical degrees in a natal chart indicate certain areas of the life
>>>>
> > > > Concerning the question on the 8th house- 'saturn' is not the natural ruler of the eighth house. It is scorpio. Each house has several
different areas of rulership/emphasis in the life. The eighth is sex, death, joint finances, and debts. It is also the house of intensity and planets
placed therein have a more emotional effect in the life as to the houses they rule. It is also the house of power. Eva Braun had a void of course
moon ruling her seventh house of marriage, placed in her eighth house. Ruler of the 7th in the 8th often indicates one being married to someone
in a position of power and the added void of course moon, indicated one in a million- Adolf Hitler. This was unique to her chart.
>>>>
> > > > One with a stellium [grouping of three or more planets] as you describe is often present in the chart of a natual mage, as is a stellium in
scorpio. This comes from a past life in developing the soul, but is difficult to handle because of the intense feelings and emotions it produces
along with a very strong need for frequent sex or a sexual outlet and if it is not handled properly through direction and meditation in this life, it
can destroy [pluto/scorpio]. What this means is in a past life, the owner of this reached a certain point in the development of the mind, then died.
This is still on the soul and unfortunately, because most of our former lives are forgotten, the powers there are not put to use unless the one who
has them is again drawn to the occult and takes up power meditation, where this was left off in the former life. Usually, at some point, a former
mage will be drawn to the occult and often self-learning regarding meditation and
> > > > spirituality and when directed, this is most positive to have.
>>>>
> > > > I have noted two examples of this gift, both born on the very same day. Olympic gymnast Nadia Comaneci, who had the Scorpio
stellium and its driving intensity to go to the top and make history with 7 perfect scores at the Olympic games 1976 MontrÃ©al at 14 years of
age- no one before had ever done this, and to change gymnastics forever. She channeled this obsessive energy into athletics, which was very
positive for her and took her to the top.
>>>>
> > > > Another person who was a co-worker years ago, I did his chart, he was born the very same day, November 12, 1961; and did nothing to
direct the potent energies of the Scorpio stellium, as he let his sexual obsessions destroy him, as this stellium can influence one to overdoing
things. He stayed in the men's locker-room for 18 hours at a health club where he worked at, voyeurism and masturbating, which was blatant to
others who complained, and was canned from his job there. He also had other destructive behavior, as he would lay in the tanning booths for
over an hour until he had purple slabs on his skin and smelled like he was cooked. His stellium was out of control and never directed or
channeled in his life. He was ruined by it.
>>>>
> > > > In Vedic astrology, there are three houses which can be unfortunate and this proves true- the sixth, the eighth and the twelfth. Planets
therein should be directed through awareness and meditation so that their positive qualities are manifested instead of the negative ones. Planets
in these three houses are more difficult to handle, the twelfth being the worst, then the 6th and the 8th.
>>>>
> > > > For those of you who are young and in this group, just know that through Satan and meditation, bad things in the chart can be
sublimated. No chart is perfect and everyone has his/her saturn among other things. Knowing the potential bad things in your chart gives you a
powerful too in changing these, something those who are without do not have.
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>
> High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> http://www.joyofsatan.org
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Mercury Square

Message: 129

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 6/27/2012

Mercury is in Leo. You should only do it in Gemini, Virgo, or Aquarius.
September 1st is the next time it's in Vrigo you should wait until then.

I'm doing this one now I'm half way through, I feel like my whole head is buzzing like my mind is expanding. Also I noticed my thoughts are clearer and I
can remember things more easily. Has anyone else reaped the benefits of this square?

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Indigo Nation" <gutterrainbow@...> wrote:
>
> I think I am not doing the mercury square and restarting tommorow as I think I want the spiritual not material square If I am suffering from
episodes of depersonalizaton accompined only by anxiety when I am driving or doing something I really need to pay attention on. It said for
health and Spiritual advancement related to mercury that is a nervous disorder I am trying to get off of completely what I was prescribed for this I
think I am wasting my time material square for this as I am not seeking material anything. I need to know is this correct.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 130
Subject: Re: where to get this put into a chart?

From: sorceressofenki88

Date: 6/27/2012

The Extended Chart Selection on Astrodienst can do fixed stars, but not all of them on list on JoS i.e. they can't do Caput Argol and Formalhaut. It's free,
fire! How do u find out if u have any fixed stars (and which 1s "count")? If they're next to planets/sun/moon/asteroids/other things they count, right?

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Way_Seeker666" <way_seeker666@...> wrote:
>
> I've been using astro.com to compose charts but they don't include the details of fixed stars. I want to see what planets they're conjunct etc..
Is there any website you know of that includes this?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 131
Subject: Re: satanic planetary influence

From: m_18

Date: 6/27/2012

Many things could (seriously), but anything indicating an interest in the mystical could lead to it faster.

--- On Tue, 6/26/12, Cuthwulf 666 <cuthwulf@...> wrote:

From: Cuthwulf 666 <cuthwulf@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] satanic planetary influence
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Tuesday, June 26, 2012, 7:48 AM

Greetings
I was interested to find out whether in ones Natal Horoscope there will be any planetary influences that shows one is drawn to Satan. For
instance I have a Natal Moon with a Conjunct Transient Pluto which has really changed things around and has I think drawn one to the
LHP.
Hail Satan
Cuthwulf

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Mercury Square

Message: 132

Bad idea, Mercury just entered Leo (the sign of its fall). I strongly
recommend that you either continue with the square you've already

From: CaitlinM

Date: 6/27/2012

started or wait until Mercury moves into Virgo.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
>
> Well technically you using the materail square of mercury to fix the problem is not a waste of time either especially if you are using and
programming the energy to heal and fix the problem specifically then that can be more effective then just totally doibn the spiritual square.
>
>
>
>
> -----------------------------> On Tue, Jun 26, 2012 8:39 AM EDT Indigo Nation wrote:
>
> >I think I am not doing the mercury square and restarting tommorow as I think I want the spiritual not material square If I am suffering from
episodes of depersonalizaton accompined only by anxiety when I am driving or doing something I really need to pay attention on. It said for
health and Spiritual advancement related to mercury that is a nervous disorder I am trying to get off of completely what I was prescribed for this I
think I am wasting my time material square for this as I am not seeking material anything. I need to know is this correct.
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: NODES

Message: 133

From: Hasani Baron

Date: 6/27/2012

You are right. I had my astrological chart read and I found out that my sun conjuncted my south node and with this aspect, and indeed had problems with my father
every now and then being that the sun rules the father. I am just sharing my cases with nodes.
From: HenryH <astralnaut888@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Monday, June 25, 2012 6:17 PM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: NODES

The South node can also bring the wrong people into your life at the wrong time. This can be an enemy from a past life or current one. I had a transiting VenusMars conjunction in Libra on my south node a while back and it could have gotten very ugly if I had not been aware of exactly what was going on. It wasn't just a
south node infuence, and it is very rare that an event occurs just based on one planet.
--- In mailto:JoS_Astrology%40yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>

> I will let others take the lead on the dragon's head & the dragon's tail. Envsion the "S" on the ecliptic on a flat map of the Earth that goes between the
tropic of Cancer & the tropic of Capricorn.
>
> There are some things I don't feel I fully get on them either except for North is what you do with what you are given, the South. Which is really
'evolutionary astrology'.Â Everything I see on that topic is generally very RHP. And there is the usual transit thing about being in tune with socity at the
moment or out of tune with society at the moment.
>
> Anytime I have an important transit to one of these points, there are usually other important ones happening at the time. So it gets muddled up. I tend
to think that they bring the right people into your life at the right time when you need them to either learn from or to teach them. We always play both
roles.
>
> There are some who almost specialize in this area, but most are RHP & teach the karma crap. I like to think of itÂ unfinished business, which isn't
necessarily karma, but that can get lumped into it by those who want to go that route which is obviously garbage. It just may simply be 'unfinished
business'.
>
> I have seen some videos on youtube from a guy who goes by 'Mr. Astrotheology'. He is not christian, etc. but he correlates things to the bible, which
is masonic, as he conveys them & generally true on an RHP esoteric level, but as we know, the bible on that level is corrupted. But he does know his
stuff about the zodiac & other esoteric related subjects. He doesn't get into the nodes specifically, but the graphics that he uses is very helpful visually
to learn this subject. He does know astrology very well. All of his videos are very long. Thought I would mention it. If you watch any of it, just
remember that what he says isn't what we are about here. He makes the "christ/oil" connection with meditation that Maxine has rightly criticized. I
would call this guy "middle path".
>
>
> --- On Mon, 6/25/12, tara88sidhe <tara88sidhe@...> wrote:
>
> From: tara88sidhe <tara88sidhe@...>
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] NODES
> To: mailto:JoS_Astrology%40yahoogroups.com
> Date: Monday, June 25, 2012, 1:39 PM
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> Can someone please help me to understand the Nodes better? North Nodes and South Nodes. What exactly are they and what do they influence? Are
they important?
>
>
>
> HAIL SATAN!!
>
>
>
> 14/88
>
>
>
> -Tara Sidhe
>

Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 134

From: Way_Seeker666

Date: 6/27/2012

Subject: Beginning a Magick Square at the wrong time
I've been wondering what would actually happen if one started a square when the planet is in it's sign of detriment or fall. Would it just not work, or would it
cause problems?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 135
Subject: Re: Beginning a Magick Square at the wrong time

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 6/27/2012

wouldn't work. The planet in its sign of fall or detriment has its energies weakened.

-----------------------------On Wed, Jun 27, 2012 5:05 AM EDT Way_Seeker666 wrote:
>I've been wondering what would actually happen if one started a square when the planet is in it's sign of detriment or fall. Would it just not
work, or would it cause problems?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 136
Subject: Re: Transitting and Predictive Astrology

From: m_18

Date: 6/27/2012

Well I am not going to judge your comment other than to say that in astrology, we view them as challenges, regardless of the 'condition' or the specifics.
Most poeple have some challenges. Those with few or no real challenges have a tendency to waste opportunities presented to them. Challenges should be
targeted for success.
I have a natal Mars opposition natal Saturn. That is like pushing the gas pedal & the brake pedal at the same time. (There other manifestations. That is just
one example. There are also aspects to them & house conditions, which I won't go into.)
Sure, I will. In fact, I just did.

--- On Tue, 6/26/12, kittyahawk3@... <kittyahawk3@...> wrote:

From: kittyahawk3@... <kittyahawk3@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Transitting and Predictive Astrology
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Tuesday, June 26, 2012, 4:23 PM

M18 well I want to bad enough but I waS born under some very bad signs most likely due to my past life energy kinda like a horse in a
race with a thousand pound handicap on its back. Seriously I am doing what I can. My GD told me via pendulum that I am way behind
spiritually from what I should be right now, but not my fault totally because someone that could have helped me refused to for their own
OCD reasons I am guessing but I am still alive and doing what I can under these extreme conditions, won't get int it sniff sniff, but
although we have responsiblity to learn no war was won alone, thus we have Hell's Army and it is not one person.. so I do my best and
wait til it all comes together, at least I am in the race now.. if you think of me feel free to send me so golden energy *****
~Ave Satanas~
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
> I meant to say "wouldn't hurt".
>
>
>
> --- On Mon, 6/25/12, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
> From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
> Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Transitting and Predictive Astrology
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Monday, June 25, 2012, 8:37 PM
>
>
>
>
>
>
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>
>
>
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>
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>
>
>
>
> One never stops learning it & you can study it all of your life & probably never learn it all. People are always discovering new angles to
it as well. I learned it obsessively/compulsively in my spare time over the course of about 3-4 years. During that time is when I stayed
pretty buried in it. I had a different profession so it wasn't really easy. But if you want to know something bad enough you will do what
you have to. I am self-taught in absolutely everything I do. There are courses that you can take. I believe Maxine has taken some. It
probably would hurt if I did too at some point when the time is right. (That time isn't now.) But it depends on what you want to do with
it as well.
>
>
> --- On Mon, 6/25/12, kittyahawk3@... <kittyahawk3@...> wrote:
>
> From: kittyahawk3@... <kittyahawk3@...>
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Transitting and Predictive Astrology
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Monday, June 25, 2012, 5:17 PM
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>Â
>
>
>
>
>
>
> How long did it take for you all to learn all this. It seems to me there should be a college just for this
>
>
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@> wrote:
>
>>
>
> > Probably briefly unless it is retrograding there. The transiting outer planets from Mars out have the greatest impact there in my
experience. But there is also solar return placements to consider, if any. Secondary progressions or solar arcs to a planet there or in that
house if any. Other natal palcements to consider, etc., etc.
>
>>
>
> > Transits are complicated & one has to have the basics understood fairly well in order to move to the study of transits. I don't know
what level you are so it is hard to give you a more concrete answer.
>
>>
>
>>
>
>>
>
> > --- On Mon, 6/25/12, Sabrina White <b1u3_f1utt3rb33@> wrote:
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
> From: Sabrina White <b1u3_f1utt3rb33@>
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Transitting and Predictive Astrology
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Monday, June 25, 2012, 11:10 AM
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
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>
>
>
>
>
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>
>
>
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
> Ã‚Â
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> I'm still having a little trouble understanding transitting and predictive astrology.
>
> So if I have Mercury entering my 9th house; would i then be predicting communication and learning in the area of travel or Satanism?
>
> Or would it be more indepth than that?
>

> > Hail Satan!
>
>>
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: US natal chart

Message: 137

From: m_18

Date: 6/27/2012

I will look at this closer later today. I have work to get done. No argument over Franklin. I just think that is has been severely subverted. Kind of like doing a
relocation chart is an alternative. Your chart for your new location almost becomes as strong as the actual birth location chart once you have lived in that new
location for a while.
I will say this. If you are referring to the 1978 or 1979 revolution, it like most major things that happen in the world, they are manipulated & timed based on
astrology. And usually thru subterfuge. The CIA/Mossad engineered that revolution. Taking of American hostages, may or may not have been planned. I think
that it was as it was part of the Iran/Contra affair. Could have been blowback. (Unforseen occurences.) Just like all of these Arab springs. All manipulations.
Same culprits as well. More later. I am want to continue this discussion later because it is important.
There is also astro-cartography issues as well.

--- On Tue, 6/26/12, HenryH <astralnaut888@...> wrote:

From: HenryH <astralnaut888@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: US natal chart
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Tuesday, June 26, 2012, 3:57 PM

The US Constitution was signed with a Satanic purpose in mind and Benjamin Franklin being an astrologer was going to make sure it was
done at the right time. I can't find the exact time for the groundbreaking ceremony of the Capitol, or for the laying of the cornerstone of
the White House, but these would probably be the most important ones to use next to our day of Independence.
One point that convinces me of the validity of this US chart is that Uranus is very close to the ascendant. If a rebellion was going to take
place any time in the near future a prominent Uranus would facilitate this. I have already highlighted the reasons for this below. There are
also a few impotant synastry aspects that take place between other countries that are in hard aspect to the US natal charts' Uranus. Look
up the chart for the Iranian revolution, and Baghdads old chart(April 31 762CE). During the Iranian revolution Saturn was in square aspect

to the US natal chart, and Baghdad has a Jupiter rising in Sagitarius in opposition to the US Uranus. Iran has a progressed chart which is
totally on fire with a very tight fire grand trine, and also an Unaspected Jupiter in Leo in the 11th. These all make sense in light of the
current political situation.
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
> Regarding the Union Jack, I misspoke. It should say first & second incarnation, not second & third.
>
>
>
> --- On Tue, 6/26/12, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
> From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
> Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] US natal chart
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Tuesday, June 26, 2012, 11:04 AM
>
> I always find it interesting what date/time to use for the U.S. The Declaration of Independence? The Articles of Confederation? The
Constitution? I tend to think the Constitution. ??? But that was destroyed in Dec. 1860 when South Carolina seceded. or when the never
ratified 14th Amendment being declared ratified in 1867? (That distorted the government beyond all recognition.) Then there was the
incorporation of DC in 1871 after setting up puppet governments in the South. Since we were sold out to the Fed Res in 1913, it is almost
like we should use that one. One could certainly say that a coup occurred in Nov. 1963. Depending on your view, it is like we are really
still a British colony with simply more autonomy that the rest of that empire. It is clear that Canada, Australia & New Zealand, etc. are all
still ruled by the Crown from the City of London, as
> we seem to be. So the date/time of the charter for Virginia Company? Our flag looks like the flag of the East India Company. But the
13 stripes look like the vertical stripes of the sailing ships of the Vikings. The first flag, used during the revolution, was like ours now, but
instead of stars in a field of blue, it had the 2nd incarnation of the British Union Jack of England & Scotland. (Not the current one.)
>
> Take your pick.
>
> The actual events behind the scenes have been hidden from view. In the first part of the documentary "The Hidden Faith of the
Founding Fathers", which proves beyond all doubt that they were not Christian, covers the fact that the documented evidence was
destroyed & that what we were told is for public consumption & is not true. (You can see this 3 hour video on Youtube.)
>
>
> --- On Mon, 6/25/12, HenryH <astralnaut888@...> wrote:
>

> From: HenryH <astralnaut888@...>
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] US natal chart
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Monday, June 25, 2012, 7:55 PM
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>Â
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> There are some pretty significant aspects and configurations occuring at the moment in the US natal(Gemini asc), progressed, and solar
return chart. To start with just look at the yod pattern in the solar return chart pointing to pluto in the 8th opposed by the sun. Jupiter and
Venus are both in the first house with almost everything in the chart making aspects to Venus(minus the Sun and Moon). The chart ruler
of Americas' natal chart Mercury, is in semisquare aspect to its subruler Uranus at 8 degrees Gemini the same degree that the ruler of the
solar return chart occupies. Mars is also at 0 degrees Libra,a critical degree. in the It doesn't take an astrologer to figure out that this
years marks a huge moment in American, as well as world history.
>

>
>
> On December 21st of this year a very tight yod pattern will be seen in the sky with Jupiter, Saturn, and Pluto at 8 degrees of Gemini,
Scorpio, and Capricorn, respectively. Saturn and Pluto are in mutual reception being in each others ruling sign. This seriously transforms
the current power structure. Venus in Saggitarius is also in opposition to the planet being pointed at Jupiter in Gemini, and let me remind
you again, all in aspect to Uranus, Satans' planet, at 8 degrees Gemini. A note on the element Uranus the 92 element: 9+2=11 all
numbers of Satan. It is also the last stable element, and ironically enough the thing which the jews claim is threatening to destroy them.
>
>
>
> The Uranus-Pluto square going on now gives a desire for rebellion against entrenched power groups. It will be making an opposition to
the natal US's Sun-Saturn square for the next few years, but at the moment it is making a T-square with the US's progressed moon at 9
degrees Libra. The Moon is exactly conjunct the midheaven giving a public want and need of security via social change. The transiting
Sun is also tying into all this creating a grand cardinal cross between the 4 of them. I reckon that some sort of ritual targeting America is in
order here. I'll write more soon....
>
>
>
> Hail Satan!!!
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: US natal chart

Message: 138

From: m_18

Date: 6/27/2012

I go to websites like this, then I read what astrologers say & they are usually ignorant of what is going on behind the scenes. So you can say "yes" astrology
is used to manipulate the masses. AND they have advanced knowledge that is has not been passed down to the so-called "profane". (Maxine has pointed this
out on the exposing christianity site.) These things would possibly/probably occur anyway, but perhaps not the way those running things would want it. The
best way to control, is to lead them.
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article31458.htm
& here:
http://www.whale.to/b/coleman_q.html
Goodgame cites former British Intelligence Officer, Dr. John Coleman, who says the Muslim Brotherhood is a secret freemason order set up by the great
names of British Middle East Intelligence, T.E. Lawrence, Bertrand Russell and St. John Philby to "keep the Middle East backward so its natural resource, oil,

could continue to be looted."

The Muslim Brotherhood has been used to check nationalist movements led by such figures as Nasser, Bhutto and the Shah of Iran who tried to develop
their countries. Without the British, "radical Islam would have remained the illegitimate, repressive minority movement that it has always been, and the Middle
East would have remained stable and prosperous," Goodgame says. The Muslim Brotherhood is now a powerful faction in the global oligarchy. Goodgame
cites Robert Drefuss, author of "Hostage to Khomeini" (1980):
"The real Muslim Brothers are ... the secretive bankers and financiers who stand behind the curtain, the members of the old Arab,
Turkish, or Persian families whose genealogy places them in the oligarchic elite, with smooth business and intelligence associations to
the European black nobility and, especially, to the British oligarchy.
And the Muslim Brotherhood is money. Together, the Brotherhood probably controls several tens of billions of dollars in immediate
liquid assets, and controls billions more in ...everything from oil trade and banking to drug-running, illegal arms merchandising, and
gold and diamond smuggling. By allying with the Muslim Brotherhood, the Anglo-Americans are not merely buying into a terrorists-forhire racket; they are partners in a powerful and worldwide financial empire..."

By fabricating a bogus war between Islamic fundamentalism and the West, the globalists are able to attack their real enemy,
humanity. Pulling the strings, they will ensure that both Western and Muslim states are degraded and finally completely subjugated to
their odious rule. http://www.savethemales.ca/251102.html

Have you ever watched this video?:
The Pharamacratic Inquisition
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kyQOeiY11RA
They fully explain the events in the sky on the winter solstice every year as well as where all of the Yule Tide celebrations & traditions come from.
Most people have no idea.

Then there is stuff like this:
http://dcsymbols.com/

http://www.secretsinplainsight.com/

The average person just never sees it. Or if they do, they surely don't understand it properly or not at all.

More later.

--- On Tue, 6/26/12, HenryH <astralnaut888@...> wrote:

From: HenryH <astralnaut888@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: US natal chart
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Tuesday, June 26, 2012, 3:57 PM

The US Constitution was signed with a Satanic purpose in mind and Benjamin Franklin being an astrologer was going to make sure it was
done at the right time. I can't find the exact time for the groundbreaking ceremony of the Capitol, or for the laying of the cornerstone of
the White House, but these would probably be the most important ones to use next to our day of Independence.
One point that convinces me of the validity of this US chart is that Uranus is very close to the ascendant. If a rebellion was going to take
place any time in the near future a prominent Uranus would facilitate this. I have already highlighted the reasons for this below. There are
also a few impotant synastry aspects that take place between other countries that are in hard aspect to the US natal charts' Uranus. Look
up the chart for the Iranian revolution, and Baghdads old chart(April 31 762CE). During the Iranian revolution Saturn was in square aspect
to the US natal chart, and Baghdad has a Jupiter rising in Sagitarius in opposition to the US Uranus. Iran has a progressed chart which is
totally on fire with a very tight fire grand trine, and also an Unaspected Jupiter in Leo in the 11th. These all make sense in light of the
current political situation.
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
> Regarding the Union Jack, I misspoke. It should say first & second incarnation, not second & third.
>
>
>
> --- On Tue, 6/26/12, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:

>
> From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
> Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] US natal chart
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Tuesday, June 26, 2012, 11:04 AM
>
> I always find it interesting what date/time to use for the U.S. The Declaration of Independence? The Articles of Confederation? The
Constitution? I tend to think the Constitution. ??? But that was destroyed in Dec. 1860 when South Carolina seceded. or when the never
ratified 14th Amendment being declared ratified in 1867? (That distorted the government beyond all recognition.) Then there was the
incorporation of DC in 1871 after setting up puppet governments in the South. Since we were sold out to the Fed Res in 1913, it is almost
like we should use that one. One could certainly say that a coup occurred in Nov. 1963. Depending on your view, it is like we are really
still a British colony with simply more autonomy that the rest of that empire. It is clear that Canada, Australia & New Zealand, etc. are all
still ruled by the Crown from the City of London, as
> we seem to be. So the date/time of the charter for Virginia Company? Our flag looks like the flag of the East India Company. But the
13 stripes look like the vertical stripes of the sailing ships of the Vikings. The first flag, used during the revolution, was like ours now, but
instead of stars in a field of blue, it had the 2nd incarnation of the British Union Jack of England & Scotland. (Not the current one.)
>
> Take your pick.
>
> The actual events behind the scenes have been hidden from view. In the first part of the documentary "The Hidden Faith of the
Founding Fathers", which proves beyond all doubt that they were not Christian, covers the fact that the documented evidence was
destroyed & that what we were told is for public consumption & is not true. (You can see this 3 hour video on Youtube.)
>
>
> --- On Mon, 6/25/12, HenryH <astralnaut888@...> wrote:
>
> From: HenryH <astralnaut888@...>
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] US natal chart
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Monday, June 25, 2012, 7:55 PM
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>Â
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> There are some pretty significant aspects and configurations occuring at the moment in the US natal(Gemini asc), progressed, and solar
return chart. To start with just look at the yod pattern in the solar return chart pointing to pluto in the 8th opposed by the sun. Jupiter and
Venus are both in the first house with almost everything in the chart making aspects to Venus(minus the Sun and Moon). The chart ruler
of Americas' natal chart Mercury, is in semisquare aspect to its subruler Uranus at 8 degrees Gemini the same degree that the ruler of the
solar return chart occupies. Mars is also at 0 degrees Libra,a critical degree. in the It doesn't take an astrologer to figure out that this
years marks a huge moment in American, as well as world history.
>
>
>
> On December 21st of this year a very tight yod pattern will be seen in the sky with Jupiter, Saturn, and Pluto at 8 degrees of Gemini,
Scorpio, and Capricorn, respectively. Saturn and Pluto are in mutual reception being in each others ruling sign. This seriously transforms
the current power structure. Venus in Saggitarius is also in opposition to the planet being pointed at Jupiter in Gemini, and let me remind
you again, all in aspect to Uranus, Satans' planet, at 8 degrees Gemini. A note on the element Uranus the 92 element: 9+2=11 all
numbers of Satan. It is also the last stable element, and ironically enough the thing which the jews claim is threatening to destroy them.
>
>
>
> The Uranus-Pluto square going on now gives a desire for rebellion against entrenched power groups. It will be making an opposition to

the natal US's Sun-Saturn square for the next few years, but at the moment it is making a T-square with the US's progressed moon at 9
degrees Libra. The Moon is exactly conjunct the midheaven giving a public want and need of security via social change. The transiting
Sun is also tying into all this creating a grand cardinal cross between the 4 of them. I reckon that some sort of ritual targeting America is in
order here. I'll write more soon....
>
>
>
> Hail Satan!!!
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 139
Subject: Re: Beginning a Magick Square at the wrong time

From: m_18

Date: 6/27/2012

Also avoid 'void of course' Moon periods for anything important.

--- On Wed, 6/27/12, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:

From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...>
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Beginning a Magick Square at the wrong time
To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Wednesday, June 27, 2012, 1:33 PM

wouldn't work. The planet in its sign of fall or detriment has its energies weakened.
-----------------------------On Wed, Jun 27, 2012 5:05 AM EDT Way_Seeker666 wrote:
>I've been wondering what would actually happen if one started a square when the planet is in it's sign of detriment or fall. Would it just
not work, or would it cause problems?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 140

From: hoodedcobra666

Date: 6/27/2012

Subject: An array of questions
Well I feel very close to Satan etc, but as a matter of fact I have no Yod like many people do. I'm a warrior of Satan and I meditate a lot, advanced, with a
strong sense of a certain purpose in life, but I don't have any Yod configuration. My chart is somewhat strange.
Now what about the place of the Sun on one's chart? I mean this is an underrated position and sometimes we neglect it. What does the Sun sign mean for a
person, about their past lives etc?
I studied a chart that the bearer had 21 Degrees of Scorpio at the star ukuluhai. Could this mean anything good in regards to his skill on black magick and
destructiveness? In a positive Satanic sense of being a very good black magick worker. Because this doesn't seem like a good position to me.
The same person has a Leo in 16 moirai which is almost 15 so it could be 15. Meaning that this could be a bad omen for something. He has mars here.
HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Venus Direct

Message: 141

From: m_18

Date: 6/27/2012

Message: 142

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 6/27/2012

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 6/27/2012

It went direct at 11:07 am Eastern.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Venus Direct
thanks for the update!

-----------------------------On Wed, Jun 27, 2012 12:25 PM EDT m_18 wrote:
>It went direct at 11:07 am Eastern.
>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: An array of questions

Message: 143

Cobra you are a satanist. You have a purpose and are here for a purpose already. This is what Maxine has said about the yod. "This is not to say that
everyone who has a yod is here for a purpose, but everyone who IS here for a purpose has the yod" the same goes for a satanist who doesn't have a yod.

you make your purpose destiny etc. there are many who will never have a purpose so to speak and will never understand father and the truth. Even if I didn't
have a yod I would feel blessed and MAKE my own way. I would feel blessed because I am a SATANIST. As for the sun sign it filters all of the rest of the
chart. the sun sign is how you express everything in your chart. with the pasts lives that information is imbedded in all your natal information not just the sun
sign.

-----------------------------On Wed, Jun 27, 2012 1:22 PM EDT hoodedcobra666 wrote:
>Well I feel very close to Satan etc, but as a matter of fact I have no Yod like many people do. I'm a warrior of Satan and I meditate a lot,
advanced, with a strong sense of a certain purpose in life, but I don't have any Yod configuration. My chart is somewhat strange.
>
>Now what about the place of the Sun on one's chart? I mean this is an underrated position and sometimes we neglect it. What does the Sun
sign mean for a person, about their past lives etc?
>
>I studied a chart that the bearer had 21 Degrees of Scorpio at the star ukuluhai. Could this mean anything good in regards to his skill on black
magick and destructiveness? In a positive Satanic sense of being a very good black magick worker. Because this doesn't seem like a good position
to me.
>
>The same person has a Leo in 16 moirai which is almost 15 so it could be 15. Meaning that this could be a bad omen for something. He has
mars here.
>
>HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: An array of questions

Message: 144

From: Brian Gibbons

Date: 6/27/2012

I have no idea what a yod is,but I can tell you that I have a purpose to educate all those Gentiles that are under the spell of the enemy,and help them to find
the truth that I have found.And everyone of us in this family has that same purpose,as well as to destroy the enemy,and change this world with the help of
our true Father and the Gods of Hell.
Hail Enki
Brian

--- On Wed, 6/27/12, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:

From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...>
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] An array of questions
To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Wednesday, June 27, 2012, 11:16 PM

Cobra you are a satanist. You have a purpose and are here for a purpose already. This is what Maxine has said about the yod. "This is
not to say that everyone who has a yod is here for a purpose, but everyone who IS here for a purpose has the yod" the same goes for a
satanist who doesn't have a yod. you make your purpose destiny etc. there are many who will never have a purpose so to speak and will
never understand father and the truth. Even if I didn't have a yod I would feel blessed and MAKE my own way. I would feel blessed
because I am a SATANIST. As for the sun sign it filters all of the rest of the chart. the sun sign is how you express everything in your
chart. with the pasts lives that information is imbedded in all your natal information not just the sun sign.
-----------------------------On Wed, Jun 27, 2012 1:22 PM EDT hoodedcobra666 wrote:
>Well I feel very close to Satan etc, but as a matter of fact I have no Yod like many people do. I'm a warrior of Satan and I meditate a
lot, advanced, with a strong sense of a certain purpose in life, but I don't have any Yod configuration. My chart is somewhat strange.
>
>Now what about the place of the Sun on one's chart? I mean this is an underrated position and sometimes we neglect it. What does the
Sun sign mean for a person, about their past lives etc?
>
>I studied a chart that the bearer had 21 Degrees of Scorpio at the star ukuluhai. Could this mean anything good in regards to his skill on
black magick and destructiveness? In a positive Satanic sense of being a very good black magick worker. Because this doesn't seem like a
good position to me.
>
>The same person has a Leo in 16 moirai which is almost 15 so it could be 15. Meaning that this could be a bad omen for something. He
has mars here.
>
>HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: An array of questions

Message: 145

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 6/27/2012

Brian this is a Yod."The yod configuration, as I mentioned in another post in the main JoS group, is found in the charts of those who are here for a purpose.
This is not to say that everyone who has a yod is here for a purpose, but everyone who IS here for a purpose has the yod. The yod is a single planet making
inconjunts to two planets in sextile aspect to each other. There can also be more planets tying in, but that is a classic yod. This can also involve the
ascendant/decendant axis, which is this lines up exactly, is very prominent, as to the person being here for a purpose. Now, what the yod heans is at some
point in the person's life, an adjustment will be needed in the area of a life change so that the person can carry out what they were meant to do here. After
years of preparation and learning, when the person is ready, he/she will experience a life change where adaptation to the new changes will be needed. Once
this has occurred, he/she will
then be locked in
and

> > can only go forward with the fated life. The tighter the yod [more exact the aspects], the more important the role.

-----------------------------On Wed, Jun 27, 2012 7:49 PM EDT Brian Gibbons wrote:
>I have no idea what a yod is,but I can tell you that I have a purpose to educate all those Gentiles that are under the spell of the enemy,and
help them to find the truth that I have found.And everyone of us in this family has that same purpose,as well as to destroy the enemy,and change
this world with the help of our true Father and the Gods of Hell.
>
>Hail Enki
>
>Brian
>
>--- On Wed, 6/27/12, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
>From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...>
>Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] An array of questions
>To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
>Date: Wednesday, June 27, 2012, 11:16 PM
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>Cobra you are a satanist. You have a purpose and are here for a purpose already. This is what Maxine has said about the yod. "This is not to
say that everyone who has a yod is here for a purpose, but everyone who IS here for a purpose has the yod" the same goes for a satanist who
doesn't have a yod. you make your purpose destiny etc. there are many who will never have a purpose so to speak and will never understand
father and the truth. Even if I didn't have a yod I would feel blessed and MAKE my own way. I would feel blessed because I am a SATANIST. As
for the sun sign it filters all of the rest of the chart. the sun sign is how you express everything in your chart. with the pasts lives that information
is imbedded in all your natal information not just the sun sign.
>
>
>
>----------------------------->
>On Wed, Jun 27, 2012 1:22 PM EDT hoodedcobra666 wrote:
>

>
>
>>Well I feel very close to Satan etc, but as a matter of fact I have no Yod like many people do. I'm a warrior of Satan and I meditate a lot,
advanced, with a strong sense of a certain purpose in life, but I don't have any Yod configuration. My chart is somewhat strange.
>
>>
>
>>Now what about the place of the Sun on one's chart? I mean this is an underrated position and sometimes we neglect it. What does the Sun
sign mean for a person, about their past lives etc?
>
>>
>
>>I studied a chart that the bearer had 21 Degrees of Scorpio at the star ukuluhai. Could this mean anything good in regards to his skill on black
magick and destructiveness? In a positive Satanic sense of being a very good black magick worker. Because this doesn't seem like a good position
to me.
>
>>
>
>>The same person has a Leo in 16 moirai which is almost 15 so it could be 15. Meaning that this could be a bad omen for something. He has
mars here.
>
>>
>
>>HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!!
>
>>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: An array of questions

Message: 146

From: Brian Gibbons

Date: 6/27/2012

Thank you Shannon for your explaining this to me.All knowledge is power.
Hail Enki
Brian

--- On Thu, 6/28/12, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:

From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...>
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] An array of questions
To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Thursday, June 28, 2012, 12:53 AM

Brian this is a Yod."The yod configuration, as I mentioned in another post in the main JoS group, is found in the charts of those who are
here for a purpose. This is not to say that everyone who has a yod is here for a purpose, but everyone who IS here for a purpose has
the yod. The yod is a single planet making inconjunts to two planets in sextile aspect to each other. There can also be more planets tying
in, but that is a classic yod. This can also involve the ascendant/decendant axis, which is this lines up exactly, is very prominent, as to the
person being here for a purpose. Now, what the yod heans is at some point in the person's life, an adjustment will be needed in the area
of a life change so that the person can carry out what they were meant to do here. After years of preparation and learning, when the
person is ready, he/she will experience a life change where adaptation to the new changes will be needed. Once this has occurred, he/she

will
then be locked in
and
> > can only go forward with the fated life. The tighter the yod [more exact the aspects], the more important the role.
-----------------------------On Wed, Jun 27, 2012 7:49 PM EDT Brian Gibbons wrote:
>I have no idea what a yod is,but I can tell you that I have a purpose to educate all those Gentiles that are under the spell of the
enemy,and help them to find the truth that I have found.And everyone of us in this family has that same purpose,as well as to destroy the
enemy,and change this world with the help of our true Father and the Gods of Hell.
>
>Hail Enki
>
>Brian
>
>--- On Wed, 6/27/12, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
>From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...>
>Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] An array of questions
>To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
>Date: Wednesday, June 27, 2012, 11:16 PM
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>Cobra you are a satanist. You have a purpose and are here for a purpose already. This is what Maxine has said about the yod. "This is
not to say that everyone who has a yod is here for a purpose, but everyone who IS here for a purpose has the yod" the same goes for a
satanist who doesn't have a yod. you make your purpose destiny etc. there are many who will never have a purpose so to speak and will
never understand father and the truth. Even if I didn't have a yod I would feel blessed and MAKE my own way. I would feel blessed
because I am a SATANIST. As for the sun sign it filters all of the rest of the chart. the sun sign is how you express everything in your
chart. with the pasts lives that information is imbedded in all your natal information not just the sun sign.
>
>
>
>----------------------------->
>On Wed, Jun 27, 2012 1:22 PM EDT hoodedcobra666 wrote:
>
>
>
>>Well I feel very close to Satan etc, but as a matter of fact I have no Yod like many people do. I'm a warrior of Satan and I meditate a
lot, advanced, with a strong sense of a certain purpose in life, but I don't have any Yod configuration. My chart is somewhat strange.
>
>>
>
>>Now what about the place of the Sun on one's chart? I mean this is an underrated position and sometimes we neglect it. What does
the Sun sign mean for a person, about their past lives etc?
>

>>
>
>>I studied a chart that the bearer had 21 Degrees of Scorpio at the star ukuluhai. Could this mean anything good in regards to his skill
on black magick and destructiveness? In a positive Satanic sense of being a very good black magick worker. Because this doesn't seem
like a good position to me.
>
>>
>
>>The same person has a Leo in 16 moirai which is almost 15 so it could be 15. Meaning that this could be a bad omen for something.
He has mars here.
>
>>
>
>>HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!!
>
>>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: An array of questions

Message: 147

From: f.follets

Date: 6/28/2012

I don't know if I understood your question about the stars, but to clear things out:
The stars have a nearly fixed placement in the Zodiac, that's why they are called the Fixed Stars. Unukalhai will be at 21~22 degrees of Scorpio for the next
centuries. Planets conjunct fixed stars are affected by the star, positively or negatively (depending on the nature of the star and the planet). Unukalhai itself
is considered a "bad" star because it is said to bring danger, violence, perversion and deceit.
The Sun sign is not underrated. On the contrary, most people overrate it. It is one of the luminaries (the other being the Moon), the "main" planets of one's
chart, along with the chart/ascendant ruler. It can mean many things, depending on house position and aspects, but it doesn't tell much, all by itself, about
someone's past lives. If you want to know more about this, consider studying the Lunar Nodes.
As for the Yod, it points to something very specific a person has to accomplish in a lifetime, but this doesn't mean that everyone who ever did something
important to humanity had the Yod. In fact, I believe those who DON'T have the Yod are actually more able and free to make something important happen,
even if they aren't "marked" to do so. The Yod usually pushes the person whether they like it or not to whatever it is it needs, and this may or may not be
important, good or even desirable.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" <hoodedcobra666@...> wrote:
>
> Well I feel very close to Satan etc, but as a matter of fact I have no Yod like many people do. I'm a warrior of Satan and I meditate a lot,
advanced, with a strong sense of a certain purpose in life, but I don't have any Yod configuration. My chart is somewhat strange.
>
> Now what about the place of the Sun on one's chart? I mean this is an underrated position and sometimes we neglect it. What does the Sun
sign mean for a person, about their past lives etc?
>
> I studied a chart that the bearer had 21 Degrees of Scorpio at the star ukuluhai. Could this mean anything good in regards to his skill on black
magick and destructiveness? In a positive Satanic sense of being a very good black magick worker. Because this doesn't seem like a good position
to me.
>
> The same person has a Leo in 16 moirai which is almost 15 so it could be 15. Meaning that this could be a bad omen for something. He has
mars here.
>

> HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 148
Subject: Re: where to get this put into a chart?

From: Svem

Date: 6/28/2012

astro.com (& any other astro-website) can't be so accurate.
Because not just every degree but even minutes & seconds are important for good astro-reading.
You have to find a astrology software, I recommend free Zet9 http://www.zaytsev.com/downloads.html
There you can adjust to show fixed stars, & even display them according to magnitude & orb.
http://www.zaytsev.com/Manual/main.html
Also, you can do the comparation manually if you know the degree of any planet & the current degree of the particular star.
For example, if someone has any planet on 26 of Taurus, I know it automatically that this planet is in conjunction with the fixed star Algol.
Important are the planets & cusps of the houses that you can have on fixed stars.
The most important are conjunctions.
For other aspects the star orbis are smaller & sometimes insignificant.
The explanation & symbolism about the fixed stars, you can find here:
http://www.constellationsofwords.com/
&
http://www.astrologycom.com/fixedstars.html

Hail Satan!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "sorceressofenki88" <kcmsopranobella@...> wrote:
>
> The Extended Chart Selection on Astrodienst can do fixed stars, but not all of them on list on JoS i.e. they can't do Caput Argol and
Formalhaut. It's free, fire! How do u find out if u have any fixed stars (and which 1s "count")? If they're next to planets/sun/moon/asteroids/other
things they count, right?
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Way_Seeker666" <way_seeker666@> wrote:
>>
> > I've been using astro.com to compose charts but they don't include the details of fixed stars. I want to see what planets they're conjunct
etc.. Is there any website you know of that includes this?

>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 149
From: m_18
Subject: Re: US Chart / American Continental Congress, 1 Sept 1774 @ 6:00 pm

Date: 6/28/2012

A conversation between another astrologer & I on the US Chart who also knows the history & all of the lies.
btw, I am David.
The conclusion was inconclusive.

Subject: Re: American Continental Congress, 1 Sept 1774 @ 6:00 pm LAT Philly PA

--- On Sat, 8/20/11, David wrote:

From: David
Subject: Re: American Continental Congress, 1 Sept 1774 @ 6:00 pm LAT Philly PA
To: "JtwB" <blazingstar1776>
Date: Saturday, August 20, 2011, 1:12 AM
I was going to get to this email earlier & I got side-tracked.
Did they begin business on Monday the 5th? Do we know what time? It should be in a journal. I know they kept them because
Devvy Kidd purchased a copy. They weren't cheap either. Supposedly they are available online as well.
And would you consider that the birth date? Was it clear what the agenda was when they convened on the 5th?
Then again, didn't we become a new country in 1865? Then we would need Lee's signature at the court house in April. The 18601865 events would be in the transits for the charts for 1774 or one for other dates later. I suppose Lee's signature would be most
reflected in the constitution chart, not the articles chart. One might could say use the 14th amendment as a beginning. However, it
was never ratified. When it was declared ratified would have to be viewed as the beginning. Then that would be 1868. Texas
wasn't allowed "re-entry" until 1870. The south is occupied.

PHILADELPHIA,PA.................075W10...39N57....EST (+5)
However, I see the Virgo over & over again.
There is what is called a pre-natal epoch. However, it is based upon human gestation so it would be N/A for these purposes. BUT
this would still be an equivalent, as the other documents would be reflected in the previous chart(s). (See below.)
I have seen numerology for 1776, but I don't recall offhand who did it & what it was based upon. It was more the year than
anything else. I would have to search for it. It may have been by Michael Tsarion.
July 4th also corresponds to a Templar defeat on that date by the Muslims during the crusades. I have a great article on that, but
they believe that Arabs did it. However, the symbology in the 9-11 lie we are told is in it.
One can view this stuff as a couple can view their marriage. There is a relationship chart as well as a marriage or consumation
chart. Then one has to define when it was clear that there was an actual relationship verses simply "having fun". Sharing an abode
is a better way to judge these types of conditions.
The Soviet Union dissolved right on time with a transiting Pluto conjunct the natal Sun of the Bolshevik revolution. I have a book
written by an astrologer about 10 years earlier that predicted it.
David

--- On Fri, 8/19/11, JtwB <blazingstar1776@> wrote:

From: JtwB <blazingstar1776@m>
Subject: American Continental Congress, 1 Sept 1774 @ 6:00 pm LAT Philly PA
To:
Date: Friday, August 19, 2011, 2:38 AM

AMERICANS drink COFFEE … BRITONS drink TEA

The grand AMERICAN CONTINENTAL CONGRESS of 1774

Scheduled to convene on a Thursday, the First of September 1774, at Philadelphia’s new City Tavern.
And so they did:

At 6:00 pm (LAT) (time moment per delegate Robert Treat Paine’s diary entry); some 25 or 30 of
what would become 55 delegates by Monday morning, the Fifth of September. According to delegate
Silas Deane’s letter to his wife, the assembled “agreed to wait for the Gentlemen not arrived until
Monday Next, before We proceeded to Business.”

6:00 pm LAT, when:
AS = 28-Aq-41 & MC = 12-Sg-31 …
SA = 26-Vi-49 & SU = 09-Vi-28 @ 7H. …
ME = 21-Le-52 & VE = 08-Le-22 @ 6H. …
MO = 22-Cn-35 & MA = 16-Cn-14 @ 5H. …
JU = 16-Ta-07 @ 2H.

BACKGROUND – OFFICIAL RECORD

Letters of Delegates to Congress: Volume 1 AUGUST 1774 - AUGUST 1775
Silas Deane to Elizabeth Deane [excerpted – September 1, 1774]
http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/r?ammem/hlaw:@field(DOCID+@lit(dg0014))

[September 1] Thursday.

The Delegates from Virginia, Maryland, the Lower Counties, & New York, are not arrived. We spent this Day in
visiting Those that are in Town, & find them in high Spirits particularly the Gentlemen from the Jersies, and South
Carolina.

In the Evening We met to the Number of about Thirty drank a Dish of Coffee together talked over a few
preliminaries, & agreed to wait for the Gentlemen not arrived untill Monday Next, before We proceeded to Business.
Letters of Delegates to Congress: Volume 1 AUGUST 1774 - AUGUST 1775
Robert Treat Paine's Diary [excerpted - September 1, 1774]
http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/r?ammem/hlaw:@field(DOCID+@lit(dg0012))

[September] 1.

Exceeding hot, Sultry. Breakfasted with Mr. Thos. Mifflin. Spent A.M. in returning many Visits of Ceremony to
gentlemen who had visited us. Dined at Mr. Stephen Collins. P.M. Walk'd & visited.

6 o’Clock the Members of the Congress that were in Town met at City Tavern & adjourned to Monday next.
Evening a Sunset Thunderstorm. Rained hard all Evening & in the Night.

Letters of Delegates to Congress: Volume 1 AUGUST 1774 - AUGUST 1775
Samuel Ward's Diary [excerpted – September 1, 1774]

http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/r?ammem/hlaw:@field(DOCID+@lit(dg0013))

Sepr. 1st.

The Delegates from N. Jersies & two from Province of N York arrived, conversed with many Delegates
& at Evening had a Meeting at the New Tavern & took a List of those present, in all twenty five.

Letters of Delegates to Congress: Volume 1 AUGUST 1774 - AUGUST 1775
John Adams' Diary [excerpted – September 1, 1774]
http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/r?ammem/hlaw:@field(DOCID+@lit(dg0011))

1774 Septr. 1. Thursday. …

In the Evening all the Gentlemen of the Congress who were arrived in Town, met at Smiths the new City Tavern
and spent the Evening together. 25 Members were come. Virginia, N. Carolina, Maryland, and the City of N. York
were not arrived.
Mr. William Livingston from the Jerseys, lately of New York, was there. He is a plain Man, tall, black, wears his
Hair--nothing elegant or genteel about him. They say he is no public Speaker, but very sensible, and learned, and
a ready Writer. Mr. Rutledge the Elder, was there, but his Appearance is not very promising. There is no Keenness
in his Eye. No Depth in his Countenance. Nothing of the profound, sagacious, brilliant, or sparkling in his first
Appearance.

Letters of Delegates to Congress: Volume 1 AUGUST 1774 - AUGUST 1775
Joseph Galloway to William Franklin [excerpted September 1, 1774]

http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/r?ammem/hlaw:@field(DOCID+@lit(dg0015))

Saturday Septr. 3d. 1774
I am just returned from Philadelphia, where I have been to wait on, and endeavour to find out the Temper of the
Delegates. Near two Thirds of them are arrived, and I conclude all will be ready to proceed on Business on Monday.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 150
Subject: Re: where to get this put into a chart?

From: m_18

Date: 6/28/2012

Ultimately everything out there does matter, but how strong is its influence & how many hairs can you split? You can spend your life deciphering your chart &
not live.
I don't bother with asteroids, at the moment anyway. The fixed stars are important.

--- On Wed, 6/27/12, sorceressofenki88 <kcmsopranobella@...> wrote:

From: sorceressofenki88 <kcmsopranobella@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: where to get this put into a chart?
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Wednesday, June 27, 2012, 6:37 AM

The Extended Chart Selection on Astrodienst can do fixed stars, but not all of them on list on JoS i.e. they can't do Caput Argol and
Formalhaut. It's free, fire! How do u find out if u have any fixed stars (and which 1s "count")? If they're next to planets/sun/moon
/asteroids/other things they count, right?
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Way_Seeker666" <way_seeker666@...> wrote:
>
> I've been using astro.com to compose charts but they don't include the details of fixed stars. I want to see what planets they're
conjunct etc.. Is there any website you know of that includes this?
>

Messages in JoS_Astrology group.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 151
Subject: Re: where to get this put into a chart?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 152
Subject: Re: greetings and a question
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 153
Subject: Re: greetings and a question
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 154
Subject: Re: An array of questions
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 155
Subject: Re: NODES
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 156
Subject: Planetary Energies Influence
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 157
Subject: Re: Planetary Energies Influence
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 158
Subject: Yod and Devil's Pitchfork
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 159
Subject: Fixed Stars?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 160
Subject: Re: satanic planetary influence
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 161
Subject: Re: NODES
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 162
Subject: Re: Venus Direct
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 163
Subject: Re: where to get this put into a chart?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 164
Subject: Re: where to get this put into a chart?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 165
Subject: Transiting Jupiter in the 12th House
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 166
Subject: Re: NODES
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 167
Subject: Re: Beginning a Magick Square at the
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 168
Subject: Re: Planetary Energies Influence
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 169
Subject: I'm Confused of the calculation
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 170
Subject: Re: Planetary Energies Influence
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 171
Subject: Re: An array of questions
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 172
Subject: 6/29/12
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: 6/29/12

Message: 173

Page 4 of 59.
From: Paul Pseudonym

Date: 6/28/2012

From: m_18

Date: 6/28/2012

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 6/28/2012

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 6/28/2012

From: tara88sidhe

Date: 6/28/2012

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 6/28/2012

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 6/28/2012

From: siguarddraconis

Date: 6/29/2012

From: sorceressofenki88

Date: 6/29/2012

From: f.follets

Date: 6/29/2012

From: m_18

Date: 6/29/2012

From: purplenurplei

Date: 6/29/2012

From: Way_Seeker666

Date: 6/29/2012

From: Way_Seeker666

Date: 6/29/2012

From:
strengthxknowledgexpower

Date: 6/29/2012

From: sorceressofenki88

Date: 6/29/2012

From: Way_Seeker666
wrong time
From: Syt R

Date: 6/29/2012
Date: 6/29/2012

From: x_nightmare@ovi.com

Date: 6/29/2012

From: Merlin

Date: 6/29/2012

From: hoodedcobra666

Date: 6/29/2012

From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich

Date: 6/29/2012

From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich

Date: 6/29/2012

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 174
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: Planetary Energies Influence
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 175
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: I'm Confused of the calculation
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 176
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: I'm Confused of the calculation
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 177
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: Planetary Energies Influence
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 178
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: Beginning a Magick Square at the wrong time
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 179
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: Transiting Jupiter in the 12th House
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 180
From: m_18
Subject: Re: Transiting Jupiter in the 12th House
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 181
From: m_18
Subject: Re: NODES
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 182
From: Indigo Nation
Subject: Re: Planetary Energies Influence
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 183
From: m_18
Subject: Re: Yod and Devil's Pitchfork
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 184
From: x_nightmare@ovi.com
Subject: Re: I'm Confused of the calculation
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 185
From: vabzirteloch
Subject: Chart and Race
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 186
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: Chart and Race
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 187
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: Planetary Energies Influence
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 188
From: Way_Seeker666
Subject: Jupiter Retrograding over Personal Planets
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 189
From: HenryH
Subject: Re: Chart and Race
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 190
From: purplenurplei
Subject: Re: 6/29/12
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 191
From: hoodedcobra666
Subject: Re: Chart and Race
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 192
From: jonathon_billing
Subject: Re: 6/29/12
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 193
From: Draco Majinn
Subject: Signs by degree
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 194
From: siguarddraconis
Subject: Re: Signs by degree
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 195
From: Kait Jordan
Subject: Re: Signs by degree
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 196
From: vabzirteloch
Subject: Re: Chart and Race
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 197
From: m_18
Subject: Re: Chart and Race
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 198
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Re: Chart and Race

Date: 6/29/2012
Date: 6/29/2012
Date: 6/29/2012
Date: 6/29/2012
Date: 6/29/2012
Date: 6/29/2012
Date: 7/1/2012
Date: 7/1/2012
Date: 7/1/2012
Date: 7/1/2012
Date: 7/1/2012
Date: 7/1/2012
Date: 7/1/2012
Date: 7/1/2012
Date: 7/2/2012
Date: 7/2/2012
Date: 7/2/2012
Date: 7/2/2012
Date: 7/2/2012
Date: 7/2/2012
Date: 7/2/2012
Date: 7/2/2012
Date: 7/3/2012
Date: 7/3/2012
Date: 7/3/2012

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: 6/29/12
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Friendlessness

Message: 199

From: sorceressofenki88

Date: 7/3/2012

Message: 200

From: Draco Majinn

Date: 7/3/2012

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 151
From: Paul Pseudonym
Subject: Re: where to get this put into a chart?

Date: 6/28/2012

Use a 1 to 2 degree orb on the fixed stars. I find they rule both planets and houses. I know someone who
has their mars at 28 Degrees of Pisces. They have Scheat over their mars and it affects Mars wherein they
either have 347834 girls after them or none and EVERYONE of those girls have been disastrous for them.
I also believe the stars can affect the houses.
Hail Satan!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "sorceressofenki88" <kcmsopranobella@...> wrote:
>
> The Extended Chart Selection on Astrodienst can do fixed stars, but not all of them on list on
JoS i.e. they can't do Caput Argol and Formalhaut. It's free, fire! How do u find out if u have
any fixed stars (and which 1s "count")? If they're next to planets/sun/moon/asteroids/other
things they count, right?
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Way_Seeker666" <way_seeker666@> wrote:
>>
> > I've been using astro.com to compose charts but they don't include the details of fixed
stars. I want to see what planets they're conjunct etc.. Is there any website you know of that
includes this?
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 152
Subject: Re: greetings and a question

From: m_18

Date: 6/28/2012

Generally, the path of its future expression is halted. Things come back up for review. The period of direct
motion to where it went retrograde is still usually not full speed ahead, but the backwards motion comes to
end. Sometimes it is good as you get a chance to think things out better. There are some good & not so
good things that are associated with them.
Mercury disrupts all forms of communication & short trips or even some long ones for that matter, that
normally are not a problem, can become a pain. Orders are lost or misplaced. Mail is lost or delayed.
Baggage gets lost. Flights are delayed. Buses run late. Phone calls are dropped more often. On & on.
Note: Long trips are generally 9th house issues.
Venus usually brings back past relationships into focus for one.
Other planets all have their own peculiar traits.
Most people have some retrograde planets in the charts. The only thing retrograde that I have is Chiron (a
planetoid between Saturn & Uranus that I do follow - 51 year cycle) & my nodes. It is actually rare to not
have anything retrograde.
It would be better for others here to speak about natal retrogrades as I don't have any other than

mentioned. There are books on the subject natally, but I don't read them as they don't really apply to me.

--- On Tue, 6/26/12, bestfriendofsatan@... <bestfriendofsatan@...> wrote:

From: bestfriendofsatan@... <bestfriendofsatan@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] greetings and a question
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Tuesday, June 26, 2012, 1:26 PM

hi,i`m new to the group.i have a question:recently,i read on other JoS group,that Saturn
was "retrograde",since january of this year till last june 25th,and that wasn`t a good
time for black magick.Personally,i had very hard times during these months of Saturn
retrograde.But,what does it exactly mean,astrologically,"retrograde"?sorry if my question
sounds dumb,but i know nothing about astrology,and i want to learn.Regards.
Hail Satan.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 153
Subject: Re: greetings and a question

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 6/28/2012

(He question is not dumb and very nice info Magus :) but to you 'bestfriendofsatan' retrograde just means
when a planet moves backward for a period of time and when it ismoving direct then ofcourse it is moving
normally in proper direction and maybe saturn was retrograding or making a bad transit somewhere in your
natal chart if you were having a bad couple of months. Don't forget to keep up your power meditation to
protect yourself.

-----------------------------On Wed, Jun 27, 2012 5:46 PM EDT m_18 wrote:
>Generally, the path of its future expression is halted. Things come back up for review. The
period of direct motion to where it went retrograde is still usually not full speed ahead, but the
backwards motion comes to end. Sometimes it is good as you get a chance to think things out
better. There are some good & not so good things that are associated with them.
>
>Mercury disrupts all forms of communication & short trips or even some long ones for that
matter, that normally are not a problem, can become a pain. Orders are lost or misplaced. Mail
is lost or delayed. Baggage gets lost. Flights are delayed. Buses run late. Phone calls are
dropped more often. On & on.
>
>Note: Long trips are generally 9th house issues.
>
>Venus usually brings back past relationships into focus for one.
>
>Other planets all have their own peculiar traits.
>
>Most people have some retrograde planets in the charts. The only thing retrograde that I have
is Chiron (a planetoid between Saturn & Uranus that I do follow - 51 year cycle) & my nodes. It
is actually rare to not have anything retrograde.
>
>It would be better for others here to speak about natal retrogrades as I don't have any other
than mentioned. There are books on the subject natally, but I don't read them as they don't

really apply to me.
>
>
>--- On Tue, 6/26/12, bestfriendofsatan@... <bestfriendofsatan@...> wrote:
>
>From: bestfriendofsatan@... <bestfriendofsatan@...>
>Subject: [JoS_Astrology] greetings and a question
>To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
>Date: Tuesday, June 26, 2012, 1:26 PM
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> hi,i`m new to the group.i have a question:recently,i read on other JoS group,that Saturn was
"retrograde",since january of this year till last june 25th,and that wasn`t a good time for black
magick.Personally,i had very hard times during these months of Saturn retrograde.But,what does
it exactly mean,astrologically,"retrograde"?sorry if my question sounds dumb,but i know nothing
about astrology,and i want to learn.Regards.
>
>Hail Satan.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 154
Subject: Re: An array of questions

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 6/28/2012

I totally agree. But for those who are satanists who have the yod and gets 'pushed' in the fated direction will
more than likely have a role that is important as opposed to a regular average person out there who isn't a
satanist then yes their yod could be important or not or just insignificant. I totally agrre with what you are
saying though.

-----------------------------On Wed, Jun 27, 2012 8:59 PM EDT f.follets wrote:
>I don't know if I understood your question about the stars, but to clear things out:
>
>The stars have a nearly fixed placement in the Zodiac, that's why they are called the Fixed
Stars. Unukalhai will be at 21~22 degrees of Scorpio for the next centuries. Planets conjunct
fixed stars are affected by the star, positively or negatively (depending on the nature of the star
and the planet). Unukalhai itself is considered a "bad" star because it is said to bring danger,
violence, perversion and deceit.
>
>The Sun sign is not underrated. On the contrary, most people overrate it. It is one of the
luminaries (the other being the Moon), the "main" planets of one's chart, along with the chart
/ascendant ruler. It can mean many things, depending on house position and aspects, but it
doesn't tell much, all by itself, about someone's past lives. If you want to know more about this,
consider studying the Lunar Nodes.
>
>As for the Yod, it points to something very specific a person has to accomplish in a lifetime,
but this doesn't mean that everyone who ever did something important to humanity had the
Yod. In fact, I believe those who DON'T have the Yod are actually more able and free to make
something important happen, even if they aren't "marked" to do so. The Yod usually pushes the
person whether they like it or not to whatever it is it needs, and this may or may not be
important, good or even desirable.
>
>--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" <hoodedcobra666@...> wrote:
>>
>> Well I feel very close to Satan etc, but as a matter of fact I have no Yod like many people
do. I'm a warrior of Satan and I meditate a lot, advanced, with a strong sense of a certain
purpose in life, but I don't have any Yod configuration. My chart is somewhat strange.
>>
>> Now what about the place of the Sun on one's chart? I mean this is an underrated position
and sometimes we neglect it. What does the Sun sign mean for a person, about their past lives
etc?

>>
>> I studied a chart that the bearer had 21 Degrees of Scorpio at the star ukuluhai. Could this
mean anything good in regards to his skill on black magick and destructiveness? In a positive
Satanic sense of being a very good black magick worker. Because this doesn't seem like a good
position to me.
>>
>> The same person has a Leo in 16 moirai which is almost 15 so it could be 15. Meaning that
this could be a bad omen for something. He has mars here.
>>
>> HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!!
>>
>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: NODES

Message: 155

From: tara88sidhe

Date: 6/28/2012

Thank you to everyone who answered my question, it helped a lot!:)
HAIL SATAN!!
-Tara Sidhe
14/88

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "tara88sidhe" <tara88sidhe@...> wrote:
>
> Can someone please help me to understand the Nodes better? North Nodes and South Nodes.
What exactly are they and what do they influence? Are they important?
>
> HAIL SATAN!!
>
> 14/88
>
> -Tara Sidhe
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 156
Subject: Planetary Energies Influence

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 6/28/2012

I have been thinking jupiter is in gemini, its sign of detriment so does this somewhat hinder and magickal
workings dealing with jupiter? The moon is in saggittarius sunday and was going to do a working dealing
with Jovial/jupiter energy.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 157
Subject: Re: Planetary Energies Influence

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 6/28/2012

Its okay I asked the daemon god Furcas. :)

-----------------------------On Thu, Jun 28, 2012 5:54 PM EDT Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>
>I have been thinking jupiter is in gemini, its sign of detriment so does this somewhat hinder
and magickal workings dealing with jupiter? The moon is in saggittarius sunday and was going to
do a working dealing with Jovial/jupiter energy.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 158
Subject: Yod and Devil's Pitchfork

From: siguarddraconis

Date: 6/29/2012

Yod is two inconjuncts and a sextile, whereas the Devil's Pitchfork is two sesquisquares and a square.
Has anybody ever come across the Devil's Pitchfork?
I just read about it in Tierney's, but he elaborates only about the Yods (which he calls 'the god's finger').
Drammanoth Tenebris.
Satanas Via, Vera et Vita est!
Ave Satanas, Rege Satanas!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Fixed Stars?

Message: 159

From: sorceressofenki88

Date: 6/29/2012

So I went through the Zodiac w/ the ECS on Astrodienst and I found the stars that are closest to my planets,
or in just plain weird places. Deneb and Deneb Adige are LITERALLY on top of each other @ 5 deg Pices
14'35" (my 5th H) and even though I've got no planets in that house, swans seem to be a fam totem for me,
never mind that my Grandma (the 1 w/ the swan collection) is a Scorpio (Bavaria), Mom's a Gemini (Brabant)
and I'm a Libra (Austria). My 1st ballet was Swan Lake and the opera that introduced me to Wagner was
Lohengrin. Do u c the Ludwig connection? LOL The Denebs are near my Black Moon. Advesely, my Chiron is
Leo, 10 H. Vega's sandwhiched between my Uranus and Neptune (14, 15, and 16 deg Cap, 3 H). Spica is
near my Sun (12 H, Libra) and Arcturus is on the line next to my Asc. (also Libra). I'm not sure if Princeps
counts, it, Murcury, and Arcturus are equal distance from each other. (BTW, My Murcury 28 Lib 37'34",
Venus 13 Sco 54'15", and Pluto 21 Sco 22'15" all in 1 H counts as a Stellium, right?!) I can't stand mom
being a xian, my Saturn, and having something I may not have! Alphecca is next to Venus. Armus is next to
my Saturn (in Aqu, my Moon, Black Moon, and Par. Fort. are also in Aqu), and Sirius is next to my Mars (12
Can 46'17"). I screenshoted the chart and the stat info @ the bottom 4 u 2 c. Too bad I have to send u
emails through the envolope button on the side of ur name on Groups, and since u can't c the provider (like
how mine is aol.com) I can't just type ur address into my normal email and send u the pictures! Did I
choose the right stars? Are there any others I need to be aware of? I found some good asteroid resources.
http://www.alwaysastrology.com/asteroids.html http://www.mysticscripts.com/astrology/minor-planets-inastrology/
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 160
Subject: Re: satanic planetary influence

From: f.follets

Date: 6/29/2012

Yes, that's it.
Most of us came to Satanism through the interest in the occult, mystical and the truth. This can come from
many planetary placements, such as planets in the 8th, 9th and 12th Houses, planets in the signs of Scorpio,
Pisces, Sagittarius or Aquarius, planets in aspect with Uranus, Neptune and Pluto etc.

Those of us who are 17 to 27 years old now were born while Pluto was at home in Scorpio. This means
people from our generation are naturally drawn to the occult and to the hidden truth of everything, and
therefore are more likely to come to the original, ancient religions and philosophies.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
> Many things could (seriously), but anything indicating an interest in the mystical could lead to
it faster.
>
>
>
> --- On Tue, 6/26/12, Cuthwulf 666 <cuthwulf@...> wrote:
>
> From: Cuthwulf 666 <cuthwulf@...>
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] satanic planetary influence
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Tuesday, June 26, 2012, 7:48 AM
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>Â
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> Greetings
>
> I was interested to find out whether in ones Natal Horoscope there will be any planetary
influences that shows one is drawn to Satan. For instance I have a Natal Moon with a Conjunct
Transient Pluto which has really changed things around and has I think drawn one to the LHP.
>
> Hail Satan
>
> Cuthwulf
>
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 161

From: m_18

Date: 6/29/2012

Subject: Re: NODES
It is not my personal experience that the Sun rules the father. That would be the 4th or 10th house. Usually
the 10th as that is the authoritarian parent & the 4th would be the nurturing parent.

--- On Tue, 6/26/12, Hasani Baron <baron_hasani@...> wrote:

From: Hasani Baron <baron_hasani@...>
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: NODES
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Date: Tuesday, June 26, 2012, 4:35 PM

You are right. I had my astrological chart read and I found out that my sun conjuncted my
south node and with this aspect, and indeed had problems with my father every now and
then being that the sun rules the father. I am just sharing my cases with nodes.
From: HenryH <astralnaut888@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Monday, June 25, 2012 6:17 PM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: NODES

The South node can also bring the wrong people into your life at the wrong time. This can
be an enemy from a past life or current one. I had a transiting Venus-Mars conjunction in
Libra on my south node a while back and it could have gotten very ugly if I had not been
aware of exactly what was going on. It wasn't just a south node infuence, and it is very rare
that an event occurs just based on one planet.
--- In mailto:JoS_Astrology%40yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
> I will let others take the lead on the dragon's head & the dragon's tail. Envsion the "S" on
the ecliptic on a flat map of the Earth that goes between the tropic of Cancer & the tropic of
Capricorn.
>
> There are some things I don't feel I fully get on them either except for North is what you
do with what you are given, the South. Which is really 'evolutionary astrology'.Â
Everything I see on that topic is generally very RHP. And there is the usual transit thing
about being in tune with socity at the moment or out of tune with society at the moment.
>
> Anytime I have an important transit to one of these points, there are usually other
important ones happening at the time. So it gets muddled up. I tend to think that they bring
the right people into your life at the right time when you need them to either learn from or to
teach them. We always play both roles.
>
> There are some who almost specialize in this area, but most are RHP & teach the karma
crap. I like to think of itÂ unfinished business, which isn't necessarily karma, but that can
get lumped into it by those who want to go that route which is obviously garbage. It just
may simply be 'unfinished business'.
>
> I have seen some videos on youtube from a guy who goes by 'Mr. Astrotheology'. He is
not christian, etc. but he correlates things to the bible, which is masonic, as he conveys them
& generally true on an RHP esoteric level, but as we know, the bible on that level is
corrupted. But he does know his stuff about the zodiac & other esoteric related subjects. He

doesn't get into the nodes specifically, but the graphics that he uses is very helpful visually
to learn this subject. He does know astrology very well. All of his videos are very long.
Thought I would mention it. If you watch any of it, just remember that what he says isn't
what we are about here. He makes the "christ/oil" connection with meditation that Maxine
has rightly criticized. I would call this guy "middle path".
>
>
> --- On Mon, 6/25/12, tara88sidhe <tara88sidhe@...> wrote:
>
> From: tara88sidhe <tara88sidhe@...>
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] NODES
> To: mailto:JoS_Astrology%40yahoogroups.com
> Date: Monday, June 25, 2012, 1:39 PM
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>Â
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> Can someone please help me to understand the Nodes better? North Nodes and South
Nodes. What exactly are they and what do they influence? Are they important?
>
>
>
> HAIL SATAN!!
>
>
>
> 14/88
>
>
>
> -Tara Sidhe
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 162
Subject: Re: Venus Direct

From: purplenurplei

Date: 6/29/2012

Sweet i feel it thanks!
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
> It went direct at 11:07 am Eastern.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 163
From: Way_Seeker666
Subject: Re: where to get this put into a chart?

Date: 6/29/2012

Wow I have lots to learn. Thanks so much for all your replies!!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 164
From: Way_Seeker666
Subject: Re: where to get this put into a chart?

Date: 6/29/2012

Yea I've seen that, but like you said they're not all in there and it also doesn't calculate their aspects to
other planets which is what I'm after.
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 165

From:
strengthxknowledgexpower

Date: 6/29/2012

Subject: Transiting Jupiter in the 12th House
Jupiter is Transiting in my 12 house currently; Our High Priestess said that this will bring many benefits
through meditation. Has any one here experienced this transit? Do you have ideas on how to reap full
benefits from it and any further details?
Hail Father Satan Forever! Hail Our Shining Gods of Duat!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: NODES

Message: 166

From: sorceressofenki88

Date: 6/29/2012

How do u find the North and South Nodes? On Astrodienst it can only show u the True and Mean Nodes.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
> I will let others take the lead on the dragon's head & the dragon's tail. Envsion the "S" on the
ecliptic on a flat map of the Earth that goes between the tropic of Cancer & the tropic of
Capricorn.
>
> There are some things I don't feel I fully get on them either except for North is what you do
with what you are given, the South. Which is really 'evolutionary astrology'.Â Everything I see on
that topic is generally very RHP. And there is the usual transit thing about being in tune with
socity at the moment or out of tune with society at the moment.
>
> Anytime I have an important transit to one of these points, there are usually other important
ones happening at the time. So it gets muddled up. I tend to think that they bring the right
people into your life at the right time when you need them to either learn from or to teach them.
We always play both roles.
>
> There are some who almost specialize in this area, but most are RHP & teach the karma crap.
I like to think of itÂ unfinished business, which isn't necessarily karma, but that can get lumped
into it by those who want to go that route which is obviously garbage. It just may simply be
'unfinished business'.
>
> I have seen some videos on youtube from a guy who goes by 'Mr. Astrotheology'. He is not
christian, etc. but he correlates things to the bible, which is masonic, as he conveys them &

generally true on an RHP esoteric level, but as we know, the bible on that level is corrupted. But
he does know his stuff about the zodiac & other esoteric related subjects. He doesn't get into
the nodes specifically, but the graphics that he uses is very helpful visually to learn this subject.
He does know astrology very well. All of his videos are very long. Thought I would mention it. If
you watch any of it, just remember that what he says isn't what we are about here. He makes
the "christ/oil" connection with meditation that Maxine has rightly criticized. I would call this guy
"middle path".
>
>
> --- On Mon, 6/25/12, tara88sidhe <tara88sidhe@...> wrote:
>
> From: tara88sidhe <tara88sidhe@...>
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] NODES
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Monday, June 25, 2012, 1:39 PM
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>Â
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> Can someone please help me to understand the Nodes better? North Nodes and South Nodes.
What exactly are they and what do they influence? Are they important?
>
>
>
> HAIL SATAN!!
>
>
>
> 14/88
>
>
>
> -Tara Sidhe

>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 167
From: Way_Seeker666
Subject: Re: Beginning a Magick Square at the wrong time

Date: 6/29/2012

Ok. Thanks Shannon.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 168
Subject: Re: Planetary Energies Influence

From: Syt R

Date: 6/29/2012

Hi sweet Shannon.
Thanks for the info.
I'm new to astrology and know very little about the topic and planetary movements.
I was planning to do the jupiter square working and rosary working on sunday too.
What source do you use to tell u that jupiter is in gemini or mercury in leo? Could u point me to a program
or a site? i only use lunabar 7 chronos xp.
I think u meant "jovian" energy btw ;)

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
>
> Its okay I asked the daemon god Furcas. :)
>
>
>
>
> -----------------------------> On Thu, Jun 28, 2012 5:54 PM EDT Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>
>>
> >I have been thinking jupiter is in gemini, its sign of detriment so does this somewhat hinder
and magickal workings dealing with jupiter? The moon is in saggittarius sunday and was going to
do a working dealing with Jovial/jupiter energy.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 169
Subject: I'm Confused of the calculation

From: x_nightmare@ovi.com

Date: 6/29/2012

Pls i realy want to get things clear as this things are confusing. Bigining of this year when i dedicated i did
some sarch in the net and found that sunday is the day of the sun, monday is the day of moon, tuesday is
the day of the mars, wednesday is ruled by mercury and so on, and the other one is that sun hours is for
genaral sussess and recognition, spiritual illumination and some other things then venus hours is for love,
friendship and so on and i do my rituals following this calculations. I don't know if am rong but it looks
simple for me to follow, and again i found about how following the moon phase is important in magick, and
when i read some of the post here it says somthing about retrograding and how important it is in magick
and rituals as well, i know of retrograding but how can one know when they are retrograding. This retrograd,
moon phase, sun hours, moon hours and the rest are relly confusing. I don't want to ask questions because
it might sound stupid to others but that's how i see them in my head and that's why i do my own resarch,
but this one is more than me so i need help. I use my phone in comunicating with my group members am
not that strong financially to get a laptop or desktop for myself as is very espensive in my contry but am
plarning on it because it'll help me to use the softwere in planetry calculation in my contry. My plarn was to
face the kiks with blood rune distruction, i want this to be my regular thing but how can it be when i don't

know the right time for the ritual, i can wait for my group to post other rituals but rituals against the kiks? I
don't think i can wait that long, been my thing i don't have to wait till they post that one, that's the way i
see it and is killing me inside that i don't know when to do the right thing at the right time so please i really
need help on this, at liest an easy way i can follow to do my retuals, i don't want to mise anyone. One last
thing, i don't have an alter because i lieve in a place where i work, people come in and out of the room
everyday i only do retuals at night in the same room though i have a silver candle stand, silver bowll and
silver wine cup, as much as i love borning incence i can't do it there the smell will make other workers start
asking questions so i don't know if my rituals are still valid.
Hail our creator Satan
Hail all the gods of hell
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 170
Subject: Re: Planetary Energies Influence

From: Merlin

Date: 6/29/2012

let me ask you, what do you think jupiter being in its home or exaltation does to jupiter workings? if you can
answer this, you can answer your own question.
Hail Satan!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
>
> I have been thinking jupiter is in gemini, its sign of detriment so does this somewhat hinder
and magickal workings dealing with jupiter? The moon is in saggittarius sunday and was going to
do a working dealing with Jovial/jupiter energy.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 171
Subject: Re: An array of questions

From: hoodedcobra666

Date: 6/29/2012

I have found out some intresting stuff about this Star though. It seems positive in a Satanic way to me. Like
the 'death' one undergoes in the Magnum Opus or on how the dross in the soul dies with the Kundalini. Its
called the Serpents neck or the Serpents head so I would say that it has some sort of connection to Satan,
maybe with the Kundalini too. It has to do with the Ophiuchus and is the brightest star of the Ophiuchus
constellation, being 70 times brighter than the sun and about 15 times bigger.
Here is a picture: http://wiki.astro.com/imwiki/de/thumb/Unukalhai.jpg/654px-Unukalhai.jpg
I tried to feel the energy, outwardly. Its shiny but the light feels not as positive as sunlight all good and nice,
but rather a shiny light that is of death, like a light assosciated with the Magnum Opus. It feels kind of
strange, like an energy perceived as negative but will on the long run lead to the best outcome if handled
properly. Like Pluto or some violent inner change, that proves good or bad but is depending on you. Like for
instance the Skull and Bones is about death, but only a mere transition of the Magnum Opus to Godhead,
just a stage. The Nazis were only feared by those who didn't know that they would bring the death of the
lies so that the Truth would bloom freely, but are the most respected Satanic Soldiers by us because we
KNOW. Like a loss that for instance can be handled either as good or bad, can make you stronger or weaker
but it will happen anyways. Something like this. Can't explain it fully by words.
I am open for any discussion in regards to this, always.
HAIL SATAN!!!!!
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> I don't know if I understood your question about the stars, but to clear things out:
>
> The stars have a nearly fixed placement in the Zodiac, that's why they are called the Fixed
Stars. Unukalhai will be at 21~22 degrees of Scorpio for the next centuries. Planets conjunct

fixed stars are affected by the star, positively or negatively (depending on the nature of the star
and the planet). Unukalhai itself is considered a "bad" star because it is said to bring danger,
violence, perversion and deceit.
>
> The Sun sign is not underrated. On the contrary, most people overrate it. It is one of the
luminaries (the other being the Moon), the "main" planets of one's chart, along with the chart
/ascendant ruler. It can mean many things, depending on house position and aspects, but it
doesn't tell much, all by itself, about someone's past lives. If you want to know more about this,
consider studying the Lunar Nodes.
>
> As for the Yod, it points to something very specific a person has to accomplish in a lifetime,
but this doesn't mean that everyone who ever did something important to humanity had the
Yod. In fact, I believe those who DON'T have the Yod are actually more able and free to make
something important happen, even if they aren't "marked" to do so. The Yod usually pushes the
person whether they like it or not to whatever it is it needs, and this may or may not be
important, good or even desirable.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" <hoodedcobra666@> wrote:
>>
> > Well I feel very close to Satan etc, but as a matter of fact I have no Yod like many people
do. I'm a warrior of Satan and I meditate a lot, advanced, with a strong sense of a certain
purpose in life, but I don't have any Yod configuration. My chart is somewhat strange.
>>
> > Now what about the place of the Sun on one's chart? I mean this is an underrated position
and sometimes we neglect it. What does the Sun sign mean for a person, about their past lives
etc?
>>
> > I studied a chart that the bearer had 21 Degrees of Scorpio at the star ukuluhai. Could this
mean anything good in regards to his skill on black magick and destructiveness? In a positive
Satanic sense of being a very good black magick worker. Because this doesn't seem like a good
position to me.
>>
> > The same person has a Leo in 16 moirai which is almost 15 so it could be 15. Meaning that
this could be a bad omen for something. He has mars here.
>>
> > HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!!
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 172

From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich

Date: 6/29/2012

Subject: 6/29/12
A few things...
I know my other post was cut off. When a planet is in conjunction with an angle- the ascendant/decendant
axis, or the midheaven/IC axis, this gives it more power in the chart. The affairs of the house/s it rules over
are more emphasized in the life. For example...say uranus is conjunct the midheaven from the tenth house
side, and aquarius is on the cusp of the third [uranus rules aquarius], the affairs of the third house will be
more of a factor in the life, such as communications, and given this is on the midheaven, 10th house, one
who has this will more than likely have above average communications skills, and often work at a job where
his/her communications skills are put to use, such as speaking, writing, even working on a PC and to a
lesser extent, working in customer service on the telephone. Uranus adds more here in the way of one using
computers and other electronics and also future oriented devices, often with a more than average interest in
them. In addition, the person will be freedom loving and have a need for freedom on the job, or to work

independently. All of the above will be factors affecting one individually. On a lesser level, siblings, relatives
and such can also factor in. You have to look at the entire chart to see which of the affairs of the house in
question are most prominent in the life of the owner of the chart.
As for 'karma.' This concept has been abused to no end from spiritual exploiters- new age idiots [these
ignorant fools work for the enemy- same way the judicial system does...let crime get so out of hand, that in
the end, everyone's rights will be totally taken away, they are for and promote grave injustices], xians and
other malignant filth. What this 'karma' really is and yes, one can see this in the astro charts, THIS HAS
NOTHING WHATSOEVER TO DO WITH ANY AGENDA OR CONFORMING IN ANY WAY, AS THE SPIRITUAL
EXPLOITERS WOULD LIKE FOR US TO BELIEVE! What this is, is cause and effect. Like say you put your
hand on a hot burner, you are going to get burned, nothing more.
The relationships we have with others, the experiences we have in our lives, what we dwell upon and how
all of these affect us, this is taken onto the soul, as it is stored in the chakras and certain things manifest in
future lives. We meet up with others from our past lives for better or for worse. Things one feels guilt about,
if this is deep enough, they carry this into a future life and it can react with an even where one is punished.
People who have low self-esteem often attract abusers into their lives as they tolerate abuse. Issues that
someone in a past life has had, where the other person will not let go- vengeance, love, whatever...this also
hangs on as those we have substantial interaction with, family, friends, lovers, through an event with
another person, and they feel strongly enough about, we can meet up with them in a future life. What do
you dwell on? What do you tolerate? How do you really feel about certain things? This all factors in,
with whom we attract. Because of spiritual ignorance, thosewho are without are damned into repeating and
repeating the same old mistakes and meeting up with the same abuses throughout lifetimes. This is what
the enemy wants. Only through Satan can we get out of this and this is through consistent yoga, power
meditation and working to advance our souls. when we reach a certain point in meditation, our intuition and
mind begin to work FOR us and help us, instead of wreaking havoc and being totally out of control.
Now, as for the nodes. The south node is not always bad and the north node is not always fortunate. The
nodes are of fate...for better or for worse. I have seen horrible things with the south node, but also the
opposite as well. Like I said...it is not always an unfortunate influence. Olympic gymnast Shannon Miller has
venus conjunt the south node. Venus rules money and also gymnastics [along with mercury], and she was a
millionaire at 16. Jupiter ties in with her nodes as well.
Now, on the other hand...Hellen Keller, blind and deaf since early childhood, has many fated planets and
aspects that reveal this. Scorpio ascendant with co-ruler mars at 15 degrees of leo. Others who have this
degree...one of the most unfortunate of degrees, with a very high incidence [but not always] of blindness
and deafness, are Beethoven [deaf], Stevie Wonder [blind], Michael Jackson, though now blind or deaf, had
incessant plastic surgeries to where his nose was falling off of his face, and a chart I did years ago; a
hermaphrodite- the degree oposite- 15 degrees into aquarius.
Getting back to Helen Keller. Her sun [rules eyesight], was exactly conjunct the south node at 6 degrees; a
degree of disability, BUT, you have to look at everything. Many, many people who are fine and healthy
have a planet on the 6th degree, but when the chart is already badly afflicted and there are supporting
aspects, and planetary placements, degrees and such, then you can be confident in making a prediction.
Helen Keller had no planets in air signs. Air signs are communication signs and rule the sight and hearing;
though fire signs rule sight to a lesser extent. Uranus, tightly conjunct her midheaven, with aquarius
intercepted in the third house of communcations made her a writer, speaker and communicator.
Now, for a planets' strength. When you hear 'exalted' 'in its home sign' and such, the planet is much
stronger. Saturn now transiting in libra is much stronger and more malefic in this sign, as it is in capricorn.
What this means is if it is hitting on your personal planets, the effects are much worse in the way of crisises,
and other nasties manifesting in your life. When it is in aries [its fall] and cancer[detriment], its malice is
somewhat watered down. I have seen repeatedly, in books written by idiots, who claim that saturn in libra is
good for marriages and that sort of thing. Not so. Very few people with saturn in libra have happy marriages,
love lives, or any at all, especially those who are without. This has to be cleaned off of the soul and

meditated upon to correct this. Saturn in libra produces more singles than any other placement. Of course,
high profile astrology authors often claim the opposite, but do your own research on this one.
Exaltation only strengthens a planet for better or worse...it does not make the effects of that planet more
pleasant, as many idiots out there try to get you to believe. Same goes with the home sign.
In closing...I have written about this before. Most astrology texts rave about the beauty and great fortune
of a jupiter/venus conjunction or trine. This is not so. I knew a man who had sagittarius on his ascendant,
ruled by jupiter, with a tight venus/jupiter conjuncton in his seventh house. Time and again, I have seen in
charts- the ruler of the sixth house of health, REGARDLESS of the planet, in aspect to the chart ruler or and
one of the co-ruler/s, there is more than average health problems, often relating to the areas of the body
and diseases of the planet making the aspect to the ruler. This man, with this so-called 'beautiful' jupiter
/venus conjunction swallowed a strong cleaning solution at the age of two. Venus rules the throat. His throat
was deeply scarred from this and he suffered throughout his life with this. On the upside, he lived well, he
was of extremely high intelligence [college professor], and enjoyed some good fortunes form this
conjunction, but the bad effects of this were pronounced as well.
Another example...actress Elizabeth Taylor. Libra on the ascendant, venus trining jupiter. Jupiter co-ruler of
pisces on her sixth house cusp. She had numerous health problems throughout her life. Her Jupiter was at
15 degrees of leo, as well. Neptune, ruling pisces is at 6 of virgo.
Also, saturn retrograde does not affect black magick. I know this for a fact.

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.org
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 173

From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich

Date: 6/29/2012

Subject: Re: 6/29/12
Sorry about the typo:
'Michael Jackson, though now blind or deaf,'
should be 'Michael Jackson, though NOT blind or deaf, '

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.org

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...>
wrote:
>
>
>
> A few things...
>
> I know my other post was cut off. When a planet is in conjunction with an angle- the
ascendant/decendant axis, or the midheaven/IC axis, this gives it more power in the chart. The
affairs of the house/s it rules over are more emphasized in the life. For example...say uranus is
conjunct the midheaven from the tenth house side, and aquarius is on the cusp of the third
[uranus rules aquarius], the affairs of the third house will be more of a factor in the life, such as
communications, and given this is on the midheaven, 10th house, one who has this will more
than likely have above average communications skills, and often work at a job where his/her
communications skills are put to use, such as speaking, writing, even working on a PC and to a
lesser extent, working in customer service on the telephone. Uranus adds more here in the way
of one using computers and other electronics and also future oriented devices, often with a more
than average interest in

> them. In addition, the person will be freedom loving and have a need for freedom on the job,
or to work independently. All of the above will be factors affecting one individually. On a lesser
level, siblings, relatives and such can also factor in. You have to look at the entire chart to see
which of the affairs of the house in question are most prominent in the life of the owner of the
chart.
>
> As for 'karma.' This concept has been abused to no end from spiritual exploiters- new age
idiots [these ignorant fools work for the enemy- same way the judicial system does...let crime
get so out of hand, that in the end, everyone's rights will be totally taken away, they are for and
promote grave injustices], xians and other malignant filth. What this 'karma' really is and yes,
one can see this in the astro charts, THIS HAS NOTHING WHATSOEVER TO DO WITH ANY
AGENDA OR CONFORMING IN ANY WAY, AS THE SPIRITUAL EXPLOITERS WOULD LIKE FOR US
TO BELIEVE! What this is, is cause and effect. Like say you put your hand on a hot burner, you
are going to get burned, nothing more.
>
> The relationships we have with others, the experiences we have in our lives, what we dwell
upon and how all of these affect us, this is taken onto the soul, as it is stored in the chakras and
certain things manifest in future lives. We meet up with others from our past lives for better or
for worse. Things one feels guilt about, if this is deep enough, they carry this into a future life
and it can react with an even where one is punished. People who have low self-esteem often
attract abusers into their lives as they tolerate abuse. Issues that someone in a past life has had,
where the other person will not let go- vengeance, love, whatever...this also hangs on as those
we have substantial interaction with, family, friends, lovers, through an event with another
person, and they feel strongly enough about, we can meet up with them in a future life. What
do you dwell on? What do you tolerate? How do you really feel about certain things? This all
factors
in,
> with whom we attract. Because of spiritual ignorance, thosewho are without are damned into
repeating and repeating the same old mistakes and meeting up with the same abuses
throughout lifetimes. This is what the enemy wants. Only through Satan can we get out of this
and this is through consistent yoga, power meditation and working to advance our souls. when
we reach a certain point in meditation, our intuition and mind begin to work FOR us and help us,
instead of wreaking havoc and being totally out of control.
>
> Now, as for the nodes. The south node is not always bad and the north node is not always
fortunate. The nodes are of fate...for better or for worse. I have seen horrible things with the
south node, but also the opposite as well. Like I said...it is not always an unfortunate influence.
Olympic gymnast Shannon Miller has venus conjunt the south node. Venus rules money and also
gymnastics [along with mercury], and she was a millionaire at 16. Jupiter ties in with her nodes
as well.
>
> Now, on the other hand...Hellen Keller, blind and deaf since early childhood, has many fated
planets and aspects that reveal this. Scorpio ascendant with co-ruler mars at 15 degrees of leo.
Others who have this degree...one of the most unfortunate of degrees, with a very high
incidence [but not always] of blindness and deafness, are Beethoven [deaf], Stevie Wonder
[blind], Michael Jackson, though now blind or deaf, had incessant plastic surgeries to where his
nose was falling off of his face, and a chart I did years ago; a hermaphrodite- the degree
oposite- 15 degrees into aquarius.
>
> Getting back to Helen Keller. Her sun [rules eyesight], was exactly conjunct the south node at
6 degrees; a degree of disability, BUT, you have to look at everything. Many, many people who
are fine and healthy have a planet on the 6th degree, but when the chart is already badly
afflicted and there are supporting aspects, and planetary placements, degrees and such, then
you can be confident in making a prediction. Helen Keller had no planets in air signs. Air signs
are communication signs and rule the sight and hearing; though fire signs rule sight to a lesser

extent. Uranus, tightly conjunct her midheaven, with aquarius intercepted in the third house of
communcations made her a writer, speaker and communicator.
>
> Now, for a planets' strength. When you hear 'exalted' 'in its home sign' and such, the planet is
much stronger. Saturn now transiting in libra is much stronger and more malefic in this sign, as it
is in capricorn. What this means is if it is hitting on your personal planets, the effects are much
worse in the way of crisises, and other nasties manifesting in your life. When it is in aries [its
fall] and cancer[detriment], its malice is somewhat watered down. I have seen repeatedly, in
books written by idiots, who claim that saturn in libra is good for marriages and that sort of
thing. Not so. Very few people with saturn in libra have happy marriages, love lives, or any at
all, especially those who are without. This has to be cleaned off of the soul and meditated upon
to correct this. Saturn in libra produces more singles than any other placement. Of course, high
profile astrology authors often claim the opposite, but do your own research on this one.
> Exaltation only strengthens a planet for better or worse...it does not make the effects of that
planet more pleasant, as many idiots out there try to get you to believe. Same goes with the
home sign.
>
> In closing...I have written about this before. Most astrology texts rave about the beauty and
great fortune of a jupiter/venus conjunction or trine. This is not so. I knew a man who had
sagittarius on his ascendant, ruled by jupiter, with a tight venus/jupiter conjuncton in his seventh
house. Time and again, I have seen in charts- the ruler of the sixth house of health,
REGARDLESS of the planet, in aspect to the chart ruler or and one of the co-ruler/s, there is
more than average health problems, often relating to the areas of the body and diseases of the
planet making the aspect to the ruler. This man, with this so-called 'beautiful' jupiter/venus
conjunction swallowed a strong cleaning solution at the age of two. Venus rules the throat. His
throat was deeply scarred from this and he suffered throughout his life with this. On the upside,
he lived well, he was of extremely high intelligence [college professor], and enjoyed some good
fortunes form this
> conjunction, but the bad effects of this were pronounced as well.
>
> Another example...actress Elizabeth Taylor. Libra on the ascendant, venus trining jupiter.
Jupiter co-ruler of pisces on her sixth house cusp. She had numerous health problems
throughout her life. Her Jupiter was at 15 degrees of leo, as well. Neptune, ruling pisces is at 6
of virgo.
>
> Also, saturn retrograde does not affect black magick. I know this for a fact.
>
>
> High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> http://www.joyofsatan.org
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 174
Subject: Re: Planetary Energies Influence

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 6/29/2012

Already did.

-----------------------------On Thu, Jun 28, 2012 10:26 PM EDT Merlin wrote:
>let me ask you, what do you think jupiter being in its home or exaltation does to jupiter
workings? if you can answer this, you can answer your own question.
> Hail Satan!
>

>--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>>
>>
>> I have been thinking jupiter is in gemini, its sign of detriment so does this somewhat hinder
and magickal workings dealing with jupiter? The moon is in saggittarius sunday and was going to
do a working dealing with Jovial/jupiter energy.
>>
>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 175
Subject: Re: I'm Confused of the calculation

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 6/29/2012

Your rituals are will be valid. your power comes from within and dedication to spiritual warfare is good :) and
if you burn incense just tell them you like the smell. Also as for the planetary hours and moon phases and
retrogrades all you need to know is at lunarium.co.uk the site has everything even when the moon is void.
When you get to the site just edit it to your location :) and go to planetarium at the top and it will give you
the planetary days and hours. Retrogrades are on the site home page at the bottom. good luck and happy
journey to satanism :)

-----------------------------On Fri, Jun 29, 2012 5:28 AM EDT x_nightmare@... wrote:
>Pls i realy want to get things clear as this things are confusing. Bigining of this year when i
dedicated i did some sarch in the net and found that sunday is the day of the sun, monday is the
day of moon, tuesday is the day of the mars, wednesday is ruled by mercury and so on, and
the other one is that sun hours is for genaral sussess and recognition, spiritual illumination and
some other things then venus hours is for love, friendship and so on and i do my rituals
following this calculations. I don't know if am rong but it looks simple for me to follow, and
again i found about how following the moon phase is important in magick, and when i read
some of the post here it says somthing about retrograding and how important it is in magick
and rituals as well, i know of retrograding but how can one know when they are retrograding.
This retrograd, moon phase, sun hours, moon hours and the rest are relly confusing. I don't
want to ask questions because it
might sound stupid to others but that's how i see them in my head and that's why i do my own
resarch, but this one is more than me so i need help. I use my phone in comunicating with my
group members am not that strong financially to get a laptop or desktop for myself as is very
espensive in my contry but am plarning on it because it'll help me to use the softwere in planetry
calculation in my contry. My plarn was to face the kiks with blood rune distruction, i want this to
be my regular thing but how can it be when i don't know the right time for the ritual, i can wait
for my group to post other rituals but rituals against the kiks? I don't think i can wait that long,
been my thing i don't have to wait till they post that one, that's the way i see it and is killing me
inside that i don't know when to do the right thing at the right time so please i really need help
on this, at liest an easy way i can follow to do my retuals, i don't want to mise
anyone. One last thing, i don't have an alter because i lieve in a place where i work, people
come in and out of the room everyday i only do retuals at night in the same room though i have
a silver candle stand, silver bowll and silver wine cup, as much as i love borning incence i can't
do it there the smell will make other workers start asking questions so i don't know if my rituals
are still valid.
>Hail our creator Satan
>Hail all the gods of hell

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 176
Subject: Re: I'm Confused of the calculation

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 6/29/2012

Your rituals will be valid. your power comes from within and dedication to spiritual warfare is good :) and if
you burn incense just tell them you like the smell. Also as for the planetary hours and moon phases and
retrogrades all you need to know is at lunarium.co.uk the site has everything even when the moon is void.
When you get to the site just edit it to your location :) and go to planetarium at the top and it will give you
the planetary days and hours. Retrogrades are on the site home page at the bottom. good luck and happy
journey to satanism :)

-----------------------------On Fri, Jun 29, 2012 5:28 AM EDT x_nightmare@... wrote:
>Pls i realy want to get things clear as this things are confusing. Bigining of this year when i
dedicated i did some sarch in the net and found that sunday is the day of the sun, monday is the
day of moon, tuesday is the day of the mars, wednesday is ruled by mercury and so on, and
the other one is that sun hours is for genaral sussess and recognition, spiritual illumination and
some other things then venus hours is for love, friendship and so on and i do my rituals
following this calculations. I don't know if am rong but it looks simple for me to follow, and
again i found about how following the moon phase is important in magick, and when i read
some of the post here it says somthing about retrograding and how important it is in magick
and rituals as well, i know of retrograding but how can one know when they are retrograding.
This retrograd, moon phase, sun hours, moon hours and the rest are relly confusing. I don't
want to ask questions because it
might sound stupid to others but that's how i see them in my head and that's why i do my own
resarch, but this one is more than me so i need help. I use my phone in comunicating with my
group members am not that strong financially to get a laptop or desktop for myself as is very
espensive in my contry but am plarning on it because it'll help me to use the softwere in planetry
calculation in my contry. My plarn was to face the kiks with blood rune distruction, i want this to
be my regular thing but how can it be when i don't know the right time for the ritual, i can wait
for my group to post other rituals but rituals against the kiks? I don't think i can wait that long,
been my thing i don't have to wait till they post that one, that's the way i see it and is killing me
inside that i don't know when to do the right thing at the right time so please i really need help
on this, at liest an easy way i can follow to do my retuals, i don't want to mise
anyone. One last thing, i don't have an alter because i lieve in a place where i work, people
come in and out of the room everyday i only do retuals at night in the same room though i have
a silver candle stand, silver bowll and silver wine cup, as much as i love borning incence i can't
do it there the smell will make other workers start asking questions so i don't know if my rituals
are still valid.
>Hail our creator Satan
>Hail all the gods of hell
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 177
Subject: Re: Planetary Energies Influence

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 6/29/2012

Hey sweet Syt R <3 First of all you shouldn't do the jupiter square it is in gemini. Not good. It won't be in
cancer (its exalted sign) til next june. June 25 :( that sucks because the jupiter square is my favorite square
and planet lol but yea so I guess you will have to do another square. And yes I guess I meant jovian lol
when it comes to planetary movements you can go to lunarium.co.uk it has a lot of planetary info but I go
to drstandley.com and she has a BIG planetary events calendar. Either way you can find the planets
positions all over the web :) mercury in leo is bad for the mercury square. But I am doing a working that
involves jovian energy on sunday during the hours of jupiter, moon in saggitarius but it is not exactly a
jovian working though.

-----------------------------On Fri, Jun 29, 2012 12:03 AM EDT Syt R wrote:
>
>Hi sweet Shannon.
>
>Thanks for the info.
>
>I'm new to astrology and know very little about the topic and planetary movements.
>
>I was planning to do the jupiter square working and rosary working on sunday too.
>
>What source do you use to tell u that jupiter is in gemini or mercury in leo? Could u point me
to a program or a site? i only use lunabar 7 chronos xp.
>
>I think u meant "jovian" energy btw ;)
>
>--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>>
>>
>> Its okay I asked the daemon god Furcas. :)
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> ----------------------------->> On Thu, Jun 28, 2012 5:54 PM EDT Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>>
>> >
>> >I have been thinking jupiter is in gemini, its sign of detriment so does this somewhat hinder
and magickal workings dealing with jupiter? The moon is in saggittarius sunday and was going to
do a working dealing with Jovial/jupiter energy.
>>
>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 178
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: Beginning a Magick Square at the wrong time

Date: 6/29/2012

no prob :) also remember not to do any kind of SOLAR rituals and workings when the sun is in libra or
aquarius.

-----------------------------On Thu, Jun 28, 2012 3:33 PM EDT Way_Seeker666 wrote:
>Ok. Thanks Shannon.
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 179
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: Transiting Jupiter in the 12th House

Date: 6/29/2012

The only way to reap the benefits of it is to focus on meditation and spirituality also sometimes jupiters
expansive properties can be alittle undesireable. But for the most part that transit can give you good
oppurtunities spiritually. That means that the next house to be transited by jupiter is your first house. that is
good. :) I remember when jupiter was transiting my first house. It was great! just take advantage of the
jupiter transiting the twelth house and only make sure the positive traits of the twelth house are mansifested.

-----------------------------On Thu, Jun 28, 2012 9:19 PM EDT strengthxknowledgexpower wrote:
>Jupiter is Transiting in my 12 house currently; Our High Priestess said that this will bring many
benefits through meditation. Has any one here experienced this transit? Do you have ideas on
how to reap full benefits from it and any further details?
>Hail Father Satan Forever! Hail Our Shining Gods of Duat!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 180
From: m_18
Subject: Re: Transiting Jupiter in the 12th House

Date: 7/1/2012

For me, it seems to manifest differently each 12 year cycle. That is clearly because of the fact that no transit
operates in isolation.
In general combine the effects of Jupiter with the 12th house issues & see what other major transits are
occurring during the year of that transit thru that house.
My mother passed away when it contacted my 12th house cusp in retrograde. She had been in & out of the
hospital during that time. Hospitals are a 12th house issue & Jupiter represents expansion or increase.
Generally, anything mystical is favored thru the 12th house. Supposedly, one is generally protected from
harm during this time, but I wouldn't bet money on it. That is a cookbook interpretation.

--- On Thu, 6/28/12, strengthxknowledgexpower <strengthxknowledgexpower@...>
wrote:

From: strengthxknowledgexpower <strengthxknowledgexpower@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Transiting Jupiter in the 12th House
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Thursday, June 28, 2012, 8:19 PM

Jupiter is Transiting in my 12 house currently; Our High Priestess said that this will bring
many benefits through meditation. Has any one here experienced this transit? Do you
have ideas on how to reap full benefits from it and any further details?
Hail Father Satan Forever! Hail Our Shining Gods of Duat!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: NODES

Message: 181

From: m_18

Date: 7/1/2012

I usually only look at the true nodes. That's all you need. Either, Or.

--- On Thu, 6/28/12, sorceressofenki88 <kcmsopranobella@...> wrote:

From: sorceressofenki88 <kcmsopranobella@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: NODES
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Thursday, June 28, 2012, 1:41 PM

How do u find the North and South Nodes? On Astrodienst it can only show u the True
and Mean Nodes.
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
> I will let others take the lead on the dragon's head & the dragon's tail. Envsion the "S"
on the ecliptic on a flat map of the Earth that goes between the tropic of Cancer & the
tropic of Capricorn.
>
> There are some things I don't feel I fully get on them either except for North is what
you do with what you are given, the South. Which is really 'evolutionary astrology'.Â
Everything I see on that topic is generally very RHP. And there is the usual transit thing
about being in tune with socity at the moment or out of tune with society at the moment.
>
> Anytime I have an important transit to one of these points, there are usually other
important ones happening at the time. So it gets muddled up. I tend to think that they
bring the right people into your life at the right time when you need them to either learn
from or to teach them. We always play both roles.
>
> There are some who almost specialize in this area, but most are RHP & teach the
karma crap. I like to think of itÂ unfinished business, which isn't necessarily karma, but
that can get lumped into it by those who want to go that route which is obviously
garbage. It just may simply be 'unfinished business'.
>
> I have seen some videos on youtube from a guy who goes by 'Mr. Astrotheology'. He
is not christian, etc. but he correlates things to the bible, which is masonic, as he
conveys them & generally true on an RHP esoteric level, but as we know, the bible on
that level is corrupted. But he does know his stuff about the zodiac & other esoteric
related subjects. He doesn't get into the nodes specifically, but the graphics that he uses
is very helpful visually to learn this subject. He does know astrology very well. All of his
videos are very long. Thought I would mention it. If you watch any of it, just remember
that what he says isn't what we are about here. He makes the "christ/oil" connection
with meditation that Maxine has rightly criticized. I would call this guy "middle path".
>
>
> --- On Mon, 6/25/12, tara88sidhe <tara88sidhe@...> wrote:
>
> From: tara88sidhe <tara88sidhe@...>
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] NODES
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Monday, June 25, 2012, 1:39 PM
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>Â
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> Can someone please help me to understand the Nodes better? North Nodes and
South Nodes. What exactly are they and what do they influence? Are they important?
>
>
>
> HAIL SATAN!!
>
>
>
> 14/88
>
>
>
> -Tara Sidhe
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 182
Subject: Re: Planetary Energies Influence

From: Indigo Nation

Date: 7/1/2012

This doesn't affect invoking energy from Jupiter directly or does it, or charging water or anything else with
energy directly from Jupiter I love the energy of Jupiter so like basically if I am taking in energy from Jupiter
and not programming it for anything does this affect it or does jupiter still have a positive effect in general
right based on what Jupiter is ruled by such as luck expansion a more powerful crown chakra, I really want
this planets energy for what I am trying to do right now find a better place to live in.
Hail Satan
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
>
> Hey sweet Syt R <3 First of all you shouldn't do the jupiter square it is in gemini. Not good. It
won't be in cancer (its exalted sign) til next june. June 25 :( that sucks because the jupiter

square is my favorite square and planet lol but yea so I guess you will have to do another
square. And yes I guess I meant jovian lol when it comes to planetary movements you can go to
lunarium.co.uk it has a lot of planetary info but I go to drstandley.com and she has a BIG
planetary events calendar. Either way you can find the planets positions all over the web :)
mercury in leo is bad for the mercury square. But I am doing a working that involves jovian
energy on sunday during the hours of jupiter, moon in saggitarius but it is not exactly a jovian
working though.
>
>
>
>
> -----------------------------> On Fri, Jun 29, 2012 12:03 AM EDT Syt R wrote:
>
>>
> >Hi sweet Shannon.
>>
> >Thanks for the info.
>>
> >I'm new to astrology and know very little about the topic and planetary movements.
>>
> >I was planning to do the jupiter square working and rosary working on sunday too.
>>
> >What source do you use to tell u that jupiter is in gemini or mercury in leo? Could u point
me to a program or a site? i only use lunabar 7 chronos xp.
>>
> >I think u meant "jovian" energy btw ;)
>>
> >--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@> wrote:
> >>
> >>
> >> Its okay I asked the daemon god Furcas. :)
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >> -----------------------------> >> On Thu, Jun 28, 2012 5:54 PM EDT Shannon Outlaw wrote:
> >>
> >> >
> >> >I have been thinking jupiter is in gemini, its sign of detriment so does this somewhat
hinder and magickal workings dealing with jupiter? The moon is in saggittarius sunday and was
going to do a working dealing with Jovial/jupiter energy.
> >>
>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 183
Subject: Re: Yod and Devil's Pitchfork

From: m_18

Date: 7/1/2012

I have not that I recall offhand.
Do the 2 semi-squares form the square? Or are they connected to the square from the outside?

--- On Fri, 6/29/12, siguarddraconis <drammanoth@...> wrote:

From: siguarddraconis <drammanoth@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Yod and Devil's Pitchfork
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Friday, June 29, 2012, 4:05 AM

Yod is two inconjuncts and a sextile, whereas the Devil's Pitchfork is two sesquisquares
and a square.
Has anybody ever come across the Devil's Pitchfork?
I just read about it in Tierney's, but he elaborates only about the Yods (which he calls
'the god's finger').
Drammanoth Tenebris.
Satanas Via, Vera et Vita est!
Ave Satanas, Rege Satanas!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 184
Subject: Re: I'm Confused of the calculation

From: x_nightmare@ovi.com

Date: 7/1/2012

Thanks Shannon, that's a great help i will look up to it.

------Original message-----From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...>
To: <jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Date: Friday, June 29, 2012 12:04:14 PM GMT-0700
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] I'm Confused of the calculation

Your rituals are will be valid. your power comes from within and dedication to spiritual warfare is good :) and
if you burn incense just tell them you like the smell. Also as for the planetary hours and moon phases and
retrogrades all you need to know is at lunarium.co.uk the site has everything even when the moon is void.
When you get to the site just edit it to your location :) and go to planetarium at the top and it will give you
the planetary days and hours. Retrogrades are on the site home page at the bottom. good luck and happy
journey to satanism :)

-----------------------------On Fri, Jun 29, 2012 5:28 AM EDT x_nightmare@... wrote:
>Pls i realy want to get things clear as this things are confusing. Bigining of this year when i
dedicated i did some sarch in the net and found that sunday is the day of the sun, monday is the
day of moon, tuesday is the day of the mars, wednesday is ruled by mercury and so on, and
the other one is that sun hours is for genaral sussess and recognition, spiritual illumination and

some other things then venus hours is for love, friendship and so on and i do my rituals
following this calculations. I don't know if am rong but it looks simple for me to follow, and
again i found about how following the moon phase is important in magick, and when i read
some of the post here it says somthing about retrograding and how important it is in magick
and rituals as well, i know of retrograding but how can one know when they are retrograding.
This retrograd, moon phase, sun hours, moon hours and the rest are relly confusing. I don't
want to ask questions because it
might sound stupid to others but that's how i see them in my head and that's why i do my own
resarch, but this one is more than me so i need help. I use my phone in comunicating with my
group members am not that strong financially to get a laptop or desktop for myself as is very
espensive in my contry but am plarning on it because it'll help me to use the softwere in planetry
calculation in my contry. My plarn was to face the kiks with blood rune distruction, i want this to
be my regular thing but how can it be when i don't know the right time for the ritual, i can wait
for my group to post other rituals but rituals against the kiks? I don't think i can wait that long,
been my thing i don't have to wait till they post that one, that's the way i see it and is killing me
inside that i don't know when to do the right thing at the right time so please i really need help
on this, at liest an easy way i can follow to do my retuals, i don't want to mise
anyone. One last thing, i don't have an alter because i lieve in a place where i work, people
come in and out of the room everyday i only do retuals at night in the same room though i have
a silver candle stand, silver bowll and silver wine cup, as much as i love borning incence i can't
do it there the smell will make other workers start asking questions so i don't know if my rituals
are still valid.
>Hail our creator Satan
>Hail all the gods of hell
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 185
Subject: Chart and Race

From: vabzirteloch

Date: 7/1/2012

Does the chart of a person show which race is he/she of?
Can it show if someone's a kike?

Vabzir Teloch
HAIL SATAN!!!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 186
Subject: Re: Chart and Race

From: Shannon Outlaw

I don't think so.Kike maybe... but don't thinnk so either.

-----------------------------On Sun, Jul 1, 2012 5:38 AM EDT vabzirteloch wrote:
>Does the chart of a person show which race is he/she of?
>
>Can it show if someone's a kike?
>
>
>Vabzir Teloch
>HAIL SATAN!!!
>

Date: 7/1/2012

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 187
Subject: Re: Planetary Energies Influence

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 7/1/2012

I don't think you should directly channel down or use jupiters energies directly because it is in gemini its sign
of fall :( it will be there until next year june 25 :( but you can use sun or venus or moon if you want
domestic success. I love jupiterr the planet a lot so it is a bummer. I want to use its energies too but I will
wait until it is in cancer next (its exalted sign)

-----------------------------On Sun, Jul 1, 2012 4:00 AM EDT Indigo Nation wrote:
>This doesn't affect invoking energy from Jupiter directly or does it, or charging water or
anything else with energy directly from Jupiter I love the energy of Jupiter so like basically if I
am taking in energy from Jupiter and not programming it for anything does this affect it or does
jupiter still have a positive effect in general right based on what Jupiter is ruled by such as luck
expansion a more powerful crown chakra, I really want this planets energy for what I am trying
to do right now find a better place to live in.
>Hail Satan
>--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>>
>>
>> Hey sweet Syt R <3 First of all you shouldn't do the jupiter square it is in gemini. Not good.
It won't be in cancer (its exalted sign) til next june. June 25 :( that sucks because the jupiter
square is my favorite square and planet lol but yea so I guess you will have to do another
square. And yes I guess I meant jovian lol when it comes to planetary movements you can go to
lunarium.co.uk it has a lot of planetary info but I go to drstandley.com and she has a BIG
planetary events calendar. Either way you can find the planets positions all over the web :)
mercury in leo is bad for the mercury square. But I am doing a working that involves jovian
energy on sunday during the hours of jupiter, moon in saggitarius but it is not exactly a jovian
working though.
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> ----------------------------->> On Fri, Jun 29, 2012 12:03 AM EDT Syt R wrote:
>>
>> >
>> >Hi sweet Shannon.
>> >
>> >Thanks for the info.
>> >
>> >I'm new to astrology and know very little about the topic and planetary movements.
>> >
>> >I was planning to do the jupiter square working and rosary working on sunday too.
>> >
>> >What source do you use to tell u that jupiter is in gemini or mercury in leo? Could u point
me to a program or a site? i only use lunabar 7 chronos xp.
>> >
>> >I think u meant "jovian" energy btw ;)
>> >
>> >--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@> wrote:

>> >>
>> >>
>> >> Its okay I asked the daemon god Furcas. :)
>> >>
>> >>
>> >>
>> >>
>> >> ----------------------------->> >> On Thu, Jun 28, 2012 5:54 PM EDT Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>> >>
>> >> >
>> >> >I have been thinking jupiter is in gemini, its sign of detriment so does this somewhat
hinder and magickal workings dealing with jupiter? The moon is in saggittarius sunday and was
going to do a working dealing with Jovial/jupiter energy.
>> >>
>> >
>> >
>>
>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 188
From: Way_Seeker666
Subject: Jupiter Retrograding over Personal Planets

Date: 7/2/2012

I just saw a somewhat similar post and remembered to ask this.
I've seen within the next year that Jupiter will be retrograding over my two chart rulers, as well my AC and
my moon.
How can I take full advantage of this?

Hail To Our Father!!!
Hail Lord Maat!!!
Hail To All The Mighty Gods and Goddesses of Hell!!!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 189
Subject: Re: Chart and Race

From: HenryH

Date: 7/2/2012

It can show if someone is your enemy. Their Saturn in your 12th, or negative aspects from Mars, Saturn,
Neptune, or Pluto to the ruler of your 12th. Transiting Moon exactly on the descendant has shown me my
enemies before. On another occasion transiting Mercury from the 12th squaring my natal Mars. One person
who was exceptionally annoying had a triple conjunction in square aspect to my natal Jupiter the co-ruler of
my 8th house. There are plenty more I just can't remember them all right now. I need to keep a journal.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "vabzirteloch" <vabzirteloch@...> wrote:
>
> Does the chart of a person show which race is he/she of?
>
> Can it show if someone's a kike?
>
>
> Vabzir Teloch
> HAIL SATAN!!!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 190

From: purplenurplei

Date: 7/2/2012

Subject: Re: 6/29/12
Oh dang, thank you thank you HP Maxine.
You really clear things up(:

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...>
wrote:
>
>
> Sorry about the typo:
> 'Michael Jackson, though now blind or deaf,'
> should be 'Michael Jackson, though NOT blind or deaf, '
>
>
> High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> http://www.joyofsatan.org
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@>
wrote:
>>
>>
>>
> > A few things...
>>
> > I know my other post was cut off. When a planet is in conjunction with an angle- the
ascendant/decendant axis, or the midheaven/IC axis, this gives it more power in the chart. The
affairs of the house/s it rules over are more emphasized in the life. For example...say uranus is
conjunct the midheaven from the tenth house side, and aquarius is on the cusp of the third
[uranus rules aquarius], the affairs of the third house will be more of a factor in the life, such as
communications, and given this is on the midheaven, 10th house, one who has this will more
than likely have above average communications skills, and often work at a job where his/her
communications skills are put to use, such as speaking, writing, even working on a PC and to a
lesser extent, working in customer service on the telephone. Uranus adds more here in the way
of one using computers and other electronics and also future oriented devices, often with a more
than average interest in
> > them. In addition, the person will be freedom loving and have a need for freedom on the
job, or to work independently. All of the above will be factors affecting one individually. On a
lesser level, siblings, relatives and such can also factor in. You have to look at the entire chart to
see which of the affairs of the house in question are most prominent in the life of the owner of
the chart.
>>
> > As for 'karma.' This concept has been abused to no end from spiritual exploiters- new age
idiots [these ignorant fools work for the enemy- same way the judicial system does...let crime
get so out of hand, that in the end, everyone's rights will be totally taken away, they are for and
promote grave injustices], xians and other malignant filth. What this 'karma' really is and yes,
one can see this in the astro charts, THIS HAS NOTHING WHATSOEVER TO DO WITH ANY
AGENDA OR CONFORMING IN ANY WAY, AS THE SPIRITUAL EXPLOITERS WOULD LIKE FOR US
TO BELIEVE! What this is, is cause and effect. Like say you put your hand on a hot burner, you
are going to get burned, nothing more.
>>
> > The relationships we have with others, the experiences we have in our lives, what we dwell
upon and how all of these affect us, this is taken onto the soul, as it is stored in the chakras and
certain things manifest in future lives. We meet up with others from our past lives for better or
for worse. Things one feels guilt about, if this is deep enough, they carry this into a future life

and it can react with an even where one is punished. People who have low self-esteem often
attract abusers into their lives as they tolerate abuse. Issues that someone in a past life has had,
where the other person will not let go- vengeance, love, whatever...this also hangs on as those
we have substantial interaction with, family, friends, lovers, through an event with another
person, and they feel strongly enough about, we can meet up with them in a future life. What
do you dwell on? What do you tolerate? How do you really feel about certain things? This all
factors
> in,
> > with whom we attract. Because of spiritual ignorance, thosewho are without are damned
into repeating and repeating the same old mistakes and meeting up with the same abuses
throughout lifetimes. This is what the enemy wants. Only through Satan can we get out of this
and this is through consistent yoga, power meditation and working to advance our souls. when
we reach a certain point in meditation, our intuition and mind begin to work FOR us and help us,
instead of wreaking havoc and being totally out of control.
>>
> > Now, as for the nodes. The south node is not always bad and the north node is not always
fortunate. The nodes are of fate...for better or for worse. I have seen horrible things with the
south node, but also the opposite as well. Like I said...it is not always an unfortunate influence.
Olympic gymnast Shannon Miller has venus conjunt the south node. Venus rules money and also
gymnastics [along with mercury], and she was a millionaire at 16. Jupiter ties in with her nodes
as well.
>>
> > Now, on the other hand...Hellen Keller, blind and deaf since early childhood, has many
fated planets and aspects that reveal this. Scorpio ascendant with co-ruler mars at 15 degrees of
leo. Others who have this degree...one of the most unfortunate of degrees, with a very high
incidence [but not always] of blindness and deafness, are Beethoven [deaf], Stevie Wonder
[blind], Michael Jackson, though now blind or deaf, had incessant plastic surgeries to where his
nose was falling off of his face, and a chart I did years ago; a hermaphrodite- the degree
oposite- 15 degrees into aquarius.
>>
> > Getting back to Helen Keller. Her sun [rules eyesight], was exactly conjunct the south node
at 6 degrees; a degree of disability, BUT, you have to look at everything. Many, many people
who are fine and healthy have a planet on the 6th degree, but when the chart is already badly
afflicted and there are supporting aspects, and planetary placements, degrees and such, then
you can be confident in making a prediction. Helen Keller had no planets in air signs. Air signs
are communication signs and rule the sight and hearing; though fire signs rule sight to a lesser
extent. Uranus, tightly conjunct her midheaven, with aquarius intercepted in the third house of
communcations made her a writer, speaker and communicator.
>>
> > Now, for a planets' strength. When you hear 'exalted' 'in its home sign' and such, the planet
is much stronger. Saturn now transiting in libra is much stronger and more malefic in this sign, as
it is in capricorn. What this means is if it is hitting on your personal planets, the effects are much
worse in the way of crisises, and other nasties manifesting in your life. When it is in aries [its
fall] and cancer[detriment], its malice is somewhat watered down. I have seen repeatedly, in
books written by idiots, who claim that saturn in libra is good for marriages and that sort of
thing. Not so. Very few people with saturn in libra have happy marriages, love lives, or any at
all, especially those who are without. This has to be cleaned off of the soul and meditated upon
to correct this. Saturn in libra produces more singles than any other placement. Of course, high
profile astrology authors often claim the opposite, but do your own research on this one.
> > Exaltation only strengthens a planet for better or worse...it does not make the effects of
that planet more pleasant, as many idiots out there try to get you to believe. Same goes with
the home sign.
>>
> > In closing...I have written about this before. Most astrology texts rave about the beauty
and great fortune of a jupiter/venus conjunction or trine. This is not so. I knew a man who had

sagittarius on his ascendant, ruled by jupiter, with a tight venus/jupiter conjuncton in his seventh
house. Time and again, I have seen in charts- the ruler of the sixth house of health,
REGARDLESS of the planet, in aspect to the chart ruler or and one of the co-ruler/s, there is
more than average health problems, often relating to the areas of the body and diseases of the
planet making the aspect to the ruler. This man, with this so-called 'beautiful' jupiter/venus
conjunction swallowed a strong cleaning solution at the age of two. Venus rules the throat. His
throat was deeply scarred from this and he suffered throughout his life with this. On the upside,
he lived well, he was of extremely high intelligence [college professor], and enjoyed some good
fortunes form this
> > conjunction, but the bad effects of this were pronounced as well.
>>
> > Another example...actress Elizabeth Taylor. Libra on the ascendant, venus trining jupiter.
Jupiter co-ruler of pisces on her sixth house cusp. She had numerous health problems
throughout her life. Her Jupiter was at 15 degrees of leo, as well. Neptune, ruling pisces is at 6
of virgo.
>>
> > Also, saturn retrograde does not affect black magick. I know this for a fact.
>>
>>
> > High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> > http://www.joyofsatan.org
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 191
Subject: Re: Chart and Race

From: hoodedcobra666

Date: 7/2/2012

In my opinion certain setups without water planets etc can indicate that someone may not be a kike but
think like one, like being an ultra materialist that disregards spirituality 100%. Can't tell anything about one's
race though, because a Gentile and a kike rat could have been born the same day, or even hour, given we
are living on a huge planet.
HAIL SATAN!!!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "vabzirteloch" <vabzirteloch@...> wrote:
>
> Does the chart of a person show which race is he/she of?
>
> Can it show if someone's a kike?
>
>
> Vabzir Teloch
> HAIL SATAN!!!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: 6/29/12

Message: 192

From: jonathon_billing

Date: 7/2/2012

You know, if you wrote books about astrology, I think people would be willing to pay a fair bit for them.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...>
wrote:
>
>
>

> A few things...
>
> I know my other post was cut off. When a planet is in conjunction with an angle- the
ascendant/decendant axis, or the midheaven/IC axis, this gives it more power in the chart. The
affairs of the house/s it rules over are more emphasized in the life. For example...say uranus is
conjunct the midheaven from the tenth house side, and aquarius is on the cusp of the third
[uranus rules aquarius], the affairs of the third house will be more of a factor in the life, such as
communications, and given this is on the midheaven, 10th house, one who has this will more
than likely have above average communications skills, and often work at a job where his/her
communications skills are put to use, such as speaking, writing, even working on a PC and to a
lesser extent, working in customer service on the telephone. Uranus adds more here in the way
of one using computers and other electronics and also future oriented devices, often with a more
than average interest in
> them. In addition, the person will be freedom loving and have a need for freedom on the job,
or to work independently. All of the above will be factors affecting one individually. On a lesser
level, siblings, relatives and such can also factor in. You have to look at the entire chart to see
which of the affairs of the house in question are most prominent in the life of the owner of the
chart.
>
> As for 'karma.' This concept has been abused to no end from spiritual exploiters- new age
idiots [these ignorant fools work for the enemy- same way the judicial system does...let crime
get so out of hand, that in the end, everyone's rights will be totally taken away, they are for and
promote grave injustices], xians and other malignant filth. What this 'karma' really is and yes,
one can see this in the astro charts, THIS HAS NOTHING WHATSOEVER TO DO WITH ANY
AGENDA OR CONFORMING IN ANY WAY, AS THE SPIRITUAL EXPLOITERS WOULD LIKE FOR US
TO BELIEVE! What this is, is cause and effect. Like say you put your hand on a hot burner, you
are going to get burned, nothing more.
>
> The relationships we have with others, the experiences we have in our lives, what we dwell
upon and how all of these affect us, this is taken onto the soul, as it is stored in the chakras and
certain things manifest in future lives. We meet up with others from our past lives for better or
for worse. Things one feels guilt about, if this is deep enough, they carry this into a future life
and it can react with an even where one is punished. People who have low self-esteem often
attract abusers into their lives as they tolerate abuse. Issues that someone in a past life has had,
where the other person will not let go- vengeance, love, whatever...this also hangs on as those
we have substantial interaction with, family, friends, lovers, through an event with another
person, and they feel strongly enough about, we can meet up with them in a future life. What
do you dwell on? What do you tolerate? How do you really feel about certain things? This all
factors in,
> with whom we attract. Because of spiritual ignorance, thosewho are without are damned into
repeating and repeating the same old mistakes and meeting up with the same abuses
throughout lifetimes. This is what the enemy wants. Only through Satan can we get out of this
and this is through consistent yoga, power meditation and working to advance our souls. when
we reach a certain point in meditation, our intuition and mind begin to work FOR us and help us,
instead of wreaking havoc and being totally out of control.
>
> Now, as for the nodes. The south node is not always bad and the north node is not always
fortunate. The nodes are of fate...for better or for worse. I have seen horrible things with the
south node, but also the opposite as well. Like I said...it is not always an unfortunate influence.
Olympic gymnast Shannon Miller has venus conjunt the south node. Venus rules money and also
gymnastics [along with mercury], and she was a millionaire at 16. Jupiter ties in with her nodes
as well.
>
> Now, on the other hand...Hellen Keller, blind and deaf since early childhood, has many fated
planets and aspects that reveal this. Scorpio ascendant with co-ruler mars at 15 degrees of leo.

Others who have this degree...one of the most unfortunate of degrees, with a very high
incidence [but not always] of blindness and deafness, are Beethoven [deaf], Stevie Wonder
[blind], Michael Jackson, though now blind or deaf, had incessant plastic surgeries to where his
nose was falling off of his face, and a chart I did years ago; a hermaphrodite- the degree
oposite- 15 degrees into aquarius.
>
> Getting back to Helen Keller. Her sun [rules eyesight], was exactly conjunct the south node at
6 degrees; a degree of disability, BUT, you have to look at everything. Many, many people who
are fine and healthy have a planet on the 6th degree, but when the chart is already badly
afflicted and there are supporting aspects, and planetary placements, degrees and such, then
you can be confident in making a prediction. Helen Keller had no planets in air signs. Air signs
are communication signs and rule the sight and hearing; though fire signs rule sight to a lesser
extent. Uranus, tightly conjunct her midheaven, with aquarius intercepted in the third house of
communcations made her a writer, speaker and communicator.
>
> Now, for a planets' strength. When you hear 'exalted' 'in its home sign' and such, the planet is
much stronger. Saturn now transiting in libra is much stronger and more malefic in this sign, as it
is in capricorn. What this means is if it is hitting on your personal planets, the effects are much
worse in the way of crisises, and other nasties manifesting in your life. When it is in aries [its
fall] and cancer[detriment], its malice is somewhat watered down. I have seen repeatedly, in
books written by idiots, who claim that saturn in libra is good for marriages and that sort of
thing. Not so. Very few people with saturn in libra have happy marriages, love lives, or any at
all, especially those who are without. This has to be cleaned off of the soul and meditated upon
to correct this. Saturn in libra produces more singles than any other placement. Of course, high
profile astrology authors often claim the opposite, but do your own research on this one.
> Exaltation only strengthens a planet for better or worse...it does not make the effects of that
planet more pleasant, as many idiots out there try to get you to believe. Same goes with the
home sign.
>
> In closing...I have written about this before. Most astrology texts rave about the beauty and
great fortune of a jupiter/venus conjunction or trine. This is not so. I knew a man who had
sagittarius on his ascendant, ruled by jupiter, with a tight venus/jupiter conjuncton in his seventh
house. Time and again, I have seen in charts- the ruler of the sixth house of health,
REGARDLESS of the planet, in aspect to the chart ruler or and one of the co-ruler/s, there is
more than average health problems, often relating to the areas of the body and diseases of the
planet making the aspect to the ruler. This man, with this so-called 'beautiful' jupiter/venus
conjunction swallowed a strong cleaning solution at the age of two. Venus rules the throat. His
throat was deeply scarred from this and he suffered throughout his life with this. On the upside,
he lived well, he was of extremely high intelligence [college professor], and enjoyed some good
fortunes form this
> conjunction, but the bad effects of this were pronounced as well.
>
> Another example...actress Elizabeth Taylor. Libra on the ascendant, venus trining jupiter.
Jupiter co-ruler of pisces on her sixth house cusp. She had numerous health problems
throughout her life. Her Jupiter was at 15 degrees of leo, as well. Neptune, ruling pisces is at 6
of virgo.
>
> Also, saturn retrograde does not affect black magick. I know this for a fact.
>
>
> High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> http://www.joyofsatan.org
>
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 193

From: Draco Majinn

Date: 7/2/2012

Subject: Signs by degree
I have heard that astrology is most accurate if you measure the degree to which a planet is in a sign and
that the effects differ depending on the degree.
Can someone please comment on this? I have heard about this for a while but I can't seem to find any
information about it.
Thanks.
Hail Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 194
Subject: Re: Signs by degree

From: siguarddraconis

Date: 7/2/2012

Don't know if it satisfies you, but there is a thing called a dwad or dwadasamsa - a twelfth of a zodiac sign.
The lesser division is to decans - a third of a zodiac sign.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dwadasama
It can further show what planet (the ruler of a particular zodiac sign in a decan and a dwad) may be of
significance, but it is of tertiary or even quaternary meaning.
Drammanoth Tenebris.
Satanas Via, Vera et Vita est!
Ave Satanas, Rege Satanas!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Draco Majinn" <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:
>
> I have heard that astrology is most accurate if you measure the degree to which a planet is in
a sign and that the effects differ depending on the degree.
>
> Can someone please comment on this? I have heard about this for a while but I can't seem to
find any information about it.
>
> Thanks.
>
> Hail Satan!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 195
Subject: Re: Signs by degree

From: Kait Jordan

Date: 7/2/2012

Yeah, I was actually wondering about this too. Lately, I've been trying to get a better understanding about
astrology and the whole degree thing was one of the things that had me confused the most. I also couldn't
find much info about it. Well, none that I felt I could trust.
Hail Enki

On Mon, Jul 2, 2012 at 6:49 PM, Draco Majinn <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:
I have heard that astrology is most accurate if you measure the degree to which a planet is
in a sign and that the effects differ depending on the degree.
Can someone please comment on this? I have heard about this for a while but I can't seem
to find any information about it.

Thanks.
Hail Satan!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 196
Subject: Re: Chart and Race

From: vabzirteloch

Date: 7/3/2012

Thanks for the answers. I think I'm going to dig deeper in astrology this summer.
Vabzir Teloch
HAIL SATAN!!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" <hoodedcobra666@...> wrote:
>
> In my opinion certain setups without water planets etc can indicate that someone may not be
a kike but think like one, like being an ultra materialist that disregards spirituality 100%. Can't
tell anything about one's race though, because a Gentile and a kike rat could have been born the
same day, or even hour, given we are living on a huge planet.
>
> HAIL SATAN!!!!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "vabzirteloch" <vabzirteloch@> wrote:
>>
> > Does the chart of a person show which race is he/she of?
>>
> > Can it show if someone's a kike?
>>
>>
> > Vabzir Teloch
> > HAIL SATAN!!!
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 197
Subject: Re: Chart and Race

From: m_18

Date: 7/3/2012

Uranus-Mars & Pluto-Mars & sometimes even Sun-Pluto can also indicate times when confrontations of
these enemies can occur.
I was at a Starbucks that was robbed under a solar arc transiting Uranus square natal Mars became exact. I
was lucky. I heard the person at the register say "I don't have the key". I was standing & waiting for my
drink & I knew exactly what that meant. I looked at him & he looked at me. I just started walking casually
to the exit staring directly at him with no fear the whole way. He didn't take his eyes off of me & wasn't the
least concerned about anyone else there. For all he knew, I may have had a concealed carry. It was an
unusually cool day in May so I was wearing a light jacket. I wasn't armed & kept looking at him the whole
time until he was out of my view. I carry a .45 pistol in my truck as well as 12 ga pistol grip short barrel
shotgun & is legal to do where I live, but by the time I got to my truck, he came out & got in an awaiting
car with his partner & took off.
I have natal Uranus in my 12th & Mars in the 11th. Solar arc Uranus was transiting in my 2nd H. My natal
Mars is also opposing Saturn.
Uranus is one of the best ways to time something. When you combine that with Mars, you can count on

something occurring. If you are trying to rectify a birth date for a chart that is approximate, Uranus can
usually be used as a tool of correction.
The chart is a tool & everything that has a beginning has the characteristics of the quality of that moment.
This is for anything. A job, your career, your vehicle ownership, when you first meet someone, etc., etc. The
list is endless. This science is simply a tool that can apply to anything with a beginning. And there will always
be an end, even if multi-generational like a country or a corporation, etc. How that will manifest, is part of
another realm.

--- On Sun, 7/1/12, HenryH <astralnaut888@...> wrote:

From: HenryH <astralnaut888@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Chart and Race
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Sunday, July 1, 2012, 11:39 AM

It can show if someone is your enemy. Their Saturn in your 12th, or negative aspects
from Mars, Saturn, Neptune, or Pluto to the ruler of your 12th. Transiting Moon exactly
on the descendant has shown me my enemies before. On another occasion transiting
Mercury from the 12th squaring my natal Mars. One person who was exceptionally
annoying had a triple conjunction in square aspect to my natal Jupiter the co-ruler of my
8th house. There are plenty more I just can't remember them all right now. I need to
keep a journal.
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "vabzirteloch" <vabzirteloch@...> wrote:
>
> Does the chart of a person show which race is he/she of?
>
> Can it show if someone's a kike?
>
>
> Vabzir Teloch
> HAIL SATAN!!!
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 198
Subject: Re: Chart and Race

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 7/3/2012

I don't think so Adolf Hitler had no water signs and had majority earth signs.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" <hoodedcobra666@...> wrote:
>
> In my opinion certain setups without water planets etc can indicate that someone may not be
a kike but think like one, like being an ultra materialist that disregards spirituality 100%. Can't
tell anything about one's race though, because a Gentile and a kike rat could have been born the
same day, or even hour, given we are living on a huge planet.
>
> HAIL SATAN!!!!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "vabzirteloch" <vabzirteloch@> wrote:
>>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Does the chart of a person show which race is he/she of?
Can it show if someone's a kike?

Vabzir Teloch
HAIL SATAN!!!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: 6/29/12

Message: 199

From: sorceressofenki88

Date: 7/3/2012

Max, do you have a seperate website just for astology readings? I'd like my RHP friends and family to get
readings, but I don't want to lead them to JoS (and thus reveal my secret). If only there was a way to make
sure things didn't pop up for JoS in the seach engine for trying to find said astrology site!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "jonathon_billing" <jonathon.billing@...> wrote:
>
> You know, if you wrote books about astrology, I think people would be willing to pay a fair bit
for them.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@>
wrote:
>>
>>
>>
> > A few things...
>>
> > I know my other post was cut off. When a planet is in conjunction with an angle- the
ascendant/decendant axis, or the midheaven/IC axis, this gives it more power in the chart. The
affairs of the house/s it rules over are more emphasized in the life. For example...say uranus is
conjunct the midheaven from the tenth house side, and aquarius is on the cusp of the third
[uranus rules aquarius], the affairs of the third house will be more of a factor in the life, such as
communications, and given this is on the midheaven, 10th house, one who has this will more
than likely have above average communications skills, and often work at a job where his/her
communications skills are put to use, such as speaking, writing, even working on a PC and to a
lesser extent, working in customer service on the telephone. Uranus adds more here in the way
of one using computers and other electronics and also future oriented devices, often with a more
than average interest in
> > them. In addition, the person will be freedom loving and have a need for freedom on the
job, or to work independently. All of the above will be factors affecting one individually. On a
lesser level, siblings, relatives and such can also factor in. You have to look at the entire chart to
see which of the affairs of the house in question are most prominent in the life of the owner of
the chart.
>>
> > As for 'karma.' This concept has been abused to no end from spiritual exploiters- new age
idiots [these ignorant fools work for the enemy- same way the judicial system does...let crime
get so out of hand, that in the end, everyone's rights will be totally taken away, they are for and
promote grave injustices], xians and other malignant filth. What this 'karma' really is and yes,
one can see this in the astro charts, THIS HAS NOTHING WHATSOEVER TO DO WITH ANY
AGENDA OR CONFORMING IN ANY WAY, AS THE SPIRITUAL EXPLOITERS WOULD LIKE FOR US
TO BELIEVE! What this is, is cause and effect. Like say you put your hand on a hot burner, you
are going to get burned, nothing more.
>>

> > The relationships we have with others, the experiences we have in our lives, what we dwell
upon and how all of these affect us, this is taken onto the soul, as it is stored in the chakras and
certain things manifest in future lives. We meet up with others from our past lives for better or
for worse. Things one feels guilt about, if this is deep enough, they carry this into a future life
and it can react with an even where one is punished. People who have low self-esteem often
attract abusers into their lives as they tolerate abuse. Issues that someone in a past life has had,
where the other person will not let go- vengeance, love, whatever...this also hangs on as those
we have substantial interaction with, family, friends, lovers, through an event with another
person, and they feel strongly enough about, we can meet up with them in a future life. What
do you dwell on? What do you tolerate? How do you really feel about certain things? This all
factors in,
> > with whom we attract. Because of spiritual ignorance, thosewho are without are damned
into repeating and repeating the same old mistakes and meeting up with the same abuses
throughout lifetimes. This is what the enemy wants. Only through Satan can we get out of this
and this is through consistent yoga, power meditation and working to advance our souls. when
we reach a certain point in meditation, our intuition and mind begin to work FOR us and help us,
instead of wreaking havoc and being totally out of control.
>>
> > Now, as for the nodes. The south node is not always bad and the north node is not always
fortunate. The nodes are of fate...for better or for worse. I have seen horrible things with the
south node, but also the opposite as well. Like I said...it is not always an unfortunate influence.
Olympic gymnast Shannon Miller has venus conjunt the south node. Venus rules money and also
gymnastics [along with mercury], and she was a millionaire at 16. Jupiter ties in with her nodes
as well.
>>
> > Now, on the other hand...Hellen Keller, blind and deaf since early childhood, has many
fated planets and aspects that reveal this. Scorpio ascendant with co-ruler mars at 15 degrees of
leo. Others who have this degree...one of the most unfortunate of degrees, with a very high
incidence [but not always] of blindness and deafness, are Beethoven [deaf], Stevie Wonder
[blind], Michael Jackson, though now blind or deaf, had incessant plastic surgeries to where his
nose was falling off of his face, and a chart I did years ago; a hermaphrodite- the degree
oposite- 15 degrees into aquarius.
>>
> > Getting back to Helen Keller. Her sun [rules eyesight], was exactly conjunct the south node
at 6 degrees; a degree of disability, BUT, you have to look at everything. Many, many people
who are fine and healthy have a planet on the 6th degree, but when the chart is already badly
afflicted and there are supporting aspects, and planetary placements, degrees and such, then
you can be confident in making a prediction. Helen Keller had no planets in air signs. Air signs
are communication signs and rule the sight and hearing; though fire signs rule sight to a lesser
extent. Uranus, tightly conjunct her midheaven, with aquarius intercepted in the third house of
communcations made her a writer, speaker and communicator.
>>
> > Now, for a planets' strength. When you hear 'exalted' 'in its home sign' and such, the planet
is much stronger. Saturn now transiting in libra is much stronger and more malefic in this sign, as
it is in capricorn. What this means is if it is hitting on your personal planets, the effects are much
worse in the way of crisises, and other nasties manifesting in your life. When it is in aries [its
fall] and cancer[detriment], its malice is somewhat watered down. I have seen repeatedly, in
books written by idiots, who claim that saturn in libra is good for marriages and that sort of
thing. Not so. Very few people with saturn in libra have happy marriages, love lives, or any at
all, especially those who are without. This has to be cleaned off of the soul and meditated upon
to correct this. Saturn in libra produces more singles than any other placement. Of course, high
profile astrology authors often claim the opposite, but do your own research on this one.
> > Exaltation only strengthens a planet for better or worse...it does not make the effects of
that planet more pleasant, as many idiots out there try to get you to believe. Same goes with
the home sign.

>>
> > In closing...I have written about this before. Most astrology texts rave about the beauty
and great fortune of a jupiter/venus conjunction or trine. This is not so. I knew a man who had
sagittarius on his ascendant, ruled by jupiter, with a tight venus/jupiter conjuncton in his seventh
house. Time and again, I have seen in charts- the ruler of the sixth house of health,
REGARDLESS of the planet, in aspect to the chart ruler or and one of the co-ruler/s, there is
more than average health problems, often relating to the areas of the body and diseases of the
planet making the aspect to the ruler. This man, with this so-called 'beautiful' jupiter/venus
conjunction swallowed a strong cleaning solution at the age of two. Venus rules the throat. His
throat was deeply scarred from this and he suffered throughout his life with this. On the upside,
he lived well, he was of extremely high intelligence [college professor], and enjoyed some good
fortunes form this
> > conjunction, but the bad effects of this were pronounced as well.
>>
> > Another example...actress Elizabeth Taylor. Libra on the ascendant, venus trining jupiter.
Jupiter co-ruler of pisces on her sixth house cusp. She had numerous health problems
throughout her life. Her Jupiter was at 15 degrees of leo, as well. Neptune, ruling pisces is at 6
of virgo.
>>
> > Also, saturn retrograde does not affect black magick. I know this for a fact.
>>
>>
> > High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> > http://www.joyofsatan.org
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Friendlessness

Message: 200

From: Draco Majinn

Date: 7/3/2012

Hello there is something I wanted to share here not just for personal reasons but also because I think it's
quite an interesting thought about planets and elements and touches on something which doesn't often
come up in these group discussions.
The more experienced in these groups will know the air element is the element which is most involved in
socializing and friendships.
And for those of us who have Saturn in Aquarius will know it can limit socializing and access to social groups.
I have this placement like everyone my age of course.
But in addition I have no other planets in air signs besides this and nor do I have a planet in Leo which is
also a sign which attracts big social circles.
My whole life I have never had a social circle or friends. From kinder garden, all through school, college and
work, until the present.
Not only that but I don't even give thought to it often, the only time I have ever felt the need to make
friends was when other people teased me about being a loner, I felt I had to make friends for egotistical
reasons and of course because I was only doing it for image sake and wasn't actually interested in
socializing, these friendships didn't last.
Those of you who have more knowledge on this subject, elements, planets and friends or who can relate to
it in some way please share your thoughts.
And those of you who are blessed with lots of friends and big social circles, please also tell your stories.

Messages in JoS_Astrology group.
Group: JoS_Astrology
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Subject: Re: fertility
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Subject: Re: fertility
Group: JoS_Astrology
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From: purplenurplei
Subject: Re: fertility
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Subject: Re: Transiting Jupiter in the 12th House
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Subject: Re: fertility
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Subject: Re: fertility
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 249
Subject: Re: fertility
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 250
Subject: Astrological Talisman

From: x_nightmare@ovi.com

Date: 7/6/2012

From: davidfreeze86

Date: 7/6/2012

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 201
From: Draco Majinn
Subject: Re: Chart and Race - Hitlers lack of water

Date: 7/3/2012

Hooded Cobra is correct a lack of water often means a disregard for the spiritual. Hitler however may of had
no water signs but did have an 8th house Pluto which is a very powerful placement. Indicating someone who
has a very advanced soul from previous lives.
Additionally, for those who are not spiritually inclined a lack of water in this age can be a benefit in the way
of achieving worldly success because the system of this age works against us through psychological tactics
that work best against the water element.
It's not that the water element itself is bad it's just that those with it in large amounts and who are not
Spiritually aware are the most vulnerable to our kike enemies.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@...> wrote:
>
> I don't think so Adolf Hitler had no water signs and had majority earth signs.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" <hoodedcobra666@> wrote:
>>
> > In my opinion certain setups without water planets etc can indicate that someone may not
be a kike but think like one, like being an ultra materialist that disregards spirituality 100%. Can't
tell anything about one's race though, because a Gentile and a kike rat could have been born the
same day, or even hour, given we are living on a huge planet.
>>
> > HAIL SATAN!!!!
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "vabzirteloch" <vabzirteloch@> wrote:
>>>
> > > Does the chart of a person show which race is he/she of?
>>>
> > > Can it show if someone's a kike?
>>>
>>>
> > > Vabzir Teloch
> > > HAIL SATAN!!!
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Capricorns

Message: 202

From: Kenny

Date: 7/3/2012

A long time ago I was part of an organization which specialized in teaching metaphysics. I always seemed to
struggle to advance in this group and I was told it was because I'm a Capricorn and Capricorns are very
stubborn and resistant to change. In fact some of them even went so far as to put down Capricorns as if we
were somehow retarded and almost kind of a plague.
Is there any truth to this idea that Capricorns are somehow different from other sun signs and that we are
somehow a kind of an outcast minority. Seriously, that's how the Capricorns in this group were treated! It
was weird.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Capricorns

Message: 203

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 7/3/2012

Yes wierd indeed. it all depends on your birthchart of you are ressitant to change and if you are less inclined
to the spiritual. That group is stupid.

-----------------------------On Tue, Jul 3, 2012 7:47 AM EDT Kenny wrote:
>A long time ago I was part of an organization which specialized in teaching metaphysics. I
always seemed to struggle to advance in this group and I was told it was because I'm a
Capricorn and Capricorns are very stubborn and resistant to change. In fact some of them even
went so far as to put down Capricorns as if we were somehow retarded and almost kind of a
plague.
>Is there any truth to this idea that Capricorns are somehow different from other sun signs and
that we are somehow a kind of an outcast minority. Seriously, that's how the Capricorns in this
group were treated! It was weird.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 204

From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich

Date: 7/3/2012

Subject: Re: Capricorns
This makes me want to puke. That group is definitely 'retarded and almost kind of a plague.' Stay away
from self-appointed ignorant scum like that. Fixed signs, especially the fixed grand cross; and/or a majority
of planets in fixed signs are stubborn and resistant to change...and you know what? Many with this fixed
emphasis are the ones who make it to the top. I know I mentioned Olympic Gymnast Shannon Miller's chart
as an example before, I will again. She has 5 planets in fixed signs. She never missed a training session in
the gym.
As for Capricorn, the sign has excellent staying power, the gift of endurance. A quitter always loses.
Capricorns are determined, they stick to what they start and are success oriented. Certain traits are found in
the charts of winners and those who make a mark in this world- they are the ones who lasted. Be proud to
be a Capricorn.
Each sign has its strengths and weaknesses. NO SIGN IS BAD. Also, it is glaringly obvious that clump of
idiots knew nothing about astrology. I certainly wouldn't trust them with any metaphysical or spiritual
training. The sun sign is only that...the sun sign. The chart ruler and co-rulers are what is really important.
Say someone has a pisces sun. Then, say that person has their ascendant in aries, mercury, venus, mars
and jupiter in aries. This will be a hot-headed, impatient, aggressive, and pioneering pisces- hardly fitting.
Unfortunately, due to the endless stream of junk astrology- daily horoscopes, which don't have any more
validity than a million dollar check in one's mailbox, tabloid crap sun sign junk at the newsstands at
supermarket and drug store checkouts, newspaper 'horoscopes' all of this makes astrology look very foolish
and not to be taken seriously.
One of my sons has a stellium in Capricorn, including his sun. He has plenty of endurance. He never gives

up. When I was five months pregnant with him, I was lying comfortably in bed on my side. The clock was
facing me. He kicked me and kicked me until after 40 some minutes, I finally gave in and moved. This
sttitude and personality trait, I repeat again.. is seen in the charts of highly successful people.

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.org

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Kenny" <kenny.lane@...> wrote:
>
> A long time ago I was part of an organization which specialized in teaching metaphysics. I
always seemed to struggle to advance in this group and I was told it was because I'm a
Capricorn and Capricorns are very stubborn and resistant to change. In fact some of them even
went so far as to put down Capricorns as if we were somehow retarded and almost kind of a
plague.
> Is there any truth to this idea that Capricorns are somehow different from other sun signs and
that we are somehow a kind of an outcast minority. Seriously, that's how the Capricorns in this
group were treated! It was weird.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 205

From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich

Date: 7/3/2012

Subject: Re: Chart and Race
It is how one handles the energies of the chart. There are some charts, I have seen personally where the
owner was a blatant asshole- bad combinations of planets and some of these are very hard to handle, but
other than that, one cannot determine race by looking at someone's astrology chart. Even cats and dogs
born on a certain day will exhibit traits according to the planets on that day.
High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.org

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "vabzirteloch" <vabzirteloch@...> wrote:
>
> Does the chart of a person show which race is he/she of?
>
> Can it show if someone's a kike?
>
>
> Vabzir Teloch
> HAIL SATAN!!!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Capricorns

Message: 206

From: Eryn Greer

Date: 7/3/2012

Im a capricorn and they shuld never discriminate another sign mainly because capricorns are known as
leaders and we are stubborn and are resistent to change because of the role we play as leaders.

-----------------------------On Tue, Jul 3, 2012 7:47 AM EDT Kenny wrote:

>A long time ago I was part of an organization which specialized in teaching metaphysics. I
always seemed to struggle to advance in this group and I was told it was because I'm a
Capricorn and Capricorns are very stubborn and resistant to change. In fact some of them even
went so far as to put down Capricorns as if we were somehow retarded and almost kind of a
plague.
>Is there any truth to this idea that Capricorns are somehow different from other sun signs and
that we are somehow a kind of an outcast minority. Seriously, that's how the Capricorns in this
group were treated! It was weird.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 207

From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich

Date: 7/3/2012

Subject: Re: Signs by degree
It's getting late for me, so I have to make this short. I have personally found that the degrees are of the
most important aspects of astrology. This is what makes the chart individual and adds much more insight to
prediction. I have a webpage on this on the JoS. I apologize, much of the information on there is very old
and some poorly written going back 10 years. I am short on time, but will try to correct it when I am able to.
I always blend Vedic astrolgy, the foundations and interpretations with Western astrology. I read for the
tropical zodiac, as I have found this to be highly accurate. In Vedic astrolgy, there are what are called
'mansions of the moon.' These are the so-called critical degrees.
0 and 29 of all signs, with 29 known as an 'anaretic' degree.
13 and 26 of cardinal signs
9 and 21-22 of fixed esigns
4 and 17 of mutable aka common signs
15 degrees of fixed signs; there is a term for them in Vedic astrology, but I don't offhand remember it. Trying
to find the word on the internet, I just saw how little so many people know about astrology. Most astrology
authors overlook the degrees.
I also note through my own research, in addition to a prominent neptune, where one mishandles the
energies [insanity], 25 degrees of Leo is prominent in the charts of serial killers. Of course, this is
mishandling of these energies, but 25 of Leo, though lesser than 15 of Leo causes problems.
In closing, PLEASE DO NOT GET UPSET WHEN YOU ARE NEW AND LOOKING AT YOUR ASTRO CHART! NO
CHART IS 100% GOOD OR BAD. EVERYONE HAS A SATURN, PROBLEM AREAS AND SUCH, BUT THROUGH
MEDITATION, THESE CAN BE DIRECTED AND OVERCOME. KNOWING WHEN YOU ARE IN A BAD PERIOD,
LIKE TRANSITING SATURN ON YOUR PERSONAL PLANETS, CAN HELP YOU TO PREPARE BEFOREHAND
THROUGH MEDITATION AND PUTTING ON A STRONG PROTECTIVE AURA, AND BEING CAREFUL DURING
THAT PERIOD! FOREWARNED IS FOREARMED! THIS IS A GIFT!
Knowing is what astrology is all about. I had a hard time with it when I began reading my own chart at 15,
and saw all the bad stuff, which some was already blatant in my life. I have learned over the years,
astrology has done nothing but help me, time and again. Astrology, as with the other occult disciplines is a
wonderful gift from Satan. Knowing something and why is half the battle. This way, you can work with it and
change it.
And above all, I have come across more bullshit, downright ignorance and crap, especially on the internet,
written by people who just don't know. Don't take everything you read in the way of astrological
interpretations as a fact, especially if it is unfortunate. I have seen endless cases where the writer was
wrong.
Satan's gift of astrology is here to help us through life. It isn't something dreadful or negative. Astrology is a

friend.
High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.org

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Kait Jordan <kaitjordan@...> wrote:
>
> Yeah, I was actually wondering about this too. Lately, I've been trying to
> get a better understanding about astrology and the whole degree thing was
> one of the things that had me confused the most. I also couldn't find much
> info about it. Well, none that I felt I could trust.
>
> Hail Enki
>
> On Mon, Jul 2, 2012 at 6:49 PM, Draco Majinn <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:
>
> > **
>>
>>
> > I have heard that astrology is most accurate if you measure the degree to
> > which a planet is in a sign and that the effects differ depending on the
> > degree.
>>
> > Can someone please comment on this? I have heard about this for a while
> > but I can't seem to find any information about it.
>>
> > Thanks.
>>
> > Hail Satan!
>>
>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 208
Subject: Re: Chart and Race

From: hoodedcobra666

Date: 7/4/2012

Yes but Hitler was...Hitler.
Not your ordinary man who obeys to his chart.
HAIL SATAN!!!!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@...> wrote:
>
> I don't think so Adolf Hitler had no water signs and had majority earth signs.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" <hoodedcobra666@> wrote:
>>
> > In my opinion certain setups without water planets etc can indicate that someone may not
be a kike but think like one, like being an ultra materialist that disregards spirituality 100%. Can't
tell anything about one's race though, because a Gentile and a kike rat could have been born the
same day, or even hour, given we are living on a huge planet.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

HAIL SATAN!!!!
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "vabzirteloch" <vabzirteloch@> wrote:
>
> Does the chart of a person show which race is he/she of?
>
> Can it show if someone's a kike?
>
>
> Vabzir Teloch
> HAIL SATAN!!!
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Capricorns

Message: 209

From: Kenny Lane

Date: 7/4/2012

Thank you so much sister Maxine for your response. For years I had developed a weird complex about
being a Capricorn because of the degrading things they said about me based soley on my sun sign. One
thing I didn't include in my question was the actual name of this organization. They're called the School of
Metaphysics. You've probably heard of them. I was involved with them in the early eighties. I'm pretty sure
founder Jerry Rothermel was a fucking Kike and the current president is a Jewbag too! In fact if you do a
search on them you'll see one of the symbols on their logo is a "star of David". Back then I wasn't aware of
the Jewish problem and how they created this right hand path, how they stole and perverted the divine
knowledge imparted to our race from Father Satan. In fact after learning that Father Satan himself is
Capricorn and Aquarius I found that also to be very encouraging as well because I happen to be a Capricorn
cusped on Aquarius. Once again thank you!
Hail Satan!
Sent from my iPad

On Jul 3, 2012, at 10:02 PM, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...> wrote:

This makes me want to puke. That group is definitely 'retarded and almost kind of a plague.' Stay away
from self-appointed ignorant scum like that. Fixed signs, especially the fixed grand cross; and/or a
majority of planets in fixed signs are stubborn and resistant to change...and you know what? Many with
this fixed emphasis are the ones who make it to the top. I know I mentioned Olympic Gymnast
Shannon Miller's chart as an example before, I will again. She has 5 planets in fixed signs. She never
missed a training session in the gym.
As for Capricorn, the sign has excellent staying power, the gift of endurance. A quitter always loses.
Capricorns are determined, they stick to what they start and are success oriented. Certain traits are
found in the charts of winners and those who make a mark in this world- they are the ones who lasted.
Be proud to be a Capricorn.
Each sign has its strengths and weaknesses. NO SIGN IS BAD. Also, it is glaringly obvious that clump of
idiots knew nothing about astrology. I certainly wouldn't trust them with any metaphysical or spiritual
training. The sun sign is only that...the sun sign. The chart ruler and co-rulers are what is really
important. Say someone has a pisces sun. Then, say that person has their ascendant in aries, mercury,
venus, mars and jupiter in aries. This will be a hot-headed, impatient, aggressive, and pioneering

pisces- hardly fitting. Unfortunately, due to the endless stream of junk astrology- daily horoscopes,
which don't have any more validity than a million dollar check in one's mailbox, tabloid crap sun sign
junk at the newsstands at supermarket and drug store checkouts, newspaper 'horoscopes' all of this
makes astrology look very foolish and not to be taken seriously.
One of my sons has a stellium in Capricorn, including his sun. He has plenty of endurance. He never
gives up. When I was five months pregnant with him, I was lying comfortably in bed on my side. The
clock was facing me. He kicked me and kicked me until after 40 some minutes, I finally gave in and
moved. This sttitude and personality trait, I repeat again.. is seen in the charts of highly successful
people.
High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.org
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Kenny" <kenny.lane@...> wrote:
>
> A long time ago I was part of an organization which specialized in teaching metaphysics. I always
seemed to struggle to advance in this group and I was told it was because I'm a Capricorn and
Capricorns are very stubborn and resistant to change. In fact some of them even went so far as to put
down Capricorns as if we were somehow retarded and almost kind of a plague.
> Is there any truth to this idea that Capricorns are somehow different from other sun signs and that
we are somehow a kind of an outcast minority. Seriously, that's how the Capricorns in this group were
treated! It was weird.
>
=
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 210
Subject: Re: Friendlessness

From: f.follets

Date: 7/4/2012

People who don't feel the need to socialise usually have the majority of planets on the northern hemisphere
and/or the oriental side of the chart. It really depends primarily on the house positions.
The position of Venus and the Moon are common indicators of a person's social life. I believe there's
absolutely nothing wrong with being alone if you don't really care or feel bad about it.
I myself have the need to have friends. I feel very bad without them, but this doesn't seem to be your case
though.
I have a strong Venus in the 11th house, for example, so my social circles while not that big, are very close
and important to me. I know a lot of people, but only very few are friends. Along with other reinforcing
placements, I guess I can say my social life is, by common sense, "healthy". However, I also have my Moon
loosely conjunct Saturn, and Chiron opposing both of them. Problems in this area arise from time to time.
I've had certain periods on my life in which I was almost entirely isolated from everyone; needless to say,
these were periods of deep depression.
Aquarius (and, by extension, the 11th house) is very concerned with socialising, but in a different way. While
it tends to communicate with many people, it picks only few (if any) to be friends with. The Internet is the
perfect Aquarian mean of communication, because here you can be with big groups of people without really
relating to them. It satisfies the sign's basic needs perfectly.
Water signs (Pisces not much so) are concerned with connecting emotionally with other people, so a lack of
water may also indicate little need to have friends and/or relationships in general.
Air signs need other people's minds and Water signs need other people's hearts.

People with emphasis in the transpersonal/universal signs (Sagittarius, Capricorn, Aquarius and Pisces) are
less concerned with individuals and more with large groups. Some of them aren't concerned with people at
all.
I know a person who has only one planet in a water sign and only one in an air sign, and feels almost no
need to be with people, have friends or relationships; but I know another person who also has only one
planet in an air sign and one in a water sign who is very popular, has a lot of friends and loves being with
other people. The difference is that the former has most planets in the 12th house (house of seclusion) while
the latter has the Sun, Venus and the Moon in the 7th house (house of relationships).

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Draco Majinn" <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:
>
> Hello there is something I wanted to share here not just for personal reasons but also because
I think it's quite an interesting thought about planets and elements and touches on something
which doesn't often come up in these group discussions.
>
> The more experienced in these groups will know the air element is the element which is most
involved in socializing and friendships.
> And for those of us who have Saturn in Aquarius will know it can limit socializing and access to
social groups. I have this placement like everyone my age of course.
> But in addition I have no other planets in air signs besides this and nor do I have a planet in
Leo which is also a sign which attracts big social circles.
>
> My whole life I have never had a social circle or friends. From kinder garden, all through
school, college and work, until the present.
> Not only that but I don't even give thought to it often, the only time I have ever felt the need
to make friends was when other people teased me about being a loner, I felt I had to make
friends for egotistical reasons and of course because I was only doing it for image sake and
wasn't actually interested in socializing, these friendships didn't last.
>
> Those of you who have more knowledge on this subject, elements, planets and friends or
who can relate to it in some way please share your thoughts.
> And those of you who are blessed with lots of friends and big social circles, please also tell
your stories.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 211
Subject: Re: Friendlessness

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 7/4/2012

I have Saturn in Aquarius as well, I've rarely had more than one or two people that I consider friends at a
time. Many Satanists seem to have been born in the time when Saturn was in Aquarius, I always believed it
helped us to become Satanists by making us feel separate from the herd.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Draco Majinn" <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:
>
> Hello there is something I wanted to share here not just for personal reasons but also because
I think it's quite an interesting thought about planets and elements and touches on something
which doesn't often come up in these group discussions.
>
> The more experienced in these groups will know the air element is the element which is most
involved in socializing and friendships.
> And for those of us who have Saturn in Aquarius will know it can limit socializing and access to
social groups. I have this placement like everyone my age of course.
> But in addition I have no other planets in air signs besides this and nor do I have a planet in
Leo which is also a sign which attracts big social circles.

>
> My whole life I have never had a social circle or friends. From kinder garden, all through
school, college and work, until the present.
> Not only that but I don't even give thought to it often, the only time I have ever felt the need
to make friends was when other people teased me about being a loner, I felt I had to make
friends for egotistical reasons and of course because I was only doing it for image sake and
wasn't actually interested in socializing, these friendships didn't last.
>
> Those of you who have more knowledge on this subject, elements, planets and friends or
who can relate to it in some way please share your thoughts.
> And those of you who are blessed with lots of friends and big social circles, please also tell
your stories.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 212
Subject: Re: Chart and Race

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 7/4/2012

Oh wow that's funny about the cats and dogs I was wondering how astrology affects animals, like if their
brains have the capacity for a deeper influence from planets to their consciousness and unconscious. Like I
have noticed that my family's cat born in May something and my dog born May 30, 2012 are both really
friendly (and my dog is a German Shepherd they're known for being unfriendly towards strangers) and they
don't like to be held, cuddled, crated or restricted in anyway. Also they both try to like talk almost it's
actually pretty funny.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...>
wrote:
>
>
> It is how one handles the energies of the chart. There are some charts, I have seen personally
where the owner was a blatant asshole- bad combinations of planets and some of these are very
hard to handle, but other than that, one cannot determine race by looking at someone's
astrology chart. Even cats and dogs born on a certain day will exhibit traits according to the
planets on that day.
>
> High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> http://www.joyofsatan.org
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "vabzirteloch" <vabzirteloch@> wrote:
>>
> > Does the chart of a person show which race is he/she of?
>>
> > Can it show if someone's a kike?
>>
>>
> > Vabzir Teloch
> > HAIL SATAN!!!
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: fertility

Message: 213

From: Brian

Date: 7/5/2012

Does anyone in the family know how find out about fertility,or the best way to know if there are children in
your future.

Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 214

From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich

Date: 7/5/2012

Subject: Re: Capricorns
Any name with a 'Roth' in it is definitely jewish, just like Eisen, Stein, Gold, etc. This is one of endless
examples of just how rotten they are. Given everything in the media is 96% jewish written and controlled,
know most astrology authors are also jewish and they have done plenty of damage to astrology. Many write
just to make more and more money on top of money and do not care about the contents of their writings,
and some even deliberately mislead people. Jewish publishig houses are only to happy to publish and
promote the writings of a brother/sister jew, while working to keep Gentiles out. These are the ones who
endlessly talk about 'karma' this and 'karma' that and work to give the reader a false impression, based
upon the jewish agenda, no different form their filthy bible. One can see the xian overtones in their writings.
Be aware of this. They are also plagarists, not only in their writings, but with music and everything else, you
name it. In
their talmud, it states that they are free to take what they please from us 'goyim.'

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.org

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Kenny Lane <kenny.lane@...> wrote:
>
> Thank you so much sister Maxine for your response. For years I had developed a weird
complex about being a Capricorn because of the degrading things they said about me based
soley on my sun sign. One thing I didn't include in my question was the actual name of this
organization. They're called the School of Metaphysics. You've probably heard of them. I was
involved with them in the early eighties. I'm pretty sure founder Jerry Rothermel was a fucking
Kike and the current president is a Jewbag too! In fact if you do a search on them you'll see one
of the symbols on their logo is a "star of David". Back then I wasn't aware of the Jewish
problem and how they created this right hand path, how they stole and perverted the divine
knowledge imparted to our race from Father Satan. In fact after learning that Father Satan
himself is Capricorn and Aquarius I found that also to be very encouraging as well because I
happen to be a Capricorn cusped on Aquarius.
Once again thank you!
>
> Hail Satan!
>
> Sent from my iPad
>
> On Jul 3, 2012, at 10:02 PM, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...> wrote:
>
>>
> > This makes me want to puke. That group is definitely 'retarded and almost kind of a
plague.' Stay away from self-appointed ignorant scum like that. Fixed signs, especially the fixed
grand cross; and/or a majority of planets in fixed signs are stubborn and resistant to
change...and you know what? Many with this fixed emphasis are the ones who make it to the
top. I know I mentioned Olympic Gymnast Shannon Miller's chart as an example before, I will
again. She has 5 planets in fixed signs. She never missed a training session in the gym.
>>
> > As for Capricorn, the sign has excellent staying power, the gift of endurance. A quitter
always loses. Capricorns are determined, they stick to what they start and are success oriented.
Certain traits are found in the charts of winners and those who make a mark in this world- they
are the ones who lasted. Be proud to be a Capricorn.
>>

> > Each sign has its strengths and weaknesses. NO SIGN IS BAD. Also, it is glaringly obvious
that clump of idiots knew nothing about astrology. I certainly wouldn't trust them with any
metaphysical or spiritual training. The sun sign is only that...the sun sign. The chart ruler and corulers are what is really important. Say someone has a pisces sun. Then, say that person has
their ascendant in aries, mercury, venus, mars and jupiter in aries. This will be a hot-headed,
impatient, aggressive, and pioneering pisces- hardly fitting. Unfortunately, due to the endless
stream of junk astrology- daily horoscopes, which don't have any more validity than a million
dollar check in one's mailbox, tabloid crap sun sign junk at the newsstands at supermarket and
drug store checkouts, newspaper 'horoscopes' all of this makes astrology look very foolish and
not to be taken seriously.
>>
> > One of my sons has a stellium in Capricorn, including his sun. He has plenty of endurance.
He never gives up. When I was five months pregnant with him, I was lying comfortably in bed
on my side. The clock was facing me. He kicked me and kicked me until after 40 some minutes,
I finally gave in and moved. This sttitude and personality trait, I repeat again.. is seen in the
charts of highly successful people.
>>
> > High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> > http://www.joyofsatan.org
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Kenny" <kenny.lane@> wrote:
>>>
> > > A long time ago I was part of an organization which specialized in teaching metaphysics. I
always seemed to struggle to advance in this group and I was told it was because I'm a
Capricorn and Capricorns are very stubborn and resistant to change. In fact some of them even
went so far as to put down Capricorns as if we were somehow retarded and almost kind of a
plague.
> > > Is there any truth to this idea that Capricorns are somehow different from other sun signs
and that we are somehow a kind of an outcast minority. Seriously, that's how the Capricorns in
this group were treated! It was weird.
>>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 215
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Re: Chart and Race - Hitlers lack of water

Date: 7/5/2012

Ah I see now it's in the meditations part of the website explaining the elements.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Draco Majinn" <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:
>
> Hooded Cobra is correct a lack of water often means a disregard for the spiritual. Hitler
however may of had no water signs but did have an 8th house Pluto which is a very powerful
placement. Indicating someone who has a very advanced soul from previous lives.
> Additionally, for those who are not spiritually inclined a lack of water in this age can be a
benefit in the way of achieving worldly success because the system of this age works against us
through psychological tactics that work best against the water element.
> It's not that the water element itself is bad it's just that those with it in large amounts and
who are not Spiritually aware are the most vulnerable to our kike enemies.

>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@> wrote:
>>
> > I don't think so Adolf Hitler had no water signs and had majority earth signs.
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" <hoodedcobra666@> wrote:
>>>
> > > In my opinion certain setups without water planets etc can indicate that someone may
not be a kike but think like one, like being an ultra materialist that disregards spirituality 100%.
Can't tell anything about one's race though, because a Gentile and a kike rat could have been
born the same day, or even hour, given we are living on a huge planet.
>>>
> > > HAIL SATAN!!!!
>>>
> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "vabzirteloch" <vabzirteloch@> wrote:
>>>>
> > > > Does the chart of a person show which race is he/she of?
>>>>
> > > > Can it show if someone's a kike?
>>>>
>>>>
> > > > Vabzir Teloch
> > > > HAIL SATAN!!!
>>>>
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: fertility

Message: 216

From: f.follets

Date: 7/5/2012

The fifth house is the house of children. The planets therein and the house ruler can give an idea of a
person's fertility or lack thereof
Saturn in the 5th House being the most common indicator of infertility. I
believe the Moon is also very important regarding fertility, as it rules family, nurturing etc.
I really don't know much else about this, but Maxine sure does and might give more insight if she can.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Brian" <briangibbons20@...> wrote:
>
> Does anyone in the family know how find out about fertility,or the best way to know if there
are children in your future.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: fertility

Message: 217

From: Brian Gibbons

Date: 7/5/2012

Thanks very much for your reply.I have been studying Astrology at work recently,I I read where you can
find out your fertility aspect on your birth chart. My wife and I were doing our charts last night,and I just
wondered how to find the info.At this point we are trying to concieve,and could use any info that someone in
the family could give us.
Hail Enki
Brian

--- On Thu, 7/5/12, f.follets <f.follets@...> wrote:

From: f.follets <f.follets@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: fertility
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Thursday, July 5, 2012, 7:37 AM

The fifth house is the house of children. The planets therein and the house ruler can give
an idea of a person's fertility or lack thereof — Saturn in the 5th House being the most
common indicator of infertility. I believe the Moon is also very important regarding
fertility, as it rules family, nurturing etc.
I really don't know much else about this, but Maxine sure does and might give more
insight if she can.
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Brian" <briangibbons20@...> wrote:
>
> Does anyone in the family know how find out about fertility,or the best way to know if
there are children in your future.
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: fertility

Message: 218

From: Draco Majinn

Date: 7/5/2012

Lack of the water element can cause infertility.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> The fifth house is the house of children. The planets therein and the house ruler can give an
idea of a person's fertility or lack thereof
Saturn in the 5th House being the most common
indicator of infertility. I believe the Moon is also very important regarding fertility, as it rules
family, nurturing etc.
>
> I really don't know much else about this, but Maxine sure does and might give more insight if
she can.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Brian" <briangibbons20@> wrote:
>>
> > Does anyone in the family know how find out about fertility,or the best way to know if
there are children in your future.
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: fertility

Message: 219

From: purplenurplei

Date: 7/5/2012

Thats gorgeous, see also if theres a degree the house is on or any asteroids or stars
Part of fortune or something.
If there's nothing in your chart, and you still want.... you know what to doooo;) every night bro. Every night.
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Brian Gibbons <briangibbons20@...> wrote:
>
> Thanks very much for your reply.I have been studying Astrology at work recently,I I read
where you can find out your fertility aspect on your birth chart. My wife and I were doing our
charts last night,and I just wondered how to find the info.At this point we are trying to

concieve,and could use any info that someone in the family could give us.
>
> Hail Enki
>
> BrianÂ
>
> --- On Thu, 7/5/12, f.follets <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> From: f.follets <f.follets@...>
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: fertility
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Thursday, July 5, 2012, 7:37 AM
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>Â
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> The fifth house is the house of children. The planets therein and the house ruler can give an
idea of a person's fertility or lack thereof â " Saturn in the 5th House being the most common
indicator of infertility. I believe the Moon is also very important regarding fertility, as it rules
family, nurturing etc.
>
>
>
> I really don't know much else about this, but Maxine sure does and might give more insight if
she can.
>
>
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Brian" <briangibbons20@> wrote:
>
>>
>
> > Does anyone in the family know how find out about fertility,or the best way to know if

there are children in your future.
>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 220
From: lz241113
Subject: Re: Transiting Jupiter in the 12th House

Date: 7/5/2012

This might be a silly question, but I'm pretty new to Astrology...
How do you know when a planet is transiting your houses? I got my Natal Chart from Astro.com, and am
learning to analyze it (will soon send money to HP Maxine for a reading), but that's pretty much as far as
I've gotten.
Hail Satan!
Hail Astaroth

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
>
> The only way to reap the benefits of it is to focus on meditation and spirituality also
sometimes jupiters expansive properties can be alittle undesireable. But for the most part that
transit can give you good oppurtunities spiritually. That means that the next house to be
transited by jupiter is your first house. that is good. :) I remember when jupiter was transiting
my first house. It was great! just take advantage of the jupiter transiting the twelth house and
only make sure the positive traits of the twelth house are mansifested.
>
>
>
>
> -----------------------------> On Thu, Jun 28, 2012 9:19 PM EDT strengthxknowledgexpower wrote:
>
> >Jupiter is Transiting in my 12 house currently; Our High Priestess said that this will bring
many benefits through meditation. Has any one here experienced this transit? Do you have
ideas on how to reap full benefits from it and any further details?
> >Hail Father Satan Forever! Hail Our Shining Gods of Duat!
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: fertility

Message: 221

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 7/5/2012

Also Leo and the Sun have to do with children.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> The fifth house is the house of children. The planets therein and the house ruler can give an
idea of a person's fertility or lack thereof
Saturn in the 5th House being the most common
indicator of infertility. I believe the Moon is also very important regarding fertility, as it rules
family, nurturing etc.
>
> I really don't know much else about this, but Maxine sure does and might give more insight if
she can.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Brian" <briangibbons20@> wrote:

>>
> > Does anyone in the family know how find out about fertility,or the best way to know if
there are children in your future.
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: fertility

Message: 222

From: sorceressofenki88

Date: 7/5/2012

Uh oh! I've got nothin in 5th! Mom had Lupus while pregnant and we've always wondered if this would also
occur w/ me. But then again, I DO have Moon in 4th. But Saturn's in 4th as well. Brian... um... Idk how to
say this, but... I wasn't sure if those parts of u still worked Brian and was worried about the future of u and
Raven in that area. I've seen her dress and ring! Both GORGEOUS!! I would love to be able to have 4 kids
(mom's goal was 4, but she was stuck w/ just me)! To Max: how has knowing ur chart and ur kids' chart
help (and maybe hurt) you as a mom? How would things have been different if you didn't know about
astology while raising them? Tell us more about them. I feel like if I learn more about you HPs, then I'll feel
more comfortable around you, like you're approchable, more like us normal peasant humans, that
everybody has a normal life w/ normal problems (thanks, Saturn <-*sarcastic*) @ the end of the day when
you get down to it. How could the relationship between mom and I be improved, what are some things she
could've done to make our relationship smoother? I know I've posted our places, times, and dates
somewhere around here... (perhaps it's good if that info ISN'T found). I feel a wonderful, safe, secure
feeling when I'm around you Max (or, at least, read your posts). Like you're the kind of mom I wish I had.
Kind of like the feeling/energy of a good hug! You know how to help and take care of ppl because you're a
mom who knows astrology, what better mom could there be who knows so much about her kids b/c of that!
Could we have had a past life 2gether?

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> The fifth house is the house of children. The planets therein and the house ruler can give an
idea of a person's fertility or lack thereof
Saturn in the 5th House being the most common
indicator of infertility. I believe the Moon is also very important regarding fertility, as it rules
family, nurturing etc.
>
> I really don't know much else about this, but Maxine sure does and might give more insight if
she can.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Brian" <briangibbons20@> wrote:
>>
> > Does anyone in the family know how find out about fertility,or the best way to know if
there are children in your future.
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 223
Subject: Re: Friendlessness

From: Valkyrie Vixen

Date: 7/5/2012

I have my Venus in Leo, my rising sign in Leo and my Moon in Aquarius. As you said, I'm one of those that
has never needed a friend. Its difficult to balance all the friend circles I have and it genuinely upsets me
when a friend of mine is ostracized from the group. Just saw a situation that is affecting me in that way not
60 seconds ago.... If this is not your focus don't worry about it. I've never had to worry about it because
socializing comes naturally, and my aura demands respect out of those I interact with, lest they deal
accordingly. I know I wouldn't feel satisfied if I didn't connect on a friendship level to many people, as my
friends are a huge part of my life and connection with the gods.
Hail Satan!
Hail Lilith!

Hail Astaroth!
Hail Gomory! <3
**Little Miss Satanist**
THE
*Valkyrie Vixen*
From: "Draco Majinn" <xxrygelxx@...>
Sender: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Tue, 03 Jul 2012 12:34:12 -0000
To: <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
ReplyTo: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Friendlessness
Hello there is something I wanted to share here not just for personal reasons but also because I think it's
quite an interesting thought about planets and elements and touches on something which doesn't often
come up in these group discussions.
The more experienced in these groups will know the air element is the element which is most involved in
socializing and friendships.
And for those of us who have Saturn in Aquarius will know it can limit socializing and access to social groups.
I have this placement like everyone my age of course.
But in addition I have no other planets in air signs besides this and nor do I have a planet in Leo which is
also a sign which attracts big social circles.
My whole life I have never had a social circle or friends. From kinder garden, all through school, college and
work, until the present.
Not only that but I don't even give thought to it often, the only time I have ever felt the need to make
friends was when other people teased me about being a loner, I felt I had to make friends for egotistical
reasons and of course because I was only doing it for image sake and wasn't actually interested in
socializing, these friendships didn't last.
Those of you who have more knowledge on this subject, elements, planets and friends or who can relate to
it in some way please share your thoughts.
And those of you who are blessed with lots of friends and big social circles, please also tell your stories.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: fertility

Message: 224

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 7/6/2012

I have Mercury in my 5th house, so my children will be intelligent :). And the house is in Cancer, ruled by the
moon. Babies for me lol.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> The fifth house is the house of children. The planets therein and the house ruler can give an
idea of a person's fertility or lack thereof
Saturn in the 5th House being the most common
indicator of infertility. I believe the Moon is also very important regarding fertility, as it rules
family, nurturing etc.
>
> I really don't know much else about this, but Maxine sure does and might give more insight if
she can.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Brian" <briangibbons20@> wrote:
>>
> > Does anyone in the family know how find out about fertility,or the best way to know if

there are children in your future.
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: fertility

Message: 225

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 7/6/2012

Wow... just... wow. Lol.
People in their 90's can still have sex. Brian is only in his 50's. I don't consider that too old at all lol. And us
SS, with our knowledge of power meditation and yoga, can make things even better.
Also. It's common courtesy to refer to people in authority by their full names, not little nicknames, unless
they make it public that they prefer to be called as such. I have wondered who this "Max" person you have
referred to before was, as I generally only skim most posts, but I realize now you mean HPS Maxine. Like I
said, common courtesy out of respect. Nicknames are only given to people you have personally known long
enough and have good rapport with. If someone I didn't really know gave me a nickname, not cool. It's just
rude.
Hail Father Satan

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "sorceressofenki88" <kcmsopranobella@...> wrote:
>
> Uh oh! I've got nothin in 5th! Mom had Lupus while pregnant and we've always wondered if
this would also occur w/ me. But then again, I DO have Moon in 4th. But Saturn's in 4th as well.
Brian... um... Idk how to say this, but... I wasn't sure if those parts of u still worked Brian and
was worried about the future of u and Raven in that area. I've seen her dress and ring! Both
GORGEOUS!! I would love to be able to have 4 kids (mom's goal was 4, but she was stuck w
/ just me)! To Max: how has knowing ur chart and ur kids' chart help (and maybe hurt) you as a
mom? How would things have been different if you didn't know about astology while raising
them? Tell us more about them. I feel like if I learn more about you HPs, then I'll feel more
comfortable around you, like you're approchable, more like us normal peasant humans, that
everybody has a normal life w/ normal problems (thanks, Saturn <-*sarcastic*) @ the end of
the day when you get down to it. How could the relationship between mom and I be improved,
what are some things she could've done to make our relationship smoother? I know I've posted
our places, times, and dates somewhere around here... (perhaps it's good if that info ISN'T
found). I feel a wonderful, safe, secure feeling when I'm around you Max (or, at least, read your
posts). Like you're the kind of mom I wish I had. Kind of like the feeling/energy of a good hug!
You know how to help and take care of ppl because you're a mom who knows astrology, what
better mom could there be who knows so much about her kids b/c of that! Could we have had a
past life 2gether?
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>
> > The fifth house is the house of children. The planets therein and the house ruler can give an
idea of a person's fertility or lack thereof
Saturn in the 5th House being the most common
indicator of infertility. I believe the Moon is also very important regarding fertility, as it rules
family, nurturing etc.
>>
> > I really don't know much else about this, but Maxine sure does and might give more insight
if she can.
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Brian" <briangibbons20@> wrote:
>>>
> > > Does anyone in the family know how find out about fertility,or the best way to know if

there are children in your future.
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: fertility

Message: 226

From: Brian Gibbons

Date: 7/6/2012

YAY!!!!!!!!Good for you lydia.Baby for us too we hope. LOL
Hail Enki
Brian

--- On Fri, 7/6/12, lydia_666@... <lydia_666@...> wrote:

From: lydia_666@... <lydia_666@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: fertility
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Friday, July 6, 2012, 4:43 AM

I have Mercury in my 5th house, so my children will be intelligent :). And the house is in
Cancer, ruled by the moon. Babies for me lol.
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> The fifth house is the house of children. The planets therein and the house ruler can
give an idea of a person's fertility or lack thereof — Saturn in the 5th House being the
most common indicator of infertility. I believe the Moon is also very important regarding
fertility, as it rules family, nurturing etc.
>
> I really don't know much else about this, but Maxine sure does and might give more
insight if she can.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Brian" <briangibbons20@> wrote:
>>
> > Does anyone in the family know how find out about fertility,or the best way to know
if there are children in your future.
>>
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: fertility

Message: 227

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 7/6/2012

Cancer in the 5th house for me too :) LYDIA!!! Where have you been?? Missed you on the groups :)

-----------------------------On Fri, Jul 6, 2012 12:43 AM EDT lydia_666@... wrote:
>I have Mercury in my 5th house, so my children will be intelligent :). And the house is in
Cancer, ruled by the moon. Babies for me lol.

>
>--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>>
>> The fifth house is the house of children. The planets therein and the house ruler can give an
idea of a person's fertility or lack thereof — Saturn in the 5th House being the most common
indicator of infertility. I believe the Moon is also very important regarding fertility, as it rules
family, nurturing etc.
>>
>> I really don't know much else about this, but Maxine sure does and might give more insight
if she can.
>>
>> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Brian" <briangibbons20@> wrote:
>> >
>> > Does anyone in the family know how find out about fertility,or the best way to know if
there are children in your future.
>> >
>>
>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: fertility

Message: 228

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 7/6/2012

Agreed. I just read what she wrote. Brain has much vitality and will only gain more. We SS have power and
I think it is a bit much to say that to him. His sex life is his business and that is almost like an insult. Almost.
-----------------------------On Fri, Jul 6, 2012 12:56 AM EDT lydia_666@... wrote:
>Wow... just... wow. Lol.
>
>People in their 90's can still have sex. Brian is only in his 50's. I don't consider that too old at
all lol. And us SS, with our knowledge of power meditation and yoga, can make things even
better.
>
>Also. It's common courtesy to refer to people in authority by their full names, not little
nicknames, unless they make it public that they prefer to be called as such. I have wondered
who this "Max" person you have referred to before was, as I generally only skim most posts, but
I realize now you mean HPS Maxine. Like I said, common courtesy out of respect. Nicknames are
only given to people you have personally known long enough and have good rapport with. If
someone I didn't really know gave me a nickname, not cool. It's just rude.
>
>Hail Father Satan
>
>--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "sorceressofenki88" <kcmsopranobella@...> wrote:
>>
>> Uh oh! I've got nothin in 5th! Mom had Lupus while pregnant and we've always wondered if
this would also occur w/ me. But then again, I DO have Moon in 4th. But Saturn's in 4th as well.
Brian... um... Idk how to say this, but... I wasn't sure if those parts of u still worked Brian and
was worried about the future of u and Raven in that area. I've seen her dress and ring! Both
GORGEOUS!! I would love to be able to have 4 kids (mom's goal was 4, but she was stuck w
/ just me)! To Max: how has knowing ur chart and ur kids' chart help (and maybe hurt) you as a
mom? How would things have been different if you didn't know about astology while raising
them? Tell us more about them. I feel like if I learn more about you HPs, then I'll feel more
comfortable around you, like you're approchable, more like us normal peasant humans, that

everybody has a normal life w/ normal problems (thanks, Saturn <-*sarcastic*) @ the end of
the day when you get down to it. How
could the relationship between mom and I be improved, what are some things she could've done
to make our relationship smoother? I know I've posted our places, times, and dates somewhere
around here... (perhaps it's good if that info ISN'T found). I feel a wonderful, safe, secure feeling
when I'm around you Max (or, at least, read your posts). Like you're the kind of mom I wish I
had. Kind of like the feeling/energy of a good hug! You know how to help and take care of ppl
because you're a mom who knows astrology, what better mom could there be who knows so
much about her kids b/c of that! Could we have had a past life 2gether?
>>
>> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>> >
>> > The fifth house is the house of children. The planets therein and the house ruler can give
an idea of a person's fertility or lack thereof — Saturn in the 5th House being the most common
indicator of infertility. I believe the Moon is also very important regarding fertility, as it rules
family, nurturing etc.
>> >
>> > I really don't know much else about this, but Maxine sure does and might give more
insight if she can.
>> >
>> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Brian" <briangibbons20@> wrote:
>> > >
>> > > Does anyone in the family know how find out about fertility,or the best way to know if
there are children in your future.
>> > >
>> >
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: fertility

Message: 229

From: Brian Gibbons

Date: 7/6/2012

For your information,my dad was my same age when I was born,and he was still having sex into his
eighties.I come from a very healthy Gentile family,were even though my parents were xtian,I was always
taught that sex was a very healthy part of life..She has told me and others that I am better then any man
or woman she has ever been with,even at my age.So its not just wishful thinking on my part,but it is her
that wants us to have a child too,or I would not even ask the question.
Hail Enki
Brian

--- On Thu, 7/5/12, sorceressofenki88 <kcmsopranobella@...> wrote:

From: sorceressofenki88 <kcmsopranobella@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: fertility
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Thursday, July 5, 2012, 2:17 PM

Uh oh! I've got nothin in 5th! Mom had Lupus while pregnant and we've always
wondered if this would also occur w/ me. But then again, I DO have Moon in 4th. But
Saturn's in 4th as well. Brian... um... Idk how to say this, but... I wasn't sure if those
parts of u still worked Brian and was worried about the future of u and Raven in that
area. I've seen her dress and ring! Both GORGEOUS!! I would love to be able to have 4

kids (mom's goal was 4, but she was stuck w/ just me)! To Max: how has knowing ur
chart and ur kids' chart help (and maybe hurt) you as a mom? How would things have
been different if you didn't know about astology while raising them? Tell us more about
them. I feel like if I learn more about you HPs, then I'll feel more comfortable around
you, like you're approchable, more like us normal peasant humans, that everybody has
a normal life w/ normal problems (thanks, Saturn <-*sarcastic*) @ the end of the day
when you get down to it. How could the relationship between mom and I be improved,
what are some things she could've done to make our relationship smoother? I know I've
posted our places, times, and dates somewhere around here... (perhaps it's good if that
info ISN'T found). I feel a wonderful, safe, secure feeling when I'm around you Max (or,
at least, read your posts). Like you're the kind of mom I wish I had. Kind of like the
feeling/energy of a good hug! You know how to help and take care of ppl because you're
a mom who knows astrology, what better mom could there be who knows so much
about her kids b/c of that! Could we have had a past life 2gether?
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> The fifth house is the house of children. The planets therein and the house ruler can
give an idea of a person's fertility or lack thereof — Saturn in the 5th House being the
most common indicator of infertility. I believe the Moon is also very important regarding
fertility, as it rules family, nurturing etc.
>
> I really don't know much else about this, but Maxine sure does and might give more
insight if she can.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Brian" <briangibbons20@> wrote:
>>
> > Does anyone in the family know how find out about fertility,or the best way to know
if there are children in your future.
>>
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: fertility

Message: 230

From: Brian Gibbons

Date: 7/6/2012

Thanks Shannon,but we have been getting much support from our true family,which includes you of
course.But even our High Priestess Maxine,which is her respectful name,has given us nothing but support
through all of this too,and we are both very much appreciative of the support she has given us privately too.
Hail Enki
Brian

--- On Fri, 7/6/12, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:

From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...>
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: fertility
To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Friday, July 6, 2012, 5:02 AM

Agreed. I just read what she wrote. Brain has much vitality and will only gain more. We

SS have power and I think it is a bit much to say that to him. His sex life is his business
and that is almost like an insult. Almost.
-----------------------------On Fri, Jul 6, 2012 12:56 AM EDT lydia_666@... wrote:
>Wow... just... wow. Lol.
>
>People in their 90's can still have sex. Brian is only in his 50's. I don't consider that too
old at all lol. And us SS, with our knowledge of power meditation and yoga, can make
things even better.
>
>Also. It's common courtesy to refer to people in authority by their full names, not little
nicknames, unless they make it public that they prefer to be called as such. I have
wondered who this "Max" person you have referred to before was, as I generally only
skim most posts, but I realize now you mean HPS Maxine. Like I said, common courtesy
out of respect. Nicknames are only given to people you have personally known long
enough and have good rapport with. If someone I didn't really know gave me a
nickname, not cool. It's just rude.
>
>Hail Father Satan
>
>--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "sorceressofenki88" <kcmsopranobella@...>
wrote:
>>
>> Uh oh! I've got nothin in 5th! Mom had Lupus while pregnant and we've always
wondered if this would also occur w/ me. But then again, I DO have Moon in 4th. But
Saturn's in 4th as well. Brian... um... Idk how to say this, but... I wasn't sure if those
parts of u still worked Brian and was worried about the future of u and Raven in that
area. I've seen her dress and ring! Both GORGEOUS!! I would love to be able to have 4
kids (mom's goal was 4, but she was stuck w/ just me)! To Max: how has knowing ur
chart and ur kids' chart help (and maybe hurt) you as a mom? How would things have
been different if you didn't know about astology while raising them? Tell us more about
them. I feel like if I learn more about you HPs, then I'll feel more comfortable around
you, like you're approchable, more like us normal peasant humans, that everybody has
a normal life w/ normal problems (thanks, Saturn <-*sarcastic*) @ the end of the day
when you get down to it. How
could the relationship between mom and I be improved, what are some things she
could've done to make our relationship smoother? I know I've posted our places, times,
and dates somewhere around here... (perhaps it's good if that info ISN'T found). I feel a
wonderful, safe, secure feeling when I'm around you Max (or, at least, read your posts).
Like you're the kind of mom I wish I had. Kind of like the feeling/energy of a good hug!
You know how to help and take care of ppl because you're a mom who knows astrology,
what better mom could there be who knows so much about her kids b/c of that! Could
we have had a past life 2gether?
>>
>> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>> >
>> > The fifth house is the house of children. The planets therein and the house ruler
can give an idea of a person's fertility or lack thereof — Saturn in the 5th House being
the most common indicator of infertility. I believe the Moon is also very important
regarding fertility, as it rules family, nurturing etc.
>> >
>> > I really don't know much else about this, but Maxine sure does and might give
more insight if she can.

>> >
>> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Brian" <briangibbons20@> wrote:
>> > >
>> > > Does anyone in the family know how find out about fertility,or the best way to
know if there are children in your future.
>> > >
>> >
>>
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: fertility

Message: 231

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 7/6/2012

Most definetly :) Brian. Love ya! May the seed of your loin be fruitful in the belly of your wife! :) May the
love between you and Raven blossom for truly! <3

-----------------------------On Fri, Jul 6, 2012 1:23 AM EDT Brian Gibbons wrote:
>Thanks Shannon,but we have been getting much support from our true family,which includes
you of course.But even our High Priestess Maxine,which is her respectful name,has given us
nothing but support through all of this too,and we are both very much appreciative of the
support she has given us privately too.
>
>Hail Enki
>
>Brian
>
>--- On Fri, 7/6/12, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
>From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...>
>Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: fertility
>To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
>Date: Friday, July 6, 2012, 5:02 AM
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>Agreed. I just read what she wrote. Brain has much vitality and will only gain more. We SS
have power and I think it is a bit much to say that to him. His sex life is his business and that is
almost like an insult. Almost.
>
>
>
>----------------------------->
>On Fri, Jul 6, 2012 12:56 AM EDT lydia_666@... wrote:
>
>
>
>>Wow... just... wow. Lol.
>
>>
>
>>People in their 90's can still have sex. Brian is only in his 50's. I don't consider that too old at
all lol. And us SS, with our knowledge of power meditation and yoga, can make things even
better.
>
>>
>
>>Also. It's common courtesy to refer to people in authority by their full names, not little
nicknames, unless they make it public that they prefer to be called as such. I have wondered
who this "Max" person you have referred to before was, as I generally only skim most posts, but
I realize now you mean HPS Maxine. Like I said, common courtesy out of respect. Nicknames are
only given to people you have personally known long enough and have good rapport with. If
someone I didn't really know gave me a nickname, not cool. It's just rude.
>
>>
>
>>Hail Father Satan
>
>>
>
>>--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "sorceressofenki88" <kcmsopranobella@...> wrote:
>
>>
>
>> Uh oh! I've got nothin in 5th! Mom had Lupus while pregnant and we've always wondered if
this would also occur w/ me. But then again, I DO have Moon in 4th. But Saturn's in 4th as well.
Brian... um... Idk how to say this, but... I wasn't sure if those parts of u still worked Brian and
was worried about the future of u and Raven in that area. I've seen her dress and ring! Both
GORGEOUS!! I would love to be able to have 4 kids (mom's goal was 4, but she was stuck w

/ just me)! To Max: how has knowing ur chart and ur kids' chart help (and maybe hurt) you as a
mom? How would things have been different if you didn't know about astology while raising
them? Tell us more about them. I feel like if I learn more about you HPs, then I'll feel more
comfortable around you, like you're approchable, more like us normal peasant humans, that
everybody has a normal life w/ normal problems (thanks, Saturn <-*sarcastic*) @ the end of
the day when you get down to it. How
>
> could the relationship between mom and I be improved, what are some things she could've
done to make our relationship smoother? I know I've posted our places, times, and dates
somewhere around here... (perhaps it's good if that info ISN'T found). I feel a wonderful, safe,
secure feeling when I'm around you Max (or, at least, read your posts). Like you're the kind of
mom I wish I had. Kind of like the feeling/energy of a good hug! You know how to help and take
care of ppl because you're a mom who knows astrology, what better mom could there be who
knows so much about her kids b/c of that! Could we have had a past life 2gether?
>
>>
>
>> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>
>> >
>
>> > The fifth house is the house of children. The planets therein and the house ruler can give
an idea of a person's fertility or lack thereof — Saturn in the 5th House being the most common
indicator of infertility. I believe the Moon is also very important regarding fertility, as it rules
family, nurturing etc.
>
>> >
>
>> > I really don't know much else about this, but Maxine sure does and might give more
insight if she can.
>
>> >
>
>> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Brian" <briangibbons20@> wrote:
>
>> > >
>
>> > > Does anyone in the family know how find out about fertility,or the best way to know if
there are children in your future.
>
>> > >
>
>> >
>
>>
>
>>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: fertility

Message: 232

From: Brian Gibbons

Date: 7/6/2012

Very sweet of you to say our dear sister.
Hail Enki
Brian

--- On Fri, 7/6/12, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:

From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...>
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: fertility
To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Friday, July 6, 2012, 5:30 AM

Most definetly :) Brian. Love ya! May the seed of your loin be fruitful in the belly of your
wife! :) May the love between you and Raven blossom for truly! <3
-----------------------------On Fri, Jul 6, 2012 1:23 AM EDT Brian Gibbons wrote:
>Thanks Shannon,but we have been getting much support from our true family,which
includes you of course.But even our High Priestess Maxine,which is her respectful
name,has given us nothing but support through all of this too,and we are both very
much appreciative of the support she has given us privately too.
>
>Hail Enki
>
>Brian
>
>--- On Fri, 7/6/12, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
>From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...>
>Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: fertility

>To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
>Date: Friday, July 6, 2012, 5:02 AM
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>Agreed. I just read what she wrote. Brain has much vitality and will only gain more.
We SS have power and I think it is a bit much to say that to him. His sex life is his
business and that is almost like an insult. Almost.
>
>
>
>----------------------------->
>On Fri, Jul 6, 2012 12:56 AM EDT lydia_666@... wrote:
>
>
>
>>Wow... just... wow. Lol.
>
>>
>
>>People in their 90's can still have sex. Brian is only in his 50's. I don't consider that
too old at all lol. And us SS, with our knowledge of power meditation and yoga, can
make things even better.
>
>>
>
>>Also. It's common courtesy to refer to people in authority by their full names, not

little nicknames, unless they make it public that they prefer to be called as such. I have
wondered who this "Max" person you have referred to before was, as I generally only
skim most posts, but I realize now you mean HPS Maxine. Like I said, common courtesy
out of respect. Nicknames are only given to people you have personally known long
enough and have good rapport with. If someone I didn't really know gave me a
nickname, not cool. It's just rude.
>
>>
>
>>Hail Father Satan
>
>>
>
>>--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "sorceressofenki88" <kcmsopranobella@...>
wrote:
>
>>
>
>> Uh oh! I've got nothin in 5th! Mom had Lupus while pregnant and we've always
wondered if this would also occur w/ me. But then again, I DO have Moon in 4th. But
Saturn's in 4th as well. Brian... um... Idk how to say this, but... I wasn't sure if those
parts of u still worked Brian and was worried about the future of u and Raven in that
area. I've seen her dress and ring! Both GORGEOUS!! I would love to be able to have 4
kids (mom's goal was 4, but she was stuck w/ just me)! To Max: how has knowing ur
chart and ur kids' chart help (and maybe hurt) you as a mom? How would things have
been different if you didn't know about astology while raising them? Tell us more about
them. I feel like if I learn more about you HPs, then I'll feel more comfortable around
you, like you're approchable, more like us normal peasant humans, that everybody has
a normal life w/ normal problems (thanks, Saturn <-*sarcastic*) @ the end of the day
when you get down to it. How
>
> could the relationship between mom and I be improved, what are some things she
could've done to make our relationship smoother? I know I've posted our places, times,
and dates somewhere around here... (perhaps it's good if that info ISN'T found). I feel a
wonderful, safe, secure feeling when I'm around you Max (or, at least, read your posts).
Like you're the kind of mom I wish I had. Kind of like the feeling/energy of a good hug!
You know how to help and take care of ppl because you're a mom who knows astrology,
what better mom could there be who knows so much about her kids b/c of that! Could
we have had a past life 2gether?
>
>>
>
>> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>
>> >
>
>> > The fifth house is the house of children. The planets therein and the house ruler
can give an idea of a person's fertility or lack thereof — Saturn in the 5th House being
the most common indicator of infertility. I believe the Moon is also very important
regarding fertility, as it rules family, nurturing etc.
>
>> >
>
>> > I really don't know much else about this, but Maxine sure does and might give
more insight if she can.

>
>> >
>
>> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Brian" <briangibbons20@> wrote:
>
>> > >
>
>> > > Does anyone in the family know how find out about fertility,or the best way to
know if there are children in your future.
>
>> > >
>
>> >
>
>>
>
>>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: fertility

Message: 233

From: Raven Lythrum

Date: 7/6/2012

You having Lupus could occur should you become pregnant but that would not be based upon your mother having it while
she was pregnant with you. That would be based upon where the planets are aligned at the time.
And yes Sorcoress, I can vouch that my favorite parts of Brian certainly "still work" and that sex magic with your soulmate
certainly can be very potent. But I thank you for your friendly concern for us in that area. You really are a good friend to be
worrying about us.
As for our child, we are hoping for one and we are hoping for a daughter, who we are going to name Arian, after our race. I
grew up with three others (one that's a boy) and it's just not worth it with all the "stop touchings me's" and the "well she
touched me first" and the "ow she hit me" that you always hear. Trust me, you will hardly EVER hear "I love you" after age 8.
You will mostly have your children trying to kill each other...if your lucky. lol. TOTALLY not worth it for me.

Sorcoress, you must know Maxine on a highly personal level to be using such nicknames. I mean, I have nicknames for Enki,
Belial, and Haagenti. But than again, I know them. Or at least, we are all on a familiar level now where we know each other
kinda well.
And don't get me wrong here, I don't blame you for idolizing her. She's a human goddess in her own right. And I respect her
for being able to balance her life as she does with Family, raising kids, keeping her own personal life balanced, research, the
JOS, the priest hood, keeping up with the groups, AND posting on the new astrology group all while people are trying to kill
her. Even if she's used to it by now and/or she's got protection from satan, I acknowledge and am proud to say that our HP's
got guts. Than of course the fact of her sheer brilliance and astounding life experience, which totally and completely blows me
away. She is certainly a woman to look up to! But please don't call her "max". I know you are just trying to familiarize
yourself in your own way but please, that's disrespectful. Just letting you know for future reference my friend so you don't
make the same mistake with our gods. Remember, all knowledge you gain CAN be applied to other things.
Also you mentioned being comfortable around them? Satan himself chose our HP's if it's any consolation. :) That sure makes
ME comfortable. But if you want to know about HP Dietrich than you should read the JOS. As she chose what information
she would reveal and what information she would not. Also, if you really want to learn the personalities of our HP's, read the
information they put out. Read their posts. Their posts, even the informative ones, are filled with their personalities. In fact,
I encourage you to read their posts. I encourage EVERYONE to read their posts. Not only do their posts contain fascinating
and fantastic information but some of them will make you laugh as some of our HP's have very humorous fascinating fiery
viking like personalities, to be sure. :) You WILL crack up, guaranteed.
Food for thought: if you want to improve the relationship between you and your mother, first accept the fact that because of
your different astrology, you may not be able to improve it. Than get to know her and her personality. What does she like?
What does she hate? Is there anything that's the same about the both of you? You may find somewhere within those
questions that you find you can connect with her and you can build your relationship from there.
And thank you, I like my wedding dress AND my wedding ring. The one I showed you was only my engagement.
p.s. Shannon your a poet and you didn't know it. Love ya girly!

|
|
_|_
|
Knowledge is power.
"I am ever present to help all who trust in me and call upon me in time of need."~Father Satan; The Al-jilwah
In Nomine Dei Nostri Satanas Luciferi Excelsi!* Let the name of Satan be exaulted!*
Hail Belial!* Heil Hitler!* Sieg Heil!* Ave Satanas!* Rege Satanas!* Heil, mein fuhrer!* Hail Satan!*
www.joyofsatan.org
www.exposingchristianity.com

--- On Thu, 7/5/12, sorceressofenki88 <kcmsopranobella@...> wrote:
From: sorceressofenki88 <kcmsopranobella@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: fertility
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Thursday, July 5, 2012, 2:17 PM

Uh oh! I've got nothin in 5th! Mom had Lupus while pregnant and we've always
wondered if this would also occur w/ me. But then again, I DO have Moon in 4th. But
Saturn's in 4th as well. Brian... um... Idk how to say this, but... I wasn't sure if those
parts of u still worked Brian and was worried about the future of u and Raven in that
area. I've seen her dress and ring! Both GORGEOUS!! I would love to be able to have

4 kids (mom's goal was 4, but she was stuck w/ just me)! To Max: how has knowing ur
chart and ur kids' chart help (and maybe hurt) you as a mom? How would things have
been different if you didn't know about astology while raising them? Tell us more about
them. I feel like if I learn more about you HPs, then I'll feel more comfortable around
you, like you're approchable, more like us normal peasant humans, that everybody has a
normal life w/ normal problems (thanks, Saturn <-*sarcastic*) @ the end of the day
when you get down to it. How could the relationship between mom and I be improved,
what are some things she could've done to make our relationship smoother? I know I've
posted our places, times, and dates somewhere around here... (perhaps it's good if that
info ISN'T found). I feel a wonderful, safe, secure feeling when I'm around you Max
(or, at least, read your posts). Like you're the kind of mom I wish I had. Kind of like the
feeling/energy of a good hug! You know how to help and take care of ppl because
you're a mom who knows astrology, what better mom could there be who knows so
much about her kids b/c of that! Could we have had a past life 2gether?
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> The fifth house is the house of children. The planets therein and the house ruler can
give an idea of a person's fertility or lack thereof — Saturn in the 5th House being the
most common indicator of infertility. I believe the Moon is also very important
regarding fertility, as it rules family, nurturing etc.
>
> I really don't know much else about this, but Maxine sure does and might give more
insight if she can.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Brian" <briangibbons20@> wrote:
>>
> > Does anyone in the family know how find out about fertility,or the best way to
know if there are children in your future.
>>
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: fertility

Message: 234

From: Brian Gibbons

Date: 7/6/2012

She has her ovulation planned our for the next six months,so I will be a very busy man. LOL
Hail Enki
Brian

--- On Thu, 7/5/12, purplenurplei <purplenurplei@...> wrote:

From: purplenurplei <purplenurplei@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: fertility
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Thursday, July 5, 2012, 5:48 PM

Thats gorgeous, see also if theres a degree the house is on or any asteroids or stars
Part of fortune or something.
If there's nothing in your chart, and you still want.... you know what to doooo;) every

night bro. Every night.
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Brian Gibbons <briangibbons20@...> wrote:
>
> Thanks very much for your reply.I have been studying Astrology at work recently,I I
read where you can find out your fertility aspect on your birth chart. My wife and I were
doing our charts last night,and I just wondered how to find the info.At this point we are
trying to concieve,and could use any info that someone in the family could give us.
>
> Hail Enki
>
> BrianÂ
>
> --- On Thu, 7/5/12, f.follets <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> From: f.follets <f.follets@...>
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: fertility
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Thursday, July 5, 2012, 7:37 AM
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>Â
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> The fifth house is the house of children. The planets therein and the house ruler can
give an idea of a person's fertility or lack thereof â€" Saturn in the 5th House being the
most common indicator of infertility. I believe the Moon is also very important regarding
fertility, as it rules family, nurturing etc.
>
>
>
> I really don't know much else about this, but Maxine sure does and might give more
insight if she can.
>
>

>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Brian" <briangibbons20@> wrote:
>
>>
>
> > Does anyone in the family know how find out about fertility,or the best way to know
if there are children in your future.
>
>>
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: fertility

Message: 235

From: Brian Gibbons

Date: 7/6/2012

Thanks I will keep that in mind.
Hail Enki
Brian

--- On Thu, 7/5/12, Draco Majinn <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:

From: Draco Majinn <xxrygelxx@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: fertility
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Thursday, July 5, 2012, 9:01 PM

Lack of the water element can cause infertility.
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> The fifth house is the house of children. The planets therein and the house ruler can
give an idea of a person's fertility or lack thereof — Saturn in the 5th House being the
most common indicator of infertility. I believe the Moon is also very important regarding
fertility, as it rules family, nurturing etc.
>
> I really don't know much else about this, but Maxine sure does and might give more
insight if she can.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Brian" <briangibbons20@> wrote:
>>
> > Does anyone in the family know how find out about fertility,or the best way to know
if there are children in your future.
>>
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: fertility

Message: 236

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 7/6/2012

Very Nice Post Raven! I agree with all that you say. And no lol not a poet just have a poetic prose! LOL love
ya too! <3 And that's good you are familiar with Haagenti. She is wonderful!

-----------------------------On Fri, Jul 6, 2012 2:13 AM EDT Raven Lythrum wrote:
>You having Lupus could occur should you become pregnant but that would not be based upon
your mother having it while she was pregnant with you. That would be based upon where the
planets are aligned at the time.
>
>And yes Sorcoress, I can vouch that my favorite parts of Brian certainly "still work" and that
sex magic with your soulmate certainly can be very potent. But I thank you for your friendly
concern for us in that area. You really are a good friend to be worrying about us.
>
>As for our child, we are hoping for one and we are hoping for a daughter, who we are going to
name Arian, after our race. I grew up with three others (one that's a boy) and it's just not worth
it with all the "stop touchings me's" and the "well she touched me first" and the "ow she hit me"
that you always hear. Trust me, you will hardly EVER hear "I love you" after age 8. You will
mostly have your children trying to kill each other...if your lucky. lol. TOTALLY not worth it for
me.
>
>Sorcoress, you must know Maxine on a highly personal level to be using such nicknames. I
mean, I have nicknames for Enki, Belial, and Haagenti. But than again, I know them. Or at least,
we are all on a familiar level now where we know each other kinda well.
>
>And don't get me wrong here, I don't blame you for idolizing her. She's a human goddess in
her own right. And I respect her for being able to balance her life as she does with Family, raising
kids, keeping her own personal life balanced, research, the JOS, the priest hood, keeping up
with the groups, AND posting on the new astrology group all while people are trying to kill her.
Even if she's used to it by now and/or she's got protection from satan, I acknowledge and am
proud to say that our HP's got guts. Than of course the fact of her sheer brilliance and
astounding life experience, which totally and completely blows me away. She is certainly a
woman to look up to! But please don't call her "max". I know you are just trying to familiarize
yourself in your own way but please, that's disrespectful. Just letting you know for future
reference my friend so you don't make the same mistake with our gods. Remember, all
knowledge you gain CAN be applied to
> other things.
>
>Also you mentioned being comfortable around them? Satan himself chose our HP's if it's any
consolation. :) That sure makes ME comfortable. But if you want to know about HP Dietrich than
you should read the JOS. As she chose what information she would reveal and what information
she would not. Also, if you really want to learn the personalities of our HP's, read the information
they put out. Read their posts. Their posts, even the informative ones, are filled with their
personalities. In fact, I encourage you to read their posts. I encourage EVERYONE to read their
posts. Not only do their posts contain fascinating and fantastic information but some of them
will make you laugh as some of our HP's have very humorous fascinating fiery viking like
personalities, to be sure. :) You WILL crack up, guaranteed.
>
>Food for thought: if you want to improve the relationship between you and your mother, first
accept the fact that because of your different astrology, you may not be able to improve it. Than
get to know her and her personality. What does she like? What does she hate? Is there anything
that's the same about the both of you? You may find somewhere within those questions that
you find you can connect with her and you can build your relationship from there.
>
>And thank you, I like my wedding dress AND my wedding ring. The one I showed you was only
my engagement.
>
>p.s. Shannon your a poet and you didn't know it. Love ya girly!

>
> |
> |
>_|_
> |
>
>
>Knowledge is power.
>
>"I am ever present to help all who trust in me and call upon me in time of need."~Father
Satan; The Al-jilwah
>
>In Nomine Dei Nostri Satanas Luciferi Excelsi!* Let the name of Satan be exaulted!*
>Hail Belial!* Heil Hitler!* Sieg Heil!* Ave Satanas!* Rege Satanas!* Heil, mein fuhrer!* Hail
Satan!*
>
>www.joyofsatan.org
>www.exposingchristianity.com
>
>
>
>--- On Thu, 7/5/12, sorceressofenki88 <kcmsopranobella@...> wrote:
>
>
>>From: sorceressofenki88 <kcmsopranobella@...>
>>Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: fertility
>>To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
>>Date: Thursday, July 5, 2012, 2:17 PM
>>
>>
>>
>>Uh oh! I've got nothin in 5th! Mom had Lupus while pregnant and we've always wondered if
this would also occur w/ me. But then again, I DO have Moon in 4th. But Saturn's in 4th as well.
Brian... um... Idk how to say this, but... I wasn't sure if those parts of u still worked Brian and
was worried about the future of u and Raven in that area. I've seen her dress and ring! Both
GORGEOUS!! I would love to be able to have 4 kids (mom's goal was 4, but she was stuck w
/ just me)! To Max: how has knowing ur chart and ur kids' chart help (and maybe hurt) you as a
mom? How would things have been different if you didn't know about astology while raising
them? Tell us more about them. I feel like if I learn more about you HPs, then I'll feel more
comfortable around you, like you're approchable, more like us normal peasant humans, that
everybody has a normal life w/ normal problems (thanks, Saturn <-*sarcastic*) @ the end of
the day when you get down to it. How
> could the relationship between mom and I be improved, what are some things she could've
done to make our relationship smoother? I know I've posted our places, times, and dates
somewhere around here... (perhaps it's good if that info ISN'T found). I feel a wonderful, safe,
secure feeling when I'm around you Max (or, at least, read your posts). Like you're the kind of
mom I wish I had. Kind of like the feeling/energy of a good hug! You know how to help and take
care of ppl because you're a mom who knows astrology, what better mom could there be who
knows so much about her kids b/c of that! Could we have had a past life 2gether?
>>
>>--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>>
>> The fifth house is the house of children. The planets therein and the house ruler can give an
idea of a person's fertility or lack thereof — Saturn in the 5th House being the most common
indicator of infertility. I believe the Moon is also very important regarding fertility, as it rules

family, nurturing etc.
>>
>> I really don't know much else about this, but Maxine sure does and might give more insight
if she can.
>>
>> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Brian" <briangibbons20@> wrote:
>> >
>> > Does anyone in the family know how find out about fertility,or the best way to know if
there are children in your future.
>> >
>>
>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: fertility

Message: 237

From: Raven Lythrum

Date: 7/6/2012

Yeah, she rocks. I was talking to her today and she laughed when I told her that her nickname was officially "cat
woman" lol. She's a Scorpio so she gets my sense of humor personally. XD
|
|
_|_
|
Knowledge is power.
"I am ever present to help all who trust in me and call upon me in time of need."~Father Satan; The Al-jilwah
In Nomine Dei Nostri Satanas Luciferi Excelsi!* Let the name of Satan be exaulted!*
Hail Belial!* Heil Hitler!* Sieg Heil!* Ave Satanas!* Rege Satanas!* Heil, mein fuhrer!* Hail Satan!*
www.joyofsatan.org
www.exposingchristianity.com
From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...>
To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Friday, July 6, 2012 1:21 AM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: fertility

Very Nice Post Raven! I agree with all that you say. And no lol not a poet just have a poetic prose! LOL love ya
too! <3 And that's good you are familiar with Haagenti. She is wonderful!
-----------------------------On Fri, Jul 6, 2012 2:13 AM EDT Raven Lythrum wrote:
>You having Lupus could occur should you become pregnant but that would not be based upon your
mother having it while she was pregnant with you. That would be based upon where the planets are
aligned at the time.
>
>And yes Sorcoress, I can vouch that my favorite parts of Brian certainly "still work" and that sex
magic with your soulmate certainly can be very potent. But I thank you for your friendly concern for

us in that area. You really are a good friend to be worrying about us.
>
>As for our child, we are hoping for one and we are hoping for a daughter, who we are going to
name Arian, after our race. I grew up with three others (one that's a boy) and it's just not worth it
with all the "stop touchings me's" and the "well she touched me first" and the "ow she hit me" that
you always hear. Trust me, you will hardly EVER hear "I love you" after age 8. You will mostly
have your children trying to kill each other...if your lucky. lol. TOTALLY not worth it for me.
>
>Sorcoress, you must know Maxine on a highly personal level to be using such nicknames. I mean, I
have nicknames for Enki, Belial, and Haagenti. But than again, I know them. Or at least, we are all
on a familiar level now where we know each other kinda well.
>
>And don't get me wrong here, I don't blame you for idolizing her. She's a human goddess in her
own right. And I respect her for being able to balance her life as she does with Family, raising kids,
keeping her own personal life balanced, research, the JOS, the priest hood, keeping up with the
groups, AND posting on the new astrology group all while people are trying to kill her. Even if she's
used to it by now and/or she's got protection from satan, I acknowledge and am proud to say that
our HP's got guts. Than of course the fact of her sheer brilliance and astounding life experience,
which totally and completely blows me away. She is certainly a woman to look up to! But please
don't call her "max". I know you are just trying to familiarize yourself in your own way but please,
that's disrespectful. Just letting you know for future reference my friend so you don't make the same
mistake with our gods. Remember, all knowledge you gain CAN be applied to
> other things.
>
>Also you mentioned being comfortable around them? Satan himself chose our HP's if it's any
consolation. :) That sure makes ME comfortable. But if you want to know about HP Dietrich than
you should read the JOS. As she chose what information she would reveal and what information she
would not. Also, if you really want to learn the personalities of our HP's, read the information they
put out. Read their posts. Their posts, even the informative ones, are filled with their personalities.
In fact, I encourage you to read their posts. I encourage EVERYONE to read their posts. Not only
do their posts contain fascinating and fantastic information but some of them will make you laugh
as some of our HP's have very humorous fascinating fiery viking like personalities, to be sure. :) You
WILL crack up, guaranteed.
>
>Food for thought: if you want to improve the relationship between you and your mother, first
accept the fact that because of your different astrology, you may not be able to improve it. Than get
to know her and her personality. What does she like? What does she hate? Is there anything that's
the same about the both of you? You may find somewhere within those questions that you find you
can connect with her and you can build your relationship from there.
>
>And thank you, I like my wedding dress AND my wedding ring. The one I showed you was only
my engagement.
>
>p.s. Shannon your a poet and you didn't know it. Love ya girly!
>
> |
> |
>_|_
> |
>
>
>Knowledge is power.
>
>"I am ever present to help all who trust in me and call upon me in time of need."~Father Satan; The
Al-jilwah

>
>In Nomine Dei Nostri Satanas Luciferi Excelsi!* Let the name of Satan be exaulted!*
>Hail Belial!* Heil Hitler!* Sieg Heil!* Ave Satanas!* Rege Satanas!* Heil, mein fuhrer!* Hail
Satan!*
>
>www.joyofsatan.org
>www.exposingchristianity.com
>
>
>
>--- On Thu, 7/5/12, sorceressofenki88 <kcmsopranobella@...> wrote:
>
>
>>From: sorceressofenki88 <kcmsopranobella@...>
>>Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: fertility
>>To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
>>Date: Thursday, July 5, 2012, 2:17 PM
>>
>>
>>
>>Uh oh! I've got nothin in 5th! Mom had Lupus while pregnant and we've always wondered if this
would also occur w/ me. But then again, I DO have Moon in 4th. But Saturn's in 4th as well. Brian...
um... Idk how to say this, but... I wasn't sure if those parts of u still worked Brian and was worried
about the future of u and Raven in that area. I've seen her dress and ring! Both GORGEOUS!! I
would love to be able to have 4 kids (mom's goal was 4, but she was stuck w/ just me)! To Max:
how has knowing ur chart and ur kids' chart help (and maybe hurt) you as a mom? How would
things have been different if you didn't know about astology while raising them? Tell us more about
them. I feel like if I learn more about you HPs, then I'll feel more comfortable around you, like
you're approchable, more like us normal peasant humans, that everybody has a normal life w/ normal
problems (thanks, Saturn <-*sarcastic*) @ the end of the day when you get down to it. How
> could the relationship between mom and I be improved, what are some things she could've done
to make our relationship smoother? I know I've posted our places, times, and dates somewhere
around here... (perhaps it's good if that info ISN'T found). I feel a wonderful, safe, secure feeling
when I'm around you Max (or, at least, read your posts). Like you're the kind of mom I wish I had.
Kind of like the feeling/energy of a good hug! You know how to help and take care of ppl because
you're a mom who knows astrology, what better mom could there be who knows so much about her
kids b/c of that! Could we have had a past life 2gether?
>>
>>--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>>
>> The fifth house is the house of children. The planets therein and the house ruler can give an idea
of a person's fertility or lack thereof — Saturn in the 5th House being the most common indicator of
infertility. I believe the Moon is also very important regarding fertility, as it rules family, nurturing
etc.
>>
>> I really don't know much else about this, but Maxine sure does and might give more insight if
she can.
>>
>> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Brian" <briangibbons20@> wrote:
>> >
>> > Does anyone in the family know how find out about fertility,or the best way to know if there
are children in your future.
>> >
>>
>>

>>
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: fertility

Message: 238

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 7/6/2012

LOL :D I was just looking at a picture of her 10 minutes ago. I started to cry :) got this warm feeling with
her. When I look at my cat Katrina I see her and it makes me feel close to her. Did you speak with her using
Ouija board? Pendulum? Telepathy? :)
-----------------------------On Fri, Jul 6, 2012 2:34 AM EDT Raven Lythrum wrote:
>Yeah, she rocks. I was talking to her today and she laughed when I told her that her nickname
was officially "cat woman" lol. She's a Scorpio so she gets my sense of humor personally. XD
>
> |
> |
>_|_
> |
>
>
>Knowledge is power.
>
>"I am ever present to help all who trust in me and call upon me in time of need."~Father
Satan; The Al-jilwah
>
>In Nomine Dei Nostri Satanas Luciferi Excelsi!* Let the name of Satan be exaulted!*
>Hail Belial!* Heil Hitler!* Sieg Heil!* Ave Satanas!* Rege Satanas!* Heil, mein fuhrer!* Hail
Satan!*
>
>www.joyofsatan.org
>www.exposingchristianity.com
>
>
>________________________________
> From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...>
>To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
>Sent: Friday, July 6, 2012 1:21 AM
>Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: fertility
>
>
>
>
>
>Very Nice Post Raven! I agree with all that you say. And no lol not a poet just have a poetic
prose! LOL love ya too! <3 And that's good you are familiar with Haagenti. She is wonderful!
>
>----------------------------->On Fri, Jul 6, 2012 2:13 AM EDT Raven Lythrum wrote:
>
>>You having Lupus could occur should you become pregnant but that would not be based
upon your mother having it while she was pregnant with you. That would be based upon where

the planets are aligned at the time.
>>
>>And yes Sorcoress, I can vouch that my favorite parts of Brian certainly "still work" and that
sex magic with your soulmate certainly can be very potent. But I thank you for your friendly
concern for us in that area. You really are a good friend to be worrying about us.
>>
>>As for our child, we are hoping for one and we are hoping for a daughter, who we are going
to name Arian, after our race. I grew up with three others (one that's a boy) and it's just not
worth it with all the "stop touchings me's" and the "well she touched me first" and the "ow she
hit me" that you always hear. Trust me, you will hardly EVER hear "I love you" after age 8. You
will mostly have your children trying to kill each other...if your lucky. lol. TOTALLY not worth it
for me.
>>
>>Sorcoress, you must know Maxine on a highly personal level to be using such nicknames. I
mean, I have nicknames for Enki, Belial, and Haagenti. But than again, I know them. Or at least,
we are all on a familiar level now where we know each other kinda well.
>>
>>And don't get me wrong here, I don't blame you for idolizing her. She's a human goddess in
her own right. And I respect her for being able to balance her life as she does with Family, raising
kids, keeping her own personal life balanced, research, the JOS, the priest hood, keeping up
with the groups, AND posting on the new astrology group all while people are trying to kill her.
Even if she's used to it by now and/or she's got protection from satan, I acknowledge and am
proud to say that our HP's got guts. Than of course the fact of her sheer brilliance and
astounding life experience, which totally and completely blows me away. She is certainly a
woman to look up to! But please don't call her "max". I know you are just trying to familiarize
yourself in your own way but please, that's disrespectful. Just letting you know for future
reference my friend so you don't make the same mistake with our gods. Remember, all
knowledge you gain CAN be applied to
>> other things.
>>
>>Also you mentioned being comfortable around them? Satan himself chose our HP's if it's any
consolation. :) That sure makes ME comfortable. But if you want to know about HP Dietrich than
you should read the JOS. As she chose what information she would reveal and what information
she would not. Also, if you really want to learn the personalities of our HP's, read the information
they put out. Read their posts. Their posts, even the informative ones, are filled with their
personalities. In fact, I encourage you to read their posts. I encourage EVERYONE to read their
posts. Not only do their posts contain fascinating and fantastic information but some of them
will make you laugh as some of our HP's have very humorous fascinating fiery viking like
personalities, to be sure. :) You WILL crack up, guaranteed.
>>
>>Food for thought: if you want to improve the relationship between you and your mother, first
accept the fact that because of your different astrology, you may not be able to improve it. Than
get to know her and her personality. What does she like? What does she hate? Is there anything
that's the same about the both of you? You may find somewhere within those questions that
you find you can connect with her and you can build your relationship from there.
>>
>>And thank you, I like my wedding dress AND my wedding ring. The one I showed you was
only my engagement.
>>
>>p.s. Shannon your a poet and you didn't know it. Love ya girly!
>>
>> |
>> |
>>_|_
>> |

>>
>>
>>Knowledge is power.
>>
>>"I am ever present to help all who trust in me and call upon me in time of need."~Father
Satan; The Al-jilwah
>>
>>In Nomine Dei Nostri Satanas Luciferi Excelsi!* Let the name of Satan be exaulted!*
>>Hail Belial!* Heil Hitler!* Sieg Heil!* Ave Satanas!* Rege Satanas!* Heil, mein fuhrer!* Hail
Satan!*
>>
>>www.joyofsatan.org
>>www.exposingchristianity.com
>>
>>
>>
>>--- On Thu, 7/5/12, sorceressofenki88 <kcmsopranobella@...> wrote:
>>
>>
>>From: sorceressofenki88 <kcmsopranobella@...>
>>Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: fertility
>>To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
>>Date: Thursday, July 5, 2012, 2:17 PM
>>
>>
>>
>>Uh oh! I've got nothin in 5th! Mom had Lupus while pregnant and we've always wondered if
this would also occur w/ me. But then again, I DO have Moon in 4th. But Saturn's in 4th as well.
Brian... um... Idk how to say this, but... I wasn't sure if those parts of u still worked Brian and
was worried about the future of u and Raven in that area. I've seen her dress and ring! Both
GORGEOUS!! I would love to be able to have 4 kids (mom's goal was 4, but she was stuck w
/ just me)! To Max: how has knowing ur chart and ur kids' chart help (and maybe hurt) you as a
mom? How would things have been different if you didn't know about astology while raising
them? Tell us more about them. I feel like if I learn more about you HPs, then I'll feel more
comfortable around you, like you're approchable, more like us normal peasant humans, that
everybody has a normal life w/ normal problems (thanks, Saturn <-*sarcastic*) @ the end of
the day when you get down to it. How
>> could the relationship between mom and I be improved, what are some things she could've
done to make our relationship smoother? I know I've posted our places, times, and dates
somewhere around here... (perhaps it's good if that info ISN'T found). I feel a wonderful, safe,
secure feeling when I'm around you Max (or, at least, read your posts). Like you're the kind of
mom I wish I had. Kind of like the feeling/energy of a good hug! You know how to help and take
care of ppl because you're a mom who knows astrology, what better mom could there be who
knows so much about her kids b/c of that! Could we have had a past life 2gether?
>>
>>--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>>
>> The fifth house is the house of children. The planets therein and the house ruler can give an
idea of a person's fertility or lack thereof — Saturn in the 5th House being the most common
indicator of infertility. I believe the Moon is also very important regarding fertility, as it rules
family, nurturing etc.
>>
>> I really don't know much else about this, but Maxine sure does and might give more insight
if she can.
>>

>> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Brian" <briangibbons20@> wrote:
>> >
>> > Does anyone in the family know how find out about fertility,or the best way to know if
there are children in your future.
>> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: fertility

Message: 239

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 7/6/2012

I've been in Spain! Lol that working I did to travel is still going strong. More travelling throughout this
summer :). I'm "home" now though (staying with my bf for the summer) so I'll be in the groups more often
again.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
>
> Cancer in the 5th house for me too :) LYDIA!!! Where have you been?? Missed you on the
groups :)
>
>
>
> -----------------------------> On Fri, Jul 6, 2012 12:43 AM EDT lydia_666@... wrote:
>
> >I have Mercury in my 5th house, so my children will be intelligent :). And the house is in
Cancer, ruled by the moon. Babies for me lol.
>>
> >--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
> >>
> >> The fifth house is the house of children. The planets therein and the house ruler can give
an idea of a person's fertility or lack thereof â " Saturn in the 5th House being the most
common indicator of infertility. I believe the Moon is also very important regarding fertility, as it
rules family, nurturing etc.
> >>
> >> I really don't know much else about this, but Maxine sure does and might give more
insight if she can.
> >>
> >> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Brian" <briangibbons20@> wrote:
> >> >
> >> > Does anyone in the family know how find out about fertility,or the best way to know if
there are children in your future.
> >> >
> >>
>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 240
Subject: The Moon's influence on Fertility

From: m_18

Date: 7/6/2012

The Moon influences fertility:
http://www.menstruation.com.au/astrology/twofertile.html
There is a difference between fertility & if you are going to have children or not. Or if there will be any sorrow as a
result of any children that may have. One can be fertile & not ever have any. That is most apt to be the case for a
man of course.
I have to get caught up on the posts. I don't know what I have missed over the last 2-3 days.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 241
Subject: Re: Chart and Race

From: m_18

Date: 7/6/2012

My father was a Capricorn. Very driven. He had a degree in Architecture & another in Structural Engineering.
It wasn't easy being raised by him, but it was obviously very important in my life.

--- On Tue, 7/3/12, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...> wrote:

From: High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Chart and Race
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Tuesday, July 3, 2012, 10:15 PM

It is how one handles the energies of the chart. There are some charts, I have seen
personally where the owner was a blatant asshole- bad combinations of planets and
some of these are very hard to handle, but other than that, one cannot determine race
by looking at someone's astrology chart. Even cats and dogs born on a certain day will
exhibit traits according to the planets on that day.
High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.org
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "vabzirteloch" <vabzirteloch@...> wrote:
>
> Does the chart of a person show which race is he/she of?
>
> Can it show if someone's a kike?
>
>
> Vabzir Teloch
> HAIL SATAN!!!
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 242
Subject: Re: Chart and Race

From: m_18

Replied to wrong post. Been a long day.

--- On Thu, 7/5/12, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:

Date: 7/6/2012

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Chart and Race
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Thursday, July 5, 2012, 10:14 PM
My father was a Capricorn. Very driven. He had a degree in Architecture & another in
Structural Engineering. It wasn't easy being raised by him, but it was obviously very
important in my life.

--- On Tue, 7/3/12, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...>
wrote:

From: High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Chart and Race
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Tuesday, July 3, 2012, 10:15 PM

It is how one handles the energies of the chart. There are some charts, I have
seen personally where the owner was a blatant asshole- bad combinations of
planets and some of these are very hard to handle, but other than that, one
cannot determine race by looking at someone's astrology chart. Even cats and
dogs born on a certain day will exhibit traits according to the planets on that day.
High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.org
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "vabzirteloch" <vabzirteloch@...> wrote:
>
> Does the chart of a person show which race is he/she of?
>
> Can it show if someone's a kike?
>
>
> Vabzir Teloch
> HAIL SATAN!!!
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Capricorns

Message: 243

From: m_18

Date: 7/6/2012

My father was a Capricorn. Very driven. He had a degree in Architecture & another in Structural Engineering.
It wasn't easy being raised by him, but it was obviously very important in my life.

--- On Tue, 7/3/12, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...> wrote:

From: High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Capricorns

To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Tuesday, July 3, 2012, 10:02 PM

This makes me want to puke. That group is definitely 'retarded and almost kind of a
plague.' Stay away from self-appointed ignorant scum like that. Fixed signs, especially
the fixed grand cross; and/or a majority of planets in fixed signs are stubborn and
resistant to change...and you know what? Many with this fixed emphasis are the ones
who make it to the top. I know I mentioned Olympic Gymnast Shannon Miller's chart as
an example before, I will again. She has 5 planets in fixed signs. She never missed a
training session in the gym.
As for Capricorn, the sign has excellent staying power, the gift of endurance. A quitter
always loses. Capricorns are determined, they stick to what they start and are success
oriented. Certain traits are found in the charts of winners and those who make a mark in
this world- they are the ones who lasted. Be proud to be a Capricorn.
Each sign has its strengths and weaknesses. NO SIGN IS BAD. Also, it is glaringly
obvious that clump of idiots knew nothing about astrology. I certainly wouldn't trust
them with any metaphysical or spiritual training. The sun sign is only that...the sun sign.
The chart ruler and co-rulers are what is really important. Say someone has a pisces sun.
Then, say that person has their ascendant in aries, mercury, venus, mars and jupiter in
aries. This will be a hot-headed, impatient, aggressive, and pioneering pisces- hardly
fitting. Unfortunately, due to the endless stream of junk astrology- daily horoscopes,
which don't have any more validity than a million dollar check in one's mailbox, tabloid
crap sun sign junk at the newsstands at supermarket and drug store checkouts,
newspaper 'horoscopes' all of this makes astrology look very foolish and not to be taken
seriously.
One of my sons has a stellium in Capricorn, including his sun. He has plenty of
endurance. He never gives up. When I was five months pregnant with him, I was lying
comfortably in bed on my side. The clock was facing me. He kicked me and kicked me
until after 40 some minutes, I finally gave in and moved. This sttitude and personality
trait, I repeat again.. is seen in the charts of highly successful people.
High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.org
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Kenny" <kenny.lane@...> wrote:
>
> A long time ago I was part of an organization which specialized in teaching
metaphysics. I always seemed to struggle to advance in this group and I was told it was
because I'm a Capricorn and Capricorns are very stubborn and resistant to change. In
fact some of them even went so far as to put down Capricorns as if we were somehow
retarded and almost kind of a plague.
> Is there any truth to this idea that Capricorns are somehow different from other sun
signs and that we are somehow a kind of an outcast minority. Seriously, that's how the
Capricorns in this group were treated! It was weird.
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 244
From: m_18
Subject: Re: Chart and Race - Hitlers lack of water

Date: 7/6/2012

And these same vulnerable people can also have a tendency towars drug & alcohol addiction if they aren't
careful.

--- On Tue, 7/3/12, Draco Majinn <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:

From: Draco Majinn <xxrygelxx@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Chart and Race - Hitlers lack of water
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Tuesday, July 3, 2012, 10:01 AM

Hooded Cobra is correct a lack of water often means a disregard for the spiritual. Hitler
however may of had no water signs but did have an 8th house Pluto which is a very
powerful placement. Indicating someone who has a very advanced soul from previous
lives.
Additionally, for those who are not spiritually inclined a lack of water in this age can be a
benefit in the way of achieving worldly success because the system of this age works
against us through psychological tactics that work best against the water element.
It's not that the water element itself is bad it's just that those with it in large amounts
and who are not Spiritually aware are the most vulnerable to our kike enemies.
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@...> wrote:
>
> I don't think so Adolf Hitler had no water signs and had majority earth signs.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" <hoodedcobra666@>
wrote:
>>
> > In my opinion certain setups without water planets etc can indicate that someone
may not be a kike but think like one, like being an ultra materialist that disregards
spirituality 100%. Can't tell anything about one's race though, because a Gentile and a
kike rat could have been born the same day, or even hour, given we are living on a huge
planet.
>>
> > HAIL SATAN!!!!
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "vabzirteloch" <vabzirteloch@> wrote:
>>>
> > > Does the chart of a person show which race is he/she of?
>>>
> > > Can it show if someone's a kike?
>>>
>>>
> > > Vabzir Teloch
> > > HAIL SATAN!!!
>>>
>>
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 245
Subject: Re: Signs by degree

From: m_18

There are also decans of the signs. One can subdivide almost endlessly.

Date: 7/6/2012

http://horoscopeswithin.com/decans.php
There also Sabian symbols for each degree. I rarely look at them myself, but some consider them significant.
http://cafeastrology.com/sabiansymbols_degreemeanings.html
Another example:
duad, dwadasama, also dwadachamsha A twelve-fold subdivision of the signs(each composed of 2 1/2°) developed by Hindu astrologers. The first duad of
each sign is sub-ruled by the natural planetary ruler of the sign; the second duad is sub-ruled by the ruler of next sign in the zodiac and so on. These "signs
within a sign," by virtue of their planetary rulers, account for subtle shadings of expression found in different degrees of the same sign.

There are also what is known as "Arabic parts". The part of fortune is the most common used in western
astrology. I have found very little written on them except for how to calculate them.
Also of note, the Leo energies she is describing below can be severely mishandled via house & house
position, as well as the relationship to the quadrant angles. For example: A planet in Leo in the 12th H.

--- On Tue, 7/3/12, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...> wrote:

From: High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Signs by degree
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Tuesday, July 3, 2012, 10:43 PM

It's getting late for me, so I have to make this short. I have personally found that the
degrees are of the most important aspects of astrology. This is what makes the chart
individual and adds much more insight to prediction. I have a webpage on this on the
JoS. I apologize, much of the information on there is very old and some poorly written
going back 10 years. I am short on time, but will try to correct it when I am able to.
I always blend Vedic astrolgy, the foundations and interpretations with Western
astrology. I read for the tropical zodiac, as I have found this to be highly accurate. In
Vedic astrolgy, there are what are called 'mansions of the moon.' These are the so-called
critical degrees.
0 and 29 of all signs, with 29 known as an 'anaretic' degree.
13 and 26 of cardinal signs
9 and 21-22 of fixed esigns
4 and 17 of mutable aka common signs
15 degrees of fixed signs; there is a term for them in Vedic astrology, but I don't offhand
remember it. Trying to find the word on the internet, I just saw how little so many people
know about astrology. Most astrology authors overlook the degrees.
I also note through my own research, in addition to a prominent neptune, where one
mishandles the energies [insanity], 25 degrees of Leo is prominent in the charts of serial
killers. Of course, this is mishandling of these energies, but 25 of Leo, though lesser than
15 of Leo causes problems.
In closing, PLEASE DO NOT GET UPSET WHEN YOU ARE NEW AND LOOKING AT YOUR
ASTRO CHART! NO CHART IS 100% GOOD OR BAD. EVERYONE HAS A SATURN,
PROBLEM AREAS AND SUCH, BUT THROUGH MEDITATION, THESE CAN BE DIRECTED

AND OVERCOME. KNOWING WHEN YOU ARE IN A BAD PERIOD, LIKE TRANSITING
SATURN ON YOUR PERSONAL PLANETS, CAN HELP YOU TO PREPARE BEFOREHAND
THROUGH MEDITATION AND PUTTING ON A STRONG PROTECTIVE AURA, AND BEING
CAREFUL DURING THAT PERIOD! FOREWARNED IS FOREARMED! THIS IS A GIFT!
Knowing is what astrology is all about. I had a hard time with it when I began reading
my own chart at 15, and saw all the bad stuff, which some was already blatant in my
life. I have learned over the years, astrology has done nothing but help me, time and
again. Astrology, as with the other occult disciplines is a wonderful gift from Satan.
Knowing something and why is half the battle. This way, you can work with it and
change it.
And above all, I have come across more bullshit, downright ignorance and crap,
especially on the internet, written by people who just don't know. Don't take everything
you read in the way of astrological interpretations as a fact, especially if it is
unfortunate. I have seen endless cases where the writer was wrong.
Satan's gift of astrology is here to help us through life. It isn't something dreadful or
negative. Astrology is a friend.
High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.org
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Kait Jordan <kaitjordan@...> wrote:
>
> Yeah, I was actually wondering about this too. Lately, I've been trying to
> get a better understanding about astrology and the whole degree thing was
> one of the things that had me confused the most. I also couldn't find much
> info about it. Well, none that I felt I could trust.
>
> Hail Enki
>
> On Mon, Jul 2, 2012 at 6:49 PM, Draco Majinn <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:
>
> > **
>>
>>
> > I have heard that astrology is most accurate if you measure the degree to
> > which a planet is in a sign and that the effects differ depending on the
> > degree.
>>
> > Can someone please comment on this? I have heard about this for a while
> > but I can't seem to find any information about it.
>>
> > Thanks.
>>
> > Hail Satan!
>>
>>
>>
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 246
Subject: Re: Friendlessness

From: m_18

Date: 7/6/2012

It is common to have friends with Jupiter in your sun sign.
I have Saturn in Capricorn.

--- On Wed, 7/4/12, ch_3_coo <ch_3_coo@...> wrote:

From: ch_3_coo <ch_3_coo@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Friendlessness
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Wednesday, July 4, 2012, 9:20 AM

I have Saturn in Aquarius as well, I've rarely had more than one or two people that I
consider friends at a time. Many Satanists seem to have been born in the time when
Saturn was in Aquarius, I always believed it helped us to become Satanists by making us
feel separate from the herd.
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Draco Majinn" <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:
>
> Hello there is something I wanted to share here not just for personal reasons but also
because I think it's quite an interesting thought about planets and elements and touches
on something which doesn't often come up in these group discussions.
>
> The more experienced in these groups will know the air element is the element which
is most involved in socializing and friendships.
> And for those of us who have Saturn in Aquarius will know it can limit socializing and
access to social groups. I have this placement like everyone my age of course.
> But in addition I have no other planets in air signs besides this and nor do I have a
planet in Leo which is also a sign which attracts big social circles.
>
> My whole life I have never had a social circle or friends. From kinder garden, all
through school, college and work, until the present.
> Not only that but I don't even give thought to it often, the only time I have ever felt
the need to make friends was when other people teased me about being a loner, I felt I
had to make friends for egotistical reasons and of course because I was only doing it for
image sake and wasn't actually interested in socializing, these friendships didn't last.
>
> Those of you who have more knowledge on this subject, elements, planets and
friends or who can relate to it in some way please share your thoughts.
> And those of you who are blessed with lots of friends and big social circles, please also
tell your stories.
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: fertility

Message: 247

From: m_18

One can have Saturn in the 5th & be perfectly fertile, just simply denied.

--- On Thu, 7/5/12, f.follets <f.follets@...> wrote:

Date: 7/6/2012

From: f.follets <f.follets@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: fertility
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Thursday, July 5, 2012, 2:37 AM

The fifth house is the house of children. The planets therein and the house ruler can give
an idea of a person's fertility or lack thereof — Saturn in the 5th House being the most
common indicator of infertility. I believe the Moon is also very important regarding
fertility, as it rules family, nurturing etc.
I really don't know much else about this, but Maxine sure does and might give more
insight if she can.
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Brian" <briangibbons20@...> wrote:
>
> Does anyone in the family know how find out about fertility,or the best way to know if
there are children in your future.
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: fertility

Message: 248

From: m_18

Date: 7/6/2012

Most probably unless there are some issue. These issues are numerous & I would rather not bring up
negative things. However one is the possibility of female plumbing issues. There are placements that can
indicate such things. Which means that could over-ride the other placements. Which also then means that
your situation could manifest in other ways if that or something else were ever to be the case. Things can
manifest in many ways & still fit the description of the placements. The chart has to be viewed as a whole.
For a man, he can be denied if the woman decided to abort, whether or not he wants the child. There is also
the case of miscarriages.

--- On Thu, 7/5/12, lydia_666@... <lydia_666@...> wrote:

From: lydia_666@... <lydia_666@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: fertility
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Thursday, July 5, 2012, 11:43 PM

I have Mercury in my 5th house, so my children will be intelligent :). And the house is in
Cancer, ruled by the moon. Babies for me lol.
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> The fifth house is the house of children. The planets therein and the house ruler can
give an idea of a person's fertility or lack thereof — Saturn in the 5th House being the
most common indicator of infertility. I believe the Moon is also very important regarding
fertility, as it rules family, nurturing etc.
>
> I really don't know much else about this, but Maxine sure does and might give more
insight if she can.
>

> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Brian" <briangibbons20@> wrote:
>>
> > Does anyone in the family know how find out about fertility,or the best way to know
if there are children in your future.
>>
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: fertility

Message: 249

From: x_nightmare@ovi.com

Date: 7/6/2012

Ha ha!!!!!!! The Babies are for all of us not just for you lydia. Luky you.
Hail father Satan

------Original message-----From: lydia_666@... <lydia_666@...>
To: <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Date: Friday, July 6, 2012 4:43:48 AM GMT-0000
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: fertility
I have Mercury in my 5th house, so my children will be intelligent :). And the house is in Cancer, ruled by the
moon. Babies for me lol.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> The fifth house is the house of children. The planets therein and the house ruler can give an
idea of a person's fertility or lack thereof
Saturn in the 5th House being the most common
indicator of infertility. I believe the Moon is also very important regarding fertility, as it rules
family, nurturing etc.
>
> I really don't know much else about this, but Maxine sure does and might give more insight if
she can.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Brian" <briangibbons20@> wrote:
>>
> > Does anyone in the family know how find out about fertility,or the best way to know if
there are children in your future.
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 250
Subject: Astrological Talisman

From: davidfreeze86

i seen these on a website was wondering if ther safe or if i should just stick to JOS
heres their website
http://www.renaissanceastrology.com/astrologicaltalisman.html
or should i stick to power meditation ??

Date: 7/6/2012

Messages in JoS_Astrology group.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 251
From: starrrx69
Subject: Re: fertility
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 252
From: Brian Gibbons
Subject: Re: fertility
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 253
From: Brian Gibbons
Subject: Re: fertility
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 254
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: fertility
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 255
From: Brian Gibbons
Subject: Re: fertility
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 256
From: Brian Gibbons
Subject: Re: fertility
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 257
From: Raven Lythrum
Subject: Re: fertility
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 258
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: fertility
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 259
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: fertility
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 260
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: fertility
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 261
From: Brian Gibbons
Subject: Re: fertility
Group: JoS_Astrology
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From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: fertility
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Message: 263
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: fertility
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Message: 264
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: fertility
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 265
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: fertility
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 266
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: fertility
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 267
From: Brian Gibbons
Subject: Re: fertility
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 268
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: Astrological Talisman
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 269
From: mightymelkie
Subject: Sidereal astrology vs. tropical
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 270
From: Draco Majinn
Subject: Re: Friendlessness
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 271
From: Draco Majinn
Subject: Re: Signs by degree
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 272
From: Draco Majinn
Subject: Re: Chart and Race - Hitlers lack of water
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 273
From: starrrx69
Subject: Re: fertility
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 274
From: Brian Gibbons
Subject: Re: fertility
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Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 275
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Re: Friendlessness
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 276
From: Sabrina White
Subject: Figuring out the stalium
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 277
From: purplenurplei
Subject: Re: Friendlessness
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 278
From: Brian Gibbons
Subject: Re: Figuring out the stalium
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 279
From: Brian Gibbons
Subject: Re: Figuring out the stalium
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 280
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Friendlessness
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 281
From: Syt R
Subject: Re: Planetary Energies Influence
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 282
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: Planetary Energies Influence
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 283
From: Syt R
Subject: Re: Planetary Energies Influence
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 284
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: Planetary Energies Influence
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 285
From: kaitjordan
Subject: So confused about figuring out my chart.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 286
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: Figuring out the stalium
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 287
From: starrrx69
Subject: Re: Capricorns
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 288
From: starrrx69
Subject: Re: Transiting Jupiter in the 12th House
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 289
From: hoodedcobra666
Subject: Re: Transiting Jupiter in the 12th House
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 290
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: Transiting Jupiter in the 12th House
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 291
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: Figuring out the stalium
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 292
From: Draco Majinn
Subject: Re: Capricorns
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 293
From: Draco Majinn
Subject: How do the planets work?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 294
From: johnmw1998
Subject: Re: So confused about figuring out my chart.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 295
From: C Y
Subject: Re: Transiting Jupiter in the 12th House
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 296
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: How do the planets work?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 297
From: Kait Jordan
Subject: Re: So confused about figuring out my chart.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 298
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Neptune in Pisces
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 299
From: sorceressofenki88
Subject: Re: Figuring out the stalium
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Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 300
Subject: Re: How do the planets work?

From: Draco Majinn

Date: 7/10/2012

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: fertility

From: starrrx69

Date: 7/6/2012

Message: 251

It seems you got a few good answers, but I'm pregnant so I figured I'd put my two cents in :P
I have moon conjunct jupiter [less than 1 degree orb] in scorpio.
When I was finally able to he with my SS lover in person I had been on birth control before seeing him, we
got evicted from the house we were in with my birth control, so we were having sex when I was off birth
control for about a week, and I got pregnant within those days.
Also, my pregnancy has been a VERY positive experience for me in nearly all aspects. I wish you the best
with trying! :)

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Brian" <briangibbons20@...> wrote:
>
> Does anyone in the family know how find out about fertility,or the best way to know if there
are children in your future.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: fertility

Message: 252

From: Brian Gibbons

Date: 7/6/2012

Hope you had a good time sis.:)And an even better one with him. lol
Hail Enki
Brian

--- On Fri, 7/6/12, lydia_666@... <lydia_666@...> wrote:

From: lydia_666@... <lydia_666@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: fertility
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Friday, July 6, 2012, 2:20 PM

I've been in Spain! Lol that working I did to travel is still going strong. More travelling
throughout this summer :). I'm "home" now though (staying with my bf for the summer)
so I'll be in the groups more often again.
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
>
> Cancer in the 5th house for me too :) LYDIA!!! Where have you been?? Missed you on
the groups :)
>
>
>
> -----------------------------> On Fri, Jul 6, 2012 12:43 AM EDT lydia_666@... wrote:
>
> >I have Mercury in my 5th house, so my children will be intelligent :). And the house

is in Cancer, ruled by the moon. Babies for me lol.
>>
> >--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
> >>
> >> The fifth house is the house of children. The planets therein and the house ruler
can give an idea of a person's fertility or lack thereof â€" Saturn in the 5th House being
the most common indicator of infertility. I believe the Moon is also very important
regarding fertility, as it rules family, nurturing etc.
> >>
> >> I really don't know much else about this, but Maxine sure does and might give
more insight if she can.
> >>
> >> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Brian" <briangibbons20@> wrote:
> >> >
> >> > Does anyone in the family know how find out about fertility,or the best way to
know if there are children in your future.
> >> >
> >>
>>
>>
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: fertility

Message: 253

From: Brian Gibbons

Date: 7/6/2012

Actually Shannon she is using me as a medium,so telepathy.Turns out that I am a natural medium,and I am
getting very good at invocation too.Again just goes to show the power and team work in our soul mate
relationship.
Hail Enki
Brian

--- On Fri, 7/6/12, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:

From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...>
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: fertility
To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Friday, July 6, 2012, 6:46 AM

LOL :D I was just looking at a picture of her 10 minutes ago. I started to cry :) got this
warm feeling with her. When I look at my cat Katrina I see her and it makes me feel
close to her. Did you speak with her using Ouija board? Pendulum? Telepathy? :)
-----------------------------On Fri, Jul 6, 2012 2:34 AM EDT Raven Lythrum wrote:
>Yeah, she rocks. I was talking to her today and she laughed when I told her that her
nickname was officially "cat woman" lol. She's a Scorpio so she gets my sense of humor
personally. XD
>

> |
> |
>_|_
> |
>
>
>Knowledge is power.
>
>"I am ever present to help all who trust in me and call upon me in time of
need."~Father Satan; The Al-jilwah
>
>In Nomine Dei Nostri Satanas Luciferi Excelsi!* Let the name of Satan be exaulted!*
>Hail Belial!* Heil Hitler!* Sieg Heil!* Ave Satanas!* Rege Satanas!* Heil, mein fuhrer!*
Hail Satan!*
>
>www.joyofsatan.org
>www.exposingchristianity.com
>
>
>________________________________
> From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...>
>To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
>Sent: Friday, July 6, 2012 1:21 AM
>Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: fertility
>
>
>
>
>
>Very Nice Post Raven! I agree with all that you say. And no lol not a poet just have a
poetic prose! LOL love ya too! <3 And that's good you are familiar with Haagenti. She is
wonderful!
>
>----------------------------->On Fri, Jul 6, 2012 2:13 AM EDT Raven Lythrum wrote:
>
>>You having Lupus could occur should you become pregnant but that would not be
based upon your mother having it while she was pregnant with you. That would be
based upon where the planets are aligned at the time.
>>
>>And yes Sorcoress, I can vouch that my favorite parts of Brian certainly "still work"
and that sex magic with your soulmate certainly can be very potent. But I thank you for
your friendly concern for us in that area. You really are a good friend to be worrying
about us.
>>
>>As for our child, we are hoping for one and we are hoping for a daughter, who we
are going to name Arian, after our race. I grew up with three others (one that's a boy)
and it's just not worth it with all the "stop touchings me's" and the "well she touched me
first" and the "ow she hit me" that you always hear. Trust me, you will hardly EVER hear
"I love you" after age 8. You will mostly have your children trying to kill each other...if
your lucky. lol. TOTALLY not worth it for me.
>>
>>Sorcoress, you must know Maxine on a highly personal level to be using such
nicknames. I mean, I have nicknames for Enki, Belial, and Haagenti. But than again, I
know them. Or at least, we are all on a familiar level now where we know each other

kinda well.
>>
>>And don't get me wrong here, I don't blame you for idolizing her. She's a human
goddess in her own right. And I respect her for being able to balance her life as she does
with Family, raising kids, keeping her own personal life balanced, research, the JOS, the
priest hood, keeping up with the groups, AND posting on the new astrology group all
while people are trying to kill her. Even if she's used to it by now and/or she's got
protection from satan, I acknowledge and am proud to say that our HP's got guts. Than
of course the fact of her sheer brilliance and astounding life experience, which totally and
completely blows me away. She is certainly a woman to look up to! But please don't call
her "max". I know you are just trying to familiarize yourself in your own way but please,
that's disrespectful. Just letting you know for future reference my friend so you don't
make the same mistake with our gods. Remember, all knowledge you gain CAN be
applied to
>> other things.
>>
>>Also you mentioned being comfortable around them? Satan himself chose our HP's if
it's any consolation. :) That sure makes ME comfortable. But if you want to know about
HP Dietrich than you should read the JOS. As she chose what information she would
reveal and what information she would not. Also, if you really want to learn the
personalities of our HP's, read the information they put out. Read their posts. Their
posts, even the informative ones, are filled with their personalities. In fact, I encourage
you to read their posts. I encourage EVERYONE to read their posts. Not only do their
posts contain fascinating and fantastic information but some of them will make you laugh
as some of our HP's have very humorous fascinating fiery viking like personalities, to be
sure. :) You WILL crack up, guaranteed.
>>
>>Food for thought: if you want to improve the relationship between you and your
mother, first accept the fact that because of your different astrology, you may not be
able to improve it. Than get to know her and her personality. What does she like? What
does she hate? Is there anything that's the same about the both of you? You may find
somewhere within those questions that you find you can connect with her and you can
build your relationship from there.
>>
>>And thank you, I like my wedding dress AND my wedding ring. The one I showed you
was only my engagement.
>>
>>p.s. Shannon your a poet and you didn't know it. Love ya girly!
>>
>> |
>> |
>>_|_
>> |
>>
>>
>>Knowledge is power.
>>
>>"I am ever present to help all who trust in me and call upon me in time of
need."~Father Satan; The Al-jilwah
>>
>>In Nomine Dei Nostri Satanas Luciferi Excelsi!* Let the name of Satan be exaulted!*
>>Hail Belial!* Heil Hitler!* Sieg Heil!* Ave Satanas!* Rege Satanas!* Heil, mein fuhrer!*
Hail Satan!*
>>
>>www.joyofsatan.org

>>www.exposingchristianity.com
>>
>>
>>
>>--- On Thu, 7/5/12, sorceressofenki88 <kcmsopranobella@...> wrote:
>>
>>
>>From: sorceressofenki88 <kcmsopranobella@...>
>>Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: fertility
>>To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
>>Date: Thursday, July 5, 2012, 2:17 PM
>>
>>
>>
>>Uh oh! I've got nothin in 5th! Mom had Lupus while pregnant and we've always
wondered if this would also occur w/ me. But then again, I DO have Moon in 4th. But
Saturn's in 4th as well. Brian... um... Idk how to say this, but... I wasn't sure if those
parts of u still worked Brian and was worried about the future of u and Raven in that
area. I've seen her dress and ring! Both GORGEOUS!! I would love to be able to have 4
kids (mom's goal was 4, but she was stuck w/ just me)! To Max: how has knowing ur
chart and ur kids' chart help (and maybe hurt) you as a mom? How would things have
been different if you didn't know about astology while raising them? Tell us more about
them. I feel like if I learn more about you HPs, then I'll feel more comfortable around
you, like you're approchable, more like us normal peasant humans, that everybody has
a normal life w/ normal problems (thanks, Saturn <-*sarcastic*) @ the end of the day
when you get down to it. How
>> could the relationship between mom and I be improved, what are some things she
could've done to make our relationship smoother? I know I've posted our places, times,
and dates somewhere around here... (perhaps it's good if that info ISN'T found). I feel a
wonderful, safe, secure feeling when I'm around you Max (or, at least, read your posts).
Like you're the kind of mom I wish I had. Kind of like the feeling/energy of a good hug!
You know how to help and take care of ppl because you're a mom who knows astrology,
what better mom could there be who knows so much about her kids b/c of that! Could
we have had a past life 2gether?
>>
>>--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>>
>> The fifth house is the house of children. The planets therein and the house ruler can
give an idea of a person's fertility or lack thereof — Saturn in the 5th House being the
most common indicator of infertility. I believe the Moon is also very important regarding
fertility, as it rules family, nurturing etc.
>>
>> I really don't know much else about this, but Maxine sure does and might give more
insight if she can.
>>
>> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Brian" <briangibbons20@> wrote:
>> >
>> > Does anyone in the family know how find out about fertility,or the best way to
know if there are children in your future.
>> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
>

>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: fertility

Message: 254

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 7/6/2012

You can control your destiny. If you and Raven want a baby, make it happen! Even if something in your
chart says no, do workings to make the universe say yes. Fehu rune for fertility. Wait for waxing moon in a
good sign like Cancer, and find a good time to do the Moon square, Raven especially. There was a sister in
the groups last year or something, we told her to do the moon square because she wanted to get pregnant,
and shortly into it she became pregnant. And of course finish the square... or it could result in miscarriage,
you know? Workings need to be finished. Besides, it's good for pegnancy and childbirth. Bonus. Makes them
easier, less issues/problems.
Hail Father Satan!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Brian" <briangibbons20@...> wrote:
>
> Does anyone in the family know how find out about fertility,or the best way to know if there
are children in your future.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: fertility

Message: 255

From: Brian Gibbons

Date: 7/6/2012

Thanks lydia you are so right.We have even been doing sex magic during making love,and calling Arian to us.
Hail Enki
Brian

--- On Fri, 7/6/12, lydia_666@... <lydia_666@...> wrote:

From: lydia_666@... <lydia_666@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: fertility
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Friday, July 6, 2012, 4:57 PM

You can control your destiny. If you and Raven want a baby, make it happen! Even if
something in your chart says no, do workings to make the universe say yes. Fehu rune
for fertility. Wait for waxing moon in a good sign like Cancer, and find a good time to do
the Moon square, Raven especially. There was a sister in the groups last year or
something, we told her to do the moon square because she wanted to get pregnant, and
shortly into it she became pregnant. And of course finish the square... or it could result
in miscarriage, you know? Workings need to be finished. Besides, it's good for pegnancy
and childbirth. Bonus. Makes them easier, less issues/problems.
Hail Father Satan!
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Brian" <briangibbons20@...> wrote:
>
> Does anyone in the family know how find out about fertility,or the best way to know if
there are children in your future.
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: fertility

Message: 256

From: Brian Gibbons

Date: 7/6/2012

Thanks for the reply,my wife has a stellium in Scorpio.And her Sun sign is Scorpio,so will that effect her in
any way?
Hail Enki
Brian

--- On Fri, 7/6/12, starrrx69 <starrrx69@...> wrote:

From: starrrx69 <starrrx69@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: fertility
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Friday, July 6, 2012, 12:29 PM

It seems you got a few good answers, but I'm pregnant so I figured I'd put my two
cents in :P
I have moon conjunct jupiter [less than 1 degree orb] in scorpio.
When I was finally able to he with my SS lover in person I had been on birth control
before seeing him, we got evicted from the house we were in with my birth control, so

we were having sex when I was off birth control for about a week, and I got pregnant
within those days.
Also, my pregnancy has been a VERY positive experience for me in nearly all aspects. I
wish you the best with trying! :)
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Brian" <briangibbons20@...> wrote:
>
> Does anyone in the family know how find out about fertility,or the best way to know if
there are children in your future.
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: fertility

Message: 257

From: Raven Lythrum

Date: 7/6/2012

And though I realize some would disagree with the method, we like it because I am currently incapable (scorpio
22 degrees 8th house) of communicating with the gods. So when Brian invokes them and we are able to ask
questions together, it ups his own power. Not only that but I've been asking a lot of questions that the JOS
doesn't cover and have received several answers through the demons my husband acts as a medium for or
invokes. So Brian is learning a lot too, not just me. :)
|
|
_|_
|
Knowledge is power.
"I am ever present to help all who trust in me and call upon me in time of need."~Father Satan; The Al-jilwah
In Nomine Dei Nostri Satanas Luciferi Excelsi!* Let the name of Satan be exaulted!*
Hail Belial!* Heil Hitler!* Sieg Heil!* Ave Satanas!* Rege Satanas!* Heil, mein fuhrer!* Hail Satan!*
www.joyofsatan.org
www.exposingchristianity.com
From: Brian Gibbons <briangibbons20@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Friday, July 6, 2012 11:52 AM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: fertility

Actually Shannon she is using me as a medium,so telepathy.Turns out that I am a natural medium,and I am
getting very good at invocation too.Again just goes to show the power and team work in our soul mate
relationship.
Hail Enki
Brian
--- On Fri, 7/6/12, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...>
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: fertility
To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Friday, July 6, 2012, 6:46 AM

LOL :D I was just looking at a picture of her 10 minutes ago. I started to cry :) got this
warm feeling with her. When I look at my cat Katrina I see her and it makes me feel
close to her. Did you speak with her using Ouija board? Pendulum? Telepathy? :)
-----------------------------On Fri, Jul 6, 2012 2:34 AM EDT Raven Lythrum wrote:
>Yeah, she rocks. I was talking to her today and she laughed when I told her that her
nickname was officially "cat woman" lol. She's a Scorpio so she gets my sense of
humor personally. XD
>
> |
> |
>_|_
> |
>
>
>Knowledge is power.
>
>"I am ever present to help all who trust in me and call upon me in time of
need."~Father Satan; The Al-jilwah
>
>In Nomine Dei Nostri Satanas Luciferi Excelsi!* Let the name of Satan be exaulted!*
>Hail Belial!* Heil Hitler!* Sieg Heil!* Ave Satanas!* Rege Satanas!* Heil, mein
fuhrer!* Hail Satan!*
>
>www.joyofsatan.org
>www.exposingchristianity.com
>
>
>________________________________
> From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...>
>To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
>Sent: Friday, July 6, 2012 1:21 AM
>Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: fertility
>
>
>
>
>
>Very Nice Post Raven! I agree with all that you say. And no lol not a poet just have a
poetic prose! LOL love ya too! <3 And that's good you are familiar with Haagenti. She
is wonderful!
>
>----------------------------->On Fri, Jul 6, 2012 2:13 AM EDT Raven Lythrum wrote:
>
>>You having Lupus could occur should you become pregnant but that would not be
based upon your mother having it while she was pregnant with you. That would be
based upon where the planets are aligned at the time.
>>

>>And yes Sorcoress, I can vouch that my favorite parts of Brian certainly "still work"
and that sex magic with your soulmate certainly can be very potent. But I thank you for
your friendly concern for us in that area. You really are a good friend to be worrying
about us.
>>
>>As for our child, we are hoping for one and we are hoping for a daughter, who we
are going to name Arian, after our race. I grew up with three others (one that's a boy)
and it's just not worth it with all the "stop touchings me's" and the "well she touched
me first" and the "ow she hit me" that you always hear. Trust me, you will hardly EVER
hear "I love you" after age 8. You will mostly have your children trying to kill each
other...if your lucky. lol.TOTALLY not worth it for me.
>>
>>Sorcoress, you must know Maxine on a highly personal level to be using such
nicknames. I mean, I have nicknames for Enki, Belial, and Haagenti. But than again, I
know them. Or at least, we are all on a familiar level now where we know each other
kinda well.
>>
>>And don't get me wrong here, I don't blame you for idolizing her. She's a human
goddess in her own right. And I respect her for being able to balance her life as she
does with Family, raising kids, keeping her own personal life balanced, research, the
JOS, the priest hood, keeping up with the groups, AND posting on the new astrology
group all while people are trying to kill her. Even if she's used to it by now and/or she's
got protection from satan, I acknowledge and am proud to say that our HP's got guts.
Than of course the fact of her sheer brilliance and astounding life experience, which
totally and completely blows me away. She is certainly a woman to look up to! But
please don't call her "max". I know you are just trying to familiarize yourself in your
own way but please, that's disrespectful. Just letting you know for future reference my
friend so you don't make the same mistake with our gods. Remember, all knowledge
you gain CAN be applied to
>> other things.
>>
>>Also you mentioned being comfortable around them? Satan himself chose our HP's
if it's any consolation. :) That sure makes ME comfortable. But if you want to know
about HP Dietrich than you should read the JOS. As she chose what information she
would reveal and what information she would not. Also, if you really want to learn the
personalities of our HP's, read the information they put out. Read their posts. Their
posts, even the informative ones, are filled with their personalities. In fact, I encourage
you to read their posts. I encourage EVERYONE to read their posts. Not only do their
posts contain fascinating and fantastic information but some of them will make you
laugh as some of our HP's have very humorous fascinating fiery viking like
personalities, to be sure. :) You WILL crack up, guaranteed.
>>
>>Food for thought: if you want to improve the relationship between you and your
mother, first accept the fact that because of your different astrology, you may not be
able to improve it. Than get to know her and her personality. What does she like? What
does she hate? Is there anything that's the same about the both of you? You may find
somewhere within those questions that you find you can connect with her and you can
build your relationship from there.
>>
>>And thank you, I like my wedding dress AND my wedding ring. The one I showed
you was only my engagement.
>>
>>p.s. Shannon your a poet and you didn't know it. Love ya girly!
>>
>> |

>> |
>>_|_
>> |
>>
>>
>>Knowledge is power.
>>
>>"I am ever present to help all who trust in me and call upon me in time of
need."~Father Satan; The Al-jilwah
>>
>>In Nomine Dei Nostri Satanas Luciferi Excelsi!* Let the name of Satan be exaulted!*
>>Hail Belial!* Heil Hitler!* Sieg Heil!* Ave Satanas!* Rege Satanas!* Heil, mein
fuhrer!* Hail Satan!*
>>
>>www.joyofsatan.org
>>www.exposingchristianity.com
>>
>>
>>
>>--- On Thu, 7/5/12, sorceressofenki88 <kcmsopranobella@...> wrote:
>>
>>
>>From: sorceressofenki88 <kcmsopranobella@...>
>>Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: fertility
>>To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
>>Date: Thursday, July 5, 2012, 2:17 PM
>>
>>
>>
>>Uh oh! I've got nothin in 5th! Mom had Lupus while pregnant and we've always
wondered if this would also occur w/ me. But then again, I DO have Moon in 4th. But
Saturn's in 4th as well. Brian... um... Idk how to say this, but... I wasn't sure if those
parts of u still worked Brian and was worried about the future of u and Raven in that
area. I've seen her dress and ring! Both GORGEOUS!! I would love to be able to have
4 kids (mom's goal was 4, but she was stuck w/ just me)! To Max: how has knowing ur
chart and ur kids' chart help (and maybe hurt) you as a mom? How would things have
been different if you didn't know about astology while raising them? Tell us more about
them. I feel like if I learn more about you HPs, then I'll feel more comfortable around
you, like you're approchable, more like us normal peasant humans, that everybody has a
normal life w/ normal problems (thanks, Saturn <-*sarcastic*) @ the end of the day
when you get down to it. How
>> could the relationship between mom and I be improved, what are some things she
could've done to make our relationship smoother? I know I've posted our places, times,
and dates somewhere around here... (perhaps it's good if that info ISN'T found). I feel a
wonderful, safe, secure feeling when I'm around you Max (or, at least, read your posts).
Like you're the kind of mom I wish I had. Kind of like the feeling/energy of a good
hug! You know how to help and take care of ppl because you're a mom who knows
astrology, what better mom could there be who knows so much about her kids b/c of
that! Could we have had a past life 2gether?
>>
>>--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>>
>> The fifth house is the house of children. The planets therein and the house ruler can
give an idea of a person's fertility or lack thereof — Saturn in the 5th House being the
most common indicator of infertility. I believe the Moon is also very important

regarding fertility, as it rules family, nurturing etc.
>>
>> I really don't know much else about this, but Maxine sure does and might give more
insight if she can.
>>
>> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Brian" <briangibbons20@> wrote:
>> >
>> > Does anyone in the family know how find out about fertility,or the best way to
know if there are children in your future.
>> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
>
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: fertility

Message: 258

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 7/6/2012

That's great. What kind of Traveling working did you do? Or was it somewhat incorppprated into that 40 day
Love working you did?
-----------------------------On Fri, Jul 6, 2012 12:45 PM EDT Brian Gibbons wrote:
>Hope you had a good time sis.:)And an even better one with him. lol
>
>Hail Enki
>
>Brian
>
>--- On Fri, 7/6/12, lydia_666@... <lydia_666@...> wrote:
>
>From: lydia_666@... <lydia_666@...>
>Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: fertility
>To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
>Date: Friday, July 6, 2012, 2:20 PM
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> I've been in Spain! Lol that working I did to travel is still going strong. More travelling
throughout this summer :). I'm "home" now though (staying with my bf for the summer) so I'll
be in the groups more often again.
>
>
>
>--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
>>
>
>>
>
>> Cancer in the 5th house for me too :) LYDIA!!! Where have you been?? Missed you on the
groups :)
>
>>
>
>>
>
>>
>
>> ----------------------------->
>> On Fri, Jul 6, 2012 12:43 AM EDT lydia_666@... wrote:
>
>>
>
>> >I have Mercury in my 5th house, so my children will be intelligent :). And the house is in
Cancer, ruled by the moon. Babies for me lol.
>
>> >
>
>> >--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>
>> >
>
>> > The fifth house is the house of children. The planets therein and the house ruler can give
an idea of a person's fertility or lack thereof â€" Saturn in the 5th House being the most
common indicator of infertility. I believe the Moon is also very important regarding fertility, as it
rules family, nurturing etc.
>
>> >
>
>> > I really don't know much else about this, but Maxine sure does and might give more

insight if she can.
>
>> >
>
>> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Brian" <briangibbons20@> wrote:
>
>> > >
>
>> > > Does anyone in the family know how find out about fertility,or the best way to know if
there are children in your future.
>
>> > >
>
>> >
>
>> >
>
>> >
>
>>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: fertility

Message: 259

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 7/6/2012

Yeah it was incorporated into that. I really didn't mean for it to be, it goes to show the power of
visualization. I'll explain:
See, I have Saturn and Pluto in my 7th house. Makes for bad relationships. I've had 2 stalkers, and my last
boyfriend was a drug addict who sold many of my stuff (jewelry, swords, stereo, some clothing) for drugs.
So as an experiment, I did a working to attract a positive partner into my life. I also asked my GD, Set, for

help. I needed his help as I really needed a good relationship, also for sex, as HPS Maxine wrote in my
report that sex is essential for my physical and emotional well being, and I hadn't had sex in like a year
(Pluto was being a bitch and messing with me).
So for my visualization, I saw myself being held by a loving partner, and for some reason I kept seeing
myself in nice destinations (a beach, a city in Europe, etc). And I wound up with a wonderful, caring man
who loves to travel, and has the means to do so.
The travelling wasn't part of my affirmation, but since I was visualizing it, it wound up being a part of the
end result. We'll be going to Africa, Peru, and some other places this summer/fall :)
Hail Father Satan!
Hail Set!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
>
>
>
> That's great. What kind of Traveling working did you do? Or was it somewhat incorppprated
into that 40 day Love working you did?
>
> -----------------------------> On Fri, Jul 6, 2012 12:45 PM EDT Brian Gibbons wrote:
>
> >Hope you had a good time sis.:)And an even better one with him. lol
>>
> >Hail Enki
>>
> >BrianÂ
>>
> >--- On Fri, 7/6/12, lydia_666@... <lydia_666@...> wrote:
>>
> >From: lydia_666@... <lydia_666@...>
> >Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: fertility
> >To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> >Date: Friday, July 6, 2012, 2:20 PM
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > I've been in Spain! Lol that working I did to travel is still going strong. More travelling
throughout this summer :). I'm "home" now though (staying with my bf for the summer) so I'll
be in the groups more often again.
>>
>>
>>
> >--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@> wrote:
>>
> >>
>>

> >>
>>
> >> Cancer in the 5th house for me too :) LYDIA!!! Where have you been?? Missed you on the
groups :)
>>
> >>
>>
> >>
>>
> >>
>>
> >> ----------------------------->>
> >> On Fri, Jul 6, 2012 12:43 AM EDT lydia_666@ wrote:
>>
> >>
>>
> >> >I have Mercury in my 5th house, so my children will be intelligent :). And the house is in
Cancer, ruled by the moon. Babies for me lol.
>>
> >> >
>>
> >> >--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>
> >> >
>>
> >> > The fifth house is the house of children. The planets therein and the house ruler can
give an idea of a person's fertility or lack thereof Ã¢â ¬" Saturn in the 5th House being the
most common indicator of infertility. I believe the Moon is also very important regarding fertility,
as it rules family, nurturing etc.
>>
> >> >
>>
> >> > I really don't know much else about this, but Maxine sure does and might give more
insight if she can.
>>
> >> >
>>
> >> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Brian" <briangibbons20@> wrote:
>>
> >> > >
>>
> >> > > Does anyone in the family know how find out about fertility,or the best way to know
if there are children in your future.
>>
> >> > >
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: fertility

Message: 260

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 7/6/2012

Oh yeah!! Woot woot! Good for you girl! :) You don't understand how happy I am for you.Hail Satan and
the powers of Hell!
You are strong.I have Jupiter and moon in the 7th house as well with virgo. You said 108 times a day for 40
days. 108 breathes that is right? With an affirmation at each breathe and then after you breathed in all the
energy you programmed it and did visualizing? Because I truly did like your idea and experiment Lydia. You

inspired me. :) I love getting inspiration form my SS family. I am trying alittle something. I'm doing 54 reps
instead (I am doing many other workings currently) and after breathing in energy and saying affirmations I
focus on the energy and program it again 9 times after then do visualizing.Sometime vibrating runes and
mantras all the time gets to me :/ so breathing energy is great for a change :)
-----------------------------On Fri, Jul 6, 2012 3:56 PM EDT lydia_666@... wrote:
>Yeah it was incorporated into that. I really didn't mean for it to be, it goes to show the power
of visualization. I'll explain:
>
>See, I have Saturn and Pluto in my 7th house. Makes for bad relationships. I've had 2 stalkers,
and my last boyfriend was a drug addict who sold many of my stuff (jewelry, swords, stereo,
some clothing) for drugs. So as an experiment, I did a working to attract a positive partner into
my life. I also asked my GD, Set, for help. I needed his help as I really needed a good
relationship, also for sex, as HPS Maxine wrote in my report that sex is essential for my physical
and emotional well being, and I hadn't had sex in like a year (Pluto was being a bitch and
messing with me).
>
>So for my visualization, I saw myself being held by a loving partner, and for some reason I
kept seeing myself in nice destinations (a beach, a city in Europe, etc). And I wound up with a
wonderful, caring man who loves to travel, and has the means to do so.
>
>The travelling wasn't part of my affirmation, but since I was visualizing it, it wound up being a
part of the end result. We'll be going to Africa, Peru, and some other places this summer/fall :)
>
>Hail Father Satan!
>Hail Set!
>
>--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> That's great. What kind of Traveling working did you do? Or was it somewhat incorppprated
into that 40 day Love working you did?
>>
>> ----------------------------->> On Fri, Jul 6, 2012 12:45 PM EDT Brian Gibbons wrote:
>>
>> >Hope you had a good time sis.:)And an even better one with him. lol
>> >
>> >Hail Enki
>> >
>> >BrianÂ
>> >
>> >--- On Fri, 7/6/12, lydia_666@... <lydia_666@...> wrote:
>> >
>> >From: lydia_666@... <lydia_666@...>
>> >Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: fertility
>> >To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
>> >Date: Friday, July 6, 2012, 2:20 PM
>> >
>> >
>> >

>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> > I've been in Spain! Lol that working I did to travel is still going strong. More travelling
throughout this summer :). I'm "home" now though (staying with my bf for the summer) so I'll
be in the groups more often again.
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@> wrote:
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> > Cancer in the 5th house for me too :) LYDIA!!! Where have you been?? Missed you on the
groups :)
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> > ----------------------------->> >
>> > On Fri, Jul 6, 2012 12:43 AM EDT lydia_666@ wrote:
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> > >I have Mercury in my 5th house, so my children will be intelligent :). And the house is in
Cancer, ruled by the moon. Babies for me lol.
>> >
>> > >
>> >
>> > >--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>> >
>> > >
>> >
>> > > The fifth house is the house of children. The planets therein and the house ruler can
give an idea of a person's fertility or lack thereof Ã¢â‚¬" Saturn in the 5th House being the most
common indicator of infertility. I believe the Moon is also very important regarding fertility, as it
rules family, nurturing etc.
>> >
>> > >
>> >
>> > > I really don't know much else about this, but Maxine sure does and might give more
insight if she can.
>> >
>> > >
>> >
>> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Brian" <briangibbons20@> wrote:
>> >

>> > > >
>> >
>> > > > Does anyone in the family know how find out about fertility,or the best way to know
if there are children in your future.
>> >
>> > > >
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: fertility

Message: 261

From: Brian Gibbons

Date: 7/6/2012

That is so cool sis.You deserve all this happiness too.

Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android

From: lydia_666@... <lydia_666@...>;
To: <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>;
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: fertility
Sent: Fri, Jul 6, 2012 7:56:45 PM

Yeah it was incorporated into that. I really didn't mean for it to be, it goes to show the power of visualization. I'll
explain:
See, I have Saturn and Pluto in my 7th house. Makes for bad relationships. I've had 2 stalkers, and my last
boyfriend was a drug addict who sold many of my stuff (jewelry, swords, stereo, some clothing) for drugs. So as
an experiment, I did a working to attract a positive partner into my life. I also asked my GD, Set, for help. I
needed his help as I really needed a good relationship, also for sex, as HPS Maxine wrote in my report that sex is
essential for my physical and emotional well being, and I hadn't had sex in like a year (Pluto was being a bitch
and messing with me).
So for my visualization, I saw myself being held by a loving partner, and for some reason I kept seeing myself in
nice destinations (a beach, a city in Europe, etc). And I wound up with a wonderful, caring man who loves to
travel, and has the means to do so.
The travelling wasn't part of my affirmation, but since I was visualizing it, it wound up being a part of the end
result. We'll be going to Africa, Peru, and some other places this summer/fall :)
Hail Father Satan!
Hail Set!
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
>
>
>
> That's great. What kind of Traveling working did you do? Or was it somewhat incorppprated into
that 40 day Love working you did?
>
> -----------------------------> On Fri, Jul 6, 2012 12:45 PM EDT Brian Gibbons wrote:
>
> >Hope you had a good time sis.:)And an even better one with him. lol

>>
> >Hail Enki
>>
> >BrianÂ
>>
> >--- On Fri, 7/6/12, lydia_666@... <lydia_666@...> wrote:
>>
> >From: lydia_666@... <lydia_666@...>
> >Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: fertility
> >To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> >Date: Friday, July 6, 2012, 2:20 PM
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > I've been in Spain! Lol that working I did to travel is still going strong. More travelling
throughout this summer :). I'm "home" now though (staying with my bf for the summer) so I'll be in
the groups more often again.
>>
>>
>>
> >--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@> wrote:
>>
> >>
>>
> >>
>>
> >> Cancer in the 5th house for me too :) LYDIA!!! Where have you been?? Missed you on the
groups :)
>>
> >>
>>
> >>
>>
> >>
>>
> >> ----------------------------->>
> >> On Fri, Jul 6, 2012 12:43 AM EDT lydia_666@ wrote:
>>
> >>
>>
> >> >I have Mercury in my 5th house, so my children will be intelligent :). And the house is in
Cancer, ruled by the moon. Babies for me lol.
>>
> >> >
>>
> >> >--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>
> >> >
>>

> >> > The fifth house is the house of children. The planets therein and the house ruler can give an
idea of a person's fertility or lack thereof Ã¢â‚¬" Saturn in the 5th House being the most common
indicator of infertility. I believe the Moon is also very important regarding fertility, as it rules family,
nurturing etc.
>>
> >> >
>>
> >> > I really don't know much else about this, but Maxine sure does and might give more insight
if she can.
>>
> >> >
>>
> >> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Brian" <briangibbons20@> wrote:
>>
> >> > >
>>
> >> > > Does anyone in the family know how find out about fertility,or the best way to know if
there are children in your future.
>>
> >> > >
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: fertility

Message: 262

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 7/6/2012

Thanks Sis :)
108 breaths of Green energy for 40 days, more or less visualizing the entire time, affirming on each exhale. I
didn't program it after, I didn't even think about that but it worked anyway, I guess because I was
programming it as I was doing it. Like I said, it was an experiment, and it worked! I'm still so happy about
it. But a lot of the credit goes to Lord Set for helping, I'm sure :)
And I know what you mean about all the vibrations for runes, I knew I couldn't handle a working like that at
the time (this was in Jan or Feb).
I started it in hour of Venus, day of Sun, Moon was full or almost full and in Taurus. Not the best timing, but
it was a last-minute decision and I didn't want to wait another 3 or 4 weeks.
Hail Father Satan!
Hail Set!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
>
> Oh yeah!! Woot woot! Good for you girl! :) You don't understand how happy I am for you.Hail
Satan and the powers of Hell!
> You are strong.I have Jupiter and moon in the 7th house as well with virgo. You said 108
times a day for 40 days. 108 breathes that is right? With an affirmation at each breathe and
then after you breathed in all the energy you programmed it and did visualizing? Because I truly
did like your idea and experiment Lydia. You inspired me. :) I love getting inspiration form my SS
family. I am trying alittle something. I'm doing 54 reps instead (I am doing many other workings
currently) and after breathing in energy and saying affirmations I focus on the energy and
program it again 9 times after then do visualizing.Sometime vibrating runes and mantras all the
time gets to me :/ so breathing energy is great for a change :)
>

> -----------------------------> On Fri, Jul 6, 2012 3:56 PM EDT lydia_666@... wrote:
>
> >Yeah it was incorporated into that. I really didn't mean for it to be, it goes to show the
power of visualization. I'll explain:
>>
> >See, I have Saturn and Pluto in my 7th house. Makes for bad relationships. I've had 2
stalkers, and my last boyfriend was a drug addict who sold many of my stuff (jewelry, swords,
stereo, some clothing) for drugs. So as an experiment, I did a working to attract a positive
partner into my life. I also asked my GD, Set, for help. I needed his help as I really needed a
good relationship, also for sex, as HPS Maxine wrote in my report that sex is essential for my
physical and emotional well being, and I hadn't had sex in like a year (Pluto was being a bitch
and messing with me).
>>
> >So for my visualization, I saw myself being held by a loving partner, and for some reason I
kept seeing myself in nice destinations (a beach, a city in Europe, etc). And I wound up with a
wonderful, caring man who loves to travel, and has the means to do so.
>>
> >The travelling wasn't part of my affirmation, but since I was visualizing it, it wound up being
a part of the end result. We'll be going to Africa, Peru, and some other places this summer/fall :)
>>
> >Hail Father Satan!
> >Hail Set!
>>
> >--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@> wrote:
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >> That's great. What kind of Traveling working did you do? Or was it somewhat
incorppprated into that 40 day Love working you did?
> >>
> >> -----------------------------> >> On Fri, Jul 6, 2012 12:45 PM EDT Brian Gibbons wrote:
> >>
> >> >Hope you had a good time sis.:)And an even better one with him. lol
> >> >
> >> >Hail Enki
> >> >
> >> >BrianÃ Â
> >> >
> >> >--- On Fri, 7/6/12, lydia_666@ <lydia_666@> wrote:
> >> >
> >> >From: lydia_666@ <lydia_666@>
> >> >Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: fertility
> >> >To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> >> >Date: Friday, July 6, 2012, 2:20 PM
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >

> >> > I've been in Spain! Lol that working I did to travel is still going strong. More travelling
throughout this summer :). I'm "home" now though (staying with my bf for the summer) so I'll
be in the groups more often again.
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@> wrote:
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> > Cancer in the 5th house for me too :) LYDIA!!! Where have you been?? Missed you on
the groups :)
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> > -----------------------------> >> >
> >> > On Fri, Jul 6, 2012 12:43 AM EDT lydia_666@ wrote:
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> > >I have Mercury in my 5th house, so my children will be intelligent :). And the house is
in Cancer, ruled by the moon. Babies for me lol.
> >> >
> >> > >
> >> >
> >> > >--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
> >> >
> >> > >
> >> >
> >> > > The fifth house is the house of children. The planets therein and the house ruler can
give an idea of a person's fertility or lack thereof Ã Â¢Ã¢â
Â¬" Saturn in the 5th House
being the most common indicator of infertility. I believe the Moon is also very important
regarding fertility, as it rules family, nurturing etc.
> >> >
> >> > >
> >> >
> >> > > I really don't know much else about this, but Maxine sure does and might give more
insight if she can.
> >> >
> >> > >
> >> >
> >> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Brian" <briangibbons20@> wrote:
> >> >
> >> > > >
> >> >
> >> > > > Does anyone in the family know how find out about fertility,or the best way to
know if there are children in your future.
> >> >

> >> > > >
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: fertility

Message: 263

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 7/6/2012

Thanks :)

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Brian Gibbons <briangibbons20@...> wrote:
>
> That is so cool sis.You deserve all this happiness too.
>
>
> Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: fertility

Message: 264

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 7/6/2012

Cool and you said it manisfested by like the 36th day right? :) And yes Hail to Lord Set.:)
-----------------------------On Fri, Jul 6, 2012 6:32 PM EDT lydia_666@... wrote:
>Thanks Sis :)
>
>108 breaths of Green energy for 40 days, more or less visualizing the entire time, affirming on
each exhale. I didn't program it after, I didn't even think about that but it worked anyway, I
guess because I was programming it as I was doing it. Like I said, it was an experiment, and it
worked! I'm still so happy about it. But a lot of the credit goes to Lord Set for helping, I'm sure :)
>
>And I know what you mean about all the vibrations for runes, I knew I couldn't handle a
working like that at the time (this was in Jan or Feb).
>
>I started it in hour of Venus, day of Sun, Moon was full or almost full and in Taurus. Not the
best timing, but it was a last-minute decision and I didn't want to wait another 3 or 4 weeks.
>
>Hail Father Satan!
>Hail Set!
>
>--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>>
>>
>> Oh yeah!! Woot woot! Good for you girl! :) You don't understand how happy I am for
you.Hail Satan and the powers of Hell!
>> You are strong.I have Jupiter and moon in the 7th house as well with virgo. You said 108
times a day for 40 days. 108 breathes that is right? With an affirmation at each breathe and
then after you breathed in all the energy you programmed it and did visualizing? Because I truly
did like your idea and experiment Lydia. You inspired me. :) I love getting inspiration form my SS
family. I am trying alittle something. I'm doing 54 reps instead (I am doing many other workings
currently) and after breathing in energy and saying affirmations I focus on the energy and
program it again 9 times after then do visualizing.Sometime vibrating runes and mantras all the
time gets to me :/ so breathing energy is great for a change :)
>>
>> ------------------------------

>> On Fri, Jul 6, 2012 3:56 PM EDT lydia_666@... wrote:
>>
>> >Yeah it was incorporated into that. I really didn't mean for it to be, it goes to show the
power of visualization. I'll explain:
>> >
>> >See, I have Saturn and Pluto in my 7th house. Makes for bad relationships. I've had 2
stalkers, and my last boyfriend was a drug addict who sold many of my stuff (jewelry, swords,
stereo, some clothing) for drugs. So as an experiment, I did a working to attract a positive
partner into my life. I also asked my GD, Set, for help. I needed his help as I really needed a
good relationship, also for sex, as HPS Maxine wrote in my report that sex is essential for my
physical and emotional well being, and I hadn't had sex in like a year (Pluto was being a bitch
and messing with me).
>> >
>> >So for my visualization, I saw myself being held by a loving partner, and for some reason I
kept seeing myself in nice destinations (a beach, a city in Europe, etc). And I wound up with a
wonderful, caring man who loves to travel, and has the means to do so.
>> >
>> >The travelling wasn't part of my affirmation, but since I was visualizing it, it wound up
being a part of the end result. We'll be going to Africa, Peru, and some other places this summer
/fall :)
>> >
>> >Hail Father Satan!
>> >Hail Set!
>> >
>> >--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@> wrote:
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> > That's great. What kind of Traveling working did you do? Or was it somewhat
incorppprated into that 40 day Love working you did?
>> >
>> > ----------------------------->> > On Fri, Jul 6, 2012 12:45 PM EDT Brian Gibbons wrote:
>> >
>> > >Hope you had a good time sis.:)And an even better one with him. lol
>> > >
>> > >Hail Enki
>> > >
>> > >BrianÃ‚Â
>> > >
>> > >--- On Fri, 7/6/12, lydia_666@ <lydia_666@> wrote:
>> > >
>> > >From: lydia_666@ <lydia_666@>
>> > >Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: fertility
>> > >To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
>> > >Date: Friday, July 6, 2012, 2:20 PM
>> > >
>> > >
>> > >
>> > >
>> > >
>> > >
>> > >
>> > >

>> > > I've been in Spain! Lol that working I did to travel is still going strong. More travelling
throughout this summer :). I'm "home" now though (staying with my bf for the summer) so I'll
be in the groups more often again.
>> > >
>> > >
>> > >
>> > >--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@> wrote:
>> > >
>> > >
>> > >
>> > >
>> > >
>> > > Cancer in the 5th house for me too :) LYDIA!!! Where have you been?? Missed you on
the groups :)
>> > >
>> > >
>> > >
>> > >
>> > >
>> > >
>> > >
>> > > ----------------------------->> > >
>> > > On Fri, Jul 6, 2012 12:43 AM EDT lydia_666@ wrote:
>> > >
>> > >
>> > >
>> > > >I have Mercury in my 5th house, so my children will be intelligent :). And the house is
in Cancer, ruled by the moon. Babies for me lol.
>> > >
>> > > >
>> > >
>> > > >--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>> > >
>> > > >
>> > >
>> > > > The fifth house is the house of children. The planets therein and the house ruler can
give an idea of a person's fertility or lack thereof ÃƒÂ¢Ã¢â€šÂ¬" Saturn in the 5th House being
the most common indicator of infertility. I believe the Moon is also very important regarding
fertility, as it rules family, nurturing etc.
>> > >
>> > > >
>> > >
>> > > > I really don't know much else about this, but Maxine sure does and might give more
insight if she can.
>> > >
>> > > >
>> > >
>> > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Brian" <briangibbons20@> wrote:
>> > >
>> > > > >
>> > >
>> > > > > Does anyone in the family know how find out about fertility,or the best way to
know if there are children in your future.
>> > >

>> > > > >
>> >
>>
>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: fertility

Message: 265

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 7/6/2012

Yes I believe so, that's when we met online (lol) and we met in person on the 40th day, a few hours after I
finished.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
> Cool and you said it manisfested by like the 36th day right? :) And yes Hail to Lord Set.:)
> -----------------------------> On Fri, Jul 6, 2012 6:32 PM EDT lydia_666@... wrote:
>
> >Thanks Sis :)
>>
> >108 breaths of Green energy for 40 days, more or less visualizing the entire time, affirming
on each exhale. I didn't program it after, I didn't even think about that but it worked anyway, I
guess because I was programming it as I was doing it. Like I said, it was an experiment, and it
worked! I'm still so happy about it. But a lot of the credit goes to Lord Set for helping, I'm sure :)
>>
> >And I know what you mean about all the vibrations for runes, I knew I couldn't handle a
working like that at the time (this was in Jan or Feb).
>>
> >I started it in hour of Venus, day of Sun, Moon was full or almost full and in Taurus. Not the
best timing, but it was a last-minute decision and I didn't want to wait another 3 or 4 weeks.
>>
> >Hail Father Satan!
> >Hail Set!
>>
> >--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@> wrote:
> >>
> >>
> >> Oh yeah!! Woot woot! Good for you girl! :) You don't understand how happy I am for
you.Hail Satan and the powers of Hell!
> >> You are strong.I have Jupiter and moon in the 7th house as well with virgo. You said 108
times a day for 40 days. 108 breathes that is right? With an affirmation at each breathe and
then after you breathed in all the energy you programmed it and did visualizing? Because I truly
did like your idea and experiment Lydia. You inspired me. :) I love getting inspiration form my SS
family. I am trying alittle something. I'm doing 54 reps instead (I am doing many other workings
currently) and after breathing in energy and saying affirmations I focus on the energy and
program it again 9 times after then do visualizing.Sometime vibrating runes and mantras all the
time gets to me :/ so breathing energy is great for a change :)
> >>
> >> -----------------------------> >> On Fri, Jul 6, 2012 3:56 PM EDT lydia_666@ wrote:
> >>

> >> >Yeah it was incorporated into that. I really didn't mean for it to be, it goes to show the
power of visualization. I'll explain:
> >> >
> >> >See, I have Saturn and Pluto in my 7th house. Makes for bad relationships. I've had 2
stalkers, and my last boyfriend was a drug addict who sold many of my stuff (jewelry, swords,
stereo, some clothing) for drugs. So as an experiment, I did a working to attract a positive
partner into my life. I also asked my GD, Set, for help. I needed his help as I really needed a
good relationship, also for sex, as HPS Maxine wrote in my report that sex is essential for my
physical and emotional well being, and I hadn't had sex in like a year (Pluto was being a bitch
and messing with me).
> >> >
> >> >So for my visualization, I saw myself being held by a loving partner, and for some
reason I kept seeing myself in nice destinations (a beach, a city in Europe, etc). And I wound up
with a wonderful, caring man who loves to travel, and has the means to do so.
> >> >
> >> >The travelling wasn't part of my affirmation, but since I was visualizing it, it wound up
being a part of the end result. We'll be going to Africa, Peru, and some other places this summer
/fall :)
> >> >
> >> >Hail Father Satan!
> >> >Hail Set!
> >> >
> >> >--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@> wrote:
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> > That's great. What kind of Traveling working did you do? Or was it somewhat
incorppprated into that 40 day Love working you did?
> >> >
> >> > -----------------------------> >> > On Fri, Jul 6, 2012 12:45 PM EDT Brian Gibbons wrote:
> >> >
> >> > >Hope you had a good time sis.:)And an even better one with him. lol
> >> > >
> >> > >Hail Enki
> >> > >
> >> > >BrianÃ â
Ã Â
> >> > >
> >> > >--- On Fri, 7/6/12, lydia_666@ <lydia_666@> wrote:
> >> > >
> >> > >From: lydia_666@ <lydia_666@>
> >> > >Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: fertility
> >> > >To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> >> > >Date: Friday, July 6, 2012, 2:20 PM
> >> > >
> >> > >
> >> > >
> >> > >
> >> > >
> >> > >
> >> > >
> >> > >
> >> > > I've been in Spain! Lol that working I did to travel is still going strong. More travelling
throughout this summer :). I'm "home" now though (staying with my bf for the summer) so I'll

be in the groups more often again.
> >> > >
> >> > >
> >> > >
> >> > >--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@> wrote:
> >> > >
> >> > >
> >> > >
> >> > >
> >> > >
> >> > > Cancer in the 5th house for me too :) LYDIA!!! Where have you been?? Missed you
on the groups :)
> >> > >
> >> > >
> >> > >
> >> > >
> >> > >
> >> > >
> >> > >
> >> > > -----------------------------> >> > >
> >> > > On Fri, Jul 6, 2012 12:43 AM EDT lydia_666@ wrote:
> >> > >
> >> > >
> >> > >
> >> > > >I have Mercury in my 5th house, so my children will be intelligent :). And the house
is in Cancer, ruled by the moon. Babies for me lol.
> >> > >
> >> > > >
> >> > >
> >> > > >--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
> >> > >
> >> > > >
> >> > >
> >> > > > The fifth house is the house of children. The planets therein and the house ruler
can give an idea of a person's fertility or lack thereof Ã Æ'Ã Â¢Ã Â¢Ã¢â ¬Å¡Ã Â¬" Saturn
in the 5th House being the most common indicator of infertility. I believe the Moon is also very
important regarding fertility, as it rules family, nurturing etc.
> >> > >
> >> > > >
> >> > >
> >> > > > I really don't know much else about this, but Maxine sure does and might give
more insight if she can.
> >> > >
> >> > > >
> >> > >
> >> > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Brian" <briangibbons20@> wrote:
> >> > >
> >> > > > >
> >> > >
> >> > > > > Does anyone in the family know how find out about fertility,or the best way to
know if there are children in your future.
> >> > >
> >> > > > >
> >> >

> >>
>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: fertility

Message: 266

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 7/6/2012

VERY nice ;)

-----------------------------On Fri, Jul 6, 2012 6:49 PM EDT lydia_666@... wrote:
>Yes I believe so, that's when we met online (lol) and we met in person on the 40th day, a few
hours after I finished.
>
>--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> Cool and you said it manisfested by like the 36th day right? :) And yes Hail to Lord Set.:)
>> ----------------------------->> On Fri, Jul 6, 2012 6:32 PM EDT lydia_666@... wrote:
>>
>> >Thanks Sis :)
>> >
>> >108 breaths of Green energy for 40 days, more or less visualizing the entire time, affirming
on each exhale. I didn't program it after, I didn't even think about that but it worked anyway, I
guess because I was programming it as I was doing it. Like I said, it was an experiment, and it
worked! I'm still so happy about it. But a lot of the credit goes to Lord Set for helping, I'm sure :)
>> >
>> >And I know what you mean about all the vibrations for runes, I knew I couldn't handle a
working like that at the time (this was in Jan or Feb).
>> >
>> >I started it in hour of Venus, day of Sun, Moon was full or almost full and in Taurus. Not
the best timing, but it was a last-minute decision and I didn't want to wait another 3 or 4 weeks.
>> >
>> >Hail Father Satan!
>> >Hail Set!
>> >
>> >--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@> wrote:
>> >
>> >
>> > Oh yeah!! Woot woot! Good for you girl! :) You don't understand how happy I am for
you.Hail Satan and the powers of Hell!
>> > You are strong.I have Jupiter and moon in the 7th house as well with virgo. You said 108
times a day for 40 days. 108 breathes that is right? With an affirmation at each breathe and
then after you breathed in all the energy you programmed it and did visualizing? Because I truly
did like your idea and experiment Lydia. You inspired me. :) I love getting inspiration form my SS
family. I am trying alittle something. I'm doing 54 reps instead (I am doing many other workings
currently) and after breathing in energy and saying affirmations I focus on the energy and

program it again 9 times after then do visualizing.Sometime vibrating runes and mantras all the
time gets to me :/ so breathing energy is great for a change :)
>> >
>> > ----------------------------->> > On Fri, Jul 6, 2012 3:56 PM EDT lydia_666@ wrote:
>> >
>> > >Yeah it was incorporated into that. I really didn't mean for it to be, it goes to show the
power of visualization. I'll explain:
>> > >
>> > >See, I have Saturn and Pluto in my 7th house. Makes for bad relationships. I've had 2
stalkers, and my last boyfriend was a drug addict who sold many of my stuff (jewelry, swords,
stereo, some clothing) for drugs. So as an experiment, I did a working to attract a positive
partner into my life. I also asked my GD, Set, for help. I needed his help as I really needed a
good relationship, also for sex, as HPS Maxine wrote in my report that sex is essential for my
physical and emotional well being, and I hadn't had sex in like a year (Pluto was being a bitch
and messing with me).
>> > >
>> > >So for my visualization, I saw myself being held by a loving partner, and for some
reason I kept seeing myself in nice destinations (a beach, a city in Europe, etc). And I wound up
with a wonderful, caring man who loves to travel, and has the means to do so.
>> > >
>> > >The travelling wasn't part of my affirmation, but since I was visualizing it, it wound up
being a part of the end result. We'll be going to Africa, Peru, and some other places this summer
/fall :)
>> > >
>> > >Hail Father Satan!
>> > >Hail Set!
>> > >
>> > >--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@> wrote:
>> > >
>> > >
>> > >
>> > >
>> > > That's great. What kind of Traveling working did you do? Or was it somewhat
incorppprated into that 40 day Love working you did?
>> > >
>> > > ----------------------------->> > > On Fri, Jul 6, 2012 12:45 PM EDT Brian Gibbons wrote:
>> > >
>> > > >Hope you had a good time sis.:)And an even better one with him. lol
>> > > >
>> > > >Hail Enki
>> > > >
>> > > >BrianÃƒâ€šÃ‚Â
>> > > >
>> > > >--- On Fri, 7/6/12, lydia_666@ <lydia_666@> wrote:
>> > > >
>> > > >From: lydia_666@ <lydia_666@>
>> > > >Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: fertility
>> > > >To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
>> > > >Date: Friday, July 6, 2012, 2:20 PM
>> > > >
>> > > >
>> > > >
>> > > >

>> > > >
>> > > >
>> > > >
>> > > >
>> > > > I've been in Spain! Lol that working I did to travel is still going strong. More travelling
throughout this summer :). I'm "home" now though (staying with my bf for the summer) so I'll
be in the groups more often again.
>> > > >
>> > > >
>> > > >
>> > > >--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@> wrote:
>> > > >
>> > > >
>> > > >
>> > > >
>> > > >
>> > > > Cancer in the 5th house for me too :) LYDIA!!! Where have you been?? Missed you
on the groups :)
>> > > >
>> > > >
>> > > >
>> > > >
>> > > >
>> > > >
>> > > >
>> > > > ----------------------------->> > > >
>> > > > On Fri, Jul 6, 2012 12:43 AM EDT lydia_666@ wrote:
>> > > >
>> > > >
>> > > >
>> > > > >I have Mercury in my 5th house, so my children will be intelligent :). And the house
is in Cancer, ruled by the moon. Babies for me lol.
>> > > >
>> > > > >
>> > > >
>> > > > >--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>> > > >
>> > > > >
>> > > >
>> > > > > The fifth house is the house of children. The planets therein and the house ruler
can give an idea of a person's fertility or lack thereof ÃƒÆ'Ã‚Â¢ÃƒÂ¢Ã¢â‚¬Å¡Ã‚Â¬" Saturn in the
5th House being the most common indicator of infertility. I believe the Moon is also very
important regarding fertility, as it rules family, nurturing etc.
>> > > >
>> > > > >
>> > > >
>> > > > > I really don't know much else about this, but Maxine sure does and might give
more insight if she can.
>> > > >
>> > > > >
>> > > >
>> > > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Brian" <briangibbons20@> wrote:
>> > > >
>> > > > > >

>> > > >
>> > > > > > Does anyone in the family know how find out about fertility,or the best way to
know if there are children in your future.
>> > > >
>> > > > > >
>> > >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>>
>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: fertility

Message: 267

From: Brian Gibbons

Date: 7/6/2012

That is so cool lydia and you so deserve it too.:)

Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android

From: lydia_666@... <lydia_666@...>;
To: <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>;
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: fertility
Sent: Fri, Jul 6, 2012 10:49:17 PM

Yes I believe so, that's when we met online (lol) and we met in person on the 40th day, a few hours after I
finished.
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
> Cool and you said it manisfested by like the 36th day right? :) And yes Hail to Lord Set.:)
> -----------------------------> On Fri, Jul 6, 2012 6:32 PM EDT lydia_666@... wrote:
>
> >Thanks Sis :)
>>
> >108 breaths of Green energy for 40 days, more or less visualizing the entire time, affirming on
each exhale. I didn't program it after, I didn't even think about that but it worked anyway, I guess
because I was programming it as I was doing it. Like I said, it was an experiment, and it worked!
I'm still so happy about it. But a lot of the credit goes to Lord Set for helping, I'm sure :)
>>
> >And I know what you mean about all the vibrations for runes, I knew I couldn't handle a
working like that at the time (this was in Jan or Feb).
>>
> >I started it in hour of Venus, day of Sun, Moon was full or almost full and in Taurus. Not the best
timing, but it was a last-minute decision and I didn't want to wait another 3 or 4 weeks.
>>
> >Hail Father Satan!

> >Hail Set!
>>
> >--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@> wrote:
> >>
> >>
> >> Oh yeah!! Woot woot! Good for you girl! :) You don't understand how happy I am for
you.Hail Satan and the powers of Hell!
> >> You are strong.I have Jupiter and moon in the 7th house as well with virgo. You said 108 times
a day for 40 days. 108 breathes that is right? With an affirmation at each breathe and then after you
breathed in all the energy you programmed it and did visualizing? Because I truly did like your idea
and experiment Lydia. You inspired me. :) I love getting inspiration form my SS family. I am trying
alittle something. I'm doing 54 reps instead (I am doing many other workings currently) and after
breathing in energy and saying affirmations I focus on the energy and program it again 9 times after
then do visualizing.Sometime vibrating runes and mantras all the time gets to me :/ so breathing
energy is great for a change :)
> >>
> >> -----------------------------> >> On Fri, Jul 6, 2012 3:56 PM EDT lydia_666@ wrote:
> >>
> >> >Yeah it was incorporated into that. I really didn't mean for it to be, it goes to show the power
of visualization. I'll explain:
> >> >
> >> >See, I have Saturn and Pluto in my 7th house. Makes for bad relationships. I've had 2 stalkers,
and my last boyfriend was a drug addict who sold many of my stuff (jewelry, swords, stereo, some
clothing) for drugs. So as an experiment, I did a working to attract a positive partner into my life. I
also asked my GD, Set, for help. I needed his help as I really needed a good relationship, also for
sex, as HPS Maxine wrote in my report that sex is essential for my physical and emotional well
being, and I hadn't had sex in like a year (Pluto was being a bitch and messing with me).
> >> >
> >> >So for my visualization, I saw myself being held by a loving partner, and for some reason I
kept seeing myself in nice destinations (a beach, a city in Europe, etc). And I wound up with a
wonderful, caring man who loves to travel, and has the means to do so.
> >> >
> >> >The travelling wasn't part of my affirmation, but since I was visualizing it, it wound up being
a part of the end result. We'll be going to Africa, Peru, and some other places this summer/fall :)
> >> >
> >> >Hail Father Satan!
> >> >Hail Set!
> >> >
> >> >--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@> wrote:
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> > That's great. What kind of Traveling working did you do? Or was it somewhat incorppprated
into that 40 day Love working you did?
> >> >
> >> > -----------------------------> >> > On Fri, Jul 6, 2012 12:45 PM EDT Brian Gibbons wrote:
> >> >
> >> > >Hope you had a good time sis.:)And an even better one with him. lol
> >> > >
> >> > >Hail Enki
> >> > >
> >> > >BrianÃƒâ€šÃ‚Â

> >> > >
> >> > >--- On Fri, 7/6/12, lydia_666@ <lydia_666@> wrote:
> >> > >
> >> > >From: lydia_666@ <lydia_666@>
> >> > >Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: fertility
> >> > >To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> >> > >Date: Friday, July 6, 2012, 2:20 PM
> >> > >
> >> > >
> >> > >
> >> > >
> >> > >
> >> > >
> >> > >
> >> > >
> >> > > I've been in Spain! Lol that working I did to travel is still going strong. More travelling
throughout this summer :). I'm "home" now though (staying with my bf for the summer) so I'll be in
the groups more often again.
> >> > >
> >> > >
> >> > >
> >> > >--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@> wrote:
> >> > >
> >> > >
> >> > >
> >> > >
> >> > >
> >> > > Cancer in the 5th house for me too :) LYDIA!!! Where have you been?? Missed you on the
groups :)
> >> > >
> >> > >
> >> > >
> >> > >
> >> > >
> >> > >
> >> > >
> >> > > -----------------------------> >> > >
> >> > > On Fri, Jul 6, 2012 12:43 AM EDT lydia_666@ wrote:
> >> > >
> >> > >
> >> > >
> >> > > >I have Mercury in my 5th house, so my children will be intelligent :). And the house is in
Cancer, ruled by the moon. Babies for me lol.
> >> > >
> >> > > >
> >> > >
> >> > > >--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
> >> > >
> >> > > >
> >> > >
> >> > > > The fifth house is the house of children. The planets therein and the house ruler can give
an idea of a person's fertility or lack thereof ÃƒÆ'Ã‚Â¢ÃƒÂ¢Ã¢â‚¬Å¡Ã‚Â¬" Saturn in the 5th
House being the most common indicator of infertility. I believe the Moon is also very important
regarding fertility, as it rules family, nurturing etc.

> >> > >
> >> > > >
> >> > >
> >> > > > I really don't know much else about this, but Maxine sure does and might give more
insight if she can.
> >> > >
> >> > > >
> >> > >
> >> > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Brian" <briangibbons20@> wrote:
> >> > >
> >> > > > >
> >> > >
> >> > > > > Does anyone in the family know how find out about fertility,or the best way to know if
there are children in your future.
> >> > >
> >> > > > >
> >> >
> >>
>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 268
Subject: Re: Astrological Talisman

From: f.follets

Date: 7/7/2012

Some of them have hebrew writing around the magical squares. Other than these ones specifically, I don't
see anything wrong with them.
By the way, talismans won't change anything. You still need to do power meditation, even if you keep them
with you. They are mere pieces of metal engraved with symbols... They can be empowered and programmed
to serve a purpose, but power meditation is always necessary.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "davidfreeze86" <davidfreeze86@...> wrote:
>
> i seen these on a website was wondering if ther safe or if i should just stick to JOS
>
> heres their website
>
> http://www.renaissanceastrology.com/astrologicaltalisman.html
>
> or should i stick to power meditation ??
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 269
Subject: Sidereal astrology vs. tropical

From: mightymelkie

Date: 7/7/2012

Hello, I am sure you have all talked about this before but I am curious about other peoples opinions. I like
to use sidereal because it seems more accurate and also to me it is easier to read. Do you choose to use
tropical over sidereal? How come? :)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 270
Subject: Re: Friendlessness

From: Draco Majinn

Date: 7/7/2012

Yup. I've noticed that a lot myself actually. Jupiter in your Sun sign is one of the most beneficial or
placements for finances and general good fortune and opportunities, perhaps rivaled only by Jupiter trine
Sun.
Also both Capricorn and Aquarius are very good places to have Saturn. Capricorn because it puts Saturns

restricting and inhibiting energies to good use with self discipline and dedication and Aquarius because it
neutralizes the authoritarian voice in your subconscious that tells you 'No and you can't'.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
> It is common to have friends with Jupiter in your sun sign.
>
> I have Saturn in Capricorn.
>
>
> --- On Wed, 7/4/12, ch_3_coo <ch_3_coo@...> wrote:
>
> From: ch_3_coo <ch_3_coo@...>
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Friendlessness
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Wednesday, July 4, 2012, 9:20 AM
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>Â
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> I have Saturn in Aquarius as well, I've rarely had more than one or two people that I consider
friends at a time. Many Satanists seem to have been born in the time when Saturn was in
Aquarius, I always believed it helped us to become Satanists by making us feel separate from the
herd.
>
>
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Draco Majinn" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>
>>
>
> > Hello there is something I wanted to share here not just for personal reasons but also
because I think it's quite an interesting thought about planets and elements and touches on

something which doesn't often come up in these group discussions.
>
>>
>
> > The more experienced in these groups will know the air element is the element which is
most involved in socializing and friendships.
>
> > And for those of us who have Saturn in Aquarius will know it can limit socializing and access
to social groups. I have this placement like everyone my age of course.
>
> > But in addition I have no other planets in air signs besides this and nor do I have a planet
in Leo which is also a sign which attracts big social circles.
>
>>
>
> > My whole life I have never had a social circle or friends. From kinder garden, all through
school, college and work, until the present.
>
> > Not only that but I don't even give thought to it often, the only time I have ever felt the
need to make friends was when other people teased me about being a loner, I felt I had to
make friends for egotistical reasons and of course because I was only doing it for image sake
and wasn't actually interested in socializing, these friendships didn't last.
>
>>
>
> > Those of you who have more knowledge on this subject, elements, planets and friends or
who can relate to it in some way please share your thoughts.
>
> > And those of you who are blessed with lots of friends and big social circles, please also tell
your stories.
>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 271
Subject: Re: Signs by degree

From: Draco Majinn

Date: 7/7/2012

Thank you to High Priestess Maxine and to all the people who have shared knowledge replying to my post.
Hail Satan!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
> There are also decans of the signs. One can subdivide almost endlessly.
>
> http://horoscopeswithin.com/decans.php
>
> There also Sabian symbols for each degree. I rarely look at them myself, but some consider
them significant.
>
> http://cafeastrology.com/sabiansymbols_degreemeanings.html
>
> Another example:
>
> duad,

> dwadasama, also dwadachamsha A
> twelve-fold subdivision of the signs(each composed of 2 1/2Â°) developed
> by Hindu astrologers. The first duad of each sign is sub-ruled by the
> natural planetary ruler of the sign; the second duad is sub-ruled by
> the ruler of next sign in the zodiac and so on. These "signs within a
> sign," by virtue of their planetary rulers, account for subtle shadings
> of expression found in different degrees of the same sign.
>
> There are also what is known as "Arabic parts". The part of fortune is the most common used
in western astrology. I have found very little written on them except for how to calculate them.
>
> Also of note, the Leo energies she is describing below can be severely mishandled via house &
house position, as well as the relationship to the quadrant angles. For example: A planet in Leo
in the 12th H.
>
>
> --- On Tue, 7/3/12, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...> wrote:
>
> From: High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...>
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Signs by degree
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Tuesday, July 3, 2012, 10:43 PM
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>Â
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> It's getting late for me, so I have to make this short. I have personally found that the degrees
are of the most important aspects of astrology. This is what makes the chart individual and adds
much more insight to prediction. I have a webpage on this on the JoS. I apologize, much of the
information on there is very old and some poorly written going back 10 years. I am short on
time, but will try to correct it when I am able to.
>
>

>
> I always blend Vedic astrolgy, the foundations and interpretations with Western astrology. I
read for the tropical zodiac, as I have found this to be highly accurate. In Vedic astrolgy, there
are what are called 'mansions of the moon.' These are the so-called critical degrees.
>
> 0 and 29 of all signs, with 29 known as an 'anaretic' degree.
>
> 13 and 26 of cardinal signs
>
> 9 and 21-22 of fixed esigns
>
> 4 and 17 of mutable aka common signs
>
>
>
> 15 degrees of fixed signs; there is a term for them in Vedic astrology, but I don't offhand
remember it. Trying to find the word on the internet, I just saw how little so many people know
about astrology. Most astrology authors overlook the degrees.
>
>
>
> I also note through my own research, in addition to a prominent neptune, where one
mishandles the energies [insanity], 25 degrees of Leo is prominent in the charts of serial killers.
Of course, this is mishandling of these energies, but 25 of Leo, though lesser than 15 of Leo
causes problems.
>
>
>
> In closing, PLEASE DO NOT GET UPSET WHEN YOU ARE NEW AND LOOKING AT YOUR
ASTRO CHART! NO CHART IS 100% GOOD OR BAD. EVERYONE HAS A SATURN, PROBLEM
AREAS AND SUCH, BUT THROUGH MEDITATION, THESE CAN BE DIRECTED AND OVERCOME.
KNOWING WHEN YOU ARE IN A BAD PERIOD, LIKE TRANSITING SATURN ON YOUR PERSONAL
PLANETS, CAN HELP YOU TO PREPARE BEFOREHAND THROUGH MEDITATION AND PUTTING
ON A STRONG PROTECTIVE AURA, AND BEING CAREFUL DURING THAT PERIOD! FOREWARNED
IS FOREARMED! THIS IS A GIFT!
>
>
>
> Knowing is what astrology is all about. I had a hard time with it when I began reading my own
chart at 15, and saw all the bad stuff, which some was already blatant in my life. I have learned
over the years, astrology has done nothing but help me, time and again. Astrology, as with the
other occult disciplines is a wonderful gift from Satan. Knowing something and why is half the
battle. This way, you can work with it and change it.
>
>
>
> And above all, I have come across more bullshit, downright ignorance and crap, especially on
the internet, written by people who just don't know. Don't take everything you read in the way
of astrological interpretations as a fact, especially if it is unfortunate. I have seen endless cases
where the writer was wrong.
>
>
>
> Satan's gift of astrology is here to help us through life. It isn't something dreadful or negative.
Astrology is a friend.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
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>
>
>
>
>
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.org

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Kait Jordan <kaitjordan@> wrote:
>
> Yeah, I was actually wondering about this too. Lately, I've been trying to
> get a better understanding about astrology and the whole degree thing was
> one of the things that had me confused the most. I also couldn't find much
> info about it. Well, none that I felt I could trust.
>
> Hail Enki
>
> On Mon, Jul 2, 2012 at 6:49 PM, Draco Majinn <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>
> > **
>>
>>
> > I have heard that astrology is most accurate if you measure the degree to
> > which a planet is in a sign and that the effects differ depending on the
> > degree.
>>
> > Can someone please comment on this? I have heard about this for a while
> > but I can't seem to find any information about it.
>>
> > Thanks.
>>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> > Hail Satan!
>>
> >Â
>>
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 272
From: Draco Majinn
Subject: Re: Chart and Race - Hitlers lack of water

Date: 7/7/2012

Yup. However once one has mastered the elements they are no longer limited to any of the weaknesses
/strengths they are born with.
Come to think of it, Hitler more than likely perfected his elemental balance and corrected his lack of water in
his soul during that incarnation.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
> And these same vulnerable people can also have a tendency towars drug & alcohol addiction if
they aren't careful.
>
>
> --- On Tue, 7/3/12, Draco Majinn <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:
>
> From: Draco Majinn <xxrygelxx@...>
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Chart and Race - Hitlers lack of water
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Tuesday, July 3, 2012, 10:01 AM
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>Â
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
> Hooded Cobra is correct a lack of water often means a disregard for the spiritual. Hitler
however may of had no water signs but did have an 8th house Pluto which is a very powerful
placement. Indicating someone who has a very advanced soul from previous lives.
>
> Additionally, for those who are not spiritually inclined a lack of water in this age can be a
benefit in the way of achieving worldly success because the system of this age works against us
through psychological tactics that work best against the water element.
>
> It's not that the water element itself is bad it's just that those with it in large amounts and
who are not Spiritually aware are the most vulnerable to our kike enemies.
>
>
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@> wrote:
>
>>
>
> > I don't think so Adolf Hitler had no water signs and had majority earth signs.
>
>>
>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" <hoodedcobra666@> wrote:
>
>>>
>
> > > In my opinion certain setups without water planets etc can indicate that someone may
not be a kike but think like one, like being an ultra materialist that disregards spirituality 100%.
Can't tell anything about one's race though, because a Gentile and a kike rat could have been
born the same day, or even hour, given we are living on a huge planet.
>
>>>
>
> > > HAIL SATAN!!!!
>
>>>
>
> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "vabzirteloch" <vabzirteloch@> wrote:
>
>>>>
>
> > > > Does the chart of a person show which race is he/she of?
>
>>>>
>
> > > > Can it show if someone's a kike?
>
>>>>
>
>>>>
>
> > > > Vabzir Teloch
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> > > HAIL SATAN!!!
>>>
>>
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: fertility

Message: 273

From: starrrx69

Date: 7/7/2012

Ah, totally forgot to mention that these planets are in my 5th house!
I have a stellium in cap, in the 8th house where my sun is. It hasn't effected me, my pregnancy has been
relatively easy compared to most. It has to do with her chart as a whole, as long as there are not negative
aspects to the stellium in scorpio. Scorpio is not really known to be about nurturing and children as leo and
cancer, but It still has many qualities. Sex and the creation of life.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Brian Gibbons <briangibbons20@...> wrote:
>
> Thanks for the reply,my wife has a stellium in Scorpio.And her Sun sign is Scorpio,so will that
effect her in any way?
>
> Hail Enki
>
> BrianÂ
>
> --- On Fri, 7/6/12, starrrx69 <starrrx69@...> wrote:
>
> From: starrrx69 <starrrx69@...>
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: fertility
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Friday, July 6, 2012, 12:29 PM
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>Â
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
> It seems you got a few good answers, but I'm pregnant so I figured I'd put my two cents in :P
>
> I have moon conjunct jupiter [less than 1 degree orb] in scorpio.
>
> When I was finally able to he with my SS lover in person I had been on birth control before
seeing him, we got evicted from the house we were in with my birth control, so we were having
sex when I was off birth control for about a week, and I got pregnant within those days.
>
> Also, my pregnancy has been a VERY positive experience for me in nearly all aspects. I wish
you the best with trying! :)
>
>
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Brian" <briangibbons20@> wrote:
>
>>
>
> > Does anyone in the family know how find out about fertility,or the best way to know if
there are children in your future.
>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: fertility

Message: 274

From: Brian Gibbons

Date: 7/7/2012

Thanks for sharing that with us.

Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android

From: starrrx69 <starrrx69@...>;
To: <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>;
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: fertility
Sent: Sat, Jul 7, 2012 11:25:22 AM

Ah, totally forgot to mention that these planets are in my 5th house!
I have a stellium in cap, in the 8th house where my sun is. It hasn't effected me, my pregnancy has been relatively
easy compared to most. It has to do with her chart as a whole, as long as there are not negative aspects to the
stellium in scorpio. Scorpio is not really known to be about nurturing and children as leo and cancer, but It still
has many qualities. Sex and the creation of life.
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Brian Gibbons <briangibbons20@...> wrote:
>
> Thanks for the reply,my wife has a stellium in Scorpio.And her Sun sign is Scorpio,so will that
effect her in any way?
>
> Hail Enki
>

> BrianÂ
>
> --- On Fri, 7/6/12, starrrx69 <starrrx69@...> wrote:
>
> From: starrrx69 <starrrx69@...>
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: fertility
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Friday, July 6, 2012, 12:29 PM
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>Â
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> It seems you got a few good answers, but I'm pregnant so I figured I'd put my two cents in :P
>
> I have moon conjunct jupiter [less than 1 degree orb] in scorpio.
>
> When I was finally able to he with my SS lover in person I had been on birth control before seeing
him, we got evicted from the house we were in with my birth control, so we were having sex when I
was off birth control for about a week, and I got pregnant within those days.
>
> Also, my pregnancy has been a VERY positive experience for me in nearly all aspects. I wish you
the best with trying! :)
>
>
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Brian" <briangibbons20@> wrote:
>
>>
>
> > Does anyone in the family know how find out about fertility,or the best way to know if there are
children in your future.
>
>>

>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 275
Subject: Re: Friendlessness

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 7/8/2012

Yea wow now that I checked both of my good friends have their Jupiter in my Sun sign.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
> It is common to have friends with Jupiter in your sun sign.
>
> I have Saturn in Capricorn.
>
>
> --- On Wed, 7/4/12, ch_3_coo <ch_3_coo@...> wrote:
>
> From: ch_3_coo <ch_3_coo@...>
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Friendlessness
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Wednesday, July 4, 2012, 9:20 AM
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>Â
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> I have Saturn in Aquarius as well, I've rarely had more than one or two people that I consider
friends at a time. Many Satanists seem to have been born in the time when Saturn was in
Aquarius, I always believed it helped us to become Satanists by making us feel separate from the
herd.
>
>
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Draco Majinn" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:

>
>>
>
> > Hello there is something I wanted to share here not just for personal reasons but also
because I think it's quite an interesting thought about planets and elements and touches on
something which doesn't often come up in these group discussions.
>
>>
>
> > The more experienced in these groups will know the air element is the element which is
most involved in socializing and friendships.
>
> > And for those of us who have Saturn in Aquarius will know it can limit socializing and access
to social groups. I have this placement like everyone my age of course.
>
> > But in addition I have no other planets in air signs besides this and nor do I have a planet
in Leo which is also a sign which attracts big social circles.
>
>>
>
> > My whole life I have never had a social circle or friends. From kinder garden, all through
school, college and work, until the present.
>
> > Not only that but I don't even give thought to it often, the only time I have ever felt the
need to make friends was when other people teased me about being a loner, I felt I had to
make friends for egotistical reasons and of course because I was only doing it for image sake
and wasn't actually interested in socializing, these friendships didn't last.
>
>>
>
> > Those of you who have more knowledge on this subject, elements, planets and friends or
who can relate to it in some way please share your thoughts.
>
> > And those of you who are blessed with lots of friends and big social circles, please also tell
your stories.
>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 276
Subject: Figuring out the stalium

From: Sabrina White

Date: 7/8/2012

To Ravin and Brain: I have extra black fleece; and would be more then happy to make you a baby blanket
with the Rune Bjork on it; so you can wrap your Arien in it when she's born. If you want.
My own question is this: I have 2 signs with 2 planets in each; and a 3rd with 3; is the one with 3
automatically the stalium? Also I have a lonely planet that makes the handle of a bucket formation, on my
chart there is a yod looking triangle pointing to it but it's opposed to one at -8... and opposed at the other
for -5 so I didn't think this was a yod; but I just wanted to make sure because its bugging me.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 277
Subject: Re: Friendlessness

From: purplenurplei

Date: 7/8/2012

I don't know how much of a blessing it is to have a huge social circle, but I can tell you it's been one hell of
an adventure. It's probably the aq AC and air placements with pluto through the 11th. I was always that
chick with friends from every corner of the school to every corner of the city... Still kind of am. Idk wtf I'm
doing with people or what need they have in my life at this moment, hmm. Well... "friends". For me being

around people has always been my way of building communication skills, buiding understanding. learning
about all of the different types of people, (also incase we ever need something I have a lot of people who'd
have my back aka sometimes i use people who are without that i dont care for. cant blame me), and self
expression. For some reason, when I get around large groups of people, I'm more myself than ever and I
just work well with people! And at other times I'm really off in the distance. I still need my time alone away
from everyone., It's two extremes for me bbut it's not a bad thing that you're like that w/. saturn. I wish I
could be more like that sometimes!
everything has it's ups and downs though!
I have saturn in pisces
It's.....shitty as any saturn placement almost.
Even when I know I don't want to put myself in danger it's like I subconciously lead myself in a destructive
path. Or when it's not that I take everything out on myself. Workin on it though. It's actually not that bad of
a placement, I always get to fix my own faults because I know where I go wrong in all of the situations i'm
in!

My brother has saturn in aqaurius and a sun in libra.
he's "friends" with absolutely He thrives off of attention >.< but won't actually get close with even his
girlfriend of three years, I can just see this internal battle. He wants to be loved and wants to be himself at
the same time and he won't let himself and it's a vicious cycle. so it's like... gain a bunch of followers > find
a person he really likes > tries to be close > backstabs and ditches that person
then a venus in scorpio. so he's exactly like that with his girlfriend above but he won't let go he's so
sextremely dominating over it. it's like a movie., i wonder where this will go.... O.o

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Draco Majinn" <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:
>
> Hello there is something I wanted to share here not just for personal reasons but also because
I think it's quite an interesting thought about planets and elements and touches on something
which doesn't often come up in these group discussions.
>
> The more experienced in these groups will know the air element is the element which is most
involved in socializing and friendships.
> And for those of us who have Saturn in Aquarius will know it can limit socializing and access to
social groups. I have this placement like everyone my age of course.
> But in addition I have no other planets in air signs besides this and nor do I have a planet in
Leo which is also a sign which attracts big social circles.
>
> My whole life I have never had a social circle or friends. From kinder garden, all through
school, college and work, until the present.
> Not only that but I don't even give thought to it often, the only time I have ever felt the need
to make friends was when other people teased me about being a loner, I felt I had to make
friends for egotistical reasons and of course because I was only doing it for image sake and
wasn't actually interested in socializing, these friendships didn't last.
>
> Those of you who have more knowledge on this subject, elements, planets and friends or
who can relate to it in some way please share your thoughts.
> And those of you who are blessed with lots of friends and big social circles, please also tell
your stories.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 278
Subject: Re: Figuring out the stalium

From: Brian Gibbons

Date: 7/8/2012

Very sweet of you thanks for the offer.

Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android

From: Sabrina White <b1u3_f1utt3rb33@...>;
To: <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>;
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Figuring out the stalium
Sent: Sat, Jul 7, 2012 8:29:57 PM

To Ravin and Brain: I have extra black fleece; and would be more then happy to make you a baby blanket with
the Rune Bjork on it; so you can wrap your Arien in it when she's born. If you want.
My own question is this: I have 2 signs with 2 planets in each; and a 3rd with 3; is the one with 3 automatically
the stalium? Also I have a lonely planet that makes the handle of a bucket formation, on my chart there is a yod
looking triangle pointing to it but it's opposed to one at -8... and opposed at the other for -5 so I didn't think this
was a yod; but I just wanted to make sure because its bugging me.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 279
Subject: Re: Figuring out the stalium

From: Brian Gibbons

Date: 7/8/2012

And by the way that's Arian.The name my wife picked out months ago.

Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android

From: Sabrina White <b1u3_f1utt3rb33@...>;
To: <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>;
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Figuring out the stalium
Sent: Sat, Jul 7, 2012 8:29:57 PM

To Ravin and Brain: I have extra black fleece; and would be more then happy to make you a baby blanket with
the Rune Bjork on it; so you can wrap your Arien in it when she's born. If you want.
My own question is this: I have 2 signs with 2 planets in each; and a 3rd with 3; is the one with 3 automatically
the stalium? Also I have a lonely planet that makes the handle of a bucket formation, on my chart there is a yod
looking triangle pointing to it but it's opposed to one at -8... and opposed at the other for -5 so I didn't think this
was a yod; but I just wanted to make sure because its bugging me.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 280
Subject: Re: Friendlessness

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 7/8/2012

I just checked mine, and my two closest friends (not including friends in these groups) have their Jupiters in
my 11th house. Same deal?

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@...> wrote:
>
> Yea wow now that I checked both of my good friends have their Jupiter in my Sun sign.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@> wrote:
>>

> > It is common to have friends with Jupiter in your sun sign.
>>
> > I have Saturn in Capricorn.
>>
>>
> > --- On Wed, 7/4/12, ch_3_coo <ch_3_coo@> wrote:
>>
> > From: ch_3_coo <ch_3_coo@>
> > Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Friendlessness
> > To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> > Date: Wednesday, July 4, 2012, 9:20 AM
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>Â
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > I have Saturn in Aquarius as well, I've rarely had more than one or two people that I
consider friends at a time. Many Satanists seem to have been born in the time when Saturn was
in Aquarius, I always believed it helped us to become Satanists by making us feel separate from
the herd.
>>
>>
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Draco Majinn" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>
>>>
>>
> > > Hello there is something I wanted to share here not just for personal reasons but also
because I think it's quite an interesting thought about planets and elements and touches on
something which doesn't often come up in these group discussions.
>>
>>>
>>
> > > The more experienced in these groups will know the air element is the element which is

most involved in socializing and friendships.
>>
> > > And for those of us who have Saturn in Aquarius will know it can limit socializing and
access to social groups. I have this placement like everyone my age of course.
>>
> > > But in addition I have no other planets in air signs besides this and nor do I have a planet
in Leo which is also a sign which attracts big social circles.
>>
>>>
>>
> > > My whole life I have never had a social circle or friends. From kinder garden, all through
school, college and work, until the present.
>>
> > > Not only that but I don't even give thought to it often, the only time I have ever felt the
need to make friends was when other people teased me about being a loner, I felt I had to
make friends for egotistical reasons and of course because I was only doing it for image sake
and wasn't actually interested in socializing, these friendships didn't last.
>>
>>>
>>
> > > Those of you who have more knowledge on this subject, elements, planets and friends or
who can relate to it in some way please share your thoughts.
>>
> > > And those of you who are blessed with lots of friends and big social circles, please also
tell your stories.
>>
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 281
Subject: Re: Planetary Energies Influence

From: Syt R

Date: 7/9/2012

9wolf whistle and call at Shannon)
hi again, Shannon.
Maybe u could help me in understanding astrology more.
I understand about the rule of thumb in regards to waxing and waning phases of the moon and its
applications in magick.
Would a love/money spell be less effective during a waning moon, even if the moon was in their ruling signs
(moon in taurus/libra, jupiter in sagit/taurus)?
im kinda confused in chronos xp. i.e for a love.sex spell- it says moon in libra AND in the constellation of
virgo.
Would a love spell still work even tho virgo in the constellation is an opposing sign for love/sex spells?

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Syt R" <jri9vero@...> wrote:
>
>
> Hi sweet Shannon.
>

> Thanks for the info.
>
> I'm new to astrology and know very little about the topic and planetary movements.
>
> I was planning to do the jupiter square working and rosary working on sunday too.
>
> What source do you use to tell u that jupiter is in gemini or mercury in leo? Could u point me
to a program or a site? i only use lunabar 7 chronos xp.
>
> I think u meant "jovian" energy btw ;)
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@> wrote:
>>
>>
> > Its okay I asked the daemon god Furcas. :)
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > -----------------------------> > On Thu, Jun 28, 2012 5:54 PM EDT Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>>
>>>
> > >I have been thinking jupiter is in gemini, its sign of detriment so does this somewhat
hinder and magickal workings dealing with jupiter? The moon is in saggittarius sunday and was
going to do a working dealing with Jovial/jupiter energy.
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 282
Subject: Re: Planetary Energies Influence

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 7/9/2012

I'm a bit confused at what you are asking? Are you asking if a Love/sex spell will be still be effective if the
moon is in virgo? Also if you ate doing a spell for money and love and increasings during waning moon then
it will still be effective but will be weakened a bit. Its like this, the kabbalistic squares can be done in a sign
different then its ruling and exalted signs but will be weaker than it being in its sign of exaltation or ruling
sign. The moon phases and signs are what increases are magick to its maximum and is what guides and
aids it faster and stronger. They are what helps magick become stronger.So if you did a love spell or money
spell on waning moon instead of its ideal waxing then you it will still be effective but not as strong and
effective as it being done in waxing. If a persons soul is very strong then a spell for increasings being done
on a waning moon more than likely wouldn't
matter because of the persons magickal strength and will. But all and all moon phases and signs arethings
that should always be considered when doing magickal workings :) But don't do a sex spell in virgo. I am
confused at what you sre trying to say with the chronos xp thing.

-----------------------------On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 1:28 AM EDT Syt R wrote:
>
>9wolf whistle and call at Shannon)
>
>hi again, Shannon.
>

>Maybe u could help me in understanding astrology more.
>
>I understand about the rule of thumb in regards to waxing and waning phases of the moon and
its applications in magick.
>
>Would a love/money spell be less effective during a waning moon, even if the moon was in
their ruling signs (moon in taurus/libra, jupiter in sagit/taurus)?
>
>im kinda confused in chronos xp. i.e for a love.sex spell- it says moon in libra AND in the
constellation of virgo.
>
>Would a love spell still work even tho virgo in the constellation is an opposing sign for love/sex
spells?
>
>--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Syt R" <jri9vero@...> wrote:
>>
>>
>> Hi sweet Shannon.
>>
>> Thanks for the info.
>>
>> I'm new to astrology and know very little about the topic and planetary movements.
>>
>> I was planning to do the jupiter square working and rosary working on sunday too.
>>
>> What source do you use to tell u that jupiter is in gemini or mercury in leo? Could u point
me to a program or a site? i only use lunabar 7 chronos xp.
>>
>> I think u meant "jovian" energy btw ;)
>>
>> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@> wrote:
>> >
>> >
>> > Its okay I asked the daemon god Furcas. :)
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> > ----------------------------->> > On Thu, Jun 28, 2012 5:54 PM EDT Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>> >
>> > >
>> > >I have been thinking jupiter is in gemini, its sign of detriment so does this somewhat
hinder and magickal workings dealing with jupiter? The moon is in saggittarius sunday and was
going to do a working dealing with Jovial/jupiter energy.
>> >
>>
>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 283
Subject: Re: Planetary Energies Influence

From: Syt R

Date: 7/9/2012

Whenever the moon is in libra, it also says that the moon is in the constellation of virgo.

im wondering about the role of the constellations in magick. as libra and virgo are opposing signs in love
magick.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
>
> I'm a bit confused at what you are asking? Are you asking if a Love/sex spell will be still be
effective if the moon is in virgo? Also if you ate doing a spell for money and love and
increasings during waning moon then it will still be effective but will be weakened a bit. Its like
this, the kabbalistic squares can be done in a sign different then its ruling and exalted signs but
will be weaker than it being in its sign of exaltation or ruling sign. The moon phases and signs are
what increases are magick to its maximum and is what guides and aids it faster and stronger.
They are what helps magick become stronger.So if you did a love spell or money spell on
waning moon instead of its ideal waxing then you it will still be effective but not as strong and
effective as it being done in waxing. If a persons soul is very strong then a spell for increasings
being done on a waning moon more than likely wouldn't
> matter because of the persons magickal strength and will. But all and all moon phases and
signs arethings that should always be considered when doing magickal workings :) But don't do
a sex spell in virgo. I am confused at what you sre trying to say with the chronos xp thing.
>
>
>
> -----------------------------> On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 1:28 AM EDT Syt R wrote:
>
>>
> >9wolf whistle and call at Shannon)
>>
> >hi again, Shannon.
>>
> >Maybe u could help me in understanding astrology more.
>>
> >I understand about the rule of thumb in regards to waxing and waning phases of the moon
and its applications in magick.
>>
> >Would a love/money spell be less effective during a waning moon, even if the moon was in
their ruling signs (moon in taurus/libra, jupiter in sagit/taurus)?
>>
> >im kinda confused in chronos xp. i.e for a love.sex spell- it says moon in libra AND in the
constellation of virgo.
>>
> >Would a love spell still work even tho virgo in the constellation is an opposing sign for love
/sex spells?
>>
> >--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Syt R" <jri9vero@> wrote:
> >>
> >>
> >> Hi sweet Shannon.
> >>
> >> Thanks for the info.
> >>
> >> I'm new to astrology and know very little about the topic and planetary movements.
> >>
> >> I was planning to do the jupiter square working and rosary working on sunday too.
> >>

> >> What source do you use to tell u that jupiter is in gemini or mercury in leo? Could u point
me to a program or a site? i only use lunabar 7 chronos xp.
> >>
> >> I think u meant "jovian" energy btw ;)
> >>
> >> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@> wrote:
> >> >
> >> >
> >> > Its okay I asked the daemon god Furcas. :)
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> > -----------------------------> >> > On Thu, Jun 28, 2012 5:54 PM EDT Shannon Outlaw wrote:
> >> >
> >> > >
> >> > >I have been thinking jupiter is in gemini, its sign of detriment so does this somewhat
hinder and magickal workings dealing with jupiter? The moon is in saggittarius sunday and was
going to do a working dealing with Jovial/jupiter energy.
> >> >
> >>
>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 284
Subject: Re: Planetary Energies Influence

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 7/9/2012

Syt R use this site. It is accurate and will give you the moon phases and signs and void moon info and
planetary hours and retrgrades etc :) just edit it to your location :) Planetarium is what you click to look at
planetary hours. Scorpio(pure sex and intensity and passion) is great for sex spells more than love though.
Taurus and libra(libra is more light hearted).Leo is good too (romance).Cancer is good for love spells too.
Lunarium.co.uk
Ofcourse you know that on the joyofsatan website that doing magick when the moon is in certain signs is
working with constellations on magick already.
-----------------------------On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 2:54 AM EDT Syt R wrote:
>
>Whenever the moon is in libra, it also says that the moon is in the constellation of virgo.
>
>im wondering about the role of the constellations in magick. as libra and virgo are opposing
signs in love magick.
>
>--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>>
>>
>> I'm a bit confused at what you are asking? Are you asking if a Love/sex spell will be still be
effective if the moon is in virgo? Also if you ate doing a spell for money and love and
increasings during waning moon then it will still be effective but will be weakened a bit. Its like
this, the kabbalistic squares can be done in a sign different then its ruling and exalted signs but
will be weaker than it being in its sign of exaltation or ruling sign. The moon phases and signs are
what increases are magick to its maximum and is what guides and aids it faster and stronger.

They are what helps magick become stronger.So if you did a love spell or money spell on
waning moon instead of its ideal waxing then you it will still be effective but not as strong and
effective as it being done in waxing. If a persons soul is very strong then a spell for increasings
being done on a waning moon more than likely wouldn't
>> matter because of the persons magickal strength and will. But all and all moon phases and
signs arethings that should always be considered when doing magickal workings :) But don't do
a sex spell in virgo. I am confused at what you sre trying to say with the chronos xp thing.
>>
>>
>>
>> ----------------------------->> On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 1:28 AM EDT Syt R wrote:
>>
>> >
>> >9wolf whistle and call at Shannon)
>> >
>> >hi again, Shannon.
>> >
>> >Maybe u could help me in understanding astrology more.
>> >
>> >I understand about the rule of thumb in regards to waxing and waning phases of the moon
and its applications in magick.
>> >
>> >Would a love/money spell be less effective during a waning moon, even if the moon was
in their ruling signs (moon in taurus/libra, jupiter in sagit/taurus)?
>> >
>> >im kinda confused in chronos xp. i.e for a love.sex spell- it says moon in libra AND in the
constellation of virgo.
>> >
>> >Would a love spell still work even tho virgo in the constellation is an opposing sign for love
/sex spells?
>> >
>> >--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Syt R" <jri9vero@> wrote:
>> >
>> >
>> > Hi sweet Shannon.
>> >
>> > Thanks for the info.
>> >
>> > I'm new to astrology and know very little about the topic and planetary movements.
>> >
>> > I was planning to do the jupiter square working and rosary working on sunday too.
>> >
>> > What source do you use to tell u that jupiter is in gemini or mercury in leo? Could u point
me to a program or a site? i only use lunabar 7 chronos xp.
>> >
>> > I think u meant "jovian" energy btw ;)
>> >
>> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@> wrote:
>> > >
>> > >
>> > > Its okay I asked the daemon god Furcas. :)
>> > >
>> > >
>> > >

>> > >
>> > > ----------------------------->> > > On Thu, Jun 28, 2012 5:54 PM EDT Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>> > >
>> > > >
>> > > >I have been thinking jupiter is in gemini, its sign of detriment so does this somewhat
hinder and magickal workings dealing with jupiter? The moon is in saggittarius sunday and was
going to do a working dealing with Jovial/jupiter energy.
>> > >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>>
>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 285
From: kaitjordan
Subject: So confused about figuring out my chart.

Date: 7/9/2012

So I recently got my chart done and am now in the process of trying to figure it all out. I'm starting to
understand most of it, but there are still heaps of things I'm still confused about and I can't seem to find any
info in the JoS astrology section no matter how hard I look. So here's what I'm confused about. If someone
could help me out, or just give me a link to something that might help, I would really appreciate it.
Aspects. I understand the basics of how different planets sort of work together with this, but then when I
see things like Sun conjunct Jupiter or Venus trine Saturn I have no idea what those things mean.
And what is the vertex and anti-vertex?
Thanks in advance, and also, sorry if the answers to these are actually mentioned on JoS or this group and I
somehow skipped them.
Hail Satan
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 286
Subject: Re: Figuring out the stalium

From: f.follets

Date: 7/9/2012

The stellium by definition is a conjunction of three or more planets in a sign. Even if there are three planets
in a sign, but they aren't all conjunct, it's not really a stellium. Of course said sign will influence the chart
heavily, more than the others, but it still isn't a stellium.
The Yod is a configuration of two planets in sextile that are simultaneously inconjunct a third planet. For
example: a Yod could be formed by a planet in Aries and a planet in Gemini in sextile which are also
simultaneously inconjunct a planet in Scorpio. Simultaneous oppositions to a same planet don't count as a
Yod.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Sabrina White" <b1u3_f1utt3rb33@...> wrote:
>
> To Ravin and Brain: I have extra black fleece; and would be more then happy to make you a
baby blanket with the Rune Bjork on it; so you can wrap your Arien in it when she's born. If you
want.
>
> My own question is this: I have 2 signs with 2 planets in each; and a 3rd with 3; is the one
with 3 automatically the stalium? Also I have a lonely planet that makes the handle of a bucket
formation, on my chart there is a yod looking triangle pointing to it but it's opposed to one at 8... and opposed at the other for -5 so I didn't think this was a yod; but I just wanted to make

sure because its bugging me.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Capricorns

Message: 287

From: starrrx69

Date: 7/9/2012

That's terrible. It's been said before, capricorns are known for strength and a staying power that can keep
going even when things get detrimental for them.
I have a 6 planet stellium in capricorn. I never thought of myself as cold but I can be awfully sarcastic and
mean when rubbed the wrong way. I'm definitely earthy, but I love change honestly. I love things that are
new and different, I get bored easily with the same things.
I also have the majority of my planets in fixed signs/ houses and I still don't find myself resistant to change.
I am pretty stuck to my ideas though. I know what I want, and I love that about myself. Embrace it.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Kenny" <kenny.lane@...> wrote:
>
> A long time ago I was part of an organization which specialized in teaching metaphysics. I
always seemed to struggle to advance in this group and I was told it was because I'm a
Capricorn and Capricorns are very stubborn and resistant to change. In fact some of them even
went so far as to put down Capricorns as if we were somehow retarded and almost kind of a
plague.
> Is there any truth to this idea that Capricorns are somehow different from other sun signs and
that we are somehow a kind of an outcast minority. Seriously, that's how the Capricorns in this
group were treated! It was weird.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 288
From: starrrx69
Subject: Re: Transiting Jupiter in the 12th House

Date: 7/9/2012

Jupiter is transiting my 12th also :)

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "strengthxknowledgexpower"
<strengthxknowledgexpower@...> wrote:
>
> Jupiter is Transiting in my 12 house currently; Our High Priestess said that this will bring many
benefits through meditation. Has any one here experienced this transit? Do you have ideas on
how to reap full benefits from it and any further details?
> Hail Father Satan Forever! Hail Our Shining Gods of Duat!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 289
From: hoodedcobra666
Subject: Re: Transiting Jupiter in the 12th House

Date: 7/9/2012

My Jupiter was doing the same thing in may. I took full advantage of this time and my progress got
skyrocketed to say the least, despite of my hard Saturn. This definitely made me up. To leave such transit
go to waste, or generally experience Jupiter without meditation is literally a crime against your spiritual
evolution. Don't waste it brother!

HAIL SATAN!!!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "strengthxknowledgexpower"
<strengthxknowledgexpower@...> wrote:
>
> Jupiter is Transiting in my 12 house currently; Our High Priestess said that this will bring many

benefits through meditation. Has any one here experienced this transit? Do you have ideas on
how to reap full benefits from it and any further details?
> Hail Father Satan Forever! Hail Our Shining Gods of Duat!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 290
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: Transiting Jupiter in the 12th House

Date: 7/9/2012

Jupiter was tranisting my 12th house 3 years ago..But neptune is tranisting my first house and this makes
good for spiritual advancement. It will be there until 2034 :)

-----------------------------On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 4:25 PM EDT hoodedcobra666 wrote:
>My Jupiter was doing the same thing in may. I took full advantage of this time and my progress
got skyrocketed to say the least, despite of my hard Saturn. This definitely made me up. To
leave such transit go to waste, or generally experience Jupiter without meditation is literally a
crime against your spiritual evolution. Don't waste it brother!
>
>
>HAIL SATAN!!!!
>
>--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "strengthxknowledgexpower"
<strengthxknowledgexpower@...> wrote:
>>
>> Jupiter is Transiting in my 12 house currently; Our High Priestess said that this will bring
many benefits through meditation. Has any one here experienced this transit? Do you have
ideas on how to reap full benefits from it and any further details?
>> Hail Father Satan Forever! Hail Our Shining Gods of Duat!
>>
>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 291
Subject: Re: Figuring out the stalium

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 7/9/2012

I have a gemini stellium. I have Sun, venus and mercury in the 4th house and they are all in gemini.That
makes me a super Gemini Lol My yod is Sun and Venus at the apex, inconjunct Uranus, Neptune and pluto.
-----------------------------On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 3:43 AM EDT f.follets wrote:
>The stellium by definition is a conjunction of three or more planets in a sign. Even if there are
three planets in a sign, but they aren't all conjunct, it's not really a stellium. Of course said sign
will influence the chart heavily, more than the others, but it still isn't a stellium.
>
>The Yod is a configuration of two planets in sextile that are simultaneously inconjunct a third
planet. For example: a Yod could be formed by a planet in Aries and a planet in Gemini in sextile
which are also simultaneously inconjunct a planet in Scorpio. Simultaneous oppositions to a same
planet don't count as a Yod.
>
>--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Sabrina White" <b1u3_f1utt3rb33@...> wrote:
>>
>> To Ravin and Brain: I have extra black fleece; and would be more then happy to make you a

baby blanket with the Rune Bjork on it; so you can wrap your Arien in it when she's born. If you
want.
>>
>> My own question is this: I have 2 signs with 2 planets in each; and a 3rd with 3; is the one
with 3 automatically the stalium? Also I have a lonely planet that makes the handle of a bucket
formation, on my chart there is a yod looking triangle pointing to it but it's opposed to one at 8... and opposed at the other for -5 so I didn't think this was a yod; but I just wanted to make
sure because its bugging me.
>>
>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Capricorns

Message: 292

From: Draco Majinn

Date: 7/9/2012

I say this a lot in posts in these groups but nobody is limited to the traits they find themselves born with any
more than the personal circumstances they have. Once you have access to your subconscious mind and are
skilled in using the elements you can be as, dominant, confident, compassionate, social etc whatever as you
desire.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "starrrx69" <starrrx69@...> wrote:
>
> That's terrible. It's been said before, capricorns are known for strength and a staying power
that can keep going even when things get detrimental for them.
> I have a 6 planet stellium in capricorn. I never thought of myself as cold but I can be awfully
sarcastic and mean when rubbed the wrong way. I'm definitely earthy, but I love change
honestly. I love things that are new and different, I get bored easily with the same things.
> I also have the majority of my planets in fixed signs/ houses and I still don't find myself
resistant to change. I am pretty stuck to my ideas though. I know what I want, and I love that
about myself. Embrace it.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Kenny" <kenny.lane@> wrote:
>>
> > A long time ago I was part of an organization which specialized in teaching metaphysics. I
always seemed to struggle to advance in this group and I was told it was because I'm a
Capricorn and Capricorns are very stubborn and resistant to change. In fact some of them even
went so far as to put down Capricorns as if we were somehow retarded and almost kind of a
plague.
> > Is there any truth to this idea that Capricorns are somehow different from other sun signs
and that we are somehow a kind of an outcast minority. Seriously, that's how the Capricorns in
this group were treated! It was weird.
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 293
Subject: How do the planets work?

From: Draco Majinn

Date: 7/9/2012

Hello, I'm looking to find out in more detail how exactly the planets and signs effects take place, like does
the energy from them come to you without you realizing it? And does this energy program you to have
certain emotions or subconscious thoughts that bring effects into your life without you realizing it? Or are
the planets constantly blessing and cursing at their own will?
Can someone who knows the answer or who has more knowledge please say more.
Thanks.
Hail Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 294
From: johnmw1998
Subject: Re: So confused about figuring out my chart.

Date: 7/9/2012

Okay this is what I know... A square in a chart is a lesson, sometimes a square could have bad parts to it
but mostly a lesson. A trine is good, it means there is a flow. A conjunct is when some part of your chart
goes along with another, like if you had Cancer in Neptune then if conjuncts in connects to another planet. A
opposition is when one part is the opposite like my sun is cancer my mom is capricorn were opposites.
Hope this helped! :D Hail the real savior! - John
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "kaitjordan" <kaitjordan@...> wrote:
>
> So I recently got my chart done and am now in the process of trying to figure it all out. I'm
starting to understand most of it, but there are still heaps of things I'm still confused about and I
can't seem to find any info in the JoS astrology section no matter how hard I look. So here's
what I'm confused about. If someone could help me out, or just give me a link to something
that might help, I would really appreciate it.
>
> Aspects. I understand the basics of how different planets sort of work together with this, but
then when I see things like Sun conjunct Jupiter or Venus trine Saturn I have no idea what those
things mean.
>
> And what is the vertex and anti-vertex?
>
> Thanks in advance, and also, sorry if the answers to these are actually mentioned on JoS or
this group and I somehow skipped them.
>
> Hail Satan
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 295
From: C Y
Subject: Re: Transiting Jupiter in the 12th House

Date: 7/9/2012

How do you look about this transits ect.. I want to learn about that. I like astrology...

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "strengthxknowledgexpower"
<strengthxknowledgexpower@...> wrote:
>
> Jupiter is Transiting in my 12 house currently; Our High Priestess said that this will bring many
benefits through meditation. Has any one here experienced this transit? Do you have ideas on
how to reap full benefits from it and any further details?
> Hail Father Satan Forever! Hail Our Shining Gods of Duat!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 296
Subject: Re: How do the planets work?

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 7/10/2012

Well everyone is born at a certain time and place in the world and the way the planets are aligned at the

moment of your birth determines your life, self, characteristics etc The planets simply just are. They are
celestial bodies that have their own energies.Planets don't discriminate and throw curses. They just have
their own energies that can make or break you and that manifests on earth and on us. We are here the
planets are there and we are subjected by it. We as satanists have power and the more our power increases
the more we will be able to control the planetary energies and bot be subjected to them. Like the gods are
powerful and they are not affected by planetary energies. They can control them.

-----------------------------On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 3:16 PM EDT Draco Majinn wrote:
>Hello, I'm looking to find out in more detail how exactly the planets and signs effects take
place, like does the energy from them come to you without you realizing it? And does this
energy program you to have certain emotions or subconscious thoughts that bring effects into
your life without you realizing it? Or are the planets constantly blessing and cursing at their own
will?
>
>Can someone who knows the answer or who has more knowledge please say more.
>
>Thanks.
>
>Hail Satan!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 297
From: Kait Jordan
Subject: Re: So confused about figuring out my chart.

Date: 7/10/2012

Well, I am still a little confused, but your reply definitely does
help clear up a bit of the confusion. Thanks. :)
Hail Satan

On 7/10/12, johnmw1998 <johnmw1998@...> wrote:
>
> Okay this is what I know... A square in a chart is a lesson, sometimes a
> square could have bad parts to it but mostly a lesson. A trine is good, it
> means there is a flow. A conjunct is when some part of your chart goes along
> with another, like if you had Cancer in Neptune then if conjuncts in
> connects to another planet. A opposition is when one part is the opposite
> like my sun is cancer my mom is capricorn were opposites. Hope this helped!
> :D Hail the real savior! - John
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "kaitjordan" <kaitjordan@...> wrote:
>>
>> So I recently got my chart done and am now in the process of trying to
>> figure it all out. I'm starting to understand most of it, but there are
>> still heaps of things I'm still confused about and I can't seem to find
>> any info in the JoS astrology section no matter how hard I look. So here's
>> what I'm confused about. If someone could help me out, or just give me a
>> link to something that might help, I would really appreciate it.
>>
>> Aspects. I understand the basics of how different planets sort of work
>> together with this, but then when I see things like Sun conjunct Jupiter
>> or Venus trine Saturn I have no idea what those things mean.

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>
>
>

And what is the vertex and anti-vertex?
Thanks in advance, and also, sorry if the answers to these are actually
mentioned on JoS or this group and I somehow skipped them.
Hail Satan

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 298
Subject: Neptune in Pisces

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 7/10/2012

I've been reading about the effects of Neptune in Pisces, things like the fabric of reality seems to be ripped
asunder. Beliefs about reality are being challenged. Social and economic conditions are unstable and subject
to devaluations. Literal floods, like what happened in Russia just a few days ago. And one really interesting
one was Neptune in Pisces can bring great delusion or amazing clarity. I believe what I've gathered from the
jos site, we'll soon see this mass delusion lift from the world.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 299
Subject: Re: Figuring out the stalium

From: sorceressofenki88

Date: 7/10/2012

Could you try to help me w/ me and my mom's charts? You seem to be a very smart and helpful person. I
tried to send you an email but I'm not sure if it worked.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
>
>
>
> I have a gemini stellium. I have Sun, venus and mercury in the 4th house and they are all in
gemini.That makes me a super Gemini Lol My yod is Sun and Venus at the apex, inconjunct
Uranus, Neptune and pluto.
>
> -----------------------------> On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 3:43 AM EDT f.follets wrote:
>
> >The stellium by definition is a conjunction of three or more planets in a sign. Even if there
are three planets in a sign, but they aren't all conjunct, it's not really a stellium. Of course said
sign will influence the chart heavily, more than the others, but it still isn't a stellium.
>>
> >The Yod is a configuration of two planets in sextile that are simultaneously inconjunct a third
planet. For example: a Yod could be formed by a planet in Aries and a planet in Gemini in sextile
which are also simultaneously inconjunct a planet in Scorpio. Simultaneous oppositions to a same
planet don't count as a Yod.
>>
> >--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Sabrina White" <b1u3_f1utt3rb33@> wrote:
> >>
> >> To Ravin and Brain: I have extra black fleece; and would be more then happy to make you
a baby blanket with the Rune Bjork on it; so you can wrap your Arien in it when she's born. If
you want.
> >>
> >> My own question is this: I have 2 signs with 2 planets in each; and a 3rd with 3; is the
one with 3 automatically the stalium? Also I have a lonely planet that makes the handle of a

bucket formation, on my chart there is a yod looking triangle pointing to it but it's opposed to
one at -8... and opposed at the other for -5 so I didn't think this was a yod; but I just wanted to
make sure because its bugging me.
> >>
>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 300
Subject: Re: How do the planets work?

From: Draco Majinn

Date: 7/10/2012

Okay thanks. I have also heard HP Maxine say that aspects in the natal chart can indicate experiences from
past lives, such as Mercury - Pluto conjunction showing skill in controlling the mind and meditation gained in
past lives.
So say someone has Saturn in their 6th house of work and health. Does Saturn afflict the health and
employment opportunities by creating a subconscious fear or doubt about these areas of life?
Or will it afflict them regardless of how positive a person is about their work and health?
I'm just trying to figure out how it comes together, because if the Planetary energies come at us and work
from inside ourselves it must be possible to gain control over them just as we do with the elements.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
>
> Well everyone is born at a certain time and place in the world and the way the planets are
aligned at the moment of your birth determines your life, self, characteristics etc The planets
simply just are. They are celestial bodies that have their own energies.Planets don't discriminate
and throw curses. They just have their own energies that can make or break you and that
manifests on earth and on us. We are here the planets are there and we are subjected by it. We
as satanists have power and the more our power increases the more we will be able to control
the planetary energies and bot be subjected to them. Like the gods are powerful and they are
not affected by planetary energies. They can control them.
>
>
>
>
> -----------------------------> On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 3:16 PM EDT Draco Majinn wrote:
>
> >Hello, I'm looking to find out in more detail how exactly the planets and signs effects take
place, like does the energy from them come to you without you realizing it? And does this
energy program you to have certain emotions or subconscious thoughts that bring effects into
your life without you realizing it? Or are the planets constantly blessing and cursing at their own
will?
>>
> >Can someone who knows the answer or who has more knowledge please say more.
>>
> >Thanks.
>>
> >Hail Satan!
>>
>
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Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: unknown birth time

Message: 301

From: zir_gohed1

Date: 7/10/2012

This may sound dumb but if there were a way of figuring out my birth time by studying my natal chart, i would like to know.
My story:I was born as a dead baby, so nobody bothered about my birth time and my birth certificate doesnt carry it. The doctor couldnt read my heart
beat, i didnt respond to the oxygen so i was dead but quite sometime later when i was to go into mortuary, i came to life. My mum was crying over my dead
body for quite sometime and refused to hand me over to the doctor who wanted to put me in mortuary, then i came alive. Thanks to Father Satan.
HAIL FATHER SATAN!!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 302
Subject: Re: Figuring out the stalium

From: Juno Tessarae

Date: 7/10/2012

Do you spin your own yarn? Hand spun yarn is really beautiful. That is a lucky baby. She will have really great parents too.

--- On Sat, 7/7/12, Sabrina White <b1u3_f1utt3rb33@...> wrote:

From: Sabrina White <b1u3_f1utt3rb33@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Figuring out the stalium
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Saturday, July 7, 2012, 4:29 PM

To Ravin and Brain: I have extra black fleece; and would be more then happy to make you a baby blanket with the Rune Bjork on it; so
you can wrap your Arien in it when she's born. If you want.
My own question is this: I have 2 signs with 2 planets in each; and a 3rd with 3; is the one with 3 automatically the stalium? Also I have a
lonely planet that makes the handle of a bucket formation, on my chart there is a yod looking triangle pointing to it but it's opposed to
one at -8... and opposed at the other for -5 so I didn't think this was a yod; but I just wanted to make sure because its bugging me.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: unknown birth time

Message: 303

From: Shannon Outlaw

You can ask your GD or Father Satan. One of our memebers found this out the same way.

------------------------------

Date: 7/10/2012

On Tue, Jul 10, 2012 8:47 AM EDT zir_gohed1 wrote:
>This may sound dumb but if there were a way of figuring out my birth time by studying my natal chart, i would like to know.
>My story:I was born as a dead baby, so nobody bothered about my birth time and my birth certificate doesnt carry it. The doctor couldnt read
my heart beat, i didnt respond to the oxygen so i was dead but quite sometime later when i was to go into mortuary, i came to life. My mum was
crying over my dead body for quite sometime and refused to hand me over to the doctor who wanted to put me in mortuary, then i came alive.
Thanks to Father Satan.
>HAIL FATHER SATAN!!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 304
Subject: Re: How do the planets work?

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 7/10/2012

Both. From within and also the Saturn energies are there outward causing problems with health and work.
It works from inside and out of ourselves. Either way we can control it through power meditation and using planetary squares.
-----------------------------On Tue, Jul 10, 2012 8:14 AM EDT Draco Majinn wrote:
>Okay thanks. I have also heard HP Maxine say that aspects in the natal chart can indicate experiences from past lives, such as Mercury - Pluto
conjunction showing skill in controlling the mind and meditation gained in past lives.
>
>So say someone has Saturn in their 6th house of work and health. Does Saturn afflict the health and employment opportunities by creating a
subconscious fear or doubt about these areas of life?
>Or will it afflict them regardless of how positive a person is about their work and health?
>
>I'm just trying to figure out how it comes together, because if the Planetary energies come at us and work from inside ourselves it must be
possible to gain control over them just as we do with the elements.
>
>--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>>
>>
>> Well everyone is born at a certain time and place in the world and the way the planets are aligned at the moment of your birth determines
your life, self, characteristics etc The planets simply just are. They are celestial bodies that have their own energies.Planets don't discriminate and
throw curses. They just have their own energies that can make or break you and that manifests on earth and on us. We are here the planets are
there and we are subjected by it. We as satanists have power and the more our power increases the more we will be able to control the planetary

energies and bot be subjected to them. Like the gods are powerful and they are not affected by planetary energies. They can control them.
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> ----------------------------->> On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 3:16 PM EDT Draco Majinn wrote:
>>
>> >Hello, I'm looking to find out in more detail how exactly the planets and signs effects take place, like does the energy from them come to
you without you realizing it? And does this energy program you to have certain emotions or subconscious thoughts that bring effects into your life
without you realizing it? Or are the planets constantly blessing and cursing at their own will?
>> >
>> >Can someone who knows the answer or who has more knowledge please say more.
>> >
>> >Thanks.
>> >
>> >Hail Satan!
>> >
>>
>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 305
Subject: Re: Figuring out the stalium

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 7/10/2012

Thanks I like helping but I didn't get an email. You should get someone who is really good at astrology though and also what is it with you and your moms
chart? What are you trying to figure out?
-----------------------------On Tue, Jul 10, 2012 7:34 AM EDT sorceressofenki88 wrote:
>Could you try to help me w/ me and my mom's charts? You seem to be a very smart and helpful person. I tried to send you an email but I'm
not sure if it worked.
>
>--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>>
>>

>>
>>
>> I have a gemini stellium. I have Sun, venus and mercury in the 4th house and they are all in gemini.That makes me a super Gemini Lol My
yod is Sun and Venus at the apex, inconjunct Uranus, Neptune and pluto.
>>
>> ----------------------------->> On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 3:43 AM EDT f.follets wrote:
>>
>> >The stellium by definition is a conjunction of three or more planets in a sign. Even if there are three planets in a sign, but they aren't all
conjunct, it's not really a stellium. Of course said sign will influence the chart heavily, more than the others, but it still isn't a stellium.
>> >
>> >The Yod is a configuration of two planets in sextile that are simultaneously inconjunct a third planet. For example: a Yod could be formed by
a planet in Aries and a planet in Gemini in sextile which are also simultaneously inconjunct a planet in Scorpio. Simultaneous oppositions to a same
planet don't count as a Yod.
>> >
>> >--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Sabrina White" <b1u3_f1utt3rb33@> wrote:
>> >
>> > To Ravin and Brain: I have extra black fleece; and would be more then happy to make you a baby blanket with the Rune Bjork on it; so you
can wrap your Arien in it when she's born. If you want.
>> >
>> > My own question is this: I have 2 signs with 2 planets in each; and a 3rd with 3; is the one with 3 automatically the stalium? Also I have a
lonely planet that makes the handle of a bucket formation, on my chart there is a yod looking triangle pointing to it but it's opposed to one at 8... and opposed at the other for -5 so I didn't think this was a yod; but I just wanted to make sure because its bugging me.
>> >
>> >
>> >
>>
>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Neptune in Pisces

Message: 306

And a lot of negativity of neptune and pisces as well.

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 7/10/2012

-----------------------------On Tue, Jul 10, 2012 1:11 AM EDT ch_3_coo wrote:
>I've been reading about the effects of Neptune in Pisces, things like the fabric of reality seems to be ripped asunder. Beliefs about reality are
being challenged. Social and economic conditions are unstable and subject to devaluations. Literal floods, like what happened in Russia just a few
days ago. And one really interesting one was Neptune in Pisces can bring great delusion or amazing clarity. I believe what I've gathered from the
jos site, we'll soon see this mass delusion lift from the world.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 307
Subject: Re: Figuring out the stalium

From: Brian Gibbons

Date: 7/10/2012

aw thanks,I agree what baby would not want to have parents that both Gentile and Spiritual Satanist right?
Hail Enki
Brian

--- On Tue, 7/10/12, Juno Tessarae <juno_tessarae@...> wrote:

From: Juno Tessarae <juno_tessarae@...>
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Figuring out the stalium
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Tuesday, July 10, 2012, 1:18 PM

Do you spin your own yarn? Hand spun yarn is really beautiful. That is a lucky baby. She will have really great parents too.
--- On Sat, 7/7/12, Sabrina White <b1u3_f1utt3rb33@...> wrote:

From: Sabrina White <b1u3_f1utt3rb33@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Figuring out the stalium
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Saturday, July 7, 2012, 4:29 PM

To Ravin and Brain: I have extra black fleece; and would be more then happy to make you a baby blanket with the Rune Bjork

on it; so you can wrap your Arien in it when she's born. If you want.
My own question is this: I have 2 signs with 2 planets in each; and a 3rd with 3; is the one with 3 automatically the stalium?
Also I have a lonely planet that makes the handle of a bucket formation, on my chart there is a yod looking triangle pointing
to it but it's opposed to one at -8... and opposed at the other for -5 so I didn't think this was a yod; but I just wanted to
make sure because its bugging me.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: unknown birth time

Message: 308

From: siguarddraconis

Date: 7/10/2012

So, you were stillborn, and SUDDENLY, after some longer time you came alive? Wow, miracles happen :/
You know what? This is called attention-seeking behaviour - used mainly by lurking chaosmongers to distract the attention from the Satanic and focus on an
infiltrator's crap.
Salvere!
Siguard Draconis.
SATANAS VIA, VERA ET VITA EST.
AVE LUCIFERIS OMNIPOTENS ET DEORUM SAMBUCUS!!
VAE OMNIS TRADITOR!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "zir_gohed1" <zir_do@...> wrote:
>
> This may sound dumb but if there were a way of figuring out my birth time by studying my natal chart, i would like to know.
> My story:I was born as a dead baby, so nobody bothered about my birth time and my birth certificate doesnt carry it. The doctor couldnt read
my heart beat, i didnt respond to the oxygen so i was dead but quite sometime later when i was to go into mortuary, i came to life. My mum was
crying over my dead body for quite sometime and refused to hand me over to the doctor who wanted to put me in mortuary, then i came alive.
Thanks to Father Satan.
> HAIL FATHER SATAN!!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Transiting Pluto 9th House

Message: 309

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 7/10/2012

I was reading posts about Jupiter transiting 12th house, and I got to thinking. So I checked the time in my life where I realized xianity was bullshit, and I
became Pagan and started meditating and doing yoga. This was a decade ago, and I saw that Pluto was transiting my 9th house:
"Pluto through the 9th house- Changes in religious beliefs, fanaticism in beliefs, long distance travel or immigation, This is a good time for learning and
education. At this time, one can attract powerful teachers for better or worse. There may be changes in regards to in-laws or the partner's relatives. This
transit signifies intense involvement with religion, other cultures, metaphysics, philosophy, education and the law".
Anyone else experience this?

Hail Father Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 310
Subject: Re: Transiting Pluto 9th House

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 7/10/2012

For sure! Pluto just finished transiting my ninth house a year ago. So all this time when pluto was transiting my 9th house for almost half my life (I'm 20) I
began getting into spirituality, I was wiccan before coming to satanism. I started getting into metaphysics heavily lol very deep into it. Maybe too deep.
This was the time I went through a permanent transformation with my spiritual beliefs(satanism). I found satanism about 3 years ago.I wonder if many of us
have found satanism through a transiting pluto in the 9th? Transiting pluto in tenth now. Changes in regards to father. And it happened after many years my
father was released from jail and we met after all these years. Transiting pluto has other effects too.
-----------------------------On Tue, Jul 10, 2012 2:40 PM EDT lydia_666@... wrote:
>I was reading posts about Jupiter transiting 12th house, and I got to thinking. So I checked the time in my life where I realized xianity was
bullshit, and I became Pagan and started meditating and doing yoga. This was a decade ago, and I saw that Pluto was transiting my 9th house:
>
>"Pluto through the 9th house- Changes in religious beliefs, fanaticism in beliefs, long distance travel or immigation, This is a good time for
learning and education. At this time, one can attract powerful teachers for better or worse. There may be changes in regards to in-laws or the
partner's relatives. This transit signifies intense involvement with religion, other cultures, metaphysics, philosophy, education and the law".
>
>Anyone else experience this?
>
>
>Hail Father Satan!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 311
Subject: Re: Transiting Pluto 9th House

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 7/10/2012

I meant to say that transiting pluto in the tenth has many effects as well other than changes in regards to father.Career changes. Obsession with getting
ahead and power. Workaholic tendencies. One may at this time appointed to postion and power.Special recognitions and honors. Coming before the public etc
Lydia do you have Pluto transiting tenth house now? ----------------------------On Tue, Jul 10, 2012 3:01 PM EDT Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>
>For sure! Pluto just finished transiting my ninth house a year ago. So all this time when pluto was transiting my 9th house for almost half my life
(I'm 20) I began getting into spirituality, I was wiccan before coming to satanism. I started getting into metaphysics heavily lol very deep into it.
Maybe too deep.
>
>This was the time I went through a permanent transformation with my spiritual beliefs(satanism). I found satanism about 3 years ago.I wonder
if many of us have found satanism through a transiting pluto in the 9th? Transiting pluto in tenth now. Changes in regards to father. And it
happened after many years my father was released from jail and we met after all these years. Transiting pluto has other effects too.
>----------------------------->On Tue, Jul 10, 2012 2:40 PM EDT lydia_666@... wrote:
>
>>I was reading posts about Jupiter transiting 12th house, and I got to thinking. So I checked the time in my life where I realized xianity was
bullshit, and I became Pagan and started meditating and doing yoga. This was a decade ago, and I saw that Pluto was transiting my 9th house:
>>
>>"Pluto through the 9th house- Changes in religious beliefs, fanaticism in beliefs, long distance travel or immigation, This is a good time for
learning and education. At this time, one can attract powerful teachers for better or worse. There may be changes in regards to in-laws or the
partner's relatives. This transit signifies intense involvement with religion, other cultures, metaphysics, philosophy, education and the law".
>>
>>Anyone else experience this?
>>
>>
>>Hail Father Satan!
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 312
Subject: Re: Transiting Pluto 9th House

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 7/10/2012

Yes it's been in my 10th house for a few years now. And I guess I am a bit obsessed with getting ahead lol. I do stress over it a bit.
So do you have a good relationship with your father? I'm glad he's out of jail, I hope he's a positive influence in your life <3

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
>
>
> I meant to say that transiting pluto in the tenth has many effects as well other than changes in regards to father.Career changes. Obsession
with getting ahead and power. Workaholic tendencies. One may at this time appointed to postion and power.Special recognitions and honors.
Coming before the public etc
> Lydia do you have Pluto transiting tenth house now? ----------------------------> On Tue, Jul 10, 2012 3:01 PM EDT Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>
>>
> >For sure! Pluto just finished transiting my ninth house a year ago. So all this time when pluto was transiting my 9th house for almost half my
life (I'm 20) I began getting into spirituality, I was wiccan before coming to satanism. I started getting into metaphysics heavily lol very deep into
it. Maybe too deep.
>>
> >This was the time I went through a permanent transformation with my spiritual beliefs(satanism). I found satanism about 3 years ago.I
wonder if many of us have found satanism through a transiting pluto in the 9th? Transiting pluto in tenth now. Changes in regards to father. And it
happened after many years my father was released from jail and we met after all these years. Transiting pluto has other effects too.
> >-----------------------------> >On Tue, Jul 10, 2012 2:40 PM EDT lydia_666@... wrote:
>>
> >>I was reading posts about Jupiter transiting 12th house, and I got to thinking. So I checked the time in my life where I realized xianity was
bullshit, and I became Pagan and started meditating and doing yoga. This was a decade ago, and I saw that Pluto was transiting my 9th house:
> >>
> >>"Pluto through the 9th house- Changes in religious beliefs, fanaticism in beliefs, long distance travel or immigation, This is a good time for
learning and education. At this time, one can attract powerful teachers for better or worse. There may be changes in regards to in-laws or the
partner's relatives. This transit signifies intense involvement with religion, other cultures, metaphysics, philosophy, education and the law".
> >>
> >>Anyone else experience this?
> >>
> >>
> >>Hail Father Satan!
> >>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 313

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 7/10/2012

Subject: Re: Transiting Pluto 9th House
Wellll kind of. LOL we have never been close really though.ANd I'm feeling it too when it comes to wanting to get ahead and feeling ambitous.

-----------------------------On Tue, Jul 10, 2012 3:46 PM EDT lydia_666@... wrote:
>Yes it's been in my 10th house for a few years now. And I guess I am a bit obsessed with getting ahead lol. I do stress over it a bit.
>
>So do you have a good relationship with your father? I'm glad he's out of jail, I hope he's a positive influence in your life <3
>
>--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>>
>>
>>
>> I meant to say that transiting pluto in the tenth has many effects as well other than changes in regards to father.Career changes. Obsession
with getting ahead and power. Workaholic tendencies. One may at this time appointed to postion and power.Special recognitions and honors.
Coming before the public etc
>> Lydia do you have Pluto transiting tenth house now? ---------------------------->> On Tue, Jul 10, 2012 3:01 PM EDT Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>>
>> >
>> >For sure! Pluto just finished transiting my ninth house a year ago. So all this time when pluto was transiting my 9th house for almost half my
life (I'm 20) I began getting into spirituality, I was wiccan before coming to satanism. I started getting into metaphysics heavily lol very deep into
it. Maybe too deep.
>> >
>> >This was the time I went through a permanent transformation with my spiritual beliefs(satanism). I found satanism about 3 years ago.I
wonder if many of us have found satanism through a transiting pluto in the 9th? Transiting pluto in tenth now. Changes in regards to father. And it
happened after many years my father was released from jail and we met after all these years. Transiting pluto has other effects too.
>> >----------------------------->> >On Tue, Jul 10, 2012 2:40 PM EDT lydia_666@... wrote:
>> >
>> >I was reading posts about Jupiter transiting 12th house, and I got to thinking. So I checked the time in my life where I realized xianity was
bullshit, and I became Pagan and started meditating and doing yoga. This was a decade ago, and I saw that Pluto was transiting my 9th house:
>> >
>> >"Pluto through the 9th house- Changes in religious beliefs, fanaticism in beliefs, long distance travel or immigation, This is a good time for

learning and education. At this time, one can attract powerful teachers for better or worse. There may be changes in regards to in-laws or the
partner's relatives. This transit signifies intense involvement with religion, other cultures, metaphysics, philosophy, education and the law".
>> >
>> >Anyone else experience this?
>> >
>> >
>> >Hail Father Satan!
>> >
>> >
>>
>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 314
Subject: Re: Transiting Pluto 9th House

From: Brian Gibbons

Date: 7/10/2012

Cool that you were pagan at one time too.I found that there was just as much deprogramming in pagan as in the other one.

Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android

From: lydia_666@... <lydia_666@...>;
To: <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>;
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Transiting Pluto 9th House
Sent: Tue, Jul 10, 2012 6:40:50 PM

I was reading posts about Jupiter transiting 12th house, and I got to thinking. So I checked the time in my life where I realized xianity was bullshit, and I became
Pagan and started meditating and doing yoga. This was a decade ago, and I saw that Pluto was transiting my 9th house:
"Pluto through the 9th house- Changes in religious beliefs, fanaticism in beliefs, long distance travel or immigation, This is a good time for learning and education.
At this time, one can attract powerful teachers for better or worse. There may be changes in regards to in-laws or the partner's relatives. This transit signifies intense
involvement with religion, other cultures, metaphysics, philosophy, education and the law".
Anyone else experience this?
Hail Father Satan!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 315
Subject: Re: Transiting Pluto 9th House

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 7/10/2012

I was a lone pagan trying to follow the ways of the ancient Egyptians as I had some memories from past lives. Lol. I had nobody else who was interested in it
and I kept finding neo-pagan crap online. I was so happy when I found JoS.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Brian Gibbons <briangibbons20@...> wrote:
>
> Cool that you were pagan at one time too.I found that there was just as much deprogramming in pagan as in the other one.
>
>
> Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 316
Subject: Re: Transiting Pluto 9th House

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 7/10/2012

Wow I had the same experience. I was wiccan I decided to become straight pagan and then I was trying myy best to follow the gods of old as well and when
I decided to go further back into the ancient gods that's when I came across satanism. It was great timing!LOL
-----------------------------On Tue, Jul 10, 2012 4:43 PM EDT lydia_666@... wrote:
>I was a lone pagan trying to follow the ways of the ancient Egyptians as I had some memories from past lives. Lol. I had nobody else who was
interested in it and I kept finding neo-pagan crap online. I was so happy when I found JoS.
>
>--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Brian Gibbons <briangibbons20@...> wrote:
>>
>> Cool that you were pagan at one time too.I found that there was just as much deprogramming in pagan as in the other one.
>>
>>
>> Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android
>>
>
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 317
Subject: Re: Transiting Pluto 9th House

From: Brian Gibbons

Date: 7/10/2012

Cool that we all our from paganism but as I said there is a lot of deprogramming we all had to do with that too.

Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android

From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...>;
To: <jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com>;
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Transiting Pluto 9th House
Sent: Tue, Jul 10, 2012 8:48:20 PM

Wow I had the same experience. I was wiccan I decided to become straight pagan and then I was trying myy best to follow the gods of old as well and when I
decided to go further back into the ancient gods that's when I came across satanism. It was great timing!LOL

-----------------------------On Tue, Jul 10, 2012 4:43 PM EDT lydia_666@... wrote:
>I was a lone pagan trying to follow the ways of the ancient Egyptians as I had some memories from past lives. Lol. I had nobody else who was
interested in it and I kept finding neo-pagan crap online. I was so happy when I found JoS.
>
>--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Brian Gibbons <briangibbons20@...> wrote:
>>
>> Cool that you were pagan at one time too.I found that there was just as much deprogramming in pagan as in the other one.
>>
>>
>> Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android
>>
>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 318
Subject: Re: Transiting Pluto 9th House

From: Brian Gibbons

Date: 7/10/2012

I can relate lydia and Shannon its like when I finally knew that the xtian shit was lies then all I wanted to know was what came before everything else.So I
started my quest.First it was Buddism then Hinduism then paganism.But I always found a flaw until I can here.

Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android

From: lydia_666@... <lydia_666@...>;
To: <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>;
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Transiting Pluto 9th House
Sent: Tue, Jul 10, 2012 8:43:28 PM

I was a lone pagan trying to follow the ways of the ancient Egyptians as I had some memories from past lives. Lol. I had nobody else who was interested in it and I
kept finding neo-pagan crap online. I was so happy when I found JoS.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Brian Gibbons <briangibbons20@...> wrote:
>
> Cool that you were pagan at one time too.I found that there was just as much deprogramming in pagan as in the other one.
>
>
> Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Neptune in Pisces

Message: 319

From: Micama Gmicalzoma

Date: 7/11/2012

When did Neptune go into Pisces?

Hail Father Satan!!
Forever in the Service of Satan.
[From The Al Jilwah Chapter IV]
"It is my desire that all my followers unite in a bond of unity, lest those who are without prevail against them. Now, then, all ye who have followed my commandm
reject all the teachings and sayings of such as are-Satan
without."
From: ch_3_coo <ch_3_coo@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Tuesday, July 10, 2012 1:11 AM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Neptune in Pisces

I've been reading about the effects of Neptune in Pisces, things like the fabric of reality seems to be ripped asunder. Beliefs about reality are being challenged.
Social and economic conditions are unstable and subject to devaluations. Literal floods, like what happened in Russia just a few days ago. And one really
interesting one was Neptune in Pisces can bring great delusion or amazing clarity. I believe what I've gathered from the jos site, we'll soon see this mass delusion lift
from the world.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 320
Subject: Re: Figuring out the stalium

From: Sabrina White

Date: 7/11/2012

From: Mark Ciaccio

Date: 7/11/2012

Thank you for clearing that up for me you guys!
Hail Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 321
Subject: Re: Transiting Pluto 9th House

I'm new to astrology. How can I tell what planets are in my house? Or what my house is for that matter?

From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...>
To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 3:48 AM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Transiting Pluto 9th House

Wow I had the same experience. I was wiccan I decided to become straight pagan and then I was trying myy best to follow the gods of old as well and when I
decided to go further back into the ancient gods that's when I came across satanism. It was great timing!LOL
-----------------------------On Tue, Jul 10, 2012 4:43 PM EDT lydia_666@... wrote:
>I was a lone pagan trying to follow the ways of the ancient Egyptians as I had some memories from past lives. Lol. I had nobody else who was
interested in it and I kept finding neo-pagan crap online. I was so happy when I found JoS.
>
>--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Brian Gibbons <briangibbons20@...> wrote:
>>
>> Cool that you were pagan at one time too.I found that there was just as much deprogramming in pagan as in the other one.
>>
>>
>> Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android
>>
>
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: unknown birth time

Message: 322

From: zir_gohed1

Date: 7/11/2012

Thanks Shannon, that means i'll have to be more patience as i have difficult communications with the Gods. Even, naturally i have a minor hearing impairment.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
>
> You can ask your GD or Father Satan. One of our memebers found this out the same way.
>
>
>
>
> -----------------------------> On Tue, Jul 10, 2012 8:47 AM EDT zir_gohed1 wrote:
>
> >This may sound dumb but if there were a way of figuring out my birth time by studying my natal chart, i would like to know.
> >My story:I was born as a dead baby, so nobody bothered about my birth time and my birth certificate doesnt carry it. The doctor couldnt
read my heart beat, i didnt respond to the oxygen so i was dead but quite sometime later when i was to go into mortuary, i came to life. My mum
was crying over my dead body for quite sometime and refused to hand me over to the doctor who wanted to put me in mortuary, then i came
alive. Thanks to Father Satan.
> >HAIL FATHER SATAN!!
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 323
Subject: Re: Figuring out the stalium

From: Sabrina White

Date: 7/11/2012

No I don't spin my own yarn that would be a really cool trade to learn though. I was more just thinking back to when I started learning the runes; and had been
reading under Bjork that parents used to wrap there new born baby in the rune for protection that stayed with the child threw out there entire life. I remember
thinking these are the things I wish I had known when I was a new mother.
Hail Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: unknown birth time

Message: 324

From: zir_gohed1

Date: 7/11/2012

Siguard, kindly take note that your opinion of me seeking attention is false. I kindly advice you that this should be the last time you raise an infiltrator alert on
my posts, as infiltration is not my purpose here.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "siguarddraconis" <drammanoth@...> wrote:
>
> So, you were stillborn, and SUDDENLY, after some longer time you came alive? Wow, miracles happen :/
>

> You know what? This is called attention-seeking behaviour - used mainly by lurking chaosmongers to distract the attention from the Satanic and
focus on an infiltrator's crap.
>
> Salvere!
>
> Siguard Draconis.
>
> SATANAS VIA, VERA ET VITA EST.
> AVE LUCIFERIS OMNIPOTENS ET DEORUM SAMBUCUS!!
> VAE OMNIS TRADITOR!!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "zir_gohed1" <zir_do@> wrote:
>>
> > This may sound dumb but if there were a way of figuring out my birth time by studying my natal chart, i would like to know.
> > My story:I was born as a dead baby, so nobody bothered about my birth time and my birth certificate doesnt carry it. The doctor couldnt
read my heart beat, i didnt respond to the oxygen so i was dead but quite sometime later when i was to go into mortuary, i came to life. My mum
was crying over my dead body for quite sometime and refused to hand me over to the doctor who wanted to put me in mortuary, then i came
alive. Thanks to Father Satan.
> > HAIL FATHER SATAN!!
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Neptune in Pisces

Message: 325

In february

-----------------------------On Tue, Jul 10, 2012 12:14 PM EDT Micama Gmicalzoma wrote:
>When did Neptune go into Pisces?
>
>
>Hail Father Satan!!

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 7/11/2012

>Forever in the Service of Satan.
>
>[From The Al Jilwah Chapter IV]
>"It is my desire that all my followers unite in a bond of unity, lest those who are without prevail against them. Now, then, all ye who have
followed my commandments and my teachings, reject all the teachings and sayings of such as are without." -Satan
>
>
>________________________________
> From: ch_3_coo <ch_3_coo@...>
>To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
>Sent: Tuesday, July 10, 2012 1:11 AM
>Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Neptune in Pisces
>
>
>
>
>
>I've been reading about the effects of Neptune in Pisces, things like the fabric of reality seems to be ripped asunder. Beliefs about reality are
being challenged. Social and economic conditions are unstable and subject to devaluations. Literal floods, like what happened in Russia just a few
days ago. And one really interesting one was Neptune in Pisces can bring great delusion or amazing clarity. I believe what I've gathered from the
jos site, we'll soon see this mass delusion lift from the world.
>
>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 326
Subject: Transiting Planets in Houses...?

From: lz241113

Date: 7/12/2012

Heil Fellow SS.
I'm just wondering if I'm right about this...(I know I can ask my GD or Satan, but these groups are also here to help, right?)
So from deductive reasoning, I've come to the conclusion that planets transit your houses this way...
- Lets say, for the sake of argument, that my first house is mostly in Taurus, and partly in Gemini according to my natal chart (it's not, just an example).
When a planet enters Taurus, is it transiting my first house? And will it do so until partly into Gemini?
- Also, I assume that to gauge it's possible effects on me I would have to take into account the other planets that are in my first house according to my natal
chart and the relations between all of these? I feel I'm missing something here, like maybe I need a Solar Return chart or a lunar one to really analyse this?
I'm very new to this, so please be patient in your replies ;)

Thanks in advance!
Hail Satan!
Hail Astaroth!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: planets in retrograde

Message: 327

From: David

Date: 7/12/2012

Hey everyone. Im pretty new to this group. and so far, im really enjoying it.
Im glad that there is a group for astrology. we really need this group.
So glad that you guys are here.
by the way, can anyone explain where I can figure out when planets are in retrograde or not?
Thank you everyone. and I sincerly appreciate your replys.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: planets in retrograde

Message: 328

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 7/12/2012

Lunarium.co.uk has retrogrades, planetary hours, moon phases also dr standley website has a planetary events calendar that tells about all the planets etc

-----------------------------On Thu, Jul 12, 2012 4:06 PM EDT David wrote:
>Hey everyone. Im pretty new to this group. and so far, im really enjoying it.
>
>Im glad that there is a group for astrology. we really need this group.
>
>So glad that you guys are here.
>
>by the way, can anyone explain where I can figure out when planets are in retrograde or not?
>
>Thank you everyone. and I sincerly appreciate your replys.
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 329
Subject: Re: Transiting Planets in Houses...?

From: f.follets

Date: 7/12/2012

You're almost correct. Say your hypothetical ascendant is at 10 degrees of Taurus and the 2nd House begins at 10 degrees of Gemini. This 30-degree space
between Taurus and Gemini is your "first house". A planet will be transiting your first house only when it reaches 10 degrees of Taurus, and will stay there
until it reaches 10 degrees of Gemini. If the planet has just entered Taurus, then it's still in the 12th House.
House sizes may vary greatly depending on where on the world and which part of the day you were born. Every house begins at a certain degree (the house
cusp) and ends at a certain degree (the next house cusp), and these are fixed. In transits and progressions, you'll always use the same house cusp degrees.
Any planet in your natal 1st house will be affected by planets transiting your 1st house as soon as they're close enough. If you have, for example, natal Mars
at 3 degrees of Gemini (therefore on your first house), transiting Jupiter, now also in Gemini, is conjunct your natal Mars.
Solar and Lunar returns are different charts cast at the exact moment your Sun/Moon reaches its natal position. A Solar Return happens once a year and a
Lunar Return happens once a month. They provide a very broad view of how your year/month is going to be, but you don't really need them to analyse your
transiting planets.
I hope I was able to explain it well. It's way easier to understand this by looking at an actual chart.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lz241113" <lz241113@...> wrote:
>
> Heil Fellow SS.
> I'm just wondering if I'm right about this...(I know I can ask my GD or Satan, but these groups are also here to help, right?)
> So from deductive reasoning, I've come to the conclusion that planets transit your houses this way...
>
> - Lets say, for the sake of argument, that my first house is mostly in Taurus, and partly in Gemini according to my natal chart (it's not, just an
example). When a planet enters Taurus, is it transiting my first house? And will it do so until partly into Gemini?
>
> - Also, I assume that to gauge it's possible effects on me I would have to take into account the other planets that are in my first house
according to my natal chart and the relations between all of these? I feel I'm missing something here, like maybe I need a Solar Return chart or a
lunar one to really analyse this?
> I'm very new to this, so please be patient in your replies ;)
>
> Thanks in advance!
>
> Hail Satan!
> Hail Astaroth!
>

Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 330

From: Svem

Date: 7/12/2012

Subject: Re: unknown birth time
There is a field in astrology called rectification, to find out your exact birth time.
"Astrology rectification is the branch of astrology that uses past events and various astrology techniques to determine the time of birth when it is unknown."
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natal_chart#Rectification
The time of birth is very important, the exact minute & second.
In Jyotish - Indian astrology, they make a rectification for every chart to make sure, & calculate also seconds & millisecond.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hindu_astrology
So I suggest that you find some good Jyotish astrologer to determinate your time, & explain to him your problem.
I suggest you go to private consultation, but anything about Jyotish is very expensive.
I don't know where you live but I can suggest the head astrologer of one Europe-Slavic based institute.
The western astrology also has its own field of Rectification, but they are not that accurate as Jyotish.
And I never trust westerns when it comes for any time based accuracy at all...
In Western astrology there is also a debate what is the time of birth? Is it when any of your body parts get out of the womb, when the head goes out, when
you take your first breath, or when your umbilical cord is cut, or ...?
Some astrologers suggest that the time of birth is your first breath, symbolically the degree of exaltation of the Moon (3rd degree of Taurus), & the death is
your last breath symbolically the degree of exaltation of the Pluton (3rd degree of Scorpio).
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exaltation_%28astrology%29
A stillborn natal chart is always fun to investigate.
Thank you for sharing... :]

Hail Azazel!
Hail JOS!
Hail Satan!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "zir_gohed1" <zir_do@...> wrote:
>
> Siguard, kindly take note that your opinion of me seeking attention is false. I kindly advice you that this should be the last time you raise an
infiltrator alert on my posts, as infiltration is not my purpose here.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "siguarddraconis" <drammanoth@> wrote:

>>
> > So, you were stillborn, and SUDDENLY, after some longer time you came alive? Wow, miracles happen :/
>>
> > You know what? This is called attention-seeking behaviour - used mainly by lurking chaosmongers to distract the attention from the Satanic
and focus on an infiltrator's crap.
>>
> > Salvere!
>>
> > Siguard Draconis.
>>
> > SATANAS VIA, VERA ET VITA EST.
> > AVE LUCIFERIS OMNIPOTENS ET DEORUM SAMBUCUS!!
> > VAE OMNIS TRADITOR!!
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "zir_gohed1" <zir_do@> wrote:
>>>
> > > This may sound dumb but if there were a way of figuring out my birth time by studying my natal chart, i would like to know.
> > > My story:I was born as a dead baby, so nobody bothered about my birth time and my birth certificate doesnt carry it. The doctor couldnt
read my heart beat, i didnt respond to the oxygen so i was dead but quite sometime later when i was to go into mortuary, i came to life. My mum
was crying over my dead body for quite sometime and refused to hand me over to the doctor who wanted to put me in mortuary, then i came
alive. Thanks to Father Satan.
> > > HAIL FATHER SATAN!!
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: unknown birth time

Message: 331

From: siguarddraconis

Date: 7/13/2012

Is it? You know very well what you are, and so do I. You have been banned once, so now you're keeping a low profile.
By this hardly plausible story you want to attract attention - 'oh-poor-you'.
If a child is stillborn, it is DEAD. Period. You provide so little data as to the actual event that you can modify it the way you please - just like the xian church
did with the shitty jewish fiction.
If it was the way you've said, medical journals and the media would publish the case.

As for the answer to the people who might ask for the same in the future, but will not make attention-seekers and martyrs out of themselves, one can learn
it via the pendulum. E.g.:
'was I born between 3 and 4?', 'was I born between 3:30 and 3:45?' etc.
Salvere!
Siguard Draconis.
SATANAS VIA, VERA ET VITA EST.
AVE LUCIFERIS OMNIPOTENS ET DEORUM SAMBUCUS!!
VAE OMNIS TRADITOR!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "zir_gohed1" <zir_do@...> wrote:
>
> Siguard, kindly take note that your opinion of me seeking attention is false. I kindly advice you that this should be the last time you raise an
infiltrator alert on my posts, as infiltration is not my purpose here.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "siguarddraconis" <drammanoth@> wrote:
>>
> > So, you were stillborn, and SUDDENLY, after some longer time you came alive? Wow, miracles happen :/
>>
> > You know what? This is called attention-seeking behaviour - used mainly by lurking chaosmongers to distract the attention from the Satanic
and focus on an infiltrator's crap.
>>
> > Salvere!
>>
> > Siguard Draconis.
>>
> > SATANAS VIA, VERA ET VITA EST.
> > AVE LUCIFERIS OMNIPOTENS ET DEORUM SAMBUCUS!!
> > VAE OMNIS TRADITOR!!
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "zir_gohed1" <zir_do@> wrote:
>>>
> > > This may sound dumb but if there were a way of figuring out my birth time by studying my natal chart, i would like to know.
> > > My story:I was born as a dead baby, so nobody bothered about my birth time and my birth certificate doesnt carry it. The doctor couldnt

read my heart beat, i didnt respond to the oxygen so i was dead but quite sometime later when i was to go into mortuary, i came to life. My mum
was crying over my dead body for quite sometime and refused to hand me over to the doctor who wanted to put me in mortuary, then i came
alive. Thanks to Father Satan.
> > > HAIL FATHER SATAN!!
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Planets chakras

Message: 332

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 7/13/2012

Hi so what I was wondering is do the planets that rule chakras in your natal chart (Saturn, Mars, Sun etc.) effect the strength of your chakras that they rule.
For example Mars in my chart is in Cancer(fall) and in the 6th house (cadent), which also makes it weaker. I've noticed while meditating that my sacral chakra
seems to be the weakest. A little off topic, when I do the 108 nergal thing on tuesdays I feel really strange and get like a head high, one day I decided to do
it twice(2x108) and that was really weird, when I was done I just walked around for a while saying wtf is going on couldn't think straight and my fingers were
tingling, it still felt pretty good but it was just really different from my normal state.
Does anyone else believe that the planets in your natal chart effect your chakras? Or noticed some chakras stronger/weaker based on your natal chart? I'd
really like to know and would appreciate any input.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Planets chakras

Message: 333

From: hoodedcobra666

Date: 7/13/2012

The planets in your natal chart blantantly show how your chakras are when you enter this lifetime. Something on the fall is weak, something on the exaltation
is powerful. But Scorpio, in my own understanding, whenever is present there is intensity. Even in the moon, which is the sign of fall, Scorpio grants intensity.
There is not a good chart or a worse chart. To see the actual position of your chakras and how one affects another, you will need to dive deeply into the
astrology chart on how the planets are set up there. Trines etc. You can't judge your soul by merely looking at the planets. Also be aware of how we live.
Someone could have a stellium scorpio [generally powerful souls] and they could have been getting drained their whole life, or experiancing the destructive
and self-destructive parts of Scorpio into their personality. A Satanist that meditates is by far stronger, but our chart is our baseline. Hope I helped with this
knowledge, I try to understand these concepts too.
HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@...> wrote:
>
> Hi so what I was wondering is do the planets that rule chakras in your natal chart (Saturn, Mars, Sun etc.) effect the strength of your chakras
that they rule. For example Mars in my chart is in Cancer(fall) and in the 6th house (cadent), which also makes it weaker. I've noticed while
meditating that my sacral chakra seems to be the weakest. A little off topic, when I do the 108 nergal thing on tuesdays I feel really strange and
get like a head high, one day I decided to do it twice(2x108) and that was really weird, when I was done I just walked around for a while saying
wtf is going on couldn't think straight and my fingers were tingling, it still felt pretty good but it was just really different from my normal state.

> Does anyone else believe that the planets in your natal chart effect your chakras? Or noticed some chakras stronger/weaker based on your
natal chart? I'd really like to know and would appreciate any input.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: unknown birth time

Message: 334

From: Raven Lythrum

Date: 7/13/2012

Brian found out this way.
|
|
_|_
|
Knowledge is power.
"I am ever present to help all who trust in me and call upon me in time of need."~Father Satan; The Al-jilwah
In Nomine Dei Nostri Satanas Luciferi Excelsi!* Let the name of Satan be exaulted!*
Hail Belial!* Heil Hitler!* Sieg Heil!* Ave Satanas!* Rege Satanas!* Heil, mein fuhrer!* Hail Satan!*
www.joyofsatan.org
www.exposingchristianity.com
From: zir_gohed1 <zir_do@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 8:04 AM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: unknown birth time

Thanks Shannon, that means i'll have to be more patience as i have difficult communications with the Gods. Even, naturally i have a minor hearing impairment.
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
>
> You can ask your GD or Father Satan. One of our memebers found this out the same way.
>
>

>
>
> -----------------------------> On Tue, Jul 10, 2012 8:47 AM EDT zir_gohed1 wrote:
>
> >This may sound dumb but if there were a way of figuring out my birth time by studying my natal chart, i would like to know.
> >My story:I was born as a dead baby, so nobody bothered about my birth time and my birth certificate doesnt carry it. The doctor couldnt read my
heart beat, i didnt respond to the oxygen so i was dead but quite sometime later when i was to go into mortuary, i came to life. My mum was crying
over my dead body for quite sometime and refused to hand me over to the doctor who wanted to put me in mortuary, then i came alive. Thanks to
Father Satan.
> >HAIL FATHER SATAN!!
>>
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: unknown birth time

Message: 335

From: Timothy Sharp

Date: 7/13/2012

You guys need to chill out lol, you are getting way to crazy over this. the pendulum is a very good method, also a ouji board, or if you just wait and ask one of the
gods, Im sure you'll get what your looking for.
"The meaning of life is to better yourself and the Universe" - Lord Satan
From: siguarddraconis <drammanoth@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Friday, July 13, 2012 4:05 AM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: unknown birth time

Is it? You know very well what you are, and so do I. You have been banned once, so now you're keeping a low profile.
By this hardly plausible story you want to attract attention - 'oh-poor-you'.
If a child is stillborn, it is DEAD. Period. You provide so little data as to the actual event that you can modify it the way you please - just like the xian church did
with the shitty jewish fiction.
If it was the way you've said, medical journals and the media would publish the case.

As for the answer to the people who might ask for the same in the future, but will not make attention-seekers and martyrs out of themselves, one can learn it via the
pendulum. E.g.:
'was I born between 3 and 4?', 'was I born between 3:30 and 3:45?' etc.
Salvere!
Siguard Draconis.
SATANAS VIA, VERA ET VITA EST.
AVE LUCIFERIS OMNIPOTENS ET DEORUM SAMBUCUS!!
VAE OMNIS TRADITOR!!
--- In mailto:JoS_Astrology%40yahoogroups.com, "zir_gohed1" <zir_do@...> wrote:
>
> Siguard, kindly take note that your opinion of me seeking attention is false. I kindly advice you that this should be the last time you raise an infiltrator
alert on my posts, as infiltration is not my purpose here.
>
> --- In mailto:JoS_Astrology%40yahoogroups.com, "siguarddraconis" <drammanoth@> wrote:
>>
> > So, you were stillborn, and SUDDENLY, after some longer time you came alive? Wow, miracles happen :/
>>
> > You know what? This is called attention-seeking behaviour - used mainly by lurking chaosmongers to distract the attention from the Satanic and
focus on an infiltrator's crap.
>>
> > Salvere!
>>
> > Siguard Draconis.
>>
> > SATANAS VIA, VERA ET VITA EST.
> > AVE LUCIFERIS OMNIPOTENS ET DEORUM SAMBUCUS!!
> > VAE OMNIS TRADITOR!!
>>
> > --- In mailto:JoS_Astrology%40yahoogroups.com, "zir_gohed1" <zir_do@> wrote:
>>>
> > > This may sound dumb but if there were a way of figuring out my birth time by studying my natal chart, i would like to know.
> > > My story:I was born as a dead baby, so nobody bothered about my birth time and my birth certificate doesnt carry it. The doctor couldnt read my

heart beat, i didnt respond to the oxygen so i was dead but quite sometime later when i was to go into mortuary, i came to life. My mum was crying
over my dead body for quite sometime and refused to hand me over to the doctor who wanted to put me in mortuary, then i came alive. Thanks to
Father Satan.
> > > HAIL FATHER SATAN!!
>>>
>>
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Planets chakras

Message: 336

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 7/13/2012

Oh I didn't realize it was so blatant until recently. So would you say aspects to the Sun and Jupiter strengthen chakras, like Sun conjunct Venus would give
you a strong heart/solar chakra?

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" <hoodedcobra666@...> wrote:
>
> The planets in your natal chart blantantly show how your chakras are when you enter this lifetime. Something on the fall is weak, something on
the exaltation is powerful. But Scorpio, in my own understanding, whenever is present there is intensity. Even in the moon, which is the sign of
fall, Scorpio grants intensity. There is not a good chart or a worse chart. To see the actual position of your chakras and how one affects another,
you will need to dive deeply into the astrology chart on how the planets are set up there. Trines etc. You can't judge your soul by merely looking
at the planets. Also be aware of how we live. Someone could have a stellium scorpio [generally powerful souls] and they could have been getting
drained their whole life, or experiancing the destructive and self-destructive parts of Scorpio into their personality. A Satanist that meditates is by
far stronger, but our chart is our baseline. Hope I helped with this knowledge, I try to understand these concepts too.
>
> HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!!!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@> wrote:
>>
> > Hi so what I was wondering is do the planets that rule chakras in your natal chart (Saturn, Mars, Sun etc.) effect the strength of your chakras
that they rule. For example Mars in my chart is in Cancer(fall) and in the 6th house (cadent), which also makes it weaker. I've noticed while
meditating that my sacral chakra seems to be the weakest. A little off topic, when I do the 108 nergal thing on tuesdays I feel really strange and
get like a head high, one day I decided to do it twice(2x108) and that was really weird, when I was done I just walked around for a while saying
wtf is going on couldn't think straight and my fingers were tingling, it still felt pretty good but it was just really different from my normal state.
> > Does anyone else believe that the planets in your natal chart effect your chakras? Or noticed some chakras stronger/weaker based on your
natal chart? I'd really like to know and would appreciate any input.

>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: unknown birth time

Message: 337

From: zir_gohed1

Date: 7/13/2012

thanks svem i will look into that.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Svem" <svem666@...> wrote:
>
>
>
> There is a field in astrology called rectification, to find out your exact birth time.
> "Astrology rectification is the branch of astrology that uses past events and various astrology techniques to determine the time of birth when it
is unknown."
> http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natal_chart#Rectification
>
> The time of birth is very important, the exact minute & second.
> In Jyotish - Indian astrology, they make a rectification for every chart to make sure, & calculate also seconds & millisecond.
> http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hindu_astrology
> So I suggest that you find some good Jyotish astrologer to determinate your time, & explain to him your problem.
> I suggest you go to private consultation, but anything about Jyotish is very expensive.
> I don't know where you live but I can suggest the head astrologer of one Europe-Slavic based institute.
> The western astrology also has its own field of Rectification, but they are not that accurate as Jyotish.
> And I never trust westerns when it comes for any time based accuracy at all...
>
> In Western astrology there is also a debate what is the time of birth? Is it when any of your body parts get out of the womb, when the head
goes out, when you take your first breath, or when your umbilical cord is cut, or ...?
>
> Some astrologers suggest that the time of birth is your first breath, symbolically the degree of exaltation of the Moon (3rd degree of Taurus), &
the death is your last breath symbolically the degree of exaltation of the Pluton (3rd degree of Scorpio).
> http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exaltation_%28astrology%29
>
> A stillborn natal chart is always fun to investigate.
> Thank you for sharing... :]
>
>

> Hail Azazel!
> Hail JOS!
> Hail Satan!
>
>
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "zir_gohed1" <zir_do@> wrote:
>>
> > Siguard, kindly take note that your opinion of me seeking attention is false. I kindly advice you that this should be the last time you raise an
infiltrator alert on my posts, as infiltration is not my purpose here.
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "siguarddraconis" <drammanoth@> wrote:
>>>
> > > So, you were stillborn, and SUDDENLY, after some longer time you came alive? Wow, miracles happen :/
>>>
> > > You know what? This is called attention-seeking behaviour - used mainly by lurking chaosmongers to distract the attention from the Satanic
and focus on an infiltrator's crap.
>>>
> > > Salvere!
>>>
> > > Siguard Draconis.
>>>
> > > SATANAS VIA, VERA ET VITA EST.
> > > AVE LUCIFERIS OMNIPOTENS ET DEORUM SAMBUCUS!!
> > > VAE OMNIS TRADITOR!!
>>>
> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "zir_gohed1" <zir_do@> wrote:
>>>>
> > > > This may sound dumb but if there were a way of figuring out my birth time by studying my natal chart, i would like to know.
> > > > My story:I was born as a dead baby, so nobody bothered about my birth time and my birth certificate doesnt carry it. The doctor
couldnt read my heart beat, i didnt respond to the oxygen so i was dead but quite sometime later when i was to go into mortuary, i came to life.
My mum was crying over my dead body for quite sometime and refused to hand me over to the doctor who wanted to put me in mortuary, then i
came alive. Thanks to Father Satan.
> > > > HAIL FATHER SATAN!!
>>>>
>>>
>>

>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 338
Subject: Re: Transiting Planets in Houses...?

From: lz241113

Date: 7/13/2012

Thank you f.follets!
You're answer is very clear and precise. I didn't include degrees in my question, but I know exactly what you mean. I've looked at my Natal chart and have
been analysing it as best I can...that's how I came to the possible explanation I posted about transiting planets.
I'm glad I wasn't too far off. Astrology is quite intricate, but absolutely worth learning...very interesting stuff. Thanks again for your reply.
Hail Satan!
Hail Astaroth!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> You're almost correct. Say your hypothetical ascendant is at 10 degrees of Taurus and the 2nd House begins at 10 degrees of Gemini. This 30degree space between Taurus and Gemini is your "first house". A planet will be transiting your first house only when it reaches 10 degrees of
Taurus, and will stay there until it reaches 10 degrees of Gemini. If the planet has just entered Taurus, then it's still in the 12th House.
>
> House sizes may vary greatly depending on where on the world and which part of the day you were born. Every house begins at a certain
degree (the house cusp) and ends at a certain degree (the next house cusp), and these are fixed. In transits and progressions, you'll always use
the same house cusp degrees.
>
> Any planet in your natal 1st house will be affected by planets transiting your 1st house as soon as they're close enough. If you have, for
example, natal Mars at 3 degrees of Gemini (therefore on your first house), transiting Jupiter, now also in Gemini, is conjunct your natal Mars.
>
> Solar and Lunar returns are different charts cast at the exact moment your Sun/Moon reaches its natal position. A Solar Return happens once a
year and a Lunar Return happens once a month. They provide a very broad view of how your year/month is going to be, but you don't really
need them to analyse your transiting planets.
>
> I hope I was able to explain it well. It's way easier to understand this by looking at an actual chart.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lz241113" <lz241113@> wrote:
>>
> > Heil Fellow SS.
> > I'm just wondering if I'm right about this...(I know I can ask my GD or Satan, but these groups are also here to help, right?)
> > So from deductive reasoning, I've come to the conclusion that planets transit your houses this way...

>>
> > - Lets say, for the sake of argument, that my first house is mostly in Taurus, and partly in Gemini according to my natal chart (it's not, just
an example). When a planet enters Taurus, is it transiting my first house? And will it do so until partly into Gemini?
>>
> > - Also, I assume that to gauge it's possible effects on me I would have to take into account the other planets that are in my first house
according to my natal chart and the relations between all of these? I feel I'm missing something here, like maybe I need a Solar Return chart or a
lunar one to really analyse this?
> > I'm very new to this, so please be patient in your replies ;)
>>
> > Thanks in advance!
>>
> > Hail Satan!
> > Hail Astaroth!
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: planets in retrograde

Message: 339

From: David

Date: 7/14/2012

Thank you shannon for your reply.
would have never found a website that possesed trustworthy information on retrograde planet times.
Thanks a bunch!
~Ave Satanas~

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
>
> Lunarium.co.uk has retrogrades, planetary hours, moon phases also dr standley website has a planetary events calendar that tells about all the
planets etc
>
>
>
>
> ------------------------------

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

On Thu, Jul 12, 2012 4:06 PM EDT David wrote:
>Hey everyone. Im pretty new to this group. and so far, im really enjoying it.
>
>Im glad that there is a group for astrology. we really need this group.
>
>So glad that you guys are here.
>
>by the way, can anyone explain where I can figure out when planets are in retrograde or not?
>
>Thank you everyone. and I sincerly appreciate your replys.
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 340
From: gonzalezedlyn
Subject: CAN SOMEONE PLEASE HELP ME IN BALANCING MY ELEMENTS?

Date: 7/15/2012

I HAVE 4 AIR SIGNS
SUN IN LIBRA
MOON IN LIBRA
MERCURY IN LIBRA
JUPITER IN GEMINI
2 EARTH SIGNS
JUPITER IN GEMINI
NEPTUNE IN CAPRICORN
3 FIRE SIGNS
MARS IN ARIES
SATURN IN SAGITTARIUS
URANUS IN SAGITTARIUS
1 WATER SIGN
PLUTO IN SCORPIO
MY ASCENDANT IS ALSO IN SCORPIO. WHICH ELEMENTS SHOULD I INVOKE TO BALANCE THEM OUT? AND HOW DO I GO ABOUT INVOKING THEM?
HELP IS HIGHLY APPRECIATED (:
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 341

From: gonzalezedlyn

Date: 7/15/2012

Subject: Re: Transiting Pluto 9th House
HOW DO U KNOW WHEN THE PLANETS ARE TRANSITING THE HOUSES?

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
>
> For sure! Pluto just finished transiting my ninth house a year ago. So all this time when pluto was transiting my 9th house for almost half my life
(I'm 20) I began getting into spirituality, I was wiccan before coming to satanism. I started getting into metaphysics heavily lol very deep into it.
Maybe too deep.
>
> This was the time I went through a permanent transformation with my spiritual beliefs(satanism). I found satanism about 3 years ago.I wonder
if many of us have found satanism through a transiting pluto in the 9th? Transiting pluto in tenth now. Changes in regards to father. And it
happened after many years my father was released from jail and we met after all these years. Transiting pluto has other effects too.
> -----------------------------> On Tue, Jul 10, 2012 2:40 PM EDT lydia_666@... wrote:
>
> >I was reading posts about Jupiter transiting 12th house, and I got to thinking. So I checked the time in my life where I realized xianity was
bullshit, and I became Pagan and started meditating and doing yoga. This was a decade ago, and I saw that Pluto was transiting my 9th house:
>>
> >"Pluto through the 9th house- Changes in religious beliefs, fanaticism in beliefs, long distance travel or immigation, This is a good time for
learning and education. At this time, one can attract powerful teachers for better or worse. There may be changes in regards to in-laws or the
partner's relatives. This transit signifies intense involvement with religion, other cultures, metaphysics, philosophy, education and the law".
>>
> >Anyone else experience this?
>>
>>
> >Hail Father Satan!
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: New to Astrology

Message: 342

From: Ashley

Date: 7/15/2012

Hey, my name is Ashley and I have decided to learn about astrology but am struggling with getting down to the basics. Any help would be greatly
appreciated!(:
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 343
Subject: AMERICA ... radix data & historical background

From: m_18

Date: 7/15/2012

Note to group:
Been out of pocket for a week dealing with personal issues. I will try to catch up on posts soon but I have another busy week & then I will be out of town for
a few days in about a week.
In the meantime, from an astrologer friend:

“AMERICA”, the nation's radix

[The first breath of the American Continental Congress]

Thursday evening, 1 September 1774, in the Long Room at City Tavern, South Second Street @ Walnut, Philadelphia, PA:...

39°56′49.2″N, 75°08′42″W

By the 1770s the three stories high new City Tavern had become a social and economic center for Philadelphia. The clubrooms hosted various benevolent and social
organizations, including the St. George's Society, the Friendly Sons of St. Patrick and the Jockey Club. The elegant Long Room was the setting for gala
entertainment and balls. Downstairs, in the Bar and the Coffee Room, important business affairs were conducted by principal merchants of the city.

In 1774, as the breech with Great Britain widened, politics were the dominant topic of conversation at City Tavern. In May, leading citizens held a meeting in the
Long Room to shape Pennsylvania's response to the "intolerable acts." Three months later, as the delegates to the American Continental Congress began to arrive in
Philadelphia, the City Tavern was thrust center stage in the dispute with England.

DATA:

@ 6:00 P.M. LAT [17:59:33 LMT], 1 September 1774, a Thursday

MC = 12-Sg-31
11H @ PL = 23-Cp-13??-Rx
AS @ 28-Aq-42
2H @ JU = 16-Ta-07
3H @ UR = 02-Ge-24
5H @ MO = 22-Cn-35 ... MA = 16-Cn-14
6H @ ME = 21-Le-52 ... VE = 08-Le-22
7H @ SA = 26-Vi-49 ... NE = 19-Vi-52 ... SU = 09-Vi-28

NOTE: A 10:00 A.M. (LAT) meeting at the City Tavern was scheduled in the original (aborted) plan [AS = 02-Sc-23 ... SU = 09-Vi-08,
10H ... MC = 08-Le-18 ... MO = 18-Cn-35, 9H]. By the Massachusetts plan, it was expected that at least by the noontime a Congress
“seat” would have been agreed upon either at Carpenters’ Hall or at the State House. This selection eventuated just 4 days later than
planned, on Monday, 5 Sept.; the convention removed themselves to Carpenters’ Hall.

76 DAYS EARLIER
ZYGOTE ... Friday, 17 June 1774, 12:00 P.M. LAT [11:44:44 EST] @ Boston, Massachusetts
MC/SU @ 26-Ge-25 -90- 1 Sept. 1774 SA @ 26-Vi-49
AS @ 26-Li-57 -0- 1 Sept. 1774 SA @ 26-Vi-49
MO = 01-Li-08, 1H

The Massachusetts Bay General Assembly adjourned sine-die immediately after this vote to convene an American Continental Congress
at Philadelphia. The Revolution in Massachusetts was thus begun.

SOUTH CAROLINA... “Resolved, That the late Act for shutting up the port of Boston, and the two Bills relative to Boston,
which by the last accounts from Great Britain, had been brought into Parliament, there read and committed, are of the most
alarming nature to all his Majesty' s subjects in America— are calculated to deprive many thousands Americans of their rights,
properties, and privileges, in a most cruel, oppressive, and unconstitutional manner — are most dangerous precedents; and
though leveled immediately at the people of Boston, very manifestly and glaringly show if the inhabitants of that town are
intimidated into a mean submission to said Acts, that the like are designed for all the Colonies; when, not even the shadow of
liberty to his person, or security of his property, will be left to any of his subjects residing on the American Continent.”
A letter from Maryland: “You mention the 20th September, at Philadelphia, as the time and place for the general Congress;
but the Colony of Massachusetts has fixed on the 1st of September, at Philadelphia, for that purpose; and we with the rest
of the Eastern Colonies have agreed to the same time and place, New-Hampshire excepted, from whence we have not yet
been favoured with their sentiments on the present situation of our American affairs, so that we are uncertain how they intend
acting, but are in hopes they will join in the general plan of operation.”

“There is a talk … that it would be proper to have a Congress of the most sensible men amongst all the Colonies
to meet somewhere to try to ward off the blow aimed at that great goddess of the Dutch East India Company in
America, called AMERICAN LIBERTY. You will have discovered that I am no friend to Presbyterians, and that I
fix all the blame of those extraordinary American proceedings upon them.”

Letter from New-York to a Gentleman in London. [1774-05-31] Anonymous.

http://lincoln.lib.niu.edu/cgi-bin/amarch/getdoc.pl?/var/lib/philologic/databases/amarch/.235

AMERICANS drink COFFEE … BRITONS drink TEA

The grand AMERICAN CONTINENTAL CONGRESS of 1774 started out in Philly PA at Daniel Smith’s (new) CITY TAVERN, in
the Long Room.

By the initiative of the Massachusetts Bay General Assembly, this all American Continental Congress was scheduled to convene on a
Thursday, the First of September 1774. And so they did first convene, on the first evening in September:

At 6:00 P.M.LAT (17:59:33 LMT). [Time moment per delegate Robert Treat Paine’s diary entry]. Then were assembled some 25 or 30
of what would become 55 delegates by Monday morning, the Fifth of September. According to delegate Silas Deane’s letter to his wife,
the assembled “agreed to wait for the Gentlemen not arrived until Monday Next, before We proceeded to Business.”
Long Room, CITY TAVERN ... South 2ndStreet @ Walnut ... 39° 56′ 49.2″ N, 75° 8′ 42″ W

BACKGROUND – OFFICIAL RECORD

Letters of Delegates to Congress: Volume 1 AUGUST 1774 - AUGUST 1775
Silas Deane to Elizabeth Deane [excerpted – September 1, 1774]
http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/r?ammem/hlaw:@field(DOCID+@lit(dg0014))

[September 1] Thursday.
The Delegates from Virginia, Maryland, the Lower Counties, & New York, are not arrived. We spent this Day in visiting Those that are in
Town, & find them in high Spirits particularly the Gentlemen from the Jersies, and South Carolina.
In the Evening We met to the Number of about Thirty drank a Dish of Coffee together talked over a few preliminaries, & agreed to wait for the
Gentlemen not arrived untill Monday Next, before We proceeded to Business.

Letters of Delegates to Congress: Volume 1 AUGUST 1774 - AUGUST 1775
Robert Treat Paine's Diary [excerpted - September 1, 1774]

http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/r?ammem/hlaw:@field(DOCID+@lit(dg0012))
[September] 1.
Exceeding hot, Sultry. Breakfasted with Mr. Thos. Mifflin. Spent A.M. in returning many Visits of Ceremony to gentlemen who had visited us.
Dined at Mr. Stephen Collins. P.M. Walk'd & visited.
6 o’Clock the Members of the Congress that were in Town met at City Tavern & adjourned to Monday next. Evening a Sunset Thunderstorm.
Rained hard all Evening & in the Night.

Letters of Delegates to Congress: Volume 1 AUGUST 1774 - AUGUST 1775
Samuel Ward's Diary [excerpted – September 1, 1774]

http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/r?ammem/hlaw:@field(DOCID+@lit(dg0013))

Sepr. 1st.

The Delegates from N. Jersies & two from Province of N York arrived, conversed with many Delegates & at Evening had a Meeting at
the New Tavern & took a List of those present, in all twenty five.

Letters of Delegates to Congress: Volume 1 AUGUST 1774 - AUGUST 1775
John Adams' Diary [excerpted – September 1, 1774]
http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/r?ammem/hlaw:@field(DOCID+@lit(dg0011))
1774 Septr. 1. Thursday. …
In the Evening all the Gentlemen of the Congress who were arrived in Town, met at Smiths the new City Tavern and spent the Evening
together. 25 Members were come. Virginia, N. Carolina, Maryland, and the City of N. York were not arrived.
Mr. William Livingston from the Jerseys, lately of New York, was there. He is a plain Man, tall, black, wears his Hair--nothing elegant or
genteel about him. They say he is no public Speaker, but very sensible, and learned, and a ready Writer. Mr. Rutledge the Elder, was there, but
his Appearance is not very promising. There is no Keenness in his Eye. No Depth in his Countenance. Nothing of the profound, sagacious,
brilliant, or sparkling in his first Appearance.
Letters of Delegates to Congress: Volume 1 AUGUST 1774 - AUGUST 1775
Joseph Galloway to William Franklin [excerpted September 1, 1774]
http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/r?ammem/hlaw:@field(DOCID+@lit(dg0015))
Saturday Septr. 3d. 1774
I am just returned from Philadelphia, where I have been to wait on, and endeavour to find out the Temper of the Delegates. Near two Thirds of
them are arrived, and I conclude all will be ready to proceed on Business on Monday.

Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 344

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 7/15/2012

Subject: Re: CAN SOMEONE PLEASE HELP ME IN BALANCING MY ELEMENTS?
The links are here, under the "Advanced" column: http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Satanic_Meditation.html
It looks like you're lowest in water and earth, so after you've learned to invoke the elements, do more of those. Are you doing the SWTP? There's a whole
section on invoking and balancing your elements.
Hail Father Satan!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "gonzalezedlyn" <gonzalezedlyn@...> wrote:
>
> I HAVE 4 AIR SIGNS
> SUN IN LIBRA
> MOON IN LIBRA
> MERCURY IN LIBRA
> JUPITER IN GEMINI
>
> 2 EARTH SIGNS
> JUPITER IN GEMINI
> NEPTUNE IN CAPRICORN
>
> 3 FIRE SIGNS
> MARS IN ARIES
> SATURN IN SAGITTARIUS
> URANUS IN SAGITTARIUS
>
> 1 WATER SIGN
> PLUTO IN SCORPIO
>
> MY ASCENDANT IS ALSO IN SCORPIO. WHICH ELEMENTS SHOULD I INVOKE TO BALANCE THEM OUT? AND HOW DO I GO ABOUT INVOKING
THEM?
> HELP IS HIGHLY APPRECIATED (:
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 345
From: Draco Majinn
Subject: Re: CAN SOMEONE PLEASE HELP ME IN BALANCING MY ELEMENTS?

Date: 7/15/2012

Write a list of your traits. One of the things you consider to be your virtues/strengths.(Open mindedness, learning, adaptable etc) The other your vices
/weaknesses. (Inconsistency, laziness, ect) It may not necessarily be these I'm just giving you an example.

Once you have made these two lists get 8 pieces of paper or pages in a book. Two for each element.
Put your positive traits which are of the fire element in one list and the negative traits of that element on a separate list. Do this with all the elements.
Then you will want to spend some time correcting each undesirable trait by invoking the element which can counteract it.
For example, you have an over dominance of air and lack application. You invoke Earth and affirm "I am hard working and productive. Always achieving a lot
in everyday life".
Do this with all your negative traits until you feel there is nothing more for you to do. You will then have achieved the elemental equilibrium and balance.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "gonzalezedlyn" <gonzalezedlyn@...> wrote:
>
> I HAVE 4 AIR SIGNS
> SUN IN LIBRA
> MOON IN LIBRA
> MERCURY IN LIBRA
> JUPITER IN GEMINI
>
> 2 EARTH SIGNS
> JUPITER IN GEMINI
> NEPTUNE IN CAPRICORN
>
> 3 FIRE SIGNS
> MARS IN ARIES
> SATURN IN SAGITTARIUS
> URANUS IN SAGITTARIUS
>
> 1 WATER SIGN
> PLUTO IN SCORPIO
>
> MY ASCENDANT IS ALSO IN SCORPIO. WHICH ELEMENTS SHOULD I INVOKE TO BALANCE THEM OUT? AND HOW DO I GO ABOUT INVOKING
THEM?
> HELP IS HIGHLY APPRECIATED (:
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 346
From: Valkyrie Vixen
Subject: Re: CAN SOMEONE PLEASE HELP ME IN BALANCING MY ELEMENTS?

Date: 7/15/2012

You put Jupiter in Gemini as an Earth sign, did you mean Virgo? They are both ruled by Mercury, but Virgo is Earth.
Do you feel grounded? Does your life lack passion or are you without much emotional ties? I would focus on using the pentagram to balance your elements
rather than risk unbalancing yourself more by invoking just one.
Hail Satan!
Hail Lilith!
Hail Astaroth!
Hail Gomory! <3
**Little Miss Satanist**
THE
*Valkyrie Vixen*
From: "gonzalezedlyn" <gonzalezedlyn@...>
Sender: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Sun, 15 Jul 2012 03:20:42 -0000
To: <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
ReplyTo: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] CAN SOMEONE PLEASE HELP ME IN BALANCING MY ELEMENTS?
I HAVE 4 AIR SIGNS
SUN IN LIBRA
MOON IN LIBRA
MERCURY IN LIBRA
JUPITER IN GEMINI
2 EARTH SIGNS
JUPITER IN GEMINI
NEPTUNE IN CAPRICORN
3 FIRE SIGNS
MARS IN ARIES
SATURN IN SAGITTARIUS
URANUS IN SAGITTARIUS
1 WATER SIGN
PLUTO IN SCORPIO

MY ASCENDANT IS ALSO IN SCORPIO. WHICH ELEMENTS SHOULD I INVOKE TO BALANCE THEM OUT? AND HOW DO I GO ABOUT INVOKING THEM?
HELP IS HIGHLY APPRECIATED (:
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 347
From: gonzalezedlyn
Subject: Re: CAN SOMEONE PLEASE HELP ME IN BALANCING MY ELEMENTS?

Date: 7/15/2012

oops i meant VENUS IN VIRGO for the second earth sign

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "gonzalezedlyn" <gonzalezedlyn@...> wrote:
>
> I HAVE 4 AIR SIGNS
> SUN IN LIBRA
> MOON IN LIBRA
> MERCURY IN LIBRA
> JUPITER IN GEMINI
>
> 2 EARTH SIGNS
> JUPITER IN GEMINI
> NEPTUNE IN CAPRICORN
>
> 3 FIRE SIGNS
> MARS IN ARIES
> SATURN IN SAGITTARIUS
> URANUS IN SAGITTARIUS
>
> 1 WATER SIGN
> PLUTO IN SCORPIO
>
> MY ASCENDANT IS ALSO IN SCORPIO. WHICH ELEMENTS SHOULD I INVOKE TO BALANCE THEM OUT? AND HOW DO I GO ABOUT INVOKING
THEM?
> HELP IS HIGHLY APPRECIATED (:
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: New to Astrology

Message: 348

What exactly are you struggling with? What do you know already?

From: f.follets

Date: 7/15/2012

One can always begin by learning about the signs of the zodiac themselves, the planets and their characteristics. Then, start learning about the chart: the
angles (AC, MC, DC, IC) and the houses, the elements, modalities, triplicities and quadrants. This is the most basic knowledge necessary to understand and
read charts.
You can find everything I mentioned easily on the internet, just google the terms and read the results. Thoroughly.
Also, get a drawing of your own chart and start trying to figure it out (go to http://astro.com and select "Free Horoscopes" from the menu, then go to the
bottom of the page and select "Chart drawing, Ascendant"). It's much easier to learn stuff by looking at your own chart.
If you have any trouble figuring something out, just ask and I (and the other members, I'm sure) will be glad to help.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Ashley" <randommidna@...> wrote:
>
> Hey, my name is Ashley and I have decided to learn about astrology but am struggling with getting down to the basics. Any help would be
greatly appreciated!(:
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 349
Subject: Sun - Mercury and Mars in 12th House

From: Federico Di f

Date: 7/16/2012

In my natal chart Sun Mercury and Mars are in 12th house, the sun in opposition to Saturn. Is this a negative chart?
I'm Gemini, ascendant gemini.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 350
Subject: Planets From Other Solar Systems

From: Draco Majinn

Date: 7/16/2012

Hello, I was wondering does anyone have any information on planets which orbit other stars and what invoking their energies could do?
I expect that each planet would have it's own unique effects. But is there any way of telling before hand? For safety I mean.
Most of the planets astronomers have discovered orbiting other stars tend to be gas giants, like Jupiter and Saturn. The reason for this is smaller planets are
less visible from the Earth where as gas giants cast a shadow and sometimes exert a gravitational pull on their stars.
But anyway, I once invoked the gas giant Upsilon Andromodae C. It made me feel extremely weak and I could barely stand. I really felt like I was about to
vomit.
Also the gas giant which orbits the star 51 Peg. I forget the name of this planet but I do remember it's mass is 6x that of Jupiter. I invoked this planet and
it's effects were almost like a blend of Jupiter and Mars, I felt optimistic and positive after invoking it but also it gave me lots of physical energy as well.
Definitely something of the Fire element.

But yeah share your thoughts and experiences with this.
And if you haven't tried it, you may like to sometime.
Thanks.
Hail Satan!

Messages in JoS_Astrology group.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 351
From: gonzalezedlyn
Subject: Re: CAN SOMEONE PLEASE HELP ME IN BALANCING MY ELEMENTS?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 352
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: Planets From Other Solar Systems
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 353
From: Brian Gibbons
Subject: Re: Planets From Other Solar Systems
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 354
From: Indigo Nation
Subject: Re: Planets From Other Solar Systems
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 355
From: Indigo Nation
Subject: Neptune in the Eleventh House
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 356
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: Neptune in the Eleventh House
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 357
From: Indigo Nation
Subject: Re: Neptune in the Eleventh House
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 358
From: gonzalezedlyn
Subject: moon phase
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 359
From: gonzalezedlyn
Subject: Re: Planets From Other Solar Systems
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 360
From: misterd919@yahoo.com
Subject: Re: Planets From Other Solar Systems
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 361
From: Draco Majinn
Subject: Re: New to Astrology
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 362
From: lz241113
Subject: Chiron - What's the deal with it?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 363
From: gonzalezedlyn
Subject: fixed stars
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 364
From: jonathon_billing
Subject: Re: Planets From Other Solar Systems
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 365
From: siguarddraconis
Subject: Re: Chiron - What's the deal with it?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 366
From: hoodedcobra666
Subject: Re: Chiron - What's the deal with it?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 367
From: hoodedcobra666

Page 8 of 59.
Date: 7/16/2012
Date: 7/16/2012
Date: 7/16/2012
Date: 7/17/2012
Date: 7/17/2012
Date: 7/17/2012
Date: 7/19/2012
Date: 7/19/2012
Date: 7/19/2012
Date: 7/19/2012
Date: 7/19/2012
Date: 7/19/2012
Date: 7/19/2012
Date: 7/19/2012
Date: 7/19/2012
Date: 7/19/2012
Date: 7/19/2012

Subject: Re: fixed stars
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Planets From Other Solar Systems
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Planets From Other Solar Systems
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Chiron - What's the deal with it?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Chiron - What's the deal with it?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Chiron - What's the deal with it?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Chiron - What's the deal with it?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Chiron - What's the deal with it?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Newbie question
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: fixed stars
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: fixed stars
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Planets chakras
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Mars Enters Scorpio 08/23/2012
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Planets chakras
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: fixed stars
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Good book on astrology
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Mars Enters Scorpio 08/23/2012
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Mars Enters Scorpio 08/23/2012

368

From: Draco Majinn

Date: 7/21/2012

369

From: Draco Majinn

Date: 7/21/2012

370

From: lz241113

Date: 7/21/2012

371

From: lz241113

Date: 7/21/2012

372

From: m_18

Date: 7/21/2012

373

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 7/21/2012

374

From: f.follets

Date: 7/21/2012

375

From: krazymuthauka

Date: 7/21/2012

376

From: gonzalezedlyn

Date: 7/21/2012

377

From: Indigo Nation

Date: 7/21/2012

378

From: ninja2skilled

Date: 7/25/2012

379

From: Draco Majinn

Date: 7/25/2012

380

From: hoodedcobra666

Date: 7/25/2012

381

From: hoodedcobra666

Date: 7/25/2012

382

From: reasons88@y7mail.com

Date: 7/25/2012

383

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 7/26/2012

384

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 7/26/2012

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 385
Subject: Re: Mars Enters Scorpio 08/23/2012
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 386
Subject: Re: Mars Enters Scorpio 08/23/2012
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 387
Subject: Re: Mars Enters Scorpio 08/23/2012
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 388
Subject: Learning Astrology
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 389
Subject: Re: Transitting and Predictive Astrology
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 390
Subject: Re: Learning Astrology
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 391
Subject: Re: Learning Astrology
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 392
Subject: JULY DESTRUCTION RITUAL
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 393
Subject: new
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 394
Subject: Re: new
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 395
Subject: Venus transits?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 396
Subject: Ways of maintaining our personalities in the next life?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 397
Subject: Re: new
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 398
Subject: Blue moon month: August will see two full moons
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 399
Subject: Re: Ways of maintaining our personalities in the next life?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 400
Subject: Re: Mars Enters Scorpio 08/23/2012

From: Draco Majinn

Date: 7/27/2012

From: Juno Tessarae

Date: 7/27/2012

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 7/27/2012

From: claroesclaro

Date: 7/28/2012

From: Kitty Hawk

Date: 7/29/2012

From: Xavier Skaggs

Date: 7/29/2012

From: Kenrick Cleveland

Date: 7/29/2012

From: High Priestess Zildar Raasi

Date: 7/29/2012

From: lucasadams925

Date: 7/31/2012

From: kittyahawk3@rocketmail.com

Date: 7/31/2012

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 8/1/2012

From: samyazalovatt

Date: 8/1/2012

From: Way_Seeker666

Date: 8/3/2012

From: mightymelkie

Date: 8/3/2012

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 8/3/2012

From: krazymuthauka

Date: 8/5/2012

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 351
From: gonzalezedlyn
Subject: Re: CAN SOMEONE PLEASE HELP ME IN BALANCING MY ELEMENTS?

Date: 7/16/2012

hmmm...i dnt think im as grounded as i should be. ive kinda been bouncin around alot. As for emotions, ummm i have them lol. i have kids and whenever im
away from them i feel like i cant breathe and i miss them and it makes me sad. when it comes to family(mom dad sisters) im kinda cold towards them. they
piss me off...but i know deep down that i love them i guess. heheh. uuumm like with my b.d. i love him and everything but lately ive been feeling like i dont
want him around...and when we argue, i really dont give a fuck about wat hes saying...but i think that might be cuz im 34 weeks pringles...but ima try all of
your suggestions...ill let u guys know how it goes ;)

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Valkyrie Vixen" <valkyrie.vixen@...> wrote:
>
> You put Jupiter in Gemini as an Earth sign, did you mean Virgo? They are both ruled by Mercury, but Virgo is Earth.
> Do you feel grounded? Does your life lack passion or are you without much emotional ties? I would focus on using the pentagram to balance
your elements rather than risk unbalancing yourself more by invoking just one.
> Hail Satan!
> Hail Lilith!
> Hail Astaroth!
> Hail Gomory! <3
>
> **Little Miss Satanist**
> THE
> *Valkyrie Vixen*
>
> -----Original Message----> From: "gonzalezedlyn" <gonzalezedlyn@...>
> Sender: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Sun, 15 Jul 2012 03:20:42
> To: <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
> Reply-To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] CAN SOMEONE PLEASE HELP ME IN BALANCING MY ELEMENTS?
>
> I HAVE 4 AIR SIGNS
> SUN IN LIBRA
> MOON IN LIBRA
> MERCURY IN LIBRA
> JUPITER IN GEMINI
>
> 2 EARTH SIGNS

> JUPITER IN GEMINI
> NEPTUNE IN CAPRICORN
>
> 3 FIRE SIGNS
> MARS IN ARIES
> SATURN IN SAGITTARIUS
> URANUS IN SAGITTARIUS
>
> 1 WATER SIGN
> PLUTO IN SCORPIO
>
> MY ASCENDANT IS ALSO IN SCORPIO. WHICH ELEMENTS SHOULD I INVOKE TO BALANCE THEM OUT? AND HOW DO I GO ABOUT INVOKING
THEM?
> HELP IS HIGHLY APPRECIATED (:
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 352
Subject: Re: Planets From Other Solar Systems

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 7/16/2012

Awhile ago one of our members invoked Upsilon and he said he felt like he was going to die. I haven't invoked energy from other planets because you never
know the energy but I have invoked Neptune energy and it made me feel dizzy, light headed, spacey and tired and calm (a strange mixture) I wanted to lay
down a lot and I was most comfortable with my eyes closed (go figure). I am alittle chicken when it comes to invoking energy from other planets lol very
brave :)

-----------------------------On Mon, Jul 16, 2012 12:22 PM EDT Draco Majinn wrote:
>Hello, I was wondering does anyone have any information on planets which orbit other stars and what invoking their energies could do?
>I expect that each planet would have it's own unique effects. But is there any way of telling before hand? For safety I mean.
>
>Most of the planets astronomers have discovered orbiting other stars tend to be gas giants, like Jupiter and Saturn. The reason for this is
smaller planets are less visible from the Earth where as gas giants cast a shadow and sometimes exert a gravitational pull on their stars.
>
>But anyway, I once invoked the gas giant Upsilon Andromodae C. It made me feel extremely weak and I could barely stand. I really felt like I

was about to vomit.
>
>Also the gas giant which orbits the star 51 Peg. I forget the name of this planet but I do remember it's mass is 6x that of Jupiter. I invoked this
planet and it's effects were almost like a blend of Jupiter and Mars, I felt optimistic and positive after invoking it but also it gave me lots of
physical energy as well. Definitely something of the Fire element.
>
>But yeah share your thoughts and experiences with this.
>And if you haven't tried it, you may like to sometime.
>
>Thanks.
>
>Hail Satan!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 353
Subject: Re: Planets From Other Solar Systems

From: Brian Gibbons

Date: 7/16/2012

Ya me too Shannon that is something I have yet to explore.But I think it can be scary too because like the box of chocklates you never know what you will
get. lol

Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android

From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...>;
To: <jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com>;
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Planets From Other Solar Systems
Sent: Tue, Jul 17, 2012 12:47:47 AM

Awhile ago one of our members invoked Upsilon and he said he felt like he was going to die. I haven't invoked energy from other planets because you never know
the energy but I have invoked Neptune energy and it made me feel dizzy, light headed, spacey and tired and calm (a strange mixture) I wanted to lay down a lot
and I was most comfortable with my eyes closed (go figure). I am alittle chicken when it comes to invoking energy from other planets lol very brave :)
-----------------------------On Mon, Jul 16, 2012 12:22 PM EDT Draco Majinn wrote:

>Hello, I was wondering does anyone have any information on planets which orbit other stars and what invoking their energies could do?
>I expect that each planet would have it's own unique effects. But is there any way of telling before hand? For safety I mean.
>
>Most of the planets astronomers have discovered orbiting other stars tend to be gas giants, like Jupiter and Saturn. The reason for this is smaller
planets are less visible from the Earth where as gas giants cast a shadow and sometimes exert a gravitational pull on their stars.
>
>But anyway, I once invoked the gas giant Upsilon Andromodae C. It made me feel extremely weak and I could barely stand. I really felt like I was
about to vomit.
>
>Also the gas giant which orbits the star 51 Peg. I forget the name of this planet but I do remember it's mass is 6x that of Jupiter. I invoked this planet
and it's effects were almost like a blend of Jupiter and Mars, I felt optimistic and positive after invoking it but also it gave me lots of physical energy as
well. Definitely something of the Fire element.
>
>But yeah share your thoughts and experiences with this.
>And if you haven't tried it, you may like to sometime.
>
>Thanks.
>
>Hail Satan!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 354
Subject: Re: Planets From Other Solar Systems

From: Indigo Nation

Date: 7/17/2012

This sounds like a very interesting thing here is something that may be possable, try to get a feeling of the energy a little first like focus on it not invoke, there
was this unknown star I invoked a little energy from that felt really positive soft calm kind of inspiring I felt like it would give me leadership qualities it was
orangish colored but had green energy it appears as two stars big in the sky near morning its the bottom star I like that one (not betelguise I have no clue
what that one is) hmm neptune I kind of had an odd experience with, I got kind of disconnected, and strange feeling, but laughing uncontrollably very odd
energy it was like I could not control laughter and was even lacking cordination somewhat, strange it kind of gave my aura a drug like feel, it was like I was
overstimulated overenergized. I like this attitude of trying things out, but yeah of course we must be cautious as there are some horrable things out there,
actually I would guess on somethings if you can't tell the only option is to chance it. I got Polaris (or some star not sure what this guy was pulling) on me
once, someone who I later found out to be an infitrator (taken care of now) told me to open an image of Polaris and see if that was the star and actually
put the energy on me. It was like very dark blue waves that were strong, (not demonic colored) that were not flowing naturally with my aura and chakras but
in the opposite way, I could literally see them Chaotic, it made my heart rate go up and down, and random paranoia and anxiety then happiness like my
feelings would just swith then id get sad then angry, I had no control over it I did not like that at all, it seemed to progressively get worse, I used Nauthiz and
Algiz a lot to get that energy off me. As well as trying to send it off to a synogauge near me since obviously this wasn't positive. Its kind of a gamble but if
you are up for it you might discover some interesting things. I had to spend qutie some time banishing that. Anyways good luck everyone this sounds
interesting.

Hail Satan
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Brian Gibbons <briangibbons20@...> wrote:
>
> Ya me too Shannon that is something I have yet to explore.But I think it can be scary too because like the box of chocklates you never know
what you will get. lol
>
>
> Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 355
Subject: Neptune in the Eleventh House

From: Indigo Nation

Date: 7/17/2012

What if anything can I do to be sure that I can make positive friends. I have had issues with this my entire life. Is there anyway to sublimate the energy of
this placement I believe (if that site is accurate) cancer is on the cusp of that house I have been doing the moon spiritual Square is that going to help out or
is there something else I need to do. Any suggestings and I hate to sound dumb if I am already doing all I can to help out with this I am still trying to learn
as much as I can about astrology (mostly reading posts) that is why I joined this group I am really glad it exists.
Hail Satan
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 356
Subject: Re: Neptune in the Eleventh House

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 7/17/2012

There is no neptune square. So what you must do it becareful of who you hang out with and also you can program your aura to attract certain positive people
to you. Neptune in the eleventh house also means being involved in a spiritual group or having spiritual friends. This is inbedded in your birthchart so what
you can do is do a spell or something to attract better people towards you.

-----------------------------On Mon, Jul 16, 2012 11:07 PM EDT Indigo Nation wrote:
>What if anything can I do to be sure that I can make positive friends. I have had issues with this my entire life. Is there anyway to sublimate
the energy of this placement I believe (if that site is accurate) cancer is on the cusp of that house I have been doing the moon spiritual Square is
that going to help out or is there something else I need to do. Any suggestings and I hate to sound dumb if I am already doing all I can to help
out with this I am still trying to learn as much as I can about astrology (mostly reading posts) that is why I joined this group I am really glad it
exists.
>Hail Satan
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 357
Subject: Re: Neptune in the Eleventh House

From: Indigo Nation

Date: 7/19/2012

Spiritual yeah but always in a negative way, nothing that has caused any good outcomes so far, I see that theme too it seems like somehow this placement
has taken a very negative turn or direction so far, but is there anyway to affirm directly related to neptune or direct that energy for positive results with that
planet in this placement, or meditations I could use. This one placement seems to be cause for needless problems in my life cause generally dishonest people,
mentally ill along with druggies seem to be natively attracted to me somehow, and I find it hard to find real friends, let alone a relationship with anyone.
Neptune is an odd planet that seems to have some very malific and some positive things about it I find that planet fascinating yet I don't know what to think
of it, or how to sublimate its energy if it is taking a negative course it doesn't seem all bad though like it could somehow be directed into a positive course in
this placement but I am not sure how.
Hail Satan
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Indigo Nation" <gutterrainbow@...> wrote:
>
> What if anything can I do to be sure that I can make positive friends. I have had issues with this my entire life. Is there anyway to sublimate
the energy of this placement I believe (if that site is accurate) cancer is on the cusp of that house I have been doing the moon spiritual Square is
that going to help out or is there something else I need to do. Any suggestings and I hate to sound dumb if I am already doing all I can to help
out with this I am still trying to learn as much as I can about astrology (mostly reading posts) that is why I joined this group I am really glad it
exists.
> Hail Satan

>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: moon phase

Message: 358

From: gonzalezedlyn

Date: 7/19/2012

what does it mean to be born under a balsamic moon phase? i know very little of this.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 359
Subject: Re: Planets From Other Solar Systems

From: gonzalezedlyn

Date: 7/19/2012

WOW....I FEEL LIKE SUCH A NEWBIE..YOU GUYS ARE SO MUCH MORE ADVANCED...I DONT EVEN KNOW HOW TO INVOKE ANYTHING YET...THIS SUBJECT
IS VERY INTERESTING ^_^

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Indigo Nation" <gutterrainbow@...> wrote:
>
> This sounds like a very interesting thing here is something that may be possable, try to get a feeling of the energy a little first like focus on it
not invoke, there was this unknown star I invoked a little energy from that felt really positive soft calm kind of inspiring I felt like it would give me
leadership qualities it was orangish colored but had green energy it appears as two stars big in the sky near morning its the bottom star I like that
one (not betelguise I have no clue what that one is) hmm neptune I kind of had an odd experience with, I got kind of disconnected, and strange
feeling, but laughing uncontrollably very odd energy it was like I could not control laughter and was even lacking cordination somewhat, strange it
kind of gave my aura a drug like feel, it was like I was overstimulated overenergized. I like this attitude of trying things out, but yeah of course we
must be cautious as there are some horrable things out there, actually I would guess on somethings if you can't tell the only option is to chance
it. I got Polaris (or some star not sure what this guy was pulling) on me once, someone who I later found out to be an infitrator (taken care of
now) told me to open an image of Polaris and see if that was the star and actually put the energy on me. It was like very dark blue waves that
were strong, (not demonic colored) that were not flowing naturally with my aura and chakras but in the opposite way, I could literally see them
Chaotic, it made my heart rate go up and down, and random paranoia and anxiety then happiness like my feelings would just swith then id get
sad then angry, I had no control over it I did not like that at all, it seemed to progressively get worse, I used Nauthiz and Algiz a lot to get that
energy off me. As well as trying to send it off to a synogauge near me since obviously this wasn't positive. Its kind of a gamble but if you are up
for it you might discover some interesting things. I had to spend qutie some time banishing that. Anyways good luck everyone this sounds
interesting.
> Hail Satan
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Brian Gibbons <briangibbons20@> wrote:
>>
> > Ya me too Shannon that is something I have yet to explore.But I think it can be scary too because like the box of chocklates you never know
what you will get. lol
>>
>>
> > Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android
>>

>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 360
Subject: Re: Planets From Other Solar Systems

From: misterd919@yahoo.com

Date: 7/19/2012

Please can someone explain....
The planet squares can they be started anytime the planet is in its house or exalted even if its not the day of the planet or do i have to wait for the exact
time...
Thanks

Hail Satan
Hail the Gods & Godesses of Duat

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: New to Astrology

Message: 361

From: Draco Majinn

Date: 7/19/2012

Hello Ashley, the best way to start is to learn the 12 signs of the Zodiac, what their elements are and also know the characteristics of each element.
Additionally learn which planets rule each sign and which houses they also rule. Each planet rules a sign/s and a house.
For example Neptune, is of the water element, rules Pisces and the 12th house. Neptune, Pisces and the 12th house are all connected with, Spirituality,
Deception, Illusion, Dreams, Ideals, Compassion, Drugs and Alcohol, the Oceans etc.
The houses are the positions in which a sign or planet appears in the sky.
If you know your birthtime, go to www.astro.com click free charts, personal portrait and upload your birth information. At the bottom you'll find the houses
your planets are located in as well as the signs.
Hope this helps.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Ashley" <randommidna@...> wrote:
>

> Hey, my name is Ashley and I have decided to learn about astrology but am struggling with getting down to the basics. Any help would be
greatly appreciated!(:
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 362
Subject: Chiron - What's the deal with it?

From: lz241113

Date: 7/19/2012

Heil Fellow SS.
So, i've been looking on the internet for info on Chiron since there isn't anything on the JOS (that I can find). My first question is, how important is this minor
planet/asteroid in our charts...should I even bother with it?
My second question is, if the info on the internet is correct (doubtful), is this like a slightly less powerful Saturn? It describes Chiron as your biggest
astrological "wound", but with great potential for healing when delt with properly...kind of like Saturn properly sublimated can teach great lessons through
hardships and/or hard work.
Any input on Chiron from more informed members would be greatly appreciated. Thanks in advance.
Hail Satan!
Hail Astaroth!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: fixed stars

Message: 363

From: gonzalezedlyn

Date: 7/19/2012

does anyone here know how much the stars we are born under affect us? cuz i looked at my kids and my nieces charts and wrote down the degrees each
sign was in at the time of their births and checked out what stars they were born under..my kids were all right..they had many good stars and only one or 2
not so good ones, but my lil baby niece has a bunch of horrible ones...she has certain signs in homicide degrees that showed up twice and certain signs in
certain degrees that indicate violence and murderous tendencies..theres alot of those...mostif not all her stars were bad...she had maybe one or two good
ones..im wondering if shes gonna grow up to be a straight killer...or maybe a weirdo that likes to hurt ppl...or idk...is there any way to fix her?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 364
Subject: Re: Planets From Other Solar Systems

From: jonathon_billing

Date: 7/19/2012

I'd use something like "Free POSITIVE energy from such and such".

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Brian Gibbons <briangibbons20@...> wrote:
>
> Ya me too Shannon that is something I have yet to explore.But I think it can be scary too because like the box of chocklates you never know
what you will get. lol
>
>
> Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android

>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 365
Subject: Re: Chiron - What's the deal with it?

From: siguarddraconis

Date: 7/19/2012

http://www.zanestein.com/chiron_a.htm - This should do the job :)
Zane Stein is said to be the person most knowledgeable regarding this centaur.
Chiron is neither an asteroid, nor a comet - the celestial body was named 'centaur' ;) This is an astronomical fact.
Yes, one should bother dealing with this body, as it provides some additional data, rather meaningful :)
You can find some articles in the net - type 'Chiron in signs' and 'Chiron in houses'. Surely, some of the authors WILL be kikes, but we are Satanists so Satanic
reading is applicable.
To give an example - I've read Liz Greene's (jewess) article on Chiron. There are some paragraphs which state 'there is no way out of suffering, and one is
bound to be liberated only by death' - this is from astro.com. The sentence (paraphrased) of course concerns the mythical centaur, the leader of his race,
who, when wounded by Hercules could not pass away (a demigod - son of Phylyra and Cronus) so after he renounced his immortality by giving it to
Prometheus, was he finally liberated, and after 9 days (9 is a number connected to Chiron) merciful Zeus placed him in the constellation of Saggitarius, the 9
zodiac sign. A Satanist WILL see the alchemical message. Corporeal death and liberation from the mundane, and thus one attains transcendence.
Chiron is not like a 'less powerful Saturn' - Chiron, travelling between the orbits of Saturn and Uranus is the 'intermediator between the Old and personal
(Saturnian) and the Modern (Uranian)'. He can show us HOW, in WHAT WAY can we realise ourselves.
This subject is wide in scope and one should search the net for him- or herself.
Salvere!
Siguard Draconis.
SATANAS VIA, VERA ET VITA EST.
AVE LUCIFERIS OMNIPOTENS ET DEORUM SAMBUCUS!!
VAE OMNIS TRADITOR!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lz241113" <lz241113@...> wrote:
>

> Heil Fellow SS.
> So, i've been looking on the internet for info on Chiron since there isn't anything on the JOS (that I can find). My first question is, how
important is this minor planet/asteroid in our charts...should I even bother with it?
> My second question is, if the info on the internet is correct (doubtful), is this like a slightly less powerful Saturn? It describes Chiron as your
biggest astrological "wound", but with great potential for healing when delt with properly...kind of like Saturn properly sublimated can teach great
lessons through hardships and/or hard work.
>
> Any input on Chiron from more informed members would be greatly appreciated. Thanks in advance.
>
> Hail Satan!
> Hail Astaroth!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 366
Subject: Re: Chiron - What's the deal with it?

From: hoodedcobra666

Date: 7/19/2012

Lol I remember liz greene's post on www.astro.com about how 'One should not fight saturn, but get on with it and realize that this is life'. Kind of shit. I was
like SURE, then I went and defeated saturn for another day in the line. Its hilarious how they infect Astrology with such crap. Another laughable fact is that
these jewish astrologers make astrology seem empty, dull and stupid and only physical. While its a lot more, that if people knew, they wouldn't neglect its
importance. Its like what they do to the new age meditations. Making meditation seem stupid or the ooooommmmm kind of thing. They are the incarnations
of deception.
HAIL SATAN!!!!!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "siguarddraconis" <drammanoth@...> wrote:
>
> http://www.zanestein.com/chiron_a.htm - This should do the job :)
>
> Zane Stein is said to be the person most knowledgeable regarding this centaur.
>
> Chiron is neither an asteroid, nor a comet - the celestial body was named 'centaur' ;) This is an astronomical fact.
>
> Yes, one should bother dealing with this body, as it provides some additional data, rather meaningful :)
>
> You can find some articles in the net - type 'Chiron in signs' and 'Chiron in houses'. Surely, some of the authors WILL be kikes, but we are
Satanists so Satanic reading is applicable.
>

> To give an example - I've read Liz Greene's (jewess) article on Chiron. There are some paragraphs which state 'there is no way out of
suffering, and one is bound to be liberated only by death' - this is from astro.com. The sentence (paraphrased) of course concerns the mythical
centaur, the leader of his race, who, when wounded by Hercules could not pass away (a demigod - son of Phylyra and Cronus) so after he
renounced his immortality by giving it to Prometheus, was he finally liberated, and after 9 days (9 is a number connected to Chiron) merciful Zeus
placed him in the constellation of Saggitarius, the 9 zodiac sign. A Satanist WILL see the alchemical message. Corporeal death and liberation from
the mundane, and thus one attains transcendence.
>
> Chiron is not like a 'less powerful Saturn' - Chiron, travelling between the orbits of Saturn and Uranus is the 'intermediator between the Old and
personal (Saturnian) and the Modern (Uranian)'. He can show us HOW, in WHAT WAY can we realise ourselves.
>
> This subject is wide in scope and one should search the net for him- or herself.
>
> Salvere!
>
> Siguard Draconis.
>
> SATANAS VIA, VERA ET VITA EST.
> AVE LUCIFERIS OMNIPOTENS ET DEORUM SAMBUCUS!!
> VAE OMNIS TRADITOR!!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lz241113" <lz241113@> wrote:
>>
> > Heil Fellow SS.
> > So, i've been looking on the internet for info on Chiron since there isn't anything on the JOS (that I can find). My first question is, how
important is this minor planet/asteroid in our charts...should I even bother with it?
> > My second question is, if the info on the internet is correct (doubtful), is this like a slightly less powerful Saturn? It describes Chiron as your
biggest astrological "wound", but with great potential for healing when delt with properly...kind of like Saturn properly sublimated can teach great
lessons through hardships and/or hard work.
>>
> > Any input on Chiron from more informed members would be greatly appreciated. Thanks in advance.
>>
> > Hail Satan!
> > Hail Astaroth!
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 367

From: hoodedcobra666

Date: 7/19/2012

Subject: Re: fixed stars
Now that the kid is young, you can use and repeadetly use again the protective aura meditation around her and the protective energies of the rune Algiz.
Before the shit hits the fan. Do this for 40 days straight if you can, then another 40. You have to do this, or like fate indicates in her chart she may become
what you fear. Better make that up now, because fate is quite unpleasant and unrightfully smacks anyone on the head without question. Very nice that you
looked into it, you can now change it. Stars matter.
HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "gonzalezedlyn" <gonzalezedlyn@...> wrote:
>
> does anyone here know how much the stars we are born under affect us? cuz i looked at my kids and my nieces charts and wrote down the
degrees each sign was in at the time of their births and checked out what stars they were born under..my kids were all right..they had many good
stars and only one or 2 not so good ones, but my lil baby niece has a bunch of horrible ones...she has certain signs in homicide degrees that
showed up twice and certain signs in certain degrees that indicate violence and murderous tendencies..theres alot of those...mostif not all her stars
were bad...she had maybe one or two good ones..im wondering if shes gonna grow up to be a straight killer...or maybe a weirdo that likes to
hurt ppl...or idk...is there any way to fix her?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 368
Subject: Re: Planets From Other Solar Systems

From: Draco Majinn

Date: 7/21/2012

Most definitely Shannon. There are several gas giants which orbit the star Upsilon Andromedae. The third Upsilon Andromedae C feels extremely negative, but
it's not a chaotic or destructive kind of negativity like Saturn or Caput Algol, it's more of a weakening and sickening kind of negativity, similar to Neptunes
energy although much more negative. I could barely move after just invoking it. I'm just glad we don't have a thing like that in our solar system.
Haha it's common sense you're using I guess, there is some pretty nasty stuff out there.
I know what you mean about Neptunes energy, it's disorientating but calming at the same time. It's helped me enter a trance before.
Anyway I'll be sure to post any significant experiences from now on so if you ever want to start hopefully I'll be able to tell you before hand what's positive
and what's negative. I'm thinking of experimenting with many unknown planets and making a PDF file with their attributes to help give people an idea.
Hail Satan!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
>
> Awhile ago one of our members invoked Upsilon and he said he felt like he was going to die. I haven't invoked energy from other planets

because you never know the energy but I have invoked Neptune energy and it made me feel dizzy, light headed, spacey and tired and calm (a
strange mixture) I wanted to lay down a lot and I was most comfortable with my eyes closed (go figure). I am alittle chicken when it comes to
invoking energy from other planets lol very brave :)
>
>
>
>
> -----------------------------> On Mon, Jul 16, 2012 12:22 PM EDT Draco Majinn wrote:
>
> >Hello, I was wondering does anyone have any information on planets which orbit other stars and what invoking their energies could do?
> >I expect that each planet would have it's own unique effects. But is there any way of telling before hand? For safety I mean.
>>
> >Most of the planets astronomers have discovered orbiting other stars tend to be gas giants, like Jupiter and Saturn. The reason for this is
smaller planets are less visible from the Earth where as gas giants cast a shadow and sometimes exert a gravitational pull on their stars.
>>
> >But anyway, I once invoked the gas giant Upsilon Andromodae C. It made me feel extremely weak and I could barely stand. I really felt like I
was about to vomit.
>>
> >Also the gas giant which orbits the star 51 Peg. I forget the name of this planet but I do remember it's mass is 6x that of Jupiter. I invoked
this planet and it's effects were almost like a blend of Jupiter and Mars, I felt optimistic and positive after invoking it but also it gave me lots of
physical energy as well. Definitely something of the Fire element.
>>
> >But yeah share your thoughts and experiences with this.
> >And if you haven't tried it, you may like to sometime.
>>
> >Thanks.
>>
> >Hail Satan!
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 369
Subject: Re: Planets From Other Solar Systems

From: Draco Majinn

Date: 7/21/2012

That's the thing IndigoNation, as Brian said you never know what's going to come up but what you said sounds like the wisest thing, get more of a feel before
you take it in. I guess before I was just too eager to find out that I invoked recklessly and got a nasty experience.
Is Polaris a negative star? I've heard different things about it.

Btw we once spoke on your youtube channel. HellfireScorpio was my channel. The kikes took it down.
Hail Satan!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Indigo Nation" <gutterrainbow@...> wrote:
>
> This sounds like a very interesting thing here is something that may be possable, try to get a feeling of the energy a little first like focus on it
not invoke, there was this unknown star I invoked a little energy from that felt really positive soft calm kind of inspiring I felt like it would give me
leadership qualities it was orangish colored but had green energy it appears as two stars big in the sky near morning its the bottom star I like that
one (not betelguise I have no clue what that one is) hmm neptune I kind of had an odd experience with, I got kind of disconnected, and strange
feeling, but laughing uncontrollably very odd energy it was like I could not control laughter and was even lacking cordination somewhat, strange it
kind of gave my aura a drug like feel, it was like I was overstimulated overenergized. I like this attitude of trying things out, but yeah of course we
must be cautious as there are some horrable things out there, actually I would guess on somethings if you can't tell the only option is to chance
it. I got Polaris (or some star not sure what this guy was pulling) on me once, someone who I later found out to be an infitrator (taken care of
now) told me to open an image of Polaris and see if that was the star and actually put the energy on me. It was like very dark blue waves that
were strong, (not demonic colored) that were not flowing naturally with my aura and chakras but in the opposite way, I could literally see them
Chaotic, it made my heart rate go up and down, and random paranoia and anxiety then happiness like my feelings would just swith then id get
sad then angry, I had no control over it I did not like that at all, it seemed to progressively get worse, I used Nauthiz and Algiz a lot to get that
energy off me. As well as trying to send it off to a synogauge near me since obviously this wasn't positive. Its kind of a gamble but if you are up
for it you might discover some interesting things. I had to spend qutie some time banishing that. Anyways good luck everyone this sounds
interesting.
> Hail Satan
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Brian Gibbons <briangibbons20@> wrote:
>>
> > Ya me too Shannon that is something I have yet to explore.But I think it can be scary too because like the box of chocklates you never know
what you will get. lol
>>
>>
> > Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 370
Subject: Re: Chiron - What's the deal with it?
Many thanks Siguarddraconis :)

From: lz241113

Date: 7/21/2012

Hail Satan!
Hail Astaroth!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "siguarddraconis" <drammanoth@...> wrote:
>
> http://www.zanestein.com/chiron_a.htm - This should do the job :)
>
> Zane Stein is said to be the person most knowledgeable regarding this centaur.
>
> Chiron is neither an asteroid, nor a comet - the celestial body was named 'centaur' ;) This is an astronomical fact.
>
> Yes, one should bother dealing with this body, as it provides some additional data, rather meaningful :)
>
> You can find some articles in the net - type 'Chiron in signs' and 'Chiron in houses'. Surely, some of the authors WILL be kikes, but we are
Satanists so Satanic reading is applicable.
>
> To give an example - I've read Liz Greene's (jewess) article on Chiron. There are some paragraphs which state 'there is no way out of
suffering, and one is bound to be liberated only by death' - this is from astro.com. The sentence (paraphrased) of course concerns the mythical
centaur, the leader of his race, who, when wounded by Hercules could not pass away (a demigod - son of Phylyra and Cronus) so after he
renounced his immortality by giving it to Prometheus, was he finally liberated, and after 9 days (9 is a number connected to Chiron) merciful Zeus
placed him in the constellation of Saggitarius, the 9 zodiac sign. A Satanist WILL see the alchemical message. Corporeal death and liberation from
the mundane, and thus one attains transcendence.
>
> Chiron is not like a 'less powerful Saturn' - Chiron, travelling between the orbits of Saturn and Uranus is the 'intermediator between the Old and
personal (Saturnian) and the Modern (Uranian)'. He can show us HOW, in WHAT WAY can we realise ourselves.
>
> This subject is wide in scope and one should search the net for him- or herself.
>
> Salvere!
>
> Siguard Draconis.
>
> SATANAS VIA, VERA ET VITA EST.
> AVE LUCIFERIS OMNIPOTENS ET DEORUM SAMBUCUS!!
> VAE OMNIS TRADITOR!!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lz241113" <lz241113@> wrote:

>>
> > Heil Fellow SS.
> > So, i've been looking on the internet for info on Chiron since there isn't anything on the JOS (that I can find). My first question is, how
important is this minor planet/asteroid in our charts...should I even bother with it?
> > My second question is, if the info on the internet is correct (doubtful), is this like a slightly less powerful Saturn? It describes Chiron as your
biggest astrological "wound", but with great potential for healing when delt with properly...kind of like Saturn properly sublimated can teach great
lessons through hardships and/or hard work.
>>
> > Any input on Chiron from more informed members would be greatly appreciated. Thanks in advance.
>>
> > Hail Satan!
> > Hail Astaroth!
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 371
Subject: Re: Chiron - What's the deal with it?

From: lz241113

Date: 7/21/2012

Just wanted to say thanks again to Siguarddraconis,
as I was looking up further info on Chiron using the link you provided and other searches, thoughts started flashing in my head directing me on how to deal
with the energies of this Centaur in my chart. It was my GD helping me out, I felt her presence next to me (unmistakable, She is so Beautiful and Powerful!).
It actually clarified other issues she'd been helping me with, to attain balance in the physical sense...Hail to Satan and the Demons/Domonesses, their
willingness to help and guide us always astounds me. They are so wise!
And I'd also like to say congratulations on your new colour and development Hoodedcobra, you're an inspiration to me (and many others, I'm sure).
Hail Satan!
Hail Astaroth!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" <hoodedcobra666@...> wrote:
>
> Lol I remember liz greene's post on www.astro.com about how 'One should not fight saturn, but get on with it and realize that this is life'. Kind
of shit. I was like SURE, then I went and defeated saturn for another day in the line. Its hilarious how they infect Astrology with such crap.
Another laughable fact is that these jewish astrologers make astrology seem empty, dull and stupid and only physical. While its a lot more, that if
people knew, they wouldn't neglect its importance. Its like what they do to the new age meditations. Making meditation seem stupid or the
ooooommmmm kind of thing. They are the incarnations of deception.
>

> HAIL SATAN!!!!!!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "siguarddraconis" <drammanoth@> wrote:
>>
> > http://www.zanestein.com/chiron_a.htm - This should do the job :)
>>
> > Zane Stein is said to be the person most knowledgeable regarding this centaur.
>>
> > Chiron is neither an asteroid, nor a comet - the celestial body was named 'centaur' ;) This is an astronomical fact.
>>
> > Yes, one should bother dealing with this body, as it provides some additional data, rather meaningful :)
>>
> > You can find some articles in the net - type 'Chiron in signs' and 'Chiron in houses'. Surely, some of the authors WILL be kikes, but we are
Satanists so Satanic reading is applicable.
>>
> > To give an example - I've read Liz Greene's (jewess) article on Chiron. There are some paragraphs which state 'there is no way out of
suffering, and one is bound to be liberated only by death' - this is from astro.com. The sentence (paraphrased) of course concerns the mythical
centaur, the leader of his race, who, when wounded by Hercules could not pass away (a demigod - son of Phylyra and Cronus) so after he
renounced his immortality by giving it to Prometheus, was he finally liberated, and after 9 days (9 is a number connected to Chiron) merciful Zeus
placed him in the constellation of Saggitarius, the 9 zodiac sign. A Satanist WILL see the alchemical message. Corporeal death and liberation from
the mundane, and thus one attains transcendence.
>>
> > Chiron is not like a 'less powerful Saturn' - Chiron, travelling between the orbits of Saturn and Uranus is the 'intermediator between the Old
and personal (Saturnian) and the Modern (Uranian)'. He can show us HOW, in WHAT WAY can we realise ourselves.
>>
> > This subject is wide in scope and one should search the net for him- or herself.
>>
> > Salvere!
>>
> > Siguard Draconis.
>>
> > SATANAS VIA, VERA ET VITA EST.
> > AVE LUCIFERIS OMNIPOTENS ET DEORUM SAMBUCUS!!
> > VAE OMNIS TRADITOR!!
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lz241113" <lz241113@> wrote:
>>>

> > > Heil Fellow SS.
> > > So, i've been looking on the internet for info on Chiron since there isn't anything on the JOS (that I can find). My first question is, how
important is this minor planet/asteroid in our charts...should I even bother with it?
> > > My second question is, if the info on the internet is correct (doubtful), is this like a slightly less powerful Saturn? It describes Chiron as
your biggest astrological "wound", but with great potential for healing when delt with properly...kind of like Saturn properly sublimated can teach
great lessons through hardships and/or hard work.
>>>
> > > Any input on Chiron from more informed members would be greatly appreciated. Thanks in advance.
>>>
> > > Hail Satan!
> > > Hail Astaroth!
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 372
Subject: Re: Chiron - What's the deal with it?

From: m_18

Date: 7/21/2012

I am so far behind on posts now it will be another week before I can get caught up.
I would like to say something on this one though before I leave for the weekend. I do agree with replies to it as well.
The cycle of this planetoid is 51 years. I have had my return recently. I have been very cautious about giving it any real significance, but I have followed it
for observation & most software will put it in your chart & treat it as any other planet. You will notice the return at age 51 as it is a conjunction, so the most
powerful aspect. From my own experience, I can't say a lot for the rest of the transiting aspects as they seem too colored by other transits so I have
reserved judgment. However, one can typically gain some insight from the mythology behind the name.
I would say that I did have to deal with healing a wound. Physical & otherwise. I will leave it at that.
Culled:
In ancient times, Chiron, the Wounded Healer, was originally a god of healing. In later mythology, as a teacher of heroes and an oracle, he survived as one of
the centaurs. These wild creatures, half man and half horse, were not noted either for their sensitivity, or their intelligence and represented mankind's
attachment to the lower animal passions. In modern astrology, he stands for the deep wounds in the subconscious that we have to heal.
A comet-like planetoid now called Chiron was discovered on November 1, 1977. This rara avis flies between the courses of Saturn and Uranus in a highly
elliptical 51-year orbit, closer at perihelion to the Sun than Saturn and almost as far out at aphelion as Uranus. This has the effect of moving him swiftly
through some signs, such as Libra, but very slowly through others, such as Aries. The current scientific position is that Chiron probably originated in the

Kuiper Belt, a disk of objects orbiting beyond Neptune. Chiron's discovery marked the burgeoning of a new class of celestial objects now known as Centaurs.
Although he was neither the first (if you count Hidalgo) nor the largest (Chariklo, Chiron's mythological wife) of many such minor planets to be discovered,
Chiron still remains the most significant in terms of astrological significance.
Chiron, immortal son of Kronos (Saturn), governs healing and relationships & is typically called the wounded healer.
Unlike the drunken centaurs, Chiron was wise, with extensive knowledge of the healing arts, astrology, music and medicine. Heracles (Hercules)
unintentionally wounded his teacher in the knee, during his battle with the centaurs. Thus his wound was in a sense self-inflicted, for he himself had taught
the hero to make the poisoned arrow by dipping it in the blood of the Hydra.

The last of his kind, Chiron relinquished immortality so that the titanic rebel Prometheus who brought the gift of fire – stolen from the gods – to humans.
Thus he died so that humanity might live. [sound familiar?] After his death, he was placed in the firmament as the constellation Centaurus, the Centaur.

Chiron is a knowledge-holder who transmits higher teachings, either as an outer teacher (Saturn), or as an inner teacher or spirit guide (Uranus). Embodying
the archetype of "the wounded healer", Chiron stresses the importance of going within to find an answer – and then sharing it with others.
His teachings are now resurfacing through the advent of holistic health and education. Chiron is often seen to be a "maverick", perhaps due to his eccentric
orbit, and his closeness to Uranus.
Chiron, recently discovered, is not a traditional planet, so has no essential dignities, and no long history of research. Interested astrologers are at variance
with regard to his influence and even his name! Modern astronomical discoveries like Chiron are sometimes seized upon by those who are dissatisfied with the
way traditional astrology operates, thinking that if it's new, it must be important. This approach reveals a lack of understanding of astrological principles. The
new discoveries (even Pluto, Neptune and Uranus) are still under consideration and are external to the framework of astrology, even though they clearly have
effects on human behaviour and significant roles in generational transitions, natural events and so on. The jury is still out on them, as it is on Chiron, the
Centaurs, the Asteroids and other notables such as the Galactic Center.
"In reality, the spirit is often chained up in the cellar, buried under ancestral rubble, until the wound of living has reached its density then spirit bursts through.
At fifty, death is no longer just a psychological process or metaphysical metaphor; it is a physical reality. The pain of living is peaking. While death may seem
unreachable, on a faraway horizon, nonetheless, it is visible, more visible that ever before. Moving towards that inevitability seems to also hold the key to a
renewed release of spirit."
-- Brian Clark (Could be a jew as he has a first name as a last name. But the statement is valid.)

--- On Wed, 7/18/12, lz241113 <lz241113@...> wrote:

From: lz241113 <lz241113@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Chiron - What's the deal with it?
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Wednesday, July 18, 2012, 9:36 AM

Heil Fellow SS.
So, i've been looking on the internet for info on Chiron since there isn't anything on the JOS (that I can find). My first question is, how
important is this minor planet/asteroid in our charts...should I even bother with it?
My second question is, if the info on the internet is correct (doubtful), is this like a slightly less powerful Saturn? It describes Chiron as
your biggest astrological "wound", but with great potential for healing when delt with properly...kind of like Saturn properly sublimated
can teach great lessons through hardships and/or hard work.
Any input on Chiron from more informed members would be greatly appreciated. Thanks in advance.
Hail Satan!
Hail Astaroth!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 373
Subject: Re: Chiron - What's the deal with it?

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 7/21/2012

How does one defeat Saturn? I firmly believe for the weak Saturn is really bad but through meditation and empowerment even Saturn's energies could be put
to good use and help you. I've been using it to bring on a greater sense of self discipline and it's serving me well. Saturn isn't going anywhere we should
make the best of what is and what will always be.
Chiron doesn't seem to be of great importance from what I've read about it.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" <hoodedcobra666@...> wrote:
>
> Lol I remember liz greene's post on www.astro.com about how 'One should not fight saturn, but get on with it and realize that this is life'. Kind
of shit. I was like SURE, then I went and defeated saturn for another day in the line. Its hilarious how they infect Astrology with such crap.
Another laughable fact is that these jewish astrologers make astrology seem empty, dull and stupid and only physical. While its a lot more, that if
people knew, they wouldn't neglect its importance. Its like what they do to the new age meditations. Making meditation seem stupid or the
ooooommmmm kind of thing. They are the incarnations of deception.

>
> HAIL SATAN!!!!!!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "siguarddraconis" <drammanoth@> wrote:
>>
> > http://www.zanestein.com/chiron_a.htm - This should do the job :)
>>
> > Zane Stein is said to be the person most knowledgeable regarding this centaur.
>>
> > Chiron is neither an asteroid, nor a comet - the celestial body was named 'centaur' ;) This is an astronomical fact.
>>
> > Yes, one should bother dealing with this body, as it provides some additional data, rather meaningful :)
>>
> > You can find some articles in the net - type 'Chiron in signs' and 'Chiron in houses'. Surely, some of the authors WILL be kikes, but we are
Satanists so Satanic reading is applicable.
>>
> > To give an example - I've read Liz Greene's (jewess) article on Chiron. There are some paragraphs which state 'there is no way out of
suffering, and one is bound to be liberated only by death' - this is from astro.com. The sentence (paraphrased) of course concerns the mythical
centaur, the leader of his race, who, when wounded by Hercules could not pass away (a demigod - son of Phylyra and Cronus) so after he
renounced his immortality by giving it to Prometheus, was he finally liberated, and after 9 days (9 is a number connected to Chiron) merciful Zeus
placed him in the constellation of Saggitarius, the 9 zodiac sign. A Satanist WILL see the alchemical message. Corporeal death and liberation from
the mundane, and thus one attains transcendence.
>>
> > Chiron is not like a 'less powerful Saturn' - Chiron, travelling between the orbits of Saturn and Uranus is the 'intermediator between the Old
and personal (Saturnian) and the Modern (Uranian)'. He can show us HOW, in WHAT WAY can we realise ourselves.
>>
> > This subject is wide in scope and one should search the net for him- or herself.
>>
> > Salvere!
>>
> > Siguard Draconis.
>>
> > SATANAS VIA, VERA ET VITA EST.
> > AVE LUCIFERIS OMNIPOTENS ET DEORUM SAMBUCUS!!
> > VAE OMNIS TRADITOR!!
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lz241113" <lz241113@> wrote:

>>>
> > > Heil Fellow SS.
> > > So, i've been looking on the internet for info on Chiron since there isn't anything on the JOS (that I can find). My first question is, how
important is this minor planet/asteroid in our charts...should I even bother with it?
> > > My second question is, if the info on the internet is correct (doubtful), is this like a slightly less powerful Saturn? It describes Chiron as
your biggest astrological "wound", but with great potential for healing when delt with properly...kind of like Saturn properly sublimated can teach
great lessons through hardships and/or hard work.
>>>
> > > Any input on Chiron from more informed members would be greatly appreciated. Thanks in advance.
>>>
> > > Hail Satan!
> > > Hail Astaroth!
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 374
Subject: Re: Chiron - What's the deal with it?

From: f.follets

Date: 7/21/2012

Great info on Chiron, siguard. I always take Chiron into consideration.
It's important to notice that Chiron, being the "bridge" between Saturn and Uranus, the first transcendental planet, represents the path to transcendence itself
through the healing/perfection of the soul. Chiron is the tutor of the demigods, and shows them the path to godhood. These are all also numerological
characteristics of the number 9.
Despite its obvious connection to Sagittarius, some astrologers regard it as the true ruler of Virgo, given the similarities between their themes and overall
influences, and I tend to agree with this. It really does make sense when you take some things into account.
Though empirical data on Chiron's influences is still very limited, there's information enough to get insight from it in a reading, and it's usually very valuable.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "siguarddraconis" <drammanoth@...> wrote:
>
> http://www.zanestein.com/chiron_a.htm - This should do the job :)
>
> Zane Stein is said to be the person most knowledgeable regarding this centaur.
>
> Chiron is neither an asteroid, nor a comet - the celestial body was named 'centaur' ;) This is an astronomical fact.

>
> Yes, one should bother dealing with this body, as it provides some additional data, rather meaningful :)
>
> You can find some articles in the net - type 'Chiron in signs' and 'Chiron in houses'. Surely, some of the authors WILL be kikes, but we are
Satanists so Satanic reading is applicable.
>
> To give an example - I've read Liz Greene's (jewess) article on Chiron. There are some paragraphs which state 'there is no way out of
suffering, and one is bound to be liberated only by death' - this is from astro.com. The sentence (paraphrased) of course concerns the mythical
centaur, the leader of his race, who, when wounded by Hercules could not pass away (a demigod - son of Phylyra and Cronus) so after he
renounced his immortality by giving it to Prometheus, was he finally liberated, and after 9 days (9 is a number connected to Chiron) merciful Zeus
placed him in the constellation of Saggitarius, the 9 zodiac sign. A Satanist WILL see the alchemical message. Corporeal death and liberation from
the mundane, and thus one attains transcendence.
>
> Chiron is not like a 'less powerful Saturn' - Chiron, travelling between the orbits of Saturn and Uranus is the 'intermediator between the Old and
personal (Saturnian) and the Modern (Uranian)'. He can show us HOW, in WHAT WAY can we realise ourselves.
>
> This subject is wide in scope and one should search the net for him- or herself.
>
> Salvere!
>
> Siguard Draconis.
>
> SATANAS VIA, VERA ET VITA EST.
> AVE LUCIFERIS OMNIPOTENS ET DEORUM SAMBUCUS!!
> VAE OMNIS TRADITOR!!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lz241113" <lz241113@> wrote:
>>
> > Heil Fellow SS.
> > So, i've been looking on the internet for info on Chiron since there isn't anything on the JOS (that I can find). My first question is, how
important is this minor planet/asteroid in our charts...should I even bother with it?
> > My second question is, if the info on the internet is correct (doubtful), is this like a slightly less powerful Saturn? It describes Chiron as your
biggest astrological "wound", but with great potential for healing when delt with properly...kind of like Saturn properly sublimated can teach great
lessons through hardships and/or hard work.
>>
> > Any input on Chiron from more informed members would be greatly appreciated. Thanks in advance.
>>

> > Hail Satan!
> > Hail Astaroth!
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Newbie question

Message: 375

From: krazymuthauka

Date: 7/21/2012

HOw do we know when certain planet s will mean good bad things? when the planet is close to how it was when we were born? or does it depend on where
the planet is in certain houses or signs? is it when it's the opposite from that position at birth? or does it only depend on where certain planet are? does it
depend on the actual planet?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: fixed stars

Message: 376

From: gonzalezedlyn

Date: 7/21/2012

Thanks Man, I will talk to my sister and tell her what we need to do to help her evil baby, lol jus playin...naw but forreal we'll do what needs to be done.
Thanks again.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" <hoodedcobra666@...> wrote:
>
> Now that the kid is young, you can use and repeadetly use again the protective aura meditation around her and the protective energies of the
rune Algiz. Before the shit hits the fan. Do this for 40 days straight if you can, then another 40. You have to do this, or like fate indicates in her
chart she may become what you fear. Better make that up now, because fate is quite unpleasant and unrightfully smacks anyone on the head
without question. Very nice that you looked into it, you can now change it. Stars matter.
>
> HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "gonzalezedlyn" <gonzalezedlyn@> wrote:
>>
> > does anyone here know how much the stars we are born under affect us? cuz i looked at my kids and my nieces charts and wrote down the
degrees each sign was in at the time of their births and checked out what stars they were born under..my kids were all right..they had many good
stars and only one or 2 not so good ones, but my lil baby niece has a bunch of horrible ones...she has certain signs in homicide degrees that
showed up twice and certain signs in certain degrees that indicate violence and murderous tendencies..theres alot of those...mostif not all her stars
were bad...she had maybe one or two good ones..im wondering if shes gonna grow up to be a straight killer...or maybe a weirdo that likes to
hurt ppl...or idk...is there any way to fix her?
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 377

From: Indigo Nation

Date: 7/21/2012

Subject: Re: fixed stars
Bjork is also good "It is an old Pagan custom to enclose a child at birth with the protective energies of Berkano, which remain with him/her throughout his/her
life" from the rune page. Yeah its better to start now stars can have a powerful impact 40 days just keep doing this like hoodedcobra666 said but this is a
rune to add or consider adding now so far as pronunciation I am going to help here since I always try to make things easier and do create sigils with runes
and understand it can be confusing here is the Norweigen pronounciation what I always use for algiz
Algiz Elgr yy-ee-lll-ggg-rrrr
Bjork Bjarkan bbb-jjj-aaa-rrr-kkk-aaa-nnnn
See rune page http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Odin.html
Rune pronunciation page http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Runic_Pronunciation.html
I understand your concern I would be concerned too if I saw that.
I wish you luck in this.
Hail Satan

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" <hoodedcobra666@...> wrote:
>
> Now that the kid is young, you can use and repeadetly use again the protective aura meditation around her and the protective energies of the
rune Algiz. Before the shit hits the fan. Do this for 40 days straight if you can, then another 40. You have to do this, or like fate indicates in her
chart she may become what you fear. Better make that up now, because fate is quite unpleasant and unrightfully smacks anyone on the head
without question. Very nice that you looked into it, you can now change it. Stars matter.
>
> HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "gonzalezedlyn" <gonzalezedlyn@> wrote:
>>
> > does anyone here know how much the stars we are born under affect us? cuz i looked at my kids and my nieces charts and wrote down the
degrees each sign was in at the time of their births and checked out what stars they were born under..my kids were all right..they had many good
stars and only one or 2 not so good ones, but my lil baby niece has a bunch of horrible ones...she has certain signs in homicide degrees that
showed up twice and certain signs in certain degrees that indicate violence and murderous tendencies..theres alot of those...mostif not all her stars
were bad...she had maybe one or two good ones..im wondering if shes gonna grow up to be a straight killer...or maybe a weirdo that likes to
hurt ppl...or idk...is there any way to fix her?
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Planets chakras

Message: 378

From: ninja2skilled

Date: 7/25/2012

about the draining of my soul i have a scorpio stellum and this is a very true thing, ive been destroying myself because of the tendencies that come with it to

the point of barely being in touch of my emotions which used to be a primary factor of my life and a very strong personality which was almost obliterated, but
since coming to satan and meditating ive started to remember what those were like and slowly are coming back :)
personal story aside if you have this try to take a look at your life and see if what you're doing is worthy of your intense take at how you drive yourself.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" <hoodedcobra666@...> wrote:
>
> The planets in your natal chart blantantly show how your chakras are when you enter this lifetime. Something on the fall is weak, something on
the exaltation is powerful. But Scorpio, in my own understanding, whenever is present there is intensity. Even in the moon, which is the sign of
fall, Scorpio grants intensity. There is not a good chart or a worse chart. To see the actual position of your chakras and how one affects another,
you will need to dive deeply into the astrology chart on how the planets are set up there. Trines etc. You can't judge your soul by merely looking
at the planets. Also be aware of how we live. Someone could have a stellium scorpio [generally powerful souls] and they could have been getting
drained their whole life, or experiancing the destructive and self-destructive parts of Scorpio into their personality. A Satanist that meditates is by
far stronger, but our chart is our baseline. Hope I helped with this knowledge, I try to understand these concepts too.
>
> HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!!!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@> wrote:
>>
> > Hi so what I was wondering is do the planets that rule chakras in your natal chart (Saturn, Mars, Sun etc.) effect the strength of your chakras
that they rule. For example Mars in my chart is in Cancer(fall) and in the 6th house (cadent), which also makes it weaker. I've noticed while
meditating that my sacral chakra seems to be the weakest. A little off topic, when I do the 108 nergal thing on tuesdays I feel really strange and
get like a head high, one day I decided to do it twice(2x108) and that was really weird, when I was done I just walked around for a while saying
wtf is going on couldn't think straight and my fingers were tingling, it still felt pretty good but it was just really different from my normal state.
> > Does anyone else believe that the planets in your natal chart effect your chakras? Or noticed some chakras stronger/weaker based on your
natal chart? I'd really like to know and would appreciate any input.
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 379
Subject: Mars Enters Scorpio 08/23/2012

From: Draco Majinn

Date: 7/25/2012

This is the one I've been waiting for. Mars in Scorpio, this is an excellent time to begin the Mars mantra and improve your Sex drive, Sex appeal, Willpower,
Strength of all kinds, Athletic ability and even your ability to fight. For those of us who do Martial arts like myself this is an excellent time. I actually have
natal Mars in Scorpio conjunct Sun which has helped me a lot.
However there is just one problem, just after Mars enters Scorpio Saturn will soon be entering this sign and will inhibit Mars's energies. Is it still okay to
perform the Mantra?
Thanks.
Hail Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Planets chakras

Message: 380

From: hoodedcobra666

Date: 7/25/2012

Yes. Strong physical or qualities in one's character come from one's chakra, so astrology tells how you are set up when you came into this lifetime. Nothing
else. From there on, you can work and change anything you wish or empower certain traits.
HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@...> wrote:
>
> Oh I didn't realize it was so blatant until recently. So would you say aspects to the Sun and Jupiter strengthen chakras, like Sun conjunct Venus
would give you a strong heart/solar chakra?
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" <hoodedcobra666@> wrote:
>>
> > The planets in your natal chart blantantly show how your chakras are when you enter this lifetime. Something on the fall is weak, something
on the exaltation is powerful. But Scorpio, in my own understanding, whenever is present there is intensity. Even in the moon, which is the sign
of fall, Scorpio grants intensity. There is not a good chart or a worse chart. To see the actual position of your chakras and how one affects
another, you will need to dive deeply into the astrology chart on how the planets are set up there. Trines etc. You can't judge your soul by merely
looking at the planets. Also be aware of how we live. Someone could have a stellium scorpio [generally powerful souls] and they could have been
getting drained their whole life, or experiancing the destructive and self-destructive parts of Scorpio into their personality. A Satanist that meditates
is by far stronger, but our chart is our baseline. Hope I helped with this knowledge, I try to understand these concepts too.
>>
> > HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!!!
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@> wrote:
>>>
> > > Hi so what I was wondering is do the planets that rule chakras in your natal chart (Saturn, Mars, Sun etc.) effect the strength of your

chakras that they rule. For example Mars in my chart is in Cancer(fall) and in the 6th house (cadent), which also makes it weaker. I've noticed
while meditating that my sacral chakra seems to be the weakest. A little off topic, when I do the 108 nergal thing on tuesdays I feel really
strange and get like a head high, one day I decided to do it twice(2x108) and that was really weird, when I was done I just walked around for a
while saying wtf is going on couldn't think straight and my fingers were tingling, it still felt pretty good but it was just really different from my
normal state.
> > > Does anyone else believe that the planets in your natal chart effect your chakras? Or noticed some chakras stronger/weaker based on
your natal chart? I'd really like to know and would appreciate any input.
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: fixed stars

Message: 381

From: hoodedcobra666

Date: 7/25/2012

Thank you too for being a worthy person and looking out for your own as this shows what Satanism is all about. Imagine how much good you can do now to
this kid. We are the true creators here. I hope more people will start using their powers so that we can evolve collectively, into a world without negativity.
HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "gonzalezedlyn" <gonzalezedlyn@...> wrote:
>
> Thanks Man, I will talk to my sister and tell her what we need to do to help her evil baby, lol jus playin...naw but forreal we'll do what needs to
be done. Thanks again.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" <hoodedcobra666@> wrote:
>>
> > Now that the kid is young, you can use and repeadetly use again the protective aura meditation around her and the protective energies of
the rune Algiz. Before the shit hits the fan. Do this for 40 days straight if you can, then another 40. You have to do this, or like fate indicates in
her chart she may become what you fear. Better make that up now, because fate is quite unpleasant and unrightfully smacks anyone on the
head without question. Very nice that you looked into it, you can now change it. Stars matter.
>>
> > HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "gonzalezedlyn" <gonzalezedlyn@> wrote:
>>>
> > > does anyone here know how much the stars we are born under affect us? cuz i looked at my kids and my nieces charts and wrote down
the degrees each sign was in at the time of their births and checked out what stars they were born under..my kids were all right..they had many

good stars and only one or 2 not so good ones, but my lil baby niece has a bunch of horrible ones...she has certain signs in homicide degrees
that showed up twice and certain signs in certain degrees that indicate violence and murderous tendencies..theres alot of those...mostif not all her
stars were bad...she had maybe one or two good ones..im wondering if shes gonna grow up to be a straight killer...or maybe a weirdo that likes
to hurt ppl...or idk...is there any way to fix her?
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 382
Subject: Re: Good book on astrology

From: reasons88@y7mail.com

Date: 7/25/2012

Thank you so much for posting. Very excellent.
HAIL SATAN
HAIL AMON

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "siguarddraconis" <drammanoth@...> wrote:
>
> In one of her posts (msg no #31266 in the main e-group), High Priestess Maxine provided a list of books which are helpful in studying astrology.
>
> Being the most accurate yet difficult branch of the occult, it allows you to gain HUGE understanding of one's self.
>
> One of the books I'd personally want to recommend is Bil Tierney 'Dynamics of Aspect Analysis'. For a person who is bent on mastering
astrology, this is a MUST-READ. And I am serious - if you read it, you will see that I was right.
>
> Something regarding this book: Bil Tierney expresses his opinions regarding many subjects - not only about ordinary and grand aspects, but
about unaspected planets, retrograding planets (natally, transiting and in progression), as well as the analysis of the halves.
>
> Before I asked High Priestess Maxine to read my chart, my former studies (lenghty ones, including MANY websites) and Tierney's book provided
much insight. Yet, it is the experience that matters most :)
>
> If you are serious about learning the Art, mail me as I do have this book in PDF format.
>
> Siguard Draconis.
>
> HAIL LUCIFER AND THE ELDER GODS!!
> DEATH TO THE RIGHT HAND PATH!!

>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 383
Subject: Re: Mars Enters Scorpio 08/23/2012

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 7/26/2012

How would Saturn inhibit Mars's energies? I have both planets in the same sign and house in my natal chart, and my Mars is VERY strong, HPS Maxine even
wrote in my report that it offsets the bad things that Saturn could have caused for me. My Saturn could have me in a really bad place, if not dead, at least
broken and shattered. But my Mars kicked it's ass and gives me that attitude so I'm here!
Hail Father Satan!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Draco Majinn" <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:
>
> This is the one I've been waiting for. Mars in Scorpio, this is an excellent time to begin the Mars mantra and improve your Sex drive, Sex
appeal, Willpower, Strength of all kinds, Athletic ability and even your ability to fight. For those of us who do Martial arts like myself this is an
excellent time. I actually have natal Mars in Scorpio conjunct Sun which has helped me a lot.
>
> However there is just one problem, just after Mars enters Scorpio Saturn will soon be entering this sign and will inhibit Mars's energies. Is it still
okay to perform the Mantra?
>
> Thanks.
>
> Hail Satan!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 384
Subject: Re: Mars Enters Scorpio 08/23/2012

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 7/26/2012

Draco, I don't know where you heard that from but it won't mess up the mars mantra...

-----------------------------On Thu, Jul 26, 2012 3:55 PM EDT lydia_666@... wrote:
>How would Saturn inhibit Mars's energies? I have both planets in the same sign and house in my natal chart, and my Mars is VERY strong, HPS

Maxine even wrote in my report that it offsets the bad things that Saturn could have caused for me. My Saturn could have me in a really bad
place, if not dead, at least broken and shattered. But my Mars kicked it's ass and gives me that attitude so I'm here!
>
>Hail Father Satan!
>
>--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Draco Majinn" <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:
>>
>> This is the one I've been waiting for. Mars in Scorpio, this is an excellent time to begin the Mars mantra and improve your Sex drive, Sex
appeal, Willpower, Strength of all kinds, Athletic ability and even your ability to fight. For those of us who do Martial arts like myself this is an
excellent time. I actually have natal Mars in Scorpio conjunct Sun which has helped me a lot.
>>
>> However there is just one problem, just after Mars enters Scorpio Saturn will soon be entering this sign and will inhibit Mars's energies. Is it
still okay to perform the Mantra?
>>
>> Thanks.
>>
>> Hail Satan!
>>
>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 385
Subject: Re: Mars Enters Scorpio 08/23/2012

From: Draco Majinn

Date: 7/27/2012

Oh okay thanks for clarifying. I didn't hear that specifically but I have heard a lot said about how Saturn restricts and hinders what it contacts. But I wasn't
entirely sure whether it would cause the mantra to fail so I just wanted to be clear.
Thanks for your help.
Hail Satan!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
>
> Draco, I don't know where you heard that from but it won't mess up the mars mantra...
>
>

>
>
> -----------------------------> On Thu, Jul 26, 2012 3:55 PM EDT lydia_666@... wrote:
>
> >How would Saturn inhibit Mars's energies? I have both planets in the same sign and house in my natal chart, and my Mars is VERY strong,
HPS Maxine even wrote in my report that it offsets the bad things that Saturn could have caused for me. My Saturn could have me in a really bad
place, if not dead, at least broken and shattered. But my Mars kicked it's ass and gives me that attitude so I'm here!
>>
> >Hail Father Satan!
>>
> >--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Draco Majinn" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
> >>
> >> This is the one I've been waiting for. Mars in Scorpio, this is an excellent time to begin the Mars mantra and improve your Sex drive, Sex
appeal, Willpower, Strength of all kinds, Athletic ability and even your ability to fight. For those of us who do Martial arts like myself this is an
excellent time. I actually have natal Mars in Scorpio conjunct Sun which has helped me a lot.
> >>
> >> However there is just one problem, just after Mars enters Scorpio Saturn will soon be entering this sign and will inhibit Mars's energies. Is it
still okay to perform the Mantra?
> >>
> >> Thanks.
> >>
> >> Hail Satan!
> >>
>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 386
Subject: Re: Mars Enters Scorpio 08/23/2012

From: Juno Tessarae

Date: 7/27/2012

I have wondered about having my that in my chart too, Lydia. I have a conjunction of these 2 planets, and every time I try to find out about it I read that it
is bad. But they don't say how its bad or why, just that it is especially bad in Scorpio. I have them conjunct in my natal chart in Scorpio.
June

--- On Thu, 7/26/12, lydia_666@... <lydia_666@...> wrote:

From: lydia_666@... <lydia_666@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Mars Enters Scorpio 08/23/2012
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Thursday, July 26, 2012, 3:55 PM

How would Saturn inhibit Mars's energies? I have both planets in the same sign and house in my natal chart, and my Mars is VERY
strong, HPS Maxine even wrote in my report that it offsets the bad things that Saturn could have caused for me. My Saturn could have
me in a really bad place, if not dead, at least broken and shattered. But my Mars kicked it's ass and gives me that attitude so I'm here!
Hail Father Satan!
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Draco Majinn" <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:
>
> This is the one I've been waiting for. Mars in Scorpio, this is an excellent time to begin the Mars mantra and improve your Sex drive,
Sex appeal, Willpower, Strength of all kinds, Athletic ability and even your ability to fight. For those of us who do Martial arts like myself
this is an excellent time. I actually have natal Mars in Scorpio conjunct Sun which has helped me a lot.
>
> However there is just one problem, just after Mars enters Scorpio Saturn will soon be entering this sign and will inhibit Mars's energies.
Is it still okay to perform the Mantra?
>
> Thanks.
>
> Hail Satan!
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 387
Subject: Re: Mars Enters Scorpio 08/23/2012

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 7/27/2012

Mine are in Scorpio too. Mars is strong there since it co-rules Scorpio (http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/TABLE.html), whereas Scorpio is a
neutral sign for Saturn. Have you had a natal chart done by HPS Maxine? She can tell you more about it, since you have to take your entire chart into account.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Juno Tessarae <juno_tessarae@...> wrote:
>
> I have wondered about having my that in my chart too, Lydia.Â I have a conjunction of these 2 planets, and every time I try to find out about

it I read that it is bad.Â But they don't say how its bad or why,Â just that it is especially bad in Scorpio.Â I have them conjunct in my natal
chart in Scorpio.
>
> June
>
> --- On Thu, 7/26/12, lydia_666@... <lydia_666@...> wrote:
>
> From: lydia_666@... <lydia_666@...>
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Mars Enters Scorpio 08/23/2012
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Thursday, July 26, 2012, 3:55 PM
>
>
> How would Saturn inhibit Mars's energies? I have both planets in the same sign and house in my natal chart, and my Mars is VERY strong, HPS
Maxine even wrote in my report that it offsets the bad things that Saturn could have caused for me. My Saturn could have me in a really bad
place, if not dead, at least broken and shattered. But my Mars kicked it's ass and gives me that attitude so I'm here!
>
>
>
> Hail Father Satan!
>
>
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Draco Majinn" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>
>>
>
> > This is the one I've been waiting for. Mars in Scorpio, this is an excellent time to begin the Mars mantra and improve your Sex drive, Sex
appeal, Willpower, Strength of all kinds, Athletic ability and even your ability to fight. For those of us who do Martial arts like myself this is an
excellent time. I actually have natal Mars in Scorpio conjunct Sun which has helped me a lot.
>
>>
>
> > However there is just one problem, just after Mars enters Scorpio Saturn will soon be entering this sign and will inhibit Mars's energies. Is it
still okay to perform the Mantra?
>
>>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> Thanks.
>
> Hail Satan!
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Learning Astrology

Message: 388

From: claroesclaro

Date: 7/28/2012

Could someone point me to a post that talks about the recommended books and/or resources for learning astrology?
Also, to do a work for money using the hour of Jupiter, I'm not sure how to calculate the hour. I found a wehsite that looks like it does it, but can someone
point me to either something better, or is this the best way to do it.
http://www.astrology.com.tr/planetary-hours.asp
Thanks.
Saludos a Tente Orun
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 389
Subject: Re: Transitting and Predictive Astrology

From: Kitty Hawk

Date: 7/29/2012

Thanks.. surely I received and last big hurdle has just been removed..

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, June 27, 2012 9:53 AM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Transitting and Predictive Astrology

Well I am not going to judge your comment other than to say that in astrology, we view them as challenges, regardless of the 'condition' or the
specifics. Most poeple have some challenges. Those with few or no real challenges have a tendency to waste opportunities presented to them.
Challenges should be targeted for success.
I have a natal Mars opposition natal Saturn. That is like pushing the gas pedal & the brake pedal at the same time. (There other manifestations.

That is just one example. There are also aspects to them & house conditions, which I won't go into.)
Sure, I will. In fact, I just did.

--- On Tue, 6/26/12, kittyahawk3@... <kittyahawk3@...> wrote:
From: kittyahawk3@... <kittyahawk3@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Transitting and Predictive Astrology
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Tuesday, June 26, 2012, 4:23 PM

M18 well I want to bad enough but I waS born under some very bad signs most likely due to my past life energy kinda like a
horse in a race with a thousand pound handicap on its back. Seriously I am doing what I can. My GD told me via pendulum that I
am way behind spiritually from what I should be right now, but not my fault totally because someone that could have helped me
refused to for their own OCD reasons I am guessing but I am still alive and doing what I can under these extreme conditions,
won't get int it sniff sniff, but although we have responsiblity to learn no war was won alone, thus we have Hell's Army and it is
not one person.. so I do my best and wait til it all comes together, at least I am in the race now.. if you think of me feel free to send
me so golden energy *****
~Ave Satanas~
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
> I meant to say "wouldn't hurt".
>
>
>
> --- On Mon, 6/25/12, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
> From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
> Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Transitting and Predictive Astrology
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Monday, June 25, 2012, 8:37 PM
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>Â
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> One never stops learning it & you can study it all of your life & probably never learn it all. People are always discovering new
angles to it as well. I learned it obsessively/compulsively in my spare time over the course of about 3-4 years. During that time is
when I stayed pretty buried in it. I had a different profession so it wasn't really easy. But if you want to know something bad
enough you will do what you have to. I am self-taught in absolutely everything I do. There are courses that you can take. I believe
Maxine has taken some. It probably would hurt if I did too at some point when the time is right. (That time isn't now.) But it
depends on what you want to do with it as well.
>
>
> --- On Mon, 6/25/12, kittyahawk3@... <kittyahawk3@...> wrote:
>
> From: kittyahawk3@... <kittyahawk3@...>
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Transitting and Predictive Astrology
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Monday, June 25, 2012, 5:17 PM

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>Â
>
>
>
>
>
>
> How long did it take for you all to learn all this. It seems to me there should be a college just for this
>
>
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@> wrote:
>
>>
>
> > Probably briefly unless it is retrograding there. The transiting outer planets from Mars out have the greatest impact there in my
experience. But there is also solar return placements to consider, if any. Secondary progressions or solar arcs to a planet there or in
that house if any. Other natal palcements to consider, etc., etc.
>
>>
>
> > Transits are complicated & one has to have the basics understood fairly well in order to move to the study of transits. I don't

know what level you are so it is hard to give you a more concrete answer.
>
>>
>
>>
>
>>
>
> > --- On Mon, 6/25/12, Sabrina White <b1u3_f1utt3rb33@> wrote:
>
>>
>
> > From: Sabrina White <b1u3_f1utt3rb33@>
>
> > Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Transitting and Predictive Astrology
>
> > To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
>
> > Date: Monday, June 25, 2012, 11:10 AM
>
>>
>
>>
>
>>
>
>>
>
>>
>
>>
>
>>
>
>>
>
>>
>

>>
>
>>
>
>>
>
>>
>
>>
>
>>
>
>>
>
> > Ã‚Â
>
>>
>
>>
>
>>
>
>>
>
>>
>
>>
>
>>
>
>>
>
>>
>
> > I'm still having a little trouble understanding transitting and predictive astrology.
>
>>
>

> > So if I have Mercury entering my 9th house; would i then be predicting communication and learning in the area of travel or
Satanism?
>
>>
>
> > Or would it be more indepth than that?
>
>>
>
> > Hail Satan!
>
>>
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Learning Astrology

Message: 390

From: Xavier Skaggs

Date: 7/29/2012

Just use this to calculate the hours http://chronosxp.sourceforge.net/en/

From: claroesclaro <kecw@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Friday, July 27, 2012 10:47 PM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Learning Astrology

Could someone point me to a post that talks about the recommended books and/or resources for learning astrology?
Also, to do a work for money using the hour of Jupiter, I'm not sure how to calculate the hour. I found a wehsite that looks like it does it, but can someone point me
to either something better, or is this the best way to do it.
http://www.astrology.com.tr/planetary-hours.asp
Thanks.
Saludos a Tente Orun

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Learning Astrology

Message: 391

From: Kenrick Cleveland

Date: 7/29/2012

From: High Priestess Zildar Raasi

Date: 7/29/2012

Thank you - that is for winblows. I use a Mac.
Any Mac suggestions?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 392
Subject: JULY DESTRUCTION RITUAL
Date: Tuesday, 31st July
Time: Hour of Mars. You can use ChronosXP to work out the correct time for your specific location: http://chronosxp.sourceforge.net/en/
The Moon is going to be in the sign of Capricorn, a good time for turning our Gentile People against the enemy. Capricorn also offers the benefit of
permanence with workings.
***NOTE: The Moon is going to go Void after 7:30pm USA time, so ensure to perform the Ritual before this time if possible. If not possible, you may perform
the Ritual on another day during the hours of Mars. The time given is, however, ideal due to the Moon Sign and anyone who is able should perform it on this
day!***
Target and Outcome: Raising hatred and anger against the jews.
Ritual Affirmation: "Our Gentile People despise the jews".
Using: Runes
-Hagal
-Fehu
-Odhal &
Sigil
Link to Sigil: http://exposingthelieofislam.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/kikedestructionjuly2012.jpg
The Four Steps:
1- Open the Ritual
2- Read and burn the Ritual Prayer
3- Vibrate the Runes and Empower the Sigil

4- Burn the Sigil
As you vibrate the Runes and Sigil, you are going to direct the Energy raised into the Sigil to Empower it. The Energy will be programmed by the Affirmation.
See the Runes on the Sigil vibrating with the Energy, performing its task. See the Energy encompassing and impregnating the Sigil.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Now is an exceptionally important time for all of our Brothers and Sisters to be engaging in Spiritual Warfare. The enemy is falling fast and is doing everything
they possibly can to stay in power.
It has been all over the news recently that they have been desperately trying to come up with ways in which to curb the recent rise in "anti-semitism" (Truth).
Mitt Romney is currently over kissing israel's ass and swearing to defend the jews against our Gentile People in Iran. The disgusting abuse of our Palestinian
Gentile People is continuing and more and more people are beginning to become aware of it. It is obvious that the enemy is desperate- therefore, WE WILL
CONTINUE TO FIGHT THEM AND HIT THEM IN EVERY WAY POSSIBLE. We must be relentless! Especially when it comes to Spiritual Warfare. Every single one
of us needs to be doing our bit.
HAIL SATAN!!
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Step 1:
Begin Ritual
(Use either the Standard Ritual Format or the Grand Satanic Ritual): http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Ritual.html
http://www.vovimbaghie.com/satanic-magick/the-grand-satanic-ritual-%E2%80%93-ritual-of-satan/

Step 2:
Reading and Burning of the Ritual Prayer.
At the height of the Ritual, read out the Ritual Prayer with intent.
If you wish and something that is a very good idea to add Energy to this working, you can also empower the Ritual Prayer prior to the Ritual as explained by
High Priest Vovim Baghie:
http://www.vovimbaghie.com/satanic-magick/proper-use-of-the-ritual-prayer-instilling-the-satanic-elements/
Light the Prayer in the Flame of one of the Candles and place it in the Burning Bowl. For the duration of the Burning, repeat the Ritual Affirmation while
visualizing the outcome.
Feel the hatred rising. Raise as much hate as you possible can and infuse the prayer with it. Think of all of the pain and suffering our People have felt at the
hands of the kikes. Think of the Destruction and Desecration of our Ancient sites and artefacts, of our Sacred Knowledge given to us by our True Father
Satan. THINK OF THE BLASPHEMY AGAINST OUR GODS, and especially against our God Satan! All of this at the hands of the kikes.
See our Gentile People turning against them.

Step 3:
Runic Vibrations
Once the Prayer has burned fully, place the Sigil on your Altar.
Begin the Runic Vibrations, starting with Hagalaz:
"HHHHAAAAGGGGAAAALLLLAAAAATTSS" (The G is guttural and the TS like in "Pizza")
Vibrate a total of 9 times.
Direct the Energy raised by the Vibration into the Sigil by focusing on the Sigil and visualizing Hagalaz lighting up in a dirty red-grey colour. As you inhale,
repeat the Runic Affirmation: "The Energies of Hagalz are working to raise hatred and anger in our Gentile People towards the jews." focusing on the Sigil and
directing the affirmation into the Sigil. As you exhale, vibrate the Rune.
Once you are done, repeat the Ritual Affirmation with intent.
Move on to Fehu:
"FFFFEEEEHHHHOOOO" The e is pronounced like the e in "set"
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Runic_Pronunciation.html
Vibrate a total of 9 times.
Direct the Energy raised by the Vibration into the Sigil by focusing on the Sigil and visualizing Fehu lighting up in a dirty red-grey colour. As you inhale, repeat
the Runic Affirmation: "The Energies of Fehu are working to raise hatred and anger in our Gentile People towards the jews." focusing on the Sigil and directing
the affirmation into the Sigil. As you exhale, vibrate the Rune.
Once you are done, repeat the Ritual Affirmation with intent.
Move on to Ödhal:
"ÖÖÖÖTHHHHHAAAALLLL" (Ö is pronounced like the "u" in "fur").
Direct the Energy raised by the Vibration into the Sigil by focusing on the Sigil and visualizing the Odhal Rune lighting up in a searing red colour. As you inhale,
repeat the Runic Affirmation: "The Energies of Odhal are working to raise hatred and anger in our Gentile People towards the jews." focusing on the Sigil and
directing the affirmation into the Sigil. As you exhale, vibrate the Rune.
Once you are done, repeat the Ritual Affirmation with intent.
With a pen, write the Ritual Affirmation onto the Sigil while focusing on the outcome.
Light the Sigil in the flame of the candle and place it in the Burning Bowl. While the Sigil Burns, affirm that the fire is releasing the Energy onto the Astral to
perform its job. Visualize the outcome.

Close the Ritual with "HAIL SATAN!! So Mote it Be!"
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Ritual Prayer:
"We are the Sons and Daughters of the Mighty God Satan! By our DNA we are linked eternally to Him, and by our Souls, His Creations, we are His Children!
We Stand Together tonight, united under Hell's banner, to call back our Gentile People! To awaken them to the Truth! May their anger and hatred for the
enslavement that has been inflicted by the enemy be unleashed! May it sweep the Earth like a raging storm, bringing destruction to the culprits! Death to the
enemies of Satan!! We declare that it is so, in His Sacred Name!!
SO MOTE IT BE!
HAIL
HAIL
HAIL
HAIL
HAIL
HAIL

SATAN!!
BEELZEBUB!!
ASTAROTH!!
AZAZEL!!
LILITH!!
ALL THE MIGHTY GODS OF HELL!!

HEIL HITLER!!
HEIL HEINRICH HIMMLER!!
HEIL TO ALL OF HELLS TRUE HEROES!!
HAIL TO HELLS ARMY, AND OUR CERTAIN VICTORY!!
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*Do not forget to thoroughly cleanse your Aura and Chakras once you are done with the Ritual. It is also a good idea to regularly cleanse your Ritual Space
and banish any negative Energies. The Satanic Blue Flames instantly banish any enemy energies and thought forms. Severing the Link as stated by High Priest
Vovim Baghie is also important:
http://www.vovimbaghie.com/satanic-sermons/severing-the-enemy-link-regaining-control-of-your-thoughts-and-emotions/
Hail Father Satan!!
Hail Beelzebub!!
Hail Lilith!!
Heil Hitler!!
Heil Heinrich Himmler!!
-High Priestess Zildar Raasi

http://ageofsatan.co.cc
http://www.joyofsatan.org
Joy of Satan Ministries
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: new

Message: 393

From: lucasadams925

Date: 7/31/2012

Where are the pages on the JoS site that teach new people about astrology?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: new

Message: 394

From: kittyahawk3@rocketmail.com

Date: 7/31/2012

good question.. the new egroup makes my head spin they are so advanced

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lucasadams925" <lucasadams925@...> wrote:
>
> Where are the pages on the JoS site that teach new people about astrology?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Venus transits?

Message: 395

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 8/1/2012

Venus is currently square to my natal Sun, Jupiter, and Mercury. I've met a potential relationship but otherwise it's caused a feeling of loneliness and longing,
and frustration for feeling this way. Does anyone have more knowledge about Venus transits, I'm having a strange time with it.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 396
Subject: Ways of maintaining our personalities in the next life?

From: samyazalovatt

Date: 8/1/2012

I would be fine with the idea of dying and being reincarnated if i could be at least roughly the same as i am in this incarnation, but of course I could be
completely different in the next life. I could be born with chart ruler conjuct Saturn, or Saturn in the 1st house, or any other shitty position and/or be someone
I don't want to be. I guess the gods would be the only ones with any power to influence the natal chart. If indeed they do have this power, obviously outer
planets (I consider planets further away from the sun than the earth to be outer planets) would be beyond their control, but what about the ascending sign,
Venus/Mercury/Moon placements and chart ruler aspects? Could they possibly influence those?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: new

Message: 397

From: Way_Seeker666

Date: 8/3/2012

On the homepage, click Satanic Witchcraft, then look under the Divination column.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 398
Subject: Blue moon month: August will see two full moons

From: mightymelkie

Date: 8/3/2012

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 8/3/2012

Thought that was pretty cool. :)
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 399

Subject: Re: Ways of maintaining our personalities in the next life?
I have the same personality as previous lifetimes, I know this from my memories and also reading biographies of my previous incarnation (or 2 incarnations
ago if I had a short life before my currant one, I still need to find out exactly). Also, it just doesn't make sense for us to be completely different in each life.
Our personalities are part of us, part of our souls, what makes us individuals.
My theory is that we reincarnate only when the planets suit our personalities. Our natal charts reflect who we are and what we've done. I believe this to be a
natural way of the universe, as it's just illogical if we become completely different in each life, and the universe is logical. Therefore, I have much faith in my
theory.
Hail Father Satan!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "samyazalovatt" <jameslovatt@...> wrote:
>
> I would be fine with the idea of dying and being reincarnated if i could be at least roughly the same as i am in this incarnation, but of course I
could be completely different in the next life. I could be born with chart ruler conjuct Saturn, or Saturn in the 1st house, or any other shitty
position and/or be someone I don't want to be. I guess the gods would be the only ones with any power to influence the natal chart. If indeed
they do have this power, obviously outer planets (I consider planets further away from the sun than the earth to be outer planets) would be
beyond their control, but what about the ascending sign, Venus/Mercury/Moon placements and chart ruler aspects? Could they possibly influence
those?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 400
Subject: Re: Mars Enters Scorpio 08/23/2012

From: krazymuthauka

Date: 8/5/2012

newbie question
can u do the mantra w/ out the square?

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Draco Majinn" <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:
>
> This is the one I've been waiting for. Mars in Scorpio, this is an excellent time to begin the Mars mantra and improve your Sex drive, Sex
appeal, Willpower, Strength of all kinds, Athletic ability and even your ability to fight. For those of us who do Martial arts like myself this is an
excellent time. I actually have natal Mars in Scorpio conjunct Sun which has helped me a lot.
>
> However there is just one problem, just after Mars enters Scorpio Saturn will soon be entering this sign and will inhibit Mars's energies. Is it still
okay to perform the Mantra?
>

> Thanks.
>
> Hail Satan!
>

Messages in JoS_Astrology group.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 401
From: samyazalovatt
Subject: Re: Ways of maintaining our personalities in the next life?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 402
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Ways of maintaining our personalities in the next life?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 403
From: Tóth Anita
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Mars Enters Scorpio 08/23/2012
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 404
From: Yii Pipur
Subject: Re: Ways of maintaining our personalities in the next life?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 405
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Re: Sun - Mercury and Mars in 12th House
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 406
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Input appreciated
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 407
From: krazymuthauka
Subject: Re: Mars Enters Scorpio 08/23/2012
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 408
From: Tóth Anita
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Mars Enters Scorpio 08/23/2012
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 409
From: siguarddraconis
Subject: Saturn at the edge of the 1st House
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 410
From: Draco Majinn
Subject: Re: Input appreciated
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 411
From: Micama Gmicalzoma
Subject: Is the Moon a Planet?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 412
From: tanya.azazel
Subject: planets in houses
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 413
From: Anonymous
Subject: void moon
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 414
From: jonathon_billing
Subject: Re: Input appreciated
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 415
From: siguarddraconis
Subject: Re: Is the Moon a Planet?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 416
From: siguarddraconis
Subject: Re: planets in houses
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 417
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Input appreciated
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 418
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Input appreciated
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 419
From: Micama Gmicalzoma
Subject: Re: Is the Moon a Planet?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 420
From: Micama Gmicalzoma
Subject: Re: planets in houses
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 421
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Re: Saturn at the edge of the 1st House
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 422
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Re: Is the Moon a Planet?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 423
From: Vesceles
Subject: Re: Is the Moon a Planet?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 424
From: Vesceles
Subject: Re: Input appreciated
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Date: 8/5/2012
Date: 8/5/2012
Date: 8/5/2012
Date: 8/5/2012
Date: 8/6/2012
Date: 8/6/2012
Date: 8/7/2012
Date: 8/8/2012
Date: 8/10/2012
Date: 8/10/2012
Date: 8/10/2012
Date: 8/10/2012
Date: 8/10/2012
Date: 8/10/2012
Date: 8/10/2012
Date: 8/10/2012
Date: 8/10/2012
Date: 8/10/2012
Date: 8/11/2012
Date: 8/11/2012
Date: 8/11/2012
Date: 8/11/2012
Date: 8/12/2012
Date: 8/12/2012

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 425
From: Vesceles
Subject: Re: Saturn at the edge of the 1st House
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 426
From: Vesceles
Subject: Re: planets in houses
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 427
From: brittney.dunson
Subject: Astrology
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 428
From: siguarddraconis
Subject: Re: Saturn at the edge of the 1st House
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 429
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Input appreciated
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 430
From: Light
Subject: Re: Input appreciated
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 431
From: Geshteit Pfalzgraf
Subject: Re: Astrology
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 432
From: vabzirteloch
Subject: Bad things gonna happen to me?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 433
From: High Priestess Zildar
Raasi
Subject: jew gets 45 days in prison for the murder of two Gentile Women
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 434
From: Pierce Talanski
Subject: Chiron
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 435
From: Geshteit Pfalzgraf
Subject: Re: jew gets 45 days in prison for the murder of two Gentile Women
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 436
From: jonathon_billing
Subject: Re: Input appreciated
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 437
From: Lexibtyr Kaiser
Subject: Re: Mars Enters Scorpio 08/23/2012
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 438
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: Bad things gonna happen to me?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 439
From: Draco Majinn
Subject: Re: Bad things gonna happen to me?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 440
From: siguarddraconis
Subject: Re: Is the Moon a Planet?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 441
From: Geshteit Pfalzgraf
Subject: Re: Chiron
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 442
From: Geshteit Pfalzgraf
Subject: Re: Bad things gonna happen to me?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 443
From: vabzirteloch
Subject: Re: Bad things gonna happen to me?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 444
From: Micama Gmicalzoma
Subject: Re: Is the Moon a Planet?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 445
From: radzio_ss
Subject: Cazimi aspect
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 446
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Re: Cazimi aspect
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 447
From: siguarddraconis
Subject: Re: Cazimi aspect
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 448
From: Sven
Subject: Saturn
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 449
From: brittney.dunson

Date: 8/12/2012
Date: 8/12/2012
Date: 8/12/2012
Date: 8/12/2012
Date: 8/12/2012
Date: 8/12/2012
Date: 8/12/2012
Date: 8/13/2012
Date: 8/13/2012

Date: 8/14/2012
Date: 8/14/2012
Date: 8/14/2012
Date: 8/14/2012
Date: 8/14/2012
Date: 8/14/2012
Date: 8/15/2012
Date: 8/15/2012
Date: 8/15/2012
Date: 8/15/2012
Date: 8/16/2012
Date: 8/16/2012
Date: 8/18/2012
Date: 8/18/2012
Date: 8/18/2012
Date: 8/18/2012

Subject: Re: Astrology
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 450
Subject: Re: Cazimi aspect

From: Geshteit Pfalzgraf

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 401
From: samyazalovatt
Subject: Re: Ways of maintaining our personalities in the next life?

Date: 8/18/2012

Date: 8/5/2012

That's very reassuring, thanks for the reply. Out of interest: how could you read biographies of your past
lives? Did you keep diaries in those lives and manage to track them down or something?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 402
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Ways of maintaining our personalities in the next life?

Date: 8/5/2012

Just of one life, I was somewhat famous. Not an actor or anything like that but well known anyway. There
are a few inaccuracies of course, but it was still really great reading about myself.
Hail Father Satan!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "samyazalovatt" <jameslovatt@...> wrote:
>
> That's very reassuring, thanks for the reply. Out of interest: how could you read biographies of
your past lives? Did you keep diaries in those lives and manage to track them down or
something?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 403
From: Tóth Anita
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Mars Enters Scorpio 08/23/2012

Date: 8/5/2012

Where can i find the Mars mantra? How does it work?

-- Eredeti üzenet -Feladó: krazymuthauka <krazymuthauka@...>
Címzett: <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Elküldve: 2012. augusztus 5. 14:14
Tárgy : [JoS_Astrology] Re: Mars Enters Scorpio 08/23/2012

newbie question
can u do the mantra w/ out the square?
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Draco Majinn" <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:
>
> This is the one I've been waiting for. Mars in Scorpio, this is an excellent time to begin the Mars mantra
and improve your Sex drive, Sex appeal, Willpower, Strength of all kinds, Athletic ability and even your
ability to fight. For those of us who do Martial arts like myself this is an excellent time. I actually have natal
Mars in Scorpio conjunct Sun which has helped me a lot.
>
> However there is just one problem, just after Mars enters Scorpio Saturn will soon be entering this sign
and will inhibit Mars's energies. Is it still okay to perform the Mantra?
>
> Thanks.
>
> Hail Satan!
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 404
From: Yii Pipur
Subject: Re: Ways of maintaining our personalities in the next life?

Date: 8/5/2012

Lydia thats a truely beautiful observation
and it makes sence too. Our individual
souls have their own unique energys and so
we reincarnate when the planets favour that very energys of our souls! I feel like
im a very ancient soul but still very new in my development hehe.
HAIL SATAN!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 405
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Re: Sun - Mercury and Mars in 12th House

Date: 8/6/2012

That's great, those planets conjuncting your ascendant are fortunate. Lot's of mental and physical energy.
Sun opposing Saturn means it's likely there's some issues with the father. I've also read it gives an "I
shouldn't" attitude, like self censorship, the Sun is the conscious mind and Saturn is rules and restriction to
put it into perspective.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Federico Di f" <keepthefight88@...> wrote:
>
> In my natal chart Sun Mercury and Mars are in 12th house, the sun in opposition to Saturn. Is
this a negative chart?
> I'm Gemini, ascendant gemini.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 406
Subject: Input appreciated

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 8/6/2012

I'm doing a basic natal report for a 3 year old. He has a bucket configuration with Saturn at the handle, and
Saturn is also his ruling planet (Capricorn ascendant). And his Saturn is in Virgo, 8th house, which is bad for
financial and job affairs, so I'm wondering how things will turn out. On the bright side, he has Jupiter and
Venus conjunct his ascendant.
Hail Father Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 407
Subject: Re: Mars Enters Scorpio 08/23/2012

From: krazymuthauka

Date: 8/7/2012

http://satans666squares.webs.com/Mars_Square.htm
http://satans666squares.webs.com/index.htm

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, TÃ³th Anita <hedvig.20@...> wrote:
>
> Where can i find the Mars mantra? How does it work?
>
> -- Eredeti Ã¼zenet -> FeladÃ³: krazymuthauka krazymuthauka@...CÃmzett: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.comElk
Ã¼ldve: 2012. augusztus 5. 14:14TÃ¡rgy : [JoS_Astrology] Re: Mars Enters Scorpio 08/23/2012
>
> newbie question
> can u do the mantra w/ out the square?
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Draco Majinn" xxrygelxx@ wrote:
>>
> > This is the one I've been waiting for. Mars in Scorpio, this is an excellent time to begin the
Mars mantra and improve your Sex drive, Sex appeal, Willpower, Strength of all kinds, Athletic

ability and even your ability to fight. For those of us who do Martial arts like myself this is an
excellent time. I actually have natal Mars in Scorpio conjunct Sun which has helped me a lot .
>>
> > However there is just one problem, just after Mars enters Scorpio Saturn will soon be
entering this sign and will inhibit Mars's energies. Is it still okay to perform the Mantra?
>>
> > Thanks.
>>
> > Hail Satan!
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 408
From: Tóth Anita
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Mars Enters Scorpio 08/23/2012

Date: 8/8/2012

Thank you:)

-- Eredeti üzenet -Feladó: krazymuthauka <krazymuthauka@...>
Címzett: <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Elküldve: 2012. augusztus 7. 11:44
Tárgy : [JoS_Astrology] Re: Mars Enters Scorpio 08/23/2012

http://satans666squares.webs.com/Mars_Square.htm
http://satans666squares.webs.com/index.htm
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Tóth Anita <hedvig.20@...> wrote:
>
> Where can i find the Mars mantra? How does it work?
>
> -- Eredeti üzenet -> Feladó: krazymuthauka krazymuthauka@...Címzett: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.comElküldve: 2012.
augusztus 5. 14:14Tárgy : [JoS_Astrology] Re: Mars Enters Scorpio 08/23/2012
>
> newbie question
> can u do the mantra w/ out the square?
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Draco Majinn" xxrygelxx@ wrote:
> &gt;
> &gt; This is the one I've been waiting for. Mars in Scorpio, this is an excellent time to begin the Mars
mantra and improve your Sex drive, Sex appeal, Willpower, Strength of all kinds, Athletic ability and even
your ability to fight. For those of us who do Martial arts like myself this is an excellent time. I actually have
natal Mars in Scorpio conjunct Sun which has helped me a lot .
> &gt;
> &gt; However there is just one problem, just after Mars enters Scorpio Saturn will soon be entering this
sign and will inhibit Mars's energies. Is it still okay to perform the Mantra?
> &gt;
> &gt; Thanks.
> &gt;
> &gt; Hail Satan!
> &gt;
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 409
Subject: Saturn at the edge of the 1st House

From: siguarddraconis

Date: 8/10/2012

I remember Saturn was discussed in the main JoS e-group - Message #40335. Yet, how will its interpretation
AND energies' display look like if it is on the edge of the 1st House? Will it still be the 'protector' of the
person and interpreted as in the 1st House, OR will it be interpreted as the 2nd House? The planet is les
than a degree away from the the edge of the 1st House.
Salvere!
Siguard Draconis.
SATANAS VIA, VERA ET VITA EST.
AVE LUCIFERIS OMNIPOTENS ET DEORUM SAMBUCUS!!
VAE OMNIS TRADITOR!!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 410
Subject: Re: Input appreciated

From: Draco Majinn

Date: 8/10/2012

I can only speak on one point here, I have Saturn in the 8th house myself, all the problems I'm about to list
I have had myself and have identified my 8th house Saturn as the cause, though myself having five planets
in Scorpio (8th ruler) including it's ruler Pluto conjunct my ascendant, I am sure this placement may have
had more impact on me than usual.
1)It's likely that he'll end up with feelings of guilt or shame around shared resources, such as friends paying
for him when he's short on cash, parents helping him out with rent etc.
Things like rent and money owed out, will weigh heavily on his mind as an adult.
(You may want to encourage him to learn to accept we all rely on other people and there is no shame in
needing help, additionally I found being more willing to assist others financially helped me overcome that
guilt)
2) In love and sexual affairs, he'll have difficulty allowing himself to give up parts of himself or his own life,
such as spare time, sharing apartments etc, compromising in general, this goes beyond selfishness and is a
much deeper fear. (8th house is where we dissolve parts of our ego and merge with others, Saturn rules
restriction)
Sexually he'll have fetishes and desires which are unusual, maybe even perverse or sadistic and this could
cause him to feel shame or embarrassment and keep them secret from others even his partners which will
lead him being sexually unfulfilled.
The best cure for me was to just force myself to take the humiliation of being open and learn to laugh at
myself, though with him being a Capricorn that will probably be more difficult for him.
3) He'll have difficulty coming to terms with major changes. Not self initiated changes (Uranus ruled) but the
forces beyond our control (Pluto) the unavoidable changes, leaving home and becoming independent,
growing up, aging, long term separation from loved ones, death, etc. And will try his best to push these
thoughts out of his mind.
(It might be wise for him to be encouraged to confront these emotions and most importantly he must learn
to accept all things must pass. I overcame this inhibition that way)
All these things interconnect btw, giving up part of yourself, death (endings long term changes), merging,
sharing resources etc.
Hope this helps, if there is anything else you want to ask that you think I could help with let me know.
Hail Satan!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@..." <lydia_666@...> wrote:
>
> I'm doing a basic natal report for a 3 year old. He has a bucket configuration with Saturn at

the handle, and Saturn is also his ruling planet (Capricorn ascendant). And his Saturn is in Virgo,
8th house, which is bad for financial and job affairs, so I'm wondering how things will turn out.
On the bright side, he has Jupiter and Venus conjunct his ascendant.
>
> Hail Father Satan!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 411
Subject: Is the Moon a Planet?

From: Micama Gmicalzoma

Date: 8/10/2012

Is the Moon a considered a planet in Astrology? To me this question sounds a little ridiculous however, Monday is
the Day of the Moon. The Moon seems to be used like it is a Planet. I know that the Moon is not one of the 9
Planets revolving around the Sun. But what about in Astrology?

Hail Father Satan!!
Forever in the Service of Satan.
[From The Al Jilwah Chapter IV]
"It is my desire that all my followers unite in a bond of unity, lest those who are without prevail against them. No
ye who have followed my commandments and my teachings, reject all the teachings and sayings -Satan
of such as are w
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 412
Subject: planets in houses

From: tanya.azazel

Date: 8/10/2012

How do you know when a planet is in a certain house? Also when would you be having a retrograde period?
I had my chart done by HP Maxine.
Hail Satan! Hail Azazel! Hail Zeus! Hail the Gods of Hell!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: void moon

Message: 413

From: Anonymous

Date: 8/10/2012

i just bought the moon sighn book an was whoundering in november it says the moon is void on 21-23 an
has a blank an goes to 25th does that mean the moon is void for pices 21-24 i realy need to know an hail
satan
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 414
Subject: Re: Input appreciated

From: jonathon_billing

Date: 8/10/2012

Maxine has said in the past, or at least from what I understood about what she said, that if the Ascendent's
planet if Saturn, the Saturn will function in a positive way.
Post was in the main forum?

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@..." <lydia_666@...> wrote:
>
> I'm doing a basic natal report for a 3 year old. He has a bucket configuration with Saturn at
the handle, and Saturn is also his ruling planet (Capricorn ascendant). And his Saturn is in Virgo,
8th house, which is bad for financial and job affairs, so I'm wondering how things will turn out.
On the bright side, he has Jupiter and Venus conjunct his ascendant.
>
> Hail Father Satan!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 415
Subject: Re: Is the Moon a Planet?

From: siguarddraconis

Date: 8/10/2012

It CAN be classified this way, but the more appropriate term is 'luminary'. The Sun and the Moon are
basically luminaries, if you want to be 100% correct ;)
Salvere!

Siguard Draconis.
SATANAS VIA, VERA ET VITA EST.
AVE LUCIFERIS OMNIPOTENS ET DEORUM SAMBUCUS!!
VAE OMNIS TRADITOR!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Micama Gmicalzoma <agentofsatanswill666@...> wrote:
>
> Is the Moon a considered a planet in Astrology? To me this question sounds a little ridiculous
however, Monday is the Day of the Moon. The Moon seems to be used like it is a Planet. I know
that the Moon is not one of the 9 Planets revolving around the Sun. But what about in Astrology?
>
>
> Hail Father Satan!!
> Forever in the Service of Satan.
>
> [From The Al Jilwah Chapter IV]
> "It is my desire that all my followers unite in a bond of unity, lest those who are without
prevail against them. Now, then, all ye who have followed my commandments and my
teachings, reject all the teachings and sayings of such as are without." -Satan
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 416
Subject: Re: planets in houses

From: siguarddraconis

Date: 8/10/2012

There are such things as Cusps of Houses. The cusps of the 1st, 4th, 7th and 10 House are major ones since
thery are aspected by planets, thus the planets give a 'tinge' of their own energy.
And as for the houses themselves, when you have, say, the cusp of your 3rd house in 10 deg. Capricorn,
with the cusp of your 4th house in 4 deg. Aquarius AND if the planet is in 15 deg. Capricorn it means that
you have it in Capricorn in the 3rd House.
Retrogrades happen regularly.
Mercury - thrice a year for about 24 days
Venus - every one and a half a year for 42 days
Mars - every two years for 80 days
Jupiter - anually for 120 days
Saturn - anually for 140 days
Uranus - anually for 155 days
Neptune - annually for 158 days
Pluto - anually for 160 days*
It is advisable to make your chart via www.astro.com. The 'R' next to the Planet in the sign means that this
planet was in retrograde motion. The above mentioned, however, deals with periodical retrogrades, it is
different with natal retrogrades. Safe to say, when a planet that is the old ruler of a sign (Mars of Scorpio,
Saturn of Aquarius, Jupiter of Pisces) are retrograding the energies are internalised thus they are displayed in
the way of the former signs (retrograde Jupiter's energies are displayed like those of Pisces)*
HP Maxine does a great job in interpreting our charts, as I too had it done :)
* - Tierney, Bil. 2000. Dynamics of aspects analysis.
Does this help a bit?

Salvere!
Siguard Draconis.
SATANAS VIA, VERA ET VITA EST.
AVE LUCIFERIS OMNIPOTENS ET DEORUM SAMBUCUS!!
VAE OMNIS TRADITOR!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "tanya.azazel" <tanya.azazel@...> wrote:
>
> How do you know when a planet is in a certain house? Also when would you be having a
retrograde period? I had my chart done by HP Maxine.
>
> Hail Satan! Hail Azazel! Hail Zeus! Hail the Gods of Hell!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 417
Subject: Re: Input appreciated

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 8/10/2012

Thanks, I'll look over his chart again with that in mind.
Hail Father Satan!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "jonathon_billing" <jonathon.billing@...> wrote:
>
> Maxine has said in the past, or at least from what I understood about what she said, that if
the Ascendent's planet if Saturn, the Saturn will function in a positive way.
>
> Post was in the main forum?
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@" <lydia_666@> wrote:
>>
> > I'm doing a basic natal report for a 3 year old. He has a bucket configuration with Saturn at
the handle, and Saturn is also his ruling planet (Capricorn ascendant). And his Saturn is in Virgo,
8th house, which is bad for financial and job affairs, so I'm wondering how things will turn out.
On the bright side, he has Jupiter and Venus conjunct his ascendant.
>>
> > Hail Father Satan!
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 418
Subject: Re: Input appreciated

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 8/10/2012

Thanks. And he also has Venus in Cap so that adds to what you mentioned with sexuality.
Hail Father Satan!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Draco Majinn" <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:
>
> I can only speak on one point here, I have Saturn in the 8th house myself, all the problems
I'm about to list I have had myself and have identified my 8th house Saturn as the cause,
though myself having five planets in Scorpio (8th ruler) including it's ruler Pluto conjunct my
ascendant, I am sure this placement may have had more impact on me than usual.

>
> 1)It's likely that he'll end up with feelings of guilt or shame around shared resources, such as
friends paying for him when he's short on cash, parents helping him out with rent etc.
> Things like rent and money owed out, will weigh heavily on his mind as an adult.
> (You may want to encourage him to learn to accept we all rely on other people and there is
no shame in needing help, additionally I found being more willing to assist others financially
helped me overcome that guilt)
>
> 2) In love and sexual affairs, he'll have difficulty allowing himself to give up parts of himself or
his own life, such as spare time, sharing apartments etc, compromising in general, this goes
beyond selfishness and is a much deeper fear. (8th house is where we dissolve parts of our ego
and merge with others, Saturn rules restriction)
> Sexually he'll have fetishes and desires which are unusual, maybe even perverse or sadistic
and this could cause him to feel shame or embarrassment and keep them secret from others
even his partners which will lead him being sexually unfulfilled.
> The best cure for me was to just force myself to take the humiliation of being open and learn
to laugh at myself, though with him being a Capricorn that will probably be more difficult for him.
>
> 3) He'll have difficulty coming to terms with major changes. Not self initiated changes (Uranus
ruled) but the forces beyond our control (Pluto) the unavoidable changes, leaving home and
becoming independent, growing up, aging, long term separation from loved ones, death, etc.
And will try his best to push these thoughts out of his mind.
>
> (It might be wise for him to be encouraged to confront these emotions and most importantly
he must learn to accept all things must pass. I overcame this inhibition that way)
>
> All these things interconnect btw, giving up part of yourself, death (endings long term
changes), merging, sharing resources etc.
>
> Hope this helps, if there is anything else you want to ask that you think I could help with let
me know.
>
> Hail Satan!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@" <lydia_666@> wrote:
>>
> > I'm doing a basic natal report for a 3 year old. He has a bucket configuration with Saturn at
the handle, and Saturn is also his ruling planet (Capricorn ascendant). And his Saturn is in Virgo,
8th house, which is bad for financial and job affairs, so I'm wondering how things will turn out.
On the bright side, he has Jupiter and Venus conjunct his ascendant.
>>
> > Hail Father Satan!
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 419
Subject: Re: Is the Moon a Planet?

From: Micama Gmicalzoma

Date: 8/11/2012

Thanks for explaining that. I was looking it up yesterday and found both sides, some say yes, some say no. Now I
know.
I did however find something interesting. I didn't know there were some dwarf planets as well as meteors used in
Astrology, I wonder how important they are. Chrion is the only Fake in the mix.
Hail Father Satan!!
Forever in the Service of Satan.

[From The Al Jilwah Chapter IV]
"It is my desire that all my followers unite in a bond of unity, lest those who are without prevail against them. No
ye who have followed my commandments and my teachings, reject all the teachings and sayings -Satan
of such as are w
From: siguarddraconis <drammanoth@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Friday, August 10, 2012 11:24 AM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Is the Moon a Planet?

It CAN be classified this way, but the more appropriate term is 'luminary'. The Sun and the Moon are basically
luminaries, if you want to be 100% correct ;)
Salvere!
Siguard Draconis.
SATANAS VIA, VERA ET VITA EST.
AVE LUCIFERIS OMNIPOTENS ET DEORUM SAMBUCUS!!
VAE OMNIS TRADITOR!!
--- In mailto:JoS_Astrology%40yahoogroups.com, Micama Gmicalzoma <agentofsatanswill666@...>
wrote:
>
> Is the Moon a considered a planet in Astrology? To me this question sounds a little ridiculous
however, Monday is the Day of the Moon. The Moon seems to be used like it is a Planet. I know
that the Moon is not one of the 9 Planets revolving around the Sun. But what about in Astrology?
>
>
> Hail Father Satan!!
> Forever in the Service of Satan.
>
> [From The Al Jilwah Chapter IV]
> "It is my desire that all my followers unite in a bond of unity, lest those who are without prevail
against them. Now, then, all ye who have followed my commandments and my teachings, reject all
the teachings and sayings of such as are without." -Satan
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 420
Subject: Re: planets in houses

From: Micama Gmicalzoma

Date: 8/11/2012

Try to get an Ephemeris. I have one by Llewellyn. I'm still learning how to read and use mine.
http://www.llewellyn.com/product.php?ean=9780738712031

Hail Father Satan!!
Forever in the Service of Satan.
[From The Al Jilwah Chapter IV]
"It is my desire that all my followers unite in a bond of unity, lest those who are without prevail against them. No
ye who have followed my commandments and my teachings, reject all the teachings and sayings -Satan
of such as are w
From: tanya.azazel <tanya.azazel@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Thursday, August 9, 2012 5:03 PM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] planets in houses

How do you know when a planet is in a certain house? Also when would you be having a retrograde period? I
had my chart done by HP Maxine.
Hail Satan! Hail Azazel! Hail Zeus! Hail the Gods of Hell!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 421
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Re: Saturn at the edge of the 1st House

Date: 8/11/2012

Maybe it's a little of both?
I looked at message 40335 and I have Capricorn ascendant and that explains why my Saturn transits are
not bad. Like when it was in my 8th house I became a Satanist. Thanks for pointing it out!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "siguarddraconis" <drammanoth@...> wrote:
>
> I remember Saturn was discussed in the main JoS e-group - Message #40335. Yet, how will
its interpretation AND energies' display look like if it is on the edge of the 1st House? Will it still
be the 'protector' of the person and interpreted as in the 1st House, OR will it be interpreted as
the 2nd House? The planet is les than a degree away from the the edge of the 1st House.
>
> Salvere!
>
> Siguard Draconis.
>
> SATANAS VIA, VERA ET VITA EST.
> AVE LUCIFERIS OMNIPOTENS ET DEORUM SAMBUCUS!!
> VAE OMNIS TRADITOR!!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 422
Subject: Re: Is the Moon a Planet?

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 8/11/2012

The Moon is often considered the second most important thing in your chart that shapes who you are, after
the Sun. For example my moon is in Taurus, so emotionally I'm quite stable, it takes a lot for me hate or
love someone but once I get there I love or hate them forever.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Micama Gmicalzoma <agentofsatanswill666@...> wrote:
>
> Is the Moon a considered a planet in Astrology? To me this question sounds a little ridiculous
however, Monday is the Day of the Moon. The Moon seems to be used like it is a Planet. I know
that the Moon is not one of the 9 Planets revolving around the Sun. But what about in Astrology?
>
>
> Hail Father Satan!!
> Forever in the Service of Satan.
>
> [From The Al Jilwah Chapter IV]
> "It is my desire that all my followers unite in a bond of unity, lest those who are without
prevail against them. Now, then, all ye who have followed my commandments and my
teachings, reject all the teachings and sayings of such as are without." -Satan
>
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 423

From: Vesceles

Date: 8/12/2012

Subject: Re: Is the Moon a Planet?
For astrological purposes, the Moon is treated as though it were another planet, although it is, most
obviously, not one.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@...> wrote:
>
> The Moon is often considered the second most important thing in your chart that shapes who
you are, after the Sun. For example my moon is in Taurus, so emotionally I'm quite stable, it
takes a lot for me hate or love someone but once I get there I love or hate them forever.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Micama Gmicalzoma <agentofsatanswill666@>
wrote:
>>
> > Is the Moon a considered a planet in Astrology? To me this question sounds a little ridiculous
however, Monday is the Day of the Moon. The Moon seems to be used like it is a Planet. I know
that the Moon is not one of the 9 Planets revolving around the Sun. But what about in Astrology?
>>
>>
> > Hail Father Satan!!
> > Forever in the Service of Satan.
>>
> > [From The Al Jilwah Chapter IV]
> > "It is my desire that all my followers unite in a bond of unity, lest those who are without
prevail against them. Now, then, all ye who have followed my commandments and my
teachings, reject all the teachings and sayings of such as are without." -Satan
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 424
Subject: Re: Input appreciated

From: Vesceles

Date: 8/12/2012

In all honesty, Lydia, we would need to see his birth chart to see which direction his spirit and abilities may
be expressed/interpreted.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@..." <lydia_666@...> wrote:
>
> Thanks. And he also has Venus in Cap so that adds to what you mentioned with sexuality.
>
> Hail Father Satan!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Draco Majinn" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>
> > I can only speak on one point here, I have Saturn in the 8th house myself, all the problems
I'm about to list I have had myself and have identified my 8th house Saturn as the cause,
though myself having five planets in Scorpio (8th ruler) including it's ruler Pluto conjunct my
ascendant, I am sure this placement may have had more impact on me than usual.
>>
> > 1)It's likely that he'll end up with feelings of guilt or shame around shared resources, such
as friends paying for him when he's short on cash, parents helping him out with rent etc.
> > Things like rent and money owed out, will weigh heavily on his mind as an adult.
> > (You may want to encourage him to learn to accept we all rely on other people and there is
no shame in needing help, additionally I found being more willing to assist others financially
helped me overcome that guilt)
>>

> > 2) In love and sexual affairs, he'll have difficulty allowing himself to give up parts of himself
or his own life, such as spare time, sharing apartments etc, compromising in general, this goes
beyond selfishness and is a much deeper fear. (8th house is where we dissolve parts of our ego
and merge with others, Saturn rules restriction)
> > Sexually he'll have fetishes and desires which are unusual, maybe even perverse or sadistic
and this could cause him to feel shame or embarrassment and keep them secret from others
even his partners which will lead him being sexually unfulfilled.
> > The best cure for me was to just force myself to take the humiliation of being open and
learn to laugh at myself, though with him being a Capricorn that will probably be more difficult
for him.
>>
> > 3) He'll have difficulty coming to terms with major changes. Not self initiated changes
(Uranus ruled) but the forces beyond our control (Pluto) the unavoidable changes, leaving home
and becoming independent, growing up, aging, long term separation from loved ones, death,
etc. And will try his best to push these thoughts out of his mind.
>>
> > (It might be wise for him to be encouraged to confront these emotions and most
importantly he must learn to accept all things must pass. I overcame this inhibition that way)
>>
> > All these things interconnect btw, giving up part of yourself, death (endings long term
changes), merging, sharing resources etc.
>>
> > Hope this helps, if there is anything else you want to ask that you think I could help with let
me know.
>>
> > Hail Satan!
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@" <lydia_666@> wrote:
>>>
> > > I'm doing a basic natal report for a 3 year old. He has a bucket configuration with Saturn
at the handle, and Saturn is also his ruling planet (Capricorn ascendant). And his Saturn is in
Virgo, 8th house, which is bad for financial and job affairs, so I'm wondering how things will turn
out. On the bright side, he has Jupiter and Venus conjunct his ascendant.
>>>
> > > Hail Father Satan!
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 425
From: Vesceles
Subject: Re: Saturn at the edge of the 1st House

Date: 8/12/2012

Siguard, it is impossible to take one placement (Saturn conjunct Ascendant, for example) and make a
judgement on what function the planet will serve to the native. The energies of this planet will be affected
my all of the placements and aspects in the chart, not to mention transits.
By "edge", do you mean that Saturn is in the 1st house, near the cusp of the second?
Again, without seeing the entire chart, it is impossible to ascertain Saturn's role.
If Saturn is in the 29th degree of the sign it is in, that is a "critical point" and it will take on the
characteristics of the subsequent sign.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@...> wrote:
>
> Maybe it's a little of both?
>
> I looked at message 40335 and I have Capricorn ascendant and that explains why my Saturn

transits are not bad. Like when it was in my 8th house I became a Satanist. Thanks for pointing
it out!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "siguarddraconis" <drammanoth@> wrote:
>>
> > I remember Saturn was discussed in the main JoS e-group - Message #40335. Yet, how will
its interpretation AND energies' display look like if it is on the edge of the 1st House? Will it still
be the 'protector' of the person and interpreted as in the 1st House, OR will it be interpreted as
the 2nd House? The planet is les than a degree away from the the edge of the 1st House.
>>
> > Salvere!
>>
> > Siguard Draconis.
>>
> > SATANAS VIA, VERA ET VITA EST.
> > AVE LUCIFERIS OMNIPOTENS ET DEORUM SAMBUCUS!!
> > VAE OMNIS TRADITOR!!
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 426
Subject: Re: planets in houses

From: Vesceles

Date: 8/12/2012

You did not receive a circular chart that shows the symbols inside the wheel? First house is the one to the
left, directly under the horizontal line. Count from there. Then google: astrological symbol for Pluto, etc.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Micama Gmicalzoma <agentofsatanswill666@...> wrote:
>
> Try to get an Ephemeris. I have one by Llewellyn. I'm still learning how to read and use mine.
>
> http://www.llewellyn.com/product.php?ean=9780738712031%c3%82%c2%a0
>
> Hail Father Satan!!
> Forever in the Service of Satan.
>
> [From The Al Jilwah Chapter IV]
> "It is my desire that all my followers unite in a bond of unity, lest those who are without
prevail against them. Now, then, all ye who have followed my commandments and my
teachings, reject all the teachings and sayings of such as are without." -Satan
>
>
> ________________________________
> From: tanya.azazel <tanya.azazel@...>
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Thursday, August 9, 2012 5:03 PM
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] planets in houses
>
>
>Â
>
> How do you know when a planet is in a certain house? Also when would you be having a
retrograde period? I had my chart done by HP Maxine.
>
> Hail Satan! Hail Azazel! Hail Zeus! Hail the Gods of Hell!
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Astrology

Message: 427

From: brittney.dunson

Date: 8/12/2012

I am just now trying to learn Astrology to help time my workings I downloaded the chronos program and
have all of the list of when what planet is in retrograde and all of that but It can be overwhelming trying to
put it all togather can someone help me understand how to merge all of this information together?
Thank you
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 428
From: siguarddraconis
Subject: Re: Saturn at the edge of the 1st House

Date: 8/12/2012

1st of all, I know the terminology.
2nd of all, I clearly explained the case. When you analyse a chart, you CAN explain separate parts, which
constitute the WHOLE.
It is the same with the human organism. It can be discussed in terms of its liver, heart, brain, etc. YET the
parts are the pieces of the whole.
And just how a natal planet can transit a chart - a planet that is STATIC - in a set position - and does NOT
move?
The entire chart is telling us how the PERSON will behave. The sign and house with the aspects to planet yes,

they tell us about how the planet will behave - but this planet solely.
And no, this is not about the anaretic degree - this concerns the zodiac sign, whereas I was asking about the
house.
Example: the cusp of the 2nd house is in 21°12' Vir, and Saturn is in 20°45' Vir.
Salvere!
Siguard Draconis.
SATANAS VIA, VERA ET VITA EST.
AVE LUCIFERIS OMNIPOTENS ET DEORUM SAMBUCUS!!
VAE OMNIS TRADITOR!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Vesceles" <vesceles@...> wrote:
>
> Siguard, it is impossible to take one placement (Saturn conjunct Ascendant, for example) and
make a judgement on what function the planet will serve to the native. The energies of this
planet will be affected my all of the placements and aspects in the chart, not to mention transits.
> By "edge", do you mean that Saturn is in the 1st house, near the cusp of the second?
> Again, without seeing the entire chart, it is impossible to ascertain Saturn's role.
> If Saturn is in the 29th degree of the sign it is in, that is a "critical point" and it will take on
the characteristics of the subsequent sign.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@> wrote:
>>
> > Maybe it's a little of both?
>>
> > I looked at message 40335 and I have Capricorn ascendant and that explains why my
Saturn transits are not bad. Like when it was in my 8th house I became a Satanist. Thanks for
pointing it out!
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "siguarddraconis" <drammanoth@> wrote:
>>>
> > > I remember Saturn was discussed in the main JoS e-group - Message #40335. Yet, how
will its interpretation AND energies' display look like if it is on the edge of the 1st House? Will it
still be the 'protector' of the person and interpreted as in the 1st House, OR will it be interpreted
as the 2nd House? The planet is les than a degree away from the the edge of the 1st House.
>>>
> > > Salvere!
>>>
> > > Siguard Draconis.
>>>
> > > SATANAS VIA, VERA ET VITA EST.
> > > AVE LUCIFERIS OMNIPOTENS ET DEORUM SAMBUCUS!!
> > > VAE OMNIS TRADITOR!!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 429
Subject: Re: Input appreciated

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 8/12/2012

I just needed input on what I wrote, I can do the rest myself. I'm not going to post someone's chart for
everyone to see, I believe in respecting privacy.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Vesceles" <vesceles@...> wrote:

>
> In all honesty, Lydia, we would need to see his birth chart to see which direction his spirit and
abilities may be expressed/interpreted.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@" <lydia_666@> wrote:
>>
> > Thanks. And he also has Venus in Cap so that adds to what you mentioned with sexuality.
>>
> > Hail Father Satan!
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Draco Majinn" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>>
> > > I can only speak on one point here, I have Saturn in the 8th house myself, all the
problems I'm about to list I have had myself and have identified my 8th house Saturn as the
cause, though myself having five planets in Scorpio (8th ruler) including it's ruler Pluto conjunct
my ascendant, I am sure this placement may have had more impact on me than usual.
>>>
> > > 1)It's likely that he'll end up with feelings of guilt or shame around shared resources, such
as friends paying for him when he's short on cash, parents helping him out with rent etc.
> > > Things like rent and money owed out, will weigh heavily on his mind as an adult.
> > > (You may want to encourage him to learn to accept we all rely on other people and there
is no shame in needing help, additionally I found being more willing to assist others financially
helped me overcome that guilt)
>>>
> > > 2) In love and sexual affairs, he'll have difficulty allowing himself to give up parts of
himself or his own life, such as spare time, sharing apartments etc, compromising in general, this
goes beyond selfishness and is a much deeper fear. (8th house is where we dissolve parts of
our ego and merge with others, Saturn rules restriction)
> > > Sexually he'll have fetishes and desires which are unusual, maybe even perverse or
sadistic and this could cause him to feel shame or embarrassment and keep them secret from
others even his partners which will lead him being sexually unfulfilled.
> > > The best cure for me was to just force myself to take the humiliation of being open and
learn to laugh at myself, though with him being a Capricorn that will probably be more difficult
for him.
>>>
> > > 3) He'll have difficulty coming to terms with major changes. Not self initiated changes
(Uranus ruled) but the forces beyond our control (Pluto) the unavoidable changes, leaving home
and becoming independent, growing up, aging, long term separation from loved ones, death,
etc. And will try his best to push these thoughts out of his mind.
>>>
> > > (It might be wise for him to be encouraged to confront these emotions and most
importantly he must learn to accept all things must pass. I overcame this inhibition that way)
>>>
> > > All these things interconnect btw, giving up part of yourself, death (endings long term
changes), merging, sharing resources etc.
>>>
> > > Hope this helps, if there is anything else you want to ask that you think I could help with
let me know.
>>>
> > > Hail Satan!
>>>
> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@" <lydia_666@> wrote:
>>>>
> > > > I'm doing a basic natal report for a 3 year old. He has a bucket configuration with
Saturn at the handle, and Saturn is also his ruling planet (Capricorn ascendant). And his Saturn is

in Virgo, 8th house, which is bad for financial and job affairs, so I'm wondering how things will
turn out. On the bright side, he has Jupiter and Venus conjunct his ascendant.
>>>>
> > > > Hail Father Satan!
>>>>
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 430
Subject: Re: Input appreciated

From: Light

Date: 8/12/2012

And is bad for some one to post their birth chart in an online group because the enemy can use it against you.
Hail Satan!

From: "lydia_666@..." <lydia_666@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Sunday, August 12, 2012 3:06 PM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Input appreciated

I just needed input on what I wrote, I can do the rest myself. I'm not going to post someone's chart for everyone
to see, I believe in respecting privacy.
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Vesceles" <vesceles@...> wrote:
>
> In all honesty, Lydia, we would need to see his birth chart to see which direction his spirit and
abilities may be expressed/interpreted.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@" <lydia_666@> wrote:
>>
> > Thanks. And he also has Venus in Cap so that adds to what you mentioned with sexuality.
>>
> > Hail Father Satan!
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Draco Majinn" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>>
> > > I can only speak on one point here, I have Saturn in the 8th house myself, all the problems I'm
about to list I have had myself and have identified my 8th house Saturn as the cause, though myself
having five planets in Scorpio (8th ruler) including it's ruler Pluto conjunct my ascendant, I am sure
this placement may have had more impact on me than usual.
>>>
> > > 1)It's likely that he'll end up with feelings of guilt or shame around shared resources, such as
friends paying for him when he's short on cash, parents helping him out with rent etc.
> > > Things like rent and money owed out, will weigh heavily on his mind as an adult.
> > > (You may want to encourage him to learn to accept we all rely on other people and there is no
shame in needing help, additionally I found being more willing to assist others financially helped me
overcome that guilt)
>>>
> > > 2) In love and sexual affairs, he'll have difficulty allowing himself to give up parts of himself
or his own life, such as spare time, sharing apartments etc, compromising in general, this goes
beyond selfishness and is a much deeper fear. (8th house is where we dissolve parts of our ego and
merge with others, Saturn rules restriction)
> > > Sexually he'll have fetishes and desires which are unusual, maybe even perverse or sadistic

and this could cause him to feel shame or embarrassment and keep them secret from others even his
partners which will lead him being sexually unfulfilled.
> > > The best cure for me was to just force myself to take the humiliation of being open and learn
to laugh at myself, though with him being a Capricorn that will probably be more difficult for him.
>>>
> > > 3) He'll have difficulty coming to terms with major changes. Not self initiated changes
(Uranus ruled) but the forces beyond our control (Pluto) the unavoidable changes, leaving home and
becoming independent, growing up, aging, long term separation from loved ones, death, etc. And
will try his best to push these thoughts out of his mind.
>>>
> > > (It might be wise for him to be encouraged to confront these emotions and most importantly
he must learn to accept all things must pass. I overcame this inhibition that way)
>>>
> > > All these things interconnect btw, giving up part of yourself, death (endings long term
changes), merging, sharing resources etc.
>>>
> > > Hope this helps, if there is anything else you want to ask that you think I could help with let
me know.
>>>
> > > Hail Satan!
>>>
> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@" <lydia_666@> wrote:
>>>>
> > > > I'm doing a basic natal report for a 3 year old. He has a bucket configuration with Saturn at
the handle, and Saturn is also his ruling planet (Capricorn ascendant). And his Saturn is in Virgo, 8th
house, which is bad for financial and job affairs, so I'm wondering how things will turn out. On the
bright side, he has Jupiter and Venus conjunct his ascendant.
>>>>
> > > > Hail Father Satan!
>>>>
>>>
>>
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Astrology

Message: 431

From: Geshteit Pfalzgraf

Date: 8/12/2012

What information, exactly, do you seek? What are your goals, astrologically? Could you be more specific? I
use Astrolog, not Chronos, but I may be able to help.

--- On Sat, 8/11/12, brittney.dunson <brittney.dunson@...> wrote:

From: brittney.dunson <brittney.dunson@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Astrology
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Saturday, August 11, 2012, 6:40 PM

I am just now trying to learn Astrology to help time my workings I downloaded the
chronos program and have all of the list of when what planet is in retrograde and all of
that but It can be overwhelming trying to put it all togather can someone help me
understand how to merge all of this information together?

Thank you

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 432
Subject: Bad things gonna happen to me?

From: vabzirteloch

Date: 8/13/2012

Currently Saturn is in conjunction with Mars. Mars is my chart Ruler. Could this mean that a rather
unpleasant period is waiting for me in the near future?
I just started to learn astrology about a month ago, but I'm not at the predictions part yet, so I don't know
much about this.
Any help appreciated.
Vabzir Teloch
HAIL SATAN!!!
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 433

From: High Priestess Zildar
Raasi
Subject: jew gets 45 days in prison for the murder of two Gentile Women

Date: 8/13/2012

http://news.yahoo.com/israel-sniper-45-days-over-gaza-war-shooting-164134300.html
In another abominable display of just how lowly the lives of our Gentile People are in the eyes of the jews- a
jewish murderer has been let off with a mere 45 day sentence for his crime that led to the death of two
Gentile Women. The Women had been doing nothing but standing in what remained of their home which had
previously been obliterated by the same jewish forces, and in fact displayed a sign of peace as they were
approached. The jews went ahead and opened fire on the innocent civilians despite this. It is unfortunate
that they were naive enough to believe they would be shown mercy and respect by a jew.
This calls back to mind the case of Rachel Corrie, a Gentile peace activist who was working in Palestine to
attempt to prevent the destruction of the homes of innocent Gentile Palestinians by israeli thugs. She was
brutally killed when one of the israeli demolition workers PURPOSEFULLY drove over the house she was
standing in front of with a bulldozer. Again, this murdering jew got off with no charges.
Note how they come up with excuse after excuse to explain away the senseless killing of our Gentile People.
THESE PARASITES HAVE TO BE STOPPED. It is up to every single one of us to carry on fighting. Expose
them before the eyes of the world, so that all may see their true colours. They have destroyed our past and
STOLEN from us what is rightfully ours! They have insulted and blasphemed our Beloved Gods in the worst
possible ways, and they have denigrated our True Satanic Heroes. They continue to slaughter our People
like cattle in an abattoir, and this will not stop until they have been destroyed!
KEEP UP THE FIGHT! Don't ever give up!
HAIL FATHER SATAN!!
Hail Beelzebub!!
Hail Lilith!!
Heil Hitler!!
Heil Heinrich Himmler!!
-High Priestess Zildar Raas
http://ageofsatan.co.cc
http://www.joyofsatan.org

Joy of Satan Ministries
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Chiron

Message: 434

From: Pierce Talanski

Date: 8/14/2012

What significance, if any, does Chiron have, specifically in the 8th house/Virgo and in conjunct with Mars?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 435
From: Geshteit Pfalzgraf
Subject: Re: jew gets 45 days in prison for the murder of two Gentile Women

Date: 8/14/2012

Thank you, High Priestess.
One thing jews love is to tell you they are jewish. It is our duty to call them on this wherever they rear
they ugly heads. Let them know that it is NOT OK to be jewish, let alone to broadcast it as though it were
something to be proud about.
Don't even trust the ones who seem tolerant. They still support "Israel", and the looting of gentile countries.
Thank you Racheal Corrie. We will remember you forever.
Vesceles

--- On Mon, 8/13/12, High Priestess Zildar Raasi
<high_priestess_zildar_raasi666@...> wrote:

From: High Priestess Zildar Raasi <high_priestess_zildar_raasi666@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] jew gets 45 days in prison for the murder of two Gentile Women
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Monday, August 13, 2012, 4:37 PM

http://news.yahoo.com/israel-sniper-45-days-over-gaza-war-shooting-164134300.html
In another abominable display of just how lowly the lives of our Gentile People are in the
eyes of the jews- a jewish murderer has been let off with a mere 45 day sentence for his
crime that led to the death of two Gentile Women. The Women had been doing nothing
but standing in what remained of their home which had previously been obliterated by
the same jewish forces, and in fact displayed a sign of peace as they were approached.
The jews went ahead and opened fire on the innocent civilians despite this. It is
unfortunate that they were naive enough to believe they would be shown mercy and
respect by a jew.
This calls back to mind the case of Rachel Corrie, a Gentile peace activist who was
working in Palestine to attempt to prevent the destruction of the homes of innocent
Gentile Palestinians by israeli thugs. She was brutally killed when one of the israeli
demolition workers PURPOSEFULLY drove over the house she was standing in front of
with a bulldozer. Again, this murdering jew got off with no charges.
Note how they come up with excuse after excuse to explain away the senseless killing of
our Gentile People.
THESE PARASITES HAVE TO BE STOPPED. It is up to every single one of us to carry on
fighting. Expose them before the eyes of the world, so that all may see their true
colours. They have destroyed our past and STOLEN from us what is rightfully ours! They
have insulted and blasphemed our Beloved Gods in the worst possible ways, and they
have denigrated our True Satanic Heroes. They continue to slaughter our People like
cattle in an abattoir, and this will not stop until they have been destroyed!

KEEP UP THE FIGHT! Don't ever give up!
HAIL FATHER SATAN!!
Hail Beelzebub!!
Hail Lilith!!
Heil Hitler!!
Heil Heinrich Himmler!!
-High Priestess Zildar Raas
http://ageofsatan.co.cc
http://www.joyofsatan.org
Joy of Satan Ministries

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 436
Subject: Re: Input appreciated

From: jonathon_billing

Date: 8/14/2012

Energy takes the shortest/easiest route anyways, by my reasoning it doesn't matter.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Light <yc28@...> wrote:
>
> And is bad for some one to post their birth chart in an online group because the enemy can
use it against you.
>Â
> Hail Satan!
>
>
>
> ________________________________
> From: "lydia_666@..." <lydia_666@...>
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Sunday, August 12, 2012 3:06 PM
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Input appreciated
>
>
>Â
> I just needed input on what I wrote, I can do the rest myself. I'm not going to post someone's
chart for everyone to see, I believe in respecting privacy.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Vesceles" <vesceles@> wrote:
>>
> > In all honesty, Lydia, we would need to see his birth chart to see which direction his spirit
and abilities may be expressed/interpreted.
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@" <lydia_666@> wrote:
>>>
> > > Thanks. And he also has Venus in Cap so that adds to what you mentioned with sexuality.
>>>
> > > Hail Father Satan!
>>>
> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Draco Majinn" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>>>

> > > > I can only speak on one point here, I have Saturn in the 8th house myself, all the
problems I'm about to list I have had myself and have identified my 8th house Saturn as the
cause, though myself having five planets in Scorpio (8th ruler) including it's ruler Pluto conjunct
my ascendant, I am sure this placement may have had more impact on me than usual.
>>>>
> > > > 1)It's likely that he'll end up with feelings of guilt or shame around shared resources,
such as friends paying for him when he's short on cash, parents helping him out with rent etc.
> > > > Things like rent and money owed out, will weigh heavily on his mind as an adult.
> > > > (You may want to encourage him to learn to accept we all rely on other people and
there is no shame in needing help, additionally I found being more willing to assist others
financially helped me overcome that guilt)
>>>>
> > > > 2) In love and sexual affairs, he'll have difficulty allowing himself to give up parts of
himself or his own life, such as spare time, sharing apartments etc, compromising in general, this
goes beyond selfishness and is a much deeper fear. (8th house is where we dissolve parts of
our ego and merge with others, Saturn rules restriction)
> > > > Sexually he'll have fetishes and desires which are unusual, maybe even perverse or
sadistic and this could cause him to feel shame or embarrassment and keep them secret from
others even his partners which will lead him being sexually unfulfilled.
> > > > The best cure for me was to just force myself to take the humiliation of being open and
learn to laugh at myself, though with him being a Capricorn that will probably be more difficult
for him.
>>>>
> > > > 3) He'll have difficulty coming to terms with major changes. Not self initiated changes
(Uranus ruled) but the forces beyond our control (Pluto) the unavoidable changes, leaving home
and becoming independent, growing up, aging, long term separation from loved ones, death,
etc. And will try his best to push these thoughts out of his mind.
>>>>
> > > > (It might be wise for him to be encouraged to confront these emotions and most
importantly he must learn to accept all things must pass. I overcame this inhibition that way)
>>>>
> > > > All these things interconnect btw, giving up part of yourself, death (endings long term
changes), merging, sharing resources etc.
>>>>
> > > > Hope this helps, if there is anything else you want to ask that you think I could help
with let me know.
>>>>
> > > > Hail Satan!
>>>>
> > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@" <lydia_666@> wrote:
>>>>>
> > > > > I'm doing a basic natal report for a 3 year old. He has a bucket configuration with
Saturn at the handle, and Saturn is also his ruling planet (Capricorn ascendant). And his Saturn is
in Virgo, 8th house, which is bad for financial and job affairs, so I'm wondering how things will
turn out. On the bright side, he has Jupiter and Venus conjunct his ascendant.
>>>>>
> > > > > Hail Father Satan!
>>>>>
>>>>
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 437
Subject: Re: Mars Enters Scorpio 08/23/2012

From: Lexibtyr Kaiser

Date: 8/14/2012

I'm so doing this, It'll help me with martial arts and just better relations with men overall. I want more male
friends, for some reason thats been hard for me.
Anyway, this is perfect thanks ^-^
HAIL
HAIL
HAIL
HAIL

LORD SATAN
BEELZEBUB
ASTAROTH
AZAZEL

HAIL SATAN'S PEOPLE
HAIL OUR HEROES AND GODS
- Lexibtyr

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Draco Majinn" <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:
>
> This is the one I've been waiting for. Mars in Scorpio, this is an excellent time to begin the
Mars mantra and improve your Sex drive, Sex appeal, Willpower, Strength of all kinds, Athletic
ability and even your ability to fight. For those of us who do Martial arts like myself this is an
excellent time. I actually have natal Mars in Scorpio conjunct Sun which has helped me a lot.
>
> However there is just one problem, just after Mars enters Scorpio Saturn will soon be entering
this sign and will inhibit Mars's energies. Is it still okay to perform the Mantra?
>
> Thanks.
>
> Hail Satan!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 438
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: Bad things gonna happen to me?

Date: 8/14/2012

Transiting and Natal planets are different. When Transiting planets are in aspect with Natal planets, where
they are in the Natal Chart, they trigger events in your life. Transiting planets in aspect with other Transiting
planets (i.e. in aspect right now in the sky) aren't personal; but while everyone might feel it, the effects may
differ depending on the natal chart.
Unless you have Natal Mars in the last 10 degrees of Libra, Saturn isn't conjunct your Mars (which is what
matters more directly in your life). Transiting Saturn in Libra is in conjunction with Transiting Mars in Libra
right now but not your Natal Mars.
The Saturn-Mars conjunction happening right now can be unpleasant for everyone (see in which house Libra
falls in your natal chart for more details on where you might feel its effects).

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "vabzirteloch" <vabzirteloch@...> wrote:
>
> Currently Saturn is in conjunction with Mars. Mars is my chart Ruler. Could this mean that a
rather unpleasant period is waiting for me in the near future?
>
> I just started to learn astrology about a month ago, but I'm not at the predictions part yet, so
I don't know much about this.
>
> Any help appreciated.
>

> Vabzir Teloch
> HAIL SATAN!!!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 439
From: Draco Majinn
Subject: Re: Bad things gonna happen to me?

Date: 8/14/2012

Not likely, Saturn has been in Libra for the last 2 and a half years now and is on it's way into Scorpio. Any
negative events that you were going to go through (as a result of this particular transit at least) would most
likely have already gone. Check the degree to which your Mars is in libra at www.astro.com/ then see the
degree to which Saturn is in Libra at now, if Saturn is past the degree to which your Mars was in Libra in
your natal chart then the worst is over.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "vabzirteloch" <vabzirteloch@...> wrote:
>
> Currently Saturn is in conjunction with Mars. Mars is my chart Ruler. Could this mean that a
rather unpleasant period is waiting for me in the near future?
>
> I just started to learn astrology about a month ago, but I'm not at the predictions part yet, so
I don't know much about this.
>
> Any help appreciated.
>
> Vabzir Teloch
> HAIL SATAN!!!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 440
Subject: Re: Is the Moon a Planet?

From: siguarddraconis

Date: 8/15/2012

Chiron a FAKE?
What do you mean by this?
And btw, Chiron and co. are not asteroids or comets, they are named centaurs (this is an astronomical fact).
Salvere!
Siguard Draconis.
SATANAS VIA, VERA ET VITA EST.
AVE LUCIFERIS OMNIPOTENS ET DEORUM SAMBUCUS!!
VAE OMNIS TRADITOR!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Micama Gmicalzoma <agentofsatanswill666@...> wrote:
>
> Thanks for explaining that. I was looking it up yesterday and found both sides, some say yes,
some say no. Now I know.
>Â
> I did however find something interesting. I didn't know there were some dwarf planets as well
as meteors used in Astrology, I wonder how important they are.Â Chrion is the only Fake in the
mix.
>
> Hail Father Satan!!
> Forever in the Service of Satan.

>
> [From The Al Jilwah Chapter IV]
> "It is my desire that all my followers unite in a bond of unity, lest those who are without
prevail against them. Now, then, all ye who have followed my commandments and my
teachings, reject all the teachings and sayings of such as are without." -Satan
>
>
> ________________________________
> From: siguarddraconis <drammanoth@...>
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Friday, August 10, 2012 11:24 AM
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Is the Moon a Planet?
>
>
>Â
>
> It CAN be classified this way, but the more appropriate term is 'luminary'. The Sun and the
Moon are basically luminaries, if you want to be 100% correct ;)
>
> Salvere!
>
> Siguard Draconis.
>
> SATANAS VIA, VERA ET VITA EST.
> AVE LUCIFERIS OMNIPOTENS ET DEORUM SAMBUCUS!!
> VAE OMNIS TRADITOR!!
>
> --- In mailto:JoS_Astrology%40yahoogroups.com, Micama Gmicalzoma
<agentofsatanswill666@> wrote:
>>
> > Is the Moon a considered a planet in Astrology? To me this question sounds a little ridiculous
however, Monday is the Day of the Moon. The Moon seems to be used like it is a Planet. I know
that the Moon is not one of the 9 Planets revolving around the Sun. But what about in Astrology?
>>
>>
> > Hail Father Satan!!
> > Forever in the Service of Satan.
>>
> > [From The Al Jilwah Chapter IV]
> > "It is my desire that all my followers unite in a bond of unity, lest those who are without
prevail against them. Now, then, all ye who have followed my commandments and my
teachings, reject all the teachings and sayings of such as are without." -Satan
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Chiron

Message: 441

From: Geshteit Pfalzgraf

Date: 8/15/2012

I am just beginning to study Chiron, myself, but two books I plan on getting are
Chiron-Transforming Bridge Between Inner and Outer by Barbara Hand Clow
and
Chiron-Healing Body & Mind by Martin Lass.

--- On Mon, 8/13/12, Pierce Talanski <ptalanski@...> wrote:

From: Pierce Talanski <ptalanski@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Chiron
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Monday, August 13, 2012, 4:53 PM

What significance, if any, does Chiron have, specifically in the 8th house/Virgo and in
conjunct with Mars?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 442
From: Geshteit Pfalzgraf
Subject: Re: Bad things gonna happen to me?

Date: 8/15/2012

I don't mean to intrude on this string, but thanks for the heads up on the Saturn transit. Saturn is presently
at an exact conjunction to my natal Mars at 24 Libra.
Vesceles.

--- On Tue, 8/14/12, Draco Majinn <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:

From: Draco Majinn <xxrygelxx@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Bad things gonna happen to me?
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Tuesday, August 14, 2012, 9:39 AM

Not likely, Saturn has been in Libra for the last 2 and a half years now and is on it's way
into Scorpio. Any negative events that you were going to go through (as a result of this
particular transit at least) would most likely have already gone. Check the degree to
which your Mars is in libra at www.astro.com/ then see the degree to which Saturn is in
Libra at now, if Saturn is past the degree to which your Mars was in Libra in your natal
chart then the worst is over.
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "vabzirteloch" <vabzirteloch@...> wrote:
>
> Currently Saturn is in conjunction with Mars. Mars is my chart Ruler. Could this mean
that a rather unpleasant period is waiting for me in the near future?
>
> I just started to learn astrology about a month ago, but I'm not at the predictions part
yet, so I don't know much about this.
>
> Any help appreciated.
>
> Vabzir Teloch
> HAIL SATAN!!!
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 443
From: vabzirteloch
Subject: Re: Bad things gonna happen to me?

Date: 8/15/2012

Thank you both! Now I'm relieved. Mars is far away from Libra in my Natal Chart. I can't wait to get to the
predictions part in learning, but I have to master the basics first.
Thanks again.
Vabzir Teloch
HAIL SATAN!!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> Transiting and Natal planets are different. When Transiting planets are in aspect with Natal
planets, where they are in the Natal Chart, they trigger events in your life. Transiting planets in
aspect with other Transiting planets (i.e. in aspect right now in the sky) aren't personal; but
while everyone might feel it, the effects may differ depending on the natal chart.
>
> Unless you have Natal Mars in the last 10 degrees of Libra, Saturn isn't conjunct your Mars
(which is what matters more directly in your life). Transiting Saturn in Libra is in conjunction with
Transiting Mars in Libra right now but not your Natal Mars.
>
> The Saturn-Mars conjunction happening right now can be unpleasant for everyone (see in
which house Libra falls in your natal chart for more details on where you might feel its effects).
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "vabzirteloch" <vabzirteloch@> wrote:
>>
> > Currently Saturn is in conjunction with Mars. Mars is my chart Ruler. Could this mean that a
rather unpleasant period is waiting for me in the near future?
>>
> > I just started to learn astrology about a month ago, but I'm not at the predictions part yet,
so I don't know much about this.
>>
> > Any help appreciated.
>>
> > Vabzir Teloch
> > HAIL SATAN!!!
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 444
Subject: Re: Is the Moon a Planet?

From: Micama Gmicalzoma

Date: 8/16/2012

Even if it is a rock formation of some sort Chrion is not used by those who have advanced knowledge of Astrology.
I heard Chrion is some sort of angelic garbage, something the enemy uses.
Additionally High Priestess Maxine does Not recognize Chrion as a Planet. Like I said, even if it is a large chunk of
rock, ice or other space debris, it's of no significance to those in the know- Us Here.
Personally I choose to totally disregard Chrion, it's unimportant to me. I'm still learning about Astrology, therefore I
am very careful where I get my information from. I'm most likely just going to stick to what has been provided in
the files section. Later on, I will find out what other books are a good reference.
It can take up to 10 times longer to Relearn something, instead of learning it correctly from the start.
Hail Father Satan!!
Forever in the Service of Satan.

[From The Al Jilwah Chapter IV]
"It is my desire that all my followers unite in a bond of unity, lest those who are without prevail against them. No
ye who have followed my commandments and my teachings, reject all the teachings and sayings -Satan
of such as are w
From: siguarddraconis <drammanoth@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2012 8:43 AM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Is the Moon a Planet?

Chiron a FAKE?
What do you mean by this?
And btw, Chiron and co. are not asteroids or comets, they are named centaurs (this is an astronomical fact).
Salvere!
Siguard Draconis.
SATANAS VIA, VERA ET VITA EST.
AVE LUCIFERIS OMNIPOTENS ET DEORUM SAMBUCUS!!
VAE OMNIS TRADITOR!!
--- In mailto:JoS_Astrology%40yahoogroups.com, Micama Gmicalzoma <agentofsatanswill666@...>
wrote:
>
> Thanks for explaining that. I was looking it up yesterday and found both sides, some say yes,
some say no. Now I know.
>Â
> I did however find something interesting. I didn't know there were some dwarf planets as well as
meteors used in Astrology, I wonder how important they are.Â Chrion is the only Fake in the mix.
>
> Hail Father Satan!!
> Forever in the Service of Satan.
>
> [From The Al Jilwah Chapter IV]
> "It is my desire that all my followers unite in a bond of unity, lest those who are without prevail
against them. Now, then, all ye who have followed my commandments and my teachings, reject all
the teachings and sayings of such as are without." -Satan
>
>
> ________________________________
> From: siguarddraconis <drammanoth@...>
> To: mailto:JoS_Astrology%40yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Friday, August 10, 2012 11:24 AM
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Is the Moon a Planet?
>
>
>Â
>
> It CAN be classified this way, but the more appropriate term is 'luminary'. The Sun and the Moon
are basically luminaries, if you want to be 100% correct ;)
>
> Salvere!
>

> Siguard Draconis.
>
> SATANAS VIA, VERA ET VITA EST.
> AVE LUCIFERIS OMNIPOTENS ET DEORUM SAMBUCUS!!
> VAE OMNIS TRADITOR!!
>
> --- In mailto:JoS_Astrology%40yahoogroups.com, Micama Gmicalzoma
<agentofsatanswill666@> wrote:
>>
> > Is the Moon a considered a planet in Astrology? To me this question sounds a little ridiculous
however, Monday is the Day of the Moon. The Moon seems to be used like it is a Planet. I know
that the Moon is not one of the 9 Planets revolving around the Sun. But what about in Astrology?
>>
>>
> > Hail Father Satan!!
> > Forever in the Service of Satan.
>>
> > [From The Al Jilwah Chapter IV]
> > "It is my desire that all my followers unite in a bond of unity, lest those who are without prevail
against them. Now, then, all ye who have followed my commandments and my teachings, reject all
the teachings and sayings of such as are without." -Satan
>>
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Cazimi aspect

Message: 445

From: radzio_ss

Date: 8/16/2012

Hi guys. I wondered if anyone else has what is called a ''cazimi''. Cazimi occurs when Sun is in extremely
close conjuction (17 minutes or less) with another planet. Such planet is called ''The heart of the sun'' and is
much more powerful.
My cazimi is Mercury 10 minutes away from the Sun (both in Leo) in the 12th house. Mercury is also my
chart ruler (I'm an ascendant Virgo).
Do any of you guys have this?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 446
Subject: Re: Cazimi aspect

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 8/18/2012

I have that too! Sun and Mercury 23 degrees and Jupiter 24 degrees in Virgo and the 8th house. One of my
good friends has Sun and Mercury in Leo conjunct as well (dont know what house D:), we have a lot of
stimulating conversations. Also planets in the 12th are subject to loss and misfortune, but since your Sun
and Mercury rule the 12th and first house I guess that's pretty lucky then! I have Neptune and Uranus in the
12th somehow both rule my 2nd house, Aquarius on the cusp and Pisces intercepted, can't seem to save
money nor do I really believe in it, like what is money it's imaginary, it is literally created out of nothing.
Anyway. Maxine said Mercury combust with the Sun can cause a mental blind spot, like overlooking your
own behaviors or communications, or total focus on a goal and totally ignoring any interference or opposing
opinions. It was in this group if you want to search for it.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "radzio_ss" <truth.seeker1@...> wrote:
>
> Hi guys. I wondered if anyone else has what is called a ''cazimi''. Cazimi occurs when Sun is in
extremely close conjuction (17 minutes or less) with another planet. Such planet is called ''The

heart of the sun'' and is much more powerful.
>
> My cazimi is Mercury 10 minutes away from the Sun (both in Leo) in the 12th house. Mercury
is also my chart ruler (I'm an ascendant Virgo).
>
> Do any of you guys have this?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 447
Subject: Re: Cazimi aspect

From: siguarddraconis

Date: 8/18/2012

Mercury is combusted when near the Sun UNLESS in Scorpio.
I've searched this topic and people who have SU and ME in Scorpio are lucky ones in this respect.
Yet I wonder how it is with SU and the trans-Saturnian planets in regards to Sun conjunctions.
Salvere!
Siguard Draconis.
SATANAS VIA, VERA ET VITA EST.
AVE LUCIFERIS OMNIPOTENS ET DEORUM SAMBUCUS!!
VAE OMNIS TRADITOR!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@...> wrote:
>
> I have that too! Sun and Mercury 23 degrees and Jupiter 24 degrees in Virgo and the 8th
house. One of my good friends has Sun and Mercury in Leo conjunct as well (dont know what
house D:), we have a lot of stimulating conversations. Also planets in the 12th are subject to loss
and misfortune, but since your Sun and Mercury rule the 12th and first house I guess that's
pretty lucky then! I have Neptune and Uranus in the 12th somehow both rule my 2nd house,
Aquarius on the cusp and Pisces intercepted, can't seem to save money nor do I really believe in
it, like what is money it's imaginary, it is literally created out of nothing.
>
> Anyway. Maxine said Mercury combust with the Sun can cause a mental blind spot, like
overlooking your own behaviors or communications, or total focus on a goal and totally ignoring
any interference or opposing opinions. It was in this group if you want to search for it.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "radzio_ss" <truth.seeker1@> wrote:
>>
> > Hi guys. I wondered if anyone else has what is called a ''cazimi''. Cazimi occurs when Sun is
in extremely close conjuction (17 minutes or less) with another planet. Such planet is called ''The
heart of the sun'' and is much more powerful.
>>
> > My cazimi is Mercury 10 minutes away from the Sun (both in Leo) in the 12th house.
Mercury is also my chart ruler (I'm an ascendant Virgo).
>>
> > Do any of you guys have this?
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Saturn

Message: 448

From: Sven

Date: 8/18/2012

Saturn has an aspect to most of my planets. What does mean (if anything) regarding my spiritual
development?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Astrology

Message: 449

From: brittney.dunson

Date: 8/18/2012

I am trying to learn Astrology to emphasize my outcomes for workings and also to use Astrology to find out
what times are favorable for me personally just in every day life.
Britt

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Geshteit Pfalzgraf <vesceles@...> wrote:
>
> What information, exactly, do you seek? What are your goals, astrologically? Could you be
more specific? I use Astrolog, not Chronos, but I may be able to help.
>
> --- On Sat, 8/11/12, brittney.dunson <brittney.dunson@...> wrote:
>
> From: brittney.dunson <brittney.dunson@...>
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Astrology
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Saturday, August 11, 2012, 6:40 PM
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>Â
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> I am just now trying to learn Astrology to help time my workings I downloaded the chronos
program and have all of the list of when what planet is in retrograde and all of that but It can be
overwhelming trying to put it all togather can someone help me understand how to merge all of
this information together?
>
>
>

> Thank you
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 450
Subject: Re: Cazimi aspect

From: Geshteit Pfalzgraf

Date: 8/18/2012

Siguard, I have Sun conjunct Neptune (and Mercury, N. Node and Mercury) all in Scorpio, and it seems to
me that the Sun-Neptune conjunction amplifies to a great extent both the desireable (art, intuition) faculties
of Neptune, as well as the more difficult ones (confusion, dreaminess, not paying attention, etc).
The generation with Neptune in Scorpio certainly has their share of challenges, like right use of sexual
energy, but since I am willing to work with it, I consider it a favorable, but intense aspect. Neptune's affect
on Mercury has been profound, in my case, and I have had to apply much effort in "grounding" my thought
processes. So, in a sense, Neptune's presence in my chart has had maybe some of the same effects of a
combust Mercury.
Did I answer, at least in part, your question about trans-Saturnian planets?

--- On Sat, 8/18/12, siguarddraconis <drammanoth@...> wrote:

From: siguarddraconis <drammanoth@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Cazimi aspect
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Saturday, August 18, 2012, 8:15 AM

Mercury is combusted when near the Sun UNLESS in Scorpio.
I've searched this topic and people who have SU and ME in Scorpio are lucky ones in this
respect.
Yet I wonder how it is with SU and the trans-Saturnian planets in regards to Sun
conjunctions.
Salvere!
Siguard Draconis.
SATANAS VIA, VERA ET VITA EST.
AVE LUCIFERIS OMNIPOTENS ET DEORUM SAMBUCUS!!
VAE OMNIS TRADITOR!!
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@...> wrote:
>
> I have that too! Sun and Mercury 23 degrees and Jupiter 24 degrees in Virgo and the
8th house. One of my good friends has Sun and Mercury in Leo conjunct as well (dont
know what house D:), we have a lot of stimulating conversations. Also planets in the
12th are subject to loss and misfortune, but since your Sun and Mercury rule the 12th
and first house I guess that's pretty lucky then! I have Neptune and Uranus in the 12th
somehow both rule my 2nd house, Aquarius on the cusp and Pisces intercepted, can't
seem to save money nor do I really believe in it, like what is money it's imaginary, it is
literally created out of nothing.
>
> Anyway. Maxine said Mercury combust with the Sun can cause a mental blind spot,

like overlooking your own behaviors or communications, or total focus on a goal and
totally ignoring any interference or opposing opinions. It was in this group if you want to
search for it.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "radzio_ss" <truth.seeker1@> wrote:
>>
> > Hi guys. I wondered if anyone else has what is called a ''cazimi''. Cazimi occurs
when Sun is in extremely close conjuction (17 minutes or less) with another planet. Such
planet is called ''The heart of the sun'' and is much more powerful.
>>
> > My cazimi is Mercury 10 minutes away from the Sun (both in Leo) in the 12th house.
Mercury is also my chart ruler (I'm an ascendant Virgo).
>>
> > Do any of you guys have this?
>>
>

Messages in JoS_Astrology group.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Cazimi aspect
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: learning astrology
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Cazimi aspect
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: An array of questions
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Saturn
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Astrology
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Saturn
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: learning astrology
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: triangle in the sky past week
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Uranus
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: learning astrology
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: info?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Uranus
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Mercury Retrograde
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Mercury Retrograde
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Mercury Retrograde
Group: JoS_Astrology
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Message: 451

From: siguarddraconis

Date: 8/19/2012

Message: 452

From: davidfreeze86

Date: 8/21/2012

Message: 453

From: radzio_ss

Date: 8/21/2012

Message: 454

From: radzio_ss

Date: 8/21/2012

Message: 455

From: Geshteit Pfalzgraf

Date: 8/21/2012

Message: 456

From: Geshteit Pfalzgraf

Date: 8/21/2012

Message: 457

From: hoodedcobra666

Date: 8/22/2012

Message: 458

From: krazymuthauka

Date: 8/22/2012

Message: 459
southern sky
Message: 460

From: Serpentfire666

Date: 8/22/2012

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 8/22/2012

Message: 461

From: Geshteit Pfalzgraf

Date: 8/22/2012

Message: 462

From: darkzenergy

Date: 8/22/2012

Message: 463

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 8/22/2012

Message: 464

From: High Priestess Maxine Dietrich

Date: 8/23/2012

Message: 465

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 8/23/2012

Message: 466

From: Celina

Date: 8/23/2012

Message: 467

From: Marc Williamson

Date: 8/23/2012

Subject: Re: Mercury Retrograde
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Mercury Retrograde
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Mercury Retrograde
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Mercury Retrograde
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Mercury Retrograde
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Mercury Retrograde
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: info?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Mercury Retrograde
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Mercury Retrograde
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Mercury Retrograde
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Mercury Retrograde
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Is the Moon a Planet?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Is the Moon a Planet?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Mercury Retrograde
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Mercury Retrograde
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Signs & Elements
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Mercury Retrograde
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Signs & Elements

Message: 468

From: Micama Gmicalzoma

Date: 8/23/2012

Message: 469

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 8/23/2012

Message: 470

From: hoodedcobra666

Date: 8/23/2012

Message: 471

From: Raven Lythrum

Date: 8/24/2012

Message: 472

From: Kait Jordan

Date: 8/24/2012

Message: 473

From: Raven Lythrum

Date: 8/24/2012

Message: 474

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 8/24/2012

Message: 475

From: Brian Gibbons

Date: 8/24/2012

Message: 476

From: Celina

Date: 8/24/2012

Message: 477

From: kittyahawk3@rocketmail.com

Date: 8/24/2012

Message: 478

From: Kitty Hawk

Date: 8/24/2012

Message: 479

From: siguarddraconis

Date: 8/25/2012

Message: 480

From: siguarddraconis

Date: 8/25/2012

Message: 481

From: Geshteit Pfalzgraf

Date: 8/25/2012

Message: 482

From: Draco Majinn

Date: 8/25/2012

Message: 483

From: Hot Guy

Date: 8/25/2012

Message: 484

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 8/26/2012

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 485
Subject: Re: Signs & Elements
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 486
Subject: Re: Signs & Elements
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 487
Subject: Re: Is the Moon a Planet?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 488
Subject: Mars Square questions
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 489
Subject: Re: Mars Square questions
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 490
Subject: Re: Mars Square questions
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 491
Subject: Magick Square
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 492
Subject: Re: Mars Square questions
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 493
Subject: Re: Mars Square questions
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 494
Subject: Re: Mars Square questions
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 496
Subject: Re: Mars Square questions
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 497
Subject: Re: Mars Square questions
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 498
Subject: Saturn and Jupiter mantras/squares to ease difficulties
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 499
Subject: Re: Saturn and Jupiter mantras/squares to ease difficulties
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 500
Subject: Re: Saturn and Jupiter mantras/squares to ease difficulties
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 501
Subject: Re: Saturn and Jupiter mantras/squares to ease difficulties

From: f.follets

Date: 8/26/2012

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 8/26/2012

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 8/26/2012

From: krazymuthauka

Date: 8/27/2012

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 8/27/2012

From: krazymuthauka

Date: 8/28/2012

From: krazymuthauka

Date: 8/28/2012

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 8/28/2012

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 8/28/2012

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 8/28/2012

From: paulpseudonym@yahoo.com

Date: 8/28/2012

From: krazymuthauka

Date: 8/28/2012

From: darrklady13

Date: 8/30/2012

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 8/30/2012

From: darrklady13

Date: 8/31/2012

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 8/31/2012

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Cazimi aspect

Message: 451

From: siguarddraconis

Date: 8/19/2012

Yes Geshteit Pfalzgraf, thank you for your input ^^
Salvere!
Siguard Draconis.
SATANAS VIA, VERA ET VITA EST.
AVE LUCIFERIS OMNIPOTENS ET DEORUM SAMBUCUS!!
VAE OMNIS TRADITOR!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Geshteit Pfalzgraf <vesceles@...> wrote:
>
> Siguard, I have Sun conjunct Neptune (and Mercury, N. Node and Mercury) all in Scorpio, and it seems to me that the Sun-Neptune conjunction
amplifies to a great extent both the desireable (art, intuition) faculties of Neptune, as well as the more difficult ones (confusion, dreaminess, not
paying attention, etc).
> Â Â The generation with Neptune in Scorpio certainly has their share of challenges, like right use of sexual energy, but since I am willing to work
with it, I consider it a favorable, but intense aspect. Neptune's affect on Mercury has been profound, in my case, and I have had to apply much
effort in "grounding" my thought processes. So, in a sense, Neptune's presence in my chart has had maybe some of the same effects of a
combust Mercury.
> Did I answer, at least in part, your question about trans-Saturnian planets?
>
>ÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂ
>
> --- On Sat, 8/18/12, siguarddraconis <drammanoth@...> wrote:
>
> From: siguarddraconis <drammanoth@...>
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Cazimi aspect
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Saturday, August 18, 2012, 8:15 AM
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Â

Mercury is combusted when near the Sun UNLESS in Scorpio.

I've searched this topic and people who have SU and ME in Scorpio are lucky ones in this respect.

Yet I wonder how it is with SU and the trans-Saturnian planets in regards to Sun conjunctions.

Salvere!

Siguard Draconis.

>
>
>
> SATANAS VIA, VERA ET VITA EST.
>
> AVE LUCIFERIS OMNIPOTENS ET DEORUM SAMBUCUS!!
>
> VAE OMNIS TRADITOR!!
>
>
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@> wrote:
>
>>
>
> > I have that too! Sun and Mercury 23 degrees and Jupiter 24 degrees in Virgo and the 8th house. One of my good friends has Sun and
Mercury in Leo conjunct as well (dont know what house D:), we have a lot of stimulating conversations. Also planets in the 12th are subject to
loss and misfortune, but since your Sun and Mercury rule the 12th and first house I guess that's pretty lucky then! I have Neptune and Uranus in
the 12th somehow both rule my 2nd house, Aquarius on the cusp and Pisces intercepted, can't seem to save money nor do I really believe in it,
like what is money it's imaginary, it is literally created out of nothing.
>
>>
>
> > Anyway. Maxine said Mercury combust with the Sun can cause a mental blind spot, like overlooking your own behaviors or communications,
or total focus on a goal and totally ignoring any interference or opposing opinions. It was in this group if you want to search for it.
>
>>
>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "radzio_ss" <truth.seeker1@> wrote:
>
>>>
>
> > > Hi guys. I wondered if anyone else has what is called a ''cazimi''. Cazimi occurs when Sun is in extremely close conjuction (17 minutes or
less) with another planet. Such planet is called ''The heart of the sun'' and is much more powerful.
>
>>>
>

> > > My cazimi is Mercury 10 minutes away from the Sun (both in Leo) in the 12th house. Mercury is also my chart ruler (I'm an ascendant
Virgo).
>
>>>
>
> > > Do any of you guys have this?
>
>>>
>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: learning astrology

Message: 452

From: davidfreeze86

Date: 8/21/2012

i want to learn astrology but dont know where to start learning i already am aware of the astrology on JOS site what should i start studying??
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Cazimi aspect

Message: 453

From: radzio_ss

Date: 8/21/2012

I agree as for the Combustion. However Cazimi ( aka. Zaminium ) is different. The planet is so close to the sun that it gains a great deal of energy from it.
By the way, i heard you're from Poland.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "siguarddraconis" <drammanoth@...> wrote:
>
> Mercury is combusted when near the Sun UNLESS in Scorpio.
>
> I've searched this topic and people who have SU and ME in Scorpio are lucky ones in this respect.
>
> Yet I wonder how it is with SU and the trans-Saturnian planets in regards to Sun conjunctions.
>
> Salvere!
>
> Siguard Draconis.
>
> SATANAS VIA, VERA ET VITA EST.
> AVE LUCIFERIS OMNIPOTENS ET DEORUM SAMBUCUS!!
> VAE OMNIS TRADITOR!!

>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@> wrote:
>>
> > I have that too! Sun and Mercury 23 degrees and Jupiter 24 degrees in Virgo and the 8th house. One of my good friends has Sun and
Mercury in Leo conjunct as well (dont know what house D:), we have a lot of stimulating conversations. Also planets in the 12th are subject to
loss and misfortune, but since your Sun and Mercury rule the 12th and first house I guess that's pretty lucky then! I have Neptune and Uranus in
the 12th somehow both rule my 2nd house, Aquarius on the cusp and Pisces intercepted, can't seem to save money nor do I really believe in it,
like what is money it's imaginary, it is literally created out of nothing.
>>
> > Anyway. Maxine said Mercury combust with the Sun can cause a mental blind spot, like overlooking your own behaviors or communications,
or total focus on a goal and totally ignoring any interference or opposing opinions. It was in this group if you want to search for it.
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "radzio_ss" <truth.seeker1@> wrote:
>>>
> > > Hi guys. I wondered if anyone else has what is called a ''cazimi''. Cazimi occurs when Sun is in extremely close conjuction (17 minutes or
less) with another planet. Such planet is called ''The heart of the sun'' and is much more powerful.
>>>
> > > My cazimi is Mercury 10 minutes away from the Sun (both in Leo) in the 12th house. Mercury is also my chart ruler (I'm an ascendant
Virgo).
>>>
> > > Do any of you guys have this?
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: An array of questions

Message: 454

From: radzio_ss

Date: 8/21/2012

You don't have to have a YOD to have a higher purpose. I read the article on YOD and the higher ranking Nazis. Out of 100, only 6 had YOD. They
managged to accomplish a great deal for our cause and get to a high position.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" <hoodedcobra666@...> wrote:
>
> Well I feel very close to Satan etc, but as a matter of fact I have no Yod like many people do. I'm a warrior of Satan and I meditate a lot,
advanced, with a strong sense of a certain purpose in life, but I don't have any Yod configuration. My chart is somewhat strange.
>
> Now what about the place of the Sun on one's chart? I mean this is an underrated position and sometimes we neglect it. What does the Sun

sign mean for a person, about their past lives etc?
>
> I studied a chart that the bearer had 21 Degrees of Scorpio at the star ukuluhai. Could this mean anything good in regards to his skill on black
magick and destructiveness? In a positive Satanic sense of being a very good black magick worker. Because this doesn't seem like a good position
to me.
>
> The same person has a Leo in 16 moirai which is almost 15 so it could be 15. Meaning that this could be a bad omen for something. He has
mars here.
>
> HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Saturn

Message: 455

From: Geshteit Pfalzgraf

Date: 8/21/2012

It may mean that Saturn is the dominant planet in the chart, Sven. If you have tenth house planets or planets in Capricorn, I'd say this is undoubtedly so.
With such a heavy emphasis on Saturn in your chart, It may mean, re-incarnationally-speaking, that you have invested lifetimes to study, hard work and
limitation within time and space. These conditions could have been relatively "voluntary" or "involuntary".
I'd say the most useful approach now is to not fear or reject any feeling of limitation or concentration, but to use it effectively and to balance corporeal,
grounding "homework" of life with inner exploration (your planets in water signs), intellectuality and acceptance of new ideas (your planets in air signs) and
entertainment and creativity (your planets in fire signs). Use these placements to balance-off the discipline, seriousness and calmness that you have worked
so hard for, in the past.
Where is your N. Node located?

--- On Sat, 8/18/12, Sven <belthazorthemighty@...> wrote:

From: Sven <belthazorthemighty@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Saturn
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Saturday, August 18, 2012, 12:43 PM

Saturn has an aspect to most of my planets. What does mean (if anything) regarding my spiritual development?

Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 456

From: Geshteit Pfalzgraf

Date: 8/21/2012

Subject: Re: Astrology
Britt, what I suggest is that for workings, you learn the color associations of the planets and the gemstone and scent (essential oil) associations, too, and use
those when you have studied the placements of the planets in the sky during the time of your projected working. This, of course, can be used in conjunction
with a transit chart, or a knowledge of your natal chart, at least.
If a planet is retrograde, the way I understand it is that you can still use the planet in workings, but in a different way. For example, if you were seeking to
understand the dynamics of a creative block regarding your painting or sculpture, you could use a Venus retrograde period to better-explore the energy of
Venus and why you have felt cut off from it. In this case, a Venus connection to Mercury, Sun or ruler of chart would be helpful.
Retrograde periods help us to review our relationship to the specific planetary energy.
Remember that the Moon is probably the most powerful planetary energy in your workings, whether they be invoking or banishing in nature.

--- On Sat, 8/18/12, brittney.dunson <brittney.dunson@...> wrote:

From: brittney.dunson <brittney.dunson@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Astrology
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Saturday, August 18, 2012, 4:42 PM

I am trying to learn Astrology to emphasize my outcomes for workings and also to use Astrology to find out what times are favorable for
me personally just in every day life.
Britt
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Geshteit Pfalzgraf <vesceles@...> wrote:
>
> What information, exactly, do you seek? What are your goals, astrologically? Could you be more specific? I use Astrolog, not Chronos,
but I may be able to help.
>
> --- On Sat, 8/11/12, brittney.dunson <brittney.dunson@...> wrote:
>
> From: brittney.dunson <brittney.dunson@...>
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Astrology
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Saturday, August 11, 2012, 6:40 PM
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>Â
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> I am just now trying to learn Astrology to help time my workings I downloaded the chronos program and have all of the list of when
what planet is in retrograde and all of that but It can be overwhelming trying to put it all togather can someone help me understand how
to merge all of this information together?
>
>
>
> Thank you
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Saturn

Message: 457

From: hoodedcobra666

Date: 8/22/2012

It could be whatever, Saturn is mainly malefic but you can turn this to your advancement and put a shade of 'seriousness' in this, which will greatly benefit
you in your evolution through spirituality.
HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Sven" <belthazorthemighty@...> wrote:
>
> Saturn has an aspect to most of my planets. What does mean (if anything) regarding my spiritual development?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: learning astrology

Message: 458

From: krazymuthauka

Date: 8/22/2012

planetary properties Mars-war Venus love sun-health
houses
terminology
idk much but thats what ive gathered one should learn

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "davidfreeze86" <davidfreeze86@...> wrote:
>
> i want to learn astrology but dont know where to start learning i already am aware of the astrology on JOS site what should i start studying??
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 459
Subject: triangle in the sky past week southern sky

From: Serpentfire666

Date: 8/22/2012

A few nights the past week I was walking home from the shops and I saw 3 points of light I assumed stars making a perfect triangle pointing straight up as it
looked I was walking south - southwest looking at it. I googled and found a similar picture taken from USA only it was point down. It said it was Saturn, Mars
and the star Spica. The 2 at the bottom were big and bright white and the star at the top dimmer but flickering different colours. The night it was the most
perfect and brightest I had a very intense meditation.
'Spica' I think it is Spica tonight has moved out of the alignment and rising north - northwest as I am looking in that direction and Saturn and Mars are less
bright. Is that what I was seeing?
Did anyone else in the Southern Hemisphere see it and what kind of energy did you feel?
Hail Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 460

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 8/22/2012

Subject: Uranus
Hi, I was wondering if there is a way to increase the amount of energy taken in from Uranus? I ask because much of my understanding of more complex ideas
comes to me like how Uranus is described, that eureka moment that sudden realization. Is there a way to increase the frequency of this? I also ready DAGAZ
is like Uranus; anyone have success with that? Any advice would be greatly appreciated:]
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: learning astrology

Message: 461

From: Geshteit Pfalzgraf

Date: 8/22/2012

Astrologer's Handbook by Sakoian and Acker is a good place to start.

Vesceles

--- On Sun, 8/19/12, davidfreeze86 <davidfreeze86@...> wrote:

From: davidfreeze86 <davidfreeze86@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] learning astrology
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Sunday, August 19, 2012, 4:36 PM

i want to learn astrology but dont know where to start learning i already am aware of the astrology on JOS site what should i start
studying??

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: info?

Message: 462

From: darkzenergy

Date: 8/22/2012

Hi everyone! I have an automatic email posting of everything that goes on here. Very interesting. Where may I find beginners info on astrology. Info that has
not been influenced by Xian or Jewish bs.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Uranus

Message: 463

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 8/22/2012

So you are trying to take in Uranus' energy into yourself for its benefits? You can try to invoke enrgy from Uranus. Absorb its positive properties. And I use the
Dagaz rune for my sixth chakra. You can vibrate the Dagaz rune and program it to give you flashes of knowledge etc.Be creative.

-----------------------------On Wed, Aug 22, 2012 5:32 PM EDT ch_3_coo wrote:
>Hi, I was wondering if there is a way to increase the amount of energy taken in from Uranus? I ask because much of my understanding of more
complex ideas comes to me like how Uranus is described, that eureka moment that sudden realization. Is there a way to increase the frequency
of this? I also ready DAGAZ is like Uranus; anyone have success with that? Any advice would be greatly appreciated:]
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Mercury Retrograde

Message: 464

From: High Priestess Maxine Dietrich

Date: 8/23/2012

My daughter recently traveled to another city to meet up with her brothers for a vacation. Sure enough, Mercury went retrograde about half way through the
week and her non-stop flight home was cancelled and she ended up having to spend the night in a hotel put up by the airline. She managed to catch the next
available flight home, but she had to transfer planes and sit through a 10 hour layover in Houston. This is very typical of Mercury retrograde.
Notable historical events affected by Mercury retrograde include:
The sinking of the Titanic [April 1912]
The sabotage of the Hindenberg [1937]
The sinking of the Spanish Armada in 1588 [an unexpected gale blew up]
Columbus set sail to India and by accident wound up in America [1492]
Atlanta Art Association chartered jet crashed in Paris, killing 130 [1962].
Astronaut Gordon Cooper experienced radar malfunction, which caused delay and was forced to do manual entry on the final mission of Project Mercury
Space Program [1963]
European Space Communication satellite exploded upon takeoff [1977] Pakistani airline crash in Saudi Arabia killed 156; New Zealand airliner crashed in
Antarctica killing 257 [both 1979]
Delta airline jumbo jet crash at D/FW airport killed 137 [1985]
AT&T phone operations disrupted for 9 hours [1990]
Hubble Space Telescope went into orbit seven years after launch date, with immediatge communications problems [1990]

JAL Flight 123 - The crash of Japan Airlines Flight 123 in 1985 is the single-aircraft disaster with the highest number of fatalities. In this crash, 520 died on
board a Boeing 747,
March 3, 1974, Turkish Airlines Flight 981, a McDonnell Douglas DC-10, crashed in a forest northeast of Paris, France. The London-bound plane crashed
shortly after taking off from Orly airport. All 346 people on board died.
On September 1, 1983, a Soviet interceptor Sukhoi Su-15 shot down Korean Air Lines Flight 007 after it flew into Soviet airspace, killing all 269 passengers
and crew [Mercury stationary, going retrograde]
January 4, 1990 – Sukkur rail disaster: A Multan–Karachi Bahauddin Express collided head-on with standing 67 cars of freight train at Sangi station, Sukkur,
Sindh, Pakistan. In an incident caused by railroad workers error of switched onto track line. Pakistani official estimated killing 307 people, and another 500
more injured.
The list is endless and the above are only a very few notable examples. Of course this does not mean that every flight, boat or train trip, etc., is doomed, as
many disasters have occurred when Mercury was NOT retrograde and of course, many trips reached their destinations safely when Mercury WAS retrograde.
My point here regarding Mercury retrograde is, if something can go wrong, the odds are that it very well might go wrong. Travel plans tend to get fowled up
much more when Mercury is retrograde. Cars also break down more when Mercury is retrograde. Electronics and all commmunications also experience
glitches when Mercury is retrograde.
Electronics, technology, all forms of travel, all forms of communications, contracts, leases 'DON'T SIGN, DON'T BUY ANY OF THESE WHEN MERCURY IS
RETROGRADE!' computers, stereos, TV sets... not a good time to treat the arms, the hands, the lungs, the nervous system, the nose, the brain... telephones
tend to mess up, the media experiences glitches...
Electronics, cars, boats, motorcycles; any transportation medium purchsed when Mercury is retrograde or is about to go retrograde can experience
malfunctions and other problems, much more than when Mercury is direct. This also includes signing important papers, leases, documents and such. You may
overlook an important phrase or stipulation, or something may need changing. Test taking and exams may not proceed as smoothly. Buses often go on
strike, there have been major riots that have occurred when Mercury was retrograde, meeting people can also go wrong, as giving precise and accurate
directions and communications are off, snail mail is more likely to get misdirected and/or delayed.
One thing Mercury retrograde is favorable for is doing editing and revising. This is a time to go over anything written, your website, or anything that was
begun when Mercury was direct and do editing, correcting and such. Research can also be favorable when Mercury is retrograde.
Travel, planning, communications, technology, education, business transactions; all areas ruled by Mercury have a much stronger tendency to be affected
with glitches and delays. Plans are often altered by unexpected circumstances, such as Columbus winding up in America rather than India [very typical of
retrograde Mercury], your house cusps that contain Gemini and Virgo, and the house with Mercury in it; the affairs of these can also go awry.

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.org
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Mercury Retrograde

Message: 465

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 8/23/2012

Mercury will be retrograding on Election day. So you can tell a major wrench is in the works. It will be retrograding back into Scorpio and that may indicate
that election results may generate jealousy, vindictiveness or an intense public outcry.Thanks HP Maxine!

-----------------------------On Thu, Aug 23, 2012 12:12 AM EDT High Priestess Maxine Dietrich wrote:
>
>
>My daughter recently traveled to another city to meet up with her brothers for a vacation. Sure enough, Mercury went retrograde about half
way through the week and her non-stop flight home was cancelled and she ended up having to spend the night in a hotel put up by the airline.
She managed to catch the next available flight home, but she had to transfer planes and sit through a 10 hour layover in Houston. This is very
typical of Mercury retrograde.
>
>Notable historical events affected by Mercury retrograde include:
>The sinking of the Titanic [April 1912]
>
>The sabotage of the Hindenberg [1937]
>
>The sinking of the Spanish Armada in 1588 [an unexpected gale blew up]
>
>Columbus set sail to India and by accident wound up in America [1492]
>
>Atlanta Art Association chartered jet crashed in Paris, killing 130 [1962].
>
>Astronaut Gordon Cooper experienced radar malfunction, which caused delay and was forced to do manual entry on the final mission of Project
Mercury Space Program [1963]
>
>European Space Communication satellite exploded upon takeoff [1977] Pakistani airline crash in Saudi Arabia killed 156; New Zealand airliner

crashed in Antarctica killing 257 [both 1979]
>
>Delta airline jumbo jet crash at D/FW airport killed 137 [1985]
>
>AT&T phone operations disrupted for 9 hours [1990]
>
>Hubble Space Telescope went into orbit seven years after launch date, with immediatge communications problems [1990]
>
>JAL Flight 123 - The crash of Japan Airlines Flight 123 in 1985 is the single-aircraft disaster with the highest number of fatalities. In this crash,
520 died on board a Boeing 747,
>
>March 3, 1974, Turkish Airlines Flight 981, a McDonnell Douglas DC-10, crashed in a forest northeast of Paris, France. The London-bound plane
crashed shortly after taking off from Orly airport. All 346 people on board died.
>
>On September 1, 1983, a Soviet interceptor Sukhoi Su-15 shot down Korean Air Lines Flight 007 after it flew into Soviet airspace, killing all 269
passengers and crew [Mercury stationary, going retrograde]
>
>January 4, 1990 – Sukkur rail disaster: A Multan–Karachi Bahauddin Express collided head-on with standing 67 cars of freight train at Sangi
station, Sukkur, Sindh, Pakistan. In an incident caused by railroad workers error of switched onto track line. Pakistani official estimated killing 307
people, and another 500 more injured.
>
>The list is endless and the above are only a very few notable examples. Of course this does not mean that every flight, boat or train trip, etc., is
doomed, as many disasters have occurred when Mercury was NOT retrograde and of course, many trips reached their destinations safely when
Mercury WAS retrograde. My point here regarding Mercury retrograde is, if something can go wrong, the odds are that it very well might go
wrong. Travel plans tend to get fowled up much more when Mercury is retrograde. Cars also break down more when Mercury is retrograde.
Electronics and all commmunications also experience glitches when Mercury is retrograde.
>
>Electronics, technology, all forms of travel, all forms of communications, contracts, leases 'DON'T SIGN, DON'T BUY ANY OF THESE WHEN
MERCURY IS RETROGRADE!' computers, stereos, TV sets... not a good time to treat the arms, the hands, the lungs, the nervous system, the
nose, the brain... telephones tend to mess up, the media experiences glitches...
>
>Electronics, cars, boats, motorcycles; any transportation medium purchsed when Mercury is retrograde or is about to go retrograde can
experience malfunctions and other problems, much more than when Mercury is direct. This also includes signing important papers, leases,
documents and such. You may overlook an important phrase or stipulation, or something may need changing. Test taking and exams may not
proceed as smoothly. Buses often go on strike, there have been major riots that have occurred when Mercury was retrograde, meeting people
can also go wrong, as giving precise and accurate directions and communications are off, snail mail is more likely to get misdirected and/or
delayed.

>
>One thing Mercury retrograde is favorable for is doing editing and revising. This is a time to go over anything written, your website, or anything
that was begun when Mercury was direct and do editing, correcting and such. Research can also be favorable when Mercury is retrograde.
>
>Travel, planning, communications, technology, education, business transactions; all areas ruled by Mercury have a much stronger tendency to
be affected with glitches and delays. Plans are often altered by unexpected circumstances, such as Columbus winding up in America rather than
India [very typical of retrograde Mercury], your house cusps that contain Gemini and Virgo, and the house with Mercury in it; the affairs of these
can also go awry.
>
>
>
>
>
>High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
>http://www.joyofsatan.org
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Mercury Retrograde

Message: 466

From: Celina

Date: 8/23/2012

I can only imagine. Let the nastiness begin...smh And, yes, thank you, HPS Maxine.
HAIL SATAN!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
>
> Mercury will be retrograding on Election day. So you can tell a major wrench is in the works. It will be retrograding back into Scorpio and that
may indicate that election results may generate jealousy, vindictiveness or an intense public outcry.Thanks HP Maxine!
>
>
>
>
> -----------------------------> On Thu, Aug 23, 2012 12:12 AM EDT High Priestess Maxine Dietrich wrote:
>
>>
>>

> >My daughter recently traveled to another city to meet up with her brothers for a vacation. Sure enough, Mercury went retrograde about half
way through the week and her non-stop flight home was cancelled and she ended up having to spend the night in a hotel put up by the airline.
She managed to catch the next available flight home, but she had to transfer planes and sit through a 10 hour layover in Houston. This is very
typical of Mercury retrograde.
>>
> >Notable historical events affected by Mercury retrograde include:
> >The sinking of the Titanic [April 1912]
>>
> >The sabotage of the Hindenberg [1937]
>>
> >The sinking of the Spanish Armada in 1588 [an unexpected gale blew up]
>>
> >Columbus set sail to India and by accident wound up in America [1492]
>>
> >Atlanta Art Association chartered jet crashed in Paris, killing 130 [1962].
>>
> >Astronaut Gordon Cooper experienced radar malfunction, which caused delay and was forced to do manual entry on the final mission of
Project Mercury Space Program [1963]
>>
> >European Space Communication satellite exploded upon takeoff [1977] Pakistani airline crash in Saudi Arabia killed 156; New Zealand airliner
crashed in Antarctica killing 257 [both 1979]
>>
> >Delta airline jumbo jet crash at D/FW airport killed 137 [1985]
>>
> >AT&T phone operations disrupted for 9 hours [1990]
>>
> >Hubble Space Telescope went into orbit seven years after launch date, with immediatge communications problems [1990]
>>
> >JAL Flight 123 - The crash of Japan Airlines Flight 123 in 1985 is the single-aircraft disaster with the highest number of fatalities. In this crash,
520 died on board a Boeing 747,
>>
> >March 3, 1974, Turkish Airlines Flight 981, a McDonnell Douglas DC-10, crashed in a forest northeast of Paris, France. The London-bound
plane crashed shortly after taking off from Orly airport. All 346 people on board died.
>>
> >On September 1, 1983, a Soviet interceptor Sukhoi Su-15 shot down Korean Air Lines Flight 007 after it flew into Soviet airspace, killing all
269 passengers and crew [Mercury stationary, going retrograde]
>>

> >January 4, 1990 â " Sukkur rail disaster: A Multanâ "Karachi Bahauddin Express collided head-on with standing 67 cars of freight train at
Sangi station, Sukkur, Sindh, Pakistan. In an incident caused by railroad workers error of switched onto track line. Pakistani official estimated
killing 307 people, and another 500 more injured.
>>
> >The list is endless and the above are only a very few notable examples. Of course this does not mean that every flight, boat or train trip, etc.,
is doomed, as many disasters have occurred when Mercury was NOT retrograde and of course, many trips reached their destinations safely when
Mercury WAS retrograde. My point here regarding Mercury retrograde is, if something can go wrong, the odds are that it very well might go
wrong. Travel plans tend to get fowled up much more when Mercury is retrograde. Cars also break down more when Mercury is retrograde.
Electronics and all commmunications also experience glitches when Mercury is retrograde.
>>
> >Electronics, technology, all forms of travel, all forms of communications, contracts, leases 'DON'T SIGN, DON'T BUY ANY OF THESE WHEN
MERCURY IS RETROGRADE!' computers, stereos, TV sets... not a good time to treat the arms, the hands, the lungs, the nervous system, the
nose, the brain... telephones tend to mess up, the media experiences glitches...
>>
> >Electronics, cars, boats, motorcycles; any transportation medium purchsed when Mercury is retrograde or is about to go retrograde can
experience malfunctions and other problems, much more than when Mercury is direct. This also includes signing important papers, leases,
documents and such. You may overlook an important phrase or stipulation, or something may need changing. Test taking and exams may not
proceed as smoothly. Buses often go on strike, there have been major riots that have occurred when Mercury was retrograde, meeting people
can also go wrong, as giving precise and accurate directions and communications are off, snail mail is more likely to get misdirected and/or
delayed.
>>
> >One thing Mercury retrograde is favorable for is doing editing and revising. This is a time to go over anything written, your website, or
anything that was begun when Mercury was direct and do editing, correcting and such. Research can also be favorable when Mercury is
retrograde.
>>
> >Travel, planning, communications, technology, education, business transactions; all areas ruled by Mercury have a much stronger tendency
to be affected with glitches and delays. Plans are often altered by unexpected circumstances, such as Columbus winding up in America rather than
India [very typical of retrograde Mercury], your house cusps that contain Gemini and Virgo, and the house with Mercury in it; the affairs of these
can also go awry.
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> >http://www.joyofsatan.org
>

Messages in JoS_Astrology group.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 502
Subject: Re: Saturn and Jupiter mantras/squares to ease difficulties
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 503
Subject: Re: Saturn and Jupiter mantras/squares to ease difficulties
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 504
Subject: Planetary Transit
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 505
Subject: Re: Planetary Transit
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 506
Subject: Re: Planetary Transit
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 507
Subject: Look over/ Edit if wrong
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 508
Subject: Reading my Charts
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 509
Subject: Re: Signs & Elements
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 510
Subject: Re: Reading my Charts
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 511
Subject: Common rising signs with siblings
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 512
Subject: Re: Reading my Charts
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 513
Subject: Re: Mercury Retrograde
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 514
Subject: Re: Common rising signs with siblings
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 515
Subject: Re: Common rising signs with siblings
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 516
Subject: Re: Mercury Retrograde
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 517
Subject: Re: Common rising signs with siblings
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 518
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From: darrklady13

Date: 9/1/2012

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 9/1/2012

From: CSM

Date: 9/3/2012

From: Light

Date: 9/3/2012

From: CSM

Date: 9/4/2012

From: Sabrina White

Date: 9/4/2012

From: Allyshia

Date: 9/4/2012

From: Draco Majinn

Date: 9/5/2012

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 9/6/2012

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 9/6/2012

From: allyshia93

Date: 9/6/2012

From: Marc Williamson

Date: 9/6/2012

From: Valkyrie Vixen

Date: 9/7/2012

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 9/7/2012

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 9/7/2012

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 9/7/2012

From: Way_Seeker666

Date: 9/8/2012

Subject: Re: Uranus
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 519
From: chevalierdeganovich
Subject: Re: Reading my Charts
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 520
From: Allyshia
Subject: Re: Reading my Charts
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 521
From: Nathan
Subject: Saturn Conjunct Pluto Transit
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 522
From: High Priestess Zildar Raasi
Subject: Jewish media admits Nazis NOT responsible for massacre of Polish Gen
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 523
From: hoodedcobra666
Subject: Re: Saturn Conjunct Pluto Transit
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 524
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: Saturn Conjunct Pluto Transit
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 525
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Re: Saturn Conjunct Pluto Transit
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 526
From: f.follets
Subject: Horary Astrology
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 527
From: CSM
Subject: Void Moon
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 528
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: Void Moon
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 529
From: Valkyrie Vixen
Subject: Sun Sign Compatibility (Parent/Child)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 530
From: anikeanime
Subject: Chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 531
From: CSM
Subject: Re: Void Moon
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 533
From: Kait Jordan
Subject: Re: Chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 534
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Saturn Return
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 535
From: Christeos Ors
Subject: Re: Learning astrology
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 536
From: hells666steward
Subject: Re: Sun Sign Compatibility (Parent/Child)

Date: 9/9/2012
Date: 9/10/2012
Date: 9/11/2012
Date: 9/11/2012
Date: 9/11/2012
Date: 9/11/2012
Date: 9/13/2012
Date: 9/13/2012
Date: 9/16/2012
Date: 9/16/2012
Date: 9/16/2012
Date: 9/16/2012
Date: 9/16/2012
Date: 9/17/2012
Date: 9/17/2012
Date: 9/18/2012
Date: 9/18/2012

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 537
Subject: Re: Common rising signs with siblings
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 538
Subject: Re: Chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 539
Subject: Re: Sun Sign Compatibility (Parent/Child)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 540
Subject: Re: Saturn Return
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 541
Subject: Re: Saturn Return
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 542
Subject: Re: Chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 543
Subject: Elements
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 544
Subject: Re: Chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 545
Subject: Foud a website
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 547
Subject: Re: Sun Sign Compatibility (Parent/Child)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 548
Subject: Re: Sun Sign Compatibility (Parent/Child)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 549
Subject: Re: Sun Sign Compatibility (Parent/Child)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 550
Subject: Re: Sun Sign Compatibility (Parent/Child)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 551
Subject: Jupiter
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 552
Subject: Re: Jupiter
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 553
Subject: Re: Jupiter

From: hells666steward

Date: 9/18/2012

From: Anike Anike

Date: 9/18/2012

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 9/18/2012

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 9/18/2012

From: Mark Ciaccio

Date: 9/18/2012

From: Mark Ciaccio

Date: 9/18/2012

From: krazymuthauka

Date: 9/18/2012

From: Anike Anike

Date: 9/18/2012

From: x_nightmare@ovi.com

Date: 9/18/2012

From: Valkyrie Vixen

Date: 9/22/2012

From: Brian Gibbons

Date: 9/22/2012

From: David Gannon

Date: 9/24/2012

From: High Priestess Myla Limlal

Date: 9/27/2012

From: Draco Majinn

Date: 9/29/2012

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 9/29/2012

From: m_18

Date: 9/29/2012

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 502
Subject: Re: Saturn and Jupiter mantras/squares to ease difficulties

From: darrklady13

Date: 9/1/2012

But since the Sun square is 30+ days long, we will be entering Libra in just 22 days. That means I should wait, correct?

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
>
> you can still do the Sun square even though the Sun is not in Leo or Aries. The Sun square can be done in any sign except for Aquarius and
Libra. You can still start it :) though it is at itys most powerful in leo or aries but you will definetly get results in any other sign :)
>
>
>
>
> -----------------------------> On Fri, Aug 31, 2012 12:32 PM EDT darrklady13 wrote:
>
> >thanks dear your very appreciated. I want to start the Solar squares as well, so I think I need to wait till after Libra?
>>
> >--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@> wrote:
> >>
> >>
> >> Hey, You can definetly start the Saturn square this Saturday during hours of Saturn. But as for the jupiter square you cannot start it until
next June because Jupiter is in gemini. The sign of its detriment. So you will have to do the Saturn square only for now. Saturn is in Libra,its
exalted sign. :)
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >> -----------------------------> >> On Thu, Aug 30, 2012 2:50 PM EDT darrklady13 wrote:
> >>
> >> >Hello all, Im interested in starting Saturn mantras, to COUNTERACT the negative effects of Saturn in my life.
> >> >
> >> >Saturn is positioned, IN MY BIRTH CHART, in the 12th house, in Aries at time of my birth, Saturn 10 degrees, Aries 41 degrees.
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >Im also interested in starting Jupiter square, ... On my birth chart Jupiter is in Leo, in the 4th house, 02 degrees, Trine Saturn.

> >> >
> >> >Now, I dont' know where Saturn is at the moment, nor where Jupiter is.
> >> >
> >> >I don't know if it is a good time for me to begin my squares and mantras.
> >> >
> >> >Can anyone tell me where Jupiter and Saturn are at the moment, and when a good time would be to begin these mantras and sqauare?
and....should I begin them at the same time, or should I do them one at a time.?
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >>
>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 503
Subject: Re: Saturn and Jupiter mantras/squares to ease difficulties

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 9/1/2012

No, as long as you START and BEGIN the mantra when the Sun Is in another sign other than libra and aquarius. The same goes for when doing a 40 day
working and one day the mooon is void all day it won't mess up your working.

-----------------------------On Sat, Sep 1, 2012 1:07 PM EDT darrklady13 wrote:
>But since the Sun square is 30+ days long, we will be entering Libra in just 22 days. That means I should wait, correct?
>
>--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>>
>>
>> you can still do the Sun square even though the Sun is not in Leo or Aries. The Sun square can be done in any sign except for Aquarius and
Libra. You can still start it :) though it is at itys most powerful in leo or aries but you will definetly get results in any other sign :)
>>
>>
>>

>>
>> ----------------------------->> On Fri, Aug 31, 2012 12:32 PM EDT darrklady13 wrote:
>>
>> >thanks dear your very appreciated. I want to start the Solar squares as well, so I think I need to wait till after Libra?
>> >
>> >--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@> wrote:
>> >>
>> >>
>> >> Hey, You can definetly start the Saturn square this Saturday during hours of Saturn. But as for the jupiter square you cannot start it until
next June because Jupiter is in gemini. The sign of its detriment. So you will have to do the Saturn square only for now. Saturn is in Libra,its
exalted sign. :)
>> >>
>> >>
>> >>
>> >>
>> >> ----------------------------->> >> On Thu, Aug 30, 2012 2:50 PM EDT darrklady13 wrote:
>> >>
>> >> >Hello all, Im interested in starting Saturn mantras, to COUNTERACT the negative effects of Saturn in my life.
>> >> >
>> >> >Saturn is positioned, IN MY BIRTH CHART, in the 12th house, in Aries at time of my birth, Saturn 10 degrees, Aries 41 degrees.
>> >> >
>> >> >
>> >> >Im also interested in starting Jupiter square, ... On my birth chart Jupiter is in Leo, in the 4th house, 02 degrees, Trine Saturn.
>> >> >
>> >> >Now, I dont' know where Saturn is at the moment, nor where Jupiter is.
>> >> >
>> >> >I don't know if it is a good time for me to begin my squares and mantras.
>> >> >
>> >> >Can anyone tell me where Jupiter and Saturn are at the moment, and when a good time would be to begin these mantras and sqauare?
and....should I begin them at the same time, or should I do them one at a time.?
>> >> >
>> >> >
>> >> >
>> >>
>> >

>> >
>>
>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Planetary Transit

Message: 504

From: CSM

Date: 9/3/2012

Hi all. I am new to this group. I was wondering if someone could please direct me to a website or provide me with a link to access the Planetary Transit. I
only have mobile phone internet access, so am a bit restricted.
Hail Satan
Hail Asmodeus
Hail Azazel
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Planetary Transit

Message: 505

From: Light

Date: 9/3/2012

Hope this helps? http://www.moontracks.com/planet_ingress_dates.html
Hail Satan!
From: CSM <mybcmail2@...>
To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Monday, September 3, 2012 6:52 AM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Planetary Transit

Hi all. I am new to this group. I was wondering if someone could please direct me to a website or provide me with a link to access the Planetary Transit. I only have
mobile phone internet access, so am a bit restricted.
Hail Satan
Hail Asmodeus
Hail Azazel

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Planetary Transit
Oh yes, perfect. Thank you so much.
Hail Satan

Message: 506

From: CSM

Date: 9/4/2012

Hail Asmodeus
Hail Azazel
From: Light <yc28@...>
Sender: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Mon, 3 Sep 2012 12:38:54 -0700 (PDT)
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com<JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
ReplyTo: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Planetary Transit

Hope this helps? http://www.moontracks.com/planet_ingress_dates.html
Hail Satan!
From: CSM <mybcmail2@...>
To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Monday, September 3, 2012 6:52 AM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Planetary Transit

Hi all. I am new to this group. I was wondering if someone could please direct me to a website or provide me with a link to access the Planetary Transit. I only have
mobile phone internet access, so am a bit restricted.
Hail Satan
Hail Asmodeus
Hail Azazel

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Look over/ Edit if wrong

Message: 507

From: Sabrina White

Date: 9/4/2012

I have been working on the Planetary Events Calendar for 2013 and was wondering if someone who knows what they are doing could quick look over this and
tell me if I've made any mistakes please. I run on central time if that helps.
January 2013
Wednesday 9Venus Capricorn
Saturday 19MercuryAquariusExaltation

Sunday 20SunAquariusDetriment
Wednesday 30JupiterDirect
Feburary2013
Saturday 2VenusAquarius
Saturday 2MarsPieces
Wednesday 6MercuryPiecesDetriment
Monday 18SaturnRetrograde
Tuesday 19SunPieces
Saturday 23Mercury
Tuesday 26VenusPiecesExaltation
March2013
Wednesday 13MarsAriesHome
Sunday 17MercuryDirect
Thursday 21SunAriesExaltation
Friday 22VenusAriesDetriment
April2013
Sunday 14MercuryAries
Tuesday 16VenusTaurusHome
Sunday 21MarsTaurusDetriment
May2013
Friday 10VenusGemini
Thursday 16MercuryGeminiHome
Tuesday 21SunGemini
Friday 31MercuryCancer
June2013
Saturday 1MarsGemini
Monday 3VenusCancer
Saturday 22SunCancer
Wednesday 26MercuryRetrograde
Tuesday 27Jupiter CancerExaltation
Friday 28VenusLeo
July2013

Sunday 7SaturnDirect
Sunday 14MarsCancerFall
Saturday 20MercuryDirect
Tuesday 23Sun LeoHome
Tuesday 23VenusVirgoFall
August2013
Saturday 17VenusLibraHome
Friday 23SunVirgo
Saturday 24MercuryVirgoHome
Thursday 29MarsLeo
September2013
Monday 9MercuryLibra
Thursday 12VenusScorpioDetriment
Monday 23Sun LibraFall
Monday 30MercuryScorpio
October 2013
Tuesday 8VenusSagittarius
Wednesday 16MarsVirgo
Monday 21MercuryRetrograde
Thursday 24SunScorpio
November2013
Wednesday 6VenusCapriorn
Thursday 7JupiterRetrograde
Sunday 10MercuryDirect
Saturday 23SunSagittarius
December2013
Sunday 8MarsLibraDetriment
Saturday 21VenusRetrograde
Sunday 22Sun Capricorn
Wednesday 25MercuryCapricorn
If this is correct I plan on posting it in the main group to help every one out for next year.
Hail Satan!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Reading my Charts

Message: 508

From: Allyshia

Date: 9/4/2012

Hello everyone, I've recently done an online astrology chart reading, but I'm still very new to the whole astrology and I want to learn as
much as I can to help empower my soul and be more knowledgeable of the planets and their signs. I know for sure that I, being a gemini,
have Mercury in my sign, but according to some facts there are two other planets, which I dont know of yet.

I was really hoping someone on here could help me learn how to read my chart, or if there is a good website that will allow me to learn all
the diffrent signs and such that will help me read my chart. I'll attach a photo as well of my chart so people can see it.
The photo I'll put in the photo file, as I'm not 100% sure how to exactly attach files in yahoo group haha.
Hail Father Satan!
Hail Eligos, God of War and Prophecy!
Hail the Gods of Duat!
Heil Hitler!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Signs & Elements

Message: 509

From: Draco Majinn

Date: 9/5/2012

I think I understand it now. Thank you for clearing that up for me brothers and sisters. And Shannon you have replied to a lot of my posts and have helped
me out with a lot so special thanks to you.
Hail Satan!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
>
> Don't take this too down to the core. Each SIGN has their own traits and energies that make them fire or water etc. With Scorpio you are
looking at just those traits and not the whole sign as a whole. Remember that's Mars traditionally ruled scorpio so there is some influence in there
also remember that pluto rules Scorpio. Look at the plutonian traits. Scorpio is water but look to mars and pluto and you will see why it has
some 'firey' traits.Saturn isn't just poverty. Read up on Saturn more. Capricorn has the negative and positive traits of Saturn manifested within the
sign.Capricorn are usually business-y and very ambitious and hardworking and successful because of what Saturn brings to the table.Saggitarius
is a fire sign on its own. Look at its traits but Jupiter has to do with higher education and it rules Sagg which is a fire sign.It all has to do with the
polarities and planetary energies. Pisces is the "wateriest of the water signs" because if

> you read up on water and the planet Neptune you will see why. This all ties in to reading astrology very carefully and paying attention to the
signs seperately and the planets seperately and then putting them all together. It can be a bit complex. So what you need to do is carefully read
up more on the planets and signs. Go to JoS website by the astrology index and read up about the planets and the signs.
>
>
>
>
> -----------------------------> On Sat, Aug 25, 2012 2:16 PM EDT Draco Majinn wrote:
>
> >This is a complex subject that is starting to not make much sense to me, a lot of signs seem to have traits which are completely not related to
their elements or planets.
>>
> >For instance Scorpio is the most sexual of the signs but Sexuality is ruled by the fire element. Also it's supposed to give a strong will and that
too has no relevance to the water element.
>>
> >Saturn which rules Capricorn, rules poverty yet people who are very Capricorn are usually gifted at building wealth and being successful.
>>
> >Jupiter/Sagittarius is of the fire element yet it rules education which is supposed to be of the air element.
>>
> >Am I the only one that is puzzled by this? Please could someone who understands this better explain.
> >The only explanation I can think of is that the signs are not simply made up of one element only.
> >Pisces has been described as the "wateriest of the water signs" is that to say Cancer and Scorpio are composed less of the water element and
contain other elements somehow?
>>
> >Thanks.
>>
> >Hail Satan!
>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Reading my Charts

Message: 510

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/FURCAS.html
http://www.cafeastrology.com/natalastrology.html

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 9/6/2012

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Allyshia" <allyshia93@...> wrote:
>
>
> Hello everyone, I've recently done an online astrology chart reading,
> but I'm still very new to the whole astrology and I want to learn as
> much as I can to help empower my soul and be more knowledgeable of the
> planets and their signs. I know for sure that I, being a gemini, have
> Mercury in my sign, but according to some facts there are two other
> planets, which I dont know of yet.
>
>
>
> I was really hoping someone on here could help me learn how to read my
> chart, or if there is a good website that will allow me to learn all the
> diffrent signs and such that will help me read my chart. I'll attach a
> photo as well of my chart so people can see it.
>
> The photo I'll put in the photo file, as I'm not 100% sure how to
> exactly attach files in yahoo group haha.
>
> Hail Father Satan!
>
> Hail Eligos, God of War and Prophecy!
>
> Hail the Gods of Duat!
>
> Heil Hitler!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 511
Subject: Common rising signs with siblings

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 9/6/2012

Is it common to have siblings with the same rising signs or close? Me and 2 of my younger siblings have Capricorn ascendants and one has Saggitarius. Is
this common or was that just a weird once in a while thing? It's funny though with transits it's usually a whole family thing like Uranus is in our third houses,
we found out we had another brother that no one knew about.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Reading my Charts

Message: 512

From: allyshia93

Date: 9/6/2012

Also the photo/screenshot of my chart is in the photo area. here a link
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS_Astrology/photos/album/1590883028/pic/915189234/view?picmode=&mode=tn&order=ordinal&start=1&count=20&dir=asc

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Allyshia" <allyshia93@...> wrote:
>
>
> Hello everyone, I've recently done an online astrology chart reading,
> but I'm still very new to the whole astrology and I want to learn as
> much as I can to help empower my soul and be more knowledgeable of the
> planets and their signs. I know for sure that I, being a gemini, have
> Mercury in my sign, but according to some facts there are two other
> planets, which I dont know of yet.
>
>
>
> I was really hoping someone on here could help me learn how to read my
> chart, or if there is a good website that will allow me to learn all the
> diffrent signs and such that will help me read my chart. I'll attach a
> photo as well of my chart so people can see it.
>
> The photo I'll put in the photo file, as I'm not 100% sure how to
> exactly attach files in yahoo group haha.
>
> Hail Father Satan!
>
> Hail Eligos, God of War and Prophecy!
>
> Hail the Gods of Duat!
>
> Heil Hitler!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Mercury Retrograde

Message: 513

From: Marc Williamson

Date: 9/6/2012

I say we all do a SHIT LOAD of destruction rituals against romney to incite vindtictiveness and jealous under the powers of mercury retrograde against him so
that he gets NO votes at all :) and since jews are so fucking inferior then why not control them to take obama's side, though that may be bad because they
always infiltrate shit plus they control both sides anyway, that is why smaller socialist and lesser known political parties are starting to rise up against both

sides but that may have its faults too because theyve been telling people not to vote for eithe obama or romney and vote libertarian which is kinda bad
because how would that stop romney?
-----------------------------On Thu, Aug 23, 2012 5:03 AM EDT Micama Gmicalzoma wrote:
>That makes a lot of since. I didn't even consider that as a possibility. Things may not go so smoothly. For instance loosing the entire database of
votes. That would really be something. The enemy (Jews) are aware of this and will try to take advantage.
>
>
>Hail Father Satan!!
>Forever in the Service of Satan.
>
>[From The Al Jilwah Chapter IV]
>"It is my desire that all my followers unite in a bond of unity, lest those who are without prevail against them. Now, then, all ye who have
followed my commandments and my teachings, reject all the teachings and sayings of such as are without." -Satan
>
>
>________________________________
> From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...>
>To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
>Sent: Thursday, August 23, 2012 1:17 AM
>Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Mercury Retrograde
>
>
>
>
>
>Mercury will be retrograding on Election day. So you can tell a major wrench is in the works. It will be retrograding back into Scorpio and that
may indicate that election results may generate jealousy, vindictiveness or an intense public outcry.Thanks HP Maxine!
>
>----------------------------->On Thu, Aug 23, 2012 12:12 AM EDT High Priestess Maxine Dietrich wrote:
>
>>
>>
>>My daughter recently traveled to another city to meet up with her brothers for a vacation. Sure enough, Mercury went retrograde about half
way through the week and her non-stop flight home was cancelled and she ended up having to spend the night in a hotel put up by the airline.

She managed to catch the next available flight home, but she had to transfer planes and sit through a 10 hour layover in Houston. This is very
typical of Mercury retrograde.
>>
>>Notable historical events affected by Mercury retrograde include:
>>The sinking of the Titanic [April 1912]
>>
>>The sabotage of the Hindenberg [1937]
>>
>>The sinking of the Spanish Armada in 1588 [an unexpected gale blew up]
>>
>>Columbus set sail to India and by accident wound up in America [1492]
>>
>>Atlanta Art Association chartered jet crashed in Paris, killing 130 [1962].
>>
>>Astronaut Gordon Cooper experienced radar malfunction, which caused delay and was forced to do manual entry on the final mission of
Project Mercury Space Program [1963]
>>
>>European Space Communication satellite exploded upon takeoff [1977] Pakistani airline crash in Saudi Arabia killed 156; New Zealand airliner
crashed in Antarctica killing 257 [both 1979]
>>
>>Delta airline jumbo jet crash at D/FW airport killed 137 [1985]
>>
>>AT&T phone operations disrupted for 9 hours [1990]
>>
>>Hubble Space Telescope went into orbit seven years after launch date, with immediatge communications problems [1990]
>>
>>JAL Flight 123 - The crash of Japan Airlines Flight 123 in 1985 is the single-aircraft disaster with the highest number of fatalities. In this crash,
520 died on board a Boeing 747,
>>
>>March 3, 1974, Turkish Airlines Flight 981, a McDonnell Douglas DC-10, crashed in a forest northeast of Paris, France. The London-bound plane
crashed shortly after taking off from Orly airport. All 346 people on board died.
>>
>>On September 1, 1983, a Soviet interceptor Sukhoi Su-15 shot down Korean Air Lines Flight 007 after it flew into Soviet airspace, killing all 269
passengers and crew [Mercury stationary, going retrograde]
>>
>>January 4, 1990 – Sukkur rail disaster: A Multan–Karachi Bahauddin Express collided head-on with standing 67 cars of freight train at Sangi
station, Sukkur, Sindh, Pakistan. In an incident caused by railroad workers error of switched onto track line. Pakistani official estimated killing 307

people, and another 500 more injured.
>>
>>The list is endless and the above are only a very few notable examples. Of course this does not mean that every flight, boat or train trip, etc.,
is doomed, as many disasters have occurred when Mercury was NOT retrograde and of course, many trips reached their destinations safely when
Mercury WAS retrograde. My point here regarding Mercury retrograde is, if something can go wrong, the odds are that it very well might go
wrong. Travel plans tend to get fowled up much more when Mercury is retrograde. Cars also break down more when Mercury is retrograde.
Electronics and all commmunications also experience glitches when Mercury is retrograde.
>>
>>Electronics, technology, all forms of travel, all forms of communications, contracts, leases 'DON'T SIGN, DON'T BUY ANY OF THESE WHEN
MERCURY IS RETROGRADE!' computers, stereos, TV sets... not a good time to treat the arms, the hands, the lungs, the nervous system, the
nose, the brain... telephones tend to mess up, the media experiences glitches...
>>
>>Electronics, cars, boats, motorcycles; any transportation medium purchsed when Mercury is retrograde or is about to go retrograde can
experience malfunctions and other problems, much more than when Mercury is direct. This also includes signing important papers, leases,
documents and such. You may overlook an important phrase or stipulation, or something may need changing. Test taking and exams may not
proceed as smoothly. Buses often go on strike, there have been major riots that have occurred when Mercury was retrograde, meeting people
can also go wrong, as giving precise and accurate directions and communications are off, snail mail is more likely to get misdirected and/or
delayed.
>>
>>One thing Mercury retrograde is favorable for is doing editing and revising. This is a time to go over anything written, your website, or
anything that was begun when Mercury was direct and do editing, correcting and such. Research can also be favorable when Mercury is
retrograde.
>>
>>Travel, planning, communications, technology, education, business transactions; all areas ruled by Mercury have a much stronger tendency to
be affected with glitches and delays. Plans are often altered by unexpected circumstances, such as Columbus winding up in America rather than
India [very typical of retrograde Mercury], your house cusps that contain Gemini and Virgo, and the house with Mercury in it; the affairs of these
can also go awry.
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
>>http://www.joyofsatan.org/
>
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 514
Subject: Re: Common rising signs with siblings

From: Valkyrie Vixen

Date: 9/7/2012

My fiance and I both have a rising sign of Leo. I believe that's how we connected on a social level so quickly. Many of our friends have said we come off
similarly and I know this is why. Though my sun is in Virgo and his Cancer, so on a deeper level we are very different.
It could be coincidental that you and your siblings have the same rising sign as you, I don't think its a common pattern though.
Hail Satan!
Hail Lilith!
Hail Astaroth!
Hail Gomory! <3
**Little Miss Satanist**
THE
*Valkyrie Vixen*
From: "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@...>
Sender: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Wed, 05 Sep 2012 20:24:44 -0000
To: <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
ReplyTo: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Common rising signs with siblings
Is it common to have siblings with the same rising signs or close? Me and 2 of my younger siblings have Capricorn ascendants and one has Saggitarius. Is
this common or was that just a weird once in a while thing? It's funny though with transits it's usually a whole family thing like Uranus is in our third houses,
we found out we had another brother that no one knew about.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 515
Subject: Re: Common rising signs with siblings

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 9/7/2012

Many times people in our lives were in our lives before, and we can see this connection in our natal charts. My brother and I have like 20-25 harmonious
aspects when comparing our natal charts,and I know we have been close in many, many lifetimes ^_^
Hail Satan!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@...> wrote:
>
> Is it common to have siblings with the same rising signs or close? Me and 2 of my younger siblings have Capricorn ascendants and one has
Saggitarius. Is this common or was that just a weird once in a while thing? It's funny though with transits it's usually a whole family thing like
Uranus is in our third houses, we found out we had another brother that no one knew about.

>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Mercury Retrograde

Message: 516

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 9/7/2012

We wont get anywhere with the current system both sides screw gentiles, there was a nauseating loss of rights and the constitution is now basically obsolete.
Congress has the real power anyway. What we will probably see with Pluto in Capricorn and Neptune in Pisces and the way the economy is, money will likely
lose value and we'll see people revolt when the economic problems hit the US.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Marc Williamson <killchaine@...> wrote:
>
>
> I say we all do a SHIT LOAD of destruction rituals against romney to incite vindtictiveness and jealous under the powers of mercury retrograde
against him so that he gets NO votes at all :) and since jews are so fucking inferior then why not control them to take obama's side, though that
may be bad because they always infiltrate shit plus they control both sides anyway, that is why smaller socialist and lesser known political parties
are starting to rise up against both sides but that may have its faults too because theyve been telling people not to vote for eithe obama or
romney and vote libertarian which is kinda bad because how would that stop romney?
> -----------------------------> On Thu, Aug 23, 2012 5:03 AM EDT Micama Gmicalzoma wrote:
>
> >That makes a lot of since. I didn't even consider that as a possibility. Things may not go so smoothly. For instance loosing the entire database
of votes. That would reallyÂ be something. The enemy (Jews) are aware of this and will try to take advantage.
>>
>>
> >Hail Father Satan!!
> >Forever in the Service of Satan.
>>
> >[From The Al Jilwah Chapter IV]
> >"It is my desire that all my followers unite in a bond of unity, lest those who are without prevail against them. Now, then, all ye who have
followed my commandments and my teachings, reject all the teachings and sayings of such as are without." -Satan
>>
>>
> >________________________________
> > From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...>
> >To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
> >Sent: Thursday, August 23, 2012 1:17 AM
> >Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Mercury Retrograde

>>
>>
> >Â
>>
>>
> >Mercury will be retrograding on Election day. So you can tell a major wrench is in the works. It will be retrograding back into Scorpio and that
may indicate that election results may generate jealousy, vindictiveness or an intense public outcry.Thanks HP Maxine!
>>
> >-----------------------------> >On Thu, Aug 23, 2012 12:12 AM EDT High Priestess Maxine Dietrich wrote:
>>
> >>
> >>
> >>My daughter recently traveled to another city to meet up with her brothers for a vacation. Sure enough, Mercury went retrograde about half
way through the week and her non-stop flight home was cancelled and she ended up having to spend the night in a hotel put up by the airline.
She managed to catch the next available flight home, but she had to transfer planes and sit through a 10 hour layover in Houston. This is very
typical of Mercury retrograde.
> >>
> >>Notable historical events affected by Mercury retrograde include:
> >>The sinking of the Titanic [April 1912]
> >>
> >>The sabotage of the Hindenberg [1937]
> >>
> >>The sinking of the Spanish Armada in 1588 [an unexpected gale blew up]
> >>
> >>Columbus set sail to India and by accident wound up in America [1492]
> >>
> >>Atlanta Art Association chartered jet crashed in Paris, killing 130 [1962].
> >>
> >>Astronaut Gordon Cooper experienced radar malfunction, which caused delay and was forced to do manual entry on the final mission of
Project Mercury Space Program [1963]
> >>
> >>European Space Communication satellite exploded upon takeoff [1977] Pakistani airline crash in Saudi Arabia killed 156; New Zealand
airliner crashed in Antarctica killing 257 [both 1979]
> >>
> >>Delta airline jumbo jet crash at D/FW airport killed 137 [1985]
> >>

> >>AT&T phone operations disrupted for 9 hours [1990]
> >>
> >>Hubble Space Telescope went into orbit seven years after launch date, with immediatge communications problems [1990]
> >>
> >>JAL Flight 123 - The crash of Japan Airlines Flight 123 in 1985 is the single-aircraft disaster with the highest number of fatalities. In this
crash, 520 died on board a Boeing 747,
> >>
> >>March 3, 1974, Turkish Airlines Flight 981, a McDonnell Douglas DC-10, crashed in a forest northeast of Paris, France. The London-bound
plane crashed shortly after taking off from Orly airport. All 346 people on board died.
> >>
> >>On September 1, 1983, a Soviet interceptor Sukhoi Su-15 shot down Korean Air Lines Flight 007 after it flew into Soviet airspace, killing all
269 passengers and crew [Mercury stationary, going retrograde]
> >>
> >>January 4, 1990 â " Sukkur rail disaster: A Multanâ "Karachi Bahauddin Express collided head-on with standing 67 cars of freight train at
Sangi station, Sukkur, Sindh, Pakistan. In an incident caused by railroad workers error of switched onto track line. Pakistani official estimated
killing 307 people, and another 500 more injured.
> >>
> >>The list is endless and the above are only a very few notable examples. Of course this does not mean that every flight, boat or train trip,
etc., is doomed, as many disasters have occurred when Mercury was NOT retrograde and of course, many trips reached their destinations safely
when Mercury WAS retrograde. My point here regarding Mercury retrograde is, if something can go wrong, the odds are that it very well might go
wrong. Travel plans tend to get fowled up much more when Mercury is retrograde. Cars also break down more when Mercury is retrograde.
Electronics and all commmunications also experience glitches when Mercury is retrograde.
> >>
> >>Electronics, technology, all forms of travel, all forms of communications, contracts, leases 'DON'T SIGN, DON'T BUY ANY OF THESE WHEN
MERCURY IS RETROGRADE!' computers, stereos, TV sets... not a good time to treat the arms, the hands, the lungs, the nervous system, the
nose, the brain... telephones tend to mess up, the media experiences glitches...
> >>
> >>Electronics, cars, boats, motorcycles; any transportation medium purchsed when Mercury is retrograde or is about to go retrograde can
experience malfunctions and other problems, much more than when Mercury is direct. This also includes signing important papers, leases,
documents and such. You may overlook an important phrase or stipulation, or something may need changing. Test taking and exams may not
proceed as smoothly. Buses often go on strike, there have been major riots that have occurred when Mercury was retrograde, meeting people
can also go wrong, as giving precise and accurate directions and communications are off, snail mail is more likely to get misdirected and/or
delayed.
> >>
> >>One thing Mercury retrograde is favorable for is doing editing and revising. This is a time to go over anything written, your website, or
anything that was begun when Mercury was direct and do editing, correcting and such. Research can also be favorable when Mercury is
retrograde.

> >>
> >>Travel, planning, communications, technology, education, business transactions; all areas ruled by Mercury have a much stronger tendency
to be affected with glitches and delays. Plans are often altered by unexpected circumstances, such as Columbus winding up in America rather than
India [very typical of retrograde Mercury], your house cusps that contain Gemini and Virgo, and the house with Mercury in it; the affairs of these
can also go awry.
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> >>http://www.joyofsatan.org/
>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 517
Subject: Re: Common rising signs with siblings

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 9/7/2012

Hey Cancer and Virgo are pretty compatible! I have my Sun in Virgo as well and I find I attract people with Cancer and Scorpio Suns more than Taurus or
Capricorn for some reason, Pisces too but there's like a strong attraction/repulsion feeling. I've read it's not uncommon!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Valkyrie Vixen" <valkyrie.vixen@...> wrote:
>
> My fiance and I both have a rising sign of Leo. I believe that's how we connected on a social level so quickly. Many of our friends have said we
come off similarly and I know this is why. Though my sun is in Virgo and his Cancer, so on a deeper level we are very different.
> It could be coincidental that you and your siblings have the same rising sign as you, I don't think its a common pattern though.
> Hail Satan!
> Hail Lilith!
> Hail Astaroth!
> Hail Gomory! <3
>
> **Little Miss Satanist**
> THE
> *Valkyrie Vixen*
>
> -----Original Message-----

> From: "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@...>
> Sender: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Wed, 05 Sep 2012 20:24:44
> To: <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
> Reply-To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Common rising signs with siblings
>
> Is it common to have siblings with the same rising signs or close? Me and 2 of my younger siblings have Capricorn ascendants and one has
Saggitarius. Is this common or was that just a weird once in a while thing? It's funny though with transits it's usually a whole family thing like
Uranus is in our third houses, we found out we had another brother that no one knew about.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Uranus

Message: 518

From: Way_Seeker666

Date: 9/8/2012

From: chevalierdeganovich

Date: 9/9/2012

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Star_Magick.html
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Reading my Charts

Message: 519

I was looking for the same thing, I came across some interesting video lessons on astrology on YouTube, search for instamce:"astrology course" there

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "allyshia93" <allyshia93@...> wrote:
>
> Also the photo/screenshot of my chart is in the photo area. here a link
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS_Astrology/photos/album/1590883028/pic/915189234
/view?picmode=&mode=tn&order=ordinal&start=1&count=20&ir=asc
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Allyshia" <allyshia93@> wrote:
>>
>>
> > Hello everyone, I've recently done an online astrology chart reading,
> > but I'm still very new to the whole astrology and I want to learn as
> > much as I can to help empower my soul and be more knowledgeable of the
> > planets and their signs. I know for sure that I, being a gemini, have
> > Mercury in my sign, but according to some facts there are two other
> > planets, which I dont know of yet.
>>
>>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I was really hoping someone on here could help me learn how to read my
chart, or if there is a good website that will allow me to learn all the
diffrent signs and such that will help me read my chart. I'll attach a
photo as well of my chart so people can see it.
The photo I'll put in the photo file, as I'm not 100% sure how to
exactly attach files in yahoo group haha.
Hail Father Satan!
Hail Eligos, God of War and Prophecy!
Hail the Gods of Duat!
Heil Hitler!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Reading my Charts

Message: 520

From: Allyshia

Date: 9/10/2012

Thank you both very much, you have been a great help to me. Not only that but also I have found the files on here have helped a lot too, but I'm still learning more
more about my own chart, and hope that eventually I can beable to read it crystal clear :)
Thank you all once again
Hail
Hail
Hail
Heil

Father Satan!
Eligos, God of Prophecy and War!
the Gods of Duat!
Hitler!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "chevalierdeganovich" <davidepitton@...> wrote:
>
> I was looking for the same thing, I came across some interesting video lessons on astrology on YouTube, search for instamce:"astrology course" there
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "allyshia93" <allyshia93@> wrote:

>>
> > Also the photo/screenshot of my chart is in the photo area. here a link
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS_Astrology/photos/album/1590883028/pic/915189234
/view?picmode=&mode=tn&order=ordinal&start=1&count=20&ir=asc
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Allyshia" <allyshia93@> wrote:
>>>
>>>
> > > Hello everyone, I've recently done an online astrology chart reading,
> > > but I'm still very new to the whole astrology and I want to learn as
> > > much as I can to help empower my soul and be more knowledgeable of the
> > > planets and their signs. I know for sure that I, being a gemini, have
> > > Mercury in my sign, but according to some facts there are two other
> > > planets, which I dont know of yet.
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > I was really hoping someone on here could help me learn how to read my
> > > chart, or if there is a good website that will allow me to learn all the
> > > diffrent signs and such that will help me read my chart. I'll attach a
> > > photo as well of my chart so people can see it.
>>>
> > > The photo I'll put in the photo file, as I'm not 100% sure how to
> > > exactly attach files in yahoo group haha.
>>>
> > > Hail Father Satan!
>>>
> > > Hail Eligos, God of War and Prophecy!
>>>
> > > Hail the Gods of Duat!
>>>
> > > Heil Hitler!
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 521

From: Nathan

Date: 9/11/2012

Subject: Saturn Conjunct Pluto Transit
Hey all,
I have a very serious looking Saturn Conjunbction Pluto arriving swiftly in November. I actually just met the man of my dreams and we fully intend on getting
married. I want to make sure this isn't an indicator of death or serious misfortune, because it certainly seems like it.
Pluto's in my 11th House, Saturn in my 12th, so close to my Ascendant that it's technically in first house. Ascendant in Sagittarius, Pluto in Scorpio, and Saturn
in Sagittarius. Should I be worried? I'll definitely be doing a lot of energy work to off-set the potential negative energies of this transit. I'm just planning on
packing up and moving to another city with my fiance, scheduled in part to coincide with the middle of November. Should I be especially worried?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 522
From: High Priestess Zildar Raasi
Subject: Jewish media admits Nazis NOT responsible for massacre of Polish Gen

Date: 9/11/2012

"WARSAW, Poland (AP)
The American POWs sent secret coded messages to Washington with news of a Soviet atrocity: In 1943 they saw rows of corpses
in an advanced state of decay in the Katyn forest, on the western edge of Russia, proof that the killers could not have been the Nazis who had only recently
occupied the area."
"The Soviet secret police killed the 22,000 Poles with shots to the back of the head. Their aim was to eliminate a military and intellectual elite that would have
put up stiff resistance to Soviet control. The men were among Poland's most accomplished
officers and reserve officers who in their civilian lives worked as
doctors, lawyers, teachers, or as other professionals. Their loss has proven an enduring wound to the Polish nation."
"But returning to their POW camps, the Americans carried a conviction that they had just witnessed overwhelming proof of Soviet guilt. The corpses' advanced
state of decay told them the killings took place much earlier in the war, when the Soviets still controlled the area."
http://news.yahoo.com/ap-exclusive-memos-show-us-hushed-soviet-crime-132109652.html
As we know, the Soviet Union was jewish through and through, including Stalin himself. It was the jews who were responsible for the deaths of MILLIONS of
Gentile Men and Women, and NOT the other way around!
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/328
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/282
Also:
http://www.666blacksun.org/satanic-national-socialism/how-jews-play-both-sides-against-the-middle/
It is extremely telling that an article such as this has actually been publicised within the Media at this time. The jews are losing power, and people are waking
up!!
Another thing this article proves beyond a shadow of a doubt is the US government of the time was working with the jews and against the Gentile People.

This atrocity is one of many examples of how our People have met gruesome fates at the hands of the enemy. One only needs to research Dresden to find
another example of this. Again, the jewish run governments were responsible for this horrific event.
OUR PEOPLE ARE WAKING UP, and it is time for us to step up the fight!
Hail Father Satan!!
Hail Beelzebub!!
Hail Lilith!!
Heil Hitler!!
Heil Heinrich Himmler!!
-High Priestess Zildar Raasi
http://www.joyofsatan.org
Joy of Satan Ministries
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 523
Subject: Re: Saturn Conjunct Pluto Transit

From: hoodedcobra666

Date: 9/11/2012

Do 2 workings of 40 days with the rosary and you will be fine. During this time, work on putting an aura of protection around your fiance like 3-4 times a day.
Of course follow this up with your meditations. I don't know what to tell you as I'm not very astrologically knowledgeable at the given, but this could
somehow jumble changes/evolutions that you have planned [according to the house thes are in], if it comes into your life like that.
HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Nathan" <nathanbathory@...> wrote:
>
> Hey all,
>
> I have a very serious looking Saturn Conjunbction Pluto arriving swiftly in November. I actually just met the man of my dreams and we fully
intend on getting married. I want to make sure this isn't an indicator of death or serious misfortune, because it certainly seems like it.
>
> Pluto's in my 11th House, Saturn in my 12th, so close to my Ascendant that it's technically in first house. Ascendant in Sagittarius, Pluto in
Scorpio, and Saturn in Sagittarius. Should I be worried? I'll definitely be doing a lot of energy work to off-set the potential negative energies of this
transit. I'm just planning on packing up and moving to another city with my fiance, scheduled in part to coincide with the middle of November.
Should I be especially worried?
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 524
Subject: Re: Saturn Conjunct Pluto Transit

From: f.follets

Date: 9/11/2012

Is Saturn making any aspects to Mercury and/or, to a lesser extent, Mars? Mercury is the ruler of your 7th house and hard aspects to Saturn may bring
problems to your relationship and/or your significant other. Mars rules men in general and can give some important data.
Do you have any planets in your natal 7th house? Depending on how well aspected and dignified they are, they may offset some of Saturn's evil influences.
Jupiter is transiting your 6th or 7th house right now, bringing good things to these areas of your life.
You are nearly at your first saturn return and life tends to get upside down when this happens. It's not quite there yet, but soon Saturn will be opposing your
Descendant, and this can be unfortunate. I personally wouldn't worry much about the saturn-pluto conjunction bringing problems or death to the one you
love, but I'd surely start working on Saturn Squares and other energy work to offset the oncoming conjunction to your ascendant.
Which house(s) does Pluto rule? If it's your 12th, there may be some hidden issues coming up with this conjunction. Maybe very powerful (Pluto) hidden
enemies who would undermine your goals. As Saturn is transiting your 11th, there may be some kind of isolation from friends or even lack of aid or sympathy
from the groups you are part of. This isn't especially bad, since your focus right now is on yourself and your fiancé. This may be just an obvious consequence
of your decisions: you're moving somewhere new, and it's just normal to be alone in the first moments. The 11th, however, is also the house of goals and
Saturn brings frustration, so it's good to safeguard your progress with meditation and obstination to complete whatever you set out to do.

This, of course, concerns only the current transits. To have a broader understanding of what is to come, it's important to examine to your solar return and
progressions.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Nathan" <nathanbathory@...> wrote:
>
> Hey all,
>
> I have a very serious looking Saturn Conjunbction Pluto arriving swiftly in November. I actually just met the man of my dreams and we fully
intend on getting married. I want to make sure this isn't an indicator of death or serious misfortune, because it certainly seems like it.
>
> Pluto's in my 11th House, Saturn in my 12th, so close to my Ascendant that it's technically in first house. Ascendant in Sagittarius, Pluto in
Scorpio, and Saturn in Sagittarius. Should I be worried? I'll definitely be doing a lot of energy work to off-set the potential negative energies of this
transit. I'm just planning on packing up and moving to another city with my fiance, scheduled in part to coincide with the middle of November.
Should I be especially worried?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 525
Subject: Re: Saturn Conjunct Pluto Transit

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 9/13/2012

I think it'll be more like a lot of intensive hard work. I have that coming up in about a year as well, I also have Pluto square Saturn natally.
I haven't found anything about seeing deaths incoming in natal charts but I would guess it's transits to the ascendant or Sun, since they're both about life.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Nathan" <nathanbathory@...> wrote:
>
> Hey all,
>
> I have a very serious looking Saturn Conjunbction Pluto arriving swiftly in November. I actually just met the man of my dreams and we fully
intend on getting married. I want to make sure this isn't an indicator of death or serious misfortune, because it certainly seems like it.
>
> Pluto's in my 11th House, Saturn in my 12th, so close to my Ascendant that it's technically in first house. Ascendant in Sagittarius, Pluto in
Scorpio, and Saturn in Sagittarius. Should I be worried? I'll definitely be doing a lot of energy work to off-set the potential negative energies of this
transit. I'm just planning on packing up and moving to another city with my fiance, scheduled in part to coincide with the middle of November.
Should I be especially worried?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 526

From: f.follets

Date: 9/13/2012

Subject: Horary Astrology
This branch of astrology has been keeping me very busy these days. My interest in this grew very quickly but there aren't many reliable resources out there.
For those who don't know, Horary Astrology is a very ancient practice that uses charts for divination. A chart is cast for the moment the astrologer receives
or comes up with a question. The chart is then examined to assure its veracity and, if everything is right, the astrologer begins interpreting the chart to give
an answer. Interpreting the chart, however, is very complex. A lot of details count and can change everything.
It is said these charts can answer almost any kind of question, they can be used to find lost objects, people and foresee death.
While I go deeper on the subject myself, has anyone here had any experience with this? Anyone willing to share information or experiences?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Void Moon

Message: 527

From: CSM

Date: 9/16/2012

Please can someone assist me with something I am not too sure of concerning the times of the Void Moon. The Astrology calendar says on 13 September is
VoC - void of course. Does this mean that the moon was void on 13th only, if not, for how long does it stay void?
Hail Satan
Hail Asmodeus
Hail Azazel
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Void Moon

Message: 528

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 9/16/2012

go to Lunarium.co.uk. This will give you all the information you need tto know regarding void moon, moon pahses and signs and stuff :) just adjust
everything to your location by going to 'Edit' Planetary hours are on 'planetarium' at the top.

-----------------------------On Sun, Sep 16, 2012 7:22 AM EDT CSM wrote:
>Please can someone assist me with something I am not too sure of concerning the times of the Void Moon. The Astrology calendar says on 13
September is VoC - void of course. Does this mean that the moon was void on 13th only, if not, for how long does it stay void?
>Hail Satan
>Hail Asmodeus
>Hail Azazel
>
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 529
Subject: Sun Sign Compatibility (Parent/Child)

From: Valkyrie Vixen

Date: 9/16/2012

As the exact date/time has yet to be determined, and I have been having mixed results with my pendulum I am wondering if anyone knows where I can get
accurate information regarding an astrological approach to understanding a parent/child relationship. My husband is a Cancer with a Moon in Aries and I am a
Virgo with my Moon in Aquarius. Both of us have a Leo Ascendant.
It is expected that our child will be born April 2nd 2013, though my husband has a strong feeling it will be on April 5th. We had both wished to have an Aries
baby, so we couldn't be more thrilled.
I would like to know if it is the Sun sign I should be interested in regarding parenting or if perhaps our Moon sign or possibly Venus will be more helpful.
Any and all protective energy and blessings are greatly appreciated. I am looking forward to my child having a wonderful support system through our amazing
Gods, Goddesses and the children they love so much. Thank you Brothers and Sisters, may we live to learn and fight until our souls are complete.
Hail Satan!
Hail Lilith!
Hail Astaroth!
Hail Gomory! <3
**Little Miss Satanist**
THE
*Valkyrie Vixen*
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Chart

Message: 530

From: anikeanime

Date: 9/16/2012

Hello brothers, sisters!
I have a question, as am a beginner in astrology, I would like recommended books that can help me understand what exactly are houses, ephemeris, and
how could I make and read a chart. I read the JoS astrology pages but found myself seeking understanding in what it meant! I read other pages seeking how
to make a chart, but found a confusion in understanding what it meant, ascendant signs and latitude and langitude are also confusing.I looked through the
files but still I seek a beginner guide. I would really like to pursue and learn astrology so I seek help! Books or any sources of help would be greatly
appreciated.
Hail Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Void Moon

Message: 531

Thank you very much.
From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...>
Sender: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Sun, 16 Sep 2012 11:24:54 -0700 (PDT)
To: <jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com>

From: CSM

Date: 9/16/2012

ReplyTo: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Void Moon

go to Lunarium.co.uk. This will give you all the information you need tto know regarding void moon, moon pahses and signs and stuff :) just adjust
everything to your location by going to 'Edit' Planetary hours are on 'planetarium' at the top.
-----------------------------On Sun, Sep 16, 2012 7:22 AM EDT CSM wrote:
>Please can someone assist me with something I am not too sure of concerning the times of the Void Moon. The Astrology calendar says on 13
September is VoC - void of course. Does this mean that the moon was void on 13th only, if not, for how long does it stay void?
>Hail Satan
>Hail Asmodeus
>Hail Azazel
>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Chart

Message: 533

From: Kait Jordan

There should be some books in the files section (I think that's where
they'd be at least) of this group that will be able to help.
Hail Satan

On 9/17/12, anikeanime <anikeanime@...> wrote:
> Hello brothers, sisters!
> I have a question, as am a beginner in astrology, I would like recommended
> books that can help me understand what exactly are houses, ephemeris, and
> how could I make and read a chart. I read the JoS astrology pages but found
> myself seeking understanding in what it meant! I read other pages seeking
> how to make a chart, but found a confusion in understanding what it meant,
> ascendant signs and latitude and langitude are also confusing.I looked
> through the files but still I seek a beginner guide. I would really like to
> pursue and learn astrology so I seek help! Books or any sources of help
> would be greatly appreciated.
> Hail Satan!

Date: 9/17/2012

>
>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Saturn Return

Message: 534

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 9/17/2012

From: Christeos Ors

Date: 9/18/2012

Can someone please explain more in depth about a Saturn return. :)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Learning astrology

Message: 535

Well I'm pretty new into this section also. I joined yesterday. You can download the PDF files in the "FILE" section. I think all the answer lies in there.
HAIL SATAN|
HAIL HAURES|
HAIL KHEPU|
HAIL ALL THE GODS OF THE OLD|

From: nicknesredna <nicknesredna@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Monday, September 17, 2012 3:48 AM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Learning astrology

Hey
I am totally new to astrology and had never looked into it before I became a SS, and I am totally lost.
Where did you all learn astrology to begin with?
Are astrology books online and in the local library reliable sources?
For example, I don't know how to find out what sign the moon is in, when I "have a saturn"? These are just examples, I'm totally lost and would really like to learn.
Thanks!

Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 536

From: hells666steward

Date: 9/18/2012

Subject: Re: Sun Sign Compatibility (Parent/Child)
Congratulations on your new family member!! :)
I would say, it's hard to know anything until the child is born. But (I assume) you are a Dedicated Satanist, so whatever child is born, there should be a loving
bond there regardless.
All parts of one's chart are relevant. Nothing is "just there" - you have to look at everything if you want to truly understand.
The Sun represents the Father, the Moon is the Mother (you) - so whatever positions these planets are in, aspects, houses, etc. will indicate how the child
will generally react to their parents - the Sun being the Father and the Moon, the Mother. Saturn plays a role here as well, as Saturn is authority in general,
and is often linked to the greatest authority figures in the child's life. Often this is the Father. Saturn also deals with old age and tradition, so grandparents
can tie in here as well.
As for your charts - what is in your 5th house? Your husband's? This is the most blatant indication of how your children wind up. If there is a prominent Mars
in your/your husband's 5th house, or if Mars is very strong in the child's chart, then consider giving the child plenty of sports equipment early on, or exposing
them to outlets for physical energy. This will help to ensure that they wind up athletic and not an asshole (which are two potential manifestations of Mars).
It sounds like you may very well have an Aries child. You may get more than you bargained for - barring other contrary influences, these are arguably the
most headstrong people in the zodiac! Fortunately, their anger doesn't usually last long so once the fight is over you can usually just get on with your lives.
If they have a prominent Saturn for example, then be aware that they may feel confined by authority and may need extra encouragement to express their
feelings and desires, which is important. Don't go easy on them as far as discipline, but always explain to them WHY they must be disciplined when the time
arises. Talk to them like an adult. Also, it can be important for these people to understand history, as Saturn deals with time. Expose them to what they need
- you are the Mother. Your instinct will tell you more than I possibly could.
The thing to do is to look at their chart, understand them as a person and what makes them tick, and then think about what they NEED as a PERSON to
develop. THEN, consider the parts of your charts that deal with the relationship between parent and child, and consider the best APPROACH to GIVE them the
things that they NEED.
This is all very hypothetical though, until the child is born and you can draw up their astrology chart.
Just pray to Satan for a safe childbirth and a healthy child, and I am sure all will be well. Congratulations!!
HAIL SATAN!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Valkyrie Vixen" <valkyrie.vixen@...> wrote:
>
> As the exact date/time has yet to be determined, and I have been having mixed results with my pendulum I am wondering if anyone knows
where I can get accurate information regarding an astrological approach to understanding a parent/child relationship. My husband is a Cancer with
a Moon in Aries and I am a Virgo with my Moon in Aquarius. Both of us have a Leo Ascendant.
>
> It is expected that our child will be born April 2nd 2013, though my husband has a strong feeling it will be on April 5th. We had both wished to
have an Aries baby, so we couldn't be more thrilled.
>
> I would like to know if it is the Sun sign I should be interested in regarding parenting or if perhaps our Moon sign or possibly Venus will be
more helpful.
> Any and all protective energy and blessings are greatly appreciated. I am looking forward to my child having a wonderful support system
through our amazing Gods, Goddesses and the children they love so much. Thank you Brothers and Sisters, may we live to learn and fight until
our souls are complete.
> Hail Satan!
> Hail Lilith!
> Hail Astaroth!
> Hail Gomory! <3
>
> **Little Miss Satanist**
> THE
> *Valkyrie Vixen*
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 537
Subject: Re: Common rising signs with siblings

From: hells666steward

Date: 9/18/2012

I've known Virgo/Cancer couples and they seem to do quite well together. :)
HAIL SATAN!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Valkyrie Vixen" <valkyrie.vixen@...> wrote:
>
> My fiance and I both have a rising sign of Leo. I believe that's how we connected on a social level so quickly. Many of our friends have said we
come off similarly and I know this is why. Though my sun is in Virgo and his Cancer, so on a deeper level we are very different.
> It could be coincidental that you and your siblings have the same rising sign as you, I don't think its a common pattern though.
> Hail Satan!

> Hail Lilith!
> Hail Astaroth!
> Hail Gomory! <3
>
> **Little Miss Satanist**
> THE
> *Valkyrie Vixen*
>
> -----Original Message----> From: "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@...>
> Sender: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Wed, 05 Sep 2012 20:24:44
> To: <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
> Reply-To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Common rising signs with siblings
>
> Is it common to have siblings with the same rising signs or close? Me and 2 of my younger siblings have Capricorn ascendants and one has
Saggitarius. Is this common or was that just a weird once in a while thing? It's funny though with transits it's usually a whole family thing like
Uranus is in our third houses, we found out we had another brother that no one knew about.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Chart

Message: 538

From: Anike Anike

Date: 9/18/2012

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 9/18/2012

Thanks!
Hail Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 539
Subject: Re: Sun Sign Compatibility (Parent/Child)

I know for romantic relationships Mars, Venus, the Sun, and the Moon are really important, I guess they're all important, it's a really good question. I would
look at your child's expected birthday and look at where the Moon and Sun are at since they're the parent planets.
Synastry is all about relationships, it's pretty interesting.
http://www.cafeastrology.com/articles/synastry.html
I would also looks at your own chart to see what's in the 4th house or aspects the IC since it's all about family affairs. The 5th too since it tells you about
what kind of children you will have.
Also grats!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Valkyrie Vixen" <valkyrie.vixen@...> wrote:
>
> As the exact date/time has yet to be determined, and I have been having mixed results with my pendulum I am wondering if anyone knows
where I can get accurate information regarding an astrological approach to understanding a parent/child relationship. My husband is a Cancer with
a Moon in Aries and I am a Virgo with my Moon in Aquarius. Both of us have a Leo Ascendant.
>
> It is expected that our child will be born April 2nd 2013, though my husband has a strong feeling it will be on April 5th. We had both wished to
have an Aries baby, so we couldn't be more thrilled.
>
> I would like to know if it is the Sun sign I should be interested in regarding parenting or if perhaps our Moon sign or possibly Venus will be
more helpful.
> Any and all protective energy and blessings are greatly appreciated. I am looking forward to my child having a wonderful support system
through our amazing Gods, Goddesses and the children they love so much. Thank you Brothers and Sisters, may we live to learn and fight until
our souls are complete.
> Hail Satan!
> Hail Lilith!
> Hail Astaroth!
> Hail Gomory! <3
>
> **Little Miss Satanist**
> THE
> *Valkyrie Vixen*
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Saturn Return

Message: 540

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 9/18/2012

I always associate it with the classic "mid life crisis" thing when people turn 30 because that's when it returns:P

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
>
> Can someone please explain more in depth about a Saturn return. :)
>
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 541

From: Mark Ciaccio

Date: 9/18/2012

Subject: Re: Saturn Return
The essense of 12/21/12 Mayan Calender etc,. is that the age of Pices is ending and the Age of Aquarius is beginning. Our galaxy is crossing into the house
of Aquarius. And Saturn rules Aquarius. The Dark Knight Returns!
From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...>
To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Monday, September 17, 2012 10:13 PM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Saturn Return

Can someone please explain more in depth about a Saturn return. :)

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Chart

Message: 542

From: Mark Ciaccio

Go to youtube.com and search for "Santos Bonacci". Excellent videos on learning astrology.
From: Kait Jordan <kaitjordan@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Monday, September 17, 2012 5:21 PM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Chart

There should be some books in the files section (I think that's where
they'd be at least) of this group that will be able to help.
Hail Satan
On 9/17/12, anikeanime <anikeanime@...> wrote:
> Hello brothers, sisters!
> I have a question, as am a beginner in astrology, I would like recommended
> books that can help me understand what exactly are houses, ephemeris, and
> how could I make and read a chart. I read the JoS astrology pages but found
> myself seeking understanding in what it meant! I read other pages seeking
> how to make a chart, but found a confusion in understanding what it meant,
> ascendant signs and latitude and langitude are also confusing.I looked
> through the files but still I seek a beginner guide. I would really like to
> pursue and learn astrology so I seek help! Books or any sources of help

Date: 9/18/2012

> would be greatly appreciated.
> Hail Satan!
>
>
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Elements

Message: 543

From: krazymuthauka

Date: 9/18/2012

From: Anike Anike

Date: 9/18/2012

What exactly do i look at to learn what elements are in my natal chart?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Chart

Message: 544

Thanks, I really appreciate it, it looks awesome!
Hail Satan!

From: Mark Ciaccio <linkman7@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Tuesday, September 18, 2012 12:34 AM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Chart

Go to youtube.com and search for "Santos Bonacci". Excellent videos on learning astrology.
From: Kait Jordan <kaitjordan@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Monday, September 17, 2012 5:21 PM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Chart

There should be some books in the files section (I think that's where
they'd be at least) of this group that will be able to help.
Hail Satan
On 9/17/12, anikeanime <anikeanime@...> wrote:
> Hello brothers, sisters!
> I have a question, as am a beginner in astrology, I would like recommended

> books that can help me understand what exactly are houses, ephemeris, and
> how could I make and read a chart. I read the JoS astrology pages but found
> myself seeking understanding in what it meant! I read other pages seeking
> how to make a chart, but found a confusion in understanding what it meant,
> ascendant signs and latitude and langitude are also confusing.I looked
> through the files but still I seek a beginner guide. I would really like to
> pursue and learn astrology so I seek help! Books or any sources of help
> would be greatly appreciated.
> Hail Satan!
>
>
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Foud a website

Message: 545

From: x_nightmare@ovi.com

Date: 9/18/2012

I was sarching about planetry meanings using google sarch enging and i found this website, trans4mind.com it shows and explain the meaning of each planet.
So am posting this to know if this website is ok for me to study, if not please i'll need a site that explain planetry meanings because i don't wont to end up
with some kikes site or junk sike. Thanks
Hail our creator Satan
Hail the gods of helll
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 547
Subject: Re: Sun Sign Compatibility (Parent/Child)

From: Valkyrie Vixen

Date: 9/22/2012

Continuing the thread regarding my pregnancy... I just had my ultrasound and I'm having twins!! They look healthy! This is such a blessing. The only
difference they will likely have is a rising sign. My family, fiancé and I are all really excited. I should have mentioned before that we both had a super strong
feeling it was twins, I just didn't want to believe it because I have such a small frame. I was 5'6 and 115lbs before I got pregnant. I now weigh 123 and its
only been 12 weeks into the pregnancy. I thought it was strange I can already see a little baby bump when many first time moms go 4-5 months before they
really show.
Hail Satan!
Hail Lilith!
Hail Astaroth!
Hail Gomory! <3
**Little Miss Satanist**

THE
*Valkyrie Vixen*
From: "Valkyrie Vixen" <valkyrie.vixen@...>
Sender: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Sun, 16 Sep 2012 12:32:55 +0000
To: <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
ReplyTo: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Sun Sign Compatibility (Parent/Child)
As the exact date/time has yet to be determined, and I have been having mixed results with my pendulum I am wondering if anyone knows where I can get
accurate information regarding an astrological approach to understanding a parent/child relationship. My husband is a Cancer with a Moon in Aries and I am a
Virgo with my Moon in Aquarius. Both of us have a Leo Ascendant.
It is expected that our child will be born April 2nd 2013, though my husband has a strong feeling it will be on April 5th. We had both wished to have an Aries
baby, so we couldn't be more thrilled.
I would like to know if it is the Sun sign I should be interested in regarding parenting or if perhaps our Moon sign or possibly Venus will be more helpful.
Any and all protective energy and blessings are greatly appreciated. I am looking forward to my child having a wonderful support system through our amazing
Gods, Goddesses and the children they love so much. Thank you Brothers and Sisters, may we live to learn and fight until our souls are complete.
Hail Satan!
Hail Lilith!
Hail Astaroth!
Hail Gomory! <3
**Little Miss Satanist**
THE
*Valkyrie Vixen*
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 548
Subject: Re: Sun Sign Compatibility (Parent/Child)

From: Brian Gibbons

Date: 9/22/2012

Congrats on the twins.We are glad its just one heart beat they heard for us though.We only want one healthy girl.The Gods has already told us she is very
advanced from previous incarnations too.

Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android

From: Valkyrie Vixen <valkyrie.vixen@...>;
To: <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>;
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Sun Sign Compatibility (Parent/Child)
Sent: Thu, Sep 20, 2012 11:57:11 PM

Continuing the thread regarding my pregnancy... I just had my ultrasound and I'm having twins!! They look healthy! This is such a blessing. The only difference
they will likely have is a rising sign. My family, fiancé and I are all really excited. I should have mentioned before that we both had a super strong feeling it was
twins, I just didn't want to believe it because I have such a small frame. I was 5'6 and 115lbs before I got pregnant. I now weigh 123 and its only been 12 weeks
into the pregnancy. I thought it was strange I can already see a little baby bump when many first time moms go 4-5 months before they really show.
Hail Satan!
Hail Lilith!
Hail Astaroth!
Hail Gomory! <3
**Little Miss Satanist**
THE
*Valkyrie Vixen*
From: "Valkyrie Vixen" <valkyrie.vixen@...>
Sender: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Sun, 16 Sep 2012 12:32:55 +0000
To: <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
ReplyTo: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Sun Sign Compatibility (Parent/Child)

As the exact date/time has yet to be determined, and I have been having mixed results with my pendulum I am wondering if anyone knows where I can get
accurate information regarding an astrological approach to understanding a parent/child relationship. My husband is a Cancer with a Moon in Aries and I am a Virgo
with my Moon in Aquarius. Both of us have a Leo Ascendant.
It is expected that our child will be born April 2nd 2013, though my husband has a strong feeling it will be on April 5th. We had both wished to have an Aries baby,
so we couldn't be more thrilled.
I would like to know if it is the Sun sign I should be interested in regarding parenting or if perhaps our Moon sign or possibly Venus will be more helpful.
Any and all protective energy and blessings are greatly appreciated. I am looking forward to my child having a wonderful support system through our amazing
Gods, Goddesses and the children they love so much. Thank you Brothers and Sisters, may we live to learn and fight until our souls are complete.
Hail Satan!

Hail Lilith!
Hail Astaroth!
Hail Gomory! <3
**Little Miss Satanist**
THE
*Valkyrie Vixen*
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 549
Subject: Re: Sun Sign Compatibility (Parent/Child)

From: David Gannon

Date: 9/24/2012

Congratulations sister ! I'm very happy for you. Many blessings to you and those babies.

From: Valkyrie Vixen <valkyrie.vixen@...>;
To: <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>;
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Sun Sign Compatibility (Parent/Child)
Sent: Thu, Sep 20, 2012 11:57:11 PM

Continuing the thread regarding my pregnancy... I just had my ultrasound and I'm having twins!! They look healthy! This is such a blessing. The only difference
they will likely have is a rising sign. My family, fiancé and I are all really excited. I should have mentioned before that we both had a super strong feeling it was
twins, I just didn't want to believe it because I have such a small frame. I was 5'6 and 115lbs before I got pregnant. I now weigh 123 and its only been 12 weeks
into the pregnancy. I thought it was strange I can already see a little baby bump when many first time moms go 4-5 months before they really show.
Hail Satan!
Hail Lilith!
Hail Astaroth!
Hail Gomory! <3
**Little Miss Satanist**
THE
*Valkyrie Vixen*
From: "Valkyrie Vixen" <valkyrie.vixen@...>
Sender: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Sun, 16 Sep 2012 12:32:55 +0000
To: <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
ReplyTo: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Sun Sign Compatibility (Parent/Child)

As the exact date/time has yet to be determined, and I have been having mixed results with my pendulum I am wondering if anyone knows where I can get
accurate information regarding an astrological approach to understanding a parent/child relationship. My husband is a Cancer with a Moon in Aries and I am a Virgo
with my Moon in Aquarius. Both of us have a Leo Ascendant.
It is expected that our child will be born April 2nd 2013, though my husband has a strong feeling it will be on April 5th. We had both wished to have an Aries baby,
so we couldn't be more thrilled.
I would like to know if it is the Sun sign I should be interested in regarding parenting or if perhaps our Moon sign or possibly Venus will be more helpful.
Any and all protective energy and blessings are greatly appreciated. I am looking forward to my child having a wonderful support system through our amazing
Gods, Goddesses and the children they love so much. Thank you Brothers and Sisters, may we live to learn and fight until our souls are complete.
Hail Satan!
Hail Lilith!
Hail Astaroth!
Hail Gomory! <3
**Little Miss Satanist**
THE
*Valkyrie Vixen*
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 550
Subject: Re: Sun Sign Compatibility (Parent/Child)

From: High Priestess Myla Limlal

Date: 9/27/2012

Congratulations!
:-)
Hail Satan!!!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Valkyrie Vixen" <valkyrie.vixen@...> wrote:
>
> As the exact date/time has yet to be determined, and I have been having mixed results with my pendulum I am wondering if anyone knows
where I can get accurate information regarding an astrological approach to understanding a parent/child relationship. My husband is a Cancer with
a Moon in Aries and I am a Virgo with my Moon in Aquarius. Both of us have a Leo Ascendant.
>
> It is expected that our child will be born April 2nd 2013, though my husband has a strong feeling it will be on April 5th. We had both wished to
have an Aries baby, so we couldn't be more thrilled.

>
> I would like to know if it is the Sun sign I should be interested in regarding parenting or if perhaps our Moon sign or possibly Venus will be
more helpful.
> Any and all protective energy and blessings are greatly appreciated. I am looking forward to my child having a wonderful support system
through our amazing Gods, Goddesses and the children they love so much. Thank you Brothers and Sisters, may we live to learn and fight until
our souls are complete.
> Hail Satan!
> Hail Lilith!
> Hail Astaroth!
> Hail Gomory! <3
>
> **Little Miss Satanist**
> THE
> *Valkyrie Vixen*
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Jupiter

Message: 551

From: Draco Majinn

Date: 9/29/2012

Hi, I have Jupiter in detriment and retrograde in my chart and also no Sagittarius planets. I've also never meditated on this planet or worked with it's energy in
any way. So I am totally not experienced with this planet or energy at all.
I have heard many good things about Jupiter though and the more I am reading it seems to be a very important planet in terms of getting opportunities and
generally improving your life. I know it sounds stupid to say is this the reason for my bad luck or difficult life because I know almost everyone feels like that
sometimes. But is someone who lacks Jupiter/Jovian energy missing out in life or prone to hardship?
Please share thoughts, knowledge and experiences.
Thanks!
HAIL SATAN!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Jupiter

Message: 552

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 9/29/2012

Well not neccesarily. The hard luck etc is mainly because of Saturn and mars or any other planetary influence that would give you hard times. But having
jupiter and or sun can really offset many saturn transits. What you should do is do the sun square spiritual when the sun leaves libra. Also when Jupiter goes
into cancer you can do the jupiter square and invoke energy from it :) Jupiter is a great planet.

-----------------------------On Sat, Sep 29, 2012 7:06 AM EDT Draco Majinn wrote:
>Hi, I have Jupiter in detriment and retrograde in my chart and also no Sagittarius planets. I've also never meditated on this planet or worked
with it's energy in any way. So I am totally not experienced with this planet or energy at all.
>I have heard many good things about Jupiter though and the more I am reading it seems to be a very important planet in terms of getting
opportunities and generally improving your life. I know it sounds stupid to say is this the reason for my bad luck or difficult life because I know
almost everyone feels like that sometimes. But is someone who lacks Jupiter/Jovian energy missing out in life or prone to hardship?
>
>Please share thoughts, knowledge and experiences.
>
>Thanks!
>
>HAIL SATAN!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Jupiter

Message: 553

From: m_18

Date: 9/29/2012

Simple answer:
Everything has polarity, good & bad. Mainstream astrology over rates Jupiter. Most of the time, Jupiter generally represents expansion & growth, good or
bad. Too much if anything, even if good, can be bad. Keep in mind too that the planets are not the signs & the signs are not the planets. There are many
times where Jupiter has pissed me off as badly as Saturn usually does.
Wish I could start posting regularly again here, but I just don't have time at the moment.

--- On Sat, 9/29/12, Draco Majinn <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:

From: Draco Majinn <xxrygelxx@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Jupiter
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Saturday, September 29, 2012, 6:06 AM

Hi, I have Jupiter in detriment and retrograde in my chart and also no Sagittarius planets. I've also never meditated on this planet or
worked with it's energy in any way. So I am totally not experienced with this planet or energy at all.
I have heard many good things about Jupiter though and the more I am reading it seems to be a very important planet in terms of getting
opportunities and generally improving your life. I know it sounds stupid to say is this the reason for my bad luck or difficult life because I
know almost everyone feels like that sometimes. But is someone who lacks Jupiter/Jovian energy missing out in life or prone to hardship?
Please share thoughts, knowledge and experiences.
Thanks!
HAIL SATAN!

Messages in JoS_Astrology group.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 554
Subject: Re: Jupiter
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 555
Subject: Re: Saturn Conjunct Pluto Transit
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 556
Subject: Re: Mars Square questions
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 557
Subject: Re: Uranus
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 558
Subject: Re: Saturn Return
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 559
Subject: Re: Saturn Return
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 560
Subject: Re: Saturn Return
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 561
Subject: Re: Jupiter
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 562
Subject: Birth month Despression?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 563
Subject: Re: Jupiter
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 564
Subject: Soulmates
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 565
Subject: Earth (The planet) sign
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 566
Subject: Re: Earth (The planet) sign
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 567
Subject: Re: Soulmates
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 568
Subject: Re: Soulmates
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 569
Subject: Re: Birth month Despression?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 571
Subject: Re: Earth (The planet) sign
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 572
Subject: Re: Jupiter
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 573
Subject: How is Scorpio about to effect us?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 574
Subject: Re: Soulmates
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 575
Subject: Re: Birth month Despression?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 576
Subject: Re: Saturn Square Quesiton
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 577
Subject: Re: How is Scorpio about to effect us?
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From: hells666steward

Date: 9/29/2012

From: hells666steward

Date: 9/29/2012

From: hells666steward

Date: 9/29/2012

From: hells666steward

Date: 9/29/2012

From: egret23@rocketmail.com Date: 9/29/2012
From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 9/29/2012

From: egret23@rocketmail.com Date: 9/30/2012
From: Draco Majinn

Date: 10/1/2012

From: Sven

Date: 10/2/2012

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 10/2/2012

From: Al

Date: 10/2/2012

From: robot_checkerboard13

Date: 10/2/2012

From: siguarddraconis

Date: 10/2/2012

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 10/2/2012

From: Brian Gibbons

Date: 10/2/2012

From: Ancient Gods

Date: 10/3/2012

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 10/3/2012

From: m_18

Date: 10/3/2012

From: Micama Gmicalzoma

Date: 10/3/2012

From: Al Reyes

Date: 10/3/2012

From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich

Date: 10/3/2012

From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich

Date: 10/3/2012

From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich

Date: 10/3/2012

Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 578

From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich

Subject: Some info
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 579
From: belthazorthemighty
Subject: Re: Birth month Despression?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 580
From: Valkyrie Vixen
Subject: Re: Birth month Despression?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 581
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Good site for fixed stars
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 582
From: Micama Gmicalzoma
Subject: Re: How is Scorpio about to effect us?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 583
From:
strengthxknowledgexpower
Subject: Retrograde Jupiter in Gemini
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 584
From:
strengthxknowledgexpower
Subject: Retrograde Jupiter in Gemini
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 585
From: sum_astro
Subject: Marriage when ?Love or arranged ?Marital Life.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 587
From: gonzalezedlyn
Subject: Pluto
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 588
From: gonzalezedlyn
Subject: Safe
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 589
From: drakedannii
Subject: Venus going through Virgo
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 590
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Safe
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 591
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: Venus going through Virgo
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 592
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: Pluto
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 593
From: Draco Majinn
Subject: Re: Pluto
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 594
From: m_18
Subject: Re: Pluto
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 595
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Kabalistic square question
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 596
From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich
Subject: Re: Pluto
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 597
From: hoodedcobra666
Subject: Re: Pluto
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 598
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: Pluto
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 599
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Re: Pluto
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 600
From: gonzalezedlyn
Subject: Re: Pluto
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 601
From: gonzalezedlyn
Subject: Re: Pluto

Date: 10/3/2012

Date: 10/5/2012
Date: 10/5/2012
Date: 10/5/2012
Date: 10/5/2012
Date: 10/6/2012

Date: 10/6/2012

Date: 10/6/2012
Date: 10/8/2012
Date: 10/8/2012
Date: 10/8/2012
Date: 10/8/2012
Date: 10/8/2012
Date: 10/8/2012
Date: 10/9/2012
Date: 10/9/2012
Date: 10/9/2012
Date: 10/9/2012

Date: 10/9/2012
Date: 10/9/2012
Date: 10/10/2012
Date: 10/10/2012
Date: 10/10/2012

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 602
Subject: Re: Kabalistic square question
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 603
Subject: Born during Void Moon
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 604
Subject: Re: Born during Void Moon
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 605
Subject: Re: Born during Void Moon

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 10/10/2012

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 10/11/2012

From: m_18

Date: 10/12/2012

From: Sven

Date: 10/12/2012

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Jupiter

From: hells666steward

Date: 9/29/2012

Message: 554

Saturn gives hardship, Jupiter gives good luck.
So, yes, having a poorly placed Saturn or a poorly placed Jupiter does make one's life worse.
Fortunately, Satan shows us how to improve this. Just because your Jupiter isn't well-placed doesn't mean
your life is gonna be terrible. I know people with poorly-placed Jupiters who live very fulfilling lives.... though
of course, their lives aren't perfect and could be better.
When Jupiter enters Cancer in 2013, I would jump on the opportunity to perform multiple Jupiter Squares:
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Jupiter_Square.html

With knowledge and the application of that knowledge, we can prosper far beyond those who are without.
HAIL SATAN!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Draco Majinn" <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:
>
> Hi, I have Jupiter in detriment and retrograde in my chart and also no Sagittarius planets. I've
also never meditated on this planet or worked with it's energy in any way. So I am totally not
experienced with this planet or energy at all.
> I have heard many good things about Jupiter though and the more I am reading it seems to
be a very important planet in terms of getting opportunities and generally improving your life. I
know it sounds stupid to say is this the reason for my bad luck or difficult life because I know
almost everyone feels like that sometimes. But is someone who lacks Jupiter/Jovian energy
missing out in life or prone to hardship?
>
> Please share thoughts, knowledge and experiences.
>
> Thanks!
>
> HAIL SATAN!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 555
Subject: Re: Saturn Conjunct Pluto Transit

From: hells666steward

Date: 9/29/2012

No, don't worry. Worry won't help you. If anything, be concerned. But don't sit at home worrying over and
over.

This is not a pretty transit but it certainly doesn't mean someone is necessarily going to die. What it DOES
mean is that your resources will be limited, more than usual. Authority figures (boss, police, government)
may impose themselves on you in ways that are uncomfortable. I wouldn't jump into any commitments while
this transit is occurring... strained resources are a prime reason why relationships suffer or collapse. This is a
test.
Not only is it a potential test of your relationship, but it can also test your general sense of personal power,
your sense of freedom, and your job/career. Legal troubles are more likely at this time. Of course, nothing
serious at all may manifest. It depends on how strong your soul is and whether there is any bad karma
lingering about. But you won't know for sure until you know for sure.
Of course, do what you are going to do. But once you sign papers and a wedding is official, then the only
way to get rid of the person is divorce, and divorce is a very messy thing. Believe me.
If I were you, I would just live my life and be happy. Meditate and just generally be careful. Avoid trouble
with the law. If you have a man that you are head-over-heels for.... you said you "just met" him?? I don't
care WHAT astrological transits are happening, it is NEVER a good idea to marry someone you "just met."
That makes no sense.
The most I would do is move in with this person and live as though you were married. Share a home, share
a bed, continue in your careers or whatever you do, share the money, whatever. But marriage itself is
awfully official and people rush into these things thinking it's "romantic" and all this nonsense when in reality
the only thing that matters worth a goddamn is the relationship you have with the person. Being married will
never make a relationship better. It only makes it worse.
I'm not saying marriage is a bad thing. When you marry the right person at the right time, it is beautiful and
a source of great joy. But once you are married, you've "made your choice" and when people have made
permanent decisions like this, they start getting lazy and/or restless. Something to think about.
HAIL SATAN!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Nathan" <nathanbathory@...> wrote:
>
> Hey all,
>
> I have a very serious looking Saturn Conjunbction Pluto arriving swiftly in November. I actually
just met the man of my dreams and we fully intend on getting married. I want to make sure this
isn't an indicator of death or serious misfortune, because it certainly seems like it.
>
> Pluto's in my 11th House, Saturn in my 12th, so close to my Ascendant that it's technically in
first house. Ascendant in Sagittarius, Pluto in Scorpio, and Saturn in Sagittarius. Should I be
worried? I'll definitely be doing a lot of energy work to off-set the potential negative energies of
this transit. I'm just planning on packing up and moving to another city with my fiance,
scheduled in part to coincide with the middle of November. Should I be especially worried?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 556
Subject: Re: Mars Square questions

From: hells666steward

Mars co-rules Scorpio. Mars is therefore unusually strong when in this sign.
Just do the squares and that's it.

Date: 9/29/2012

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "krazymuthauka" <krazymuthauka@...> wrote:
>
>
> Would Mars being in Scorpio expel the water/Plutonian side of energy given off by Scorpio ?
>
> What would be some good ideas to utilize the water/Plutonian side of energy given off by
Mars being in Scorpio while doing the Mars square to do rituals for?
> Would spiritual rebirth be one?
>
> Is there watery fire magick and fiery water?
>
> Should i invoke water during the days i do the Mantra to keep balance?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Uranus

Message: 557

From: hells666steward

Date: 9/29/2012

It sounds to me like maybe doing Mercury and Jupiter Squares would help in your desired goal?
HAIL SATAN!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@...> wrote:
>
> Hi, I was wondering if there is a way to increase the amount of energy taken in from Uranus? I
ask because much of my understanding of more complex ideas comes to me like how Uranus is
described, that eureka moment that sudden realization. Is there a way to increase the frequency
of this? I also ready DAGAZ is like Uranus; anyone have success with that? Any advice would be
greatly appreciated:]
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 558
Subject: Re: Saturn Return

From: egret23@rocketmail.com Date: 9/29/2012

Wait, I am very much confused now. I thought Saturn rules Capricorn???
And I thought that a saturn return was when saturn "returns" to the degree in its orbit occupied at the
person's time of birth?

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Mark Ciaccio <linkman7@...> wrote:
>
> The essense of 12/21/12 Mayan Calender etc,. is that the age of Pices is ending and the Age
of Aquarius is beginning. Our galaxy is crossing into the house of Aquarius. And Saturn rules
Aquarius. The Dark Knight Returns!
>
>
> ________________________________
> From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...>
> To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Monday, September 17, 2012 10:13 PM
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Saturn Return
>
>
>Â
>
> Can someone please explain more in depth about a Saturn return. :)
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 559
Subject: Re: Saturn Return

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 9/29/2012

Saturn does rule capricorn but it also traditionally rules aquarius.

-----------------------------On Sat, Sep 29, 2012 11:39 PM EDT egret23@... wrote:
>Wait, I am very much confused now. I thought Saturn rules Capricorn???
>And I thought that a saturn return was when saturn "returns" to the degree in its orbit occupied
at the person's time of birth?
>
>--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Mark Ciaccio <linkman7@...> wrote:
>>
>> The essense of 12/21/12 Mayan Calender etc,. is that the age of Pices is ending and the
Age of Aquarius is beginning. Our galaxy is crossing into the house of Aquarius. And Saturn rules
Aquarius. The Dark Knight Returns!
>>
>>
>> ________________________________
>> From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...>
>> To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
>> Sent: Monday, September 17, 2012 10:13 PM
>> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Saturn Return
>>
>>
>> Â
>>
>> Can someone please explain more in depth about a Saturn return. :)
>>
>

>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 560
Subject: Re: Saturn Return

From: egret23@rocketmail.com Date: 9/30/2012

Thanks, Shannon. I am learning...This starts to get confusing:)

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
>
>
> Saturn does rule capricorn but it also traditionally rules aquarius.
>
>
> -----------------------------> On Sat, Sep 29, 2012 11:39 PM EDT egret23@... wrote:
>
> >Wait, I am very much confused now. I thought Saturn rules Capricorn???
> >And I thought that a saturn return was when saturn "returns" to the degree in its orbit
occupied at the person's time of birth?
>>
> >--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Mark Ciaccio <linkman7@> wrote:
> >>
> >> The essense of 12/21/12 Mayan Calender etc,. is that the age of Pices is ending and the
Age of Aquarius is beginning. Our galaxy is crossing into the house of Aquarius. And Saturn rules
Aquarius. The Dark Knight Returns!
> >>
> >>
> >> ________________________________
> >> From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@>
> >> To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
> >> Sent: Monday, September 17, 2012 10:13 PM
> >> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Saturn Return
> >>
> >>
> >> Â
> >>
> >> Can someone please explain more in depth about a Saturn return. :)
> >>
>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Jupiter

Message: 561

From: Draco Majinn

Date: 10/1/2012

Thanks everyone!
Hail Satan!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hells666steward" <hells666steward@...> wrote:
>
> Saturn gives hardship, Jupiter gives good luck.
>
> So, yes, having a poorly placed Saturn or a poorly placed Jupiter does make one's life worse.

>
> Fortunately, Satan shows us how to improve this. Just because your Jupiter isn't well-placed
doesn't mean your life is gonna be terrible. I know people with poorly-placed Jupiters who live
very fulfilling lives.... though of course, their lives aren't perfect and could be better.
>
> When Jupiter enters Cancer in 2013, I would jump on the opportunity to perform multiple
Jupiter Squares:
>
> http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Jupiter_Square.html
>
>
> With knowledge and the application of that knowledge, we can prosper far beyond those who
are without.
>
> HAIL SATAN!!
>
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Draco Majinn" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>
> > Hi, I have Jupiter in detriment and retrograde in my chart and also no Sagittarius planets.
I've also never meditated on this planet or worked with it's energy in any way. So I am totally
not experienced with this planet or energy at all.
> > I have heard many good things about Jupiter though and the more I am reading it seems to
be a very important planet in terms of getting opportunities and generally improving your life. I
know it sounds stupid to say is this the reason for my bad luck or difficult life because I know
almost everyone feels like that sometimes. But is someone who lacks Jupiter/Jovian energy
missing out in life or prone to hardship?
>>
> > Please share thoughts, knowledge and experiences.
>>
> > Thanks!
>>
> > HAIL SATAN!
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 562
Subject: Birth month Despression?

From: Sven

Date: 10/2/2012

I noticed that when my birthday comes around I start to feel depressed and just generally lousy. It doesn't
happen every birthday, but once in a while. Is there a reason for this?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Jupiter

Message: 563

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 10/2/2012

Welcome back! Looking forward to your posts again:D

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
> Simple answer:
>
> Everything has polarity, good & bad. Mainstream astrology over rates Jupiter. Most of the
time, Jupiter generally represents expansion & growth, good or bad. Too much if anything, even
if good, can be bad. Keep in mind too that the planets are not the signs & the signs are not the
planets. There are many times where Jupiter has pissed me off as badly as Saturn usually does.
>

> Wish I could start posting regularly again here, but I just don't have time at the moment.
>
>
> --- On Sat, 9/29/12, Draco Majinn <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:
>
> From: Draco Majinn <xxrygelxx@...>
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Jupiter
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Saturday, September 29, 2012, 6:06 AM
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>Â
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> Hi, I have Jupiter in detriment and retrograde in my chart and also no Sagittarius planets. I've
also never meditated on this planet or worked with it's energy in any way. So I am totally not
experienced with this planet or energy at all.
>
> I have heard many good things about Jupiter though and the more I am reading it seems to
be a very important planet in terms of getting opportunities and generally improving your life. I
know it sounds stupid to say is this the reason for my bad luck or difficult life because I know
almost everyone feels like that sometimes. But is someone who lacks Jupiter/Jovian energy
missing out in life or prone to hardship?
>
>
>
> Please share thoughts, knowledge and experiences.
>
>
>
> Thanks!
>
>
>

> HAIL SATAN!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Soulmates

Message: 564

From: Al

Date: 10/2/2012

Do soulmates have their charts the same?or is it just there zodiacs? Im asking because i think i found my
soulmate but i hardly know anything about this. I guess i never thought id find her so i never put much
thought into it...
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 565
Subject: Earth (The planet) sign

From: robot_checkerboard13

Date: 10/2/2012

I had a question about Earth and it's influence on our natal chart. I recently was touching up on my
astrology and was reading some stuff where an astrologer was pointing out that Earth isn't emphasized
enough in our charts. He was saying since all planets have an effect on us and seeing as how Earth is a
planet then why wouldn't it have an influence as well. Most astrology sites Ive read from and even the JOS
don't ever mention an Earth sign. I was just wandering if the Earth does have an effect on our natal charts
and if it does why is it never really mentioned? I should also point out the astrologer's hypothesis was the
ascendant was our Earth sign. Well I would like to hear anyone's thoughts on the subject. Thanks.
Hail Satan!!!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 566
Subject: Re: Earth (The planet) sign

From: siguarddraconis

Date: 10/2/2012

Either the astrologer is a cheat, or you misunderstood what he was saying.
Every beginner of astrology learns that there are two luminaries, the sun and the Moon, the inner planets
(Mercury, Venus) and the outer ones (Mars up to Pluto).
When a chart is cast, it is cast from a geocentric position. If we were born on Neptune, we wouldn't include
Neptune n the chart. If on Pluto, we'd not have it included, etc.
The reason why no astrology sign mentions the Earth as a planet is stated above.
Great, my theory is that he was a cheat. There IS NO such thing as the Earth sign - and this hypothesis can
be proven by any other REAL astrologer who knows what he or she is dealing with.
Salvere!
Siguard Draconis.
SATANAS VIA, VERA ET VITA EST.
AVE LUCIFERIS OMNIPOTENS ET DEORUM SAMBUCUS!!
VAE OMNIS TRADITOR!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "robot_checkerboard13" <robot_checkerboard13@...>
wrote:
>
> I had a question about Earth and it's influence on our natal chart. I recently was touching up
on my astrology and was reading some stuff where an astrologer was pointing out that Earth
isn't emphasized enough in our charts. He was saying since all planets have an effect on us and
seeing as how Earth is a planet then why wouldn't it have an influence as well. Most astrology
sites Ive read from and even the JOS don't ever mention an Earth sign. I was just wandering if
the Earth does have an effect on our natal charts and if it does why is it never really mentioned?
I should also point out the astrologer's hypothesis was the ascendant was our Earth sign. Well I
would like to hear anyone's thoughts on the subject. Thanks.

>
> Hail Satan!!!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Soulmates

Message: 567

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 10/2/2012

Charts would definitely be compatible. Not the same, but complimenting each other very much. I'm fairly
new at astrology but a natural talent for it is even shown in my natal chart (HPS Maxine wrote that in my
natal report), and you and I are friends so if you want someone to take a look for free I'd love to, if you feel
comfortable with that.
Hail Satan!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Al" <al_reyes666@...> wrote:
>
> Do soulmates have their charts the same?or is it just there zodiacs? Im asking because i think
i found my soulmate but i hardly know anything about this. I guess i never thought id find her
so i never put much thought into it...
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Soulmates

Message: 568

From: Brian Gibbons

Date: 10/2/2012

One thing I can say Al is when Raven and I found each other we felt our souls connect.Its very hard to
explain but unmistakable.

Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android

From: Al <al_reyes666@...>;
To: <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>;
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Soulmates
Sent: Tue, Oct 2, 2012 6:19:51 AM

Do soulmates have their charts the same?or is it just there zodiacs? Im asking because i think i found my
soulmate but i hardly know anything about this. I guess i never thought id find her so i never put much thought
into it...

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 569
Subject: Re: Birth month Despression?

From: Ancient Gods

Date: 10/3/2012

In my opinion this can be due to the fact that you are unconsciously using energies from your soul to boost the
Solar Revolution outcomes.
Some sort of auto-ritual that your mind performs while it's the right moment.
In my experience depression can be due to a temporary loss of spiritual energy/aura power. So, as the Sun-Sun
conjunction is not expected to lower your energies, this is probably due to the fact you are using much of your
energies to achieve some sort of goal, in that very moment.
This is my own interpretation
HAIL SATANA !!!
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 571

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 10/3/2012

Subject: Re: Earth (The planet) sign
Our natal chart shows where the planets and constellations are from the Earths point of view and the houses
show the rotation of the planet. Earth definitely has an electromagnetic field but since were enveloped in it
all the time you can't really study it unless you lived on another planet.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "robot_checkerboard13" <robot_checkerboard13@...>
wrote:
>
> I had a question about Earth and it's influence on our natal chart. I recently was touching up
on my astrology and was reading some stuff where an astrologer was pointing out that Earth
isn't emphasized enough in our charts. He was saying since all planets have an effect on us and
seeing as how Earth is a planet then why wouldn't it have an influence as well. Most astrology
sites Ive read from and even the JOS don't ever mention an Earth sign. I was just wandering if
the Earth does have an effect on our natal charts and if it does why is it never really mentioned?
I should also point out the astrologer's hypothesis was the ascendant was our Earth sign. Well I
would like to hear anyone's thoughts on the subject. Thanks.
>
> Hail Satan!!!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Jupiter

Message: 572

From: m_18

Date: 10/3/2012

Right now I just don't have time. I have too much on my plate. I don't know how soon I will be able to post
here regularly again. I will do the best I can.

--- On Mon, 10/1/12, ch_3_coo <ch_3_coo@...> wrote:

From: ch_3_coo <ch_3_coo@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Jupiter
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Monday, October 1, 2012, 11:46 PM

Welcome back! Looking forward to your posts again:D
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
> Simple answer:
>
> Everything has polarity, good & bad. Mainstream astrology over rates Jupiter. Most of
the time, Jupiter generally represents expansion & growth, good or bad. Too much if
anything, even if good, can be bad. Keep in mind too that the planets are not the signs
& the signs are not the planets. There are many times where Jupiter has pissed me off
as badly as Saturn usually does.
>
> Wish I could start posting regularly again here, but I just don't have time at the
moment.
>
>
> --- On Sat, 9/29/12, Draco Majinn <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:
>
> From: Draco Majinn <xxrygelxx@...>

> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Jupiter
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Saturday, September 29, 2012, 6:06 AM
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>Â
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> Hi, I have Jupiter in detriment and retrograde in my chart and also no Sagittarius
planets. I've also never meditated on this planet or worked with it's energy in any way.
So I am totally not experienced with this planet or energy at all.
>
> I have heard many good things about Jupiter though and the more I am reading it
seems to be a very important planet in terms of getting opportunities and generally
improving your life. I know it sounds stupid to say is this the reason for my bad luck or
difficult life because I know almost everyone feels like that sometimes. But is someone
who lacks Jupiter/Jovian energy missing out in life or prone to hardship?
>
>
>
> Please share thoughts, knowledge and experiences.
>
>
>
> Thanks!
>
>
>
> HAIL SATAN!
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 573
Subject: How is Scorpio about to effect us?

From: Micama Gmicalzoma

Date: 10/3/2012

I noticed in my ephemeris that Venus, Mercury, and Saturn are all about to enter into the sign of Scorpio this week.
Will this be positive or negative? I was thinking about money and communications. For myself, Saturn entering
Scorpio will be positive on my psyche and negative on my property. I am curious about the rest. I wonder if we will
start to see world events change too.

Hail Father Satan!!
Forever in the Service of Satan.
[From The Al Jilwah Chapter IV]
"It is my desire that all my followers unite in a bond of unity, lest those who are without prevail against them. No
ye who have followed my commandments and my teachings, reject all the teachings and sayings -Satan
of such as are w
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Soulmates

Message: 574

From: Al Reyes

Date: 10/3/2012

Sure :-) ill write to you in private.

HAIL SATAN!
From: "lydia_666@..." <lydia_666@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Tuesday, October 2, 2012 11:12 AM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Soulmates

Charts would definitely be compatible. Not the same, but complimenting each other very much. I'm fairly new at
astrology but a natural talent for it is even shown in my natal chart (HPS Maxine wrote that in my natal report),
and you and I are friends so if you want someone to take a look for free I'd love to, if you feel comfortable with
that.
Hail Satan!
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Al" <al_reyes666@...> wrote:
>
> Do soulmates have their charts the same?or is it just there zodiacs? Im asking because i think i
found my soulmate but i hardly know anything about this. I guess i never thought id find her so i
never put much thought into it...
>

Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 575

From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich

Date: 10/3/2012

Subject: Re: Birth month Despression?
Try to keep your energies high. Depression can mean inconsistencies in your meditations.
Now, as for the birthday. Everyone is somewhat vulnerable 2 weeks on either side of their b'day. I don't
know the exact details for the lore and tradition of giving presents, but from what I heard, this was to ward
off evil. Now, this doesn't mean that anything real bad or drastic will happen, but it is wise to be aware.
In my research, I have come across people who have died within 2 weeks of their b'day and other things. I
am in sort of a hurry here, but another example is Sylvester Stallone losing his son and some other tragedy
within 2 weeks of his birthday. Stallone born July 6th, 1946; his son died July 13th 2012.
This case is extreme.
Transiting saturn was within orb of conjoining his chart ruler jupiter [18 degrees of libra] and moon [22
degrees of libra].This saturn also was in very wide orb of his sun [9 degree gap], the sun is the natural ruler

of children; transiting pluto within orb of a trine to 8th house mars, ruler of his fourth house of home and
family; the 8th is the death house. Natal Mars at fatal 9 degrees of virgo, conjunt fixed star zosma of
suffering rules his fourth house of home and family.
I have learned much over the years by researching events in the lives of notable people. I have seen quite a
few major events occur within 2 weeks on either side of the b'day. Always keep yur energies high through
meditation, especially near your b'day.
High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.org

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Sven" <belthazorthemighty@...> wrote:
>
> I noticed that when my birthday comes around I start to feel depressed and just generally
lousy. It doesn't happen every birthday, but once in a while. Is there a reason for this?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 576

From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich

Date: 10/3/2012

Subject: Re: Saturn Square Quesiton
Look to the house/s that have Aquarius on the cusp; also the house with uranus. There could be a crisis
coming that involves an affair ruled by these houses in some way. Transiting Saturn squaring uranus can also
indicate being in a pressure situation of which you want to break free of, but can't, due to restrictions of
some sort- i.e...lack of money, family ties, etc.
High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.org

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "nicknesredna" <nicknesredna@...> wrote:
>
> Hi all!
>
> I went to www.astro.com and looked around a bit and it says that I will have a "Saturn
square Uranus" from the 13th of this month to the 30th, and that it will be a very upsetting and
tense period.
>
> Is this the infamous Saturn transit that I've heard so much about?
> I'm asking so I can know if I need to do something about it.
>
> Thanks!
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 577

From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich

Date: 10/3/2012

Subject: Re: How is Scorpio about to effect us?
Transiting saturn in scorpio is not a good time for scorpios, especially those who have several planets in
scorpio. Keep your energies high through meditation. This also hits on taurus, aquarius, and leo, as these
signs will be opposed [taurus] and squared [leo and aquarius] by saturn. Keep your energies high and this
will drastically reduce the negative effects of saturn. I know from direct experience concerning this.

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.org

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Micama Gmicalzoma <agentofsatanswill666@...> wrote:
>
> I noticed in my ephemeris that Venus, Mercury, and Saturn are all about to enter into the sign
of Scorpio this week. Will this be positive or negative? I was thinking about money and
communications. For myself, Saturn entering Scorpio will be positive on my psyche and negative
on my property. I am curious about the rest. I wonder if we will start to see world events
change too.
>
>
>
> Hail Father Satan!!
> Forever in the Service of Satan.
>
> [From The Al Jilwah Chapter IV]
> "It is my desire that all my followers unite in a bond of unity, lest those who are without
prevail against them. Now, then, all ye who have followed my commandments and my
teachings, reject all the teachings and sayings of such as are without." -Satan
>
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 578

From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich

Date: 10/3/2012

Subject: Some info
I ran across a post but can't find it- sun to sun compatibility. When two people's suns square each other,
their egos clash, especially if in fire signs, like aries [the worst for this].
Mars causes strife and emotional outbursts and in extreme cases, violence. When transiting mars makes a
hard aspect to the moon [domestic strife and upsets], or chart ruler [emotions can run high]. This I note
ususally occurs when mars is approaching within 1-2 degrees of exact. For example, say you have a Leo
moon at 14 degrees; when mars hits 13 degrees of leo, aquarius, scorpio or taurus, you will feel the effects.
Mars in trine aspect can do the same, but lesser. I have noted times of frenzied activity with the trine- tons
of work, fast paced, loads of to do's and such.
Saturn always gets the bad rap [obviously], but I have noted in charts that either have an unaspected
saturn, or saturn with no hard aspects, the lives were anything but happy. One woman I knew had a life in
total chaos. Ssaturn is known for stability and this woman had NONE. By the time she was 30, she had been
married 5 times, she had 3 kids [not from any of the husbands], she put all three up for adoption [one was
4 at the time], and this haunted her every single day of her life. Her self-esteem was total shit, her health
was horrible, she could never stay very long on a job or live very long at any permanent residence, as
circumstances always came up. She was bi-sexual, but went through men [no stable relationships of either
sex]. She had 29 of scorpio with sagittarius intercepted in the first. Ruling Pluto at one of the worst degrees
15 of Leo.
Saturn at its positive gives endurance and stability.

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.org
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 579
Subject: Re: Birth month Despression?

From: belthazorthemighty

Date: 10/5/2012

Thank you for your reply. I knew it had to be something because it been more than one occasion where I
have gotten depressed or sick or sustained minor injuries. I never really look forward to this part of the year
because of that. Anyway, I will be doing what I can to keep my energy levels high. Thanks again.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...>
wrote:
>
>
> Try to keep your energies high. Depression can mean inconsistencies in your meditations.
>
> Now, as for the birthday. Everyone is somewhat vulnerable 2 weeks on either side of their
b'day. I don't know the exact details for the lore and tradition of giving presents, but from what
I heard, this was to ward off evil. Now, this doesn't mean that anything real bad or drastic will
happen, but it is wise to be aware.
>
> In my research, I have come across people who have died within 2 weeks of their b'day and
other things. I am in sort of a hurry here, but another example is Sylvester Stallone losing his
son and some other tragedy within 2 weeks of his birthday. Stallone born July 6th, 1946; his son
died July 13th 2012.
> This case is extreme.
>
> Transiting saturn was within orb of conjoining his chart ruler jupiter [18 degrees of libra] and
moon [22 degrees of libra].This saturn also was in very wide orb of his sun [9 degree gap], the
sun is the natural ruler of children; transiting pluto within orb of a trine to 8th house mars, ruler of
his fourth house of home and family; the 8th is the death house. Natal Mars at fatal 9 degrees
of virgo, conjunt fixed star zosma of suffering rules his fourth house of home and family.
>
> I have learned much over the years by researching events in the lives of notable people. I
have seen quite a few major events occur within 2 weeks on either side of the b'day. Always
keep yur energies high through meditation, especially near your b'day.
>
> High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> http://www.joyofsatan.org
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Sven" <belthazorthemighty@> wrote:
>>
> > I noticed that when my birthday comes around I start to feel depressed and just generally
lousy. It doesn't happen every birthday, but once in a while. Is there a reason for this?
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 580
Subject: Re: Birth month Despression?

From: Valkyrie Vixen

Date: 10/5/2012

This makes perfect sense of the fact that my children and I (I'm pregnant with twins) almost died one week
ago today which was exactly one week after my birthday. I'm happy to be away from that danger period
and am devoting a great deal of time to be sure there will be no issues in the future. Thankfully, we will be
ok... I didn't know I needed to be more careful during that time.
Hail Satan!
Hail Lilith!
Hail Astaroth!
Hail Gomory! <3
**Little Miss Satanist**
THE
*Valkyrie Vixen*
From: High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...>
Sender: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com

Date: Wed, 3 Oct 2012 16:59:52 -0700 (PDT)
To: <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
ReplyTo: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Birth month Despression?

Try to keep your energies high. Depression can mean inconsistencies in your meditations.
Now, as for the birthday. Everyone is somewhat vulnerable 2 weeks on either side of their b'day. I don't
know the exact details for the lore and tradition of giving presents, but from what I heard, this was to ward
off evil. Now, this doesn't mean that anything real bad or drastic will happen, but it is wise to be aware.
In my research, I have come across people who have died within 2 weeks of their b'day and other things. I
am in sort of a hurry here, but another example is Sylvester Stallone losing his son and some other tragedy
within 2 weeks of his birthday. Stallone born July 6th, 1946; his son died July 13th 2012.
This case is extreme.
Transiting saturn was within orb of conjoining his chart ruler jupiter [18 degrees of libra] and moon [22
degrees of libra].This saturn also was in very wide orb of his sun [9 degree gap], the sun is the natural ruler
of children; transiting pluto within orb of a trine to 8th house mars, ruler of his fourth house of home and
family; the 8th is the death house. Natal Mars at fatal 9 degrees of virgo, conjunt fixed star zosma of
suffering rules his fourth house of home and family.
I have learned much over the years by researching events in the lives of notable people. I have seen quite a
few major events occur within 2 weeks on either side of the b'day. Always keep yur energies high through
meditation, especially near your b'day.
High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.org

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Sven" <belthazorthemighty@...> wrote:
>
> I noticed that when my birthday comes around I start to feel depressed and just generally
lousy. It doesn't happen every birthday, but once in a while. Is there a reason for this?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 581
Subject: Good site for fixed stars

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 10/5/2012

http://www.astrologycom.com/fixedstars.html
http://www.astrotheme.com/files/fixed-stars.php
^that one has less info but pictures.
An interesting thing I read about Caput Algol..
"Algol often indicates violent death, but it does not exclude elevation and wealth. Robson considers it the
worst star. Junctinus of Florence believed that when in it is in conjunction with the Sun or the Moon, or the
ruler of the Ascendant, or the ruler of the 8th House, the individual is very likely to experience a violent
death. It is only when it is in conjunction with Jupiter, and when the said conjunction receives soft aspects,
that Algol may bring about power and wealth."
I know someone personally that has Jupiter conjunct Algol and that is very true.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 582
From: Micama Gmicalzoma
Subject: Re: How is Scorpio about to effect us?

Date: 10/5/2012

Thank you for letting me know this. A good friend of mine is a Scorpio, we'll have to work together and keep our
energies up.

Hail Father Satan!!
Forever in the Service of Satan.
[From The Al Jilwah Chapter IV]
"It is my desire that all my followers unite in a bond of unity, lest those who are without prevail against them. No
ye who have followed my commandments and my teachings, reject all the teachings and sayings -Satan
of such as are w
From: High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, October 3, 2012 8:08 PM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: How is Scorpio about to effect us?

Transiting saturn in scorpio is not a good time for scorpios, especially those who have several planets in scorpio.
Keep your energies high through meditation. This also hits on taurus, aquarius, and leo, as these signs will be
opposed [taurus] and squared [leo and aquarius] by saturn. Keep your energies high and this will drastically
reduce the negative effects of saturn. I know from direct experience concerning this.
High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.org
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Micama Gmicalzoma <agentofsatanswill666@...> wrote:
>
> I noticed in my ephemeris that Venus, Mercury, and Saturn are all about to enter into the sign of
Scorpio this week. Will this be positive or negative? I was thinking about money and
communications. For myself, Saturn entering Scorpio will be positive on my psyche and negative on
my property. I am curious about the rest. I wonder if we will start to see world events change too.
>
>
>
> Hail Father Satan!!
> Forever in the Service of Satan.
>
> [From The Al Jilwah Chapter IV]
> "It is my desire that all my followers unite in a bond of unity, lest those who are without prevail
against them. Now, then, all ye who have followed my commandments and my teachings, reject all
the teachings and sayings of such as are without." -Satan
>

Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 583

From:
strengthxknowledgexpower

Date: 10/6/2012

Subject: Retrograde Jupiter in Gemini
Jupiter is currently rx in the sign of Gemini, does this mean that areas in our chart that are ruled by Gemini
should be worked on to bring results? I have a grand air trine and on JoS it states that when Jupiter goes
retrograde over personal planets we should direct our meditations so we can Luck out. Does this mean
anything that Mercury rules should be worked on since Gemini is ruled by Mercury? Thank you for input!
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 584

Subject: Retrograde Jupiter in Gemini

From:
strengthxknowledgexpower

Date: 10/6/2012

Jupiter is currently rx in the sign of Gemini, does this mean that areas in our chart that are ruled by Gemini
should be worked on to bring results? I have a grand air trine and on JoS it states that when Jupiter goes
retrograde over personal planets we should direct our meditations so we can Luck out. Does this mean
anything that Mercury rules should be worked on since Gemini is ruled by Mercury? Thank you for input!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 585
From: sum_astro
Subject: Marriage when ?Love or arranged ?Marital Life.

Date: 10/6/2012

Dear respected senior members and my dear friends,
Kindly
See this Birth data
Date of Birth: 10.Feb 1981
Time of Birth : 09:43(21:43)
Place: Bhubaneswar(Odisha)
He is an Engineer.Marriage when in which dasha mahadasha ? Love or arranged marriage ?
How will be his marital life.
Sumit
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Pluto

Message: 587

From: gonzalezedlyn

Date: 10/8/2012

Does anybody know how to strengthen pluto in ones chart?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Safe

Message: 588

From: gonzalezedlyn

Date: 10/8/2012

Is there ever a moment in our lives when Saturn doesnt affect us?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 589
Subject: Venus going through Virgo

From: drakedannii

Date: 10/8/2012

Is this a bad time to perform any love spells? Venus rules love and attraction and Virgo is the sign of
Celebacy. I know when the moon is in Virgo love spells shouldn't be done but is this the same when Venus
is in Virgo too?
Thanks.
HAIL SATAN!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Safe

Message: 590

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 10/8/2012

Increase your vibration level, Saturn will have less and less of a negative effect.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "gonzalezedlyn" <gonzalezedlyn@...> wrote:
>
> Is there ever a moment in our lives when Saturn doesnt affect us?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 591
Subject: Re: Venus going through Virgo

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 10/8/2012

When moon is in Virgo SEX spells should not be done. If you want to do a love spell begin it when moon is
in Taurus, Cancer, Leo or Libra. Libra is best. Venus is weakened in Virgo so if youy want to do a love
working that is STRONG then your best bet is ti wait until Nov. 2nd, 9th or 16th to start the venus square
because it will be STRONG in Libra.

-----------------------------On Sun, Oct 7, 2012 9:12 AM EDT drakedannii wrote:
>Is this a bad time to perform any love spells? Venus rules love and attraction and Virgo is the
sign of Celebacy. I know when the moon is in Virgo love spells shouldn't be done but is this the
same when Venus is in Virgo too?
>
>Thanks.
>
>HAIL SATAN!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Pluto

Message: 592

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 10/8/2012

I don't know if there is a way to strengthen Pluto but if you wanted to use some of its energies then you
could try invoking it but be a bit careful when doing so. You can program your aura to absorb Pluto's
energies in a positive way. If there was ever a Pluto square then maybe lol

-----------------------------On Sun, Oct 7, 2012 1:30 AM EDT gonzalezedlyn wrote:
>Does anybody know how to strengthen pluto in ones chart?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Pluto

Message: 593

From: Draco Majinn

Date: 10/9/2012

You do not need a mantra to work with a planets energy, you can simply meditate on the planet or it's
symbol and once you feel it's energy draw it into yourself.
But please listen to what I have to say next as it's important, I have to warn you of some things.
I have worked with Pluto's energy extensively for several years now. It's a perosnal planet in my chart and
it's energy is a lot stronger than any other planet in our solar system, second only to the Sun and other
Stars. Pluto can also be an extremely dangerous planet for those who don't know what they're doing and it's
energy is very very difficult to handle.
Unless you are exceptionally powerful and know your own mind very well, this planet's energy will control
you, instead of the other way around.
This is because Pluto works with your unconscious, over which you have no control and where your ego has
no say whatsoever. It's energy will bring up buried emotions and these can be things you don't even know
you have and can manifest as a sudden urge to be violent, with hate and rage for example. Or it can attract
situations that bring up these emotions into your life and this can be more than just a little upsetting, this
can result in a lot of destructiveness.
This is HEALTHY but you have to remain aware of what's going on and be in control of yourself, make sure
you are at the level where you can control your thoughts and feelings at will.
Despite what the RHP tells you about the self beyond the conscious ego, it's not all "love and light". There
are no concepts or morality at this level and because it's usually the destructive and "immoral" things which
we are forced to block, it's usually these which come out with Pluto, which makes Pluto same more
destructive than what it really is.
It makes no difference if you think child molestation is evil, or wanting to collect teddy bears is unmanly and

makes you a wussie, or not wanting to work makes you a lazy bum, if any urges like that are in your
unconscious Pluto will bring them out for better or worse.
And nobodies opinion on these things matter to your unconscious mind, not even your own. I'm not saying
it is any of those things, just making an example.
~--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "gonzalezedlyn" <gonzalezedlyn@...> wrote:
>
> Does anybody know how to strengthen pluto in ones chart?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Pluto

Message: 594

From: m_18

Date: 10/9/2012

Learn how to shed your skin. I have Pluto 2 degrees into my first house/ascendent. Learning how to die in a
positive manner so a rebirth can take place with the least amount of trauma.
m_18

--- On Sun, 10/7/12, gonzalezedlyn <gonzalezedlyn@...> wrote:

From: gonzalezedlyn <gonzalezedlyn@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Pluto
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Sunday, October 7, 2012, 12:30 AM

Does anybody know how to strengthen pluto in ones chart?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 595
Subject: Kabalistic square question

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 10/9/2012

Does anyone else think the square you are working on would be significantly empowered if the planet for
that square is conjunct a strong fortunate star?
Like when Venus is in Libra conjunct Spica (which will be 24.5 degrees in Libra for 2012). With that same
logic, say you started the Venus square in Taurus while Venus was conjunct Caput Algol the results could be
less fortunate.
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 596

From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich

Date: 10/9/2012

Subject: Re: Pluto
I am warning everyone here...there are some things one is best not to experiment with. Pluto has immense
power. Even the element 'plutonium' which is used in nuclear explosives sums up this planet's energies and
influences accurately.
I have found pluto all by itself to be a neutral planet, especialy in predictions, its influence conforming to the
planet it is come into contact with more than anything, but it can operate for positive events and also
malefic events. In any event, its influence is major transforming changes.
Pluto's transits include births, deaths, marriages/permanent relationships, obsessive and very painful love,
obsessions, permanent disabling accidents, issues of power, major domestic changes of all kinds...
When pluto hits something it is permanent. Pluto in the first house of a solar return signifies a 'first in the
life.' I had this when I had my first baby as a teenager. This was very transforming in becoming a new
mother and was permanent.

Pluto is power. It can also be brutal. Pluto in the seventh [marriage/partnership] house can bring an
obsessive, jealous, controlling spouse/partner who is extremey abusive.
Pluto in the fouth [mother/home and family] often indicates an overly controlling and dominating mother.
Same applies to pluto/moon aspects [moon rules the mother], and pluto/sun [sun rules the father]. With
the pluto here, the impressions run very deep regarding the parent. I knew of a case where a man grew up
without a father and it scarred him deeply. He had a tight pluto/sun square in his chart.
People who have pluto/venus aspects, even with the trine, their feelings run deep. They can become
obsessive in love relationships. They are jealous by nature and controlling. No amount of love is enough
love. Like...'if we could get any closer, you would be in back of me.' Definitely not for the lighter air signs, as
pluto/venus wants total possession of their loved one.
Pluto/mercury is a good combination to have as this aspect, especially with the conjunction, square and
opposition, and to a lesser extent the trine; this one makes a natural mage as people who have this have
the gift to focus and concentrate their minds to an almost piercing level, depending on how close the aspect
it. The tighter the orb, the more pronouced the influence. These people alsoare snoops by nature.
Pluto/mars- the do or die aspect. These people will use force or whatever means is necessary to achieve
their ends and can be deadly enemies. They are fearless and cut-throats. Rarely neutral about anything.
Either love it or hate it.
Pluto in the houses is where you have your obsession, or in some cases, power issues. Pluto in the third
house- an obsession with knowledge and one who keeps repeating one's self and communicates intensely.
Pluto in the eleventh will often bring powerful friends. Pluto in the twelfth can indicate intense loneliness
unless this energy is sublimated through meditation, then it becomes power.
Pluto is nothing to experiment with. This planet, thiough not a malefic per say, goes beyond saturn when it
comes to its power. Natural ruler of the eighth house, the house of transformation and death.
High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.org

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "gonzalezedlyn" <gonzalezedlyn@...> wrote:
>
> Does anybody know how to strengthen pluto in ones chart?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Pluto

Message: 597

From: hoodedcobra666

Date: 10/9/2012

Draco, you are a hundred percent right. Splendid. I agree with every line you wrote and thank you for this
specification, it helped me. I am going through a square Neptune/Uranus and it brings me so much
destruction from my unconscious. I can 'block' some of it, but it surfaces and I can't do much about it. To
be honest I actually enjoy it. I feel so much potential to destroy. Memories that I had since I was a kid,
supressions, fear or whatever else is getting out and I emmit an aura of fear. I have so much destructive
power at this time and I go full on people who wrong me, which has had a freeing impact on my personality.
For the first time in my life I feel so much anger, I feel capable of wrecking people to shreds. Though I don't
let it 'overtake' me and I always try to use logic. Sometimes I get crazy dreams and stupid emotional fears,
which obviously comes from this transit too. But its fucking cleansing and has changed my life for the
better, so I can say I turn this to my advantage. Pluto is a blessing if you can control your reactions and
you know your inner self. I knew I had all these burried inside and meditation helps sublimate the bullshit in
a nice manner, at least. Meditation is truly medicine for the soul. Accompanied with some other good transits
it helps me get forward.

I wanted to ask you, since I appriciate your input, how did Pluto really feel for you? I mean the energy,
what type of workings you tried to do, or something. I have it conjuct on Scorpio moon and Inconjuct on my
Mercury...So both make a fucking perfect combo. I have combusting emotions. I am in control and calm, I
never get overtaken...But when my emotions lash out, then chaos unveils, for better or worse. So what is
your experience Draco?
HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Draco Majinn" <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:
>
> You do not need a mantra to work with a planets energy, you can simply meditate on the
planet or it's symbol and once you feel it's energy draw it into yourself.
>
> But please listen to what I have to say next as it's important, I have to warn you of some
things.
>
> I have worked with Pluto's energy extensively for several years now. It's a perosnal planet in
my chart and it's energy is a lot stronger than any other planet in our solar system, second only
to the Sun and other Stars. Pluto can also be an extremely dangerous planet for those who don't
know what they're doing and it's energy is very very difficult to handle.
> Unless you are exceptionally powerful and know your own mind very well, this planet's energy
will control you, instead of the other way around.
> This is because Pluto works with your unconscious, over which you have no control and where
your ego has no say whatsoever. It's energy will bring up buried emotions and these can be
things you don't even know you have and can manifest as a sudden urge to be violent, with hate
and rage for example. Or it can attract situations that bring up these emotions into your life and
this can be more than just a little upsetting, this can result in a lot of destructiveness.
> This is HEALTHY but you have to remain aware of what's going on and be in control of
yourself, make sure you are at the level where you can control your thoughts and feelings at will.
>
> Despite what the RHP tells you about the self beyond the conscious ego, it's not all "love and
light". There are no concepts or morality at this level and because it's usually the destructive
and "immoral" things which we are forced to block, it's usually these which come out with Pluto,
which makes Pluto same more destructive than what it really is.
> It makes no difference if you think child molestation is evil, or wanting to collect teddy bears is
unmanly and makes you a wussie, or not wanting to work makes you a lazy bum, if any urges
like that are in your unconscious Pluto will bring them out for better or worse.
> And nobodies opinion on these things matter to your unconscious mind, not even your own.
I'm not saying it is any of those things, just making an example.
>
> ~--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "gonzalezedlyn" <gonzalezedlyn@> wrote:
>>
> > Does anybody know how to strengthen pluto in ones chart?
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Pluto

Message: 598

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 10/9/2012

HP Maxine you did my birthchart and told me that I have pluto in the eigth house but said that since its in
the last degree of the eight house you did the reading for it being in the ninth and eigth house...But this still
confuses me abit...so is my pluto in the 8th or 9th?

-----------------------------On Tue, Oct 9, 2012 7:24 AM EDT High Priestess Maxine Dietrich wrote:
>
>I am warning everyone here...there are some things one is best not to experiment with. Pluto
has immense power. Even the element 'plutonium' which is used in nuclear explosives sums up
this planet's energies and influences accurately.
>
>I have found pluto all by itself to be a neutral planet, especialy in predictions, its influence
conforming to the planet it is come into contact with more than anything, but it can operate for
positive events and also malefic events. In any event, its influence is major transforming
changes.
>
>Pluto's transits include births, deaths, marriages/permanent relationships, obsessive and very
painful love, obsessions, permanent disabling accidents, issues of power, major domestic
changes of all kinds...
>When pluto hits something it is permanent. Pluto in the first house of a solar return signifies a
'first in the life.' I had this when I had my first baby as a teenager. This was very transforming in
becoming a new mother and was permanent.
>
>Pluto is power. It can also be brutal. Pluto in the seventh [marriage/partnership] house can
bring an obsessive, jealous, controlling spouse/partner who is extremey abusive.
>
>Pluto in the fouth [mother/home and family] often indicates an overly controlling and
dominating mother. Same applies to pluto/moon aspects [moon rules the mother], and pluto
/sun [sun rules the father]. With the pluto here, the impressions run very deep regarding the
parent. I knew of a case where a man grew up without a father and it scarred him deeply. He
had a tight pluto/sun square in his chart.
>
>People who have pluto/venus aspects, even with the trine, their feelings run deep. They can
become obsessive in love relationships. They are jealous by nature and controlling. No amount
of love is enough love. Like...'if we could get any closer, you would be in back of me.' Definitely
not for the lighter air signs, as pluto/venus wants total possession of their loved one.
>
>Pluto/mercury is a good combination to have as this aspect, especially with the conjunction,
square and opposition, and to a lesser extent the trine; this one makes a natural mage as people
who have this have the gift to focus and concentrate their minds to an almost piercing level,
depending on how close the aspect it. The tighter the orb, the more pronouced the influence.
These people alsoare snoops by nature.
>
>Pluto/mars- the do or die aspect. These people will use force or whatever means is necessary
to achieve their ends and can be deadly enemies. They are fearless and cut-throats. Rarely
neutral about anything. Either love it or hate it.
>
>Pluto in the houses is where you have your obsession, or in some cases, power issues. Pluto in
the third house- an obsession with knowledge and one who keeps repeating one's self and
communicates intensely. Pluto in the eleventh will often bring powerful friends. Pluto in the
twelfth can indicate intense loneliness unless this energy is sublimated through meditation, then
it becomes power.
>
>Pluto is nothing to experiment with. This planet, thiough not a malefic per say, goes beyond
saturn when it comes to its power. Natural ruler of the eighth house, the house of
transformation and death.
>
>High Priestess Maxine Dietrich

>http://www.joyofsatan.org
>
>
>--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "gonzalezedlyn" <gonzalezedlyn@...> wrote:
>>
>> Does anybody know how to strengthen pluto in ones chart?
>>
>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Pluto

Message: 599

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 10/10/2012

What about Uranus and Neptune? Is it all the transcendental planets that you should be careful with?

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...>
wrote:
>
>
> I am warning everyone here...there are some things one is best not to experiment with. Pluto
has immense power. Even the element 'plutonium' which is used in nuclear explosives sums up
this planet's energies and influences accurately.
>
> I have found pluto all by itself to be a neutral planet, especialy in predictions, its influence
conforming to the planet it is come into contact with more than anything, but it can operate for
positive events and also malefic events. In any event, its influence is major transforming
changes.
>
> Pluto's transits include births, deaths, marriages/permanent relationships, obsessive and very
painful love, obsessions, permanent disabling accidents, issues of power, major domestic
changes of all kinds...
> When pluto hits something it is permanent. Pluto in the first house of a solar return signifies a
'first in the life.' I had this when I had my first baby as a teenager. This was very transforming in
becoming a new mother and was permanent.
>
> Pluto is power. It can also be brutal. Pluto in the seventh [marriage/partnership] house can
bring an obsessive, jealous, controlling spouse/partner who is extremey abusive.
>
> Pluto in the fouth [mother/home and family] often indicates an overly controlling and
dominating mother. Same applies to pluto/moon aspects [moon rules the mother], and pluto
/sun [sun rules the father]. With the pluto here, the impressions run very deep regarding the
parent. I knew of a case where a man grew up without a father and it scarred him deeply. He
had a tight pluto/sun square in his chart.
>
> People who have pluto/venus aspects, even with the trine, their feelings run deep. They can
become obsessive in love relationships. They are jealous by nature and controlling. No amount
of love is enough love. Like...'if we could get any closer, you would be in back of me.' Definitely
not for the lighter air signs, as pluto/venus wants total possession of their loved one.
>
> Pluto/mercury is a good combination to have as this aspect, especially with the conjunction,
square and opposition, and to a lesser extent the trine; this one makes a natural mage as people
who have this have the gift to focus and concentrate their minds to an almost piercing level,
depending on how close the aspect it. The tighter the orb, the more pronouced the influence.
These people alsoare snoops by nature.
>

> Pluto/mars- the do or die aspect. These people will use force or whatever means is necessary
to achieve their ends and can be deadly enemies. They are fearless and cut-throats. Rarely
neutral about anything. Either love it or hate it.
>
> Pluto in the houses is where you have your obsession, or in some cases, power issues. Pluto in
the third house- an obsession with knowledge and one who keeps repeating one's self and
communicates intensely. Pluto in the eleventh will often bring powerful friends. Pluto in the
twelfth can indicate intense loneliness unless this energy is sublimated through meditation, then
it becomes power.
>
> Pluto is nothing to experiment with. This planet, thiough not a malefic per say, goes beyond
saturn when it comes to its power. Natural ruler of the eighth house, the house of
transformation and death.
>
> High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> http://www.joyofsatan.org
>
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "gonzalezedlyn" <gonzalezedlyn@> wrote:
>>
> > Does anybody know how to strengthen pluto in ones chart?
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Pluto

Message: 600

From: gonzalezedlyn

Date: 10/10/2012

Oh Gosh, i dont want to fuck with pluto then. And yup thats me with the pluto/mars aspect. Yikes! Oh and
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO ME!! October 9th!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...>
wrote:
>
>
> I am warning everyone here...there are some things one is best not to experiment with. Pluto
has immense power. Even the element 'plutonium' which is used in nuclear explosives sums up
this planet's energies and influences accurately.
>
> I have found pluto all by itself to be a neutral planet, especialy in predictions, its influence
conforming to the planet it is come into contact with more than anything, but it can operate for
positive events and also malefic events. In any event, its influence is major transforming
changes.
>
> Pluto's transits include births, deaths, marriages/permanent relationships, obsessive and very
painful love, obsessions, permanent disabling accidents, issues of power, major domestic
changes of all kinds...
> When pluto hits something it is permanent. Pluto in the first house of a solar return signifies a
'first in the life.' I had this when I had my first baby as a teenager. This was very transforming in
becoming a new mother and was permanent.
>
> Pluto is power. It can also be brutal. Pluto in the seventh [marriage/partnership] house can
bring an obsessive, jealous, controlling spouse/partner who is extremey abusive.
>
> Pluto in the fouth [mother/home and family] often indicates an overly controlling and
dominating mother. Same applies to pluto/moon aspects [moon rules the mother], and pluto

/sun [sun rules the father]. With the pluto here, the impressions run very deep regarding the
parent. I knew of a case where a man grew up without a father and it scarred him deeply. He
had a tight pluto/sun square in his chart.
>
> People who have pluto/venus aspects, even with the trine, their feelings run deep. They can
become obsessive in love relationships. They are jealous by nature and controlling. No amount
of love is enough love. Like...'if we could get any closer, you would be in back of me.' Definitely
not for the lighter air signs, as pluto/venus wants total possession of their loved one.
>
> Pluto/mercury is a good combination to have as this aspect, especially with the conjunction,
square and opposition, and to a lesser extent the trine; this one makes a natural mage as people
who have this have the gift to focus and concentrate their minds to an almost piercing level,
depending on how close the aspect it. The tighter the orb, the more pronouced the influence.
These people alsoare snoops by nature.
>
> Pluto/mars- the do or die aspect. These people will use force or whatever means is necessary
to achieve their ends and can be deadly enemies. They are fearless and cut-throats. Rarely
neutral about anything. Either love it or hate it.
>
> Pluto in the houses is where you have your obsession, or in some cases, power issues. Pluto in
the third house- an obsession with knowledge and one who keeps repeating one's self and
communicates intensely. Pluto in the eleventh will often bring powerful friends. Pluto in the
twelfth can indicate intense loneliness unless this energy is sublimated through meditation, then
it becomes power.
>
> Pluto is nothing to experiment with. This planet, thiough not a malefic per say, goes beyond
saturn when it comes to its power. Natural ruler of the eighth house, the house of
transformation and death.
>
> High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> http://www.joyofsatan.org
>
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "gonzalezedlyn" <gonzalezedlyn@> wrote:
>>
> > Does anybody know how to strengthen pluto in ones chart?
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Pluto

Message: 601

From: gonzalezedlyn

Date: 10/10/2012

Okay well then i definitely dont wanna fuck with plutos energy right now. Im already kinda nuts as it is,
sometimes. Pluto is my chart ruler and it exactly conjuncts my ascendent, scorpio. I dont think im at the
level i need to be yet to harness plutos energy. Im afraid i cant control it. I can barely control my regular
rage. And i would also like to hear ur experiences with pluto Draco.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Draco Majinn" <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:
>
> You do not need a mantra to work with a planets energy, you can simply meditate on the
planet or it's symbol and once you feel it's energy draw it into yourself.
>
> But please listen to what I have to say next as it's important, I have to warn you of some
things.
>

> I have worked with Pluto's energy extensively for several years now. It's a perosnal planet in
my chart and it's energy is a lot stronger than any other planet in our solar system, second only
to the Sun and other Stars. Pluto can also be an extremely dangerous planet for those who don't
know what they're doing and it's energy is very very difficult to handle.
> Unless you are exceptionally powerful and know your own mind very well, this planet's energy
will control you, instead of the other way around.
> This is because Pluto works with your unconscious, over which you have no control and where
your ego has no say whatsoever. It's energy will bring up buried emotions and these can be
things you don't even know you have and can manifest as a sudden urge to be violent, with hate
and rage for example. Or it can attract situations that bring up these emotions into your life and
this can be more than just a little upsetting, this can result in a lot of destructiveness.
> This is HEALTHY but you have to remain aware of what's going on and be in control of
yourself, make sure you are at the level where you can control your thoughts and feelings at will.
>
> Despite what the RHP tells you about the self beyond the conscious ego, it's not all "love and
light". There are no concepts or morality at this level and because it's usually the destructive
and "immoral" things which we are forced to block, it's usually these which come out with Pluto,
which makes Pluto same more destructive than what it really is.
> It makes no difference if you think child molestation is evil, or wanting to collect teddy bears is
unmanly and makes you a wussie, or not wanting to work makes you a lazy bum, if any urges
like that are in your unconscious Pluto will bring them out for better or worse.
> And nobodies opinion on these things matter to your unconscious mind, not even your own.
I'm not saying it is any of those things, just making an example.
>
> ~--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "gonzalezedlyn" <gonzalezedlyn@> wrote:
>>
> > Does anybody know how to strengthen pluto in ones chart?
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 602
Subject: Re: Kabalistic square question

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 10/10/2012

I meant Spica will be 23 degrees and 60 minutes in Libra. Got minutes and seconds mixed up:p

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@...> wrote:
>
> Does anyone else think the square you are working on would be significantly empowered if
the planet for that square is conjunct a strong fortunate star?
> Like when Venus is in Libra conjunct Spica (which will be 24.5 degrees in Libra for 2012). With
that same logic, say you started the Venus square in Taurus while Venus was conjunct Caput
Algol the results could be less fortunate.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 603
Subject: Born during Void Moon

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 10/11/2012

Was just curious what effects it has on a person and how that works and what it does to a person.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 604
Subject: Re: Born during Void Moon

From: m_18

Date: 10/12/2012

This only occurs when the Moon is the planet of latest degree. You will end all cycles of experience with a
lunar perspective of the cycle in question.

--- On Thu, 10/11/12, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:

From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Born during Void Moon
To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Thursday, October 11, 2012, 2:15 PM

Was just curious what effects it has on a person and how that works and what it does to
a person.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 605
Subject: Re: Born during Void Moon

From: Sven

Date: 10/12/2012

This was take from the Astrology Index on the JOS website. Other than that I'm not too sure myself. "BORN
ON A VOID OF COURSE MOON:
WHATEVER HOUSE HAS CANCER ON THE CUSP, THE AFFAIRS RULED BY THE HOUSE ARE EXCEPTIONAL IN
SOME WAY. VERY UNUSUAL PERSON.
EVA BRAUN, ADOLF HITLER'S MISTRESS/WIFE HAD THE RULER OF HER 7TH (MARRIAGE/PARTNERS) WITH
THE SIGN OF CANCER ON THE CUSP, RULED BY A VOID OF COURSE MOON IN THE 8TH HOUSE OF
POWER, REPRESENTING HITLER; ENOUGH SAID?"

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
>
> Was just curious what effects it has on a person and how that works and what it does to a
person.
>

Messages in JoS_Astrology group.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 606
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Re: Born during Void Moon
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 607
From: wendya33
Subject: Dark moon..a time for destruction/stop enemy spells?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 608
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: Dark moon..a time for destruction/stop enemy spells?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 609
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Re: Dark moon..a time for destruction/stop enemy spells?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 610
From: Celina
Subject: Re: Dark moon..a time for destruction/stop enemy spells?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 611
From: Wendya Fox
Subject: Re: Dark moon..a time for destruction/stop enemy spells?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 612
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: Dark moon..a time for destruction/stop enemy spells?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 613
From: Wendya Fox
Subject: Re: Dark moon..a time for destruction/stop enemy spells?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 614
From: jwazny@ymail.com
Subject: my chart?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 615
From: ancientgods
Subject: Re: Answering some questons from several posts
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 616
From: siguarddraconis
Subject: Re: Answering some questons from several posts
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 617
From: Christeos Ors
Subject: Re: my chart?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 618
From: satanist17
Subject: Betelgeuse
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 619
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: Betelgeuse
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 620
From: satansbabi
Subject: Re: Answering some questons from several posts
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 621
From: satanist17
Subject: Re: Betelgeuse
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 622
From: siguarddraconis
Subject: Re: Answering some questons from several posts
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 623
From: satansbabi
Subject: Re: Answering some questons from several posts
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 624
From: black_sun_2130
Subject: Question about www.joyofsatan.org
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 625
From: Draco Majinn
Subject: My Experience With Pluto: To HoodedCobra666 & Gonzalesyn
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 626
From: Raven Lythrum
Subject: Re: Question about www.joyofsatan.org
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 627
From: Raven Lythrum
Subject: Concerned about Pluto!!!!!!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 628
From: Brian Gibbons
Subject: Re: Question about www.joyofsatan.org
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 629
From: Brian Gibbons
Subject: Re: Question about www.joyofsatan.org
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Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 630
From: Draco Majinn
Subject: Re: Concerned about Pluto!!!!!!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 631
From: Draco Majinn
Subject: Anything we can do with Jupiter right now?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 632
From: Draco Majinn
Subject: Idea To Make This Group More Active
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 633
From: ancientgods
Subject: Re: Concerned about Pluto!!!!!!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 634
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Anything we can do with Jupiter right now?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 635
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Idea To Make This Group More Active
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 636
From: John Doe
Subject: Re: Idea To Make This Group More Active
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 637
From: Draco Majinn
Subject: Re: Anything we can do with Jupiter right now?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 638
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Re: Idea To Make This Group More Active
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 639
From: Draco Majinn
Subject: Re: Idea To Make This Group More Active
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 640
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Re: Idea To Make This Group More Active
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 641
From: jonathon_billing
Subject: Re: Concerned about Pluto!!!!!!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 642
From: Sabrina White
Subject: Re: Idea To Make This Group More Active
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 643
From: from_fire_1
Subject: Celestial bodies.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 644
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Re: Celestial bodies.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 645
From: mybcmail2@yahoo.com
Subject: Birth Chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 646
From: Christina
Subject: Astrological chart - A question? :)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 647
From: ancientgods
Subject: Re: Birth Chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 648
From: Tom
Subject: Vedic vs Western - Important.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 649
From: m_18
Subject: Re: Vedic vs Western - Important.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 650
From: Brian Gibbons
Subject: Re: Birth Chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 651
From: mybcmail2@yahoo.com
Subject: Re: Birth Chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 652
From: mybcmail2@yahoo.com
Subject: Re: Birth Chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 653
From: Tom
Subject: Re: Vedic vs Western - Important.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 654
From: Brian Gibbons
Subject: Re: Birth Chart
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Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 655
From: Sabrina White
Subject: Re: Astrological chart - A question? :)

Date: 10/27/2012

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 606
Subject: Re: Born during Void Moon

Date: 10/12/2012

From: ch_3_coo

BORN ON A VOID OF COURSE MOON:

WHATEVER HOUSE HAS CANCER ON THE CUSP, THE AFFAIRS RULED BY THE HOUSE ARE EXCEPTIONAL IN
SOME WAY. VERY UNUSUAL PERSON.
EVA BRAUN, ADOLF HITLER'S MISTRESS/WIFE HAD THE RULER OF HER 7TH (MARRIAGE/PARTNERS) WITH
THE SIGN OF CANCER ON THE CUSP, RULED BY A VOID OF COURSE MOON IN THE 8TH HOUSE OF
POWER, REPRESENTING HITLER; ENOUGH SAID?
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/MOON.html

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
>
> Was just curious what effects it has on a person and how that works and what it does to a
person.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 607
From: wendya33
Subject: Dark moon..a time for destruction/stop enemy spells?

Date: 10/12/2012

Is this Saturday a good time for a destruction spell, or one to stop an enemy from prospering? I heard those
kind of spells are best performed on a waning moon, then I heard NO spells should be performed during the
dark moon phase. What is best?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 608
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: Dark moon..a time for destruction/stop enemy spells?

Date: 10/12/2012

Where did you hear or read that you cannot do spells during waning moon?? that is wrong. Black magick
spells and spells for banishing are best done during waning moon. Spells for love, health, money or increase
of all sorts are best done during waxing or full moon.

-----------------------------On Thu, Oct 11, 2012 9:30 PM EDT wendya33 wrote:
>Is this Saturday a good time for a destruction spell, or one to stop an enemy from prospering?
I heard those kind of spells are best performed on a waning moon, then I heard NO spells
should be performed during the dark moon phase. What is best?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 609
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Re: Dark moon..a time for destruction/stop enemy spells?

Date: 10/13/2012

When the moon is waning (full to new). Waxing is like growing, waning is like dying, new is the weakest, full
the strongest. The sign should be in Taurus, Capricorn, or Scorpio as well.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "wendya33" <wendya33@...> wrote:
>
> Is this Saturday a good time for a destruction spell, or one to stop an enemy from prospering?
I heard those kind of spells are best performed on a waning moon, then I heard NO spells
should be performed during the dark moon phase. What is best?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 610
From: Celina
Subject: Re: Dark moon..a time for destruction/stop enemy spells?

Date: 10/13/2012

Also, I'm not sure where you are but the moon goes void tonight at 7:47 EST until 7:01 EST on Saturday.
Shannon has shared this website: http://www.lunarium.co.uk/ with us many times and it is awesome. Check
it out for your location.
HAIL SATAN!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
>
> Where did you hear or read that you cannot do spells during waning moon?? that is wrong.
Black magick spells and spells for banishing are best done during waning moon. Spells for love,
health, money or increase of all sorts are best done during waxing or full moon.
>
>
>
>
> -----------------------------> On Thu, Oct 11, 2012 9:30 PM EDT wendya33 wrote:
>
> >Is this Saturday a good time for a destruction spell, or one to stop an enemy from
prospering? I heard those kind of spells are best performed on a waning moon, then I heard NO
spells should be performed during the dark moon phase. What is best?
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 611
From: Wendya Fox
Subject: Re: Dark moon..a time for destruction/stop enemy spells?

Date: 10/13/2012

Seriously, I heard spells are not to be performed during a DARK moon, waning is ok. However, for a
destruction, banishing, or freezing an enemy, I was wondering if the dark moon phase might be just as
good. FYI, the dark moon phase is 3 days before the new moon. (correct me if Im wrong)

--- On Fri, 10/12/12, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:

From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...>
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Dark moon..a time for destruction/stop enemy spells?
To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Friday, October 12, 2012, 1:19 PM

Where did you hear or read that you cannot do spells during waning moon?? that is
wrong. Black magick spells and spells for banishing are best done during waning moon.
Spells for love, health, money or increase of all sorts are best done during waxing or full
moon.
-----------------------------On Thu, Oct 11, 2012 9:30 PM EDT wendya33 wrote:
>Is this Saturday a good time for a destruction spell, or one to stop an enemy from
prospering? I heard those kind of spells are best performed on a waning moon, then I
heard NO spells should be performed during the dark moon phase. What is best?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 612
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: Dark moon..a time for destruction/stop enemy spells?

Date: 10/13/2012

The Dark moon is the New moon. When the moon becomes full or new it becomes at a certain time for
example the full moon can begin at 10:36pm etc.
And with the new moon it can begin at 12:16am but it is said that if you do a spell for black magick or
banishing 3 days or anytime before the exact time that the moon becomes new is strongest and if you do
banishing spell hours after the exact time that the moon becomes new that it will have some waxing
influence.Same goes with the full moon.So that can be taken into consideration.BUT saying that no spells
should be done during Dark moon is not logical and makes no sense so think about that. Only time spells
should not be done is during VOID Moon. Understand? A wiccan would say something similiar to what you
have so called read. SPELLS can be done at anytime just keep the moon times and phases in consideration.
-----------------------------On Sat, Oct 13, 2012 1:12 AM EDT Wendya Fox wrote:
>Seriously, I heard spells are not to be performed during a DARK moon, waning is ok. However,
for a destruction, banishing, or freezing an enemy, I was wondering if the dark moon phase
might be just as good. FYI, the dark moon phase is 3 days before the new moon. (correct me if
Im wrong)
>
>--- On Fri, 10/12/12, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
>From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...>
>Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Dark moon..a time for destruction/stop enemy spells?
>To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
>Date: Friday, October 12, 2012, 1:19 PM
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>Where did you hear or read that you cannot do spells during waning moon?? that is wrong.
Black magick spells and spells for banishing are best done during waning moon. Spells for love,
health, money or increase of all sorts are best done during waxing or full moon.
>
>
>
>----------------------------->
>On Thu, Oct 11, 2012 9:30 PM EDT wendya33 wrote:
>
>
>
>>Is this Saturday a good time for a destruction spell, or one to stop an enemy from
prospering? I heard those kind of spells are best performed on a waning moon, then I heard NO
spells should be performed during the dark moon phase. What is best?
>
>>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 613

From: Wendya Fox

Date: 10/15/2012

Subject: Re: Dark moon..a time for destruction/stop enemy spells?
Thank you for answering. Yeah, it seems almost every book, pagan or occult site I go on has been hijacked
by the Wiccan way. One of the things that drew me to JOS was the article "Black Magic and Mental Health".
Yet when you do any internet searches on revenge or protection magick, all you get is wiccan this or that.

--- On Sat, 10/13/12, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:

From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...>
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Dark moon..a time for destruction/stop enemy spells?
To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Saturday, October 13, 2012, 11:29 AM

The Dark moon is the New moon. When the moon becomes full or new it becomes at a
certain time for example the full moon can begin at 10:36pm etc.
And with the new moon it can begin at 12:16am but it is said that if you do a spell for
black magick or banishing 3 days or anytime before the exact time that the moon
becomes new is strongest and if you do banishing spell hours after the exact time that
the moon becomes new that it will have some waxing influence.Same goes with the full
moon.So that can be taken into consideration.BUT saying that no spells should be done
during Dark moon is not logical and makes no sense so think about that. Only time spells
should not be done is during VOID Moon. Understand? A wiccan would say something
similiar to what you have so called read. SPELLS can be done at anytime just keep the
moon times and phases in consideration.
-----------------------------On Sat, Oct 13, 2012 1:12 AM EDT Wendya Fox wrote:
>Seriously, I heard spells are not to be performed during a DARK moon, waning is ok.
However, for a destruction, banishing, or freezing an enemy, I was wondering if the
dark moon phase might be just as good. FYI, the dark moon phase is 3 days before the
new moon. (correct me if Im wrong)
>
>--- On Fri, 10/12/12, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
>From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...>
>Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Dark moon..a time for destruction/stop enemy spells?
>To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
>Date: Friday, October 12, 2012, 1:19 PM
>
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>
>Where did you hear or read that you cannot do spells during waning moon?? that is
wrong. Black magick spells and spells for banishing are best done during waning moon.
Spells for love, health, money or increase of all sorts are best done during waxing or full
moon.
>
>
>
>----------------------------->
>On Thu, Oct 11, 2012 9:30 PM EDT wendya33 wrote:
>
>
>
>>Is this Saturday a good time for a destruction spell, or one to stop an enemy from
prospering? I heard those kind of spells are best performed on a waning moon, then I
heard NO spells should be performed during the dark moon phase. What is best?
>
>>
>
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>
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>
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: my chart?

Message: 614

From: jwazny@ymail.com

Date: 10/15/2012

Hello I am brand new to this group i have a heavy interest in astrology i would like to know my chart i know
there is a link on the jos site but would someone be willing to tell me about my chart. i usually don't like
being lazy but at the moment im in a situation where i cant even access the site because i am living in a xian
home with my mortal family.
I am unaware of what is needed to figure my chart but my birthday is july 3rd 1984 i was born at 5:35 in
the morning any other information please email me.
Hail Satan and the true gods of hell.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 615
From: ancientgods
Subject: Re: Answering some questons from several posts

Date: 10/15/2012

I am wondering about the YOD aspects. How many deegrees are considered a tight aspect and how many a
large aspect ?
I am no expert or lesser aspects then I think that inconjunct can have its effects within 5 degrees or so.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...>
wrote:
>
>
>
> I am short on time so I will answer several questions asked here at once.
>
> The inconjunct is an aspect of adjustment in some way. It is a major aspect, I have found.
For example, when someone has a baby, especially the first child [major life change], often,
along with other heavy transiting and progressed aspects, there is also a planet making an
inconjunct. Say someone has a slow moving planet placed natally in his/her fifth house of
children, such as uranus, not always, but many times, transiting uranus will make an inconjunct
to that person's ruler, when a first child is born. This is just an example.
>
> The yod configuration, as I mentioned in another post in the main JoS group, is found in the
charts of those who are here for a purpose. This is not to say that everyone who has a yod is
here for a purpose, but everyone who IS here for a purpose has the yod. The yod is a single
planet making inconjunts to two planets in sextile aspect to each other. There can also be more
planets tying in, but that is a classic yod. This can also involve the ascendant/decendant axis,
which is this lines up exactly, is very prominent, as to the person being here for a purpose. Now,
what the yod heans is at some point in the person's life, an adjustment will be needed in the
area of a life change so that the person can carry out what they were meant to do here. After
years of preparation and learning, when the person is ready, he/she will experience a life change
where adaptation to the new changes will be needed. Once this has occurred, he/she will then
be locked in and
> can only go forward with the fated life. The tighter the yod [more exact the aspects], the more
important the role.
>
> Now, as for 0 and 1 degree being used in prediction, this is most often used in solar and other
planetary returns. For example, 0-1 degrees of cardinal signs are exceptionally critical, then there
are critical degrees. These are based upon the manions of the moon in Vedic astrology and are
very accurate. As for Vedic astrology, I have found many of their interpretations to be

inaccurate, as with the use of the sidearal zodiac, but as for the foundations of this- benefic and
malefic planets, houses and such, by blending with Western astrology, much more can be
interpreted and redicated with accuracy.
>
> Now, for example, say someone has solar return mars in ther solar return at 0 degrees of
aries, with SR aries on the cusp of the seventh house of marriage/partnerships. Because this is
an exceptionally critical degree, one can be assured within the year for that solar return, a new
love relationship or interest will manifest, or a major commitment in an already established one.
This is only one. Years of a new major love relationship of sigificance have many more aspects
involved and if the couple move in together, then there are aspects to the fourth house, planets
in the fourth and so on. Many of these will be on critical degrees, signifying that the affairs ruled
by the houses that these planets rule, will be emphasized during the year of the solar return.
>
> SR pluto in the first house of the SR return indicates a 'first' in one's life, such as a firts child
being born or something significant that one has never experienced before.
>
> Planets near the angles and on critical degrees in a natal chart indicate certain areas of the life
>
> Concerning the question on the 8th house- 'saturn' is not the natural ruler of the eighth house.
It is scorpio. Each house has several different areas of rulership/emphasis in the life. The eighth
is sex, death, joint finances, and debts. It is also the house of intensity and planets placed
therein have a more emotional effect in the life as to the houses they rule. It is also the house
of power. Eva Braun had a void of course moon ruling her seventh house of marriage, placed in
her eighth house. Ruler of the 7th in the 8th often indicates one being married to someone in a
position of power and the added void of course moon, indicated one in a million- Adolf Hitler.
This was unique to her chart.
>
> One with a stellium [grouping of three or more planets] as you describe is often present in the
chart of a natual mage, as is a stellium in scorpio. This comes from a past life in developing the
soul, but is difficult to handle because of the intense feelings and emotions it produces along
with a very strong need for frequent sex or a sexual outlet and if it is not handled properly
through direction and meditation in this life, it can destroy [pluto/scorpio]. What this means is in
a past life, the owner of this reached a certain point in the development of the mind, then died.
This is still on the soul and unfortunately, because most of our former lives are forgotten, the
powers there are not put to use unless the one who has them is again drawn to the occult and
takes up power meditation, where this was left off in the former life. Usually, at some point, a
former mage will be drawn to the occult and often self-learning regarding meditation and
> spirituality and when directed, this is most positive to have.
>
> I have noted two examples of this gift, both born on the very same day. Olympic gymnast
Nadia Comaneci, who had the Scorpio stellium and its driving intensity to go to the top and make
history with 7 perfect scores at the Olympic games 1976 Montréal at 14 years of age- no one
before had ever done this, and to change gymnastics forever. She channeled this obsessive
energy into athletics, which was very positive for her and took her to the top.
>
> Another person who was a co-worker years ago, I did his chart, he was born the very same
day, November 12, 1961; and did nothing to direct the potent energies of the Scorpio stellium,
as he let his sexual obsessions destroy him, as this stellium can influence one to overdoing
things. He stayed in the men's locker-room for 18 hours at a health club where he worked at,
voyeurism and masturbating, which was blatant to others who complained, and was canned
from his job there. He also had other destructive behavior, as he would lay in the tanning booths
for over an hour until he had purple slabs on his skin and smelled like he was cooked. His
stellium was out of control and never directed or channeled in his life. He was ruined by it.
>
> In Vedic astrology, there are three houses which can be unfortunate and this proves true- the

sixth, the eighth and the twelfth. Planets therein should be directed through awareness and
meditation so that their positive qualities are manifested instead of the negative ones. Planets in
these three houses are more difficult to handle, the twelfth being the worst, then the 6th and
the 8th.
>
> For those of you who are young and in this group, just know that through Satan and
meditation, bad things in the chart can be sublimated. No chart is perfect and everyone has his
/her saturn among other things. Knowing the potential bad things in your chart gives you a
powerful too in changing these, something those who are without do not have.
>
>
> High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> http://www.joyofsatan.org
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 616
From: siguarddraconis
Subject: Re: Answering some questons from several posts

Date: 10/15/2012

Inconjunct is a minor aspect, so up to 2 or 3 degrees of orb.
Conjunction and opposition is up to 9, sextile 5 deg, square up to 8, and trine up to 7.

Salvere!
Siguard Draconis.
SATANAS VIA, VERA ET VITA EST.
AVE LUCIFERIS OMNIPOTENS ET DEORUM SAMBUCUS!!
VAE OMNIS TRADITOR!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ancientgods" <ancientgods@...> wrote:
>
> I am wondering about the YOD aspects. How many deegrees are considered a tight aspect
and how many a large aspect ?
> I am no expert or lesser aspects then I think that inconjunct can have its effects within 5
degrees or so.
>
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@>
wrote:
>>
>>
>>
> > I am short on time so I will answer several questions asked here at once.
>>
> > The inconjunct is an aspect of adjustment in some way. It is a major aspect, I have found.
For example, when someone has a baby, especially the first child [major life change], often,
along with other heavy transiting and progressed aspects, there is also a planet making an
inconjunct. Say someone has a slow moving planet placed natally in his/her fifth house of
children, such as uranus, not always, but many times, transiting uranus will make an inconjunct
to that person's ruler, when a first child is born. This is just an example.
>>
> > The yod configuration, as I mentioned in another post in the main JoS group, is found in
the charts of those who are here for a purpose. This is not to say that everyone who has a yod

is here for a purpose, but everyone who IS here for a purpose has the yod. The yod is a single
planet making inconjunts to two planets in sextile aspect to each other. There can also be more
planets tying in, but that is a classic yod. This can also involve the ascendant/decendant axis,
which is this lines up exactly, is very prominent, as to the person being here for a purpose. Now,
what the yod heans is at some point in the person's life, an adjustment will be needed in the
area of a life change so that the person can carry out what they were meant to do here. After
years of preparation and learning, when the person is ready, he/she will experience a life change
where adaptation to the new changes will be needed. Once this has occurred, he/she will then
be locked in and
> > can only go forward with the fated life. The tighter the yod [more exact the aspects], the
more important the role.
>>
> > Now, as for 0 and 1 degree being used in prediction, this is most often used in solar and
other planetary returns. For example, 0-1 degrees of cardinal signs are exceptionally critical, then
there are critical degrees. These are based upon the manions of the moon in Vedic astrology and
are very accurate. As for Vedic astrology, I have found many of their interpretations to be
inaccurate, as with the use of the sidearal zodiac, but as for the foundations of this- benefic and
malefic planets, houses and such, by blending with Western astrology, much more can be
interpreted and redicated with accuracy.
>>
> > Now, for example, say someone has solar return mars in ther solar return at 0 degrees of
aries, with SR aries on the cusp of the seventh house of marriage/partnerships. Because this is
an exceptionally critical degree, one can be assured within the year for that solar return, a new
love relationship or interest will manifest, or a major commitment in an already established one.
This is only one. Years of a new major love relationship of sigificance have many more aspects
involved and if the couple move in together, then there are aspects to the fourth house, planets
in the fourth and so on. Many of these will be on critical degrees, signifying that the affairs ruled
by the houses that these planets rule, will be emphasized during the year of the solar return.
>>
> > SR pluto in the first house of the SR return indicates a 'first' in one's life, such as a firts child
being born or something significant that one has never experienced before.
>>
> > Planets near the angles and on critical degrees in a natal chart indicate certain areas of the
life
>>
> > Concerning the question on the 8th house- 'saturn' is not the natural ruler of the eighth
house. It is scorpio. Each house has several different areas of rulership/emphasis in the life. The
eighth is sex, death, joint finances, and debts. It is also the house of intensity and planets placed
therein have a more emotional effect in the life as to the houses they rule. It is also the house
of power. Eva Braun had a void of course moon ruling her seventh house of marriage, placed in
her eighth house. Ruler of the 7th in the 8th often indicates one being married to someone in a
position of power and the added void of course moon, indicated one in a million- Adolf Hitler.
This was unique to her chart.
>>
> > One with a stellium [grouping of three or more planets] as you describe is often present in
the chart of a natual mage, as is a stellium in scorpio. This comes from a past life in developing
the soul, but is difficult to handle because of the intense feelings and emotions it produces along
with a very strong need for frequent sex or a sexual outlet and if it is not handled properly
through direction and meditation in this life, it can destroy [pluto/scorpio]. What this means is in
a past life, the owner of this reached a certain point in the development of the mind, then died.
This is still on the soul and unfortunately, because most of our former lives are forgotten, the
powers there are not put to use unless the one who has them is again drawn to the occult and
takes up power meditation, where this was left off in the former life. Usually, at some point, a
former mage will be drawn to the occult and often self-learning regarding meditation and
> > spirituality and when directed, this is most positive to have.

>>
> > I have noted two examples of this gift, both born on the very same day. Olympic gymnast
Nadia Comaneci, who had the Scorpio stellium and its driving intensity to go to the top and make
history with 7 perfect scores at the Olympic games 1976 Montréal at 14 years of age- no one
before had ever done this, and to change gymnastics forever. She channeled this obsessive
energy into athletics, which was very positive for her and took her to the top.
>>
> > Another person who was a co-worker years ago, I did his chart, he was born the very same
day, November 12, 1961; and did nothing to direct the potent energies of the Scorpio stellium,
as he let his sexual obsessions destroy him, as this stellium can influence one to overdoing
things. He stayed in the men's locker-room for 18 hours at a health club where he worked at,
voyeurism and masturbating, which was blatant to others who complained, and was canned
from his job there. He also had other destructive behavior, as he would lay in the tanning booths
for over an hour until he had purple slabs on his skin and smelled like he was cooked. His
stellium was out of control and never directed or channeled in his life. He was ruined by it.
>>
> > In Vedic astrology, there are three houses which can be unfortunate and this proves truethe sixth, the eighth and the twelfth. Planets therein should be directed through awareness and
meditation so that their positive qualities are manifested instead of the negative ones. Planets in
these three houses are more difficult to handle, the twelfth being the worst, then the 6th and
the 8th.
>>
> > For those of you who are young and in this group, just know that through Satan and
meditation, bad things in the chart can be sublimated. No chart is perfect and everyone has his
/her saturn among other things. Knowing the potential bad things in your chart gives you a
powerful too in changing these, something those who are without do not have.
>>
>>
> > High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> > http://www.joyofsatan.org
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: my chart?

Message: 617

From: Christeos Ors

Date: 10/15/2012

http://www.alwaysastrology.com/birth-chart-calculator.html

From: "jwazny@..." <jwazny@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2012 3:15 PM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] my chart?

Hello I am brand new to this group i have a heavy interest in astrology i would like to know my chart i know
there is a link on the jos site but would someone be willing to tell me about my chart. i usually don't like being
lazy but at the moment im in a situation where i cant even access the site because i am living in a xian home with
my mortal family.
I am unaware of what is needed to figure my chart but my birthday is july 3rd 1984 i was born at 5:35 in the
morning any other information please email me.
Hail Satan and the true gods of hell.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Betelgeuse

Message: 618

From: satanist17

Date: 10/15/2012

Hey,
I was just wondering when will Betelgeuse be most effective?
Because I want to draw energy from this star.
Hail Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 619
Subject: Re: Betelgeuse

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 10/16/2012

You can draw energy from this star anytime. The energy is MOST pleasureable and beneficial. It can banish
depression and make you laugh a lot if you invoke too much energy lol

-----------------------------On Mon, Oct 15, 2012 4:03 PM EDT satanist17 wrote:
>Hey,
>
>I was just wondering when will Betelgeuse be most effective?
>Because I want to draw energy from this star.
>
>Hail Satan!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 620
From: satansbabi
Subject: Re: Answering some questons from several posts

Date: 10/17/2012

Why is the stellium in the 12th house the worst? Or are the planets only harder to handle if you have a
stellium in scorpio in the 12th house? Im confused. My 6 yr old son has a stellium im pisces in the 12th
house. 0° venus, 18° mercury and 12° uranus. This worries me.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "siguarddraconis" <drammanoth@...> wrote:
>
> Inconjunct is a minor aspect, so up to 2 or 3 degrees of orb.
>
> Conjunction and opposition is up to 9, sextile 5 deg, square up to 8, and trine up to 7.
>
>
> Salvere!
>
> Siguard Draconis.
>
> SATANAS VIA, VERA ET VITA EST.
> AVE LUCIFERIS OMNIPOTENS ET DEORUM SAMBUCUS!!
> VAE OMNIS TRADITOR!!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ancientgods" <ancientgods@> wrote:
>>
> > I am wondering about the YOD aspects. How many deegrees are considered a tight aspect

and how many a large aspect ?
> > I am no expert or lesser aspects then I think that inconjunct can have its effects within 5
degrees or so.
>>
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@>
wrote:
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > I am short on time so I will answer several questions asked here at once.
>>>
> > > The inconjunct is an aspect of adjustment in some way. It is a major aspect, I have
found. For example, when someone has a baby, especially the first child [major life change],
often, along with other heavy transiting and progressed aspects, there is also a planet making
an inconjunct. Say someone has a slow moving planet placed natally in his/her fifth house of
children, such as uranus, not always, but many times, transiting uranus will make an inconjunct
to that person's ruler, when a first child is born. This is just an example.
>>>
> > > The yod configuration, as I mentioned in another post in the main JoS group, is found in
the charts of those who are here for a purpose. This is not to say that everyone who has a yod
is here for a purpose, but everyone who IS here for a purpose has the yod. The yod is a single
planet making inconjunts to two planets in sextile aspect to each other. There can also be more
planets tying in, but that is a classic yod. This can also involve the ascendant/decendant axis,
which is this lines up exactly, is very prominent, as to the person being here for a purpose. Now,
what the yod heans is at some point in the person's life, an adjustment will be needed in the
area of a life change so that the person can carry out what they were meant to do here. After
years of preparation and learning, when the person is ready, he/she will experience a life change
where adaptation to the new changes will be needed. Once this has occurred, he/she will then
be locked in and
> > > can only go forward with the fated life. The tighter the yod [more exact the aspects], the
more important the role.
>>>
> > > Now, as for 0 and 1 degree being used in prediction, this is most often used in solar and
other planetary returns. For example, 0-1 degrees of cardinal signs are exceptionally critical, then
there are critical degrees. These are based upon the manions of the moon in Vedic astrology and
are very accurate. As for Vedic astrology, I have found many of their interpretations to be
inaccurate, as with the use of the sidearal zodiac, but as for the foundations of this- benefic and
malefic planets, houses and such, by blending with Western astrology, much more can be
interpreted and redicated with accuracy.
>>>
> > > Now, for example, say someone has solar return mars in ther solar return at 0 degrees of
aries, with SR aries on the cusp of the seventh house of marriage/partnerships. Because this is
an exceptionally critical degree, one can be assured within the year for that solar return, a new
love relationship or interest will manifest, or a major commitment in an already established one.
This is only one. Years of a new major love relationship of sigificance have many more aspects
involved and if the couple move in together, then there are aspects to the fourth house, planets
in the fourth and so on. Many of these will be on critical degrees, signifying that the affairs ruled
by the houses that these planets rule, will be emphasized during the year of the solar return.
>>>
> > > SR pluto in the first house of the SR return indicates a 'first' in one's life, such as a firts
child being born or something significant that one has never experienced before.
>>>
> > > Planets near the angles and on critical degrees in a natal chart indicate certain areas of
the life

>>>
> > > Concerning the question on the 8th house- 'saturn' is not the natural ruler of the eighth
house. It is scorpio. Each house has several different areas of rulership/emphasis in the life. The
eighth is sex, death, joint finances, and debts. It is also the house of intensity and planets placed
therein have a more emotional effect in the life as to the houses they rule. It is also the house
of power. Eva Braun had a void of course moon ruling her seventh house of marriage, placed in
her eighth house. Ruler of the 7th in the 8th often indicates one being married to someone in a
position of power and the added void of course moon, indicated one in a million- Adolf Hitler.
This was unique to her chart.
>>>
> > > One with a stellium [grouping of three or more planets] as you describe is often present
in the chart of a natual mage, as is a stellium in scorpio. This comes from a past life in
developing the soul, but is difficult to handle because of the intense feelings and emotions it
produces along with a very strong need for frequent sex or a sexual outlet and if it is not
handled properly through direction and meditation in this life, it can destroy [pluto/scorpio].
What this means is in a past life, the owner of this reached a certain point in the development of
the mind, then died. This is still on the soul and unfortunately, because most of our former lives
are forgotten, the powers there are not put to use unless the one who has them is again drawn
to the occult and takes up power meditation, where this was left off in the former life. Usually,
at some point, a former mage will be drawn to the occult and often self-learning regarding
meditation and
> > > spirituality and when directed, this is most positive to have.
>>>
> > > I have noted two examples of this gift, both born on the very same day. Olympic gymnast
Nadia Comaneci, who had the Scorpio stellium and its driving intensity to go to the top and make
history with 7 perfect scores at the Olympic games 1976 Montréal at 14 years of age- no one
before had ever done this, and to change gymnastics forever. She channeled this obsessive
energy into athletics, which was very positive for her and took her to the top.
>>>
> > > Another person who was a co-worker years ago, I did his chart, he was born the very
same day, November 12, 1961; and did nothing to direct the potent energies of the Scorpio
stellium, as he let his sexual obsessions destroy him, as this stellium can influence one to
overdoing things. He stayed in the men's locker-room for 18 hours at a health club where he
worked at, voyeurism and masturbating, which was blatant to others who complained, and was
canned from his job there. He also had other destructive behavior, as he would lay in the
tanning booths for over an hour until he had purple slabs on his skin and smelled like he was
cooked. His stellium was out of control and never directed or channeled in his life. He was
ruined by it.
>>>
> > > In Vedic astrology, there are three houses which can be unfortunate and this proves truethe sixth, the eighth and the twelfth. Planets therein should be directed through awareness and
meditation so that their positive qualities are manifested instead of the negative ones. Planets in
these three houses are more difficult to handle, the twelfth being the worst, then the 6th and
the 8th.
>>>
> > > For those of you who are young and in this group, just know that through Satan and
meditation, bad things in the chart can be sublimated. No chart is perfect and everyone has his
/her saturn among other things. Knowing the potential bad things in your chart gives you a
powerful too in changing these, something those who are without do not have.
>>>
>>>
> > > High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> > > http://www.joyofsatan.org
>>>
>>

>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 621
Subject: Re: Betelgeuse

From: satanist17

Date: 10/17/2012

Thank you for answering!

Hail Satan!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
>
> You can draw energy from this star anytime. The energy is MOST pleasureable and beneficial.
It can banish depression and make you laugh a lot if you invoke too much energy lol
>
>
>
>
> -----------------------------> On Mon, Oct 15, 2012 4:03 PM EDT satanist17 wrote:
>
> >Hey,
>>
> >I was just wondering when will Betelgeuse be most effective?
> >Because I want to draw energy from this star.
>>
> >Hail Satan!
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 622
From: siguarddraconis
Subject: Re: Answering some questons from several posts

Date: 10/17/2012

It requires helluva lot of *spiritual* work so as to reach the hidden depths. My guess: the 12th House has
been branded "the house of self-undoing" because spirituality has been aggressively suppressed, and it is
/ may be this very reason that people were unable to fully reach the depths of their own abyss to find the
hidden light (strong aura sublimates negativity).
Sco is death, transformation and intensity so this may add, should the person have some planets in Sco and
in the 12th. In other words, this person can either screw him/herself big time OR... >:]
The fact of your son having those planets there means only that he has to work on his self-development. VE
is strong, but ME quite the opposite (in exile), however, this MAY imply that your son can have tremendous
psychic potential which HAS to be channelled - TAMED I'd dare to say. Bear in mind, Neptune (Pis - domicile
/home sign/sign of dignity) is strong, so this may add to you son's escapistic tendencies (either fantasies OR
worse - drugs, alcohol and whatnot).
Pedagogically speaking, I'd direct your son to hard facts (preventing escapism, not to mention blocking
angelic filth), so that he can be grounded (occultism can be explained physically/logically). This is of utmost
importance. And above all you must not worry but as I said, encourage him to evolve :)
Hope it helped a little bit.
Salvere!

Siguard Draconis.
SATANAS VIA, VERA ET VITA EST.
AVE LUCIFERIS OMNIPOTENS ET DEORUM SAMBUCUS!!
VAE OMNIS TRADITOR!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "satansbabi" <satansbabi@...> wrote:
>
> Why is the stellium in the 12th house the worst? Or are the planets only harder to handle if
you have a stellium in scorpio in the 12th house? Im confused. My 6 yr old son has a stellium im
pisces in the 12th house. 0° venus, 18° mercury and 12° uranus. This worries me.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "siguarddraconis" <drammanoth@> wrote:
>>
> > Inconjunct is a minor aspect, so up to 2 or 3 degrees of orb.
>>
> > Conjunction and opposition is up to 9, sextile 5 deg, square up to 8, and trine up to 7.
>>
>>
> > Salvere!
>>
> > Siguard Draconis.
>>
> > SATANAS VIA, VERA ET VITA EST.
> > AVE LUCIFERIS OMNIPOTENS ET DEORUM SAMBUCUS!!
> > VAE OMNIS TRADITOR!!
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ancientgods" <ancientgods@> wrote:
>>>
> > > I am wondering about the YOD aspects. How many deegrees are considered a tight
aspect and how many a large aspect ?
> > > I am no expert or lesser aspects then I think that inconjunct can have its effects within 5
degrees or so.
>>>
>>>
> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
<maxine.dietrich@> wrote:
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
> > > > I am short on time so I will answer several questions asked here at once.
>>>>
> > > > The inconjunct is an aspect of adjustment in some way. It is a major aspect, I have
found. For example, when someone has a baby, especially the first child [major life change],
often, along with other heavy transiting and progressed aspects, there is also a planet making
an inconjunct. Say someone has a slow moving planet placed natally in his/her fifth house of
children, such as uranus, not always, but many times, transiting uranus will make an inconjunct
to that person's ruler, when a first child is born. This is just an example.
>>>>
> > > > The yod configuration, as I mentioned in another post in the main JoS group, is found
in the charts of those who are here for a purpose. This is not to say that everyone who has a
yod is here for a purpose, but everyone who IS here for a purpose has the yod. The yod is a
single planet making inconjunts to two planets in sextile aspect to each other. There can also be
more planets tying in, but that is a classic yod. This can also involve the ascendant/decendant

axis, which is this lines up exactly, is very prominent, as to the person being here for a purpose.
Now, what the yod heans is at some point in the person's life, an adjustment will be needed in
the area of a life change so that the person can carry out what they were meant to do here.
After years of preparation and learning, when the person is ready, he/she will experience a life
change where adaptation to the new changes will be needed. Once this has occurred, he/she will
then be locked in and
> > > > can only go forward with the fated life. The tighter the yod [more exact the aspects],
the more important the role.
>>>>
> > > > Now, as for 0 and 1 degree being used in prediction, this is most often used in solar
and other planetary returns. For example, 0-1 degrees of cardinal signs are exceptionally critical,
then there are critical degrees. These are based upon the manions of the moon in Vedic
astrology and are very accurate. As for Vedic astrology, I have found many of their
interpretations to be inaccurate, as with the use of the sidearal zodiac, but as for the
foundations of this- benefic and malefic planets, houses and such, by blending with Western
astrology, much more can be interpreted and redicated with accuracy.
>>>>
> > > > Now, for example, say someone has solar return mars in ther solar return at 0 degrees
of aries, with SR aries on the cusp of the seventh house of marriage/partnerships. Because this
is an exceptionally critical degree, one can be assured within the year for that solar return, a
new love relationship or interest will manifest, or a major commitment in an already established
one. This is only one. Years of a new major love relationship of sigificance have many more
aspects involved and if the couple move in together, then there are aspects to the fourth house,
planets in the fourth and so on. Many of these will be on critical degrees, signifying that the
affairs ruled by the houses that these planets rule, will be emphasized during the year of the
solar return.
>>>>
> > > > SR pluto in the first house of the SR return indicates a 'first' in one's life, such as a firts
child being born or something significant that one has never experienced before.
>>>>
> > > > Planets near the angles and on critical degrees in a natal chart indicate certain areas of
the life
>>>>
> > > > Concerning the question on the 8th house- 'saturn' is not the natural ruler of the eighth
house. It is scorpio. Each house has several different areas of rulership/emphasis in the life. The
eighth is sex, death, joint finances, and debts. It is also the house of intensity and planets placed
therein have a more emotional effect in the life as to the houses they rule. It is also the house
of power. Eva Braun had a void of course moon ruling her seventh house of marriage, placed in
her eighth house. Ruler of the 7th in the 8th often indicates one being married to someone in a
position of power and the added void of course moon, indicated one in a million- Adolf Hitler.
This was unique to her chart.
>>>>
> > > > One with a stellium [grouping of three or more planets] as you describe is often
present in the chart of a natual mage, as is a stellium in scorpio. This comes from a past life in
developing the soul, but is difficult to handle because of the intense feelings and emotions it
produces along with a very strong need for frequent sex or a sexual outlet and if it is not
handled properly through direction and meditation in this life, it can destroy [pluto/scorpio].
What this means is in a past life, the owner of this reached a certain point in the development of
the mind, then died. This is still on the soul and unfortunately, because most of our former lives
are forgotten, the powers there are not put to use unless the one who has them is again drawn
to the occult and takes up power meditation, where this was left off in the former life. Usually,
at some point, a former mage will be drawn to the occult and often self-learning regarding
meditation and
> > > > spirituality and when directed, this is most positive to have.
>>>>

> > > > I have noted two examples of this gift, both born on the very same day. Olympic
gymnast Nadia Comaneci, who had the Scorpio stellium and its driving intensity to go to the top
and make history with 7 perfect scores at the Olympic games 1976 Montréal at 14 years of ageno one before had ever done this, and to change gymnastics forever. She channeled this
obsessive energy into athletics, which was very positive for her and took her to the top.
>>>>
> > > > Another person who was a co-worker years ago, I did his chart, he was born the very
same day, November 12, 1961; and did nothing to direct the potent energies of the Scorpio
stellium, as he let his sexual obsessions destroy him, as this stellium can influence one to
overdoing things. He stayed in the men's locker-room for 18 hours at a health club where he
worked at, voyeurism and masturbating, which was blatant to others who complained, and was
canned from his job there. He also had other destructive behavior, as he would lay in the
tanning booths for over an hour until he had purple slabs on his skin and smelled like he was
cooked. His stellium was out of control and never directed or channeled in his life. He was
ruined by it.
>>>>
> > > > In Vedic astrology, there are three houses which can be unfortunate and this proves
true- the sixth, the eighth and the twelfth. Planets therein should be directed through awareness
and meditation so that their positive qualities are manifested instead of the negative ones.
Planets in these three houses are more difficult to handle, the twelfth being the worst, then the
6th and the 8th.
>>>>
> > > > For those of you who are young and in this group, just know that through Satan and
meditation, bad things in the chart can be sublimated. No chart is perfect and everyone has his
/her saturn among other things. Knowing the potential bad things in your chart gives you a
powerful too in changing these, something those who are without do not have.
>>>>
>>>>
> > > > High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> > > > http://www.joyofsatan.org
>>>>
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 623
From: satansbabi
Subject: Re: Answering some questons from several posts

Date: 10/19/2012

Thanks Siguard :) that did help. But how did u know he had Neptune in the 12th house too? I forgot to
mention that he has 18° neptune in the 12th.
Any advice on how i can help him? Well i mean like i was thinking getting him started on protection
meditations and then maybe like affirming that each of the planets in his twelfth house are affecting him in a
positive way, (each planet seperatley of course). Or would that be too much for my little guy to handle?

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "siguarddraconis" <drammanoth@...> wrote:
>
> It requires helluva lot of *spiritual* work so as to reach the hidden depths. My guess: the 12th
House has been branded "the house of self-undoing" because spirituality has been aggressively
suppressed, and it is / may be this very reason that people were unable to fully reach the
depths of their own abyss to find the hidden light (strong aura sublimates negativity).
>
> Sco is death, transformation and intensity so this may add, should the person have some
planets in Sco and in the 12th. In other words, this person can either screw him/herself big time
OR... >:]
>

> The fact of your son having those planets there means only that he has to work on his selfdevelopment. VE is strong, but ME quite the opposite (in exile), however, this MAY imply that
your son can have tremendous psychic potential which HAS to be channelled - TAMED I'd dare to
say. Bear in mind, Neptune (Pis - domicile/home sign/sign of dignity) is strong, so this may add
to you son's escapistic tendencies (either fantasies OR worse - drugs, alcohol and whatnot).
>
> Pedagogically speaking, I'd direct your son to hard facts (preventing escapism, not to mention
blocking angelic filth), so that he can be grounded (occultism can be explained physically
/logically). This is of utmost importance. And above all you must not worry but as I said,
encourage him to evolve :)
>
> Hope it helped a little bit.
>
> Salvere!
>
> Siguard Draconis.
>
> SATANAS VIA, VERA ET VITA EST.
> AVE LUCIFERIS OMNIPOTENS ET DEORUM SAMBUCUS!!
> VAE OMNIS TRADITOR!!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "satansbabi" <satansbabi@> wrote:
>>
> > Why is the stellium in the 12th house the worst? Or are the planets only harder to handle if
you have a stellium in scorpio in the 12th house? Im confused. My 6 yr old son has a stellium im
pisces in the 12th house. 0° venus, 18° mercury and 12° uranus. This worries me.
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "siguarddraconis" <drammanoth@> wrote:
>>>
> > > Inconjunct is a minor aspect, so up to 2 or 3 degrees of orb.
>>>
> > > Conjunction and opposition is up to 9, sextile 5 deg, square up to 8, and trine up to 7.
>>>
>>>
> > > Salvere!
>>>
> > > Siguard Draconis.
>>>
> > > SATANAS VIA, VERA ET VITA EST.
> > > AVE LUCIFERIS OMNIPOTENS ET DEORUM SAMBUCUS!!
> > > VAE OMNIS TRADITOR!!
>>>
> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ancientgods" <ancientgods@> wrote:
>>>>
> > > > I am wondering about the YOD aspects. How many deegrees are considered a tight
aspect and how many a large aspect ?
> > > > I am no expert or lesser aspects then I think that inconjunct can have its effects within
5 degrees or so.
>>>>
>>>>
> > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
<maxine.dietrich@> wrote:
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>>

> > > > > I am short on time so I will answer several questions asked here at once.
>>>>>
> > > > > The inconjunct is an aspect of adjustment in some way. It is a major aspect, I have
found. For example, when someone has a baby, especially the first child [major life change],
often, along with other heavy transiting and progressed aspects, there is also a planet making
an inconjunct. Say someone has a slow moving planet placed natally in his/her fifth house of
children, such as uranus, not always, but many times, transiting uranus will make an inconjunct
to that person's ruler, when a first child is born. This is just an example.
>>>>>
> > > > > The yod configuration, as I mentioned in another post in the main JoS group, is
found in the charts of those who are here for a purpose. This is not to say that everyone who
has a yod is here for a purpose, but everyone who IS here for a purpose has the yod. The yod
is a single planet making inconjunts to two planets in sextile aspect to each other. There can also
be more planets tying in, but that is a classic yod. This can also involve the ascendant/decendant
axis, which is this lines up exactly, is very prominent, as to the person being here for a purpose.
Now, what the yod heans is at some point in the person's life, an adjustment will be needed in
the area of a life change so that the person can carry out what they were meant to do here.
After years of preparation and learning, when the person is ready, he/she will experience a life
change where adaptation to the new changes will be needed. Once this has occurred, he/she will
then be locked in and
> > > > > can only go forward with the fated life. The tighter the yod [more exact the aspects],
the more important the role.
>>>>>
> > > > > Now, as for 0 and 1 degree being used in prediction, this is most often used in solar
and other planetary returns. For example, 0-1 degrees of cardinal signs are exceptionally critical,
then there are critical degrees. These are based upon the manions of the moon in Vedic
astrology and are very accurate. As for Vedic astrology, I have found many of their
interpretations to be inaccurate, as with the use of the sidearal zodiac, but as for the
foundations of this- benefic and malefic planets, houses and such, by blending with Western
astrology, much more can be interpreted and redicated with accuracy.
>>>>>
> > > > > Now, for example, say someone has solar return mars in ther solar return at 0
degrees of aries, with SR aries on the cusp of the seventh house of marriage/partnerships.
Because this is an exceptionally critical degree, one can be assured within the year for that solar
return, a new love relationship or interest will manifest, or a major commitment in an already
established one. This is only one. Years of a new major love relationship of sigificance have
many more aspects involved and if the couple move in together, then there are aspects to the
fourth house, planets in the fourth and so on. Many of these will be on critical degrees, signifying
that the affairs ruled by the houses that these planets rule, will be emphasized during the year of
the solar return.
>>>>>
> > > > > SR pluto in the first house of the SR return indicates a 'first' in one's life, such as a
firts child being born or something significant that one has never experienced before.
>>>>>
> > > > > Planets near the angles and on critical degrees in a natal chart indicate certain areas
of the life
>>>>>
> > > > > Concerning the question on the 8th house- 'saturn' is not the natural ruler of the
eighth house. It is scorpio. Each house has several different areas of rulership/emphasis in the
life. The eighth is sex, death, joint finances, and debts. It is also the house of intensity and
planets placed therein have a more emotional effect in the life as to the houses they rule. It is
also the house of power. Eva Braun had a void of course moon ruling her seventh house of
marriage, placed in her eighth house. Ruler of the 7th in the 8th often indicates one being
married to someone in a position of power and the added void of course moon, indicated one in
a million- Adolf Hitler. This was unique to her chart.

>>>>>
> > > > > One with a stellium [grouping of three or more planets] as you describe is often
present in the chart of a natual mage, as is a stellium in scorpio. This comes from a past life in
developing the soul, but is difficult to handle because of the intense feelings and emotions it
produces along with a very strong need for frequent sex or a sexual outlet and if it is not
handled properly through direction and meditation in this life, it can destroy [pluto/scorpio].
What this means is in a past life, the owner of this reached a certain point in the development of
the mind, then died. This is still on the soul and unfortunately, because most of our former lives
are forgotten, the powers there are not put to use unless the one who has them is again drawn
to the occult and takes up power meditation, where this was left off in the former life. Usually,
at some point, a former mage will be drawn to the occult and often self-learning regarding
meditation and
> > > > > spirituality and when directed, this is most positive to have.
>>>>>
> > > > > I have noted two examples of this gift, both born on the very same day. Olympic
gymnast Nadia Comaneci, who had the Scorpio stellium and its driving intensity to go to the top
and make history with 7 perfect scores at the Olympic games 1976 Montréal at 14 years of ageno one before had ever done this, and to change gymnastics forever. She channeled this
obsessive energy into athletics, which was very positive for her and took her to the top.
>>>>>
> > > > > Another person who was a co-worker years ago, I did his chart, he was born the
very same day, November 12, 1961; and did nothing to direct the potent energies of the Scorpio
stellium, as he let his sexual obsessions destroy him, as this stellium can influence one to
overdoing things. He stayed in the men's locker-room for 18 hours at a health club where he
worked at, voyeurism and masturbating, which was blatant to others who complained, and was
canned from his job there. He also had other destructive behavior, as he would lay in the
tanning booths for over an hour until he had purple slabs on his skin and smelled like he was
cooked. His stellium was out of control and never directed or channeled in his life. He was
ruined by it.
>>>>>
> > > > > In Vedic astrology, there are three houses which can be unfortunate and this proves
true- the sixth, the eighth and the twelfth. Planets therein should be directed through awareness
and meditation so that their positive qualities are manifested instead of the negative ones.
Planets in these three houses are more difficult to handle, the twelfth being the worst, then the
6th and the 8th.
>>>>>
> > > > > For those of you who are young and in this group, just know that through Satan and
meditation, bad things in the chart can be sublimated. No chart is perfect and everyone has his
/her saturn among other things. Knowing the potential bad things in your chart gives you a
powerful too in changing these, something those who are without do not have.
>>>>>
>>>>>
> > > > > High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> > > > > http://www.joyofsatan.org
>>>>>
>>>>
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 624
Subject: Question about www.joyofsatan.org

From: black_sun_2130

Date: 10/19/2012

Hi. I just joined today. I have a three questions, please. Is the www.joyofsatan.org available as a single
download (.zip file)? There is so much material, on that site, I was wondering if there is a convenient way
to save it to our PCs.
My second question. When your books are available, again, could you offer an e-book option? That could be
convenient for us and circumvent any interference by the USPS.
My third question. What is your opinion of Kundalini?
Thanks,
The Black Sun
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 625
From: Draco Majinn
Subject: My Experience With Pluto: To HoodedCobra666 & Gonzalesyn

Date: 10/19/2012

HoodedCobra666 & Gonzaleslyn: Sorry this is late I been busy and wasn't expecting that response from you
guys. Thanks though Cobra I appreciate it.
These are just my experiences with Pluto so I can't guarantee everyone else here will experience the same.
And I have Pluto conjunct Mercury, Venus, Sun and Mars in the sign of Scorpio which Pluto rules. So what I
experienced is probably not going to be representative of what other people experience. Just the same as
how someone with a strong Capricorn emphasis or Capricorn ascendant experiences Saturn as a benefic.
While for the rest of us it's the worst malefic.
I first began working with Pluto's energy without an intended working, their isn't a lot of in depth info written
on this planet as still not much is known. So I figured the only way to learn is to invoke it and see. At first
it's energies are very difficult even to will with your own mind. It's a lot different to the sun for example,
where the energy just flows through you with ease, pluto feels like you have to use all the power of your will
just to bring it inside you. This is only when you first work with it, once your used to it, it seems to become
easier and easier. Especially once you build up a connection with it. Like any planet, demon or energy source
really.
As I began drawing in it's energy the first thing I experienced was obsessive love, (according to HP Maxine I
am prone to this anyway cause of my Venus Conjunct Pluto in Scorpio) But within a day of working with
Plutos energy, I fell deeply in love with a girl I had only known for a short time. This was three years ago
and my soul wasn't as strong as now and my mind was definitely not as strong. So I became obsessed with
her and wanted to perform love magick because the love was one sided. And this obsession then compelled
me to relentlessly void meditate and empower my chakras because at that time I wasn't strong enough for
love magick. And it ended up bringing me a lot of progress, I was working on my soul at least 10 hours a
day, although the experience with this girl was the most painful of my life. With all the power I gained I was
still so obsessed with her that I couldn't even perform any love or sex magick because I was overwhelmed
with emotion just by thinking about her. THIS IS WHAT PLUTO CAN DO. Even just a tiny amount of it's
energy. You'll never be the same.
I regret nothing though, because the experience lead to me having power of the mind and soul which I
never dreamed I could have. This tends to be a common theme with Pluto though, the pain is usually
something mutually transforming. You will suffer much with Pluto, (usually it's suffering of the emotional
kind, unlike Saturn which is usually the physical kind) but Pluto will bring you things you never thought you
could you have, infact it will throw you towards it. There is really no other way to put it, Pluto completely
overwhelms you with emotion and drive towards something or someone.
I continued working with Pluto throughout this experience and it eventually brings you to a point where this
intense desire and emotion which for the average person is compulsiveness and obsession, becomes a
fearlessness and sense of power inside you like no other once you have worked with it enough and if you
couple working with Pluto with focusing your mind and empowering your soul. There is almost nothing a
psychologist could tell me about myself which I don't already know thanks to Pluto, it has got me in touch
with feelings I never knew I had and I feel almost psychologically invinsible sometimes.

Hope this helps. Share your thoughts.
HAIL SATAN!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "gonzalezedlyn" <gonzalezedlyn@...> wrote:
>
> Okay well then i definitely dont wanna fuck with plutos energy right now. Im already kinda
nuts as it is, sometimes. Pluto is my chart ruler and it exactly conjuncts my ascendent, scorpio. I
dont think im at the level i need to be yet to harness plutos energy. Im afraid i cant control it. I
can barely control my regular rage. And i would also like to hear ur experiences with pluto Draco.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Draco Majinn" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>
> > You do not need a mantra to work with a planets energy, you can simply meditate on the
planet or it's symbol and once you feel it's energy draw it into yourself.
>>
> > But please listen to what I have to say next as it's important, I have to warn you of some
things.
>>
> > I have worked with Pluto's energy extensively for several years now. It's a perosnal planet
in my chart and it's energy is a lot stronger than any other planet in our solar system, second
only to the Sun and other Stars. Pluto can also be an extremely dangerous planet for those who
don't know what they're doing and it's energy is very very difficult to handle.
> > Unless you are exceptionally powerful and know your own mind very well, this planet's
energy will control you, instead of the other way around.
> > This is because Pluto works with your unconscious, over which you have no control and
where your ego has no say whatsoever. It's energy will bring up buried emotions and these can
be things you don't even know you have and can manifest as a sudden urge to be violent, with
hate and rage for example. Or it can attract situations that bring up these emotions into your life
and this can be more than just a little upsetting, this can result in a lot of destructiveness.
> > This is HEALTHY but you have to remain aware of what's going on and be in control of
yourself, make sure you are at the level where you can control your thoughts and feelings at will.
>>
> > Despite what the RHP tells you about the self beyond the conscious ego, it's not all "love
and light". There are no concepts or morality at this level and because it's usually the
destructive and "immoral" things which we are forced to block, it's usually these which come out
with Pluto, which makes Pluto same more destructive than what it really is.
> > It makes no difference if you think child molestation is evil, or wanting to collect teddy bears
is unmanly and makes you a wussie, or not wanting to work makes you a lazy bum, if any urges
like that are in your unconscious Pluto will bring them out for better or worse.
> > And nobodies opinion on these things matter to your unconscious mind, not even your own.
I'm not saying it is any of those things, just making an example.
>>
> > ~--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "gonzalezedlyn" <gonzalezedlyn@> wrote:
>>>
> > > Does anybody know how to strengthen pluto in ones chart?
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 626
From: Raven Lythrum
Subject: Re: Question about www.joyofsatan.org

Date: 10/19/2012

HP Maxine has already stated that she's working on a pdf file for the JOS. She just has to update parts of the site
first because a lot of it remains in the state it's been, which means some of the information is old and outdated.
So I would wait for her to update.
As for the ebook, this has been discussed many times over and lots of people say it's a good idea but it hasn't
been created yet.
As for what we think about the kundalini or the serpent, here is a direct quote from the JOS and a couple of links.
http://spiritualwarfare666.webs.com/Satanic_Symbols.htm - "When the serpent is activated through power
meditation and specific exercises, it ascends through the seven chakras, bringing intense awareness,
enlightenment, psychic powers and abilities, and all-knowing. The hooded cobra, seen in many ancient carvings
and paintings in Egypt, symbolizes the resulting expanded consciousness of raising the serpent. This is the TRUE
foundation of Satanism- raising the serpent (kundalini). Those who are successful in raising the serpentine
energy are on a much higher spiritual level and can no longer be deceived by Christianity and its related
programs."
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Serpent_Yoga_Info.html
http://www.vovimbaghie.com/category/kundalini-serpent/
|
|
_|_
|
Knowledge is power.
"I am ever present to help all who trust in me and call upon me in time of need."~Father Satan; The Al-jilwah
In Nomine Dei Nostri Satanas Luciferi Excelsi!* Let the name of Satan be exaulted!*
Hail Belial!* Heil Hitler!* Sieg Heil!* Ave Satanas!* Rege Satanas!* Heil, mein fuhrer!* Hail Satan!*
www.joyofsatan.org
www.exposingchristianity.com
From: black_sun_2130 <mr_gy_2130@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2012 9:00 PM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Question about www.joyofsatan.org

Hi. I just joined today. I have a three questions, please. Is the www.joyofsatan.org available as a single download
(.zip file)? There is so much material, on that site, I was wondering if there is a convenient way to save it to our
PCs.
My second question. When your books are available, again, could you offer an e-book option? That could be
convenient for us and circumvent any interference by the USPS.
My third question. What is your opinion of Kundalini?
Thanks,
The Black Sun

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 627
Subject: Concerned about Pluto!!!!!!

From: Raven Lythrum

Date: 10/19/2012

I'm honestly very wary right now because HP Maxine said in her post that the energy of Pluto is very permanent
and is stronger than that of saturn and is not to be messed with.
Well, my sun is in scorpio, my mercury and venus are in scorpio, my jupiter is in scorpio, and my pluto is in
scorpio. And of course, scorpio is ruled by the planet pluto. So since Pluto rules scorpio (or is pluto ruledby
scorpio???), that means all these other planets are coming into contact with a very permanent powerful pluto.
Is this something to be concerned about for those of us that have stelliums in scorpio? :(
|
|
_|_
|
Knowledge is power.
"I am ever present to help all who trust in me and call upon me in time of need."~Father Satan; The Al-jilwah
In Nomine Dei Nostri Satanas Luciferi Excelsi!* Let the name of Satan be exaulted!*
Hail Belial!* Heil Hitler!* Sieg Heil!* Ave Satanas!* Rege Satanas!* Heil, mein fuhrer!* Hail Satan!*
www.joyofsatan.org
www.exposingchristianity.com
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 628
From: Brian Gibbons
Subject: Re: Question about www.joyofsatan.org

Date: 10/19/2012

Welcome you can buy them online.

Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android

From: black_sun_2130 <mr_gy_2130@...>;
To: <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>;
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Question about www.joyofsatan.org
Sent: Thu, Oct 18, 2012 2:00:42 AM

Hi. I just joined today. I have a three questions, please. Is the www.joyofsatan.org available as a single download
(.zip file)? There is so much material, on that site, I was wondering if there is a convenient way to save it to our
PCs.
My second question. When your books are available, again, could you offer an e-book option? That could be
convenient for us and circumvent any interference by the USPS.
My third question. What is your opinion of Kundalini?
Thanks,
The Black Sun

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 629
From: Brian Gibbons
Subject: Re: Question about www.joyofsatan.org

Date: 10/19/2012

Welcome you can buy them online.

Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android

From: black_sun_2130 <mr_gy_2130@...>;
To: <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>;
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Question about www.joyofsatan.org
Sent: Thu, Oct 18, 2012 2:00:42 AM

Hi. I just joined today. I have a three questions, please. Is the www.joyofsatan.org available as a single download
(.zip file)? There is so much material, on that site, I was wondering if there is a convenient way to save it to our
PCs.
My second question. When your books are available, again, could you offer an e-book option? That could be
convenient for us and circumvent any interference by the USPS.
My third question. What is your opinion of Kundalini?
Thanks,
The Black Sun

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 630
Subject: Re: Concerned about Pluto!!!!!!

From: Draco Majinn

Date: 10/20/2012

Raven Lythrum I have all the same planets in Scorpio as you conjunct Pluto.
I have posted twice in this group about Pluto, please read. See if you can relate to anything. How do you
feel about your astrology chart in general?
Hail Satan!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Raven Lythrum <lilylavycrowley@...> wrote:
>
> I'm honestly very wary right now because HP Maxine said in her post that the energy of Pluto
is very permanent and is stronger than that of saturn and is not to be messed with.
>
> Well, my sun is in scorpio, my mercury and venus are in scorpio, my jupiter is in scorpio, and
my pluto is in scorpio. And of course, scorpio is ruled by the planet pluto. So since Pluto rules
scorpio (or is pluto ruled by scorpio???), that means all these other planets are coming into
contact with a very permanent powerful pluto.
>
> Is this something to be concerned about for those of us that have stelliums in scorpio? :(
>
> |
> |
> _|_
> |
>

>
> Knowledge is power.
>
> "I am ever present to help all who trust in me and call upon me in time of need."~Father
Satan; The Al-jilwah
>
> In Nomine Dei Nostri Satanas Luciferi Excelsi!* Let the name of Satan be exaulted!*
> Hail Belial!* Heil Hitler!* Sieg Heil!* Ave Satanas!* Rege Satanas!* Heil, mein fuhrer!* Hail
Satan!*
>
> www.joyofsatan.org
> www.exposingchristianity.com
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 631
From: Draco Majinn
Subject: Anything we can do with Jupiter right now?

Date: 10/20/2012

I can't stop thinking about Jupiter. If you look at the astrology charts of famous and very successful people,
so many of them have Jupiter well placed. Either making a positive aspect to many of their personal planets
by a tight degree, in a favorable sign/house or both! I can't stop thinking about Jupiter. How much better life
could be if I had a stronger Jupiter. Having the best planet in the solar system in my chart, in a house it's
weak in, a sign it's weak in and retrograde just sucks.
It's no wonder I have never been a true success at anything and their was never any one thing I was
completely happy with, nothing has ever gone completely right no matter how much effort I put in. And yet
I hear people with Jupiter strong always have things go their way even if they're not hard working at all.
And had it not of been for astrology I wouldn't even have known what I am missing, I wouldn't even have
known how good things get for other people.
I know Jupiter is retrograde but anything we can do to work with it's energy right now?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 632
From: Draco Majinn
Subject: Idea To Make This Group More Active

Date: 10/20/2012

There doesn't seem to be as much activity in this group as the others so I was thinking maybe we could all
just bring up random parts of our charts, like a house position, conjunctions etc. And just say what we think
about how it's affected us and ask questions about it?
Hail Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 633
Subject: Re: Concerned about Pluto!!!!!!

From: ancientgods

Date: 10/20/2012

It has been said that people with stelliums in Scorpio have been deveoping their soul in past lives, and have
already been into occult/magick.
I can say by experience that Pluto people like you are able to transform people who are in contact with
them, through psychological deep experience.
Pluto/Scorpio people can transform what they "touch" and this is a gift of this age (many people born with
Pluto in Scorpio in the last years).
If you have a Plutonian partner your potential for tranforming the human unconscious mind is higher.
Pluto is also the "shadow", or the psychological aspects we want to hide and not show to others. It's the
part of you fighting against your enemies while you dont' event argument to them. Plutonian people are like
unexploded bombs: it's not wise to tease them, and if their souls are open the effects are devastating.
You could be a powerful warrior of Satan and you even don't know (yet) it as you could have destroyed
target people simply by hating them.
It is my opinion that a big part of the spiritual war is played on the fields of Pluto.
HAIL SATANA!!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Raven Lythrum <lilylavycrowley@...> wrote:
>
> I'm honestly very wary right now because HP Maxine said in her post that the energy of Pluto
is very permanent and is stronger than that of saturn and is not to be messed with.
>
> Well, my sun is in scorpio, my mercury and venus are in scorpio, my jupiter is in scorpio, and
my pluto is in scorpio. And of course, scorpio is ruled by the planet pluto. So since Pluto rules
scorpio (or is pluto ruled by scorpio???), that means all these other planets are coming into
contact with a very permanent powerful pluto.
>
> Is this something to be concerned about for those of us that have stelliums in scorpio? :(
>
> |
> |
> _|_
> |
>
>
> Knowledge is power.
>
> "I am ever present to help all who trust in me and call upon me in time of need."~Father
Satan; The Al-jilwah
>
> In Nomine Dei Nostri Satanas Luciferi Excelsi!* Let the name of Satan be exaulted!*
> Hail Belial!* Heil Hitler!* Sieg Heil!* Ave Satanas!* Rege Satanas!* Heil, mein fuhrer!* Hail
Satan!*
>
> www.joyofsatan.org
> www.exposingchristianity.com
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 634
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Anything we can do with Jupiter right now?

Date: 10/20/2012

I have Jupiter in a good position, but as most of my natal planets are retrograde I'm only now starting to
benefit from it at age 28.
It's funny timing that you brought it up. This past Thursday I started the square for it, just to see if I would
still get anything from it since it's in Gemini. I am definitely feeling the energy! It won't hurt for you to try.
HPS Maxine recently wrote in another group that if you're feeling the energy from a square, then continue it.
So try it for yourself!
Hail Satan

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Draco Majinn" <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:
>
> I can't stop thinking about Jupiter. If you look at the astrology charts of famous and very
successful people, so many of them have Jupiter well placed. Either making a positive aspect to
many of their personal planets by a tight degree, in a favorable sign/house or both! I can't stop
thinking about Jupiter. How much better life could be if I had a stronger Jupiter. Having the best
planet in the solar system in my chart, in a house it's weak in, a sign it's weak in and retrograde
just sucks.
> It's no wonder I have never been a true success at anything and their was never any one

thing I was completely happy with, nothing has ever gone completely right no matter how much
effort I put in. And yet I hear people with Jupiter strong always have things go their way even if
they're not hard working at all.
> And had it not of been for astrology I wouldn't even have known what I am missing, I
wouldn't even have known how good things get for other people.
> I know Jupiter is retrograde but anything we can do to work with it's energy right now?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 635
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Idea To Make This Group More Active

Date: 10/20/2012

I'd be up for that! And not only ours but other charts we've seen. And also of notable people, that's a good
way to learn, since we know of their lives (history, etc) so we can find the aspect that causes whatever, and
the timing of the planets at that persons life that caused whatever.
Hail Satan!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Draco Majinn" <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:
>
> There doesn't seem to be as much activity in this group as the others so I was thinking maybe
we could all just bring up random parts of our charts, like a house position, conjunctions etc.
And just say what we think about how it's affected us and ask questions about it?
>
> Hail Satan!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 636
From: John Doe
Subject: Re: Idea To Make This Group More Active

Date: 10/20/2012

That'd be fun! Let's do it!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@..." <lydia_666@...> wrote:
>
> I'd be up for that! And not only ours but other charts we've seen. And also of notable people,
that's a good way to learn, since we know of their lives (history, etc) so we can find the aspect
that causes whatever, and the timing of the planets at that persons life that caused whatever.
>
> Hail Satan!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Draco Majinn" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>
> > There doesn't seem to be as much activity in this group as the others so I was thinking
maybe we could all just bring up random parts of our charts, like a house position, conjunctions
etc. And just say what we think about how it's affected us and ask questions about it?
>>
> > Hail Satan!
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 637
From: Draco Majinn
Subject: Re: Anything we can do with Jupiter right now?

Date: 10/20/2012

Wow thank you for telling me that Lydia! I'll definitely give it a try. You're lucky to have Jupiter well placed.
Hail Satan!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@..." <lydia_666@...> wrote:
>
> I have Jupiter in a good position, but as most of my natal planets are retrograde I'm only now
starting to benefit from it at age 28.
>
> It's funny timing that you brought it up. This past Thursday I started the square for it, just to
see if I would still get anything from it since it's in Gemini. I am definitely feeling the energy! It
won't hurt for you to try. HPS Maxine recently wrote in another group that if you're feeling the
energy from a square, then continue it. So try it for yourself!
>
> Hail Satan
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Draco Majinn" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>
> > I can't stop thinking about Jupiter. If you look at the astrology charts of famous and very
successful people, so many of them have Jupiter well placed. Either making a positive aspect to
many of their personal planets by a tight degree, in a favorable sign/house or both! I can't stop
thinking about Jupiter. How much better life could be if I had a stronger Jupiter. Having the best
planet in the solar system in my chart, in a house it's weak in, a sign it's weak in and retrograde
just sucks.
> > It's no wonder I have never been a true success at anything and their was never any one
thing I was completely happy with, nothing has ever gone completely right no matter how much
effort I put in. And yet I hear people with Jupiter strong always have things go their way even if
they're not hard working at all.
> > And had it not of been for astrology I wouldn't even have known what I am missing, I
wouldn't even have known how good things get for other people.
> > I know Jupiter is retrograde but anything we can do to work with it's energy right now?
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 638
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Re: Idea To Make This Group More Active

Date: 10/22/2012

That sounds like a great idea. We could also find out if there's anything in common with all of us, like many
planets in 8th and/or 12th houses or something.
You should start!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Draco Majinn" <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:
>
> There doesn't seem to be as much activity in this group as the others so I was thinking maybe
we could all just bring up random parts of our charts, like a house position, conjunctions etc.
And just say what we think about how it's affected us and ask questions about it?
>
> Hail Satan!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 639
From: Draco Majinn
Subject: Re: Idea To Make This Group More Active

Date: 10/22/2012

Okay thanks everyone! Now that I know people like this idea I will start with Sun conjunct Venus.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@...> wrote:
>

> That sounds like a great idea. We could also find out if there's anything in common with all of
us, like many planets in 8th and/or 12th houses or something.
> You should start!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Draco Majinn" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>
> > There doesn't seem to be as much activity in this group as the others so I was thinking
maybe we could all just bring up random parts of our charts, like a house position, conjunctions
etc. And just say what we think about how it's affected us and ask questions about it?
>>
> > Hail Satan!
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 640
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Re: Idea To Make This Group More Active

Date: 10/22/2012

My brother has that that in Scorpio and he's quite a ladykiller. He takes pride in his appearance and has a
charming personality, as long as he like then of course. Anything that strengthens Venus is a good aspect
imo.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Draco Majinn" <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:
>
> Okay thanks everyone! Now that I know people like this idea I will start with Sun conjunct
Venus.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@> wrote:
>>
> > That sounds like a great idea. We could also find out if there's anything in common with all
of us, like many planets in 8th and/or 12th houses or something.
> > You should start!
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Draco Majinn" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>>
> > > There doesn't seem to be as much activity in this group as the others so I was thinking
maybe we could all just bring up random parts of our charts, like a house position, conjunctions
etc. And just say what we think about how it's affected us and ask questions about it?
>>>
> > > Hail Satan!
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 641
Subject: Re: Concerned about Pluto!!!!!!

From: jonathon_billing

Date: 10/24/2012

I've invoked it's energy. I got NO negative effects from it (as far as I know). But it really transforms oneself
you know, I'd wake up like, "That was a workout". This might be because it's in a rather prominent place in
my chart at the moment.
For me it's colour is mainly black, with white specks in it.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Raven Lythrum <lilylavycrowley@...> wrote:
>
> I'm honestly very wary right now because HP Maxine said in her post that the energy of Pluto

is very permanent and is stronger than that of saturn and is not to be messed with.
>
> Well, my sun is in scorpio, my mercury and venus are in scorpio, my jupiter is in scorpio, and
my pluto is in scorpio. And of course, scorpio is ruled by the planet pluto. So since Pluto rules
scorpio (or is pluto ruled by scorpio???), that means all these other planets are coming into
contact with a very permanent powerful pluto.
>
> Is this something to be concerned about for those of us that have stelliums in scorpio? :(
>
> |
> |
> _|_
> |
>
>
> Knowledge is power.
>
> "I am ever present to help all who trust in me and call upon me in time of need."~Father
Satan; The Al-jilwah
>
> In Nomine Dei Nostri Satanas Luciferi Excelsi!* Let the name of Satan be exaulted!*
> Hail Belial!* Heil Hitler!* Sieg Heil!* Ave Satanas!* Rege Satanas!* Heil, mein fuhrer!* Hail
Satan!*
>
> www.joyofsatan.org
> www.exposingchristianity.com
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 642
From: Sabrina White
Subject: Re: Idea To Make This Group More Active

Date: 10/24/2012

My son has a sun conjunct with venus in Aquarius in his 7th house; I think it will be interesting to see who he chooses for
a marriage partner as this conjunction is in his 7th house making marriage important but at the same time he will want his
independence (which is starting to show now as well as his vanity he's only 2) but he loves to be told that he's very handsome.
He also has a mars in leo which I can already see his hot headed temper coming out; but his mars and venus are opposed which I
think will hamper his love life, perhaps making him a little overbearing to his partner.

Hail Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 643
Subject: Celestial bodies.

From: from_fire_1

Date: 10/24/2012

Question: How do we keep track of the planets trajectory through space? Meaning such planet is transititng
such house and so forth? Is there a web program that can be downloaded? Where do we gett this kind of
information from?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 644
Subject: Re: Celestial bodies.

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 10/24/2012

You can tell by what sign and degree the planet is in.
So if your 12th house is Gemini and Jupiter is currently in Gemini, then Jupiter is transiting your twelfth
house.
http://alabe.com/cgi-bin/chart/astrobot.cgi?PARAM=YVR&INPUT5=Brewster,MA
That link tells you where all the planets are currently.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "from_fire_1" <from_fire_1@...> wrote:
>
> Question: How do we keep track of the planets trajectory through space? Meaning such
planet is transititng such house and so forth? Is there a web program that can be downloaded?
Where do we gett this kind of information from?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Birth Chart

Message: 645

From: mybcmail2@yahoo.com

Date: 10/24/2012

Please, can someone give me some info, or direct me to somewhere/one who can.
For the past 18 months things have really turned for the worst in our lives. When I say our, I include myself,
hubby and 2 kids. First, we lost our home and car, due to the fact that my husband helped a friend with a
cash loan that she did not repay. We were fortunate enough to find a place quickly, but not without
sacrificing other things, such as my daughter had to drop out of school and my son had to give up his
internship and we had to live apart from my husband. Hubby found accommodation close enough to his
work place to enable him to keep his job. Kids and I relocated and started looking for jobs. My son found a
job quickly, I could not. The guy who took us in, eventually forced himself onto my 14 year old daughter
sexually. After hubby confronted him, he evicted us, calling police on us etc. Police refused to accept our
charge of rape/statutory rape... Said it was sour grapes. This guy assaulted my husband, causing him injury
after which he needed surgery. Due to long sick leave, hubby lost his job.
This is only a fraction of our story. Things have now escalated to a point where we were all unemployed. We
even called assistance from welfare organizations, even the government welfare society and yes... Not a
single one was prepared to extend a helping hand. We even offered to do maintenance work and garden
work for these organizations, as some of their buildings obviously needed some TLC. They too said that our
situation is not an "emergency" and therefore can not help us. We first need to have absolutely NOTHING,
they can't even provide us with food parcels. It has happened twice where so called friends offered hubby
work. Meant we had to relocate, in both the cases. We got there and we were informed that unfortunately
the job was given to someone else in the meantime!!!! We have sold everything we can and are about to be
kicked out of our apartment, no where to go. Every single relationship, and other aspects of our lives have
turned into absolute chaos. We have no idea what we're doing wrong...
Have done numerous banishing rituals but nothing seems to work. Can the answer be in our birth charts? I
have done a free online birth chart for each of us, but can't find an online site that explains the results. We
genuinely do not have money to pay for someone to help us with this, but somehow I think our rescue
might come from there. If we just know from which direction the negative flow of energy emerges, we could
address issues and turn this devastation in our lives around. I am so tired of good news turning into crap.
Every time we see some light, or think our luck changes, we get so excited, only to find the next day or so
that whatever the good news was, has turned into bad luck.
Please, we are in dire straits. Need advise urgently. Anyone is welcome to inbox me if they want to or reply
in the group.
Thank you kindly
Hail Satan
Hail Asmodeus
Sent from my BlackBerry®
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 646
Subject: Astrological chart - A question? :)

From: Christina

Date: 10/25/2012

Hhhhello... I had asked this question on the JOS main group but they directed me here, so here I am. :P
I found out about my astrological chart, but there is something I'd like to ask...
Can anyone explain what it means if 3 planets are in conjunction in the 12th house which is in opposition
with Saturn...? And if it's something bad (which so far I've understood it is) is there a way to 'fix' this?
Thank you in advance. :)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Birth Chart

Message: 647

From: ancientgods

Date: 10/25/2012

By experience, I can say this is not rather the case of a bad chart/transit (even if it could be, look at Saturn)
but more likely a psychich vampire attached to one or more of your chakras, usually the Solar Pleaxus
chakra.
This makes you unable to execute your will and your desires because your 3rd chakra is constantly depleted.
When you meditate, you charge it and your desider begin manifesting, to crash when your energies are
dropped down again.
Is your husband a dedicated Satanist ? He could be a door open to this if he is not.
Look at bad aspects to your Sun and/or to known people in your life who may have their Saturn placed on
your Sun.
This is my opinion to begin looking for a solution.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, mybcmail2@... wrote:
>
> Please, can someone give me some info, or direct me to somewhere/one who can.
> For the past 18 months things have really turned for the worst in our lives. When I say our, I
include myself, hubby and 2 kids. First, we lost our home and car, due to the fact that my
husband helped a friend with a cash loan that she did not repay. We were fortunate enough to
find a place quickly, but not without sacrificing other things, such as my daughter had to drop
out of school and my son had to give up his internship and we had to live apart from my
husband. Hubby found accommodation close enough to his work place to enable him to keep
his job. Kids and I relocated and started looking for jobs. My son found a job quickly, I could
not. The guy who took us in, eventually forced himself onto my 14 year old daughter sexually.
After hubby confronted him, he evicted us, calling police on us etc. Police refused to accept our
charge of rape/statutory rape... Said it was sour grapes. This guy assaulted my husband,
causing him injury after which he needed surgery. Due to long sick leave, hubby lost his job.
> This is only a fraction of our story. Things have now escalated to a point where we were all
unemployed. We even called assistance from welfare organizations, even the government
welfare society and yes... Not a single one was prepared to extend a helping hand. We even
offered to do maintenance work and garden work for these organizations, as some of their
buildings obviously needed some TLC. They too said that our situation is not an "emergency"
and therefore can not help us. We first need to have absolutely NOTHING, they can't even
provide us with food parcels. It has happened twice where so called friends offered hubby work.
Meant we had to relocate, in both the cases. We got there and we were informed that
unfortunately the job was given to someone else in the meantime!!!! We have sold everything
we can and are about to be kicked out of our apartment, no where to go. Every single
relationship, and other aspects of our lives have turned into absolute chaos. We have no idea
what we're doing wrong...
> Have done numerous banishing rituals but nothing seems to work. Can the answer be in our
birth charts? I have done a free online birth chart for each of us, but can't find an online site
that explains the results. We genuinely do not have money to pay for someone to help us with
this, but somehow I think our rescue might come from there. If we just know from which
direction the negative flow of energy emerges, we could address issues and turn this devastation
in our lives around. I am so tired of good news turning into crap. Every time we see some light,
or think our luck changes, we get so excited, only to find the next day or so that whatever the
good news was, has turned into bad luck.
> Please, we are in dire straits. Need advise urgently. Anyone is welcome to inbox me if they
want to or reply in the group.
> Thank you kindly
> Hail Satan
> Hail Asmodeus
> Sent from my BlackBerry®
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 648
Subject: Vedic vs Western - Important.

From: Tom

Date: 10/25/2012

I am still puzzled.
A lot of people use Western zodiac that is somewhat outdated since our earth wobbles . Right now the
difference between the two is about 24 degrees ( a lot ).
It creates really conflicting data. For example according to western zodiac sun is in one sign, but on the
visible sky it is in the previous one.
If the wobbling effect is somewhat irrelevant, any one advanced in this matter could explain why position of
stars from about 3rd century a.d is more accurate then now ? It doesn't make sense for me.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 649
Subject: Re: Vedic vs Western - Important.

From: m_18

Date: 10/25/2012

Western is called tropical & based upon the Earth's orientation & cycle with the sun along the path of the
ecliptic instead of the constellations that are forever moving. Zero degrees Aires is always the spring
equinox, etc.
Procession is one degree every 72 years. Transits have to account for this procession for correct timing.
Both systems have value.
m_18

--- On Thu, 10/25/12, Tom <topsik85@...> wrote:

From: Tom <topsik85@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Vedic vs Western - Important.
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Thursday, October 25, 2012, 10:31 AM
I am still puzzled.
A lot of people use Western zodiac that is somewhat outdated since our earth wobbles . Right now
the difference between the two is about 24 degrees ( a lot ).
It creates really conflicting data. For example according to western zodiac sun is in one sign, but on
the visible sky it is in the previous one.
If the wobbling effect is somewhat irrelevant, any one advanced in this matter could explain why
position of stars from about 3rd century a.d is more accurate then now ? It doesn't make sense for
me.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Birth Chart

Message: 650

From: Brian Gibbons

Date: 10/25/2012

IMO shit happens,doesn't even begin to cover what you and your family has been through.Yes as H P Maxine has stated,it could very
well be the planets.I know it is very expensive in your situation,but a birth chart reading from H P Maxine has helped us tremendously,but
75 dollars is hard to come up with,but sounds to me like you have tried everything else including magic,so it might just help you know
what to do next.Plus IMO I think that SS are treated very differently,from those that are without,even if we don't make it publicly known.
Hail Satan
Brian

From: "mybcmail2@..." <mybcmail2@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 1:01 PM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Birth Chart

Please, can someone give me some info, or direct me to somewhere/one who can.
For the past 18 months things have really turned for the worst in our lives. When I say our, I
include myself, hubby and 2 kids. First, we lost our home and car, due to the fact that my
husband helped a friend with a cash loan that she did not repay. We were fortunate enough
to find a place quickly, but not without sacrificing other things, such as my daughter had to
drop out of school and my son had to give up his internship and we had to live apart from
my husband. Hubby found accommodation close enough to his work place to enable him to
keep his job. Kids and I relocated and started looking for jobs. My son found a job quickly, I
could not. The guy who took us in, eventually forced himself onto my 14 year old daughter
sexually. After hubby confronted him, he evicted us, calling police on us etc. Police refused
to accept our charge of rape/statutory rape... Said it was sour grapes. This guy assaulted my
husband, causing him injury after which he needed surgery. Due to long sick leave, hubby
lost his job.
This is only a fraction of our story. Things have now escalated to a point where we were all
unemployed. We even called assistance from welfare organizations, even the government
welfare society and yes... Not a single one was prepared to extend a helping hand. We even
offered to do maintenance work and garden work for these organizations, as some of their
buildings obviously needed some TLC. They too said that our situation is not an
"emergency" and therefore can not help us. We first need to have absolutely NOTHING,
they can't even provide us with food parcels. It has happened twice where so called friends
offered hubby work. Meant we had to relocate, in both the cases. We got there and we were
informed that unfortunately the job was given to someone else in the meantime!!!! We have
sold everything we can and are about to be kicked out of our apartment, no where to go.
Every single relationship, and other aspects of our lives have turned into absolute chaos. We
have no idea what we're doing wrong...
Have done numerous banishing rituals but nothing seems to work. Can the answer be in our
birth charts? I have done a free online birth chart for each of us, but can't find an online site
that explains the results. We genuinely do not have money to pay for someone to help us
with this, but somehow I think our rescue might come from there. If we just know from
which direction the negative flow of energy emerges, we could address issues and turn this
devastation in our lives around. I am so tired of good news turning into crap. Every time we
see some light, or think our luck changes, we get so excited, only to find the next day or so
that whatever the good news was, has turned into bad luck.
Please, we are in dire straits. Need advise urgently. Anyone is welcome to inbox me if they
want to or reply in the group.
Thank you kindly
Hail Satan
Hail Asmodeus
Sent from my BlackBerry®
-----------------------------------Yahoo! Groups Links
<*> To visit your group on the web, go to:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS_Astrology/
<*> Your email settings:
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<*> To change settings online go to:
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(Yahoo! ID required)
<*> To change settings via email:
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<*> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
JoS_Astrology-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
<*> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to:
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Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Birth Chart

Message: 651

From: mybcmail2@yahoo.com

Date: 10/26/2012

Thank you, I will focus more on my Solar Plexus Chakra to empower it and also give a bit more attention to
the others.
Yes, hubby and both kids are all dedicated Satanists (Hail Satan)
Is there a way I could find out who the guilty bugger is, possibly causing this attack? Would surely love to
return the favor :)
Hail Satan
Hail Asmodeus
Sent from my BlackBerry®
From: "ancientgods" <ancientgods@...>
Sender: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Thu, 25 Oct 2012 12:55:16 -0000
To: <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
ReplyTo: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Birth Chart
By experience, I can say this is not rather the case of a bad chart/transit (even if it could be, look at Saturn)
but more likely a psychich vampire attached to one or more of your chakras, usually the Solar Pleaxus
chakra.
This makes you unable to execute your will and your desires because your 3rd chakra is constantly depleted.
When you meditate, you charge it and your desider begin manifesting, to crash when your energies are
dropped down again.
Is your husband a dedicated Satanist ? He could be a door open to this if he is not.
Look at bad aspects to your Sun and/or to known people in your life who may have their Saturn placed on
your Sun.
This is my opinion to begin looking for a solution.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, mybcmail2@... wrote:
>
> Please, can someone give me some info, or direct me to somewhere/one who can.
> For the past 18 months things have really turned for the worst in our lives. When I say our, I
include myself, hubby and 2 kids. First, we lost our home and car, due to the fact that my
husband helped a friend with a cash loan that she did not repay. We were fortunate enough to
find a place quickly, but not without sacrificing other things, such as my daughter had to drop
out of school and my son had to give up his internship and we had to live apart from my
husband. Hubby found accommodation close enough to his work place to enable him to keep

his job. Kids and I relocated and started looking for jobs. My son found a job quickly, I could
not. The guy who took us in, eventually forced himself onto my 14 year old daughter sexually.
After hubby confronted him, he evicted us, calling police on us etc. Police refused to accept our
charge of rape/statutory rape... Said it was sour grapes. This guy assaulted my husband,
causing him injury after which he needed surgery. Due to long sick leave, hubby lost his job.
> This is only a fraction of our story. Things have now escalated to a point where we were all
unemployed. We even called assistance from welfare organizations, even the government
welfare society and yes... Not a single one was prepared to extend a helping hand. We even
offered to do maintenance work and garden work for these organizations, as some of their
buildings obviously needed some TLC. They too said that our situation is not an "emergency"
and therefore can not help us. We first need to have absolutely NOTHING, they can't even
provide us with food parcels. It has happened twice where so called friends offered hubby work.
Meant we had to relocate, in both the cases. We got there and we were informed that
unfortunately the job was given to someone else in the meantime!!!! We have sold everything
we can and are about to be kicked out of our apartment, no where to go. Every single
relationship, and other aspects of our lives have turned into absolute chaos. We have no idea
what we're doing wrong...
> Have done numerous banishing rituals but nothing seems to work. Can the answer be in our
birth charts? I have done a free online birth chart for each of us, but can't find an online site
that explains the results. We genuinely do not have money to pay for someone to help us with
this, but somehow I think our rescue might come from there. If we just know from which
direction the negative flow of energy emerges, we could address issues and turn this devastation
in our lives around. I am so tired of good news turning into crap. Every time we see some light,
or think our luck changes, we get so excited, only to find the next day or so that whatever the
good news was, has turned into bad luck.
> Please, we are in dire straits. Need advise urgently. Anyone is welcome to inbox me if they
want to or reply in the group.
> Thank you kindly
> Hail Satan
> Hail Asmodeus
> Sent from my BlackBerry®
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Birth Chart

Message: 652

From: mybcmail2@yahoo.com

Date: 10/26/2012

Thank you Brian. Yes, I'd love to get that reading from HP Maxine. I am from South Africa and our currency
is almost 9 times weaker than the dollar, so imagine what such a reading would cost me. With time I shall
save bit by bit until I can finally afford it.
I agree with you 100% about us being treated differently. I think it is because of the energy we emit. I love
people and am very social, but since we have dedicated, have not been able to maintain a single friendship.
Never the less, I don't get thrown off balance by them.
A question: do you think in this case it would be okay for me to ask Father Satan for some protection until I
can afford to obtain my birth chart reading, or is it weak of me to follow this route?
Hail Satan
Hail Asmodeus
Sent from my BlackBerry®
From: Brian Gibbons <briangibbons20@...>
Sender: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Thu, 25 Oct 2012 12:09:29 -0700 (PDT)
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com<JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
ReplyTo: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Birth Chart

IMO shit happens,doesn't even begin to cover what you and your family has been through.Yes as H P Maxine has stated,it could very
well be the planets.I know it is very expensive in your situation,but a birth chart reading from H P Maxine has helped us tremendously,but
75 dollars is hard to come up with,but sounds to me like you have tried everything else including magic,so it might just help you know
what to do next.Plus IMO I think that SS are treated very differently,from those that are without,even if we don't make it publicly known.
Hail Satan
Brian

From: "mybcmail2@..." <mybcmail2@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 1:01 PM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Birth Chart

Please, can someone give me some info, or direct me to somewhere/one who can.
For the past 18 months things have really turned for the worst in our lives. When I say
our, I include myself, hubby and 2 kids. First, we lost our home and car, due to the fact
that my husband helped a friend with a cash loan that she did not repay. We were
fortunate enough to find a place quickly, but not without sacrificing other things, such
as my daughter had to drop out of school and my son had to give up his internship and
we had to live apart from my husband. Hubby found accommodation close enough to
his work place to enable him to keep his job. Kids and I relocated and started looking
for jobs. My son found a job quickly, I could not. The guy who took us in, eventually
forced himself onto my 14 year old daughter sexually. After hubby confronted him, he
evicted us, calling police on us etc. Police refused to accept our charge of rape/statutory
rape... Said it was sour grapes. This guy assaulted my husband, causing him injury after
which he needed surgery. Due to long sick leave, hubby lost his job.
This is only a fraction of our story. Things have now escalated to a point where we
were all unemployed. We even called assistance from welfare organizations, even the
government welfare society and yes... Not a single one was prepared to extend a
helping hand. We even offered to do maintenance work and garden work for these
organizations, as some of their buildings obviously needed some TLC. They too said
that our situation is not an "emergency" and therefore can not help us. We first need to
have absolutely NOTHING, they can't even provide us with food parcels. It has
happened twice where so called friends offered hubby work. Meant we had to relocate,
in both the cases. We got there and we were informed that unfortunately the job was
given to someone else in the meantime!!!! We have sold everything we can and are
about to be kicked out of our apartment, no where to go. Every single relationship, and
other aspects of our lives have turned into absolute chaos. We have no idea what we're
doing wrong...
Have done numerous banishing rituals but nothing seems to work. Can the answer be in
our birth charts? I have done a free online birth chart for each of us, but can't find an
online site that explains the results. We genuinely do not have money to pay for
someone to help us with this, but somehow I think our rescue might come from there. If
we just know from which direction the negative flow of energy emerges, we could
address issues and turn this devastation in our lives around. I am so tired of good news
turning into crap. Every time we see some light, or think our luck changes, we get so
excited, only to find the next day or so that whatever the good news was, has turned
into bad luck.
Please, we are in dire straits. Need advise urgently. Anyone is welcome to inbox me if
they want to or reply in the group.
Thank you kindly
Hail Satan
Hail Asmodeus
Sent from my BlackBerry®
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Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 653
Subject: Re: Vedic vs Western - Important.

From: Tom

Date: 10/26/2012

Well thats my main concern. How they can both be valid if they give different readings ??

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
> Western is called tropical & based upon the Earth's orientation & cycle with the sunÂ along the
path of the ecliptic instead of the constellations that are forever moving. Zero degrees Aires is
always the spring equinox, etc.
>Â
> Procession is one degree every 72 years. Transits have to account for this procession for
correct timing.
>Â
> Both systems have value.
>
> m_18
>
> --- On Thu, 10/25/12, Tom <topsik85@...> wrote:
>
>
> From: Tom <topsik85@...>
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Vedic vs Western - Important.
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Thursday, October 25, 2012, 10:31 AM
>
>

>
>Â
>
>
>
> I am still puzzled.
>
> A lot of people use Western zodiac that is somewhat outdated since our earth wobbles . Right
now the difference between the two is about 24 degrees ( a lot ).
>
> It creates really conflicting data. For example according to western zodiac sun is in one sign,
but on the visible sky it is in the previous one.
>
> If the wobbling effect is somewhat irrelevant, any one advanced in this matter could explain
why position of stars from about 3rd century a.d is more accurate then now ? It doesn't make
sense for me.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Birth Chart

Message: 654

From: Brian Gibbons

Date: 10/26/2012

By all means yes its always important to talk to Satan about your life.But don't forget the importance of aura
of protection too.And I understand it is very expensive even for Raven and I that is why I got her one but
not myself.I always put her first in everything.

Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android

From: mybcmail2@... <mybcmail2@...>;
To: <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>;
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Birth Chart
Sent: Fri, Oct 26, 2012 6:18:02 AM

Thank you Brian. Yes, I'd love to get that reading from HP Maxine. I am from South Africa and our currency is
almost 9 times weaker than the dollar, so imagine what such a reading would cost me. With time I shall save bit
by bit until I can finally afford it.
I agree with you 100% about us being treated differently. I think it is because of the energy we emit. I love
people and am very social, but since we have dedicated, have not been able to maintain a single friendship. Never
the less, I don't get thrown off balance by them.
A question: do you think in this case it would be okay for me to ask Father Satan for some protection until I can
afford to obtain my birth chart reading, or is it weak of me to follow this route?
Hail Satan
Hail Asmodeus
Sent from my BlackBerry®
From: Brian Gibbons <briangibbons20@...>
Sender: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Thu, 25 Oct 2012 12:09:29 -0700 (PDT)
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com<JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
ReplyTo: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Birth Chart

IMO shit happens,doesn't even begin to cover what you and your family has been through.Yes as H P Maxine has stated,it could very
well be the planets.I know it is very expensive in your situation,but a birth chart reading from H P Maxine has helped us tremendously,but
75 dollars is hard to come up with,but sounds to me like you have tried everything else including magic,so it might just help you know
what to do next.Plus IMO I think that SS are treated very differently,from those that are without,even if we don't make it publicly known.
Hail Satan
Brian

From: "mybcmail2@..." <mybcmail2@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 1:01 PM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Birth Chart

Please, can someone give me some info, or direct me to somewhere/one who can.
For the past 18 months things have really turned for the worst in our lives. When I say
our, I include myself, hubby and 2 kids. First, we lost our home and car, due to the fact
that my husband helped a friend with a cash loan that she did not repay. We were
fortunate enough to find a place quickly, but not without sacrificing other things, such
as my daughter had to drop out of school and my son had to give up his internship and
we had to live apart from my husband. Hubby found accommodation close enough to
his work place to enable him to keep his job. Kids and I relocated and started looking
for jobs. My son found a job quickly, I could not. The guy who took us in, eventually
forced himself onto my 14 year old daughter sexually. After hubby confronted him, he
evicted us, calling police on us etc. Police refused to accept our charge of rape/statutory
rape... Said it was sour grapes. This guy assaulted my husband, causing him injury after
which he needed surgery. Due to long sick leave, hubby lost his job.
This is only a fraction of our story. Things have now escalated to a point where we
were all unemployed. We even called assistance from welfare organizations, even the
government welfare society and yes... Not a single one was prepared to extend a
helping hand. We even offered to do maintenance work and garden work for these
organizations, as some of their buildings obviously needed some TLC. They too said
that our situation is not an "emergency" and therefore can not help us. We first need to
have absolutely NOTHING, they can't even provide us with food parcels. It has
happened twice where so called friends offered hubby work. Meant we had to relocate,
in both the cases. We got there and we were informed that unfortunately the job was
given to someone else in the meantime!!!! We have sold everything we can and are
about to be kicked out of our apartment, no where to go. Every single relationship, and
other aspects of our lives have turned into absolute chaos. We have no idea what we're
doing wrong...
Have done numerous banishing rituals but nothing seems to work. Can the answer be in
our birth charts? I have done a free online birth chart for each of us, but can't find an
online site that explains the results. We genuinely do not have money to pay for
someone to help us with this, but somehow I think our rescue might come from there. If
we just know from which direction the negative flow of energy emerges, we could
address issues and turn this devastation in our lives around. I am so tired of good news
turning into crap. Every time we see some light, or think our luck changes, we get so
excited, only to find the next day or so that whatever the good news was, has turned
into bad luck.
Please, we are in dire straits. Need advise urgently. Anyone is welcome to inbox me if
they want to or reply in the group.
Thank you kindly
Hail Satan
Hail Asmodeus
Sent from my BlackBerry®
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Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 655
From: Sabrina White
Subject: Re: Astrological chart - A question? :)

Date: 10/27/2012

You may want to invest in an astrology report done by H.P. Maxine she's veryexperienced and was able to answer some
difficult questions I had about mine, which aloud me to better under stand other charts that I've been reading. As well as
strengthened my ability to better predict using astrology.

Hail Satan!

Messages in JoS_Astrology group.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 656
From: Djinn Draconis
Subject: Re: Vedic vs Western - Important.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 657
From: ancientgods
Subject: Re: Birth Chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 658
From: HenryH
Subject: Rare astrological pattern+critical degrees 10/28-10/29
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 660
From: m_18
Subject: Re: Vedic vs Western - Important.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 661
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Re: Vedic vs Western - Important.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 662
From: mybcmail2@yahoo.com
Subject: Re: Birth Chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 663
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Prominent Neptune
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 664
From: hailourtruegod
Subject: buying my chart question
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 665
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Rare astrological pattern+critical degrees 10/28-10/29
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 666
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: buying my chart question
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 667
From: hailourtruegod
Subject: Re: buying my chart question
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 668
From: Djinn Draconis
Subject: Re: Prominent Neptune
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 669
From: wendya33
Subject: Where do we find out if a planet is waning/waxing?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 670
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: Where do we find out if a planet is waning/waxing?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 671
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Rahu and Ketu
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 672
From: Wendya Fox
Subject: Re: Where do we find out if a planet is waning/waxing?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 673
From: Djinn Draconis
Subject: Re: Rahu and Ketu
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 674
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Re: Rahu and Ketu
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 675
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: Where do we find out if a planet is waning/waxing?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 676
From: Djinn Draconis
Subject: Re: Rahu and Ketu
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 677
From: Djinn Draconis
Subject: The Sun is a Malefic?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 678
From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich
Subject: Re: Rahu and Ketu [North & South Nodes]
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 679
From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich
Subject: Re: Vedic vs Western - Important.
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Date: 11/2/2012
Date: 11/2/2012
Date: 11/2/2012
Date: 11/2/2012

Date: 11/2/2012

Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 680

From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich

Subject: Re: Prominent Neptune
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 681
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Re: Rahu and Ketu [North & South Nodes]
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 682
From: siguarddraconis
Subject: Re: The Sun is a Malefic?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 683
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Re: The Sun is a Malefic?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 684
From: siguarddraconis
Subject: Re: The Sun is a Malefic?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 685
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Re: The Sun is a Malefic?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 686
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Prominent Neptune
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 687
From: hoodedcobra666
Subject: Re: Prominent Neptune
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 688
From: Djinn Draconis
Subject: Past & Future Lives
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 689
From: Raven Lythrum
Subject: Questions about astrology.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 690
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Re: Questions about astrology.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 691
From: briar_rose666
Subject: Unaspected Planets?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 692
From: HenryH
Subject: Re: Past & Future Lives
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 693
From: m_18
Subject: Re: Past & Future Lives
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 694
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Unaspected Planets?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 695
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: Unaspected Planets?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 696
From: Djinn Draconis
Subject: Saturn: A Verdict On Everyones Favorite Planet?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 697
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Re: Saturn: A Verdict On Everyones Favorite Planet?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 698
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Re: Unaspected Planets?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 699
From: Sven
Subject: How do I give myself an accurate personality reading?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 700
From: Paul Pseudonym
Subject: Void of course moon, presidential nomination and predicting the next
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 701
From: briar_rose666
Subject: Re: Unaspected Planets?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 702
From: wendya33
Subject: Recovering former Born Again Christians? What to do?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 703
From: Djinn Draconis
Subject: Aspects To House Rulers
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 704
From: Brian Gibbons

Date: 11/2/2012

Date: 11/3/2012
Date: 11/3/2012
Date: 11/3/2012
Date: 11/3/2012
Date: 11/3/2012
Date: 11/3/2012
Date: 11/3/2012
Date: 11/3/2012
Date: 11/3/2012
Date: 11/3/2012
Date: 11/4/2012
Date: 11/4/2012
Date: 11/4/2012
Date: 11/4/2012
Date: 11/4/2012
Date: 11/5/2012
Date: 11/5/2012
Date: 11/5/2012
Date: 11/6/2012
Date: 11/6/2012
Date: 11/6/2012
Date: 11/6/2012
Date: 11/6/2012
Date: 11/6/2012

Subject: Re: Recovering former Born Again Christians? What to do?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 705
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Mercury goes retrograde today
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 706
From: Brian Gibbons
Subject: Re: Void of course moon, presidential nomination and predicting the

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 656
Subject: Re: Vedic vs Western - Important.

From: Djinn Draconis

Date: 11/6/2012
Date: 11/6/2012

Date: 10/27/2012

I really would like an answer to this one too, because we have been using planetary mantras which came
from the east where the vedic system is used, according to our western zodiac and this could distort the
results.
How can they both be true? In western someone is an aquarius the most unconventional sign but in vedic
they're a capricorn the most conventional sign or in western they're an aries the most self interested sign,
but in vedic they're pisces the most self sacrificing sign, yet both systems are correct? That makes about as
much sense as an apple with a handle.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Tom" <topsik85@...> wrote:
>
> Well thats my main concern. How they can both be valid if they give different readings ??
>
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@> wrote:
>>
> > Western is called tropical & based upon the Earth's orientation & cycle with the sunÂ along
the path of the ecliptic instead of the constellations that are forever moving. Zero degrees Aires
is always the spring equinox, etc.
>>Â
> > Procession is one degree every 72 years. Transits have to account for this procession for
correct timing.
>>Â
> > Both systems have value.
>>
> > m_18
>>
> > --- On Thu, 10/25/12, Tom <topsik85@> wrote:
>>
>>
> > From: Tom <topsik85@>
> > Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Vedic vs Western - Important.
> > To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> > Date: Thursday, October 25, 2012, 10:31 AM
>>
>>
>>
>>Â
>>
>>
>>
> > I am still puzzled.
>>

> > A lot of people use Western zodiac that is somewhat outdated since our earth wobbles .
Right now the difference between the two is about 24 degrees ( a lot ).
>>
> > It creates really conflicting data. For example according to western zodiac sun is in one
sign, but on the visible sky it is in the previous one.
>>
> > If the wobbling effect is somewhat irrelevant, any one advanced in this matter could explain
why position of stars from about 3rd century a.d is more accurate then now ? It doesn't make
sense for me.
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Birth Chart

Message: 657

From: ancientgods

Date: 10/27/2012

I think asking yout Guardian Demon to show the person responsible of the attack in a dream would be the
besto solution.
It is also important to check where Saturn is transiting now for you

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, mybcmail2@... wrote:
>
> Thank you, I will focus more on my Solar Plexus Chakra to empower it and also give a bit
more attention to the others.
> Yes, hubby and both kids are all dedicated Satanists (Hail Satan)
> Is there a way I could find out who the guilty bugger is, possibly causing this attack? Would
surely love to return the favor :)
> Hail Satan
> Hail Asmodeus
> Sent from my BlackBerry®
>
> -----Original Message----> From: "ancientgods" <ancientgods@...>
> Sender: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Thu, 25 Oct 2012 12:55:16
> To: <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
> Reply-To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Birth Chart
>
> By experience, I can say this is not rather the case of a bad chart/transit (even if it could be,
look at Saturn) but more likely a psychich vampire attached to one or more of your chakras,
usually the Solar Pleaxus chakra.
> This makes you unable to execute your will and your desires because your 3rd chakra is
constantly depleted. When you meditate, you charge it and your desider begin manifesting, to
crash when your energies are dropped down again.
> Is your husband a dedicated Satanist ? He could be a door open to this if he is not.
>
> Look at bad aspects to your Sun and/or to known people in your life who may have their
Saturn placed on your Sun.
> This is my opinion to begin looking for a solution.
>
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, mybcmail2@ wrote:
>>
> > Please, can someone give me some info, or direct me to somewhere/one who can.
> > For the past 18 months things have really turned for the worst in our lives. When I say our,

I include myself, hubby and 2 kids. First, we lost our home and car, due to the fact that my
husband helped a friend with a cash loan that she did not repay. We were fortunate enough to
find a place quickly, but not without sacrificing other things, such as my daughter had to drop
out of school and my son had to give up his internship and we had to live apart from my
husband. Hubby found accommodation close enough to his work place to enable him to keep
his job. Kids and I relocated and started looking for jobs. My son found a job quickly, I could
not. The guy who took us in, eventually forced himself onto my 14 year old daughter sexually.
After hubby confronted him, he evicted us, calling police on us etc. Police refused to accept our
charge of rape/statutory rape... Said it was sour grapes. This guy assaulted my husband,
causing him injury after which he needed surgery. Due to long sick leave, hubby lost his job.
> > This is only a fraction of our story. Things have now escalated to a point where we were all
unemployed. We even called assistance from welfare organizations, even the government
welfare society and yes... Not a single one was prepared to extend a helping hand. We even
offered to do maintenance work and garden work for these organizations, as some of their
buildings obviously needed some TLC. They too said that our situation is not an "emergency"
and therefore can not help us. We first need to have absolutely NOTHING, they can't even
provide us with food parcels. It has happened twice where so called friends offered hubby work.
Meant we had to relocate, in both the cases. We got there and we were informed that
unfortunately the job was given to someone else in the meantime!!!! We have sold everything
we can and are about to be kicked out of our apartment, no where to go. Every single
relationship, and other aspects of our lives have turned into absolute chaos. We have no idea
what we're doing wrong...
> > Have done numerous banishing rituals but nothing seems to work. Can the answer be in our
birth charts? I have done a free online birth chart for each of us, but can't find an online site
that explains the results. We genuinely do not have money to pay for someone to help us with
this, but somehow I think our rescue might come from there. If we just know from which
direction the negative flow of energy emerges, we could address issues and turn this devastation
in our lives around. I am so tired of good news turning into crap. Every time we see some light,
or think our luck changes, we get so excited, only to find the next day or so that whatever the
good news was, has turned into bad luck.
> > Please, we are in dire straits. Need advise urgently. Anyone is welcome to inbox me if they
want to or reply in the group.
> > Thank you kindly
> > Hail Satan
> > Hail Asmodeus
> > Sent from my BlackBerry®
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 658
From: HenryH
Subject: Rare astrological pattern+critical degrees 10/28-10/29

Date: 10/27/2012

This Monday, as soon as the Moon enters Taurus, there will be 2 Yod formations, a T-square, 5 planets in
critical degrees, and another formation the name of which escapes me, but consists of 2 semisquares, 2
sesquiquadrates, 2 oppositions, and looks like a thin rectangle. The Moon, Venus, Mercury,and Neptune will
all be at 0 degrees with Mars at 16 degrees of a mutable sign. This moment in time seems to possess
unprecedented powers of transformation, and I have not seen this many critical degrees take place at once
since I last viewed Oprah Winfreys' natal chart. It is also a good time to start the Lunar square.
If anyone else has enough foresight to notice any rare patterns, asects, or anything else that would pique
interest in a astrologer please post it here. I am always looking forward to times like these to work my magic.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 660
Subject: Re: Vedic vs Western - Important.

From: m_18

Date: 10/28/2012

I know less about Vedic & Hindu, but the systems are certainly different. Nor should they be mixed. They
operate differently. The techniques are different. But people that I have talked to who use them say they

firmly feel they are just as valid. Hindu is very strong on cycles of life experience from I have heard, &
purportedly very accurate. I am sure there would probably be something corresponding to these cycles in
western if you tried to make an A B comparison. I think one could also say that in the sense that how one
person experiences a said transit is different from another. Transits do not operate in isolation. Additionally
transits can & usually correspond to solar arcs, secondary progressions, solar & lunar returns. Even Venus
returns. Etc, etc. For example, the progressed moon follows the Saturn cycle. 29.5 years.
Apples & oranges are both fruits are they not? Don't plant apple trees in orange groves.
Also regarding the comment "reading". I liken that more to palmistry & tarot. Astrology can be used for
divination, but it is far more than simply divination.
That's my personal take on it. I would say that if you want to learn the others systems, go for it. There
should cerainly be something to gain from it.
I ran across a very good astrology video on Youtube recently. The guy in the video is a jew, but the video is
worth the watch nevertheless. As it has been mentioned before, they are into this topic just like everyone
else. Search there for "Quantam Astrology". I think eveyone here could gain something from it.
m_18
Hail Satan!

--- On Sat, 10/27/12, Djinn Draconis <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:

From: Djinn Draconis <xxrygelxx@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Vedic vs Western - Important.
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Saturday, October 27, 2012, 5:16 AM
I really would like an answer to this one too, because we have been using planetary mantras which
came from the east where the vedic system is used, according to our western zodiac and this could
distort the results.
How can they both be true? In western someone is an aquarius the most unconventional sign but in
vedic they're a capricorn the most conventional sign or in western they're an aries the most self
interested sign, but in vedic they're pisces the most self sacrificing sign, yet both systems are
correct? That makes about as much sense as an apple with a handle.
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Tom" <topsik85@...> wrote:
>
> Well thats my main concern. How they can both be valid if they give different readings ??
>
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@> wrote:
>>
> > Western is called tropical & based upon the Earth's orientation & cycle with the sunÂ along the
path of the ecliptic instead of the constellations that are forever moving. Zero degrees Aires is
always the spring equinox, etc.
>>Â
> > Procession is one degree every 72 years. Transits have to account for this procession for correct
timing.
>>Â
> > Both systems have value.
>>
> > m_18

>>
> > --- On Thu, 10/25/12, Tom <topsik85@> wrote:
>>
>>
> > From: Tom <topsik85@>
> > Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Vedic vs Western - Important.
> > To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> > Date: Thursday, October 25, 2012, 10:31 AM
>>
>>
>>
>>Â
>>
>>
>>
> > I am still puzzled.
>>
> > A lot of people use Western zodiac that is somewhat outdated since our earth wobbles . Right
now the difference between the two is about 24 degrees ( a lot ).
>>
> > It creates really conflicting data. For example according to western zodiac sun is in one sign, but
on the visible sky it is in the previous one.
>>
> > If the wobbling effect is somewhat irrelevant, any one advanced in this matter could explain
why position of stars from about 3rd century a.d is more accurate then now ? It doesn't make sense
for me.
>>
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 661
Subject: Re: Vedic vs Western - Important.

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 10/28/2012

It was interesting in that video how he said Saturn transits are the most apparent because it has to do with
real world things. And went on to talk about Saturn/Pluto aspects and how they effected civilizations in
history.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
> I know less about Vedic & Hindu, but the systems are certainly different. Nor should they be
mixed. They operate differently. The techniques are different. But people that I have talked to
who use them say they firmly feel they are just as valid. Hindu is very strong on cycles of life
experienceÂ from I have heard, & purportedly very accurate. I am sure there would probably be
something corresponding to these cycles in western if you tried to make an A B comparison. I
think one could also say that in the sense that how one person experiences a said transit is
differentÂ from another. Transits do not operate in isolation. Additionally transits can & usually
correspond to solar arcs, secondary progressions, solar & lunar returns. Even Venus returns. Etc,
etc. For example, the progressed moon follows the Saturn cycle. 29.5 years.
>Â
> Apples & oranges are both fruits are they not? Don't plant apple trees in orange groves.
>
> Also regarding the comment "reading". I liken that more to palmistry & tarot. Astrology can be
used for divination, but it is far more than simply divination.
>Â
> That's my personal take on it. I would say that if you want to learn the others systems, go for

it. There should cerainly be something to gain from it.
>Â
> I ran across a very good astrology video on Youtube recently. The guy in the video is a jew,
but the video is worth the watch nevertheless. As it has been mentioned before, they are into
this topic just like everyone else. Search thereÂ for "Quantam Astrology". I think eveyone here
could gain something from it.
>
> m_18
> Hail Satan!
>Â
>
> --- On Sat, 10/27/12, Djinn Draconis <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:
>
>
> From: Djinn Draconis <xxrygelxx@...>
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Vedic vs Western - Important.
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Saturday, October 27, 2012, 5:16 AM
>
>
>
>Â
>
>
>
> I really would like an answer to this one too, because we have been using planetary mantras
which came from the east where the vedic system is used, according to our western zodiac and
this could distort the results.
> How can they both be true? In western someone is an aquarius the most unconventional sign
but in vedic they're a capricorn the most conventional sign or in western they're an aries the
most self interested sign, but in vedic they're pisces the most self sacrificing sign, yet both
systems are correct? That makes about as much sense as an apple with a handle.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Tom" <topsik85@> wrote:
>>
> > Well thats my main concern. How they can both be valid if they give different readings ??
>>
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@> wrote:
>>>
> > > Western is called tropical & based upon the Earth's orientation & cycle with the
sunÃ Â along the path of the ecliptic instead of the constellations that are forever moving. Zero
degrees Aires is always the spring equinox, etc.
>>>Ã Â
> > > Procession is one degree every 72 years. Transits have to account for this procession for
correct timing.
>>>Ã Â
> > > Both systems have value.
>>>
> > > m_18
>>>
> > > --- On Thu, 10/25/12, Tom <topsik85@> wrote:
>>>
>>>
> > > From: Tom <topsik85@>

> > > Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Vedic vs Western - Important.
> > > To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> > > Date: Thursday, October 25, 2012, 10:31 AM
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>Ã Â
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > I am still puzzled.
>>>
> > > A lot of people use Western zodiac that is somewhat outdated since our earth wobbles .
Right now the difference between the two is about 24 degrees ( a lot ).
>>>
> > > It creates really conflicting data. For example according to western zodiac sun is in one
sign, but on the visible sky it is in the previous one.
>>>
> > > If the wobbling effect is somewhat irrelevant, any one advanced in this matter could
explain why position of stars from about 3rd century a.d is more accurate then now ? It doesn't
make sense for me.
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Birth Chart

Message: 662

From: mybcmail2@yahoo.com

Date: 10/28/2012

Great suggestion, thank you so much. Sometimes I get so caught up in my problems that I forget to
consider the obvious.
I am very new to astrology and have no idea what it means where Saturn is transiting for me. I have found
a site for beginners Astrology, but have only learned about the different glyphs for each planet and Zodiac
Sign, which planet rules which Sign, the basic attributes of each sign etc. Very basic stuff and what a Natural
Birth Chart looks like. Could you, or any one else reading this, perhaps direct me to a mobile friendly site
where I can learn more, please? I have very limited resources, but am very eager to learn.
Thank you kindly for your assistance thus far:)
Sent from my BlackBerry®
From: "ancientgods" <ancientgods@...>
Sender: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Sat, 27 Oct 2012 11:13:48 -0000
To: <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
ReplyTo: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Birth Chart
I think asking yout Guardian Demon to show the person responsible of the attack in a dream would be the
besto solution.
It is also important to check where Saturn is transiting now for you

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, mybcmail2@... wrote:
>
> Thank you, I will focus more on my Solar Plexus Chakra to empower it and also give a bit
more attention to the others.
> Yes, hubby and both kids are all dedicated Satanists (Hail Satan)
> Is there a way I could find out who the guilty bugger is, possibly causing this attack? Would

surely love to return the favor :)
> Hail Satan
> Hail Asmodeus
> Sent from my BlackBerry®
>
> -----Original Message----> From: "ancientgods" <ancientgods@...>
> Sender: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Thu, 25 Oct 2012 12:55:16
> To: <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
> Reply-To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Birth Chart
>
> By experience, I can say this is not rather the case of a bad chart/transit (even if it could be,
look at Saturn) but more likely a psychich vampire attached to one or more of your chakras,
usually the Solar Pleaxus chakra.
> This makes you unable to execute your will and your desires because your 3rd chakra is
constantly depleted. When you meditate, you charge it and your desider begin manifesting, to
crash when your energies are dropped down again.
> Is your husband a dedicated Satanist ? He could be a door open to this if he is not.
>
> Look at bad aspects to your Sun and/or to known people in your life who may have their
Saturn placed on your Sun.
> This is my opinion to begin looking for a solution.
>
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, mybcmail2@ wrote:
>>
> > Please, can someone give me some info, or direct me to somewhere/one who can.
> > For the past 18 months things have really turned for the worst in our lives. When I say our,
I include myself, hubby and 2 kids. First, we lost our home and car, due to the fact that my
husband helped a friend with a cash loan that she did not repay. We were fortunate enough to
find a place quickly, but not without sacrificing other things, such as my daughter had to drop
out of school and my son had to give up his internship and we had to live apart from my
husband. Hubby found accommodation close enough to his work place to enable him to keep
his job. Kids and I relocated and started looking for jobs. My son found a job quickly, I could
not. The guy who took us in, eventually forced himself onto my 14 year old daughter sexually.
After hubby confronted him, he evicted us, calling police on us etc. Police refused to accept our
charge of rape/statutory rape... Said it was sour grapes. This guy assaulted my husband,
causing him injury after which he needed surgery. Due to long sick leave, hubby lost his job.
> > This is only a fraction of our story. Things have now escalated to a point where we were all
unemployed. We even called assistance from welfare organizations, even the government
welfare society and yes... Not a single one was prepared to extend a helping hand. We even
offered to do maintenance work and garden work for these organizations, as some of their
buildings obviously needed some TLC. They too said that our situation is not an "emergency"
and therefore can not help us. We first need to have absolutely NOTHING, they can't even
provide us with food parcels. It has happened twice where so called friends offered hubby work.
Meant we had to relocate, in both the cases. We got there and we were informed that
unfortunately the job was given to someone else in the meantime!!!! We have sold everything
we can and are about to be kicked out of our apartment, no where to go. Every single
relationship, and other aspects of our lives have turned into absolute chaos. We have no idea
what we're doing wrong...
> > Have done numerous banishing rituals but nothing seems to work. Can the answer be in our
birth charts? I have done a free online birth chart for each of us, but can't find an online site
that explains the results. We genuinely do not have money to pay for someone to help us with

this, but somehow I think our rescue might come from there. If we just know from which
direction the negative flow of energy emerges, we could address issues and turn this devastation
in our lives around. I am so tired of good news turning into crap. Every time we see some light,
or think our luck changes, we get so excited, only to find the next day or so that whatever the
good news was, has turned into bad luck.
> > Please, we are in dire straits. Need advise urgently. Anyone is welcome to inbox me if they
want to or reply in the group.
> > Thank you kindly
> > Hail Satan
> > Hail Asmodeus
> > Sent from my BlackBerry®
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 663
Subject: Prominent Neptune

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 10/29/2012

I was wondering if anyone else has this. In my chart Neptune is in the 12th conjunct AC 4 degrees away,
and hard aspects to Sun, Jupiter, Mercury, and Venus. I feel like I live life in a fog, an awesome fog! I can
usually visualize or imagine things better than I can physically see. It has given me kind of an addictive
personality and escapist tendencies, I did hard drugs before but when I dedicated and started meditating I
felt like this was the feeling I was looking for the whole time, not tripping balls at a rave getting grinded on
by random kids. I don't even smoke or drink now, usually, I try to avoid alcohol because after a night of
drinking I wake up and really want to get drunk again and that feeling lasts for like 3 days.
Anyway what I really want to know is if anyone has this aspect and/or what their thoughts/opinions
whatever are on it. And how to channel this energy to open your mind and be more aware of the subtle
realm astral realm, w/e. Sometimes I think I see or hear things, but I'm not sure if it's from inside my head
or outside.
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Neptunedrugs.html
http://www.astrozoom.com/astrologer/astrology/ascendant-conjunct-neptune/
^that resonates
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 664
Subject: buying my chart question

From: hailourtruegod

Date: 10/30/2012

im trying to buy my chart but im a lil confused cuz it says i need to send my info AND pay and it looks like
they are seperate things like are they going to know that that is my info along with my payment for sure?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 665
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Rare astrological pattern+critical degrees 10/28-10/29

Date: 10/30/2012

I usually keep an eye on things like this, but I haven't had much Internet access this past week. But damn,
think of what a natal chart that will make! I wonder what the people being born during those times will be
like! Souls with big plans, that's for sure ;)
Hail Satan!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "HenryH" <astralnaut888@...> wrote:
>
> This Monday, as soon as the Moon enters Taurus, there will be 2 Yod formations, a T-square,
5 planets in critical degrees, and another formation the name of which escapes me, but consists
of 2 semisquares, 2 sesquiquadrates, 2 oppositions, and looks like a thin rectangle. The Moon,
Venus, Mercury,and Neptune will all be at 0 degrees with Mars at 16 degrees of a mutable sign.
This moment in time seems to possess unprecedented powers of transformation, and I have not
seen this many critical degrees take place at once since I last viewed Oprah Winfreys' natal

chart. It is also a good time to start the Lunar square.
>
> If anyone else has enough foresight to notice any rare patterns, asects, or anything else that
would pique interest in a astrologer please post it here. I am always looking forward to times
like these to work my magic.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 666
Subject: Re: buying my chart question

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 10/30/2012

When you pay, you get a confirmation number. Include it with your birth info in your email.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailourtruegod" <hailourtruegod@...> wrote:
>
> im trying to buy my chart but im a lil confused cuz it says i need to send my info AND pay and
it looks like they are seperate things like are they going to know that that is my info along with
my payment for sure?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 667
Subject: Re: buying my chart question

From: hailourtruegod

Date: 10/31/2012

kay cool thanks :)

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@..." <lydia_666@...> wrote:
>
> When you pay, you get a confirmation number. Include it with your birth info in your email.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailourtruegod" <hailourtruegod@> wrote:
>>
> > im trying to buy my chart but im a lil confused cuz it says i need to send my info AND pay
and it looks like they are seperate things like are they going to know that that is my info along
with my payment for sure?
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 668
Subject: Re: Prominent Neptune

From: Djinn Draconis

Date: 10/31/2012

I love Neptune's energy, it's wonderful to invoke before meditation.
I use it almost as a replacement for weed. Takes you away from all the nagging things going on.
I don't have a prominent Neptune in my natal chart but I think this can be a gift in the way of spiritual
advancement if you use it right, though because it's a square and not a trine or conjunction it's effects may
tend to be more negative. But through meditation we learn to handle our energies so you'll be able to use it
positively as you advance spiritually.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@...> wrote:
>
> I was wondering if anyone else has this. In my chart Neptune is in the 12th conjunct AC 4
degrees away, and hard aspects to Sun, Jupiter, Mercury, and Venus. I feel like I live life in a
fog, an awesome fog! I can usually visualize or imagine things better than I can physically see.
It has given me kind of an addictive personality and escapist tendencies, I did hard drugs before
but when I dedicated and started meditating I felt like this was the feeling I was looking for the
whole time, not tripping balls at a rave getting grinded on by random kids. I don't even smoke

or drink now, usually, I try to avoid alcohol because after a night of drinking I wake up and
really want to get drunk again and that feeling lasts for like 3 days.
>
> Anyway what I really want to know is if anyone has this aspect and/or what their thoughts
/opinions whatever are on it. And how to channel this energy to open your mind and be more
aware of the subtle realm astral realm, w/e. Sometimes I think I see or hear things, but I'm not
sure if it's from inside my head or outside.
>
> http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Neptunedrugs.html
> http://www.astrozoom.com/astrologer/astrology/ascendant-conjunct-neptune/
> ^that resonates
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 669
From: wendya33
Subject: Where do we find out if a planet is waning/waxing?

Date: 10/31/2012

Hi,
I know in order to perform a spell correctly the corresponding planet/s must be strongly placed and waxing.
(Such as Venus for a love spell). Where or how can we find out the planets phases? There is tons of info on
the moons phase, but how about the rest?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 670
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: Where do we find out if a planet is waning/waxing?

Date: 10/31/2012

Lunarium.co.uk has all the info, planetary hours, moon phases and signs and when the planets are
retrograding. Just adjust it to your time.

-----------------------------On Wed, Oct 31, 2012 2:17 PM EDT wendya33 wrote:
>Hi,
>I know in order to perform a spell correctly the corresponding planet/s must be strongly placed
and waxing. (Such as Venus for a love spell). Where or how can we find out the planets phases?
There is tons of info on the moons phase, but how about the rest?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Rahu and Ketu

Message: 671

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 11/1/2012

I was looking up the moon mantra and came across mantras for the North Node and South Node. I recall
reading that the North Node can bring occult gifts and psychic power.

http://www.howisyourdaytoday.com/articles/mantras/mantrrah.htm
http://www.howisyourdaytoday.com/articles/mantras/mantrket.htm
Now obviously om is AUM and namah can be SVAHA.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 672
From: Wendya Fox
Subject: Re: Where do we find out if a planet is waning/waxing?

Date: 11/1/2012

I book marked it. Lots of great info! However, I still don't see any info about when Jupiter or Venus or any of
the other planets waxes and wanes. Just the moon.
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 673

From: Djinn Draconis

Date: 11/1/2012

Subject: Re: Rahu and Ketu
Both are malefics I heard?

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@...> wrote:
>
> I was looking up the moon mantra and came across mantras for the North Node and South
Node. I recall reading that the North Node can bring occult gifts and psychic power.
>
>
> http://www.howisyourdaytoday.com/articles/mantras/mantrrah.htm
>
> http://www.howisyourdaytoday.com/articles/mantras/mantrket.htm
>
> Now obviously om is AUM and namah can be SVAHA.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 674
Subject: Re: Rahu and Ketu

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 11/2/2012

Well the north node is suppose to be good and the south node bad. I keep reading the south has to do with
karma and past life stuff good and bad.
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Astrology.html
http://www.cafeastrology.com/northnodesouthnode.html

I found this on wikipedia:
Rahu Mantra
"Om Bhram Bhreem Bhroum Sah Rahave Namah", 18000 times in 40 days.
"Om Rang Rahuve Namah Om", repeat 270 times for 40 days to get paranormal powers.
I vibrated AUM RANG RAHUVE SVAHA AUM enough times to get a feel for it. And AUM BHRAM BHRIM
BHRAUM SAU RAHAVE SVAHA, it definitely has power and is doing something, it made my head feel really
good.
"Snake charmers and all other people whose lives are very much entwined with that of reptiles and snakes
could be said to be under a heavy influence of Rahu".
That's interesting as well, I'm assuming it's referring to the Kundalini.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rahu

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:
>
> Both are malefics I heard?
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@> wrote:
>>
> > I was looking up the moon mantra and came across mantras for the North Node and South
Node. I recall reading that the North Node can bring occult gifts and psychic power.
>>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
> http://www.howisyourdaytoday.com/articles/mantras/mantrrah.htm
>
> http://www.howisyourdaytoday.com/articles/mantras/mantrket.htm
>
> Now obviously om is AUM and namah can be SVAHA.
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 675
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: Where do we find out if a planet is waning/waxing?

Date: 11/2/2012

Well. I'm not sure about that but I'm sure it won't hurt your magick if you don't know if a planets is waxing
etc. That applies more importantly to the MOON. :)

-----------------------------On Wed, Oct 31, 2012 8:28 PM PDT Wendya Fox wrote:
> I book marked it. Lots of great info! However, I still don't see any info about when Jupiter or
Venus or any of the other planets waxes and wanes. Just the moon.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 676
Subject: Re: Rahu and Ketu

From: Djinn Draconis

Date: 11/2/2012

According to the Vedic system the allegory of Rahu & Ketu is about a Dragon which sought to be immortal
by drinking the elixer of life, it was beheaded by Shiva the moment it swallowed it.
The head remained alive and became Rahu and the body Ketu. And so Rahu in your chart represents where
you are never satisfied, constantly hungering and always wanting more because it's just a head so whatever
it swallows it can't contain, it also represents the things you desire most desperately but are unable to
obtain, your obsessions which can never be satisfied, because it's just a head it's never full and can never
obtain it's goals for it has no limbs to grasp with.
Ketu is the exact opposite, the mighty body of a dragon but has no head, so it represents the things you
have and take for granted. The things which come by you easily because of good past life Karma but which
now you no longer care for. It also represents where you act beyond the ego identified self, cause it has no
head so has no judgement.
Rahu & Ketu are always opposition to each other, in each others polar signs. For example if Rahu is in
Capricorn then Ketu has to be in Cancer.
I'm just going by the Vedic system the western system may tell a different story about them.
HAIL SATAN!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@...> wrote:
>
> Well the north node is suppose to be good and the south node bad. I keep reading the south
has to do with karma and past life stuff good and bad.
>

> http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Astrology.html
> http://www.cafeastrology.com/northnodesouthnode.html
>
>
> I found this on wikipedia:
> Rahu Mantra
>
> "Om Bhram Bhreem Bhroum Sah Rahave Namah", 18000 times in 40 days.
> "Om Rang Rahuve Namah Om", repeat 270 times for 40 days to get paranormal powers.
>
> I vibrated AUM RANG RAHUVE SVAHA AUM enough times to get a feel for it. And AUM BHRAM
BHRIM BHRAUM SAU RAHAVE SVAHA, it definitely has power and is doing something, it made
my head feel really good.
>
> "Snake charmers and all other people whose lives are very much entwined with that of reptiles
and snakes could be said to be under a heavy influence of Rahu".
> That's interesting as well, I'm assuming it's referring to the Kundalini.
>
>
> https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rahu
>
>
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>
> > Both are malefics I heard?
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@> wrote:
>>>
> > > I was looking up the moon mantra and came across mantras for the North Node and
South Node. I recall reading that the North Node can bring occult gifts and psychic power.
>>>
>>>
> > > http://www.howisyourdaytoday.com/articles/mantras/mantrrah.htm
>>>
> > > http://www.howisyourdaytoday.com/articles/mantras/mantrket.htm
>>>
> > > Now obviously om is AUM and namah can be SVAHA.
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 677
Subject: The Sun is a Malefic?

From: Djinn Draconis

Date: 11/2/2012

I have heard that the Sun is considered a malefic because it 'combusts' whatever it aspects tightly. Is this
true? I know this is more commonly spoke about in the Vedic system but I don't know for sure as most of
what I hear about the Sun in the houses in both systems is positive.
HAIL SATAN!!
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 678

From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich
Subject: Re: Rahu and Ketu [North & South Nodes]

Date: 11/2/2012

Both the north and south nodes have to do with fate. The south node is more serious and has saturn
overtones. If the natal south node is conjunct the ascendant or chart ruler in a solar return, then watch out.

The influences can be unpredictable, depending on what the past life ties are. The year will definitely be
fated.
Often, in the charts of lovers, close friends, family members and others who are significant in one's life,
there are close connnections from one's planet/s to the other's south node. These have to do with past life
ties for better or for worse.
Semi-sextiles [because of the very tight orb of 1 1/2 degrees on either side], and other aspects that are
very tight or exact in orb are also fated; meaning a fated event that will occur in the present lifetime. This is
even moreso if these tie in with the nodal axis.

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.org

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:
>
> According to the Vedic system the allegory of Rahu & Ketu is about a Dragon which sought to
be immortal by drinking the elixer of life, it was beheaded by Shiva the moment it swallowed it.
> The head remained alive and became Rahu and the body Ketu. And so Rahu in your chart
represents where you are never satisfied, constantly hungering and always wanting more
because it's just a head so whatever it swallows it can't contain, it also represents the things you
desire most desperately but are unable to obtain, your obsessions which can never be satisfied,
because it's just a head it's never full and can never obtain it's goals for it has no limbs to grasp
with.
>
> Ketu is the exact opposite, the mighty body of a dragon but has no head, so it represents the
things you have and take for granted. The things which come by you easily because of good past
life Karma but which now you no longer care for. It also represents where you act beyond the
ego identified self, cause it has no head so has no judgement.
>
> Rahu & Ketu are always opposition to each other, in each others polar signs. For example if
Rahu is in Capricorn then Ketu has to be in Cancer.
>
> I'm just going by the Vedic system the western system may tell a different story about them.
>
> HAIL SATAN!!
>
>
>
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@> wrote:
>>
> > Well the north node is suppose to be good and the south node bad. I keep reading the
south has to do with karma and past life stuff good and bad.
>>
> > http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Astrology.html
> > http://www.cafeastrology.com/northnodesouthnode.html
>>
>>
> > I found this on wikipedia:
> > Rahu Mantra

>>
> > "Om Bhram Bhreem Bhroum Sah Rahave Namah", 18000 times in 40 days.
> > "Om Rang Rahuve Namah Om", repeat 270 times for 40 days to get paranormal powers.
>>
> > I vibrated AUM RANG RAHUVE SVAHA AUM enough times to get a feel for it. And AUM
BHRAM BHRIM BHRAUM SAU RAHAVE SVAHA, it definitely has power and is doing something, it
made my head feel really good.
>>
> > "Snake charmers and all other people whose lives are very much entwined with that of
reptiles and snakes could be said to be under a heavy influence of Rahu".
> > That's interesting as well, I'm assuming it's referring to the Kundalini.
>>
>>
> > https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rahu
>>
>>
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>>
> > > Both are malefics I heard?
>>>
> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@> wrote:
>>>>
> > > > I was looking up the moon mantra and came across mantras for the North Node and
South Node. I recall reading that the North Node can bring occult gifts and psychic power.
>>>>
>>>>
> > > > http://www.howisyourdaytoday.com/articles/mantras/mantrrah.htm
>>>>
> > > > http://www.howisyourdaytoday.com/articles/mantras/mantrket.htm
>>>>
> > > > Now obviously om is AUM and namah can be SVAHA.
>>>>
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 679

From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich

Date: 11/2/2012

Subject: Re: Vedic vs Western - Important.
I've always used the western zodiac. I have found the sidereal to be unreliable.
As for the Vedic teachings, I have found some truths, such as the natures of the planets are more important
than the aspects with interpretation. Idiots write of all trines and sextiles being favorable and all squares
and oppositions being bad. This is not true at all. The natures of the planets have to be taken into
consideration, along with the houses they rule, where they are posited in the chart and so forth. Trines can
be rotten, say if one's chart ruler is trine to the ruler of the sixth house, he/she will more than likely have
considerable health problems, even if so-called 'benefics' venus and jupiter are involved.
Say someone has the chart of a reserved personality, such as many capricorn planets, many planets in the
twelfth house, etc...A mars/jupiter square or opposition is extremely helpful in balancing the personality with
this. Squares and oppositions are not all bad. Saturn/sun hard aspects for example can be troublesome, but
these keep the ego in check, unless the chart is full of low self-esteem aspects. I have known certain people
who think they are a 'god' so to speak; extremely over confident, assuming, overbearing and sooooo

entitled. Because of the exaggerated sense of self-importance, many of these people alienate others and end
up failing at major things. Jupiter/sun aspects, even the trine are notorious for this sort of thing, especially in
charts where there is no ego check. A balanced personality will have a combination of both hard and soft
aspects. Saturn is not always bad.
You have to take the entire chart into consideration. I have studied both eastern and weatern methods of
interpretations and have found many truths in both and also many things that were 'off.'
On another note- I know of a person with a sun/venus conjunction. This aspect often indicates personal
vanity- [I lived with this individual]. This conjunction was in the home sign of taurus. There were no hard
aspects to saturn to keep this person in check. She would primp in front of the mirror for hours on end. The
bathroom was always tied up. This person got up at 4:15 am every morning. Spent until 5:45 am in the
bathroom primping her hair, make-up, etc. Left for work and then complained that when getting to work,
that others would come into the ladie's room [even on the third floor where it was quiet], while she 'fixed
her hair and make-up.'
Regardless of any lack of money, even under-age dependents going hungry or without, this person ALWAYS
had her 10 am Thursday morning beauty appointment at a nearby salon.
Getting back to this person at work, she would also primp on the lunch hour. Then upon returning home at
night, spend another hour and a half in the bathroom pin curling her hair and primping. No one could even
take a 30 second piss.
I have seen this shit more than once and it is nauseating to say the least. No...this person certainly wasn't
trying to conceal any feelings of inferiority as there weren't any. She could do no wrong.
I could cite many more examples as I have been an astrologer for over 35 years and have done the charts
of nearly everyone close to me, relatives and many others. The points to look out for are an unbalanced
personality, especially if you are considering getting into a personal relationship with someone in question.
This takes a lot of learning and experience and the sad thing is many books out there are off on quite a few
things.
One person I know married a woman who hated sex. Unfortunately, he found this out too late. I still
maintain, two people who are considering something as important as marriage should find out BEFORE they
get married if they are both sexually compatible. Looking at her astro chart, I could see sexual trauma and
other problems related to men. The marriage ended in divorce.
When looking at any chart, you have to put things together. Most, but not al charts have what I call
confirming aspects. These are aspects and planetary placements that support certain personality traits,
events in the life, and in the case of opposing ones, where certain aspects contradict each other], these
often balance the personality.
High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.org

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Tom" <topsik85@...> wrote:
>
> I am still puzzled.
>
> A lot of people use Western zodiac that is somewhat outdated since our earth wobbles . Right
now the difference between the two is about 24 degrees ( a lot ).
>
> It creates really conflicting data. For example according to western zodiac sun is in one sign,
but on the visible sky it is in the previous one.
>

> If the wobbling effect is somewhat irrelevant, any one advanced in this matter could explain
why position of stars from about 3rd century a.d is more accurate then now ? It doesn't make
sense for me.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 680

From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich

Date: 11/2/2012

Subject: Re: Prominent Neptune
I know a lot oabout this planet from years and years of research and study of many different charts; both
people I have known and charts of famous notables.
I am going to be straight forward about this. No chart is perfect. Neptune though, is something to be aware
of. The energies of this planet are very difficult to sublimate. Meditation, which is actually ruled by neptune
can help.
On the upside, neptune rules etherical beauty, it is the higher octave of venus. Many artists, actors, creators
of beauty, musicians and related have a prominent neptune. Neptune aspects to venus can inspire the most
awesome works of art and creativity, Tis is the creative aspcect par excellence, but the love nature often
suffers as the individual with these is too idealistic and too wanting of total romance and perfection in their
love relationships.
Neptune also rules extreme sensitivity and drug/alcohol abuse. Here are a few examples of prominent
neptune:
Gregg Allman - Musician: Neptune squaring his chart ruler venus- he was also a heroin addict.
Marilyn Monroe - Movie star: neptune in the first house- co-ruler of her chart. This undermined and
weakened her personality, as neptune weakens. The more prominent the neptune, the more it works to
weaken the personality and make one inconsistent, unrelaible and have escapist tendencies. While this
planet gave her glamour and beauty, she died of poisoning [how this happened, no one really knows the
details], neptune rules poisons. Neptune rules the theatre and Hollywood.
Hector Berlioz - Composer and Musician: Neptune conjunct his ruling moon.
David Bowie - Musician: Neptune in exact conjunction with his ascendant
Marlin Brando - Film star - neptune in close trine to his ruling jupiter
Montgomery Clift - Actor - neptune in close square to his ruling mercury. Heavey drug and alcohol user.
Many of his planets are on unfavorable degrees. he was prone to depression and had 'deep emotional scars.'
With uranus at the handle of his bucket chart, he always felt alienated.
Alice Cooper - Musician - neptune in alomst exact conjunction with his ascendant. Alcohol and drug abuse.
Jacques Yves Coustaeu - noted oceanographer and marine biologist who brought the public much
information on the sea and sea life. Neptune [rules the ocean and marine biology], in his 10th house of
career.
Leonardo Da Vinci - noted artist and sculptor - neptune conjunct his midheaven [cusp of 10th house of
career], inconjunct his ruling jupiter and trining his venus.
Claude Debussy - Musician and Composer - Neptune inconjunct his co-ruler mercury, trining venus, and
opposing jupiter. [Jupiter often amplifies whatever planet it contacts].

Gustave Paul Dore - Artist - Neptune in the first house, exact conjunction to co-ruler mercury; neptune is
also his co-ruler. Neptune sextile venus.
Clint Eastwood - Film star - Neptune in tight conjunction to his midheaven, trining his co-ruler mars.
Hermann Goring - Third Reich Leader - he was wounded in the groin [bullet wound], during putsch and given
morphine, of which he remained addicted for the rest of his life. His chart ruler pluto is in exact conjuntion
with neptune.
Mick Jagger - Musician - neptune in sextile to chart ruling sun, leo ascendant and co-ruler jupiter in leo.
Heavy drug and alcohol user.
Elton John - musician - neptune in opposition to his ruling sun.
I could go on endlessly with more and more examples, but here is the other side of neptune. Neptune rules
insanity. Neptune, as I mentioned already, its influence is undermining and weakening, self-pitying,
unreliable and given the other aspects and placements in the chart, it can be a lot worse.
I have noted in the charts of many serial killers, rapists of children [on another note...child rapists and
molesters often have the ruler of their eighth house of sex placed in the fifth house of children], have a
prominent neptune.
Judy Goodyear - murdered husbands and even her son [which she drowned after she poisoned him for a
long period of time], for insurance policy money through use of poison. One can see an unbalanced
personality here - aries stellium indicating extreme selfishness in tight square aspect to jupiter, amplifying
these tendencies with no hard aspects from saturn to offset this. Neptune in conjunction with her ascendant.
Neptune at 0 degrees of libra, a critical degree, more than likely on her eastpoint.

Jeffrey Dahmer - serial killer - This guy was definitely schizoid. This is apparant if one has studied abnormal
psychology. He was clearly insane from early childhood. 1st house neptune.
David Berkowitz - serial killer - neptune in exact sextile to ruling pluto.
Richard Allen Davis - serial killer - neptune in exact sextile to ruling pluto. Sadistic with anger issues - bucket
chart with mars strong in capricorn at the handle. 5 planets in the intense and sexual 8th house.
Arthur Shawcross - serial killer, brutal rapist and murderer of children - ruler of his 8th house [sagittarius on
the cusp], jupiter in his fifth house of children. Neptune in exact trine to first house co-ruler mercury.
Ed Gein [where they got the movie 'Psycho']- serial killer, necrophile - neptune in conjunction with co-ruling
jupiter. Other noted placements - chart ruler mercury at 15 of leo, a very unfortunate degree; one of the
worst. Saturn in pisces at the handle of a bucket configuration, in the tenth house, opposing the sun,
indicating problems with the father, that left deep and lasting scars as saturn is at the handle which drives
the chart, ruling the eighth house of sex, which has capricorn on the cusp. Pluto/moon opposition domineering mother, close relationship. When I say 'drives the chart' I mean the influence is very strong in
the way of some personal/psychological scars/hang-ups that never go away.
Jeremy Strohmeyer - murderer and rapist of children - ruler of the eighth house [pisces on the cusp]
neptune, placed in the fifth house of children. Neptune in tight sextile to ruling sun and squaring co-ruler
saturn. Saturn in first house on bad degree - 9 of virgo, indicating misfortune.
Jeffrey MacDonald - murderer of children - scorpio on the eighth house cusp, with its ruler pluto in the fifth
of children. Neptune in opposition to first house co-ruling moon.
William Heirens - child murderer - aquarius on the cusp of the 8th house, with its co-ruling saturn in the 5th.

Neptune in tight ruling trine to chart ruler moon.
Gary Michael Heidnik - serial killer - devout christian preacher and pastor; bishop. Held captive and also some
murdered; several prostitues in his basement where he tortured them. Neptune in conjunction to chart ruler
venus in the 12th house.
Edmund Emil Kemper - serial killer, murderer and mutilator of teenagers - aries on the cusp of the 8th house
with its ruler mars in the 5th of children.
Howard Unruh - child killer - ruler of 8th in 5th.

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.org
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 681
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Re: Rahu and Ketu [North & South Nodes]

Date: 11/3/2012

Huh the north node lines up exactly with my ascendant on my recent solar return. So a destined event will
occur?

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...>
wrote:
>
>
> Both the north and south nodes have to do with fate. The south node is more serious and has
saturn overtones. If the natal south node is conjunct the ascendant or chart ruler in a solar
return, then watch out. The influences can be unpredictable, depending on what the past life ties
are. The year will definitely be fated.
>
> Often, in the charts of lovers, close friends, family members and others who are significant in
one's life, there are close connnections from one's planet/s to the other's south node. These
have to do with past life ties for better or for worse.
>
> Semi-sextiles [because of the very tight orb of 1 1/2 degrees on either side], and other
aspects that are very tight or exact in orb are also fated; meaning a fated event that will occur
in the present lifetime. This is even moreso if these tie in with the nodal axis.
>
>
> High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> http://www.joyofsatan.org
>
>
>
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>
> > According to the Vedic system the allegory of Rahu & Ketu is about a Dragon which sought
to be immortal by drinking the elixer of life, it was beheaded by Shiva the moment it swallowed
it.
> > The head remained alive and became Rahu and the body Ketu. And so Rahu in your chart
represents where you are never satisfied, constantly hungering and always wanting more
because it's just a head so whatever it swallows it can't contain, it also represents the things you
desire most desperately but are unable to obtain, your obsessions which can never be satisfied,
because it's just a head it's never full and can never obtain it's goals for it has no limbs to grasp

with.
>>
> > Ketu is the exact opposite, the mighty body of a dragon but has no head, so it represents
the things you have and take for granted. The things which come by you easily because of good
past life Karma but which now you no longer care for. It also represents where you act beyond
the ego identified self, cause it has no head so has no judgement.
>>
> > Rahu & Ketu are always opposition to each other, in each others polar signs. For example if
Rahu is in Capricorn then Ketu has to be in Cancer.
>>
> > I'm just going by the Vedic system the western system may tell a different story about them.
>>
> > HAIL SATAN!!
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@> wrote:
>>>
> > > Well the north node is suppose to be good and the south node bad. I keep reading the
south has to do with karma and past life stuff good and bad.
>>>
> > > http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Astrology.html
> > > http://www.cafeastrology.com/northnodesouthnode.html
>>>
>>>
> > > I found this on wikipedia:
> > > Rahu Mantra
>>>
> > > "Om Bhram Bhreem Bhroum Sah Rahave Namah", 18000 times in 40 days.
> > > "Om Rang Rahuve Namah Om", repeat 270 times for 40 days to get paranormal powers.
>>>
> > > I vibrated AUM RANG RAHUVE SVAHA AUM enough times to get a feel for it. And AUM
BHRAM BHRIM BHRAUM SAU RAHAVE SVAHA, it definitely has power and is doing something, it
made my head feel really good.
>>>
> > > "Snake charmers and all other people whose lives are very much entwined with that of
reptiles and snakes could be said to be under a heavy influence of Rahu".
> > > That's interesting as well, I'm assuming it's referring to the Kundalini.
>>>
>>>
> > > https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rahu
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>>>
> > > > Both are malefics I heard?
>>>>
> > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@> wrote:
>>>>>
> > > > > I was looking up the moon mantra and came across mantras for the North Node and
South Node. I recall reading that the North Node can bring occult gifts and psychic power.
>>>>>
>>>>>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> http://www.howisyourdaytoday.com/articles/mantras/mantrrah.htm
>
> http://www.howisyourdaytoday.com/articles/mantras/mantrket.htm
>
> Now obviously om is AUM and namah can be SVAHA.
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 682
Subject: Re: The Sun is a Malefic?

From: siguarddraconis

Date: 11/3/2012

No. The only malefics are Saturn (greater) and Mars (lesser).
If a planet conjuncts the Sun, it is said it is combust, or destroyed (unless in Scorpio). This concerns
conjunction only.
Salvere!
Siguard Draconis.
Satanas Via, Vera et Vita est.
Ave Satanas! Rege Satanas!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:
>
> I have heard that the Sun is considered a malefic because it 'combusts' whatever it aspects
tightly. Is this true? I know this is more commonly spoke about in the Vedic system but I don't
know for sure as most of what I hear about the Sun in the houses in both systems is positive.
>
> HAIL SATAN!!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 683
Subject: Re: The Sun is a Malefic?

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 11/3/2012

Are you sure? Why would Scorpio be any different than the other signs?

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "siguarddraconis" <drammanoth@...> wrote:
>
> No. The only malefics are Saturn (greater) and Mars (lesser).
>
> If a planet conjuncts the Sun, it is said it is combust, or destroyed (unless in Scorpio). This
concerns conjunction only.
>
> Salvere!
>
> Siguard Draconis.
>
> Satanas Via, Vera et Vita est.
> Ave Satanas! Rege Satanas!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>

> > I have heard that the Sun is considered a malefic because it 'combusts' whatever it aspects
tightly. Is this true? I know this is more commonly spoke about in the Vedic system but I don't
know for sure as most of what I hear about the Sun in the houses in both systems is positive.
>>
> > HAIL SATAN!!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 684
Subject: Re: The Sun is a Malefic?

From: siguarddraconis

Date: 11/3/2012

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS_Astrology/message/31 - it concerns SU conj ME here, but still.
"What I know of the sun combust mercury is that it can give a mental blindspot; something one who has
this cannot see clearly in his/her life, such as their own communications and behavior, but this is not always
the case and you have to look at the entire chart to see how this is operating, what sign is it in? which
houses are ruled by mercury and that sort of thing, also the aspects, if any, to the combust conjunction. This
aspect can also give total focus, not in the way of concentration, unless it is in scorpio, but total focus on a
goal, leaving distractions and that sort of thing, anything outside of being deterred from the goal as the
'blindspot,' in refusing to allow any conflicting information,
opinions and such to interfere."
Salvere!
Siguard Draconis.
Satanas Via, Vera et Vita est.
Ave Satanas! Rege Satanas!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@...> wrote:
>
> Are you sure? Why would Scorpio be any different than the other signs?
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "siguarddraconis" <drammanoth@> wrote:
>>
> > No. The only malefics are Saturn (greater) and Mars (lesser).
>>
> > If a planet conjuncts the Sun, it is said it is combust, or destroyed (unless in Scorpio). This
concerns conjunction only.
>>
> > Salvere!
>>
> > Siguard Draconis.
>>
> > Satanas Via, Vera et Vita est.
> > Ave Satanas! Rege Satanas!
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>>
> > > I have heard that the Sun is considered a malefic because it 'combusts' whatever it
aspects tightly. Is this true? I know this is more commonly spoke about in the Vedic system but I
don't know for sure as most of what I hear about the Sun in the houses in both systems is
positive.
>>>
> > > HAIL SATAN!!
>>

>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 685
Subject: Re: The Sun is a Malefic?

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 11/3/2012

Oh. She wasn't saying Scorpio protects from combustion, just that Sun combust Mercury can give much
focus but not concentration like Mercury in Scorpio gives. So if Sun combusts Mercury in Scorpio it will give
the ability to concentrate on a goal with out outside distractions not because Scorpio protects from
combustion but from the nature of Scorpio.
I was thinking if any sign would lessen combustion it would be Aquarius or Libra since the Sun is weaker the
energy of the Sun wouldn't overwhelm the planet it conjuncts so much.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "siguarddraconis" <drammanoth@...> wrote:
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS_Astrology/message/31 - it concerns SU conj ME here, but
still.
>
> "What I know of the sun combust mercury is that it can give a mental blindspot; something
one who has this cannot see clearly in his/her life, such as their own communications and
behavior, but this is not always the case and you have to look at the entire chart to see how this
is operating, what sign is it in? which houses are ruled by mercury and that sort of thing, also the
aspects, if any, to the combust conjunction. This aspect can also give total focus, not in the way
of concentration, unless it is in scorpio, but total focus on a goal, leaving distractions and that
sort of thing, anything outside of being deterred from the goal as the 'blindspot,' in refusing to
allow any conflicting information,
> opinions and such to interfere."
>
> Salvere!
>
> Siguard Draconis.
>
> Satanas Via, Vera et Vita est.
> Ave Satanas! Rege Satanas!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@> wrote:
>>
> > Are you sure? Why would Scorpio be any different than the other signs?
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "siguarddraconis" <drammanoth@> wrote:
>>>
> > > No. The only malefics are Saturn (greater) and Mars (lesser).
>>>
> > > If a planet conjuncts the Sun, it is said it is combust, or destroyed (unless in Scorpio).
This concerns conjunction only.
>>>
> > > Salvere!
>>>
> > > Siguard Draconis.
>>>
> > > Satanas Via, Vera et Vita est.
> > > Ave Satanas! Rege Satanas!
>>>
> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>>>
> > > > I have heard that the Sun is considered a malefic because it 'combusts' whatever it

aspects tightly. Is this true? I know this is more commonly spoke about in the Vedic system but I
don't know for sure as most of what I hear about the Sun in the houses in both systems is
positive.
>>>>
> > > > HAIL SATAN!!
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 686
Subject: Re: Prominent Neptune

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 11/3/2012

Thanks for all this info!
Hail Satan!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...>
wrote:
>
>
> I know a lot oabout this planet from years and years of research and study of many different
charts; both people I have known and charts of famous notables.
>
> I am going to be straight forward about this. No chart is perfect. Neptune though, is
something to be aware of. The energies of this planet are very difficult to sublimate. Meditation,
which is actually ruled by neptune can help.
>
> On the upside, neptune rules etherical beauty, it is the higher octave of venus. Many artists,
actors, creators of beauty, musicians and related have a prominent neptune. Neptune aspects to
venus can inspire the most awesome works of art and creativity, Tis is the creative aspcect par
excellence, but the love nature often suffers as the individual with these is too idealistic and too
wanting of total romance and perfection in their love relationships.
>
> Neptune also rules extreme sensitivity and drug/alcohol abuse. Here are a few examples of
prominent neptune:
>
> Gregg Allman - Musician: Neptune squaring his chart ruler venus- he was also a heroin addict.
>
> Marilyn Monroe - Movie star: neptune in the first house- co-ruler of her chart. This undermined
and weakened her personality, as neptune weakens. The more prominent the neptune, the more
it works to weaken the personality and make one inconsistent, unrelaible and have escapist
tendencies. While this planet gave her glamour and beauty, she died of poisoning [how this
happened, no one really knows the details], neptune rules poisons. Neptune rules the theatre
and Hollywood.
>
> Hector Berlioz - Composer and Musician: Neptune conjunct his ruling moon.
>
> David Bowie - Musician: Neptune in exact conjunction with his ascendant
>
> Marlin Brando - Film star - neptune in close trine to his ruling jupiter
>
> Montgomery Clift - Actor - neptune in close square to his ruling mercury. Heavey drug and
alcohol user. Many of his planets are on unfavorable degrees. he was prone to depression and
had 'deep emotional scars.' With uranus at the handle of his bucket chart, he always felt
alienated.

>
> Alice Cooper - Musician - neptune in alomst exact conjunction with his ascendant. Alcohol and
drug abuse.
>
> Jacques Yves Coustaeu - noted oceanographer and marine biologist who brought the public
much information on the sea and sea life. Neptune [rules the ocean and marine biology], in his
10th house of career.
>
> Leonardo Da Vinci - noted artist and sculptor - neptune conjunct his midheaven [cusp of 10th
house of career], inconjunct his ruling jupiter and trining his venus.
>
> Claude Debussy - Musician and Composer - Neptune inconjunct his co-ruler mercury, trining
venus, and opposing jupiter. [Jupiter often amplifies whatever planet it contacts].
>
> Gustave Paul Dore - Artist - Neptune in the first house, exact conjunction to co-ruler mercury;
neptune is also his co-ruler. Neptune sextile venus.
>
> Clint Eastwood - Film star - Neptune in tight conjunction to his midheaven, trining his co-ruler
mars.
>
> Hermann Goring - Third Reich Leader - he was wounded in the groin [bullet wound], during
putsch and given morphine, of which he remained addicted for the rest of his life. His chart ruler
pluto is in exact conjuntion with neptune.
>
> Mick Jagger - Musician - neptune in sextile to chart ruling sun, leo ascendant and co-ruler
jupiter in leo. Heavy drug and alcohol user.
>
> Elton John - musician - neptune in opposition to his ruling sun.
>
> I could go on endlessly with more and more examples, but here is the other side of neptune.
Neptune rules insanity. Neptune, as I mentioned already, its influence is undermining and
weakening, self-pitying, unreliable and given the other aspects and placements in the chart, it
can be a lot worse.
> I have noted in the charts of many serial killers, rapists of children [on another note...child
rapists and molesters often have the ruler of their eighth house of sex placed in the fifth house
of children], have a prominent neptune.
>
> Judy Goodyear - murdered husbands and even her son [which she drowned after she poisoned
him for a long period of time], for insurance policy money through use of poison. One can see
an unbalanced personality here - aries stellium indicating extreme selfishness in tight square
aspect to jupiter, amplifying these tendencies with no hard aspects from saturn to offset this.
Neptune in conjunction with her ascendant. Neptune at 0 degrees of libra, a critical degree, more
than likely on her eastpoint.
>
>
> Jeffrey Dahmer - serial killer - This guy was definitely schizoid. This is apparant if one has
studied abnormal psychology. He was clearly insane from early childhood. 1st house neptune.
>
> David Berkowitz - serial killer - neptune in exact sextile to ruling pluto.
>
> Richard Allen Davis - serial killer - neptune in exact sextile to ruling pluto. Sadistic with anger
issues - bucket chart with mars strong in capricorn at the handle. 5 planets in the intense and
sexual 8th house.
>
> Arthur Shawcross - serial killer, brutal rapist and murderer of children - ruler of his 8th house

[sagittarius on the cusp], jupiter in his fifth house of children. Neptune in exact trine to first
house co-ruler mercury.
>
> Ed Gein [where they got the movie 'Psycho']- serial killer, necrophile - neptune in conjunction
with co-ruling jupiter. Other noted placements - chart ruler mercury at 15 of leo, a very
unfortunate degree; one of the worst. Saturn in pisces at the handle of a bucket configuration, in
the tenth house, opposing the sun, indicating problems with the father, that left deep and
lasting scars as saturn is at the handle which drives the chart, ruling the eighth house of sex,
which has capricorn on the cusp. Pluto/moon opposition - domineering mother, close
relationship. When I say 'drives the chart' I mean the influence is very strong in the way of some
personal/psychological scars/hang-ups that never go away.
>
> Jeremy Strohmeyer - murderer and rapist of children - ruler of the eighth house [pisces on the
cusp] neptune, placed in the fifth house of children. Neptune in tight sextile to ruling sun and
squaring co-ruler saturn. Saturn in first house on bad degree - 9 of virgo, indicating misfortune.
>
> Jeffrey MacDonald - murderer of children - scorpio on the eighth house cusp, with its ruler
pluto in the fifth of children. Neptune in opposition to first house co-ruling moon.
>
> William Heirens - child murderer - aquarius on the cusp of the 8th house, with its co-ruling
saturn in the 5th. Neptune in tight ruling trine to chart ruler moon.
>
> Gary Michael Heidnik - serial killer - devout christian preacher and pastor; bishop. Held captive
and also some murdered; several prostitues in his basement where he tortured them. Neptune
in conjunction to chart ruler venus in the 12th house.
>
> Edmund Emil Kemper - serial killer, murderer and mutilator of teenagers - aries on the cusp of
the 8th house with its ruler mars in the 5th of children.
>
> Howard Unruh - child killer - ruler of 8th in 5th.
>
>
>
> High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> http://www.joyofsatan.org
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 687
Subject: Re: Prominent Neptune

From: hoodedcobra666

Date: 11/3/2012

My Neptune [Capricorn 8th House] is:
Squaring my Sun
Squaring my Mercury
Sextiling my Moon
Sextiling my Venus
Sextiling my Saturn
Sextiling my Pluto.
Downside: Many times [this was before meditation] I would feel incapable, confusion about myself,
confusion in regards to my thoughts. Generally confusing thoughts. Illusions as far as my 'stamina' could go.
Delusions about the self and perceptions about the self that were fake. Delusional paranoia episodes, fears
that are not rational about myself. I.e Thinking of incapability, lack of worth etc. Delusionary emotions,
sometimes. An 'Etherial' perception about life, like anything has a purpose or that the universe can be with
me or against me type of thing.

Upside: Exceptional creativity in occult/psychic nature. Sudden flashes of Spiritual understanding [backed up
by other things in my chart]. Sometimes exceptional creativity. I can create something out of nothing. Vivid
imagination, I can feel things and attain experiences I never had just by listening to these. I can dive in an
understand the emotions of others, severe empathy in some cases. Very deep emotions in love and
idealizing everything [which can be bad]. Severe need for perfection in love. Intense drive to make it
happen. When I'm on the downhill, about to miss something or in danger, I seem to have extreme
emotional power. I can't tap to this with conscious effort. Sudden 'booms' of positive thoughts about
spirituality, helps me understand and tune in to it. I never had tendencies for drugs. Or Alchohol or anything
mind altering and I was disgusted by the idea. Though I had a severe need for spiritual experiences, which is
fullfilled by Satanic meditation. Very deep emotional nature that sometimes I get lost in it, for better or
worse. Though this mainly gives me self-awareness. Instead of being fooled and in the 'bad' side of
Neptune, I see that this 'etherial' perception is actually helping things work out better in my life.

Thats my experience with this.

HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:
>
> I love Neptune's energy, it's wonderful to invoke before meditation.
> I use it almost as a replacement for weed. Takes you away from all the nagging things going
on.
> I don't have a prominent Neptune in my natal chart but I think this can be a gift in the way of
spiritual advancement if you use it right, though because it's a square and not a trine or
conjunction it's effects may tend to be more negative. But through meditation we learn to
handle our energies so you'll be able to use it positively as you advance spiritually.
>
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@> wrote:
>>
> > I was wondering if anyone else has this. In my chart Neptune is in the 12th conjunct AC 4
degrees away, and hard aspects to Sun, Jupiter, Mercury, and Venus. I feel like I live life in a
fog, an awesome fog! I can usually visualize or imagine things better than I can physically see.
It has given me kind of an addictive personality and escapist tendencies, I did hard drugs before
but when I dedicated and started meditating I felt like this was the feeling I was looking for the
whole time, not tripping balls at a rave getting grinded on by random kids. I don't even smoke
or drink now, usually, I try to avoid alcohol because after a night of drinking I wake up and
really want to get drunk again and that feeling lasts for like 3 days.
>>
> > Anyway what I really want to know is if anyone has this aspect and/or what their thoughts
/opinions whatever are on it. And how to channel this energy to open your mind and be more
aware of the subtle realm astral realm, w/e. Sometimes I think I see or hear things, but I'm not
sure if it's from inside my head or outside.
>>
> > http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Neptunedrugs.html
> > http://www.astrozoom.com/astrologer/astrology/ascendant-conjunct-neptune/
> > ^that resonates
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 688

From: Djinn Draconis

Date: 11/3/2012

Subject: Past & Future Lives
How do our astrology charts reveal what was done in past lives? And how do our charts change from one
life to the next? Do we always incarnate with the same charts? I doubt they always remain the same because
as a law of this universe things always change so I began to look at it as every chart is just the effect of a
cause that was in the past life. But I am not sure how this all fits together.
Please explain if you have the answer to this.
Hail Satan!
Praise Be To Hell!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 689
Subject: Questions about astrology.

From: Raven Lythrum

Date: 11/3/2012

HP Maxine Dietrich answered my question on the north and south nodes. (Thank you )
But I've still got questions.
What is the part of fortune?
What is the vertex?
What is the anti-vertex?
What is the midheaven?
|
|
_|_
|
Knowledge is power.
"I am ever present to help all who trust in me and call upon me in time of need."~Father Satan; The Al-jilwah
In Nomine Dei Nostri Satanas Luciferi Excelsi!* Let the name of Satan be exaulted!*
Hail Belial!* Heil Hitler!* Sieg Heil!* Ave Satanas!* Rege Satanas!* Heil, mein fuhrer!* Hail Satan!*
www.joyofsatan.org
www.exposingchristianity.com
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 690
Subject: Re: Questions about astrology.

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 11/3/2012

The midheaven is one of the 4 angles and the defines the 10th house. Physically it is directly above you, and
the ascendant is the eastern horizon and descendant the western horizon.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Raven Lythrum <lilylavycrowley@...> wrote:
>
> HP Maxine Dietrich answered my question on the north and south nodes. (Thank you )
>
> But I've still got questions.
>
> What is the part of fortune?
>
> What is the vertex?
>

> What is the anti-vertex?
>
> What is the midheaven?
>
>
> |
> |
> _|_
> |
>
>
> Knowledge is power.
>
> "I am ever present to help all who trust in me and call upon me in time of need."~Father
Satan; The Al-jilwah
>
> In Nomine Dei Nostri Satanas Luciferi Excelsi!* Let the name of Satan be exaulted!*
> Hail Belial!* Heil Hitler!* Sieg Heil!* Ave Satanas!* Rege Satanas!* Heil, mein fuhrer!* Hail
Satan!*
>
> www.joyofsatan.org
> www.exposingchristianity.com
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 691
Subject: Unaspected Planets?

From: briar_rose666

Date: 11/4/2012

Hello!
Does anyone know what the significance of an unaspected planet in the natal chart is? Is it a benevolent or
malefic influence? I've heard that a person with an unaspected planet (no conjunctions, oppositions, squares,
trines, or sextiles) is completely unaware of how they express that planet's energy, but everyone else can
recognize it. Such as a person with an unaspected Mars who is unable to comprehend that they are
extremely bossy and confrontational.
Does anyone else have this?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 692
Subject: Re: Past & Future Lives

From: HenryH

Date: 11/4/2012

I have seen a few my past life charts and one thing that has remained the same for the most part is the
position of Saturn and Uranus. Both a usually in Saggitarius. Exactly why? I am not sure, but I do believe my
Uranus position makes it easier for me to find my way back to Satan(I have always been Satanic) as well as
being innovative, and rebellious in the area of religion. The planets will never really repeat themselves
exactly.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:
>
> How do our astrology charts reveal what was done in past lives? And how do our charts
change from one life to the next? Do we always incarnate with the same charts? I doubt they
always remain the same because as a law of this universe things always change so I began to
look at it as every chart is just the effect of a cause that was in the past life. But I am not sure
how this all fits together.
>
> Please explain if you have the answer to this.
>

> Hail Satan!
> Praise Be To Hell!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 693
Subject: Re: Past & Future Lives

From: m_18

Date: 11/4/2012

Not the exact that answer you're looking for, but you need to research Evolutionary Astrology. I recommend
Jeff Green's books on Pluto relating to the nodes. He also has a web site, but I am not that impressed with
it. There are also some other books that you can buy on that topic from the usual sources like Amazon, etc.
m_18

--- On Sat, 11/3/12, Djinn Draconis <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:

From: Djinn Draconis <xxrygelxx@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Past & Future Lives
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Saturday, November 3, 2012, 9:46 AM

How do our astrology charts reveal what was done in past lives? And how do our charts
change from one life to the next? Do we always incarnate with the same charts? I doubt
they always remain the same because as a law of this universe things always change so
I began to look at it as every chart is just the effect of a cause that was in the past life.
But I am not sure how this all fits together.
Please explain if you have the answer to this.
Hail Satan!
Praise Be To Hell!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 694
Subject: Re: Unaspected Planets?

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 11/4/2012

I have an unaspected Uranus. It gives me genius in certain areas, and talent in metaphysics (it's in my 9th
house), and it makes me a bit eccentric lol. Or rather, it shows those aspects of myself, as I believe natal
charts to show who we are based on our personalities and past life experiences.
So, extremely benevolent for me :)
Hail Satan!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "briar_rose666" <briar_rose666@...> wrote:
>
> Hello!
>
> Does anyone know what the significance of an unaspected planet in the natal chart is? Is it a
benevolent or malefic influence? I've heard that a person with an unaspected planet (no
conjunctions, oppositions, squares, trines, or sextiles) is completely unaware of how they
express that planet's energy, but everyone else can recognize it. Such as a person with an
unaspected Mars who is unable to comprehend that they are extremely bossy and

confrontational.
>
> Does anyone else have this?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 695
Subject: Re: Unaspected Planets?

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 11/4/2012

I have an unaspected Jupiter in the seventh house and saggittarius in the tenth. That means spirituality is a
big part of my life and my creative talents can flow smoother and less impediments to success :)

-----------------------------On Sun, Nov 4, 2012 6:08 PM EST lydia_666@... wrote:
>I have an unaspected Uranus. It gives me genius in certain areas, and talent in metaphysics
(it's in my 9th house), and it makes me a bit eccentric lol. Or rather, it shows those aspects of
myself, as I believe natal charts to show who we are based on our personalities and past life
experiences.
>
>So, extremely benevolent for me :)
>
>Hail Satan!
>
>--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "briar_rose666" <briar_rose666@...> wrote:
>>
>> Hello!
>>
>> Does anyone know what the significance of an unaspected planet in the natal chart is? Is it a
benevolent or malefic influence? I've heard that a person with an unaspected planet (no
conjunctions, oppositions, squares, trines, or sextiles) is completely unaware of how they
express that planet's energy, but everyone else can recognize it. Such as a person with an
unaspected Mars who is unable to comprehend that they are extremely bossy and
confrontational.
>>
>> Does anyone else have this?
>>
>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 696
From: Djinn Draconis
Subject: Saturn: A Verdict On Everyones Favorite Planet?

Date: 11/5/2012

I know you have an opinion on Saturn. I have one too, or at least I used to. Now I have a collection of the
different opinions which exist about Saturn that I am posting here.
Saturn has been discussed to death for years now in these groups and in lots of other places on the internet,
but that's cause there is no planet which is disagreed about as much as our friend Saturn.
So what's the truth?
Is Saturn just our enemy in every sense of the word with no positive qualities whatsoever?
Is Saturn of the enemy? And if so why would a planet of the enemy as it's been mentioned, rule our base

chakra and our skeletal system? Makes no sense to me, but if you know something about that which I'm
missing please say.
Is Saturn connected to Satan? Both names have to do with opposition and sound very much alike, both are
related to the base chakra and the sign of the Goat also. In fact Satan's two Zodiac signs Capricorn and
Aquarius are ruled by Saturn or were so historically.
Is Saturn just the strict disciplinarian type who's only harsh on you for your own good?
Or is Saturn just like every other planet with it's fair share of good and bad qualities? After all it does rule the
career, government, status, authority, etc. These things are pretty good if you can obtain them for yourself.
Not to mention many of the very wealthy people do have Saturn in their money houses or a strong Saturn in
there charts as it's mentioned on a number of astrology websites, 2nd & 8th notably but also 11th and 6th.
But then of course the poor do also have the same placements.
Share your opinion, thoughts, knowledge. It's best to accept sometimes that there are some things we just
don't know yet and that's the conclusion or lack there of; I'm left with when it comes to Saturn. But always
looking to learn more so please talk.
HAIL SATAN!!
Praise Be To Hell!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 697
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Re: Saturn: A Verdict On Everyones Favorite Planet?

Date: 11/5/2012

Personally I kind of like it. It could be because everyone else hates it and Uranus conjunct my ascendant
makes me a hipster. Or it could be Saturn in my first house and my Capricorn ascendant, I feel like I
understand the planet well.
Someone with a weak Saturn is like a spoilt brat that's never been punished. Or just ridiculous people like
that woman Maxine said had the Sun-Venus conjunction that was out of touch with reality. I really believe
Saturn gave me a big dose of sanity, if it wasn't in my 1st house I'd probably be under government
supervision or I'd be addicted to meth or something.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:
>
> I know you have an opinion on Saturn. I have one too, or at least I used to. Now I have a
collection of the different opinions which exist about Saturn that I am posting here.
> Saturn has been discussed to death for years now in these groups and in lots of other places
on the internet, but that's cause there is no planet which is disagreed about as much as our
friend Saturn.
>
> So what's the truth?
>
> Is Saturn just our enemy in every sense of the word with no positive qualities whatsoever?
>
> Is Saturn of the enemy? And if so why would a planet of the enemy as it's been mentioned,
rule our base chakra and our skeletal system? Makes no sense to me, but if you know something
about that which I'm missing please say.
>
> Is Saturn connected to Satan? Both names have to do with opposition and sound very much
alike, both are related to the base chakra and the sign of the Goat also. In fact Satan's two
Zodiac signs Capricorn and Aquarius are ruled by Saturn or were so historically.
>
> Is Saturn just the strict disciplinarian type who's only harsh on you for your own good?
>
> Or is Saturn just like every other planet with it's fair share of good and bad qualities? After all

it does rule the career, government, status, authority, etc. These things are pretty good if you
can obtain them for yourself.
> Not to mention many of the very wealthy people do have Saturn in their money houses or a
strong Saturn in there charts as it's mentioned on a number of astrology websites, 2nd & 8th
notably but also 11th and 6th. But then of course the poor do also have the same placements.
>
> Share your opinion, thoughts, knowledge. It's best to accept sometimes that there are some
things we just don't know yet and that's the conclusion or lack there of; I'm left with when it
comes to Saturn. But always looking to learn more so please talk.
>
> HAIL SATAN!!
> Praise Be To Hell!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 698
Subject: Re: Unaspected Planets?

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 11/5/2012

http://www.astrotheme.com/files/unaspected_planets.php
That says unaspected Mars is the most noticeable. Also covers Moon and Void of Course.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "briar_rose666" <briar_rose666@...> wrote:
>
> Hello!
>
> Does anyone know what the significance of an unaspected planet in the natal chart is? Is it a
benevolent or malefic influence? I've heard that a person with an unaspected planet (no
conjunctions, oppositions, squares, trines, or sextiles) is completely unaware of how they
express that planet's energy, but everyone else can recognize it. Such as a person with an
unaspected Mars who is unable to comprehend that they are extremely bossy and
confrontational.
>
> Does anyone else have this?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 699
From: Sven
Subject: How do I give myself an accurate personality reading?

Date: 11/6/2012

I wish to know more about myself.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 700
From: Paul Pseudonym
Subject: Void of course moon, presidential nomination and predicting the next

Date: 11/6/2012

This article is an interesting read. I remember reading in "The Only Astrology Book You'll Ever Need" that
every president nominated since 1900 during a void moon lost. This morning I did my research. Obama was
nominated during a void moon.
"Obama officially received enough votes from the delegates in order to become the party's nominee at
exactly 12:09 AM EDT, on September 6. The Moon was at 18° Taurus, and it was in fact void of course at
the time...
Obama accepted the nomination later on September 6, at exactly 10:26 PM EDT. The Moon was at 29°
Taurus, and it was still void of course"
Obama has lost, Romney is the next president of the United States.
http://politicalastrologyblog.com/2012/10/18/void-of-course-moon-during-obamas-nomination/

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 701
Subject: Re: Unaspected Planets?

From: briar_rose666

Date: 11/6/2012

Thank you for the replies Lydia and Shannon! :) I was concerned because I have a difficult time consciously
expressing my unaspected planet. It feels like I'm always reaching for something that's just beyond my
grasp, so it's nice to know that this might be a blessing I just haven't figured out how to see/use yet.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
>
> I have an unaspected Jupiter in the seventh house and saggittarius in the tenth. That means
spirituality is a big part of my life and my creative talents can flow smoother and less
impediments to success :)
>
>
>
>
> -----------------------------> On Sun, Nov 4, 2012 6:08 PM EST lydia_666@... wrote:
>
> >I have an unaspected Uranus. It gives me genius in certain areas, and talent in metaphysics
(it's in my 9th house), and it makes me a bit eccentric lol. Or rather, it shows those aspects of
myself, as I believe natal charts to show who we are based on our personalities and past life
experiences.
>>
> >So, extremely benevolent for me :)
>>
> >Hail Satan!
>>
> >--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "briar_rose666" <briar_rose666@> wrote:
> >>
> >> Hello!
> >>
> >> Does anyone know what the significance of an unaspected planet in the natal chart is? Is
it a benevolent or malefic influence? I've heard that a person with an unaspected planet (no
conjunctions, oppositions, squares, trines, or sextiles) is completely unaware of how they
express that planet's energy, but everyone else can recognize it. Such as a person with an
unaspected Mars who is unable to comprehend that they are extremely bossy and
confrontational.
> >>
> >> Does anyone else have this?
> >>
>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 702
From: wendya33
Subject: Recovering former Born Again Christians? What to do?

Date: 11/6/2012

Hi, I was wondering if there is any JOS groups that are for former christians or anyone recovering from years
of the RHP religions?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 703
Subject: Aspects To House Rulers

From: Djinn Draconis

Date: 11/6/2012

Does the aspects to the planet ruling a house affect the affairs of the house itself?
For instance, if Leo is in the second house of money, and it's ruler the Sun is receiving a trine from Jupiter
(expansion, abundance) would that mean the individual will have money and wealth?
And conversely say Cancer is in the Second house of money and it's ruler the Moon is being squared by
Saturn, does that mean the individual is likely to be poor?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 704
From: Brian Gibbons
Subject: Re: Recovering former Born Again Christians? What to do?

Date: 11/6/2012

Most of us are.I myself was a xtian minister at one time.

Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android

From: wendya33 <wendya33@...>;
To: <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>;
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Recovering former Born Again Christians? What to do?
Sent: Mon, Nov 5, 2012 8:05:05 PM

Hi, I was wondering if there is any JOS groups that are for former christians or anyone recovering from years of
the RHP religions?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 705
Subject: Mercury goes retrograde today

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 11/6/2012

Mercury is currently stationed and will start to retrograde until November 26th. What should we be
expecting? Car problems, bad phone service, inward thought?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 706
From: Brian Gibbons
Subject: Re: Void of course moon, presidential nomination and predicting the

Date: 11/6/2012

Hope not he is full of crazy sauce. LOL

Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android

From: Paul Pseudonym <paulpseudonym@...>;
To: <JOS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>;
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Void of course moon, presidential nomination and predicting the next president.
Sent: Tue, Nov 6, 2012 5:12:41 PM

This article is an interesting read. I remember reading in "The Only Astrology Book You'll Ever Need" that every
president nominated since 1900 during a void moon lost. This morning I did my research. Obama was nominated
during a void moon.
"Obama officially received enough votes from the delegates in order to become the party's nominee at exactly
12:09 AM EDT, on September 6. The Moon was at 18° Taurus, and it was in fact void of course at the time...
Obama accepted the nomination later on September 6, at exactly 10:26 PM EDT. The Moon was at 29° Taurus,
and it was still void of course"
Obama has lost, Romney is the next president of the United States.

http://politicalastrologyblog.com/2012/10/18/void-of-course-moon-during-obamas-nomination/

Messages in JoS_Astrology group.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 707
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: Mercury goes retrograde today
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 708
From: malcolmalexander666
Subject: house?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 709
From: malcolmalexander666
Subject: house?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 710
From: malcolmalexander666
Subject: houses?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 711
From: malcolmalexander666
Subject: houses?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 712
From: Lolo Bardonik
Subject: Re: Unaspected Planets?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 713
From: Xavier
Subject: I never really looked into astrology that much until now
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 714
From: Lolo Bardonik
Subject: Re: Mercury goes retrograde today
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 715
From: Jenoah
Subject: Re: Void of course moon, presidential nomination and predicting the
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 716
From: Deth Knyt 666
Subject: Re: Void of course moon, presidential nomination and predicting the
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 717
From: Monterey Montoya
Subject: Re: Void of course moon, presidential nomination and predicting the
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 718
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: Aspects To House Rulers
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 719
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: Saturn: A Verdict On Everyones Favorite Planet?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 720
From: Micama Gmicalzoma
Subject: Re: houses?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 721
From: siguarddraconis
Subject: Re: houses?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 722
From: siguarddraconis
Subject: Re: I never really looked into astrology that much until now
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 723
From: siguarddraconis
Subject: Re: Saturn: A Verdict On Everyones Favorite Planet?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 724
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Re: Saturn: A Verdict On Everyones Favorite Planet?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 725
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Re: Aspects To House Rulers
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 726
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Balance of soul shown in natal chart?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 727
From: Brian Gibbons
Subject: Re: house?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 728
From: Emily Watts
Subject: Re: Mercury goes retrograde today
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 729
From:
paulpseudonym@yahoo.com
Subject: Re: houses?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 730
From: Lolo Bardonik
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Date: 11/7/2012
Date: 11/7/2012
Date: 11/7/2012
Date: 11/7/2012
Date: 11/7/2012
Date: 11/7/2012
Date: 11/7/2012
Date: 11/7/2012
Date: 11/7/2012
Date: 11/7/2012
Date: 11/7/2012
Date: 11/7/2012
Date: 11/7/2012
Date: 11/8/2012
Date: 11/8/2012
Date: 11/8/2012
Date: 11/8/2012
Date: 11/8/2012
Date: 11/8/2012
Date: 11/9/2012
Date: 11/9/2012
Date: 11/9/2012
Date: 11/9/2012

Date: 11/9/2012

Subject: Re: house?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 731
From: malcolmalexander666
Subject: Re: houses?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 732
From: Djinn Draconis
Subject: Re: Aspects To House Rulers
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 734
From: Djinn Draconis
Subject: Re: Balance of soul shown in natal chart?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 735
From: chazzitup13
Subject: Re: Balance of soul shown in natal chart?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 736
From: Djinn Draconis
Subject: Re: Balance of soul shown in natal chart?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 737
From: chazzitup13
Subject: Re: Balance of soul shown in natal chart?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 738
From: Djinn Draconis
Subject: Hernia Operation (Need quick advice)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 739
From: alex_37929874893
Subject: Re: houses?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 740
From: Brian Gibbons
Subject: Re: Hernia Operation (Need quick advice)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 741
From: Brian Gibbons
Subject: Re: Hernia Operation (Need quick advice)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 742
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Hernia Operation (Need quick advice)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 743
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: Hernia Operation (Need quick advice)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 744
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Site updated!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 745
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Re: Site updated!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 746
From: Alexander
Subject: Re: Hernia Operation (Need quick advice)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 747
From: alex_37929874893
Subject: Re: Balance of soul shown in natal chart?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 748
From: Xavier Skaggs
Subject: Re: Hernia Operation (Need quick advice)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 749
From: Djinn Draconis
Subject: Re: Hernia Operation (Need quick advice)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 750
From: Brian Gibbons
Subject: Re: Hernia Operation (Need quick advice)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 751
From: nico.carlton
Subject: Planet you are born under
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 752
From: Djinn Draconis
Subject: Re: Hernia Operation (Need quick advice)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 753
From: augustyndlapolska
Subject: Best time for Destruction Ritual?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 754
From: Djinn Draconis
Subject: George Bush
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 755
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: Best time for Destruction Ritual?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 756
From: augustyndlapolska

Date: 11/9/2012
Date: 11/9/2012
Date: 11/10/2012
Date: 11/10/2012
Date: 11/10/2012
Date: 11/11/2012
Date: 11/11/2012
Date: 11/11/2012
Date: 11/11/2012
Date: 11/11/2012
Date: 11/11/2012
Date: 11/11/2012
Date: 11/12/2012
Date: 11/12/2012
Date: 11/12/2012
Date: 11/12/2012
Date: 11/12/2012
Date: 11/12/2012
Date: 11/13/2012
Date: 11/14/2012
Date: 11/14/2012
Date: 11/14/2012
Date: 11/14/2012
Date: 11/14/2012
Date: 11/14/2012

Subject: Re: Best time for Destruction Ritual?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 757
Subject: Birth Charts

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 707
Subject: Re: Mercury goes retrograde today

From: costule666

Date: 11/15/2012

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 11/7/2012

This post is from HP Maxine regarding mecury retrograde. "My daughter recently traveled to another city to
meet up with her brothers for a vacation. Sure enough, Mercury went retrograde about half way through the
week and her non-stop flight home was cancelled and she ended up having to spend the night in a hotel put
up by the airline. She managed to catch the next available flight home, but she had to transfer planes and
sit through a 10 hour layover in Houston. This is very typical of Mercury retrograde.>>Notable historical
events affected by Mercury retrograde include:>The sinking of the Titanic [April 1912]>>The sabotage of
the Hindenberg [1937]>>The sinking of the Spanish Armada in 1588 [an unexpected gale blew
up]>>Columbus set sail to India and by accident wound up in America [1492]>>Atlanta Art Association
chartered jet crashed in Paris, killing 130 [1962].>>Astronaut Gordon Cooper experienced radar malfunction,
which caused delay and was
forced to do manual entry on the final mission of Project Mercury Space Program [1963]>>European Space
Communication satellite exploded upon takeoff [1977] Pakistani airline crash in Saudi Arabia killed 156; New
Zealand airliner crashed in Antarctica killing 257 [both 1979]>>Delta airline jumbo jet crash at D/FW airport
killed 137 [1985]>>AT&T phone operations disrupted for 9 hours [1990]>>Hubble Space Telescope went
into orbit seven years after launch date, with immediatge communications problems [1990]>>JAL Flight 123
- The crash of Japan Airlines Flight 123 in 1985 is the single-aircraft disaster with the highest number of
fatalities. In this crash, 520 died on board a Boeing 747,>>March 3, 1974, Turkish Airlines Flight 981, a
McDonnell Douglas DC-10, crashed in a forest northeast of Paris, France. The London-bound plane crashed
shortly after taking off from Orly airport. All 346 people on board died.>>On September 1, 1983, a Soviet
interceptor
Sukhoi Su-15 shot down Korean Air Lines Flight 007 after it flew into Soviet airspace, killing all 269
passengers and crew [Mercury stationary, going retrograde]>>January 4, 1990 – Sukkur rail disaster: A
Multan–Karachi Bahauddin Express collided head-on with standing 67 cars of freight train at Sangi station,
Sukkur, Sindh, Pakistan. In an incident caused by railroad workers error of switched onto track line. Pakistani
official estimated killing 307 people, and another 500 more injured.>>The list is endless and the above are
only a very few notable examples. Of course this does not mean that every flight, boat or train trip, etc., is
doomed, as many disasters have occurred when Mercury was NOT retrograde and of course, many trips
reached their destinations safely when Mercury WAS retrograde. My point here regarding Mercury retrograde
is, if something can go wrong, the odds are that it very well might go wrong. Travel plans tend to get fowled
up
much more when Mercury is retrograde. Cars also break down more when Mercury is retrograde. Electronics
and all commmunications also experience glitches when Mercury is retrograde.>>Electronics, technology, all
forms of travel, all forms of communications, contracts, leases 'DON'T SIGN, DON'T BUY ANY OF THESE
WHEN MERCURY IS RETROGRADE!' computers, stereos, TV sets... not a good time to treat the arms, the
hands, the lungs, the nervous system, the nose, the brain... telephones tend to mess up, the media
experiences glitches...>>Electronics, cars, boats, motorcycles; any transportation medium purchsed when
Mercury is retrograde or is about to go retrograde can experience malfunctions and other problems, much
more than when Mercury is direct. This also includes signing important papers, leases, documents and such.
You may overlook an important phrase or stipulation, or something may need changing. Test taking and
exams may not proceed as smoothly. Buses
often go on strike, there have been major riots that have occurred when Mercury was retrograde, meeting
people can also go wrong, as giving precise and accurate directions and communications are off, snail mail is
more likely to get misdirected and/or delayed.>>One thing Mercury retrograde is favorable for is doing
editing and revising. This is a time to go over anything written, your website, or anything that was begun
when Mercury was direct and do editing, correcting and such. Research can also be favorable when Mercury
is retrograde.>>Travel, planning, communications, technology, education, business transactions; all areas
ruled by Mercury have a much stronger tendency to be affected with glitches and delays. Plans are often

altered by unexpected circumstances, such as Columbus winding up in America rather than India [very typical
of retrograde Mercury], your house cusps that contain Gemini and Virgo, and the house with Mercury in it;
the affairs of
these can also go awry.">>>>>>High Priestess Maxine Dietrich>http://www.joyofsatan.org

-----------------------------On Tue, Nov 6, 2012 5:55 PM EST ch_3_coo wrote:
>Mercury is currently stationed and will start to retrograde until November 26th. What should we
be expecting? Car problems, bad phone service, inward thought?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: house?

Message: 708

From: malcolmalexander666

Date: 11/7/2012

How do i determine what the houses are? I mean I know my my Sun and moon sign, and what sign my
planets are in. But how do I find out which of the twelve houses there in? How do I do a natal chart?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: house?

Message: 709

From: malcolmalexander666

Date: 11/7/2012

How do i determine what the houses are? I mean I know my my Sun and moon sign, and what sign my
planets are in. But how do I find out which of the twelve houses there in? How do I do a natal chart?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: houses?

Message: 710

From: malcolmalexander666

Date: 11/7/2012

If I know what my Sun and moon sign is, and know which planets are in what sign for me. How do I
determine in which houses they are? How do I calculate my birth chart? Is this on generated on a program?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: houses?

Message: 711

From: malcolmalexander666

Date: 11/7/2012

How do I know in what houses my planets are in. I know my sun and moon sign. And I know which planets
are in which sign for me. But how do I determine in which house they fall into. Can I only create a chart
using a program?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 712
Subject: Re: Unaspected Planets?

From: Lolo Bardonik

Date: 11/7/2012

Wow, nice link.
I've just found out that i have unaspected mercury.
Thank you for the link :)

On Mon, Nov 5, 2012 at 1:53 PM, ch_3_coo <ch_3_coo@...> wrote:
http://www.astrotheme.com/files/unaspected_planets.php
That says unaspected Mars is the most noticeable. Also covers Moon and Void of Course.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "briar_rose666" <briar_rose666@...> wrote:
>
> Hello!
>
> Does anyone know what the significance of an unaspected planet in the natal chart is? Is it

a benevolent or malefic influence? I've heard that a person with an unaspected planet (no
conjunctions, oppositions, squares, trines, or sextiles) is completely unaware of how they
express that planet's energy, but everyone else can recognize it. Such as a person with an
unaspected Mars who is unable to comprehend that they are extremely bossy and
confrontational.
>
> Does anyone else have this?
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 713
From: Xavier
Subject: I never really looked into astrology that much until now

Date: 11/7/2012

So very recently I been looking into astrology. I always knew it was on the JOS website but I never really
tried reading it because it looked confusing which is stupid I know. But my understanding has been
increasing a lot recently and I realized that astrology is a huge part in satanism especially when timing your
magic and performing rituals of any kind. I'm still researching about it now but I was wondering if there is
any others links any of you would recommend to me that can increase my understanding.

Hail Satan!!! Hail to the Gods Of Duat!!!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 714
Subject: Re: Mercury goes retrograde today

From: Lolo Bardonik

Date: 11/7/2012

Most importantly... internet, computer failures. This affects our groups.
emails getting lost. webpages getting unavailable for no reason.
And the most suspicious thing, yahoo groups will be upgrading their systems on Nov 18th. It's like they want
a catastrophe. I smell major problems with the groups near the 18th.

On Wed, Nov 7, 2012 at 12:55 AM, ch_3_coo <ch_3_coo@...> wrote:
Mercury is currently stationed and will start to retrograde until November 26th. What should
we be expecting? Car problems, bad phone service, inward thought?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 715
From: Jenoah
Subject: Re: Void of course moon, presidential nomination and predicting the

Date: 11/7/2012

President Obama won re-election. Wasn't the moon in Leo on election day? He was born in Leo.

On 11/6/2012 5:39 PM, Brian Gibbons wrote:
Hope not he is full of crazy sauce. LOL

Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android

From: Paul Pseudonym <paulpseudonym@...>;
To: <JOS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>;

Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Void of course moon, presidential nomination and predicting the next president.
Sent: Tue, Nov 6, 2012 5:12:41 PM

This article is an interesting read. I remember reading in "The Only Astrology Book You'll Ever Need" that
every president nominated since 1900 during a void moon lost. This morning I did my research. Obama was
nominated during a void moon.
"Obama officially received enough votes from the delegates in order to become the party's nominee at
exactly 12:09 AM EDT, on September 6. The Moon was at 18° Taurus, and it was in fact void of course at
the time...
Obama accepted the nomination later on September 6, at exactly 10:26 PM EDT. The Moon was at 29°
Taurus, and it was still void of course"
Obama has lost, Romney is the next president of the United States.
http://politicalastrologyblog.com/2012/10/18/void-of-course-moon-during-obamas-nomination/

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 716
From: Deth Knyt 666
Subject: Re: Void of course moon, presidential nomination and predicting the

Date: 11/7/2012

Very interesting. 18 degrees of Taurus is not void-of-course though, only 29.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Paul Pseudonym" <paulpseudonym@...> wrote:
>
> This article is an interesting read. I remember reading in "The Only Astrology Book You'll Ever
Need" that every president nominated since 1900 during a void moon lost. This morning I did my
research. Obama was nominated during a void moon.
>
> "Obama officially received enough votes from the delegates in order to become the party's
nominee at exactly 12:09 AM EDT, on September 6. The Moon was at 18° Taurus, and it was in
fact void of course at the time...
>
> Obama accepted the nomination later on September 6, at exactly 10:26 PM EDT. The Moon
was at 29° Taurus, and it was still void of course"
>
> Obama has lost, Romney is the next president of the United States.
>
> http://politicalastrologyblog.com/2012/10/18/void-of-course-moon-during-obamas-nomination/
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 717
From: Monterey Montoya
Subject: Re: Void of course moon, presidential nomination and predicting the

Date: 11/7/2012

The president was picked way before the election. You really think they'd have a non illuminatus or just
some nobody get close to winning, no. the populations votes never count much, even when a president
passes a law truely only congress can pass a law thats just his idea.

Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android

From: Brian Gibbons <briangibbons20@...>;
To: JOS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com <JOS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>; paulpseudonym@... <paulpseudonym@...>;
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Void of course moon, presidential nomination and predicting the next president.
Sent: Tue, Nov 6, 2012 11:39:05 PM

Hope not he is full of crazy sauce. LOL

Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android

From: Paul Pseudonym <paulpseudonym@...>;
To: <JOS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>;
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Void of course moon, presidential nomination and predicting the next president.
Sent: Tue, Nov 6, 2012 5:12:41 PM

This article is an interesting read. I remember reading in "The Only Astrology Book You'll Ever Need" that every
president nominated since 1900 during a void moon lost. This morning I did my research. Obama was nominated
during a void moon.
"Obama officially received enough votes from the delegates in order to become the party's nominee at exactly
12:09 AM EDT, on September 6. The Moon was at 18° Taurus, and it was in fact void of course at the time...
Obama accepted the nomination later on September 6, at exactly 10:26 PM EDT. The Moon was at 29° Taurus,
and it was still void of course"
Obama has lost, Romney is the next president of the United States.
http://politicalastrologyblog.com/2012/10/18/void-of-course-moon-during-obamas-nomination/
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 718
Subject: Re: Aspects To House Rulers

From: f.follets

Date: 11/7/2012

Yes, the houses are directly connected to their rulers. That's how we can tell the nature of unoccupied
houses and how their affairs will go. This is especially important in transits, for the transits to each natal
planet will affect not only the house they are in but also the houses they rule. Transiting Saturn conjunct or
square the 6th house ruler can bring about health issues, for example.
The placement of the rulers through the houses is also important. Say the 3rd House ruler is in the 10th
House, then the career will likely involve the communications, short travels or even contact with siblings.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:
>
> Does the aspects to the planet ruling a house affect the affairs of the house itself?
>
> For instance, if Leo is in the second house of money, and it's ruler the Sun is receiving a trine
from Jupiter (expansion, abundance) would that mean the individual will have money and
wealth?
>
> And conversely say Cancer is in the Second house of money and it's ruler the Moon is being
squared by Saturn, does that mean the individual is likely to be poor?
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 719
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: Saturn: A Verdict On Everyones Favorite Planet?

Date: 11/7/2012

I believe Saturn's so-called evil influences are just necessary. A world without boundaries and restrictions
wouldn't sustain itself as it currently is. Capricorn represents the necessary structure to improve and reach
the higher level of power and awareness, which is represented by Aquarius.
Saturn is responsible for testing and improving us before we reach Uranus, i.e. freedom, the superhuman
state.
When the first Saturn Return occurs, the person has gone through all possible aspects between Saturn and
the natal planets, and is then considered (astrologically) mature, a real adult. While it's not necessary to wait
until the first Saturn Return, this marks the ideal time to perform the Magnum Opus.
From this point of view, Saturn can be considered "positive" or at least neutral. A powerful individual with
enough knowledge can direct and take advantage from any planet's influences. Humanity has yet to reach
the necessary level of awareness and spiritual power to naturally overcome Saturnian earthly difficulties; in
other words, reach the Uranian state of true freedom.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:
>
> I know you have an opinion on Saturn. I have one too, or at least I used to. Now I have a
collection of the different opinions which exist about Saturn that I am posting here.
> Saturn has been discussed to death for years now in these groups and in lots of other places
on the internet, but that's cause there is no planet which is disagreed about as much as our
friend Saturn.
>
> So what's the truth?
>
> Is Saturn just our enemy in every sense of the word with no positive qualities whatsoever?
>
> Is Saturn of the enemy? And if so why would a planet of the enemy as it's been mentioned,
rule our base chakra and our skeletal system? Makes no sense to me, but if you know something
about that which I'm missing please say.
>
> Is Saturn connected to Satan? Both names have to do with opposition and sound very much
alike, both are related to the base chakra and the sign of the Goat also. In fact Satan's two
Zodiac signs Capricorn and Aquarius are ruled by Saturn or were so historically.
>
> Is Saturn just the strict disciplinarian type who's only harsh on you for your own good?
>
> Or is Saturn just like every other planet with it's fair share of good and bad qualities? After all
it does rule the career, government, status, authority, etc. These things are pretty good if you
can obtain them for yourself.
> Not to mention many of the very wealthy people do have Saturn in their money houses or a
strong Saturn in there charts as it's mentioned on a number of astrology websites, 2nd & 8th
notably but also 11th and 6th. But then of course the poor do also have the same placements.
>
> Share your opinion, thoughts, knowledge. It's best to accept sometimes that there are some
things we just don't know yet and that's the conclusion or lack there of; I'm left with when it
comes to Saturn. But always looking to learn more so please talk.
>
> HAIL SATAN!!
> Praise Be To Hell!
>

Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 720

From: Micama Gmicalzoma

Date: 11/8/2012

Subject: Re: houses?
You can always purchase one if you want. This is what I did, and I plan to get a forecast reading done sometime soon.
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Astrology_Services.html

Hail Father Satan!!
Forever in the Service of Satan.
From The Al Jilwah Chapter III:
"I lead to the straight path without a revealed book; I direct aright my beloved and chosen ones by unseen means." Satan

From: malcolmalexander666 <malcolmalexander666@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, November 7, 2012 10:31 AM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] houses?

How do I know in what houses my planets are in. I know my sun and moon sign. And I know which planets are
in which sign for me. But how do I determine in which house they fall into. Can I only create a chart using a
program?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: houses?

Message: 721

From: siguarddraconis

Date: 11/8/2012

Do you happen to have an account on astro.com? if not than do so :)
Now, aww.astro.com -> "Chart drawing, Ascendant" OR if you want to include some dwarf planets, centaurs
or other things, chose "Extended Chart Selection".
The quick chart drawing will show you your planets in Zodiac signs and in Houses.
I suggest the 1st option is the best one to familiarise yourself with it :)
Salvere!
Siguard Draconis.
Satanas Via, Vera et Vita est.
Ave Satanas! Rege Satanas!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "malcolmalexander666" <malcolmalexander666@...>
wrote:
>
> How do I know in what houses my planets are in. I know my sun and moon sign. And I know
which planets are in which sign for me. But how do I determine in which house they fall into.
Can I only create a chart using a program?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 722
From: siguarddraconis
Subject: Re: I never really looked into astrology that much until now

Date: 11/8/2012

HPs Maxine has placed 4 books by Donna Cuningham on astrology in the group's file section.
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS_Astrology/files/

Download them and indulge! :D
Salvere!
Siguard Draconis.
Satanas Via, Vera et Vita est.
Ave Satanas! Rege Satanas!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Xavier" <xavi3rskaggs@...> wrote:
>
> So very recently I been looking into astrology. I always knew it was on the JOS website but I
never really tried reading it because it looked confusing which is stupid I know. But my
understanding has been increasing a lot recently and I realized that astrology is a huge part in
satanism especially when timing your magic and performing rituals of any kind. I'm still
researching about it now but I was wondering if there is any others links any of you would
recommend to me that can increase my understanding.
>
>
>
> Hail Satan!!! Hail to the Gods Of Duat!!!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 723
From: siguarddraconis
Subject: Re: Saturn: A Verdict On Everyones Favorite Planet?

Date: 11/8/2012

I can agree with you. Whilst Saturn is called malefic not without a reason, it is because of the jewish race
that the Cronian energy is abused, hence the misfortunes.
If we were developed, Saturn would only help us structuring our deeds and lives - yet he can wreak havoc
because we're so exposed to its malignant energies. Not to mention being promoted by the RHP as the grat
teacher - what bs.
The 3rd paragraph of your post F.follets is a beautiful summary ^^
Salvere!
Siguard Draconis.
Satanas Via, Vera et Vita est.
Ave Satanas! Rege Satanas!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> I believe Saturn's so-called evil influences are just necessary. A world without boundaries and
restrictions wouldn't sustain itself as it currently is. Capricorn represents the necessary structure
to improve and reach the higher level of power and awareness, which is represented by
Aquarius.
>
> Saturn is responsible for testing and improving us before we reach Uranus, i.e. freedom, the
superhuman state.
>
> When the first Saturn Return occurs, the person has gone through all possible aspects
between Saturn and the natal planets, and is then considered (astrologically) mature, a real
adult. While it's not necessary to wait until the first Saturn Return, this marks the ideal time to

perform the Magnum Opus.
>
> From this point of view, Saturn can be considered "positive" or at least neutral. A powerful
individual with enough knowledge can direct and take advantage from any planet's influences.
Humanity has yet to reach the necessary level of awareness and spiritual power to naturally
overcome Saturnian earthly difficulties; in other words, reach the Uranian state of true freedom.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>
> > I know you have an opinion on Saturn. I have one too, or at least I used to. Now I have a
collection of the different opinions which exist about Saturn that I am posting here.
> > Saturn has been discussed to death for years now in these groups and in lots of other
places on the internet, but that's cause there is no planet which is disagreed about as much as
our friend Saturn.
>>
> > So what's the truth?
>>
> > Is Saturn just our enemy in every sense of the word with no positive qualities whatsoever?
>>
> > Is Saturn of the enemy? And if so why would a planet of the enemy as it's been mentioned,
rule our base chakra and our skeletal system? Makes no sense to me, but if you know something
about that which I'm missing please say.
>>
> > Is Saturn connected to Satan? Both names have to do with opposition and sound very much
alike, both are related to the base chakra and the sign of the Goat also. In fact Satan's two
Zodiac signs Capricorn and Aquarius are ruled by Saturn or were so historically.
>>
> > Is Saturn just the strict disciplinarian type who's only harsh on you for your own good?
>>
> > Or is Saturn just like every other planet with it's fair share of good and bad qualities? After
all it does rule the career, government, status, authority, etc. These things are pretty good if you
can obtain them for yourself.
> > Not to mention many of the very wealthy people do have Saturn in their money houses or a
strong Saturn in there charts as it's mentioned on a number of astrology websites, 2nd & 8th
notably but also 11th and 6th. But then of course the poor do also have the same placements.
>>
> > Share your opinion, thoughts, knowledge. It's best to accept sometimes that there are
some things we just don't know yet and that's the conclusion or lack there of; I'm left with when
it comes to Saturn. But always looking to learn more so please talk.
>>
> > HAIL SATAN!!
> > Praise Be To Hell!
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 724
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Re: Saturn: A Verdict On Everyones Favorite Planet?

Date: 11/8/2012

I completely agree. Nicely put as well.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> I believe Saturn's so-called evil influences are just necessary. A world without boundaries and
restrictions wouldn't sustain itself as it currently is. Capricorn represents the necessary structure
to improve and reach the higher level of power and awareness, which is represented by

Aquarius.
>
> Saturn is responsible for testing and improving us before we reach Uranus, i.e. freedom, the
superhuman state.
>
> When the first Saturn Return occurs, the person has gone through all possible aspects
between Saturn and the natal planets, and is then considered (astrologically) mature, a real
adult. While it's not necessary to wait until the first Saturn Return, this marks the ideal time to
perform the Magnum Opus.
>
> From this point of view, Saturn can be considered "positive" or at least neutral. A powerful
individual with enough knowledge can direct and take advantage from any planet's influences.
Humanity has yet to reach the necessary level of awareness and spiritual power to naturally
overcome Saturnian earthly difficulties; in other words, reach the Uranian state of true freedom.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>
> > I know you have an opinion on Saturn. I have one too, or at least I used to. Now I have a
collection of the different opinions which exist about Saturn that I am posting here.
> > Saturn has been discussed to death for years now in these groups and in lots of other
places on the internet, but that's cause there is no planet which is disagreed about as much as
our friend Saturn.
>>
> > So what's the truth?
>>
> > Is Saturn just our enemy in every sense of the word with no positive qualities whatsoever?
>>
> > Is Saturn of the enemy? And if so why would a planet of the enemy as it's been mentioned,
rule our base chakra and our skeletal system? Makes no sense to me, but if you know something
about that which I'm missing please say.
>>
> > Is Saturn connected to Satan? Both names have to do with opposition and sound very much
alike, both are related to the base chakra and the sign of the Goat also. In fact Satan's two
Zodiac signs Capricorn and Aquarius are ruled by Saturn or were so historically.
>>
> > Is Saturn just the strict disciplinarian type who's only harsh on you for your own good?
>>
> > Or is Saturn just like every other planet with it's fair share of good and bad qualities? After
all it does rule the career, government, status, authority, etc. These things are pretty good if you
can obtain them for yourself.
> > Not to mention many of the very wealthy people do have Saturn in their money houses or a
strong Saturn in there charts as it's mentioned on a number of astrology websites, 2nd & 8th
notably but also 11th and 6th. But then of course the poor do also have the same placements.
>>
> > Share your opinion, thoughts, knowledge. It's best to accept sometimes that there are
some things we just don't know yet and that's the conclusion or lack there of; I'm left with when
it comes to Saturn. But always looking to learn more so please talk.
>>
> > HAIL SATAN!!
> > Praise Be To Hell!
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 725
Subject: Re: Aspects To House Rulers

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 11/8/2012

I ran across rulers of the houses in the houses a while ago, but nothing about aspects to house rulers.
http://www.cafeastrology.com/natal/rulersofhousesinhouses.html

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> Yes, the houses are directly connected to their rulers. That's how we can tell the nature of
unoccupied houses and how their affairs will go. This is especially important in transits, for the
transits to each natal planet will affect not only the house they are in but also the houses they
rule. Transiting Saturn conjunct or square the 6th house ruler can bring about health issues, for
example.
>
> The placement of the rulers through the houses is also important. Say the 3rd House ruler is in
the 10th House, then the career will likely involve the communications, short travels or even
contact with siblings.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>
> > Does the aspects to the planet ruling a house affect the affairs of the house itself?
>>
> > For instance, if Leo is in the second house of money, and it's ruler the Sun is receiving a
trine from Jupiter (expansion, abundance) would that mean the individual will have money and
wealth?
>>
> > And conversely say Cancer is in the Second house of money and it's ruler the Moon is being
squared by Saturn, does that mean the individual is likely to be poor?
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 726
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Balance of soul shown in natal chart?

Date: 11/9/2012

I just thought of something and wanted your opinions of this. All my life, even as a child, I've noticed that
I'm very balanced between masculine and feminine attributes. And we know that Sun represents masculine
and Moon represents feminine.
My natal Sun is in Cancer, ruled by the Moon, and my Moon is in Leo, ruled by the Sun. I was born on
Sunday hour of Moon. Coincidence?
I guess I'm mainly posting to get this group more active and thinking about various astrology stuff :)
Hail Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: house?

Message: 727

From: Brian Gibbons

Date: 11/9/2012

Its all on the main site under Satanic Witchcraft.Click on Satans Astrology.I printed then all out last year and
made an Astrology folder to study.Now I just have to more time into my study.lol

Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android

From: malcolmalexander666 <malcolmalexander666@...>;
To: <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>;
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] house?
Sent: Wed, Nov 7, 2012 3:19:33 PM

How do i determine what the houses are? I mean I know my my Sun and moon sign, and what sign my planets
are in. But how do I find out which of the twelve houses there in? How do I do a natal chart?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 728
Subject: Re: Mercury goes retrograde today

From: Emily Watts

Date: 11/9/2012

I'm glad I went ahead and downloaded and saved in multiple spots all the pdfs from the groups.

Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 729

From:
paulpseudonym@yahoo.com

Date: 11/9/2012

Subject: Re: houses?
I used www.astro.com/ be sure to have your legitimate birth time.
Hail Satan!
Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: house?

Message: 730

From: Lolo Bardonik

Date: 11/9/2012

You can use one of the free online sites that generate your natal chart.
like this http://alabe.com/freechart/
Hope this helps

On Wed, Nov 7, 2012 at 5:20 PM, malcolmalexander666 <malcolmalexander666@...> wrote:
How do i determine what the houses are? I mean I know my my Sun and moon sign, and
what sign my planets are in. But how do I find out which of the twelve houses there in? How
do I do a natal chart?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: houses?

Message: 731

From: malcolmalexander666

Date: 11/9/2012

Thanks guys! Pleased to have members assist with information suggestions :)

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "malcolmalexander666" <malcolmalexander666@...>
wrote:
>
> If I know what my Sun and moon sign is, and know which planets are in what sign for me.
How do I determine in which houses they are? How do I calculate my birth chart? Is this on
generated on a program?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 732
Subject: Re: Aspects To House Rulers

From: Djinn Draconis

Date: 11/9/2012

Me too, I have only heard it mentioned that this matters but I have never found any source which describes
the dynamics of aspects to house rules from planets. But like f.follets said it's important in determining the
affects of empty houses. Both natal and in transits.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@...> wrote:
>
> I ran across rulers of the houses in the houses a while ago, but nothing about aspects to
house rulers.
>
> http://www.cafeastrology.com/natal/rulersofhousesinhouses.html
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>
> > Yes, the houses are directly connected to their rulers. That's how we can tell the nature of
unoccupied houses and how their affairs will go. This is especially important in transits, for the
transits to each natal planet will affect not only the house they are in but also the houses they
rule. Transiting Saturn conjunct or square the 6th house ruler can bring about health issues, for
example.
>>
> > The placement of the rulers through the houses is also important. Say the 3rd House ruler is
in the 10th House, then the career will likely involve the communications, short travels or even
contact with siblings.
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>>
> > > Does the aspects to the planet ruling a house affect the affairs of the house itself?
>>>
> > > For instance, if Leo is in the second house of money, and it's ruler the Sun is receiving a
trine from Jupiter (expansion, abundance) would that mean the individual will have money and
wealth?
>>>
> > > And conversely say Cancer is in the Second house of money and it's ruler the Moon is
being squared by Saturn, does that mean the individual is likely to be poor?
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 734
From: Djinn Draconis
Subject: Re: Balance of soul shown in natal chart?

Date: 11/10/2012

The houses are positions in the sky (hours) which the signs are at. If you get your chart at www.astro.com
your house positions are at the bottom of the page.
If Taurus is your ascendant sign then most likely, Gemini is in your 2nd house, Cancer in the third house etc.
But the ascendant spans from the middle of the 1st house to the middle of the 12th house so it can be in
either. But the 1st house is usually the ascendant sign.
Here are the correspondences:
1st House = Mars = Aries: Physical body, physical energy.
2nd House = Venus = Taurus: Possessions, values.
3rd House = Mercury = Gemini: Mind, intellect, Communication.
4th House = Moon = Cancer: Emotions, Mother, Home, Family
5th House = Sun = Leo: Ego, Chi, Consciousness.
6th House = Mercury = Virgo: Work, Health.

7th House = Venus/Chiron = Libra: Relationships
8th House = Mars/Pluto = Scorpio: Life processes, (Sex, Birth, Puberty, Menopause, Death, Rebirth; spiritual
evolution)
9th House = Jupiter = Sagittarius: Philosophy, Religion, Expansion, Luck.
10th House = Saturn = Capricorn: Law, Career, Limitation, Misfortune.
11th House = Saturn/Uranus = Aquarius: Revolution, Rebellion, Friendships, Networking.
12th House = Jupiter/Neptune = Pisces: Spirituality, Institutions, Hospitals, Charity.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "chazzitup13" <chazzitup13@...> wrote:
>
> Would be nice if some one could explain how the housing thing works and aspects. I have no
clue how to read the charts. All i know is my sign is Capricorn because of the time of the year i
was born and my ascending sign is Taurus.
>
> i read everything on the JOS and the links and am still confused
>
> I'm guessing the ascending sign is the first house right?
>
> or are your house's shown on your charts?
>
> because on mine i have no first house.. which doesn't make sense.
>
> And what are aspects? are they the relations each planet has to one another?
>
> and I am guessing when you are born each planet corresponds with a zodiac sign. but how do
you work that out?
>
> They don't explain how to work out your signs and house's and aspects and the chart is
complicated have no idea how to read it.
>
> Would be great if some could explain like a step by step how to read your chart or how to
work out your housing signs, aspects and planets and their signs please. thanks
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 735
From: chazzitup13
Subject: Re: Balance of soul shown in natal chart?

Date: 11/10/2012

Nevermind I'm being too hasty. I'm going to study more and then come back and ask questions
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 736
From: Djinn Draconis
Subject: Re: Balance of soul shown in natal chart?

Date: 11/10/2012

Oh okay. it's not that difficult to learn really. Feel free to ask me anything if you think you need some help.
HAIL SATAN!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "chazzitup13" <chazzitup13@...> wrote:
>
> Nevermind I'm being too hasty. I'm going to study more and then come back and ask
questions
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 737
From: chazzitup13
Subject: Re: Balance of soul shown in natal chart?

Date: 11/11/2012

Thanks that helps a lot kinda. You might have confused me more..
So does that mean if my first house is Taurus that Because it is ruled by Venus that I should look at the
description for Venus in the first house as my Physical body and energy?
or do the signs have their own house?
So you saying its where the signs positions were at the time of day are what houses your signs fall under.
So then how do they affect me?
For example Taurus as my first house. Does that mean the description of Taurus is the depiction of my
physical and outward appearance?
Sorry if thats too much questions
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 738
From: Djinn Draconis
Subject: Hernia Operation (Need quick advice)

Date: 11/11/2012

Hello, I am in need of some quick advice. I am due to have an operation to fix a small hernia this Thursday.
Pluto is transiting my natal Capricorn 6th house (6th house rules health) it's ruler Saturn is placed in my 8th
house which rules the genitals.
A risk of a hernia operation for males is losing your testicles if the blood flow is obstructed, though this is
only in very very rare cases that this happens. 3/4 out of 100 so I have heard.
However, I know Pluto transits to the 6th house can bring life changing health problems and me already
having Capricorn in the house of health and it's ruler the malefic planet Saturn in the house which rules
genitals and reproduction, I am seriously wondering if this is something to avoid.
My hernia is only small and it isn't a serious case, so I could begin healing myself, there would be plenty of
time as I have had this hernia for 3 years already and it hasn't got any worse or caused me any pain so far.
Please help me! If you have any advice it's appreciated. I have had other major operations before but have
never worried about them like I am worrying about this.
Thank you.
HAIL SATAN!!
Praise Be To Hell!!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: houses?

Message: 739

From: alex_37929874893

Date: 11/11/2012

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "malcolmalexander666" <malcolmalexander666@...> wrote:
>
> Thanks guys! Pleased to have members assist with information suggestions :)
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "malcolmalexander666" <malcolmalexander666@>
wrote:
>>
> > If I know what my Sun and moon sign is, and know which planets are in what sign for me.
How do I determine in which houses they are? How do I calculate my birth chart? Is this on
generated on a program?
>>
>
You need a birth time
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 740
From: Brian Gibbons
Subject: Re: Hernia Operation (Need quick advice)

Date: 11/11/2012

I think I have the same thing.Can I ask you is it like a knot on your pubic bone?I need to have it check out
too one day.It just looks like a loose muscle.Web MD said it could keep you from having kids but my wife is
4 months pregenent so it didn't me.lol

Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android

From: Djinn Draconis <xxrygelxx@...>;
To: <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>;
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Hernia Operation (Need quick advice)
Sent: Mon, Nov 12, 2012 12:06:23 AM

Hello, I am in need of some quick advice. I am due to have an operation to fix a small hernia this Thursday.
Pluto is transiting my natal Capricorn 6th house (6th house rules health) it's ruler Saturn is placed in my 8th
house which rules the genitals.
A risk of a hernia operation for males is losing your testicles if the blood flow is obstructed, though this is only in
very very rare cases that this happens. 3/4 out of 100 so I have heard.
However, I know Pluto transits to the 6th house can bring life changing health problems and me already having
Capricorn in the house of health and it's ruler the malefic planet Saturn in the house which rules genitals and
reproduction, I am seriously wondering if this is something to avoid.
My hernia is only small and it isn't a serious case, so I could begin healing myself, there would be plenty of time
as I have had this hernia for 3 years already and it hasn't got any worse or caused me any pain so far.
Please help me! If you have any advice it's appreciated. I have had other major operations before but have never
worried about them like I am worrying about this.
Thank you.
HAIL SATAN!!
Praise Be To Hell!!

Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 741

From: Brian Gibbons

Date: 11/11/2012

Subject: Re: Hernia Operation (Need quick advice)
Anyway good luck on the operation btw.Sorry I can't give you any advice though.

Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android

From: Djinn Draconis <xxrygelxx@...>;
To: <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>;
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Hernia Operation (Need quick advice)
Sent: Mon, Nov 12, 2012 12:06:23 AM

Hello, I am in need of some quick advice. I am due to have an operation to fix a small hernia this Thursday.
Pluto is transiting my natal Capricorn 6th house (6th house rules health) it's ruler Saturn is placed in my 8th
house which rules the genitals.
A risk of a hernia operation for males is losing your testicles if the blood flow is obstructed, though this is only in
very very rare cases that this happens. 3/4 out of 100 so I have heard.
However, I know Pluto transits to the 6th house can bring life changing health problems and me already having
Capricorn in the house of health and it's ruler the malefic planet Saturn in the house which rules genitals and
reproduction, I am seriously wondering if this is something to avoid.
My hernia is only small and it isn't a serious case, so I could begin healing myself, there would be plenty of time
as I have had this hernia for 3 years already and it hasn't got any worse or caused me any pain so far.
Please help me! If you have any advice it's appreciated. I have had other major operations before but have never
worried about them like I am worrying about this.
Thank you.
HAIL SATAN!!
Praise Be To Hell!!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 742
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Hernia Operation (Need quick advice)

Date: 11/11/2012

My opinion would be to start healing it yourself, especially as you've had it this long with no problems so far.
Also look into any natural ways to help heal, herbs and so on.
On the other hand, the moon will be in Sagittarius, good for white magick and luck etc so you could do a
ritual beforehand to ensure all goes well.
Hail Satan

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:
>
> Hello, I am in need of some quick advice. I am due to have an operation to fix a small hernia
this Thursday.
>
> Pluto is transiting my natal Capricorn 6th house (6th house rules health) it's ruler Saturn is
placed in my 8th house which rules the genitals.

>
> A risk of a hernia operation for males is losing your testicles if the blood flow is obstructed,
though this is only in very very rare cases that this happens. 3/4 out of 100 so I have heard.
>
> However, I know Pluto transits to the 6th house can bring life changing health problems and
me already having Capricorn in the house of health and it's ruler the malefic planet Saturn in the
house which rules genitals and reproduction, I am seriously wondering if this is something to
avoid.
>
> My hernia is only small and it isn't a serious case, so I could begin healing myself, there would
be plenty of time as I have had this hernia for 3 years already and it hasn't got any worse or
caused me any pain so far.
>
> Please help me! If you have any advice it's appreciated. I have had other major operations
before but have never worried about them like I am worrying about this.
>
> Thank you.
>
> HAIL SATAN!!
> Praise Be To Hell!!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 743
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: Hernia Operation (Need quick advice)

Date: 11/11/2012

Aura of protection is great for that BUT if I were you I would program my aura or vibrate runes everyday up
until the operation to protect yourself. Ofcourse sowilo uruz or algiz works well. Just do a mini working to
make sure all goes well.

-----------------------------On Sun, Nov 11, 2012 7:06 PM EST Djinn Draconis wrote:
>Hello, I am in need of some quick advice. I am due to have an operation to fix a small hernia
this Thursday.
>
>Pluto is transiting my natal Capricorn 6th house (6th house rules health) it's ruler Saturn is
placed in my 8th house which rules the genitals.
>
>A risk of a hernia operation for males is losing your testicles if the blood flow is obstructed,
though this is only in very very rare cases that this happens. 3/4 out of 100 so I have heard.
>
>However, I know Pluto transits to the 6th house can bring life changing health problems and
me already having Capricorn in the house of health and it's ruler the malefic planet Saturn in the
house which rules genitals and reproduction, I am seriously wondering if this is something to
avoid.
>
>My hernia is only small and it isn't a serious case, so I could begin healing myself, there would
be plenty of time as I have had this hernia for 3 years already and it hasn't got any worse or
caused me any pain so far.
>
>Please help me! If you have any advice it's appreciated. I have had other major operations
before but have never worried about them like I am worrying about this.

>
>Thank you.
>
>HAIL SATAN!!
>Praise Be To Hell!!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Site updated!

Message: 744

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 11/12/2012

Hey everyone check it out.
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/FURCAS.html
Thanks Maxine!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 745
Subject: Re: Site updated!

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 11/12/2012

And the new Moon/Saturn description fits my childhood perfectly being the oldest of a sizable family.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@...> wrote:
>
> Hey everyone check it out.
> http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/FURCAS.html
>
> Thanks Maxine!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 746
From: Alexander
Subject: Re: Hernia Operation (Need quick advice)

Date: 11/12/2012

well, my opinion is take it easy, and relax.. Good luck

De: Djinn Draconis <xxrygelxx@...>
Para: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Enviado: Domingo, 11 de noviembre, 2012 19:06:23 s
Asunto: [JoS_Astrology] Hernia Operation (Need quick advice)

Hello, I am in need of some quick advice. I am due to have an operation to fix a small hernia this Thursday.
Pluto is transiting my natal Capricorn 6th house (6th house rules health) it's ruler Saturn is placed in my 8th
house which rules the genitals.
A risk of a hernia operation for males is losing your testicles if the blood flow is obstructed, though this is only in
very very rare cases that this happens. 3/4 out of 100 so I have heard.
However, I know Pluto transits to the 6th house can bring life changing health problems and me already having
Capricorn in the house of health and it's ruler the malefic planet Saturn in the house which rules genitals and
reproduction, I am seriously wondering if this is something to avoid.
My hernia is only small and it isn't a serious case, so I could begin healing myself, there would be plenty of time
as I have had this hernia for 3 years already and it hasn't got any worse or caused me any pain so far.
Please help me! If you have any advice it's appreciated. I have had other major operations before but have never
worried about them like I am worrying about this.

Thank you.
HAIL SATAN!!
Praise Be To Hell!!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 747
From: alex_37929874893
Subject: Re: Balance of soul shown in natal chart?

Date: 11/12/2012

If youre are Taurus ascndent, then you must be really Taurus in appearance. Regent's place will add a
"tone" to you personality. The House its located will be important.
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "chazzitup13" <chazzitup13@...> wrote:
>
> Thanks that helps a lot kinda. You might have confused me more..
>
> So does that mean if my first house is Taurus that Because it is ruled by Venus that I should
look at the description for Venus in the first house as my Physical body and energy?
>
> or do the signs have their own house?
>
> So you saying its where the signs positions were at the time of day are what houses your
signs fall under. So then how do they affect me?
>
> For example Taurus as my first house. Does that mean the description of Taurus is the
depiction of my physical and outward appearance?
>
> Sorry if thats too much questions
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 748
From: Xavier Skaggs
Subject: Re: Hernia Operation (Need quick advice)

Date: 11/12/2012

i would try and get the operation on a different day by saying you can't do it this day just to be on the safe side
good luck

From: Djinn Draconis <xxrygelxx@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Sunday, November 11, 2012 6:06 PM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Hernia Operation (Need quick advice)

Hello, I am in need of some quick advice. I am due to have an operation to fix a small hernia this Thursday.
Pluto is transiting my natal Capricorn 6th house (6th house rules health) it's ruler Saturn is placed in my 8th
house which rules the genitals.
A risk of a hernia operation for males is losing your testicles if the blood flow is obstructed, though this is only in
very very rare cases that this happens. 3/4 out of 100 so I have heard.
However, I know Pluto transits to the 6th house can bring life changing health problems and me already having
Capricorn in the house of health and it's ruler the malefic planet Saturn in the house which rules genitals and
reproduction, I am seriously wondering if this is something to avoid.
My hernia is only small and it isn't a serious case, so I could begin healing myself, there would be plenty of time
as I have had this hernia for 3 years already and it hasn't got any worse or caused me any pain so far.

Please help me! If you have any advice it's appreciated. I have had other major operations before but have never
worried about them like I am worrying about this.
Thank you.
HAIL SATAN!!
Praise Be To Hell!!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 749
From: Djinn Draconis
Subject: Re: Hernia Operation (Need quick advice)

Date: 11/12/2012

It appears as like a small squishy lump you can push in and out, just above your groin on your pubic bone.
It's actually just a weakening of your stomach muscle resulting in a piece of your bowl coming through.
Depending on how large is how serious it is.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Brian Gibbons <briangibbons20@...> wrote:
>
> I think I have the same thing.Can I ask you is it like a knot on your pubic bone?I need to
have it check out too one day.It just looks like a loose muscle.Web MD said it could keep you
from having kids but my wife is 4 months pregenent so it didn't me.lol
>
>
> Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 750
From: Brian Gibbons
Subject: Re: Hernia Operation (Need quick advice)

Date: 11/13/2012

Thanks I just need to have it looked at soon as I can.Hope yours goes well.

Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android

From: Djinn Draconis <xxrygelxx@...>;
To: <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>;
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Hernia Operation (Need quick advice)
Sent: Mon, Nov 12, 2012 4:26:50 AM

It appears as like a small squishy lump you can push in and out, just above your groin on your pubic bone. It's
actually just a weakening of your stomach muscle resulting in a piece of your bowl coming through. Depending
on how large is how serious it is.
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Brian Gibbons <briangibbons20@...> wrote:
>
> I think I have the same thing.Can I ask you is it like a knot on your pubic bone?I need to have it
check out too one day.It just looks like a loose muscle.Web MD said it could keep you from having
kids but my wife is 4 months pregenent so it didn't me.lol
>
>

> Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 751
Subject: Planet you are born under

From: nico.carlton

Date: 11/14/2012

I am a Cancer born under Saturn...how much does the latter affect you?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 752
From: Djinn Draconis
Subject: Re: Hernia Operation (Need quick advice)

Date: 11/14/2012

Thank you for your help everyone I really appreciate it!
Hail Satan!
Praise Be To Hell!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Alexander <a820336@...> wrote:
>
> well, my opinion is take it easy, and relax.. Good luckÂ
>
>
> ________________________________
> De: Djinn Draconis <xxrygelxx@...>
> Para: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Enviado: Domingo, 11 de noviembre, 2012 19:06:23 s
> Asunto: [JoS_Astrology] Hernia Operation (Need quick advice)
>
>
>Â
> Hello, I am in need of some quick advice. I am due to have an operation to fix a small hernia
this Thursday.
>
> Pluto is transiting my natal Capricorn 6th house (6th house rules health) it's ruler Saturn is
placed in my 8th house which rules the genitals.
>
> A risk of a hernia operation for males is losing your testicles if the blood flow is obstructed,
though this is only in very very rare cases that this happens. 3/4 out of 100 so I have heard.
>
> However, I know Pluto transits to the 6th house can bring life changing health problems and
me already having Capricorn in the house of health and it's ruler the malefic planet Saturn in the
house which rules genitals and reproduction, I am seriously wondering if this is something to
avoid.
>
> My hernia is only small and it isn't a serious case, so I could begin healing myself, there would
be plenty of time as I have had this hernia for 3 years already and it hasn't got any worse or
caused me any pain so far.
>
> Please help me! If you have any advice it's appreciated. I have had other major operations
before but have never worried about them like I am worrying about this.
>
> Thank you.
>
> HAIL SATAN!!
> Praise Be To Hell!!
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 753
Subject: Best time for Destruction Ritual?

From: augustyndlapolska

Date: 11/14/2012

This will most likely seem fairly simple to most of you, but I'm incredibly new to astrology and still trying to
grasp certain aspects of it. To save all the details, there is someone who I am quite sick of that I want
gone, and I'd like to make sure this all goes right.
So what exactly do I need to check here? So far I know I need to look out for a void-of-course moon, the
moon's phase and what house it is in, and to make sure Saturn isn't screwing with me at the time.
Hail Father Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: George Bush

Message: 754

From: Djinn Draconis

Date: 11/14/2012

Someone suggested looking at the charts of famous people a while ago and I thought this was a really good
idea to understand astrology better. So I have been looking at the charts of wealthy and famous people and
trying to understand the aspects in their charts.
Take a look at George Bush's chart. http://www.astrotheme.com/astrology/George_W._Bush
George Bush got his position in an oil company through his parents. He later managed football teams and
then got elected as Texas governor.
He has Venus (Venus rules money) as the ruler of his tenth house (Status, Career) Conjunct his ascendant
with a lot of powerful aspects to it.
Also the ruler of his 8th house which is Neptune, interestingly enough Neptune rules oil! (8th house =
inheritance, big business) is conjunct the moon (rules family) and conjunct Jupiter (Success, Expansion,
Prosperity)
He was introduced into big business, in an oil company, by his family and owes his prosperity to it. It's easy
to see how the 8th house, Neptune, Moon and Jupiter are all coming into play in this case.
However the ruler of his ascendant, (ascendant rules image) which is the Sun (Sun rules identity and social
standing) Conjunct Saturn (Saturn = Hardship)
And so there are many people who also dislike George Bush, probably he will be considered the worst US
president in history.
I'm sure nobody wants to hear lots of boring details about his personal life and actually I don't know a
whole lot about him other than that he's rich which I'm sure interests a lot of us.
So have a look and tell us what you think of it.
Because this is a George Bush post, I won't end it with a "Hail Satan", would be inappropriate for an Xian
and a Freemason who done so much for the Jews and Israel.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 755
Subject: Re: Best time for Destruction Ritual?

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 11/14/2012

For magick you don't need to know what house the moon is in. Actually its different for everybody. The
moon phase and sign and whether the moon is void is enough for magick. Best time for destruction and
back magick is when moon is in Capricorn, scorpio, taurus works and pisces as well but Capricorn and
Scorpio is best. Satrday and Tuesdays are best for Black magick. Those days are the days to perform them.
During hours of Mars and Saturn. Lunarium.co.uk has all the information on moon phase, sign and planetary
hours etc you nned for magick :) just go to edit and adjust it to your location.

-----------------------------On Tue, Nov 13, 2012 6:01 PM EST augustyndlapolska wrote:
>This will most likely seem fairly simple to most of you, but I'm incredibly new to astrology and
still trying to grasp certain aspects of it. To save all the details, there is someone who I am quite
sick of that I want gone, and I'd like to make sure this all goes right.
>
>So what exactly do I need to check here? So far I know I need to look out for a void-of-course
moon, the moon's phase and what house it is in, and to make sure Saturn isn't screwing with
me at the time.
>
>Hail Father Satan!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 756
Subject: Re: Best time for Destruction Ritual?

From: augustyndlapolska

Date: 11/14/2012

This definitely will come in handy, and that website seems wonderful, I'm gonna make sure to bookmark it.
Many thanks, Shannon. ^^
Hail Father Satan!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
>
> For magick you don't need to know what house the moon is in. Actually its different for
everybody. The moon phase and sign and whether the moon is void is enough for magick. Best
time for destruction and back magick is when moon is in Capricorn, scorpio, taurus works and
pisces as well but Capricorn and Scorpio is best. Satrday and Tuesdays are best for Black
magick. Those days are the days to perform them. During hours of Mars and Saturn.
Lunarium.co.uk has all the information on moon phase, sign and planetary hours etc you nned
for magick :) just go to edit and adjust it to your location.
>
>
>
>
> -----------------------------> On Tue, Nov 13, 2012 6:01 PM EST augustyndlapolska wrote:
>
> >This will most likely seem fairly simple to most of you, but I'm incredibly new to astrology
and still trying to grasp certain aspects of it. To save all the details, there is someone who I am
quite sick of that I want gone, and I'd like to make sure this all goes right.
>>
> >So what exactly do I need to check here? So far I know I need to look out for a void-ofcourse moon, the moon's phase and what house it is in, and to make sure Saturn isn't screwing
with me at the time.
>>
> >Hail Father Satan!
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Birth Charts

Message: 757

From: costule666

Date: 11/15/2012

Hey guys ive just begun learning astrology and i got my free birth chart at http://alabe.com/freechart i did
two charts because the first one i wasnt sure what time of the day i was born and it said if not sure use
noon so i did and my rising sign was listed as virgo.... later that week i found out the exact time of birth
which put my rising sign as Leo...
now my question here is about the rising sign specifically the chart where i used noon cause i wasnt sure
what time i was born is ALOT more accurate than the one where i used my correct birth time....
is there a reason for this and which chart should i go by while learning to interpret the chart....
thank you for your responses
Hail Satan!!!
Hail The Gods of Duat!!!

Messages in JoS_Astrology group.
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 758

Subject: Re: Balance of soul shown in natal
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 759
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From:
edlyngonzalez@ymail.com
chart?
From:
edlyngonzalez@ymail.com
chart?
From: f.follets

Subject: Re: Balance of soul shown in natal
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 760
Subject: Re: Birth Charts
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 761
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Balance of soul shown in natal chart?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 762
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: George Bush
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 763
From: HenryH
Subject: Re: George Bush
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 764
From: Sven
Subject: Astro.com's AstroPortrait
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 765
From: Djinn Draconis
Subject: Re: George Bush
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 766
From: Djinn Draconis
Subject: Re: George Bush
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 767
From: Emily Watts
Subject: Re: George Bush
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 768
From:
edlyngonzalez@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Balance of soul shown in natal chart?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 770
From: philippineaccount
Subject: mercury and jupiter both retrograde
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 771
From: Siatris Teloah
Subject: Re: mercury and jupiter both retrograde
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 772
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: George Bush
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 773
From: Wendya Fox
Subject: Re: mercury and jupiter both retrograde
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 774
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: Types of aspects
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 776
From: Djinn Draconis
Subject: 1st House Emphasis
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 777
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: Types of aspects
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 778
From: Djinn Draconis
Subject: Neptune and The Nazarene
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 779
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Re: Neptune and The Nazarene
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 780
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Re: 1st House Emphasis
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 781
From: philippineaccount
Subject: What will happen, if saturn will transit the 8th house?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 782
From: darrklady13
Subject: Re: Neptune and The Nazarene

Date: 11/16/2012

Date: 11/16/2012

Date: 11/16/2012
Date: 11/16/2012
Date: 11/17/2012
Date: 11/17/2012
Date: 11/17/2012
Date: 11/18/2012
Date: 11/18/2012
Date: 11/18/2012
Date: 11/18/2012

Date: 11/18/2012
Date: 11/19/2012
Date: 11/19/2012
Date: 11/19/2012
Date: 11/19/2012
Date: 11/21/2012
Date: 11/21/2012
Date: 11/21/2012
Date: 11/21/2012
Date: 11/21/2012
Date: 11/21/2012
Date: 11/21/2012

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 783
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: What will happen, if saturn will transit the 8th house?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 784
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Re: What will happen, if saturn will transit the 8th house?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 785
From: Djinn Draconis
Subject: Re: 1st House Emphasis
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 786
From: Djinn Draconis
Subject: Re: Neptune and The Nazarene
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 787
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Re: 1st House Emphasis
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 788
From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich
Subject: Re: Neptune and The Nazarene
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 789
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Saturn aspected planets
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 791
From: sum_astro
Subject: Rahu in 11H.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 792
From: Djinn Draconis
Subject: Re: 1st House Emphasis
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 793
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Re: 1st House Emphasis
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 794
From: Djinn Draconis
Subject: Re: 1st House Emphasis
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 795
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Re: 1st House Emphasis
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 796
From: Way_Seeker666
Subject: Finding the exact time a retrograde ends?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 797
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Some thoughts
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 798
From: seeker_ofallthings
Subject: Re: Finding the exact time a retrograde ends?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 799
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: Some thoughts
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 800
From: Tom
Subject: Re: Vedic vs Western - Important.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 801
From: Way_Seeker666
Subject: Re: Finding the exact time a retrograde ends?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 802
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Re: Some thoughts
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 803
From: the_fire_starter666
Subject: Re: Vedic vs Western - Important.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 804
From: m_18
Subject: Re: Vedic vs Western - Important.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 805
From: the_fire_starter666
Subject: Re: Vedic vs Western - Important.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 806
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: Vedic vs Western - Important.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 807
From: Ashley
Subject: Help in Retrograde
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 808
From: Tom

Date: 11/21/2012
Date: 11/22/2012
Date: 11/22/2012
Date: 11/22/2012
Date: 11/22/2012
Date: 11/22/2012

Date: 11/22/2012
Date: 11/23/2012
Date: 11/24/2012
Date: 11/24/2012
Date: 11/24/2012
Date: 11/25/2012
Date: 11/25/2012
Date: 11/27/2012
Date: 11/28/2012
Date: 11/29/2012
Date: 11/29/2012
Date: 11/29/2012
Date: 11/29/2012
Date: 11/30/2012
Date: 11/30/2012
Date: 12/1/2012
Date: 12/2/2012
Date: 12/2/2012
Date: 12/2/2012

Subject: Re: Vedic vs Western - Important.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 809
Subject: Re: Vedic vs Western - Important.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 810
Subject: Re: Vedic vs Western - Important.

Group: JoS_Astrology

From: Tom

Date: 12/2/2012

From: Tom

Date: 12/2/2012

Message: 758

From:
edlyngonzalez@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Balance of soul shown in natal chart?

Date: 11/16/2012

Where did u find the planetary hour for the time u were born?

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@..." <lydia_666@...> wrote:
>
> I just thought of something and wanted your opinions of this. All my life, even as a child, I've
noticed that I'm very balanced between masculine and feminine attributes. And we know that
Sun represents masculine and Moon represents feminine.
>
> My natal Sun is in Cancer, ruled by the Moon, and my Moon is in Leo, ruled by the Sun. I was
born on Sunday hour of Moon. Coincidence?
>
> I guess I'm mainly posting to get this group more active and thinking about various astrology
stuff :)
>
> Hail Satan!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 759

From:
edlyngonzalez@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Balance of soul shown in natal chart?

Date: 11/16/2012

Where did u find the planetary hour for the time u were born?

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@..." <lydia_666@...> wrote:
>
> I just thought of something and wanted your opinions of this. All my life, even as a child, I've
noticed that I'm very balanced between masculine and feminine attributes. And we know that
Sun represents masculine and Moon represents feminine.
>
> My natal Sun is in Cancer, ruled by the Moon, and my Moon is in Leo, ruled by the Sun. I was
born on Sunday hour of Moon. Coincidence?
>
> I guess I'm mainly posting to get this group more active and thinking about various astrology
stuff :)
>
> Hail Satan!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 760
Subject: Re: Birth Charts

From: f.follets

Date: 11/16/2012

Most automated interpretations from astrology websites and softwares are extremely rudimentary. I
strongly advise you to keep studying your chart with the correct birth time. It will make sense if you're sure

of your birth time.
However, there's the possibility that Virgo is intercepted in your first house, meaning it's somewhat of a
secondary ascendant. Your rising sign might be Leo but you'll still have many Virgoan characteristics because
the sign is entirely contained within your most important house.
Sometimes a single degree is more than enough to change an entire interpretation.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "costule666" <jasonwatts1985@...> wrote:
>
> Hey guys ive just begun learning astrology and i got my free birth chart at http://alabe.com
/freechart i did two charts because the first one i wasnt sure what time of the day i was born
and it said if not sure use noon so i did and my rising sign was listed as virgo.... later that week i
found out the exact time of birth which put my rising sign as Leo...
>
> now my question here is about the rising sign specifically the chart where i used noon cause i
wasnt sure what time i was born is ALOT more accurate than the one where i used my correct
birth time....
>
> is there a reason for this and which chart should i go by while learning to interpret the chart....
>
> thank you for your responses
>
> Hail Satan!!!
> Hail The Gods of Duat!!!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 761
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Balance of soul shown in natal chart?

Date: 11/16/2012

Chronos or Lunarium. Just enter DOB and POB

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "edlyngonzalez@..." <edlyngonzalez@...> wrote:
>
> Where did u find the planetary hour for the time u were born?
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@" <lydia_666@> wrote:
>>
> > I just thought of something and wanted your opinions of this. All my life, even as a child,
I've noticed that I'm very balanced between masculine and feminine attributes. And we know
that Sun represents masculine and Moon represents feminine.
>>
> > My natal Sun is in Cancer, ruled by the Moon, and my Moon is in Leo, ruled by the Sun. I
was born on Sunday hour of Moon. Coincidence?
>>
> > I guess I'm mainly posting to get this group more active and thinking about various
astrology stuff :)
>>
> > Hail Satan!
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 762
Subject: Re: George Bush

From: f.follets

Date: 11/17/2012

His chart ruler, the Sun, which is already influential in its nature, is conjunct Sirius, a very powerful fixed star
that brings honours and high positions in government. He was marked to be powerful.
I don't know how he was seen within his country, but for many of us who watched it from afar, he became
famous for starting conflicts (MC in Aries) and spending absurd amounts of money funding them and
investing in weaponry (Mars in the 2nd house of money and values). Interestingly, Mars is also conjunct the
unfortunate fixed star Zosma that, along with Saturn (loosely) conjunct the Sun in the 12th house of selfundoing, contributed to his bad worldly image.
The Moon can indicate social standing and the way one deals with the public. In Libra, the Moon bestows
charm and the talent to gain the favour of those around him. However, it is conjunct fixed star Algorab,
which can bring deceptive, destructive, malevolent tendencies to the native. The Moon is conjunct Jupiter
and he did come from a rich and influential family, but this also exaggerates all the themes represented by
his Moon. His surely was a bad example of government - one not to be followed.
Venus in Leo in his second house rules the 4th house of family and origins and co-rules the 10th house.
Uranus rules both the 7th house of relationships and the 8th house of inheritance, and is conjunct the North
Node in the 11th house of friends and group associations. They both corroborate the lunar themes and we
can say for sure that he was much helped and gained the favour of many while rising to power.
If I recall it well enough, he was satirised for supposedly being stupid, or at least "slow" in understanding.
His 3rd house (mental assets) ruler Mercury conjunct the Ascendant and Pluto tell that in reality the opposite
is true: he's probably very capable and cunning. Neptune also in the 3rd house creates the illusion that he's
mentally underprivileged and brings forth, again, deceptiveness and the tendency to tell lies.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:
>
> Someone suggested looking at the charts of famous people a while ago and I thought this was
a really good idea to understand astrology better. So I have been looking at the charts of
wealthy and famous people and trying to understand the aspects in their charts.
>
> Take a look at George Bush's chart. http://www.astrotheme.com/astrology/George_W._Bush
>
> George Bush got his position in an oil company through his parents. He later managed football
teams and then got elected as Texas governor.
>
> He has Venus (Venus rules money) as the ruler of his tenth house (Status, Career) Conjunct
his ascendant with a lot of powerful aspects to it.
>
> Also the ruler of his 8th house which is Neptune, interestingly enough Neptune rules oil! (8th
house = inheritance, big business) is conjunct the moon (rules family) and conjunct Jupiter
(Success, Expansion, Prosperity)
>
> He was introduced into big business, in an oil company, by his family and owes his prosperity
to it. It's easy to see how the 8th house, Neptune, Moon and Jupiter are all coming into play in
this case.
>
> However the ruler of his ascendant, (ascendant rules image) which is the Sun (Sun rules
identity and social standing) Conjunct Saturn (Saturn = Hardship)
> And so there are many people who also dislike George Bush, probably he will be considered
the worst US president in history.
>
> I'm sure nobody wants to hear lots of boring details about his personal life and actually I
don't know a whole lot about him other than that he's rich which I'm sure interests a lot of us.
>

> So have a look and tell us what you think of it.
>
> Because this is a George Bush post, I won't end it with a "Hail Satan", would be inappropriate
for an Xian and a Freemason who done so much for the Jews and Israel.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 763
Subject: Re: George Bush

From: HenryH

Date: 11/17/2012

I seen his chart before, but this time I can see things much more clearly and easily. His sun is not cojunct
his Saturn. From the chart given in the link GB's sun is at 13 degrees Cancer and Satun is at 26 degrees
Cancer, and it is unaspected in he 12th house. His speech problems more than likely come from a mixture of
his Moon in the 3rd squaring his Sun, ad Mercury being at 9 degrees of Leo which is a weak placement for
Mercury on a critical degree conjunct Pluto as well as that unaspected Saturn in the 12th giving some real
sick and disturbing skeletons in the closet. Clealy a psychopath who wants to watch the whole world burn.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:
>
> Someone suggested looking at the charts of famous people a while ago and I thought this was
a really good idea to understand astrology better. So I have been looking at the charts of
wealthy and famous people and trying to understand the aspects in their charts.
>
> Take a look at George Bush's chart. http://www.astrotheme.com/astrology/George_W._Bush
>
> George Bush got his position in an oil company through his parents. He later managed football
teams and then got elected as Texas governor.
>
> He has Venus (Venus rules money) as the ruler of his tenth house (Status, Career) Conjunct
his ascendant with a lot of powerful aspects to it.
>
> Also the ruler of his 8th house which is Neptune, interestingly enough Neptune rules oil! (8th
house = inheritance, big business) is conjunct the moon (rules family) and conjunct Jupiter
(Success, Expansion, Prosperity)
>
> He was introduced into big business, in an oil company, by his family and owes his prosperity
to it. It's easy to see how the 8th house, Neptune, Moon and Jupiter are all coming into play in
this case.
>
> However the ruler of his ascendant, (ascendant rules image) which is the Sun (Sun rules
identity and social standing) Conjunct Saturn (Saturn = Hardship)
> And so there are many people who also dislike George Bush, probably he will be considered
the worst US president in history.
>
> I'm sure nobody wants to hear lots of boring details about his personal life and actually I
don't know a whole lot about him other than that he's rich which I'm sure interests a lot of us.
>
> So have a look and tell us what you think of it.
>
> Because this is a George Bush post, I won't end it with a "Hail Satan", would be inappropriate
for an Xian and a Freemason who done so much for the Jews and Israel.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 764
Subject: Astro.com's AstroPortrait

From: Sven

Date: 11/17/2012

I was wondering how accurate it this?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 765
Subject: Re: George Bush

From: Djinn Draconis

Date: 11/18/2012

Thanks for clearing that up. By the way how close do two planets have to be before they're considered
conjunct?

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> His chart ruler, the Sun, which is already influential in its nature, is conjunct Sirius, a very
powerful fixed star that brings honours and high positions in government. He was marked to be
powerful.
>
> I don't know how he was seen within his country, but for many of us who watched it from
afar, he became famous for starting conflicts (MC in Aries) and spending absurd amounts of
money funding them and investing in weaponry (Mars in the 2nd house of money and values).
Interestingly, Mars is also conjunct the unfortunate fixed star Zosma that, along with Saturn
(loosely) conjunct the Sun in the 12th house of self-undoing, contributed to his bad worldly
image.
>
> The Moon can indicate social standing and the way one deals with the public. In Libra, the
Moon bestows charm and the talent to gain the favour of those around him. However, it is
conjunct fixed star Algorab, which can bring deceptive, destructive, malevolent tendencies to the
native. The Moon is conjunct Jupiter and he did come from a rich and influential family, but this
also exaggerates all the themes represented by his Moon. His surely was a bad example of
government - one not to be followed.
>
> Venus in Leo in his second house rules the 4th house of family and origins and co-rules the
10th house. Uranus rules both the 7th house of relationships and the 8th house of inheritance,
and is conjunct the North Node in the 11th house of friends and group associations. They both
corroborate the lunar themes and we can say for sure that he was much helped and gained the
favour of many while rising to power.
>
> If I recall it well enough, he was satirised for supposedly being stupid, or at least "slow" in
understanding. His 3rd house (mental assets) ruler Mercury conjunct the Ascendant and Pluto tell
that in reality the opposite is true: he's probably very capable and cunning. Neptune also in the
3rd house creates the illusion that he's mentally underprivileged and brings forth, again,
deceptiveness and the tendency to tell lies.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>
> > Someone suggested looking at the charts of famous people a while ago and I thought this
was a really good idea to understand astrology better. So I have been looking at the charts of
wealthy and famous people and trying to understand the aspects in their charts.
>>
> > Take a look at George Bush's chart. http://www.astrotheme.com/astrology/George_W._Bush
>>
> > George Bush got his position in an oil company through his parents. He later managed
football teams and then got elected as Texas governor.
>>
> > He has Venus (Venus rules money) as the ruler of his tenth house (Status, Career) Conjunct
his ascendant with a lot of powerful aspects to it.
>>
> > Also the ruler of his 8th house which is Neptune, interestingly enough Neptune rules oil! (8th

house = inheritance, big business) is conjunct the moon (rules family) and conjunct Jupiter
(Success, Expansion, Prosperity)
>>
> > He was introduced into big business, in an oil company, by his family and owes his
prosperity to it. It's easy to see how the 8th house, Neptune, Moon and Jupiter are all coming
into play in this case.
>>
> > However the ruler of his ascendant, (ascendant rules image) which is the Sun (Sun rules
identity and social standing) Conjunct Saturn (Saturn = Hardship)
> > And so there are many people who also dislike George Bush, probably he will be considered
the worst US president in history.
>>
> > I'm sure nobody wants to hear lots of boring details about his personal life and actually I
don't know a whole lot about him other than that he's rich which I'm sure interests a lot of us.
>>
> > So have a look and tell us what you think of it.
>>
> > Because this is a George Bush post, I won't end it with a "Hail Satan", would be
inappropriate for an Xian and a Freemason who done so much for the Jews and Israel.
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 766
Subject: Re: George Bush

From: Djinn Draconis

Date: 11/18/2012

f.follets yours is by far a better explanation than what I gave I am still learning. Btw thank you for
mentioning Sirius to me, this is the first I have heard of this star, I have looked it up and it sounds
incredible. I will be meditating on the energy of this star tonight!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> His chart ruler, the Sun, which is already influential in its nature, is conjunct Sirius, a very
powerful fixed star that brings honours and high positions in government. He was marked to be
powerful.
>
> I don't know how he was seen within his country, but for many of us who watched it from
afar, he became famous for starting conflicts (MC in Aries) and spending absurd amounts of
money funding them and investing in weaponry (Mars in the 2nd house of money and values).
Interestingly, Mars is also conjunct the unfortunate fixed star Zosma that, along with Saturn
(loosely) conjunct the Sun in the 12th house of self-undoing, contributed to his bad worldly
image.
>
> The Moon can indicate social standing and the way one deals with the public. In Libra, the
Moon bestows charm and the talent to gain the favour of those around him. However, it is
conjunct fixed star Algorab, which can bring deceptive, destructive, malevolent tendencies to the
native. The Moon is conjunct Jupiter and he did come from a rich and influential family, but this
also exaggerates all the themes represented by his Moon. His surely was a bad example of
government - one not to be followed.
>
> Venus in Leo in his second house rules the 4th house of family and origins and co-rules the
10th house. Uranus rules both the 7th house of relationships and the 8th house of inheritance,
and is conjunct the North Node in the 11th house of friends and group associations. They both
corroborate the lunar themes and we can say for sure that he was much helped and gained the
favour of many while rising to power.
>

> If I recall it well enough, he was satirised for supposedly being stupid, or at least "slow" in
understanding. His 3rd house (mental assets) ruler Mercury conjunct the Ascendant and Pluto tell
that in reality the opposite is true: he's probably very capable and cunning. Neptune also in the
3rd house creates the illusion that he's mentally underprivileged and brings forth, again,
deceptiveness and the tendency to tell lies.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>
> > Someone suggested looking at the charts of famous people a while ago and I thought this
was a really good idea to understand astrology better. So I have been looking at the charts of
wealthy and famous people and trying to understand the aspects in their charts.
>>
> > Take a look at George Bush's chart. http://www.astrotheme.com/astrology/George_W._Bush
>>
> > George Bush got his position in an oil company through his parents. He later managed
football teams and then got elected as Texas governor.
>>
> > He has Venus (Venus rules money) as the ruler of his tenth house (Status, Career) Conjunct
his ascendant with a lot of powerful aspects to it.
>>
> > Also the ruler of his 8th house which is Neptune, interestingly enough Neptune rules oil! (8th
house = inheritance, big business) is conjunct the moon (rules family) and conjunct Jupiter
(Success, Expansion, Prosperity)
>>
> > He was introduced into big business, in an oil company, by his family and owes his
prosperity to it. It's easy to see how the 8th house, Neptune, Moon and Jupiter are all coming
into play in this case.
>>
> > However the ruler of his ascendant, (ascendant rules image) which is the Sun (Sun rules
identity and social standing) Conjunct Saturn (Saturn = Hardship)
> > And so there are many people who also dislike George Bush, probably he will be considered
the worst US president in history.
>>
> > I'm sure nobody wants to hear lots of boring details about his personal life and actually I
don't know a whole lot about him other than that he's rich which I'm sure interests a lot of us.
>>
> > So have a look and tell us what you think of it.
>>
> > Because this is a George Bush post, I won't end it with a "Hail Satan", would be
inappropriate for an Xian and a Freemason who done so much for the Jews and Israel.
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 767
Subject: Re: George Bush

From: Emily Watts

Date: 11/18/2012

Here, there are some who would gladly bow down and lick the dirt off his shoes. There are more that see
him as an incompetant fool trying to live up to his father's name. Again, with his father, there are those that
come awfully close to worshiping him, there are others who view him as a money grubbing war mongerer
who couldn't finish what he started. Just thought I'd put in my two cents as we have non U.S. residing
members and I happen to live in the U.S. Hail Satan!
On Nov 17, 2012 3:54 AM, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
His chart ruler, the Sun, which is already influential in its nature, is conjunct Sirius, a very

powerful fixed star that brings honours and high positions in government. He was marked to
be powerful.
I don't know how he was seen within his country, but for many of us who watched it from
afar, he became famous for starting conflicts (MC in Aries) and spending absurd amounts of
money funding them and investing in weaponry (Mars in the 2nd house of money and
values). Interestingly, Mars is also conjunct the unfortunate fixed star Zosma that, along with
Saturn (loosely) conjunct the Sun in the 12th house of self-undoing, contributed to his bad
worldly image.
The Moon can indicate social standing and the way one deals with the public. In Libra, the
Moon bestows charm and the talent to gain the favour of those around him. However, it is
conjunct fixed star Algorab, which can bring deceptive, destructive, malevolent tendencies to
the native. The Moon is conjunct Jupiter and he did come from a rich and influential family,
but this also exaggerates all the themes represented by his Moon. His surely was a bad
example of government - one not to be followed.
Venus in Leo in his second house rules the 4th house of family and origins and co-rules the
10th house. Uranus rules both the 7th house of relationships and the 8th house of
inheritance, and is conjunct the North Node in the 11th house of friends and group
associations. They both corroborate the lunar themes and we can say for sure that he was
much helped and gained the favour of many while rising to power.
If I recall it well enough, he was satirised for supposedly being stupid, or at least "slow" in
understanding. His 3rd house (mental assets) ruler Mercury conjunct the Ascendant and Pluto
tell that in reality the opposite is true: he's probably very capable and cunning. Neptune also
in the 3rd house creates the illusion that he's mentally underprivileged and brings forth,
again, deceptiveness and the tendency to tell lies.
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:
>
> Someone suggested looking at the charts of famous people a while ago and I thought this
was a really good idea to understand astrology better. So I have been looking at the charts of
wealthy and famous people and trying to understand the aspects in their charts.
>
> Take a look at George Bush's chart. http://www.astrotheme.com/astrology
/George_W._Bush
>
> George Bush got his position in an oil company through his parents. He later managed
football teams and then got elected as Texas governor.
>
> He has Venus (Venus rules money) as the ruler of his tenth house (Status, Career)
Conjunct his ascendant with a lot of powerful aspects to it.
>
> Also the ruler of his 8th house which is Neptune, interestingly enough Neptune rules oil!
(8th house = inheritance, big business) is conjunct the moon (rules family) and conjunct
Jupiter (Success, Expansion, Prosperity)
>
> He was introduced into big business, in an oil company, by his family and owes his
prosperity to it. It's easy to see how the 8th house, Neptune, Moon and Jupiter are all
coming into play in this case.
>
> However the ruler of his ascendant, (ascendant rules image) which is the Sun (Sun rules
identity and social standing) Conjunct Saturn (Saturn = Hardship)
> And so there are many people who also dislike George Bush, probably he will be

considered the worst US president in history.
>
> I'm sure nobody wants to hear lots of boring details about his personal life and actually I
don't know a whole lot about him other than that he's rich which I'm sure interests a lot of us.
>
> So have a look and tell us what you think of it.
>
> Because this is a George Bush post, I won't end it with a "Hail Satan", would be
inappropriate for an Xian and a Freemason who done so much for the Jews and Israel.
>

Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 768

From:
edlyngonzalez@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Balance of soul shown in natal chart?

Date: 11/18/2012

Ooohh gotcha! ;)

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@..." <lydia_666@...> wrote:
>
> Chronos or Lunarium. Just enter DOB and POB
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "edlyngonzalez@" <edlyngonzalez@> wrote:
>>
> > Where did u find the planetary hour for the time u were born?
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@" <lydia_666@> wrote:
>>>
> > > I just thought of something and wanted your opinions of this. All my life, even as a child,
I've noticed that I'm very balanced between masculine and feminine attributes. And we know
that Sun represents masculine and Moon represents feminine.
>>>
> > > My natal Sun is in Cancer, ruled by the Moon, and my Moon is in Leo, ruled by the Sun. I
was born on Sunday hour of Moon. Coincidence?
>>>
> > > I guess I'm mainly posting to get this group more active and thinking about various
astrology stuff :)
>>>
> > > Hail Satan!
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 770
Subject: mercury and jupiter both retrograde

From: philippineaccount

Date: 11/18/2012

mercury(negative) and jupiter(positive).
Mercury:nov 6-nov26, jupiter:oct 3-jan 30
I wonder, if spells gonna work?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 771
From: Siatris Teloah
Subject: Re: mercury and jupiter both retrograde

Date: 11/19/2012

Only one way to find out. Just do it.
From: philippineaccount <philippineaccount@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Sunday, November 18, 2012 8:07 AM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] mercury and jupiter both retrograde

mercury(negative) and jupiter(positive).
Mercury:nov 6-nov26, jupiter:oct 3-jan 30
I wonder, if spells gonna work?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 772
Subject: Re: George Bush

From: f.follets

Date: 11/19/2012

This is a bit controversial. Many astrologers use fixed orbs for each aspect (usually 10 degrees for the
conjunctions and oppositions, 8 degrees for squares and trines, 4 degrees for sextiles and so on) but some
of them use different orbs depending on the planets involved and the aspects themselves, making them
much more flexible. For instance, aspects to the Sun and the Moon, since they are the Luminaries, have a
wider orb. Conjunctions to the luminaries can have orbs of up to 14 degrees, and I personally find this
accurate.
However, as the distance between planets increases, the aspects get weaker, meaning a "loose" conjunction
(with an orb of more than 10 degrees) isn't nearly as influential in the person's life as it could be if the
planets were closer. Some characteristics may or may not show up in the individual; the ones that do may
not be so evident. It's really up to you to choose which orbs to use.
By the way, I just noticed a small mistake in my last message: Venus is in the first house, not the second.
Sorry about that.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:
>
> Thanks for clearing that up. By the way how close do two planets have to be before they're
considered conjunct?
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>
> > His chart ruler, the Sun, which is already influential in its nature, is conjunct Sirius, a very
powerful fixed star that brings honours and high positions in government. He was marked to be
powerful.
>>
> > I don't know how he was seen within his country, but for many of us who watched it from
afar, he became famous for starting conflicts (MC in Aries) and spending absurd amounts of
money funding them and investing in weaponry (Mars in the 2nd house of money and values).
Interestingly, Mars is also conjunct the unfortunate fixed star Zosma that, along with Saturn
(loosely) conjunct the Sun in the 12th house of self-undoing, contributed to his bad worldly
image.
>>
> > The Moon can indicate social standing and the way one deals with the public. In Libra, the
Moon bestows charm and the talent to gain the favour of those around him. However, it is
conjunct fixed star Algorab, which can bring deceptive, destructive, malevolent tendencies to the
native. The Moon is conjunct Jupiter and he did come from a rich and influential family, but this
also exaggerates all the themes represented by his Moon. His surely was a bad example of
government - one not to be followed.
>>
> > Venus in Leo in his second house rules the 4th house of family and origins and co-rules the
10th house. Uranus rules both the 7th house of relationships and the 8th house of inheritance,

and is conjunct the North Node in the 11th house of friends and group associations. They both
corroborate the lunar themes and we can say for sure that he was much helped and gained the
favour of many while rising to power.
>>
> > If I recall it well enough, he was satirised for supposedly being stupid, or at least "slow" in
understanding. His 3rd house (mental assets) ruler Mercury conjunct the Ascendant and Pluto tell
that in reality the opposite is true: he's probably very capable and cunning. Neptune also in the
3rd house creates the illusion that he's mentally underprivileged and brings forth, again,
deceptiveness and the tendency to tell lies.
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>>
> > > Someone suggested looking at the charts of famous people a while ago and I thought this
was a really good idea to understand astrology better. So I have been looking at the charts of
wealthy and famous people and trying to understand the aspects in their charts.
>>>
> > > Take a look at George Bush's chart. http://www.astrotheme.com/astrology
/George_W._Bush
>>>
> > > George Bush got his position in an oil company through his parents. He later managed
football teams and then got elected as Texas governor.
>>>
> > > He has Venus (Venus rules money) as the ruler of his tenth house (Status, Career)
Conjunct his ascendant with a lot of powerful aspects to it.
>>>
> > > Also the ruler of his 8th house which is Neptune, interestingly enough Neptune rules oil!
(8th house = inheritance, big business) is conjunct the moon (rules family) and conjunct Jupiter
(Success, Expansion, Prosperity)
>>>
> > > He was introduced into big business, in an oil company, by his family and owes his
prosperity to it. It's easy to see how the 8th house, Neptune, Moon and Jupiter are all coming
into play in this case.
>>>
> > > However the ruler of his ascendant, (ascendant rules image) which is the Sun (Sun rules
identity and social standing) Conjunct Saturn (Saturn = Hardship)
> > > And so there are many people who also dislike George Bush, probably he will be
considered the worst US president in history.
>>>
> > > I'm sure nobody wants to hear lots of boring details about his personal life and actually I
don't know a whole lot about him other than that he's rich which I'm sure interests a lot of us.
>>>
> > > So have a look and tell us what you think of it.
>>>
> > > Because this is a George Bush post, I won't end it with a "Hail Satan", would be
inappropriate for an Xian and a Freemason who done so much for the Jews and Israel.
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 773
From: Wendya Fox
Subject: Re: mercury and jupiter both retrograde

Date: 11/19/2012

Well, if its any comfort to you Mercury goes out of retrograde a week from tomorrow (Monday) at 5:50pm.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 774
Subject: Re: Types of aspects

From: f.follets

Date: 11/19/2012

Conjunctions, oppositions, trines, squares and sextiles are the traditional aspects and are usually considered
"major". Quincunxes, sesquiquadrates, semi-squares and semi-sextiles are considered minor. Some say the
sextiles and quincunxes are "intermediate" aspects, not as important as the major, but more influential than
the minor ones. However, in practice, the "strength" and nature of each aspect have much more to do with
the planets or points involved than the aspects themselves.
The aspects are angles that planets make to each other, but in other words they are simply divisions of the
zodiac wheel: the opposition is a division by 2, the trine a division by 3, the square a division by 4 and so
on. Since there are 12 signs, 4 elements (fire, earth, air, water) and 3 modalities (cardinal, fixed, mutable)
and together they form the most basic framework with which we can interpret the chart, these divisions
always point to predictable, repetitive themes.
Trines occur when planets/points are 4 signs away from each other, meaning they are of the same element
but a different modality. They are naturally attuned and their energies flow together, combining the different
modalities with ease, thus usually bringing positive results. Sextiles (which are "half-trines") occur when
planets/points are 2 signs away from each other. In this case, they are in different but complementary
elements (Fire-Air, Earth-Water) and, even though they go well with each other, their expression isn't as
natural as with the trines and this is why they are considered weaker.
Oppositions occur when points are 6 signs away from each other and, being so different in nature (literally
opposites), the signs involved are conflicting, but can be worked with since they are of complementary
elements and the same modality. Squares, occurring when points are 3 signs away, can be even more tense
and challenging. The points are in very distinct signs, of conflicting elements, but also in the same modality.
They can be resolved with time and knowledge, but often cause many problems.
Conjunctions are regarded as most important because they unify the natures and energies of two planets in
one sign, element and modality, whether or not the planets themselves are compatible. Together, they have
an unimpeded channel of expression (unless adversely aspected by other planets) through the sign they're
in; therefore they are often promptly apparent in one's life or way of being, for better or worse.
This was supposed to be a brief explanation, but I guess this is for everyone who wants to know more about
aspects. I hope it helped somehow.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "nicknesredna" <nicknesredna@...> wrote:
>
> I have been looking online and in some books at the library for information regarding aspects,
but they all seem to contradict each other.
>
> I was studying my own chart, to learn to read it myself, and wanted to find out more about
the minor (I don't know if they're minor, but it seems like conjunctions are more 'important')
aspects, such as the square.
>
> Are conjunctions the strongest aspects, and squares and etc. sextiles weaker?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 776
Subject: 1st House Emphasis

From: Djinn Draconis

Date: 11/21/2012

What does a 1st house emphasis signify exactly? It's puzzling me because all the other houses rule
something that a lot can be said for, but the 1st house is just the self pretty much, which seems like not
much compared to the other houses. I have Sun, Pluto, Venus, and Mercury here all in Scorpio.
(Jupiter and Mars also in Scorpio but 2nd house)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 777
Subject: Re: Types of aspects

From: f.follets

Date: 11/21/2012

In a natal chart, it's basically the same thing. However, the faster planet will always be the one aspecting the
slower, so it would be more correct to write Mars/Pluto aspects.
Pluto takes many years to cross a single sign, while Mars crosses the entire Zodiac in 2 years. It is Mars that
trines/squares/opposes/etc. Pluto, since it moves so much faster. Mercury, for example, would be the one
aspecting Mars, since it's even faster. The Moon is the fastest planet and is always the one making the
aspects, never the contrary.
In transits, though, there's a big difference between Pluto/Mars and Mars/Pluto since the transiting planets
are moving "around" a static natal chart. A Mars/Pluto square happens every year and can bring issues
related to violence, intensity or self-assertion, but it lasts only a few days. A Pluto/Mars square usually
happens only once in a lifetime and can last months, bringing life-changing circumstances.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "nicknesredna" <nicknesredna@...> wrote:
>
> Thank you, that was very enlightening yet quite simple when explained
> that way.
>
> Now that I understand what aspects are, I have one question left if you
> will.
>
> I was studying some prominent people's charts, and in one of them I
> found a mars/pluto square.
> On the Joy of Satan website, in the astrology part, it says this about
> mars/pluto:
>
> "Incredibly strong. Do or die will. Death before dishonor. Fearless,
> intense, will use excessive force, with the conjunction, tremendous
> energy will be directed towards the affairs of the house it is placed
> in. Extremely dangerous as enemies. Anger will explode in violence,
> often physical. Murder does not phase them. Deadly."
>
> However, while reading a post, here in this group, by High Priestess
> Maxine, she described the pluto/mars aspect in kinda the same way:
>
> "Pluto/mars- the do or die aspect. These people will use force or
> whatever means
> is necessary to achieve their ends and can be deadly enemies. They are
> fearless
> and cut-throats. Rarely neutral about anything. Either love it or hate
> it."
>
> I note that these two descriptions are very similar, and that leads me
> to wonder if pluto/mars and mars/pluto are the same aspect? I guess it
> goes for all aspects:
>
> planet1/planet2
> equals
> planet2/planet1
>
> It would be logical, but I want to be sure I get it right.
>
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
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>
>
>
>
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>
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>
>
>
>
>

> Conjunctions, oppositions, trines, squares and sextiles are the
traditional aspects and are usually considered "major". Quincunxes,
sesquiquadrates, semi-squares and semi-sextiles are considered minor.
Some say the sextiles and quincunxes are "intermediate" aspects, not as
important as the major, but more influential than the minor ones.
However, in practice, the "strength" and nature of each aspect have much
more to do with the planets or points involved than the aspects
themselves.
>
> The aspects are angles that planets make to each other, but in other
words they are simply divisions of the zodiac wheel: the opposition is a
division by 2, the trine a division by 3, the square a division by 4 and
so on. Since there are 12 signs, 4 elements (fire, earth, air, water)
and 3 modalities (cardinal, fixed, mutable) and together they form the
most basic framework with which we can interpret the chart, these
divisions always point to predictable, repetitive themes.
>
> Trines occur when planets/points are 4 signs away from each other,
meaning they are of the same element but a different modality. They are
naturally attuned and their energies flow together, combining the
different modalities with ease, thus usually bringing positive results.
Sextiles (which are "half-trines") occur when planets/points are 2 signs
away from each other. In this case, they are in different but
complementary elements (Fire-Air, Earth-Water) and, even though they go
well with each other, their expression isn't as natural as with the
trines and this is why they are considered weaker.
>
> Oppositions occur when points are 6 signs away from each other and,
being so different in nature (literally opposites), the signs involved
are conflicting, but can be worked with since they are of complementary
elements and the same modality. Squares, occurring when points are 3
signs away, can be even more tense and challenging. The points are in
very distinct signs, of conflicting elements, but also in the same
modality. They can be resolved with time and knowledge, but often cause
many problems.
>
> Conjunctions are regarded as most important because they unify the
natures and energies of two planets in one sign, element and modality,
whether or not the planets themselves are compatible. Together, they
have an unimpeded channel of expression (unless adversely aspected by
other planets) through the sign they're in; therefore they are often
promptly apparent in one's life or way of being, for better or worse.
>
> This was supposed to be a brief explanation, but I guess this is for
everyone who wants to know more about aspects. I hope it helped somehow.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "nicknesredna" nicknesredna@
wrote:
>>
> > I have been looking online and in some books at the library for
information regarding aspects, but they all seem to contradict each
other.
>>
> > I was studying my own chart, to learn to read it myself, and wanted
to find out more about the minor (I don't know if they're minor, but it

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

seems like conjunctions are more 'important') aspects, such as the
square.
>>
> > Are conjunctions the strongest aspects, and squares and etc.
sextiles weaker?
>>
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 778
Subject: Neptune and The Nazarene

From: Djinn Draconis

Date: 11/21/2012

Even RHP astrologers and spiritualists acknowledge Jesus as being a Neptunian character just as it said also
in the astrology section on the site. Neptune rules the Nazarene and the RHP in general is ruled by Neptune.
Can someone say more about this please? Is Neptune of the enemy?
I know Deception the enemies weapon of choice is ruled by Neptune. This age which is of Pisces in which
the enemy has dominated is ruled by Neptune. What is the significance of this?
HAIL SATAN!
Praise Be To Hell!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 779
Subject: Re: Neptune and The Nazarene

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 11/21/2012

Neptune is a planet it's not of the enemy. Neptune is yin while Pluto is yang. Like Sun/Moon, Mars/Venus,
Saturn/Jupiter. Jupiter rules religion as well, Saturn and Jupiter have to do with society.
"While Pluto has a shattering effect (yang) upon consciousness (breaking apart outworn personality traits;
transforming the ego and enabling it to sustain substantially "heavier charges," e.g., traumatic life
experience), Neptune exerts a "dissolving" effect (yin) on the foundations of consciousness."
"In its negative function.. Pluto depletes the ego of its strength through a "shattering" manifestation of the
Divine Will or through the revelation of a difficult-to-digest truth, in its negative form, Neptune, the god of
the sea, submerges the ego: dissolving its foundation; blurring its perceptions; inhibiting its ability to discern
and discriminate; and leaving it prey to the "denizens of the deep": the destructive forces of the archetypal
unconscious."

http://www.dominantstar.com/tneptune.htm
http://www.dominantstar.com/intrplnet.htm

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:
>
> Even RHP astrologers and spiritualists acknowledge Jesus as being a Neptunian character just
as it said also in the astrology section on the site. Neptune rules the Nazarene and the RHP in
general is ruled by Neptune.
>
> Can someone say more about this please? Is Neptune of the enemy?
> I know Deception the enemies weapon of choice is ruled by Neptune. This age which is of
Pisces in which the enemy has dominated is ruled by Neptune. What is the significance of this?
>
> HAIL SATAN!
> Praise Be To Hell!
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 780
Subject: Re: 1st House Emphasis

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 11/21/2012

It means you have some Aries traits. But didn't you say a week ago that Capricorn is on the cusp of your 6th
and Saturn is in the 8th I just don't see how it's possible to have Scorpio at the first and Capricorn at the 6th
being only 2 signs away, but w/e I'm probably confused.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:
>
> What does a 1st house emphasis signify exactly? It's puzzling me because all the other houses
rule something that a lot can be said for, but the 1st house is just the self pretty much, which
seems like not much compared to the other houses. I have Sun, Pluto, Venus, and Mercury here
all in Scorpio.
>
> (Jupiter and Mars also in Scorpio but 2nd house)
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 781
From: philippineaccount
Subject: What will happen, if saturn will transit the 8th house?

Date: 11/21/2012

What will happen?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 782
Subject: Re: Neptune and The Nazarene

From: darrklady13

Date: 11/21/2012

The Jew Nazarene NEVER EXISTED in the first place.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:
>
> Even RHP astrologers and spiritualists acknowledge Jesus as being a Neptunian character just
as it said also in the astrology section on the site. Neptune rules the Nazarene and the RHP in
general is ruled by Neptune.
>
> Can someone say more about this please? Is Neptune of the enemy?
> I know Deception the enemies weapon of choice is ruled by Neptune. This age which is of
Pisces in which the enemy has dominated is ruled by Neptune. What is the significance of this?
>
> HAIL SATAN!
> Praise Be To Hell!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 783
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: What will happen, if saturn will transit the 8th house?

Date: 11/21/2012

Saturn is transiting my eigth house now. :-| When that happens that means financial issues and or money
may be tight. Also someone who you rely on for paying bills or anything like that can have financial issues
as well. Saturn transits a house for about 2 and a half years. The best thing to do for any Saturn tranist is to
meditate and keep your energies high. For Saturn transiting eigth house do money meditations and such to
balance it out. Venus or Sun square is good for that attracting money.

-----------------------------On Wed, Nov 21, 2012 11:20 AM EST philippineaccount wrote:
>What will happen?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 784
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Re: What will happen, if saturn will transit the 8th house?

Date: 11/22/2012

For me when Saturn transited my 8th it was a bad time especially in the beginning. I had moved away and
went to a christian boarding school. Things got worse when it was aspecting my natal Sun, Jupiter, and
Mercury. However, I grew up and learned lessons of mistrust and more. The whole time I was very
interested in anything occult or spiritual. When summer came around I read a lot of occult related books on
my computer since my internet was no longer heavily censored. I read something about demons, sparked
my interest, felt right, came across JoS then dedicated about 2 weeks later, all while Saturn was conjuncting
my natal stellium in the 8th(for the second time due to retrograde).

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
>
> Saturn is transiting my eigth house now. :-| When that happens that means financial issues
and or money may be tight. Also someone who you rely on for paying bills or anything like that
can have financial issues as well. Saturn transits a house for about 2 and a half years. The best
thing to do for any Saturn tranist is to meditate and keep your energies high. For Saturn
transiting eigth house do money meditations and such to balance it out. Venus or Sun square is
good for that attracting money.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

-----------------------------On Wed, Nov 21, 2012 11:20 AM EST philippineaccount wrote:
>What will happen?
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 785
Subject: Re: 1st House Emphasis

From: Djinn Draconis

Date: 11/22/2012

You're right. I was incorrect with what I said the other week because I wasn't paying attention to the am/pm
on a astrology site I was using.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@...> wrote:
>
> It means you have some Aries traits. But didn't you say a week ago that Capricorn is on the
cusp of your 6th and Saturn is in the 8th I just don't see how it's possible to have Scorpio at the
first and Capricorn at the 6th being only 2 signs away, but w/e I'm probably confused.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>
> > What does a 1st house emphasis signify exactly? It's puzzling me because all the other
houses rule something that a lot can be said for, but the 1st house is just the self pretty much,
which seems like not much compared to the other houses. I have Sun, Pluto, Venus, and
Mercury here all in Scorpio.
>>
> > (Jupiter and Mars also in Scorpio but 2nd house)
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 786
Subject: Re: Neptune and The Nazarene

From: Djinn Draconis

Date: 11/22/2012

It said on the Neptune page before it was updated that Neptune rules the Nazarene and related ilk.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@...> wrote:
>
> Neptune is a planet it's not of the enemy. Neptune is yin while Pluto is yang. Like Sun/Moon,
Mars/Venus, Saturn/Jupiter. Jupiter rules religion as well, Saturn and Jupiter have to do with
society.
>
> "While Pluto has a shattering effect (yang) upon consciousness (breaking apart outworn
personality traits; transforming the ego and enabling it to sustain substantially "heavier charges,"
e.g., traumatic life experience), Neptune exerts a "dissolving" effect (yin) on the foundations of
consciousness."
>
> "In its negative function.. Pluto depletes the ego of its strength through a "shattering"
manifestation of the Divine Will or through the revelation of a difficult-to-digest truth, in its
negative form, Neptune, the god of the sea, submerges the ego: dissolving its foundation;
blurring its perceptions; inhibiting its ability to discern and discriminate; and leaving it prey to the
"denizens of the deep": the destructive forces of the archetypal unconscious."

>
>
> http://www.dominantstar.com/tneptune.htm
> http://www.dominantstar.com/intrplnet.htm
>
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>
> > Even RHP astrologers and spiritualists acknowledge Jesus as being a Neptunian character
just as it said also in the astrology section on the site. Neptune rules the Nazarene and the RHP
in general is ruled by Neptune.
>>
> > Can someone say more about this please? Is Neptune of the enemy?
> > I know Deception the enemies weapon of choice is ruled by Neptune. This age which is of
Pisces in which the enemy has dominated is ruled by Neptune. What is the significance of this?
>>
> > HAIL SATAN!
> > Praise Be To Hell!
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 787
Subject: Re: 1st House Emphasis

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 11/22/2012

Ah ok :P

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:
>
> You're right. I was incorrect with what I said the other week because I wasn't paying attention
to the am/pm on a astrology site I was using.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@> wrote:
>>
> > It means you have some Aries traits. But didn't you say a week ago that Capricorn is on the
cusp of your 6th and Saturn is in the 8th I just don't see how it's possible to have Scorpio at the
first and Capricorn at the 6th being only 2 signs away, but w/e I'm probably confused.
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>>
> > > What does a 1st house emphasis signify exactly? It's puzzling me because all the other
houses rule something that a lot can be said for, but the 1st house is just the self pretty much,
which seems like not much compared to the other houses. I have Sun, Pluto, Venus, and
Mercury here all in Scorpio.
>>>
> > > (Jupiter and Mars also in Scorpio but 2nd house)
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 788

From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich

Date: 11/22/2012

Subject: Re: Neptune and The Nazarene
Neptune rules lies, hoaxes, weakness and deceit. The nazarene is all of these. I can add that back in. I
didn't think it was important when I edited it out. Now, the God Neptune is totally different and rules the

oceans, meditation, etc. The nazarene is a very ugly and negative aspect of Neptune.

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.org

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:
>
> It said on the Neptune page before it was updated that Neptune rules the Nazarene and
related ilk.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@> wrote:
>>
> > Neptune is a planet it's not of the enemy. Neptune is yin while Pluto is yang. Like Sun
/Moon, Mars/Venus, Saturn/Jupiter. Jupiter rules religion as well, Saturn and Jupiter have to do
with society.
>>
> > "While Pluto has a shattering effect (yang) upon consciousness (breaking apart outworn
personality traits; transforming the ego and enabling it to sustain substantially "heavier charges,"
e.g., traumatic life experience), Neptune exerts a "dissolving" effect (yin) on the foundations of
consciousness."
>>
> > "In its negative function.. Pluto depletes the ego of its strength through a "shattering"
manifestation of the Divine Will or through the revelation of a difficult-to-digest truth, in its
negative form, Neptune, the god of the sea, submerges the ego: dissolving its foundation;
blurring its perceptions; inhibiting its ability to discern and discriminate; and leaving it prey to the
"denizens of the deep": the destructive forces of the archetypal unconscious."
>>
>>
> > http://www.dominantstar.com/tneptune.htm
> > http://www.dominantstar.com/intrplnet.htm
>>
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>>
> > > Even RHP astrologers and spiritualists acknowledge Jesus as being a Neptunian character
just as it said also in the astrology section on the site. Neptune rules the Nazarene and the RHP
in general is ruled by Neptune.
>>>
> > > Can someone say more about this please? Is Neptune of the enemy?
> > > I know Deception the enemies weapon of choice is ruled by Neptune. This age which is
of Pisces in which the enemy has dominated is ruled by Neptune. What is the significance of this?
>>>
> > > HAIL SATAN!
> > > Praise Be To Hell!
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 789
Subject: Saturn aspected planets

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 11/22/2012

If a planet is natally aspected by Saturn then aspected by transiting Saturn are the negative effects
dimished? I ask because Saturn is opposing my natal Moon right now and I really don't feel anything, my
natal Moon squares Saturn. And a year ago Saturn went over my natal Venus which was trine Saturn when I
was born, I didn't even notice. However I did notice when it conjuncted my natal Sun, Mercury, and Jupiter,
which did not aspect Saturn at my time of birth.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Rahu in 11H.

Message: 791

From: sum_astro

Date: 11/23/2012

Respected Senior members,moderator and my dear
friends,
I am also learner and beginner in astrology.
I read all the posts about Rahu in 7H. I came to
know many things.
I have one doubt can we advice the native to wear
Gomedh if Rahu is in 7H. Does it signify a yog for love marriage.
Further more if Rahu is in 11H e.g . I am
showing my own birth data.
Name : Sumit
Date of Birth: 10 February 1981 Tuesday
Time of Birth: 09:43 PM
Place of Birth: Bhubaneswar (Orissa), India
Latitude: 20.13N Longitude: 85.50E
It is a Virgo ascendant chart, Rahu is in 11th house
cancer i.e. in its Mool Trikon sign. Lord of mool trikon sign i.e. Moon is on 8H i.e. my
moon sign in Aries.
Currently moon mahadasha going on.After this Mars
and after that Rahu mahadasha will come.Will this mahadasha be good for me.
Sir I know astrology little but a "little learning
is dangerous". So I neither apply it on me nor on others.I am not asking
anything personal.Dear senior members and moderator please do not mind I am
humbly requesting to educate me.You are the experts,professionals and
experienced only you can clear my doubts and teach me well.I see my astrology
teacher(s) in you.Therefore I am asking you all.
I read Rahu in 11th will be beneficial for
money from foreigners or from foreign land.In a site I read
Garga hora states that â "
Yasya labhagato rahur labho bhavati nischayat
Mleschadhipatito noonam gajavaja radhadikam

(Garga hora)
[For the one for whom Rahu is in 11th house, fore
sure gain of wealth would happen (this every body knows - and is a general
statement; a known result restated). (A special result to be noted is that) He
will gain special rewards (in the form of heavy vehicles) such as elephant,
horse, chariot etc from the king (of near by land; adjoining kingdom; place
away from native land) who does not follow the vedic path]
Now I have following doubts :
Doubt 1 : Please whether it is a Raj Yog or not ?Some
books/sites say it yes some say it no.I got confused.
Doubt 2 : I
want to know how will Rahu behave for the above native i.e. me . Will it be beneficial fully
or partly.Can this person wear Gomedh at anytime or only during Rahu mahdasha.CurrentlyI
am wearing a white sapphire in gold ring on middle finger,a pearl on
little finger and an emerald on ring finger. Can I wear Gomedh.Can pearl and
Gomedh be worn together.
Doubt 3 : On one site
http[colon][double slash]astrobix[dot] com/hindu_astrology/post/rahu-11th-house-11th-house-rahu
[dot] aspx .
I read this: The eleventh house is influenced
by both Saturn and Jupiter.(In my horoscope both Jupitor & Saturn are
retrograde and are sitting together on ascendant i.e. on Virgo sign.) A person
with an eleventh house Rahu is rich as long as his father is alive. He may face
some financial problems after his father's death.He should wear a gold chain
after his fathers death. (My father is alive does it mean that I `ll become

poor after his death.)
Yours,
Sumit

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 792
Subject: Re: 1st House Emphasis

From: Djinn Draconis

Date: 11/24/2012

But you see what I mean, gives some Aries traits. Very little can be said about it compared to other houses.
Compare this to say a 11th house emphasis, friends will be significant in the persons life, has a wide circle of
friends, depending on which planet, helpful friends, unusual friends, love relationship begin with friends etc.
6th house, work is important, health is important the kind of work and health or lack there of; they have.
Basically life events can be predicted from the other houses, first house, the traits of the planet there just
gets added to your personality.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@...> wrote:
>
> Ah ok :P
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>
> > You're right. I was incorrect with what I said the other week because I wasn't paying
attention to the am/pm on a astrology site I was using.
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@> wrote:
>>>
> > > It means you have some Aries traits. But didn't you say a week ago that Capricorn is on
the cusp of your 6th and Saturn is in the 8th I just don't see how it's possible to have Scorpio at
the first and Capricorn at the 6th being only 2 signs away, but w/e I'm probably confused.
>>>
> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>>>
> > > > What does a 1st house emphasis signify exactly? It's puzzling me because all the other
houses rule something that a lot can be said for, but the 1st house is just the self pretty much,
which seems like not much compared to the other houses. I have Sun, Pluto, Venus, and
Mercury here all in Scorpio.
>>>>
> > > > (Jupiter and Mars also in Scorpio but 2nd house)
>>>>
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 793
Subject: Re: 1st House Emphasis

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 11/24/2012

Yea I understand what you're saying. Since the 1st rules the self a stellium there would give an emphasis on
the individual, eg. self improvement, perfecting your self spiritually. Probably an inclination to act selfishly,
but I'm sure water signs will help, and Venus in the first. Don't forget the first rules the appearance as well,
the Sun and Venus probably make you attractive, physically and/or an attractive demeanor, Mercury young,
and Pluto idk mysterious or animal magnetism.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:
>
> But you see what I mean, gives some Aries traits. Very little can be said about it compared to

other houses.
>
> Compare this to say a 11th house emphasis, friends will be significant in the persons life, has
a wide circle of friends, depending on which planet, helpful friends, unusual friends, love
relationship begin with friends etc.
>
> 6th house, work is important, health is important the kind of work and health or lack there of;
they have.
>
> Basically life events can be predicted from the other houses, first house, the traits of the
planet there just gets added to your personality.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@> wrote:
>>
> > Ah ok :P
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>>
> > > You're right. I was incorrect with what I said the other week because I wasn't paying
attention to the am/pm on a astrology site I was using.
>>>
> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@> wrote:
>>>>
> > > > It means you have some Aries traits. But didn't you say a week ago that Capricorn is
on the cusp of your 6th and Saturn is in the 8th I just don't see how it's possible to have Scorpio
at the first and Capricorn at the 6th being only 2 signs away, but w/e I'm probably confused.
>>>>
> > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>>>>
> > > > > What does a 1st house emphasis signify exactly? It's puzzling me because all the
other houses rule something that a lot can be said for, but the 1st house is just the self pretty
much, which seems like not much compared to the other houses. I have Sun, Pluto, Venus, and
Mercury here all in Scorpio.
>>>>>
> > > > > (Jupiter and Mars also in Scorpio but 2nd house)
>>>>>
>>>>
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 794
Subject: Re: 1st House Emphasis

From: Djinn Draconis

Date: 11/24/2012

Thanks for helping. So what is your chart like? And what do you think of your chart ch_3_coo? I'm not that
good on astrology yet but I like learning it with people.
I can relate to all those things you just mentioned btw but there is too much to say on it all, so I won't act
too selfishly and give you an essay lol.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@...> wrote:
>
> Yea I understand what you're saying. Since the 1st rules the self a stellium there would give
an emphasis on the individual, eg. self improvement, perfecting your self spiritually. Probably an
inclination to act selfishly, but I'm sure water signs will help, and Venus in the first. Don't forget

the first rules the appearance as well, the Sun and Venus probably make you attractive,
physically and/or an attractive demeanor, Mercury young, and Pluto idk mysterious or animal
magnetism.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>
> > But you see what I mean, gives some Aries traits. Very little can be said about it compared
to other houses.
>>
> > Compare this to say a 11th house emphasis, friends will be significant in the persons life,
has a wide circle of friends, depending on which planet, helpful friends, unusual friends, love
relationship begin with friends etc.
>>
> > 6th house, work is important, health is important the kind of work and health or lack there
of; they have.
>>
> > Basically life events can be predicted from the other houses, first house, the traits of the
planet there just gets added to your personality.
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@> wrote:
>>>
> > > Ah ok :P
>>>
> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>>>
> > > > You're right. I was incorrect with what I said the other week because I wasn't paying
attention to the am/pm on a astrology site I was using.
>>>>
> > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@> wrote:
>>>>>
> > > > > It means you have some Aries traits. But didn't you say a week ago that Capricorn is
on the cusp of your 6th and Saturn is in the 8th I just don't see how it's possible to have Scorpio
at the first and Capricorn at the 6th being only 2 signs away, but w/e I'm probably confused.
>>>>>
> > > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>>>>>
> > > > > > What does a 1st house emphasis signify exactly? It's puzzling me because all the
other houses rule something that a lot can be said for, but the 1st house is just the self pretty
much, which seems like not much compared to the other houses. I have Sun, Pluto, Venus, and
Mercury here all in Scorpio.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > (Jupiter and Mars also in Scorpio but 2nd house)
>>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 795
Subject: Re: 1st House Emphasis

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 11/25/2012

Well Saturn is my chart ruler in the 1st retrograde in Aquarius, square Pluto and the Moon, trine Venus.
Neptune and Uranus are in the 12th both conjunct ascendant and retrograde, so the energy of those two
seep into my personality as well. I've been thinking about that Uranus/Aquarius a lot recently and I think it

accounts for my attitude towards "authority", it disgusts me how someone can go on a power trip and get a
superiority complex, and it really disgusts me how servile people can be. Anyway, 8th house stellium with
Sun, Mercury, and Jupiter in Virgo. Venus in Libra square Neptune.
I think I have a pretty decent chart. However with my chart ruler retrograde I feel like my life hasn't really
started, I feel like I'm stuck and waiting for something to shake up my life, I feel like I'm just going through
the motions for now. I'd be happy to send it to you once I get home from the holliday.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:
>
> Thanks for helping. So what is your chart like? And what do you think of your chart ch_3_coo?
I'm not that good on astrology yet but I like learning it with people.
>
> I can relate to all those things you just mentioned btw but there is too much to say on it all,
so I won't act too selfishly and give you an essay lol.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@> wrote:
>>
> > Yea I understand what you're saying. Since the 1st rules the self a stellium there would give
an emphasis on the individual, eg. self improvement, perfecting your self spiritually. Probably an
inclination to act selfishly, but I'm sure water signs will help, and Venus in the first. Don't forget
the first rules the appearance as well, the Sun and Venus probably make you attractive,
physically and/or an attractive demeanor, Mercury young, and Pluto idk mysterious or animal
magnetism.
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>>
> > > But you see what I mean, gives some Aries traits. Very little can be said about it
compared to other houses.
>>>
> > > Compare this to say a 11th house emphasis, friends will be significant in the persons life,
has a wide circle of friends, depending on which planet, helpful friends, unusual friends, love
relationship begin with friends etc.
>>>
> > > 6th house, work is important, health is important the kind of work and health or lack
there of; they have.
>>>
> > > Basically life events can be predicted from the other houses, first house, the traits of the
planet there just gets added to your personality.
>>>
> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@> wrote:
>>>>
> > > > Ah ok :P
>>>>
> > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>>>>
> > > > > You're right. I was incorrect with what I said the other week because I wasn't paying
attention to the am/pm on a astrology site I was using.
>>>>>
> > > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@> wrote:
>>>>>>
> > > > > > It means you have some Aries traits. But didn't you say a week ago that Capricorn
is on the cusp of your 6th and Saturn is in the 8th I just don't see how it's possible to have
Scorpio at the first and Capricorn at the 6th being only 2 signs away, but w/e I'm probably
confused.
>>>>>>

> > > > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > What does a 1st house emphasis signify exactly? It's puzzling me because all
the other houses rule something that a lot can be said for, but the 1st house is just the self
pretty much, which seems like not much compared to the other houses. I have Sun, Pluto,
Venus, and Mercury here all in Scorpio.
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > (Jupiter and Mars also in Scorpio but 2nd house)
>>>>>>>
>>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 796
From: Way_Seeker666
Subject: Finding the exact time a retrograde ends?

Date: 11/25/2012

I have something I need to start on the day one of my current retrogrades ends. How can I find out the
exact time the planet will go direct again?
I am using a transit calendar from astro.com, if that matters?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 797
Subject: Some thoughts

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 11/27/2012

I was thinking about opposites with signs and (traditional) ruling planets. Gemini/Virgo (Mercury) are
opposite to Sagittarius/Pisces (Jupiter), and Taurus/Libra (Venus) - Scorpio/Aries (Mars), (Sun/Moon) Cancer
/Leo - (Saturn) Capricorn/Aquarius.
The Sun and Moon have some kind of special relationship I guess, since moonlight is from the Sun.
Each planet is paired Earth/Air or Water/Fire, giving them all a kind of balance, or like north pole south pole.
Maybe it has to do with advanced geometry or something.
Another thing I was wondering, if a person is Pisces rising, or Aquarius or Scorpio, do they have 2 chart
rulers? Or would Neptune be the main one and Jupiter the co-ruler? Or the other way around.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 798
From: seeker_ofallthings
Subject: Re: Finding the exact time a retrograde ends?

Date: 11/28/2012

Try lunarium.co.uk. Just make sure you change the location to yours; but it shows the times.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Way_Seeker666" <way_seeker666@...> wrote:
>
> I have something I need to start on the day one of my current retrogrades ends. How can I
find out the exact time the planet will go direct again?
> I am using a transit calendar from astro.com, if that matters?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 799
Subject: Re: Some thoughts

From: f.follets

Date: 11/29/2012

In traditional astrology, the signs and planets follow some patterns that expand the themes of the Zodiac
and are very interesting. Everything begins with the Luminaries (Sun and Moon) and ends with Saturn.

Starting from Cancer/Leo, the rulers of the next pairs of signs follow the natural order of the Solar System:
first Mercury (Gemini/Virgo), then Venus (Taurus/Libra), then Mars (Aries/Scorpio), then Jupiter (Pisces
/Sagittarius), then Saturn (Capricorn/Aquarius).
The planets do rule opposite elements as you noticed and this particular pattern of sign, element and
modality rulership is very important because it reflects the themes of the planets and signs themselves.
The Sun and the Moon (twins and/or lovers in mythology) rule cardinal/fixed signs and form the core
inner(yin)/outer(yang) duality present in every living being. They are the givers of life and often represent
the early years of development. They complement each other and together they are the basis of the human
character.
Mercury and Jupiter (father and son in mythology) rule the mutable signs exclusively, which are mental and
philosophical. Together they rule the realm of theories and ideas and work as bridges to the other signs.
Venus and Mars (husband and wife in mythology) also rule cardinal/fixed signs and also complement each
other. The duality shows up again, now in the realm of social interactions. Diplomacy, quarrels, sharing and
everything "I versus You" is ruled by these two.
Saturn alone rules the last two signs, which are cardinal/fixed as well. As the eldest, the patriarch, the
slowest/farthest planet, the bringer of death, Saturn rules the realm of that which is beyond control but also
what we strive to achieve. He rules the signs of achievement, higher ideals and wishes, but also of old age
and transcedence of the physical body and other limitations. He rules the very boundaries of the system.
Everything is connected, balanced and patterned. There are many other patterns in astrology and at this
point I have to say that I just love all this s**t. One can learn a lot about everything just by looking for
patterns, but probably the only reason why someone would write such a ridiculously long post about these
little things is because they have Gemini rising.
Now, answering your question: yes, these signs have the outer planets as main rulers but Jupiter, Mars or
Saturn would co-rule the chart.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@...> wrote:
>
> I was thinking about opposites with signs and (traditional) ruling planets. Gemini/Virgo
(Mercury) are opposite to Sagittarius/Pisces (Jupiter), and Taurus/Libra (Venus) - Scorpio/Aries
(Mars), (Sun/Moon) Cancer/Leo - (Saturn) Capricorn/Aquarius.
>
> The Sun and Moon have some kind of special relationship I guess, since moonlight is from the
Sun.
>
> Each planet is paired Earth/Air or Water/Fire, giving them all a kind of balance, or like north
pole south pole. Maybe it has to do with advanced geometry or something.
>
> Another thing I was wondering, if a person is Pisces rising, or Aquarius or Scorpio, do they
have 2 chart rulers? Or would Neptune be the main one and Jupiter the co-ruler? Or the other
way around.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 800
Subject: Re: Vedic vs Western - Important.

From: Tom

Date: 11/29/2012

Thank you for answer but i am still confused.
I will make it simple.
Lets say i want to start magical square for Venus TODAY.
According to western zodiac Venus is in Scorpio ( in its detriment ) i should not do it
But when i look at the sky Venus is just entering Libra ( its Ruler sign !!! )
So whats so important about stars structure from the date they were first created ( during ancient Greek
Times ) that they override current location in the sky.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 801
From: Way_Seeker666
Subject: Re: Finding the exact time a retrograde ends?

Date: 11/29/2012

Thank you!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 802
Subject: Re: Some thoughts

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 11/29/2012

Ha, your Gemini rising pleases my brain. This is all very interesting.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> In traditional astrology, the signs and planets follow some patterns that expand the themes of
the Zodiac and are very interesting. Everything begins with the Luminaries (Sun and Moon) and
ends with Saturn.
>
> Starting from Cancer/Leo, the rulers of the next pairs of signs follow the natural order of the
Solar System: first Mercury (Gemini/Virgo), then Venus (Taurus/Libra), then Mars (Aries
/Scorpio), then Jupiter (Pisces/Sagittarius), then Saturn (Capricorn/Aquarius).
>
> The planets do rule opposite elements as you noticed and this particular pattern of sign,
element and modality rulership is very important because it reflects the themes of the planets
and signs themselves.
>
> The Sun and the Moon (twins and/or lovers in mythology) rule cardinal/fixed signs and form
the core inner(yin)/outer(yang) duality present in every living being. They are the givers of life
and often represent the early years of development. They complement each other and together
they are the basis of the human character.
>
> Mercury and Jupiter (father and son in mythology) rule the mutable signs exclusively, which
are mental and philosophical. Together they rule the realm of theories and ideas and work as
bridges to the other signs.
>
> Venus and Mars (husband and wife in mythology) also rule cardinal/fixed signs and also
complement each other. The duality shows up again, now in the realm of social interactions.
Diplomacy, quarrels, sharing and everything "I versus You" is ruled by these two.
>
> Saturn alone rules the last two signs, which are cardinal/fixed as well. As the eldest, the
patriarch, the slowest/farthest planet, the bringer of death, Saturn rules the realm of that which
is beyond control but also what we strive to achieve. He rules the signs of achievement, higher
ideals and wishes, but also of old age and transcedence of the physical body and other
limitations. He rules the very boundaries of the system.
>
> Everything is connected, balanced and patterned. There are many other patterns in astrology
and at this point I have to say that I just love all this s**t. One can learn a lot about everything
just by looking for patterns, but probably the only reason why someone would write such a

ridiculously long post about these little things is because they have Gemini rising.
>
> Now, answering your question: yes, these signs have the outer planets as main rulers but
Jupiter, Mars or Saturn would co-rule the chart.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@> wrote:
>>
> > I was thinking about opposites with signs and (traditional) ruling planets. Gemini/Virgo
(Mercury) are opposite to Sagittarius/Pisces (Jupiter), and Taurus/Libra (Venus) - Scorpio/Aries
(Mars), (Sun/Moon) Cancer/Leo - (Saturn) Capricorn/Aquarius.
>>
> > The Sun and Moon have some kind of special relationship I guess, since moonlight is from
the Sun.
>>
> > Each planet is paired Earth/Air or Water/Fire, giving them all a kind of balance, or like north
pole south pole. Maybe it has to do with advanced geometry or something.
>>
> > Another thing I was wondering, if a person is Pisces rising, or Aquarius or Scorpio, do they
have 2 chart rulers? Or would Neptune be the main one and Jupiter the co-ruler? Or the other
way around.
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 803
Subject: Re: Vedic vs Western - Important.

From: the_fire_starter666

Date: 11/30/2012

The reason the tropical zodiac is used is BECAUSE IT WORKS AND IT'S FOUND TO GIVE ACCURATE
RESULTS. That's what's important with it, no other reason. In astrology it only matters when you make
accurate predictions and give accurate results with the system you're using, not where are the planets now.
In all kinds of divination and magick we use the same principle, do what works. Some things may not make
sense with our CURRENT LEVEL OF KNOWLEDGE, but if they use them and they work, hey who argues
about that? It's useless trying to understand somehting that uses your right-brain using left-brained logic.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Tom" <topsik85@...> wrote:
>
> Thank you for answer but i am still confused.
>
> I will make it simple.
>
> Lets say i want to start magical square for Venus TODAY.
>
> According to western zodiac Venus is in Scorpio ( in its detriment ) i should not do it
> But when i look at the sky Venus is just entering Libra ( its Ruler sign !!! )
>
> So whats so important about stars structure from the date they were first created ( during
ancient Greek Times ) that they override current location in the sky.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 804
Subject: Re: Vedic vs Western - Important.

From: m_18

Date: 11/30/2012

The qualities/personalities, etc., etc., etc. of the signs & houses are related to the seasons & the time of the
seasons, such as beginning, middle & end, etc., etc.etc.

It was noticed that people were a certain way or had certain qualities about them when born during certain
times of the year. They reflected that upon the sky to create the zodiac.
There should be something in the photos section that I posted written by Albert Pike from Morals & Dogma
that discusses the origins more in depth. If there isn't, let me know & I will post them.

--- On Fri, 11/30/12, the_fire_starter666 <the_fire_starter666@...> wrote:

From: the_fire_starter666 <the_fire_starter666@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Vedic vs Western - Important.
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Friday, November 30, 2012, 3:11 AM
The reason the tropical zodiac is used is BECAUSE IT WORKS AND IT'S FOUND TO GIVE ACCURATE
RESULTS. That's what's important with it, no other reason. In astrology it only matters when you
make accurate predictions and give accurate results with the system you're using, not where are the
planets now. In all kinds of divination and magick we use the same principle, do what works. Some
things may not make sense with our CURRENT LEVEL OF KNOWLEDGE, but if they use them and
they work, hey who argues about that? It's useless trying to understand somehting that uses your
right-brain using left-brained logic.
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Tom" <topsik85@...> wrote:
>
> Thank you for answer but i am still confused.
>
> I will make it simple.
>
> Lets say i want to start magical square for Venus TODAY.
>
> According to western zodiac Venus is in Scorpio ( in its detriment ) i should not do it
> But when i look at the sky Venus is just entering Libra ( its Ruler sign !!! )
>
> So whats so important about stars structure from the date they were first created ( during ancient
Greek Times ) that they override current location in the sky.
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 805
Subject: Re: Vedic vs Western - Important.

From: the_fire_starter666

Date: 12/1/2012

There are many other things in astrology are different than reality, not just the tropical zodiac. Of course if
you think them using left brained logic they are not supposed to work, but they do.
For example, not all constellations are 30 degrees each in reality, some are larger some are smaller even
though in astrology they are all treated as the same size. And there's the constellation Ophiuchus between
Scorpio and Sagittarius which isn't considered in astrology. Then the aspects, the planets are not actually on
the same spot when they're in conjunction. The more distant planet is behind the nearer planet by
thousands of miles. If you use left brained logic, it doesn't make sense how two planets being in exactly
120+-5 degrees apart (trine) would affect us. Then the whole diagram thing and rulerships, do you see
diagrams and charts in the sky? Do you hear the planets talk and say "I rule over this zodiac sign and I'm
the ruler of that house"? Do you even see houses in the sky? No, of course humans made up all of these
things.
But this way they are they do work and are found to affect humans, even if you don't see all these using a

telescope and even if you can't think logically how all these configurations can affect us. The way we
discovered all these is not via left-brained thinking, but via observations and seeing what happens.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "the_fire_starter666" <the_fire_starter666@...> wrote:
>
> The reason the tropical zodiac is used is BECAUSE IT WORKS AND IT'S FOUND TO GIVE
ACCURATE RESULTS. That's what's important with it, no other reason. In astrology it only
matters when you make accurate predictions and give accurate results with the system you're
using, not where are the planets now. In all kinds of divination and magick we use the same
principle, do what works. Some things may not make sense with our CURRENT LEVEL OF
KNOWLEDGE, but if they use them and they work, hey who argues about that? It's useless
trying to understand somehting that uses your right-brain using left-brained logic.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Tom" <topsik85@> wrote:
>>
> > Thank you for answer but i am still confused.
>>
> > I will make it simple.
>>
> > Lets say i want to start magical square for Venus TODAY.
>>
> > According to western zodiac Venus is in Scorpio ( in its detriment ) i should not do it
> > But when i look at the sky Venus is just entering Libra ( its Ruler sign !!! )
>>
> > So whats so important about stars structure from the date they were first created ( during
ancient Greek Times ) that they override current location in the sky.
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 806
Subject: Re: Vedic vs Western - Important.

From: f.follets

Date: 12/2/2012

For some people, systems do have to make sense if they are to learn and use them. He asked the same
questions many competent astrologers still ask, and while it's true that the tropical zodiac does give
accurate results (which is why I use it myself, like most of us) it's also true that there's currently no known
reason for that at all.
Astrology is different from all the other kinds of divination for it is a system built upon the observation of the
celestial bodies and their predictable movements, which relies on pure mathematics. Naturally, when it
comes to the practical part of it, astrology is mostly subjective but there's hardly anything "right-brained" in
its roots. Besides, incorrect data will certainly lead to incorrect interpretations and, by all it's currently
known, using the tropical zodiac is indeed technically wrong. Doubt consequently shows up.
Everyone should argue, especially here, a Satanist group. Don't be unhelpful.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "the_fire_starter666" <the_fire_starter666@...> wrote:
>
> The reason the tropical zodiac is used is BECAUSE IT WORKS AND IT'S FOUND TO GIVE
ACCURATE RESULTS. That's what's important with it, no other reason. In astrology it only
matters when you make accurate predictions and give accurate results with the system you're
using, not where are the planets now. In all kinds of divination and magick we use the same
principle, do what works. Some things may not make sense with our CURRENT LEVEL OF
KNOWLEDGE, but if they use them and they work, hey who argues about that? It's useless
trying to understand somehting that uses your right-brain using left-brained logic.
>

> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Tom" <topsik85@> wrote:
>>
> > Thank you for answer but i am still confused.
>>
> > I will make it simple.
>>
> > Lets say i want to start magical square for Venus TODAY.
>>
> > According to western zodiac Venus is in Scorpio ( in its detriment ) i should not do it
> > But when i look at the sky Venus is just entering Libra ( its Ruler sign !!! )
>>
> > So whats so important about stars structure from the date they were first created ( during
ancient Greek Times ) that they override current location in the sky.
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 807
Subject: Help in Retrograde

From: Ashley

Date: 12/2/2012

How do you know when the planets/etc. are in retrograde?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 808
Subject: Re: Vedic vs Western - Important.

From: Tom

Date: 12/2/2012

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
> The qualities/personalities, etc., etc., etc.Â of the signs & houses are related to the seasons &
the time of the seasons, such as beginning, middle & end, etc., etc.etc.
>Â
> It was noticed that people were a certain way or had certain qualities about them when born
during certain times of the year. They reflected that upon the sky to create the zodiac.
>Â
> There should be something in the photos section that I posted written by Albert Pike from
Morals & Dogma that discusses the origins more in depth. If there isn't, let me know & I will
post them.
>Â
>

Unfortunately it is much more complicated.
Before Pope Gregory XIII, people were following Lunar calendar ( 13 month, 28 day lunar cycle ) which is
364 long ( one day missing ) , so actual seasons shifted from the time constellation were drawn !!!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 809
Subject: Re: Vedic vs Western - Important.

From: Tom

Date: 12/2/2012

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "the_fire_starter666" <the_fire_starter666@...> wrote:
>
> There are many other things in astrology are different than reality, not just the tropical zodiac.
Of course if you think them using left brained logic they are not supposed to work, but they do.
>
> For example, not all constellations are 30 degrees each in reality, some are larger some are
smaller even though in astrology they are all treated as the same size. And there's the
constellation Ophiuchus between Scorpio and Sagittarius which isn't considered in astrology.
Then the aspects, the planets are not actually on the same spot when they're in conjunction. The

more distant planet is behind the nearer planet by thousands of miles. If you use left brained
logic, it doesn't make sense how two planets being in exactly 120+-5 degrees apart (trine)
would affect us. Then the whole diagram thing and rulerships, do you see diagrams and charts
in the sky? Do you hear the planets talk and say "I rule over this zodiac sign and I'm the ruler of
that house"? Do you even see houses in the sky? No, of course humans made up all of these
things.
>
> But this way they are they do work and are found to affect humans, even if you don't see all
these using a telescope and even if you can't think logically how all these configurations can
affect us. The way we discovered all these is not via left-brained thinking, but via observations
and seeing what happens.
>

Sorry i am not putting a single shred of trust into a XIAN calendar.
Did rules of astrology change when Gregorian Calendar was established ?? if not its probably useless, if it
was i am not aware of it then i would like to be corrected in here ( thus all my questions about this subject ),
since i consider it important issue and dont want to spread any false claims.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 810
Subject: Re: Vedic vs Western - Important.

From: Tom

Date: 12/2/2012

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
> The qualities/personalities, etc., etc., etc.Â of the signs & houses are related to the seasons &
the time of the seasons, such as beginning, middle & end, etc., etc.etc.
>Â
> It was noticed that people were a certain way or had certain qualities about them when born
during certain times of the year. They reflected that upon the sky to create the zodiac.
>Â
> There should be something in the photos section that I posted written by Albert Pike from
Morals & Dogma that discusses the origins more in depth. If there isn't, let me know & I will
post them.
>Â
>
> --- On Fri, 11/30/12, the_fire_starter666 <the_fire_starter666@...> wrote:
>
>
> From: the_fire_starter666 <the_fire_starter666@...>
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Vedic vs Western - Important.
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Friday, November 30, 2012, 3:11 AM
>
>
>
>Â
>
>
>
> The reason the tropical zodiac is used is BECAUSE IT WORKS AND IT'S FOUND TO GIVE
ACCURATE RESULTS. That's what's important with it, no other reason. In astrology it only
matters when you make accurate predictions and give accurate results with the system you're
using, not where are the planets now. In all kinds of divination and magick we use the same
principle, do what works. Some things may not make sense with our CURRENT LEVEL OF
KNOWLEDGE, but if they use them and they work, hey who argues about that? It's useless

trying to understand somehting that uses your right-brain using left-brained logic.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Tom" <topsik85@> wrote:
>>
> > Thank you for answer but i am still confused.
>>
> > I will make it simple.
>>
> > Lets say i want to start magical square for Venus TODAY.
>>
> > According to western zodiac Venus is in Scorpio ( in its detriment ) i should not do it
> > But when i look at the sky Venus is just entering Libra ( its Ruler sign !!! )
>>
> > So whats so important about stars structure from the date they were first created ( during
ancient Greek Times ) that they override current location in the sky.
>>
>

Ok both of you can disregard my previous post now i got it.
According to western zodiac constellations are not signs.

Messages in JoS_Astrology group.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 811
Subject: Re: Help in Retrograde
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 812
Subject: Re: Vedic vs Western - Important.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 813
Subject: Re: Help in Retrograde
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 814
Subject: Re: Vedic vs Western - Important.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 815
Subject: Re: Vedic vs Western - Important.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 816
Subject: Re: Vedic vs Western - Important.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 817
Subject: Re: Vedic vs Western - Important.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 818
Subject: Re: Vedic vs Western - Important.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 819
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From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 12/2/2012

From: m_18

Date: 12/2/2012

From: Brian Gibbons

Date: 12/2/2012

From: the_fire_starter666

Date: 12/3/2012

From: the_fire_starter666

Date: 12/3/2012

From: the_fire_starter666

Date: 12/3/2012

From: f.follets

Date: 12/3/2012

From: Tom

Date: 12/3/2012

From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich

Date: 12/3/2012

Subject: Re: Vedic vs Western - Important.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 820
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Re: Vedic vs Western - Important.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 821
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: Vedic vs Western - Important.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 822
From: Sabrina White
Subject: Questions For an experienced Astrologist
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 823
From: Don
Subject: Re: Vedic vs Western - Important.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 824
From: Anathematization from
the Light
Subject: what exactly do vertex(s) do?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 825
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: what exactly do vertex(s) do?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 826
From: liberate4free
Subject: Ritual or any working during void course of MOON
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 827
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Re: Ritual or any working during void course of MOON
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 828
From: lolobardonik
Subject: Re: Ritual or any working during void course of MOON
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 829
From: Siatris Teloah
Subject: Re: Ritual or any working during void course of MOON
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 830
From: f.follets
Subject: Chart Reading Game
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 831
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Chart Reading Game
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 832
From: hoodedcobra666
Subject: Re: Chart Reading Game
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 833
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: Chart Reading Game

Date: 12/3/2012
Date: 12/5/2012
Date: 12/5/2012
Date: 12/5/2012
Date: 12/7/2012

Date: 12/10/2012
Date: 12/14/2012
Date: 12/14/2012
Date: 12/14/2012
Date: 12/14/2012
Date: 12/15/2012
Date: 12/15/2012
Date: 12/15/2012
Date: 12/15/2012

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 834
Subject: Re: Ritual or any working during void
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 835
Subject: Re: Chart Reading Game
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 836
Subject: Re: Ritual or any working during void
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 837
Subject: Re: Ritual or any working during void
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 838
Subject: Re: Ritual or any working during void
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 839
Subject: relationships question
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 840
Subject: Natal Chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 841
Subject: Re: relationships question
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 842
Subject: Re: Natal Chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 843
Subject: Re: Natal Chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 844
Subject: Re: Natal Chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 845
Subject: Re: Natal Chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 846
Subject: Re: Natal Chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 847
Subject: Re: Natal Chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 848
Subject: Re: Natal Chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 849
Subject: Re: Natal Chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 850
Subject: Re: Natal Chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 851
Subject: Re: Natal Chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 852
Subject: Re: Natal Chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 853
Subject: Re: Natal Chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 854
Subject: A Void Course of Moon
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 855
Subject: Re: A Void Course of Moon
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 856
Subject: Re: A Void Course of Moon
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 857
Subject: Re: A Void Course of Moon
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 858

From: liberate4free
course of MOON
From: f.follets

Date: 12/15/2012

From: lolobardonik
course of MOON
From: liberate4free
course of MOON
From: Emily Watts
course of MOON
From: ch_3_coo

Date: 12/15/2012

Date: 12/15/2012

Date: 12/16/2012
Date: 12/16/2012
Date: 12/17/2012

From: bestindigo666

Date: 12/17/2012

From: f.follets

Date: 12/17/2012

From: lolobardonik

Date: 12/17/2012

From: bestindigo666

Date: 12/18/2012

From: lolobardonik

Date: 12/18/2012

From: bestindigo666

Date: 12/18/2012

From: f.follets

Date: 12/18/2012

From: bestindigo666

Date: 12/18/2012

From: bestindigo666

Date: 12/18/2012

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 12/18/2012

From: lolobardonik

Date: 12/18/2012

From: f.follets

Date: 12/18/2012

From: bestindigo666

Date: 12/18/2012

From: bestindigo666

Date: 12/20/2012

From: bestindigo666

Date: 12/20/2012

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 12/20/2012

From: f.follets

Date: 12/20/2012

From:
paulpseudonym@yahoo.com

Date: 12/20/2012

From: bestindigo666

Date: 12/21/2012

Subject: Re: A Void Course of Moon
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 859
From: HenryH
Subject: Mercury retrograde and a void of course moon
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 860
From: Anathematization from
the Light
Subject: do people with Venus in Pisces have foot-fetishes?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 811
Subject: Re: Help in Retrograde

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 12/21/2012
Date: 12/21/2012

Date: 12/2/2012

Lunarium.co.uk and also planetwatcher website is good too. If you search online you will find many sites
that show you when the planets are retrograde.

-----------------------------On Sat, Dec 1, 2012 2:30 AM EST Ashley wrote:
>How do you know when the planets/etc. are in retrograde?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 812
Subject: Re: Vedic vs Western - Important.

From: m_18

Date: 12/2/2012

The seasons are tied to the Earth's rotatoin angle in relation to the path of the sun along the elciptic &
nothing else, aka the tropical zodiac. It's not complicated in the least. It's actually that simple, as that is
what the tropical zodiac is. That is what creates the seasons.
The seasons stopped being connected to the constellations - obviously. That does not take away from the
connections to the seasons, as the season's are a direct result of the tropical zoidiac and nothing else.

--- On Sat, 12/1/12, Tom <topsik85@...> wrote:

From: Tom <topsik85@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Vedic vs Western - Important.
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Saturday, December 1, 2012, 2:39 PM

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
> The qualities/personalities, etc., etc., etc.Â of the signs & houses are related to the seasons & the
time of the seasons, such as beginning, middle & end, etc., etc.etc.
>Â
> It was noticed that people were a certain way or had certain qualities about them when born
during certain times of the year. They reflected that upon the sky to create the zodiac.
>Â
> There should be something in the photos section that I posted written by Albert Pike from Morals
& Dogma that discusses the origins more in depth. If there isn't, let me know & I will post them.

>Â
>
Unfortunately it is much more complicated.
Before Pope Gregory XIII, people were following Lunar calendar ( 13 month, 28 day lunar cycle )
which is 364 long ( one day missing ) , so actual seasons shifted from the time constellation were
drawn !!!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 813
Subject: Re: Help in Retrograde

From: Brian Gibbons

Date: 12/2/2012

Thanks Shannon I just book marked it on my phone.I will put it on my lap top when I get home.:)

Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android

From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...>;
To: <jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com>;
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Help in Retrograde
Sent: Sun, Dec 2, 2012 10:41:11 PM

Lunarium.co.uk and also planetwatcher website is good too. If you search online you will find many sites that
show you when the planets are retrograde.
-----------------------------On Sat, Dec 1, 2012 2:30 AM EST Ashley wrote:
>How do you know when the planets/etc. are in retrograde?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 814
Subject: Re: Vedic vs Western - Important.

From: the_fire_starter666

Date: 12/3/2012

Like I said, we don't need nor care to know the reason for that. Astrology is about making predictions and
discovering our personality, not bothering with the reasons. This is a rightbrained thing as it comes from our
intuition. If it wasn't how do we associate the fire signs with fire for example or aries with its traits? You
certainly don't see anything fiery in the nature of the stars or its arrangements. Not to mention that many
constellations aren't even shaped like what we describe, for example Virgo is nothing ore than a "X" in the
sky. But with our intuition, we shape it as a virgin and give it the traits associated with that. The same with
the nature of the planets, do you see the planet Venus having a loving and luxurious nature for example?
Again, this is completely right-brained process, a left brained person can't do that. That's why it may sound
childsh, because often children do that same thing.
Right brained doesn't mean subjective, as many people have the same intuitions about a specific things. We
have the same experiences with Satan even though it's a right brained thing.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> For some people, systems do have to make sense if they are to learn and use them. He
asked the same questions many competent astrologers still ask, and while it's true that the
tropical zodiac does give accurate results (which is why I use it myself, like most of us) it's also

true that there's currently no known reason for that at all.
>
> Astrology is different from all the other kinds of divination for it is a system built upon the
observation of the celestial bodies and their predictable movements, which relies on pure
mathematics. Naturally, when it comes to the practical part of it, astrology is mostly subjective
but there's hardly anything "right-brained" in its roots. Besides, incorrect data will certainly lead to
incorrect interpretations and, by all it's currently known, using the tropical zodiac is indeed
technically wrong. Doubt consequently shows up.
>
> Everyone should argue, especially here, a Satanist group. Don't be unhelpful.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "the_fire_starter666" <the_fire_starter666@> wrote:
>>
> > The reason the tropical zodiac is used is BECAUSE IT WORKS AND IT'S FOUND TO GIVE
ACCURATE RESULTS. That's what's important with it, no other reason. In astrology it only
matters when you make accurate predictions and give accurate results with the system you're
using, not where are the planets now. In all kinds of divination and magick we use the same
principle, do what works. Some things may not make sense with our CURRENT LEVEL OF
KNOWLEDGE, but if they use them and they work, hey who argues about that? It's useless
trying to understand somehting that uses your right-brain using left-brained logic.
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Tom" <topsik85@> wrote:
>>>
> > > Thank you for answer but i am still confused.
>>>
> > > I will make it simple.
>>>
> > > Lets say i want to start magical square for Venus TODAY.
>>>
> > > According to western zodiac Venus is in Scorpio ( in its detriment ) i should not do it
> > > But when i look at the sky Venus is just entering Libra ( its Ruler sign !!! )
>>>
> > > So whats so important about stars structure from the date they were first created (
during ancient Greek Times ) that they override current location in the sky.
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 815
Subject: Re: Vedic vs Western - Important.

From: the_fire_starter666

Date: 12/3/2012

LOL Tom you're over-complicating things. Please answer this question: DOES ASTROLOGY GIVE ACCURATE
RESULTS, YES OR NO? If yes, why should it matter which calendar it uses? These things are very simple,
you are using your left brain to analyze them and make them complex.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Tom" <topsik85@...> wrote:
>
>
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "the_fire_starter666" <the_fire_starter666@> wrote:
>>
> > There are many other things in astrology are different than reality, not just the tropical
zodiac. Of course if you think them using left brained logic they are not supposed to work, but
they do.
>>

> > For example, not all constellations are 30 degrees each in reality, some are larger some are
smaller even though in astrology they are all treated as the same size. And there's the
constellation Ophiuchus between Scorpio and Sagittarius which isn't considered in astrology.
Then the aspects, the planets are not actually on the same spot when they're in conjunction. The
more distant planet is behind the nearer planet by thousands of miles. If you use left brained
logic, it doesn't make sense how two planets being in exactly 120+-5 degrees apart (trine)
would affect us. Then the whole diagram thing and rulerships, do you see diagrams and charts
in the sky? Do you hear the planets talk and say "I rule over this zodiac sign and I'm the ruler of
that house"? Do you even see houses in the sky? No, of course humans made up all of these
things.
>>
> > But this way they are they do work and are found to affect humans, even if you don't see
all these using a telescope and even if you can't think logically how all these configurations can
affect us. The way we discovered all these is not via left-brained thinking, but via observations
and seeing what happens.
>>
>
> Sorry i am not putting a single shred of trust into a XIAN calendar.
>
> Did rules of astrology change when Gregorian Calendar was established ?? if not its probably
useless, if it was i am not aware of it then i would like to be corrected in here ( thus all my
questions about this subject ), since i consider it important issue and dont want to spread any
false claims.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 816
Subject: Re: Vedic vs Western - Important.

From: the_fire_starter666

Date: 12/3/2012

"For some people, systems do have to make sense if they are to learn and use them. He asked the same
questions many competent astrologers still ask"
I doubt that competent astrlogers need to ask those and I doubt these are relevant questions to astrology.
Those who are too left-brained are not suitable to practice astrology for obvious reasons. You see the
method of testing here is as follows:
1)Try a system
2)Try to make a prediction or an analysis.
3)Is that analysis or prediction correct? If no, try a different system or evaluate different things or make a
different calculation. Do that until you're getting correct predictions.
There's no "making sense" involved here, so that's compeletely irrelevant. Maybe it would apply to other
things, but not here. It's because we aim to what WORKS and feels right, and not what makes sense or not.
We use our right brains, besides the calculations part.
If astrology made complete sense it wouldn't give any "supernatural" results like prediction, as it means
that it's so lowered down to our limited brain and cannot deal with anything higher than that. And it that
case we deal with something higher than what we can understand, because we currently can't understand
what mechanism causes us to predict the future.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> For some people, systems do have to make sense if they are to learn and use them. He
asked the same questions many competent astrologers still ask, and while it's true that the
tropical zodiac does give accurate results (which is why I use it myself, like most of us) it's also
true that there's currently no known reason for that at all.

>
> Astrology is different from all the other kinds of divination for it is a system built upon the
observation of the celestial bodies and their predictable movements, which relies on pure
mathematics. Naturally, when it comes to the practical part of it, astrology is mostly subjective
but there's hardly anything "right-brained" in its roots. Besides, incorrect data will certainly lead to
incorrect interpretations and, by all it's currently known, using the tropical zodiac is indeed
technically wrong. Doubt consequently shows up.
>
> Everyone should argue, especially here, a Satanist group. Don't be unhelpful.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "the_fire_starter666" <the_fire_starter666@> wrote:
>>
> > The reason the tropical zodiac is used is BECAUSE IT WORKS AND IT'S FOUND TO GIVE
ACCURATE RESULTS. That's what's important with it, no other reason. In astrology it only
matters when you make accurate predictions and give accurate results with the system you're
using, not where are the planets now. In all kinds of divination and magick we use the same
principle, do what works. Some things may not make sense with our CURRENT LEVEL OF
KNOWLEDGE, but if they use them and they work, hey who argues about that? It's useless
trying to understand somehting that uses your right-brain using left-brained logic.
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Tom" <topsik85@> wrote:
>>>
> > > Thank you for answer but i am still confused.
>>>
> > > I will make it simple.
>>>
> > > Lets say i want to start magical square for Venus TODAY.
>>>
> > > According to western zodiac Venus is in Scorpio ( in its detriment ) i should not do it
> > > But when i look at the sky Venus is just entering Libra ( its Ruler sign !!! )
>>>
> > > So whats so important about stars structure from the date they were first created (
during ancient Greek Times ) that they override current location in the sky.
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 817
Subject: Re: Vedic vs Western - Important.

From: f.follets

Date: 12/3/2012

I understand (and agree with) what you're saying, but that's not the point. The topic here is the system
which, in the case of the tropical zodiac, is considered flawed according to what we currently know. It's
evident that the true astrologer is the one who gives the right answers regardless of the system, however the
system itself is intrinsic to astrology and therefore is all-important.
I won't go through the details because for all I know I'm not an astronomer, but anyone wanting to know
more about some of the incoherences found in the tropical zodiac should look for the Precession of
Equinoxes.
Now, I'm sorry if I seem rude saying this, but though I believe you must know quite a lot about astrology
and that you're trying to help somehow, it's really not up to you to dictate what it is about or what anyone
needs to care about or not, and that's why you're being unhelpful. For you things work like this, yet for
others it may be quite different.
As astrology itself explains, anyone with strong Mercury/Gemini/Virgo placements, for instance, will more

than likely want to know reasons, especially the technical.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "the_fire_starter666" <the_fire_starter666@...> wrote:
>
> Like I said, we don't need nor care to know the reason for that. Astrology is about making
predictions and discovering our personality, not bothering with the reasons. This is a rightbrained
thing as it comes from our intuition. If it wasn't how do we associate the fire signs with fire for
example or aries with its traits? You certainly don't see anything fiery in the nature of the stars
or its arrangements. Not to mention that many constellations aren't even shaped like what we
describe, for example Virgo is nothing ore than a "X" in the sky. But with our intuition, we shape
it as a virgin and give it the traits associated with that. The same with the nature of the planets,
do you see the planet Venus having a loving and luxurious nature for example? Again, this is
completely right-brained process, a left brained person can't do that. That's why it may sound
childsh, because often children do that same thing.
>
> Right brained doesn't mean subjective, as many people have the same intuitions about a
specific things. We have the same experiences with Satan even though it's a right brained thing.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>
> > For some people, systems do have to make sense if they are to learn and use them. He
asked the same questions many competent astrologers still ask, and while it's true that the
tropical zodiac does give accurate results (which is why I use it myself, like most of us) it's also
true that there's currently no known reason for that at all.
>>
> > Astrology is different from all the other kinds of divination for it is a system built upon the
observation of the celestial bodies and their predictable movements, which relies on pure
mathematics. Naturally, when it comes to the practical part of it, astrology is mostly subjective
but there's hardly anything "right-brained" in its roots. Besides, incorrect data will certainly lead to
incorrect interpretations and, by all it's currently known, using the tropical zodiac is indeed
technically wrong. Doubt consequently shows up.
>>
> > Everyone should argue, especially here, a Satanist group. Don't be unhelpful.
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "the_fire_starter666" <the_fire_starter666@>
wrote:
>>>
> > > The reason the tropical zodiac is used is BECAUSE IT WORKS AND IT'S FOUND TO GIVE
ACCURATE RESULTS. That's what's important with it, no other reason. In astrology it only
matters when you make accurate predictions and give accurate results with the system you're
using, not where are the planets now. In all kinds of divination and magick we use the same
principle, do what works. Some things may not make sense with our CURRENT LEVEL OF
KNOWLEDGE, but if they use them and they work, hey who argues about that? It's useless
trying to understand somehting that uses your right-brain using left-brained logic.
>>>
> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Tom" <topsik85@> wrote:
>>>>
> > > > Thank you for answer but i am still confused.
>>>>
> > > > I will make it simple.
>>>>
> > > > Lets say i want to start magical square for Venus TODAY.
>>>>
> > > > According to western zodiac Venus is in Scorpio ( in its detriment ) i should not do it
> > > > But when i look at the sky Venus is just entering Libra ( its Ruler sign !!! )

>>>
>>>
during
>>>
>>>
>>
>

>
> So whats so important about stars structure from the date they were first created (
ancient Greek Times ) that they override current location in the sky.
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 818
Subject: Re: Vedic vs Western - Important.

From: Tom

Date: 12/3/2012

> LOL Tom you're over-complicating things. Please answer this question: DOES ASTROLOGY
GIVE ACCURATE RESULTS, YES OR NO? If yes, why should it matter which calendar it uses?
These things are very simple, you are using your left brain to analyze them and make them
complex.
>

I am not an astrologer so i cant really tell. All i can do is to take someone-else's word for it , thus my
constant questions.
As i wrote i finally figure out the logic behind western zodiac , there is no logical contradictions that i see at
point and my curiosity was satisfied.
Thanks for all the answers.
Oh and left brain logic only fails when it is based on wrong assumptions , otherwise its a wonderful tool.
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 819

From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich

Date: 12/3/2012

Subject: Re: Vedic vs Western - Important.
I know all about both systems and have worked with both systems. I have been an astrologer for close to
40 years. I am a professional and I will tell you, the Vedic/Sidereal for whatever reason is not accurate. I
use the tropical. Certain aspects of Vedic astrology are helpful, such as the nature of the planet is more
important than the nature of the aspects. For example, squares and oppositions from jupiter are usually of a
beneficial nature, especially with transiting planets, solar returns and such, while trines from saturn can be a
down time.
Firestarter is correct as far as I am concerned. In order to do a competent astrology reading, one must use
one's psychic abilities, along with the information given on the planets. This is because no two charts are
exactly the same. The astrological chart is a map of the soul and is as individual as one's fingerprints. Two
people can have the exact same aspects, but given the affairs of the houses ruled by the planets, and the
other aspects and planetary placements, that same aspect will manifest differently in the two charts. In
addition, psychic energy must be used in determining how a certain chart pattern or configuration will
manifest in one's life.
Science has not progressed far enough [because of xianity and its ilk], to where it can explain the spiritual.
Kirian photography for one can photograph the aura, but the chakras still cannot be seen. Science is making
great strides in deciphering thoughts and with this, may soon be able to see the energy centers of the soul,
but given the jews dominate this field, much of what is given to the public has been corrupted, especially in
the way of anything spiritual.
I know all about the equinoxes and the synetic vernal point, and the sidereal aspects of astrology and as I
already wrote, I have studied both systems and have found the sidereal system to be seriously flawed when
doing plenty of research. The characteristics of the planets in the signs and other given information of the
vedic system does not fit me or the many others I have studied.

This has been my own experience. I also came across a woman in an occult bookstore who did not like the
sidereal vedic system and told me of an astrologer who read for her who used this system, who was not
only 'way off' in predicitons, but the entire reading was flawed.

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.org

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> I understand (and agree with) what you're saying, but that's not the point. The topic here is
the system which, in the case of the tropical zodiac, is considered flawed according to what we
currently know. It's evident that the true astrologer is the one who gives the right answers
regardless of the system, however the system itself is intrinsic to astrology and therefore is allimportant.
>
> I won't go through the details because for all I know I'm not an astronomer, but anyone
wanting to know more about some of the incoherences found in the tropical zodiac should look
for the Precession of Equinoxes.
>
> Now, I'm sorry if I seem rude saying this, but though I believe you must know quite a lot
about astrology and that you're trying to help somehow, it's really not up to you to dictate what
it is about or what anyone needs to care about or not, and that's why you're being unhelpful.
For you things work like this, yet for others it may be quite different.
>
> As astrology itself explains, anyone with strong Mercury/Gemini/Virgo placements, for
instance, will more than likely want to know reasons, especially the technical.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "the_fire_starter666" <the_fire_starter666@> wrote:
>>
> > Like I said, we don't need nor care to know the reason for that. Astrology is about making
predictions and discovering our personality, not bothering with the reasons. This is a rightbrained
thing as it comes from our intuition. If it wasn't how do we associate the fire signs with fire for
example or aries with its traits? You certainly don't see anything fiery in the nature of the stars
or its arrangements. Not to mention that many constellations aren't even shaped like what we
describe, for example Virgo is nothing ore than a "X" in the sky. But with our intuition, we shape
it as a virgin and give it the traits associated with that. The same with the nature of the planets,
do you see the planet Venus having a loving and luxurious nature for example? Again, this is
completely right-brained process, a left brained person can't do that. That's why it may sound
childsh, because often children do that same thing.
>>
> > Right brained doesn't mean subjective, as many people have the same intuitions about a
specific things. We have the same experiences with Satan even though it's a right brained thing.
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>>
> > > For some people, systems do have to make sense if they are to learn and use them. He
asked the same questions many competent astrologers still ask, and while it's true that the
tropical zodiac does give accurate results (which is why I use it myself, like most of us) it's also
true that there's currently no known reason for that at all.
>>>
> > > Astrology is different from all the other kinds of divination for it is a system built upon the
observation of the celestial bodies and their predictable movements, which relies on pure

mathematics. Naturally, when it comes to the practical part of it, astrology is mostly subjective
but there's hardly anything "right-brained" in its roots. Besides, incorrect data will certainly lead to
incorrect interpretations and, by all it's currently known, using the tropical zodiac is indeed
technically wrong. Doubt consequently shows up.
>>>
> > > Everyone should argue, especially here, a Satanist group. Don't be unhelpful.
>>>
> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "the_fire_starter666" <the_fire_starter666@>
wrote:
>>>>
> > > > The reason the tropical zodiac is used is BECAUSE IT WORKS AND IT'S FOUND TO
GIVE ACCURATE RESULTS. That's what's important with it, no other reason. In astrology it only
matters when you make accurate predictions and give accurate results with the system you're
using, not where are the planets now. In all kinds of divination and magick we use the same
principle, do what works. Some things may not make sense with our CURRENT LEVEL OF
KNOWLEDGE, but if they use them and they work, hey who argues about that? It's useless
trying to understand somehting that uses your right-brain using left-brained logic.
>>>>
> > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Tom" <topsik85@> wrote:
>>>>>
> > > > > Thank you for answer but i am still confused.
>>>>>
> > > > > I will make it simple.
>>>>>
> > > > > Lets say i want to start magical square for Venus TODAY.
>>>>>
> > > > > According to western zodiac Venus is in Scorpio ( in its detriment ) i should not do it
> > > > > But when i look at the sky Venus is just entering Libra ( its Ruler sign !!! )
>>>>>
> > > > > So whats so important about stars structure from the date they were first created (
during ancient Greek Times ) that they override current location in the sky.
>>>>>
>>>>
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 820
Subject: Re: Vedic vs Western - Important.

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 12/3/2012

My Virgo stellium agrees with you.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> I understand (and agree with) what you're saying, but that's not the point. The topic here is
the system which, in the case of the tropical zodiac, is considered flawed according to what we
currently know. It's evident that the true astrologer is the one who gives the right answers
regardless of the system, however the system itself is intrinsic to astrology and therefore is allimportant.
>
> I won't go through the details because for all I know I'm not an astronomer, but anyone
wanting to know more about some of the incoherences found in the tropical zodiac should look
for the Precession of Equinoxes.
>
> Now, I'm sorry if I seem rude saying this, but though I believe you must know quite a lot

about astrology and that you're trying to help somehow, it's really not up to you to dictate what
it is about or what anyone needs to care about or not, and that's why you're being unhelpful.
For you things work like this, yet for others it may be quite different.
>
> As astrology itself explains, anyone with strong Mercury/Gemini/Virgo placements, for
instance, will more than likely want to know reasons, especially the technical.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "the_fire_starter666" <the_fire_starter666@> wrote:
>>
> > Like I said, we don't need nor care to know the reason for that. Astrology is about making
predictions and discovering our personality, not bothering with the reasons. This is a rightbrained
thing as it comes from our intuition. If it wasn't how do we associate the fire signs with fire for
example or aries with its traits? You certainly don't see anything fiery in the nature of the stars
or its arrangements. Not to mention that many constellations aren't even shaped like what we
describe, for example Virgo is nothing ore than a "X" in the sky. But with our intuition, we shape
it as a virgin and give it the traits associated with that. The same with the nature of the planets,
do you see the planet Venus having a loving and luxurious nature for example? Again, this is
completely right-brained process, a left brained person can't do that. That's why it may sound
childsh, because often children do that same thing.
>>
> > Right brained doesn't mean subjective, as many people have the same intuitions about a
specific things. We have the same experiences with Satan even though it's a right brained thing.
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>>
> > > For some people, systems do have to make sense if they are to learn and use them. He
asked the same questions many competent astrologers still ask, and while it's true that the
tropical zodiac does give accurate results (which is why I use it myself, like most of us) it's also
true that there's currently no known reason for that at all.
>>>
> > > Astrology is different from all the other kinds of divination for it is a system built upon the
observation of the celestial bodies and their predictable movements, which relies on pure
mathematics. Naturally, when it comes to the practical part of it, astrology is mostly subjective
but there's hardly anything "right-brained" in its roots. Besides, incorrect data will certainly lead to
incorrect interpretations and, by all it's currently known, using the tropical zodiac is indeed
technically wrong. Doubt consequently shows up.
>>>
> > > Everyone should argue, especially here, a Satanist group. Don't be unhelpful.
>>>
> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "the_fire_starter666" <the_fire_starter666@>
wrote:
>>>>
> > > > The reason the tropical zodiac is used is BECAUSE IT WORKS AND IT'S FOUND TO
GIVE ACCURATE RESULTS. That's what's important with it, no other reason. In astrology it only
matters when you make accurate predictions and give accurate results with the system you're
using, not where are the planets now. In all kinds of divination and magick we use the same
principle, do what works. Some things may not make sense with our CURRENT LEVEL OF
KNOWLEDGE, but if they use them and they work, hey who argues about that? It's useless
trying to understand somehting that uses your right-brain using left-brained logic.
>>>>
> > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Tom" <topsik85@> wrote:
>>>>>
> > > > > Thank you for answer but i am still confused.
>>>>>
> > > > > I will make it simple.

>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
during
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>
>

>>
> > Lets say i want to start magical square for Venus TODAY.
>>
> > According to western zodiac Venus is in Scorpio ( in its detriment ) i should not do it
> > But when i look at the sky Venus is just entering Libra ( its Ruler sign !!! )
>>
> > So whats so important about stars structure from the date they were first created (
ancient Greek Times ) that they override current location in the sky.
>>
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 821
Subject: Re: Vedic vs Western - Important.

From: f.follets

Date: 12/5/2012

I was misunderstood twice. I don't think the sidereal zodiac provides accurate descriptions for anyone, it's
not good for practical use, it's only more _technically_ correct because it uses the real positions of the
planets in the sky. I had already said that I use the tropical zodiac as well, it was merely food for thought.
My only concern here was that firestarter completely ignored the possibility that someone might want to
know why things work the way they do. I'll naturally disagree with anyone who says that no one cares about
these questions simply because in astrology "we" (who?) don't need to know reasons, just work with things
as if they were facts. He/she (idk, sorry) dismissed the need for further discussion and acquisition of more
knowledge.
As for using the right brain/psychic energy to read charts, well, I never said that's wrong. I only argued that
the foundation of a chart is purely mathematical, that this very math is intrinsic to the system used, and that
it is from all this data that we put the right brain to work. Again, food for thought.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...>
wrote:
>
>
> I know all about both systems and have worked with both systems. I have been an astrologer
for close to 40 years. I am a professional and I will tell you, the Vedic/Sidereal for whatever
reason is not accurate. I use the tropical. Certain aspects of Vedic astrology are helpful, such as
the nature of the planet is more important than the nature of the aspects. For example, squares
and oppositions from jupiter are usually of a beneficial nature, especially with transiting planets,
solar returns and such, while trines from saturn can be a down time.
>
> Firestarter is correct as far as I am concerned. In order to do a competent astrology reading,
one must use one's psychic abilities, along with the information given on the planets. This is
because no two charts are exactly the same. The astrological chart is a map of the soul and is
as individual as one's fingerprints. Two people can have the exact same aspects, but given the
affairs of the houses ruled by the planets, and the other aspects and planetary placements, that
same aspect will manifest differently in the two charts. In addition, psychic energy must be used
in determining how a certain chart pattern or configuration will manifest in one's life.
>
> Science has not progressed far enough [because of xianity and its ilk], to where it can explain
the spiritual. Kirian photography for one can photograph the aura, but the chakras still cannot
be seen. Science is making great strides in deciphering thoughts and with this, may soon be able
to see the energy centers of the soul, but given the jews dominate this field, much of what is
given to the public has been corrupted, especially in the way of anything spiritual.

>
> I know all about the equinoxes and the synetic vernal point, and the sidereal aspects of
astrology and as I already wrote, I have studied both systems and have found the sidereal
system to be seriously flawed when doing plenty of research. The characteristics of the planets
in the signs and other given information of the vedic system does not fit me or the many others
I have studied.
>
> This has been my own experience. I also came across a woman in an occult bookstore who
did not like the sidereal vedic system and told me of an astrologer who read for her who used
this system, who was not only 'way off' in predicitons, but the entire reading was flawed.
>
>
> High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> http://www.joyofsatan.org
>
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>
> > I understand (and agree with) what you're saying, but that's not the point. The topic here is
the system which, in the case of the tropical zodiac, is considered flawed according to what we
currently know. It's evident that the true astrologer is the one who gives the right answers
regardless of the system, however the system itself is intrinsic to astrology and therefore is allimportant.
>>
> > I won't go through the details because for all I know I'm not an astronomer, but anyone
wanting to know more about some of the incoherences found in the tropical zodiac should look
for the Precession of Equinoxes.
>>
> > Now, I'm sorry if I seem rude saying this, but though I believe you must know quite a lot
about astrology and that you're trying to help somehow, it's really not up to you to dictate what
it is about or what anyone needs to care about or not, and that's why you're being unhelpful.
For you things work like this, yet for others it may be quite different.
>>
> > As astrology itself explains, anyone with strong Mercury/Gemini/Virgo placements, for
instance, will more than likely want to know reasons, especially the technical.
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "the_fire_starter666" <the_fire_starter666@>
wrote:
>>>
> > > Like I said, we don't need nor care to know the reason for that. Astrology is about
making predictions and discovering our personality, not bothering with the reasons. This is a
rightbrained thing as it comes from our intuition. If it wasn't how do we associate the fire signs
with fire for example or aries with its traits? You certainly don't see anything fiery in the nature
of the stars or its arrangements. Not to mention that many constellations aren't even shaped
like what we describe, for example Virgo is nothing ore than a "X" in the sky. But with our
intuition, we shape it as a virgin and give it the traits associated with that. The same with the
nature of the planets, do you see the planet Venus having a loving and luxurious nature for
example? Again, this is completely right-brained process, a left brained person can't do that.
That's why it may sound childsh, because often children do that same thing.
>>>
> > > Right brained doesn't mean subjective, as many people have the same intuitions about a
specific things. We have the same experiences with Satan even though it's a right brained thing.
>>>
> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>>>

> > > > For some people, systems do have to make sense if they are to learn and use them.
He asked the same questions many competent astrologers still ask, and while it's true that the
tropical zodiac does give accurate results (which is why I use it myself, like most of us) it's also
true that there's currently no known reason for that at all.
>>>>
> > > > Astrology is different from all the other kinds of divination for it is a system built upon
the observation of the celestial bodies and their predictable movements, which relies on pure
mathematics. Naturally, when it comes to the practical part of it, astrology is mostly subjective
but there's hardly anything "right-brained" in its roots. Besides, incorrect data will certainly lead to
incorrect interpretations and, by all it's currently known, using the tropical zodiac is indeed
technically wrong. Doubt consequently shows up.
>>>>
> > > > Everyone should argue, especially here, a Satanist group. Don't be unhelpful.
>>>>
> > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "the_fire_starter666" <the_fire_starter666@>
wrote:
>>>>>
> > > > > The reason the tropical zodiac is used is BECAUSE IT WORKS AND IT'S FOUND TO
GIVE ACCURATE RESULTS. That's what's important with it, no other reason. In astrology it only
matters when you make accurate predictions and give accurate results with the system you're
using, not where are the planets now. In all kinds of divination and magick we use the same
principle, do what works. Some things may not make sense with our CURRENT LEVEL OF
KNOWLEDGE, but if they use them and they work, hey who argues about that? It's useless
trying to understand somehting that uses your right-brain using left-brained logic.
>>>>>
> > > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Tom" <topsik85@> wrote:
>>>>>>
> > > > > > Thank you for answer but i am still confused.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > I will make it simple.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > Lets say i want to start magical square for Venus TODAY.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > According to western zodiac Venus is in Scorpio ( in its detriment ) i should not do
it
> > > > > > But when i look at the sky Venus is just entering Libra ( its Ruler sign !!! )
>>>>>>
> > > > > > So whats so important about stars structure from the date they were first created
( during ancient Greek Times ) that they override current location in the sky.
>>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 822
From: Sabrina White
Subject: Questions For an experienced Astrologist

Date: 12/5/2012

I have a question regarding south nodes and our loved ones. H.P. Maxine said that often times in the case
of love ones there are close connections between our planets and there south nodes. How close is close are
we talking conjunction or in the same sign or with in a 5 to 15 degree range?
I am asking because there are alot of people who are in my life who have been in my life a long time. But
there south node appears in a part of my chart with no planets; but my south node appears in their charts
where there is a planet. Which I feel like that means their supposed to be in my life but I'm not supposed to
be in theirs by fate; or it could mean nothing at all. Thats why I'm asking.
Hail Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 823
Subject: Re: Vedic vs Western - Important.

From: Don

Date: 12/5/2012

From looking at the situation in the East the Vedic body of knowledge was sub divided into direct sections.
One example is a section on Sanskirt. How to write it, read it and speak it properly. And then a section of
that on mantra. How to vibrate sanskirt formula's, how to create mantric formula.etc
Well today the mantra sections don't exist they are gone. They where removed in time. Same with whole
texts on Ayurveda, only a small amount are left and who knows if they are intact.etc Same with other
subjects.
The texts on astrology in the Vedic body of knowledge have suffered the same fate. Most of them where
removed or "lost" leaving only a very few left and once again who knows how much is original.
So given this its my personal opinion that today Vedic astrology should be considered throught this
perception.
Interestly the astrologers in the ancient Roman Empire. Stated the Western model they used was from
Egypt. We know that Egyptians came from the East and had a common culture and linage with the Vedic
civilization. So probably there is a much bigger picture on the system that should be considered as these two
systems today had a common origin. Included within the historical context of major removing of the original
body of knowledge that has occured.
With Western astrology it was started it works as is [despite modern debate]. Because its a map of a much
larger cosmic principal of universal creation. This is going back to the statement of texts from the ancient
Romian Empire.
With the stars themselves they where considered to relate to different energy pathways within the soul. From
what I have studied and these gets into the cosmic Zodiac man symbolism. And hints to the Vedic Bhumandal
cosmology. Something to consider in general. And they do effect us on earth. In 1989 Sirus B made part of
its obrit that slowed down the spin of the earth for a few days. As was recorded by NASA.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> I was misunderstood twice. I don't think the sidereal zodiac provides accurate descriptions for
anyone, it's not good for practical use, it's only more _technically_ correct because it uses the
real positions of the planets in the sky. I had already said that I use the tropical zodiac as well,
it was merely food for thought.
>
> My only concern here was that firestarter completely ignored the possibility that someone
might want to know why things work the way they do. I'll naturally disagree with anyone who
says that no one cares about these questions simply because in astrology "we" (who?) don't
need to know reasons, just work with things as if they were facts. He/she (idk, sorry) dismissed
the need for further discussion and acquisition of more knowledge.
>

> As for using the right brain/psychic energy to read charts, well, I never said that's wrong. I
only argued that the foundation of a chart is purely mathematical, that this very math is intrinsic
to the system used, and that it is from all this data that we put the right brain to work. Again,
food for thought.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@>
wrote:
>>
>>
> > I know all about both systems and have worked with both systems. I have been an
astrologer for close to 40 years. I am a professional and I will tell you, the Vedic/Sidereal for
whatever reason is not accurate. I use the tropical. Certain aspects of Vedic astrology are
helpful, such as the nature of the planet is more important than the nature of the aspects. For
example, squares and oppositions from jupiter are usually of a beneficial nature, especially with
transiting planets, solar returns and such, while trines from saturn can be a down time.
>>
> > Firestarter is correct as far as I am concerned. In order to do a competent astrology
reading, one must use one's psychic abilities, along with the information given on the planets.
This is because no two charts are exactly the same. The astrological chart is a map of the soul
and is as individual as one's fingerprints. Two people can have the exact same aspects, but given
the affairs of the houses ruled by the planets, and the other aspects and planetary placements,
that same aspect will manifest differently in the two charts. In addition, psychic energy must be
used in determining how a certain chart pattern or configuration will manifest in one's life.
>>
> > Science has not progressed far enough [because of xianity and its ilk], to where it can
explain the spiritual. Kirian photography for one can photograph the aura, but the chakras still
cannot be seen. Science is making great strides in deciphering thoughts and with this, may soon
be able to see the energy centers of the soul, but given the jews dominate this field, much of
what is given to the public has been corrupted, especially in the way of anything spiritual.
>>
> > I know all about the equinoxes and the synetic vernal point, and the sidereal aspects of
astrology and as I already wrote, I have studied both systems and have found the sidereal
system to be seriously flawed when doing plenty of research. The characteristics of the planets
in the signs and other given information of the vedic system does not fit me or the many others
I have studied.
>>
> > This has been my own experience. I also came across a woman in an occult bookstore who
did not like the sidereal vedic system and told me of an astrologer who read for her who used
this system, who was not only 'way off' in predicitons, but the entire reading was flawed.
>>
>>
> > High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> > http://www.joyofsatan.org
>>
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>>
> > > I understand (and agree with) what you're saying, but that's not the point. The topic here
is the system which, in the case of the tropical zodiac, is considered flawed according to what we
currently know. It's evident that the true astrologer is the one who gives the right answers
regardless of the system, however the system itself is intrinsic to astrology and therefore is allimportant.
>>>
> > > I won't go through the details because for all I know I'm not an astronomer, but anyone
wanting to know more about some of the incoherences found in the tropical zodiac should look

for the Precession of Equinoxes.
>>>
> > > Now, I'm sorry if I seem rude saying this, but though I believe you must know quite a lot
about astrology and that you're trying to help somehow, it's really not up to you to dictate what
it is about or what anyone needs to care about or not, and that's why you're being unhelpful.
For you things work like this, yet for others it may be quite different.
>>>
> > > As astrology itself explains, anyone with strong Mercury/Gemini/Virgo placements, for
instance, will more than likely want to know reasons, especially the technical.
>>>
> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "the_fire_starter666" <the_fire_starter666@>
wrote:
>>>>
> > > > Like I said, we don't need nor care to know the reason for that. Astrology is about
making predictions and discovering our personality, not bothering with the reasons. This is a
rightbrained thing as it comes from our intuition. If it wasn't how do we associate the fire signs
with fire for example or aries with its traits? You certainly don't see anything fiery in the nature
of the stars or its arrangements. Not to mention that many constellations aren't even shaped
like what we describe, for example Virgo is nothing ore than a "X" in the sky. But with our
intuition, we shape it as a virgin and give it the traits associated with that. The same with the
nature of the planets, do you see the planet Venus having a loving and luxurious nature for
example? Again, this is completely right-brained process, a left brained person can't do that.
That's why it may sound childsh, because often children do that same thing.
>>>>
> > > > Right brained doesn't mean subjective, as many people have the same intuitions about
a specific things. We have the same experiences with Satan even though it's a right brained
thing.
>>>>
> > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>>>>
> > > > > For some people, systems do have to make sense if they are to learn and use
them. He asked the same questions many competent astrologers still ask, and while it's true
that the tropical zodiac does give accurate results (which is why I use it myself, like most of us)
it's also true that there's currently no known reason for that at all.
>>>>>
> > > > > Astrology is different from all the other kinds of divination for it is a system built
upon the observation of the celestial bodies and their predictable movements, which relies on
pure mathematics. Naturally, when it comes to the practical part of it, astrology is mostly
subjective but there's hardly anything "right-brained" in its roots. Besides, incorrect data will
certainly lead to incorrect interpretations and, by all it's currently known, using the tropical
zodiac is indeed technically wrong. Doubt consequently shows up.
>>>>>
> > > > > Everyone should argue, especially here, a Satanist group. Don't be unhelpful.
>>>>>
> > > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "the_fire_starter666"
<the_fire_starter666@> wrote:
>>>>>>
> > > > > > The reason the tropical zodiac is used is BECAUSE IT WORKS AND IT'S FOUND TO
GIVE ACCURATE RESULTS. That's what's important with it, no other reason. In astrology it only
matters when you make accurate predictions and give accurate results with the system you're
using, not where are the planets now. In all kinds of divination and magick we use the same
principle, do what works. Some things may not make sense with our CURRENT LEVEL OF
KNOWLEDGE, but if they use them and they work, hey who argues about that? It's useless
trying to understand somehting that uses your right-brain using left-brained logic.
>>>>>>

> > > > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Tom" <topsik85@> wrote:
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > Thank you for answer but i am still confused.
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > I will make it simple.
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > Lets say i want to start magical square for Venus TODAY.
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > According to western zodiac Venus is in Scorpio ( in its detriment ) i should not
do it
> > > > > > > But when i look at the sky Venus is just entering Libra ( its Ruler sign !!! )
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > So whats so important about stars structure from the date they were first
created ( during ancient Greek Times ) that they override current location in the sky.
>>>>>>>
>>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 824

From: Anathematization from
the Light

Date: 12/7/2012

Subject: what exactly do vertex(s) do?
i got my vertex in 3 degrees leo [it perfectly conjuncts the 8th house cusp also]
what do vertexs do?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 825
Subject: Re: what exactly do vertex(s) do?

From: f.follets

Date: 12/10/2012

It is said that the Vertex and Anti-Vertex work as the other angles in the chart. Any planet or point tightly
aspecting or, more importantly, conjunct the Vertex assumes special importance on the chart and the life of
the native.
The Vertex has to do with fate, like the Lunar Nodes, but differently from the latter it focuses primarily on
fateful meetings or relationships. The reason for that seems to be that it always falls between houses 4 and
9, which concern others.
I have done little research on the practical nature of the Vertex/Anti-Vertex axis but it's commonly accepted
that important people on the life of the native will more than likely have some planet conjunct or tightly
aspecting his/her Vertex, as with the Nodes. Also, when two people meet by fate, either one of them will
have a progressed planet conjunct the other's Vertex or their current Solar or Lunar return (usually both) will
show important points conjunct the axis. The timing of these fated encounters always seems to be very
precise and they are mostly beyond control.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Anathematization from the Light" <gethigh1211@...>
wrote:
>
> i got my vertex in 3 degrees leo [it perfectly conjuncts the 8th house cusp also]
> what do vertexs do?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 826
From: liberate4free
Subject: Ritual or any working during void course of MOON

Date: 12/14/2012

In my area, the current void course of moon is for 3 days, according to Cronos XP. Is Cronos right? Should I
not do any kind ritual or energy work for 3 whole days?
Hail Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 827
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Re: Ritual or any working during void course of MOON

Date: 12/14/2012

I would look at another source. 3 days is a little ridiculous.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "liberate4free" <liberate4free@...> wrote:
>
> In my area, the current void course of moon is for 3 days, according to Cronos XP. Is Cronos
right? Should I not do any kind ritual or energy work for 3 whole days?
>
> Hail Satan!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 828
From: lolobardonik
Subject: Re: Ritual or any working during void course of MOON

Date: 12/14/2012

There's something wrong with your statement :/
Chronos XP doesn't report the void courses of the moon!!!
It only reports the planetary hours and the phases of the moon!
So i would suggest using this site for the void courses
http://www.lunarium.co.uk/calendar/universal.jsp
Remember to setup your correct location on the top of the page.
Also...
When the Moon is in a void course you CAN continue rituals you have already started, but DON'T start new
rituals during the void course moon.
About energy work...
It seems to me that void course moon is irrelevant. I have started energy workings in void course moon.
The only difference is that during the void course you have to try a little harder to feel the energy.
Hope this helps
Hail Father Satan

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "liberate4free" <liberate4free@...> wrote:
>
> In my area, the current void course of moon is for 3 days, according to Cronos XP. Is Cronos
right? Should I not do any kind ritual or energy work for 3 whole days?
>
> Hail Satan!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 829
From: Siatris Teloah
Subject: Re: Ritual or any working during void course of MOON

Nice resource, I saved it in my favorites, thanks for this!

Date: 12/14/2012

From: lolobardonik <lolobardonik@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Friday, December 14, 2012 4:18 PM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Ritual or any working during void course of MOON

There's something wrong with your statement :/
Chronos XP doesn't report the void courses of the moon!!!
It only reports the planetary hours and the phases of the moon!
So i would suggest using this site for the void courses
http://www.lunarium.co.uk/calendar/universal.jsp
Remember to setup your correct location on the top of the page.
Also...
When the Moon is in a void course you CAN continue rituals you have already started, but DON'T start new
rituals during the void course moon.
About energy work...
It seems to me that void course moon is irrelevant. I have started energy workings in void course moon. The only
difference is that during the void course you have to try a little harder to feel the energy.
Hope this helps
Hail Father Satan
--- In mailto:JoS_Astrology%40yahoogroups.com, "liberate4free" <liberate4free@...> wrote:
>
> In my area, the current void course of moon is for 3 days, according to Cronos XP. Is Cronos
right? Should I not do any kind ritual or energy work for 3 whole days?
>
> Hail Satan!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 830
Subject: Chart Reading Game

From: f.follets

Date: 12/15/2012

This group has been pretty idle lately, and as I always find myself with lots of free time at the end of the
year, I tried to come up with a way to learn more, improve my chart reading skills while helping others and
increasing group activity as well. I don't know if something similar has been done here before, but I propose
a Chart Reading Game:
OVERVIEW
Participants will be divided in Astrologers and Applicants, their roles are self-explanatory. The game's
objective is simple: give as many readings as possible with good accuracy and useful insights to Applicants,
while Astrologers get to test and hone their reading skills with real charts.
Studying the charts of the rich and famous is good, but reading the charts of anonymous, everyday people
can teach much more. Accurately reading any chart is what makes a true astrologer and practice makes
perfect.
HOW IT WORKS
Applicants will anonymously send their charts to an email, which will be handled by me and the other
Astrologers. The charts will then be picked by the Astrologers, who will compose a (preferably) small,

concise reading. As soon as the Astrologer finishes the job, the reading will be posted here for everyone to
see and comment.
RULES AND INSTRUCTIONS
For Applicants:
1. Anyone who wants to have their chart read should apply by sending a message to chartreading.game@...
with the subject APPLICATION.
2. After applying, you should send your chart ANONYMOUSLY through http://www.astro.com
Go to Free Horoscopes > Chart drawing, Ascendant > for Guest Users > enter your info with ANONYMOUS
as the first name, correct gender and continue > in the chart page, click Send Page at the top left corner >
Name Sender: ANONYMOUS, e-mail receipt AND sender should be chartreading.game@...
3. Applicants can send their charts until December 21st, 2012.
4. ONLY ONE chart per Applicant. If the number of applicants and charts aren't equal, the odd ones will be
left out.
4.1. Should this happen, the latest charts received and not yet read by an Astrologer will be left out.
For Astrologers:
1. Anyone who wants to be an Astrologer may apply HERE, in this thread and then send a message to
chartreading.game@... with the subject ASTROLOGER.
1.1. Astrologers will be given access to the email account and will find further instructions therein.
1.2. Astrologers MUST apply here as well. Anyone who fails to do this won't be given access to the account.
2. Anyone may apply, but please be reasonable. Only those who really think they can give helpful readings
should opt-in.
3. Astrologers who also want to have their charts read should follow the rules for Applicants.
4. If possible, all charts should be processed until December 31st, 2012.
NOTES
This is a GAME with educational and entertainment purposes. All participants should take the readings given
here as amateur. Anyone who wants to have their chart read by a professional should refer to High Priestess
Maxine's services.
I have run some tests with Astrodienst's systems and everything seems to be fine and working well. I
believe we can trust the system for securely and steadly sending and receiving charts, as well as mantaining
anonimity.
Please let me know if you have any question or something to add.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 831
Subject: Re: Chart Reading Game

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 12/15/2012

Awesome idea!! I'm in, as an astrologer. I have recently been advised it is to be a career path (at least parttime) for me, so this will be of great benefit :)

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> This group has been pretty idle lately, and as I always find myself with lots of free time at the
end of the year, I tried to come up with a way to learn more, improve my chart reading skills
while helping others and increasing group activity as well. I don't know if something similar has
been done here before, but I propose a Chart Reading Game:
>
> OVERVIEW
>

> Participants will be divided in Astrologers and Applicants, their roles are self-explanatory. The
game's objective is simple: give as many readings as possible with good accuracy and useful
insights to Applicants, while Astrologers get to test and hone their reading skills with real charts.
>
> Studying the charts of the rich and famous is good, but reading the charts of anonymous,
everyday people can teach much more. Accurately reading any chart is what makes a true
astrologer and practice makes perfect.
>
> HOW IT WORKS
>
> Applicants will anonymously send their charts to an email, which will be handled by me and
the other Astrologers. The charts will then be picked by the Astrologers, who will compose a
(preferably) small, concise reading. As soon as the Astrologer finishes the job, the reading will be
posted here for everyone to see and comment.
>
> RULES AND INSTRUCTIONS
>
> For Applicants:
> 1. Anyone who wants to have their chart read should apply by sending a message to
chartreading.game@... with the subject APPLICATION.
> 2. After applying, you should send your chart ANONYMOUSLY through http://www.astro.com
>
> Go to Free Horoscopes > Chart drawing, Ascendant > for Guest Users > enter your info with
ANONYMOUS as the first name, correct gender and continue > in the chart page, click Send
Page at the top left corner > Name Sender: ANONYMOUS, e-mail receipt AND sender should be
chartreading.game@...
>
> 3. Applicants can send their charts until December 21st, 2012.
> 4. ONLY ONE chart per Applicant. If the number of applicants and charts aren't equal, the odd
ones will be left out.
> 4.1. Should this happen, the latest charts received and not yet read by an Astrologer will be
left out.
>
> For Astrologers:
> 1. Anyone who wants to be an Astrologer may apply HERE, in this thread and then send a
message to chartreading.game@... with the subject ASTROLOGER.
> 1.1. Astrologers will be given access to the email account and will find further instructions
therein.
> 1.2. Astrologers MUST apply here as well. Anyone who fails to do this won't be given access to
the account.
> 2. Anyone may apply, but please be reasonable. Only those who really think they can give
helpful readings should opt-in.
> 3. Astrologers who also want to have their charts read should follow the rules for Applicants.
> 4. If possible, all charts should be processed until December 31st, 2012.
>
> NOTES
>
> This is a GAME with educational and entertainment purposes. All participants should take the
readings given here as amateur. Anyone who wants to have their chart read by a professional
should refer to High Priestess Maxine's services.
>
> I have run some tests with Astrodienst's systems and everything seems to be fine and
working well. I believe we can trust the system for securely and steadly sending and receiving
charts, as well as mantaining anonimity.
>

> Please let me know if you have any question or something to add.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 832
Subject: Re: Chart Reading Game

From: hoodedcobra666

Date: 12/15/2012

Just talking my conspirator brain here, none should give their birthchart anywhere, for obvious reasons. I
would say just try toread other person's charts, or just guess dates. As to not expose peesonal information.
HAIL SATAN!!!!
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> This group has been pretty idle lately, and as I always find myself with lots of free time at the
end of the year, I tried to come up with a way to learn more, improve my chart reading skills
while helping others and increasing group activity as well. I don't know if something similar has
been done here before, but I propose a Chart Reading Game:
>
> OVERVIEW
>
> Participants will be divided in Astrologers and Applicants, their roles are self-explanatory. The
game's objective is simple: give as many readings as possible with good accuracy and useful
insights to Applicants, while Astrologers get to test and hone their reading skills with real charts.
>
> Studying the charts of the rich and famous is good, but reading the charts of anonymous,
everyday people can teach much more. Accurately reading any chart is what makes a true
astrologer and practice makes perfect.
>
> HOW IT WORKS
>
> Applicants will anonymously send their charts to an email, which will be handled by me and
the other Astrologers. The charts will then be picked by the Astrologers, who will compose a
(preferably) small, concise reading. As soon as the Astrologer finishes the job, the reading will be
posted here for everyone to see and comment.
>
> RULES AND INSTRUCTIONS
>
> For Applicants:
> 1. Anyone who wants to have their chart read should apply by sending a message to
chartreading.game@... with the subject APPLICATION.
> 2. After applying, you should send your chart ANONYMOUSLY through http://www.astro.com
>
> Go to Free Horoscopes > Chart drawing, Ascendant > for Guest Users > enter your info with
ANONYMOUS as the first name, correct gender and continue > in the chart page, click Send
Page at the top left corner > Name Sender: ANONYMOUS, e-mail receipt AND sender should be
chartreading.game@...
>
> 3. Applicants can send their charts until December 21st, 2012.
> 4. ONLY ONE chart per Applicant. If the number of applicants and charts aren't equal, the odd
ones will be left out.
> 4.1. Should this happen, the latest charts received and not yet read by an Astrologer will be
left out.
>
> For Astrologers:
> 1. Anyone who wants to be an Astrologer may apply HERE, in this thread and then send a
message to chartreading.game@... with the subject ASTROLOGER.

> 1.1. Astrologers will be given access to the email account and will find further instructions
therein.
> 1.2. Astrologers MUST apply here as well. Anyone who fails to do this won't be given access to
the account.
> 2. Anyone may apply, but please be reasonable. Only those who really think they can give
helpful readings should opt-in.
> 3. Astrologers who also want to have their charts read should follow the rules for Applicants.
> 4. If possible, all charts should be processed until December 31st, 2012.
>
> NOTES
>
> This is a GAME with educational and entertainment purposes. All participants should take the
readings given here as amateur. Anyone who wants to have their chart read by a professional
should refer to High Priestess Maxine's services.
>
> I have run some tests with Astrodienst's systems and everything seems to be fine and
working well. I believe we can trust the system for securely and steadly sending and receiving
charts, as well as mantaining anonimity.
>
> Please let me know if you have any question or something to add.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 833
Subject: Re: Chart Reading Game

From: f.follets

Date: 12/15/2012

The game's email address is chartreading.game AT yahoo.com
Yahoo Groups apparently can't show full email addresses on the messages.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 834
From: liberate4free
Subject: Re: Ritual or any working during void course of MOON

Date: 12/15/2012

My apologies! I assumed that new moon or no moon means that moon is in void. Noobish assumption.
Thank you for the link. New is for 3 days not void.
I have another question, does new moon affect workings in any way?
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Siatris Teloah <siatris_teloah@...> wrote:
>
> Nice resource, I saved it in my favorites, thanks for this!
>
>
>
> ________________________________
> From: lolobardonik <lolobardonik@...>
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Friday, December 14, 2012 4:18 PM
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Ritual or any working during void course of MOON
>
>
>Â
>
> There's something wrong with your statement :/
>
> Chronos XP doesn't report the void courses of the moon!!!
> It only reports the planetary hours and the phases of the moon!
>

> So i would suggest using this site for the void courses
> http://www.lunarium.co.uk/calendar/universal.jsp
>
> Remember to setup your correct location on the top of the page.
>
> Also...
> When the Moon is in a void course you CAN continue rituals you have already started, but
DON'T start new rituals during the void course moon.
>
> About energy work...
> It seems to me that void course moon is irrelevant. I have started energy workings in void
course moon. The only difference is that during the void course you have to try a little harder to
feel the energy.
>
> Hope this helps
>
> Hail Father Satan
>
> --- In mailto:JoS_Astrology%40yahoogroups.com, "liberate4free" <liberate4free@> wrote:
>>
> > In my area, the current void course of moon is for 3 days, according to Cronos XP. Is
Cronos right? Should I not do any kind ritual or energy work for 3 whole days?
>>
> > Hail Satan!
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 835
Subject: Re: Chart Reading Game

From: f.follets

Date: 12/15/2012

In the books, astrologers have always used clients' charts to teach analysis and techniques. Of course, all
charts are anonymous and people usually agree with that beforehand, which is one of the reasons why
everyone must apply before sending the charts.
This isn't just for those who want to read charts, this is especially for people who can't read their charts or
just want to gain new insights they wouldn't have had themselves.
I designed the game to be as secure as possible for everyone. No one besides the Astrologers will ever know
who applied for the readings and the charts will be sent anonymously through a 3rd party website everyone
knows well. There will be way to tell who the charts belong to.
The readings posted here will not contain the charts themselves because I couldn't find a way to get rid of
the birthplace (which is sensitive information) in the chart and doing this by other means would take just too
much time, so there will be just some delineations so that we can understand the chart and so that the
sender may know that the chart is theirs. After the game is over, the email account will be deleted as well.
Also, Astrologers must apply here on the group, so if anything goes wrong, we will have a very limited and
explicit group of people to look for and take appropriate measures. I'll probably be the one to blame in the
end anyway.
I'm sure things won't come to this, however.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" <hoodedcobra666@...> wrote:
>
>

> Just talking my conspirator brain here, none should give their birthchart anywhere, for obvious
reasons. I would say just try toread other person's charts, or just guess dates. As to not expose
peesonal information.
>
> HAIL SATAN!!!!
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>
> > This group has been pretty idle lately, and as I always find myself with lots of free time at
the end of the year, I tried to come up with a way to learn more, improve my chart reading skills
while helping others and increasing group activity as well. I don't know if something similar has
been done here before, but I propose a Chart Reading Game:
>>
> > OVERVIEW
>>
> > Participants will be divided in Astrologers and Applicants, their roles are self-explanatory.
The game's objective is simple: give as many readings as possible with good accuracy and
useful insights to Applicants, while Astrologers get to test and hone their reading skills with real
charts.
>>
> > Studying the charts of the rich and famous is good, but reading the charts of anonymous,
everyday people can teach much more. Accurately reading any chart is what makes a true
astrologer and practice makes perfect.
>>
> > HOW IT WORKS
>>
> > Applicants will anonymously send their charts to an email, which will be handled by me and
the other Astrologers. The charts will then be picked by the Astrologers, who will compose a
(preferably) small, concise reading. As soon as the Astrologer finishes the job, the reading will be
posted here for everyone to see and comment.
>>
> > RULES AND INSTRUCTIONS
>>
> > For Applicants:
> > 1. Anyone who wants to have their chart read should apply by sending a message to
chartreading.game@ with the subject APPLICATION.
> > 2. After applying, you should send your chart ANONYMOUSLY through http://www.astro.com
>>
> > Go to Free Horoscopes > Chart drawing, Ascendant > for Guest Users > enter your info
with ANONYMOUS as the first name, correct gender and continue > in the chart page, click Send
Page at the top left corner > Name Sender: ANONYMOUS, e-mail receipt AND sender should be
chartreading.game@
>>
> > 3. Applicants can send their charts until December 21st, 2012.
> > 4. ONLY ONE chart per Applicant. If the number of applicants and charts aren't equal, the
odd ones will be left out.
> > 4.1. Should this happen, the latest charts received and not yet read by an Astrologer will be
left out.
>>
> > For Astrologers:
> > 1. Anyone who wants to be an Astrologer may apply HERE, in this thread and then send a
message to chartreading.game@ with the subject ASTROLOGER.
> > 1.1. Astrologers will be given access to the email account and will find further instructions
therein.
> > 1.2. Astrologers MUST apply here as well. Anyone who fails to do this won't be given access
to the account.

> > 2. Anyone may apply, but please be reasonable. Only those who really think they can give
helpful readings should opt-in.
> > 3. Astrologers who also want to have their charts read should follow the rules for Applicants.
> > 4. If possible, all charts should be processed until December 31st, 2012.
>>
> > NOTES
>>
> > This is a GAME with educational and entertainment purposes. All participants should take the
readings given here as amateur. Anyone who wants to have their chart read by a professional
should refer to High Priestess Maxine's services.
>>
> > I have run some tests with Astrodienst's systems and everything seems to be fine and
working well. I believe we can trust the system for securely and steadly sending and receiving
charts, as well as mantaining anonimity.
>>
> > Please let me know if you have any question or something to add.
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 836
From: lolobardonik
Subject: Re: Ritual or any working during void course of MOON

Date: 12/15/2012

No problem, don't worry about it.
When the moon is new... is the phase which is starting to fill again.
Generally, from new moon until full moon, it's the period to start beneficial workings/rituals. For example
workings/rituals to attract money are started during the filling of the moon.
From after the full moon till the next new moon, it's the period to start destruction workings/rituals. For
example starting a ritual to destroy your enemies, or breakup a relationship (of your enemies).
The above are just general guidelines. As you learn more and more about astrology, you can use the stars
/planets to your advantage. This way your workings/rituals can be more powerful.
Hope this helps
Hail Father Satan

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "liberate4free" <liberate4free@...> wrote:
>
> My apologies! I assumed that new moon or no moon means that moon is in void. Noobish
assumption. Thank you for the link. New is for 3 days not void.
>
> I have another question, does new moon affect workings in any way?
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Siatris Teloah <siatris_teloah@> wrote:
>>
> > Nice resource, I saved it in my favorites, thanks for this!
>>
>>
>>
> > ________________________________
> > From: lolobardonik <lolobardonik@>
> > To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> > Sent: Friday, December 14, 2012 4:18 PM

> > Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Ritual or any working during void course of MOON
>>
>>
>>Â
>>
> > There's something wrong with your statement :/
>>
> > Chronos XP doesn't report the void courses of the moon!!!
> > It only reports the planetary hours and the phases of the moon!
>>
> > So i would suggest using this site for the void courses
> > http://www.lunarium.co.uk/calendar/universal.jsp
>>
> > Remember to setup your correct location on the top of the page.
>>
> > Also...
> > When the Moon is in a void course you CAN continue rituals you have already started, but
DON'T start new rituals during the void course moon.
>>
> > About energy work...
> > It seems to me that void course moon is irrelevant. I have started energy workings in void
course moon. The only difference is that during the void course you have to try a little harder to
feel the energy.
>>
> > Hope this helps
>>
> > Hail Father Satan
>>
> > --- In mailto:JoS_Astrology%40yahoogroups.com, "liberate4free" <liberate4free@> wrote:
>>>
> > > In my area, the current void course of moon is for 3 days, according to Cronos XP. Is
Cronos right? Should I not do any kind ritual or energy work for 3 whole days?
>>>
> > > Hail Satan!
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 837
From: liberate4free
Subject: Re: Ritual or any working during void course of MOON

Date: 12/16/2012

Thank you for the information :)

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lolobardonik" <lolobardonik@...> wrote:
>
> No problem, don't worry about it.
>
> When the moon is new... is the phase which is starting to fill again.
>
> Generally, from new moon until full moon, it's the period to start beneficial workings/rituals.
For example workings/rituals to attract money are started during the filling of the moon.
>
> From after the full moon till the next new moon, it's the period to start destruction workings
/rituals. For example starting a ritual to destroy your enemies, or breakup a relationship (of your
enemies).

>
> The above are just general guidelines. As you learn more and more about astrology, you can
use the stars/planets to your advantage. This way your workings/rituals can be more powerful.
>
> Hope this helps
>
> Hail Father Satan
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "liberate4free" <liberate4free@> wrote:
>>
> > My apologies! I assumed that new moon or no moon means that moon is in void. Noobish
assumption. Thank you for the link. New is for 3 days not void.
>>
> > I have another question, does new moon affect workings in any way?
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Siatris Teloah <siatris_teloah@> wrote:
>>>
> > > Nice resource, I saved it in my favorites, thanks for this!
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > ________________________________
> > > From: lolobardonik <lolobardonik@>
> > > To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> > > Sent: Friday, December 14, 2012 4:18 PM
> > > Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Ritual or any working during void course of MOON
>>>
>>>
>>>Â
>>>
> > > There's something wrong with your statement :/
>>>
> > > Chronos XP doesn't report the void courses of the moon!!!
> > > It only reports the planetary hours and the phases of the moon!
>>>
> > > So i would suggest using this site for the void courses
> > > http://www.lunarium.co.uk/calendar/universal.jsp
>>>
> > > Remember to setup your correct location on the top of the page.
>>>
> > > Also...
> > > When the Moon is in a void course you CAN continue rituals you have already started,
but DON'T start new rituals during the void course moon.
>>>
> > > About energy work...
> > > It seems to me that void course moon is irrelevant. I have started energy workings in
void course moon. The only difference is that during the void course you have to try a little
harder to feel the energy.
>>>
> > > Hope this helps
>>>
> > > Hail Father Satan
>>>
> > > --- In mailto:JoS_Astrology%40yahoogroups.com, "liberate4free" <liberate4free@> wrote:
>>>>

> > > > In my area, the current void course of moon is for 3 days, according to Cronos XP. Is
Cronos right? Should I not do any kind ritual or energy work for 3 whole days?
>>>>
> > > > Hail Satan!
>>>>
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 838
From: Emily Watts
Subject: Re: Ritual or any working during void course of MOON

Date: 12/16/2012

This comment is mainly for those that might find this thread and not know the difference between the moon
phases. Waxing = ) Full = O and Waning = ( So here they are in order: )O( Hail Satan!
On Dec 16, 2012 7:59 AM, "liberate4free" <liberate4free@...> wrote:
Thank you for the information :)
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lolobardonik" <lolobardonik@...> wrote:
>
> No problem, don't worry about it.
>
> When the moon is new... is the phase which is starting to fill again.
>
> Generally, from new moon until full moon, it's the period to start beneficial workings
/rituals. For example workings/rituals to attract money are started during the filling of the
moon.
>
> From after the full moon till the next new moon, it's the period to start destruction workings
/rituals. For example starting a ritual to destroy your enemies, or breakup a relationship (of
your enemies).
>
> The above are just general guidelines. As you learn more and more about astrology, you
can use the stars/planets to your advantage. This way your workings/rituals can be more
powerful.
>
> Hope this helps
>
> Hail Father Satan
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "liberate4free" <liberate4free@> wrote:
>>
> > My apologies! I assumed that new moon or no moon means that moon is in void.
Noobish assumption. Thank you for the link. New is for 3 days not void.
>>
> > I have another question, does new moon affect workings in any way?
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Siatris Teloah <siatris_teloah@> wrote:
>>>
> > > Nice resource, I saved it in my favorites, thanks for this!
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > ________________________________
> > > From: lolobardonik <lolobardonik@>
> > > To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com

> > > Sent: Friday, December 14, 2012 4:18 PM
> > > Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Ritual or any working during void course of MOON
>>>
>>>
>>>Â
>>>
> > > There's something wrong with your statement :/
>>>
> > > Chronos XP doesn't report the void courses of the moon!!!
> > > It only reports the planetary hours and the phases of the moon!
>>>
> > > So i would suggest using this site for the void courses
> > > http://www.lunarium.co.uk/calendar/universal.jsp
>>>
> > > Remember to setup your correct location on the top of the page.
>>>
> > > Also...
> > > When the Moon is in a void course you CAN continue rituals you have already started,
but DON'T start new rituals during the void course moon.
>>>
> > > About energy work...
> > > It seems to me that void course moon is irrelevant. I have started energy workings in
void course moon. The only difference is that during the void course you have to try a little
harder to feel the energy.
>>>
> > > Hope this helps
>>>
> > > Hail Father Satan
>>>
> > > --- In mailto:JoS_Astrology%40yahoogroups.com, "liberate4free" <liberate4free@>
wrote:
>>>>
> > > > In my area, the current void course of moon is for 3 days, according to Cronos XP.
Is Cronos right? Should I not do any kind ritual or energy work for 3 whole days?
>>>>
> > > > Hail Satan!
>>>>
>>>
>>
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 839
Subject: relationships question

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 12/17/2012

What can your chart tell you about who your significant other will be? I have Venus in the 9th, so someone
not from the US is all I've figured so far. How can transits indicate a potential soul mate? Solar returns, etc?
If you have a majority of Earth signs do you attract Watery people? If Air do you attract Fire? Would the 8th
house of deep soul mate contacts tell you anything?
Sorry if I'm sounding like a teenage girl, I have Venus in Libra closely squaring Neptune conjunct my
ascendant. I think about it a lot, needless to say. Any input is really appreciated.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Natal Chart

Message: 840

From: bestindigo666

Date: 12/17/2012

I have a question regarding my date of birth.
I was born: Capricorn, Day: 11 Hour: 2:40
Now my question is, if it is coincidence?
the numbers are of Satan. but when I think of it, Satan does not do such things, or does he?
HAIL SATAN!!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 841
Subject: Re: relationships question

From: f.follets

Date: 12/17/2012

Venus has more to do with what kind of people you're attracted to, rather than the partner him/herself, but
there's obviously a correlation since you would normally be attracted (physically or otherwise) to your
partner.
The nature of the life/marriage partner is better indicated by the sign on the cusp of the 7th house, its ruler
and any planets therein. A person with Venus in Libra like you may be attracted to a softer character, good
manners and pretty looks, but with Aries and/or Mars in the 7th house the person will more than likely be
partnered with someone who's quite the opposite of that. This is a very basic example, usually things get
much more complex when we take the sign the 7th ruler is in, its aspects and other things into account.
People are also attracted to people who have what they lack (which is the principle of the 1st-7th house
axis), so someone with lots of Air could end up with someone with lots of Earth, for example, and they
would balance each other. Complementary elements (Fire-Air, Water-Earth) have a natural affinity which may
be just enough to create harmonic feelings between two people, but often the opposites (Fire-Water, AirEarth) do attract each other, even if that usually doesn't work out in the end.
It's also important to remember that it's commonly accepted that Mars and the Sun represent men in
general in the charts of women and that Venus and the Moon represent women in general in the charts of
men. This clearly doesn't concern homosexuals in the realm of love relationships since they aren't attracted
to the opposite sex.
The nature of the relationship is indicated by both the 7th and 5th houses, the latter being the house of
Romance and Love Affairs. The 8th house is also important since it's common for partners to share
resources, and because it is the house of sex and deep contacts, like you said. Someone with Neptune in the
8th house, for example, may be partnered with someone who's somehow underprivileged, or they may be
deceived by their partner in financial matters, or both.
As for predicting when important partners, or even the "soul mate" will show up in the life, there are just
too many indicators to mention in a single post. I guess the most obvious are Sun-Venus contacts in
progression, Pluto transits to Venus and/or the Descendant, a heavy 7th house emphasis in a Solar Return,
transiting or progressed planets in contact with the Nodes or the Vertex, but there are many, many other
possibilities. Sometimes the signs that a relationship is coming are obvious just like that
the most
important ones usually are
but most of the times the signs are much more subtle.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" <ch_3_coo@...> wrote:
>
> What can your chart tell you about who your significant other will be? I have Venus in the 9th,
so someone not from the US is all I've figured so far. How can transits indicate a potential soul
mate? Solar returns, etc? If you have a majority of Earth signs do you attract Watery people? If
Air do you attract Fire? Would the 8th house of deep soul mate contacts tell you anything?
> Sorry if I'm sounding like a teenage girl, I have Venus in Libra closely squaring Neptune
conjunct my ascendant. I think about it a lot, needless to say. Any input is really appreciated.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 842
Subject: Re: Natal Chart
That's nice! It's fun finding such combinations! :)

From: lolobardonik

Date: 12/17/2012

It may have a special meaning like you said, but there's no reason in my opinion to look for these (if it's not
just for fun).
What i mean is...
don't get too obsessed with such things (i was too in the past) as they may cause you to think too highly of
yourself. Even though self confidence is not a bad thing, by thinking too highly of yourself, the enemy might
use this and lead you to delusion. Many brothers and sisters have fallen victims to this tactic (and me too,
I'm talking from personal experience). So be cautious of this!
I think the most important thing is to check your Natal chart and see the possible planets (or combinations)
that might cause you problems and counterbalance them with meditations.
Hope this makes sense
Hail Father Satan

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "bestindigo666" <bestindigo666@...> wrote:
>
> I have a question regarding my date of birth.
> I was born: Capricorn, Day: 11 Hour: 2:40
> Now my question is, if it is coincidence?
> the numbers are of Satan. but when I think of it, Satan does not do such things, or does he?
>
> HAIL SATAN!!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 843
Subject: Re: Natal Chart

From: bestindigo666

Date: 12/18/2012

Thank you brother, I'm not too obsessed at all, just trying to figure out if Satan relate to this.. because if he
does, most probably I was a Satanist in my past life.. just out of curiosity..
By the way I was trying to learn Astrology, and I find it very hard to learn, I don't know if it just me, or .. I
don't know..
Well it's not hard in a way that it's too complicated, but more in a way that I don't understand some terms,
like Retrograde etc..
I was searching some sites and books on the subject, also looked in the Files section here, but it doesn't
really clear to me I don't know, maybe because my main language is not English.. idk..
HAIL FATHER SATAN!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lolobardonik" wrote:
That's nice! It's fun finding such combinations! :)
It may have a special meaning like you said, but there's no reason in my opinion to look for
these (if it's not just for fun).
What i mean is...
don't get too obsessed with such things (i was too in the past) as they may cause you to think
too highly of yourself. Even though self confidence is not a bad thing, by thinking too highly of
yourself, the enemy might use this and lead you to delusion. Many brothers and sisters have
fallen victims to this tactic (and me too, I'm talking from personal experience). So be cautious of
this!

I think the most important thing is to check your Natal chart and see the possible planets (or
combinations) that might cause you problems and counterbalance them with meditations.
Hope this makes sense
Hail Father Satan
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "bestindigo666" wrote:
I have a question regarding my date of birth.
I was born: Capricorn, Day: 11 Hour: 2:40
Now my question is, if it is coincidence?
the numbers are of Satan. but when I think of it, Satan does not do such things, or does he?
HAIL SATAN!!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 844
Subject: Re: Natal Chart

From: lolobardonik

Date: 12/18/2012

Yes, i can understand...
I still have trouble grasping the full picture of astrology. It's just like you said... there's so much information
and it's difficult to realize the real meaning. (english is not my first language too)
What i mean is... you read a word.. but it's difficult to understand and imagine it's meaning. And most books
take the meaning of the word as a given (they don't explain it and you get lost).
I don't know if this will help you... but search for the book "The only astrology book you'll ever need" by
Joanna Martine Woolfolk. It would be easy to find a pdf version online.
It helped me get a basic idea about understanding a natal chart.
What helped me understand even more (with the help of the book) is by studying the charts of my close
friends and family. People that i know very good to be sure that what a read in their chart is true or not.
Also since you've mentioned the "retrograde" i think i can explain it with a simple example.
Imagine that we are running around a circular track. For the sake of this example lets say you're more
athletic than me. So you run faster around the track, and i'm running slower.
After a while you'll run all the way around the track and start approaching to pass me. We both run in the
same direction but as you pass me, IN YOUR POINT OF VIEW it seems as though i'm running backwards.
If you are the planet earth and i am the planet mars, this is retrograde motion of mars FROM THE POINT OF
VIEW of earth.
see this video that illustrates the above:
http://youtu.be/72FrZz_zJFU
Retrograde venus and retrograde mercury are similar to this. Though when the outer planets turn retrograde
it's a bit more complex. If you want i believe a can explain them also.
Hope this makes sense
Hail Father Satan

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "bestindigo666" wrote:
Thank you brother, I'm not too obsessed at all, just trying to figure out if Satan relate to this..
because if he does, most probably I was a Satanist in my past life.. just out of curiosity..
By the way I was trying to learn Astrology, and I find it very hard to learn, I don't know if it just
me, or .. I don't know..
Well it's not hard in a way that it's too complicated, but more in a way that I don't understand
some terms, like Retrograde etc..
I was searching some sites and books on the subject, also looked in the Files section here, but it
doesn't really clear to me I don't know, maybe because my main language is not English.. idk..
HAIL FATHER SATAN!!
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lolobardonik" wrote:
That's nice! It's fun finding such combinations! :)
It may have a special meaning like you said, but there's no reason in my opinion to look for
these (if it's not just for fun).
What i mean is...
don't get too obsessed with such things (i was too in the past) as they may cause you to think
too highly of yourself. Even though self confidence is not a bad thing, by thinking too highly of
yourself, the enemy might use this and lead you to delusion. Many brothers and sisters have
fallen victims to this tactic (and me too, I'm talking from personal experience). So be cautious of
this!
I think the most important thing is to check your Natal chart and see the possible planets (or
combinations) that might cause you problems and counterbalance them with meditations.
Hope this makes sense
Hail Father Satan
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "bestindigo666" wrote:
I have a question regarding my date of birth.
I was born: Capricorn, Day: 11 Hour: 2:40
Now my question is, if it is coincidence?
the numbers are of Satan. but when I think of it, Satan does not do such things, or does he?
HAIL SATAN!!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 845
Subject: Re: Natal Chart

From: bestindigo666

Date: 12/18/2012

Thank you for your book, and the video, it makes more sense to me now, but still need more time to grasp
it lol i'm a bit slow on learning (Capricorn...) Thank you brother, by the way your English is great.
HAIL SATAN!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lolobardonik" wrote:

Yes, i can understand...
I still have trouble grasping the full picture of astrology. It's just like you said... there's so much
information and it's difficult to realize the real meaning. (english is not my first language too)
What i mean is... you read a word.. but it's difficult to understand and imagine it's meaning. And
most books take the meaning of the word as a given (they don't explain it and you get lost).
I don't know if this will help you... but search for the book "The only astrology book you'll ever
need" by Joanna Martine Woolfolk. It would be easy to find a pdf version online.
It helped me get a basic idea about understanding a natal chart.
What helped me understand even more (with the help of the book) is by studying the charts of
my close friends and family. People that i know very good to be sure that what a read in their
chart is true or not.
Also since you've mentioned the "retrograde" i think i can explain it with a simple example.
Imagine that we are running around a circular track. For the sake of this example lets say you're
more athletic than me. So you run faster around the track, and i'm running slower.
After a while you'll run all the way around the track and start approaching to pass me. We both
run in the same direction but as you pass me, IN YOUR POINT OF VIEW it seems as though i'm
running backwards.
If you are the planet earth and i am the planet mars, this is retrograde motion of mars FROM
THE POINT OF VIEW of earth.
see this video that illustrates the above:
http://youtu.be/72FrZz_zJFU
Retrograde venus and retrograde mercury are similar to this. Though when the outer planets
turn retrograde it's a bit more complex. If you want i believe a can explain them also.
Hope this makes sense
Hail Father Satan

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "bestindigo666" wrote:
Thank you brother, I'm not too obsessed at all, just trying to figure out if Satan relate to this..
because if he does, most probably I was a Satanist in my past life.. just out of curiosity..
By the way I was trying to learn Astrology, and I find it very hard to learn, I don't know if it just
me, or .. I don't know..
Well it's not hard in a way that it's too complicated, but more in a way that I don't understand
some terms, like Retrograde etc..
I was searching some sites and books on the subject, also looked in the Files section here, but it
doesn't really clear to me I don't know, maybe because my main language is not English.. idk..
HAIL FATHER SATAN!!
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lolobardonik" wrote:

That's nice! It's fun finding such combinations! :)
It may have a special meaning like you said, but there's no reason in my opinion to look for
these (if it's not just for fun).
What i mean is...
don't get too obsessed with such things (i was too in the past) as they may cause you to think
too highly of yourself. Even though self confidence is not a bad thing, by thinking too highly of
yourself, the enemy might use this and lead you to delusion. Many brothers and sisters have
fallen victims to this tactic (and me too, I'm talking from personal experience). So be cautious of
this!
I think the most important thing is to check your Natal chart and see the possible planets (or
combinations) that might cause you problems and counterbalance them with meditations.
Hope this makes sense
Hail Father Satan
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "bestindigo666" wrote:
I have a question regarding my date of birth.
I was born: Capricorn, Day: 11 Hour: 2:40
Now my question is, if it is coincidence?
the numbers are of Satan. but when I think of it, Satan does not do such things, or does he?
HAIL SATAN!!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 846
Subject: Re: Natal Chart

From: f.follets

Date: 12/18/2012

If you're having a problem with terms, then you might want a glossary:
http://www.astrologycom.com/glossary.html
Hope that helps.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "bestindigo666" wrote:
Thank you brother, I'm not too obsessed at all, just trying to figure out if Satan relate to this..
because if he does, most probably I was a Satanist in my past life.. just out of curiosity..
By the way I was trying to learn Astrology, and I find it very hard to learn, I don't know if it just
me, or .. I don't know..
Well it's not hard in a way that it's too complicated, but more in a way that I don't understand
some terms, like Retrograde etc..
I was searching some sites and books on the subject, also looked in the Files section here, but it
doesn't really clear to me I don't know, maybe because my main language is not English.. idk..
HAIL FATHER SATAN!!
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lolobardonik" wrote:
That's nice! It's fun finding such combinations! :)
It may have a special meaning like you said, but there's no reason in my opinion to look for

these (if it's not just for fun).
What i mean is...
don't get too obsessed with such things (i was too in the past) as they may cause you to think
too highly of yourself. Even though self confidence is not a bad thing, by thinking too highly of
yourself, the enemy might use this and lead you to delusion. Many brothers and sisters have
fallen victims to this tactic (and me too, I'm talking from personal experience). So be cautious of
this!
I think the most important thing is to check your Natal chart and see the possible planets (or
combinations) that might cause you problems and counterbalance them with meditations.
Hope this makes sense
Hail Father Satan
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "bestindigo666" wrote:
I have a question regarding my date of birth.
I was born: Capricorn, Day: 11 Hour: 2:40
Now my question is, if it is coincidence?
the numbers are of Satan. but when I think of it, Satan does not do such things, or does he?
HAIL SATAN!!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 847
Subject: Re: Natal Chart

From: bestindigo666

Date: 12/18/2012

It does help, thank you
Hail Satan!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" wrote:
If you're having a problem with terms, then you might want a glossary:
http://www.astrologycom.com/glossary.html
Hope that helps.
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "bestindigo666" wrote:
Thank you brother, I'm not too obsessed at all, just trying to figure out if Satan relate to this..
because if he does, most probably I was a Satanist in my past life.. just out of curiosity..
By the way I was trying to learn Astrology, and I find it very hard to learn, I don't know if it just
me, or .. I don't know..
Well it's not hard in a way that it's too complicated, but more in a way that I don't understand
some terms, like Retrograde etc..
I was searching some sites and books on the subject, also looked in the Files section here, but it
doesn't really clear to me I don't know, maybe because my main language is not English.. idk..
HAIL FATHER SATAN!!
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lolobardonik" wrote:

That's nice! It's fun finding such combinations! :)
It may have a special meaning like you said, but there's no reason in my opinion to look for
these (if it's not just for fun).
What i mean is...
don't get too obsessed with such things (i was too in the past) as they may cause you to think
too highly of yourself. Even though self confidence is not a bad thing, by thinking too highly of
yourself, the enemy might use this and lead you to delusion. Many brothers and sisters have
fallen victims to this tactic (and me too, I'm talking from personal experience). So be cautious of
this!
I think the most important thing is to check your Natal chart and see the possible planets (or
combinations) that might cause you problems and counterbalance them with meditations.
Hope this makes sense
Hail Father Satan
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "bestindigo666" wrote:
I have a question regarding my date of birth.
I was born: Capricorn, Day: 11 Hour: 2:40
Now my question is, if it is coincidence?
the numbers are of Satan. but when I think of it, Satan does not do such things, or does he?
HAIL SATAN!!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 848
Subject: Re: Natal Chart

From: bestindigo666

Date: 12/18/2012

I have a question..
I was born Capricorn this life.
Now my question is, every lifetime you're born on a different date, that means every lifetime you're a
different person. am I right?
HAIL SATAN!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" wrote:
If you're having a problem with terms, then you might want a glossary:
http://www.astrologycom.com/glossary.html
Hope that helps.
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "bestindigo666" wrote:
Thank you brother, I'm not too obsessed at all, just trying to figure out if Satan relate to this..
because if he does, most probably I was a Satanist in my past life.. just out of curiosity..
By the way I was trying to learn Astrology, and I find it very hard to learn, I don't know if it just
me, or .. I don't know..
Well it's not hard in a way that it's too complicated, but more in a way that I don't understand
some terms, like Retrograde etc..
I was searching some sites and books on the subject, also looked in the Files section here, but it

doesn't really clear to me I don't know, maybe because my main language is not English.. idk..
HAIL FATHER SATAN!!
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lolobardonik" wrote:
That's nice! It's fun finding such combinations! :)
It may have a special meaning like you said, but there's no reason in my opinion to look for
these (if it's not just for fun).
What i mean is...
don't get too obsessed with such things (i was too in the past) as they may cause you to think
too highly of yourself. Even though self confidence is not a bad thing, by thinking too highly of
yourself, the enemy might use this and lead you to delusion. Many brothers and sisters have
fallen victims to this tactic (and me too, I'm talking from personal experience). So be cautious of
this!
I think the most important thing is to check your Natal chart and see the possible planets (or
combinations) that might cause you problems and counterbalance them with meditations.
Hope this makes sense
Hail Father Satan
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "bestindigo666" wrote:
I have a question regarding my date of birth.
I was born: Capricorn, Day: 11 Hour: 2:40
Now my question is, if it is coincidence?
the numbers are of Satan. but when I think of it, Satan does not do such things, or does he?
HAIL SATAN!!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 849
Subject: Re: Natal Chart

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 12/18/2012

When you say Capricorn, you're referring to your sun sign right? That is only ONE small aspect of your
personality. You need to take the entire chart into account. This is why people can't call themselves by their
sun sign alone. When people ask me, or they say "oh you're a Cancer?" I get pissed off and say "No I'm a
Cancer-Pisces-Scorpio-Sagittarius" (my main signs).
We are not different people in each life. That defies logic. Ask anyone who remembers their past lives as
well, we keep the same personality. A few of us have our natal charts from a past life, and they are VERY
similar to our current natal charts.
Hail Satan!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "bestindigo666" wrote:
I have a question..
I was born Capricorn this life.
Now my question is, every lifetime you're born on a different date, that means every lifetime
you're a different person. am I right?

HAIL SATAN!!
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" wrote:
If you're having a problem with terms, then you might want a glossary:
http://www.astrologycom.com/glossary.html
Hope that helps.
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "bestindigo666" wrote:
Thank you brother, I'm not too obsessed at all, just trying to figure out if Satan relate to this..
because if he does, most probably I was a Satanist in my past life.. just out of curiosity..
By the way I was trying to learn Astrology, and I find it very hard to learn, I don't know if it just
me, or .. I don't know..
Well it's not hard in a way that it's too complicated, but more in a way that I don't understand
some terms, like Retrograde etc..
I was searching some sites and books on the subject, also looked in the Files section here, but it
doesn't really clear to me I don't know, maybe because my main language is not English.. idk..
HAIL FATHER SATAN!!
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lolobardonik" wrote:
That's nice! It's fun finding such combinations! :)
It may have a special meaning like you said, but there's no reason in my opinion to look for
these (if it's not just for fun).
What i mean is...
don't get too obsessed with such things (i was too in the past) as they may cause you to think
too highly of yourself. Even though self confidence is not a bad thing, by thinking too highly of
yourself, the enemy might use this and lead you to delusion. Many brothers and sisters have
fallen victims to this tactic (and me too, I'm talking from personal experience). So be cautious of
this!
I think the most important thing is to check your Natal chart and see the possible planets (or
combinations) that might cause you problems and counterbalance them with meditations.
Hope this makes sense
Hail Father Satan
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "bestindigo666" wrote:
I have a question regarding my date of birth.
I was born: Capricorn, Day: 11 Hour: 2:40
Now my question is, if it is coincidence?
the numbers are of Satan. but when I think of it, Satan does not do such things, or does he?
HAIL SATAN!!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 850
Subject: Re: Natal Chart

From: lolobardonik

Date: 12/18/2012

Hahhahaha... I like this... I'll do that too! :D
Hail Father Satan

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@..." wrote:
When you say Capricorn, you're referring to your sun sign right? That is only ONE small aspect
of your personality. You need to take the entire chart into account. This is why people can't call
themselves by their sun sign alone. When people ask me, or they say "oh you're a Cancer?" I
get pissed off and say "No I'm a Cancer-Pisces-Scorpio-Sagittarius" (my main signs).
We are not different people in each life. That defies logic. Ask anyone who remembers their past
lives as well, we keep the same personality. A few of us have our natal charts from a past life,
and they are VERY similar to our current natal charts.
Hail Satan!
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "bestindigo666" wrote:
I have a question..
I was born Capricorn this life.
Now my question is, every lifetime you're born on a different date, that means every lifetime
you're a different person. am I right?
HAIL SATAN!!
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" wrote:
If you're having a problem with terms, then you might want a glossary:
http://www.astrologycom.com/glossary.html
Hope that helps.
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "bestindigo666" wrote:
Thank you brother, I'm not too obsessed at all, just trying to figure out if Satan relate to this..
because if he does, most probably I was a Satanist in my past life.. just out of curiosity..
By the way I was trying to learn Astrology, and I find it very hard to learn, I don't know if it just
me, or .. I don't know..
Well it's not hard in a way that it's too complicated, but more in a way that I don't understand
some terms, like Retrograde etc..
I was searching some sites and books on the subject, also looked in the Files section here, but it
doesn't really clear to me I don't know, maybe because my main language is not English.. idk..
HAIL FATHER SATAN!!
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lolobardonik" wrote:
That's nice! It's fun finding such combinations! :)
It may have a special meaning like you said, but there's no reason in my opinion to look for
these (if it's not just for fun).
What i mean is...

don't get too obsessed with such things (i was too in the past) as they may cause you to think
too highly of yourself. Even though self confidence is not a bad thing, by thinking too highly of
yourself, the enemy might use this and lead you to delusion. Many brothers and sisters have
fallen victims to this tactic (and me too, I'm talking from personal experience). So be cautious of
this!
I think the most important thing is to check your Natal chart and see the possible planets (or
combinations) that might cause you problems and counterbalance them with meditations.
Hope this makes sense
Hail Father Satan
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "bestindigo666" wrote:
I have a question regarding my date of birth.
I was born: Capricorn, Day: 11 Hour: 2:40
Now my question is, if it is coincidence?
the numbers are of Satan. but when I think of it, Satan does not do such things, or does he?
HAIL SATAN!!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 851
Subject: Re: Natal Chart

From: f.follets

Date: 12/18/2012

Yes, basically. Though your soul is the same, the personality changes every lifetime. We do carry, however,
energy and memories from past lives in our souls. Some inborn abilities, fears and desires are actually past
life memories. We are different yet the same.
In astrology, the Lunar Nodes (especially the South Node) provide strong past life information. The South
Node is where we have (metaphorically) been in the past, and it usually shows hidden issues and repetitive
patterns of behaviour that we may have brought from a past life. It's extremely important to know and
understand your past selves to get to know your current self better and to solve whatever hasn't been
solved in the past.
We can also access past life memories and information through meditation.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "bestindigo666" wrote:
I have a question..
I was born Capricorn this life.
Now my question is, every lifetime you're born on a different date, that means every lifetime
you're a different person. am I right?
HAIL SATAN!!
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" wrote:
If you're having a problem with terms, then you might want a glossary:
http://www.astrologycom.com/glossary.html
Hope that helps.
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "bestindigo666" wrote:

Thank you brother, I'm not too obsessed at all, just trying to figure out if Satan relate to this..
because if he does, most probably I was a Satanist in my past life.. just out of curiosity..
By the way I was trying to learn Astrology, and I find it very hard to learn, I don't know if it just
me, or .. I don't know..
Well it's not hard in a way that it's too complicated, but more in a way that I don't understand
some terms, like Retrograde etc..
I was searching some sites and books on the subject, also looked in the Files section here, but it
doesn't really clear to me I don't know, maybe because my main language is not English.. idk..
HAIL FATHER SATAN!!
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lolobardonik" wrote:
That's nice! It's fun finding such combinations! :)
It may have a special meaning like you said, but there's no reason in my opinion to look for
these (if it's not just for fun).
What i mean is...
don't get too obsessed with such things (i was too in the past) as they may cause you to think
too highly of yourself. Even though self confidence is not a bad thing, by thinking too highly of
yourself, the enemy might use this and lead you to delusion. Many brothers and sisters have
fallen victims to this tactic (and me too, I'm talking from personal experience). So be cautious of
this!
I think the most important thing is to check your Natal chart and see the possible planets (or
combinations) that might cause you problems and counterbalance them with meditations.
Hope this makes sense
Hail Father Satan
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "bestindigo666" wrote:
I have a question regarding my date of birth.
I was born: Capricorn, Day: 11 Hour: 2:40
Now my question is, if it is coincidence?
the numbers are of Satan. but when I think of it, Satan does not do such things, or does he?
HAIL SATAN!!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 852
Subject: Re: Natal Chart

From: bestindigo666

Date: 12/18/2012

You clarified it well, Lydia, thanks.
I'm pretty much Capricorn guy lol, I'm one of the most organized people, i'm very dedicated to what I do,
when I do something I want it to be the best I can do it. I have BAD imagination, although I day
dreamdream all day long lol.. (I'm a bit water guy)
I don't know why I wrote it to you lol..
Thanks anyway Lydia..
HAIL SATAN!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@..." wrote:
When you say Capricorn, you're referring to your sun sign right? That is only ONE small aspect
of your personality. You need to take the entire chart into account. This is why people can't call
themselves by their sun sign alone. When people ask me, or they say "oh you're a Cancer?" I
get pissed off and say "No I'm a Cancer-Pisces-Scorpio-Sagittarius" (my main signs).
We are not different people in each life. That defies logic. Ask anyone who remembers their past
lives as well, we keep the same personality. A few of us have our natal charts from a past life,
and they are VERY similar to our current natal charts.
Hail Satan!
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "bestindigo666" wrote:
I have a question..
I was born Capricorn this life.
Now my question is, every lifetime you're born on a different date, that means every lifetime
you're a different person. am I right?
HAIL SATAN!!
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" wrote:
If you're having a problem with terms, then you might want a glossary:
http://www.astrologycom.com/glossary.html
Hope that helps.
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "bestindigo666" wrote:
Thank you brother, I'm not too obsessed at all, just trying to figure out if Satan relate to this..
because if he does, most probably I was a Satanist in my past life.. just out of curiosity..
By the way I was trying to learn Astrology, and I find it very hard to learn, I don't know if it just
me, or .. I don't know..
Well it's not hard in a way that it's too complicated, but more in a way that I don't understand
some terms, like Retrograde etc..
I was searching some sites and books on the subject, also looked in the Files section here, but it
doesn't really clear to me I don't know, maybe because my main language is not English.. idk..
HAIL FATHER SATAN!!
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lolobardonik" wrote:
That's nice! It's fun finding such combinations! :)
It may have a special meaning like you said, but there's no reason in my opinion to look for
these (if it's not just for fun).
What i mean is...
don't get too obsessed with such things (i was too in the past) as they may cause you to think
too highly of yourself. Even though self confidence is not a bad thing, by thinking too highly of
yourself, the enemy might use this and lead you to delusion. Many brothers and sisters have
fallen victims to this tactic (and me too, I'm talking from personal experience). So be cautious of

this!
I think the most important thing is to check your Natal chart and see the possible planets (or
combinations) that might cause you problems and counterbalance them with meditations.
Hope this makes sense
Hail Father Satan
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "bestindigo666" wrote:
I have a question regarding my date of birth.
I was born: Capricorn, Day: 11 Hour: 2:40
Now my question is, if it is coincidence?
the numbers are of Satan. but when I think of it, Satan does not do such things, or does he?
HAIL SATAN!!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 853
Subject: Re: Natal Chart

From: bestindigo666

Date: 12/20/2012

Your answer is quite different than Lydia's answer..

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> Yes, basically. Though your soul is the same, the personality changes every lifetime. We do
carry, however, energy and memories from past lives in our souls. Some inborn abilities, fears
and desires are actually past life memories. We are different yet the same.
>
> In astrology, the Lunar Nodes (especially the South Node) provide strong past life information.
The South Node is where we have (metaphorically) been in the past, and it usually shows hidden
issues and repetitive patterns of behaviour that we may have brought from a past life. It's
extremely important to know and understand your past selves to get to know your current self
better and to solve whatever hasn't been solved in the past.
>
> We can also access past life memories and information through meditation.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "bestindigo666" wrote:
>
> I have a question..
> I was born Capricorn this life.
> Now my question is, every lifetime you're born on a different date, that means every lifetime
you're a different person. am I right?
>
> HAIL SATAN!!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" wrote:
>
> If you're having a problem with terms, then you might want a glossary:
>
> http://www.astrologycom.com/glossary.html
>
> Hope that helps.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "bestindigo666" wrote:

>
> Thank you brother, I'm not too obsessed at all, just trying to figure out if Satan relate to this..
because if he does, most probably I was a Satanist in my past life.. just out of curiosity..
> By the way I was trying to learn Astrology, and I find it very hard to learn, I don't know if it
just me, or .. I don't know..
> Well it's not hard in a way that it's too complicated, but more in a way that I don't understand
some terms, like Retrograde etc..
> I was searching some sites and books on the subject, also looked in the Files section here,
but it doesn't really clear to me I don't know, maybe because my main language is not English..
idk..
>
> HAIL FATHER SATAN!!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lolobardonik" wrote:
>
> That's nice! It's fun finding such combinations! :)
>
> It may have a special meaning like you said, but there's no reason in my opinion to look for
these (if it's not just for fun).
>
> What i mean is...
> don't get too obsessed with such things (i was too in the past) as they may cause you to think
too highly of yourself. Even though self confidence is not a bad thing, by thinking too highly of
yourself, the enemy might use this and lead you to delusion. Many brothers and sisters have
fallen victims to this tactic (and me too, I'm talking from personal experience). So be cautious of
this!
>
> I think the most important thing is to check your Natal chart and see the possible planets (or
combinations) that might cause you problems and counterbalance them with meditations.
>
> Hope this makes sense
>
> Hail Father Satan
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "bestindigo666" wrote:
>
> I have a question regarding my date of birth.
> I was born: Capricorn, Day: 11 Hour: 2:40
> Now my question is, if it is coincidence?
> the numbers are of Satan. but when I think of it, Satan does not do such things, or does he?
>
> HAIL SATAN!!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 854
Subject: A Void Course of Moon

From: bestindigo666

Date: 12/20/2012

How do I know if I born on a Void course of moon?
Because Maxine wrote that if you born on a void course of moon you'll probably be a very unique person,
just want to know if I did born on a void course.
HAIL SATAN!!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 855
Subject: Re: A Void Course of Moon

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 12/20/2012

Go to Lunarium.co.uk, input the location of your birth, click on calenders -> universal lunar calendar, make

sure the location is right (I've noticed that sometimes it changes back to default), and use the scroll boxes to
change the year and month to when you were born, look at the day and time you were born, and there you
go :)
Hail Satan!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "bestindigo666" <bestindigo666@...> wrote:
>
> How do I know if I born on a Void course of moon?
> Because Maxine wrote that if you born on a void course of moon you'll probably be a very
unique person, just want to know if I did born on a void course.
>
> HAIL SATAN!!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 856
Subject: Re: A Void Course of Moon

From: f.follets

Date: 12/20/2012

There are Moon calendars on the internet. You can check your birth date and hour to see if the Moon was
void of course then.
http://www.lunarium.co.uk/calendar/universal.jsp
They give a very good calendar on this site.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "bestindigo666" <bestindigo666@...> wrote:
>
> How do I know if I born on a Void course of moon?
> Because Maxine wrote that if you born on a void course of moon you'll probably be a very
unique person, just want to know if I did born on a void course.
>
> HAIL SATAN!!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 857

From:
paulpseudonym@yahoo.com

Date: 12/20/2012

Subject: Re: A Void Course of Moon
A void of course moon occurs when the moon has completed its last major aspect with the planets. These
aspects are, conjunct, opposite, trine, square and sextile. There are no orbs in a void of course moon as it
happens once it passes the exact degree of the planet being aspected.
To find this out you need your birth time and apply this information.
You can also find things like this out using a simple search of the internet.
Hail Satan!
Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 858
Subject: Re: A Void Course of Moon
Thank you
HAIL SATAN!!

From: bestindigo666

Date: 12/21/2012

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@..." <lydia_666@...> wrote:
>
> Go to Lunarium.co.uk, input the location of your birth, click on calenders -> universal lunar
calendar, make sure the location is right (I've noticed that sometimes it changes back to
default), and use the scroll boxes to change the year and month to when you were born, look at
the day and time you were born, and there you go :)
>
> Hail Satan!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "bestindigo666" <bestindigo666@> wrote:
>>
> > How do I know if I born on a Void course of moon?
> > Because Maxine wrote that if you born on a void course of moon you'll probably be a very
unique person, just want to know if I did born on a void course.
>>
> > HAIL SATAN!!
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 859
From: HenryH
Subject: Mercury retrograde and a void of course moon

Date: 12/21/2012

If Mercury goes retrograde during a void of course Moon, and it goes into the preceding sign would this
unvoid the Moon? This happened recently when Mercury retrograde went into the 29th degree of Scorpio
after the Moon had gone void of course in Scorpio. I put my energies into something important and I want
to know if it still went through.
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 860

From: Anathematization from
the Light
Subject: do people with Venus in Pisces have foot-fetishes?
i have a pisces aspecting my venus and on rare occasion i do have a foot-fetish
am i the only one?
or is it because my Venus is in Scorpio?

Date: 12/21/2012

Messages in JoS_Astrology group.
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 861

From: Anathematization from
the Light
Subject: do people with Venus in Pisces have foot-fetishes?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 862
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Re: do people with Venus in Pisces have foot-fetishes?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 863
From: Anand Bon
Subject: Re: do people with Venus in Pisces have foot-fetishes?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 864
From: Kael Meier
Subject: Re: do people with Venus in Pisces have foot-fetishes?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 865
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: do people with Venus in Pisces have foot-fetishes?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 866
From: Wendya Fox
Subject: Re: do people with Venus in Pisces have foot-fetishes?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 867
From: Anand Bon
Subject: Question. :)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 869
From: Anand Bon
Subject: Re: do people with Venus in Pisces have foot-fetishes?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 870
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: Question. :)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 871
From: liberate4free
Subject: Confusion regarding 23rd Dec, Satan-Krishna-Vishnu
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 872
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Confusion regarding 23rd Dec, Satan-Krishna-Vishnu
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 873
From: Anand Bon
Subject: Re: Confusion regarding 23rd Dec, Satan-Krishna-Vishnu
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 874
From: Siatris
Subject: Re: Confusion regarding 23rd Dec, Satan-Krishna-Vishnu
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 875
From: Don
Subject: Re: Confusion regarding 23rd Dec, Satan-Krishna-Vishnu
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 876
From: Valkyrie Vixen
Subject: Re: do people with Venus in Pisces have foot-fetishes?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 877
From: liberate4free
Subject: Re: Confusion regarding 23rd Dec, Satan-Krishna-Vishnu
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 878
From: Micama Gmicalzoma
Subject: Planetary Days & Hours/ Full Chakra Meditation
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 879
From: Micama Gmicalzoma
Subject: Birth Chart/ Chakras/ Magickal Squares
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 880
From: Micama Gmicalzoma
Subject: Re: Planetary Days & Hours/ Full Chakra Meditation
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 881
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Birth Chart/ Chakras/ Magickal Squares
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 882
From: Micama Gmicalzoma
Subject: Re: Birth Chart/ Chakras/ Magickal Squares
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 883
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Birth Chart/ Chakras/ Magickal Squares
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 884
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: solar return question
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 885
From: m_18
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Date: 12/22/2012
Date: 12/22/2012
Date: 12/22/2012
Date: 12/22/2012
Date: 12/22/2012
Date: 12/23/2012
Date: 12/23/2012
Date: 12/23/2012
Date: 12/23/2012
Date: 12/23/2012
Date: 12/24/2012
Date: 12/24/2012
Date: 12/24/2012
Date: 12/25/2012
Date: 12/25/2012
Date: 12/25/2012
Date: 12/25/2012
Date: 12/25/2012
Date: 12/25/2012
Date: 12/25/2012
Date: 12/25/2012
Date: 12/26/2012
Date: 12/26/2012

Subject: Re: solar return question
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 886
From: m_18
Subject: Re: solar return question
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 887
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Re: solar return question
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 888
From: HenryH
Subject: Re: Planetary Days & Hours/ Full Chakra Meditation
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 889
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: solar return question
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 890
From: m_18
Subject: Re: solar return question
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 891
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: solar return question
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 892
From: shadownaiama1987
Subject: Natal Chart Questions
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 893
From: siguarddraconis
Subject: Re: Natal Chart Questions
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 894
From: lolobardonik
Subject: Re: Mercury retrograde and a void of course moon
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 895
From: Anathematization from
the Light
Subject: is the ASC or pluto more stronger? which will make more of an emphas
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 896
From: Anathematization from
the Light
Subject: sexual problem; do i deny myself? look at my chart 0_o
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 897
From: HenryH
Subject: Re: Mercury retrograde and a void of course moon
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 898
From: jonathon_billing
Subject: A particular transit of my generation.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 899
From: Emily Watts
Subject: Re: Natal Chart Questions
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 900
From: Emily Watts
Subject: Re: Natal Chart Questions
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 901
From: Don
Subject: Re: sexual problem; do i deny myself? look at my chart 0_o
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 902
From: Micama Gmicalzoma
Subject: Re: sexual problem; do i deny myself? look at my chart 0_o
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 903
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: sexual problem; do i deny myself? look at my chart 0_o
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 904
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Input appreciated
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 905
From: Sagittarius Overdose
Subject: Re: sexual problem; do i deny myself? look at my chart 0_o
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 906
From: Sagittarius Overdose
Subject: Re: sexual problem; do i deny myself? look at my chart 0_o
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 907
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: sexual problem; do i deny myself? look at my chart 0_o
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 908
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Re: sexual problem; do i deny myself? look at my chart 0_o
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 909
From: Djinn Draconis

Date: 12/26/2012
Date: 12/26/2012
Date: 12/26/2012
Date: 12/26/2012
Date: 12/26/2012
Date: 12/26/2012
Date: 12/27/2012
Date: 12/27/2012
Date: 12/28/2012
Date: 12/28/2012

Date: 12/28/2012

Date: 12/28/2012
Date: 12/29/2012
Date: 12/29/2012
Date: 12/29/2012
Date: 12/29/2012
Date: 12/29/2012
Date: 12/29/2012
Date: 12/31/2012
Date: 1/2/2013
Date: 1/2/2013
Date: 1/2/2013
Date: 1/3/2013
Date: 1/3/2013

Subject: Re: sexual problem; do i deny myself?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 910
Subject: Re: sexual problem; do i deny myself?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 911
Subject: North Node in Yod?

Group: JoS_Astrology

look at my chart 0_o
From: Shannon Outlaw
look at my chart 0_o
From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Message: 861

From: Anathematization from
the Light
Subject: do people with Venus in Pisces have foot-fetishes?

Date: 1/3/2013
Date: 1/3/2013

Date: 12/21/2012

i have a pisces aspecting my venus and on rare occasion i do have a foot-fetish
am i the only one?
or is it because my Venus is in Scorpio?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 862
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Re: do people with Venus in Pisces have foot-fetishes?

Date: 12/22/2012

I think you're the only one.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Anathematization from the Light" <gethigh1211@...>
wrote:
>
> i have a pisces aspecting my venus and on rare occasion i do have a foot-fetish
>
> am i the only one?
> or is it because my Venus is in Scorpio?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 863
From: Anand Bon
Subject: Re: do people with Venus in Pisces have foot-fetishes?

Date: 12/22/2012

i do..
From: Anathematization from the Light <gethigh1211@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Saturday, 22 December 2012 7:24 AM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] do people with Venus in Pisces have foot-fetishes?

i have a pisces aspecting my venus and on rare occasion i do have a foot-fetish
am i the only one?
or is it because my Venus is in Scorpio?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 864
From: Kael Meier
Subject: Re: do people with Venus in Pisces have foot-fetishes?

My Venus is in Saggitarius, and I have a foot fetish.

From: Anathematization from the Light <gethigh1211@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Friday, December 21, 2012 4:26:52 PM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] do people with Venus in Pisces have foot-fetishes?

Date: 12/22/2012

i have a pisces aspecting my venus and on rare occasion i do have a foot-fetish
am i the only one?
or is it because my Venus is in Scorpio?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 865
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: do people with Venus in Pisces have foot-fetishes?

Date: 12/22/2012

I don't think it's common but Pisces does rule the feet so I guess it's possible. Venus in Scorpio is generally
kinky, the aspect probably acted as a trigger.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Anathematization from the Light" <gethigh1211@...>
wrote:
>
> i have a pisces aspecting my venus and on rare occasion i do have a foot-fetish
>
> am i the only one?
> or is it because my Venus is in Scorpio?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 866
From: Wendya Fox
Subject: Re: do people with Venus in Pisces have foot-fetishes?

Date: 12/22/2012

Yes. My boyfriends ex-girlfriend has her sun in pisces, (I don't know where her venus placement is, since I
haven't done her chart), but he told me she had this sexual thing with mens feet. I knew it was because she's
pisces. My boyfriend is born on the aries/pisces cusp, and he loves both head and foot massages.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Question. :)

Message: 867

From: Anand Bon

Date: 12/23/2012

I hear December 27th placement will be Capricorn on Sun, Moon on Cancer.
It is my Sun and Moon sign how will december 27th Affect me spiritually? Will my powers be more heightened?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 869
From: Anand Bon
Subject: Re: do people with Venus in Pisces have foot-fetishes?

Date: 12/23/2012

That is Strange..Very strange..
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 870
Subject: Re: Question. :)

From: f.follets

Date: 12/23/2012

When a planet conjuncts itself in the natal chart (in your case, both the Sun and the Moon), their energies
itensify for a period and everything they rule also gets stronger. I don't know the spiritual implications of that
per se, if not, obviously, the Moon (consequently, the 6th chakra) being stronger for transiting its own sign.
If you have Cancer on the cusp of the 9th or 12th house, there may be some added spiritual strength with
this Full Moon.
More importantly, this means you're turning 19 (or 38) years old now, which is an important turning point in
life, because both your Solar and Lunar return happen at the same day and your Lunar Nodes have also
been transiting their natal position. You may go through some life-changing events and the qualities of your
Sun and the Moon will be heightened throuout the year, especially since you were born in a Full Moon and, if
that weren't enough, Pluto has been conjunct your Sun. In fact, from now on you'll probably feel their
qualities and rulerships much more strongly in your life.
Give special attention to the houses they're in and the ones they rule, there may be some kind of crisis
coming to them. After that, you may start to notice that you have come in contact with your real powers
not only spiritually
and that they have increased significantly.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Anand Bon <anandbon@...> wrote:
>
> I hear December 27th placement will be Capricorn on Sun, Moon on Cancer.
>
> It is my Sun and Moon sign how will december 27th Affect me spiritually? Will my powers be
more heightened?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 871
From: liberate4free
Subject: Confusion regarding 23rd Dec, Satan-Krishna-Vishnu

Date: 12/23/2012

We all know that Satan's most Important Day of the year is December 23, when the Sun is one degree into
Capricorn. The day following the beginning of the Winter Solstice/ YULE is celebrated.
In South-India there is a festival similar called Vaikunta Ekadashi or "the gate to Lord's Inner Sanctum".
According to vedic astrology sun enters Sagittarius on 23rd. I know vedic has been twisted and corrupted,
which makes it unreliable and inaccurate.
My point being is Dec 23rd is only cherished as Enki's day. Is Enki also Krishna? I had strong feelings( 90%)
they both are the same.
Hail Enki!!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 872
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Confusion regarding 23rd Dec, Satan-Krishna-Vishnu

Date: 12/23/2012

I have heard that Krishna is the Hindu form of jewsus. I can't remember my source, but I'm just stating it
here in case anyone else remembers or if nobody else replies. Shiva is said to be Satan/Enki.
Hail Satan!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "liberate4free" <liberate4free@...> wrote:
>
> We all know that Satan's most Important Day of the year is December 23, when the Sun is
one degree into Capricorn. The day following the beginning of the Winter Solstice/ YULE is
celebrated.
>
> In South-India there is a festival similar called Vaikunta Ekadashi or "the gate to Lord's Inner
Sanctum". According to vedic astrology sun enters Sagittarius on 23rd. I know vedic has been
twisted and corrupted, which makes it unreliable and inaccurate.
>
> My point being is Dec 23rd is only cherished as Enki's day. Is Enki also Krishna? I had strong
feelings( 90%) they both are the same.
>
> Hail Enki!!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 873
From: Anand Bon
Subject: Re: Confusion regarding 23rd Dec, Satan-Krishna-Vishnu

Date: 12/24/2012

Krishna Cares for his Children,That is basically Enki. They share similarities however a bit corrupted but i
believe yes.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 874
From: Siatris
Subject: Re: Confusion regarding 23rd Dec, Satan-Krishna-Vishnu
Just type in "Krishna" in the main JoS e-group search bar

Date: 12/24/2012

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@..." <lydia_666@...> wrote:
>
> I have heard that Krishna is the Hindu form of jewsus. I can't remember my source, but I'm
just stating it here in case anyone else remembers or if nobody else replies. Shiva is said to be
Satan/Enki.
>
> Hail Satan!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "liberate4free" <liberate4free@> wrote:
>>
> > We all know that Satan's most Important Day of the year is December 23, when the Sun is
one degree into Capricorn. The day following the beginning of the Winter Solstice/ YULE is
celebrated.
>>
> > In South-India there is a festival similar called Vaikunta Ekadashi or "the gate to Lord's Inner
Sanctum". According to vedic astrology sun enters Sagittarius on 23rd. I know vedic has been
twisted and corrupted, which makes it unreliable and inaccurate.
>>
> > My point being is Dec 23rd is only cherished as Enki's day. Is Enki also Krishna? I had strong
feelings( 90%) they both are the same.
>>
> > Hail Enki!!
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 875
From: Don
Subject: Re: Confusion regarding 23rd Dec, Satan-Krishna-Vishnu

Date: 12/24/2012

Danielou, a great scholar, Indologist and initiated Sivite, who teached and lived in India for two decades.
Stated on this subject that Krisna is the Vasnava version of Siva. If you note also of Sanat Kumara.
Krisna is an ancient universal title for the symbolic sol God. Of which Satan represents. However the
Vasnava's have corrupted this symbolic form and mytho's into a xianized program of lunacy.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Siatris" <rammesses666@...> wrote:
>
> Just type in "Krishna" in the main JoS e-group search bar
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@" <lydia_666@> wrote:
>>
> > I have heard that Krishna is the Hindu form of jewsus. I can't remember my source, but I'm
just stating it here in case anyone else remembers or if nobody else replies. Shiva is said to be
Satan/Enki.
>>
> > Hail Satan!
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "liberate4free" <liberate4free@> wrote:
>>>
> > > We all know that Satan's most Important Day of the year is December 23, when the Sun
is one degree into Capricorn. The day following the beginning of the Winter Solstice/ YULE is

celebrated.
>>>
> > > In South-India there is a festival similar called Vaikunta Ekadashi or "the gate to Lord's
Inner Sanctum". According to vedic astrology sun enters Sagittarius on 23rd. I know vedic has
been twisted and corrupted, which makes it unreliable and inaccurate.
>>>
> > > My point being is Dec 23rd is only cherished as Enki's day. Is Enki also Krishna? I had
strong feelings( 90%) they both are the same.
>>>
> > > Hail Enki!!
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 876
From: Valkyrie Vixen
Subject: Re: do people with Venus in Pisces have foot-fetishes?

Date: 12/25/2012

My venus is in Leo, and its caused me to be quite the kitty in the bedroom. Thankfully Leo rules over small
children so being pregnant hasn't stunted my sex drive, but rather sent it into overdrive!
------Original Message-----From: f.follets
Sender: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
ReplyTo: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: do people with Venus in Pisces have foot-fetishes?
Sent: Dec 21, 2012 7:47 PM
I don't think it's common but Pisces does rule the feet so I guess it's possible. Venus in Scorpio is generally
kinky, the aspect probably acted as a trigger. --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Anathematization
from the Light" <gethigh1211@...> wrote: > > i have a pisces aspecting my venus and on rare occasion i
do have a foot-fetish > > am i the only one? > or is it because my Venus is in Scorpio? >
Hail
Hail
Hail
Hail

Satan!
Lilith!
Astaroth!
Gomory! <3

**Little Miss Satanist**
THE
*Valkyrie Vixen*
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 877
From: liberate4free
Subject: Re: Confusion regarding 23rd Dec, Satan-Krishna-Vishnu

Date: 12/25/2012

I knew Satan is Siva. Maha Siva-rathri " Great night of Lor Siva" is celebrated on 20 Feb. According to the
Hindu calendar the Sun enters 1 deg of Capricorn on 20th Feb. This beyond no doubt proves Siva is another
alias for Satan.
Is the Hindu calendar completely wrong? and is the Western calendar that accurate?

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Don" <mageson6666@...> wrote:
>
> Danielou, a great scholar, Indologist and initiated Sivite, who teached and lived in India for
two decades. Stated on this subject that Krisna is the Vasnava version of Siva. If you note also
of Sanat Kumara.

>
> Krisna is an ancient universal title for the symbolic sol God. Of which Satan represents.
However the Vasnava's have corrupted this symbolic form and mytho's into a xianized program
of lunacy.
>
>
>
>
>
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Siatris" <rammesses666@> wrote:
>>
> > Just type in "Krishna" in the main JoS e-group search bar
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@" <lydia_666@> wrote:
>>>
> > > I have heard that Krishna is the Hindu form of jewsus. I can't remember my source, but
I'm just stating it here in case anyone else remembers or if nobody else replies. Shiva is said to
be Satan/Enki.
>>>
> > > Hail Satan!
>>>
> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "liberate4free" <liberate4free@> wrote:
>>>>
> > > > We all know that Satan's most Important Day of the year is December 23, when the
Sun is one degree into Capricorn. The day following the beginning of the Winter Solstice/ YULE is
celebrated.
>>>>
> > > > In South-India there is a festival similar called Vaikunta Ekadashi or "the gate to Lord's
Inner Sanctum". According to vedic astrology sun enters Sagittarius on 23rd. I know vedic has
been twisted and corrupted, which makes it unreliable and inaccurate.
>>>>
> > > > My point being is Dec 23rd is only cherished as Enki's day. Is Enki also Krishna? I had
strong feelings( 90%) they both are the same.
>>>>
> > > > Hail Enki!!
>>>>
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 878
From: Micama Gmicalzoma
Subject: Planetary Days & Hours/ Full Chakra Meditation

Date: 12/25/2012

Should we empower the Heart Chakra on Wednesday, and empower the Throat Chakra on Friday?
So basically we can switch the Full Chakra Mediation around for the Heart and Throat?
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoyofSatan666/message/80384
"The letter G in masonry has to do with the silver element which rules the pineal
gland. You will note that there are three male chakras; chakras 1, 2,and 3, and
three female chakras 5, 6 and 7; with the heart chakra being neuter. Each male
and female chakra are planetary opposites, such as the male sun [666] chakra
connects with the female moon [6th chakra], the male mars chakra which is the
sacral chakra, connects with the throat chakra [which Lilth informed me recently

is ruled by female Venus]. The male base chakra ruled by Saturn, connects with
its opposite; female Jupiter at the crown. The 'heart' chakra is neuter and a
connector, ruled by mercury. Mercury is often called 'quick-silver' but is not
silver. The heart chakra is an important connector for the male and female
chakras."
This makes a lot of since, especially because Mercury is the only Metal that will Flow in it's natural
state and conform to any object just as a liquid. From what the image below shows the Heart Chakra
isn't complete until the Ida and Pingala (Make and Female) have merged. This is done on the Face,
making a heart shape, and deals with the 6th chakra. I am only repeating what we have already been
told by High Priestess Maxine.
http://satans666squares.webs.com/pathsidapingla2head.GIF

Hail Father Satan!!
Forever in the Service of Satan.
From The Al Jilwah Chapter III:
"I lead to the straight path without a revealed book; I direct aright my beloved and chosen ones by unseen means." Satan

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 879
From: Micama Gmicalzoma
Subject: Birth Chart/ Chakras/ Magickal Squares

Date: 12/25/2012

I have been doing some research with my Birth Chart, looking at the Planets and which Sign they are
in. For instance my Mars is in Capricorn. Then I looked at Satan's Magickal Squares as a reference
for what signs you Should and Shouldn't empower certain chakras in, and when it is the best best
time to do so. I did this for each of my chakras. Each of the Chakras is ruled by a Planet. As my Mars
is concerned, being that Capricorn is the Exalted sign for Mars, then I came into this life with a Decent
Sacral Chakra, good but not great. If my Mars was in Aries it would have been Great! Do you see what
I mean?
I'm not sure which is worse, fall or detriment in Astrology. Consequently I have two Planets, that are
both in Detriment. So those Chakras need the most work. Is this research valid? Is this true? I hope
this isn't too confusing.
My Mars: Capricorn

Home = Aries or Scorpio
Exalted = Capricorn
Detriment = Libra or Taurus

Fall = Cancer
Hail Father Satan!!
Forever in the Service of Satan.
From The Al Jilwah Chapter III:
"I lead to the straight path without a revealed book; I direct aright my beloved and chosen ones by unseen means." Satan

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 880
From: Micama Gmicalzoma
Subject: Re: Planetary Days & Hours/ Full Chakra Meditation

Date: 12/25/2012

If these Chakras, Planets, Days, Hours are switched around, then does this also affect the Satan's
Magickal Squares? I would really like to know this.

Hail Father Satan!!
Forever in the Service of Satan.

From The Al Jilwah Chapter III:
"I lead to the straight path without a revealed book; I direct aright my beloved and chosen ones by unseen means." Satan

From: Micama Gmicalzoma <agentofsatanswill666@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Tuesday, December 25, 2012 3:02 PM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Planetary Days & Hours/ Full Chakra Meditation

Should we empower the Heart Chakra on Wednesday, and empower the Throat Chakra on Friday?
So basically we can switch the Full Chakra Mediation around for the Heart and Throat?
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoyofSatan666/message/80384
"The letter G in masonry has to do with the silver element which rules the pineal
gland. You will note that there are three male chakras; chakras 1, 2,and 3, and
three female chakras 5, 6 and 7; with the heart chakra being neuter. Each male
and female chakra are planetary opposites, such as the male sun [666] chakra
connects with the female moon [6th chakra], the male mars chakra which is the
sacral chakra, connects with the throat chakra [which Lilth informed me recently
is ruled by female Venus]. The male base chakra ruled by Saturn, connects with
its opposite; female Jupiter at the crown. The 'heart' chakra is neuter and a
connector, ruled by mercury. Mercury is often called 'quick-silver' but is not
silver. The heart chakra is an important connector for the male and female
chakras."
This makes a lot of since, especially because Mercury is the only Metal that will Flow in it's natural
state and conform to any object just as a liquid. From what the image below shows the Heart Chakra
isn't complete until the Ida and Pingala (Make and Female) have merged. This is done on the Face,
making a heart shape, and deals with the 6th chakra. I am only repeating what we have already been
told by High Priestess Maxine.
http://satans666squares.webs.com/pathsidapingla2head.GIF

Hail Father Satan!!
Forever in the Service of Satan.
From The Al Jilwah Chapter III:
"I lead to the straight path without a revealed book; I direct aright my beloved and chosen ones by unseen means." Satan

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 881
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Birth Chart/ Chakras/ Magickal Squares

Date: 12/25/2012

Here's an easy chart to compare with: http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/TABLE.html
And yes, I've noticed that with mine too.
Hail Satan!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Micama Gmicalzoma <agentofsatanswill666@...> wrote:
>
> I have been doing some research with my Birth Chart, looking at the Planets and which Sign

they are in. For instance my Mars is in Capricorn. Then I looked at Satan's Magickal Squares as a
reference for what signs you Should and Shouldn't empower certain chakras in, and when it is
the best best time to do so. I did this for each of my chakras. Each of the Chakras is ruled by a
Planet. As my Mars is concerned, being that Capricorn is the Exalted sign for Mars, then I came
into this life with a Decent Sacral Chakra, good but not great. If my Mars was in Aries it would
have been Great! Do you see what I mean?
>
>
> I'm not sure which is worse, fall or detrimentin Astrology. Consequently I have two Planets,
that are both in Detriment. So those Chakras need the most work. Is this research valid? Is this
true? I hope this isn't too confusing.
>
>
> MyMars: Capricorn
>
> Home = Aries or Scorpio
> Exalted = Capricorn
> Detriment = Libra or TaurusFall = Cancer
>
> Hail Father Satan!!
>
> Forever in the Service of Satan.
>
> From The Al Jilwah Chapter III:
> "I lead to the straight path without a revealed book; I direct aright my beloved and chosen
ones by unseen means." - Satan
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 882
From: Micama Gmicalzoma
Subject: Re: Birth Chart/ Chakras/ Magickal Squares

Date: 12/25/2012

Thanks Lydia. I could have used that chart earlier. Where's my Staples button.... "That was Easy!"
LOL!!

Hail Father Satan!!
Forever in the Service of Satan.
From The Al Jilwah Chapter III:
"I lead to the straight path without a revealed book; I direct aright my beloved and chosen ones by unseen means." Satan

From: "lydia_666@..." <lydia_666@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Tuesday, December 25, 2012 6:37 PM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Birth Chart/ Chakras/ Magickal Squares

Here's an easy chart to compare with: http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/TABLE.html
And yes, I've noticed that with mine too.
Hail Satan!
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Micama Gmicalzoma <agentofsatanswill666@...> wrote:
>

> I have been doing some research with my Birth Chart, looking at the Planets and which Sign they
are in. For instance my Mars is in Capricorn. Then I looked at Satan's Magickal Squares as a
reference for what signs you Should and Shouldn't empower certain chakras in, and when it is the
best best time to do so. I did this for each of my chakras. Each of the Chakras is ruled by a Planet.
As my Mars is concerned, being that Capricorn is the Exalted sign for Mars, then I came into this
life with a Decent Sacral Chakra, good but not great. If my Mars was in Aries it would have been
Great! Do you see what I mean?
>
>
> I'm not sure which is worse, fall or detrimentin Astrology. Consequently I have two Planets, that
are both in Detriment. So those Chakras need the most work. Is this research valid? Is this true? I
hope this isn't too confusing.
>
>
> MyMars: Capricorn
>
> Home = Aries or Scorpio
> Exalted = Capricorn
> Detriment = Libra or TaurusFall = Cancer
>
> Hail Father Satan!!
>
> Forever in the Service of Satan.
>
> From The Al Jilwah Chapter III:
> "I lead to the straight path without a revealed book; I direct aright my beloved and chosen ones by
unseen means." - Satan
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 883
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Birth Chart/ Chakras/ Magickal Squares

Date: 12/25/2012

Lol :)

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Micama Gmicalzoma <agentofsatanswill666@...> wrote:
>
> Thanks Lydia. I could have used that chart earlier. Where's my Staples button.... "That was
Easy!" LOL!!
>
>
>Â
> Hail Father Satan!!
>
> Forever in the Service of Satan.
>
> From The Al Jilwah Chapter III:
> "I lead to the straight path without a revealed book; I direct aright my beloved and chosen
ones by unseen means." - Satan
>
>
>
> ________________________________

> From: "lydia_666@..." <lydia_666@...>
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Tuesday, December 25, 2012 6:37 PM
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Birth Chart/ Chakras/ Magickal Squares
>
>
>Â
> Here's an easy chart to compare with: http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666
/TABLE.html
>
> And yes, I've noticed that with mine too.
>
> Hail Satan!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Micama Gmicalzoma <agentofsatanswill666@>
wrote:
>>
> > I have been doing some research with my Birth Chart, looking at the Planets and which Sign
they are in. For instance my Mars is in Capricorn. Then I looked at Satan's Magickal Squares as a
reference for what signs you Should and Shouldn't empower certain chakras in, and when it is
the best best time to do so. I did this for each of my chakras. Each of the Chakras is ruled by a
Planet. As my Mars is concerned, being that Capricorn is the Exalted sign for Mars, then I came
into this life with a Decent Sacral Chakra, good but not great. If my Mars was in Aries it would
have been Great! Do you see what I mean?
>>
>>
> > I'm not sure which is worse, fall or detrimentin Astrology. Consequently I have two Planets,
that are both in Detriment. So those Chakras need the most work. Is this research valid? Is this
true? I hope this isn't too confusing.
>>
>>
> > MyMars: Capricorn
>>
> > Home = Aries or Scorpio
> > Exalted = Capricorn
> > Detriment = Libra or TaurusFall = Cancer
>>Â
> > Hail Father Satan!!
>>
> > Forever in the Service of Satan.
>>
> > From The Al Jilwah Chapter III:
> > "I lead to the straight path without a revealed book; I direct aright my beloved and chosen
ones by unseen means." - Satan
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 884
Subject: solar return question

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 12/26/2012

In my solar return for this year there's a 10th house emphasis and Saturn is transiting into my 10th house
conjuncting my midheaven. So it seems obvious to me that I will start a career. But my question is how can
I find out what kind of career I'd likely get involved in? Do stars have an effect if conjunct an angle? What
about degrees with the ascendant and angles? Scorpio is my MC natally also. I took like 3 hours to teach
myself how to read a solar return by reading what I could find online, so I'm not too confident in my ability

to interpret it properly. Any help would be great!

[IMG]http://i49.tinypic.com/35d1b9y.jpg%5b/IMG]
[IMG]http://i45.tinypic.com/mj7sk6.jpg%5b/IMG]
[IMG]http://i46.tinypic.com/8y9bw0.png%5b/IMG]
http://tinypic.com/r/35d1b9y/6
http://tinypic.com/r/mj7sk6/6
http://tinypic.com/r/8y9bw0/6
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 885
Subject: Re: solar return question

From: m_18

Date: 12/26/2012

The 10th H is the house of public standing & government, not career. Not everyone has a career. Everyone
does have public standing & a relationship with the government. However, if you have a career, then that is
part of public standing.
Like everything else in astrology, nothing operates in isolation. You have to look at everything else in your
chart to undertand what is going on.
The fact that you are asking about starting a career because apparently, you don't have one, means that
you have nothing even going on either that even points to having a career in the future. Therefore, you need
to look at the this placement from another perspectuve. And if you want a career, do something first that
will eventually get you a career. It is doubtful you would start one this year if you don't even know what it is
that you would do to even have a career. Now it could mean that you will start one, but seeing that this a
solar return placement & not a natal one in transit etc, I doubt it. If you do, then great. Look at other things
in your chart that would indicate what you might do. There is no one single thing in your chart that says
what you might/could or will do. Sometimes people have an aptitude for more than one thing. There are
astrology books on this topic.
There is a book on solar returns by Mary Shea. I suggest buying that. I have found very little on the net for
solar return placements or transits that is of any real value. There are also very few books on the subject as
well. Partially beause so much of the solar return depends on the natal conditions in progression, transit, etc.
Which is really where you should focus your solar return issues on. Most of the ones out there are not very
good & are over-priced if bought new.
Also, did you get your solar return chart done for the location that you were in on your solar return vs where
you were born?
Look to the JoS site for the fixed stars info.
m_18

--- On Wed, 12/26/12, ch_3_coo <ch_3_coo@...> wrote:

From: ch_3_coo <ch_3_coo@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] solar return question
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Wednesday, December 26, 2012, 5:18 AM
In my solar return for this year there's a 10th house emphasis and Saturn is transiting
into my 10th house conjuncting my midheaven. So it seems obvious to me that I will
start a career. But my question is how can I find out what kind of career I'd likely get
involved in? Do stars have an effect if conjunct an angle? What about degrees with the

ascendant and angles? Scorpio is my MC natally also. I took like 3 hours to teach myself
how to read a solar return by reading what I could find online, so I'm not too confident
in my ability to interpret it properly. Any help would be great!
[IMG]http://i49.tinypic.com/35d1b9y.jpg[/IMG]
[IMG]http://i45.tinypic.com/mj7sk6.jpg[/IMG]
[IMG]http://i46.tinypic.com/8y9bw0.png[/IMG]
http://tinypic.com/r/35d1b9y/6
http://tinypic.com/r/mj7sk6/6
http://tinypic.com/r/8y9bw0/6

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 886
Subject: Re: solar return question

From: m_18

Date: 12/26/2012

I forgot to mention too that this house rules one of your parents. Usually the non-nurturing parent. That is
usally the father. Also if you have Gemini on this house, you may have more than one person who fits this
description. They can be someone else who plays this role in your life such as an uncle, a step-father, etc.,
etc. Also Gemini here natally could also mean that at some point a role reversal could occur. The death of
one of the parents or divorce of the parents could alter the circumstances, etc.
m_18

--- On Wed, 12/26/12, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] solar return question
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Wednesday, December 26, 2012, 2:37 PM
The 10th H is the house of public standing & government, not career. Not everyone has
a career. Everyone does have public standing & a relationship with the government.
However, if you have a career, then that is part of public standing.
Like everything else in astrology, nothing operates in isolation. You have to look at
everything else in your chart to undertand what is going on.
The fact that you are asking about starting a career because apparently, you don't have
one, means that you have nothing even going on either that even points to having a
career in the future. Therefore, you need to look at the this placement from another
perspectuve. And if you want a career, do something first that will eventually get you a
career. It is doubtful you would start one this year if you don't even know what it is that
you would do to even have a career. Now it could mean that you will start one, but
seeing that this a solar return placement & not a natal one in transit etc, I doubt it. If
you do, then great. Look at other things in your chart that would indicate what you
might do. There is no one single thing in your chart that says what you might/could or
will do. Sometimes people have an aptitude for more than one thing. There are astrology
books on this topic.
There is a book on solar returns by Mary Shea. I suggest buying that. I have found very
little on the net for solar return placements or transits that is of any real value. There are
also very few books on the subject as well. Partially beause so much of the solar return
depends on the natal conditions in progression, transit, etc. Which is really where you

should focus your solar return issues on. Most of the ones out there are not very good &
are over-priced if bought new.
Also, did you get your solar return chart done for the location that you were in on your
solar return vs where you were born?
Look to the JoS site for the fixed stars info.
m_18

--- On Wed, 12/26/12, ch_3_coo <ch_3_coo@...> wrote:

From: ch_3_coo <ch_3_coo@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] solar return question
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Wednesday, December 26, 2012, 5:18 AM

In my solar return for this year there's a 10th house emphasis and Saturn is
transiting into my 10th house conjuncting my midheaven. So it seems
obvious to me that I will start a career. But my question is how can I find
out what kind of career I'd likely get involved in? Do stars have an effect if
conjunct an angle? What about degrees with the ascendant and angles?
Scorpio is my MC natally also. I took like 3 hours to teach myself how to
read a solar return by reading what I could find online, so I'm not too
confident in my ability to interpret it properly. Any help would be great!
[IMG]http://i49.tinypic.com/35d1b9y.jpg[/IMG]
[IMG]http://i45.tinypic.com/mj7sk6.jpg[/IMG]
[IMG]http://i46.tinypic.com/8y9bw0.png[/IMG]
http://tinypic.com/r/35d1b9y/6
http://tinypic.com/r/mj7sk6/6
http://tinypic.com/r/8y9bw0/6

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 887
Subject: Re: solar return question

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 12/26/2012

I did the solar return on astrotheme I put where I was born and where I was for the return. I was thinking I
would start something since there is a new moon and because the MC is 0 degrees. Also it's in Virgo for
work. And I'm done with college and will have to start working soon anyway.
But that is interesting you mentioned the death of a parent because Saturn will be going over my fathers
ascendant pretty soon and I did wonder if that could indicate death. Especially when it goes retrograde this
February.
http://www.astrotheme.com/solar_revolution.php

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
> I forgot to mention too that this house rules one of your parents. Usually the non-nurturing
parent. That is usally the father. Also if you have Gemini on this house, you may have more than
one person who fits this description. They can be someone else who plays this role in your life
such asÂ an uncle, a step-father, etc., etc. Also Gemini here natally could also mean that at

some point a role reversal could occur. The death of one of the parents or divorce of the
parentsÂ could alter the circumstances, etc.
>
> m_18
>Â
>Â
> --- On Wed, 12/26/12, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
>
> From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
> Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] solar return question
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Wednesday, December 26, 2012, 2:37 PM
>
>
>
>Â
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> The 10th H is the house of public standing & government, not career. Not everyone has a
career. Everyone does have public standing & a relationship with the government. However, if
you have a career, then that is part of public standing.
>Â
> Like everything else in astrology, nothing operates in isolation. You have to look at everything
else in your chart to undertand what is going on.
>Â
> The fact that you are asking about starting a career because apparently, you don't have one,
means that you have nothing even going on either that even points to having a career in the
future. Therefore, you need toÂ look at theÂ this placement from another perspectuve. And if
you want a career, do something first that will eventually get you a career.Â It is doubtful you
would start one this year if you don't even know what it is that you would do to even have a
career. Now it could mean that you will start one, but seeing that this a solar return placement &
not a natal one in transit etc, I doubt it. If you do, then great. Look at other things in your chart
that would indicate what you might do. There is no one single thing in your chart that says what
you might/could or willÂ do. Sometimes people have an aptitude for more than one thing. There
are astrology books on this topic.
>Â
> There is a book on solar returns by Mary Shea. I suggest buying that. I have found very little
on the net for solar return placements or transitsÂ that is of any real value. There are also very
few books on the subject as well. Partially beause so much of the solar return depends on the
natal conditions in progression, transit, etc. Which is really where you should focus your solar
return issues on. Most of the ones out there are not very good & are over-priced if bought new.
>Â
> Also, did you get your solar return chart done for the location that you were in on your solar
return vs where you were born?
>Â
> Look to the JoS site for the fixed stars info.
>
> m_18

>Â
>Â
> --- On Wed, 12/26/12, ch_3_coo <ch_3_coo@...> wrote:
>
>
> From: ch_3_coo <ch_3_coo@...>
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] solar return question
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Wednesday, December 26, 2012, 5:18 AM
>
>
>
>Â
>
> In my solar return for this year there's a 10th house emphasis and Saturn is transiting into my
10th house conjuncting my midheaven. So it seems obvious to me that I will start a career. But
my question is how can I find out what kind of career I'd likely get involved in? Do stars have an
effect if conjunct an angle? What about degrees with the ascendant and angles? Scorpio is my
MC natally also. I took like 3 hours to teach myself how to read a solar return by reading what I
could find online, so I'm not too confident in my ability to interpret it properly. Any help would
be great!
>
> [IMG]http://i49.tinypic.com/35d1b9y.jpg%5b/IMG]
> [IMG]http://i45.tinypic.com/mj7sk6.jpg%5b/IMG]
> [IMG]http://i46.tinypic.com/8y9bw0.png%5b/IMG]
>
> http://tinypic.com/r/35d1b9y/6
> http://tinypic.com/r/mj7sk6/6
> http://tinypic.com/r/8y9bw0/6
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 888
From: HenryH
Subject: Re: Planetary Days & Hours/ Full Chakra Meditation

Date: 12/26/2012

I was wondering this as well, but I think the hours remain the same. It might just be the chakras that you
focus on that changes, although I am not certain. Looking back it should have been kind of obvious that
Mercury rules the heart since the signs Gemini/Virgo/Mercury rule the hand and arms, and Taurus/Venus
rules the neck and throat.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Micama Gmicalzoma <agentofsatanswill666@...> wrote:
>
> If these Chakras, Planets, Days, Hours are switched around, then does this also affect the
Satan's Magickal Squares? I would really like to know this.
>
>
>Â
> Hail Father Satan!!
>
> Forever in the Service of Satan.
>
> From The Al Jilwah Chapter III:
> "I lead to the straight path without a revealed book; I direct aright my beloved and chosen
ones by unseen means." - Satan
>
>

>
> ________________________________
> From: Micama Gmicalzoma <agentofsatanswill666@...>
> To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
> Sent: Tuesday, December 25, 2012 3:02 PM
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Planetary Days & Hours/ Full Chakra Meditation
>
>
>Â
> Should we empower the Heart Chakra on Wednesday, and empower the Throat Chakra on
Friday? So basically we can switch the Full Chakra Mediation around for the Heart and Throat?Â
>
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoyofSatan666/message/80384
>
>
> "The letter G in masonry has to do with the silver element which rules the pineal
> gland. You will note that there are three male chakras; chakras 1, 2,and 3, and
> three female chakras 5, 6 and 7; with the heart chakra being neuter. Each male
> and female chakra are planetary opposites, such as the male sun [666] chakra
> connects with the female moon [6th chakra], the male mars chakra which is the
> sacral chakra, connects with the throat chakra [which Lilth informed me recently
> is ruled by female Venus]. The male base chakra ruled by Saturn, connects with
> its opposite; female Jupiter at the crown. The 'heart' chakra is neuter and a
> connector, ruled by mercury. Mercury is often called 'quick-silver' but is not
> silver. The heart chakra is an important connector for the male and female
> chakras."
>
> This makes a lot of since, especially because Mercury is the only Metal that will Flow in it's
natural state and conform to any object just as a liquid. From what the image below shows the
Heart Chakra isn't complete until the Ida and Pingala (Make and Female) have merged. This is
done on the Face, making a heart shape, and deals with the 6th chakra. I am only repeating
what we have already been told by High Priestess Maxine.
>
>
> http://satans666squares.webs.com/pathsidapingla2head.GIF
>
>
>Â
> Hail Father Satan!!
>
> Forever in the Service of Satan.
>
> From The Al Jilwah Chapter III:
> "I lead to the straight path without a revealed book; I direct aright my beloved and chosen
ones by unseen means." - Satan
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 889
Subject: Re: solar return question

From: f.follets

Date: 12/26/2012

In addition, you return's Midheaven is 0 degrees Virgo.
Zero degrees of any mutable sign in prediction means beginnings that are likely to change or will not last.
Important, strong (sometimes sudden) beginnings are given by 0 degrees of cardinal signs, and permanent

beginnings by the fixed signs. Often a combination of both cardinal and fixed influences is needed to imply
that something really important will begin in the life. While having an important point at 0 degrees of a sign
in prognostic charts isn't actually necessary for something to start or change, having one gives a clear idea
of how that will be. Mutable signs usually lead to indecision, trying many things at once (especially with
Gemini) or endeavours that end up in nothing (especially with Pisces).
Mary Fortier Shea's Planets in Solar Returns is a good book indeed. I actually started studying returns with it
and it gave me a very good base to look for other stuff later on. Celeste Teal's Predicting Events With
Astrology is also a very good read, it provides information on all major prediction techniques. They are
available at amazon.com in Kindle format for $25 together.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
> The 10th H is the house of public standing & government, not career. Not everyone has a
career. Everyone does have public standing & a relationship with the government. However, if
you have a career, then that is part of public standing.
>Â
> Like everything else in astrology, nothing operates in isolation. You have to look at everything
else in your chart to undertand what is going on.
>Â
> The fact that you are asking about starting a career because apparently, you don't have one,
means that you have nothing even going on either that even points to having a career in the
future. Therefore, you need toÂ look at theÂ this placement from another perspectuve. And if
you want a career, do something first that will eventually get you a career.Â It is doubtful you
would start one this year if you don't even know what it is that you would do to even have a
career. Now it could mean that you will start one, but seeing that this a solar return placement &
not a natal one in transit etc, I doubt it. If you do, then great. Look at other things in your chart
that would indicate what you might do. There is no one single thing in your chart that says what
you might/could or willÂ do. Sometimes people have an aptitude for more than one thing. There
are astrology books on this topic.
>Â
> There is a book on solar returns by Mary Shea. I suggest buying that. I have found very little
on the net for solar return placements or transitsÂ that is of any real value. There are also very
few books on the subject as well. Partially beause so much of the solar return depends on the
natal conditions in progression, transit, etc. Which is really where you should focus your solar
return issues on. Most of the ones out there are not very good & are over-priced if bought new.
>Â
> Also, did you get your solar return chart done for the location that you were in on your solar
return vs where you were born?
>Â
> Look to the JoS site for the fixed stars info.
>
> m_18
>Â
>Â
> --- On Wed, 12/26/12, ch_3_coo <ch_3_coo@...> wrote:
>
>
> From: ch_3_coo <ch_3_coo@...>
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] solar return question
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Wednesday, December 26, 2012, 5:18 AM
>
>
>

>Â
>
>
>
> In my solar return for this year there's a 10th house emphasis and Saturn is transiting into my
10th house conjuncting my midheaven. So it seems obvious to me that I will start a career. But
my question is how can I find out what kind of career I'd likely get involved in? Do stars have an
effect if conjunct an angle? What about degrees with the ascendant and angles? Scorpio is my
MC natally also. I took like 3 hours to teach myself how to read a solar return by reading what I
could find online, so I'm not too confident in my ability to interpret it properly. Any help would
be great!
>
> [IMG]http://i49.tinypic.com/35d1b9y.jpg%5b/IMG]
> [IMG]http://i45.tinypic.com/mj7sk6.jpg%5b/IMG]
> [IMG]http://i46.tinypic.com/8y9bw0.png%5b/IMG]
>
> http://tinypic.com/r/35d1b9y/6
> http://tinypic.com/r/mj7sk6/6
> http://tinypic.com/r/8y9bw0/6
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 890
Subject: Re: solar return question

From: m_18

Date: 12/26/2012

Death is probably the hardest thing to predict in anyone's chart.
Use the solar return transits to help you work out what is happening in your natal chart at the time of the
corresponding natal transits. The solar return chart shouldn't be used in isolation. Also do a Venus return
chart. The Venus Return transits, I watch almost daily. More so than the Solar return transits. But that is for
a partucular reason for things going on in my life now. But Venus rules money. Some will argue otherwise
(Robert Hand), but my experience says that it absolutely, without question, does rule money. At least money
that YOU personally generate. (2nd H)
If you are out of school now, then what did you go to school to learn how to do? Based on that, your
questioning seems confusing. Now perhaps there is more than one thing that you can do with your
education? Since you have finished school, then perhaps that time might very well be fitting.
Use the Venus Return transits to negoiate money. Having the transit cross the MC is not the sole basis of
timing. Look for other factors near that time & work with them. Starting a job & getting a job are 2 different
things. Get the job first & then try to start at the best time that you can that is available to you. Your job
will also have a chart as well. If the begining of a career, then that job chart will also be your career chart.
Mars Returns seem to be, for me anyway, the most common way of determining new beginings.
The 6th H describes the working conditions/circumstances of your actual job.
m_18

--- On Wed, 12/26/12, ch_3_coo <ch_3_coo@...> wrote:

From: ch_3_coo <ch_3_coo@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: solar return question
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com

Date: Wednesday, December 26, 2012, 5:25 PM
I did the solar return on astrotheme I put where I was born and where I was for the return. I was
thinking I would start something since there is a new moon and because the MC is 0 degrees. Also
it's in Virgo for work. And I'm done with college and will have to start working soon anyway.
But that is interesting you mentioned the death of a parent because Saturn will be going over my
fathers ascendant pretty soon and I did wonder if that could indicate death. Especially when it goes
retrograde this February.
http://www.astrotheme.com/solar_revolution.php
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
> I forgot to mention too that this house rules one of your parents. Usually the non-nurturing
parent. That is usally the father. Also if you have Gemini on this house, you may have more than one
person who fits this description. They can be someone else who plays this role in your life such
asÂ an uncle, a step-father, etc., etc. Also Gemini here natally could also mean that at some point a
role reversal could occur. The death of one of the parents or divorce of the parentsÂ could alter the
circumstances, etc.
>
> m_18
>Â
>Â
> --- On Wed, 12/26/12, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
>
> From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
> Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] solar return question
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Wednesday, December 26, 2012, 2:37 PM
>
>
>
>Â
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> The 10th H is the house of public standing & government, not career. Not everyone has a career.
Everyone does have public standing & a relationship with the government. However, if you have a
career, then that is part of public standing.
>Â
> Like everything else in astrology, nothing operates in isolation. You have to look at everything else
in your chart to undertand what is going on.
>Â
> The fact that you are asking about starting a career because apparently, you don't have one,
means that you have nothing even going on either that even points to having a career in the future.
Therefore, you need toÂ look at theÂ this placement from another perspectuve. And if you want a
career, do something first that will eventually get you a career.Â It is doubtful you would start one
this year if you don't even know what it is that you would do to even have a career. Now it could
mean that you will start one, but seeing that this a solar return placement & not a natal one in

transit etc, I doubt it. If you do, then great. Look at other things in your chart that would indicate
what you might do. There is no one single thing in your chart that says what you might/could or
willÂ do. Sometimes people have an aptitude for more than one thing. There are astrology books on
this topic.
>Â
> There is a book on solar returns by Mary Shea. I suggest buying that. I have found very little on
the net for solar return placements or transitsÂ that is of any real value. There are also very few
books on the subject as well. Partially beause so much of the solar return depends on the natal
conditions in progression, transit, etc. Which is really where you should focus your solar return issues
on. Most of the ones out there are not very good & are over-priced if bought new.
>Â
> Also, did you get your solar return chart done for the location that you were in on your solar
return vs where you were born?
>Â
> Look to the JoS site for the fixed stars info.
>
> m_18
>Â
>Â
> --- On Wed, 12/26/12, ch_3_coo <ch_3_coo@...> wrote:
>
>
> From: ch_3_coo <ch_3_coo@...>
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] solar return question
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Wednesday, December 26, 2012, 5:18 AM
>
>
>
>Â
>
> In my solar return for this year there's a 10th house emphasis and Saturn is transiting into my
10th house conjuncting my midheaven. So it seems obvious to me that I will start a career. But my
question is how can I find out what kind of career I'd likely get involved in? Do stars have an effect
if conjunct an angle? What about degrees with the ascendant and angles? Scorpio is my MC natally
also. I took like 3 hours to teach myself how to read a solar return by reading what I could find
online, so I'm not too confident in my ability to interpret it properly. Any help would be great!
>
> [IMG]http://i49.tinypic.com/35d1b9y.jpg[/IMG]
> [IMG]http://i45.tinypic.com/mj7sk6.jpg[/IMG]
> [IMG]http://i46.tinypic.com/8y9bw0.png[/IMG]
>
> http://tinypic.com/r/35d1b9y/6
> http://tinypic.com/r/mj7sk6/6
> http://tinypic.com/r/8y9bw0/6
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 891
Subject: Re: solar return question

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 12/26/2012

Just jumping in quickly to say how much I love this group and the things I learn. Thanks M_18, I'm off to do
my Venus & Mars transits now :)

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:

>
> Death is probably the hardest thing to predict in anyone's chart.
>Â
> Use the solar return transits to helpÂ you work out what is happening in your natal chart at
the time of the corresponding natal transits. The solar return chart shouldn't be used in isolation.
Also do a Venus return chart. The Venus Return transits, I watch almost daily. More so than the
Solar return transits. But that is for a partucular reason for things going on in my life now. But
Venus rules money. Some will argue otherwise (Robert Hand), but my experience says that it
absolutely, without question,Â does rule money. At least money that YOU personally generate.
(2nd H)
>Â
> If you are out of school now, then what did you go to school to learn how to do? Based on
that, your questioning seems confusing. Now perhaps there is more than one thing that you can
do with your education? Since you have finished school, then perhaps that time might very well
be fitting.
>Â
> Use the Venus Return transits to negoiate money. Having the transit cross the MC is not the
sole basis of timing. Look for other factors near that time & work with them. Starting a job &
getting a job are 2 different things. Get the job first & then try to start at the best time that you
can that is available to you. Your job will also have a chart as well. If the begining of a career,
then that job chart will also be your career chart.
>Â
> Mars Returns seem to be, for me anyway, the most common way of determining new
beginings.
>Â
> The 6th H describes the working conditions/circumstances of your actual job.
>Â
> m_18
>
>
> --- On Wed, 12/26/12, ch_3_coo <ch_3_coo@...> wrote:
>
>
> From: ch_3_coo <ch_3_coo@...>
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: solar return question
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Wednesday, December 26, 2012, 5:25 PM
>
>
>
>Â
>
>
>
> I did the solar return on astrotheme I put where I was born and where I was for the return. I
was thinking I would start something since there is a new moon and because the MC is 0
degrees. Also it's in Virgo for work. And I'm done with college and will have to start working
soon anyway.
> But that is interesting you mentioned the death of a parent because Saturn will be going over
my fathers ascendant pretty soon and I did wonder if that could indicate death. Especially when
it goes retrograde this February.
>
> http://www.astrotheme.com/solar_revolution.php
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@> wrote:

>>
> > I forgot to mention too that this house rules one of your parents. Usually the non-nurturing
parent. That is usally the father. Also if you have Gemini on this house, you may have more than
one person who fits this description. They can be someone else who plays this role in your life
such asÃ Â an uncle, a step-father, etc., etc. Also Gemini here natally could also mean that at
some point a role reversal could occur. The death of one of the parents or divorce of the
parentsÃ Â could alter the circumstances, etc.
>>
> > m_18
>>Ã Â
>>Ã Â
> > --- On Wed, 12/26/12, m_18 <magus_18@> wrote:
>>
>>
> > From: m_18 <magus_18@>
> > Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] solar return question
> > To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> > Date: Wednesday, December 26, 2012, 2:37 PM
>>
>>
>>
>>Ã Â
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > The 10th H is the house of public standing & government, not career. Not everyone has a
career. Everyone does have public standing & a relationship with the government. However, if
you have a career, then that is part of public standing.
>>Ã Â
> > Like everything else in astrology, nothing operates in isolation. You have to look at
everything else in your chart to undertand what is going on.
>>Ã Â
> > The fact that you are asking about starting a career because apparently, you don't have
one, means that you have nothing even going on either that even points to having a career in
the future. Therefore, you need toÃ Â look at theÃ Â this placement from another
perspectuve. And if you want a career, do something first that will eventually get you a
career.Ã Â It is doubtful you would start one this year if you don't even know what it is that
you would do to even have a career. Now it could mean that you will start one, but seeing that
this a solar return placement & not a natal one in transit etc, I doubt it. If you do, then great.
Look at other things in your chart that would indicate what you might do. There is no one single
thing in your chart that says what you might/could or willÃ Â do. Sometimes people have an
aptitude for more than one thing. There are astrology books on this topic.
>>Ã Â
> > There is a book on solar returns by Mary Shea. I suggest buying that. I have found very
little on the net for solar return placements or transitsÃ Â that is of any real value. There are
also very few books on the subject as well. Partially beause so much of the solar return depends
on the natal conditions in progression, transit, etc. Which is really where you should focus your
solar return issues on. Most of the ones out there are not very good & are over-priced if bought
new.
>>Ã Â

> > Also, did you get your solar return chart done for the location that you were in on your
solar return vs where you were born?
>>Ã Â
> > Look to the JoS site for the fixed stars info.
>>
> > m_18
>>Ã Â
>>Ã Â
> > --- On Wed, 12/26/12, ch_3_coo <ch_3_coo@> wrote:
>>
>>
> > From: ch_3_coo <ch_3_coo@>
> > Subject: [JoS_Astrology] solar return question
> > To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> > Date: Wednesday, December 26, 2012, 5:18 AM
>>
>>
>>
>>Ã Â
>>
> > In my solar return for this year there's a 10th house emphasis and Saturn is transiting into
my 10th house conjuncting my midheaven. So it seems obvious to me that I will start a career.
But my question is how can I find out what kind of career I'd likely get involved in? Do stars
have an effect if conjunct an angle? What about degrees with the ascendant and angles? Scorpio
is my MC natally also. I took like 3 hours to teach myself how to read a solar return by reading
what I could find online, so I'm not too confident in my ability to interpret it properly. Any help
would be great!
>>
> > [IMG]http://i49.tinypic.com/35d1b9y.jpg%5b/IMG]
> > [IMG]http://i45.tinypic.com/mj7sk6.jpg%5b/IMG]
> > [IMG]http://i46.tinypic.com/8y9bw0.png%5b/IMG]
>>
> > http://tinypic.com/r/35d1b9y/6
> > http://tinypic.com/r/mj7sk6/6
> > http://tinypic.com/r/8y9bw0/6
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 892
Subject: Natal Chart Questions

From: shadownaiama1987

Date: 12/27/2012

Ok, so I'm still trying to learn everything about astrology and I'm having relative success through Azazel's
Astrology for Satanists on the JoS site (mainly through repetition). I've learned recently that the color coded
tangle of lines in the center has meaning and I know that red=square and blue=trine. Now for my questions,
what is the significance of squares and trines and what are the green and black lines? Any input would be
greatly appreciated. Hail Satan! Hail Stolas! Hail the Mighty Gods of Duat!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 893
Subject: Re: Natal Chart Questions

From: siguarddraconis

Date: 12/27/2012

These are basically aspect :P Sorry to disappoint you but different astrological programs will have different
colours do depict a particular aspect.
http://www.cafeastrology.com/
http://astrofix.net/

http://darkstarastrology.com/
Look through these websites, you'll find much :)
Besides, could you please show us an example chart where this would have been showed, as it is generally
risky to show one's own chart here.
Siguard Draconis.
Satanas Via, Vera et Vita est.
Ave Satanas! Rege Satanas!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "shadownaiama1987" <emilywatts87@...> wrote:
>
> Ok, so I'm still trying to learn everything about astrology and I'm having relative success
through Azazel's Astrology for Satanists on the JoS site (mainly through repetition). I've learned
recently that the color coded tangle of lines in the center has meaning and I know that
red=square and blue=trine. Now for my questions, what is the significance of squares and trines
and what are the green and black lines? Any input would be greatly appreciated. Hail Satan! Hail
Stolas! Hail the Mighty Gods of Duat!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 894
From: lolobardonik
Subject: Re: Mercury retrograde and a void of course moon

Date: 12/28/2012

In a few words... i don't know!
But that's a very good observation. I'm guessing the retrograde isn't related. I think that the conjunction of
Moon and Mercury is was cancels the VoC.
The way i imagine it, is that the energies sent to the Moon are blocked because of the VoC, but they connect
/link with the conjunct Mercury and transfer through this planet.
This creates another question to my mind. Could this be happening with any planet? Or does the sent
energy is filtered by the attributes of the conjunct planet?
For example you said Moon and Mercury in scorpio... so you energy gets to the Moon... from the Moon to
the conjunct Mercury... and then reaches the universe (i don't know). But at the same time it's enhanced
/filtered by the Mercury attributes (communication, travel etc.)
If for example if the Moon is VoC and is conjunct Saturn... then the energy will manifest in a different way
than conjunct Venus or Mars.
I'll make sure to take a note of this in the future and see if i can confirm it in any way!
Hope this makes sense
Hail Father Satan

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "HenryH" <astralnaut888@...> wrote:
>
> If Mercury goes retrograde during a void of course Moon, and it goes into the preceding sign
would this unvoid the Moon? This happened recently when Mercury retrograde went into the
29th degree of Scorpio after the Moon had gone void of course in Scorpio. I put my energies
into something important and I want to know if it still went through.

>
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 895

From: Anathematization from Date: 12/28/2012
the Light
Subject: is the ASC or pluto more stronger? which will make more of an emphas
ignoring aspects and everything else
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 896

From: Anathematization from
the Light
Subject: sexual problem; do i deny myself? look at my chart 0_o

Date: 12/28/2012

Venus 08 scorpio 10th house
Neptune 21 capricorn 1st house
saturn 06 pisces 2nd house
moon 08 aries 3rd house
venus quintiles neptune
venus trines saturn
venus inconjuncts moon
moon sextiles saturn
neptune semisquares saturn
moon's and saturn's midpoint Sesquisquares venus
venus in the 10th house means i like bossy women
aries hitting means i like aggressive sex
pisces means i am nice...
Believe it or not, occasionally i like women to rape me...
a saturn and neptune aspect is bad. and both of those two planets hits my venus. and saturn and neptune
hit each other
capricorn rules restriction (i am not allowed to do this sexual fetish?), and is in the 1st house: can indicate
mental insanity...
HERE IS THE SEXUAL FETISH:
im into the bondage stuff, and id like a woman to rape me and it to be VERY gory
and in the end she kills me...

i am not going to become immortal if i sexually deny myself, at the same time i will die if i do this. =/
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 897
From: HenryH
Subject: Re: Mercury retrograde and a void of course moon

Date: 12/28/2012

It's similar to what I was thinking. I haven't run across anything like this on the internet and was hoping
someone here could answer it. Either way it would be fairly rare for any retrograde planet to unvoid the
Moon. Don't forget that when this occurs the retrograde planet will always be on an anaretic degree, a
degree of endings, the 29th degree so it would be colored not only by the sign, planet,and aspect/aspects,
but also by this degree.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lolobardonik" <lolobardonik@...> wrote:
>
> In a few words... i don't know!
>
> But that's a very good observation. I'm guessing the retrograde isn't related. I think that the
conjunction of Moon and Mercury is was cancels the VoC.
>
> The way i imagine it, is that the energies sent to the Moon are blocked because of the VoC,

but they connect/link with the conjunct Mercury and transfer through this planet.
>
> This creates another question to my mind. Could this be happening with any planet? Or does
the sent energy is filtered by the attributes of the conjunct planet?
>
> For example you said Moon and Mercury in scorpio... so you energy gets to the Moon... from
the Moon to the conjunct Mercury... and then reaches the universe (i don't know). But at the
same time it's enhanced/filtered by the Mercury attributes (communication, travel etc.)
>
> If for example if the Moon is VoC and is conjunct Saturn... then the energy will manifest in a
different way than conjunct Venus or Mars.
>
> I'll make sure to take a note of this in the future and see if i can confirm it in any way!
>
> Hope this makes sense
>
> Hail Father Satan
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "HenryH" <astralnaut888@> wrote:
>>
> > If Mercury goes retrograde during a void of course Moon, and it goes into the preceding
sign would this unvoid the Moon? This happened recently when Mercury retrograde went into the
29th degree of Scorpio after the Moon had gone void of course in Scorpio. I put my energies
into something important and I want to know if it still went through.
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 898
Subject: A particular transit of my generation.

From: jonathon_billing

Date: 12/29/2012

Right now, members around my age of 24 are going thru T-Saturn conjunct natal Pluto in Scorpio, and TPluto conjunct natal Saturn in Capricorn.

What does this mean? How can it be harnessed?

Maxine mentioned something to me when I bought a reading from her about a permanent ending. Given
that these transits affect a whole lot of people, what are your ideas on what it could be?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 899
Subject: Re: Natal Chart Questions

From: Emily Watts

Date: 12/29/2012

Thank you draconis, I have bookmarked these sites to look over later as I'm in the throwes of moving *sigh*
So, can aspect is an aspect is an aspect?
I'm attaching what is supposed to be Barack Obama's natal chart (found on Google). The lines in the central
circle on this chart are what I meant, yes. And his chart has the same colors though these were prepared
with different websites. His contain red (squares as I understand), blue (trines as I understand), as well as
green and black. Mine contains maybe 2 greens and only 1 black line and it's nowhere near as busy as his
is. As you can tell, I'm still very new to astrology :-) but I know this is important and I look forward to
getting into our new place so I can focus and learn more. I got my chart with astrolog and have been
looking at it with Azazel's Astrology open on my phone to learn things like what does it mean if your Venus
is 33° Pisces.
Again, thank you. Hail Satan! Hail Stolas! Hail the Mighty Gods of Duat!
On Dec 27, 2012 4:16 PM, "siguarddraconis" <drammanoth@...> wrote:

These are basically aspect :P Sorry to disappoint you but different astrological programs will
have different colours do depict a particular aspect.
http://www.cafeastrology.com/
http://astrofix.net/
http://darkstarastrology.com/
Look through these websites, you'll find much :)
Besides, could you please show us an example chart where this would have been showed, as
it is generally risky to show one's own chart here.
Siguard Draconis.
Satanas Via, Vera et Vita est.
Ave Satanas! Rege Satanas!
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "shadownaiama1987" <emilywatts87@...> wrote:
>
> Ok, so I'm still trying to learn everything about astrology and I'm having relative success
through Azazel's Astrology for Satanists on the JoS site (mainly through repetition). I've
learned recently that the color coded tangle of lines in the center has meaning and I know
that red=square and blue=trine. Now for my questions, what is the significance of squares
and trines and what are the green and black lines? Any input would be greatly appreciated.
Hail Satan! Hail Stolas! Hail the Mighty Gods of Duat!
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 900
Subject: Re: Natal Chart Questions

From: Emily Watts

Date: 12/29/2012

Attachments :
Oops. Forgot the chart. Here it is.
On Dec 29, 2012 4:24 AM, "Emily Watts" <emilywatts87@...> wrote:
Thank you draconis, I have bookmarked these sites to look over later as I'm in the throwes
of moving *sigh*
So, can aspect is an aspect is an aspect?
I'm attaching what is supposed to be Barack Obama's natal chart (found on Google). The
lines in the central circle on this chart are what I meant, yes. And his chart has the same
colors though these were prepared with different websites. His contain red (squares as I
understand), blue (trines as I understand), as well as green and black. Mine contains maybe 2
greens and only 1 black line and it's nowhere near as busy as his is. As you can tell, I'm still
very new to astrology :-) but I know this is important and I look forward to getting into our
new place so I can focus and learn more. I got my chart with astrolog and have been looking
at it with Azazel's Astrology open on my phone to learn things like what does it mean if your
Venus is 33° Pisces.
Again, thank you. Hail Satan! Hail Stolas! Hail the Mighty Gods of Duat!
On Dec 27, 2012 4:16 PM, "siguarddraconis" <drammanoth@...> wrote:
These are basically aspect :P Sorry to disappoint you but different astrological programs

will have different colours do depict a particular aspect.
http://www.cafeastrology.com/
http://astrofix.net/
http://darkstarastrology.com/
Look through these websites, you'll find much :)
Besides, could you please show us an example chart where this would have been showed,
as it is generally risky to show one's own chart here.
Siguard Draconis.
Satanas Via, Vera et Vita est.
Ave Satanas! Rege Satanas!
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "shadownaiama1987" <emilywatts87@...> wrote:
>
> Ok, so I'm still trying to learn everything about astrology and I'm having relative
success through Azazel's Astrology for Satanists on the JoS site (mainly through
repetition). I've learned recently that the color coded tangle of lines in the center has
meaning and I know that red=square and blue=trine. Now for my questions, what is the
significance of squares and trines and what are the green and black lines? Any input would
be greatly appreciated. Hail Satan! Hail Stolas! Hail the Mighty Gods of Duat!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 901
From: Don
Subject: Re: sexual problem; do i deny myself? look at my chart 0_o

Date: 12/29/2012

You should work on karmic cleaning and using the sqaures to balance your chart out. Wanting to be raped
and killed is not a healthy sexual expression. Prehaps you should seek therapy as well.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Anathematization from the Light" <gethigh1211@...>
wrote:
>
> Venus 08 scorpio 10th house
> Neptune 21 capricorn 1st house
> saturn 06 pisces 2nd house
> moon 08 aries 3rd house
>
> venus quintiles neptune
> venus trines saturn
> venus inconjuncts moon
> moon sextiles saturn
> neptune semisquares saturn
> moon's and saturn's midpoint Sesquisquares venus
>
> venus in the 10th house means i like bossy women
> aries hitting means i like aggressive sex
> pisces means i am nice...

> Believe it or not, occasionally i like women to rape me...
>
> a saturn and neptune aspect is bad. and both of those two planets hits my venus. and saturn
and neptune hit each other
> capricorn rules restriction (i am not allowed to do this sexual fetish?), and is in the 1st house:
can indicate mental insanity...
>
> HERE IS THE SEXUAL FETISH:
> im into the bondage stuff, and id like a woman to rape me and it to be VERY gory
> and in the end she kills me...
>
>
> i am not going to become immortal if i sexually deny myself, at the same time i will die if i do
this. =/
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 902
From: Micama Gmicalzoma
Subject: Re: sexual problem; do i deny myself? look at my chart 0_o

Date: 12/29/2012

I am going to be starting a 40 Day working tomorrow with the use of these mantras. Are these the
ones that will clear out karmic problems?
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/154

Hail Father Satan!!
Forever in the Service of Satan.
From The Al Jilwah Chapter III:
"I lead to the straight path without a revealed book; I direct aright my beloved and chosen ones by unseen means." Satan

From: Don <mageson6666@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Saturday, December 29, 2012 9:34 AM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: sexual problem; do i deny myself? look at my chart 0_o

You should work on karmic cleaning and using the sqaures to balance your chart out. Wanting to be raped and
killed is not a healthy sexual expression. Prehaps you should seek therapy as well.
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Anathematization from the Light" <gethigh1211@...>
wrote:
>
> Venus 08 scorpio 10th house
> Neptune 21 capricorn 1st house
> saturn 06 pisces 2nd house
> moon 08 aries 3rd house
>
> venus quintiles neptune
> venus trines saturn
> venus inconjuncts moon
> moon sextiles saturn
> neptune semisquares saturn
> moon's and saturn's midpoint Sesquisquares venus
>

> venus in the 10th house means i like bossy women
> aries hitting means i like aggressive sex
> pisces means i am nice...
> Believe it or not, occasionally i like women to rape me...
>
> a saturn and neptune aspect is bad. and both of those two planets hits my venus. and saturn and
neptune hit each other
> capricorn rules restriction (i am not allowed to do this sexual fetish?), and is in the 1st house: can
indicate mental insanity...
>
> HERE IS THE SEXUAL FETISH:
> im into the bondage stuff, and id like a woman to rape me and it to be VERY gory
> and in the end she kills me...
>
>
> i am not going to become immortal if i sexually deny myself, at the same time i will die if i do this.
=/
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 903
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: sexual problem; do i deny myself? look at my chart 0_o

Date: 12/29/2012

I wouldn't say you're denying yourself, but only controlling self-destructive impulses which are common with
Scorpio, Pisces and Aries combined. Self-destructive tendencies are a constant problem to anyone with
Saturn in Pisces, which I also have, but by no means should this be let run unchecked.
Everyone has fantasies, and their actual content doesn't matter as long as they are kept in check. Anyone
with strong Aries and/or Scorpio placements will have violent tendencies, yet not everyone with these
placements will ever actually do something violent. How many times have some people thought of killing in
extremely gory ways, but never actually killed anyone? Most of these people wouldn't even be able to carry
on with the act. Pluto/Scorpio deals with all these dark impulses, gore itself, but also power and control,
including self-control, which is necessary. These people aren't denying themselves, most of them find outlets
for such energies. Check your Mars sign and aspects to gain more information on how to deal with this.
Neptune in the mix can be dangerous since it rules fantasy, self-undoing, lack of boundaries (especially in
Capricorn) and aberrations (I don't mean to sound offensive with this). There's a very faint line between
extreme fantasies and mental pathologies, and Neptune also rules this.
It seems you've solved your own issue
you know what not to do, and for that you're as healthy as
anyone. Besides, you're not reaching godhood if you can't control and discipline yourself.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Anathematization from the Light" <gethigh1211@...>
wrote:
>
> Venus 08 scorpio 10th house
> Neptune 21 capricorn 1st house
> saturn 06 pisces 2nd house
> moon 08 aries 3rd house
>
> venus quintiles neptune
> venus trines saturn
> venus inconjuncts moon

> moon sextiles saturn
> neptune semisquares saturn
> moon's and saturn's midpoint Sesquisquares venus
>
> venus in the 10th house means i like bossy women
> aries hitting means i like aggressive sex
> pisces means i am nice...
> Believe it or not, occasionally i like women to rape me...
>
> a saturn and neptune aspect is bad. and both of those two planets hits my venus. and saturn
and neptune hit each other
> capricorn rules restriction (i am not allowed to do this sexual fetish?), and is in the 1st house:
can indicate mental insanity...
>
> HERE IS THE SEXUAL FETISH:
> im into the bondage stuff, and id like a woman to rape me and it to be VERY gory
> and in the end she kills me...
>
>
> i am not going to become immortal if i sexually deny myself, at the same time i will die if i do
this. =/
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 904
Subject: Input appreciated

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 12/31/2012

I just did a natal chart for a friend and saw a few interesting aspects.
North node, Mars, Mercury all conjunct within 1/2 degree orb in Taurus 12th house (exact conjunction to
Caput Algol btw). 3 degrees from that is ascendant (still Taurus), 2 more degrees from that is Sun in 1st
house Gemini.
Moving on over to 5th house, Uranus and Pluto exact conjunction.
Thoughts? I'm also posting this to keep this group active and thinking :)
Hail Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 905
From: Sagittarius Overdose
Subject: Re: sexual problem; do i deny myself? look at my chart 0_o
i also got:
pluto 28 scorpio
mars 29 leo
jupiter 00 sagitarrius
mars squares both pluto and juptier
...
the war planet (mars) gets the couragous sign (Leo)
the happiness planet (jupiter) gets the hapiness sign (sagitarius)
and the extreme planet (pluto) gets the extreme sign (scorpio)
AND THEY ALL HIT EACH OTHER (aspectically)!!! 0_o
...
watcher of the north is in Mars
Neptune biquintiles mars...
Neptune septiles jupiter

Date: 1/2/2013

Jupiter and pluto conjuncts the 12th house cusp
....
i also have:
sun 19 sagittarius 12th house
mercury 17 sagittarius 12house
rising sign 26 sagittarius
Sagittarius stellium (plus hygiea 13 sagittarius)
and i got prenatal eclipse 38 days before my birth:
venus, sun, moon, n. node conjunct in a stellium
jupiter and pluto conjunct rising sign (another stellium)
all of which are in scorpio... 7 scorpios!!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> I wouldn't say you're denying yourself, but only controlling self-destructive impulses which are
common with Scorpio, Pisces and Aries combined. Self-destructive tendencies are a constant
problem to anyone with Saturn in Pisces, which I also have, but by no means should this be let
run unchecked.
>
> Everyone has fantasies, and their actual content doesn't matter as long as they are kept in
check. Anyone with strong Aries and/or Scorpio placements will have violent tendencies, yet not
everyone with these placements will ever actually do something violent. How many times have
some people thought of killing in extremely gory ways, but never actually killed anyone? Most of
these people wouldn't even be able to carry on with the act. Pluto/Scorpio deals with all these
dark impulses, gore itself, but also power and control, including self-control, which is necessary.
These people aren't denying themselves, most of them find outlets for such energies. Check
your Mars sign and aspects to gain more information on how to deal with this.
>
> Neptune in the mix can be dangerous since it rules fantasy, self-undoing, lack of boundaries
(especially in Capricorn) and aberrations (I don't mean to sound offensive with this). There's a
very faint line between extreme fantasies and mental pathologies, and Neptune also rules this.
>
> It seems you've solved your own issue
you know what not to do, and for that you're as
healthy as anyone. Besides, you're not reaching godhood if you can't control and discipline
yourself.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Anathematization from the Light" <gethigh1211@>
wrote:
>>
> > Venus 08 scorpio 10th house
> > Neptune 21 capricorn 1st house
> > saturn 06 pisces 2nd house
> > moon 08 aries 3rd house
>>
> > venus quintiles neptune
> > venus trines saturn
> > venus inconjuncts moon
> > moon sextiles saturn
> > neptune semisquares saturn

> > moon's and saturn's midpoint Sesquisquares venus
>>
> > venus in the 10th house means i like bossy women
> > aries hitting means i like aggressive sex
> > pisces means i am nice...
> > Believe it or not, occasionally i like women to rape me...
>>
> > a saturn and neptune aspect is bad. and both of those two planets hits my venus. and
saturn and neptune hit each other
> > capricorn rules restriction (i am not allowed to do this sexual fetish?), and is in the 1st
house: can indicate mental insanity...
>>
> > HERE IS THE SEXUAL FETISH:
> > im into the bondage stuff, and id like a woman to rape me and it to be VERY gory
> > and in the end she kills me...
>>
>>
> > i am not going to become immortal if i sexually deny myself, at the same time i will die if i
do this. =/
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 906
From: Sagittarius Overdose
Subject: Re: sexual problem; do i deny myself? look at my chart 0_o
i also got:
pluto 28 scorpio
mars 29 leo
jupiter 00 sagitarrius
mars squares both pluto and juptier
...
the war planet (mars) gets the couragous sign (Leo)
the happiness planet (jupiter) gets the hapiness sign (sagitarius)
and the extreme planet (pluto) gets the extreme sign (scorpio)
AND THEY ALL HIT EACH OTHER (aspectically)!!! 0_o
...
watcher of the north is in Mars
Neptune biquintiles mars...
Neptune septiles jupiter
Jupiter and pluto conjuncts the 12th house cusp
....
i also have:
sun 19 sagittarius 12th house
mercury 17 sagittarius 12house
rising sign 26 sagittarius
Sagittarius stellium (plus hygiea 13 sagittarius)
and i got prenatal eclipse 38 days before my birth:
venus, sun, moon, n. node conjunct in a stellium
jupiter and pluto conjunct rising sign (another stellium)
all of which are in scorpio... 7 scorpios!!!

Date: 1/2/2013

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> I wouldn't say you're denying yourself, but only controlling self-destructive impulses which are
common with Scorpio, Pisces and Aries combined. Self-destructive tendencies are a constant
problem to anyone with Saturn in Pisces, which I also have, but by no means should this be let
run unchecked.
>
> Everyone has fantasies, and their actual content doesn't matter as long as they are kept in
check. Anyone with strong Aries and/or Scorpio placements will have violent tendencies, yet not
everyone with these placements will ever actually do something violent. How many times have
some people thought of killing in extremely gory ways, but never actually killed anyone? Most of
these people wouldn't even be able to carry on with the act. Pluto/Scorpio deals with all these
dark impulses, gore itself, but also power and control, including self-control, which is necessary.
These people aren't denying themselves, most of them find outlets for such energies. Check
your Mars sign and aspects to gain more information on how to deal with this.
>
> Neptune in the mix can be dangerous since it rules fantasy, self-undoing, lack of boundaries
(especially in Capricorn) and aberrations (I don't mean to sound offensive with this). There's a
very faint line between extreme fantasies and mental pathologies, and Neptune also rules this.
>
> It seems you've solved your own issue
you know what not to do, and for that you're as
healthy as anyone. Besides, you're not reaching godhood if you can't control and discipline
yourself.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Anathematization from the Light" <gethigh1211@>
wrote:
>>
> > Venus 08 scorpio 10th house
> > Neptune 21 capricorn 1st house
> > saturn 06 pisces 2nd house
> > moon 08 aries 3rd house
>>
> > venus quintiles neptune
> > venus trines saturn
> > venus inconjuncts moon
> > moon sextiles saturn
> > neptune semisquares saturn
> > moon's and saturn's midpoint Sesquisquares venus
>>
> > venus in the 10th house means i like bossy women
> > aries hitting means i like aggressive sex
> > pisces means i am nice...
> > Believe it or not, occasionally i like women to rape me...
>>
> > a saturn and neptune aspect is bad. and both of those two planets hits my venus. and
saturn and neptune hit each other
> > capricorn rules restriction (i am not allowed to do this sexual fetish?), and is in the 1st
house: can indicate mental insanity...
>>
> > HERE IS THE SEXUAL FETISH:
> > im into the bondage stuff, and id like a woman to rape me and it to be VERY gory

> > and in the end she kills me...
>>
>>
> > i am not going to become immortal if i sexually deny myself, at the same time i will die if i
do this. =/
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 907
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: sexual problem; do i deny myself? look at my chart 0_o

Date: 1/2/2013

Jupiter conjunct Pluto, squaring Mars and Saturn can be a big problem. Anyone with Mars-Pluto squares
NEED to practice self-control, it's too much explosive energy together, especially with Jupiter. Jupiter
exaggerates, and your Sagittarius Sun/ASC doesn't help at that. Lickily Saturn should help squaring them, but
since it's in Pisces and you have two planets in the 12th house, you can't really count on that.
I can't state this in any other way, sorry for the bluntness: if you don't control yourself, you will end up
destroying your life very soon, very quickly. Not through your sexual issues, but by any mean available. You
need to learn how to deal with Mars/Pluto energies, even if they apparently aren't there. Scorpio, Pisces and
the 12th house rule everything that's hidden, these things probably won't show up in your daily life, but
given an ideal planetary trigger or event, they can explode all at once.
This is all very dangerous, but remember that no one's given this much energy (and power) without a
reason. If you can control that through meditation and help from the gods, you might even do great things.
With Pluto/Scorpio it's all or nothing, so I suggest you start working on this asap.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Sagittarius Overdose" <gethigh1211@...> wrote:
>
> i also got:
> pluto 28 scorpio
> mars 29 leo
> jupiter 00 sagitarrius
>
> mars squares both pluto and juptier
> ...
> the war planet (mars) gets the couragous sign (Leo)
> the happiness planet (jupiter) gets the hapiness sign (sagitarius)
> and the extreme planet (pluto) gets the extreme sign (scorpio)
> AND THEY ALL HIT EACH OTHER (aspectically)!!! 0_o
> ...
> watcher of the north is in Mars
>
> Neptune biquintiles mars...
> Neptune septiles jupiter
> Jupiter and pluto conjuncts the 12th house cusp
>
> ....
> i also have:
> sun 19 sagittarius 12th house
> mercury 17 sagittarius 12house
> rising sign 26 sagittarius
> Sagittarius stellium (plus hygiea 13 sagittarius)
>
> and i got prenatal eclipse 38 days before my birth:
> venus, sun, moon, n. node conjunct in a stellium

> jupiter and pluto conjunct rising sign (another stellium)
> all of which are in scorpio... 7 scorpios!!!
>
>
>
>
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>
> > I wouldn't say you're denying yourself, but only controlling self-destructive impulses which
are common with Scorpio, Pisces and Aries combined. Self-destructive tendencies are a constant
problem to anyone with Saturn in Pisces, which I also have, but by no means should this be let
run unchecked.
>>
> > Everyone has fantasies, and their actual content doesn't matter as long as they are kept in
check. Anyone with strong Aries and/or Scorpio placements will have violent tendencies, yet not
everyone with these placements will ever actually do something violent. How many times have
some people thought of killing in extremely gory ways, but never actually killed anyone? Most of
these people wouldn't even be able to carry on with the act. Pluto/Scorpio deals with all these
dark impulses, gore itself, but also power and control, including self-control, which is necessary.
These people aren't denying themselves, most of them find outlets for such energies. Check
your Mars sign and aspects to gain more information on how to deal with this.
>>
> > Neptune in the mix can be dangerous since it rules fantasy, self-undoing, lack of boundaries
(especially in Capricorn) and aberrations (I don't mean to sound offensive with this). There's a
very faint line between extreme fantasies and mental pathologies, and Neptune also rules this.
>>
> > It seems you've solved your own issue
you know what not to do, and for that you're as
healthy as anyone. Besides, you're not reaching godhood if you can't control and discipline
yourself.
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Anathematization from the Light"
<gethigh1211@> wrote:
>>>
> > > Venus 08 scorpio 10th house
> > > Neptune 21 capricorn 1st house
> > > saturn 06 pisces 2nd house
> > > moon 08 aries 3rd house
>>>
> > > venus quintiles neptune
> > > venus trines saturn
> > > venus inconjuncts moon
> > > moon sextiles saturn
> > > neptune semisquares saturn
> > > moon's and saturn's midpoint Sesquisquares venus
>>>
> > > venus in the 10th house means i like bossy women
> > > aries hitting means i like aggressive sex
> > > pisces means i am nice...
> > > Believe it or not, occasionally i like women to rape me...
>>>
> > > a saturn and neptune aspect is bad. and both of those two planets hits my venus. and
saturn and neptune hit each other
> > > capricorn rules restriction (i am not allowed to do this sexual fetish?), and is in the 1st
house: can indicate mental insanity...

>>>
> > > HERE IS THE SEXUAL FETISH:
> > > im into the bondage stuff, and id like a woman to rape me and it to be VERY gory
> > > and in the end she kills me...
>>>
>>>
> > > i am not going to become immortal if i sexually deny myself, at the same time i will die if
i do this. =/
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 908
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Re: sexual problem; do i deny myself? look at my chart 0_o
Would 2 planets and the Ascendant all conjunct be considered a stellium?

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Sagittarius Overdose" wrote:
>
> i also got:
> pluto 28 scorpio
> mars 29 leo
> jupiter 00 sagitarrius
>
> mars squares both pluto and juptier
> ...
> the war planet (mars) gets the couragous sign (Leo)
> the happiness planet (jupiter) gets the hapiness sign (sagitarius)
> and the extreme planet (pluto) gets the extreme sign (scorpio)
> AND THEY ALL HIT EACH OTHER (aspectically)!!! 0_o
> ...
> watcher of the north is in Mars
>
> Neptune biquintiles mars...
> Neptune septiles jupiter
> Jupiter and pluto conjuncts the 12th house cusp
>
> ....
> i also have:
> sun 19 sagittarius 12th house
> mercury 17 sagittarius 12house
> rising sign 26 sagittarius
> Sagittarius stellium (plus hygiea 13 sagittarius)
>
> and i got prenatal eclipse 38 days before my birth:
> venus, sun, moon, n. node conjunct in a stellium
> jupiter and pluto conjunct rising sign (another stellium)
> all of which are in scorpio... 7 scorpios!!!
>
>
>
>
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" wrote:
>>

Date: 1/3/2013

> > I wouldn't say you're denying yourself, but only controlling self-destructive impulses which
are common with Scorpio, Pisces and Aries combined. Self-destructive tendencies are a constant
problem to anyone with Saturn in Pisces, which I also have, but by no means should this be let
run unchecked.
>>
> > Everyone has fantasies, and their actual content doesn't matter as long as they are kept in
check. Anyone with strong Aries and/or Scorpio placements will have violent tendencies, yet not
everyone with these placements will ever actually do something violent. How many times have
some people thought of killing in extremely gory ways, but never actually killed anyone? Most of
these people wouldn't even be able to carry on with the act. Pluto/Scorpio deals with all these
dark impulses, gore itself, but also power and control, including self-control, which is necessary.
These people aren't denying themselves, most of them find outlets for such energies. Check
your Mars sign and aspects to gain more information on how to deal with this.
>>
> > Neptune in the mix can be dangerous since it rules fantasy, self-undoing, lack of boundaries
(especially in Capricorn) and aberrations (I don't mean to sound offensive with this). There's a
very faint line between extreme fantasies and mental pathologies, and Neptune also rules this.
>>
> > It seems you've solved your own issue
you know what not to do, and for that you're as
healthy as anyone. Besides, you're not reaching godhood if you can't control and discipline
yourself.
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Anathematization from the Light" wrote:
>>>
> > > Venus 08 scorpio 10th house
> > > Neptune 21 capricorn 1st house
> > > saturn 06 pisces 2nd house
> > > moon 08 aries 3rd house
>>>
> > > venus quintiles neptune
> > > venus trines saturn
> > > venus inconjuncts moon
> > > moon sextiles saturn
> > > neptune semisquares saturn
> > > moon's and saturn's midpoint Sesquisquares venus
>>>
> > > venus in the 10th house means i like bossy women
> > > aries hitting means i like aggressive sex
> > > pisces means i am nice...
> > > Believe it or not, occasionally i like women to rape me...
>>>
> > > a saturn and neptune aspect is bad. and both of those two planets hits my venus. and
saturn and neptune hit each other
> > > capricorn rules restriction (i am not allowed to do this sexual fetish?), and is in the 1st
house: can indicate mental insanity...
>>>
> > > HERE IS THE SEXUAL FETISH:
> > > im into the bondage stuff, and id like a woman to rape me and it to be VERY gory
> > > and in the end she kills me...
>>>
>>>
> > > i am not going to become immortal if i sexually deny myself, at the same time i will die if
i do this. =/
>>>
>>

>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 909
From: Djinn Draconis
Subject: Re: sexual problem; do i deny myself? look at my chart 0_o

Date: 1/3/2013

ch_3_coo the ascendant sign alone is of equal importance in a chart as any stellium of planets in a sign. So
the short answer is yes.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" wrote:
>
> Would 2 planets and the Ascendant all conjunct be considered a stellium?
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Sagittarius Overdose" wrote:
>>
> > i also got:
> > pluto 28 scorpio
> > mars 29 leo
> > jupiter 00 sagitarrius
>>
> > mars squares both pluto and juptier
> > ...
> > the war planet (mars) gets the couragous sign (Leo)
> > the happiness planet (jupiter) gets the hapiness sign (sagitarius)
> > and the extreme planet (pluto) gets the extreme sign (scorpio)
> > AND THEY ALL HIT EACH OTHER (aspectically)!!! 0_o
> > ...
> > watcher of the north is in Mars
>>
> > Neptune biquintiles mars...
> > Neptune septiles jupiter
> > Jupiter and pluto conjuncts the 12th house cusp
>>
> > ....
> > i also have:
> > sun 19 sagittarius 12th house
> > mercury 17 sagittarius 12house
> > rising sign 26 sagittarius
> > Sagittarius stellium (plus hygiea 13 sagittarius)
>>
> > and i got prenatal eclipse 38 days before my birth:
> > venus, sun, moon, n. node conjunct in a stellium
> > jupiter and pluto conjunct rising sign (another stellium)
> > all of which are in scorpio... 7 scorpios!!!
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" wrote:
>>>
> > > I wouldn't say you're denying yourself, but only controlling self-destructive impulses
which are common with Scorpio, Pisces and Aries combined. Self-destructive tendencies are a
constant problem to anyone with Saturn in Pisces, which I also have, but by no means should
this be let run unchecked.
>>>

> > > Everyone has fantasies, and their actual content doesn't matter as long as they are kept
in check. Anyone with strong Aries and/or Scorpio placements will have violent tendencies, yet
not everyone with these placements will ever actually do something violent. How many times
have some people thought of killing in extremely gory ways, but never actually killed anyone?
Most of these people wouldn't even be able to carry on with the act. Pluto/Scorpio deals with all
these dark impulses, gore itself, but also power and control, including self-control, which is
necessary. These people aren't denying themselves, most of them find outlets for such energies.
Check your Mars sign and aspects to gain more information on how to deal with this.
>>>
> > > Neptune in the mix can be dangerous since it rules fantasy, self-undoing, lack of
boundaries (especially in Capricorn) and aberrations (I don't mean to sound offensive with this).
There's a very faint line between extreme fantasies and mental pathologies, and Neptune also
rules this.
>>>
> > > It seems you've solved your own issue
you know what not to do, and for that you're
as healthy as anyone. Besides, you're not reaching godhood if you can't control and discipline
yourself.
>>>
> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Anathematization from the Light" wrote:
>>>>
> > > > Venus 08 scorpio 10th house
> > > > Neptune 21 capricorn 1st house
> > > > saturn 06 pisces 2nd house
> > > > moon 08 aries 3rd house
>>>>
> > > > venus quintiles neptune
> > > > venus trines saturn
> > > > venus inconjuncts moon
> > > > moon sextiles saturn
> > > > neptune semisquares saturn
> > > > moon's and saturn's midpoint Sesquisquares venus
>>>>
> > > > venus in the 10th house means i like bossy women
> > > > aries hitting means i like aggressive sex
> > > > pisces means i am nice...
> > > > Believe it or not, occasionally i like women to rape me...
>>>>
> > > > a saturn and neptune aspect is bad. and both of those two planets hits my venus. and
saturn and neptune hit each other
> > > > capricorn rules restriction (i am not allowed to do this sexual fetish?), and is in the 1st
house: can indicate mental insanity...
>>>>
> > > > HERE IS THE SEXUAL FETISH:
> > > > im into the bondage stuff, and id like a woman to rape me and it to be VERY gory
> > > > and in the end she kills me...
>>>>
>>>>
> > > > i am not going to become immortal if i sexually deny myself, at the same time i will die
if i do this. =/
>>>>
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 910

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 1/3/2013

Subject: Re: sexual problem; do i deny myself? look at my chart 0_o
I would have to disagree. The planet rulimg the ascendant is the chart ruler. A stellium is 3 or more planets
in a same sign. I have a gemini stellium in the 4th house inconjunction with my yod.

-----------------------------On Thu, Jan 3, 2013 9:15 AM EST Djinn Draconis wrote:
>ch_3_coo the ascendant sign alone is of equal importance in a chart as any stellium of planets
in a sign. So the short answer is yes.
>
>--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" wrote:
>>
>> Would 2 planets and the Ascendant all conjunct be considered a stellium?
>>
>> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Sagittarius Overdose" wrote:
>> >
>> > i also got:
>> > pluto 28 scorpio
>> > mars 29 leo
>> > jupiter 00 sagitarrius
>> >
>> > mars squares both pluto and juptier
>> > ...
>> > the war planet (mars) gets the couragous sign (Leo)
>> > the happiness planet (jupiter) gets the hapiness sign (sagitarius)
>> > and the extreme planet (pluto) gets the extreme sign (scorpio)
>> > AND THEY ALL HIT EACH OTHER (aspectically)!!! 0_o
>> > ...
>> > watcher of the north is in Mars
>> >
>> > Neptune biquintiles mars...
>> > Neptune septiles jupiter
>> > Jupiter and pluto conjuncts the 12th house cusp
>> >
>> > ....
>> > i also have:
>> > sun 19 sagittarius 12th house
>> > mercury 17 sagittarius 12house
>> > rising sign 26 sagittarius
>> > Sagittarius stellium (plus hygiea 13 sagittarius)
>> >
>> > and i got prenatal eclipse 38 days before my birth:
>> > venus, sun, moon, n. node conjunct in a stellium
>> > jupiter and pluto conjunct rising sign (another stellium)
>> > all of which are in scorpio... 7 scorpios!!!
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" wrote:
>> > >
>> > > I wouldn't say you're denying yourself, but only controlling self-destructive impulses

which are common with Scorpio, Pisces and Aries combined. Self-destructive tendencies are a
constant problem to anyone with Saturn in Pisces, which I also have, but by no means should
this be let run unchecked.
>> > >
>> > > Everyone has fantasies, and their actual content doesn't matter as long as they are kept
in check. Anyone with strong Aries and/or Scorpio placements will have violent tendencies, yet
not everyone with these placements will ever actually do something violent. How many times
have some people thought of killing in extremely gory ways, but never actually killed anyone?
Most of these people wouldn't even be able to carry on with the act. Pluto/Scorpio deals with all
these dark impulses, gore itself, but also power and control, including self-control, which is
necessary. These people aren't denying themselves, most of them find outlets for such energies.
Check your Mars sign and aspects to gain more information on how to deal with this.
>> > >
>> > > Neptune in the mix can be dangerous since it rules fantasy, self-undoing, lack of
boundaries (especially in Capricorn) and aberrations (I don't mean to sound offensive with this).
There's a very faint line between extreme fantasies and mental pathologies, and Neptune also
rules this.
>> > >
>> > > It seems you've solved your own issue — you know what not to do, and for that you're
as healthy as anyone. Besides, you're not reaching godhood if you can't control and discipline
yourself.
>> > >
>> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Anathematization from the Light" wrote:
>> > > >
>> > > > Venus 08 scorpio 10th house
>> > > > Neptune 21 capricorn 1st house
>> > > > saturn 06 pisces 2nd house
>> > > > moon 08 aries 3rd house
>> > > >
>> > > > venus quintiles neptune
>> > > > venus trines saturn
>> > > > venus inconjuncts moon
>> > > > moon sextiles saturn
>> > > > neptune semisquares saturn
>> > > > moon's and saturn's midpoint Sesquisquares venus
>> > > >
>> > > > venus in the 10th house means i like bossy women
>> > > > aries hitting means i like aggressive sex
>> > > > pisces means i am nice...
>> > > > Believe it or not, occasionally i like women to rape me...
>> > > >
>> > > > a saturn and neptune aspect is bad. and both of those two planets hits my venus.
and saturn and neptune hit each other
>> > > > capricorn rules restriction (i am not allowed to do this sexual fetish?), and is in the
1st house: can indicate mental insanity...
>> > > >
>> > > > HERE IS THE SEXUAL FETISH:
>> > > > im into the bondage stuff, and id like a woman to rape me and it to be VERY gory
>> > > > and in the end she kills me...
>> > > >
>> > > >
>> > > > i am not going to become immortal if i sexually deny myself, at the same time i will
die if i do this. =/
>> > > >
>> > >

>> >
>>
>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 911
Subject: North Node in Yod?

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Quick question, does the north node count in a yod configuration?

Date: 1/3/2013

Messages in JoS_Astrology group.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 912
From: Sagittarius Overdose
Subject: Re: sexual problem; do i deny myself? look at my chart 0_o
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 913
From: siguarddraconis
Subject: Re: sexual problem; do i deny myself? look at my chart 0_o
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 914
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Guardian Daemons and Seventh house
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 915
From: Djinn Draconis
Subject: Re: Guardian Daemons and Seventh house
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 916
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: Guardian Daemons and Seventh house
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 917
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Re: Guardian Daemons and Seventh house
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 918
From: Djinn Draconis
Subject: Re: Guardian Daemons and Seventh house
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 919
From: siguarddraconis
Subject: Re: Guardian Daemons and Seventh house
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 920
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: Guardian Daemons and Seventh house
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 921
From: satanea
Subject: Re: sexual problem; do i deny myself? look at my chart 0_o
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 922
From: x_nightmare@ovi.com
Subject: Re: Guardian Daemons and Seventh house
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 923
From: brianna garrison
Subject: Re: Guardian Daemons and Seventh house
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 924
From: briar_rose666
Subject: Out of Sign Aspects?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 925
From: Sadie Terry
Subject: Re: Guardian Daemons and Seventh house
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 926
From: Sabrina White
Subject: Re: Guardian Daemons and Seventh house
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 927
From: Brian Gibbons
Subject: Re: Guardian Daemons and Seventh house
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 928
From: briar_rose666
Subject: Re: Guardian Daemons and Seventh house
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 929
From: hp.2297
Subject: 12th House Stellium
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 930
From: Sagittarius Overdose
Subject: Re: 12th House Stellium
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 931
From: Sagittarius Overdose
Subject: wouldn't chiron be more important than Pluto?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 932
From: siguarddraconis
Subject: Re: wouldn't chiron be more important than Pluto?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 933
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Finding exact birth times
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 934
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Finding exact birth times
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 935
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: Finding exact birth times
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Date: 1/3/2013
Date: 1/3/2013
Date: 1/3/2013
Date: 1/3/2013
Date: 1/3/2013
Date: 1/4/2013
Date: 1/4/2013
Date: 1/4/2013
Date: 1/5/2013
Date: 1/5/2013
Date: 1/5/2013
Date: 1/5/2013
Date: 1/5/2013
Date: 1/5/2013
Date: 1/5/2013
Date: 1/7/2013
Date: 1/7/2013
Date: 1/7/2013
Date: 1/7/2013
Date: 1/7/2013
Date: 1/7/2013
Date: 1/7/2013
Date: 1/7/2013

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 936
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Finding exact birth times
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 937
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: Finding exact birth times
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 938
From: Sagittarius Overdose
Subject: do you think sagittarius are tricksters, pranksters, or liars?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 939
From: Micama Gmicalzoma
Subject: Re: do you think sagittarius are tricksters, pranksters, or liars?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 940
From: Kael Meier
Subject: Re: do you think sagittarius are tricksters, pranksters, or liars?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 941
From: Indigo Nation
Subject: Re: do you think sagittarius are tricksters, pranksters, or liars?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 942
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: do you think sagittarius are tricksters, pranksters, or liars?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 943
From: Indigo Nation
Subject: Help Intercepted Pisces in First House Virgo in 7th What does it mea
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 944
From: Indigo Nation
Subject: Re: Help Intercepted Pisces in First House Virgo in 7th What does it
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 945
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: funny youtube video about signs
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 946
From: lolobardonik
Subject: Re: funny youtube video about signs
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 947
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: do you think sagittarius are tricksters, pranksters, or liars?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 948
From: Juno Tessarae
Subject: Re: do you think sagittarius are tricksters, pranksters, or liars?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 949
From: jaredcrook480
Subject: I have some questions about my birth chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 950
From: jaredcrook480
Subject: A few questions about astrology from someone trying to learn it
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 951
From: Siatris Teloah
Subject: Re: funny youtube video about signs
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 952
From: Joshua Taylor
Subject: Fw: 12 Jerusalem Part 1 - Secrets in Plain Sight
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 953
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: I have some questions about my birth chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 954
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Re: I have some questions about my birth chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 955
From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich
Subject: Azazel's Astrology for Satanists has been completely revised and upd
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 956
From: royalblueflame666
Subject: new to this group
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 957
From: Brian Gibbons
Subject: Re: new to this group
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 958
From: Micama Gmicalzoma
Subject: Re: Azazel's Astrology for Satanists has been completely revised and
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 959
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Azazel's Astrology for Satanists has been completely revised and

Date: 1/7/2013
Date: 1/8/2013
Date: 1/9/2013
Date: 1/9/2013
Date: 1/9/2013
Date: 1/9/2013
Date: 1/9/2013
Date: 1/9/2013
Date: 1/10/2013
Date: 1/10/2013
Date: 1/10/2013
Date: 1/10/2013
Date: 1/10/2013
Date: 1/10/2013
Date: 1/10/2013
Date: 1/10/2013
Date: 1/10/2013
Date: 1/10/2013
Date: 1/10/2013
Date: 1/12/2013

Date: 1/12/2013
Date: 1/12/2013
Date: 1/12/2013
Date: 1/12/2013

Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 960

Subject: Re: new to this group
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 961
Subject: join

From:
Date: 1/13/2013
royalblueflame666@yahoo.com
From: kevin m

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 912
From: Sagittarius Overdose
Subject: Re: sexual problem; do i deny myself? look at my chart 0_o
yes it is a stellium
and i got an asteroid, so the stellium is strengthened a littel

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" wrote:
>
> Would 2 planets and the Ascendant all conjunct be considered a stellium?
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Sagittarius Overdose" wrote:
>>
> > i also got:
> > pluto 28 scorpio
> > mars 29 leo
> > jupiter 00 sagitarrius
>>
> > mars squares both pluto and juptier
> > ...
> > the war planet (mars) gets the couragous sign (Leo)
> > the happiness planet (jupiter) gets the hapiness sign (sagitarius)
> > and the extreme planet (pluto) gets the extreme sign (scorpio)
> > AND THEY ALL HIT EACH OTHER (aspectically)!!! 0_o
> > ...
> > watcher of the north is in Mars
>>
> > Neptune biquintiles mars...
> > Neptune septiles jupiter
> > Jupiter and pluto conjuncts the 12th house cusp
>>
> > ....
> > i also have:
> > sun 19 sagittarius 12th house
> > mercury 17 sagittarius 12house
> > rising sign 26 sagittarius
> > Sagittarius stellium (plus hygiea 13 sagittarius)
>>
> > and i got prenatal eclipse 38 days before my birth:
> > venus, sun, moon, n. node conjunct in a stellium
> > jupiter and pluto conjunct rising sign (another stellium)
> > all of which are in scorpio... 7 scorpios!!!
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" wrote:

Date: 1/13/2013

Date: 1/3/2013

>>>
> > > I wouldn't say you're denying yourself, but only controlling self-destructive impulses
which are common with Scorpio, Pisces and Aries combined. Self-destructive tendencies are a
constant problem to anyone with Saturn in Pisces, which I also have, but by no means should
this be let run unchecked.
>>>
> > > Everyone has fantasies, and their actual content doesn't matter as long as they are kept
in check. Anyone with strong Aries and/or Scorpio placements will have violent tendencies, yet
not everyone with these placements will ever actually do something violent. How many times
have some people thought of killing in extremely gory ways, but never actually killed anyone?
Most of these people wouldn't even be able to carry on with the act. Pluto/Scorpio deals with all
these dark impulses, gore itself, but also power and control, including self-control, which is
necessary. These people aren't denying themselves, most of them find outlets for such energies.
Check your Mars sign and aspects to gain more information on how to deal with this.
>>>
> > > Neptune in the mix can be dangerous since it rules fantasy, self-undoing, lack of
boundaries (especially in Capricorn) and aberrations (I don't mean to sound offensive with this).
There's a very faint line between extreme fantasies and mental pathologies, and Neptune also
rules this.
>>>
> > > It seems you've solved your own issue
you know what not to do, and for that you're
as healthy as anyone. Besides, you're not reaching godhood if you can't control and discipline
yourself.
>>>
> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Anathematization from the Light" wrote:
>>>>
> > > > Venus 08 scorpio 10th house
> > > > Neptune 21 capricorn 1st house
> > > > saturn 06 pisces 2nd house
> > > > moon 08 aries 3rd house
>>>>
> > > > venus quintiles neptune
> > > > venus trines saturn
> > > > venus inconjuncts moon
> > > > moon sextiles saturn
> > > > neptune semisquares saturn
> > > > moon's and saturn's midpoint Sesquisquares venus
>>>>
> > > > venus in the 10th house means i like bossy women
> > > > aries hitting means i like aggressive sex
> > > > pisces means i am nice...
> > > > Believe it or not, occasionally i like women to rape me...
>>>>
> > > > a saturn and neptune aspect is bad. and both of those two planets hits my venus. and
saturn and neptune hit each other
> > > > capricorn rules restriction (i am not allowed to do this sexual fetish?), and is in the 1st
house: can indicate mental insanity...
>>>>
> > > > HERE IS THE SEXUAL FETISH:
> > > > im into the bondage stuff, and id like a woman to rape me and it to be VERY gory
> > > > and in the end she kills me...
>>>>
>>>>
> > > > i am not going to become immortal if i sexually deny myself, at the same time i will die
if i do this. =/

>>>>
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 913
From: siguarddraconis
Subject: Re: sexual problem; do i deny myself? look at my chart 0_o

Date: 1/3/2013

Stellium concerns only planets, dwarf planets, asteroids, centaurs... yeah. At least 3. I'm not sure as to the
Nodes.
Just a hint - listen, we are all happy we have this group, but one has to remember that infiltrators are
everywhere, so please be careful.
Siguard Draconis.
Satanas Via, Vera et Vita est.
Ave Satanas! Rege Satanas!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Sagittarius Overdose" wrote:
>
> yes it is a stellium
> and i got an asteroid, so the stellium is strengthened a littel
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" wrote:
>>
> > Would 2 planets and the Ascendant all conjunct be considered a stellium?
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Sagittarius Overdose" wrote:
>>>
> > > i also got:
> > > pluto 28 scorpio
> > > mars 29 leo
> > > jupiter 00 sagitarrius
>>>
> > > mars squares both pluto and juptier
> > > ...
> > > the war planet (mars) gets the couragous sign (Leo)
> > > the happiness planet (jupiter) gets the hapiness sign (sagitarius)
> > > and the extreme planet (pluto) gets the extreme sign (scorpio)
> > > AND THEY ALL HIT EACH OTHER (aspectically)!!! 0_o
> > > ...
> > > watcher of the north is in Mars
>>>
> > > Neptune biquintiles mars...
> > > Neptune septiles jupiter
> > > Jupiter and pluto conjuncts the 12th house cusp
>>>
> > > ....
> > > i also have:
> > > sun 19 sagittarius 12th house
> > > mercury 17 sagittarius 12house
> > > rising sign 26 sagittarius
> > > Sagittarius stellium (plus hygiea 13 sagittarius)
>>>

> > > and i got prenatal eclipse 38 days before my birth:
> > > venus, sun, moon, n. node conjunct in a stellium
> > > jupiter and pluto conjunct rising sign (another stellium)
> > > all of which are in scorpio... 7 scorpios!!!
>>>
> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" wrote:
>>>>
> > > > I wouldn't say you're denying yourself, but only controlling self-destructive impulses
which are common with Scorpio, Pisces and Aries combined. Self-destructive tendencies are a
constant problem to anyone with Saturn in Pisces, which I also have, but by no means should
this be let run unchecked.
>>>>
> > > > Everyone has fantasies, and their actual content doesn't matter as long as they are
kept in check. Anyone with strong Aries and/or Scorpio placements will have violent tendencies,
yet not everyone with these placements will ever actually do something violent. How many times
have some people thought of killing in extremely gory ways, but never actually killed anyone?
Most of these people wouldn't even be able to carry on with the act. Pluto/Scorpio deals with all
these dark impulses, gore itself, but also power and control, including self-control, which is
necessary. These people aren't denying themselves, most of them find outlets for such energies.
Check your Mars sign and aspects to gain more information on how to deal with this.
>>>>
> > > > Neptune in the mix can be dangerous since it rules fantasy, self-undoing, lack of
boundaries (especially in Capricorn) and aberrations (I don't mean to sound offensive with this).
There's a very faint line between extreme fantasies and mental pathologies, and Neptune also
rules this.
>>>>
> > > > It seems you've solved your own issue
you know what not to do, and for that
you're as healthy as anyone. Besides, you're not reaching godhood if you can't control and
discipline yourself.
>>>>
> > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Anathematization from the Light" wrote:
>>>>>
> > > > > Venus 08 scorpio 10th house
> > > > > Neptune 21 capricorn 1st house
> > > > > saturn 06 pisces 2nd house
> > > > > moon 08 aries 3rd house
>>>>>
> > > > > venus quintiles neptune
> > > > > venus trines saturn
> > > > > venus inconjuncts moon
> > > > > moon sextiles saturn
> > > > > neptune semisquares saturn
> > > > > moon's and saturn's midpoint Sesquisquares venus
>>>>>
> > > > > venus in the 10th house means i like bossy women
> > > > > aries hitting means i like aggressive sex
> > > > > pisces means i am nice...
> > > > > Believe it or not, occasionally i like women to rape me...
>>>>>
> > > > > a saturn and neptune aspect is bad. and both of those two planets hits my venus.
and saturn and neptune hit each other
> > > > > capricorn rules restriction (i am not allowed to do this sexual fetish?), and is in the
1st house: can indicate mental insanity...
>>>>>
> > > > > HERE IS THE SEXUAL FETISH:

> > > > > im into the bondage stuff, and id like a woman to rape me and it to be VERY gory
> > > > > and in the end she kills me...
>>>>>
>>>>>
> > > > > i am not going to become immortal if i sexually deny myself, at the same time i will
die if i do this. =/
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 914
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Guardian Daemons and Seventh house

Date: 1/3/2013

Hey guys im not trying to get deep into everyones birth chart but I read that the planet in the seventh
house of partnership/relationship can be the planet associated with your gaurdian Daemon. I have Moon and
Jupiter in seventh house. Haagenti's planet is the Moon.
Anyone else have this coincidence? I think its pretty cool. I noticed my SS friend has Saturn in the seventh
house and her GD's planetary rulership is Saturn. :)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 915
From: Djinn Draconis
Subject: Re: Guardian Daemons and Seventh house

Date: 1/3/2013

Possibly. My GD is Aini and his planet Neptune isn't in my 7th house but it's in my 11th house which is
another relationship house, ruling friendship. So I am not sure but it's definitely a possibility.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>
>
> Hey guys im not trying to get deep into everyones birth chart but I read that the planet in the
seventh house of partnership/relationship can be the planet associated with your gaurdian
Daemon. I have Moon and Jupiter in seventh house. Haagenti's planet is the Moon.
>
> Anyone else have this coincidence? I think its pretty cool. I noticed my SS friend has Saturn in
the seventh house and her GD's planetary rulership is Saturn. :)
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 916
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: Guardian Daemons and Seventh house

Date: 1/3/2013

Thats an interesting note Djinn :)

-----------------------------On Thu, Jan 3, 2013 9:23 PM EST Djinn Draconis wrote:
>Possibly. My GD is Aini and his planet Neptune isn't in my 7th house but it's in my 11th house
which is another relationship house, ruling friendship. So I am not sure but it's definitely a
possibility.
>
>--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>>
>>
>> Hey guys im not trying to get deep into everyones birth chart but I read that the planet in
the seventh house of partnership/relationship can be the planet associated with your gaurdian
Daemon. I have Moon and Jupiter in seventh house. Haagenti's planet is the Moon.
>>
>> Anyone else have this coincidence? I think its pretty cool. I noticed my SS friend has Saturn

in the seventh house and her GD's planetary rulership is Saturn. :)
>>
>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 917
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Re: Guardian Daemons and Seventh house

Date: 1/3/2013

Oh wow, if the sign that the ruler of the 7th is in I'd say that's pretty accurate.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>
>
> Hey guys im not trying to get deep into everyones birth chart but I read that the planet in the
seventh house of partnership/relationship can be the planet associated with your gaurdian
Daemon. I have Moon and Jupiter in seventh house. Haagenti's planet is the Moon.
>
> Anyone else have this coincidence? I think its pretty cool. I noticed my SS friend has Saturn in
the seventh house and her GD's planetary rulership is Saturn. :)
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 918
From: Djinn Draconis
Subject: Re: Guardian Daemons and Seventh house

Date: 1/4/2013

Thanks Shannon. This is an interesting topic you have brought up here all by itself, I hope HP Maxine will
mention something about this in a sermon sometime. I'd like to know more about it.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>
>
> Thats an interesting note Djinn :)
>
>
>
> -----------------------------> On Thu, Jan 3, 2013 9:23 PM EST Djinn Draconis wrote:
>
> >Possibly. My GD is Aini and his planet Neptune isn't in my 7th house but it's in my 11th
house which is another relationship house, ruling friendship. So I am not sure but it's definitely a
possibility.
>>
> >--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw wrote:
> >>
> >>
> >> Hey guys im not trying to get deep into everyones birth chart but I read that the planet in
the seventh house of partnership/relationship can be the planet associated with your gaurdian
Daemon. I have Moon and Jupiter in seventh house. Haagenti's planet is the Moon.
> >>
> >> Anyone else have this coincidence? I think its pretty cool. I noticed my SS friend has
Saturn in the seventh house and her GD's planetary rulership is Saturn. :)
> >>
>>
>>
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 919
From: siguarddraconis
Subject: Re: Guardian Daemons and Seventh house

Date: 1/4/2013

Ummm... and where did you find this info Shannon? Because I couldn't find it on JoS...
I'm curious, as this is some interesting info:P
Siguard Draconis.
Satanas Via, Vera et Vita est.
Ave Satanas! Rege Satanas!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>
>
> Hey guys im not trying to get deep into everyones birth chart but I read that the planet in the
seventh house of partnership/relationship can be the planet associated with your gaurdian
Daemon. I have Moon and Jupiter in seventh house. Haagenti's planet is the Moon.
>
> Anyone else have this coincidence? I think its pretty cool. I noticed my SS friend has Saturn in
the seventh house and her GD's planetary rulership is Saturn. :)
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 920
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: Guardian Daemons and Seventh house

Date: 1/4/2013

You know what, let me clarify sorry. I read on the jos website from HP Maxine or one of the HP's that their
gd's planetary rulership was in their seventh house. I apologize for not being precise but I guess I was trying
to see if it was a coincidence or if any of my brothers and sisters had thisplacing. :) Do you?

-----------------------------On Fri, Jan 4, 2013 7:31 AM EST siguarddraconis wrote:
>Ummm... and where did you find this info Shannon? Because I couldn't find it on JoS...
>
>I'm curious, as this is some interesting info:P
>
>Siguard Draconis.
>
>Satanas Via, Vera et Vita est.
>Ave Satanas! Rege Satanas!
>
>--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>>
>>
>> Hey guys im not trying to get deep into everyones birth chart but I read that the planet in
the seventh house of partnership/relationship can be the planet associated with your gaurdian
Daemon. I have Moon and Jupiter in seventh house. Haagenti's planet is the Moon.
>>
>> Anyone else have this coincidence? I think its pretty cool. I noticed my SS friend has Saturn
in the seventh house and her GD's planetary rulership is Saturn. :)
>>
>

>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 921
From: satanea
Subject: Re: sexual problem; do i deny myself? look at my chart 0_o

Date: 1/5/2013

azazel says the ascendent does more than one thing, and the ascendent would count for the stellium

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>
>
>
> I would have to disagree. The planet rulimg the ascendant is the chart ruler. A stellium is 3 or
more planets in a same sign. I have a gemini stellium in the 4th house inconjunction with my
yod.
>
>
> -----------------------------> On Thu, Jan 3, 2013 9:15 AM EST Djinn Draconis wrote:
>
> >ch_3_coo the ascendant sign alone is of equal importance in a chart as any stellium of
planets in a sign. So the short answer is yes.
>>
> >--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" wrote:
> >>
> >> Would 2 planets and the Ascendant all conjunct be considered a stellium?
> >>
> >> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Sagittarius Overdose" wrote:
> >> >
> >> > i also got:
> >> > pluto 28 scorpio
> >> > mars 29 leo
> >> > jupiter 00 sagitarrius
> >> >
> >> > mars squares both pluto and juptier
> >> > ...
> >> > the war planet (mars) gets the couragous sign (Leo)
> >> > the happiness planet (jupiter) gets the hapiness sign (sagitarius)
> >> > and the extreme planet (pluto) gets the extreme sign (scorpio)
> >> > AND THEY ALL HIT EACH OTHER (aspectically)!!! 0_o
> >> > ...
> >> > watcher of the north is in Mars
> >> >
> >> > Neptune biquintiles mars...
> >> > Neptune septiles jupiter
> >> > Jupiter and pluto conjuncts the 12th house cusp
> >> >
> >> > ....
> >> > i also have:
> >> > sun 19 sagittarius 12th house
> >> > mercury 17 sagittarius 12house
> >> > rising sign 26 sagittarius
> >> > Sagittarius stellium (plus hygiea 13 sagittarius)
> >> >
> >> > and i got prenatal eclipse 38 days before my birth:
> >> > venus, sun, moon, n. node conjunct in a stellium

> >> > jupiter and pluto conjunct rising sign (another stellium)
> >> > all of which are in scorpio... 7 scorpios!!!
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" wrote:
> >> > >
> >> > > I wouldn't say you're denying yourself, but only controlling self-destructive impulses
which are common with Scorpio, Pisces and Aries combined. Self-destructive tendencies are a
constant problem to anyone with Saturn in Pisces, which I also have, but by no means should
this be let run unchecked.
> >> > >
> >> > > Everyone has fantasies, and their actual content doesn't matter as long as they are
kept in check. Anyone with strong Aries and/or Scorpio placements will have violent tendencies,
yet not everyone with these placements will ever actually do something violent. How many times
have some people thought of killing in extremely gory ways, but never actually killed anyone?
Most of these people wouldn't even be able to carry on with the act. Pluto/Scorpio deals with all
these dark impulses, gore itself, but also power and control, including self-control, which is
necessary. These people aren't denying themselves, most of them find outlets for such energies.
Check your Mars sign and aspects to gain more information on how to deal with this.
> >> > >
> >> > > Neptune in the mix can be dangerous since it rules fantasy, self-undoing, lack of
boundaries (especially in Capricorn) and aberrations (I don't mean to sound offensive with this).
There's a very faint line between extreme fantasies and mental pathologies, and Neptune also
rules this.
> >> > >
> >> > > It seems you've solved your own issue â " you know what not to do, and for that
you're as healthy as anyone. Besides, you're not reaching godhood if you can't control and
discipline yourself.
> >> > >
> >> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Anathematization from the Light" wrote:
> >> > > >
> >> > > > Venus 08 scorpio 10th house
> >> > > > Neptune 21 capricorn 1st house
> >> > > > saturn 06 pisces 2nd house
> >> > > > moon 08 aries 3rd house
> >> > > >
> >> > > > venus quintiles neptune
> >> > > > venus trines saturn
> >> > > > venus inconjuncts moon
> >> > > > moon sextiles saturn
> >> > > > neptune semisquares saturn
> >> > > > moon's and saturn's midpoint Sesquisquares venus
> >> > > >
> >> > > > venus in the 10th house means i like bossy women
> >> > > > aries hitting means i like aggressive sex
> >> > > > pisces means i am nice...
> >> > > > Believe it or not, occasionally i like women to rape me...
> >> > > >
> >> > > > a saturn and neptune aspect is bad. and both of those two planets hits my venus.
and saturn and neptune hit each other
> >> > > > capricorn rules restriction (i am not allowed to do this sexual fetish?), and is in the
1st house: can indicate mental insanity...

> >> > > >
> >> > > > HERE IS THE SEXUAL FETISH:
> >> > > > im into the bondage stuff, and id like a woman to rape me and it to be VERY gory
> >> > > > and in the end she kills me...
> >> > > >
> >> > > >
> >> > > > i am not going to become immortal if i sexually deny myself, at the same time i
will die if i do this. =/
> >> > > >
> >> > >
> >> >
> >>
>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 922
From: x_nightmare@ovi.com
Subject: Re: Guardian Daemons and Seventh house

Date: 1/5/2013

What of one who does not have any of the planet in 7th and 11th house, does that mean you have no GD.
Hail Satan!

From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...>
To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Thursday, January 3, 2013 6:14 PM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Guardian Daemons and Seventh house

Hey guys im not trying to get deep into everyones birth chart but I read that the planet in the seventh house of
partnership/relationship can be the planet associated with your gaurdian Daemon. I have Moon and Jupiter in
seventh house. Haagenti's planet is the Moon.
Anyone else have this coincidence? I think its pretty cool. I noticed my SS friend has Saturn in the seventh
house and her GD's planetary rulership is Saturn. :)

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 923
From: brianna garrison
Subject: Re: Guardian Daemons and Seventh house

Date: 1/5/2013

But...My 7th house is empty?? Lmao.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 924
Subject: Out of Sign Aspects?

From: briar_rose666

Date: 1/5/2013

Are out of sign aspects valid? For example, would Sun in Aries at 29 degrees be conjunct Mercury in Taurus
at 2 degrees? I read somewhere that ancient astrologers didn't use out of sign aspects but I know some
modern astrologers do. What's your opinion?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 925
From: Sadie Terry
Subject: Re: Guardian Daemons and Seventh house

Date: 1/5/2013

My guardian demons rule my sun, in my 11th house. Except Andras who rules over my 2 main chart rulers,
pluto and mars. :) because i didnt have anything in my 3rd or 7th house.
<3 Hail Satan! Hail Glasya-Labolas! Hail Astaroth! Hail Azazel! Hail Lillith! Hail Beezlebub! Hail Raum!
Hail Amon Ra! Hail Andras! Hail Horus! Hail Thoth! Hail the Gods of Duat! Ge gemenanza torsvl! <3
"THERE IS NO GOD BUT MYSELF" "KNOWING THIS, WHO DARES WORSHIP THE FALSE GODS OF THE
KORAN AND BIBLE?"
-SATAN
FROM THE QU'RET AL-YEZID
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 926
From: Sabrina White
Subject: Re: Guardian Daemons and Seventh house

Date: 1/5/2013

I also have Neptune in my 11th house and it's my G.D.'s planet. I don't have any planets in my 7th house.
Hail Satan!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Sadie Terry wrote:
>
> My guardian demons rule my sun, in my 11th house. Except Andras who rules over my 2 main
chart rulers, pluto and mars. :) because i didnt have anything in my 3rd or 7th house.
>
> <3 Hail Satan! Hail Glasya-Labolas! Hail Astaroth! Hail Azazel! Hail Lillith! Hail Beezlebub! Hail
Raum! Hail Amon Ra! Hail Andras! Hail Horus! Hail Thoth! Hail the Gods of Duat! Ge gemenanza
torsvl! <3
>
> "THERE IS NO GOD BUT MYSELF" "KNOWING THIS, WHO DARES WORSHIP THE FALSE GODS
OF THE KORAN AND BIBLE?"
> -SATAN
> FROM THE QU'RET AL-YEZID
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 927
From: Brian Gibbons
Subject: Re: Guardian Daemons and Seventh house

Date: 1/5/2013

My understanding is that everyone who is dedicated as a GD but I think they are talking about one way you
can know who it is.

Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android

From: x_nightmare@... <x_nightmare@...>;
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>;
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Guardian Daemons and Seventh house
Sent: Fri, Jan 4, 2013 3:41:20 PM

What of one who does not have any of the planet in 7th and 11th house, does that mean you have no GD.
Hail Satan!

From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...>
To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Thursday, January 3, 2013 6:14 PM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Guardian Daemons and Seventh house

Hey guys im not trying to get deep into everyones birth chart but I read that the planet in the seventh house of
partnership/relationship can be the planet associated with your gaurdian Daemon. I have Moon and Jupiter in
seventh house. Haagenti's planet is the Moon.
Anyone else have this coincidence? I think its pretty cool. I noticed my SS friend has Saturn in the seventh
house and her GD's planetary rulership is Saturn. :)

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 928
From: briar_rose666
Subject: Re: Guardian Daemons and Seventh house

Date: 1/7/2013

Forth paragraph:
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Guardian.html
"Another interesting thing, I have the planet that he rules over, ruling my house of partnership. He also rules
an astrological point and that planet is exactly on the point in the sign that he rules. This is not the norm,
though as I found later that he and I were extremely close in a past life thousands of years ago."

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "siguarddraconis" wrote:
>
> Ummm... and where did you find this info Shannon? Because I couldn't find it on JoS...
>
> I'm curious, as this is some interesting info:P
>
> Siguard Draconis.
>
> Satanas Via, Vera et Vita est.
> Ave Satanas! Rege Satanas!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>>
>>
> > Hey guys im not trying to get deep into everyones birth chart but I read that the planet in
the seventh house of partnership/relationship can be the planet associated with your gaurdian
Daemon. I have Moon and Jupiter in seventh house. Haagenti's planet is the Moon.
>>
> > Anyone else have this coincidence? I think its pretty cool. I noticed my SS friend has Saturn
in the seventh house and her GD's planetary rulership is Saturn. :)
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 929
Subject: 12th House Stellium

From: hp.2297

Date: 1/7/2013

I was wondering how many of you have a strong 12th house emphasis or stellium, like me?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 930
Subject: Re: 12th House Stellium

From: Sagittarius Overdose

Date: 1/7/2013

i got the sun and mercury conjuncting in 12thouse (i am sagittarius)
and the 12th house cusp is in sag
if you want to count Hygiea as a stellium, then yes i got a sagit stellium
some people dont realize that a 12thouse planet will cause the person to be nice

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hp.2297" wrote:
>
> I was wondering how many of you have a strong 12th house emphasis or stellium, like me?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 931
From: Sagittarius Overdose
Subject: wouldn't chiron be more important than Pluto?

Date: 1/7/2013

more maybe of equal value...
if what they sayy about chiron is true:
it is about 1/2 - 1/3 the size of pluto
and it orbits between saturn and uranus
chiron is closer than pluto meaning that it would be stronger than pluto
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 932
From: siguarddraconis
Subject: Re: wouldn't chiron be more important than Pluto?

Date: 1/7/2013

This is not about the proximity but about placement.
If a asteroid like 1 Ceres (astronomically a dwarf planet), 2 Pallas, 3 Juno, 4 Vesta, other asteroids,
depending on who wants to incorporate which in his or her chart - http://darkstarastrology.com/asteroids/ )
or a centaur - 2060 Chiron being their leader, with the remaining ones (Nessus, Pholus, Asbolus, Chariklo) is
placed in an angular house (1st, 4th, 7th and 10th), or is conjunct the axes (AC/DC, MC/IC, the Lunar
Nodes) or being heavily aspected to personal planets, including Luminaries, it can have a more significant
meaning. However, it is dubious that they will TOTALLY overshadow the major planets.
The matter of size did trouble astrologers for some time, thus some of them re-considered the planetary
influences and significance, hence why the 4 Ladies became used in contemporary astrology.
Siguard Draconis.
Satanas Via, Vera et Vita est.
Ave Satanas! Rege Satanas!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Sagittarius Overdose" wrote:
>
> more maybe of equal value...
>
> if what they sayy about chiron is true:
> it is about 1/2 - 1/3 the size of pluto
> and it orbits between saturn and uranus
>
> chiron is closer than pluto meaning that it would be stronger than pluto
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 933
Subject: Finding exact birth times

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 1/7/2013

I managed to figure out my parent's birth times by going over the descriptions of planets in houses on
Azazel's Astrology (yes it took me a few hours spread over a few days), and it got me thinking about my
own chart, as my mom wasn't sure of my exact birth time. And sure enough, there was one glaring mistake.
My Mars was in the wrong house. Very, very much wrong. It was basically the opposite of my personality.
So I tweaked my birth time by 6 minutes and found the placement that suited my personality (it was only 12 degrees from the next house cusp), while keeping the rest of the chart the same.
Well, mostly the same. It now places my Venus in 5th house instead of 4th, but as I already have Sun in
4th house, that stays in accordance with myself (both Sun and Venus in 4th house are love of home and
family), and Venus in 5th house also suits my personality perfectly.
So now, I get to re-do my solar returns. F**k. Hopefully there won't be too much of a difference, as I quite
like my current and next year's solar returns. Oh well, we can make our own paths in life with magick.
On the bright side, my children are likely to be beautiful and talented. Which I knew they would be, since I
am, lol. And with Mercury in 5th house, they'll be smart too lol.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 934
Subject: Re: Finding exact birth times

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 1/7/2013

Lol ignore the part about solar returns, they're obviously still the same. Was tired and hungry when I wrote
that.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@..." wrote:
>
> I managed to figure out my parent's birth times by going over the descriptions of planets in
houses on Azazel's Astrology (yes it took me a few hours spread over a few days), and it got
me thinking about my own chart, as my mom wasn't sure of my exact birth time. And sure
enough, there was one glaring mistake. My Mars was in the wrong house. Very, very much
wrong. It was basically the opposite of my personality. So I tweaked my birth time by 6 minutes
and found the placement that suited my personality (it was only 1-2 degrees from the next
house cusp), while keeping the rest of the chart the same.
>
> Well, mostly the same. It now places my Venus in 5th house instead of 4th, but as I already
have Sun in 4th house, that stays in accordance with myself (both Sun and Venus in 4th house
are love of home and family), and Venus in 5th house also suits my personality perfectly.
>
> So now, I get to re-do my solar returns. F**k. Hopefully there won't be too much of a
difference, as I quite like my current and next year's solar returns. Oh well, we can make our
own paths in life with magick.
>
> On the bright side, my children are likely to be beautiful and talented. Which I knew they
would be, since I am, lol. And with Mercury in 5th house, they'll be smart too lol.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 935
Subject: Re: Finding exact birth times
Wow Sherry lol :)

------------------------------

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 1/7/2013

On Mon, Jan 7, 2013 9:30 PM EST lydia_666@... wrote:
>Lol ignore the part about solar returns, they're obviously still the same. Was tired and hungry
when I wrote that.
>
>--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@..." wrote:
>>
>> I managed to figure out my parent's birth times by going over the descriptions of planets in
houses on Azazel's Astrology (yes it took me a few hours spread over a few days), and it got
me thinking about my own chart, as my mom wasn't sure of my exact birth time. And sure
enough, there was one glaring mistake. My Mars was in the wrong house. Very, very much
wrong. It was basically the opposite of my personality. So I tweaked my birth time by 6 minutes
and found the placement that suited my personality (it was only 1-2 degrees from the next
house cusp), while keeping the rest of the chart the same.
>>
>> Well, mostly the same. It now places my Venus in 5th house instead of 4th, but as I already
have Sun in 4th house, that stays in accordance with myself (both Sun and Venus in 4th house
are love of home and family), and Venus in 5th house also suits my personality perfectly.
>>
>> So now, I get to re-do my solar returns. F**k. Hopefully there won't be too much of a
difference, as I quite like my current and next year's solar returns. Oh well, we can make our
own paths in life with magick.
>>
>> On the bright side, my children are likely to be beautiful and talented. Which I knew they
would be, since I am, lol. And with Mercury in 5th house, they'll be smart too lol.
>>
>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 936
Subject: Re: Finding exact birth times

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 1/7/2013

I think it's neat how my Dad has Mercury in his 5th house, and my Mom has Venus in her 5th house, and I
have both in mine! My Dad also has Neptune in his 5th, and it really showed in my brother, and he also has
Mars in 5th, and that shows in me.
I've spent like all day (well a few hours) obsessing over my parent's natal charts and transits. I found their
meeting, and the birth of me, via their transits for those times in both their charts :)

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>
>
> Wow Sherry lol :)
>
>
>
>
> -----------------------------> On Mon, Jan 7, 2013 9:30 PM EST lydia_666@... wrote:
>
> >Lol ignore the part about solar returns, they're obviously still the same. Was tired and hungry
when I wrote that.
>>
> >--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@" wrote:
> >>

> >> I managed to figure out my parent's birth times by going over the descriptions of planets
in houses on Azazel's Astrology (yes it took me a few hours spread over a few days), and it got
me thinking about my own chart, as my mom wasn't sure of my exact birth time. And sure
enough, there was one glaring mistake. My Mars was in the wrong house. Very, very much
wrong. It was basically the opposite of my personality. So I tweaked my birth time by 6 minutes
and found the placement that suited my personality (it was only 1-2 degrees from the next
house cusp), while keeping the rest of the chart the same.
> >>
> >> Well, mostly the same. It now places my Venus in 5th house instead of 4th, but as I
already have Sun in 4th house, that stays in accordance with myself (both Sun and Venus in 4th
house are love of home and family), and Venus in 5th house also suits my personality perfectly.
> >>
> >> So now, I get to re-do my solar returns. F**k. Hopefully there won't be too much of a
difference, as I quite like my current and next year's solar returns. Oh well, we can make our
own paths in life with magick.
> >>
> >> On the bright side, my children are likely to be beautiful and talented. Which I knew they
would be, since I am, lol. And with Mercury in 5th house, they'll be smart too lol.
> >>
>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 937
Subject: Re: Finding exact birth times

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 1/8/2013

That is all fascinating, I swear astrology
Is out of is world :D

-----------------------------On Mon, Jan 7, 2013 11:56 PM EST lydia_666@... wrote:
>I think it's neat how my Dad has Mercury in his 5th house, and my Mom has Venus in her 5th
house, and I have both in mine! My Dad also has Neptune in his 5th, and it really showed in my
brother, and he also has Mars in 5th, and that shows in me.
>
>I've spent like all day (well a few hours) obsessing over my parent's natal charts and transits. I
found their meeting, and the birth of me, via their transits for those times in both their charts :)
>
>--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>>
>>
>> Wow Sherry lol :)
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> ----------------------------->> On Mon, Jan 7, 2013 9:30 PM EST lydia_666@... wrote:
>>
>> >Lol ignore the part about solar returns, they're obviously still the same. Was tired and
hungry when I wrote that.
>> >
>> >--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@" wrote:

>> >
>> > I managed to figure out my parent's birth times by going over the descriptions of planets
in houses on Azazel's Astrology (yes it took me a few hours spread over a few days), and it got
me thinking about my own chart, as my mom wasn't sure of my exact birth time. And sure
enough, there was one glaring mistake. My Mars was in the wrong house. Very, very much
wrong. It was basically the opposite of my personality. So I tweaked my birth time by 6 minutes
and found the placement that suited my personality (it was only 1-2 degrees from the next
house cusp), while keeping the rest of the chart the same.
>> >
>> > Well, mostly the same. It now places my Venus in 5th house instead of 4th, but as I
already have Sun in 4th house, that stays in accordance with myself (both Sun and Venus in 4th
house are love of home and family), and Venus in 5th house also suits my personality perfectly.
>> >
>> > So now, I get to re-do my solar returns. F**k. Hopefully there won't be too much of a
difference, as I quite like my current and next year's solar returns. Oh well, we can make our
own paths in life with magick.
>> >
>> > On the bright side, my children are likely to be beautiful and talented. Which I knew they
would be, since I am, lol. And with Mercury in 5th house, they'll be smart too lol.
>> >
>> >
>> >
>>
>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 938
From: Sagittarius Overdose
Subject: do you think sagittarius are tricksters, pranksters, or liars?

Date: 1/9/2013

i got major sag emphasis in my chart and when i feel threatened i can be a good liar
or if i dont like something, i may lie. But this can be because my sun is in sag in 12th house and that can
lead to me being shy and not wanting to hurt the other person (?or something?) that causes me to be
secretive and an escapist
my brother has 5 sagittarius (idk the houses) as well and he is liar as well. But he lies more and his lies are
worser than mine.
i don;t normally lie and i dislike lying and liars, but sometimes i lie (and for other reasons i didnt mention)
i can turn nto a prankster if i get wilded up and get carried away in the moment. and i pull pranks if i know
nobody will be hurt or if it doesn't harm anyone
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 939
From: Micama Gmicalzoma
Subject: Re: do you think sagittarius are tricksters, pranksters, or liars?

Date: 1/9/2013

I'm a Sagittarius with two planets in Sagittarius besides my chart ruler.
I usually don't lie, but it can be a guard if I need it to be. But when I lie it must be a soft lie, and
usually not to someones face unless I have Really though it out. But I can also keep a lie going for
Years, decades even, especially to family members.
On the other side of the coin though, I am so much of an honest person that I can be Overly honest
and say too much. If I want something I do this as well. Almost as if trust and honesty are bargining
chips or wavers in a relationship. I am being too honest right now.... Why? Because I want to have
interaction with my Satanic Family- My Real Family; Who btw I do Not lie to.

Hail Father Satan!!
Forever in the Service of Satan.
From The Al Jilwah Chapter III:
"I lead to the straight path without a revealed book; I direct aright my beloved and chosen ones by unseen means." Satan

From: Sagittarius Overdose <gethigh1211@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Tuesday, January 8, 2013 5:32 PM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] do you think sagittarius are tricksters, pranksters, or liars?

i got major sag emphasis in my chart and when i feel threatened i can be a good liar
or if i dont like something, i may lie. But this can be because my sun is in sag in 12th house and that can lead to
me being shy and not wanting to hurt the other person (?or something?) that causes me to be secretive and an
escapist
my brother has 5 sagittarius (idk the houses) as well and he is liar as well. But he lies more and his lies are
worser than mine.
i don;t normally lie and i dislike lying and liars, but sometimes i lie (and for other reasons i didnt mention)
i can turn nto a prankster if i get wilded up and get carried away in the moment. and i pull pranks if i know
nobody will be hurt or if it doesn't harm anyone

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 940
From: Kael Meier
Subject: Re: do you think sagittarius are tricksters, pranksters, or liars?

Date: 1/9/2013

I do these things a lot, yes I am a Saggitarian, we hate lies, yet we lie a lot our selves especially to avoid hurting
people. I can also be shy towards others, especially when new opportunities are opened to me, I am rather shy to
them as well, is this the same with you?

From: Sagittarius Overdose <gethigh1211@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Tuesday, January 8, 2013 3:32:53 PM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] do you think sagittarius are tricksters, pranksters, or liars?

i got major sag emphasis in my chart and when i feel threatened i can be a good liar
or if i dont like something, i may lie. But this can be because my sun is in sag in 12th house and that can lead to
me being shy and not wanting to hurt the other person (?or something?) that causes me to be secretive and an
escapist
my brother has 5 sagittarius (idk the houses) as well and he is liar as well. But he lies more and his lies are
worser than mine.
i don;t normally lie and i dislike lying and liars, but sometimes i lie (and for other reasons i didnt mention)
i can turn nto a prankster if i get wilded up and get carried away in the moment. and i pull pranks if i know
nobody will be hurt or if it doesn't harm anyone

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 941
From: Indigo Nation
Subject: Re: do you think sagittarius are tricksters, pranksters, or liars?

Date: 1/9/2013

Sag is a major emphasis in my chart I have Aquarius as ascendant and both Saturn and Uranus (rulers it
forms a stellum) in Sag as well as venus well I also have retrograde Jupiter (in Aries) possibly a ruler as I
thought a Stellium made it a co-ruler as all three planets are connected via conjunctions 2 in the tenth house
(well trying to learn) I like shocking people in a good natured way, and pranks, and yeah I have a tendency
to exaggerate things then play it back in my mind almost like I am trying to entertain myself off of peoples
reactions but I never intend to harm people with it. I can kind of take being shocked or pranked in the same
way too and like it. I do not like liars but I do not mind people that exaggerated things in a good natured
way (or are prankster) in fact I had a friend who always exaggerated things years ago until I moved. I found
it entertaining to no end some of the time but didn't want to let her in on that as I didn't want to hurt her
feelings. I think I like being pranksd as much as I like pranking other people from both sides as long. I also
can joke around a lot. I am not sure if this is Aquarious or Saggatarious that influences this. I can be shy but
it comes when I don't know anyone in the situation I can be a social butterfly around people I know and feel
comfortable with. I like people to initiate conversation first in that case I don't get uncomfortable if it is
someone new to me even the second time meeting them I can be shy. That is where I get stuck often and
sounding award in new social situations or around new people.I wish to overcome that somehow and was
and am still working on it. I do not see it as positive or helpful for my current situation in life but I accept it
as part of my personality. However I don't have a problem with shyness if I have been around people and
interacting for awhile as much as if I was by myself a lot I can be very confident then after a few days I lose
that somewhat or totally after awhile its like my mind gets stuck in its own little place in the world. Yeah to
answer your question I do end up lieing sometimes especially when I feel threatened or in a situation where
I feel I will hurt someone but that also I don't intend harm with it. I never like to say negative things to
peoples faces or be critical of them, I generally love helping people and niceness/being nice to people, as it
is so much eaiser at least in my view.
Hail Satan

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Kael Meier wrote:
>
> I do these things a lot, yes I am a Saggitarian, we hate lies, yet we lie a lot our selves
especially to avoid hurting people. I can also be shy towards others, especially when new
opportunities are opened to me, I am rather shy to them as well, is this the same with you?
>
>
>
>
> ________________________________
> From: Sagittarius Overdose
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Tuesday, January 8, 2013 3:32:53 PM
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] do you think sagittarius are tricksters, pranksters, or liars?
>
>
>Â
> i got major sag emphasis in my chart and when i feel threatened i can be a good liar
>
> or if i dont like something, i may lie. But this can be because my sun is in sag in 12th house
and that can lead to me being shy and not wanting to hurt the other person (?or something?)
that causes me to be secretive and an escapist
>

> my brother has 5 sagittarius (idk the houses) as well and he is liar as well. But he lies more
and his lies are worser than mine.
>
> i don;t normally lie and i dislike lying and liars, but sometimes i lie (and for other reasons i
didnt mention)
>
> i can turn nto a prankster if i get wilded up and get carried away in the moment. and i pull
pranks if i know nobody will be hurt or if it doesn't harm anyone
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 942
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: do you think sagittarius are tricksters, pranksters, or liars?

Date: 1/9/2013

I'm the same, Micama. I have 2 planets and my midheaven in Sag, I prefer honesty but I do lie to people to
avoid hurting them lol. Mostly to my parents so they think all is well. I truly have the intention of doing good
by them, so that they don't worry about me. I hate to think of my parents worrying.
I also avoid telling the whole story, if it's none of the other person's business, usually about my personal life.
I'll brush it aside and give a vague answer. I think that's how I get "caught" though lol, I usually give long
detailed answers about many things (like what I'm doing right now lol), and then I give the occasional short
vague answer/explanation which means it's nobody else's business but I don't know how else to say it.
Hail Satan!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Micama Gmicalzoma wrote:
>
> I'm a Sagittarius with two planets in Sagittarius besides my chart ruler.
>
> I usually don't lie, but it can be a guard if I need it to be. But when I lie it must be a soft lie,
and usually not to someones face unless I have Really though it out. But I can also keep a lie
going for Years, decades even, especially to family members.
>
> On the other side of the coin though, I am so much of an honest person that I can be Overly
honest and say too much. If I want something I do this as well. Almost as if trust and honesty
are bargining chips or wavers in a relationship. I am being too honest right now.... Why?
Because I want to have interaction with my Satanic Family- My Real Family; Who btw I do Not
lie to.
>
>
>Â
> Hail Father Satan!!
>
> Forever in the Service of Satan.
>
> From The Al Jilwah Chapter III:
> "I lead to the straight path without a revealed book; I direct aright my beloved and chosen
ones by unseen means." - Satan
>
>
>
> ________________________________
> From: Sagittarius Overdose
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Tuesday, January 8, 2013 5:32 PM

> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] do you think sagittarius are tricksters, pranksters, or liars?
>
>
>Â
> i got major sag emphasis in my chart and when i feel threatened i can be a good liar
>
> or if i dont like something, i may lie. But this can be because my sun is in sag in 12th house
and that can lead to me being shy and not wanting to hurt the other person (?or something?)
that causes me to be secretive and an escapist
>
> my brother has 5 sagittarius (idk the houses) as well and he is liar as well. But he lies more
and his lies are worser than mine.
>
> i don;t normally lie and i dislike lying and liars, but sometimes i lie (and for other reasons i
didnt mention)
>
> i can turn nto a prankster if i get wilded up and get carried away in the moment. and i pull
pranks if i know nobody will be hurt or if it doesn't harm anyone
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 943
From: Indigo Nation
Subject: Help Intercepted Pisces in First House Virgo in 7th What does it mea

Date: 1/9/2013

I am confused spent several hours trying to find info and could not figure it out If I have intercepted Pisces
in first house Aquarious Asc Intercepted virgo in 7th house Leo on cusp what would that mean (note I never
had a real relationship and that has been a common theme I always longed for it) well I looked around for it
on JOS site.
Planetary Rulers
Uranus in Sagittarius Uranus Semisquare Pluto Uranus in 10th House
Saturn in Sagittarius Saturn Conjunct Uranus Saturn in 10th house
Neptune in Capricorn Neputne Sextile Pluto Neptune in 11th House
Jupiter in Aries Jupiter Trine Saturn Jupiter Trine Uranus Jupiter in 2nd house.
Why I want to know about this is I am trying to figure out how to sublimate some push pull aspect as I wish
I wasn't pulled in many different directions in given situations by different forces (also Jupiter conjuncts
Saturn). I tend to be relaxed calm yet somewhat childlike sometimes and joking around, before I go on I
should note there is always an independent streak to just about everything here this is most prominent and
said to be very prominent by anyone I have known I can choose to desire freedom in ways that might even
be harmful (with the harmful part there is something underlying that feels like it could be very destructive to
me as an individual and possibly others around me that can come out if I feel confined or trapped by
something or someone btw this varies from situation to situation and is mutable and bottle it up too long)
or to do something seen as dumb in a social sense just for the heck of doing it, I also don't understand or
fully go for Social manners and have my own individual outlook on how people should interact but can
completely adapt in just about any situation to what is around me so it doesn't cause problems around
people who do not understand, and enjoy life go with the flow and idealistic/artistic but have a serious
freedom fighting side to myself that will not give into anything I percieve to be "unfair" or not "ideal" but
that is not mutable and very intense and can lead to outbursts or in the case of around my parents who are
xtian even violence although I tend to not like agression but don't like passiveness either I am like if its
either extreme same reaction. I hate imbalace above all, I am very strong on being open to anything I do
not like to commit and I can take on characteristics of others around me mirroring them either unconsciously
or if I desire, however most the time people would think of me as calm adaptable to just about anything
and nice to just about everyone, I have been victimized by some people because I like to think people are
good and have a very idealistic streak about me that I in the name of freedom often say I refuse to change,
I have my own unique personality seem to be able to be in just about any situation or around anything

without being pulled away from what to be true (either in a philosophic or spiritual way and as a sagittarian
stellium I have a tendency to have my own philosophy) or have as a goal. I can sometimes be shy and lack
confidence othertimes I am a complete social butterfly and over confident. So there is a lot to me as an
individual some things seeming opposite of others. Sometimes I do have issues with social things and suffer
anxiety the Mercury square really helped with the anxiety part Sun and Mars a lot on social things and
confidence (all Squares Spiritual) and I am still doing these squares as much as possible.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 944
From: Indigo Nation
Subject: Re: Help Intercepted Pisces in First House Virgo in 7th What does it

Date: 1/10/2013

Correction I do have Intercepted Pisces and Virgo at the top not if I just found out by looking at my chart
for awhile trying to figure out things that didn't seems to fit with me and where it was coming from this
answers it fully but any more info helpful how to sublimate these so I don't have opposing personality traits
clashing often.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Indigo Nation" wrote:
>
> I am confused spent several hours trying to find info and could not figure it out If I have
intercepted Pisces in first house Aquarious Asc Intercepted virgo in 7th house Leo on cusp what
would that mean (note I never had a real relationship and that has been a common theme I
always longed for it) well I looked around for it on JOS site.
>
> Planetary Rulers
> Uranus in Sagittarius Uranus Semisquare Pluto Uranus in 10th House
> Saturn in Sagittarius Saturn Conjunct Uranus Saturn in 10th house
> Neptune in Capricorn Neputne Sextile Pluto Neptune in 11th House
> Jupiter in Aries Jupiter Trine Saturn Jupiter Trine Uranus Jupiter in 2nd house.
>
> Why I want to know about this is I am trying to figure out how to sublimate some push pull
aspect as I wish I wasn't pulled in many different directions in given situations by different forces
(also Jupiter conjuncts Saturn). I tend to be relaxed calm yet somewhat childlike sometimes and
joking around, before I go on I should note there is always an independent streak to just about
everything here this is most prominent and said to be very prominent by anyone I have known I
can choose to desire freedom in ways that might even be harmful (with the harmful part there is
something underlying that feels like it could be very destructive to me as an individual and
possibly others around me that can come out if I feel confined or trapped by something or
someone btw this varies from situation to situation and is mutable and bottle it up too long) or
to do something seen as dumb in a social sense just for the heck of doing it, I also don't
understand or fully go for Social manners and have my own individual outlook on how people
should interact but can completely adapt in just about any situation to what is around me so it
doesn't cause problems around people who do not understand, and enjoy life go with the flow
and idealistic/artistic but have a serious freedom fighting side to myself that will not give into
anything I percieve to be "unfair" or not "ideal" but that is not mutable and very intense and can
lead to outbursts or in the case of around my parents who are xtian even violence although I
tend to not like agression but don't like passiveness either I am like if its either extreme same
reaction. I hate imbalace above all, I am very strong on being open to anything I do not like to
commit and I can take on characteristics of others around me mirroring them either
unconsciously or if I desire, however most the time people would think of me as calm adaptable
to just about anything and nice to just about everyone, I have been victimized by some people
because I like to think people are good and have a very idealistic streak about me that I in the
name of freedom often say I refuse to change, I have my own unique personality seem to be
able to be in just about any situation or around anything without being pulled away from what
to be true (either in a philosophic or spiritual way and as a sagittarian stellium I have a
tendency to have my own philosophy) or have as a goal. I can sometimes be shy and lack
confidence othertimes I am a complete social butterfly and over confident. So there is a lot to
me as an individual some things seeming opposite of others. Sometimes I do have issues with

social things and suffer anxiety the Mercury square really helped with the anxiety part Sun and
Mars a lot on social things and confidence (all Squares Spiritual) and I am still doing these
squares as much as possible.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 945
Subject: funny youtube video about signs

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 1/10/2013

Please don't be offended, I thought it was pretty funny though.
http://youtu.be/udpMXbFupDg
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 946
Subject: Re: funny youtube video about signs

From: lolobardonik

Date: 1/10/2013

Yep, funny indeed! :D
Nice Share!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" wrote:
>
> Please don't be offended, I thought it was pretty funny though.
>
> http://youtu.be/udpMXbFupDg
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 947
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: do you think sagittarius are tricksters, pranksters, or liars?

Date: 1/10/2013

Well, the Gemini-Sagittarius axis is known for this, but lying and tricking are more common with Gemini than
Sagittarius. I guess Gemini does it as part of its own nature and Sagittarius tends to do it for fun, though
Gemini does seem to enjoy this as well.
All mutable signs, however, will seek the easy way out of everything, with the possible exception of Virgo.
When they feel the pressure, they might do things that aren't really morally correct to get away, letting
people down and thus tend to be considered unreliable. I have found Pisces to be more inclined to lie and
escape, since it's its very nature, and Sagittarius might sometimes have the benefit of believing and/or
adhering to a philosophy or moral code that prevents itself from doing this.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Sagittarius Overdose" wrote:
>
> i got major sag emphasis in my chart and when i feel threatened i can be a good liar
>
> or if i dont like something, i may lie. But this can be because my sun is in sag in 12th house
and that can lead to me being shy and not wanting to hurt the other person (?or something?)
that causes me to be secretive and an escapist
>
> my brother has 5 sagittarius (idk the houses) as well and he is liar as well. But he lies more
and his lies are worser than mine.
>
> i don;t normally lie and i dislike lying and liars, but sometimes i lie (and for other reasons i
didnt mention)
>
> i can turn nto a prankster if i get wilded up and get carried away in the moment. and i pull
pranks if i know nobody will be hurt or if it doesn't harm anyone
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 948
From: Juno Tessarae
Subject: Re: do you think sagittarius are tricksters, pranksters, or liars?

Date: 1/10/2013

I don't have any planets in Sagitarius, but my rising sign is Sagitarius. I can see that I am shy with new
situations, and fib to not hurt people's feelings.
June
--- On Wed, 1/9/13, Kael Meier <meierkael@...> wrote:

From: Kael Meier <meierkael@...>
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] do you think sagittarius are tricksters, pranksters, or liars?
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Date: Wednesday, January 9, 2013, 12:57 AM

I do these things a lot, yes I am a Saggitarian, we hate lies, yet we lie a lot our selves
especially to avoid hurting people. I can also be shy towards others, especially when new
opportunities are opened to me, I am rather shy to them as well, is this the same with you?

From: Sagittarius Overdose <gethigh1211@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Tuesday, January 8, 2013 3:32:53 PM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] do you think sagittarius are tricksters, pranksters, or liars?

i got major sag emphasis in my chart and when i feel threatened i can be a good liar
or if i dont like something, i may lie. But this can be because my sun is in sag in 12th house
and that can lead to me being shy and not wanting to hurt the other person (?or something?)
that causes me to be secretive and an escapist
my brother has 5 sagittarius (idk the houses) as well and he is liar as well. But he lies more
and his lies are worser than mine.
i don;t normally lie and i dislike lying and liars, but sometimes i lie (and for other reasons i
didnt mention)
i can turn nto a prankster if i get wilded up and get carried away in the moment. and i pull
pranks if i know nobody will be hurt or if it doesn't harm anyone

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 949
From: jaredcrook480
Subject: I have some questions about my birth chart

Date: 1/10/2013

Well i decided to try and start doing astrology, however from what ive done so far i found out my chart ruler
is neptune in retrograde, with uranus and jupiter as co rulers which are also both retrograde and this from
what ive read dosent seem to be a great thing, my question is am i destined to be some weak willed kinda
crazy guy.
I do have some phycological "issues" like OCD hypochondria and fear of crowds so what im wondering is
there a single positive to having neptune as a chart ruler?
Thanks for any help
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 950

From: jaredcrook480

Date: 1/10/2013

Subject: A few questions about astrology from someone trying to learn it
Firstly can anyone reccomend any good books what go from basic to advanced easily?
Secondly i make a computerised natal chart and it asks for my home town and it draws in the cordinates of
the town, my question is for the chart to be accurate will i need more percise cordiantes like the exact
hospital im was born in?
And lastly whats the best site you guys can reccomend for astrology?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 951
Subject: Re: funny youtube video about signs

From: Siatris Teloah

Date: 1/10/2013

LMAO, funny, if you're a Scorpio, I start thinking about you....about how much of a weirdo..you..probably are..
lol what a dumb bitch, reminds me of the servers at TGIFridays.
From: ch_3_coo <ch_3_coo@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 7:44 AM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] funny youtube video about signs

Please don't be offended, I thought it was pretty funny though.
http://youtu.be/udpMXbFupDg
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 952
From: Joshua Taylor
Subject: Fw: 12 Jerusalem Part 1 - Secrets in Plain Sight

Date: 1/10/2013

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 953
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: I have some questions about my birth chart

Date: 1/10/2013

There are many positives. Neptune rules high art, music, fantasy, imagination; compared to Venus who
creates common art, Neptune's creations are superior, they appeal not only to the senses but emotions and
all kinds of energies. Neptune, as well as Jupiter (your co-ruler), rule idealism, they give you the ability to
believe things and help you do the unimaginable. This can be either good or bad, but if properly directed can
lead to great things.
Neptune rules meditation, calmness, it allows you to go through things without much stress. Jupiter rules
understanding, so people with Pisces/Neptune/Jupiter emphasis usually understand everything much more
easily than the usual folks because their horizons are much wider, and their vision goes much farther.
Neptune rules propaganda and subtlety. With Neptune the ideas are transmitted through subtle (sometimes
astral) means, reaching people without them even knowing. Neptune rules everything spiritual and psychic,
so there's also an affinity with energies, and the unseen. This gives much power to control and change
people. However, this in the wrong hands has brought the corrupted, sedated world we see today.
The outer planets (Uranus, Neptune, Pluto) are retrograde for much longer and much more often than the
inner planets; it's very common to have an outer planet retrograde in the chart, it doesn't affect people
directly as much as the inner planets (Mercury, Venus, Mars). With retrograde planets, things get better with
time. There may be problems while you're young but they usually develop to something better later. Check

Neptune's and Jupiter's signs, house positions and aspects to see where your abilities and problems lie. As
with all the outer planets, Neptune can be bad, but properly directed can be extremely powerful.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "jaredcrook480" wrote:
>
> Well i decided to try and start doing astrology, however from what ive done so far i found out
my chart ruler is neptune in retrograde, with uranus and jupiter as co rulers which are also both
retrograde and this from what ive read dosent seem to be a great thing, my question is am i
destined to be some weak willed kinda crazy guy.
> I do have some phycological "issues" like OCD hypochondria and fear of crowds so what im
wondering is there a single positive to having neptune as a chart ruler?
> Thanks for any help
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 954
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Re: I have some questions about my birth chart

Date: 1/10/2013

I was just thinking about this yesterday, Neptune and psychological problems and extreme sensitivity. I
really believe when you have strong feminine planets, like the Moon and Neptune and weaker masculine
plantes, like Saturn or Mars, that's where problems would come from. Or the other way around, you could
have strong lower planets and Pluto but poorly placed feminine planets you could be extremely selfish and
hyper aggressive with no sense of empathy or little to no natural aptitude for spiritual disciplines. Balance is
always ideal.
I didn't really answer your question, f.folets did amazingly already, but I really think working on your lower
chakras will really help you. Like the base can help you feel more secure and rid you of irrational fears and
the second can help you feel strong and confident, more like your own person.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "jaredcrook480" wrote:
>
> Well i decided to try and start doing astrology, however from what ive done so far i found out
my chart ruler is neptune in retrograde, with uranus and jupiter as co rulers which are also both
retrograde and this from what ive read dosent seem to be a great thing, my question is am i
destined to be some weak willed kinda crazy guy.
> I do have some phycological "issues" like OCD hypochondria and fear of crowds so what im
wondering is there a single positive to having neptune as a chart ruler?
> Thanks for any help
>
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 955

From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich
Subject: Azazel's Astrology for Satanists has been completely revised and upd

Date: 1/12/2013

Azazel's Astrology for Satanists has been completely revised and updated
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/FURCAS.html

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.org
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 956
Subject: new to this group

From: royalblueflame666

Date: 1/12/2013

I can't believe I'm only finding this now, I wanna learn about astrology. Where can I start?
HAIL SATAN!!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 957
Subject: Re: new to this group

From: Brian Gibbons

Date: 1/12/2013

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/FURCAS.html

Hail Satan
Brian

From: royalblueflame666 <royalblueflame666@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Saturday, January 12, 2013 9:20 AM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] new to this group

I can't believe I'm only finding this now, I wanna learn about astrology. Where can I start?
HAIL SATAN!!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 958
From: Micama Gmicalzoma
Subject: Re: Azazel's Astrology for Satanists has been completely revised and

Date: 1/12/2013

This is So Awesome! Thank You High Priestess Maxine for doing this work and providing us with this information!

Hail Father Satan!!
Forever in the Service of Satan.
From The Al Jilwah Chapter III:
"I lead to the straight path without a revealed book; I direct aright my beloved and chosen ones by unseen means." Satan

From: High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...>
To: 666_JoyofSatan@yahoogroups.com; Teens4Satan@yahoogroups.com; Advanced_Meditation@yahoogroups.com;
HellsArmy666@yahoogroups.com; JoS4adults@yahoogroups.com; AdvancedSatanism@yahoogroups.com;
666BlackSun@yahoogroups.com; JoSNewsletter@yahoogroups.com; JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com;
Satanicgaycommunity@yahoogroups.com; JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Saturday, January 12, 2013 10:08 AM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Azazel's Astrology for Satanists has been completely revised and updated

Azazel's Astrology for Satanists has been completely revised and updated
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/FURCAS.html
High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.org

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 959
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Azazel's Astrology for Satanists has been completely revised and

Date: 1/12/2013

Thank you very much for all the hard work you put into it!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich wrote:

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Azazel's Astrology for Satanists has been completely revised and updated
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/FURCAS.html

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.org

Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 960

From:
Date: 1/13/2013
royalblueflame666@yahoo.com

Subject: Re: new to this group
Thx brian(; its me (william199313) I had to make a new email address...
Sent via my BlackBerry from Vodacom - let your email find you!
From: Brian Gibbons <briangibbons20@...>
Sender: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Sat, 12 Jan 2013 07:52:24 -0800 (PST)
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com<JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
ReplyTo: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] new to this group

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/FURCAS.html

Hail Satan
Brian

From: royalblueflame666 <royalblueflame666@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Saturday, January 12, 2013 9:20 AM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] new to this group

I can't believe I'm only finding this now, I wanna learn about astrology. Where can I
start?
HAIL SATAN!!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: join

Message: 961

just join and want to learn more

From: kevin m

Date: 1/13/2013

Messages in JoS_Astrology group.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: mercury
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: 461 New Planets
Group: JoS_Astrology
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Message: 962

From: Sss D.

Date: 1/13/2013

Message: 963
Discovered
Message: 964

From: jhd4412

Date: 1/13/2013

From:
edlyngonzalez@ymail.com

Date: 1/13/2013

Subject: Solar return
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 965
From: Brian Gibbons
Subject: Re: new to this group
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 966
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: cusps
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 967
From: m_18
Subject: Re: cusps
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 968
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: cusps
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 969
From: seeker_ofallthings
Subject: Re: A few questions about astrology from someone trying to learn it
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 970
From: robot_checkerboard13
Subject: Re: cusps
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 971
From: m_18
Subject: Re: cusps
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 972
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: cusps
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 973
From: hoodedcobra666
Subject: Re: cusps
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 974
From: m_18
Subject: Re: cusps
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 975
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: cusps
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 976
From: m_18
Subject: Re: cusps
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 977
From: m_18
Subject: Re: cusps
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 978
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Re: cusps
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 979
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Re: cusps
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 980
From: Brian Gibbons
Subject: Re: cusps
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 981
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: cusps
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 982
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: cusps
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 983
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: cusps
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 984
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Re: cusps
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 985
From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 1/13/2013
Date: 1/14/2013
Date: 1/14/2013
Date: 1/14/2013
Date: 1/14/2013
Date: 1/14/2013
Date: 1/14/2013
Date: 1/15/2013
Date: 1/15/2013
Date: 1/15/2013
Date: 1/15/2013
Date: 1/15/2013
Date: 1/15/2013
Date: 1/15/2013
Date: 1/15/2013
Date: 1/15/2013
Date: 1/15/2013
Date: 1/15/2013
Date: 1/15/2013
Date: 1/15/2013
Date: 1/15/2013

Subject: Re: cusps
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 986
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: cusps
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 987
From: m_18
Subject: Re: cusps
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 988
From: m_18
Subject: Re: cusps
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 989
From: ch_3_coo
Subject: Re: cusps
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 990
From: m_18
Subject: Re: cusps
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 991
From: Djinn Draconis
Subject: Re: cusps
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 992
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: cusps
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 993
From: Djinn Draconis
Subject: Re: cusps
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 994
From: hp.2297
Subject: Re: cusps
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 995
From: Djinn Draconis
Subject: Re: cusps
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 997
From: tappouzumaki
Subject: intercepted sign and other questions
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 998
From: tappouzumaki
Subject: venus retrograde
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 999
From: siguarddraconis
Subject: Re: intercepted sign and other questions
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1000
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: venus retrograde
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1001
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: intercepted sign and other questions
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1002
From: Indigo Nation
Subject: Re: Jupiter
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1003
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: Jupiter
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1004
From: Indigo Nation
Subject: Re: intercepted sign and other questions
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1005
From: Indigo Nation
Subject: Re: Jupiter
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1006
From: mvldz666
Subject: Re: Jupiter
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1007
From: tappouzumaki
Subject: Re: venus retrograde
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1008
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: venus retrograde
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1009
From: tappouzumaki
Subject: Re: venus retrograde
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1010
From: Indigo Nation
Subject: Re: venus retrograde
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1011
From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 1/15/2013
Date: 1/15/2013
Date: 1/15/2013
Date: 1/15/2013
Date: 1/15/2013
Date: 1/16/2013
Date: 1/16/2013
Date: 1/16/2013
Date: 1/17/2013
Date: 1/17/2013
Date: 1/19/2013
Date: 1/19/2013
Date: 1/19/2013
Date: 1/21/2013
Date: 1/21/2013
Date: 1/21/2013
Date: 1/21/2013
Date: 1/21/2013
Date: 1/21/2013
Date: 1/23/2013
Date: 1/23/2013
Date: 1/24/2013
Date: 1/24/2013
Date: 1/24/2013
Date: 1/24/2013

Subject: Re: venus retrograde
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1012
Subject: Re: Jupiter

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: mercury

Message: 962

From: Indigo Nation

Date: 1/27/2013

From: Sss D.

Date: 1/13/2013

is read on the internet while looking for the dates of retrograde mercury i read about mercury retrograde
''starts'' tow weeks before it gets to retrograde and things can be go re writen or when it gets back to
normal is this valid?also is this ''pre retrograde''?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 963
Subject: 461 New Planets Discovered

From: jhd4412

Date: 1/13/2013

Nasa just discovered 461 new planets and one of them is said to look nearly identical to Earth.
http://news.msn.com/science-technology/video?videoid=4c21428a-8ca2-4cd8-8d1e-71409ac64bdb&ap=true
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 964

From:
edlyngonzalez@ymail.com

Date: 1/13/2013

Subject: Solar return
Can someone please help me interpret my Solar return chart? I look at it and it literally looks like a foreign
language to me. I dont understand it.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 965
Subject: Re: new to this group

From: Brian Gibbons

cool William I like your new username. :)

Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android

From: royalblueflame666@... <royalblueflame666@...>;
To: <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>;
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] new to this group
Sent: Sat, Jan 12, 2013 3:55:36 PM

Thx brian(; its me (william199313) I had to make a new email address...
Sent via my BlackBerry from Vodacom - let your email find you!
From: Brian Gibbons <briangibbons20@...>
Sender: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Sat, 12 Jan 2013 07:52:24 -0800 (PST)
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com<JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
ReplyTo: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] new to this group

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/FURCAS.html

Hail Satan
Brian

Date: 1/13/2013

From: royalblueflame666 <royalblueflame666@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Saturday, January 12, 2013 9:20 AM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] new to this group

I can't believe I'm only finding this now, I wanna learn about astrology. Where can I
start?
HAIL SATAN!!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: cusps

Message: 966

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 1/14/2013

I was wondering what everyones opinions are about cusps. Like if you're born May 21 and your Sun is 0
degrees in Gemini, would the solar traits you exhibit be completely Gemini in nature with no Taurus
whatsoever? Or would the nature be mostly Gemini with some Taurus?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: cusps

Message: 967

From: m_18

Date: 1/14/2013

My experience is that planets or points such as the POF, etc., if at the beginning of a sign, they are totally
influenced by that sign. As you near the end, the influence starts to be more like the next sign & less like
the sign that it is actually in. However, regardless of how close to the next sign, it is still in whatever sign
that it is in. A cusp of a sign is not the next sign no matter how you slice it. The idea is that you are dividing
the sign into the 3 modes, of 10 degrees for each mode - cardinal, fixed & mutable. So the end of the sign is
a mutable phase of the sign.
Houses, at the begining of the house, I see as the same as above. However at the end of the house I see as
a little different. I see more influence or total influence into the next house the closer you get. Sometimes as
close as 10 degrees & for sure within 5 degrees. There also appears to be an increased effect of a planet or
point at the mid-point of the house, but less powerful than the actual beginning of the house. Keep in mind
that the houses & signs are not the same things.
Mid-points of 2 planets are very powerful & seem to act in the manner of a conjunction as best that I can tell.

--- On Mon, 1/14/13, ch_3_coo <ch_3_coo@...> wrote:

From: ch_3_coo <ch_3_coo@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] cusps
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Monday, January 14, 2013, 10:39 AM
I was wondering what everyones opinions are about cusps. Like if you're born May 21 and your Sun
is 0 degrees in Gemini, would the solar traits you exhibit be completely Gemini in nature with no
Taurus whatsoever? Or would the nature be mostly Gemini with some Taurus?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: cusps

Message: 968

From: Shannon Outlaw

Magus_18, thank you. So knowledgeable in astrology :)

Date: 1/14/2013

-----------------------------On Mon, Jan 14, 2013 5:08 PM EST m_18 wrote:
>My experience is that planets or points such as the POF, etc., if at the beginning of a sign, they
are totally influenced by that sign. As you near the end, the influence starts to be more like the
next sign & less like the sign that it is actually in. However, regardless of how close to the next
sign, it is still in whatever sign that it is in. A cusp of a sign is not the next sign no matter how
you slice it. The idea is that you are dividing the sign into the 3 modes, of 10 degrees for each
mode - cardinal, fixed & mutable. So the end of the sign is a mutable phase of the sign.
>
>Houses, at the begining of the house, I see as the same as above. However at the end of the
house I see as a little different. I see more influence or total influence into the next house the
closer you get. Sometimes as close as 10 degrees & for sure within 5 degrees. There also
appears to be an increased effect of a planet or point at the mid-point of the house, but less
powerful than the actual beginning of the house. Keep in mind that the houses & signs are not
the same things.
>
>Mid-points of 2 planets are very powerful & seem to act in the manner of a conjunction as best
that I can tell.
>
>
>--- On Mon, 1/14/13, ch_3_coo <ch_3_coo@...> wrote:
>
>
>From: ch_3_coo <ch_3_coo@...>
>Subject: [JoS_Astrology] cusps
>To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
>Date: Monday, January 14, 2013, 10:39 AM
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>I was wondering what everyones opinions are about cusps. Like if you're born May 21 and
your Sun is 0 degrees in Gemini, would the solar traits you exhibit be completely Gemini in nature
with no Taurus whatsoever? Or would the nature be mostly Gemini with some Taurus?
>
>
>
>
>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 969
From: seeker_ofallthings
Subject: Re: A few questions about astrology from someone trying to learn it

Date: 1/14/2013

Just knowing your birth time and the city is enough. I myself am in need of finding great books on astrology,
aspects in particular but don't know of any. When interpreting my chart i used sites such as alwaysastrology,
astroprofile and cafeastrology.com. Hope this is helpful to start with.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: cusps

Message: 970

From: robot_checkerboard13

Date: 1/14/2013

When I was born the sun was 0 degrees in cancer. So technically my sun sign is cancer, but I definitely feel
way more Gemini than cancer. Which is strange since because the sun was at the beginning of cancer you

would think the cancer influence would be much more strong. Most times I'm really unemotional and logical,
but I can be really sensitive at times. I would say from a subjective point of view it feels like a 50-50 split. I
feel like I have three personalities. It drives me insane because Gemini is already duel natured then throw in
cancer and most of the time I feel like a stranger in my own body.
P.S.: I really had to control myself and try not to start just ranting on this subject. I can talk a subject dry.
Yet another Gemini trait when I'm supposedly a cancer.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" wrote:
>
> I was wondering what everyones opinions are about cusps. Like if you're born May 21 and
your Sun is 0 degrees in Gemini, would the solar traits you exhibit be completely Gemini in nature
with no Taurus whatsoever? Or would the nature be mostly Gemini with some Taurus?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: cusps

Message: 971

From: m_18

Date: 1/14/2013

Then one has to then see why. Where is the Moon? What is the ascendant? Are there any other planets in
Gemini? Etc., etc., etc. Additionally, age matters. We become more like our Sun sign over time. Our Moon
tends to rule us as very young children, then the ascendant. Later in life, the Sun as maturity increases
individuality (Sun). You are less like the herd. Most young adults think they are all so different, yet peer
pressure pushes them to group (herd) confomity. The will even referee each other. Over time, you grow out
of that. You stop giving a damn what your friends think of you.
I find Geminis to be very intelligent (air), but wish-washy (mutable). They can do a 180 on you in a
heartbeat.

--- On Mon, 1/14/13, robot_checkerboard13 <robot_checkerboard13@...> wrote:

From: robot_checkerboard13 <robot_checkerboard13@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: cusps
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Monday, January 14, 2013, 9:36 PM
When I was born the sun was 0 degrees in cancer. So technically my sun sign is cancer, but I
definitely feel way more Gemini than cancer. Which is strange since because the sun was at the
beginning of cancer you would think the cancer influence would be much more strong. Most times
I'm really unemotional and logical, but I can be really sensitive at times. I would say from a
subjective point of view it feels like a 50-50 split. I feel like I have three personalities. It drives me
insane because Gemini is already duel natured then throw in cancer and most of the time I feel like a
stranger in my own body.
P.S.: I really had to control myself and try not to start just ranting on this subject. I can talk a
subject dry. Yet another Gemini trait when I'm supposedly a cancer.
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" wrote:
>
> I was wondering what everyones opinions are about cusps. Like if you're born May 21 and your
Sun is 0 degrees in Gemini, would the solar traits you exhibit be completely Gemini in nature with no
Taurus whatsoever? Or would the nature be mostly Gemini with some Taurus?
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: cusps

Message: 972

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 1/15/2013

I have sun mercury and venus in gemini :) it can be hard to not scatter myself about lol but its all good. I
sometimes wish I atleast had my mercury in taurus or cancer to help me settle down my thoughts etc but
meditation helps me become less wishy washy or skiddish.

-----------------------------On Mon, Jan 14, 2013 11:40 PM EST m_18 wrote:
>Then one has to then see why. Where is the Moon? What is the ascendant? Are there any
other planets in Gemini? Etc., etc., etc. Additionally, age matters. We become more like our Sun
sign over time. Our Moon tends to rule us as very young children, then the ascendant. Later in
life, the Sun as maturity increases individuality (Sun). You are less like the herd. Most young
adults think they are all so different, yet peer pressure pushes them to group (herd) confomity.

The will even referee each other. Over time, you grow out of that. You stop giving a damn what
your friends think of you.
>
>I find Geminis to be very intelligent (air), but wish-washy (mutable). They can do a 180 on you
in a heartbeat.
>
>
>--- On Mon, 1/14/13, robot_checkerboard13 <robot_checkerboard13@...> wrote:
>
>
>From: robot_checkerboard13 <robot_checkerboard13@...>
>Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: cusps
>To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
>Date: Monday, January 14, 2013, 9:36 PM
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>When I was born the sun was 0 degrees in cancer. So technically my sun sign is cancer, but I
definitely feel way more Gemini than cancer. Which is strange since because the sun was at the
beginning of cancer you would think the cancer influence would be much more strong. Most
times I'm really unemotional and logical, but I can be really sensitive at times. I would say from
a subjective point of view it feels like a 50-50 split. I feel like I have three personalities. It drives
me insane because Gemini is already duel natured then throw in cancer and most of the time I
feel like a stranger in my own body.
>
>P.S.: I really had to control myself and try not to start just ranting on this subject. I can talk a
subject dry. Yet another Gemini trait when I'm supposedly a cancer.
>
>--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" wrote:
>>
>> I was wondering what everyones opinions are about cusps. Like if you're born May 21 and
your Sun is 0 degrees in Gemini, would the solar traits you exhibit be completely Gemini in nature
with no Taurus whatsoever? Or would the nature be mostly Gemini with some Taurus?
>>
>
>
>
>
>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: cusps

Message: 973

From: hoodedcobra666

Date: 1/15/2013

I have a very important planet of my chart in 29'** something degrees between Aries and Taurus. This
makes me have both qualities of the planet in both positons. I can call in whatever one I want, with a little
tendency on Aries. As I grown up and matured up, the Taurean side came into play and balanced me off.
For instance in my walking life I am more like a Taurean, that is I can greatly focus if I set on, like in
meditation. Yet other areas the Planet rules are more Aries prone. This planet is inconjuct to Pluto, which is
too on 0 degrees between two signs. Which is very good as I can 'dabble' so to say between the natures of
those. And an important placement in Gemini which helps me differientate between the two and fuses them,

sort of. Gemini in some cases can be a blessing as the individual can swing off through their one and other
'side', since gemini is dualistic.
Due to the opposite natures of Aries and Taurus (one is always in need of change etc, Taurus is stable and
set) I can understand both ways of what the planet rules and is for. Pluto on the 0 degrees puts me as an
intermediate between two generations or something. For instance my Pluto is 0 degrees to Saggi.
Sometimes I act like a Pluto in Scorpio [More rarely], very explosively and I have the Pluto in Scorpio traits
submerged with Pluto in Saggitarius. Since one rules psychic knowledge and the other one rules religion etc,
this is great. But sometimes I feel 'lost' in between these and if I try to sit down and really find out what I
am for, one or another- I really cannot. I would say both and that be the only explanation. When I was less
mature spiritually, my Aries side of the planet did show up. I was more all out. Then after a year or two this
seems to be changing into something better, yet retaining the originality of the placements. I think this
shows how really deep the art of astrology is and seeing that way, its extremely precise for me and easily
understandable, moreso than before I took this into consideration. Now don't think this is SO powerful, but
definitely plays a role. Its like a 'tint' of the next sign, a hue of it.
But if we said that applies, I would say roughly on the 27th degree and after...But this is my opinion...Maybe
even 28th half.
HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" wrote:
>
> I was wondering what everyones opinions are about cusps. Like if you're born May 21 and
your Sun is 0 degrees in Gemini, would the solar traits you exhibit be completely Gemini in nature
with no Taurus whatsoever? Or would the nature be mostly Gemini with some Taurus?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: cusps

Message: 974

From: m_18

Date: 1/15/2013

It's all part of the human experience as well as their own.
When a Gemini changes their mind, they will always have a reason that is correct to them.

--- On Tue, 1/15/13, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:

From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...>
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: cusps
To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Tuesday, January 15, 2013, 10:11 AM

I have sun mercury and venus in gemini :) it can be hard to not scatter myself about lol but its all
good. I sometimes wish I atleast had my mercury in taurus or cancer to help me settle down my
thoughts etc but meditation helps me become less wishy washy or skiddish.
-----------------------------On Mon, Jan 14, 2013 11:40 PM EST m_18 wrote:
>Then one has to then see why. Where is the Moon? What is the ascendant? Are there any other
planets in Gemini? Etc., etc., etc. Additionally, age matters. We become more like our Sun sign over
time. Our Moon tends to rule us as very young children, then the ascendant. Later in life, the Sun as

maturity increases individuality (Sun). You are less like the herd. Most young adults think they are all
so different, yet peer pressure pushes them to group (herd) confomity. The will even referee each
other. Over time, you grow out of that. You stop giving a damn what your friends think of you.
>
>I find Geminis to be very intelligent (air), but wish-washy (mutable). They can do a 180 on you in a
heartbeat.
>
>
>--- On Mon, 1/14/13, robot_checkerboard13 robot_checkerboard13@...> wrote:
>
>
>From: robot_checkerboard13 robot_checkerboard13@...>
>Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: cusps
>To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
>Date: Monday, January 14, 2013, 9:36 PM
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>When I was born the sun was 0 degrees in cancer. So technically my sun sign is cancer, but I
definitely feel way more Gemini than cancer. Which is strange since because the sun was at the
beginning of cancer you would think the cancer influence would be much more strong. Most times
I'm really unemotional and logical, but I can be really sensitive at times. I would say from a
subjective point of view it feels like a 50-50 split. I feel like I have three personalities. It drives me
insane because Gemini is already duel natured then throw in cancer and most of the time I feel like a
stranger in my own body.
>
>P.S.: I really had to control myself and try not to start just ranting on this subject. I can talk a
subject dry. Yet another Gemini trait when I'm supposedly a cancer.
>
>--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" wrote:
>>
>> I was wondering what everyones opinions are about cusps. Like if you're born May 21 and your
Sun is 0 degrees in Gemini, would the solar traits you exhibit be completely Gemini in nature with no
Taurus whatsoever? Or would the nature be mostly Gemini with some Taurus?
>>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: cusps

Message: 975

From: Shannon Outlaw

:) whats your sun sign if you dont mind me asking?

------------------------------

Date: 1/15/2013

On Tue, Jan 15, 2013 11:58 AM EST m_18 wrote:
>It's all part of the human experience as well as their own.
>
>When a Gemini changes their mind, they will always have a reason that is correct to them.
>
>
>--- On Tue, 1/15/13, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
>
>From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...>
>Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: cusps
>To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
>Date: Tuesday, January 15, 2013, 10:11 AM
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>I have sun mercury and venus in gemini :) it can be hard to not scatter myself about lol but its
all good. I sometimes wish I atleast had my mercury in taurus or cancer to help me settle down
my thoughts etc but meditation helps me become less wishy washy or skiddish.
>
>----------------------------->On Mon, Jan 14, 2013 11:40 PM EST m_18 wrote:
>
>>Then one has to then see why. Where is the Moon? What is the ascendant? Are there any
other planets in Gemini? Etc., etc., etc. Additionally, age matters. We become more like our Sun
sign over time. Our Moon tends to rule us as very young children, then the ascendant. Later in
life, the Sun as maturity increases individuality (Sun). You are less like the herd. Most young
adults think they are all so different, yet peer pressure pushes them to group (herd) confomity.
The will even referee each other. Over time, you grow out of that. You stop giving a damn what
your friends think of you.
>>
>>I find Geminis to be very intelligent (air), but wish-washy (mutable). They can do a 180 on
you in a heartbeat.
>>
>>
>>--- On Mon, 1/14/13, robot_checkerboard13 robot_checkerboard13@...> wrote:
>>
>>
>>From: robot_checkerboard13 robot_checkerboard13@...>
>>Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: cusps
>>To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
>>Date: Monday, January 14, 2013, 9:36 PM
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

>>When I was born the sun was 0 degrees in cancer. So technically my sun sign is cancer, but I
definitely feel way more Gemini than cancer. Which is strange since because the sun was at the
beginning of cancer you would think the cancer influence would be much more strong. Most
times I'm really unemotional and logical, but I can be really sensitive at times. I would say from
a subjective point of view it feels like a 50-50 split. I feel like I have three personalities. It drives
me insane because Gemini is already duel natured then throw in cancer and most of the time I
feel like a stranger in my own body.
>>
>>P.S.: I really had to control myself and try not to start just ranting on this subject. I can talk
a subject dry. Yet another Gemini trait when I'm supposedly a cancer.
>>
>>--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" wrote:
>>
>> I was wondering what everyones opinions are about cusps. Like if you're born May 21 and
your Sun is 0 degrees in Gemini, would the solar traits you exhibit be completely Gemini in nature
with no Taurus whatsoever? Or would the nature be mostly Gemini with some Taurus?
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>
>
>
>
>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: cusps

Message: 976

From: m_18

Date: 1/15/2013

I have Venus at 0** & Jupiter at 29**.
Thus these are the planets of earliest & last degrees in my chart. These placements are important for several
reasons, but probably most importantly, they represent the cycle of experience for me. Each cycle in my life
is based upon a begining with Venus & an ending with Jupiter. Typically, relationship at the begining & thus
ending in a philosophical evaluation of the experience.
List your planets in order of earliest to highest degrees & you will see the pattern of your life's experience
unfolded for you. As transiting planets make contact with natal planets in your chart, it will always follow
that pattern.

--- On Tue, 1/15/13, hoodedcobra666 <hoodedcobra666@...> wrote:

From: hoodedcobra666 <hoodedcobra666@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: cusps
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Tuesday, January 15, 2013, 10:42 AM
I have a very important planet of my chart in 29'** something degrees between Aries and Taurus.
This makes me have both qualities of the planet in both positons. I can call in whatever one I want,

with a little tendency on Aries. As I grown up and matured up, the Taurean side came into play and
balanced me off. For instance in my walking life I am more like a Taurean, that is I can greatly
focus if I set on, like in meditation. Yet other areas the Planet rules are more Aries prone. This
planet is inconjuct to Pluto, which is too on 0 degrees between two signs. Which is very good as I
can 'dabble' so to say between the natures of those. And an important placement in Gemini which
helps me differientate between the two and fuses them, sort of. Gemini in some cases can be a
blessing as the individual can swing off through their one and other 'side', since gemini is dualistic.
Due to the opposite natures of Aries and Taurus (one is always in need of change etc, Taurus is
stable and set) I can understand both ways of what the planet rules and is for. Pluto on the 0
degrees puts me as an intermediate between two generations or something. For instance my Pluto is
0 degrees to Saggi. Sometimes I act like a Pluto in Scorpio [More rarely], very explosively and I have
the Pluto in Scorpio traits submerged with Pluto in Saggitarius. Since one rules psychic knowledge
and the other one rules religion etc, this is great. But sometimes I feel 'lost' in between these and if I
try to sit down and really find out what I am for, one or another- I really cannot. I would say both
and that be the only explanation. When I was less mature spiritually, my Aries side of the planet did
show up. I was more all out. Then after a year or two this seems to be changing into something
better, yet retaining the originality of the placements. I think this shows how really deep the art of
astrology is and seeing that way, its extremely precise for me and easily understandable, moreso
than before I took this into consideration. Now don't think this is SO powerful, but definitely plays a
role. Its like a 'tint' of the next sign, a hue of it.
But if we said that applies, I would say roughly on the 27th degree and after...But this is my
opinion...Maybe even 28th half.
HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!!
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" wrote:
>
> I was wondering what everyones opinions are about cusps. Like if you're born May 21 and your
Sun is 0 degrees in Gemini, would the solar traits you exhibit be completely Gemini in nature with no
Taurus whatsoever? Or would the nature be mostly Gemini with some Taurus?
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: cusps

Message: 977

From: m_18

Date: 1/15/2013

I have my Sun at a very late degree of Libra*, cusp of Scorpio**. Moon, Mercury & Neptune in Scorpio. I have Pluto within 2
degrees of my Virgo ascendant. My Merucry & Moon are conjunct.
*Libra is cardinal air. Most descriptions of Libra are bullshit. Think tornado, hurricane, etc.
** Add water, think waterspout or hurricane.
I am a Plutonian.

--- On Tue, 1/15/13, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...>
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: cusps
To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Tuesday, January 15, 2013, 11:13 AM

:) whats your sun sign if you dont mind me asking?
-----------------------------On Tue, Jan 15, 2013 11:58 AM EST m_18 wrote:

>It's all part of the human experience as well as their own.
>
>When a Gemini changes their mind, they will always have a reason that is correct to them.
>
>
>--- On Tue, 1/15/13, Shannon Outlaw soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
>
>From: Shannon Outlaw soutlaw92@...>
>Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: cusps
>To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
>Date: Tuesday, January 15, 2013, 10:11 AM
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>I have sun mercury and venus in gemini :) it can be hard to not scatter myself about lol but its all good. I sometimes
wish I atleast had my mercury in taurus or cancer to help me settle down my thoughts etc but meditation helps me
become less wishy washy or skiddish.
>
>----------------------------->On Mon, Jan 14, 2013 11:40 PM EST m_18 wrote:
>
>>Then one has to then see why. Where is the Moon? What is the ascendant? Are there any other planets in
Gemini? Etc., etc., etc. Additionally, age matters. We become more like our Sun sign over time. Our Moon tends to
rule us as very young children, then the ascendant. Later in life, the Sun as maturity increases individuality (Sun).
You are less like the herd. Most young adults think they are all so different, yet peer pressure pushes them to group
(herd) confomity. The will even referee each other. Over time, you grow out of that. You stop giving a damn what your
friends think of you.
>>
>>I find Geminis to be very intelligent (air), but wish-washy (mutable). They can do a 180 on you in a heartbeat.
>>
>>
>>--- On Mon, 1/14/13, robot_checkerboard13 robot_checkerboard13@...> wrote:
>>
>>
>>From: robot_checkerboard13 robot_checkerboard13@...>
>>Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: cusps
>>To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
>>Date: Monday, January 14, 2013, 9:36 PM
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>When I was born the sun was 0 degrees in cancer. So technically my sun sign is cancer, but I definitely feel way
more Gemini than cancer. Which is strange since because the sun was at the beginning of cancer you would think
the cancer influence would be much more strong. Most times I'm really unemotional and logical, but I can be really
sensitive at times. I would say from a subjective point of view it feels like a 50-50 split. I feel like I have three
personalities. It drives me insane because Gemini is already duel natured then throw in cancer and most of the time
I feel like a stranger in my own body.
>>
>>P.S.: I really had to control myself and try not to start just ranting on this subject. I can talk a subject dry. Yet
another Gemini trait when I'm supposedly a cancer.
>>
>>--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" wrote:
>>
>> I was wondering what everyones opinions are about cusps. Like if you're born May 21 and your Sun is 0 degrees
in Gemini, would the solar traits you exhibit be completely Gemini in nature with no Taurus whatsoever? Or would
the nature be mostly Gemini with some Taurus?
>>
>>
>>

>>
>>
>>
>>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: cusps

Message: 978

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 1/15/2013

If you're like 16 your chart is still developing, you may find you definitely feel more Aries or whatever as
Saturn goes through everything and returns then you are really mature and have a clear perception of
yourself. That's what my report said, the chart unfolds as one matures in life.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" wrote:
>
> I have a very important planet of my chart in 29'** something degrees between Aries and
Taurus. This makes me have both qualities of the planet in both positons. I can call in whatever
one I want, with a little tendency on Aries. As I grown up and matured up, the Taurean side
came into play and balanced me off. For instance in my walking life I am more like a Taurean,
that is I can greatly focus if I set on, like in meditation. Yet other areas the Planet rules are more
Aries prone. This planet is inconjuct to Pluto, which is too on 0 degrees between two signs.
Which is very good as I can 'dabble' so to say between the natures of those. And an important
placement in Gemini which helps me differientate between the two and fuses them, sort of.
Gemini in some cases can be a blessing as the individual can swing off through their one and
other 'side', since gemini is dualistic.
>
> Due to the opposite natures of Aries and Taurus (one is always in need of change etc, Taurus
is stable and set) I can understand both ways of what the planet rules and is for. Pluto on the 0
degrees puts me as an intermediate between two generations or something. For instance my
Pluto is 0 degrees to Saggi. Sometimes I act like a Pluto in Scorpio [More rarely], very
explosively and I have the Pluto in Scorpio traits submerged with Pluto in Saggitarius. Since one
rules psychic knowledge and the other one rules religion etc, this is great. But sometimes I feel
'lost' in between these and if I try to sit down and really find out what I am for, one or anotherI really cannot. I would say both and that be the only explanation. When I was less mature
spiritually, my Aries side of the planet did show up. I was more all out. Then after a year or two
this seems to be changing into something better, yet retaining the originality of the placements.
I think this shows how really deep the art of astrology is and seeing that way, its extremely
precise for me and easily understandable, moreso than before I took this into consideration. Now
don't think this is SO powerful, but definitely plays a role. Its like a 'tint' of the next sign, a hue
of it.
>
> But if we said that applies, I would say roughly on the 27th degree and after...But this is my
opinion...Maybe even 28th half.
>
> HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" wrote:
>>
> > I was wondering what everyones opinions are about cusps. Like if you're born May 21 and
your Sun is 0 degrees in Gemini, would the solar traits you exhibit be completely Gemini in nature
with no Taurus whatsoever? Or would the nature be mostly Gemini with some Taurus?
>>

>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: cusps

Message: 979

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 1/15/2013

I love talking to Gemini people, it like activates my Mercury traits and my Mercury is in the 8th, the mental
stimulation is a great feeling. Also Gemini is on the cusp of my 5th, fun and pleasure;)

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>
>
> I have sun mercury and venus in gemini :) it can be hard to not scatter myself about lol but its
all good. I sometimes wish I atleast had my mercury in taurus or cancer to help me settle down
my thoughts etc but meditation helps me become less wishy washy or skiddish.
>
>
>
> -----------------------------> On Mon, Jan 14, 2013 11:40 PM EST m_18 wrote:
>
> >Then one has to then see why. Where is the Moon? What is the ascendant? Are there any
other planets in Gemini? Etc., etc., etc. Additionally, age matters. We become more like our Sun
sign over time. Our Moon tends to rule us as very young children, then the ascendant. Later in
life, the Sun as maturity increases individuality (Sun). You are less like the herd. Most young
adults think they are all so different, yet peer pressure pushes them to group (herd) confomity.
The will even referee each other. Over time, you grow out of that. You stop giving a damn what
your friends think of you.
>>
> >I find Geminis to be very intelligent (air), but wish-washy (mutable). They can do a 180 on
you in a heartbeat.
>>
>>
> >--- On Mon, 1/14/13, robot_checkerboard13 wrote:
>>
>>
> >From: robot_checkerboard13
> >Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: cusps
> >To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> >Date: Monday, January 14, 2013, 9:36 PM
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >When I was born the sun was 0 degrees in cancer. So technically my sun sign is cancer, but
I definitely feel way more Gemini than cancer. Which is strange since because the sun was at the
beginning of cancer you would think the cancer influence would be much more strong. Most
times I'm really unemotional and logical, but I can be really sensitive at times. I would say from
a subjective point of view it feels like a 50-50 split. I feel like I have three personalities. It drives
me insane because Gemini is already duel natured then throw in cancer and most of the time I
feel like a stranger in my own body.
>>
> >P.S.: I really had to control myself and try not to start just ranting on this subject. I can talk

a subject dry. Yet another Gemini trait when I'm supposedly a cancer.
>>
> >--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" wrote:
> >>
> >> I was wondering what everyones opinions are about cusps. Like if you're born May 21 and
your Sun is 0 degrees in Gemini, would the solar traits you exhibit be completely Gemini in nature
with no Taurus whatsoever? Or would the nature be mostly Gemini with some Taurus?
> >>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: cusps

Message: 980

From: Brian Gibbons

Date: 1/15/2013

I am on the cusp of Pisces and Aquarius and I have always realized that I could access both. there is my
very sensitive Pisces side and I've also been getting in touch lately more with my very animalistic Aquarius
side. personally I am very glad that I have both sides because if I was just sensitive then I would be walked
on and taking advantage of all the time. but there is a very strong rugged Gentile side of me that balances
out the other side. to be honest I don't know an awful lot about astrology yet but I have learned who I am
over the years. the more that I grow in Satan the more that I am really accessing that strlng Aryan side of
my nature.And since the majority of my heritages are from the North Countries then it stands to reason that
my Nortic heritages are getting stronger the more I advance.

Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android

From: hoodedcobra666 <hoodedcobra666@...>;
To: <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>;
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: cusps
Sent: Tue, Jan 15, 2013 4:42:02 PM

I have a very important planet of my chart in 29'** something degrees between Aries and Taurus. This makes me
have both qualities of the planet in both positons. I can call in whatever one I want, with a little tendency on
Aries. As I grown up and matured up, the Taurean side came into play and balanced me off. For instance in my
walking life I am more like a Taurean, that is I can greatly focus if I set on, like in meditation. Yet other areas the
Planet rules are more Aries prone. This planet is inconjuct to Pluto, which is too on 0 degrees between two signs.
Which is very good as I can 'dabble' so to say between the natures of those. And an important placement in
Gemini which helps me differientate between the two and fuses them, sort of. Gemini in some cases can be a
blessing as the individual can swing off through their one and other 'side', since gemini is dualistic.
Due to the opposite natures of Aries and Taurus (one is always in need of change etc, Taurus is stable and set) I
can understand both ways of what the planet rules and is for. Pluto on the 0 degrees puts me as an intermediate
between two generations or something. For instance my Pluto is 0 degrees to Saggi. Sometimes I act like a Pluto
in Scorpio [More rarely], very explosively and I have the Pluto in Scorpio traits submerged with Pluto in
Saggitarius. Since one rules psychic knowledge and the other one rules religion etc, this is great. But sometimes I
feel 'lost' in between these and if I try to sit down and really find out what I am for, one or another- I really
cannot. I would say both and that be the only explanation. When I was less mature spiritually, my Aries side of
the planet did show up. I was more all out. Then after a year or two this seems to be changing into something

better, yet retaining the originality of the placements. I think this shows how really deep the art of astrology is
and seeing that way, its extremely precise for me and easily understandable, moreso than before I took this into
consideration. Now don't think this is SO powerful, but definitely plays a role. Its like a 'tint' of the next sign, a
hue of it.
But if we said that applies, I would say roughly on the 27th degree and after...But this is my opinion...Maybe
even 28th half.
HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!!
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" wrote:
>
> I was wondering what everyones opinions are about cusps. Like if you're born May 21 and your
Sun is 0 degrees in Gemini, would the solar traits you exhibit be completely Gemini in nature with
no Taurus whatsoever? Or would the nature be mostly Gemini with some Taurus?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: cusps

Message: 981

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 1/15/2013

Lol Cool :) I have mercury and gemini in 4th house. Whats your sun and moon sign?

-----------------------------On Tue, Jan 15, 2013 1:38 PM EST ch_3_coo wrote:
>I love talking to Gemini people, it like activates my Mercury traits and my Mercury is in the
8th, the mental stimulation is a great feeling. Also Gemini is on the cusp of my 5th, fun and
pleasure;)
>
>--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>>
>>
>> I have sun mercury and venus in gemini :) it can be hard to not scatter myself about lol but
its all good. I sometimes wish I atleast had my mercury in taurus or cancer to help me settle
down my thoughts etc but meditation helps me become less wishy washy or skiddish.
>>
>>
>>
>> ----------------------------->> On Mon, Jan 14, 2013 11:40 PM EST m_18 wrote:
>>
>> >Then one has to then see why. Where is the Moon? What is the ascendant? Are there any
other planets in Gemini? Etc., etc., etc. Additionally, age matters. We become more like our Sun
sign over time. Our Moon tends to rule us as very young children, then the ascendant. Later in
life, the Sun as maturity increases individuality (Sun). You are less like the herd. Most young
adults think they are all so different, yet peer pressure pushes them to group (herd) confomity.
The will even referee each other. Over time, you grow out of that. You stop giving a damn what
your friends think of you.
>> >
>> >I find Geminis to be very intelligent (air), but wish-washy (mutable). They can do a 180 on
you in a heartbeat.
>> >

>> >
>> >--- On Mon, 1/14/13, robot_checkerboard13 wrote:
>> >
>> >
>> >From: robot_checkerboard13
>> >Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: cusps
>> >To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
>> >Date: Monday, January 14, 2013, 9:36 PM
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >When I was born the sun was 0 degrees in cancer. So technically my sun sign is cancer,
but I definitely feel way more Gemini than cancer. Which is strange since because the sun was
at the beginning of cancer you would think the cancer influence would be much more strong.
Most times I'm really unemotional and logical, but I can be really sensitive at times. I would say
from a subjective point of view it feels like a 50-50 split. I feel like I have three personalities. It
drives me insane because Gemini is already duel natured then throw in cancer and most of the
time I feel like a stranger in my own body.
>> >
>> >P.S.: I really had to control myself and try not to start just ranting on this subject. I can
talk a subject dry. Yet another Gemini trait when I'm supposedly a cancer.
>> >
>> >--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" wrote:
>> >
>> > I was wondering what everyones opinions are about cusps. Like if you're born May 21 and
your Sun is 0 degrees in Gemini, would the solar traits you exhibit be completely Gemini in nature
with no Taurus whatsoever? Or would the nature be mostly Gemini with some Taurus?
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>>
>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: cusps

Message: 982

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 1/15/2013

Nice! I must admit I wish I had some scorpio in my chart though. For obvious reasons pertaining to its
intense traits. Like Hp Maxine said mercury in scorpio is a placement for natural mages and or those gifted in
controlling their thoughts etc. Oh well.

-----------------------------On Tue, Jan 15, 2013 1:09 PM EST m_18 wrote:
>

>
>
>
>
>I have my Sun at a very late degree of Libra*, cusp of Scorpio**. Moon, Mercury & Neptune in
Scorpio. I have Pluto within 2 degrees of my Virgo ascendant. My Merucry & Moon are conjunct.
>
>*Libra is cardinal air. Most descriptions of Libra are bullshit. Think tornado, hurricane, etc.
>
>** Add water, think waterspout or hurricane.
>
>I am a Plutonian.
>
>
>--- On Tue, 1/15/13, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
>
>From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...>
>Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: cusps
>To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
>Date: Tuesday, January 15, 2013, 11:13 AM
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>:) whats your sun sign if you dont mind me asking?
>
>----------------------------->On Tue, Jan 15, 2013 11:58 AM EST m_18 wrote:
>
>>It's all part of the human experience as well as their own.
>>
>>When a Gemini changes their mind, they will always have a reason that is correct to them.
>>
>>
>>--- On Tue, 1/15/13, Shannon Outlaw soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>>
>>
>>From: Shannon Outlaw soutlaw92@...>
>>Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: cusps
>>To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
>>Date: Tuesday, January 15, 2013, 10:11 AM
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>I have sun mercury and venus in gemini :) it can be hard to not scatter myself about lol but

its all good. I sometimes wish I atleast had my mercury in taurus or cancer to help me settle
down my thoughts etc but meditation helps me become less wishy washy or skiddish.
>>
>>----------------------------->>On Mon, Jan 14, 2013 11:40 PM EST m_18 wrote:
>>
>>Then one has to then see why. Where is the Moon? What is the ascendant? Are there any
other planets in Gemini? Etc., etc., etc. Additionally, age matters. We become more like our Sun
sign over time. Our Moon tends to rule us as very young children, then the ascendant. Later in
life, the Sun as maturity increases individuality (Sun). You are less like the herd. Most young
adults think they are all so different, yet peer pressure pushes them to group (herd) confomity.
The will even referee each other. Over time, you grow out of that. You stop giving a damn what
your friends think of you.
>>
>>I find Geminis to be very intelligent (air), but wish-washy (mutable). They can do a 180 on
you in a heartbeat.
>>
>>
>>--- On Mon, 1/14/13, robot_checkerboard13 robot_checkerboard13@...> wrote:
>>
>>
>>From: robot_checkerboard13 robot_checkerboard13@...>
>>Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: cusps
>>To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
>>Date: Monday, January 14, 2013, 9:36 PM
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>When I was born the sun was 0 degrees in cancer. So technically my sun sign is cancer, but I
definitely feel way more Gemini than cancer. Which is strange since because the sun was at the
beginning of cancer you would think the cancer influence would be much more strong. Most
times I'm really unemotional and logical, but I can be really sensitive at times. I would say from
a subjective point of view it feels like a 50-50 split. I feel like I have three personalities. It drives
me insane because Gemini is already duel natured then throw in cancer and most of the time I
feel like a stranger in my own body.
>>
>>P.S.: I really had to control myself and try not to start just ranting on this subject. I can talk
a subject dry. Yet another Gemini trait when I'm supposedly a cancer.
>>
>>--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" wrote:
>>
>> I was wondering what everyones opinions are about cusps. Like if you're born May 21 and
your Sun is 0 degrees in Gemini, would the solar traits you exhibit be completely Gemini in nature
with no Taurus whatsoever? Or would the nature be mostly Gemini with some Taurus?
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>
>
>
>
>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: cusps

Message: 983

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 1/15/2013

I also have moon in libra and pisces rising. Mars in aries. My pluto is in less then 1 degree in the ninth
house. My pluto is in scorpio.My chart ruler is conjunct uranus. Jupiter my co ruler is unaspected in virgo.
Jupiter and virgo are in seventh house.

-----------------------------On Tue, Jan 15, 2013 4:56 PM EST Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>
>Nice! I must admit I wish I had some scorpio in my chart though. For obvious reasons
pertaining to its intense traits. Like Hp Maxine said mercury in scorpio is a placement for natural
mages and or those gifted in controlling their thoughts etc. Oh well.
>
>
>
>----------------------------->On Tue, Jan 15, 2013 1:09 PM EST m_18 wrote:
>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>I have my Sun at a very late degree of Libra*, cusp of Scorpio**. Moon, Mercury & Neptune
in Scorpio. I have Pluto within 2 degrees of my Virgo ascendant. My Merucry & Moon are
conjunct.
>>
>>*Libra is cardinal air. Most descriptions of Libra are bullshit. Think tornado, hurricane, etc.
>>
>>** Add water, think waterspout or hurricane.
>>
>>I am a Plutonian.
>>
>>
>>--- On Tue, 1/15/13, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>>
>>
>>From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...>

>>Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: cusps
>>To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
>>Date: Tuesday, January 15, 2013, 11:13 AM
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>:) whats your sun sign if you dont mind me asking?
>>
>>----------------------------->>On Tue, Jan 15, 2013 11:58 AM EST m_18 wrote:
>>
>>It's all part of the human experience as well as their own.
>>
>>When a Gemini changes their mind, they will always have a reason that is correct to them.
>>
>>
>>--- On Tue, 1/15/13, Shannon Outlaw soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>>
>>
>>From: Shannon Outlaw soutlaw92@...>
>>Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: cusps
>>To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
>>Date: Tuesday, January 15, 2013, 10:11 AM
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>I have sun mercury and venus in gemini :) it can be hard to not scatter myself about lol but
its all good. I sometimes wish I atleast had my mercury in taurus or cancer to help me settle
down my thoughts etc but meditation helps me become less wishy washy or skiddish.
>>
>>----------------------------->>On Mon, Jan 14, 2013 11:40 PM EST m_18 wrote:
>>
>>Then one has to then see why. Where is the Moon? What is the ascendant? Are there any
other planets in Gemini? Etc., etc., etc. Additionally, age matters. We become more like our Sun
sign over time. Our Moon tends to rule us as very young children, then the ascendant. Later in
life, the Sun as maturity increases individuality (Sun). You are less like the herd. Most young
adults think they are all so different, yet peer pressure pushes them to group (herd) confomity.
The will even referee each other. Over time, you grow out of that. You stop giving a damn what
your friends think of you.
>>
>>I find Geminis to be very intelligent (air), but wish-washy (mutable). They can do a 180 on
you in a heartbeat.
>>
>>

>>--- On Mon, 1/14/13, robot_checkerboard13 robot_checkerboard13@...> wrote:
>>
>>
>>From: robot_checkerboard13 robot_checkerboard13@...>
>>Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: cusps
>>To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
>>Date: Monday, January 14, 2013, 9:36 PM
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>When I was born the sun was 0 degrees in cancer. So technically my sun sign is cancer, but I
definitely feel way more Gemini than cancer. Which is strange since because the sun was at the
beginning of cancer you would think the cancer influence would be much more strong. Most
times I'm really unemotional and logical, but I can be really sensitive at times. I would say from
a subjective point of view it feels like a 50-50 split. I feel like I have three personalities. It drives
me insane because Gemini is already duel natured then throw in cancer and most of the time I
feel like a stranger in my own body.
>>
>>P.S.: I really had to control myself and try not to start just ranting on this subject. I can talk
a subject dry. Yet another Gemini trait when I'm supposedly a cancer.
>>
>>--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" wrote:
>>
>> I was wondering what everyones opinions are about cusps. Like if you're born May 21 and
your Sun is 0 degrees in Gemini, would the solar traits you exhibit be completely Gemini in nature
with no Taurus whatsoever? Or would the nature be mostly Gemini with some Taurus?
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: cusps

Message: 984

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 1/15/2013

Oh cool, I have Moon in Taurus Sun in Virgo, Capricorn rising Saturn in Aquarius, Venus in Libra square

Neptune+Uranus both in the 12th conjunct my ascendant. Uranus in the 12th is good for developing psychic
ability I guess if you like to freak out and wake up 10 times a night. 90s kids woot

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>
>
> I also have moon in libra and pisces rising. Mars in aries. My pluto is in less then 1 degree in
the ninth house. My pluto is in scorpio.My chart ruler is conjunct uranus. Jupiter my co ruler is
unaspected in virgo. Jupiter and virgo are in seventh house.
>
>
>
> -----------------------------> On Tue, Jan 15, 2013 4:56 PM EST Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>
>>
> >Nice! I must admit I wish I had some scorpio in my chart though. For obvious reasons
pertaining to its intense traits. Like Hp Maxine said mercury in scorpio is a placement for natural
mages and or those gifted in controlling their thoughts etc. Oh well.
>>
>>
>>
> >-----------------------------> >On Tue, Jan 15, 2013 1:09 PM EST m_18 wrote:
>>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>I have my Sun at a very late degree of Libra*, cusp of Scorpio**. Moon, Mercury &
Neptune in Scorpio. I have Pluto within 2 degrees of my Virgo ascendant. My Merucry & Moon
are conjunct.
> >>
> >>*Libra is cardinal air. Most descriptions of Libra are bullshit. Think tornado, hurricane, etc.
> >>
> >>** Add water, think waterspout or hurricane.
> >>
> >>I am a Plutonian.
> >>
> >>
> >>--- On Tue, 1/15/13, Shannon Outlaw wrote:
> >>
> >>
> >>From: Shannon Outlaw
> >>Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: cusps
> >>To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
> >>Date: Tuesday, January 15, 2013, 11:13 AM
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>

> >>
> >>:) whats your sun sign if you dont mind me asking?
> >>
> >>-----------------------------> >>On Tue, Jan 15, 2013 11:58 AM EST m_18 wrote:
> >>
> >>It's all part of the human experience as well as their own.
> >>
> >>When a Gemini changes their mind, they will always have a reason that is correct to them.
> >>
> >>
> >>--- On Tue, 1/15/13, Shannon Outlaw soutlaw92@...> wrote:
> >>
> >>
> >>From: Shannon Outlaw soutlaw92@...>
> >>Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: cusps
> >>To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
> >>Date: Tuesday, January 15, 2013, 10:11 AM
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>I have sun mercury and venus in gemini :) it can be hard to not scatter myself about lol but
its all good. I sometimes wish I atleast had my mercury in taurus or cancer to help me settle
down my thoughts etc but meditation helps me become less wishy washy or skiddish.
> >>
> >>-----------------------------> >>On Mon, Jan 14, 2013 11:40 PM EST m_18 wrote:
> >>
> >>Then one has to then see why. Where is the Moon? What is the ascendant? Are there any
other planets in Gemini? Etc., etc., etc. Additionally, age matters. We become more like our Sun
sign over time. Our Moon tends to rule us as very young children, then the ascendant. Later in
life, the Sun as maturity increases individuality (Sun). You are less like the herd. Most young
adults think they are all so different, yet peer pressure pushes them to group (herd) confomity.
The will even referee each other. Over time, you grow out of that. You stop giving a damn what
your friends think of you.
> >>
> >>I find Geminis to be very intelligent (air), but wish-washy (mutable). They can do a 180 on
you in a heartbeat.
> >>
> >>
> >>--- On Mon, 1/14/13, robot_checkerboard13 robot_checkerboard13@...> wrote:
> >>
> >>
> >>From: robot_checkerboard13 robot_checkerboard13@...>
> >>Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: cusps
> >>To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> >>Date: Monday, January 14, 2013, 9:36 PM
> >>
> >>
> >>

> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>When I was born the sun was 0 degrees in cancer. So technically my sun sign is cancer,
but I definitely feel way more Gemini than cancer. Which is strange since because the sun was
at the beginning of cancer you would think the cancer influence would be much more strong.
Most times I'm really unemotional and logical, but I can be really sensitive at times. I would say
from a subjective point of view it feels like a 50-50 split. I feel like I have three personalities. It
drives me insane because Gemini is already duel natured then throw in cancer and most of the
time I feel like a stranger in my own body.
> >>
> >>P.S.: I really had to control myself and try not to start just ranting on this subject. I can
talk a subject dry. Yet another Gemini trait when I'm supposedly a cancer.
> >>
> >>--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" wrote:
> >>
> >> I was wondering what everyones opinions are about cusps. Like if you're born May 21 and
your Sun is 0 degrees in Gemini, would the solar traits you exhibit be completely Gemini in nature
with no Taurus whatsoever? Or would the nature be mostly Gemini with some Taurus?
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: cusps

Message: 985

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 1/15/2013

Sun moon and ascendant all in earth signs :) my uranus and neptune are in my 11th house. I have saturn in
aquarius too. From my planetary placements I am a born loner and cant keep friends :( that area of my life
never works out. I wish I had a close friend or two. Atleast I have my brothers and sisters in Satan :) my
spiritual advancement is more important anyway.

-----------------------------On Tue, Jan 15, 2013 5:27 PM EST ch_3_coo wrote:

>Oh cool, I have Moon in Taurus Sun in Virgo, Capricorn rising Saturn in Aquarius, Venus in
Libra square Neptune+Uranus both in the 12th conjunct my ascendant. Uranus in the 12th is
good for developing psychic ability I guess if you like to freak out and wake up 10 times a night.
90s kids woot
>
>--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>>
>>
>> I also have moon in libra and pisces rising. Mars in aries. My pluto is in less then 1 degree in
the ninth house. My pluto is in scorpio.My chart ruler is conjunct uranus. Jupiter my co ruler is
unaspected in virgo. Jupiter and virgo are in seventh house.
>>
>>
>>
>> ----------------------------->> On Tue, Jan 15, 2013 4:56 PM EST Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>>
>> >
>> >Nice! I must admit I wish I had some scorpio in my chart though. For obvious reasons
pertaining to its intense traits. Like Hp Maxine said mercury in scorpio is a placement for natural
mages and or those gifted in controlling their thoughts etc. Oh well.
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >----------------------------->> >On Tue, Jan 15, 2013 1:09 PM EST m_18 wrote:
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >I have my Sun at a very late degree of Libra*, cusp of Scorpio**. Moon, Mercury &
Neptune in Scorpio. I have Pluto within 2 degrees of my Virgo ascendant. My Merucry & Moon
are conjunct.
>> >
>> >*Libra is cardinal air. Most descriptions of Libra are bullshit. Think tornado, hurricane, etc.
>> >
>> >** Add water, think waterspout or hurricane.
>> >
>> >I am a Plutonian.
>> >
>> >
>> >--- On Tue, 1/15/13, Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>> >
>> >
>> >From: Shannon Outlaw
>> >Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: cusps
>> >To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
>> >Date: Tuesday, January 15, 2013, 11:13 AM
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >

>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >:) whats your sun sign if you dont mind me asking?
>> >
>> >----------------------------->> >On Tue, Jan 15, 2013 11:58 AM EST m_18 wrote:
>> >
>> >It's all part of the human experience as well as their own.
>> >
>> >When a Gemini changes their mind, they will always have a reason that is correct to them.
>> >
>> >
>> >--- On Tue, 1/15/13, Shannon Outlaw soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>> >
>> >
>> >From: Shannon Outlaw soutlaw92@...>
>> >Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: cusps
>> >To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
>> >Date: Tuesday, January 15, 2013, 10:11 AM
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >I have sun mercury and venus in gemini :) it can be hard to not scatter myself about lol but
its all good. I sometimes wish I atleast had my mercury in taurus or cancer to help me settle
down my thoughts etc but meditation helps me become less wishy washy or skiddish.
>> >
>> >----------------------------->> >On Mon, Jan 14, 2013 11:40 PM EST m_18 wrote:
>> >
>> >Then one has to then see why. Where is the Moon? What is the ascendant? Are there any
other planets in Gemini? Etc., etc., etc. Additionally, age matters. We become more like our Sun
sign over time. Our Moon tends to rule us as very young children, then the ascendant. Later in
life, the Sun as maturity increases individuality (Sun). You are less like the herd. Most young
adults think they are all so different, yet peer pressure pushes them to group (herd) confomity.
The will even referee each other. Over time, you grow out of that. You stop giving a damn what
your friends think of you.
>> >
>> >I find Geminis to be very intelligent (air), but wish-washy (mutable). They can do a 180 on
you in a heartbeat.
>> >
>> >
>> >--- On Mon, 1/14/13, robot_checkerboard13 robot_checkerboard13@...> wrote:
>> >
>> >
>> >From: robot_checkerboard13 robot_checkerboard13@...>
>> >Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: cusps
>> >To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
>> >Date: Monday, January 14, 2013, 9:36 PM
>> >

>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >When I was born the sun was 0 degrees in cancer. So technically my sun sign is cancer,
but I definitely feel way more Gemini than cancer. Which is strange since because the sun was
at the beginning of cancer you would think the cancer influence would be much more strong.
Most times I'm really unemotional and logical, but I can be really sensitive at times. I would say
from a subjective point of view it feels like a 50-50 split. I feel like I have three personalities. It
drives me insane because Gemini is already duel natured then throw in cancer and most of the
time I feel like a stranger in my own body.
>> >
>> >P.S.: I really had to control myself and try not to start just ranting on this subject. I can
talk a subject dry. Yet another Gemini trait when I'm supposedly a cancer.
>> >
>> >--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" wrote:
>> >
>> > I was wondering what everyones opinions are about cusps. Like if you're born May 21 and
your Sun is 0 degrees in Gemini, would the solar traits you exhibit be completely Gemini in nature
with no Taurus whatsoever? Or would the nature be mostly Gemini with some Taurus?
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>>
>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: cusps

Message: 986

From: Shannon Outlaw

I meant to say its cool that you have all 3 in earth signs :)

-----------------------------On Tue, Jan 15, 2013 5:34 PM EST Shannon Outlaw wrote:

Date: 1/15/2013

>
>Sun moon and ascendant all in earth signs :) my uranus and neptune are in my 11th house. I
have saturn in aquarius too. From my planetary placements I am a born loner and cant keep
friends :( that area of my life never works out. I wish I had a close friend or two. Atleast I have
my brothers and sisters in Satan :) my spiritual advancement is more important anyway.
>
>
>
>----------------------------->On Tue, Jan 15, 2013 5:27 PM EST ch_3_coo wrote:
>
>>Oh cool, I have Moon in Taurus Sun in Virgo, Capricorn rising Saturn in Aquarius, Venus in
Libra square Neptune+Uranus both in the 12th conjunct my ascendant. Uranus in the 12th is
good for developing psychic ability I guess if you like to freak out and wake up 10 times a night.
90s kids woot
>>
>>--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>>
>>
>> I also have moon in libra and pisces rising. Mars in aries. My pluto is in less then 1 degree in
the ninth house. My pluto is in scorpio.My chart ruler is conjunct uranus. Jupiter my co ruler is
unaspected in virgo. Jupiter and virgo are in seventh house.
>>
>>
>>
>> ----------------------------->> On Tue, Jan 15, 2013 4:56 PM EST Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>>
>> >
>> >Nice! I must admit I wish I had some scorpio in my chart though. For obvious reasons
pertaining to its intense traits. Like Hp Maxine said mercury in scorpio is a placement for natural
mages and or those gifted in controlling their thoughts etc. Oh well.
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >----------------------------->> >On Tue, Jan 15, 2013 1:09 PM EST m_18 wrote:
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >I have my Sun at a very late degree of Libra*, cusp of Scorpio**. Moon, Mercury &
Neptune in Scorpio. I have Pluto within 2 degrees of my Virgo ascendant. My Merucry & Moon
are conjunct.
>> >
>> >*Libra is cardinal air. Most descriptions of Libra are bullshit. Think tornado, hurricane, etc.
>> >
>> >** Add water, think waterspout or hurricane.
>> >
>> >I am a Plutonian.
>> >
>> >

>> >--- On Tue, 1/15/13, Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>> >
>> >
>> >From: Shannon Outlaw
>> >Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: cusps
>> >To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
>> >Date: Tuesday, January 15, 2013, 11:13 AM
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >:) whats your sun sign if you dont mind me asking?
>> >
>> >----------------------------->> >On Tue, Jan 15, 2013 11:58 AM EST m_18 wrote:
>> >
>> >It's all part of the human experience as well as their own.
>> >
>> >When a Gemini changes their mind, they will always have a reason that is correct to them.
>> >
>> >
>> >--- On Tue, 1/15/13, Shannon Outlaw soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>> >
>> >
>> >From: Shannon Outlaw soutlaw92@...>
>> >Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: cusps
>> >To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
>> >Date: Tuesday, January 15, 2013, 10:11 AM
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >I have sun mercury and venus in gemini :) it can be hard to not scatter myself about lol but
its all good. I sometimes wish I atleast had my mercury in taurus or cancer to help me settle
down my thoughts etc but meditation helps me become less wishy washy or skiddish.
>> >
>> >----------------------------->> >On Mon, Jan 14, 2013 11:40 PM EST m_18 wrote:
>> >
>> >Then one has to then see why. Where is the Moon? What is the ascendant? Are there any
other planets in Gemini? Etc., etc., etc. Additionally, age matters. We become more like our Sun
sign over time. Our Moon tends to rule us as very young children, then the ascendant. Later in
life, the Sun as maturity increases individuality (Sun). You are less like the herd. Most young
adults think they are all so different, yet peer pressure pushes them to group (herd) confomity.
The will even referee each other. Over time, you grow out of that. You stop giving a damn what
your friends think of you.
>> >

>> >I find Geminis to be very intelligent (air), but wish-washy (mutable). They can do a 180 on
you in a heartbeat.
>> >
>> >
>> >--- On Mon, 1/14/13, robot_checkerboard13 robot_checkerboard13@...> wrote:
>> >
>> >
>> >From: robot_checkerboard13 robot_checkerboard13@...>
>> >Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: cusps
>> >To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
>> >Date: Monday, January 14, 2013, 9:36 PM
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >When I was born the sun was 0 degrees in cancer. So technically my sun sign is cancer,
but I definitely feel way more Gemini than cancer. Which is strange since because the sun was
at the beginning of cancer you would think the cancer influence would be much more strong.
Most times I'm really unemotional and logical, but I can be really sensitive at times. I would say
from a subjective point of view it feels like a 50-50 split. I feel like I have three personalities. It
drives me insane because Gemini is already duel natured then throw in cancer and most of the
time I feel like a stranger in my own body.
>> >
>> >P.S.: I really had to control myself and try not to start just ranting on this subject. I can
talk a subject dry. Yet another Gemini trait when I'm supposedly a cancer.
>> >
>> >--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" wrote:
>> >
>> > I was wondering what everyones opinions are about cusps. Like if you're born May 21 and
your Sun is 0 degrees in Gemini, would the solar traits you exhibit be completely Gemini in nature
with no Taurus whatsoever? Or would the nature be mostly Gemini with some Taurus?
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>>

>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: cusps

Message: 987

From: m_18

Date: 1/15/2013

I have Uranus in my 12th H about 10 degrees above my ascendant (wide conjunction), but not close enough
to my Pluto to be a conjunction with it.
However, there is a power point right above my ascendant where the Uranus-Pluto midpoint conjuncts my
Uranus-Ascendant midpoint. This conjunction of 2 midpoints then also have a midpoint. ;)
Of course Pluto & my ascendant also have a midpoint that conjuncts each of themselves as they are within 2
degrees of each other.

--- On Tue, 1/15/13, ch_3_coo <ch_3_coo@...> wrote:

From: ch_3_coo <ch_3_coo@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: cusps
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Tuesday, January 15, 2013, 4:27 PM
Oh cool, I have Moon in Taurus Sun in Virgo, Capricorn rising Saturn in Aquarius, Venus in Libra
square Neptune+Uranus both in the 12th conjunct my ascendant. Uranus in the 12th is good for
developing psychic ability I guess if you like to freak out and wake up 10 times a night. 90s kids woot
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>
>
> I also have moon in libra and pisces rising. Mars in aries. My pluto is in less then 1 degree in the
ninth house. My pluto is in scorpio.My chart ruler is conjunct uranus. Jupiter my co ruler is
unaspected in virgo. Jupiter and virgo are in seventh house.
>
>
>
> -----------------------------> On Tue, Jan 15, 2013 4:56 PM EST Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>
>>
> >Nice! I must admit I wish I had some scorpio in my chart though. For obvious reasons pertaining
to its intense traits. Like Hp Maxine said mercury in scorpio is a placement for natural mages and or
those gifted in controlling their thoughts etc. Oh well.
>>
>>
>>
> >-----------------------------> >On Tue, Jan 15, 2013 1:09 PM EST m_18 wrote:
>>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>

> >>
> >>I have my Sun at a very late degree of Libra*, cusp of Scorpio**. Moon, Mercury & Neptune in
Scorpio. I have Pluto within 2 degrees of my Virgo ascendant. My Merucry & Moon are conjunct.
> >>
> >>*Libra is cardinal air. Most descriptions of Libra are bullshit. Think tornado, hurricane, etc.
> >>
> >>** Add water, think waterspout or hurricane.
> >>
> >>I am a Plutonian.
> >>
> >>
> >>--- On Tue, 1/15/13, Shannon Outlaw wrote:
> >>
> >>
> >>From: Shannon Outlaw
> >>Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: cusps
> >>To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
> >>Date: Tuesday, January 15, 2013, 11:13 AM
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>:) whats your sun sign if you dont mind me asking?
> >>
> >>-----------------------------> >>On Tue, Jan 15, 2013 11:58 AM EST m_18 wrote:
> >>
> >>It's all part of the human experience as well as their own.
> >>
> >>When a Gemini changes their mind, they will always have a reason that is correct to them.
> >>
> >>
> >>--- On Tue, 1/15/13, Shannon Outlaw soutlaw92@...> wrote:
> >>
> >>
> >>From: Shannon Outlaw soutlaw92@...>
> >>Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: cusps
> >>To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
> >>Date: Tuesday, January 15, 2013, 10:11 AM
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>I have sun mercury and venus in gemini :) it can be hard to not scatter myself about lol but its
all good. I sometimes wish I atleast had my mercury in taurus or cancer to help me settle down my
thoughts etc but meditation helps me become less wishy washy or skiddish.
> >>

> >>-----------------------------> >>On Mon, Jan 14, 2013 11:40 PM EST m_18 wrote:
> >>
> >>Then one has to then see why. Where is the Moon? What is the ascendant? Are there any
other planets in Gemini? Etc., etc., etc. Additionally, age matters. We become more like our Sun sign
over time. Our Moon tends to rule us as very young children, then the ascendant. Later in life, the
Sun as maturity increases individuality (Sun). You are less like the herd. Most young adults think they
are all so different, yet peer pressure pushes them to group (herd) confomity. The will even referee
each other. Over time, you grow out of that. You stop giving a damn what your friends think of you.
> >>
> >>I find Geminis to be very intelligent (air), but wish-washy (mutable). They can do a 180 on you
in a heartbeat.
> >>
> >>
> >>--- On Mon, 1/14/13, robot_checkerboard13 robot_checkerboard13@...> wrote:
> >>
> >>
> >>From: robot_checkerboard13 robot_checkerboard13@...>
> >>Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: cusps
> >>To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> >>Date: Monday, January 14, 2013, 9:36 PM
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>When I was born the sun was 0 degrees in cancer. So technically my sun sign is cancer, but I
definitely feel way more Gemini than cancer. Which is strange since because the sun was at the
beginning of cancer you would think the cancer influence would be much more strong. Most times
I'm really unemotional and logical, but I can be really sensitive at times. I would say from a
subjective point of view it feels like a 50-50 split. I feel like I have three personalities. It drives me
insane because Gemini is already duel natured then throw in cancer and most of the time I feel like a
stranger in my own body.
> >>
> >>P.S.: I really had to control myself and try not to start just ranting on this subject. I can talk a
subject dry. Yet another Gemini trait when I'm supposedly a cancer.
> >>
> >>--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" wrote:
> >>
> >> I was wondering what everyones opinions are about cusps. Like if you're born May 21 and
your Sun is 0 degrees in Gemini, would the solar traits you exhibit be completely Gemini in nature
with no Taurus whatsoever? Or would the nature be mostly Gemini with some Taurus?
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: cusps

Message: 988

From: m_18

Date: 1/15/2013

Individual &/or close friends are 7th house. So you have Jupiter (expansion) in the sign of the bachelor/ette
(Virgo) in the partnership/marriage (7th) house.
Groups are 11th.

--- On Tue, 1/15/13, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:

From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...>
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: cusps
To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Tuesday, January 15, 2013, 4:34 PM

Sun moon and ascendant all in earth signs :) my uranus and neptune are in my 11th house. I have
saturn in aquarius too. From my planetary placements I am a born loner and cant keep friends :(
that area of my life never works out. I wish I had a close friend or two. Atleast I have my brothers
and sisters in Satan :) my spiritual advancement is more important anyway.
-----------------------------On Tue, Jan 15, 2013 5:27 PM EST ch_3_coo wrote:
>Oh cool, I have Moon in Taurus Sun in Virgo, Capricorn rising Saturn in Aquarius, Venus in Libra
square Neptune+Uranus both in the 12th conjunct my ascendant. Uranus in the 12th is good for
developing psychic ability I guess if you like to freak out and wake up 10 times a night. 90s kids woot
>
>--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>>
>>
>> I also have moon in libra and pisces rising. Mars in aries. My pluto is in less then 1 degree in the
ninth house. My pluto is in scorpio.My chart ruler is conjunct uranus. Jupiter my co ruler is
unaspected in virgo. Jupiter and virgo are in seventh house.
>>
>>
>>
>> ----------------------------->> On Tue, Jan 15, 2013 4:56 PM EST Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>>
>> >
>> >Nice! I must admit I wish I had some scorpio in my chart though. For obvious reasons

pertaining to its intense traits. Like Hp Maxine said mercury in scorpio is a placement for natural
mages and or those gifted in controlling their thoughts etc. Oh well.
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >----------------------------->> >On Tue, Jan 15, 2013 1:09 PM EST m_18 wrote:
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >I have my Sun at a very late degree of Libra*, cusp of Scorpio**. Moon, Mercury & Neptune in
Scorpio. I have Pluto within 2 degrees of my Virgo ascendant. My Merucry & Moon are conjunct.
>> >
>> >*Libra is cardinal air. Most descriptions of Libra are bullshit. Think tornado, hurricane, etc.
>> >
>> >** Add water, think waterspout or hurricane.
>> >
>> >I am a Plutonian.
>> >
>> >
>> >--- On Tue, 1/15/13, Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>> >
>> >
>> >From: Shannon Outlaw
>> >Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: cusps
>> >To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
>> >Date: Tuesday, January 15, 2013, 11:13 AM
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >:) whats your sun sign if you dont mind me asking?
>> >
>> >----------------------------->> >On Tue, Jan 15, 2013 11:58 AM EST m_18 wrote:
>> >
>> >It's all part of the human experience as well as their own.
>> >
>> >When a Gemini changes their mind, they will always have a reason that is correct to them.
>> >
>> >
>> >--- On Tue, 1/15/13, Shannon Outlaw soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>> >
>> >
>> >From: Shannon Outlaw soutlaw92@...>
>> >Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: cusps
>> >To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
>> >Date: Tuesday, January 15, 2013, 10:11 AM

>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >I have sun mercury and venus in gemini :) it can be hard to not scatter myself about lol but its
all good. I sometimes wish I atleast had my mercury in taurus or cancer to help me settle down my
thoughts etc but meditation helps me become less wishy washy or skiddish.
>> >
>> >----------------------------->> >On Mon, Jan 14, 2013 11:40 PM EST m_18 wrote:
>> >
>> >Then one has to then see why. Where is the Moon? What is the ascendant? Are there any
other planets in Gemini? Etc., etc., etc. Additionally, age matters. We become more like our Sun sign
over time. Our Moon tends to rule us as very young children, then the ascendant. Later in life, the
Sun as maturity increases individuality (Sun). You are less like the herd. Most young adults think they
are all so different, yet peer pressure pushes them to group (herd) confomity. The will even referee
each other. Over time, you grow out of that. You stop giving a damn what your friends think of you.
>> >
>> >I find Geminis to be very intelligent (air), but wish-washy (mutable). They can do a 180 on you
in a heartbeat.
>> >
>> >
>> >--- On Mon, 1/14/13, robot_checkerboard13 robot_checkerboard13@...> wrote:
>> >
>> >
>> >From: robot_checkerboard13 robot_checkerboard13@...>
>> >Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: cusps
>> >To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
>> >Date: Monday, January 14, 2013, 9:36 PM
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >When I was born the sun was 0 degrees in cancer. So technically my sun sign is cancer, but I
definitely feel way more Gemini than cancer. Which is strange since because the sun was at the
beginning of cancer you would think the cancer influence would be much more strong. Most times
I'm really unemotional and logical, but I can be really sensitive at times. I would say from a
subjective point of view it feels like a 50-50 split. I feel like I have three personalities. It drives me
insane because Gemini is already duel natured then throw in cancer and most of the time I feel like a
stranger in my own body.
>> >
>> >P.S.: I really had to control myself and try not to start just ranting on this subject. I can talk a
subject dry. Yet another Gemini trait when I'm supposedly a cancer.
>> >
>> >--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" wrote:
>> >
>> > I was wondering what everyones opinions are about cusps. Like if you're born May 21 and
your Sun is 0 degrees in Gemini, would the solar traits you exhibit be completely Gemini in nature

with no Taurus whatsoever? Or would the nature be mostly Gemini with some Taurus?
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>>
>
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: cusps

Message: 989

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 1/15/2013

Oh hey that's why you're good at astrology. Ahead of our time as well don't really fit in with society you
know. I have Uranus 6 degrees from the ascendant then Neptune there 4 degrees away doing what
Neptune does.
Hitler had 12 house Uranus too, I'd say we're pretty cool then;)

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 wrote:
>
> I have Uranus in my 12th H about 10 degrees above my ascendant (wide conjunction), but
not close enough to my Pluto to be a conjunction with it.
>Â
> However, there is a power point right above my ascendant where the Uranus-Pluto midpoint
conjuncts my Uranus-Ascendant midpoint.Â This conjunction of 2 midpoints then also have a
midpoint. ;)
>Â
> Of course Pluto & my ascendant also have a midpoint that conjuncts each of themselves as
they are within 2 degrees of each other.
>Â
>
> --- On Tue, 1/15/13, ch_3_coo wrote:
>
>
> From: ch_3_coo
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: cusps
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Tuesday, January 15, 2013, 4:27 PM
>

>
>
>Â
>
>
>
> Oh cool, I have Moon in Taurus Sun in Virgo, Capricorn rising Saturn in Aquarius, Venus in
Libra square Neptune+Uranus both in the 12th conjunct my ascendant. Uranus in the 12th is
good for developing psychic ability I guess if you like to freak out and wake up 10 times a night.
90s kids woot
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>>
>>
> > I also have moon in libra and pisces rising. Mars in aries. My pluto is in less then 1 degree
in the ninth house. My pluto is in scorpio.My chart ruler is conjunct uranus. Jupiter my co ruler is
unaspected in virgo. Jupiter and virgo are in seventh house.
>>
>>
>>
> > -----------------------------> > On Tue, Jan 15, 2013 4:56 PM EST Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>>
>>>
> > >Nice! I must admit I wish I had some scorpio in my chart though. For obvious reasons
pertaining to its intense traits. Like Hp Maxine said mercury in scorpio is a placement for natural
mages and or those gifted in controlling their thoughts etc. Oh well.
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > >-----------------------------> > >On Tue, Jan 15, 2013 1:09 PM EST m_18 wrote:
>>>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>I have my Sun at a very late degree of Libra*, cusp of Scorpio**. Moon, Mercury &
Neptune in Scorpio. I have Pluto within 2 degrees of my Virgo ascendant. My Merucry & Moon
are conjunct.
> > >>Â
> > >>*Libra is cardinal air. Most descriptions of Libra are bullshit. Think tornado, hurricane,
etc.
> > >>Â
> > >>** Add water, think waterspout or hurricane.
> > >>
> > >>I am a Plutonian.
> > >>Â
> > >>
> > >>--- On Tue, 1/15/13, Shannon Outlaw wrote:
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>From: Shannon Outlaw
> > >>Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: cusps

> > >>To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
> > >>Date: Tuesday, January 15, 2013, 11:13 AM
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>Â
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>:) whats your sun sign if you dont mind me asking?
> > >>
> > >>-----------------------------> > >>On Tue, Jan 15, 2013 11:58 AM EST m_18 wrote:
> > >>
> > >>It's all part of the human experience as well as their own.
> > >>Â
> > >>When a Gemini changes their mind, they will always have a reason that is correct to
them.
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>--- On Tue, 1/15/13, Shannon Outlaw soutlaw92@> wrote:
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>From: Shannon Outlaw soutlaw92@>
> > >>Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: cusps
> > >>To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
> > >>Date: Tuesday, January 15, 2013, 10:11 AM
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>Â
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>I have sun mercury and venus in gemini :) it can be hard to not scatter myself about lol
but its all good. I sometimes wish I atleast had my mercury in taurus or cancer to help me settle
down my thoughts etc but meditation helps me become less wishy washy or skiddish.
> > >>
> > >>-----------------------------> > >>On Mon, Jan 14, 2013 11:40 PM EST m_18 wrote:
> > >>
> > >>Then one has to then see why. Where is the Moon? What is the ascendant? Are there
any other planets in Gemini? Etc., etc., etc. Additionally,Â age matters. We become more like
our Sun sign over time. Our Moon tends to rule us as very young children, then the ascendant.
Later in life, the Sun as maturity increases individuality (Sun). You are less like the herd. Most
young adults think they are all so different, yet peer pressure pushes them to group (herd)
confomity. The will even referee each other. Over time, you grow out of that. You stop giving a
damn what your friends think of you.
> > >>Â
> > >>I find Geminis to be very intelligent (air), but wish-washy (mutable). They can do a 180
on you in a heartbeat.
> > >>
> > >>

> > >>--- On Mon, 1/14/13, robot_checkerboard13 robot_checkerboard13@> wrote:
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>From: robot_checkerboard13 robot_checkerboard13@>
> > >>Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: cusps
> > >>To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> > >>Date: Monday, January 14, 2013, 9:36 PM
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>Â
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>When I was born the sun was 0 degrees in cancer. So technically my sun sign is cancer,
but I definitely feel way more Gemini than cancer. Which is strange since because the sun was
at the beginning of cancer you would think the cancer influence would be much more strong.
Most times I'm really unemotional and logical, but I can be really sensitive at times. I would say
from a subjective point of view it feels like a 50-50 split. I feel like I have three personalities. It
drives me insane because Gemini is already duel natured then throw in cancer and most of the
time I feel like a stranger in my own body.
> > >>
> > >>P.S.: I really had to control myself and try not to start just ranting on this subject. I can
talk a subject dry. Yet another Gemini trait when I'm supposedly a cancer.
> > >>
> > >>--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" wrote:
> > >>
> > >> I was wondering what everyones opinions are about cusps. Like if you're born May 21
and your Sun is 0 degrees in Gemini, would the solar traits you exhibit be completely Gemini in
nature with no Taurus whatsoever? Or would the nature be mostly Gemini with some Taurus?
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: cusps

Message: 990

From: m_18

Date: 1/15/2013

Regarding astrology. I have been into this for about 25 years. I don't do it everyday. I have never done
chart interpretations for others, so if it isn't in my chart or if I haven't read about it, I may not know about it
or know enough about it. I am also rare in the sense that I have no retrograde planets in my chart. The
nodes are however, retrograde. I tend to only pay attention to my chart for the most part. This could change
in the future.

--- On Tue, 1/15/13, ch_3_coo <ch_3_coo@...> wrote:

From: ch_3_coo <ch_3_coo@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: cusps
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Tuesday, January 15, 2013, 6:02 PM
Oh hey that's why you're good at astrology. Ahead of our time as well don't really fit in
with society you know. I have Uranus 6 degrees from the ascendant then Neptune there
4 degrees away doing what Neptune does.
Hitler had 12 house Uranus too, I'd say we're pretty cool then;)
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 wrote:
>
> I have Uranus in my 12th H about 10 degrees above my ascendant (wide conjunction),
but not close enough to my Pluto to be a conjunction with it.
>Â
> However, there is a power point right above my ascendant where the Uranus-Pluto
midpoint conjuncts my Uranus-Ascendant midpoint.Â This conjunction of 2 midpoints
then also have a midpoint. ;)
>Â
> Of course Pluto & my ascendant also have a midpoint that conjuncts each of
themselves as they are within 2 degrees of each other.
>Â
>
> --- On Tue, 1/15/13, ch_3_coo wrote:
>
>
> From: ch_3_coo
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: cusps
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Tuesday, January 15, 2013, 4:27 PM
>
>
>
>Â
>
>
>
> Oh cool, I have Moon in Taurus Sun in Virgo, Capricorn rising Saturn in Aquarius,
Venus in Libra square Neptune+Uranus both in the 12th conjunct my ascendant. Uranus
in the 12th is good for developing psychic ability I guess if you like to freak out and
wake up 10 times a night. 90s kids woot
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>>
>>
> > I also have moon in libra and pisces rising. Mars in aries. My pluto is in less then 1

degree in the ninth house. My pluto is in scorpio.My chart ruler is conjunct uranus.
Jupiter my co ruler is unaspected in virgo. Jupiter and virgo are in seventh house.
>>
>>
>>
> > -----------------------------> > On Tue, Jan 15, 2013 4:56 PM EST Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>>
>>>
> > >Nice! I must admit I wish I had some scorpio in my chart though. For obvious
reasons pertaining to its intense traits. Like Hp Maxine said mercury in scorpio is a
placement for natural mages and or those gifted in controlling their thoughts etc. Oh
well.
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > >-----------------------------> > >On Tue, Jan 15, 2013 1:09 PM EST m_18 wrote:
>>>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>I have my Sun at a very late degree of Libra*, cusp of Scorpio**. Moon, Mercury
& Neptune in Scorpio. I have Pluto within 2 degrees of my Virgo ascendant. My Merucry
& Moon are conjunct.
> > >>Â
> > >>*Libra is cardinal air. Most descriptions of Libra are bullshit. Think tornado,
hurricane, etc.
> > >>Â
> > >>** Add water, think waterspout or hurricane.
> > >>
> > >>I am a Plutonian.
> > >>Â
> > >>
> > >>--- On Tue, 1/15/13, Shannon Outlaw wrote:
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>From: Shannon Outlaw
> > >>Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: cusps
> > >>To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
> > >>Date: Tuesday, January 15, 2013, 11:13 AM
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>Â
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>:) whats your sun sign if you dont mind me asking?
> > >>
> > >>-----------------------------> > >>On Tue, Jan 15, 2013 11:58 AM EST m_18 wrote:

> > >>
> > >>It's all part of the human experience as well as their own.
> > >>Â
> > >>When a Gemini changes their mind, they will always have a reason that is
correct to them.
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>--- On Tue, 1/15/13, Shannon Outlaw soutlaw92@> wrote:
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>From: Shannon Outlaw soutlaw92@>
> > >>Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: cusps
> > >>To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
> > >>Date: Tuesday, January 15, 2013, 10:11 AM
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>Â
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>I have sun mercury and venus in gemini :) it can be hard to not scatter myself
about lol but its all good. I sometimes wish I atleast had my mercury in taurus or cancer
to help me settle down my thoughts etc but meditation helps me become less wishy
washy or skiddish.
> > >>
> > >>-----------------------------> > >>On Mon, Jan 14, 2013 11:40 PM EST m_18 wrote:
> > >>
> > >>Then one has to then see why. Where is the Moon? What is the ascendant? Are
there any other planets in Gemini? Etc., etc., etc. Additionally,Â age matters. We become
more like our Sun sign over time. Our Moon tends to rule us as very young children, then
the ascendant. Later in life, the Sun as maturity increases individuality (Sun). You are less
like the herd. Most young adults think they are all so different, yet peer pressure pushes
them to group (herd) confomity. The will even referee each other. Over time, you grow
out of that. You stop giving a damn what your friends think of you.
> > >>Â
> > >>I find Geminis to be very intelligent (air), but wish-washy (mutable). They can do
a 180 on you in a heartbeat.
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>--- On Mon, 1/14/13, robot_checkerboard13 robot_checkerboard13@> wrote:
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>From: robot_checkerboard13 robot_checkerboard13@>
> > >>Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: cusps
> > >>To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> > >>Date: Monday, January 14, 2013, 9:36 PM
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>Â
> > >>
> > >>

> > >>
> > >>When I was born the sun was 0 degrees in cancer. So technically my sun sign is
cancer, but I definitely feel way more Gemini than cancer. Which is strange since
because the sun was at the beginning of cancer you would think the cancer influence
would be much more strong. Most times I'm really unemotional and logical, but I can be
really sensitive at times. I would say from a subjective point of view it feels like a 50-50
split. I feel like I have three personalities. It drives me insane because Gemini is already
duel natured then throw in cancer and most of the time I feel like a stranger in my own
body.
> > >>
> > >>P.S.: I really had to control myself and try not to start just ranting on this
subject. I can talk a subject dry. Yet another Gemini trait when I'm supposedly a cancer.
> > >>
> > >>--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" wrote:
> > >>
> > >> I was wondering what everyones opinions are about cusps. Like if you're born
May 21 and your Sun is 0 degrees in Gemini, would the solar traits you exhibit be
completely Gemini in nature with no Taurus whatsoever? Or would the nature be mostly
Gemini with some Taurus?
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
>>>
>>
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: cusps

Message: 991

From: Djinn Draconis

Date: 1/16/2013

Shannon, I have a scorpio stellium including mercury which is conjunct pluto and I don't think I have come
to the point of controlling my mind any easier than anybody else in terms of visualizing and raising emotions
etc. I can control it now but only because I worked at it. But I have noticed in my life, even before I was a
Satanist, a lot of the time it feels like other people have more to say than I even have thoughts in my head.
Maybe it does make a natural mage after all we never know how different our own minds are compared to
anyone elses for sure.
I definitely think someone who practices regularly will be able to control their mind easier than someone with
a scorpio emphasis who doesn't.

On the positive side, you're quite talkative. You always have something to say, your gemini shows up in your
posts and you post a lot. Being a good talker gets you far in life. That's the downside of those of us with
mercury in scorpio or capricorn we're not so good at conversation.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>
>
> Nice! I must admit I wish I had some scorpio in my chart though. For obvious reasons
pertaining to its intense traits. Like Hp Maxine said mercury in scorpio is a placement for natural
mages and or those gifted in controlling their thoughts etc. Oh well.
>
>
>
> -----------------------------> On Tue, Jan 15, 2013 1:09 PM EST m_18 wrote:
>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >I have my Sun at a very late degree of Libra*, cusp of Scorpio**. Moon, Mercury & Neptune
in Scorpio. I have Pluto within 2 degrees of my Virgo ascendant. My Merucry & Moon are
conjunct.
>>
> >*Libra is cardinal air. Most descriptions of Libra are bullshit. Think tornado, hurricane, etc.
>>
> >** Add water, think waterspout or hurricane.
>>
> >I am a Plutonian.
>>
>>
> >--- On Tue, 1/15/13, Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>>
>>
> >From: Shannon Outlaw
> >Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: cusps
> >To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
> >Date: Tuesday, January 15, 2013, 11:13 AM
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >:) whats your sun sign if you dont mind me asking?
>>
> >-----------------------------> >On Tue, Jan 15, 2013 11:58 AM EST m_18 wrote:
>>
> >>It's all part of the human experience as well as their own.

> >>
> >>When a Gemini changes their mind, they will always have a reason that is correct to them.
> >>
> >>
> >>--- On Tue, 1/15/13, Shannon Outlaw soutlaw92@...> wrote:
> >>
> >>
> >>From: Shannon Outlaw soutlaw92@...>
> >>Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: cusps
> >>To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
> >>Date: Tuesday, January 15, 2013, 10:11 AM
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>I have sun mercury and venus in gemini :) it can be hard to not scatter myself about lol but
its all good. I sometimes wish I atleast had my mercury in taurus or cancer to help me settle
down my thoughts etc but meditation helps me become less wishy washy or skiddish.
> >>
> >>-----------------------------> >>On Mon, Jan 14, 2013 11:40 PM EST m_18 wrote:
> >>
> >>Then one has to then see why. Where is the Moon? What is the ascendant? Are there any
other planets in Gemini? Etc., etc., etc. Additionally, age matters. We become more like our Sun
sign over time. Our Moon tends to rule us as very young children, then the ascendant. Later in
life, the Sun as maturity increases individuality (Sun). You are less like the herd. Most young
adults think they are all so different, yet peer pressure pushes them to group (herd) confomity.
The will even referee each other. Over time, you grow out of that. You stop giving a damn what
your friends think of you.
> >>
> >>I find Geminis to be very intelligent (air), but wish-washy (mutable). They can do a 180 on
you in a heartbeat.
> >>
> >>
> >>--- On Mon, 1/14/13, robot_checkerboard13 robot_checkerboard13@...> wrote:
> >>
> >>
> >>From: robot_checkerboard13 robot_checkerboard13@...>
> >>Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: cusps
> >>To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> >>Date: Monday, January 14, 2013, 9:36 PM
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>When I was born the sun was 0 degrees in cancer. So technically my sun sign is cancer,
but I definitely feel way more Gemini than cancer. Which is strange since because the sun was
at the beginning of cancer you would think the cancer influence would be much more strong.

Most times I'm really unemotional and logical, but I can be really sensitive at times. I would say
from a subjective point of view it feels like a 50-50 split. I feel like I have three personalities. It
drives me insane because Gemini is already duel natured then throw in cancer and most of the
time I feel like a stranger in my own body.
> >>
> >>P.S.: I really had to control myself and try not to start just ranting on this subject. I can
talk a subject dry. Yet another Gemini trait when I'm supposedly a cancer.
> >>
> >>--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" wrote:
> >>
> >> I was wondering what everyones opinions are about cusps. Like if you're born May 21 and
your Sun is 0 degrees in Gemini, would the solar traits you exhibit be completely Gemini in nature
with no Taurus whatsoever? Or would the nature be mostly Gemini with some Taurus?
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: cusps

Message: 992

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 1/16/2013

Thanks Djiin :) I am even more talkative in person but not too the point of annoying someone. My gemini
stellium is in my fourth house. Is your stellium in one house?

-----------------------------On Wed, Jan 16, 2013 4:11 AM EST Djinn Draconis wrote:
>Shannon, I have a scorpio stellium including mercury which is conjunct pluto and I don't think I
have come to the point of controlling my mind any easier than anybody else in terms of
visualizing and raising emotions etc. I can control it now but only because I worked at it. But I
have noticed in my life, even before I was a Satanist, a lot of the time it feels like other people
have more to say than I even have thoughts in my head.
>
>Maybe it does make a natural mage after all we never know how different our own minds are
compared to anyone elses for sure.
>I definitely think someone who practices regularly will be able to control their mind easier than
someone with a scorpio emphasis who doesn't.

>
>On the positive side, you're quite talkative. You always have something to say, your gemini
shows up in your posts and you post a lot. Being a good talker gets you far in life. That's the
downside of those of us with mercury in scorpio or capricorn we're not so good at conversation.
>
>
>
>--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>>
>>
>> Nice! I must admit I wish I had some scorpio in my chart though. For obvious reasons
pertaining to its intense traits. Like Hp Maxine said mercury in scorpio is a placement for natural
mages and or those gifted in controlling their thoughts etc. Oh well.
>>
>>
>>
>> ----------------------------->> On Tue, Jan 15, 2013 1:09 PM EST m_18 wrote:
>>
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >I have my Sun at a very late degree of Libra*, cusp of Scorpio**. Moon, Mercury &
Neptune in Scorpio. I have Pluto within 2 degrees of my Virgo ascendant. My Merucry & Moon
are conjunct.
>> >
>> >*Libra is cardinal air. Most descriptions of Libra are bullshit. Think tornado, hurricane, etc.
>> >
>> >** Add water, think waterspout or hurricane.
>> >
>> >I am a Plutonian.
>> >
>> >
>> >--- On Tue, 1/15/13, Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>> >
>> >
>> >From: Shannon Outlaw
>> >Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: cusps
>> >To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
>> >Date: Tuesday, January 15, 2013, 11:13 AM
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >:) whats your sun sign if you dont mind me asking?
>> >
>> >----------------------------->> >On Tue, Jan 15, 2013 11:58 AM EST m_18 wrote:
>> >

>> >It's all part of the human experience as well as their own.
>> >
>> >When a Gemini changes their mind, they will always have a reason that is correct to them.
>> >
>> >
>> >--- On Tue, 1/15/13, Shannon Outlaw soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>> >
>> >
>> >From: Shannon Outlaw soutlaw92@...>
>> >Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: cusps
>> >To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
>> >Date: Tuesday, January 15, 2013, 10:11 AM
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >I have sun mercury and venus in gemini :) it can be hard to not scatter myself about lol but
its all good. I sometimes wish I atleast had my mercury in taurus or cancer to help me settle
down my thoughts etc but meditation helps me become less wishy washy or skiddish.
>> >
>> >----------------------------->> >On Mon, Jan 14, 2013 11:40 PM EST m_18 wrote:
>> >
>> >Then one has to then see why. Where is the Moon? What is the ascendant? Are there any
other planets in Gemini? Etc., etc., etc. Additionally, age matters. We become more like our Sun
sign over time. Our Moon tends to rule us as very young children, then the ascendant. Later in
life, the Sun as maturity increases individuality (Sun). You are less like the herd. Most young
adults think they are all so different, yet peer pressure pushes them to group (herd) confomity.
The will even referee each other. Over time, you grow out of that. You stop giving a damn what
your friends think of you.
>> >
>> >I find Geminis to be very intelligent (air), but wish-washy (mutable). They can do a 180 on
you in a heartbeat.
>> >
>> >
>> >--- On Mon, 1/14/13, robot_checkerboard13 robot_checkerboard13@...> wrote:
>> >
>> >
>> >From: robot_checkerboard13 robot_checkerboard13@...>
>> >Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: cusps
>> >To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
>> >Date: Monday, January 14, 2013, 9:36 PM
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >When I was born the sun was 0 degrees in cancer. So technically my sun sign is cancer,
but I definitely feel way more Gemini than cancer. Which is strange since because the sun was

at the beginning of cancer you would think the cancer influence would be much more strong.
Most times I'm really unemotional and logical, but I can be really sensitive at times. I would say
from a subjective point of view it feels like a 50-50 split. I feel like I have three personalities. It
drives me insane because Gemini is already duel natured then throw in cancer and most of the
time I feel like a stranger in my own body.
>> >
>> >P.S.: I really had to control myself and try not to start just ranting on this subject. I can
talk a subject dry. Yet another Gemini trait when I'm supposedly a cancer.
>> >
>> >--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" wrote:
>> >
>> > I was wondering what everyones opinions are about cusps. Like if you're born May 21 and
your Sun is 0 degrees in Gemini, would the solar traits you exhibit be completely Gemini in nature
with no Taurus whatsoever? Or would the nature be mostly Gemini with some Taurus?
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> >
>>
>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: cusps

Message: 993

From: Djinn Draconis

Date: 1/16/2013

My mecury, venus, pluto and sun are in the 1st house but jupiter and mars are in the 2nd house, but still in
scorpio. How many gemini planets do you have?

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>
>
> Thanks Djiin :) I am even more talkative in person but not too the point of annoying someone.
My gemini stellium is in my fourth house. Is your stellium in one house?
>
>
>
> -----------------------------> On Wed, Jan 16, 2013 4:11 AM EST Djinn Draconis wrote:
>
> >Shannon, I have a scorpio stellium including mercury which is conjunct pluto and I don't

think I have come to the point of controlling my mind any easier than anybody else in terms of
visualizing and raising emotions etc. I can control it now but only because I worked at it. But I
have noticed in my life, even before I was a Satanist, a lot of the time it feels like other people
have more to say than I even have thoughts in my head.
>>
> >Maybe it does make a natural mage after all we never know how different our own minds
are compared to anyone elses for sure.
> >I definitely think someone who practices regularly will be able to control their mind easier
than someone with a scorpio emphasis who doesn't.
>>
> >On the positive side, you're quite talkative. You always have something to say, your gemini
shows up in your posts and you post a lot. Being a good talker gets you far in life. That's the
downside of those of us with mercury in scorpio or capricorn we're not so good at conversation.
>>
>>
>>
> >--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw wrote:
> >>
> >>
> >> Nice! I must admit I wish I had some scorpio in my chart though. For obvious reasons
pertaining to its intense traits. Like Hp Maxine said mercury in scorpio is a placement for natural
mages and or those gifted in controlling their thoughts etc. Oh well.
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >> -----------------------------> >> On Tue, Jan 15, 2013 1:09 PM EST m_18 wrote:
> >>
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >I have my Sun at a very late degree of Libra*, cusp of Scorpio**. Moon, Mercury &
Neptune in Scorpio. I have Pluto within 2 degrees of my Virgo ascendant. My Merucry & Moon
are conjunct.
> >> >
> >> >*Libra is cardinal air. Most descriptions of Libra are bullshit. Think tornado, hurricane,
etc.
> >> >
> >> >** Add water, think waterspout or hurricane.
> >> >
> >> >I am a Plutonian.
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >--- On Tue, 1/15/13, Shannon Outlaw wrote:
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >From: Shannon Outlaw
> >> >Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: cusps
> >> >To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
> >> >Date: Tuesday, January 15, 2013, 11:13 AM
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >

> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >:) whats your sun sign if you dont mind me asking?
> >> >
> >> >-----------------------------> >> >On Tue, Jan 15, 2013 11:58 AM EST m_18 wrote:
> >> >
> >> >It's all part of the human experience as well as their own.
> >> >
> >> >When a Gemini changes their mind, they will always have a reason that is correct to
them.
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >--- On Tue, 1/15/13, Shannon Outlaw soutlaw92@> wrote:
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >From: Shannon Outlaw soutlaw92@>
> >> >Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: cusps
> >> >To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
> >> >Date: Tuesday, January 15, 2013, 10:11 AM
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >I have sun mercury and venus in gemini :) it can be hard to not scatter myself about lol
but its all good. I sometimes wish I atleast had my mercury in taurus or cancer to help me settle
down my thoughts etc but meditation helps me become less wishy washy or skiddish.
> >> >
> >> >-----------------------------> >> >On Mon, Jan 14, 2013 11:40 PM EST m_18 wrote:
> >> >
> >> >Then one has to then see why. Where is the Moon? What is the ascendant? Are there
any other planets in Gemini? Etc., etc., etc. Additionally, age matters. We become more like our
Sun sign over time. Our Moon tends to rule us as very young children, then the ascendant. Later
in life, the Sun as maturity increases individuality (Sun). You are less like the herd. Most young
adults think they are all so different, yet peer pressure pushes them to group (herd) confomity.
The will even referee each other. Over time, you grow out of that. You stop giving a damn what
your friends think of you.
> >> >
> >> >I find Geminis to be very intelligent (air), but wish-washy (mutable). They can do a 180
on you in a heartbeat.
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >--- On Mon, 1/14/13, robot_checkerboard13 robot_checkerboard13@> wrote:
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >From: robot_checkerboard13 robot_checkerboard13@>
> >> >Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: cusps

> >> >To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> >> >Date: Monday, January 14, 2013, 9:36 PM
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >When I was born the sun was 0 degrees in cancer. So technically my sun sign is cancer,
but I definitely feel way more Gemini than cancer. Which is strange since because the sun was
at the beginning of cancer you would think the cancer influence would be much more strong.
Most times I'm really unemotional and logical, but I can be really sensitive at times. I would say
from a subjective point of view it feels like a 50-50 split. I feel like I have three personalities. It
drives me insane because Gemini is already duel natured then throw in cancer and most of the
time I feel like a stranger in my own body.
> >> >
> >> >P.S.: I really had to control myself and try not to start just ranting on this subject. I can
talk a subject dry. Yet another Gemini trait when I'm supposedly a cancer.
> >> >
> >> >--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" wrote:
> >> >
> >> > I was wondering what everyones opinions are about cusps. Like if you're born May 21
and your Sun is 0 degrees in Gemini, would the solar traits you exhibit be completely Gemini in
nature with no Taurus whatsoever? Or would the nature be mostly Gemini with some Taurus?
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >>
>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: cusps

Message: 994

From: hp.2297

Date: 1/17/2013

That is really interesting that you have qualities of both Aries and Taurus. I don't think it works with houses
though. My sun (26°20' 6" Taurus) is just barely in my 12th house (26° 7'57" Taurus) yet my sun feels and
operates very much in a 12th house kind of way. I do really wish though that I could have enjoyed qualities

of both the 11th and 12th house suns.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" wrote:
>
> I have a very important planet of my chart in 29'** something degrees between Aries and
Taurus. This makes me have both qualities of the planet in both positons. I can call in whatever
one I want, with a little tendency on Aries. As I grown up and matured up, the Taurean side
came into play and balanced me off. For instance in my walking life I am more like a Taurean,
that is I can greatly focus if I set on, like in meditation. Yet other areas the Planet rules are more
Aries prone. This planet is inconjuct to Pluto, which is too on 0 degrees between two signs.
Which is very good as I can 'dabble' so to say between the natures of those. And an important
placement in Gemini which helps me differientate between the two and fuses them, sort of.
Gemini in some cases can be a blessing as the individual can swing off through their one and
other 'side', since gemini is dualistic.
>
> Due to the opposite natures of Aries and Taurus (one is always in need of change etc, Taurus
is stable and set) I can understand both ways of what the planet rules and is for. Pluto on the 0
degrees puts me as an intermediate between two generations or something. For instance my
Pluto is 0 degrees to Saggi. Sometimes I act like a Pluto in Scorpio [More rarely], very
explosively and I have the Pluto in Scorpio traits submerged with Pluto in Saggitarius. Since one
rules psychic knowledge and the other one rules religion etc, this is great. But sometimes I feel
'lost' in between these and if I try to sit down and really find out what I am for, one or anotherI really cannot. I would say both and that be the only explanation. When I was less mature
spiritually, my Aries side of the planet did show up. I was more all out. Then after a year or two
this seems to be changing into something better, yet retaining the originality of the placements.
I think this shows how really deep the art of astrology is and seeing that way, its extremely
precise for me and easily understandable, moreso than before I took this into consideration. Now
don't think this is SO powerful, but definitely plays a role. Its like a 'tint' of the next sign, a hue
of it.
>
> But if we said that applies, I would say roughly on the 27th degree and after...But this is my
opinion...Maybe even 28th half.
>
> HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" wrote:
>>
> > I was wondering what everyones opinions are about cusps. Like if you're born May 21 and
your Sun is 0 degrees in Gemini, would the solar traits you exhibit be completely Gemini in nature
with no Taurus whatsoever? Or would the nature be mostly Gemini with some Taurus?
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: cusps

Message: 995

From: Djinn Draconis

Date: 1/17/2013

Yup. The houses pretty much represent events and circumstances in your life not personality traits but
sometimes they do.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hp.2297" wrote:
>
> That is really interesting that you have qualities of both Aries and Taurus. I don't think it
works with houses though. My sun (26°20' 6" Taurus) is just barely in my 12th house (26° 7'57"
Taurus) yet my sun feels and operates very much in a 12th house kind of way. I do really wish
though that I could have enjoyed qualities of both the 11th and 12th house suns.

>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" wrote:
>>
> > I have a very important planet of my chart in 29'** something degrees between Aries and
Taurus. This makes me have both qualities of the planet in both positons. I can call in whatever
one I want, with a little tendency on Aries. As I grown up and matured up, the Taurean side
came into play and balanced me off. For instance in my walking life I am more like a Taurean,
that is I can greatly focus if I set on, like in meditation. Yet other areas the Planet rules are more
Aries prone. This planet is inconjuct to Pluto, which is too on 0 degrees between two signs.
Which is very good as I can 'dabble' so to say between the natures of those. And an important
placement in Gemini which helps me differientate between the two and fuses them, sort of.
Gemini in some cases can be a blessing as the individual can swing off through their one and
other 'side', since gemini is dualistic.
>>
> > Due to the opposite natures of Aries and Taurus (one is always in need of change etc,
Taurus is stable and set) I can understand both ways of what the planet rules and is for. Pluto
on the 0 degrees puts me as an intermediate between two generations or something. For
instance my Pluto is 0 degrees to Saggi. Sometimes I act like a Pluto in Scorpio [More rarely],
very explosively and I have the Pluto in Scorpio traits submerged with Pluto in Saggitarius. Since
one rules psychic knowledge and the other one rules religion etc, this is great. But sometimes I
feel 'lost' in between these and if I try to sit down and really find out what I am for, one or
another- I really cannot. I would say both and that be the only explanation. When I was less
mature spiritually, my Aries side of the planet did show up. I was more all out. Then after a year
or two this seems to be changing into something better, yet retaining the originality of the
placements. I think this shows how really deep the art of astrology is and seeing that way, its
extremely precise for me and easily understandable, moreso than before I took this into
consideration. Now don't think this is SO powerful, but definitely plays a role. Its like a 'tint' of
the next sign, a hue of it.
>>
> > But if we said that applies, I would say roughly on the 27th degree and after...But this is my
opinion...Maybe even 28th half.
>>
> > HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!!
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" wrote:
>>>
> > > I was wondering what everyones opinions are about cusps. Like if you're born May 21
and your Sun is 0 degrees in Gemini, would the solar traits you exhibit be completely Gemini in
nature with no Taurus whatsoever? Or would the nature be mostly Gemini with some Taurus?
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 997
Subject: intercepted sign and other questions

From: tappouzumaki

Date: 1/19/2013

1: someone can explain me what is an intercepted sign?
2: and what it mean?
i read on the internet:
it mean that in a past lives someone had problems not solved yet with that sign
it's correct?
3: i have 8 squares in my natal chart, it's bad?
4: why on joy of satan there aren't the kabalistic tables of pluto, neptune and uranus? they are important!

Hail Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 998
Subject: venus retrograde

From: tappouzumaki

Date: 1/19/2013

i have venus retrograde in scorpio, that trine with saturn retrograde in pisces
(venus has also a conjunction with sun)

My question is:
1- am i destined to wait until I'm 30 to have a decent relationship with a girl?
(i'm 18)
2- the cabalistic table for venus may be helpful?
Hail Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 999
From: siguarddraconis
Subject: Re: intercepted sign and other questions

Date: 1/19/2013

I.
An intercepted sign is one that has no cusp on it. An example:
3rd House begins at 29Taurus03' and 4th House at 03Cancer16'. This means that:
1. you have Gemini/Sagittarius intercepted
2. some signs are duplicated, i.e. you got two cusps in one zodiac sign (e.g. 5th House at 02Leo15' and 6th
House at 28Leo39').
II.
The intercepted signs are like rooms within a room, but one with no handle. You have to find one yourself.
http://www.bobmarksastrologer.com/duplicated_signs.htm
http://www.bobmarksastrologer.com/Intercepted_signs.htm
III.
Don't forget that no chart is perfect, and it depends upon how well you're going to handle the tension,
generated by the squares. Not every soft aspect is good and not every hard aspect is bad. Soft aspects can
also be called STATIC, and hard ones DYNAMIC, for the latter make us achieve something. Too many of the

former may make one lazy and reluctant to achieve anything. Usually though a person is a combination of
more or less equal number of both static and dynamic aspects.
IV.
These planets are not personal, but generational. Besides, have you ever heard about a kabalistic square of
the generational planets? I haven't, unless invented by a kike. If there were such squares, HPs Maxine would
post them.
Siguard Draconis.
Satanas Via, Vera et Vita est.
Ave Satanas! Rege Satanas!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "tappouzumaki" wrote:
>
> 1: someone can explain me what is an intercepted sign?
> 2: and what it mean?
>
> i read on the internet:
> it mean that in a past lives someone had problems not solved yet with that sign
> it's correct?
>
> 3: i have 8 squares in my natal chart, it's bad?
>
> 4: why on joy of satan there aren't the kabalistic tables of pluto, neptune and uranus? they
are important!
>
> Hail Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1000
Subject: Re: venus retrograde

From: f.follets

Date: 1/21/2013

It really depends on the house positions and other aspects. Having Venus conjunct the Sun is very good all
by itself and should help at that. Do you have more retrograde planets? Which houses do your retrograde
planets rule? Is Saturn in the 5th or 7th house? If Venus rules any of the relationship houses or the 5th
house of romance, then that may really be a problem; if not, the real problem may lie in other area of your
life.
All by itself, Venus retrograde and in aspect with Saturn (especially a trine) can indicate apathy towards
relationships or social contact in general, which can lead to isolation. However, the trine shouldn't make you
suffer for that.
If your chart shows a strong disposition towards being social and enjoying social contact, like your Venus
conjunction with the Sun does, then you may not have any problems with this at all. But of course, you can
change anything you want, through the squares, other meditations and learning how to deal with it.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "tappouzumaki" wrote:
>
> i have venus retrograde in scorpio, that trine with saturn retrograde in pisces
>
> (venus has also a conjunction with sun)
>
>
> My question is:

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

1- am i destined to wait until I'm 30 to have a decent relationship with a girl?
(i'm 18)
2- the cabalistic table for venus may be helpful?
Hail Satan!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1001
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: intercepted sign and other questions

Date: 1/21/2013

1. An intercepted sign is a sign that's completely inside a house, not a cusp. It happens when some houses
are bigger than 30 degrees, and others are much smaller. As a consequence, a chart with intercepted signs
will also have "double" signs, which are signs that emcompass two house cusps at once.
2. An intercepted sign and its planets (intercepted planets) will tend to work roughly as retrograde, though
not as strongly. There may be blockages, delays or problems involving those signs, planets and houses. I
don't know if it has to do with past lives, but surely there are problems to be solved involving their themes.
3. It's difficult, but can work for the better. It depends totally on the planets involved. Squares to Jupiter can
be very good and in some cases even squares to Saturn too. Squares cause tension and difficulties, but also
give potential to develop abilities and strengthen the character.
4. Because these are the outer planets, the higher octaves of the inner planets. Uranus is the higher octave
of Mercury, Neptune is the higher octave of Venus and Pluto is the higher octave of Mars. Their energies are
alike, but the outer planets extremely more powerful, to the point they can't be handled through squares. By
themselves, they don't affect anyone directly, they work through generations of people and the whole world
at once.
Hope it helped...

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "tappouzumaki" wrote:
>
> 1: someone can explain me what is an intercepted sign?
> 2: and what it mean?
>
> i read on the internet:
> it mean that in a past lives someone had problems not solved yet with that sign
> it's correct?
>
> 3: i have 8 squares in my natal chart, it's bad?
>
> 4: why on joy of satan there aren't the kabalistic tables of pluto, neptune and uranus? they
are important!
>
>
>
> Hail Satan!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Jupiter

Message: 1002

From: Indigo Nation

Date: 1/21/2013

That means jupiter is both co ruler in retrograde and intercepted my chart no wonder I have problems with

finding any job or money saggatarious is on the 10th house cusp jupiter in the 2nd, too bad I didn't think to
do the square last year now I have to wait till June.
Pisces is intercepted in my first house also I have a stellium in saggatarius. Any help here or things i can do
before it enters cancer.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" wrote:
>
> 1. An intercepted sign is a sign that's completely inside a house, not a cusp. It happens when
some houses are bigger than 30 degrees, and others are much smaller. As a consequence, a
chart with intercepted signs will also have "double" signs, which are signs that emcompass two
house cusps at once.
>
> 2. An intercepted sign and its planets (intercepted planets) will tend to work roughly as
retrograde, though not as strongly. There may be blockages, delays or problems involving those
signs, planets and houses. I don't know if it has to do with past lives, but surely there are
problems to be solved involving their themes.
>
> 3. It's difficult, but can work for the better. It depends totally on the planets involved. Squares
to Jupiter can be very good and in some cases even squares to Saturn too. Squares cause
tension and difficulties, but also give potential to develop abilities and strengthen the character.
>
> 4. Because these are the outer planets, the higher octaves of the inner planets. Uranus is the
higher octave of Mercury, Neptune is the higher octave of Venus and Pluto is the higher octave
of Mars. Their energies are alike, but the outer planets extremely more powerful, to the point
they can't be handled through squares. By themselves, they don't affect anyone directly, they
work through generations of people and the whole world at once.
>
> Hope it helped...
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "tappouzumaki" wrote:
>>
> > 1: someone can explain me what is an intercepted sign?
> > 2: and what it mean?
>>
> > i read on the internet:
> > it mean that in a past lives someone had problems not solved yet with that sign
> > it's correct?
>>
> > 3: i have 8 squares in my natal chart, it's bad?
>>
> > 4: why on joy of satan there aren't the kabalistic tables of pluto, neptune and uranus? they
are important!
>>
>>
>>
> > Hail Satan!
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Jupiter

Message: 1003

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 1/21/2013

Indigo, I have jupiter in seventh house, sagg on the tenth house and pisces rising. You CAN do the jupiter
square still. The effects will be lessened but still produce some results. I have been using the jupiter square
for weeks now and have recieved results. If I were you id definetly do it a few times. Its only 16 days.

When I,vibrate it I still feel energy.I have an unaspected jupiter, which makes my jupiter strong.
-----------------------------On Mon, Jan 21, 2013 4:52 PM EST Indigo Nation wrote:
>That means jupiter is both co ruler in retrograde and intercepted my chart no wonder I have
problems with finding any job or money saggatarious is on the 10th house cusp jupiter in the
2nd, too bad I didn't think to do the square last year now I have to wait till June.
>Pisces is intercepted in my first house also I have a stellium in saggatarius. Any help here or
things i can do before it enters cancer.
>
>--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" wrote:
>>
>> 1. An intercepted sign is a sign that's completely inside a house, not a cusp. It happens when
some houses are bigger than 30 degrees, and others are much smaller. As a consequence, a
chart with intercepted signs will also have "double" signs, which are signs that emcompass two
house cusps at once.
>>
>> 2. An intercepted sign and its planets (intercepted planets) will tend to work roughly as
retrograde, though not as strongly. There may be blockages, delays or problems involving those
signs, planets and houses. I don't know if it has to do with past lives, but surely there are
problems to be solved involving their themes.
>>
>> 3. It's difficult, but can work for the better. It depends totally on the planets involved.
Squares to Jupiter can be very good and in some cases even squares to Saturn too. Squares
cause tension and difficulties, but also give potential to develop abilities and strengthen the
character.
>>
>> 4. Because these are the outer planets, the higher octaves of the inner planets. Uranus is
the higher octave of Mercury, Neptune is the higher octave of Venus and Pluto is the higher
octave of Mars. Their energies are alike, but the outer planets extremely more powerful, to the
point they can't be handled through squares. By themselves, they don't affect anyone directly,
they work through generations of people and the whole world at once.
>>
>> Hope it helped...
>>
>> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "tappouzumaki" wrote:
>> >
>> > 1: someone can explain me what is an intercepted sign?
>> > 2: and what it mean?
>> >
>> > i read on the internet:
>> > it mean that in a past lives someone had problems not solved yet with that sign
>> > it's correct?
>> >
>> > 3: i have 8 squares in my natal chart, it's bad?
>> >
>> > 4: why on joy of satan there aren't the kabalistic tables of pluto, neptune and uranus?
they are important!
>> >
>> >
>> >
>> > Hail Satan!
>> >
>>

>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1004
From: Indigo Nation
Subject: Re: intercepted sign and other questions

Date: 1/21/2013

1. Intercepted signs are where the entire sign is in the house it was explained well.
2. Well it is the underlying factor in that area of a persons life which the house rules, you may have aspects
of both signs in that house but the intercepted sign is weaker. Remember anything can be done with
meditation and the Squares though like the person below me said I know that is true. It may be some
aspect of you that you have as an underlying thing but don't know how to access. Like for instance I always
loved music and wanted to create it but always thought people looked down on me as a kid (Pisces
intercepted 1st house as I said Aquarious on the cusp) I always wanted to act in plays when I was given the
chance and had a creative disposition but I was scared to admit it thought that either it was too much for
the people around me to handle or that I could not do so probably not true and I am working on that lol but
I definitely have traits of both signs and feel they both have effect on my life for good or bad.
3. It depends fully on the planets involved the houses they are in and the rest of the chart there is no easy
answer to that question but straight out saying something is bad is not a very good way to look at it. Even
Saturn can be good or a balancing factor to something else in the chart preventing major problems with it. If
you have good squares great if not it can be worked on they must be looked at individually along with the
entire chart. Like for instance Sun Square Jupiter and the Sun and Sun Square Saturn is a balancing factor
preventing problems most likely but taken alone neither square is good. Just an example it depends on the
rest of the chart so its not an easy question to answer.
4. Neptune Uranus and Pluto do have an effect on individual people (like for instance a chart ruler or aspects
to planets position in chart etc) as well as generational planets where they are located etc but there is no
square because it is not the kind of energy that can be handled in that way Uranus and Neptune can be
invoked and directed to do things in your life its best to take it slow and with meditation this way something
can be offset or strengthened but pluto is something that seems dangerous and cannot be dealt with by
invoking it as far as I know and I wouldn't try it it is best to do affirmations possibly but not sure someone
else may have to answer on pluto as I don't know but from experience but Uranus and Neptune can be
dealt with in this way with no problems as long as a person doesn't overdo it on either planet. Holding or
carrying the stone for pluto may be of help as with neptune and Uranus. Example Opalite matches the
vibrations of Uranus perfectly and can even be used to invoke the planets energy through the stone.
Hail Satan

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" wrote:
>
> 1. An intercepted sign is a sign that's completely inside a house, not a cusp. It happens when
some houses are bigger than 30 degrees, and others are much smaller. As a consequence, a
chart with intercepted signs will also have "double" signs, which are signs that emcompass two
house cusps at once.
>
> 2. An intercepted sign and its planets (intercepted planets) will tend to work roughly as
retrograde, though not as strongly. There may be blockages, delays or problems involving those
signs, planets and houses. I don't know if it has to do with past lives, but surely there are
problems to be solved involving their themes.
>
> 3. It's difficult, but can work for the better. It depends totally on the planets involved. Squares
to Jupiter can be very good and in some cases even squares to Saturn too. Squares cause
tension and difficulties, but also give potential to develop abilities and strengthen the character.
>
> 4. Because these are the outer planets, the higher octaves of the inner planets. Uranus is the
higher octave of Mercury, Neptune is the higher octave of Venus and Pluto is the higher octave
of Mars. Their energies are alike, but the outer planets extremely more powerful, to the point
they can't be handled through squares. By themselves, they don't affect anyone directly, they

work through generations of people and the whole world at once.
>
> Hope it helped...
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "tappouzumaki" wrote:
>>
> > 1: someone can explain me what is an intercepted sign?
> > 2: and what it mean?
>>
> > i read on the internet:
> > it mean that in a past lives someone had problems not solved yet with that sign
> > it's correct?
>>
> > 3: i have 8 squares in my natal chart, it's bad?
>>
> > 4: why on joy of satan there aren't the kabalistic tables of pluto, neptune and uranus? they
are important!
>>
>>
>>
> > Hail Satan!
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Jupiter

Message: 1005

From: Indigo Nation

Date: 1/21/2013

Thank you I will definitely do that.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>
>
>
> Indigo, I have jupiter in seventh house, sagg on the tenth house and pisces rising. You CAN
do the jupiter square still. The effects will be lessened but still produce some results. I have
been using the jupiter square for weeks now and have recieved results. If I were you id definetly
do it a few times. Its only 16 days. When I,vibrate it I still feel energy.I have an unaspected
jupiter, which makes my jupiter strong.
>
> -----------------------------> On Mon, Jan 21, 2013 4:52 PM EST Indigo Nation wrote:
>
> >That means jupiter is both co ruler in retrograde and intercepted my chart no wonder I have
problems with finding any job or money saggatarious is on the 10th house cusp jupiter in the
2nd, too bad I didn't think to do the square last year now I have to wait till June.
> >Pisces is intercepted in my first house also I have a stellium in saggatarius. Any help here or
things i can do before it enters cancer.
>>
> >--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" wrote:
> >>
> >> 1. An intercepted sign is a sign that's completely inside a house, not a cusp. It happens
when some houses are bigger than 30 degrees, and others are much smaller. As a consequence,
a chart with intercepted signs will also have "double" signs, which are signs that emcompass two
house cusps at once.
> >>

> >> 2. An intercepted sign and its planets (intercepted planets) will tend to work roughly as
retrograde, though not as strongly. There may be blockages, delays or problems involving those
signs, planets and houses. I don't know if it has to do with past lives, but surely there are
problems to be solved involving their themes.
> >>
> >> 3. It's difficult, but can work for the better. It depends totally on the planets involved.
Squares to Jupiter can be very good and in some cases even squares to Saturn too. Squares
cause tension and difficulties, but also give potential to develop abilities and strengthen the
character.
> >>
> >> 4. Because these are the outer planets, the higher octaves of the inner planets. Uranus is
the higher octave of Mercury, Neptune is the higher octave of Venus and Pluto is the higher
octave of Mars. Their energies are alike, but the outer planets extremely more powerful, to the
point they can't be handled through squares. By themselves, they don't affect anyone directly,
they work through generations of people and the whole world at once.
> >>
> >> Hope it helped...
> >>
> >> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "tappouzumaki" wrote:
> >> >
> >> > 1: someone can explain me what is an intercepted sign?
> >> > 2: and what it mean?
> >> >
> >> > i read on the internet:
> >> > it mean that in a past lives someone had problems not solved yet with that sign
> >> > it's correct?
> >> >
> >> > 3: i have 8 squares in my natal chart, it's bad?
> >> >
> >> > 4: why on joy of satan there aren't the kabalistic tables of pluto, neptune and uranus?
they are important!
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >
> >> > Hail Satan!
> >> >
> >>
>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Jupiter

Message: 1006

From: mvldz666

Date: 1/23/2013

Excuse me Sister but isn't it counter-productive (according to Satan's Squares) to do a square when the
planet is in its signs of fall or detriment? And since Jupiter is currently in Gemini (it's fall) one shouldn't start
the particular square at this point in time.
I just recently started reading up on the newly updated Astrology section so there might be quite a few
things that I'm missing, but I wanted to do this square as well and the thread caught my eye.
Hail Satan !!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw wrote:

>
>
>
> Indigo, I have jupiter in seventh house, sagg on the tenth house and pisces rising. You CAN
do the jupiter square still. The effects will be lessened but still produce some results. I have
been using the jupiter square for weeks now and have recieved results. If I were you id definetly
do it a few times. Its only 16 days. When I,vibrate it I still feel energy.I have an unaspected
jupiter, which makes my jupiter strong.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1007
Subject: Re: venus retrograde

From: tappouzumaki

Date: 1/23/2013

--Retrograde
venus-saturn-n.node
--Intercepted houses
scorpio and taurus ( 4/scorpio/5 10/taurus/11 )
so leo(ascendant)in 1-2
acquarium in 7-8
--positions of planets
saturn - 8 house - in pisces---- trine with venus
mars - 1 house - leo------------ square with sun and n.node
venus, sun, n.node, jupiter, pluto----4 house - scorpio(intercepted)
venus conjunct sun, sun conjunct n.node and jupiter, jupiter conjunct pluto
sun square with mars and sextile with moon
jupiter sextile with uranus and neptune

moon,uranus and neptune - 6 house - capricorn--------they are conjuncted all together
at the end mercury - libra - also 4 house-----opposition with Mc
Mc square with uranus and neptune
there are planets only in 1-4-6-8 houses

SO you said
""Venus retrograde and in aspect with Saturn (especially a trine) can indicate apathy towards relationships or
social contact in general, which can lead to isolation.""
yes
I have a few friends (but we are super-friends) and for the other people i feel indifference
it isn't a problem for me, cause boring and stupid people deserve only my apathy
BUT
i am also leo-mars and i like to stay at the center of attention.
this create contrast sometimes...
there is something I can do about these contrast?
and

there is a girl that I like. she is in my class
I just do not feel like talking to her ... it's unconscious, I think it is that for the reason you said, for the
scorpion intercepted with sun and venus , and maybe mercury opposed to Mc
there is something I can do about?
but... sometimes i think apathy is not bad cause is the fault of others that do not stimulate me with their
boring talk...also this girl...a lot of people are annoying
at the end i do not know if the problem is my or of some other people...
maybe one day i will find an intersting girl?

Hail Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1008
Subject: Re: venus retrograde

From: f.follets

Date: 1/24/2013

With the majority of planets in the lower part of the chart you do have a stronger introspective nature, the
constrast is understandable. However, Mars does counterbalance that, so it's possible that, when in a
situation where assertion is necessary, you won't fail even being so introspective. You know how to deal with
things on your own. With age and expecience your need for attention will probably be toned down or
focused towards something else; there are many ways to be the center of attention.
As for friends and people in general, this feeling you described is common to people with Venus-Saturn
aspects (myself included). The good part of having Saturn in aspect with Venus is that those who are called
friends, usually remain friends for a very long time, no matter what happens; the same with relationships.
With Saturn things are long lasting and very resilient. Your Capricorn Moon surely prefers quality over
quantity, for you are slow to trust, and conjunct Uranus and Neptune, you might prefer unusual people by
your side.
And the girl... well, I'm 18 too and I know that when we're young, we feel like we seriously need someone.
Attraction suddenly grows to "something else" and we're left actionless. Nevertheless, with time I believe
most of us will come to know what we really want from life... if it's people or other stuff. It's perfectly ok to
not want people - and to be alone, for that matter. If you have people you trust by your side, only surprises
remain. It's not much of a problem, it's just a matter of seing things from a different perspective.
If throughout your life you come to find someone who catches your interest and understands your position
in these things, all the better. It's very possible, astrologically speaking, that you will find someone sooner or
later, just maybe not now. If you really don't think this girl's worth your time, then don't do anything, just
try to let the feeling go. Focus on other stuff etc.
Despite all that, I need to say this again, you can change whatever you want, if you really want, through
meditation and spells; things will only unfold in certain ways if you let them. Also, take care with the data
you post about yourself, it can be dangerous.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "tappouzumaki" wrote:
>
>
> --Retrograde
> venus-saturn-n.node
> --Intercepted houses
> scorpio and taurus ( 4/scorpio/5 10/taurus/11 )
> so leo(ascendant)in 1-2
> acquarium in 7-8
>

> --positions of planets
> saturn - 8 house - in pisces---- trine with venus
>
> mars - 1 house - leo------------ square with sun and n.node
>
> venus, sun, n.node, jupiter, pluto----4 house - scorpio(intercepted)
>
> venus conjunct sun, sun conjunct n.node and jupiter, jupiter conjunct pluto
>
> sun square with mars and sextile with moon
> jupiter sextile with uranus and neptune
>
>
> moon,uranus and neptune - 6 house - capricorn--------> they are conjuncted all together
>
> at the end mercury - libra - also 4 house-----opposition with Mc
> Mc square with uranus and neptune
>
> there are planets only in 1-4-6-8 houses
>
>
> SO you said
> ""Venus retrograde and in aspect with Saturn (especially a trine) can indicate apathy towards
relationships or social contact in general, which can lead to isolation.""
> yes
>
> I have a few friends (but we are super-friends) and for the other people i feel indifference
> it isn't a problem for me, cause boring and stupid people deserve only my apathy
> BUT
> i am also leo-mars and i like to stay at the center of attention.
> this create contrast sometimes...
> there is something I can do about these contrast?
>
> and
> there is a girl that I like. she is in my class
>
> I just do not feel like talking to her ... it's unconscious, I think it is that for the reason you
said, for the scorpion intercepted with sun and venus , and maybe mercury opposed to Mc
>
> there is something I can do about?
> but... sometimes i think apathy is not bad cause is the fault of others that do not stimulate
me with their boring talk...also this girl...a lot of people are annoying
>
> at the end i do not know if the problem is my or of some other people...
> maybe one day i will find an intersting girl?
>
>
> Hail Satan!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1009
Subject: Re: venus retrograde
yes it's right

From: tappouzumaki

Date: 1/24/2013

i will try to say affirmations like
"a very beautiful and intersting girl comes in my life"

"""you can change whatever you want,"""
i do not need really to change
frequently what you want in truth is what society wants (stereotypes)
are the Christian religion and the mass media that tells us "you're wrong" "you have to change" ecc
We have to accept ourselves as we are,
and meanwhile meditate and improve us

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" wrote:
>
> With the majority of planets in the lower part of the chart you do have a stronger introspective
nature, the constrast is understandable. However, Mars does counterbalance that, so it's possible
that, when in a situation where assertion is necessary, you won't fail even being so introspective.
You know how to deal with things on your own. With age and expecience your need for
attention will probably be toned down or focused towards something else; there are many ways
to be the center of attention.
>
> As for friends and people in general, this feeling you described is common to people with
Venus-Saturn aspects (myself included). The good part of having Saturn in aspect with Venus is
that those who are called friends, usually remain friends for a very long time, no matter what
happens; the same with relationships. With Saturn things are long lasting and very resilient. Your
Capricorn Moon surely prefers quality over quantity, for you are slow to trust, and conjunct
Uranus and Neptune, you might prefer unusual people by your side.
>
> And the girl... well, I'm 18 too and I know that when we're young, we feel like we seriously
need someone. Attraction suddenly grows to "something else" and we're left actionless.
Nevertheless, with time I believe most of us will come to know what we really want from life... if
it's people or other stuff. It's perfectly ok to not want people - and to be alone, for that matter.
If you have people you trust by your side, only surprises remain. It's not much of a problem, it's
just a matter of seing things from a different perspective.
>
> If throughout your life you come to find someone who catches your interest and understands
your position in these things, all the better. It's very possible, astrologically speaking, that you
will find someone sooner or later, just maybe not now. If you really don't think this girl's worth
your time, then don't do anything, just try to let the feeling go. Focus on other stuff etc.
>
> Despite all that, I need to say this again, you can change whatever you want, if you really
want, through meditation and spells; things will only unfold in certain ways if you let them. Also,
take care with the data you post about yourself, it can be dangerous.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1010
Subject: Re: venus retrograde

From: Indigo Nation

Date: 1/24/2013

Ok venus is not in retrograde in my chart but I want the same thing. A Relationship can I affirm in the
affirmation what planets are strong in this persons chart that I want to attract or is there something else to
do with this, like Neptune and Uranus combination would be perfect for me is there any way to affirm or use
these planets for this.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "tappouzumaki" wrote:
>
> yes it's right
> i will try to say affirmations like
> "a very beautiful and intersting girl comes in my life"
>
>
> """you can change whatever you want,"""
> i do not need really to change
> frequently what you want in truth is what society wants (stereotypes)
>
> are the Christian religion and the mass media that tells us "you're wrong" "you have to
change" ecc
> We have to accept ourselves as we are,
> and meanwhile meditate and improve us
>
>
>
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" wrote:
>>
> > With the majority of planets in the lower part of the chart you do have a stronger
introspective nature, the constrast is understandable. However, Mars does counterbalance that,
so it's possible that, when in a situation where assertion is necessary, you won't fail even being
so introspective. You know how to deal with things on your own. With age and expecience your
need for attention will probably be toned down or focused towards something else; there are
many ways to be the center of attention.
>>
> > As for friends and people in general, this feeling you described is common to people with
Venus-Saturn aspects (myself included). The good part of having Saturn in aspect with Venus is
that those who are called friends, usually remain friends for a very long time, no matter what
happens; the same with relationships. With Saturn things are long lasting and very resilient. Your
Capricorn Moon surely prefers quality over quantity, for you are slow to trust, and conjunct
Uranus and Neptune, you might prefer unusual people by your side.
>>
> > And the girl... well, I'm 18 too and I know that when we're young, we feel like we seriously
need someone. Attraction suddenly grows to "something else" and we're left actionless.
Nevertheless, with time I believe most of us will come to know what we really want from life... if
it's people or other stuff. It's perfectly ok to not want people - and to be alone, for that matter.
If you have people you trust by your side, only surprises remain. It's not much of a problem, it's
just a matter of seing things from a different perspective.
>>
> > If throughout your life you come to find someone who catches your interest and
understands your position in these things, all the better. It's very possible, astrologically
speaking, that you will find someone sooner or later, just maybe not now. If you really don't
think this girl's worth your time, then don't do anything, just try to let the feeling go. Focus on
other stuff etc.
>>
> > Despite all that, I need to say this again, you can change whatever you want, if you really
want, through meditation and spells; things will only unfold in certain ways if you let them. Also,
take care with the data you post about yourself, it can be dangerous.
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 1011

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 1/24/2013

Subject: Re: venus retrograde
Indigo, just use "my ideal partner". You don't need to get caught up in the details, that could backfire.
And Tappouzumaki, that could very well not be a relationship, sicne you didn't specify *how* she is in your
life. Sure, it could bring a beautiful and interesting girl into your life, but she might be your cousin lol! Or a
friend's gf. You need to include that it will be a romantic relationship for you.
"In a positive and healthy manner for me, I am in a loving relationship with my ideal partner. We are very
happy together".

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Indigo Nation" wrote:
>
> Ok venus is not in retrograde in my chart but I want the same thing. A Relationship can I
affirm in the affirmation what planets are strong in this persons chart that I want to attract or is
there something else to do with this, like Neptune and Uranus combination would be perfect for
me is there any way to affirm or use these planets for this.
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "tappouzumaki" wrote:
>>
> > yes it's right
> > i will try to say affirmations like
> > "a very beautiful and intersting girl comes in my life"
>>
>>
> > """you can change whatever you want,"""
> > i do not need really to change
> > frequently what you want in truth is what society wants (stereotypes)
>>
> > are the Christian religion and the mass media that tells us "you're wrong" "you have to
change" ecc
> > We have to accept ourselves as we are,
> > and meanwhile meditate and improve us
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" wrote:
>>>
> > > With the majority of planets in the lower part of the chart you do have a stronger
introspective nature, the constrast is understandable. However, Mars does counterbalance that,
so it's possible that, when in a situation where assertion is necessary, you won't fail even being
so introspective. You know how to deal with things on your own. With age and expecience your
need for attention will probably be toned down or focused towards something else; there are
many ways to be the center of attention.
>>>
> > > As for friends and people in general, this feeling you described is common to people with
Venus-Saturn aspects (myself included). The good part of having Saturn in aspect with Venus is
that those who are called friends, usually remain friends for a very long time, no matter what
happens; the same with relationships. With Saturn things are long lasting and very resilient. Your
Capricorn Moon surely prefers quality over quantity, for you are slow to trust, and conjunct
Uranus and Neptune, you might prefer unusual people by your side.
>>>
> > > And the girl... well, I'm 18 too and I know that when we're young, we feel like we
seriously need someone. Attraction suddenly grows to "something else" and we're left actionless.

Nevertheless, with time I believe most of us will come to know what we really want from life... if
it's people or other stuff. It's perfectly ok to not want people - and to be alone, for that matter.
If you have people you trust by your side, only surprises remain. It's not much of a problem, it's
just a matter of seing things from a different perspective.
>>>
> > > If throughout your life you come to find someone who catches your interest and
understands your position in these things, all the better. It's very possible, astrologically
speaking, that you will find someone sooner or later, just maybe not now. If you really don't
think this girl's worth your time, then don't do anything, just try to let the feeling go. Focus on
other stuff etc.
>>>
> > > Despite all that, I need to say this again, you can change whatever you want, if you really
want, through meditation and spells; things will only unfold in certain ways if you let them. Also,
take care with the data you post about yourself, it can be dangerous.
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Jupiter

Message: 1012

From: Indigo Nation

Date: 1/27/2013

To answer your question it depends I am guessing on where Jupiter is in your chart hopefully this doesn't
actually weaken the planet in the chart cause I have done this I didn't think it was doing much. Well it
seems in direct it actually manifested all sorts of bad luck related to jupiter (I had to stop the square) but in
retrograde it seems positive and I feel jupiter a little but no where near as powerfully as it was last year. I
am excited for cancer. Well Jupiter seems to rule animations somewhat and several things related to kids
toys and some video games, certain musical pieces the color pink (just going on feeling) and several other
things I always love anything related to jupiter horses and dogs?, etc well it doesn't feel as powerful in
influence in anything. This sucks I love jupiter well good luck everyone Jupiter is awesome I kind of miss its
full power I liked meditating on it and the images it would give me kind of like random youthful imaginative
etc well its a co-ruler in my chart and two other ruling planets are in Saggatarious so maybe I am biased lol.
Hail Satan
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "mvldz666" wrote:
>
> Excuse me Sister but isn't it counter-productive (according to Satan's Squares) to do a square
when the planet is in its signs of fall or detriment? And since Jupiter is currently in Gemini (it's
fall) one shouldn't start the particular square at this point in time.
>
> I just recently started reading up on the newly updated Astrology section so there might be
quite a few things that I'm missing, but I wanted to do this square as well and the thread caught
my eye.
>
> Hail Satan !!!
>
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>>
>>
>>
> > Indigo, I have jupiter in seventh house, sagg on the tenth house and pisces rising. You CAN
do the jupiter square still. The effects will be lessened but still produce some results. I have
been using the jupiter square for weeks now and have recieved results. If I were you id definetly
do it a few times. Its only 16 days. When I,vibrate it I still feel energy.I have an unaspected
jupiter, which makes my jupiter strong.
>>

>
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Subject: Re: Solar return
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Jupiter
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Solar return
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: T-Saturn Conjunct N-Mars?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: T-Saturn Conjunct N-Mars?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: cusps
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: T-Saturn Conjunct N-Mars?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: T-Saturn Conjunct N-Mars?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: hey
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: T-Saturn Conjunct N-Mars?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: n.node and s.node meanings?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: i dont get my chart..
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: i dont get my chart..
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: i dont get my chart..
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Saturn (capricorn) in the first house
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Saturn (capricorn) in the first house
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
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1013

From: edlyngonzalez@ymail.com

Date: 1/27/2013

1014

From: Djinn Draconis

Date: 1/27/2013

1015

From: Indigo Nation

Date: 1/27/2013

1016

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 1/28/2013

1017

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 1/28/2013

1018

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 1/28/2013

1019

From: f.follets

Date: 1/29/2013

1020

From: Kwarioru Kerutiko

Date: 1/29/2013

1021

From: Hot Guy

Date: 1/29/2013

1022

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 1/29/2013

1023

From: isakbendrik

Date: 2/2/2013

1024

From: miguellagunes89

Date: 2/2/2013

1025

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 2/3/2013

1026

From: cazzadeathgirl1992

Date: 2/4/2013

1027

From: gr33ntree999

Date: 2/4/2013

1028

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 2/4/2013

1029

From: Jon

Date: 2/4/2013

Subject: Re: Saturn (capricorn) in the first house
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Saturn (capricorn) in the first house
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: n.node and s.node meanings?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Why does Saturn always win?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Why does Saturn always win?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Why does Saturn always win?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: I have a few questions about astrology
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Why does Saturn always win?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Why does Saturn always win?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Why does Saturn always win?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Why does Saturn always win?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Why does Saturn always win?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: different planets in same houses?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: n.node and s.node meanings?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: n.node and s.node meanings?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Ascendant Sign
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Ascendant Sign
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Ascendant Sign

1030

From: f.follets

Date: 2/6/2013

1031

From: radzio_ss

Date: 2/6/2013

1032

From: Djinn Draconis

Date: 2/6/2013

1033

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 2/6/2013

1034

From: hoodedcobra666

Date: 2/7/2013

1035

From: rocketeer480

Date: 2/8/2013

1036

From: f.follets

Date: 2/8/2013

1037

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 2/8/2013

1038

From: Djinn Draconis

Date: 2/8/2013

1039

From: f.follets

Date: 2/9/2013

1040

From: f.follets

Date: 2/9/2013

1041

From: isakbendrik

Date: 2/9/2013

1042

From: isakbendrik

Date: 2/9/2013

1043

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 2/9/2013

1044

From: Micama Gmicalzoma

Date: 2/9/2013

1045

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 2/9/2013

1046

From: Micama Gmicalzoma

Date: 2/10/2013

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1047
Subject: Re: n.node and s.node meanings?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1049
Subject: Re: n.node and s.node meanings?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1050
Subject: Need help with astrology especialy with the ascendent
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1051
Subject: Moon's Nodes in Solar Returns
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1052
Subject: Stellium in lunar return 12th house
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1053
Subject: Re: Moon's Nodes in Solar Returns
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1054
Subject: Re: Moon's Nodes in Solar Returns
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1055
Subject: Re: Moon's Nodes in Solar Returns
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1056
Subject: Re: Why does Saturn always win?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1057
Subject: Re: Why does Saturn always win?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1058
Subject: Re: Why does Saturn always win?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1059
Subject: day for year ephemeris
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1060
Subject: Re: day for year ephemeris
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1061
Subject: Re: day for year ephemeris
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1062
Subject: Re: day for year ephemeris
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1063
Subject: One day for a year?

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 2/10/2013

From: Kwarioru Kerutiko

Date: 2/10/2013

From: rocketeer480

Date: 2/10/2013

From: ch_3_coo

Date: 2/15/2013

From: cobrahood711

Date: 2/17/2013

From: Kwarioru Kerutiko

Date: 2/17/2013

From: radzio_ss

Date: 2/17/2013

From: f.follets

Date: 2/17/2013

From: tappouzumaki

Date: 2/20/2013

From: Djinn Draconis

Date: 2/21/2013

From: tappouzumaki

Date: 2/22/2013

From: Sss D.

Date: 2/24/2013

From: f.follets

Date: 2/25/2013

From: m_18

Date: 2/25/2013

From: Sss D.

Date: 2/26/2013

From: Micama Gmicalzoma

Date: 2/27/2013

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Solar return

Message: 1013

From: edlyngonzalez@ymail.com

Date: 1/27/2013

Im guessing no one can help..

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "edlyngonzalez@..." wrote:
>
> Can someone please help me interpret my Solar return chart? I look at it and it literally looks like a foreign language to me. I dont understand it.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Jupiter

Message: 1014

From: Djinn Draconis

Date: 1/27/2013

Yeah it will be good once Jupiter gets into Cancer. My Jupiter is in need of strengthening badly.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Indigo Nation" wrote:
>
> To answer your question it depends I am guessing on where Jupiter is in your chart hopefully this doesn't actually weaken the planet in the
chart cause I have done this I didn't think it was doing much. Well it seems in direct it actually manifested all sorts of bad luck related to jupiter (I
had to stop the square) but in retrograde it seems positive and I feel jupiter a little but no where near as powerfully as it was last year. I am
excited for cancer. Well Jupiter seems to rule animations somewhat and several things related to kids toys and some video games, certain musical
pieces the color pink (just going on feeling) and several other things I always love anything related to jupiter horses and dogs?, etc well it doesn't
feel as powerful in influence in anything. This sucks I love jupiter well good luck everyone Jupiter is awesome I kind of miss its full power I liked
meditating on it and the images it would give me kind of like random youthful imaginative etc well its a co-ruler in my chart and two other ruling
planets are in Saggatarious so maybe I am biased lol.
> Hail Satan
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "mvldz666" wrote:
>>
> > Excuse me Sister but isn't it counter-productive (according to Satan's Squares) to do a square when the planet is in its signs of fall or
detriment? And since Jupiter is currently in Gemini (it's fall) one shouldn't start the particular square at this point in time.
>>
> > I just recently started reading up on the newly updated Astrology section so there might be quite a few things that I'm missing, but I wanted
to do this square as well and the thread caught my eye.
>>
> > Hail Satan !!!
>>
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw wrote:

>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > Indigo, I have jupiter in seventh house, sagg on the tenth house and pisces rising. You CAN do the jupiter square still. The effects will be
lessened but still produce some results. I have been using the jupiter square for weeks now and have recieved results. If I were you id definetly
do it a few times. Its only 16 days. When I,vibrate it I still feel energy.I have an unaspected jupiter, which makes my jupiter strong.
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Solar return

Message: 1015

From: Indigo Nation

Date: 1/27/2013

this is all making my head spin I am using this way of telling things take a planet and see what sign it is currently in vs what your natal planet sign is in but
um the solar return would you use this as well, and what about plants overlapping planets in other signs for example Pluto in Scorpio 10 degrees vs Saturn in
Scorpio 11 degrees I am assuming a transit there so far so good the Saturn Square is helping me a lot but I feel this energy somewhat hope nothing happens,
ok so what a bout things like venus in capricorn would that mean its transiting neptune if it were in the same sign/orb and would this mean i add 25 days to
the point at which the planets are natally for the solar return, the planets move counter clockwise through the houses and over other planets or opposing
them to create a transit 1-2 degree orb is better for predictions. So each year does your natal planets move some for the interpretation but what about trines
squares I am assuming opposition is when the planet is in the opposite sign Example
Aries/Libra in the same orb example Venus in Pisces 14" 7" and Jupiter in Virgo 15" 2" would be an opposition but what about trines/squares and how to
move this into the format of the Solar return it is like my mind is going blank due to confusion here.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "edlyngonzalez@..." wrote:
>
> Im guessing no one can help..
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "edlyngonzalez@" wrote:
>>
> > Can someone please help me interpret my Solar return chart? I look at it and it literally looks like a foreign language to me. I dont
understand it.
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: T-Saturn Conjunct N-Mars?

Message: 1016

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 1/28/2013

Hi, I'm just wondering what transiting Saturn conjunct natal Mars could bring. All I'm finding online is "increased self-confidence" or "decreased ability to get
things done" etc.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1017
Subject: Re: T-Saturn Conjunct N-Mars?

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 1/28/2013

Additional info: natal Mars is on cusp of 8th house

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@..." wrote:
>
> Hi, I'm just wondering what transiting Saturn conjunct natal Mars could bring. All I'm finding online is "increased self-confidence" or "decreased
ability to get things done" etc.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: cusps

Message: 1018

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 1/28/2013

I know I'm a bit late to this thread, but I'm just catching up in this group. Interesting info, M_18. My earliest is Jupiter (unless north node counts), and Pluto
and Neptune at 29*. And going through my list of planets and their degrees, in order, it seems very accurate as to how events unfold in my life.
Thanks :)

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 wrote:
>
> I have Venus at 0** & Jupiter at 29**.
>Â
> Thus these are the planets of earliest & last degrees in my chart. These placements are important for several reasons, but probably most
importantly, they represent the cycle of experience for me. Each cycle in my life is based upon a begining with Venus & an ending with Jupiter.
Typically, relationship at the begining & thus ending in a philosophical evaluation of the experience.
>Â
> List your planets in order of earliest to highest degrees & you will see the pattern of yourÂ life's experience unfolded for you. As transiting
planets make contact withÂ natal planets in your chart, it will always follow that pattern.
>
>
> --- On Tue, 1/15/13, hoodedcobra666 wrote:
>
>
> From: hoodedcobra666
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: cusps

> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Tuesday, January 15, 2013, 10:42 AM
>
>
>
>Â
>
>
>
> I have a very important planet of my chart in 29'** something degrees between Aries and Taurus. This makes me have both qualities of the
planet in both positons. I can call in whatever one I want, with a little tendency on Aries. As I grown up and matured up, the Taurean side came
into play and balanced me off. For instance in my walking life I am more like a Taurean, that is I can greatly focus if I set on, like in meditation.
Yet other areas the Planet rules are more Aries prone. This planet is inconjuct to Pluto, which is too on 0 degrees between two signs. Which is
very good as I can 'dabble' so to say between the natures of those. And an important placement in Gemini which helps me differientate between
the two and fuses them, sort of. Gemini in some cases can be a blessing as the individual can swing off through their one and other 'side', since
gemini is dualistic.
>
> Due to the opposite natures of Aries and Taurus (one is always in need of change etc, Taurus is stable and set) I can understand both ways of
what the planet rules and is for. Pluto on the 0 degrees puts me as an intermediate between two generations or something. For instance my Pluto
is 0 degrees to Saggi. Sometimes I act like a Pluto in Scorpio [More rarely], very explosively and I have the Pluto in Scorpio traits submerged with
Pluto in Saggitarius. Since one rules psychic knowledge and the other one rules religion etc, this is great. But sometimes I feel 'lost' in between
these and if I try to sit down and really find out what I am for, one or another- I really cannot. I would say both and that be the only explanation.
When I was less mature spiritually, my Aries side of the planet did show up. I was more all out. Then after a year or two this seems to be
changing into something better, yet retaining the originality of the placements. I think this
> shows how really deep the art of astrology is and seeing that way, its extremely precise for me and easily understandable, moreso than before
I took this into consideration. Now don't think this is SO powerful, but definitely plays a role. Its like a 'tint' of the next sign, a hue of it.
>
> But if we said that applies, I would say roughly on the 27th degree and after...But this is my opinion...Maybe even 28th half.
>
> HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ch_3_coo" wrote:
>>
> > I was wondering what everyones opinions are about cusps. Like if you're born May 21 and your Sun is 0 degrees in Gemini, would the solar
traits you exhibit be completely Gemini in nature with no Taurus whatsoever? Or would the nature be mostly Gemini with some Taurus?
>>
>

Messages in JoS_Astrology group.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1064
Subject: connection between strong planets and deceases?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1065
Subject: Re: One day for a year?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1066
Subject: Re: One day for a year?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1067
Subject: Complete Astrology book
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1068
Subject: Re: connection between strong planets and deceases?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1069
Subject: Re: Stellium in lunar return 12th house
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1070
Subject: Astrology books
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1071
Subject: Re: Astrology books
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1072
Subject: conjunctions and meanings
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1073
Subject: Re: conjunctions and meanings
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1074
Subject: Chronos program problems?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1075
Subject: Chronos program problems?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1076
Subject: Re: Chronos program problems?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1077
Subject: Re: Chronos program problems?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1078
Subject: Re: Chronos program problems?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1079
Subject: Re: Chronos program problems?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1080
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From: astarothmyqueen

Date: 2/27/2013

From: f.follets

Date: 2/27/2013

From: Micama Gmicalzoma

Date: 2/27/2013

From: mikek

Date: 2/27/2013

From: f.follets

Date: 2/27/2013

From: cobrahood711

Date: 2/27/2013

From: royalblueflame666

Date: 2/28/2013

From: m_18

Date: 2/28/2013

From: Astaroth my Queen

Date: 3/5/2013

From: m_18

Date: 3/5/2013

From: royalblueflame666

Date: 3/10/2013

From: royalblueflame666

Date: 3/10/2013

From: lolobardonik

Date: 3/11/2013

From: Jeff King

Date: 3/11/2013

From: royalblueflame666

Date: 3/12/2013

From: Jeff King

Date: 3/13/2013

From: Micama Gmicalzoma

Date: 3/14/2013

Subject: Re: Chronos program problems?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1081
Subject: Moon in Taurus
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1082
Subject: Mutual reception
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1083
Subject: Re: conjunctions and meanings
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1084
Subject: Re: different planets in same houses?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1085
Subject: Sun Signs/ Cusp Signs
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1086
Subject: Re: Sun Signs/ Cusp Signs
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1087
Subject: Re: Sun Signs/ Cusp Signs
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1088
Subject: Is this something to worry about?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1089
Subject: kabalistic square for the outer planets
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1090
Subject: Re: kabalistic square for the outer planets
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1091
Subject: Re: kabalistic square for the outer planets
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1092
Subject: Re: Is this something to worry about?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1093
Subject: Re: Is this something to worry about?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1094
Subject: Re: Is this something to worry about?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1095
Subject: Re: Is this something to worry about?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1096
Subject: Re: Is this something to worry about?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1097
Subject: Re: Is this something to worry about?

From: Micama Gmicalzoma

Date: 3/14/2013

From: siguarddraconis

Date: 3/16/2013

From: lolobardonik

Date: 3/17/2013

From: lolobardonik

Date: 3/17/2013

From: Sven

Date: 3/19/2013

From: siguarddraconis

Date: 3/19/2013

From: f.follets

Date: 3/20/2013

From: C Y

Date: 3/21/2013

From: tappouzumaki

Date: 3/21/2013

From: f.follets

Date: 3/21/2013

From: Micama Gmicalzoma

Date: 3/21/2013

From: Micama Gmicalzoma

Date: 3/21/2013

From: Sven

Date: 3/21/2013

From: Micama Gmicalzoma

Date: 3/21/2013

From: Sven

Date: 3/21/2013

From: C Y

Date: 3/22/2013

From: C Y

Date: 3/22/2013

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Is this something to worry about?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Is this something to worry about?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Hello !
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Is this something to worry about?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: star positions in the chart?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: birth timings
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: star positions in the chart?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Hello !
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: birth timings
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Ascendant final degree
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: birth timings
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Air
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Please excuse my ignorance.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Please excuse my ignorance.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Orbs for houses
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Orbs for houses

1098

From: C Y

Date: 3/22/2013

1099

From: Micama Gmicalzoma

Date: 3/22/2013

1100

From: Popi

Date: 3/23/2013

1101

From: Kwarioru Kerutiko

Date: 3/23/2013

1102

From: Astaroth my Queen

Date: 3/23/2013

1103

From: diaboluswrath@ymail.com

Date: 3/23/2013

1104

From: f.follets

Date: 3/23/2013

1105

From: siguarddraconis

Date: 3/23/2013

1106

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 3/23/2013

1107

From: siguarddraconis

Date: 3/23/2013

1108

From: Micama Gmicalzoma

Date: 3/23/2013

1109

From: hailazazel

Date: 3/27/2013

1110

From: darkprince2114

Date: 3/27/2013

1111

From: hailazazel

Date: 3/27/2013

1114

From: hailazazel

Date: 3/28/2013

1115

From: f.follets

Date: 3/28/2013

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1064
Subject: connection between strong planets and deceases?

From: astarothmyqueen

Date: 2/27/2013

im just started to think about this subject, while i wondered if there actually is a connection between my decease and planetary positions.
do planets represent different elements? and if that is the case will an over balance of a certain planet/s also bring the element to produce the sickness?
and if so, will i by finding out the element of my decease and the element of the planets be able to invoke the opposite elements to balance it out? in the
order to perhaps decrease the symptoms of it?
hope this made sence.Cheers.
Hail Astaroth-sama!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: One day for a year?

Message: 1065

From: f.follets

Date: 2/27/2013

As explained in the last post by Sss D., one day for a year is another way of saying "secondary progression".
The planets progress as you age and their progression is based on their daily motion after you are born. This progression, along with the birth chart, can be
used to foretell events. For example, if you were born in May 15, 1990, the events of your 10th year of life would be based on the positions of the planets on
May 25, 1990, 10 days after your birthday as shown in the ephemeris. A day for a year.
The planets move very slowly with this method, so only the personal, fast planets (Sun, Moon, Mercury, Venus and Mars) matter and the aspects between
the progressed planets and the natal chart must be within 1 degree orb max. When a personal progressed planet conjuncts a natal planet, a significant event
usually takes place.
As for Solar Arc progressions, the idea is pretty much the same, but this time you'll be only taking the movement of the Sun into account, and then applying
the same amount of degrees the Sun has progressed (the solar arc) to the other planets. The Sun moves approximately 1 degree per day, so by your 15th
birthday it should have moved about 15 degrees further in the zodiac, as seen in your secondary progression chart. Take these 15 degrees and apply them to
all the planets, and now you have your solar arc progression chart.
As explained by m_18, this kind of progression is weaker than the secondary progression, and the orbs are even smaller. However, this method is useful for
checking events related to the outer planets, as these don't move enough in a few days to be relevant in the secondary progressions.
Astro.com offers progressed chart drawings under "free horoscopes" > "extended chart selection", you should check it out if you're curious.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Micama Gmicalzoma" <agentofsatanswill666@...> wrote:
>
> I have seen this several times on Azazel's Astrology for Satanists. What does the term One day for a Year mean?
>

> Here is an Example:
> "Solar arc progressions: The planets are progressed as far as the progressed Sun has traveled; one day for a year, using an ephemeris."
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: One day for a year?

Message: 1066

From: Micama Gmicalzoma

Date: 2/27/2013

Thank you! This is very useful information. I'm going to save this email.

Hail Satan!!
Forever in the Service of Satan.

From: f.follets <f.follets@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, February 27, 2013 11:59 AM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: One day for a year?

As explained in the last post by Sss D., one day for a year is another way of saying "secondary progression".
The planets progress as you age and their progression is based on their daily motion after you are born. This progression, along with the birth chart, can be used to
foretell events. For example, if you were born in May 15, 1990, the events of your 10th year of life would be based on the positions of the planets on May 25, 1990,
10 days after your birthday as shown in the ephemeris. A day for a year.
The planets move very slowly with this method, so only the personal, fast planets (Sun, Moon, Mercury, Venus and Mars) matter and the aspects between the
progressed planets and the natal chart must be within 1 degree orb max. When a personal progressed planet conjuncts a natal planet, a significant event usually
takes place.
As for Solar Arc progressions, the idea is pretty much the same, but this time you'll be only taking the movement of the Sun into account, and then applying the
same amount of degrees the Sun has progressed (the solar arc) to the other planets. The Sun moves approximately 1 degree per day, so by your 15th birthday it
should have moved about 15 degrees further in the zodiac, as seen in your secondary progression chart. Take these 15 degrees and apply them to all the planets, and
now you have your solar arc progression chart.
As explained by m_18, this kind of progression is weaker than the secondary progression, and the orbs are even smaller. However, this method is useful for
checking events related to the outer planets, as these don't move enough in a few days to be relevant in the secondary progressions.
Astro.com offers progressed chart drawings under "free horoscopes" > "extended chart selection", you should check it out if you're curious.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Micama Gmicalzoma" wrote:
>
> I have seen this several times on Azazel's Astrology for Satanists. What does the term One day for a Year mean?
>
> Here is an Example:
> "Solar arc progressions: The planets are progressed as far as the progressed Sun has traveled; one day for a year, using an ephemeris."
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Complete Astrology book

Message: 1067

From: mikek

Date: 2/27/2013

Hello all
Have any of you have read Alan Oaken's Complete Astrology book? I found another book on ebay that i was interested in, and this was included in the lot.
Just wondering if it's worth the time to read or not? Thanks in advance for your replies.
Hail Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1068
Subject: Re: connection between strong planets and deceases?

From: f.follets

Date: 2/27/2013

The balance of the elements in the chart can indicate weaknesess and/or predispositions to certain illnesses, but the planets and signs themselves rule specific
parts of the body and related diseases.
For instance, an air emphasis might bring problems in the nervous system; with fire, there may be problems with high blood pressure, rashes, fevers etc. but
the signs themselves are better indicators because they rule the parts of the body, from head to feet, in a sequence, starting with Aries ruling the head,
Taurus ruling the throat and so on, ending with Pisces ruling the feet.
Knowing this you can expect problems with the part of the body ruled by the sign Saturn's in, but that won't always be the case, depending on other factors.
Saturn aspecting planets can bring diseases ruled by them, but so can other hard aspects or difficult patterns in the chart. Hard aspects to the ascendant and
its ruler and/or planets in (especially) the 1st, 6th and 12th houses are related to health problems too. Always check the rulerships and try to stablish a
connection to the source of the problem. Often, serious health issues can be seen clearly on the chart.
Here you can find information on each of the planets, signs and their rulerships, including health related issues:
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Signs.html
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Planetary_Rulerships.html

Working with the elements can help a lot, but a healing working (you can find about these in the JoS website) will probably produce better and faster results.
You should ideally combine both, though.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "astarothmyqueen" <astarothmyqueen@...> wrote:
>
> im just started to think about this subject, while i wondered if there actually is a connection between my decease and planetary positions.
>
> do planets represent different elements? and if that is the case will an over balance of a certain planet/s also bring the element to produce the
sickness?
>
> and if so, will i by finding out the element of my decease and the element of the planets be able to invoke the opposite elements to balance it
out? in the order to perhaps decrease the symptoms of it?
> hope this made sence.Cheers.
>
> Hail Astaroth-sama!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1069
Subject: Re: Stellium in lunar return 12th house

From: cobrahood711

Date: 2/27/2013

The chart wasn't able to load. The stellium consists of Neptune, Venus, Chiron, Sun, Mercury, Mars, and Uranus all in the 12th house. Jupiter is 7 degrees in
the 2nd house square Sun, Venus, and Neptune but trine Uranus. Pluto is 11 degrees in the 10th house. The Moon along with Saturn are in the 7th house. The
Ascendent is in Aries which makes mars the chart ruler which is located in the 12th house 21 degrees. This makes me nervous. I remember I had a lunar
return with the Ascendent in Pisces, Neptune in Pisces and in the 12th house. An interpretation I came across online stated I would be hospitalized and have to
be analyzed. On the last day of that 28 day cycle I was transferred from work to the ER and I was told that I have to see a Neurologist. So I'm a little
nervous about this stellium. Also, with the multiple interpretations, the events to take place are rather ambiguous. I know it will involve secrets and the
psyche. Hopefully not sorrow but I will take advantage of the psyche part. Maybe I could sublimate everything that is negative. I just wasn't able to
sublimate Neptune's influence when I got hospitalized. Any suggestions, comments, point of views?

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "cobrahood711" <cobrahood711@...> wrote:
>
>
> [astro_35gw_01_x_201332.7677.35209.gif]
>
>
>

>
> This is a lunar return for march. Should one be concerned about this?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Astrology books

Message: 1070

From: royalblueflame666

Date: 2/28/2013

From: m_18

Date: 2/28/2013

Can someone let me in on good astrology books to read?
Hail Satan!!
Hail Ipos!!
88!!
http://www.joyofsatan.org
Sent via my BlackBerry from Vodacom - let your email find you!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Astrology books

Message: 1071

Book lists have been posted here before & there is also a search feature for the group's web page that you can use to find these. There are also some books in the file section of the
group. Information is here, you just have to look for it sometimes.
http://www.astroamerica.com/flyer8-2006.pdf
http://www.astroamerica.com/topten.html
http://www.amazon.com/Pluto-Evolutionary-Journey-Llewellyn-Astrology/dp/0875422969/ref=pd_sim_b_2
http://www.amazon.com/Pluto-Souls-Evolution-Through-Relationships/dp/1567183336/ref=pd_sim_b_1
http://www.amazon.com/Astrologers-Handbook-HarperResource-Book/dp/006272004X/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1283929708&sr=1-1
http://www.amazon.com/Predictive-Astrology-Understanding-Transits-Future/dp/006091548X/ref=sr_1_6?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1283929767&sr=1-6
http://www.amazon.com/Planets-Transit-Life-Cycles-Living/dp/0924608269/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1283929877&sr=1-1
http://www.amazon.com/Planets-Aspect-Understanding-Dynamics-Planet/dp/0914918206/ref=sr_1_7?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1283929877&sr=1-7
http://www.amazon.com/Twelve-Houses-Howard-Sasportas/dp/1903353041/ref=pd_sim_b_2
http://www.amazon.com/Planets-Solar-Returns-Yearly-Transformation/dp/0962662682/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1283930102&sr=1-1
http://www.amazon.com/Evolutionary-Astrology-Journey-Through-Consciousness/dp/0930706188/ref=sr_1_8?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1283930191&sr=1-8

--- On Thu, 2/28/13, royalblueflame666@... <royalblueflame666@...> wrote:
From: royalblueflame666@... <royalblueflame666@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Astrology books
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Date: Thursday, February 28, 2013, 4:26 AM
Can someone let me in on good astrology books to read?
Hail Satan!!
Hail Ipos!!
88!!
http://www.joyofsatan.org
Sent via my BlackBerry from Vodacom - let your email find you!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: conjunctions and meanings

Message: 1072

From: Astaroth my Queen

Date: 3/5/2013

Hi,so i got a few conjunctions in my natal here and i cant seem to find in jos what different planets in dfferent houses mean, can someone helo :)? Or send a
link to a website that has theese listed up?
If u know i will just ask straigt away, in my first house(scorpio) i got mars pluto mercury in a conjunction. Does conjunctions amplify all these aspects or do
they eliminate each other? In my third house (capricorn) i also got uranus neptune in conjunction. I got no idea what to make of it do they multliply or divide
eah other these conjunctions? Thanx for readin.Cheers
Hail Astaroth-sama!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1073
Subject: Re: conjunctions and meanings

From: m_18

Have you looked in the pdf books of the file section of the group?

--- On Mon, 3/4/13, Astaroth my Queen <astarothmyqueen@...> wrote:

From: Astaroth my Queen <astarothmyqueen@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] conjunctions and meanings
To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com

Date: 3/5/2013

Date: Monday, March 4, 2013, 6:12 PM

Hi,so i got a few conjunctions in my natal here and i cant seem to find in jos what different planets in dfferent houses mean, can someone
helo :)? Or send a link to a website that has theese listed up?
If u know i will just ask straigt away, in my first house(scorpio) i got mars pluto mercury in a conjunction. Does conjunctions amplify all
these aspects or do they eliminate each other? In my third house (capricorn) i also got uranus neptune in conjunction. I got no idea what
to make of it do they multliply or divide eah other these conjunctions? Thanx for readin.Cheers
Hail Astaroth-sama!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1074
Subject: Chronos program problems?

From: royalblueflame666

Date: 3/10/2013

When I download the program and install it, I get an error.. I'm using windows 7 starter and I've downloaded microsoft.net aswell.
Also, the 1st time it worked, but I see there is no time zone for south africa?.... How do I set it in?
Hail Satan!!
Hail Ipos!!
88!!
http://www.joyofsatan.org
Sent via my BlackBerry from Vodacom - let your email find you!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1075
Subject: Chronos program problems?

From: royalblueflame666

Date: 3/10/2013

When I download the program and install it, I get an error.. I'm using windows 7 starter and I've downloaded microsoft.net aswell.
Also, the 1st time it worked, but I see there is no time zone for south africa?.... How do I set it in?
Hail Satan!!
Hail Ipos!!
88!!
http://www.joyofsatan.org
Sent via my BlackBerry from Vodacom - let your email find you!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1076
Subject: Re: Chronos program problems?

From: lolobardonik

Date: 3/11/2013

You search the internet for the coordinates...
For example search something like "london england coordinates"
[If where you live isn't a major town, pick the closest big city near you.]
You'll get something like "51.5171Â° N, 0.1062Â° W"
Then you put these coordinates in the program settings and you're ready!
Hope this helps
Hail Satan

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, royalblueflame666@... wrote:
>
> When I download the program and install it, I get an error.. I'm using windows 7 starter and I've downloaded microsoft.net aswell.
>
> Also, the 1st time it worked, but I see there is no time zone for south africa?.... How do I set it in?
>
> Hail Satan!!
> Hail Ipos!!
> 88!!
>
> http://www.joyofsatan.org
> Sent via my BlackBerry from Vodacom - let your email find you!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1077
Subject: Re: Chronos program problems?

From: Jeff King

Date: 3/11/2013

What does the error say exactly?
First step if haven't already uninstall chromos under add/remove programs in control panel, then try to install again
Under settings in chromos, under city or town, click on the link on the right find my latutiude and longitude online, type your birth town in the search box,
search and from the list select your brith town remember the latitude and longitude, go back to chromos and enter it in, make sure to properly set time song

too, then you should be sweet to go
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 11, 2013, at 1:20 AM, royalblueflame666@... wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

When I download the program and install it, I get an error.. I'm using windows 7 starter and I've downloaded microsoft.net aswell.
Also, the 1st time it worked, but I see there is no time zone for south africa?.... How do I set it in?
Hail Satan!!
Hail Ipos!!
88!!
http://www.joyofsatan.org
Sent via my BlackBerry from Vodacom - let your email find you!

-----------------------------------Yahoo! Groups Links

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1078
Subject: Re: Chronos program problems?

From: royalblueflame666

I've un-installed it several times, I've re-downloaded it several times. I get this:
Internal error - chronosXP
Configuration failed. Please re-install chronosXP.
Hail Satan!!
Hail Ipos!!
88!!

Date: 3/12/2013

http://www.joyofsatan.org
Sent via my BlackBerry from Vodacom - let your email find you!
From: Jeff King <thebeastking@...>
Sender: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Mon, 11 Mar 2013 08:25:53 +1000
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com<JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
ReplyTo: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Chronos program problems?
What does the error say exactly?
First step if haven't already uninstall chromos under add/remove programs in control panel, then try to install again
Under settings in chromos, under city or town, click on the link on the right find my latutiude and longitude online, type your birth town in the search box,
search and from the list select your brith town remember the latitude and longitude, go back to chromos and enter it in, make sure to properly set time song
too, then you should be sweet to go
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 11, 2013, at 1:20 AM, royalblueflame666@... wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

When I download the program and install it, I get an error.. I'm using windows 7 starter and I've downloaded microsoft.net aswell.
Also, the 1st time it worked, but I see there is no time zone for south africa?.... How do I set it in?
Hail Satan!!
Hail Ipos!!
88!!
http://www.joyofsatan.org
Sent via my BlackBerry from Vodacom - let your email find you!

------------------------------------

> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1079
Subject: Re: Chronos program problems?

From: Jeff King

Date: 3/13/2013

Make a restore point, in control panel under system, advanced system settings.
Then uninstall chronos again
Run regedit.exe
Under edit , find, 'chronos' and find next and delete every entry of chronos in the registry be patient could take a little while, once you've deleted every entry
reboot then install again, hopefully it should be good to go, good luck
Hail Satan
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 13, 2013, at 10:27 AM, royalblueflame666@... wrote:

I've un-installed it several times, I've re-downloaded it several times. I get this:
Internal error - chronosXP
Configuration failed. Please re-install chronosXP.
Hail Satan!!
Hail Ipos!!
88!!
http://www.joyofsatan.org
Sent via my BlackBerry from Vodacom - let your email find you!
From: Jeff King <thebeastking@...>
Sender: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Mon, 11 Mar 2013 08:25:53 +1000
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com<JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>

ReplyTo: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Chronos program problems?
What does the error say exactly?
First step if haven't already uninstall chromos under add/remove programs in control panel, then try to install again
Under settings in chromos, under city or town, click on the link on the right find my latutiude and longitude online, type your birth town in the search
box, search and from the list select your brith town remember the latitude and longitude, go back to chromos and enter it in, make sure to properly set
time song too, then you should be sweet to go
Sent from my iPhone
On Mar 11, 2013, at 1:20 AM, royalblueflame666@... wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

When I download the program and install it, I get an error.. I'm using windows 7 starter and I've downloaded microsoft.net aswell.
Also, the 1st time it worked, but I see there is no time zone for south africa?.... How do I set it in?
Hail Satan!!
Hail Ipos!!
88!!
http://www.joyofsatan.org
Sent via my BlackBerry from Vodacom - let your email find you!

-----------------------------------Yahoo! Groups Links

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1080
Subject: Re: Chronos program problems?

From: Micama Gmicalzoma

Date: 3/14/2013

When I first installed the Chronos XP program I had difficulties with it too. It eventually did work for me. I just think that Windows 7 doesn't like it for
some reason. You are more computer savvy than I am. Even with your instructions I wouldn't know what to do.

Hail Satan!!
In Satan I Trust! Forever in the Service of Satan!

From: Jeff King <thebeastking@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, March 13, 2013 12:41 AM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Chronos program problems?

Make a restore point, in control panel under system, advanced system settings.
Then uninstall chronos again
Run regedit.exe
Under edit , find, 'chronos' and find next and delete every entry of chronos in the registry be patient could take a little while, once you've deleted every entry reboot
then install again, hopefully it should be good to go, good luck
Hail Satan
Sent from my iPhone
On Mar 13, 2013, at 10:27 AM, royalblueflame666@... wrote:
I've un-installed it several times, I've re-downloaded it several times. I get this:
Internal error - chronosXP
Configuration failed. Please re-install chronosXP.
Hail Satan!!
Hail Ipos!!
88!!
http://www.joyofsatan.org
Sent via my BlackBerry from Vodacom - let your email find you!
From: Jeff King <thebeastking@...>

Sender: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Mon, 11 Mar 2013 08:25:53 +1000
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com<JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
ReplyTo: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Chronos program problems?

What does the error say exactly?
First step if haven't already uninstall chromos under add/remove programs in control panel, then try to install again
Under settings in chromos, under city or town, click on the link on the right find my latutiude and longitude online, type your birth town in the search box,
search and from the list select your brith town remember the latitude and longitude, go back to chromos and enter it in, make sure to properly set time song too,
then you should be sweet to go
Sent from my iPhone
On Mar 11, 2013, at 1:20 AM, royalblueflame666@... wrote:
> When I download the program and install it, I get an error.. I'm using windows 7 starter and I've downloaded microsoft.net aswell.
>
> Also, the 1st time it worked, but I see there is no time zone for south africa?.... How do I set it in?
>
> Hail Satan!!
> Hail Ipos!!
> 88!!
>
> http://www.joyofsatan.org
> Sent via my BlackBerry from Vodacom - let your email find you!
>
>
>
> ----------------------------------->
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Moon in Taurus

Message: 1081

From: Micama Gmicalzoma

Date: 3/14/2013

The Moon is void right now until 3:08pm EST today. Then the Moon will enter the sign of Taurus. This is a great time to start new things that will
have permanence to it. I think I might spend a few dollars and buy some lottery tickets as well. I might as well take advantage of the Moon during
this time, certainly couldn't hurt anything, IMO. I'm talking about spending like 5 dollars. As those lottery commercials in the states that have one
say: "Remember it's just a game". Keep that in mind.
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Timing.html
Hail Satan!!
In Satan I Trust! Forever in the Service of Satan!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Mutual reception

Message: 1082

From: siguarddraconis

Date: 3/16/2013

I have come across this phenomenon several times.
What it is: when a planet is in the sign of another planets' domicile OR exile, they are energetically linked.
E.g. when the Moon is in Capricorn and Saturn is in Cancer, OR Uranus is in Sagittarius and Jupiter in Aquarius.
The thing is, how does this manifest, how can it be helpful or harmful?
Siguard Draconis.
Satanas Via, Vera et Vita est.
Ave Satanas! Rege Satanas!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1083
Subject: Re: conjunctions and meanings

From: lolobardonik

Date: 3/17/2013

First of all look here for your answers
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/FURCAS.html
Also look in the files section of this group... you will find a few books that will help you understand more about astrology
If you're looking for a cookbook (a simple interpretation of what a planet in a sign means, or what a conjunction of pluto and mercury means etc.) i would
suggest "The only astrology book you'll ever need" by J.M. Woolfolk
But this is just a cookbook to start you up... there are a whole lot more information to be able to make a valid prediction.

Anyway,
As far as i know about conjunctions... the planets that are conjunct... are mixing their properties together
This means two things...
first... the qualities of the two planets are working together amplifying the influence on the person. But you have to take note of what planets are conjunct.
For example having pluto conjunct mercury means that their energies are mixed together... in this case means that the person will have a penetrating mind
but with nervous tension. It may suggest that the person will bring change through the written word
secondly... the qualities of the two planets cannot be separated from each other. This means for example that if uranus and neptune are conjunct (which is
good in my opinion)... you have the chaotic/emotional influence of neptune... with the creative/imaginative force of uranus... the always work together... but
the cannot be seperated. You cannot separate the creative/imaginative force and use it alone... it will always come with a chaotic/emotional influence within.
I hope this makes sense
Hail Satan
Hail Azazel

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Astaroth my Queen <astarothmyqueen@...> wrote:
>
>
> Hi,so i got a few conjunctions in my natal here and i cant seem to find in jos what different planets in dfferent houses mean, can someone helo
:)? Or send a link to a website that has theese listed up?
>
> If u know i will just ask straigt away, in my first house(scorpio) i got mars pluto mercury in a conjunction. Does conjunctions amplify all these
aspects or do they eliminate each other? In my third house (capricorn) i also got uranus neptune in conjunction. I got no idea what to make of it
do they multliply or divide eah other these conjunctions? Thanx for readin.Cheers
>
> Hail Astaroth-sama!
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1084
Subject: Re: different planets in same houses?

From: lolobardonik

Date: 3/17/2013

You should combine all this aspects together.
The sign of the planets... the house they are placed in... the sign of the house... the combination of the planets together.
You combine all of the above together and this is the interpretation of the chart
Hope this makes sense
Hail Satan
Hail Azazel

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "isakbendrik" <isakbendrik@...> wrote:
>
> this is as i said before loads of intresting to dig into,meaning astrology, im not english speaking so im having quite the hard time to be able to
understand what is says on english on the jos, but im learning=).
>
> im quite unsure about one additional thing, take my first house for example, its scorpio. in this first house i also got mars,mercury and pluto
and a aditional north node and they are very close to eachother also(degree-wise that is) what is i to take from all that? should i apply all of
those aspects together or is it just one that is "correct" and should be viewed as credible?
>
> thanks for caring,Cheers=)!
>
> Hail Astaroth-sama!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Sun Signs/ Cusp Signs

Message: 1085

From: Sven

Date: 3/19/2013

Does anyone know if this hold any weight? www.alwaysastrology.com/libra-scorpio-cusp.html "Sun Sign Cusps:
If your birthday falls near the beginning or end of a Sun Sign (see dates below) you were born on the cusp. Essentially you have the characteristics of two Sun
Signs combined."
Personally I think it could be true. As I have been told that I'm not very libra like and have a tendency towards scorpio like behavior, but that could be other
factors in my chart.
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 1086

From: siguarddraconis

Date: 3/19/2013

Subject: Re: Sun Signs/ Cusp Signs
Sounds improbable and preposterous.
The last paragraph you wrote answers this - other factors in the chart. E.g. one can be a Solar Gemini, but if he or she has a lot of planets in Pisces, this will
be far from the Geminian qualities - elusiveness, martyrdom, spirituality, art, film making, etc.
If one is 29th deg of a given sign it is still a 29 degree Scorpio, Libra and whatnot (oh, btw, the 29th degree, called the anaretic degree, is a crucial one, as it
denotes some ending - of a process, depending on a planet and sign involved).
Siguard Draconis.
Satanas Via, Vera et Vita est.
Ave Satanas! Rege Satanas!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Sven" <belthazorthemighty@...> wrote:
>
> Does anyone know if this hold any weight? www.alwaysastrology.com/libra-scorpio-cusp.html "Sun Sign Cusps:
>
> If your birthday falls near the beginning or end of a Sun Sign (see dates below) you were born on the cusp. Essentially you have the
characteristics of two Sun Signs combined."
>
> Personally I think it could be true. As I have been told that I'm not very libra like and have a tendency towards scorpio like behavior, but that
could be other factors in my chart.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Sun Signs/ Cusp Signs

Message: 1087

From: f.follets

Date: 3/20/2013

This can be true, but mostly with the personal planets. Some astrologers believe that the sign's characteristics vary in intensity along its extension.
The first 10 degrees of a sign are the strongest, anything within these degrees will express the qualities of the sign most strongly, and within the last 10
degrees, especially the last 3 degrees, the planet will start showing characteristics from the next sign or at least will not show the qualities of its sign as
evidently as in the first degrees.
This is also based on the traditional knowledge of the decans, that describe signs as being divided in 3 parts (decanates), each with its own undertones. You
can find more about that on the net.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Sven" <belthazorthemighty@...> wrote:
>
> Does anyone know if this hold any weight? www.alwaysastrology.com/libra-scorpio-cusp.html "Sun Sign Cusps:
>
> If your birthday falls near the beginning or end of a Sun Sign (see dates below) you were born on the cusp. Essentially you have the
characteristics of two Sun Signs combined."
>
> Personally I think it could be true. As I have been told that I'm not very libra like and have a tendency towards scorpio like behavior, but that
could be other factors in my chart.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1088
Subject: Is this something to worry about?

From: C Y

Date: 3/21/2013

Square Neptune - Pluto
Challenging aspect: You may be attracted by the occult, but may be incompetent at doing anything practical.
Occult practices such as spiritualism will give you pleasure but may be harmful for you, possibly leading to dangerous obsessions for your mental balance.

I kind of fear that this might interfere with my meditations or something to watch out for in my path. Advise would be helpful to me.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1089
Subject: kabalistic square for the outer planets

From: tappouzumaki

Date: 3/21/2013

I still do not understand why there is not a Kabalistic square for Uranus, Neptune, Pluto.
I know, they are generational planets.
but it is not a reason, cause they are planets like all other
the term "generational" just want to say that they are so slow that to move into a new sign they will take 30 years
""""Pluto in the signs is generational, manifesting itself in world events, unless Pluto is the ruler or co-ruler of the chart, and/or prominently placed.""""

for example ----- i can understand if
they are too distant from us
we are spiritually not able to influence them
etc...

Hail Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1090
Subject: Re: kabalistic square for the outer planets

From: f.follets

Date: 3/21/2013

With the squares, we do not influence the planets, we influence their energies upon us.
The thing is: Uranus, Neptune and Pluto's energies are general, they work in a higher realm, that of events, trends, underlying motives for a big number of
people and only affect us directly if they're aspecting a personal planet or an angle, or through their house positions - which is analogous to saying they
influence us through Earth itself.
If you notice, the squares get smaller and smaller as they go towards the outer planets. It comes to a point where the energies can't be influenced directly
anymore. If you want to work their energies in your chart, I think you could do the squares of the planets they aspect, or their lower octaves (Mercury for
Uranus, Venus for Neptune, Mars for Pluto).
I've never seen a technique for this anywhere, but I believe you can work with their energies without the squares, just as you can do with stars. I don't think
you can modify them, but you can attune and work with them for your benefit, but be careful because they can be overwhelming.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "tappouzumaki" <tappouzumaki@...> wrote:
>
> I still do not understand why there is not a Kabalistic square for Uranus, Neptune, Pluto.
>
> I know, they are generational planets.
>
> but it is not a reason, cause they are planets like all other
> the term "generational" just want to say that they are so slow that to move into a new sign they will take 30 years
>
> """"Pluto in the signs is generational, manifesting itself in world events, unless Pluto is the ruler or co-ruler of the chart, and/or prominently
placed.""""
>
>
> for example ----- i can understand if
> they are too distant from us
> we are spiritually not able to influence them
> etc...
>
>

> Hail Satan!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1091
Subject: Re: kabalistic square for the outer planets

From: Micama Gmicalzoma

Date: 3/21/2013

That is correct. Uranus, Neptune and Pluto are the higher octave planets. There energies are already taken into the open chakras.
Hail Satan!!
In Satan I Trust! Forever in the Service of Satan!

From: f.follets <f.follets@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Thursday, March 21, 2013 6:59 AM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: kabalistic square for the outer planets

With the squares, we do not influence the planets, we influence their energies upon us.
The thing is: Uranus, Neptune and Pluto's energies are general, they work in a higher realm, that of events, trends, underlying motives for a big number of people
and only affect us directly if they're aspecting a personal planet or an angle, or through their house positions - which is analogous to saying they influence us
through Earth itself.
If you notice, the squares get smaller and smaller as they go towards the outer planets. It comes to a point where the energies can't be influenced directly anymore.
If you want to work their energies in your chart, I think you could do the squares of the planets they aspect, or their lower octaves (Mercury for Uranus, Venus for
Neptune, Mars for Pluto).
I've never seen a technique for this anywhere, but I believe you can work with their energies without the squares, just as you can do with stars. I don't think you can
modify them, but you can attune and work with them for your benefit, but be careful because they can be overwhelming.
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "tappouzumaki" <tappouzumaki@...> wrote:
>
> I still do not understand why there is not a Kabalistic square for Uranus, Neptune, Pluto.
>
> I know, they are generational planets.
>
> but it is not a reason, cause they are planets like all other
> the term "generational" just want to say that they are so slow that to move into a new sign they will take 30 years

>
> """"Pluto in the signs is generational, manifesting itself in world events, unless Pluto is the ruler or co-ruler of the chart, and/or prominently placed.""""
>
>
> for example ----- i can understand if
> they are too distant from us
> we are spiritually not able to influence them
> etc...
>
>
> Hail Satan!
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1092
Subject: Re: Is this something to worry about?

From: Micama Gmicalzoma

Date: 3/21/2013

I have a powerful Neptune in my chart too.
The best advice I can give you it to become a Master of the Void Meditation. Make void meditation your primary focus regarding advancement. Once
you have a calm and stable mind, then proceed in Empowering yourself. As you open your chakras and make them powerful and intensely bright,
you will also me opening up different parts and more of your brain. This will also empower your mind. If you empower a Unstable Mind, the results
can be catastrophic. Either you will become an open door to the enemy or go insane, because the energies can not be controlled.
However you should still clean your Aura and Chakra, and do the Aura of Protection no matter what!
An Unstable yet Empowered mind is comparative to giving a 16 year old driver an Enzo Ferrari the day he or she receives their Drivers License. Uh
huh, Very Smart.... with 651 HP.... I hope you have some Damn Good Auto Insurance, because your going to need it. LOL!! You will never see that
car in one piece again. It is just way too much for them to handle. They would be out of control.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enzo_Ferrari_%28automobile%29

Hail Satan!!
In Satan I Trust! Forever in the Service of Satan!

Sweet Ride Though!!

From: C Y <yc28@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, March 20, 2013 6:19 PM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Is this something to worry about?

Square Neptune - Pluto
Challenging aspect: You may be attracted by the occult, but may be incompetent at doing anything practical.
Occult practices such as spiritualism will give you pleasure but may be harmful for you, possibly leading to dangerous obsessions for your mental balance.
I kind of fear that this might interfere with my meditations or something to watch out for in my path. Advise would be helpful to me.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1093
Subject: Re: Is this something to worry about?

From: Sven

Date: 3/21/2013

I find void meditation to be quite difficult. I have Neptune conjunct the Chart Ruler and as coruler in the first house, although in the sign of its fall. I guess 5
minutes a day doesn't cut it?

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Micama Gmicalzoma <agentofsatanswill666@...> wrote:
>
> I have a powerful Neptune in my chart too.
>
> The best advice I can give you it to become a Master of the Void Meditation. Make void meditation your primary focus regarding advancement.
Once you have a calm and stable mind, then proceed in Empowering yourself. As you open your chakras and make them powerful and intensely
bright, you will also me opening up different parts and more of your brain. This will also empower your mind. If you empower a Unstable Mind,
the results can be catastrophic. Either you will become an open door to the enemy or go insane, because the energies can not be controlled.
>
> However you should still clean your Aura and Chakra, and do the Aura of Protection no matter what!
>
> An Unstable yet Empowered mind is comparative to giving a 16 year old driver an Enzo Ferrari the day he or she receives their Drivers License.
Uh huh, Very Smart.... with 651 HP.... I hope you have some Damn Good Auto Insurance, because your going to need it. LOL!! You will never
see that car in one piece again. It is just way too much for them to handle. They would be out of control.
>
> http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enzo_Ferrari_%28automobile%29%c3%82%c2%a0%c3%82%c2%a0%c3%82%c2%a0 Sweet Ride Though!!

>
>
>Â
> Hail Satan!!
> In Satan I Trust! Forever in the Service of Satan!
>
>
>
> ________________________________
> From: C Y <yc28@...>
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Wednesday, March 20, 2013 6:19 PM
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Is this something to worry about?
>
>
>Â
> Square Neptune - Pluto
>
> Challenging aspect: You may be attracted by the occult, but may be incompetent at doing anything practical.
>
> Occult practices such as spiritualism will give you pleasure but may be harmful for you, possibly leading to dangerous obsessions for your
mental balance.
>
> I kind of fear that this might interfere with my meditations or something to watch out for in my path. Advise would be helpful to me.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1094
Subject: Re: Is this something to worry about?

From: Micama Gmicalzoma

Date: 3/21/2013

No, Five minutes a day won't nearly cover it, at least not for me. I have to do void throughout the day. There are many different kinds of void. Just
focus on what you are doing. Like right now I am looking down at the keys typing. Concentrating on what keys I am hitting, not looking up Until I
finish a sentence so I MUST Focus. I do the same in the kitchen, cutting veggies, Driving, anything I can do. It is getting better.
I can tell you this much, it takes time. You have to push yourself to accomplish this. Make it happen!

Hail Satan!!
In Satan I Trust! Forever in the Service of Satan!

From: Sven <belthazorthemighty@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Thursday, March 21, 2013 4:23 PM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Is this something to worry about?

I find void meditation to be quite difficult. I have Neptune conjunct the Chart Ruler and as coruler in the first house, although in the sign of its fall. I guess 5
minutes a day doesn't cut it?
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Micama Gmicalzoma <agentofsatanswill666@...> wrote:
>
> I have a powerful Neptune in my chart too.
>
> The best advice I can give you it to become a Master of the Void Meditation. Make void meditation your primary focus regarding advancement. Once
you have a calm and stable mind, then proceed in Empowering yourself. As you open your chakras and make them powerful and intensely bright, you
will also me opening up different parts and more of your brain. This will also empower your mind. If you empower a Unstable Mind, the results can be
catastrophic. Either you will become an open door to the enemy or go insane, because the energies can not be controlled.
>
> However you should still clean your Aura and Chakra, and do the Aura of Protection no matter what!
>
> An Unstable yet Empowered mind is comparative to giving a 16 year old driver an Enzo Ferrari the day he or she receives their Drivers License. Uh
huh, Very Smart.... with 651 HP.... I hope you have some Damn Good Auto Insurance, because your going to need it. LOL!! You will never see that car
in one piece again. It is just way too much for them to handle. They would be out of control.
>
> http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enzo_Ferrari_%28automobile%29Â Â Â Sweet Ride Though!!
>
>
>Â
> Hail Satan!!
> In Satan I Trust! Forever in the Service of Satan!
>
>
>
> ________________________________
> From: C Y <yc28@...>
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com

> Sent: Wednesday, March 20, 2013 6:19 PM
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Is this something to worry about?
>
>
>Â
> Square Neptune - Pluto
>
> Challenging aspect: You may be attracted by the occult, but may be incompetent at doing anything practical.
>
> Occult practices such as spiritualism will give you pleasure but may be harmful for you, possibly leading to dangerous obsessions for your mental
balance.
>
> I kind of fear that this might interfere with my meditations or something to watch out for in my path. Advise would be helpful to me.
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1095
Subject: Re: Is this something to worry about?

From: Sven

Date: 3/21/2013

Thanks. I realized that I should probably master void meditation right now. I wanted to jump ahead to raising the serpent and forgot about mastering the basics. I n
better concentration skills first.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Micama Gmicalzoma <agentofsatanswill666@...> wrote:
>
> No, Five minutes a day won't nearly cover it, at least not for me. I have to do void throughout the day. There are many different kinds of void. Just focus on
are doing. Like right now I am looking down at the keys typing. Concentrating on what keys I am hitting, not looking up Until IÂ finish a sentence so I MUST F
the same in the kitchen, cutting veggies, Driving, anything I can do. It is getting better.
>
> I can tell you this much, it takes time. You have to push yourself to accomplish this. Make it happen!
>
>
>Â
> Hail Satan!!
> In Satan I Trust! Forever in the Service of Satan!
>
>

>
> ________________________________
> From: Sven <belthazorthemighty@...>
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Thursday, March 21, 2013 4:23 PM
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Is this something to worry about?
>
>
>Â
> I find void meditation to be quite difficult. I have Neptune conjunct the Chart Ruler and as coruler in the first house, although in the sign of its fall. I guess 5
day doesn't cut it?
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Micama Gmicalzoma <agentofsatanswill666@> wrote:
>>
> > I have a powerful Neptune in my chart too.
>>
> > The best advice I can give you it to become a Master of the Void Meditation. Make void meditation your primary focus regarding advancement. Once you
and stable mind, then proceed in Empowering yourself. As you open your chakras and make them powerful and intensely bright, you will also me opening up d
parts and more of your brain. This will also empower your mind. If you empower a Unstable Mind, the results can be catastrophic. Either you will become an o
the enemy or go insane, because the energies can not be controlled.
>>
> > However you should still clean your Aura and Chakra, and do the Aura of Protection no matter what!
>>
> > An Unstable yet Empowered mind is comparative to giving a 16 year old driver an Enzo Ferrari the day he or she receives their Drivers License. Uh huh, V
with 651 HP.... I hope you have some Damn Good Auto Insurance, because your going to need it. LOL!! You will never see that car in one piece again. It is jus
much for them to handle. They would be out of control.
>>
> > http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Enzo_Ferrari_%28automobile%29%c3%83%c2%82%c3%82%c2%a0%c3%83%c2%82%c3%82%c2%a0%c3%83%c2%82%c3%82%c2%a0 Sweet Ride Th
>>
>>
>>Ã Â
> > Hail Satan!!
> > In Satan I Trust! Forever in the Service of Satan!
>>
>>
>>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

________________________________
From: C Y <yc28@>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, March 20, 2013 6:19 PM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Is this something to worry about?

Ã Â
Square Neptune - Pluto
Challenging aspect: You may be attracted by the occult, but may be incompetent at doing anything practical.

Occult practices such as spiritualism will give you pleasure but may be harmful for you, possibly leading to dangerous obsessions for your mental balance.
I kind of fear that this might interfere with my meditations or something to watch out for in my path. Advise would be helpful to me.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1096
Subject: Re: Is this something to worry about?

From: C Y

Date: 3/22/2013

Thanks

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Micama Gmicalzoma <agentofsatanswill666@...> wrote:
>
> I have a powerful Neptune in my chart too.
>
> The best advice I can give you it to become a Master of the Void Meditation. Make void meditation your primary focus regarding advancement.
Once you have a calm and stable mind, then proceed in Empowering yourself. As you open your chakras and make them powerful and intensely
bright, you will also me opening up different parts and more of your brain. This will also empower your mind. If you empower a Unstable Mind,
the results can be catastrophic. Either you will become an open door to the enemy or go insane, because the energies can not be controlled.
>
> However you should still clean your Aura and Chakra, and do the Aura of Protection no matter what!
>
> An Unstable yet Empowered mind is comparative to giving a 16 year old driver an Enzo Ferrari the day he or she receives their Drivers License.
Uh huh, Very Smart.... with 651 HP.... I hope you have some Damn Good Auto Insurance, because your going to need it. LOL!! You will never
see that car in one piece again. It is just way too much for them to handle. They would be out of control.

>
> http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enzo_Ferrari_%28automobile%29%c3%82%c2%a0%c3%82%c2%a0%c3%82%c2%a0 Sweet Ride Though!!
>
>
>Â
> Hail Satan!!
> In Satan I Trust! Forever in the Service of Satan!
>
>
>
> ________________________________
> From: C Y <yc28@...>
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Wednesday, March 20, 2013 6:19 PM
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Is this something to worry about?
>
>
>Â
> Square Neptune - Pluto
>
> Challenging aspect: You may be attracted by the occult, but may be incompetent at doing anything practical.
>
> Occult practices such as spiritualism will give you pleasure but may be harmful for you, possibly leading to dangerous obsessions for your
mental balance.
>
> I kind of fear that this might interfere with my meditations or something to watch out for in my path. Advise would be helpful to me.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1097
Subject: Re: Is this something to worry about?

From: C Y

That is a beautiful car. Offtopic but i would love to see that car in black color, in the night. Hehe

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "C Y" <yc28@...> wrote:
>
> Thanks
>

Date: 3/22/2013

> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Micama Gmicalzoma <agentofsatanswill666@> wrote:
>>
> > I have a powerful Neptune in my chart too.
>>
> > The best advice I can give you it to become a Master of the Void Meditation. Make void meditation your primary focus regarding
advancement. Once you have a calm and stable mind, then proceed in Empowering yourself. As you open your chakras and make them powerful
and intensely bright, you will also me opening up different parts and more of your brain. This will also empower your mind. If you empower a
Unstable Mind, the results can be catastrophic. Either you will become an open door to the enemy or go insane, because the energies can not be
controlled.
>>
> > However you should still clean your Aura and Chakra, and do the Aura of Protection no matter what!
>>
> > An Unstable yet Empowered mind is comparative to giving a 16 year old driver an Enzo Ferrari the day he or she receives their Drivers
License. Uh huh, Very Smart.... with 651 HP.... I hope you have some Damn Good Auto Insurance, because your going to need it. LOL!! You will
never see that car in one piece again. It is just way too much for them to handle. They would be out of control.
>>
> > http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enzo_Ferrari_%28automobile%29%c3%82%c2%a0%c3%82%c2%a0%c3%82%c2%a0 Sweet Ride Though!!
>>
>>
>>Â
> > Hail Satan!!
> > In Satan I Trust! Forever in the Service of Satan!
>>
>>
>>
> > ________________________________
> > From: C Y <yc28@>
> > To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> > Sent: Wednesday, March 20, 2013 6:19 PM
> > Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Is this something to worry about?
>>
>>
>>Â
> > Square Neptune - Pluto
>>
> > Challenging aspect: You may be attracted by the occult, but may be incompetent at doing anything practical.
>>

> > Occult practices such as spiritualism will give you pleasure but may be harmful for you, possibly leading to dangerous obsessions for your
mental balance.
>>
> > I kind of fear that this might interfere with my meditations or something to watch out for in my path. Advise would be helpful to me.
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1098
Subject: Re: Is this something to worry about?

From: C Y

Date: 3/22/2013

Also can the earth element help into this. Like grounding my self. The earth element gives more control and discipline. I have been working on invoking the element
or two. Three times a day only though. Only the recommended about for starting to invoke.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Micama Gmicalzoma <agentofsatanswill666@...> wrote:
>
> No, Five minutes a day won't nearly cover it, at least not for me. I have to do void throughout the day. There are many different kinds of void. Just focus on
are doing. Like right now I am looking down at the keys typing. Concentrating on what keys I am hitting, not looking up Until IÂ finish a sentence so I MUST F
the same in the kitchen, cutting veggies, Driving, anything I can do. It is getting better.
>
> I can tell you this much, it takes time. You have to push yourself to accomplish this. Make it happen!
>
>
>Â
> Hail Satan!!
> In Satan I Trust! Forever in the Service of Satan!
>
>
>
> ________________________________
> From: Sven <belthazorthemighty@...>
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Thursday, March 21, 2013 4:23 PM
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Is this something to worry about?
>
>
>Â
> I find void meditation to be quite difficult. I have Neptune conjunct the Chart Ruler and as coruler in the first house, although in the sign of its fall. I guess 5

day doesn't cut it?
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Micama Gmicalzoma <agentofsatanswill666@> wrote:
>>
> > I have a powerful Neptune in my chart too.
>>
> > The best advice I can give you it to become a Master of the Void Meditation. Make void meditation your primary focus regarding advancement. Once you
and stable mind, then proceed in Empowering yourself. As you open your chakras and make them powerful and intensely bright, you will also me opening up d
parts and more of your brain. This will also empower your mind. If you empower a Unstable Mind, the results can be catastrophic. Either you will become an o
the enemy or go insane, because the energies can not be controlled.
>>
> > However you should still clean your Aura and Chakra, and do the Aura of Protection no matter what!
>>
> > An Unstable yet Empowered mind is comparative to giving a 16 year old driver an Enzo Ferrari the day he or she receives their Drivers License. Uh huh, V
with 651 HP.... I hope you have some Damn Good Auto Insurance, because your going to need it. LOL!! You will never see that car in one piece again. It is jus
much for them to handle. They would be out of control.
>>
> > http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Enzo_Ferrari_%28automobile%29%c3%83%c2%82%c3%82%c2%a0%c3%83%c2%82%c3%82%c2%a0%c3%83%c2%82%c3%82%c2%a0 Sweet Ride Th
>>
>>
>>Ã Â
> > Hail Satan!!
> > In Satan I Trust! Forever in the Service of Satan!
>>
>>
>>
> > ________________________________
> > From: C Y <yc28@>
> > To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> > Sent: Wednesday, March 20, 2013 6:19 PM
> > Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Is this something to worry about?
>>
>>
>>Ã Â
> > Square Neptune - Pluto
>>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> Challenging aspect: You may be attracted by the occult, but may be incompetent at doing anything practical.
>
> Occult practices such as spiritualism will give you pleasure but may be harmful for you, possibly leading to dangerous obsessions for your mental balance.
>
> I kind of fear that this might interfere with my meditations or something to watch out for in my path. Advise would be helpful to me.
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1099
Subject: Re: Is this something to worry about?

From: Micama Gmicalzoma

Date: 3/22/2013

That is a really Good Idea. I need to do that too. I only have one planet in Earth.

Hail Satan!!
In Satan I Trust! Forever in the Service of Satan!

From: C Y <yc28@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Friday, March 22, 2013 12:44 PM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Is this something to worry about?

Also can the earth element help into this. Like grounding my self. The earth element gives more control and discipline. I have been working on invoking the element
for about a week or two. Three times a day only though. Only the recommended about for starting to invoke.
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Micama Gmicalzoma <agentofsatanswill666@...> wrote:
>
> No, Five minutes a day won't nearly cover it, at least not for me. I have to do void throughout the day. There are many different kinds of void. Just
focus on what you are doing. Like right now I am looking down at the keys typing. Concentrating on what keys I am hitting, not looking up Until IÂ
finish a sentence so I MUST Focus. I do the same in the kitchen, cutting veggies, Driving, anything I can do. It is getting better.
>
> I can tell you this much, it takes time. You have to push yourself to accomplish this. Make it happen!
>
>
>Â
> Hail Satan!!
> In Satan I Trust! Forever in the Service of Satan!

>
>
>
> ________________________________
> From: Sven <belthazorthemighty@...>
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Thursday, March 21, 2013 4:23 PM
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Is this something to worry about?
>
>
>Â
> I find void meditation to be quite difficult. I have Neptune conjunct the Chart Ruler and as coruler in the first house, although in the sign of its fall. I
guess 5 minutes a day doesn't cut it?
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Micama Gmicalzoma <agentofsatanswill666@> wrote:
>>
> > I have a powerful Neptune in my chart too.
>>
> > The best advice I can give you it to become a Master of the Void Meditation. Make void meditation your primary focus regarding advancement.
Once you have a calm and stable mind, then proceed in Empowering yourself. As you open your chakras and make them powerful and intensely bright,
you will also me opening up different parts and more of your brain. This will also empower your mind. If you empower a Unstable Mind, the results
can be catastrophic. Either you will become an open door to the enemy or go insane, because the energies can not be controlled.
>>
> > However you should still clean your Aura and Chakra, and do the Aura of Protection no matter what!
>>
> > An Unstable yet Empowered mind is comparative to giving a 16 year old driver an Enzo Ferrari the day he or she receives their Drivers License.
Uh huh, Very Smart.... with 651 HP.... I hope you have some Damn Good Auto Insurance, because your going to need it. LOL!! You will never see that
car in one piece again. It is just way too much for them to handle. They would be out of control.
>>
> > http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enzo_Ferrari_%28automobile%29Ã‚Â Ã‚Â Ã‚Â Sweet Ride Though!!
>>
>>
> > Ã‚Â
> > Hail Satan!!
> > In Satan I Trust! Forever in the Service of Satan!
>>
>>

>>
> > ________________________________
> > From: C Y <yc28@>
> > To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> > Sent: Wednesday, March 20, 2013 6:19 PM
> > Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Is this something to worry about?
>>
>>
> > Ã‚Â
> > Square Neptune - Pluto
>>
> > Challenging aspect: You may be attracted by the occult, but may be incompetent at doing anything practical.
>>
> > Occult practices such as spiritualism will give you pleasure but may be harmful for you, possibly leading to dangerous obsessions for your mental
balance.
>>
> > I kind of fear that this might interfere with my meditations or something to watch out for in my path. Advise would be helpful to me.
>>
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Hello !

Message: 1100

From: Popi

Date: 3/23/2013

Hello people ! i have just maked my astrology chart , and i wanted to ask you ....what does the frame ,under the planets and grades list , represent C ; F ; M
; A;E;W ?
Thanks !
Hail Satan !
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1101
Subject: Re: Is this something to worry about?

From: Kwarioru Kerutiko

Date: 3/23/2013

The way to deal with this ominous square is found in planets in harmonious angles contacting those two fatefully entangled ones. The harmonizing effects can be reached by
understanding the healing significance of those mediators. Good luck!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: star positions in the chart?

Message: 1102

From: Astaroth my Queen

Date: 3/23/2013

How can i find out if i got stars in my chart? The charts i got dont include any bt it might be the charts thats too narrow. Do i need to calculate this myself
?Cherrs.
Hail Astaroth-sama!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: birth timings

Message: 1103

From: diaboluswrath@ymail.com

Date: 3/23/2013

Has anyone tried using certain methods to confirm or find accurate birth timings?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1104
Subject: Re: star positions in the chart?

From: f.follets

Date: 3/23/2013

Some softwares generate lists of Planet/Point-Fixed Star conjunctions, but check this:
http://www.constellationsofwords.com/stars/Stars_in_longitude_order.htm
A list of stars in longitude order (zodiacal degrees), you can check which planets or points in your chart fall in the same degree of a star. Some of the stars
even have interpretations of their conjunctions with the planets.
The interpretations are given by traditional authors on the subject, so they're overly fatalistic and should be taken with a grain of salt. There are also some
brief interpretations in the astrology section of the JoS site.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Astaroth my Queen <astarothmyqueen@...> wrote:
>
>
> How can i find out if i got stars in my chart? The charts i got dont include any bt it might be the charts thats too narrow. Do i need to calculate
this myself ?Cherrs.
>
> Hail Astaroth-sama!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Hello !

Message: 1105

These are the qualities of zodiac signs:
C - cardinal (planets in Aries, Cancer, Libra, Capricorn)
F - fixed (planets in Taurus, Leo, Scorpio, Aquarius)

From: siguarddraconis

Date: 3/23/2013

M - mutable (planets in Gemini, Virgo, Sagittarius, Pisces)

The letters stand for elements:
F - fire (Aries, Leo, Sagittarius)
E - earth (Taurus, Virgo, Capricorn)
A - air (Gemini, Libra, Aquarius)
W - water (Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces)
Siguard Draconis.
Satanas Via, Vera et Vita est.
Ave Satanas! Rege Satanas!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Popi" <popinel.de_menta@...> wrote:
>
>
> Hello people ! i have just maked my astrology chart , and i wanted to ask you ....what does the frame ,under the planets and grades list ,
represent C ; F ; M ; A;E;W ?
> Thanks !
> Hail Satan !
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: birth timings

Message: 1106

Yes but I would prefer the gods help with those sort of things

-----------------------------On Fri, Mar 22, 2013 2:53 PM EDT diaboluswrath@... wrote:

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 3/23/2013

>Has anyone tried using certain methods to confirm or find accurate birth timings?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Ascendant final degree

Message: 1107

From: siguarddraconis

Date: 3/23/2013

Does anybody know or has some thoughts on the anaretic / final degree? Especially when it is the degree of the Ascendant?
Siguard Draconis.
Satanas Via, Vera et Vita est.
Ave Satanas! Rege Satanas!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: birth timings

Message: 1108

From: Micama Gmicalzoma

Date: 3/23/2013

I did. It turned out WRONG Twice. I have actually purchased 3 Full Astrology Readings from the JoS Store. I do not regret having three full readings
because I gained a lot of personal and valuable information from them.
Why did I do that?? I Thought I had heard a God tell me what time I was born- Twice, and Twice I was Absolutely Sure. Telepathic communications
are VERY DIFFICULT to get Absolutely Correct, unless you are very experienced. Which I was Not, I'm still not, but working on myself.
What was the Best Way? How did I find out what time I was born? Depending on what state in the US you were born (I do not know about overseas), you can request a Book Copy or the Long Copy of your birth certificate. I paid something like 35 dollars for mine, and it had to be mailed, I
had to call and disclose a Lot of personal information to get it too. You will need to know everything about your parents, and your own identification. I
purchased the Book Copy of my birth certificate. This thing is great, it not only tells me what Time I was born but also the doctors name that
delivered me and at what hospital. When I called the operator was not allowed to tell me if my birth time was listed on the Book Copy, they are not
allowed to give you Any information over the phone, so it is a gamble, but for me it was Well Worth it!
This is the site I used:
https://www.vitalchek.com/birth-certificates?gclid=CJGtw4qslLYCFeZFMgodugYAeQ&click_id=892838699141234690
Hail Satan!!
In Satan I Trust! Forever in the Service of Satan!

From: "diaboluswrath@..." <diaboluswrath@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Friday, March 22, 2013 2:53 PM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] birth timings

Has anyone tried using certain methods to confirm or find accurate birth timings?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Air

Message: 1109

From: hailazazel

Date: 3/27/2013

Is it possible to have imbalance with too much of the Air element in my soul, if only one planet in the chart is in the Air signs?
I did some research with the elements and it seems I have too much Air. But it doesn't seem logical since I only have one planet in Air signs on the chart
which shows where the energies go in my soul.
HAIL SATAN!!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1110
Subject: Please excuse my ignorance.

From: darkprince2114

Date: 3/27/2013

Hey guys, I'm sorry if this seems a stupid question but, can you please explain to me what the void moon is an how to work in my workings around it. Also, I
use Lunarium an don't understand the Lunar station, apogee, perigee and, of course, the void Of course start and end. Any information on this would be
much appreciated.
I apologise if this has been covered before or if you find the questions stupid I have limited time to hit up the Internet as my job doesn't permit me to at the
moment.
Thanks.
Hail Lord Satan!
Hail all the Great and Noble Gods of Duat!!
Hail all Children of Our Father, Lord Enki!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1111
Subject: Re: Please excuse my ignorance.

From: hailazazel

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/VOID.html
Basically a Void of Course Moon is a bad time to start things.
You can check at Lunarium.co.uk when a Void of Course takes place.
First adjust your location at:
Home -> Interactive Location Selector -> Change to your location.
Then you have the "The Current Moon Void-of-Course Status" at the homepage.

Date: 3/27/2013

HAIL SATAN!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "darkprince2114" <darkprince2114@...> wrote:
>
> Hey guys, I'm sorry if this seems a stupid question but, can you please explain to me what the void moon is an how to work in my workings
around it. Also, I use Lunarium an don't understand the Lunar station, apogee, perigee and, of course, the void Of course start and end. Any
information on this would be much appreciated.
> I apologise if this has been covered before or if you find the questions stupid I have limited time to hit up the Internet as my job doesn't permit
me to at the moment.
> Thanks.
>
> Hail Lord Satan!
> Hail all the Great and Noble Gods of Duat!!
> Hail all Children of Our Father, Lord Enki!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Orbs for houses

Message: 1114

From: hailazazel

Date: 3/28/2013

No. It defies logic. A house is a house.
HAIL SATAN!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "nicknesredna" <nicknesredna@...> wrote:
>
> Natally, does a planet, very close (2 - 3 degrees) to the next house, influence the person with the traits associated with that house?
>
> I have a seventh house Mars (very close to the 8th house), but don't recognize the traits ascribed to this placement. I don't have a hard time
standing up for myself, nor will I tolerate violence against me. However, I recognize the 8th house traits very much, and the previous description
on the JoS fit very well too.
>
> Has anyone experienced the same?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Orbs for houses

Message: 1115

From: f.follets

Date: 3/28/2013

It's very common for astrologers to consider a planet as part of the next house when it's close to its cusp. 2 or 3 degrees is about the perfect orb for that

and, as you can see, it really does make sense. It works just like a planet conjunct any one of the angles (which are house cusps, albeit much more powerful,
and thus have bigger orbs).
This is also used to a greater extent when the exact birth time isn't known, so the house positions aren't accurate and sometimes the planet may actually be in
the next house.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "nicknesredna" <nicknesredna@...> wrote:
>
> Natally, does a planet, very close (2 - 3 degrees) to the next house, influence the person with the traits associated with that house?
>
> I have a seventh house Mars (very close to the 8th house), but don't recognize the traits ascribed to this placement. I don't have a hard time
standing up for myself, nor will I tolerate violence against me. However, I recognize the 8th house traits very much, and the previous description
on the JoS fit very well too.
>
> Has anyone experienced the same?
>

Messages in JoS_Astrology group.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1116
From: m_18
Subject: Re: Orbs for houses
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1117
From: m_18
Subject: Re: Air
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1118
From: m_18
Subject: Re: birth timings
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1119
From: siguarddraconis
Subject: Pluto's exaltation / fall
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1120
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Unaspected Moon in Solar Return?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1121
From: m_18
Subject: Re: Unaspected Moon in Solar Return?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1122
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Unaspected Moon in Solar Return?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1123
From: hailazazel
Subject: Re: Pluto's exaltation / fall
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1124
From: royalblueflame666
Subject: Website for planet positions and signs for SA
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1125
From: Lucius Nero
Subject: Re: Pluto's exaltation / fall
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1126
From: m_18
Subject: Re: Pluto's exaltation / fall
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1127
From: Djinn Draconis
Subject: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1128
From: siguarddraconis
Subject: Re: Pluto's exaltation / fall
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1129
From: naxxiremus
Subject: Planet houses?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1130
From: satyr616
Subject: Re: Pluto's exaltation / fall
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1131
From: satyr616
Subject: Re: Pluto's exaltation / fall
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1132
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: Planet houses?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1134
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1135
From: Djinn Draconis
Subject: Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1136
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1137
From: Djinn Draconis
Subject: Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1138
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1139
From: Djinn Draconis
Subject: Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1140
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)
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Date: 3/28/2013
Date: 3/28/2013
Date: 3/28/2013
Date: 3/29/2013
Date: 4/1/2013
Date: 4/1/2013
Date: 4/1/2013
Date: 4/3/2013
Date: 4/4/2013
Date: 4/5/2013
Date: 4/5/2013
Date: 4/6/2013
Date: 4/6/2013
Date: 4/6/2013
Date: 4/6/2013
Date: 4/6/2013
Date: 4/6/2013
Date: 4/6/2013
Date: 4/6/2013
Date: 4/6/2013
Date: 4/7/2013
Date: 4/7/2013
Date: 4/8/2013
Date: 4/9/2013

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1141
From: claudius
Subject: Re: Orbs for houses
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1142
From: tappouzumaki
Subject: Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1143
From: Kael
Subject: Can Saggitarians be shy?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1144
From: stiliyanem
Subject: A few questions
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1145
From: hailazazel
Subject: Re: Can Saggitarians be shy?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1146
From: m_18
Subject: Re: Can Saggitarians be shy?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1147
From: m_18
Subject: Re: Can Saggitarians be shy?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1148
From: m_18
Subject: Re: A few questions
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1149
From: Djinn Draconis
Subject: Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1150
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: A few questions
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1151
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1152
From: nevinbennetch
Subject: what is venus retrograde
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1153
From: stiliyanem
Subject: Re: A few questions
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1155
From: siguarddraconis
Subject: Re: JoS Full Astrology Chart, $75 too much?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1156
From: Micama Gmicalzoma
Subject: Re: JoS Full Astrology Chart, $75 too much?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1157
From: m_18
Subject: Re: JoS Full Astrology Chart, $75 too much?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1158
From: m_18
Subject: Revolution is comimg
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1159
From: siguarddraconis
Subject: Re: JoS Full Astrology Chart, $75 too much?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1160
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: Revolution is comimg
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1161
From: m_18
Subject: Fw: Pluto into Capricorn - Evolutionary
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1162
From: Magus Immortalis
Subject: Re: JoS Full Astrology Chart, $75 too much?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1163
From: hailazazel
Subject: Re: Fw: Pluto into Capricorn - Evolutionary
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1164
From: m_18
Subject: Re: Fw: Pluto into Capricorn - Evolutionary
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1165
From: hailazazel
Subject: Re: Fw: Pluto into Capricorn - Evolutionary
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1166
From: m_18
Subject: Re: Fw: Pluto into Capricorn - Evolutionary

Date: 4/9/2013
Date: 4/9/2013
Date: 4/9/2013
Date: 4/9/2013
Date: 4/9/2013
Date: 4/9/2013
Date: 4/9/2013
Date: 4/9/2013
Date: 4/9/2013
Date: 4/9/2013
Date: 4/9/2013
Date: 4/9/2013
Date: 4/10/2013
Date: 4/11/2013
Date: 4/11/2013
Date: 4/11/2013
Date: 4/11/2013
Date: 4/11/2013
Date: 4/11/2013
Date: 4/11/2013
Date: 4/11/2013
Date: 4/12/2013
Date: 4/12/2013
Date: 4/12/2013
Date: 4/12/2013

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1167
From: hailazazel
Subject: Re: Fw: Pluto into Capricorn - Evolutionary

Date: 4/12/2013

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1116
Subject: Re: Orbs for houses

Date: 3/28/2013

From: m_18

It is my experience that planets within 8 degrees approaching the house cusp can have influence into the
next house. Most astrologers will certainly say at least 5 degrees.

--- On Thu, 3/28/13, nicknesredna <nicknesredna@...> wrote:

From: nicknesredna <nicknesredna@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Orbs for houses
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Thursday, March 28, 2013, 8:57 AM

Natally, does a planet, very close (2 - 3 degrees) to the next house, influence the person
with the traits associated with that house?
I have a seventh house Mars (very close to the 8th house), but don't recognize the traits
ascribed to this placement. I don't have a hard time standing up for myself, nor will I
tolerate violence against me. However, I recognize the 8th house traits very much, and
the previous description on the JoS fit very well too.
Has anyone experienced the same?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Air

Message: 1117

From: m_18

Date: 3/28/2013

Any imbalance is there for a reason & is a challenge to resolve & is meant to be for you to rectify the issues
concerning that imbalance. In the same way a 'negative' planetary aspect is to be resolved. Additionally like
learning to incorporate the traits of your opposite Sun sign, etc., etc., etc. Polarity & paradox.

--- On Tue, 3/26/13, hailazazel <hailazazel@...> wrote:

From: hailazazel <hailazazel@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Air
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Tuesday, March 26, 2013, 1:48 PM

Is it possible to have imbalance with too much of the Air element in my soul, if only one
planet in the chart is in the Air signs?
I did some research with the elements and it seems I have too much Air. But it doesn't
seem logical since I only have one planet in Air signs on the chart which shows where

the energies go in my soul.
HAIL SATAN!!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1118
Subject: Re: birth timings

From: m_18

Date: 3/28/2013

I know mine is correct because everything occurs as it is suppose to & the reflection on me personally is
accurate.
There is a system or process called 'rectification'. It is intended for those who may not know the time of
birth, usually the very elderly who only had a date, but no time entered into a family bible. However, there
are certainly other things it can be used for as well. Such as charts of countries, events, etc. I have never
used it on mine or for any other charts.
Do a search over the net for 'astrology rectification' & see what you find. There are books that contain the
info as well. See posted book list.

--- On Fri, 3/22/13, diaboluswrath@... <diaboluswrath@...> wrote:

From: diaboluswrath@... <diaboluswrath@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] birth timings
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Friday, March 22, 2013, 1:53 PM

Has anyone tried using certain methods to confirm or find accurate birth timings?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1119
Subject: Pluto's exaltation / fall

From: siguarddraconis

Date: 3/29/2013

I know that HPs Maxine on JoS says that Pluto is exalted in Leo and in fall in Aquarius. The question is, I've
seen some people who are unsure of the exaltation / fall signs of Pluto (apart from Leo there were Cancer,
Pisces, Aries, Capricorn). Anybody cares to shed some light upon this?
Siguard Draconis.
Satanas Via, Vera et Vita est.
Ave Satanas! Rege Satanas!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1120
Subject: Unaspected Moon in Solar Return?

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 4/1/2013

I was just wondering if anyone has any insight to a completely unaspected moon in a solar return? In the 1st
house, Sag, if the extra details matter. Thanks.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1121
From: m_18
Subject: Re: Unaspected Moon in Solar Return?

Date: 4/1/2013

Being in the 1st H is more important than being unaspected. If near the cusp, very potent. Planet positions in
a Solar Return are not exactly the same as the natal chart from what I have seen as the issue is the Sun,
however, being unaspected, it might have some semblance of being the same. I don't recall an unaspected
planet in any of my own solar returns since I have been doing this.
I would tend to think that it will operate in it's purest form, meaning not colored by other planets. However,

it will be aspected in transit regardless. And influenced by it's sign & house placement. I would say watch
transits to it closely & see what happens. That includes the Moon to itself as well. Would be interested in
hearing your experiences on the energies involved. (The events are obviously private.)
I would run monthly lunar returns for the course of the year including the 3 months leading up to the return
itself as that is when the previous year begins to wane & indicators for the next year begin. Especially 90
days prior to the return. (EXACTLY 89-91 days. Always look for events that occur at this time.) Be sure &
run transits for the Solar return chart itself.
Also is this a shift of modes (cardinal, fixed, mutable) year in the 10 year Solar return cycle? (Answer not
required. Just note it.)

--- On Sun, 3/31/13, lydia_666@... <lydia_666@...> wrote:

From: lydia_666@... <lydia_666@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Unaspected Moon in Solar Return?
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Sunday, March 31, 2013, 11:26 PM

I was just wondering if anyone has any insight to a completely unaspected moon in a
solar return? In the 1st house, Sag, if the extra details matter. Thanks.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1122
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Unaspected Moon in Solar Return?

Date: 4/1/2013

Thank you M_18! Very helpful :)

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
> Being in the 1st H is more important than being unaspected. If near the cusp, very potent.
Planet positions in a Solar Return are not exactly the same as the natal chart from what I have
seen as the issue is the Sun, however, being unaspected, it might have some semblance of
being the same. I don't recall an unaspected planet in any of my own solar returns since I have
been doing this.
>
> I would tend to think that it will operate in it's purest form, meaning not colored by other
planets. However, it will be aspected in transit regardless. And influenced by it's sign & house
placement. I would say watch transits to it closely & see what happens. That includes the Moon
to itself as well. Would be interested in hearing your experiences on the energies involved. (The
events are obviously private.)
>
> I would run monthly lunar returns for the course of the year including the 3 months leading up
to the return itself as that is when the previous year begins to wane & indicators for the next
year begin. Especially 90 days prior to the return. (EXACTLY 89-91 days. Always look for events
that occur at this time.) Be sure & run transits for the Solar return chart itself.
>
> Also is this a shift of modes (cardinal, fixed, mutable) year in the 10 year Solar return cycle?
(Answer not required. Just note it.)
>
>
> --- On Sun, 3/31/13, lydia_666@... <lydia_666@...> wrote:

>
> From: lydia_666@... <lydia_666@...>
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Unaspected Moon in Solar Return?
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Sunday, March 31, 2013, 11:26 PM
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>Â
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> I was just wondering if anyone has any insight to a completely unaspected moon in a solar
return? In the 1st house, Sag, if the extra details matter. Thanks.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1123
Subject: Re: Pluto's exaltation / fall

From: hailazazel

Date: 4/3/2013

There is difference between this source "Noted Planetary Placements"
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Noted_Planetary_Placements.html
And this sourcehttp://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/PlanetPluto.html
The Leo and Aquarius are reversed. Someone should inform Maxine about that.
HAIL SATAN!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "siguarddraconis" <drammanoth@...> wrote:
>
> I know that HPs Maxine on JoS says that Pluto is exalted in Leo and in fall in Aquarius. The
question is, I've seen some people who are unsure of the exaltation / fall signs of Pluto (apart
from Leo there were Cancer, Pisces, Aries, Capricorn). Anybody cares to shed some light upon
this?
>

> Siguard Draconis.
>
> Satanas Via, Vera et Vita est.
> Ave Satanas! Rege Satanas!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1124
From: royalblueflame666
Subject: Website for planet positions and signs for SA

Date: 4/4/2013

Can I please be helped to a website where I can get the planet signs and positions they are in, where I can
set in the location FOR SOUTH AFRICA. I'm not looking for the planet hours.,
I'm using a mobile cellphone,. But it can handle large sites.
Hail Satan!!
Hail Ipos!!
88!!
www.joyofSatan.com
Sent via my BlackBerry from Vodacom - let your email find you!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1125
Subject: Re: Pluto's exaltation / fall

From: Lucius Nero

Date: 4/5/2013

Maxine is right as far as I know.Pluto is exalted in Leo with it's fall in Aquarius.Right now Pluto is in
Capricorn.Right on my Sun in Capricorn.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "siguarddraconis" <drammanoth@...> wrote:
>
> I know that HPs Maxine on JoS says that Pluto is exalted in Leo and in fall in Aquarius. The
question is, I've seen some people who are unsure of the exaltation / fall signs of Pluto (apart
from Leo there were Cancer, Pisces, Aries, Capricorn). Anybody cares to shed some light upon
this?
>
> Siguard Draconis.
>
> Satanas Via, Vera et Vita est.
> Ave Satanas! Rege Satanas!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1126
Subject: Re: Pluto's exaltation / fall

From: m_18

Date: 4/5/2013

I don't disagree, however, Uranus & Pluto seem to work very well together.

--- On Thu, 4/4/13, Lucius Nero <blacksun616@...> wrote:

From: Lucius Nero <blacksun616@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Pluto's exaltation / fall
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2013, 7:39 PM

Maxine is right as far as I know.Pluto is exalted in Leo with it's fall in Aquarius.Right now

Pluto is in Capricorn.Right on my Sun in Capricorn.
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "siguarddraconis" <drammanoth@...> wrote:
>
> I know that HPs Maxine on JoS says that Pluto is exalted in Leo and in fall in Aquarius.
The question is, I've seen some people who are unsure of the exaltation / fall signs of
Pluto (apart from Leo there were Cancer, Pisces, Aries, Capricorn). Anybody cares to
shed some light upon this?
>
> Siguard Draconis.
>
> Satanas Via, Vera et Vita est.
> Ave Satanas! Rege Satanas!
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1127
From: Djinn Draconis
Subject: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)

Date: 4/6/2013

Ever wondered why it is some planets work for some but against others?
It's quite a modern concept within astrology that people are said to own certain planets and not others.
What this means is, certain planets energies operate through you directly through your own ego whilst others
manifest themselves as circumstances in your life beyond your control.
This is because if energy is to act within ourselves a psychological doorway must be open for it to express
itself and if it isn't it will manifest in other ways.
It's often said that women own their venus whilst men do not, venus for women manifests itself as, taste for
beauty, desire to look good and be appreciated etc but the psychology of men is not like that so venus
manifests itself in the lives of men in another way, i.e. women.
And the opposite is true in the case of Mars. This is because most of the time (not always) women and men
think, act, believe, hold values etc which allow or disallow the energies of those planets to express
themselves through their own ego. I.e women not caring so much about being physically tough, fighter, bold
and fearless etc as opposed to men.

Now this is very important in understanding why Saturn hurts the majority of people, but there are a few
which it works absolutely brilliantly for.
Saturn is that authoritarian voice within you, which says "this is good, this is bad, you're worthy, you're
unworthy, you're deserving, you're undeserving" etc.
The vast majority of people, give this power away to their family, friends, teachers, bosses, society, religion
and people around them in general.
This is especially true today because of the enemy and the way society is programmed. Quite simply this
means they do not "OWN" their Saturn.
Therefore Saturn's energy has to eventually manifest itself and because of the nature of the planet it will
bring limitation, restriction, pain and loss in your life., unless you take control of it within yourself.
Often it is the case that older people, usually older men are the one's who own their Saturn. This is for no
other reason than simply their psychology is in such a way that it allows it to be so. You can also take

control of your Saturn, in the same way.
There is nothing stronger than the power of true conviction within yourself, which is Saturn's gift to you. You
have to know with 100% certainty in your heart you do and act how you believe to be the right way and
only you can be the judge of what you can and can't have and do. DO NOT GIVE THIS POWER AWAY TO
ANYONE!
Know you deserve the pleasure and things you want, know you are worthy and capable of achieving them
and do not allow anyone else to judge these things for you. Own your Saturn.
HAIL SATAN!
Praise Be To Hell!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1128
Subject: Re: Pluto's exaltation / fall

From: siguarddraconis

Date: 4/6/2013

Uranus stands for enlightenment, flashes out of the blue, revolution, things unexpected, disturbances,
brilliance.
Pluto stands for evolution, destruction and creation, compulsion, depth.
Some principles do agree, yet the original question is WHY Pluto is exalted in Leo or any other sign and not
the other.
One can see why Mercury is exalted in Aquarius (mind of a genius), Mars in Capricorn (concentrated and
steady effort to reach the top), Venus in Pisces (limitless love, compassion) OR Uranus in Scorpio
(destruction of the secrets, digging deep in the psyche) etc, BECAUSE this is justifiable.
Siguard Draconis.
Satanas Via, Vera et Vita est.
Ave Satanas! Rege Satanas!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
> I don't disagree, however, Uranus & Pluto seem to work very well together.
>
>
>
> --- On Thu, 4/4/13, Lucius Nero <blacksun616@...> wrote:
>
> From: Lucius Nero <blacksun616@...>
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Pluto's exaltation / fall
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Thursday, April 4, 2013, 7:39 PM
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>Â
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> Maxine is right as far as I know.Pluto is exalted in Leo with it's fall in Aquarius.Right now Pluto
is in Capricorn.Right on my Sun in Capricorn.
>
>
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "siguarddraconis" <drammanoth@> wrote:
>
>>
>
> > I know that HPs Maxine on JoS says that Pluto is exalted in Leo and in fall in Aquarius. The
question is, I've seen some people who are unsure of the exaltation / fall signs of Pluto (apart
from Leo there were Cancer, Pisces, Aries, Capricorn). Anybody cares to shed some light upon
this?
>
>>
>
> > Siguard Draconis.
>
>>
>
> > Satanas Via, Vera et Vita est.
>
> > Ave Satanas! Rege Satanas!
>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Planet houses?

Message: 1129

From: naxxiremus

Date: 4/6/2013

So I printed out my astrology chart and read through Azazel's astrology. I understand most of it but how can
I tell which house a planet is in?
Is there a link to a...less complicated astrology "tutorial"?
Thanks.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1130
Subject: Re: Pluto's exaltation / fall

From: satyr616

Date: 4/6/2013

I don't know WHY but there seems to be a general concensus of Pluto being exalted in Leo just as there
seems to be for the others.The Sun is the ruler of Leo,Pluto is the Kundalini force at the base chakra that
rises and ignites the crown chakra signified by Aries.Who knows.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "siguarddraconis" <drammanoth@...> wrote:
>
> Uranus stands for enlightenment, flashes out of the blue, revolution, things unexpected,
disturbances, brilliance.
>
> Pluto stands for evolution, destruction and creation, compulsion, depth.
>
> Some principles do agree, yet the original question is WHY Pluto is exalted in Leo or any other
sign and not the other.
>
> One can see why Mercury is exalted in Aquarius (mind of a genius), Mars in Capricorn
(concentrated and steady effort to reach the top), Venus in Pisces (limitless love, compassion)
OR Uranus in Scorpio (destruction of the secrets, digging deep in the psyche) etc, BECAUSE this
is justifiable.
>
> Siguard Draconis.
>
> Satanas Via, Vera et Vita est.
> Ave Satanas! Rege Satanas!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@> wrote:
>>
> > I don't disagree, however, Uranus & Pluto seem to work very well together.
>>
>>
>>
> > --- On Thu, 4/4/13, Lucius Nero <blacksun616@> wrote:
>>
> > From: Lucius Nero <blacksun616@>
> > Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Pluto's exaltation / fall
> > To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> > Date: Thursday, April 4, 2013, 7:39 PM
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>Â
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

>>
>>
>>
> > Maxine is right as far as I know.Pluto is exalted in Leo with it's fall in Aquarius.Right now
Pluto is in Capricorn.Right on my Sun in Capricorn.
>>
>>
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "siguarddraconis" <drammanoth@> wrote:
>>
>>>
>>
> > > I know that HPs Maxine on JoS says that Pluto is exalted in Leo and in fall in Aquarius.
The question is, I've seen some people who are unsure of the exaltation / fall signs of Pluto
(apart from Leo there were Cancer, Pisces, Aries, Capricorn). Anybody cares to shed some light
upon this?
>>
>>>
>>
> > > Siguard Draconis.
>>
>>>
>>
> > > Satanas Via, Vera et Vita est.
>>
> > > Ave Satanas! Rege Satanas!
>>
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1131
Subject: Re: Pluto's exaltation / fall

From: satyr616

Date: 4/6/2013

Perhaps.In Alan Oken's Soul Centered Astrology,he seems to agree that Pluto in Aquarius is the Soulcenterted exaltation but I tend to disagree.Planets are strongest where the principle of the planet is at it's
most powerful expression in a particular sign.To Me,Pluto,the Kundalini Fire,achieves it's highest
manifestation through Leo,the fifth house sign of love,sex and creativity.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
> I don't disagree, however, Uranus & Pluto seem to work very well together.
>
>
>
> --- On Thu, 4/4/13, Lucius Nero <blacksun616@...> wrote:
>
> From: Lucius Nero <blacksun616@...>
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Pluto's exaltation / fall
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Thursday, April 4, 2013, 7:39 PM
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>Â
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> Maxine is right as far as I know.Pluto is exalted in Leo with it's fall in Aquarius.Right now Pluto
is in Capricorn.Right on my Sun in Capricorn.
>
>
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "siguarddraconis" <drammanoth@> wrote:
>
>>
>
> > I know that HPs Maxine on JoS says that Pluto is exalted in Leo and in fall in Aquarius. The
question is, I've seen some people who are unsure of the exaltation / fall signs of Pluto (apart
from Leo there were Cancer, Pisces, Aries, Capricorn). Anybody cares to shed some light upon
this?
>
>>
>
> > Siguard Draconis.
>
>>
>
> > Satanas Via, Vera et Vita est.
>
> > Ave Satanas! Rege Satanas!
>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1132
Subject: Re: Planet houses?

From: f.follets

Date: 4/6/2013

You may have noticed that your chart is a circle divided in 12 sections, with the zodiac wheel around it (this
is standard for natal charts). Each of these sections is a house, and they begin in the ascendant, which is
the left part of the line cutting your chart horizontally, right in the middle. This line is usually bold and/or has

the letters AC (indicating Ascendant) next to it. Most charts also have numbers indicating the houses, close to
the center of the chart.
The house progression is counterclockwise, so you start at the ascendant, which marks the beginning of the
first house, and follow the chart until the next division line (called cusp), which marks the beginning of the
second house and so on, until you reach the 12th house, which ends at the ascendant again. The planets in
the houses are represented visually by having the planet symbol drawn within the space of one house, or, in
other words, between one cusp and the next.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "naxxiremus" <naxxiremus@...> wrote:
>
> So I printed out my astrology chart and read through Azazel's astrology. I understand most of
it but how can I tell which house a planet is in?
> Is there a link to a...less complicated astrology "tutorial"?
> Thanks.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1134
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)

Date: 4/6/2013

The message you conveyed is true, and I subscribe to it, but it's not that simple, especially with Saturn. I
may be completely missing the point, but I think it's worth sharing what I think:
The planets' functions within the framework of a being present themselves in many levels, the most
important (and I would say basic) is through the psychological function each of them represent, just as you
mentioned: Sun being the ego, the counscious being, Moon the uncounscious, Venus the system of values,
the anima/feminine side etc.. However, they are all present at the same time, and while they work
differently for everyone, they also manifest themselves as events and life circumstances no matter how
intimate and/or strong they may be to an individual. They are always interacting, and their interactions
provide the framework through which a person operate.
A woman's relationships and experiences with other women will still be ruled by her Venus, and the same can
be said for men with Mars. When a funcion is found to be underdeveloped within a person, circumstances
will act as to make the person incorporate said function, or at the very least recognize its existence. This
isn't as simple as saying that people will eventually develop themselves fully, because the chart represents
only raw potential, and many other things may influence the outcome. The transits themselves act as
doorways to events that may lead to the development of certain planets, but even then, results are not
guaranteed. It has also much to do with time. Most of the potential in a chart will stay unrealized until a
person is old/experienced enough, because things unfold slowly, if at all.
This leads to Saturn, which is the very representation of Time and age (Chronos in Greece). With Saturn,
there aren't shortcuts. Saturn is essentially restrictive, him being the castrator, and doesn't exatcly bring
rewards by himself, it only measures one's worth, as you said, and worth is usually measured with time, toil
and trouble, though that's been exaggerated greatly because of the enemy.
Gratification is Jupiter's function, as is expansion and development of the self, and for this reason people
with strong Jupiter and a supportive chart will always be better, grander, even if they aren't worthy of that.
Older people have the power to make things happen, and are respected by the younger, because they have
been through what was necessary for them to own this power through Saturn. However, in the end, that
was only *allowed* to them because of Jupiter's influence, which is just as important.
Just as you don't gain Saturn's "favor" by simply being a hardworker or working efficiently within its
limitations (by being a hardworker you're owning it), you can't always guarantee success simply by trusting
yourself and the work you do. The reason for that being it's not only dependent on owning Saturn's internal
function, but because you're still submitted to its external influences, and because that's also dependent on

other factos, Jupiter being an integral part of that.
What I'm trying to say is, while we CAN (and should) own our destiny, and our planets, their energies and
whatnot, we are still under their influence. And Saturn's influence is, as already described, restrictive;
sometimes necessarily so. And also very strong. To underestimate Saturn's power is to attract serious
trouble. If it really were that simple, I don't believe strong people who have been through various stages of
hard work, some degree of suffering and thorough meditation (owning their Saturn with time, toil and
trouble) would have to go through all that to be in a position where they can control their lives fully.
It's much more advisable to work with one's Jupiter, expanding and empowering oneself whilst learning the
lessons of Saturn, than trying to control Saturn directly, because in the end of the day, even the Gods lost
some battles, and they probably know better than anyone else that it's always possible to suffer limitations,
because it's simply part of existing.
This doesn't have much to do with what you said, but I also think it's important to mention nevertheless:
even with Jupiter's favor, empowering oneself and even achieving godhood doesn't somehow give the ability
to hijack the universe and make it work the way one wants. Quite the contrary, reaching godhood is being
perfectly attuned to it, and working with it to make the necessary changes that will bring a desirable result.
The framework is still there, as is one's natal chart, and will always be.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:
>
> Ever wondered why it is some planets work for some but against others?
>
> It's quite a modern concept within astrology that people are said to own certain planets and
not others.
>
> What this means is, certain planets energies operate through you directly through your own
ego whilst others manifest themselves as circumstances in your life beyond your control.
>
> This is because if energy is to act within ourselves a psychological doorway must be open for
it to express itself and if it isn't it will manifest in other ways.
>
> It's often said that women own their venus whilst men do not, venus for women manifests
itself as, taste for beauty, desire to look good and be appreciated etc but the psychology of men
is not like that so venus manifests itself in the lives of men in another way, i.e. women.
>
> And the opposite is true in the case of Mars. This is because most of the time (not always)
women and men think, act, believe, hold values etc which allow or disallow the energies of those
planets to express themselves through their own ego. I.e women not caring so much about
being physically tough, fighter, bold and fearless etc as opposed to men.
>
>
> Now this is very important in understanding why Saturn hurts the majority of people, but there
are a few which it works absolutely brilliantly for.
>
> Saturn is that authoritarian voice within you, which says "this is good, this is bad, you're
worthy, you're unworthy, you're deserving, you're undeserving" etc.
>
> The vast majority of people, give this power away to their family, friends, teachers, bosses,
society, religion and people around them in general.
>
> This is especially true today because of the enemy and the way society is programmed. Quite
simply this means they do not "OWN" their Saturn.

> Therefore Saturn's energy has to eventually manifest itself and because of the nature of the
planet it will bring limitation, restriction, pain and loss in your life., unless you take control of it
within yourself.
>
> Often it is the case that older people, usually older men are the one's who own their Saturn.
This is for no other reason than simply their psychology is in such a way that it allows it to be
so. You can also take control of your Saturn, in the same way.
>
> There is nothing stronger than the power of true conviction within yourself, which is Saturn's
gift to you. You have to know with 100% certainty in your heart you do and act how you believe
to be the right way and only you can be the judge of what you can and can't have and do. DO
NOT GIVE THIS POWER AWAY TO ANYONE!
>
> Know you deserve the pleasure and things you want, know you are worthy and capable of
achieving them and do not allow anyone else to judge these things for you. Own your Saturn.
>
> HAIL SATAN!
> Praise Be To Hell!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1135
From: Djinn Draconis
Subject: Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)

Date: 4/6/2013

I wasn't being clear in what I was saying so I'll explain a bit more, it was a long message and I probably did
make some things a little unclear.
Circumstances which seem outside of yourself will always manifest in your life regardless of how you handle
the planets energies but the nature of them, how they are of benefit or detriment to you will depend upon
how you handle the energies of that planet.
The part I simply disagree with is that it's better to work with Jupiter whilst observing Saturn's lessons
distantly, because all of the planets represent things within your soul and mind and life and are of equal
importance with the exception of the Sun and perhaps also the Moon which are the most important.
Of course importance will vary depending upon what you give the most value to as an individual but in
terms of handling the circumstances of this physical world, success and material wealth, there is no greater
authority than Saturn. Even the beneficial and said to be wealth giving planets, such as Jupiter, Sun and
Venus have to operate through the Saturnian areas of life. There is no escaping this.
But all I can really say to you and anyone else is, try it. As it's the only way to know. Meditate on Saturn,
perform it's spiritual square and program and condition yourself to handle the Saturnian areas of life well. It
has been one of the most rewarding experiences of my spiritual life.
Also even though Saturn is said to be restricting and limiting, there is a very good reason why it also co rules
the most rebellious and freedom oriented sign of the Zodiac, Aquarius. And it's because once you have
become an authority within yourself (totally own your own Saturn) and no longer allow any external
judgement to influence you, it's then impossible for you to be anything else but a rebel in the face of others.

The metaphor here is written in the physical nature of Saturn itself. (Just mentioning this as a point of
interest)
It's symbolized by the physicality of the planet Saturn, it has an immense amount of gravity (hence it's
rings) as it's a huge planet. But Saturn itself as it's own body would weigh almost nothing were it able to fit
on Earth, it's said if it were able to rest on water it would float. It's made up almost entirely of gas.

Just as if you stand before authority you are bound to it, if you are the authority itself then you aren't bound
to anything.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> The message you conveyed is true, and I subscribe to it, but it's not that simple, especially
with Saturn. I may be completely missing the point, but I think it's worth sharing what I think:
>
> The planets' functions within the framework of a being present themselves in many levels, the
most important (and I would say basic) is through the psychological function each of them
represent, just as you mentioned: Sun being the ego, the counscious being, Moon the
uncounscious, Venus the system of values, the anima/feminine side etc.. However, they are all
present at the same time, and while they work differently for everyone, they also manifest
themselves as events and life circumstances no matter how intimate and/or strong they may be
to an individual. They are always interacting, and their interactions provide the framework
through which a person operate.
>
> A woman's relationships and experiences with other women will still be ruled by her Venus,
and the same can be said for men with Mars. When a funcion is found to be underdeveloped
within a person, circumstances will act as to make the person incorporate said function, or at the
very least recognize its existence. This isn't as simple as saying that people will eventually
develop themselves fully, because the chart represents only raw potential, and many other
things may influence the outcome. The transits themselves act as doorways to events that may
lead to the development of certain planets, but even then, results are not guaranteed. It has
also much to do with time. Most of the potential in a chart will stay unrealized until a person is
old/experienced enough, because things unfold slowly, if at all.
>
> This leads to Saturn, which is the very representation of Time and age (Chronos in Greece).
With Saturn, there aren't shortcuts. Saturn is essentially restrictive, him being the castrator, and
doesn't exatcly bring rewards by himself, it only measures one's worth, as you said, and worth is
usually measured with time, toil and trouble, though that's been exaggerated greatly because of
the enemy.
>
> Gratification is Jupiter's function, as is expansion and development of the self, and for this
reason people with strong Jupiter and a supportive chart will always be better, grander, even if
they aren't worthy of that. Older people have the power to make things happen, and are
respected by the younger, because they have been through what was necessary for them to
own this power through Saturn. However, in the end, that was only *allowed* to them because
of Jupiter's influence, which is just as important.
>
> Just as you don't gain Saturn's "favor" by simply being a hardworker or working efficiently
within its limitations (by being a hardworker you're owning it), you can't always guarantee
success simply by trusting yourself and the work you do. The reason for that being it's not only
dependent on owning Saturn's internal function, but because you're still submitted to its external
influences, and because that's also dependent on other factos, Jupiter being an integral part of
that.
>
> What I'm trying to say is, while we CAN (and should) own our destiny, and our planets, their
energies and whatnot, we are still under their influence. And Saturn's influence is, as already
described, restrictive; sometimes necessarily so. And also very strong. To underestimate Saturn's
power is to attract serious trouble. If it really were that simple, I don't believe strong people
who have been through various stages of hard work, some degree of suffering and thorough

meditation (owning their Saturn with time, toil and trouble) would have to go through all that to
be in a position where they can control their lives fully.
>
> It's much more advisable to work with one's Jupiter, expanding and empowering oneself whilst
learning the lessons of Saturn, than trying to control Saturn directly, because in the end of the
day, even the Gods lost some battles, and they probably know better than anyone else that it's
always possible to suffer limitations, because it's simply part of existing.
>
> This doesn't have much to do with what you said, but I also think it's important to mention
nevertheless: even with Jupiter's favor, empowering oneself and even achieving godhood doesn't
somehow give the ability to hijack the universe and make it work the way one wants. Quite the
contrary, reaching godhood is being perfectly attuned to it, and working with it to make the
necessary changes that will bring a desirable result.
>
> The framework is still there, as is one's natal chart, and will always be.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>
> > Ever wondered why it is some planets work for some but against others?
>>
> > It's quite a modern concept within astrology that people are said to own certain planets and
not others.
>>
> > What this means is, certain planets energies operate through you directly through your own
ego whilst others manifest themselves as circumstances in your life beyond your control.
>>
> > This is because if energy is to act within ourselves a psychological doorway must be open
for it to express itself and if it isn't it will manifest in other ways.
>>
> > It's often said that women own their venus whilst men do not, venus for women manifests
itself as, taste for beauty, desire to look good and be appreciated etc but the psychology of men
is not like that so venus manifests itself in the lives of men in another way, i.e. women.
>>
> > And the opposite is true in the case of Mars. This is because most of the time (not always)
women and men think, act, believe, hold values etc which allow or disallow the energies of those
planets to express themselves through their own ego. I.e women not caring so much about
being physically tough, fighter, bold and fearless etc as opposed to men.
>>
>>
> > Now this is very important in understanding why Saturn hurts the majority of people, but
there are a few which it works absolutely brilliantly for.
>>
> > Saturn is that authoritarian voice within you, which says "this is good, this is bad, you're
worthy, you're unworthy, you're deserving, you're undeserving" etc.
>>
> > The vast majority of people, give this power away to their family, friends, teachers, bosses,
society, religion and people around them in general.
>>
> > This is especially true today because of the enemy and the way society is programmed.
Quite simply this means they do not "OWN" their Saturn.
> > Therefore Saturn's energy has to eventually manifest itself and because of the nature of the
planet it will bring limitation, restriction, pain and loss in your life., unless you take control of it
within yourself.
>>
> > Often it is the case that older people, usually older men are the one's who own their Saturn.

This is for no other reason than simply their psychology is in such a way that it allows it to be
so. You can also take control of your Saturn, in the same way.
>>
> > There is nothing stronger than the power of true conviction within yourself, which is Saturn's
gift to you. You have to know with 100% certainty in your heart you do and act how you believe
to be the right way and only you can be the judge of what you can and can't have and do. DO
NOT GIVE THIS POWER AWAY TO ANYONE!
>>
> > Know you deserve the pleasure and things you want, know you are worthy and capable of
achieving them and do not allow anyone else to judge these things for you. Own your Saturn.
>>
> > HAIL SATAN!
> > Praise Be To Hell!
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1136
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)

Date: 4/6/2013

You're correct. Saturn rules these very aspects of physicality you mentioned, and no wonder it also rules the
base chakra, the foundation.
The point is, no matter how attuned you are to it, it will still be restrictive because that's its nature. It
restricts, creates boundaries and imposes limits. It binds the soul to the flesh and represents everything
that's physical. Your mention of Saturn being the ruler of Aquarius is right on point, but you necessarily have
to go through Capricorn, the sign of restrictions and work (of wordly achievements as well) to reach
Aquarius, the sign of perfection and freedom.
By working through Jupiter however, you are creating a bridge of understanding between Sagittarius and
Pisces, both signs of spirituality, knowledge and true understanding. It allows going through Saturn's lessons
more easily, or at least with enough knowledge to deal with it correctly.
Owning Saturn as you described IS necessary and correct, the approach is what may not be so simple for
most people. Depends on their individual Saturn, as well as other factors.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:
>
> I wasn't being clear in what I was saying so I'll explain a bit more, it was a long message and
I probably did make some things a little unclear.
>
> Circumstances which seem outside of yourself will always manifest in your life regardless of
how you handle the planets energies but the nature of them, how they are of benefit or
detriment to you will depend upon how you handle the energies of that planet.
>
> The part I simply disagree with is that it's better to work with Jupiter whilst observing Saturn's
lessons distantly, because all of the planets represent things within your soul and mind and life
and are of equal importance with the exception of the Sun and perhaps also the Moon which are
the most important.
>
> Of course importance will vary depending upon what you give the most value to as an
individual but in terms of handling the circumstances of this physical world, success and material
wealth, there is no greater authority than Saturn. Even the beneficial and said to be wealth
giving planets, such as Jupiter, Sun and Venus have to operate through the Saturnian areas of
life. There is no escaping this.
>

> But all I can really say to you and anyone else is, try it. As it's the only way to know. Meditate
on Saturn, perform it's spiritual square and program and condition yourself to handle the
Saturnian areas of life well. It has been one of the most rewarding experiences of my spiritual
life.
>
> Also even though Saturn is said to be restricting and limiting, there is a very good reason why
it also co rules the most rebellious and freedom oriented sign of the Zodiac, Aquarius. And it's
because once you have become an authority within yourself (totally own your own Saturn) and
no longer allow any external judgement to influence you, it's then impossible for you to be
anything else but a rebel in the face of others.
>
>
> The metaphor here is written in the physical nature of Saturn itself. (Just mentioning this as a
point of interest)
>
> It's symbolized by the physicality of the planet Saturn, it has an immense amount of gravity
(hence it's rings) as it's a huge planet. But Saturn itself as it's own body would weigh almost
nothing were it able to fit on Earth, it's said if it were able to rest on water it would float. It's
made up almost entirely of gas.
>
> Just as if you stand before authority you are bound to it, if you are the authority itself then
you aren't bound to anything.
>
>
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>
> > The message you conveyed is true, and I subscribe to it, but it's not that simple, especially
with Saturn. I may be completely missing the point, but I think it's worth sharing what I think:
>>
> > The planets' functions within the framework of a being present themselves in many levels,
the most important (and I would say basic) is through the psychological function each of them
represent, just as you mentioned: Sun being the ego, the counscious being, Moon the
uncounscious, Venus the system of values, the anima/feminine side etc.. However, they are all
present at the same time, and while they work differently for everyone, they also manifest
themselves as events and life circumstances no matter how intimate and/or strong they may be
to an individual. They are always interacting, and their interactions provide the framework
through which a person operate.
>>
> > A woman's relationships and experiences with other women will still be ruled by her Venus,
and the same can be said for men with Mars. When a funcion is found to be underdeveloped
within a person, circumstances will act as to make the person incorporate said function, or at the
very least recognize its existence. This isn't as simple as saying that people will eventually
develop themselves fully, because the chart represents only raw potential, and many other
things may influence the outcome. The transits themselves act as doorways to events that may
lead to the development of certain planets, but even then, results are not guaranteed. It has
also much to do with time. Most of the potential in a chart will stay unrealized until a person is
old/experienced enough, because things unfold slowly, if at all.
>>
> > This leads to Saturn, which is the very representation of Time and age (Chronos in Greece).
With Saturn, there aren't shortcuts. Saturn is essentially restrictive, him being the castrator, and
doesn't exatcly bring rewards by himself, it only measures one's worth, as you said, and worth is
usually measured with time, toil and trouble, though that's been exaggerated greatly because of
the enemy.
>>

> > Gratification is Jupiter's function, as is expansion and development of the self, and for this
reason people with strong Jupiter and a supportive chart will always be better, grander, even if
they aren't worthy of that. Older people have the power to make things happen, and are
respected by the younger, because they have been through what was necessary for them to
own this power through Saturn. However, in the end, that was only *allowed* to them because
of Jupiter's influence, which is just as important.
>>
> > Just as you don't gain Saturn's "favor" by simply being a hardworker or working efficiently
within its limitations (by being a hardworker you're owning it), you can't always guarantee
success simply by trusting yourself and the work you do. The reason for that being it's not only
dependent on owning Saturn's internal function, but because you're still submitted to its external
influences, and because that's also dependent on other factos, Jupiter being an integral part of
that.
>>
> > What I'm trying to say is, while we CAN (and should) own our destiny, and our planets,
their energies and whatnot, we are still under their influence. And Saturn's influence is, as already
described, restrictive; sometimes necessarily so. And also very strong. To underestimate Saturn's
power is to attract serious trouble. If it really were that simple, I don't believe strong people
who have been through various stages of hard work, some degree of suffering and thorough
meditation (owning their Saturn with time, toil and trouble) would have to go through all that to
be in a position where they can control their lives fully.
>>
> > It's much more advisable to work with one's Jupiter, expanding and empowering oneself
whilst learning the lessons of Saturn, than trying to control Saturn directly, because in the end of
the day, even the Gods lost some battles, and they probably know better than anyone else that
it's always possible to suffer limitations, because it's simply part of existing.
>>
> > This doesn't have much to do with what you said, but I also think it's important to mention
nevertheless: even with Jupiter's favor, empowering oneself and even achieving godhood doesn't
somehow give the ability to hijack the universe and make it work the way one wants. Quite the
contrary, reaching godhood is being perfectly attuned to it, and working with it to make the
necessary changes that will bring a desirable result.
>>
> > The framework is still there, as is one's natal chart, and will always be.
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>>
> > > Ever wondered why it is some planets work for some but against others?
>>>
> > > It's quite a modern concept within astrology that people are said to own certain planets
and not others.
>>>
> > > What this means is, certain planets energies operate through you directly through your
own ego whilst others manifest themselves as circumstances in your life beyond your control.
>>>
> > > This is because if energy is to act within ourselves a psychological doorway must be open
for it to express itself and if it isn't it will manifest in other ways.
>>>
> > > It's often said that women own their venus whilst men do not, venus for women
manifests itself as, taste for beauty, desire to look good and be appreciated etc but the
psychology of men is not like that so venus manifests itself in the lives of men in another way,
i.e. women.
>>>
> > > And the opposite is true in the case of Mars. This is because most of the time (not
always) women and men think, act, believe, hold values etc which allow or disallow the energies

of those planets to express themselves through their own ego. I.e women not caring so much
about being physically tough, fighter, bold and fearless etc as opposed to men.
>>>
>>>
> > > Now this is very important in understanding why Saturn hurts the majority of people, but
there are a few which it works absolutely brilliantly for.
>>>
> > > Saturn is that authoritarian voice within you, which says "this is good, this is bad, you're
worthy, you're unworthy, you're deserving, you're undeserving" etc.
>>>
> > > The vast majority of people, give this power away to their family, friends, teachers,
bosses, society, religion and people around them in general.
>>>
> > > This is especially true today because of the enemy and the way society is programmed.
Quite simply this means they do not "OWN" their Saturn.
> > > Therefore Saturn's energy has to eventually manifest itself and because of the nature of
the planet it will bring limitation, restriction, pain and loss in your life., unless you take control of
it within yourself.
>>>
> > > Often it is the case that older people, usually older men are the one's who own their
Saturn. This is for no other reason than simply their psychology is in such a way that it allows it
to be so. You can also take control of your Saturn, in the same way.
>>>
> > > There is nothing stronger than the power of true conviction within yourself, which is
Saturn's gift to you. You have to know with 100% certainty in your heart you do and act how
you believe to be the right way and only you can be the judge of what you can and can't have
and do. DO NOT GIVE THIS POWER AWAY TO ANYONE!
>>>
> > > Know you deserve the pleasure and things you want, know you are worthy and capable
of achieving them and do not allow anyone else to judge these things for you. Own your Saturn.
>>>
> > > HAIL SATAN!
> > > Praise Be To Hell!
>>>
>>
>
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That's the thing I can't speak for everyone because my Saturn is in it's own sign of Aquarius and I do have
a strong Capricorn in my chart along with 10th house Sun. So I know what Saturn is for some people is
different to what it is for others. But my Jupiter is also weak in Virgo.
This is the reason I prefer the way the Vedic astrologers interpret things and feel it's more accurate (the
interpretations of effects only not the sign placement)
Because I haven't received benefits from Jupiter in my life at all. The last time Jupiter crossed my ascendant
all that happened was I went through a stage of thinking I was a big tough guy and I ended up getting my
ass kicked literally. Vedic astrologers say this is because if Jupiter is weak in your natal chart through it's
transits it'll only bring a short sighted sense of optimism but if it's strong in your natal chart it'll bring real
benefits.
Same goes with Saturn and any other planet, their effects on your life are better when they are placed well
and also they do better in some houses than others. Where as in the western system we tend to say

"Jupiter and Sun strengthen something, Saturn weakens and limits it" And it's quite a simplistic way of
looking at it, I have come to realize.
For instance a 7th house Sun is actually worse for marriage than a 7th house Saturn in Vedic astrology.
Because marriage calls for cooperation on equal footing, letting go of always getting your way, sharing,
sacrificing etc which the Sun (a King) is much less accustom to than Saturn.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> You're correct. Saturn rules these very aspects of physicality you mentioned, and no wonder it
also rules the base chakra, the foundation.
>
> The point is, no matter how attuned you are to it, it will still be restrictive because that's its
nature. It restricts, creates boundaries and imposes limits. It binds the soul to the flesh and
represents everything that's physical. Your mention of Saturn being the ruler of Aquarius is right
on point, but you necessarily have to go through Capricorn, the sign of restrictions and work (of
wordly achievements as well) to reach Aquarius, the sign of perfection and freedom.
>
> By working through Jupiter however, you are creating a bridge of understanding between
Sagittarius and Pisces, both signs of spirituality, knowledge and true understanding. It allows
going through Saturn's lessons more easily, or at least with enough knowledge to deal with it
correctly.
>
> Owning Saturn as you described IS necessary and correct, the approach is what may not be
so simple for most people. Depends on their individual Saturn, as well as other factors.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>
> > I wasn't being clear in what I was saying so I'll explain a bit more, it was a long message
and I probably did make some things a little unclear.
>>
> > Circumstances which seem outside of yourself will always manifest in your life regardless of
how you handle the planets energies but the nature of them, how they are of benefit or
detriment to you will depend upon how you handle the energies of that planet.
>>
> > The part I simply disagree with is that it's better to work with Jupiter whilst observing
Saturn's lessons distantly, because all of the planets represent things within your soul and mind
and life and are of equal importance with the exception of the Sun and perhaps also the Moon
which are the most important.
>>
> > Of course importance will vary depending upon what you give the most value to as an
individual but in terms of handling the circumstances of this physical world, success and material
wealth, there is no greater authority than Saturn. Even the beneficial and said to be wealth
giving planets, such as Jupiter, Sun and Venus have to operate through the Saturnian areas of
life. There is no escaping this.
>>
> > But all I can really say to you and anyone else is, try it. As it's the only way to know.
Meditate on Saturn, perform it's spiritual square and program and condition yourself to handle
the Saturnian areas of life well. It has been one of the most rewarding experiences of my
spiritual life.
>>
> > Also even though Saturn is said to be restricting and limiting, there is a very good reason
why it also co rules the most rebellious and freedom oriented sign of the Zodiac, Aquarius. And

it's because once you have become an authority within yourself (totally own your own Saturn)
and no longer allow any external judgement to influence you, it's then impossible for you to be
anything else but a rebel in the face of others.
>>
>>
> > The metaphor here is written in the physical nature of Saturn itself. (Just mentioning this as
a point of interest)
>>
> > It's symbolized by the physicality of the planet Saturn, it has an immense amount of
gravity (hence it's rings) as it's a huge planet. But Saturn itself as it's own body would weigh
almost nothing were it able to fit on Earth, it's said if it were able to rest on water it would float.
It's made up almost entirely of gas.
>>
> > Just as if you stand before authority you are bound to it, if you are the authority itself then
you aren't bound to anything.
>>
>>
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>>
> > > The message you conveyed is true, and I subscribe to it, but it's not that simple,
especially with Saturn. I may be completely missing the point, but I think it's worth sharing
what I think:
>>>
> > > The planets' functions within the framework of a being present themselves in many levels,
the most important (and I would say basic) is through the psychological function each of them
represent, just as you mentioned: Sun being the ego, the counscious being, Moon the
uncounscious, Venus the system of values, the anima/feminine side etc.. However, they are all
present at the same time, and while they work differently for everyone, they also manifest
themselves as events and life circumstances no matter how intimate and/or strong they may be
to an individual. They are always interacting, and their interactions provide the framework
through which a person operate.
>>>
> > > A woman's relationships and experiences with other women will still be ruled by her
Venus, and the same can be said for men with Mars. When a funcion is found to be
underdeveloped within a person, circumstances will act as to make the person incorporate said
function, or at the very least recognize its existence. This isn't as simple as saying that people
will eventually develop themselves fully, because the chart represents only raw potential, and
many other things may influence the outcome. The transits themselves act as doorways to
events that may lead to the development of certain planets, but even then, results are not
guaranteed. It has also much to do with time. Most of the potential in a chart will stay unrealized
until a person is old/experienced enough, because things unfold slowly, if at all.
>>>
> > > This leads to Saturn, which is the very representation of Time and age (Chronos in
Greece). With Saturn, there aren't shortcuts. Saturn is essentially restrictive, him being the
castrator, and doesn't exatcly bring rewards by himself, it only measures one's worth, as you
said, and worth is usually measured with time, toil and trouble, though that's been exaggerated
greatly because of the enemy.
>>>
> > > Gratification is Jupiter's function, as is expansion and development of the self, and for
this reason people with strong Jupiter and a supportive chart will always be better, grander, even
if they aren't worthy of that. Older people have the power to make things happen, and are
respected by the younger, because they have been through what was necessary for them to
own this power through Saturn. However, in the end, that was only *allowed* to them because
of Jupiter's influence, which is just as important.

>>>
> > > Just as you don't gain Saturn's "favor" by simply being a hardworker or working efficiently
within its limitations (by being a hardworker you're owning it), you can't always guarantee
success simply by trusting yourself and the work you do. The reason for that being it's not only
dependent on owning Saturn's internal function, but because you're still submitted to its external
influences, and because that's also dependent on other factos, Jupiter being an integral part of
that.
>>>
> > > What I'm trying to say is, while we CAN (and should) own our destiny, and our planets,
their energies and whatnot, we are still under their influence. And Saturn's influence is, as already
described, restrictive; sometimes necessarily so. And also very strong. To underestimate Saturn's
power is to attract serious trouble. If it really were that simple, I don't believe strong people
who have been through various stages of hard work, some degree of suffering and thorough
meditation (owning their Saturn with time, toil and trouble) would have to go through all that to
be in a position where they can control their lives fully.
>>>
> > > It's much more advisable to work with one's Jupiter, expanding and empowering oneself
whilst learning the lessons of Saturn, than trying to control Saturn directly, because in the end of
the day, even the Gods lost some battles, and they probably know better than anyone else that
it's always possible to suffer limitations, because it's simply part of existing.
>>>
> > > This doesn't have much to do with what you said, but I also think it's important to
mention nevertheless: even with Jupiter's favor, empowering oneself and even achieving
godhood doesn't somehow give the ability to hijack the universe and make it work the way one
wants. Quite the contrary, reaching godhood is being perfectly attuned to it, and working with it
to make the necessary changes that will bring a desirable result.
>>>
> > > The framework is still there, as is one's natal chart, and will always be.
>>>
> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>>>
> > > > Ever wondered why it is some planets work for some but against others?
>>>>
> > > > It's quite a modern concept within astrology that people are said to own certain planets
and not others.
>>>>
> > > > What this means is, certain planets energies operate through you directly through your
own ego whilst others manifest themselves as circumstances in your life beyond your control.
>>>>
> > > > This is because if energy is to act within ourselves a psychological doorway must be
open for it to express itself and if it isn't it will manifest in other ways.
>>>>
> > > > It's often said that women own their venus whilst men do not, venus for women
manifests itself as, taste for beauty, desire to look good and be appreciated etc but the
psychology of men is not like that so venus manifests itself in the lives of men in another way,
i.e. women.
>>>>
> > > > And the opposite is true in the case of Mars. This is because most of the time (not
always) women and men think, act, believe, hold values etc which allow or disallow the energies
of those planets to express themselves through their own ego. I.e women not caring so much
about being physically tough, fighter, bold and fearless etc as opposed to men.
>>>>
>>>>
> > > > Now this is very important in understanding why Saturn hurts the majority of people,
but there are a few which it works absolutely brilliantly for.

>>>>
> > > > Saturn is that authoritarian voice within you, which says "this is good, this is bad, you're
worthy, you're unworthy, you're deserving, you're undeserving" etc.
>>>>
> > > > The vast majority of people, give this power away to their family, friends, teachers,
bosses, society, religion and people around them in general.
>>>>
> > > > This is especially true today because of the enemy and the way society is programmed.
Quite simply this means they do not "OWN" their Saturn.
> > > > Therefore Saturn's energy has to eventually manifest itself and because of the nature
of the planet it will bring limitation, restriction, pain and loss in your life., unless you take control
of it within yourself.
>>>>
> > > > Often it is the case that older people, usually older men are the one's who own their
Saturn. This is for no other reason than simply their psychology is in such a way that it allows it
to be so. You can also take control of your Saturn, in the same way.
>>>>
> > > > There is nothing stronger than the power of true conviction within yourself, which is
Saturn's gift to you. You have to know with 100% certainty in your heart you do and act how
you believe to be the right way and only you can be the judge of what you can and can't have
and do. DO NOT GIVE THIS POWER AWAY TO ANYONE!
>>>>
> > > > Know you deserve the pleasure and things you want, know you are worthy and capable
of achieving them and do not allow anyone else to judge these things for you. Own your Saturn.
>>>>
> > > > HAIL SATAN!
> > > > Praise Be To Hell!
>>>>
>>>
>>
>
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Vedic astrology has its good points, but I find it way too fatalistic by itself. I remember Maxine and other
HPs mentioning it was corrupted through the ages, much more so than western astrology.
From what I've seen, peoples' restrictions and possibilities based on their internal/external Saturn function
will answer directly to its sign and house positions, in a much lower level than its aspects, because that's the
basic setup from where it will act; therefore it's extremely important to gain deep understanding of those as
the first step to "owning" it and learning its lessons without so much suffering.
Your description of your Saturnian qualities really show on your previous discourse, and I must say I admire
it because I lack much of that. On a note of advice, though, since you have a troublesome Jupiter, I believe
you'd benefit greatly from focusing on its energies and trying to own it too.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:
>
> That's the thing I can't speak for everyone because my Saturn is in it's own sign of Aquarius
and I do have a strong Capricorn in my chart along with 10th house Sun. So I know what Saturn
is for some people is different to what it is for others. But my Jupiter is also weak in Virgo.
>
> This is the reason I prefer the way the Vedic astrologers interpret things and feel it's more
accurate (the interpretations of effects only not the sign placement)

>
> Because I haven't received benefits from Jupiter in my life at all. The last time Jupiter crossed
my ascendant all that happened was I went through a stage of thinking I was a big tough guy
and I ended up getting my ass kicked literally. Vedic astrologers say this is because if Jupiter is
weak in your natal chart through it's transits it'll only bring a short sighted sense of optimism but
if it's strong in your natal chart it'll bring real benefits.
>
> Same goes with Saturn and any other planet, their effects on your life are better when they
are placed well and also they do better in some houses than others. Where as in the western
system we tend to say "Jupiter and Sun strengthen something, Saturn weakens and limits it"
And it's quite a simplistic way of looking at it, I have come to realize.
>
> For instance a 7th house Sun is actually worse for marriage than a 7th house Saturn in Vedic
astrology. Because marriage calls for cooperation on equal footing, letting go of always getting
your way, sharing, sacrificing etc which the Sun (a King) is much less accustom to than Saturn.
>
>
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>
> > You're correct. Saturn rules these very aspects of physicality you mentioned, and no wonder
it also rules the base chakra, the foundation.
>>
> > The point is, no matter how attuned you are to it, it will still be restrictive because that's its
nature. It restricts, creates boundaries and imposes limits. It binds the soul to the flesh and
represents everything that's physical. Your mention of Saturn being the ruler of Aquarius is right
on point, but you necessarily have to go through Capricorn, the sign of restrictions and work (of
wordly achievements as well) to reach Aquarius, the sign of perfection and freedom.
>>
> > By working through Jupiter however, you are creating a bridge of understanding between
Sagittarius and Pisces, both signs of spirituality, knowledge and true understanding. It allows
going through Saturn's lessons more easily, or at least with enough knowledge to deal with it
correctly.
>>
> > Owning Saturn as you described IS necessary and correct, the approach is what may not be
so simple for most people. Depends on their individual Saturn, as well as other factors.
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>>
> > > I wasn't being clear in what I was saying so I'll explain a bit more, it was a long message
and I probably did make some things a little unclear.
>>>
> > > Circumstances which seem outside of yourself will always manifest in your life regardless
of how you handle the planets energies but the nature of them, how they are of benefit or
detriment to you will depend upon how you handle the energies of that planet.
>>>
> > > The part I simply disagree with is that it's better to work with Jupiter whilst observing
Saturn's lessons distantly, because all of the planets represent things within your soul and mind
and life and are of equal importance with the exception of the Sun and perhaps also the Moon
which are the most important.
>>>
> > > Of course importance will vary depending upon what you give the most value to as an
individual but in terms of handling the circumstances of this physical world, success and material
wealth, there is no greater authority than Saturn. Even the beneficial and said to be wealth
giving planets, such as Jupiter, Sun and Venus have to operate through the Saturnian areas of

life. There is no escaping this.
>>>
> > > But all I can really say to you and anyone else is, try it. As it's the only way to know.
Meditate on Saturn, perform it's spiritual square and program and condition yourself to handle
the Saturnian areas of life well. It has been one of the most rewarding experiences of my
spiritual life.
>>>
> > > Also even though Saturn is said to be restricting and limiting, there is a very good reason
why it also co rules the most rebellious and freedom oriented sign of the Zodiac, Aquarius. And
it's because once you have become an authority within yourself (totally own your own Saturn)
and no longer allow any external judgement to influence you, it's then impossible for you to be
anything else but a rebel in the face of others.
>>>
>>>
> > > The metaphor here is written in the physical nature of Saturn itself. (Just mentioning this
as a point of interest)
>>>
> > > It's symbolized by the physicality of the planet Saturn, it has an immense amount of
gravity (hence it's rings) as it's a huge planet. But Saturn itself as it's own body would weigh
almost nothing were it able to fit on Earth, it's said if it were able to rest on water it would float.
It's made up almost entirely of gas.
>>>
> > > Just as if you stand before authority you are bound to it, if you are the authority itself
then you aren't bound to anything.
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>>>
> > > > The message you conveyed is true, and I subscribe to it, but it's not that simple,
especially with Saturn. I may be completely missing the point, but I think it's worth sharing
what I think:
>>>>
> > > > The planets' functions within the framework of a being present themselves in many
levels, the most important (and I would say basic) is through the psychological function each of
them represent, just as you mentioned: Sun being the ego, the counscious being, Moon the
uncounscious, Venus the system of values, the anima/feminine side etc.. However, they are all
present at the same time, and while they work differently for everyone, they also manifest
themselves as events and life circumstances no matter how intimate and/or strong they may be
to an individual. They are always interacting, and their interactions provide the framework
through which a person operate.
>>>>
> > > > A woman's relationships and experiences with other women will still be ruled by her
Venus, and the same can be said for men with Mars. When a funcion is found to be
underdeveloped within a person, circumstances will act as to make the person incorporate said
function, or at the very least recognize its existence. This isn't as simple as saying that people
will eventually develop themselves fully, because the chart represents only raw potential, and
many other things may influence the outcome. The transits themselves act as doorways to
events that may lead to the development of certain planets, but even then, results are not
guaranteed. It has also much to do with time. Most of the potential in a chart will stay unrealized
until a person is old/experienced enough, because things unfold slowly, if at all.
>>>>
> > > > This leads to Saturn, which is the very representation of Time and age (Chronos in
Greece). With Saturn, there aren't shortcuts. Saturn is essentially restrictive, him being the
castrator, and doesn't exatcly bring rewards by himself, it only measures one's worth, as you

said, and worth is usually measured with time, toil and trouble, though that's been exaggerated
greatly because of the enemy.
>>>>
> > > > Gratification is Jupiter's function, as is expansion and development of the self, and for
this reason people with strong Jupiter and a supportive chart will always be better, grander, even
if they aren't worthy of that. Older people have the power to make things happen, and are
respected by the younger, because they have been through what was necessary for them to
own this power through Saturn. However, in the end, that was only *allowed* to them because
of Jupiter's influence, which is just as important.
>>>>
> > > > Just as you don't gain Saturn's "favor" by simply being a hardworker or working
efficiently within its limitations (by being a hardworker you're owning it), you can't always
guarantee success simply by trusting yourself and the work you do. The reason for that being
it's not only dependent on owning Saturn's internal function, but because you're still submitted to
its external influences, and because that's also dependent on other factos, Jupiter being an
integral part of that.
>>>>
> > > > What I'm trying to say is, while we CAN (and should) own our destiny, and our planets,
their energies and whatnot, we are still under their influence. And Saturn's influence is, as already
described, restrictive; sometimes necessarily so. And also very strong. To underestimate Saturn's
power is to attract serious trouble. If it really were that simple, I don't believe strong people
who have been through various stages of hard work, some degree of suffering and thorough
meditation (owning their Saturn with time, toil and trouble) would have to go through all that to
be in a position where they can control their lives fully.
>>>>
> > > > It's much more advisable to work with one's Jupiter, expanding and empowering
oneself whilst learning the lessons of Saturn, than trying to control Saturn directly, because in the
end of the day, even the Gods lost some battles, and they probably know better than anyone
else that it's always possible to suffer limitations, because it's simply part of existing.
>>>>
> > > > This doesn't have much to do with what you said, but I also think it's important to
mention nevertheless: even with Jupiter's favor, empowering oneself and even achieving
godhood doesn't somehow give the ability to hijack the universe and make it work the way one
wants. Quite the contrary, reaching godhood is being perfectly attuned to it, and working with it
to make the necessary changes that will bring a desirable result.
>>>>
> > > > The framework is still there, as is one's natal chart, and will always be.
>>>>
> > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>>>>
> > > > > Ever wondered why it is some planets work for some but against others?
>>>>>
> > > > > It's quite a modern concept within astrology that people are said to own certain
planets and not others.
>>>>>
> > > > > What this means is, certain planets energies operate through you directly through
your own ego whilst others manifest themselves as circumstances in your life beyond your
control.
>>>>>
> > > > > This is because if energy is to act within ourselves a psychological doorway must be
open for it to express itself and if it isn't it will manifest in other ways.
>>>>>
> > > > > It's often said that women own their venus whilst men do not, venus for women
manifests itself as, taste for beauty, desire to look good and be appreciated etc but the
psychology of men is not like that so venus manifests itself in the lives of men in another way,

i.e. women.
>>>>>
> > > > > And the opposite is true in the case of Mars. This is because most of the time (not
always) women and men think, act, believe, hold values etc which allow or disallow the energies
of those planets to express themselves through their own ego. I.e women not caring so much
about being physically tough, fighter, bold and fearless etc as opposed to men.
>>>>>
>>>>>
> > > > > Now this is very important in understanding why Saturn hurts the majority of people,
but there are a few which it works absolutely brilliantly for.
>>>>>
> > > > > Saturn is that authoritarian voice within you, which says "this is good, this is bad,
you're worthy, you're unworthy, you're deserving, you're undeserving" etc.
>>>>>
> > > > > The vast majority of people, give this power away to their family, friends, teachers,
bosses, society, religion and people around them in general.
>>>>>
> > > > > This is especially true today because of the enemy and the way society is
programmed. Quite simply this means they do not "OWN" their Saturn.
> > > > > Therefore Saturn's energy has to eventually manifest itself and because of the
nature of the planet it will bring limitation, restriction, pain and loss in your life., unless you take
control of it within yourself.
>>>>>
> > > > > Often it is the case that older people, usually older men are the one's who own their
Saturn. This is for no other reason than simply their psychology is in such a way that it allows it
to be so. You can also take control of your Saturn, in the same way.
>>>>>
> > > > > There is nothing stronger than the power of true conviction within yourself, which is
Saturn's gift to you. You have to know with 100% certainty in your heart you do and act how
you believe to be the right way and only you can be the judge of what you can and can't have
and do. DO NOT GIVE THIS POWER AWAY TO ANYONE!
>>>>>
> > > > > Know you deserve the pleasure and things you want, know you are worthy and
capable of achieving them and do not allow anyone else to judge these things for you. Own
your Saturn.
>>>>>
> > > > > HAIL SATAN!
> > > > > Praise Be To Hell!
>>>>>
>>>>
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1139
From: Djinn Draconis
Subject: Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)

Date: 4/8/2013

Do you meditate on planets yourself too btw? (I'm just talking about the mantra squares atm) I fully intend
to work on Jupiter, but I am not sure how I go about owning my Jupiter but I know I can get the answers
by meditating on it and performing the mantra square which I fully intent to do once Jupiter gets out of it's
debilitation and into it's exaltation, when it goes into cancer at the end of June.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> Vedic astrology has its good points, but I find it way too fatalistic by itself. I remember

Maxine and other HPs mentioning it was corrupted through the ages, much more so than
western astrology.
>
> From what I've seen, peoples' restrictions and possibilities based on their internal/external
Saturn function will answer directly to its sign and house positions, in a much lower level than its
aspects, because that's the basic setup from where it will act; therefore it's extremely important
to gain deep understanding of those as the first step to "owning" it and learning its lessons
without so much suffering.
>
> Your description of your Saturnian qualities really show on your previous discourse, and I
must say I admire it because I lack much of that. On a note of advice, though, since you have a
troublesome Jupiter, I believe you'd benefit greatly from focusing on its energies and trying to
own it too.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>
> > That's the thing I can't speak for everyone because my Saturn is in it's own sign of Aquarius
and I do have a strong Capricorn in my chart along with 10th house Sun. So I know what Saturn
is for some people is different to what it is for others. But my Jupiter is also weak in Virgo.
>>
> > This is the reason I prefer the way the Vedic astrologers interpret things and feel it's more
accurate (the interpretations of effects only not the sign placement)
>>
> > Because I haven't received benefits from Jupiter in my life at all. The last time Jupiter
crossed my ascendant all that happened was I went through a stage of thinking I was a big
tough guy and I ended up getting my ass kicked literally. Vedic astrologers say this is because if
Jupiter is weak in your natal chart through it's transits it'll only bring a short sighted sense of
optimism but if it's strong in your natal chart it'll bring real benefits.
>>
> > Same goes with Saturn and any other planet, their effects on your life are better when they
are placed well and also they do better in some houses than others. Where as in the western
system we tend to say "Jupiter and Sun strengthen something, Saturn weakens and limits it"
And it's quite a simplistic way of looking at it, I have come to realize.
>>
> > For instance a 7th house Sun is actually worse for marriage than a 7th house Saturn in
Vedic astrology. Because marriage calls for cooperation on equal footing, letting go of always
getting your way, sharing, sacrificing etc which the Sun (a King) is much less accustom to than
Saturn.
>>
>>
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>>
> > > You're correct. Saturn rules these very aspects of physicality you mentioned, and no
wonder it also rules the base chakra, the foundation.
>>>
> > > The point is, no matter how attuned you are to it, it will still be restrictive because that's
its nature. It restricts, creates boundaries and imposes limits. It binds the soul to the flesh and
represents everything that's physical. Your mention of Saturn being the ruler of Aquarius is right
on point, but you necessarily have to go through Capricorn, the sign of restrictions and work (of
wordly achievements as well) to reach Aquarius, the sign of perfection and freedom.
>>>
> > > By working through Jupiter however, you are creating a bridge of understanding between
Sagittarius and Pisces, both signs of spirituality, knowledge and true understanding. It allows
going through Saturn's lessons more easily, or at least with enough knowledge to deal with it

correctly.
>>>
> > > Owning Saturn as you described IS necessary and correct, the approach is what may not
be so simple for most people. Depends on their individual Saturn, as well as other factors.
>>>
> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>>>
> > > > I wasn't being clear in what I was saying so I'll explain a bit more, it was a long
message and I probably did make some things a little unclear.
>>>>
> > > > Circumstances which seem outside of yourself will always manifest in your life
regardless of how you handle the planets energies but the nature of them, how they are of
benefit or detriment to you will depend upon how you handle the energies of that planet.
>>>>
> > > > The part I simply disagree with is that it's better to work with Jupiter whilst observing
Saturn's lessons distantly, because all of the planets represent things within your soul and mind
and life and are of equal importance with the exception of the Sun and perhaps also the Moon
which are the most important.
>>>>
> > > > Of course importance will vary depending upon what you give the most value to as an
individual but in terms of handling the circumstances of this physical world, success and material
wealth, there is no greater authority than Saturn. Even the beneficial and said to be wealth
giving planets, such as Jupiter, Sun and Venus have to operate through the Saturnian areas of
life. There is no escaping this.
>>>>
> > > > But all I can really say to you and anyone else is, try it. As it's the only way to know.
Meditate on Saturn, perform it's spiritual square and program and condition yourself to handle
the Saturnian areas of life well. It has been one of the most rewarding experiences of my
spiritual life.
>>>>
> > > > Also even though Saturn is said to be restricting and limiting, there is a very good
reason why it also co rules the most rebellious and freedom oriented sign of the Zodiac,
Aquarius. And it's because once you have become an authority within yourself (totally own your
own Saturn) and no longer allow any external judgement to influence you, it's then impossible
for you to be anything else but a rebel in the face of others.
>>>>
>>>>
> > > > The metaphor here is written in the physical nature of Saturn itself. (Just mentioning
this as a point of interest)
>>>>
> > > > It's symbolized by the physicality of the planet Saturn, it has an immense amount of
gravity (hence it's rings) as it's a huge planet. But Saturn itself as it's own body would weigh
almost nothing were it able to fit on Earth, it's said if it were able to rest on water it would float.
It's made up almost entirely of gas.
>>>>
> > > > Just as if you stand before authority you are bound to it, if you are the authority itself
then you aren't bound to anything.
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
> > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>>>>
> > > > > The message you conveyed is true, and I subscribe to it, but it's not that simple,
especially with Saturn. I may be completely missing the point, but I think it's worth sharing
what I think:

>>>>>
> > > > > The planets' functions within the framework of a being present themselves in many
levels, the most important (and I would say basic) is through the psychological function each of
them represent, just as you mentioned: Sun being the ego, the counscious being, Moon the
uncounscious, Venus the system of values, the anima/feminine side etc.. However, they are all
present at the same time, and while they work differently for everyone, they also manifest
themselves as events and life circumstances no matter how intimate and/or strong they may be
to an individual. They are always interacting, and their interactions provide the framework
through which a person operate.
>>>>>
> > > > > A woman's relationships and experiences with other women will still be ruled by her
Venus, and the same can be said for men with Mars. When a funcion is found to be
underdeveloped within a person, circumstances will act as to make the person incorporate said
function, or at the very least recognize its existence. This isn't as simple as saying that people
will eventually develop themselves fully, because the chart represents only raw potential, and
many other things may influence the outcome. The transits themselves act as doorways to
events that may lead to the development of certain planets, but even then, results are not
guaranteed. It has also much to do with time. Most of the potential in a chart will stay unrealized
until a person is old/experienced enough, because things unfold slowly, if at all.
>>>>>
> > > > > This leads to Saturn, which is the very representation of Time and age (Chronos in
Greece). With Saturn, there aren't shortcuts. Saturn is essentially restrictive, him being the
castrator, and doesn't exatcly bring rewards by himself, it only measures one's worth, as you
said, and worth is usually measured with time, toil and trouble, though that's been exaggerated
greatly because of the enemy.
>>>>>
> > > > > Gratification is Jupiter's function, as is expansion and development of the self, and
for this reason people with strong Jupiter and a supportive chart will always be better, grander,
even if they aren't worthy of that. Older people have the power to make things happen, and are
respected by the younger, because they have been through what was necessary for them to
own this power through Saturn. However, in the end, that was only *allowed* to them because
of Jupiter's influence, which is just as important.
>>>>>
> > > > > Just as you don't gain Saturn's "favor" by simply being a hardworker or working
efficiently within its limitations (by being a hardworker you're owning it), you can't always
guarantee success simply by trusting yourself and the work you do. The reason for that being
it's not only dependent on owning Saturn's internal function, but because you're still submitted to
its external influences, and because that's also dependent on other factos, Jupiter being an
integral part of that.
>>>>>
> > > > > What I'm trying to say is, while we CAN (and should) own our destiny, and our
planets, their energies and whatnot, we are still under their influence. And Saturn's influence is,
as already described, restrictive; sometimes necessarily so. And also very strong. To
underestimate Saturn's power is to attract serious trouble. If it really were that simple, I don't
believe strong people who have been through various stages of hard work, some degree of
suffering and thorough meditation (owning their Saturn with time, toil and trouble) would have
to go through all that to be in a position where they can control their lives fully.
>>>>>
> > > > > It's much more advisable to work with one's Jupiter, expanding and empowering
oneself whilst learning the lessons of Saturn, than trying to control Saturn directly, because in the
end of the day, even the Gods lost some battles, and they probably know better than anyone
else that it's always possible to suffer limitations, because it's simply part of existing.
>>>>>
> > > > > This doesn't have much to do with what you said, but I also think it's important to
mention nevertheless: even with Jupiter's favor, empowering oneself and even achieving

godhood doesn't somehow give the ability to hijack the universe and make it work the way one
wants. Quite the contrary, reaching godhood is being perfectly attuned to it, and working with it
to make the necessary changes that will bring a desirable result.
>>>>>
> > > > > The framework is still there, as is one's natal chart, and will always be.
>>>>>
> > > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>>>>>
> > > > > > Ever wondered why it is some planets work for some but against others?
>>>>>>
> > > > > > It's quite a modern concept within astrology that people are said to own certain
planets and not others.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > What this means is, certain planets energies operate through you directly through
your own ego whilst others manifest themselves as circumstances in your life beyond your
control.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > This is because if energy is to act within ourselves a psychological doorway must
be open for it to express itself and if it isn't it will manifest in other ways.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > It's often said that women own their venus whilst men do not, venus for women
manifests itself as, taste for beauty, desire to look good and be appreciated etc but the
psychology of men is not like that so venus manifests itself in the lives of men in another way,
i.e. women.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > And the opposite is true in the case of Mars. This is because most of the time (not
always) women and men think, act, believe, hold values etc which allow or disallow the energies
of those planets to express themselves through their own ego. I.e women not caring so much
about being physically tough, fighter, bold and fearless etc as opposed to men.
>>>>>>
>>>>>>
> > > > > > Now this is very important in understanding why Saturn hurts the majority of
people, but there are a few which it works absolutely brilliantly for.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > Saturn is that authoritarian voice within you, which says "this is good, this is bad,
you're worthy, you're unworthy, you're deserving, you're undeserving" etc.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > The vast majority of people, give this power away to their family, friends,
teachers, bosses, society, religion and people around them in general.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > This is especially true today because of the enemy and the way society is
programmed. Quite simply this means they do not "OWN" their Saturn.
> > > > > > Therefore Saturn's energy has to eventually manifest itself and because of the
nature of the planet it will bring limitation, restriction, pain and loss in your life., unless you take
control of it within yourself.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > Often it is the case that older people, usually older men are the one's who own
their Saturn. This is for no other reason than simply their psychology is in such a way that it
allows it to be so. You can also take control of your Saturn, in the same way.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > There is nothing stronger than the power of true conviction within yourself, which
is Saturn's gift to you. You have to know with 100% certainty in your heart you do and act how
you believe to be the right way and only you can be the judge of what you can and can't have
and do. DO NOT GIVE THIS POWER AWAY TO ANYONE!
>>>>>>

> > > > > > Know you deserve the pleasure and things you want, know you are worthy and
capable of achieving them and do not allow anyone else to judge these things for you. Own
your Saturn.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > HAIL SATAN!
> > > > > > Praise Be To Hell!
>>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1140
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)

Date: 4/9/2013

I did the square of Saturn twice while it was in Libra, a couple of years ago, right when it was opposing my
Sun. The results were... debatable. I was hoping that it would give me focus and endurance for what was to
come and to achieve what I wanted during that year.
I don't know if I somehow summoned its energies focusing on the wrong things (I wasn't doing the spiritual
square) or if I simply couldn't manage them well, but I felt nothing while I was doing it, and during the year
all the endeavors related to it failed. However, I did feel like I had a thicker skin during that year, and the
failures didn't bother me as much as they could have, which was good. I haven't done any other planet
square ever since.
I've been trying to manage things with different approaches because that one isn't getting me anywhere
soon. Having Saturn in Pisces thwarts my spiritual development and meditations a lot.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:
>
> Do you meditate on planets yourself too btw? (I'm just talking about the mantra squares atm)
I fully intend to work on Jupiter, but I am not sure how I go about owning my Jupiter but I
know I can get the answers by meditating on it and performing the mantra square which I fully
intent to do once Jupiter gets out of it's debilitation and into it's exaltation, when it goes into
cancer at the end of June.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>
> > Vedic astrology has its good points, but I find it way too fatalistic by itself. I remember
Maxine and other HPs mentioning it was corrupted through the ages, much more so than
western astrology.
>>
> > From what I've seen, peoples' restrictions and possibilities based on their internal/external
Saturn function will answer directly to its sign and house positions, in a much lower level than its
aspects, because that's the basic setup from where it will act; therefore it's extremely important
to gain deep understanding of those as the first step to "owning" it and learning its lessons
without so much suffering.
>>
> > Your description of your Saturnian qualities really show on your previous discourse, and I
must say I admire it because I lack much of that. On a note of advice, though, since you have a
troublesome Jupiter, I believe you'd benefit greatly from focusing on its energies and trying to
own it too.
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:

>>>
> > > That's the thing I can't speak for everyone because my Saturn is in it's own sign of
Aquarius and I do have a strong Capricorn in my chart along with 10th house Sun. So I know
what Saturn is for some people is different to what it is for others. But my Jupiter is also weak
in Virgo.
>>>
> > > This is the reason I prefer the way the Vedic astrologers interpret things and feel it's
more accurate (the interpretations of effects only not the sign placement)
>>>
> > > Because I haven't received benefits from Jupiter in my life at all. The last time Jupiter
crossed my ascendant all that happened was I went through a stage of thinking I was a big
tough guy and I ended up getting my ass kicked literally. Vedic astrologers say this is because if
Jupiter is weak in your natal chart through it's transits it'll only bring a short sighted sense of
optimism but if it's strong in your natal chart it'll bring real benefits.
>>>
> > > Same goes with Saturn and any other planet, their effects on your life are better when
they are placed well and also they do better in some houses than others. Where as in the
western system we tend to say "Jupiter and Sun strengthen something, Saturn weakens and
limits it" And it's quite a simplistic way of looking at it, I have come to realize.
>>>
> > > For instance a 7th house Sun is actually worse for marriage than a 7th house Saturn in
Vedic astrology. Because marriage calls for cooperation on equal footing, letting go of always
getting your way, sharing, sacrificing etc which the Sun (a King) is much less accustom to than
Saturn.
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>>>
> > > > You're correct. Saturn rules these very aspects of physicality you mentioned, and no
wonder it also rules the base chakra, the foundation.
>>>>
> > > > The point is, no matter how attuned you are to it, it will still be restrictive because
that's its nature. It restricts, creates boundaries and imposes limits. It binds the soul to the flesh
and represents everything that's physical. Your mention of Saturn being the ruler of Aquarius is
right on point, but you necessarily have to go through Capricorn, the sign of restrictions and
work (of wordly achievements as well) to reach Aquarius, the sign of perfection and freedom.
>>>>
> > > > By working through Jupiter however, you are creating a bridge of understanding
between Sagittarius and Pisces, both signs of spirituality, knowledge and true understanding. It
allows going through Saturn's lessons more easily, or at least with enough knowledge to deal
with it correctly.
>>>>
> > > > Owning Saturn as you described IS necessary and correct, the approach is what may
not be so simple for most people. Depends on their individual Saturn, as well as other factors.
>>>>
> > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>>>>
> > > > > I wasn't being clear in what I was saying so I'll explain a bit more, it was a long
message and I probably did make some things a little unclear.
>>>>>
> > > > > Circumstances which seem outside of yourself will always manifest in your life
regardless of how you handle the planets energies but the nature of them, how they are of
benefit or detriment to you will depend upon how you handle the energies of that planet.
>>>>>

> > > > > The part I simply disagree with is that it's better to work with Jupiter whilst
observing Saturn's lessons distantly, because all of the planets represent things within your soul
and mind and life and are of equal importance with the exception of the Sun and perhaps also
the Moon which are the most important.
>>>>>
> > > > > Of course importance will vary depending upon what you give the most value to as
an individual but in terms of handling the circumstances of this physical world, success and
material wealth, there is no greater authority than Saturn. Even the beneficial and said to be
wealth giving planets, such as Jupiter, Sun and Venus have to operate through the Saturnian
areas of life. There is no escaping this.
>>>>>
> > > > > But all I can really say to you and anyone else is, try it. As it's the only way to know.
Meditate on Saturn, perform it's spiritual square and program and condition yourself to handle
the Saturnian areas of life well. It has been one of the most rewarding experiences of my
spiritual life.
>>>>>
> > > > > Also even though Saturn is said to be restricting and limiting, there is a very good
reason why it also co rules the most rebellious and freedom oriented sign of the Zodiac,
Aquarius. And it's because once you have become an authority within yourself (totally own your
own Saturn) and no longer allow any external judgement to influence you, it's then impossible
for you to be anything else but a rebel in the face of others.
>>>>>
>>>>>
> > > > > The metaphor here is written in the physical nature of Saturn itself. (Just mentioning
this as a point of interest)
>>>>>
> > > > > It's symbolized by the physicality of the planet Saturn, it has an immense amount of
gravity (hence it's rings) as it's a huge planet. But Saturn itself as it's own body would weigh
almost nothing were it able to fit on Earth, it's said if it were able to rest on water it would float.
It's made up almost entirely of gas.
>>>>>
> > > > > Just as if you stand before authority you are bound to it, if you are the authority
itself then you aren't bound to anything.
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>>
> > > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>>>>>
> > > > > > The message you conveyed is true, and I subscribe to it, but it's not that simple,
especially with Saturn. I may be completely missing the point, but I think it's worth sharing
what I think:
>>>>>>
> > > > > > The planets' functions within the framework of a being present themselves in many
levels, the most important (and I would say basic) is through the psychological function each of
them represent, just as you mentioned: Sun being the ego, the counscious being, Moon the
uncounscious, Venus the system of values, the anima/feminine side etc.. However, they are all
present at the same time, and while they work differently for everyone, they also manifest
themselves as events and life circumstances no matter how intimate and/or strong they may be
to an individual. They are always interacting, and their interactions provide the framework
through which a person operate.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > A woman's relationships and experiences with other women will still be ruled by her
Venus, and the same can be said for men with Mars. When a funcion is found to be
underdeveloped within a person, circumstances will act as to make the person incorporate said
function, or at the very least recognize its existence. This isn't as simple as saying that people

will eventually develop themselves fully, because the chart represents only raw potential, and
many other things may influence the outcome. The transits themselves act as doorways to
events that may lead to the development of certain planets, but even then, results are not
guaranteed. It has also much to do with time. Most of the potential in a chart will stay unrealized
until a person is old/experienced enough, because things unfold slowly, if at all.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > This leads to Saturn, which is the very representation of Time and age (Chronos in
Greece). With Saturn, there aren't shortcuts. Saturn is essentially restrictive, him being the
castrator, and doesn't exatcly bring rewards by himself, it only measures one's worth, as you
said, and worth is usually measured with time, toil and trouble, though that's been exaggerated
greatly because of the enemy.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > Gratification is Jupiter's function, as is expansion and development of the self, and
for this reason people with strong Jupiter and a supportive chart will always be better, grander,
even if they aren't worthy of that. Older people have the power to make things happen, and are
respected by the younger, because they have been through what was necessary for them to
own this power through Saturn. However, in the end, that was only *allowed* to them because
of Jupiter's influence, which is just as important.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > Just as you don't gain Saturn's "favor" by simply being a hardworker or working
efficiently within its limitations (by being a hardworker you're owning it), you can't always
guarantee success simply by trusting yourself and the work you do. The reason for that being
it's not only dependent on owning Saturn's internal function, but because you're still submitted to
its external influences, and because that's also dependent on other factos, Jupiter being an
integral part of that.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > What I'm trying to say is, while we CAN (and should) own our destiny, and our
planets, their energies and whatnot, we are still under their influence. And Saturn's influence is,
as already described, restrictive; sometimes necessarily so. And also very strong. To
underestimate Saturn's power is to attract serious trouble. If it really were that simple, I don't
believe strong people who have been through various stages of hard work, some degree of
suffering and thorough meditation (owning their Saturn with time, toil and trouble) would have
to go through all that to be in a position where they can control their lives fully.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > It's much more advisable to work with one's Jupiter, expanding and empowering
oneself whilst learning the lessons of Saturn, than trying to control Saturn directly, because in the
end of the day, even the Gods lost some battles, and they probably know better than anyone
else that it's always possible to suffer limitations, because it's simply part of existing.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > This doesn't have much to do with what you said, but I also think it's important to
mention nevertheless: even with Jupiter's favor, empowering oneself and even achieving
godhood doesn't somehow give the ability to hijack the universe and make it work the way one
wants. Quite the contrary, reaching godhood is being perfectly attuned to it, and working with it
to make the necessary changes that will bring a desirable result.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > The framework is still there, as is one's natal chart, and will always be.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > Ever wondered why it is some planets work for some but against others?
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > It's quite a modern concept within astrology that people are said to own certain
planets and not others.
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > What this means is, certain planets energies operate through you directly

through your own ego whilst others manifest themselves as circumstances in your life beyond
your control.
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > This is because if energy is to act within ourselves a psychological doorway must
be open for it to express itself and if it isn't it will manifest in other ways.
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > It's often said that women own their venus whilst men do not, venus for women
manifests itself as, taste for beauty, desire to look good and be appreciated etc but the
psychology of men is not like that so venus manifests itself in the lives of men in another way,
i.e. women.
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > And the opposite is true in the case of Mars. This is because most of the time
(not always) women and men think, act, believe, hold values etc which allow or disallow the
energies of those planets to express themselves through their own ego. I.e women not caring so
much about being physically tough, fighter, bold and fearless etc as opposed to men.
>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > Now this is very important in understanding why Saturn hurts the majority of
people, but there are a few which it works absolutely brilliantly for.
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > Saturn is that authoritarian voice within you, which says "this is good, this is
bad, you're worthy, you're unworthy, you're deserving, you're undeserving" etc.
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > The vast majority of people, give this power away to their family, friends,
teachers, bosses, society, religion and people around them in general.
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > This is especially true today because of the enemy and the way society is
programmed. Quite simply this means they do not "OWN" their Saturn.
> > > > > > > Therefore Saturn's energy has to eventually manifest itself and because of the
nature of the planet it will bring limitation, restriction, pain and loss in your life., unless you take
control of it within yourself.
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > Often it is the case that older people, usually older men are the one's who own
their Saturn. This is for no other reason than simply their psychology is in such a way that it
allows it to be so. You can also take control of your Saturn, in the same way.
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > There is nothing stronger than the power of true conviction within yourself,
which is Saturn's gift to you. You have to know with 100% certainty in your heart you do and
act how you believe to be the right way and only you can be the judge of what you can and
can't have and do. DO NOT GIVE THIS POWER AWAY TO ANYONE!
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > Know you deserve the pleasure and things you want, know you are worthy and
capable of achieving them and do not allow anyone else to judge these things for you. Own
your Saturn.
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > HAIL SATAN!
> > > > > > > Praise Be To Hell!
>>>>>>>
>>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>
>>>
>>
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1141
Subject: Re: Orbs for houses

From: claudius

Date: 4/9/2013

Greetings beloved brothers and sisters in Satan .I would like to no who is the second in command to the
Chief astrologer of hell King asmodeus .I care to no because he is a hard working busy God and he is my
chief guardian demon .Hail Satan Hail Beelzebub
Sent from my BlackBerry wireless device from MTN
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1142
From: tappouzumaki
Subject: Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)

Date: 4/9/2013

sorry but.....you are completely wrong
you missed the point.
Hail Satan!
(and this is saturn)

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:
>
> I wasn't being clear in what I was saying so I'll explain a bit more, it was a long message and
I probably did make some things a little unclear.
>
> Circumstances which seem outside of yourself will always manifest in your life regardless of
how you handle the planets energies but the nature of them, how they are of benefit or
detriment to you will depend upon how you handle the energies of that planet.
>
> The part I simply disagree with is that it's better to work with Jupiter whilst observing Saturn's
lessons distantly, because all of the planets represent things within your soul and mind and life
and are of equal importance with the exception of the Sun and perhaps also the Moon which are
the most important.
>
> Of course importance will vary depending upon what you give the most value to as an
individual but in terms of handling the circumstances of this physical world, success and material
wealth, there is no greater authority than Saturn. Even the beneficial and said to be wealth
giving planets, such as Jupiter, Sun and Venus have to operate through the Saturnian areas of
life. There is no escaping this.
>
> But all I can really say to you and anyone else is, try it. As it's the only way to know. Meditate
on Saturn, perform it's spiritual square and program and condition yourself to handle the
Saturnian areas of life well. It has been one of the most rewarding experiences of my spiritual
life.
>
> Also even though Saturn is said to be restricting and limiting, there is a very good reason why
it also co rules the most rebellious and freedom oriented sign of the Zodiac, Aquarius. And it's
because once you have become an authority within yourself (totally own your own Saturn) and
no longer allow any external judgement to influence you, it's then impossible for you to be
anything else but a rebel in the face of others.
>
>
> The metaphor here is written in the physical nature of Saturn itself. (Just mentioning this as a
point of interest)
>
> It's symbolized by the physicality of the planet Saturn, it has an immense amount of gravity
(hence it's rings) as it's a huge planet. But Saturn itself as it's own body would weigh almost
nothing were it able to fit on Earth, it's said if it were able to rest on water it would float. It's
made up almost entirely of gas.
>

> Just as if you stand before authority you are bound to it, if you are the authority itself then
you aren't bound to anything.
>
>
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>
> > The message you conveyed is true, and I subscribe to it, but it's not that simple, especially
with Saturn. I may be completely missing the point, but I think it's worth sharing what I think:
>>
> > The planets' functions within the framework of a being present themselves in many levels,
the most important (and I would say basic) is through the psychological function each of them
represent, just as you mentioned: Sun being the ego, the counscious being, Moon the
uncounscious, Venus the system of values, the anima/feminine side etc.. However, they are all
present at the same time, and while they work differently for everyone, they also manifest
themselves as events and life circumstances no matter how intimate and/or strong they may be
to an individual. They are always interacting, and their interactions provide the framework
through which a person operate.
>>
> > A woman's relationships and experiences with other women will still be ruled by her Venus,
and the same can be said for men with Mars. When a funcion is found to be underdeveloped
within a person, circumstances will act as to make the person incorporate said function, or at the
very least recognize its existence. This isn't as simple as saying that people will eventually
develop themselves fully, because the chart represents only raw potential, and many other
things may influence the outcome. The transits themselves act as doorways to events that may
lead to the development of certain planets, but even then, results are not guaranteed. It has
also much to do with time. Most of the potential in a chart will stay unrealized until a person is
old/experienced enough, because things unfold slowly, if at all.
>>
> > This leads to Saturn, which is the very representation of Time and age (Chronos in Greece).
With Saturn, there aren't shortcuts. Saturn is essentially restrictive, him being the castrator, and
doesn't exatcly bring rewards by himself, it only measures one's worth, as you said, and worth is
usually measured with time, toil and trouble, though that's been exaggerated greatly because of
the enemy.
>>
> > Gratification is Jupiter's function, as is expansion and development of the self, and for this
reason people with strong Jupiter and a supportive chart will always be better, grander, even if
they aren't worthy of that. Older people have the power to make things happen, and are
respected by the younger, because they have been through what was necessary for them to
own this power through Saturn. However, in the end, that was only *allowed* to them because
of Jupiter's influence, which is just as important.
>>
> > Just as you don't gain Saturn's "favor" by simply being a hardworker or working efficiently
within its limitations (by being a hardworker you're owning it), you can't always guarantee
success simply by trusting yourself and the work you do. The reason for that being it's not only
dependent on owning Saturn's internal function, but because you're still submitted to its external
influences, and because that's also dependent on other factos, Jupiter being an integral part of
that.
>>
> > What I'm trying to say is, while we CAN (and should) own our destiny, and our planets,
their energies and whatnot, we are still under their influence. And Saturn's influence is, as already
described, restrictive; sometimes necessarily so. And also very strong. To underestimate Saturn's
power is to attract serious trouble. If it really were that simple, I don't believe strong people
who have been through various stages of hard work, some degree of suffering and thorough
meditation (owning their Saturn with time, toil and trouble) would have to go through all that to

be in a position where they can control their lives fully.
>>
> > It's much more advisable to work with one's Jupiter, expanding and empowering oneself
whilst learning the lessons of Saturn, than trying to control Saturn directly, because in the end of
the day, even the Gods lost some battles, and they probably know better than anyone else that
it's always possible to suffer limitations, because it's simply part of existing.
>>
> > This doesn't have much to do with what you said, but I also think it's important to mention
nevertheless: even with Jupiter's favor, empowering oneself and even achieving godhood doesn't
somehow give the ability to hijack the universe and make it work the way one wants. Quite the
contrary, reaching godhood is being perfectly attuned to it, and working with it to make the
necessary changes that will bring a desirable result.
>>
> > The framework is still there, as is one's natal chart, and will always be.
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>>
> > > Ever wondered why it is some planets work for some but against others?
>>>
> > > It's quite a modern concept within astrology that people are said to own certain planets
and not others.
>>>
> > > What this means is, certain planets energies operate through you directly through your
own ego whilst others manifest themselves as circumstances in your life beyond your control.
>>>
> > > This is because if energy is to act within ourselves a psychological doorway must be open
for it to express itself and if it isn't it will manifest in other ways.
>>>
> > > It's often said that women own their venus whilst men do not, venus for women
manifests itself as, taste for beauty, desire to look good and be appreciated etc but the
psychology of men is not like that so venus manifests itself in the lives of men in another way,
i.e. women.
>>>
> > > And the opposite is true in the case of Mars. This is because most of the time (not
always) women and men think, act, believe, hold values etc which allow or disallow the energies
of those planets to express themselves through their own ego. I.e women not caring so much
about being physically tough, fighter, bold and fearless etc as opposed to men.
>>>
>>>
> > > Now this is very important in understanding why Saturn hurts the majority of people, but
there are a few which it works absolutely brilliantly for.
>>>
> > > Saturn is that authoritarian voice within you, which says "this is good, this is bad, you're
worthy, you're unworthy, you're deserving, you're undeserving" etc.
>>>
> > > The vast majority of people, give this power away to their family, friends, teachers,
bosses, society, religion and people around them in general.
>>>
> > > This is especially true today because of the enemy and the way society is programmed.
Quite simply this means they do not "OWN" their Saturn.
> > > Therefore Saturn's energy has to eventually manifest itself and because of the nature of
the planet it will bring limitation, restriction, pain and loss in your life., unless you take control of
it within yourself.
>>>
> > > Often it is the case that older people, usually older men are the one's who own their

Saturn. This is for no other reason than simply their psychology is in such a way that it allows it
to be so. You can also take control of your Saturn, in the same way.
>>>
> > > There is nothing stronger than the power of true conviction within yourself, which is
Saturn's gift to you. You have to know with 100% certainty in your heart you do and act how
you believe to be the right way and only you can be the judge of what you can and can't have
and do. DO NOT GIVE THIS POWER AWAY TO ANYONE!
>>>
> > > Know you deserve the pleasure and things you want, know you are worthy and capable
of achieving them and do not allow anyone else to judge these things for you. Own your Saturn.
>>>
> > > HAIL SATAN!
> > > Praise Be To Hell!
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1143
Subject: Can Saggitarians be shy?

From: Kael

Date: 4/9/2013

I have to ask this, as I am a Saggitarian, I myself can be very shy when meeting new people, shy enough to
the point were I can be very socially awkward. My mother is the same why, she is also a Saggitarian, sun
signs for the both of us.
My dad is like that, his moon sign is Saggitarius, every Saggitarian I know is like that, but no astrology
website I know of mentions this for Saggitarius, which is why i am asking this.
HAIL SATAN!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1144
Subject: A few questions

From: stiliyanem

Date: 4/9/2013

1. My chart ruler is in the same house with Saturn in my natal chart, is this bad or... ?
2. My friend is a Capricorn like me ( born on 23 dec, I am on 28 dec )
and has 6 planets in the sign of the Capricorn ( I have 5 ) but does not fit the typical description of the
Capricorn unlike me. Is it possible this happens because his ruler ( Moon ) is in Capricorn ( Its detriment )
and has 5 conjunctions ?
3. Should I do some meditations with the elements to compensate the fact that I have only 1 planet in an
air sign and 1 in a water sign?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1145
Subject: Re: Can Saggitarians be shy?

From: hailazazel

Date: 4/9/2013

This has been repeated like million times.
THE SUN SIGN IS ONLY ONE ASPECT WITHIN AN ASTROLOGY CHART.
The Sun sign is not even the most important.
So yes, you can be shy. You need to read every aspect in the chart seperately and then blend everything
and this is the personality.
Astrology takes time to fully understand. But It's worth it when you can understand how the planets work in
different placements etc etc..

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Kael" <meierkael@...> wrote:
>
> I have to ask this, as I am a Saggitarian, I myself can be very shy when meeting new people,

shy enough to the point were I can be very socially awkward. My mother is the same why, she
is also a Saggitarian, sun signs for the both of us.
>
> My dad is like that, his moon sign is Saggitarius, every Saggitarian I know is like that, but no
astrology website I know of mentions this for Saggitarius, which is why i am asking this.
>
> HAIL SATAN!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1146
Subject: Re: Can Saggitarians be shy?

From: m_18

Date: 4/9/2013

Other influences in the chart could possibly be the reason, but it could also be that you are not working on
growing to the level you should be. ??? Hard to say exactly without an chart analysis. That could also
change as time goes on. People grow. So stagnate. Some alternate between the two. Most alternate. I went
thru a shy stage in my early teens after a period of being very overt.when younger. Very little shyness in me
now. I have Venus & Jupiter in Sag. I think a lot has to do with the hemisphere that Saturn is in.

--- On Mon, 4/8/13, Kael <meierkael@...> wrote:

From: Kael <meierkael@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Can Saggitarians be shy?
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Monday, April 8, 2013, 5:08 PM

I have to ask this, as I am a Saggitarian, I myself can be very shy when meeting new
people, shy enough to the point were I can be very socially awkward. My mother is the
same why, she is also a Saggitarian, sun signs for the both of us.
My dad is like that, his moon sign is Saggitarius, every Saggitarian I know is like that, but
no astrology website I know of mentions this for Saggitarius, which is why i am asking
this.
HAIL SATAN!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1147
Subject: Re: Can Saggitarians be shy?

From: m_18

Correction:
"some stagnate"
Typed that in an hurry.

--- On Tue, 4/9/13, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Can Saggitarians be shy?

Date: 4/9/2013

To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Tuesday, April 9, 2013, 2:35 PM

Other influences in the chart could possibly be the reason, but it could also be that you
are not working on growing to the level you should be. ??? Hard to say exactly without
an chart analysis. That could also change as time goes on. People grow. So stagnate.
Some alternate between the two. Most alternate. I went thru a shy stage in my early
teens after a period of being very overt.when younger. Very little shyness in me now. I
have Venus & Jupiter in Sag. I think a lot has to do with the hemisphere that Saturn is in.

--- On Mon, 4/8/13, Kael <meierkael@...> wrote:

From: Kael <meierkael@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Can Saggitarians be shy?
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Monday, April 8, 2013, 5:08 PM

I have to ask this, as I am a Saggitarian, I myself can be very shy when
meeting new people, shy enough to the point were I can be very socially
awkward. My mother is the same why, she is also a Saggitarian, sun signs
for the both of us.
My dad is like that, his moon sign is Saggitarius, every Saggitarian I know is
like that, but no astrology website I know of mentions this for Saggitarius,
which is why i am asking this.
HAIL SATAN!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1148
Subject: Re: A few questions

From: m_18

Date: 4/9/2013

One needs charts to analyze.
I don't have time to do this for others.

--- On Tue, 4/9/13, stiliyanem <stiliyanem@...> wrote:

From: stiliyanem <stiliyanem@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] A few questions
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Tuesday, April 9, 2013, 12:45 PM

1. My chart ruler is in the same house with Saturn in my natal chart, is this bad or... ?
2. My friend is a Capricorn like me ( born on 23 dec, I am on 28 dec )

and has 6 planets in the sign of the Capricorn ( I have 5 ) but does not fit the typical
description of the Capricorn unlike me. Is it possible this happens because his ruler (
Moon ) is in Capricorn ( Its detriment ) and has 5 conjunctions ?
3. Should I do some meditations with the elements to compensate the fact that I have
only 1 planet in an air sign and 1 in a water sign?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1149
From: Djinn Draconis
Subject: Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)

Date: 4/9/2013

tappouzumaki: I couldn't help but notice you never explained what you even mean by that, gave no
arguments or counter understanding. So I can only assume you're trolling or ironically are completely wrong
and missing the point.
And what's with the dots? You think you are writing a story or something? Lol. ""sorry but... you are
completely wrong!" DUN DUN DUN! 0: Your words don't have that much impact you're only on an internet
forum buddy.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "tappouzumaki" <tappouzumaki@...> wrote:
>
> sorry but.....you are completely wrong
> you missed the point.
>
> Hail Satan!
> (and this is saturn)
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>
> > I wasn't being clear in what I was saying so I'll explain a bit more, it was a long message
and I probably did make some things a little unclear.
>>
> > Circumstances which seem outside of yourself will always manifest in your life regardless of
how you handle the planets energies but the nature of them, how they are of benefit or
detriment to you will depend upon how you handle the energies of that planet.
>>
> > The part I simply disagree with is that it's better to work with Jupiter whilst observing
Saturn's lessons distantly, because all of the planets represent things within your soul and mind
and life and are of equal importance with the exception of the Sun and perhaps also the Moon
which are the most important.
>>
> > Of course importance will vary depending upon what you give the most value to as an
individual but in terms of handling the circumstances of this physical world, success and material
wealth, there is no greater authority than Saturn. Even the beneficial and said to be wealth
giving planets, such as Jupiter, Sun and Venus have to operate through the Saturnian areas of
life. There is no escaping this.
>>
> > But all I can really say to you and anyone else is, try it. As it's the only way to know.
Meditate on Saturn, perform it's spiritual square and program and condition yourself to handle
the Saturnian areas of life well. It has been one of the most rewarding experiences of my

spiritual life.
>>
> > Also even though Saturn is said to be restricting and limiting, there is a very good reason
why it also co rules the most rebellious and freedom oriented sign of the Zodiac, Aquarius. And
it's because once you have become an authority within yourself (totally own your own Saturn)
and no longer allow any external judgement to influence you, it's then impossible for you to be
anything else but a rebel in the face of others.
>>
>>
> > The metaphor here is written in the physical nature of Saturn itself. (Just mentioning this as
a point of interest)
>>
> > It's symbolized by the physicality of the planet Saturn, it has an immense amount of
gravity (hence it's rings) as it's a huge planet. But Saturn itself as it's own body would weigh
almost nothing were it able to fit on Earth, it's said if it were able to rest on water it would float.
It's made up almost entirely of gas.
>>
> > Just as if you stand before authority you are bound to it, if you are the authority itself then
you aren't bound to anything.
>>
>>
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>>
> > > The message you conveyed is true, and I subscribe to it, but it's not that simple,
especially with Saturn. I may be completely missing the point, but I think it's worth sharing
what I think:
>>>
> > > The planets' functions within the framework of a being present themselves in many levels,
the most important (and I would say basic) is through the psychological function each of them
represent, just as you mentioned: Sun being the ego, the counscious being, Moon the
uncounscious, Venus the system of values, the anima/feminine side etc.. However, they are all
present at the same time, and while they work differently for everyone, they also manifest
themselves as events and life circumstances no matter how intimate and/or strong they may be
to an individual. They are always interacting, and their interactions provide the framework
through which a person operate.
>>>
> > > A woman's relationships and experiences with other women will still be ruled by her
Venus, and the same can be said for men with Mars. When a funcion is found to be
underdeveloped within a person, circumstances will act as to make the person incorporate said
function, or at the very least recognize its existence. This isn't as simple as saying that people
will eventually develop themselves fully, because the chart represents only raw potential, and
many other things may influence the outcome. The transits themselves act as doorways to
events that may lead to the development of certain planets, but even then, results are not
guaranteed. It has also much to do with time. Most of the potential in a chart will stay unrealized
until a person is old/experienced enough, because things unfold slowly, if at all.
>>>
> > > This leads to Saturn, which is the very representation of Time and age (Chronos in
Greece). With Saturn, there aren't shortcuts. Saturn is essentially restrictive, him being the
castrator, and doesn't exatcly bring rewards by himself, it only measures one's worth, as you
said, and worth is usually measured with time, toil and trouble, though that's been exaggerated
greatly because of the enemy.
>>>
> > > Gratification is Jupiter's function, as is expansion and development of the self, and for
this reason people with strong Jupiter and a supportive chart will always be better, grander, even

if they aren't worthy of that. Older people have the power to make things happen, and are
respected by the younger, because they have been through what was necessary for them to
own this power through Saturn. However, in the end, that was only *allowed* to them because
of Jupiter's influence, which is just as important.
>>>
> > > Just as you don't gain Saturn's "favor" by simply being a hardworker or working efficiently
within its limitations (by being a hardworker you're owning it), you can't always guarantee
success simply by trusting yourself and the work you do. The reason for that being it's not only
dependent on owning Saturn's internal function, but because you're still submitted to its external
influences, and because that's also dependent on other factos, Jupiter being an integral part of
that.
>>>
> > > What I'm trying to say is, while we CAN (and should) own our destiny, and our planets,
their energies and whatnot, we are still under their influence. And Saturn's influence is, as already
described, restrictive; sometimes necessarily so. And also very strong. To underestimate Saturn's
power is to attract serious trouble. If it really were that simple, I don't believe strong people
who have been through various stages of hard work, some degree of suffering and thorough
meditation (owning their Saturn with time, toil and trouble) would have to go through all that to
be in a position where they can control their lives fully.
>>>
> > > It's much more advisable to work with one's Jupiter, expanding and empowering oneself
whilst learning the lessons of Saturn, than trying to control Saturn directly, because in the end of
the day, even the Gods lost some battles, and they probably know better than anyone else that
it's always possible to suffer limitations, because it's simply part of existing.
>>>
> > > This doesn't have much to do with what you said, but I also think it's important to
mention nevertheless: even with Jupiter's favor, empowering oneself and even achieving
godhood doesn't somehow give the ability to hijack the universe and make it work the way one
wants. Quite the contrary, reaching godhood is being perfectly attuned to it, and working with it
to make the necessary changes that will bring a desirable result.
>>>
> > > The framework is still there, as is one's natal chart, and will always be.
>>>
> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>>>
> > > > Ever wondered why it is some planets work for some but against others?
>>>>
> > > > It's quite a modern concept within astrology that people are said to own certain planets
and not others.
>>>>
> > > > What this means is, certain planets energies operate through you directly through your
own ego whilst others manifest themselves as circumstances in your life beyond your control.
>>>>
> > > > This is because if energy is to act within ourselves a psychological doorway must be
open for it to express itself and if it isn't it will manifest in other ways.
>>>>
> > > > It's often said that women own their venus whilst men do not, venus for women
manifests itself as, taste for beauty, desire to look good and be appreciated etc but the
psychology of men is not like that so venus manifests itself in the lives of men in another way,
i.e. women.
>>>>
> > > > And the opposite is true in the case of Mars. This is because most of the time (not
always) women and men think, act, believe, hold values etc which allow or disallow the energies
of those planets to express themselves through their own ego. I.e women not caring so much
about being physically tough, fighter, bold and fearless etc as opposed to men.

>>>>
>>>>
> > > > Now this is very important in understanding why Saturn hurts the majority of people,
but there are a few which it works absolutely brilliantly for.
>>>>
> > > > Saturn is that authoritarian voice within you, which says "this is good, this is bad, you're
worthy, you're unworthy, you're deserving, you're undeserving" etc.
>>>>
> > > > The vast majority of people, give this power away to their family, friends, teachers,
bosses, society, religion and people around them in general.
>>>>
> > > > This is especially true today because of the enemy and the way society is programmed.
Quite simply this means they do not "OWN" their Saturn.
> > > > Therefore Saturn's energy has to eventually manifest itself and because of the nature
of the planet it will bring limitation, restriction, pain and loss in your life., unless you take control
of it within yourself.
>>>>
> > > > Often it is the case that older people, usually older men are the one's who own their
Saturn. This is for no other reason than simply their psychology is in such a way that it allows it
to be so. You can also take control of your Saturn, in the same way.
>>>>
> > > > There is nothing stronger than the power of true conviction within yourself, which is
Saturn's gift to you. You have to know with 100% certainty in your heart you do and act how
you believe to be the right way and only you can be the judge of what you can and can't have
and do. DO NOT GIVE THIS POWER AWAY TO ANYONE!
>>>>
> > > > Know you deserve the pleasure and things you want, know you are worthy and capable
of achieving them and do not allow anyone else to judge these things for you. Own your Saturn.
>>>>
> > > > HAIL SATAN!
> > > > Praise Be To Hell!
>>>>
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1150
Subject: Re: A few questions

From: f.follets

Date: 4/9/2013

1. Depends greatly on other factors, but only if they are conjunct it should be a problem.
2. The answer is not simple, especially in this case, but I have heard a theory about people with an
overemphasis in a certain sign or element that made me change how I look upon this. *Some* people (I
guess you could say most people, but in varying degrees) with a very strong emphasis anywhere will
incorporate those energies so deeply that they will not notice them consciously.
Some will even uncounsciously pursue qualities of the opposite signs or elements as to balance their
energies, and will show these characteristics more than their own and will tend to identify strongly with this.
An example is people with very little to no water in their charts, and a lot of air. These people will be
naturally lacking in emotional energy, because they do not have water, yet many of these people will tend to
overreact and appear to be *extremely* emotional, because they are uncounsciously trying to incorporate
what they lack, even if that's not part of them. The emotional demonstrations are usually very over the top
with these people.

I've seen many people like this, with a lot of air, being extremely emotional when their chart doesn't support
that. They value emotions greatly because they don't understand them and/or don't have them.
3. Balancing the elements through meditation can help you a lot, but understanding the principles behind
what you have in excess and what you lack will give you much more control over everything. This will make
things easier and the meditations much more effective.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "stiliyanem" <stiliyanem@...> wrote:
>
> 1. My chart ruler is in the same house with Saturn in my natal chart, is this bad or... ?
>
> 2. My friend is a Capricorn like me ( born on 23 dec, I am on 28 dec )
> and has 6 planets in the sign of the Capricorn ( I have 5 ) but does not fit the typical
description of the Capricorn unlike me. Is it possible this happens because his ruler ( Moon ) is in
Capricorn ( Its detriment ) and has 5 conjunctions ?
>
> 3. Should I do some meditations with the elements to compensate the fact that I have only 1
planet in an air sign and 1 in a water sign?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1151
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)

Date: 4/9/2013

Was that for me? I didn't even understand what he said tbh.
I've seen you posting nonsense for a long time here, tappozumaki. I don't know if you think this is funny or
if this is just you being yourself but in any case that doesn't prove your point, much less makes for a good
discussion.
So: please, stop. At least until you learn to communicate properly.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:
>
> tappouzumaki: I couldn't help but notice you never explained what you even mean by that,
gave no arguments or counter understanding. So I can only assume you're trolling or ironically
are completely wrong and missing the point.
>
> And what's with the dots? You think you are writing a story or something? Lol. ""sorry but...
you are completely wrong!" DUN DUN DUN! 0: Your words don't have that much impact you're
only on an internet forum buddy.
>
>
>
>
>
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "tappouzumaki" <tappouzumaki@> wrote:
>>
> > sorry but.....you are completely wrong
> > you missed the point.
>>
> > Hail Satan!
> > (and this is saturn)
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:

>>>
> > > I wasn't being clear in what I was saying so I'll explain a bit more, it was a long message
and I probably did make some things a little unclear.
>>>
> > > Circumstances which seem outside of yourself will always manifest in your life regardless
of how you handle the planets energies but the nature of them, how they are of benefit or
detriment to you will depend upon how you handle the energies of that planet.
>>>
> > > The part I simply disagree with is that it's better to work with Jupiter whilst observing
Saturn's lessons distantly, because all of the planets represent things within your soul and mind
and life and are of equal importance with the exception of the Sun and perhaps also the Moon
which are the most important.
>>>
> > > Of course importance will vary depending upon what you give the most value to as an
individual but in terms of handling the circumstances of this physical world, success and material
wealth, there is no greater authority than Saturn. Even the beneficial and said to be wealth
giving planets, such as Jupiter, Sun and Venus have to operate through the Saturnian areas of
life. There is no escaping this.
>>>
> > > But all I can really say to you and anyone else is, try it. As it's the only way to know.
Meditate on Saturn, perform it's spiritual square and program and condition yourself to handle
the Saturnian areas of life well. It has been one of the most rewarding experiences of my
spiritual life.
>>>
> > > Also even though Saturn is said to be restricting and limiting, there is a very good reason
why it also co rules the most rebellious and freedom oriented sign of the Zodiac, Aquarius. And
it's because once you have become an authority within yourself (totally own your own Saturn)
and no longer allow any external judgement to influence you, it's then impossible for you to be
anything else but a rebel in the face of others.
>>>
>>>
> > > The metaphor here is written in the physical nature of Saturn itself. (Just mentioning this
as a point of interest)
>>>
> > > It's symbolized by the physicality of the planet Saturn, it has an immense amount of
gravity (hence it's rings) as it's a huge planet. But Saturn itself as it's own body would weigh
almost nothing were it able to fit on Earth, it's said if it were able to rest on water it would float.
It's made up almost entirely of gas.
>>>
> > > Just as if you stand before authority you are bound to it, if you are the authority itself
then you aren't bound to anything.
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>>>
> > > > The message you conveyed is true, and I subscribe to it, but it's not that simple,
especially with Saturn. I may be completely missing the point, but I think it's worth sharing
what I think:
>>>>
> > > > The planets' functions within the framework of a being present themselves in many
levels, the most important (and I would say basic) is through the psychological function each of
them represent, just as you mentioned: Sun being the ego, the counscious being, Moon the
uncounscious, Venus the system of values, the anima/feminine side etc.. However, they are all
present at the same time, and while they work differently for everyone, they also manifest

themselves as events and life circumstances no matter how intimate and/or strong they may be
to an individual. They are always interacting, and their interactions provide the framework
through which a person operate.
>>>>
> > > > A woman's relationships and experiences with other women will still be ruled by her
Venus, and the same can be said for men with Mars. When a funcion is found to be
underdeveloped within a person, circumstances will act as to make the person incorporate said
function, or at the very least recognize its existence. This isn't as simple as saying that people
will eventually develop themselves fully, because the chart represents only raw potential, and
many other things may influence the outcome. The transits themselves act as doorways to
events that may lead to the development of certain planets, but even then, results are not
guaranteed. It has also much to do with time. Most of the potential in a chart will stay unrealized
until a person is old/experienced enough, because things unfold slowly, if at all.
>>>>
> > > > This leads to Saturn, which is the very representation of Time and age (Chronos in
Greece). With Saturn, there aren't shortcuts. Saturn is essentially restrictive, him being the
castrator, and doesn't exatcly bring rewards by himself, it only measures one's worth, as you
said, and worth is usually measured with time, toil and trouble, though that's been exaggerated
greatly because of the enemy.
>>>>
> > > > Gratification is Jupiter's function, as is expansion and development of the self, and for
this reason people with strong Jupiter and a supportive chart will always be better, grander, even
if they aren't worthy of that. Older people have the power to make things happen, and are
respected by the younger, because they have been through what was necessary for them to
own this power through Saturn. However, in the end, that was only *allowed* to them because
of Jupiter's influence, which is just as important.
>>>>
> > > > Just as you don't gain Saturn's "favor" by simply being a hardworker or working
efficiently within its limitations (by being a hardworker you're owning it), you can't always
guarantee success simply by trusting yourself and the work you do. The reason for that being
it's not only dependent on owning Saturn's internal function, but because you're still submitted to
its external influences, and because that's also dependent on other factos, Jupiter being an
integral part of that.
>>>>
> > > > What I'm trying to say is, while we CAN (and should) own our destiny, and our planets,
their energies and whatnot, we are still under their influence. And Saturn's influence is, as already
described, restrictive; sometimes necessarily so. And also very strong. To underestimate Saturn's
power is to attract serious trouble. If it really were that simple, I don't believe strong people
who have been through various stages of hard work, some degree of suffering and thorough
meditation (owning their Saturn with time, toil and trouble) would have to go through all that to
be in a position where they can control their lives fully.
>>>>
> > > > It's much more advisable to work with one's Jupiter, expanding and empowering
oneself whilst learning the lessons of Saturn, than trying to control Saturn directly, because in the
end of the day, even the Gods lost some battles, and they probably know better than anyone
else that it's always possible to suffer limitations, because it's simply part of existing.
>>>>
> > > > This doesn't have much to do with what you said, but I also think it's important to
mention nevertheless: even with Jupiter's favor, empowering oneself and even achieving
godhood doesn't somehow give the ability to hijack the universe and make it work the way one
wants. Quite the contrary, reaching godhood is being perfectly attuned to it, and working with it
to make the necessary changes that will bring a desirable result.
>>>>
> > > > The framework is still there, as is one's natal chart, and will always be.
>>>>

> > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>>>>
> > > > > Ever wondered why it is some planets work for some but against others?
>>>>>
> > > > > It's quite a modern concept within astrology that people are said to own certain
planets and not others.
>>>>>
> > > > > What this means is, certain planets energies operate through you directly through
your own ego whilst others manifest themselves as circumstances in your life beyond your
control.
>>>>>
> > > > > This is because if energy is to act within ourselves a psychological doorway must be
open for it to express itself and if it isn't it will manifest in other ways.
>>>>>
> > > > > It's often said that women own their venus whilst men do not, venus for women
manifests itself as, taste for beauty, desire to look good and be appreciated etc but the
psychology of men is not like that so venus manifests itself in the lives of men in another way,
i.e. women.
>>>>>
> > > > > And the opposite is true in the case of Mars. This is because most of the time (not
always) women and men think, act, believe, hold values etc which allow or disallow the energies
of those planets to express themselves through their own ego. I.e women not caring so much
about being physically tough, fighter, bold and fearless etc as opposed to men.
>>>>>
>>>>>
> > > > > Now this is very important in understanding why Saturn hurts the majority of people,
but there are a few which it works absolutely brilliantly for.
>>>>>
> > > > > Saturn is that authoritarian voice within you, which says "this is good, this is bad,
you're worthy, you're unworthy, you're deserving, you're undeserving" etc.
>>>>>
> > > > > The vast majority of people, give this power away to their family, friends, teachers,
bosses, society, religion and people around them in general.
>>>>>
> > > > > This is especially true today because of the enemy and the way society is
programmed. Quite simply this means they do not "OWN" their Saturn.
> > > > > Therefore Saturn's energy has to eventually manifest itself and because of the
nature of the planet it will bring limitation, restriction, pain and loss in your life., unless you take
control of it within yourself.
>>>>>
> > > > > Often it is the case that older people, usually older men are the one's who own their
Saturn. This is for no other reason than simply their psychology is in such a way that it allows it
to be so. You can also take control of your Saturn, in the same way.
>>>>>
> > > > > There is nothing stronger than the power of true conviction within yourself, which is
Saturn's gift to you. You have to know with 100% certainty in your heart you do and act how
you believe to be the right way and only you can be the judge of what you can and can't have
and do. DO NOT GIVE THIS POWER AWAY TO ANYONE!
>>>>>
> > > > > Know you deserve the pleasure and things you want, know you are worthy and
capable of achieving them and do not allow anyone else to judge these things for you. Own
your Saturn.
>>>>>
> > > > > HAIL SATAN!
> > > > > Praise Be To Hell!

>
>
>
>
>

>>>>
>>>
>>
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1152
Subject: what is venus retrograde

From: nevinbennetch

Date: 4/9/2013

Hello, can someone explain what Venus retrograde is, I saw earlier that it is bad for love and what not but
how long does it last and how can I tell when its coming and does it also effect the auras abilities to attract
love?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1153
Subject: Re: A few questions

From: stiliyanem

Date: 4/10/2013

Thank you !

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> 1. Depends greatly on other factors, but only if they are conjunct it should be a problem.
>
> 2. The answer is not simple, especially in this case, but I have heard a theory about people
with an overemphasis in a certain sign or element that made me change how I look upon this.
*Some* people (I guess you could say most people, but in varying degrees) with a very strong
emphasis anywhere will incorporate those energies so deeply that they will not notice them
consciously.
>
> Some will even uncounsciously pursue qualities of the opposite signs or elements as to
balance their energies, and will show these characteristics more than their own and will tend to
identify strongly with this.
>
> An example is people with very little to no water in their charts, and a lot of air. These people
will be naturally lacking in emotional energy, because they do not have water, yet many of these
people will tend to overreact and appear to be *extremely* emotional, because they are
uncounsciously trying to incorporate what they lack, even if that's not part of them. The
emotional demonstrations are usually very over the top with these people.
>
> I've seen many people like this, with a lot of air, being extremely emotional when their chart
doesn't support that. They value emotions greatly because they don't understand them and/or
don't have them.
>
> 3. Balancing the elements through meditation can help you a lot, but understanding the
principles behind what you have in excess and what you lack will give you much more control
over everything. This will make things easier and the meditations much more effective.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "stiliyanem" <stiliyanem@> wrote:
>>
> > 1. My chart ruler is in the same house with Saturn in my natal chart, is this bad or... ?
>>
> > 2. My friend is a Capricorn like me ( born on 23 dec, I am on 28 dec )
> > and has 6 planets in the sign of the Capricorn ( I have 5 ) but does not fit the typical
description of the Capricorn unlike me. Is it possible this happens because his ruler ( Moon ) is in
Capricorn ( Its detriment ) and has 5 conjunctions ?
>>
> > 3. Should I do some meditations with the elements to compensate the fact that I have only

1 planet in an air sign and 1 in a water sign?
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1155
From: siguarddraconis
Subject: Re: JoS Full Astrology Chart, $75 too much?

Date: 4/11/2013

YES, it is. I have purchased it and I am very happy I did it. A thorough analysis, a synthesis of my chart.
Siguard Draconis.
Satanas Via, Vera et Vita est.
Ave Satanas! Rege Satanas!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "felix_valentine_000" <t.ulanowicz@...> wrote:
>
> I honestly don't know the first thing about Astrology other than that I'm a Gemini.
>
> Reading up on the Astrology section in the JoS, embarrassing as it is for me to admit, I find
myself very confused about it.
>
> So I figure I may simply purchase the full Astrology chart, for the personality chart, to
possibly better understand myself, and the readings to know what may lay ahead of me in
future time.
>
> But, as a question to others who have purchased one from Maxine, is the $75 worth it for the
full reading/personality chart? Did the information given to you from Maxine's reading help you
out a lot?
>
> Hail Satan!
> Hail Beelzebub!
> Hail Azazel!
> Hail Astaroth!
> Hail Sorath!
> Hail the True Gods of Hell!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1156
From: Micama Gmicalzoma
Subject: Re: JoS Full Astrology Chart, $75 too much?

Date: 4/11/2013

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/FURCAS.html
Here is something to get you started in learning about Astrology. Just so you know, I too am Very
Pleased with the readings that I purchased! It is Well Worth Every Penny! I wouldn't make an
Astrology purchase from anyone but HP Maxine. I wouldn't trust anyone else to give me Accurate
information because so much about Astrology has been overlooked and even deliberately corrupted
by the enemy over the years. That's the reason that I feel the way that I do. HP Maxine has 35+ years
experience in doing readings and More importantly has been Dedicated for over a Decade to Satan.
IMO No One has worked harder for Satan this century.
I plan to get a forecast reading done as soon as I can spare the extra cash, I just have other
obligations that I must attend to first.
Hail Satan!!
In Satan I Trust! Forever in the Service of Satan!

From: siguarddraconis <drammanoth@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Thursday, April 11, 2013 3:55 PM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: JoS Full Astrology Chart, $75 too much?

YES, it is. I have purchased it and I am very happy I did it. A thorough analysis, a synthesis of my chart.
Siguard Draconis.
Satanas Via, Vera et Vita est.
Ave Satanas! Rege Satanas!
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "felix_valentine_000" <t.ulanowicz@...> wrote:
>
> I honestly don't know the first thing about Astrology other than that I'm a Gemini.
>
> Reading up on the Astrology section in the JoS, embarrassing as it is for me to admit, I find
myself very confused about it.
>
> So I figure I may simply purchase the full Astrology chart, for the personality chart, to possibly
better understand myself, and the readings to know what may lay ahead of me in future time.
>
> But, as a question to others who have purchased one from Maxine, is the $75 worth it for the full
reading/personality chart? Did the information given to you from Maxine's reading help you out a
lot?
>
> Hail Satan!
> Hail Beelzebub!
> Hail Azazel!
> Hail Astaroth!
> Hail Sorath!
> Hail the True Gods of Hell!
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1157
From: m_18
Subject: Re: JoS Full Astrology Chart, $75 too much?

Date: 4/11/2013

I had sent a former girlfriend of mine go to JoS so as to remove any bias by me & she & I were very pleased
with her work. Worth every penny for a beginner.

--- On Thu, 4/11/13, Micama Gmicalzoma <agentofsatanswill666@...> wrote:

From: Micama Gmicalzoma <agentofsatanswill666@...>
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: JoS Full Astrology Chart, $75 too much?
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Date: Thursday, April 11, 2013, 4:10 PM

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/FURCAS.html
Here is something to get you started in learning about Astrology. Just so you know, I
too am Very Pleased with the readings that I purchased! It is Well Worth Every
Penny! I wouldn't make an Astrology purchase from anyone but HP Maxine. I
wouldn't trust anyone else to give me Accurate information because so much about
Astrology has been overlooked and even deliberately corrupted by the enemy over
the years. That's the reason that I feel the way that I do. HP Maxine has 35+ years
experience in doing readings and More importantly has been Dedicated for over a
Decade to Satan. IMO No One has worked harder for Satan this century.
I plan to get a forecast reading done as soon as I can spare the extra cash, I just
have other obligations that I must attend to first.
Hail Satan!!
In Satan I Trust! Forever in the Service of Satan!

From: siguarddraconis <drammanoth@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Thursday, April 11, 2013 3:55 PM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: JoS Full Astrology Chart, $75 too much?

YES, it is. I have purchased it and I am very happy I did it. A thorough analysis, a synthesis
of my chart.
Siguard Draconis.
Satanas Via, Vera et Vita est.
Ave Satanas! Rege Satanas!
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "felix_valentine_000" <t.ulanowicz@...> wrote:
>
> I honestly don't know the first thing about Astrology other than that I'm a Gemini.
>
> Reading up on the Astrology section in the JoS, embarrassing as it is for me to admit, I
find myself very confused about it.
>
> So I figure I may simply purchase the full Astrology chart, for the personality chart, to
possibly better understand myself, and the readings to know what may lay ahead of me in
future time.
>
> But, as a question to others who have purchased one from Maxine, is the $75 worth it for
the full reading/personality chart? Did the information given to you from Maxine's reading
help you out a lot?
>
> Hail Satan!
> Hail Beelzebub!
> Hail Azazel!
> Hail Astaroth!
> Hail Sorath!
> Hail the True Gods of Hell!
>
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Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1169
From: lolobardonik
Date: 4/12/2013
Subject: Re: what is venus retrograde
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1170
From: tappouzumaki
Date: 4/13/2013
Subject: Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1171
From: mikek
Date: 4/13/2013
Subject: Re: JoS Full Astrology Chart, $75 too much?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1172
From: hoodedcobra666
Date: 4/13/2013
Subject: Re: JoS Full Astrology Chart, $75 too much?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1173
From: hailazazel
Date: 4/13/2013
Subject: Re: JoS Full Astrology Chart, $75 too much?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1174
From: C Y
Date: 4/14/2013
Subject: Re: JoS Full Astrology Chart, $75 too much?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1175
From: hailazazel
Date: 4/14/2013
Subject: Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1177
From: siguarddraconis
Date: 4/14/2013
Subject: Re: Thirteenth sign of the Zodiac
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1178
From: m_18
Date: 4/14/2013
Subject: Re: Thirteenth sign of the Zodiac
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1180
From: f.follets
Date: 4/14/2013
Subject: Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1181
From: sum_astro
Date: 4/15/2013
Subject: Mere sapnon ki Rani kab ayegi tu.Marriage when ?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1182
From: tjs4satan
Date: 4/15/2013
Subject: Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1183
From: siguarddraconis
Date: 4/15/2013
Subject: Re: Mere sapnon ki Rani kab ayegi tu.Marriage when ?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1184
From: hailazazel
Date: 4/15/2013
Subject: Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1185
From: magus_igni
Date: 4/15/2013
Subject: Re: Mere sapnon ki Rani kab ayegi tu.Marriage when ?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1186
From: f.follets
Date: 4/15/2013
Subject: Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1187
From: hailazazel
Date: 4/15/2013
Subject: Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1188
From: Astaroth my Queen
Date: 4/15/2013
Subject: SV: [JoS_Astrology] Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1189
From: f.follets
Date: 4/15/2013
Subject: SV: [JoS_Astrology] Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1190
From: hailazazel
Date: 4/15/2013
Subject: SV: [JoS_Astrology] Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1192
From: jonathon_billing
Date: 4/15/2013
Subject: Re: Mere sapnon ki Rani kab ayegi tu.Marriage when ?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1194
From: Micama Gmicalzoma
Date: 4/15/2013
Subject: Re: Fixed stars calculator
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1195
From: Kael Meier
Date: 4/16/2013
Subject: Re: Mere sapnon ki Rani kab ayegi tu.Marriage when ?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1196
From: magus_igni
Date: 4/16/2013
Subject: Re: Mere sapnon ki Rani kab ayegi tu.Marriage when ?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1197
From: f.follets
Date: 4/16/2013
Subject: Re: Fixed stars calculator
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1200
From: hailazazel
Date: 4/16/2013
Subject: Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1201
From: siguarddraconis
Date: 4/16/2013
Subject: Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1202
From: tjs4satan
Date: 4/16/2013
Subject: Re: Mere sapnon ki Rani kab ayegi tu.Marriage when ?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1203
From: hailazazel
Date: 4/16/2013
Subject: Re: Mere sapnon ki Rani kab ayegi tu.Marriage when ?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1204
From: hailazazel
Date: 4/16/2013
Subject: Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1205
From: hoodedcobra666
Date: 4/16/2013
Subject: Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1206
From: hailazazel
Date: 4/16/2013
Subject: Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1207
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Date: 4/16/2013
Subject: SV: [JoS_Astrology] Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1208
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Date: 4/16/2013
Subject: Re: Fixed stars calculator
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1209
From: hoodedcobra666
Date: 4/16/2013
Subject: SV: [JoS_Astrology] Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1210
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Date: 4/16/2013
Subject: SV: [JoS_Astrology] Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1211
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Date: 4/16/2013
Subject: Uranus Transits?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1212
From: hailazazel
Date: 4/16/2013
Subject: Bucket Chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1213
From: hoodedcobra666
Date: 4/16/2013
Subject: Re: Bucket Chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1214
From: hoodedcobra666
Date: 4/16/2013
Subject: SV: [JoS_Astrology] Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1215
From: f.follets
Date: 4/16/2013
Subject: SV: [JoS_Astrology] Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1216
From: f.follets
Date: 4/16/2013
Subject: Re: Uranus Transits?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1217
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Date: 4/16/2013
Subject: Re: Uranus Transits?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1218
From: m_18
Date: 4/17/2013
Subject: Re: Uranus Transits?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1219
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Date: 4/17/2013
Subject: Re: Uranus Transits?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1220
From: m_18
Date: 4/17/2013
Subject: Re: Bucket Chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1221
From: hailazazel
Date: 4/17/2013
Subject: Re: Bucket Chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1222
From: hailazazel
Date: 4/17/2013
Subject: Re: Bucket Chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1223
From: hailazazel
Date: 4/17/2013
Subject: SV: [JoS_Astrology] Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1225
Subject: Re: Bucket Chart

From: m_18

Date: 4/17/2013

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1169
Subject: Re: what is venus retrograde

From: lolobardonik

Date: 4/12/2013

To understand retrograde motion of the planets see this vid...
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=72FrZz_zJFU
[the above video is about Mars... but the idea is roughly the same for all the planets]
................................
Here are the phases of a planet's retrograde motion... (in the parentheses is what happens if you observe
the planet in the night sky)
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Direct (the planet is moving normally, from west to east)
Stationary (the planet appears to have stopped)
Retrograde (the planet is moving backwards, from east to west)
Stationary (again, the planet stops)
Direct (the planet resumes its normal move)

................................
To know when Venus or any planet is retrograde it is wise to consult programs that show the planet's
current and/or future positions
One very useful site is this...
http://planetwatcher.com/
[this program also takes into consideration your local timezone]
You can see in the center the planets (noted by their symbols)... the retrograde planets are the ones that
have "red" numbers next to their symbols (like Saturn has right now, cause it's retrograde)
on the left side there are significant events happening in the coming days... so you can be aware if a planet
is going to turn retrograde (and other stuff)
................................
If you're looking for a simple solution on finding the retrogrades... see this article...
http://astrologyking.com/retrograde-planets/
................................
Retrograde Venus is not necessarily "bad"... (or any retrograde planet for that matter)...
This is how i understand the influence of a retrograde planet:
First of all I take into account the natal chart state of Venus... meaning... if Venus in the person's birthchart
is Retrograde or not... or if it's Stationary (rare condition when changing from retrograde to direct, and vice
versa)
If it is Retrograde in the birthchart... then usually no important change is noticed, as these people are used

to the retrograde motion of this planet... and usually know how to cope with the planet's retrograde
influence... so no important negative effects are shown
If it is Stationary in the birthchart... the best qualities of this planets are into the person... and no negative
effects are noticed on a person like that
If it is Direct in the birthchart... then the qualities of this planet (love, affairs, materialism, money, stability)...
will change from extroverted... to introverted... this is like blocking the energy of the planet (Venus) inside of
the person... an extra effort is to be made in order to use the energy and make it manifest...
the person, for the period of the retrograde motion, have to train to externalize the planets energy... the
energy will stay inside of them and may cause problems...
if the person is well trained in energy meditation, wont have any trouble with this... he/she will be able to
externalize the retrograde planet energy with ease...
If not... then the energy of the planet (in this case Venus) will be hard to be used on a daily basis... this
means the "bad effects" you've mentioned... love problems, money problems etc.
Personally, i have found out, that when you have performed the Magic Satanic Squares on a specific planet
(for example Venus) then you establish a personal connection/link with the planet's energies and through
that connection/link the negative influences are diminished
............................
Hope the above makes sense
Hail Satan

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "nevinbennetch" <nevinbennetch@...> wrote:
>
> Hello, can someone explain what Venus retrograde is, I saw earlier that it is bad for love and
what not but how long does it last and how can I tell when its coming and does it also effect the
auras abilities to attract love?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1170
From: tappouzumaki
Subject: Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)

Date: 4/13/2013

Djinn,you said "gave no arguments"
maybe you do not see this part----->(and this is saturn)
i am not trolling
you own your saturn, and you said
""I can only assume you're trolling or ironically are completely wrong and missing the point.""
with "miss the point" i refer to this misunderstandings, this lack of communication that is the opposite of the
air element. cause saturn is earth element, the opposite of air element
now my response make sense?
Hail Satan!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:
>
> tappouzumaki: I couldn't help but notice you never explained what you even mean by that,
gave no arguments or counter understanding. So I can only assume you're trolling or ironically
are completely wrong and missing the point.
>
> And what's with the dots? You think you are writing a story or something? Lol. ""sorry but...
you are completely wrong!" DUN DUN DUN! 0: Your words don't have that much impact you're
only on an internet forum buddy.
>
>
>
>
>
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "tappouzumaki" <tappouzumaki@> wrote:
>>
> > sorry but.....you are completely wrong
> > you missed the point.
>>
> > Hail Satan!
> > (and this is saturn)
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>>
> > > I wasn't being clear in what I was saying so I'll explain a bit more, it was a long message
and I probably did make some things a little unclear.
>>>
> > > Circumstances which seem outside of yourself will always manifest in your life regardless
of how you handle the planets energies but the nature of them, how they are of benefit or
detriment to you will depend upon how you handle the energies of that planet.
>>>
> > > The part I simply disagree with is that it's better to work with Jupiter whilst observing
Saturn's lessons distantly, because all of the planets represent things within your soul and mind
and life and are of equal importance with the exception of the Sun and perhaps also the Moon
which are the most important.
>>>
> > > Of course importance will vary depending upon what you give the most value to as an
individual but in terms of handling the circumstances of this physical world, success and material
wealth, there is no greater authority than Saturn. Even the beneficial and said to be wealth
giving planets, such as Jupiter, Sun and Venus have to operate through the Saturnian areas of
life. There is no escaping this.
>>>
> > > But all I can really say to you and anyone else is, try it. As it's the only way to know.
Meditate on Saturn, perform it's spiritual square and program and condition yourself to handle
the Saturnian areas of life well. It has been one of the most rewarding experiences of my
spiritual life.
>>>
> > > Also even though Saturn is said to be restricting and limiting, there is a very good reason
why it also co rules the most rebellious and freedom oriented sign of the Zodiac, Aquarius. And
it's because once you have become an authority within yourself (totally own your own Saturn)
and no longer allow any external judgement to influence you, it's then impossible for you to be
anything else but a rebel in the face of others.
>>>
>>>

> > > The metaphor here is written in the physical nature of Saturn itself. (Just mentioning this
as a point of interest)
>>>
> > > It's symbolized by the physicality of the planet Saturn, it has an immense amount of
gravity (hence it's rings) as it's a huge planet. But Saturn itself as it's own body would weigh
almost nothing were it able to fit on Earth, it's said if it were able to rest on water it would float.
It's made up almost entirely of gas.
>>>
> > > Just as if you stand before authority you are bound to it, if you are the authority itself
then you aren't bound to anything.
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>>>
> > > > The message you conveyed is true, and I subscribe to it, but it's not that simple,
especially with Saturn. I may be completely missing the point, but I think it's worth sharing
what I think:
>>>>
> > > > The planets' functions within the framework of a being present themselves in many
levels, the most important (and I would say basic) is through the psychological function each of
them represent, just as you mentioned: Sun being the ego, the counscious being, Moon the
uncounscious, Venus the system of values, the anima/feminine side etc.. However, they are all
present at the same time, and while they work differently for everyone, they also manifest
themselves as events and life circumstances no matter how intimate and/or strong they may be
to an individual. They are always interacting, and their interactions provide the framework
through which a person operate.
>>>>
> > > > A woman's relationships and experiences with other women will still be ruled by her
Venus, and the same can be said for men with Mars. When a funcion is found to be
underdeveloped within a person, circumstances will act as to make the person incorporate said
function, or at the very least recognize its existence. This isn't as simple as saying that people
will eventually develop themselves fully, because the chart represents only raw potential, and
many other things may influence the outcome. The transits themselves act as doorways to
events that may lead to the development of certain planets, but even then, results are not
guaranteed. It has also much to do with time. Most of the potential in a chart will stay unrealized
until a person is old/experienced enough, because things unfold slowly, if at all.
>>>>
> > > > This leads to Saturn, which is the very representation of Time and age (Chronos in
Greece). With Saturn, there aren't shortcuts. Saturn is essentially restrictive, him being the
castrator, and doesn't exatcly bring rewards by himself, it only measures one's worth, as you
said, and worth is usually measured with time, toil and trouble, though that's been exaggerated
greatly because of the enemy.
>>>>
> > > > Gratification is Jupiter's function, as is expansion and development of the self, and for
this reason people with strong Jupiter and a supportive chart will always be better, grander, even
if they aren't worthy of that. Older people have the power to make things happen, and are
respected by the younger, because they have been through what was necessary for them to
own this power through Saturn. However, in the end, that was only *allowed* to them because
of Jupiter's influence, which is just as important.
>>>>
> > > > Just as you don't gain Saturn's "favor" by simply being a hardworker or working
efficiently within its limitations (by being a hardworker you're owning it), you can't always
guarantee success simply by trusting yourself and the work you do. The reason for that being
it's not only dependent on owning Saturn's internal function, but because you're still submitted to

its external influences, and because that's also dependent on other factos, Jupiter being an
integral part of that.
>>>>
> > > > What I'm trying to say is, while we CAN (and should) own our destiny, and our planets,
their energies and whatnot, we are still under their influence. And Saturn's influence is, as already
described, restrictive; sometimes necessarily so. And also very strong. To underestimate Saturn's
power is to attract serious trouble. If it really were that simple, I don't believe strong people
who have been through various stages of hard work, some degree of suffering and thorough
meditation (owning their Saturn with time, toil and trouble) would have to go through all that to
be in a position where they can control their lives fully.
>>>>
> > > > It's much more advisable to work with one's Jupiter, expanding and empowering
oneself whilst learning the lessons of Saturn, than trying to control Saturn directly, because in the
end of the day, even the Gods lost some battles, and they probably know better than anyone
else that it's always possible to suffer limitations, because it's simply part of existing.
>>>>
> > > > This doesn't have much to do with what you said, but I also think it's important to
mention nevertheless: even with Jupiter's favor, empowering oneself and even achieving
godhood doesn't somehow give the ability to hijack the universe and make it work the way one
wants. Quite the contrary, reaching godhood is being perfectly attuned to it, and working with it
to make the necessary changes that will bring a desirable result.
>>>>
> > > > The framework is still there, as is one's natal chart, and will always be.
>>>>
> > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>>>>
> > > > > Ever wondered why it is some planets work for some but against others?
>>>>>
> > > > > It's quite a modern concept within astrology that people are said to own certain
planets and not others.
>>>>>
> > > > > What this means is, certain planets energies operate through you directly through
your own ego whilst others manifest themselves as circumstances in your life beyond your
control.
>>>>>
> > > > > This is because if energy is to act within ourselves a psychological doorway must be
open for it to express itself and if it isn't it will manifest in other ways.
>>>>>
> > > > > It's often said that women own their venus whilst men do not, venus for women
manifests itself as, taste for beauty, desire to look good and be appreciated etc but the
psychology of men is not like that so venus manifests itself in the lives of men in another way,
i.e. women.
>>>>>
> > > > > And the opposite is true in the case of Mars. This is because most of the time (not
always) women and men think, act, believe, hold values etc which allow or disallow the energies
of those planets to express themselves through their own ego. I.e women not caring so much
about being physically tough, fighter, bold and fearless etc as opposed to men.
>>>>>
>>>>>
> > > > > Now this is very important in understanding why Saturn hurts the majority of people,
but there are a few which it works absolutely brilliantly for.
>>>>>
> > > > > Saturn is that authoritarian voice within you, which says "this is good, this is bad,
you're worthy, you're unworthy, you're deserving, you're undeserving" etc.
>>>>>

> > > > > The vast majority of people, give this power away to their family, friends, teachers,
bosses, society, religion and people around them in general.
>>>>>
> > > > > This is especially true today because of the enemy and the way society is
programmed. Quite simply this means they do not "OWN" their Saturn.
> > > > > Therefore Saturn's energy has to eventually manifest itself and because of the
nature of the planet it will bring limitation, restriction, pain and loss in your life., unless you take
control of it within yourself.
>>>>>
> > > > > Often it is the case that older people, usually older men are the one's who own their
Saturn. This is for no other reason than simply their psychology is in such a way that it allows it
to be so. You can also take control of your Saturn, in the same way.
>>>>>
> > > > > There is nothing stronger than the power of true conviction within yourself, which is
Saturn's gift to you. You have to know with 100% certainty in your heart you do and act how
you believe to be the right way and only you can be the judge of what you can and can't have
and do. DO NOT GIVE THIS POWER AWAY TO ANYONE!
>>>>>
> > > > > Know you deserve the pleasure and things you want, know you are worthy and
capable of achieving them and do not allow anyone else to judge these things for you. Own
your Saturn.
>>>>>
> > > > > HAIL SATAN!
> > > > > Praise Be To Hell!
>>>>>
>>>>
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1171
From: mikek
Subject: Re: JoS Full Astrology Chart, $75 too much?

Date: 4/13/2013

$75 for a full chart reading really isn't that expensive when you understand the amount of work it takes to
provide a full personality and chart interpretation, your current transits and progressions with forecast. Plus
35 years of experience in astrology isn't easy to find.
I just ordered mine yesterday and am eagerly awaiting the results.
HAIL SATAN!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "felix_valentine_000" <t.ulanowicz@...> wrote:
>
> I honestly don't know the first thing about Astrology other than that I'm a Gemini.
>
> Reading up on the Astrology section in the JoS, embarrassing as it is for me to admit, I find
myself very confused about it.
>
> So I figure I may simply purchase the full Astrology chart, for the personality chart, to
possibly better understand myself, and the readings to know what may lay ahead of me in
future time.
>
> But, as a question to others who have purchased one from Maxine, is the $75 worth it for the
full reading/personality chart? Did the information given to you from Maxine's reading help you
out a lot?

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hail
Hail
Hail
Hail
Hail
Hail

Satan!
Beelzebub!
Azazel!
Astaroth!
Sorath!
the True Gods of Hell!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1172
From: hoodedcobra666
Subject: Re: JoS Full Astrology Chart, $75 too much?

Date: 4/13/2013

I can personally tell you, every dollar is worth it for such a reading, given it will shed light on the Truth about
yourself with no petty betty and you will really know where your powers/weaknesses are etc. I know mine
has been fully accurate.
HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "felix_valentine_000" <t.ulanowicz@...> wrote:
>
> I honestly don't know the first thing about Astrology other than that I'm a Gemini.
>
> Reading up on the Astrology section in the JoS, embarrassing as it is for me to admit, I find
myself very confused about it.
>
> So I figure I may simply purchase the full Astrology chart, for the personality chart, to
possibly better understand myself, and the readings to know what may lay ahead of me in
future time.
>
> But, as a question to others who have purchased one from Maxine, is the $75 worth it for the
full reading/personality chart? Did the information given to you from Maxine's reading help you
out a lot?
>
> Hail Satan!
> Hail Beelzebub!
> Hail Azazel!
> Hail Astaroth!
> Hail Sorath!
> Hail the True Gods of Hell!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1173
From: hailazazel
Subject: Re: JoS Full Astrology Chart, $75 too much?

Date: 4/13/2013

I honestly think Maxine should take more for it. You will rarely find someone with such experience also she
knows the truth and the Gods could have even help her with many subjects on astrology. Also she works all
the time on giving us knowledge and reviving True Satanism.
Totally worth the money. I mean seriously, I would give her the money only for all the work she is doing for
us.. Totally appreciate it!
HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" <hoodedcobra666@...> wrote:
>
> I can personally tell you, every dollar is worth it for such a reading, given it will shed light on

the Truth about yourself with no petty betty and you will really know where your powers
/weaknesses are etc. I know mine has been fully accurate.
>
> HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "felix_valentine_000" <t.ulanowicz@> wrote:
>>
> > I honestly don't know the first thing about Astrology other than that I'm a Gemini.
>>
> > Reading up on the Astrology section in the JoS, embarrassing as it is for me to admit, I find
myself very confused about it.
>>
> > So I figure I may simply purchase the full Astrology chart, for the personality chart, to
possibly better understand myself, and the readings to know what may lay ahead of me in
future time.
>>
> > But, as a question to others who have purchased one from Maxine, is the $75 worth it for
the full reading/personality chart? Did the information given to you from Maxine's reading help
you out a lot?
>>
> > Hail Satan!
> > Hail Beelzebub!
> > Hail Azazel!
> > Hail Astaroth!
> > Hail Sorath!
> > Hail the True Gods of Hell!
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1174
From: C Y
Subject: Re: JoS Full Astrology Chart, $75 too much?

Date: 4/14/2013

I agree.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@...> wrote:
>
> I honestly think Maxine should take more for it. You will rarely find someone with such
experience also she knows the truth and the Gods could have even help her with many subjects
on astrology. Also she works all the time on giving us knowledge and reviving True Satanism.
> Totally worth the money. I mean seriously, I would give her the money only for all the work
she is doing for us.. Totally appreciate it!
>
> HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" <hoodedcobra666@> wrote:
>>
> > I can personally tell you, every dollar is worth it for such a reading, given it will shed light
on the Truth about yourself with no petty betty and you will really know where your powers
/weaknesses are etc. I know mine has been fully accurate.
>>
> > HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "felix_valentine_000" <t.ulanowicz@> wrote:
>>>
> > > I honestly don't know the first thing about Astrology other than that I'm a Gemini.

>>>
> > > Reading up on the Astrology section in the JoS, embarrassing as it is for me to admit, I
find myself very confused about it.
>>>
> > > So I figure I may simply purchase the full Astrology chart, for the personality chart, to
possibly better understand myself, and the readings to know what may lay ahead of me in
future time.
>>>
> > > But, as a question to others who have purchased one from Maxine, is the $75 worth it
for the full reading/personality chart? Did the information given to you from Maxine's reading
help you out a lot?
>>>
> > > Hail Satan!
> > > Hail Beelzebub!
> > > Hail Azazel!
> > > Hail Astaroth!
> > > Hail Sorath!
> > > Hail the True Gods of Hell!
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1175
From: hailazazel
Subject: Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)

Date: 4/14/2013

Hey f.follets, I wanted to ask you what Saturn in Pisces means? As I have it too.. Although the interpretation
on the JoS site doesn't really fit my that part of my personality.
In my chart, Saturn is in the 4th house cusp of Pisces. I did have the most unhappy childhood, which
corresponds with the 4th house Saturn, but I do not do the works of others etc.. I actually hate doing things
for others, and I'm self-centered etcc..
I hope you could give me a little insight on Saturn in Pisces placement.
HAIL SATAN!!!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> I did the square of Saturn twice while it was in Libra, a couple of years ago, right when it was
opposing my Sun. The results were... debatable. I was hoping that it would give me focus and
endurance for what was to come and to achieve what I wanted during that year.
>
> I don't know if I somehow summoned its energies focusing on the wrong things (I wasn't
doing the spiritual square) or if I simply couldn't manage them well, but I felt nothing while I
was doing it, and during the year all the endeavors related to it failed. However, I did feel like I
had a thicker skin during that year, and the failures didn't bother me as much as they could
have, which was good. I haven't done any other planet square ever since.
>
> I've been trying to manage things with different approaches because that one isn't getting me
anywhere soon. Having Saturn in Pisces thwarts my spiritual development and meditations a lot.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>
> > Do you meditate on planets yourself too btw? (I'm just talking about the mantra squares
atm) I fully intend to work on Jupiter, but I am not sure how I go about owning my Jupiter but

I know I can get the answers by meditating on it and performing the mantra square which I
fully intent to do once Jupiter gets out of it's debilitation and into it's exaltation, when it goes
into cancer at the end of June.
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>>
> > > Vedic astrology has its good points, but I find it way too fatalistic by itself. I remember
Maxine and other HPs mentioning it was corrupted through the ages, much more so than
western astrology.
>>>
> > > From what I've seen, peoples' restrictions and possibilities based on their internal
/external Saturn function will answer directly to its sign and house positions, in a much lower
level than its aspects, because that's the basic setup from where it will act; therefore it's
extremely important to gain deep understanding of those as the first step to "owning" it and
learning its lessons without so much suffering.
>>>
> > > Your description of your Saturnian qualities really show on your previous discourse, and I
must say I admire it because I lack much of that. On a note of advice, though, since you have a
troublesome Jupiter, I believe you'd benefit greatly from focusing on its energies and trying to
own it too.
>>>
> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>>>
> > > > That's the thing I can't speak for everyone because my Saturn is in it's own sign of
Aquarius and I do have a strong Capricorn in my chart along with 10th house Sun. So I know
what Saturn is for some people is different to what it is for others. But my Jupiter is also weak
in Virgo.
>>>>
> > > > This is the reason I prefer the way the Vedic astrologers interpret things and feel it's
more accurate (the interpretations of effects only not the sign placement)
>>>>
> > > > Because I haven't received benefits from Jupiter in my life at all. The last time Jupiter
crossed my ascendant all that happened was I went through a stage of thinking I was a big
tough guy and I ended up getting my ass kicked literally. Vedic astrologers say this is because if
Jupiter is weak in your natal chart through it's transits it'll only bring a short sighted sense of
optimism but if it's strong in your natal chart it'll bring real benefits.
>>>>
> > > > Same goes with Saturn and any other planet, their effects on your life are better when
they are placed well and also they do better in some houses than others. Where as in the
western system we tend to say "Jupiter and Sun strengthen something, Saturn weakens and
limits it" And it's quite a simplistic way of looking at it, I have come to realize.
>>>>
> > > > For instance a 7th house Sun is actually worse for marriage than a 7th house Saturn in
Vedic astrology. Because marriage calls for cooperation on equal footing, letting go of always
getting your way, sharing, sacrificing etc which the Sun (a King) is much less accustom to than
Saturn.
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
> > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>>>>
> > > > > You're correct. Saturn rules these very aspects of physicality you mentioned, and no
wonder it also rules the base chakra, the foundation.
>>>>>
> > > > > The point is, no matter how attuned you are to it, it will still be restrictive because

that's its nature. It restricts, creates boundaries and imposes limits. It binds the soul to the flesh
and represents everything that's physical. Your mention of Saturn being the ruler of Aquarius is
right on point, but you necessarily have to go through Capricorn, the sign of restrictions and
work (of wordly achievements as well) to reach Aquarius, the sign of perfection and freedom.
>>>>>
> > > > > By working through Jupiter however, you are creating a bridge of understanding
between Sagittarius and Pisces, both signs of spirituality, knowledge and true understanding. It
allows going through Saturn's lessons more easily, or at least with enough knowledge to deal
with it correctly.
>>>>>
> > > > > Owning Saturn as you described IS necessary and correct, the approach is what may
not be so simple for most people. Depends on their individual Saturn, as well as other factors.
>>>>>
> > > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>>>>>
> > > > > > I wasn't being clear in what I was saying so I'll explain a bit more, it was a long
message and I probably did make some things a little unclear.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > Circumstances which seem outside of yourself will always manifest in your life
regardless of how you handle the planets energies but the nature of them, how they are of
benefit or detriment to you will depend upon how you handle the energies of that planet.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > The part I simply disagree with is that it's better to work with Jupiter whilst
observing Saturn's lessons distantly, because all of the planets represent things within your soul
and mind and life and are of equal importance with the exception of the Sun and perhaps also
the Moon which are the most important.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > Of course importance will vary depending upon what you give the most value to
as an individual but in terms of handling the circumstances of this physical world, success and
material wealth, there is no greater authority than Saturn. Even the beneficial and said to be
wealth giving planets, such as Jupiter, Sun and Venus have to operate through the Saturnian
areas of life. There is no escaping this.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > But all I can really say to you and anyone else is, try it. As it's the only way to
know. Meditate on Saturn, perform it's spiritual square and program and condition yourself to
handle the Saturnian areas of life well. It has been one of the most rewarding experiences of my
spiritual life.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > Also even though Saturn is said to be restricting and limiting, there is a very good
reason why it also co rules the most rebellious and freedom oriented sign of the Zodiac,
Aquarius. And it's because once you have become an authority within yourself (totally own your
own Saturn) and no longer allow any external judgement to influence you, it's then impossible
for you to be anything else but a rebel in the face of others.
>>>>>>
>>>>>>
> > > > > > The metaphor here is written in the physical nature of Saturn itself. (Just
mentioning this as a point of interest)
>>>>>>
> > > > > > It's symbolized by the physicality of the planet Saturn, it has an immense amount
of gravity (hence it's rings) as it's a huge planet. But Saturn itself as it's own body would weigh
almost nothing were it able to fit on Earth, it's said if it were able to rest on water it would float.
It's made up almost entirely of gas.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > Just as if you stand before authority you are bound to it, if you are the authority
itself then you aren't bound to anything.

>>>>>>
>>>>>>
>>>>>>
> > > > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > The message you conveyed is true, and I subscribe to it, but it's not that
simple, especially with Saturn. I may be completely missing the point, but I think it's worth
sharing what I think:
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > The planets' functions within the framework of a being present themselves in
many levels, the most important (and I would say basic) is through the psychological function
each of them represent, just as you mentioned: Sun being the ego, the counscious being, Moon
the uncounscious, Venus the system of values, the anima/feminine side etc.. However, they are
all present at the same time, and while they work differently for everyone, they also manifest
themselves as events and life circumstances no matter how intimate and/or strong they may be
to an individual. They are always interacting, and their interactions provide the framework
through which a person operate.
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > A woman's relationships and experiences with other women will still be ruled by
her Venus, and the same can be said for men with Mars. When a funcion is found to be
underdeveloped within a person, circumstances will act as to make the person incorporate said
function, or at the very least recognize its existence. This isn't as simple as saying that people
will eventually develop themselves fully, because the chart represents only raw potential, and
many other things may influence the outcome. The transits themselves act as doorways to
events that may lead to the development of certain planets, but even then, results are not
guaranteed. It has also much to do with time. Most of the potential in a chart will stay unrealized
until a person is old/experienced enough, because things unfold slowly, if at all.
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > This leads to Saturn, which is the very representation of Time and age (Chronos
in Greece). With Saturn, there aren't shortcuts. Saturn is essentially restrictive, him being the
castrator, and doesn't exatcly bring rewards by himself, it only measures one's worth, as you
said, and worth is usually measured with time, toil and trouble, though that's been exaggerated
greatly because of the enemy.
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > Gratification is Jupiter's function, as is expansion and development of the self,
and for this reason people with strong Jupiter and a supportive chart will always be better,
grander, even if they aren't worthy of that. Older people have the power to make things happen,
and are respected by the younger, because they have been through what was necessary for
them to own this power through Saturn. However, in the end, that was only *allowed* to them
because of Jupiter's influence, which is just as important.
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > Just as you don't gain Saturn's "favor" by simply being a hardworker or working
efficiently within its limitations (by being a hardworker you're owning it), you can't always
guarantee success simply by trusting yourself and the work you do. The reason for that being
it's not only dependent on owning Saturn's internal function, but because you're still submitted to
its external influences, and because that's also dependent on other factos, Jupiter being an
integral part of that.
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > What I'm trying to say is, while we CAN (and should) own our destiny, and our
planets, their energies and whatnot, we are still under their influence. And Saturn's influence is,
as already described, restrictive; sometimes necessarily so. And also very strong. To
underestimate Saturn's power is to attract serious trouble. If it really were that simple, I don't
believe strong people who have been through various stages of hard work, some degree of
suffering and thorough meditation (owning their Saturn with time, toil and trouble) would have
to go through all that to be in a position where they can control their lives fully.

>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > It's much more advisable to work with one's Jupiter, expanding and empowering
oneself whilst learning the lessons of Saturn, than trying to control Saturn directly, because in the
end of the day, even the Gods lost some battles, and they probably know better than anyone
else that it's always possible to suffer limitations, because it's simply part of existing.
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > This doesn't have much to do with what you said, but I also think it's important
to mention nevertheless: even with Jupiter's favor, empowering oneself and even achieving
godhood doesn't somehow give the ability to hijack the universe and make it work the way one
wants. Quite the contrary, reaching godhood is being perfectly attuned to it, and working with it
to make the necessary changes that will bring a desirable result.
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > The framework is still there, as is one's natal chart, and will always be.
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > Ever wondered why it is some planets work for some but against others?
>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > It's quite a modern concept within astrology that people are said to own
certain planets and not others.
>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > What this means is, certain planets energies operate through you directly
through your own ego whilst others manifest themselves as circumstances in your life beyond
your control.
>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > This is because if energy is to act within ourselves a psychological doorway
must be open for it to express itself and if it isn't it will manifest in other ways.
>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > It's often said that women own their venus whilst men do not, venus for
women manifests itself as, taste for beauty, desire to look good and be appreciated etc but the
psychology of men is not like that so venus manifests itself in the lives of men in another way,
i.e. women.
>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > And the opposite is true in the case of Mars. This is because most of the time
(not always) women and men think, act, believe, hold values etc which allow or disallow the
energies of those planets to express themselves through their own ego. I.e women not caring so
much about being physically tough, fighter, bold and fearless etc as opposed to men.
>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > Now this is very important in understanding why Saturn hurts the majority of
people, but there are a few which it works absolutely brilliantly for.
>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > Saturn is that authoritarian voice within you, which says "this is good, this is
bad, you're worthy, you're unworthy, you're deserving, you're undeserving" etc.
>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > The vast majority of people, give this power away to their family, friends,
teachers, bosses, society, religion and people around them in general.
>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > This is especially true today because of the enemy and the way society is
programmed. Quite simply this means they do not "OWN" their Saturn.
> > > > > > > > Therefore Saturn's energy has to eventually manifest itself and because of the
nature of the planet it will bring limitation, restriction, pain and loss in your life., unless you take
control of it within yourself.
>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > Often it is the case that older people, usually older men are the one's who

own their Saturn. This is for no other reason than simply their psychology is in such a way that it
allows it to be so. You can also take control of your Saturn, in the same way.
>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > There is nothing stronger than the power of true conviction within yourself,
which is Saturn's gift to you. You have to know with 100% certainty in your heart you do and
act how you believe to be the right way and only you can be the judge of what you can and
can't have and do. DO NOT GIVE THIS POWER AWAY TO ANYONE!
>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > Know you deserve the pleasure and things you want, know you are worthy
and capable of achieving them and do not allow anyone else to judge these things for you. Own
your Saturn.
>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > HAIL SATAN!
> > > > > > > > Praise Be To Hell!
>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>
>>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1177
Subject: Re: Thirteenth sign of the Zodiac

From: siguarddraconis

Date: 4/14/2013

Yeah, Salem Burke is a junkie who was once a HP.
The 13th zodiac sign is a jew age bs. One can include new asteroids and mathematical points for the sake of
interest, but not new zodiac sign.
Siguard Draconis.
Satanas Via, Vera et Vita est.
Ave Satanas! Rege Satanas!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "nicknesredna" <nicknesredna@...> wrote:
>
> What is the thirteenth sign and how is it relevant?
>
> I read about Sorath on the JoS;
>
> "... He is the Embodiment of the Everlasting Black Burning Sun alit as night to an everlasting
day. His number is seven, he presides over the Thirteenth Sign of the Zodiac of which there
exists only One" - Salem Burke
>
> And it made me wonder. Could anyone elaborate? Thanks!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1178
Subject: Re: Thirteenth sign of the Zodiac

From: m_18

Date: 4/14/2013

It's that evil one that scares so-called truthers. LOL! Actually, it is the planet Saturn that is the current evil
thing going on with them.

If you understand sacred geometry & the meanings of numbers, then you can see how it doesn't fit. If you
don't know these topics & want to learn astrology, then i recommend that you do. A good astrologer has to
know the correlations to these 2 topics in particular, but also the whole system of correspondences in the
occult. To be a great astrologer, you need to understand the full spectrum of the occult.
Everything boils down to astrology, numbers & sacred geometry. I also recommend watching a video that
can found on Youtube called "Secrets in Plain Sight". It is around 3 hours long & you can find that full
version without having to watch the 10 min. long segments.
There are 88 major constellations, but only 12 are on the ecliptic. (There are 88 keys on a piano.
Coincidence?) There are also correspondences to the tarot & colors as well. Etc., etc., etc., etc.

--- On Sun, 4/14/13, nicknesredna <nicknesredna@...> wrote:

From: nicknesredna <nicknesredna@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Thirteenth sign of the Zodiac
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Sunday, April 14, 2013, 1:37 PM

What is the thirteenth sign and how is it relevant?
I read about Sorath on the JoS;
"... He is the Embodiment of the Everlasting Black Burning Sun alit as night to an
everlasting day. His number is seven, he presides over the Thirteenth Sign of the Zodiac
of which there exists only One" - Salem Burke
And it made me wonder. Could anyone elaborate? Thanks!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1180
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)

Date: 4/14/2013

Well, there may be other ways of interpreting Saturn in Pisces, but I need to be totally honest with someone
who also has it: by itself, it's very bad.
Of course, Saturn is bad for everyone, but there are very good reasons why Pisces is the sign of defeat, the
12th house is the house of ruin and, in traditional astrology, Saturn rejoices therein. Obviously this doesn't
mean life will be invariably miserable for those with Saturn there. In fact, many people seem to not even feel
its effects strongly (if not by house position, like you), but that's because of the nature of Pisces. It's
sedative.
Saturn is reality, substance, boundaries and Pisces is the exact opposite of that. With Saturn there, actions
and endeavors often end up failing because they lack the foundation, or because they didn't have enough
power to reach completion. Or maybe they reach the goal, but in the end the results are underwhelming and
it was probably a wasted effort anyway. Nothing is ever good enough. There is a sort of eternal discomfort,
a yearning for something that is not there, for perfection, essentially something that *does not exist* in the
literal sense (Pisces).
Ever since I was a kid, I had symbolic dreams in which I would do many absurd things to reach some kind of
power that would enable me to do *stuff*, and just as I got it... it wasn't what I was thinking, or there was
something missing. Only many years later I would know that this is precisely the nature of Saturn in Pisces.

It is a feeling of being stuck within oneself, and that's exatcly what it is. It's truly hard to turn the tide
because Saturn lacks, in itself, the footing that it usually provides for real improvement.
What follows is, for people who can't deal with that, weakness of will, self-destructive tendencies and severe
depression. All coming the a sense that one's actions are worth nothing, that existing is suffering, and that
any real gain requires a huge, painful sacrifice. These are all themes of Pisces alone, but even more so with
Saturn involved.
As for the spiritual implications of this placement, the effect of Saturn in Pisces is that it tends to limit or
block the flow of spiritual energies, and also block contact with higher realms. This may be caused by an
extremely deep, often unknown, fear of losing oneself with these kinds of experiences. As with everything in
Pisces, it may not look or feel like that at all, but it probably is. Emotinal repression is possible as well.
What I said earlier about perfection not existing in the literal sense is due to the perception of the world
through life in an essentially material reality, which by the way is characterised by Saturn, who
simultaneously creates the boundaries of reality for people and prevents them from breaking free of that,
raising the sentiment of rebellion (Capricorn-Aquarius). We all know, however, that's not the case, and once
we are free (past Aquarius), we can reach perfection (Pisces, completion).
What the placement of Saturn in Pisces does is making these imperfections and boundaries much more
conspicuous, even in daily life, which is not the case when it's in the other signs where it focus on other
things. It makes reality much more difficult to bear, all the time. This can be both a very bad and a very
good thing, depending on how well you handle. It enables one to be counscious of - or overwhelmed by what's beyond, what's missing, and given proper guidance and enough understanding, may lead to a true
spiritual breakthrough - or may even lead to a slow, painful death, caused by the own person.
It's important to note, if I didn't make that clear, that all the issues of Saturn in Pisces, or at least the worst
ones, are completely internal. They are caused by states of mind and spirit, and can usually solved alone,
with self-knowledge. The external issues are caused by house position and aspects, as usual.
Other planetary placements and aspects will obviously change the overall picture, but if there are other
Pisces or 12th house planets, it's very likely that this will all be experienced in full.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@...> wrote:
>
> Hey f.follets, I wanted to ask you what Saturn in Pisces means? As I have it too.. Although
the interpretation on the JoS site doesn't really fit my that part of my personality.
>
> In my chart, Saturn is in the 4th house cusp of Pisces. I did have the most unhappy childhood,
which corresponds with the 4th house Saturn, but I do not do the works of others etc.. I
actually hate doing things for others, and I'm self-centered etcc..
>
> I hope you could give me a little insight on Saturn in Pisces placement.
>
> HAIL SATAN!!!!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>
> > I did the square of Saturn twice while it was in Libra, a couple of years ago, right when it
was opposing my Sun. The results were... debatable. I was hoping that it would give me focus
and endurance for what was to come and to achieve what I wanted during that year.
>>
> > I don't know if I somehow summoned its energies focusing on the wrong things (I wasn't
doing the spiritual square) or if I simply couldn't manage them well, but I felt nothing while I
was doing it, and during the year all the endeavors related to it failed. However, I did feel like I

had a thicker skin during that year, and the failures didn't bother me as much as they could
have, which was good. I haven't done any other planet square ever since.
>>
> > I've been trying to manage things with different approaches because that one isn't getting
me anywhere soon. Having Saturn in Pisces thwarts my spiritual development and meditations a
lot.
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>>
> > > Do you meditate on planets yourself too btw? (I'm just talking about the mantra squares
atm) I fully intend to work on Jupiter, but I am not sure how I go about owning my Jupiter but
I know I can get the answers by meditating on it and performing the mantra square which I
fully intent to do once Jupiter gets out of it's debilitation and into it's exaltation, when it goes
into cancer at the end of June.
>>>
> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>>>
> > > > Vedic astrology has its good points, but I find it way too fatalistic by itself. I remember
Maxine and other HPs mentioning it was corrupted through the ages, much more so than
western astrology.
>>>>
> > > > From what I've seen, peoples' restrictions and possibilities based on their internal
/external Saturn function will answer directly to its sign and house positions, in a much lower
level than its aspects, because that's the basic setup from where it will act; therefore it's
extremely important to gain deep understanding of those as the first step to "owning" it and
learning its lessons without so much suffering.
>>>>
> > > > Your description of your Saturnian qualities really show on your previous discourse, and
I must say I admire it because I lack much of that. On a note of advice, though, since you have
a troublesome Jupiter, I believe you'd benefit greatly from focusing on its energies and trying to
own it too.
>>>>
> > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>>>>
> > > > > That's the thing I can't speak for everyone because my Saturn is in it's own sign of
Aquarius and I do have a strong Capricorn in my chart along with 10th house Sun. So I know
what Saturn is for some people is different to what it is for others. But my Jupiter is also weak
in Virgo.
>>>>>
> > > > > This is the reason I prefer the way the Vedic astrologers interpret things and feel it's
more accurate (the interpretations of effects only not the sign placement)
>>>>>
> > > > > Because I haven't received benefits from Jupiter in my life at all. The last time
Jupiter crossed my ascendant all that happened was I went through a stage of thinking I was a
big tough guy and I ended up getting my ass kicked literally. Vedic astrologers say this is
because if Jupiter is weak in your natal chart through it's transits it'll only bring a short sighted
sense of optimism but if it's strong in your natal chart it'll bring real benefits.
>>>>>
> > > > > Same goes with Saturn and any other planet, their effects on your life are better
when they are placed well and also they do better in some houses than others. Where as in the
western system we tend to say "Jupiter and Sun strengthen something, Saturn weakens and
limits it" And it's quite a simplistic way of looking at it, I have come to realize.
>>>>>
> > > > > For instance a 7th house Sun is actually worse for marriage than a 7th house Saturn
in Vedic astrology. Because marriage calls for cooperation on equal footing, letting go of always

getting your way, sharing, sacrificing etc which the Sun (a King) is much less accustom to than
Saturn.
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>>
> > > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>>>>>
> > > > > > You're correct. Saturn rules these very aspects of physicality you mentioned, and
no wonder it also rules the base chakra, the foundation.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > The point is, no matter how attuned you are to it, it will still be restrictive because
that's its nature. It restricts, creates boundaries and imposes limits. It binds the soul to the flesh
and represents everything that's physical. Your mention of Saturn being the ruler of Aquarius is
right on point, but you necessarily have to go through Capricorn, the sign of restrictions and
work (of wordly achievements as well) to reach Aquarius, the sign of perfection and freedom.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > By working through Jupiter however, you are creating a bridge of understanding
between Sagittarius and Pisces, both signs of spirituality, knowledge and true understanding. It
allows going through Saturn's lessons more easily, or at least with enough knowledge to deal
with it correctly.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > Owning Saturn as you described IS necessary and correct, the approach is what
may not be so simple for most people. Depends on their individual Saturn, as well as other
factors.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > I wasn't being clear in what I was saying so I'll explain a bit more, it was a long
message and I probably did make some things a little unclear.
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > Circumstances which seem outside of yourself will always manifest in your life
regardless of how you handle the planets energies but the nature of them, how they are of
benefit or detriment to you will depend upon how you handle the energies of that planet.
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > The part I simply disagree with is that it's better to work with Jupiter whilst
observing Saturn's lessons distantly, because all of the planets represent things within your soul
and mind and life and are of equal importance with the exception of the Sun and perhaps also
the Moon which are the most important.
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > Of course importance will vary depending upon what you give the most value to
as an individual but in terms of handling the circumstances of this physical world, success and
material wealth, there is no greater authority than Saturn. Even the beneficial and said to be
wealth giving planets, such as Jupiter, Sun and Venus have to operate through the Saturnian
areas of life. There is no escaping this.
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > But all I can really say to you and anyone else is, try it. As it's the only way to
know. Meditate on Saturn, perform it's spiritual square and program and condition yourself to
handle the Saturnian areas of life well. It has been one of the most rewarding experiences of my
spiritual life.
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > Also even though Saturn is said to be restricting and limiting, there is a very
good reason why it also co rules the most rebellious and freedom oriented sign of the Zodiac,
Aquarius. And it's because once you have become an authority within yourself (totally own your
own Saturn) and no longer allow any external judgement to influence you, it's then impossible
for you to be anything else but a rebel in the face of others.

>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > The metaphor here is written in the physical nature of Saturn itself. (Just
mentioning this as a point of interest)
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > It's symbolized by the physicality of the planet Saturn, it has an immense
amount of gravity (hence it's rings) as it's a huge planet. But Saturn itself as it's own body would
weigh almost nothing were it able to fit on Earth, it's said if it were able to rest on water it
would float. It's made up almost entirely of gas.
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > Just as if you stand before authority you are bound to it, if you are the authority
itself then you aren't bound to anything.
>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > The message you conveyed is true, and I subscribe to it, but it's not that
simple, especially with Saturn. I may be completely missing the point, but I think it's worth
sharing what I think:
>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > The planets' functions within the framework of a being present themselves in
many levels, the most important (and I would say basic) is through the psychological function
each of them represent, just as you mentioned: Sun being the ego, the counscious being, Moon
the uncounscious, Venus the system of values, the anima/feminine side etc.. However, they are
all present at the same time, and while they work differently for everyone, they also manifest
themselves as events and life circumstances no matter how intimate and/or strong they may be
to an individual. They are always interacting, and their interactions provide the framework
through which a person operate.
>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > A woman's relationships and experiences with other women will still be ruled
by her Venus, and the same can be said for men with Mars. When a funcion is found to be
underdeveloped within a person, circumstances will act as to make the person incorporate said
function, or at the very least recognize its existence. This isn't as simple as saying that people
will eventually develop themselves fully, because the chart represents only raw potential, and
many other things may influence the outcome. The transits themselves act as doorways to
events that may lead to the development of certain planets, but even then, results are not
guaranteed. It has also much to do with time. Most of the potential in a chart will stay unrealized
until a person is old/experienced enough, because things unfold slowly, if at all.
>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > This leads to Saturn, which is the very representation of Time and age
(Chronos in Greece). With Saturn, there aren't shortcuts. Saturn is essentially restrictive, him
being the castrator, and doesn't exatcly bring rewards by himself, it only measures one's worth,
as you said, and worth is usually measured with time, toil and trouble, though that's been
exaggerated greatly because of the enemy.
>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > Gratification is Jupiter's function, as is expansion and development of the self,
and for this reason people with strong Jupiter and a supportive chart will always be better,
grander, even if they aren't worthy of that. Older people have the power to make things happen,
and are respected by the younger, because they have been through what was necessary for
them to own this power through Saturn. However, in the end, that was only *allowed* to them
because of Jupiter's influence, which is just as important.
>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > Just as you don't gain Saturn's "favor" by simply being a hardworker or
working efficiently within its limitations (by being a hardworker you're owning it), you can't

always guarantee success simply by trusting yourself and the work you do. The reason for that
being it's not only dependent on owning Saturn's internal function, but because you're still
submitted to its external influences, and because that's also dependent on other factos, Jupiter
being an integral part of that.
>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > What I'm trying to say is, while we CAN (and should) own our destiny, and
our planets, their energies and whatnot, we are still under their influence. And Saturn's influence
is, as already described, restrictive; sometimes necessarily so. And also very strong. To
underestimate Saturn's power is to attract serious trouble. If it really were that simple, I don't
believe strong people who have been through various stages of hard work, some degree of
suffering and thorough meditation (owning their Saturn with time, toil and trouble) would have
to go through all that to be in a position where they can control their lives fully.
>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > It's much more advisable to work with one's Jupiter, expanding and
empowering oneself whilst learning the lessons of Saturn, than trying to control Saturn directly,
because in the end of the day, even the Gods lost some battles, and they probably know better
than anyone else that it's always possible to suffer limitations, because it's simply part of existing.
>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > This doesn't have much to do with what you said, but I also think it's
important to mention nevertheless: even with Jupiter's favor, empowering oneself and even
achieving godhood doesn't somehow give the ability to hijack the universe and make it work the
way one wants. Quite the contrary, reaching godhood is being perfectly attuned to it, and
working with it to make the necessary changes that will bring a desirable result.
>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > The framework is still there, as is one's natal chart, and will always be.
>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@>
wrote:
>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > Ever wondered why it is some planets work for some but against others?
>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > It's quite a modern concept within astrology that people are said to own
certain planets and not others.
>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > What this means is, certain planets energies operate through you directly
through your own ego whilst others manifest themselves as circumstances in your life beyond
your control.
>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > This is because if energy is to act within ourselves a psychological doorway
must be open for it to express itself and if it isn't it will manifest in other ways.
>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > It's often said that women own their venus whilst men do not, venus for
women manifests itself as, taste for beauty, desire to look good and be appreciated etc but the
psychology of men is not like that so venus manifests itself in the lives of men in another way,
i.e. women.
>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > And the opposite is true in the case of Mars. This is because most of the
time (not always) women and men think, act, believe, hold values etc which allow or disallow
the energies of those planets to express themselves through their own ego. I.e women not
caring so much about being physically tough, fighter, bold and fearless etc as opposed to men.
>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > Now this is very important in understanding why Saturn hurts the majority
of people, but there are a few which it works absolutely brilliantly for.
>>>>>>>>>

> > > > > > > > > Saturn is that authoritarian voice within you, which says "this is good, this is
bad, you're worthy, you're unworthy, you're deserving, you're undeserving" etc.
>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > The vast majority of people, give this power away to their family, friends,
teachers, bosses, society, religion and people around them in general.
>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > This is especially true today because of the enemy and the way society is
programmed. Quite simply this means they do not "OWN" their Saturn.
> > > > > > > > > Therefore Saturn's energy has to eventually manifest itself and because of
the nature of the planet it will bring limitation, restriction, pain and loss in your life., unless you
take control of it within yourself.
>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > Often it is the case that older people, usually older men are the one's who
own their Saturn. This is for no other reason than simply their psychology is in such a way that it
allows it to be so. You can also take control of your Saturn, in the same way.
>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > There is nothing stronger than the power of true conviction within yourself,
which is Saturn's gift to you. You have to know with 100% certainty in your heart you do and
act how you believe to be the right way and only you can be the judge of what you can and
can't have and do. DO NOT GIVE THIS POWER AWAY TO ANYONE!
>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > Know you deserve the pleasure and things you want, know you are worthy
and capable of achieving them and do not allow anyone else to judge these things for you. Own
your Saturn.
>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > HAIL SATAN!
> > > > > > > > > Praise Be To Hell!
>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>
>>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1181
From: sum_astro
Subject: Mere sapnon ki Rani kab ayegi tu.Marriage when ?
Dear Sirs ,
Kindly consider my chart for case study. Kindly see my horoscope and
palm photo.I'm an Engineer B.Tech Electronics & Telecom.

Date of Birth: 10 February 1981 Tuesday
Time of Birth: 09:43 PM
Place of Birth: Bhubaneswar (Orissa), India
Latitude: 20.13N Longitude: 85.50E
Will my marriage be Love Marriage ? When shall I meet my soulmate ?
When will my marriage occur ?
Marriage when in which dasha mahadasha ?
Love or arranged marriage ?
How will be structure & character of wife ?
Is there any divorce yog ?
How good will be the married life ?
I am wearing a white sapphire in gold ring on middle finger,a pearl on

Date: 4/15/2013

little finger and an emerald on ring finger.
Sirs
One very big thing of life has happened with me in last year 10th
October.I had a love break up in 2009.It was difficult for me to come
out of the painful situation,It took me about 2 years to come out of the
feelings.I was living happily.Again on 10th October I proposed to a new
girl but again got rejected.Just 14 days short love story. Lol!!!! It's
pain of love .Hope you can understand how much unbearable is it.A break
of heart has direct impact on mind.

Will my marriage be Love Marriage ? When shall I meet my soulmate ?
When will my marriage occur ?
Marriage when in which dasha mahadasha ?
Love or arranged marriage ?
How will be structure & character of wife ?
Is there any divorce yog ?
How good will be the married life ?
NOTE : I was wearing a white sapphire in gold ring on middle finger,a
pearl on little finger and an emerald on ring finger.
I have changed the ring from last 1.5 months means I have removed that
iron ring on middle finger completely and moved the white sapphire from
middle finger to index finger.So all total 3 rings now White Sapphire on
index,Emerald on ring and Pearl on little.Pearl wearing to strengthen
the weak moon sitting on 8th house.I am wearing pearl from last 5 months
and I have not felt neither good nor bad effect.it is neutral for me.I
feel no bad effect due to pearl.
Sumit

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1182
From: tjs4satan
Subject: Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)

Date: 4/15/2013

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> Well, there may be other ways of interpreting Saturn in Pisces, but I need to be totally honest
with someone who also has it: by itself, it's very bad.
>
> Of course, Saturn is bad for everyone, but there are very good reasons why Pisces is the sign
of defeat, the 12th house is the house of ruin and, in traditional astrology, Saturn rejoices
therein. Obviously this doesn't mean life will be invariably miserable for those with Saturn there.
In fact, many people seem to not even feel its effects strongly (if not by house position, like
you), but that's because of the nature of Pisces. It's sedative.
>
> Saturn is reality, substance, boundaries and Pisces is the exact opposite of that. With Saturn
there, actions and endeavors often end up failing because they lack the foundation, or because
they didn't have enough power to reach completion. Or maybe they reach the goal, but in the
end the results are underwhelming and it was probably a wasted effort anyway. Nothing is ever
good enough. There is a sort of eternal discomfort, a yearning for something that is not there,
for perfection, essentially something that *does not exist* in the literal sense (Pisces).
>
> Ever since I was a kid, I had symbolic dreams in which I would do many absurd things to
reach some kind of power that would enable me to do *stuff*, and just as I got it... it wasn't
what I was thinking, or there was something missing. Only many years later I would know that
this is precisely the nature of Saturn in Pisces.
>
> It is a feeling of being stuck within oneself, and that's exatcly what it is. It's truly hard to turn
the tide because Saturn lacks, in itself, the footing that it usually provides for real improvement.
>
> What follows is, for people who can't deal with that, weakness of will, self-destructive
tendencies and severe depression. All coming the a sense that one's actions are worth nothing,
that existing is suffering, and that any real gain requires a huge, painful sacrifice. These are all

themes of Pisces alone, but even more so with Saturn involved.
>
> As for the spiritual implications of this placement, the effect of Saturn in Pisces is that it tends
to limit or block the flow of spiritual energies, and also block contact with higher realms. This
may be caused by an extremely deep, often unknown, fear of losing oneself with these kinds of
experiences. As with everything in Pisces, it may not look or feel like that at all, but it probably
is. Emotinal repression is possible as well.
>
> What I said earlier about perfection not existing in the literal sense is due to the perception of
the world through life in an essentially material reality, which by the way is characterised by
Saturn, who simultaneously creates the boundaries of reality for people and prevents them from
breaking free of that, raising the sentiment of rebellion (Capricorn-Aquarius). We all know,
however, that's not the case, and once we are free (past Aquarius), we can reach perfection
(Pisces, completion).
>
> What the placement of Saturn in Pisces does is making these imperfections and boundaries
much more conspicuous, even in daily life, which is not the case when it's in the other signs
where it focus on other things. It makes reality much more difficult to bear, all the time. This can
be both a very bad and a very good thing, depending on how well you handle. It enables one to
be counscious of - or overwhelmed by - what's beyond, what's missing, and given proper
guidance and enough understanding, may lead to a true spiritual breakthrough - or may even
lead to a slow, painful death, caused by the own person.
>
> It's important to note, if I didn't make that clear, that all the issues of Saturn in Pisces, or at
least the worst ones, are completely internal. They are caused by states of mind and spirit, and
can usually solved alone, with self-knowledge. The external issues are caused by house position
and aspects, as usual.
>
> Other planetary placements and aspects will obviously change the overall picture, but if there
are other Pisces or 12th house planets, it's very likely that this will all be experienced in full.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@> wrote:
>>
> > Hey f.follets, I wanted to ask you what Saturn in Pisces means? As I have it too.. Although
the interpretation on the JoS site doesn't really fit my that part of my personality.
>>
> > In my chart, Saturn is in the 4th house cusp of Pisces. I did have the most unhappy
childhood, which corresponds with the 4th house Saturn, but I do not do the works of others
etc.. I actually hate doing things for others, and I'm self-centered etcc..
>>
> > I hope you could give me a little insight on Saturn in Pisces placement.
>>
> > HAIL SATAN!!!!
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>>
> > > I did the square of Saturn twice while it was in Libra, a couple of years ago, right when it
was opposing my Sun. The results were... debatable. I was hoping that it would give me focus
and endurance for what was to come and to achieve what I wanted during that year.
>>>
> > > I don't know if I somehow summoned its energies focusing on the wrong things (I wasn't
doing the spiritual square) or if I simply couldn't manage them well, but I felt nothing while I
was doing it, and during the year all the endeavors related to it failed. However, I did feel like I
had a thicker skin during that year, and the failures didn't bother me as much as they could
have, which was good. I haven't done any other planet square ever since.

>>>
> > > I've been trying to manage things with different approaches because that one isn't
getting me anywhere soon. Having Saturn in Pisces thwarts my spiritual development and
meditations a lot.
>>>
> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>>>
> > > > Do you meditate on planets yourself too btw? (I'm just talking about the mantra
squares atm) I fully intend to work on Jupiter, but I am not sure how I go about owning my
Jupiter but I know I can get the answers by meditating on it and performing the mantra square
which I fully intent to do once Jupiter gets out of it's debilitation and into it's exaltation, when it
goes into cancer at the end of June.
>>>>
> > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>>>>
> > > > > Vedic astrology has its good points, but I find it way too fatalistic by itself. I
remember Maxine and other HPs mentioning it was corrupted through the ages, much more so
than western astrology.
>>>>>
> > > > > From what I've seen, peoples' restrictions and possibilities based on their internal
/external Saturn function will answer directly to its sign and house positions, in a much lower
level than its aspects, because that's the basic setup from where it will act; therefore it's
extremely important to gain deep understanding of those as the first step to "owning" it and
learning its lessons without so much suffering.
>>>>>
> > > > > Your description of your Saturnian qualities really show on your previous discourse,
and I must say I admire it because I lack much of that. On a note of advice, though, since you
have a troublesome Jupiter, I believe you'd benefit greatly from focusing on its energies and
trying to own it too.
>>>>>
> > > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>>>>>
> > > > > > That's the thing I can't speak for everyone because my Saturn is in it's own sign of
Aquarius and I do have a strong Capricorn in my chart along with 10th house Sun. So I know
what Saturn is for some people is different to what it is for others. But my Jupiter is also weak
in Virgo.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > This is the reason I prefer the way the Vedic astrologers interpret things and feel
it's more accurate (the interpretations of effects only not the sign placement)
>>>>>>
> > > > > > Because I haven't received benefits from Jupiter in my life at all. The last time
Jupiter crossed my ascendant all that happened was I went through a stage of thinking I was a
big tough guy and I ended up getting my ass kicked literally. Vedic astrologers say this is
because if Jupiter is weak in your natal chart through it's transits it'll only bring a short sighted
sense of optimism but if it's strong in your natal chart it'll bring real benefits.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > Same goes with Saturn and any other planet, their effects on your life are better
when they are placed well and also they do better in some houses than others. Where as in the
western system we tend to say "Jupiter and Sun strengthen something, Saturn weakens and
limits it" And it's quite a simplistic way of looking at it, I have come to realize.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > For instance a 7th house Sun is actually worse for marriage than a 7th house
Saturn in Vedic astrology. Because marriage calls for cooperation on equal footing, letting go of
always getting your way, sharing, sacrificing etc which the Sun (a King) is much less accustom
to than Saturn.

>>>>>>
>>>>>>
>>>>>>
> > > > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > You're correct. Saturn rules these very aspects of physicality you mentioned, and
no wonder it also rules the base chakra, the foundation.
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > The point is, no matter how attuned you are to it, it will still be restrictive
because that's its nature. It restricts, creates boundaries and imposes limits. It binds the soul to
the flesh and represents everything that's physical. Your mention of Saturn being the ruler of
Aquarius is right on point, but you necessarily have to go through Capricorn, the sign of
restrictions and work (of wordly achievements as well) to reach Aquarius, the sign of perfection
and freedom.
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > By working through Jupiter however, you are creating a bridge of understanding
between Sagittarius and Pisces, both signs of spirituality, knowledge and true understanding. It
allows going through Saturn's lessons more easily, or at least with enough knowledge to deal
with it correctly.
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > Owning Saturn as you described IS necessary and correct, the approach is what
may not be so simple for most people. Depends on their individual Saturn, as well as other
factors.
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > I wasn't being clear in what I was saying so I'll explain a bit more, it was a
long message and I probably did make some things a little unclear.
>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > Circumstances which seem outside of yourself will always manifest in your life
regardless of how you handle the planets energies but the nature of them, how they are of
benefit or detriment to you will depend upon how you handle the energies of that planet.
>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > The part I simply disagree with is that it's better to work with Jupiter whilst
observing Saturn's lessons distantly, because all of the planets represent things within your soul
and mind and life and are of equal importance with the exception of the Sun and perhaps also
the Moon which are the most important.
>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > Of course importance will vary depending upon what you give the most value
to as an individual but in terms of handling the circumstances of this physical world, success and
material wealth, there is no greater authority than Saturn. Even the beneficial and said to be
wealth giving planets, such as Jupiter, Sun and Venus have to operate through the Saturnian
areas of life. There is no escaping this.
>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > But all I can really say to you and anyone else is, try it. As it's the only way to
know. Meditate on Saturn, perform it's spiritual square and program and condition yourself to
handle the Saturnian areas of life well. It has been one of the most rewarding experiences of my
spiritual life.
>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > Also even though Saturn is said to be restricting and limiting, there is a very
good reason why it also co rules the most rebellious and freedom oriented sign of the Zodiac,
Aquarius. And it's because once you have become an authority within yourself (totally own your
own Saturn) and no longer allow any external judgement to influence you, it's then impossible
for you to be anything else but a rebel in the face of others.
>>>>>>>>

>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > The metaphor here is written in the physical nature of Saturn itself. (Just
mentioning this as a point of interest)
>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > It's symbolized by the physicality of the planet Saturn, it has an immense
amount of gravity (hence it's rings) as it's a huge planet. But Saturn itself as it's own body would
weigh almost nothing were it able to fit on Earth, it's said if it were able to rest on water it
would float. It's made up almost entirely of gas.
>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > Just as if you stand before authority you are bound to it, if you are the
authority itself then you aren't bound to anything.
>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > The message you conveyed is true, and I subscribe to it, but it's not that
simple, especially with Saturn. I may be completely missing the point, but I think it's worth
sharing what I think:
>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > The planets' functions within the framework of a being present themselves
in many levels, the most important (and I would say basic) is through the psychological function
each of them represent, just as you mentioned: Sun being the ego, the counscious being, Moon
the uncounscious, Venus the system of values, the anima/feminine side etc.. However, they are
all present at the same time, and while they work differently for everyone, they also manifest
themselves as events and life circumstances no matter how intimate and/or strong they may be
to an individual. They are always interacting, and their interactions provide the framework
through which a person operate.
>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > A woman's relationships and experiences with other women will still be
ruled by her Venus, and the same can be said for men with Mars. When a funcion is found to be
underdeveloped within a person, circumstances will act as to make the person incorporate said
function, or at the very least recognize its existence. This isn't as simple as saying that people
will eventually develop themselves fully, because the chart represents only raw potential, and
many other things may influence the outcome. The transits themselves act as doorways to
events that may lead to the development of certain planets, but even then, results are not
guaranteed. It has also much to do with time. Most of the potential in a chart will stay unrealized
until a person is old/experienced enough, because things unfold slowly, if at all.
>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > This leads to Saturn, which is the very representation of Time and age
(Chronos in Greece). With Saturn, there aren't shortcuts. Saturn is essentially restrictive, him
being the castrator, and doesn't exatcly bring rewards by himself, it only measures one's worth,
as you said, and worth is usually measured with time, toil and trouble, though that's been
exaggerated greatly because of the enemy.
>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > Gratification is Jupiter's function, as is expansion and development of the
self, and for this reason people with strong Jupiter and a supportive chart will always be better,
grander, even if they aren't worthy of that. Older people have the power to make things happen,
and are respected by the younger, because they have been through what was necessary for
them to own this power through Saturn. However, in the end, that was only *allowed* to them
because of Jupiter's influence, which is just as important.
>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > Just as you don't gain Saturn's "favor" by simply being a hardworker or
working efficiently within its limitations (by being a hardworker you're owning it), you can't
always guarantee success simply by trusting yourself and the work you do. The reason for that

being it's not only dependent on owning Saturn's internal function, but because you're still
submitted to its external influences, and because that's also dependent on other factos, Jupiter
being an integral part of that.
>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > What I'm trying to say is, while we CAN (and should) own our destiny, and
our planets, their energies and whatnot, we are still under their influence. And Saturn's influence
is, as already described, restrictive; sometimes necessarily so. And also very strong. To
underestimate Saturn's power is to attract serious trouble. If it really were that simple, I don't
believe strong people who have been through various stages of hard work, some degree of
suffering and thorough meditation (owning their Saturn with time, toil and trouble) would have
to go through all that to be in a position where they can control their lives fully.
>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > It's much more advisable to work with one's Jupiter, expanding and
empowering oneself whilst learning the lessons of Saturn, than trying to control Saturn directly,
because in the end of the day, even the Gods lost some battles, and they probably know better
than anyone else that it's always possible to suffer limitations, because it's simply part of existing.
>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > This doesn't have much to do with what you said, but I also think it's
important to mention nevertheless: even with Jupiter's favor, empowering oneself and even
achieving godhood doesn't somehow give the ability to hijack the universe and make it work the
way one wants. Quite the contrary, reaching godhood is being perfectly attuned to it, and
working with it to make the necessary changes that will bring a desirable result.
>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > The framework is still there, as is one's natal chart, and will always be.
>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@>
wrote:
>>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > > Ever wondered why it is some planets work for some but against others?
>>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > > It's quite a modern concept within astrology that people are said to own
certain planets and not others.
>>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > > What this means is, certain planets energies operate through you directly
through your own ego whilst others manifest themselves as circumstances in your life beyond
your control.
>>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > > This is because if energy is to act within ourselves a psychological
doorway must be open for it to express itself and if it isn't it will manifest in other ways.
>>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > > It's often said that women own their venus whilst men do not, venus for
women manifests itself as, taste for beauty, desire to look good and be appreciated etc but the
psychology of men is not like that so venus manifests itself in the lives of men in another way,
i.e. women.
>>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > > And the opposite is true in the case of Mars. This is because most of the
time (not always) women and men think, act, believe, hold values etc which allow or disallow
the energies of those planets to express themselves through their own ego. I.e women not
caring so much about being physically tough, fighter, bold and fearless etc as opposed to men.
>>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > > Now this is very important in understanding why Saturn hurts the
majority of people, but there are a few which it works absolutely brilliantly for.
>>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > > Saturn is that authoritarian voice within you, which says "this is good, this

is bad, you're worthy, you're unworthy, you're deserving, you're undeserving" etc.
>>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > > The vast majority of people, give this power away to their family, friends,
teachers, bosses, society, religion and people around them in general.
>>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > > This is especially true today because of the enemy and the way society is
programmed. Quite simply this means they do not "OWN" their Saturn.
> > > > > > > > > > Therefore Saturn's energy has to eventually manifest itself and because
of the nature of the planet it will bring limitation, restriction, pain and loss in your life., unless
you take control of it within yourself.
>>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > > Often it is the case that older people, usually older men are the one's who
own their Saturn. This is for no other reason than simply their psychology is in such a way that it
allows it to be so. You can also take control of your Saturn, in the same way.
>>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > > There is nothing stronger than the power of true conviction within
yourself, which is Saturn's gift to you. You have to know with 100% certainty in your heart you
do and act how you believe to be the right way and only you can be the judge of what you can
and can't have and do. DO NOT GIVE THIS POWER AWAY TO ANYONE!
>>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > > Know you deserve the pleasure and things you want, know you are
worthy and capable of achieving them and do not allow anyone else to judge these things for
you. Own your Saturn.
>>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > > HAIL SATAN!
> > > > > > > > > > Praise Be To Hell!
>>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>
>>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>
>>>
>>
>
Thank you so freakin much I cant explain the help you have done in explaining these problems in my life, i
have found i have 3 planets in pisces, Saturn, Venus, and the Sun, I used to have extreme
depression,(knowledge conquered the depression and my addiction to drugs) i never had any luck with the
ladies, and i have always been bottled up inside, and ontop of this, its been extremely difficult to progress
spiritually, almost as if i am cut off in a sort of way of putting it,
I know now i will have to even put more effort into conquering my own planets.
any more information regarding this would be greatly appreciated, astrology has always been a very
confusing subject for me but you put it in words perfectly
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1183
From: siguarddraconis
Subject: Re: Mere sapnon ki Rani kab ayegi tu.Marriage when ?

Date: 4/15/2013

Brilliant, you have just provided your data and are ready to be fucked up by the enemy forces who would
just love to make you miserable, or worse. Btw, it is not us, Satanists, but the jewish abomination.
study www.joyofsatan.com
no one will make any chart for you, do it yourself - www.astro.com

Siguard Draconis.
Satanas Via, Vera et Vita est.
Ave Satanas! Rege Satanas!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "sum_astro" <sumastro@...> wrote:
>
> Dear Sirs ,Kindly consider my chart for case study. Kindly see my
> horoscope and
> palm photo.I'm an Engineer B.Tech Electronics & Telecom.
>
> Date of Birth: 10 February 1981 TuesdayTime of Birth: 09:43 PMPlace of
> Birth: Bhubaneswar (Orissa), IndiaLatitude: 20.13N Longitude: 85.50E
> Will my marriage be Love Marriage ? When shall I meet my soulmate ?When
> will my marriage occur ?Marriage when in which dasha mahadasha ? Love or
> arranged marriage ?How will be structure & character of wife ?Is there
> any divorce yog ?How good will be the married life ?
> I am wearing a white sapphire in gold ring on middle finger,a pearl on
> little finger and an emerald on ring finger.
> Sirs
> One very big thing of life has happened with me in last year 10th
> October.I had a love break up in 2009.It was difficult for me to come
> out of the painful situation,It took me about 2 years to come out of the
> feelings.I was living happily.Again on 10th October I proposed to a new
> girl but again got rejected.Just 14 days short love story. Lol!!!! It's
> pain of love .Hope you can understand how much unbearable is it.A break
> of heart has direct impact on mind.
> Will my marriage be Love Marriage ? When shall I meet my soulmate ?When
> will my marriage occur ?Marriage when in which dasha mahadasha ? Love or
> arranged marriage ?How will be structure & character of wife ?Is there
> any divorce yog ?How good will be the married life ?
>
> NOTE : I was wearing a white sapphire in gold ring on middle finger,a
> pearl on little finger and an emerald on ring finger.
> I have changed the ring from last 1.5 months means I have removed that
> iron ring on middle finger completely and moved the white sapphire from
> middle finger to index finger.So all total 3 rings now White Sapphire on
> index,Emerald on ring and Pearl on little.Pearl wearing to strengthen
> the weak moon sitting on 8th house.I am wearing pearl from last 5 months
> and I have not felt neither good nor bad effect.it is neutral for me.I
> feel no bad effect due to pearl.
> Sumit
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1184
From: hailazazel
Subject: Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)

Date: 4/15/2013

First, thank you for being honest. Astrology is honest subject.
And it seem to be true with Saturn in Pisces. My life are hard. I'm not complaining to much, but it's actually
hard. Well Saturn is the only planet Pisces, but still. I didn't truly understand the spiritual part. So you
basically say I will always have a hard time with advancing spiritually? That's pretty sucks..
HAIL SATAN!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:

>
> Well, there may be other ways of interpreting Saturn in Pisces, but I need to be totally honest
with someone who also has it: by itself, it's very bad.
>
> Of course, Saturn is bad for everyone, but there are very good reasons why Pisces is the sign
of defeat, the 12th house is the house of ruin and, in traditional astrology, Saturn rejoices
therein. Obviously this doesn't mean life will be invariably miserable for those with Saturn there.
In fact, many people seem to not even feel its effects strongly (if not by house position, like
you), but that's because of the nature of Pisces. It's sedative.
>
> Saturn is reality, substance, boundaries and Pisces is the exact opposite of that. With Saturn
there, actions and endeavors often end up failing because they lack the foundation, or because
they didn't have enough power to reach completion. Or maybe they reach the goal, but in the
end the results are underwhelming and it was probably a wasted effort anyway. Nothing is ever
good enough. There is a sort of eternal discomfort, a yearning for something that is not there,
for perfection, essentially something that *does not exist* in the literal sense (Pisces).
>
> Ever since I was a kid, I had symbolic dreams in which I would do many absurd things to
reach some kind of power that would enable me to do *stuff*, and just as I got it... it wasn't
what I was thinking, or there was something missing. Only many years later I would know that
this is precisely the nature of Saturn in Pisces.
>
> It is a feeling of being stuck within oneself, and that's exatcly what it is. It's truly hard to turn
the tide because Saturn lacks, in itself, the footing that it usually provides for real improvement.
>
> What follows is, for people who can't deal with that, weakness of will, self-destructive
tendencies and severe depression. All coming the a sense that one's actions are worth nothing,
that existing is suffering, and that any real gain requires a huge, painful sacrifice. These are all
themes of Pisces alone, but even more so with Saturn involved.
>
> As for the spiritual implications of this placement, the effect of Saturn in Pisces is that it tends
to limit or block the flow of spiritual energies, and also block contact with higher realms. This
may be caused by an extremely deep, often unknown, fear of losing oneself with these kinds of
experiences. As with everything in Pisces, it may not look or feel like that at all, but it probably
is. Emotinal repression is possible as well.
>
> What I said earlier about perfection not existing in the literal sense is due to the perception of
the world through life in an essentially material reality, which by the way is characterised by
Saturn, who simultaneously creates the boundaries of reality for people and prevents them from
breaking free of that, raising the sentiment of rebellion (Capricorn-Aquarius). We all know,
however, that's not the case, and once we are free (past Aquarius), we can reach perfection
(Pisces, completion).
>
> What the placement of Saturn in Pisces does is making these imperfections and boundaries
much more conspicuous, even in daily life, which is not the case when it's in the other signs
where it focus on other things. It makes reality much more difficult to bear, all the time. This can
be both a very bad and a very good thing, depending on how well you handle. It enables one to
be counscious of - or overwhelmed by - what's beyond, what's missing, and given proper
guidance and enough understanding, may lead to a true spiritual breakthrough - or may even
lead to a slow, painful death, caused by the own person.
>
> It's important to note, if I didn't make that clear, that all the issues of Saturn in Pisces, or at
least the worst ones, are completely internal. They are caused by states of mind and spirit, and
can usually solved alone, with self-knowledge. The external issues are caused by house position
and aspects, as usual.

>
> Other planetary placements and aspects will obviously change the overall picture, but if there
are other Pisces or 12th house planets, it's very likely that this will all be experienced in full.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@> wrote:
>>
> > Hey f.follets, I wanted to ask you what Saturn in Pisces means? As I have it too.. Although
the interpretation on the JoS site doesn't really fit my that part of my personality.
>>
> > In my chart, Saturn is in the 4th house cusp of Pisces. I did have the most unhappy
childhood, which corresponds with the 4th house Saturn, but I do not do the works of others
etc.. I actually hate doing things for others, and I'm self-centered etcc..
>>
> > I hope you could give me a little insight on Saturn in Pisces placement.
>>
> > HAIL SATAN!!!!
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>>
> > > I did the square of Saturn twice while it was in Libra, a couple of years ago, right when it
was opposing my Sun. The results were... debatable. I was hoping that it would give me focus
and endurance for what was to come and to achieve what I wanted during that year.
>>>
> > > I don't know if I somehow summoned its energies focusing on the wrong things (I wasn't
doing the spiritual square) or if I simply couldn't manage them well, but I felt nothing while I
was doing it, and during the year all the endeavors related to it failed. However, I did feel like I
had a thicker skin during that year, and the failures didn't bother me as much as they could
have, which was good. I haven't done any other planet square ever since.
>>>
> > > I've been trying to manage things with different approaches because that one isn't
getting me anywhere soon. Having Saturn in Pisces thwarts my spiritual development and
meditations a lot.
>>>
> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>>>
> > > > Do you meditate on planets yourself too btw? (I'm just talking about the mantra
squares atm) I fully intend to work on Jupiter, but I am not sure how I go about owning my
Jupiter but I know I can get the answers by meditating on it and performing the mantra square
which I fully intent to do once Jupiter gets out of it's debilitation and into it's exaltation, when it
goes into cancer at the end of June.
>>>>
> > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>>>>
> > > > > Vedic astrology has its good points, but I find it way too fatalistic by itself. I
remember Maxine and other HPs mentioning it was corrupted through the ages, much more so
than western astrology.
>>>>>
> > > > > From what I've seen, peoples' restrictions and possibilities based on their internal
/external Saturn function will answer directly to its sign and house positions, in a much lower
level than its aspects, because that's the basic setup from where it will act; therefore it's
extremely important to gain deep understanding of those as the first step to "owning" it and
learning its lessons without so much suffering.
>>>>>
> > > > > Your description of your Saturnian qualities really show on your previous discourse,
and I must say I admire it because I lack much of that. On a note of advice, though, since you

have a troublesome Jupiter, I believe you'd benefit greatly from focusing on its energies and
trying to own it too.
>>>>>
> > > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>>>>>
> > > > > > That's the thing I can't speak for everyone because my Saturn is in it's own sign of
Aquarius and I do have a strong Capricorn in my chart along with 10th house Sun. So I know
what Saturn is for some people is different to what it is for others. But my Jupiter is also weak
in Virgo.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > This is the reason I prefer the way the Vedic astrologers interpret things and feel
it's more accurate (the interpretations of effects only not the sign placement)
>>>>>>
> > > > > > Because I haven't received benefits from Jupiter in my life at all. The last time
Jupiter crossed my ascendant all that happened was I went through a stage of thinking I was a
big tough guy and I ended up getting my ass kicked literally. Vedic astrologers say this is
because if Jupiter is weak in your natal chart through it's transits it'll only bring a short sighted
sense of optimism but if it's strong in your natal chart it'll bring real benefits.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > Same goes with Saturn and any other planet, their effects on your life are better
when they are placed well and also they do better in some houses than others. Where as in the
western system we tend to say "Jupiter and Sun strengthen something, Saturn weakens and
limits it" And it's quite a simplistic way of looking at it, I have come to realize.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > For instance a 7th house Sun is actually worse for marriage than a 7th house
Saturn in Vedic astrology. Because marriage calls for cooperation on equal footing, letting go of
always getting your way, sharing, sacrificing etc which the Sun (a King) is much less accustom
to than Saturn.
>>>>>>
>>>>>>
>>>>>>
> > > > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > You're correct. Saturn rules these very aspects of physicality you mentioned, and
no wonder it also rules the base chakra, the foundation.
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > The point is, no matter how attuned you are to it, it will still be restrictive
because that's its nature. It restricts, creates boundaries and imposes limits. It binds the soul to
the flesh and represents everything that's physical. Your mention of Saturn being the ruler of
Aquarius is right on point, but you necessarily have to go through Capricorn, the sign of
restrictions and work (of wordly achievements as well) to reach Aquarius, the sign of perfection
and freedom.
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > By working through Jupiter however, you are creating a bridge of understanding
between Sagittarius and Pisces, both signs of spirituality, knowledge and true understanding. It
allows going through Saturn's lessons more easily, or at least with enough knowledge to deal
with it correctly.
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > Owning Saturn as you described IS necessary and correct, the approach is what
may not be so simple for most people. Depends on their individual Saturn, as well as other
factors.
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > I wasn't being clear in what I was saying so I'll explain a bit more, it was a

long message and I probably did make some things a little unclear.
>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > Circumstances which seem outside of yourself will always manifest in your life
regardless of how you handle the planets energies but the nature of them, how they are of
benefit or detriment to you will depend upon how you handle the energies of that planet.
>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > The part I simply disagree with is that it's better to work with Jupiter whilst
observing Saturn's lessons distantly, because all of the planets represent things within your soul
and mind and life and are of equal importance with the exception of the Sun and perhaps also
the Moon which are the most important.
>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > Of course importance will vary depending upon what you give the most value
to as an individual but in terms of handling the circumstances of this physical world, success and
material wealth, there is no greater authority than Saturn. Even the beneficial and said to be
wealth giving planets, such as Jupiter, Sun and Venus have to operate through the Saturnian
areas of life. There is no escaping this.
>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > But all I can really say to you and anyone else is, try it. As it's the only way to
know. Meditate on Saturn, perform it's spiritual square and program and condition yourself to
handle the Saturnian areas of life well. It has been one of the most rewarding experiences of my
spiritual life.
>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > Also even though Saturn is said to be restricting and limiting, there is a very
good reason why it also co rules the most rebellious and freedom oriented sign of the Zodiac,
Aquarius. And it's because once you have become an authority within yourself (totally own your
own Saturn) and no longer allow any external judgement to influence you, it's then impossible
for you to be anything else but a rebel in the face of others.
>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > The metaphor here is written in the physical nature of Saturn itself. (Just
mentioning this as a point of interest)
>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > It's symbolized by the physicality of the planet Saturn, it has an immense
amount of gravity (hence it's rings) as it's a huge planet. But Saturn itself as it's own body would
weigh almost nothing were it able to fit on Earth, it's said if it were able to rest on water it
would float. It's made up almost entirely of gas.
>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > Just as if you stand before authority you are bound to it, if you are the
authority itself then you aren't bound to anything.
>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > The message you conveyed is true, and I subscribe to it, but it's not that
simple, especially with Saturn. I may be completely missing the point, but I think it's worth
sharing what I think:
>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > The planets' functions within the framework of a being present themselves
in many levels, the most important (and I would say basic) is through the psychological function
each of them represent, just as you mentioned: Sun being the ego, the counscious being, Moon
the uncounscious, Venus the system of values, the anima/feminine side etc.. However, they are
all present at the same time, and while they work differently for everyone, they also manifest
themselves as events and life circumstances no matter how intimate and/or strong they may be
to an individual. They are always interacting, and their interactions provide the framework

through which a person operate.
>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > A woman's relationships and experiences with other women will still be
ruled by her Venus, and the same can be said for men with Mars. When a funcion is found to be
underdeveloped within a person, circumstances will act as to make the person incorporate said
function, or at the very least recognize its existence. This isn't as simple as saying that people
will eventually develop themselves fully, because the chart represents only raw potential, and
many other things may influence the outcome. The transits themselves act as doorways to
events that may lead to the development of certain planets, but even then, results are not
guaranteed. It has also much to do with time. Most of the potential in a chart will stay unrealized
until a person is old/experienced enough, because things unfold slowly, if at all.
>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > This leads to Saturn, which is the very representation of Time and age
(Chronos in Greece). With Saturn, there aren't shortcuts. Saturn is essentially restrictive, him
being the castrator, and doesn't exatcly bring rewards by himself, it only measures one's worth,
as you said, and worth is usually measured with time, toil and trouble, though that's been
exaggerated greatly because of the enemy.
>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > Gratification is Jupiter's function, as is expansion and development of the
self, and for this reason people with strong Jupiter and a supportive chart will always be better,
grander, even if they aren't worthy of that. Older people have the power to make things happen,
and are respected by the younger, because they have been through what was necessary for
them to own this power through Saturn. However, in the end, that was only *allowed* to them
because of Jupiter's influence, which is just as important.
>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > Just as you don't gain Saturn's "favor" by simply being a hardworker or
working efficiently within its limitations (by being a hardworker you're owning it), you can't
always guarantee success simply by trusting yourself and the work you do. The reason for that
being it's not only dependent on owning Saturn's internal function, but because you're still
submitted to its external influences, and because that's also dependent on other factos, Jupiter
being an integral part of that.
>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > What I'm trying to say is, while we CAN (and should) own our destiny, and
our planets, their energies and whatnot, we are still under their influence. And Saturn's influence
is, as already described, restrictive; sometimes necessarily so. And also very strong. To
underestimate Saturn's power is to attract serious trouble. If it really were that simple, I don't
believe strong people who have been through various stages of hard work, some degree of
suffering and thorough meditation (owning their Saturn with time, toil and trouble) would have
to go through all that to be in a position where they can control their lives fully.
>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > It's much more advisable to work with one's Jupiter, expanding and
empowering oneself whilst learning the lessons of Saturn, than trying to control Saturn directly,
because in the end of the day, even the Gods lost some battles, and they probably know better
than anyone else that it's always possible to suffer limitations, because it's simply part of existing.
>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > This doesn't have much to do with what you said, but I also think it's
important to mention nevertheless: even with Jupiter's favor, empowering oneself and even
achieving godhood doesn't somehow give the ability to hijack the universe and make it work the
way one wants. Quite the contrary, reaching godhood is being perfectly attuned to it, and
working with it to make the necessary changes that will bring a desirable result.
>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > The framework is still there, as is one's natal chart, and will always be.
>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@>
wrote:

>>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > > Ever wondered why it is some planets work for some but against others?
>>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > > It's quite a modern concept within astrology that people are said to own
certain planets and not others.
>>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > > What this means is, certain planets energies operate through you directly
through your own ego whilst others manifest themselves as circumstances in your life beyond
your control.
>>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > > This is because if energy is to act within ourselves a psychological
doorway must be open for it to express itself and if it isn't it will manifest in other ways.
>>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > > It's often said that women own their venus whilst men do not, venus for
women manifests itself as, taste for beauty, desire to look good and be appreciated etc but the
psychology of men is not like that so venus manifests itself in the lives of men in another way,
i.e. women.
>>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > > And the opposite is true in the case of Mars. This is because most of the
time (not always) women and men think, act, believe, hold values etc which allow or disallow
the energies of those planets to express themselves through their own ego. I.e women not
caring so much about being physically tough, fighter, bold and fearless etc as opposed to men.
>>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > > Now this is very important in understanding why Saturn hurts the
majority of people, but there are a few which it works absolutely brilliantly for.
>>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > > Saturn is that authoritarian voice within you, which says "this is good, this
is bad, you're worthy, you're unworthy, you're deserving, you're undeserving" etc.
>>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > > The vast majority of people, give this power away to their family, friends,
teachers, bosses, society, religion and people around them in general.
>>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > > This is especially true today because of the enemy and the way society is
programmed. Quite simply this means they do not "OWN" their Saturn.
> > > > > > > > > > Therefore Saturn's energy has to eventually manifest itself and because
of the nature of the planet it will bring limitation, restriction, pain and loss in your life., unless
you take control of it within yourself.
>>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > > Often it is the case that older people, usually older men are the one's who
own their Saturn. This is for no other reason than simply their psychology is in such a way that it
allows it to be so. You can also take control of your Saturn, in the same way.
>>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > > There is nothing stronger than the power of true conviction within
yourself, which is Saturn's gift to you. You have to know with 100% certainty in your heart you
do and act how you believe to be the right way and only you can be the judge of what you can
and can't have and do. DO NOT GIVE THIS POWER AWAY TO ANYONE!
>>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > > Know you deserve the pleasure and things you want, know you are
worthy and capable of achieving them and do not allow anyone else to judge these things for
you. Own your Saturn.
>>>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > > > HAIL SATAN!
> > > > > > > > > > Praise Be To Hell!
>>>>>>>>>>
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Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1185
From: magus_igni
Subject: Re: Mere sapnon ki Rani kab ayegi tu.Marriage when ?

Date: 4/15/2013

Greetings
Raesh Khanna nein Sharmilla ko Aradhna mein le gaya. Ab Aap Aradhna aur pooja se usko
khojiye

ULF FRATER
WOLF(ULF)MAN............

From: siguarddraconis <drammanoth@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Monday, April 15, 2013 4:03 PM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Mere sapnon ki Rani kab ayegi tu.Marriage when ?

Brilliant, you have just provided your data and are ready to be fucked up by the enemy forces who would just
love to make you miserable, or worse. Btw, it is not us, Satanists, but the jewish abomination.
study www.joyofsatan.com
no one will make any chart for you, do it yourself - www.astro.com
Siguard Draconis.
Satanas Via, Vera et Vita est.
Ave Satanas! Rege Satanas!
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "sum_astro" <sumastro@...> wrote:
>
> Dear Sirs ,Kindly consider my chart for case study. Kindly see my
> horoscope and
> palm photo.I'm an Engineer B.Tech Electronics & Telecom.
>
> Date of Birth: 10 February 1981 TuesdayTime of Birth: 09:43 PMPlace of
> Birth: Bhubaneswar (Orissa), IndiaLatitude: 20.13N Longitude: 85.50E
> Will my marriage be Love Marriage ? When shall I meet my soulmate ?When
> will my marriage occur ?Marriage when in which dasha mahadasha ? Love or
> arranged marriage ?How will be structure & character of wife ?Is there
> any divorce yog ?How good will be the married life ?
> I am wearing a white sapphire in gold ring on middle finger,a pearl on
> little finger and an emerald on ring finger.
> Sirs
> One very big thing of life has happened with me in last year 10th
> October.I had a love break up in 2009.It was difficult for me to come
> out of the painful situation,It took me about 2 years to come out of the
> feelings.I was living happily.Again on 10th October I proposed to a new
> girl but again got rejected.Just 14 days short love story. Lol!!!! It's
> pain of love .Hope you can understand how much unbearable is it.A break
> of heart has direct impact on mind.
> Will my marriage be Love Marriage ? When shall I meet my soulmate ?When
> will my marriage occur ?Marriage when in which dasha mahadasha ? Love or
> arranged marriage ?How will be structure & character of wife ?Is there
> any divorce yog ?How good will be the married life ?
>
> NOTE : I was wearing a white sapphire in gold ring on middle finger,a
> pearl on little finger and an emerald on ring finger.
> I have changed the ring from last 1.5 months means I have removed that
> iron ring on middle finger completely and moved the white sapphire from
> middle finger to index finger.So all total 3 rings now White Sapphire on
> index,Emerald on ring and Pearl on little.Pearl wearing to strengthen
> the weak moon sitting on 8th house.I am wearing pearl from last 5 months

> and I have not felt neither good nor bad effect.it is neutral for me.I
> feel no bad effect due to pearl.
> Sumit
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1186
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)

Date: 4/15/2013

To put it simply, just as tjs4satan said, it's like you're cut off from the spiritual world. This can get worse if
Saturn is in a spiritual house, like the 8th, 9th or the 12th, but the feeling is generally the same.
You *can* advance spiritually with Saturn in Pisces, it will just take more effort and knowledge than it would
with other placements. Perseverance is key, but that's usually what's lacking when Saturn is in Pisces.
I, for example, despite studying meditations, techniques and spiritual subjects for many years, have never
even been able to get into a trance state. Anything that can possibly alter the state of mind usually doesn't
work very well (I have Saturn in the 9th house, though).
As I said, with proper guidance and knowledge, there can be a spiritual breakthrough. Those with this
placement who somehow manage to deal with this and work on it thoroughly will experience, at some point,
enormous spiritual growth. However it's not easy at all and, as usual with Saturn, will probably take time.
The Saturn Return usually marks a time of huge growth and liberation from restrictive patterns.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@...> wrote:
>
> First, thank you for being honest. Astrology is honest subject.
> And it seem to be true with Saturn in Pisces. My life are hard. I'm not complaining to much,
but it's actually hard. Well Saturn is the only planet Pisces, but still. I didn't truly understand the
spiritual part. So you basically say I will always have a hard time with advancing spiritually?
That's pretty sucks..
>
> HAIL SATAN!!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>
> > Well, there may be other ways of interpreting Saturn in Pisces, but I need to be totally
honest with someone who also has it: by itself, it's very bad.
>>
> > Of course, Saturn is bad for everyone, but there are very good reasons why Pisces is the
sign of defeat, the 12th house is the house of ruin and, in traditional astrology, Saturn rejoices
therein. Obviously this doesn't mean life will be invariably miserable for those with Saturn there.
In fact, many people seem to not even feel its effects strongly (if not by house position, like
you), but that's because of the nature of Pisces. It's sedative.
>>
> > Saturn is reality, substance, boundaries and Pisces is the exact opposite of that. With Saturn
there, actions and endeavors often end up failing because they lack the foundation, or because
they didn't have enough power to reach completion. Or maybe they reach the goal, but in the
end the results are underwhelming and it was probably a wasted effort anyway. Nothing is ever
good enough. There is a sort of eternal discomfort, a yearning for something that is not there,
for perfection, essentially something that *does not exist* in the literal sense (Pisces).
>>
> > Ever since I was a kid, I had symbolic dreams in which I would do many absurd things to

reach some kind of power that would enable me to do *stuff*, and just as I got it... it wasn't
what I was thinking, or there was something missing. Only many years later I would know that
this is precisely the nature of Saturn in Pisces.
>>
> > It is a feeling of being stuck within oneself, and that's exatcly what it is. It's truly hard to
turn the tide because Saturn lacks, in itself, the footing that it usually provides for real
improvement.
>>
> > What follows is, for people who can't deal with that, weakness of will, self-destructive
tendencies and severe depression. All coming the a sense that one's actions are worth nothing,
that existing is suffering, and that any real gain requires a huge, painful sacrifice. These are all
themes of Pisces alone, but even more so with Saturn involved.
>>
> > As for the spiritual implications of this placement, the effect of Saturn in Pisces is that it
tends to limit or block the flow of spiritual energies, and also block contact with higher realms.
This may be caused by an extremely deep, often unknown, fear of losing oneself with these
kinds of experiences. As with everything in Pisces, it may not look or feel like that at all, but it
probably is. Emotinal repression is possible as well.
>>
> > What I said earlier about perfection not existing in the literal sense is due to the perception
of the world through life in an essentially material reality, which by the way is characterised by
Saturn, who simultaneously creates the boundaries of reality for people and prevents them from
breaking free of that, raising the sentiment of rebellion (Capricorn-Aquarius). We all know,
however, that's not the case, and once we are free (past Aquarius), we can reach perfection
(Pisces, completion).
>>
> > What the placement of Saturn in Pisces does is making these imperfections and boundaries
much more conspicuous, even in daily life, which is not the case when it's in the other signs
where it focus on other things. It makes reality much more difficult to bear, all the time. This can
be both a very bad and a very good thing, depending on how well you handle. It enables one to
be counscious of - or overwhelmed by - what's beyond, what's missing, and given proper
guidance and enough understanding, may lead to a true spiritual breakthrough - or may even
lead to a slow, painful death, caused by the own person.
>>
> > It's important to note, if I didn't make that clear, that all the issues of Saturn in Pisces, or
at least the worst ones, are completely internal. They are caused by states of mind and spirit,
and can usually solved alone, with self-knowledge. The external issues are caused by house
position and aspects, as usual.
>>
> > Other planetary placements and aspects will obviously change the overall picture, but if
there are other Pisces or 12th house planets, it's very likely that this will all be experienced in full.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1187
From: hailazazel
Subject: Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)

Date: 4/15/2013

Interesting. And thank you for the insight.
HAIL SATAN!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> To put it simply, just as tjs4satan said, it's like you're cut off from the spiritual world. This can
get worse if Saturn is in a spiritual house, like the 8th, 9th or the 12th, but the feeling is
generally the same.
>

> You *can* advance spiritually with Saturn in Pisces, it will just take more effort and knowledge
than it would with other placements. Perseverance is key, but that's usually what's lacking when
Saturn is in Pisces.
>
> I, for example, despite studying meditations, techniques and spiritual subjects for many years,
have never even been able to get into a trance state. Anything that can possibly alter the state
of mind usually doesn't work very well (I have Saturn in the 9th house, though).
>
> As I said, with proper guidance and knowledge, there can be a spiritual breakthrough. Those
with this placement who somehow manage to deal with this and work on it thoroughly will
experience, at some point, enormous spiritual growth. However it's not easy at all and, as usual
with Saturn, will probably take time. The Saturn Return usually marks a time of huge growth and
liberation from restrictive patterns.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@> wrote:
>>
> > First, thank you for being honest. Astrology is honest subject.
> > And it seem to be true with Saturn in Pisces. My life are hard. I'm not complaining to much,
but it's actually hard. Well Saturn is the only planet Pisces, but still. I didn't truly understand the
spiritual part. So you basically say I will always have a hard time with advancing spiritually?
That's pretty sucks..
>>
> > HAIL SATAN!!
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>>
> > > Well, there may be other ways of interpreting Saturn in Pisces, but I need to be totally
honest with someone who also has it: by itself, it's very bad.
>>>
> > > Of course, Saturn is bad for everyone, but there are very good reasons why Pisces is the
sign of defeat, the 12th house is the house of ruin and, in traditional astrology, Saturn rejoices
therein. Obviously this doesn't mean life will be invariably miserable for those with Saturn there.
In fact, many people seem to not even feel its effects strongly (if not by house position, like
you), but that's because of the nature of Pisces. It's sedative.
>>>
> > > Saturn is reality, substance, boundaries and Pisces is the exact opposite of that. With
Saturn there, actions and endeavors often end up failing because they lack the foundation, or
because they didn't have enough power to reach completion. Or maybe they reach the goal, but
in the end the results are underwhelming and it was probably a wasted effort anyway. Nothing is
ever good enough. There is a sort of eternal discomfort, a yearning for something that is not
there, for perfection, essentially something that *does not exist* in the literal sense (Pisces).
>>>
> > > Ever since I was a kid, I had symbolic dreams in which I would do many absurd things to
reach some kind of power that would enable me to do *stuff*, and just as I got it... it wasn't
what I was thinking, or there was something missing. Only many years later I would know that
this is precisely the nature of Saturn in Pisces.
>>>
> > > It is a feeling of being stuck within oneself, and that's exatcly what it is. It's truly hard to
turn the tide because Saturn lacks, in itself, the footing that it usually provides for real
improvement.
>>>
> > > What follows is, for people who can't deal with that, weakness of will, self-destructive
tendencies and severe depression. All coming the a sense that one's actions are worth nothing,
that existing is suffering, and that any real gain requires a huge, painful sacrifice. These are all
themes of Pisces alone, but even more so with Saturn involved.

>>>
> > > As for the spiritual implications of this placement, the effect of Saturn in Pisces is that it
tends to limit or block the flow of spiritual energies, and also block contact with higher realms.
This may be caused by an extremely deep, often unknown, fear of losing oneself with these
kinds of experiences. As with everything in Pisces, it may not look or feel like that at all, but it
probably is. Emotinal repression is possible as well.
>>>
> > > What I said earlier about perfection not existing in the literal sense is due to the
perception of the world through life in an essentially material reality, which by the way is
characterised by Saturn, who simultaneously creates the boundaries of reality for people and
prevents them from breaking free of that, raising the sentiment of rebellion (CapricornAquarius). We all know, however, that's not the case, and once we are free (past Aquarius), we
can reach perfection (Pisces, completion).
>>>
> > > What the placement of Saturn in Pisces does is making these imperfections and
boundaries much more conspicuous, even in daily life, which is not the case when it's in the
other signs where it focus on other things. It makes reality much more difficult to bear, all the
time. This can be both a very bad and a very good thing, depending on how well you handle. It
enables one to be counscious of - or overwhelmed by - what's beyond, what's missing, and
given proper guidance and enough understanding, may lead to a true spiritual breakthrough - or
may even lead to a slow, painful death, caused by the own person.
>>>
> > > It's important to note, if I didn't make that clear, that all the issues of Saturn in Pisces, or
at least the worst ones, are completely internal. They are caused by states of mind and spirit,
and can usually solved alone, with self-knowledge. The external issues are caused by house
position and aspects, as usual.
>>>
> > > Other planetary placements and aspects will obviously change the overall picture, but if
there are other Pisces or 12th house planets, it's very likely that this will all be experienced in full.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1188
From: Astaroth my Queen
Date: 4/15/2013
Subject: SV: [JoS_Astrology] Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)
F.follets, You seem very wellread on astrology, i would be very happy if you can take the time to write
informative sermons! Think it would expand this Group more, and i would be very glad if you choose to Do
it.Cheers
Hail Astaroth-sama!
Skickat från Yahoo! Mail på Android

From: f.follets <f.follets@...>;
To: <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>;
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)
Sent: Mon, Apr 15, 2013 1:03:48 PM

To put it simply, just as tjs4satan said, it's like you're cut off from the spiritual world. This can get worse if
Saturn is in a spiritual house, like the 8th, 9th or the 12th, but the feeling is generally the same.
You *can* advance spiritually with Saturn in Pisces, it will just take more effort and knowledge than it would
with other placements. Perseverance is key, but that's usually what's lacking when Saturn is in Pisces.
I, for example, despite studying meditations, techniques and spiritual subjects for many years, have never
even been able to get into a trance state. Anything that can possibly alter the state of mind usually doesn't

work very well (I have Saturn in the 9th house, though).
As I said, with proper guidance and knowledge, there can be a spiritual breakthrough. Those with this
placement who somehow manage to deal with this and work on it thoroughly will experience, at some point,
enormous spiritual growth. However it's not easy at all and, as usual with Saturn, will probably take time.
The Saturn Return usually marks a time of huge growth and liberation from restrictive patterns.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@...> wrote:
>
> First, thank you for being honest. Astrology is honest subject.
> And it seem to be true with Saturn in Pisces. My life are hard. I'm not complaining to much,
but it's actually hard. Well Saturn is the only planet Pisces, but still. I didn't truly understand the
spiritual part. So you basically say I will always have a hard time with advancing spiritually?
That's pretty sucks..
>
> HAIL SATAN!!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>
> > Well, there may be other ways of interpreting Saturn in Pisces, but I need to be totally
honest with someone who also has it: by itself, it's very bad.
>>
> > Of course, Saturn is bad for everyone, but there are very good reasons why Pisces is the
sign of defeat, the 12th house is the house of ruin and, in traditional astrology, Saturn rejoices
therein. Obviously this doesn't mean life will be invariably miserable for those with Saturn there.
In fact, many people seem to not even feel its effects strongly (if not by house position, like
you), but that's because of the nature of Pisces. It's sedative.
>>
> > Saturn is reality, substance, boundaries and Pisces is the exact opposite of that. With Saturn
there, actions and endeavors often end up failing because they lack the foundation, or because
they didn't have enough power to reach completion. Or maybe they reach the goal, but in the
end the results are underwhelming and it was probably a wasted effort anyway. Nothing is ever
good enough. There is a sort of eternal discomfort, a yearning for something that is not there,
for perfection, essentially something that *does not exist* in the literal sense (Pisces).
>>
> > Ever since I was a kid, I had symbolic dreams in which I would do many absurd things to
reach some kind of power that would enable me to do *stuff*, and just as I got it... it wasn't
what I was thinking, or there was something missing. Only many years later I would know that
this is precisely the nature of Saturn in Pisces.
>>
> > It is a feeling of being stuck within oneself, and that's exatcly what it is. It's truly hard to
turn the tide because Saturn lacks, in itself, the footing that it usually provides for real
improvement.
>>
> > What follows is, for people who can't deal with that, weakness of will, self-destructive
tendencies and severe depression. All coming the a sense that one's actions are worth nothing,
that existing is suffering, and that any real gain requires a huge, painful sacrifice. These are all
themes of Pisces alone, but even more so with Saturn involved.
>>
> > As for the spiritual implications of this placement, the effect of Saturn in Pisces is that it
tends to limit or block the flow of spiritual energies, and also block contact with higher realms.
This may be caused by an extremely deep, often unknown, fear of losing oneself with these
kinds of experiences. As with everything in Pisces, it may not look or feel like that at all, but it
probably is. Emotinal repression is possible as well.

>>
> > What I said earlier about perfection not existing in the literal sense is due to the perception
of the world through life in an essentially material reality, which by the way is characterised by
Saturn, who simultaneously creates the boundaries of reality for people and prevents them from
breaking free of that, raising the sentiment of rebellion (Capricorn-Aquarius). We all know,
however, that's not the case, and once we are free (past Aquarius), we can reach perfection
(Pisces, completion).
>>
> > What the placement of Saturn in Pisces does is making these imperfections and boundaries
much more conspicuous, even in daily life, which is not the case when it's in the other signs
where it focus on other things. It makes reality much more difficult to bear, all the time. This can
be both a very bad and a very good thing, depending on how well you handle. It enables one to
be counscious of - or overwhelmed by - what's beyond, what's missing, and given proper
guidance and enough understanding, may lead to a true spiritual breakthrough - or may even
lead to a slow, painful death, caused by the own person.
>>
> > It's important to note, if I didn't make that clear, that all the issues of Saturn in Pisces, or
at least the worst ones, are completely internal. They are caused by states of mind and spirit,
and can usually solved alone, with self-knowledge. The external issues are caused by house
position and aspects, as usual.
>>
> > Other planetary placements and aspects will obviously change the overall picture, but if
there are other Pisces or 12th house planets, it's very likely that this will all be experienced in full.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1189
From: f.follets
Date: 4/15/2013
Subject: SV: [JoS_Astrology] Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)
I have done some extensive studying but I honestly feel that my knowledge is still very limited, especially
since I haven't had enough direct experience with it. I know quite a lot about what I have in my chart, of
course, because I experience it every day.
But I'm always very glad to share knowledge and certainly wouldn't mind writing about what I know. If it
helps the group, it's ok. If not, at least it's there for anyone who wants to know more, I guess.
Thank you for your interest!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Astaroth my Queen <astarothmyqueen@...> wrote:
>
> F.follets, You seem very wellread on astrology, i would be very happy if you can take the time
to write informative sermons! Think it would expand this Group more, and i would be very glad
if you choose to Do it.Cheers
>
> Hail Astaroth-sama!
>
> Skickat från Yahoo! Mail på Android
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1190
From: hailazazel
Date: 4/15/2013
Subject: SV: [JoS_Astrology] Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)
I would be glad too, if you would write here what you know. You're obviously more advanced in Astrology
than us. If you have the time, of course.
HAIL SATAN!!!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> I have done some extensive studying but I honestly feel that my knowledge is still very
limited, especially since I haven't had enough direct experience with it. I know quite a lot about
what I have in my chart, of course, because I experience it every day.
>
> But I'm always very glad to share knowledge and certainly wouldn't mind writing about what I
know. If it helps the group, it's ok. If not, at least it's there for anyone who wants to know
more, I guess.
>
> Thank you for your interest!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Astaroth my Queen <astarothmyqueen@> wrote:
>>
> > F.follets, You seem very wellread on astrology, i would be very happy if you can take the
time to write informative sermons! Think it would expand this Group more, and i would be very
glad if you choose to Do it.Cheers
>>
> > Hail Astaroth-sama!
>>
> > Skickat från Yahoo! Mail på Android
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1192
From: jonathon_billing
Subject: Re: Mere sapnon ki Rani kab ayegi tu.Marriage when ?

Date: 4/15/2013

Energy takes he shortest route anyways...

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "siguarddraconis" <drammanoth@...> wrote:
>
> Brilliant, you have just provided your data and are ready to be fucked up by the enemy forces
who would just love to make you miserable, or worse. Btw, it is not us, Satanists, but the jewish
abomination.
>
> study www.joyofsatan.com
>
> no one will make any chart for you, do it yourself - www.astro.com
>
> Siguard Draconis.
>
> Satanas Via, Vera et Vita est.
> Ave Satanas! Rege Satanas!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "sum_astro" <sumastro@> wrote:
>>
> > Dear Sirs ,Kindly consider my chart for case study. Kindly see my
> > horoscope and
> > palm photo.I'm an Engineer B.Tech Electronics & Telecom.
>>
> > Date of Birth: 10 February 1981 TuesdayTime of Birth: 09:43 PMPlace of
> > Birth: Bhubaneswar (Orissa), IndiaLatitude: 20.13N Longitude: 85.50E
> > Will my marriage be Love Marriage ? When shall I meet my soulmate ?When
> > will my marriage occur ?Marriage when in which dasha mahadasha ? Love or
> > arranged marriage ?How will be structure & character of wife ?Is there

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

any divorce yog ?How good will be the married life ?
I am wearing a white sapphire in gold ring on middle finger,a pearl on
little finger and an emerald on ring finger.
Sirs
One very big thing of life has happened with me in last year 10th
October.I had a love break up in 2009.It was difficult for me to come
out of the painful situation,It took me about 2 years to come out of the
feelings.I was living happily.Again on 10th October I proposed to a new
girl but again got rejected.Just 14 days short love story. Lol!!!! It's
pain of love .Hope you can understand how much unbearable is it.A break
of heart has direct impact on mind.
Will my marriage be Love Marriage ? When shall I meet my soulmate ?When
will my marriage occur ?Marriage when in which dasha mahadasha ? Love or
arranged marriage ?How will be structure & character of wife ?Is there
any divorce yog ?How good will be the married life ?
NOTE : I was wearing a white sapphire in gold ring on middle finger,a
pearl on little finger and an emerald on ring finger.
I have changed the ring from last 1.5 months means I have removed that
iron ring on middle finger completely and moved the white sapphire from
middle finger to index finger.So all total 3 rings now White Sapphire on
index,Emerald on ring and Pearl on little.Pearl wearing to strengthen
the weak moon sitting on 8th house.I am wearing pearl from last 5 months
and I have not felt neither good nor bad effect.it is neutral for me.I
feel no bad effect due to pearl.
Sumit

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1194
Subject: Re: Fixed stars calculator

From: Micama Gmicalzoma

Date: 4/15/2013

I think that is Awesome! Great Job! I am still learning about Astrology in my free time. I saved this as a
favorite.
Hail Satan!!
In Satan I Trust! Forever in the Service of Satan!

From: nicknesredna <nicknesredna@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Monday, April 15, 2013 5:16 PM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Fixed stars calculator

I found the stars to be more influential than I originally thought.
So last weekend I made this little tool to calculate aspects between them and one's natal planets.
Here is the link: fixedstars.eu5.org
I realize that there are others out there, some are paid and others are overly complicated or too slow for me.
At this time, it only displays conjunctions. I will add the functionality for displaying oppositions soon when I get
the time.

Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 1195

From: Kael Meier

Date: 4/16/2013

Subject: Re: Mere sapnon ki Rani kab ayegi tu.Marriage when ?

To be perfectly fair, can't entities like Enemy Nordics find out our birthdates anyways..?
Hail Satan!

From: jonathon_billing <jonathon.billing@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Monday, April 15, 2013 1:47:57 PM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Mere sapnon ki Rani kab ayegi tu.Marriage when ?

Energy takes he shortest route anyways...
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "siguarddraconis" <drammanoth@...> wrote:
>
> Brilliant, you have just provided your data and are ready to be fucked up by the enemy forces who
would just love to make you miserable, or worse. Btw, it is not us, Satanists, but the jewish
abomination.
>
> study www.joyofsatan.com
>
> no one will make any chart for you, do it yourself - www.astro.com
>
> Siguard Draconis.
>
> Satanas Via, Vera et Vita est.
> Ave Satanas! Rege Satanas!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "sum_astro" <sumastro@> wrote:
>>
> > Dear Sirs ,Kindly consider my chart for case study. Kindly see my
> > horoscope and
> > palm photo.I'm an Engineer B.Tech Electronics & Telecom.
>>
> > Date of Birth: 10 February 1981 TuesdayTime of Birth: 09:43 PMPlace of
> > Birth: Bhubaneswar (Orissa), IndiaLatitude: 20.13N Longitude: 85.50E
> > Will my marriage be Love Marriage ? When shall I meet my soulmate ?When
> > will my marriage occur ?Marriage when in which dasha mahadasha ? Love or
> > arranged marriage ?How will be structure & character of wife ?Is there
> > any divorce yog ?How good will be the married life ?
> > I am wearing a white sapphire in gold ring on middle finger,a pearl on
> > little finger and an emerald on ring finger.
> > Sirs
> > One very big thing of life has happened with me in last year 10th
> > October.I had a love break up in 2009.It was difficult for me to come
> > out of the painful situation,It took me about 2 years to come out of the
> > feelings.I was living happily.Again on 10th October I proposed to a new
> > girl but again got rejected.Just 14 days short love story. Lol!!!! It's
> > pain of love .Hope you can understand how much unbearable is it.A break
> > of heart has direct impact on mind.
> > Will my marriage be Love Marriage ? When shall I meet my soulmate ?When
> > will my marriage occur ?Marriage when in which dasha mahadasha ? Love or
> > arranged marriage ?How will be structure & character of wife ?Is there

> > any divorce yog ?How good will be the married life ?
>>
> > NOTE : I was wearing a white sapphire in gold ring on middle finger,a
> > pearl on little finger and an emerald on ring finger.
> > I have changed the ring from last 1.5 months means I have removed that
> > iron ring on middle finger completely and moved the white sapphire from
> > middle finger to index finger.So all total 3 rings now White Sapphire on
> > index,Emerald on ring and Pearl on little.Pearl wearing to strengthen
> > the weak moon sitting on 8th house.I am wearing pearl from last 5 months
> > and I have not felt neither good nor bad effect.it is neutral for me.I
> > feel no bad effect due to pearl.
> > Sumit
>>
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1196
From: magus_igni
Subject: Re: Mere sapnon ki Rani kab ayegi tu.Marriage when ?

Geetings
@ nicknesredna Cause i love the animal and relate to it.

ULF FRATER
WOLF(ULF)MAN............

Date: 4/16/2013

From: nicknesredna <nicknesredna@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Tuesday, April 16, 2013 3:12 AM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Mere sapnon ki Rani kab ayegi tu.Marriage when ?

A natal chart displays not only your strengths but your weaknesses as well. The kikes and the christians/ catholics
can use it against you.
I suggest you delete the post.
magus_igni:
Why do you have a picture of a wolf in your signature?
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, magus_igni <magus_igni@...> wrote:
>
> Greetings
> Raesh Khanna nein Sharmilla ko Aradhna mein le gaya. Ab Aap Aradhna aur pooja se usko
khojiye Â Â
>
>
>Â
>
>
>Â
>
> ULF FRATER
> WOLF(ULF)MAN............
>
>
>
>
>
> ________________________________
> From: siguarddraconis <drammanoth@...>
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Monday, April 15, 2013 4:03 PM
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Mere sapnon ki Rani kab ayegi tu.Marriage when ?
>
>
>
>Â
> Brilliant, you have just provided your data and are ready to be fucked up by the enemy forces who
would just love to make you miserable, or worse. Btw, it is not us, Satanists, but the jewish
abomination.
>
> study www.joyofsatan.com
>
> no one will make any chart for you, do it yourself - www.astro.com
>
> Siguard Draconis.
>

> Satanas Via, Vera et Vita est.
> Ave Satanas! Rege Satanas!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "sum_astro" <sumastro@> wrote:
>>
> > Dear Sirs ,Kindly consider my chart for case study. Kindly see my

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1197
Subject: Re: Fixed stars calculator

From: f.follets

Date: 4/16/2013

Very nice tool, kudos! Maxine should link this to her fixed stars and degrees page.
It would be nice to have the angles as well, these are very important points in conjunction with the stars.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "nicknesredna" <nicknesredna@...> wrote:
>
> I found the stars to be more influential than I originally thought.
> So last weekend I made this little tool to calculate aspects between
> them and one's natal planets.
>
> Here is the link: fixedstars.eu5.org <http://fixedstars.eu5.org>
>
> I realize that there are others out there, some are paid and others are
> overly complicated or too slow for me.
>
> At this time, it only displays conjunctions. I will add the
> functionality for displaying oppositions soon when I get the time.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1200
From: hailazazel
Subject: Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)

Date: 4/16/2013

I was just realizing something.
While the Ruler of Capricorn - Saturn, is found in Pisces, the Ruler of Pisces - Neptune, is found in Capricorn.
And I bet it gives even more problems, as they are so different in their nature, as you stated.
HAIL SATAN!!!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> To put it simply, just as tjs4satan said, it's like you're cut off from the spiritual world. This can
get worse if Saturn is in a spiritual house, like the 8th, 9th or the 12th, but the feeling is
generally the same.
>
> You *can* advance spiritually with Saturn in Pisces, it will just take more effort and knowledge
than it would with other placements. Perseverance is key, but that's usually what's lacking when
Saturn is in Pisces.
>
> I, for example, despite studying meditations, techniques and spiritual subjects for many years,
have never even been able to get into a trance state. Anything that can possibly alter the state
of mind usually doesn't work very well (I have Saturn in the 9th house, though).
>

> As I said, with proper guidance and knowledge, there can be a spiritual breakthrough. Those
with this placement who somehow manage to deal with this and work on it thoroughly will
experience, at some point, enormous spiritual growth. However it's not easy at all and, as usual
with Saturn, will probably take time. The Saturn Return usually marks a time of huge growth and
liberation from restrictive patterns.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@> wrote:
>>
> > First, thank you for being honest. Astrology is honest subject.
> > And it seem to be true with Saturn in Pisces. My life are hard. I'm not complaining to much,
but it's actually hard. Well Saturn is the only planet Pisces, but still. I didn't truly understand the
spiritual part. So you basically say I will always have a hard time with advancing spiritually?
That's pretty sucks..
>>
> > HAIL SATAN!!
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>>
> > > Well, there may be other ways of interpreting Saturn in Pisces, but I need to be totally
honest with someone who also has it: by itself, it's very bad.
>>>
> > > Of course, Saturn is bad for everyone, but there are very good reasons why Pisces is the
sign of defeat, the 12th house is the house of ruin and, in traditional astrology, Saturn rejoices
therein. Obviously this doesn't mean life will be invariably miserable for those with Saturn there.
In fact, many people seem to not even feel its effects strongly (if not by house position, like
you), but that's because of the nature of Pisces. It's sedative.
>>>
> > > Saturn is reality, substance, boundaries and Pisces is the exact opposite of that. With
Saturn there, actions and endeavors often end up failing because they lack the foundation, or
because they didn't have enough power to reach completion. Or maybe they reach the goal, but
in the end the results are underwhelming and it was probably a wasted effort anyway. Nothing is
ever good enough. There is a sort of eternal discomfort, a yearning for something that is not
there, for perfection, essentially something that *does not exist* in the literal sense (Pisces).
>>>
> > > Ever since I was a kid, I had symbolic dreams in which I would do many absurd things to
reach some kind of power that would enable me to do *stuff*, and just as I got it... it wasn't
what I was thinking, or there was something missing. Only many years later I would know that
this is precisely the nature of Saturn in Pisces.
>>>
> > > It is a feeling of being stuck within oneself, and that's exatcly what it is. It's truly hard to
turn the tide because Saturn lacks, in itself, the footing that it usually provides for real
improvement.
>>>
> > > What follows is, for people who can't deal with that, weakness of will, self-destructive
tendencies and severe depression. All coming the a sense that one's actions are worth nothing,
that existing is suffering, and that any real gain requires a huge, painful sacrifice. These are all
themes of Pisces alone, but even more so with Saturn involved.
>>>
> > > As for the spiritual implications of this placement, the effect of Saturn in Pisces is that it
tends to limit or block the flow of spiritual energies, and also block contact with higher realms.
This may be caused by an extremely deep, often unknown, fear of losing oneself with these
kinds of experiences. As with everything in Pisces, it may not look or feel like that at all, but it
probably is. Emotinal repression is possible as well.
>>>
> > > What I said earlier about perfection not existing in the literal sense is due to the

perception of the world through life in an essentially material reality, which by the way is
characterised by Saturn, who simultaneously creates the boundaries of reality for people and
prevents them from breaking free of that, raising the sentiment of rebellion (CapricornAquarius). We all know, however, that's not the case, and once we are free (past Aquarius), we
can reach perfection (Pisces, completion).
>>>
> > > What the placement of Saturn in Pisces does is making these imperfections and
boundaries much more conspicuous, even in daily life, which is not the case when it's in the
other signs where it focus on other things. It makes reality much more difficult to bear, all the
time. This can be both a very bad and a very good thing, depending on how well you handle. It
enables one to be counscious of - or overwhelmed by - what's beyond, what's missing, and
given proper guidance and enough understanding, may lead to a true spiritual breakthrough - or
may even lead to a slow, painful death, caused by the own person.
>>>
> > > It's important to note, if I didn't make that clear, that all the issues of Saturn in Pisces, or
at least the worst ones, are completely internal. They are caused by states of mind and spirit,
and can usually solved alone, with self-knowledge. The external issues are caused by house
position and aspects, as usual.
>>>
> > > Other planetary placements and aspects will obviously change the overall picture, but if
there are other Pisces or 12th house planets, it's very likely that this will all be experienced in full.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1201
From: siguarddraconis
Subject: Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)

Date: 4/16/2013

The condition is called 'reception' - where one planet is in the other's domicile but is not in in detriment or
exile, whilst the other is.
This is weakening, and one has to work hard to overcome the malevolent influence of those two.
Siguard Draconis.
Satanas Via, Vera et Vita est.
Ave Satanas! Rege Satanas!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@...> wrote:
>
> I was just realizing something.
> While the Ruler of Capricorn - Saturn, is found in Pisces, the Ruler of Pisces - Neptune, is
found in Capricorn. And I bet it gives even more problems, as they are so different in their
nature, as you stated.
>
> HAIL SATAN!!!!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>
> > To put it simply, just as tjs4satan said, it's like you're cut off from the spiritual world. This
can get worse if Saturn is in a spiritual house, like the 8th, 9th or the 12th, but the feeling is
generally the same.
>>
> > You *can* advance spiritually with Saturn in Pisces, it will just take more effort and
knowledge than it would with other placements. Perseverance is key, but that's usually what's
lacking when Saturn is in Pisces.
>>

> > I, for example, despite studying meditations, techniques and spiritual subjects for many
years, have never even been able to get into a trance state. Anything that can possibly alter the
state of mind usually doesn't work very well (I have Saturn in the 9th house, though).
>>
> > As I said, with proper guidance and knowledge, there can be a spiritual breakthrough.
Those with this placement who somehow manage to deal with this and work on it thoroughly
will experience, at some point, enormous spiritual growth. However it's not easy at all and, as
usual with Saturn, will probably take time. The Saturn Return usually marks a time of huge
growth and liberation from restrictive patterns.
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@> wrote:
>>>
> > > First, thank you for being honest. Astrology is honest subject.
> > > And it seem to be true with Saturn in Pisces. My life are hard. I'm not complaining to
much, but it's actually hard. Well Saturn is the only planet Pisces, but still. I didn't truly
understand the spiritual part. So you basically say I will always have a hard time with advancing
spiritually? That's pretty sucks..
>>>
> > > HAIL SATAN!!
>>>
> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>>>
> > > > Well, there may be other ways of interpreting Saturn in Pisces, but I need to be totally
honest with someone who also has it: by itself, it's very bad.
>>>>
> > > > Of course, Saturn is bad for everyone, but there are very good reasons why Pisces is
the sign of defeat, the 12th house is the house of ruin and, in traditional astrology, Saturn
rejoices therein. Obviously this doesn't mean life will be invariably miserable for those with
Saturn there. In fact, many people seem to not even feel its effects strongly (if not by house
position, like you), but that's because of the nature of Pisces. It's sedative.
>>>>
> > > > Saturn is reality, substance, boundaries and Pisces is the exact opposite of that. With
Saturn there, actions and endeavors often end up failing because they lack the foundation, or
because they didn't have enough power to reach completion. Or maybe they reach the goal, but
in the end the results are underwhelming and it was probably a wasted effort anyway. Nothing is
ever good enough. There is a sort of eternal discomfort, a yearning for something that is not
there, for perfection, essentially something that *does not exist* in the literal sense (Pisces).
>>>>
> > > > Ever since I was a kid, I had symbolic dreams in which I would do many absurd things
to reach some kind of power that would enable me to do *stuff*, and just as I got it... it wasn't
what I was thinking, or there was something missing. Only many years later I would know that
this is precisely the nature of Saturn in Pisces.
>>>>
> > > > It is a feeling of being stuck within oneself, and that's exatcly what it is. It's truly hard
to turn the tide because Saturn lacks, in itself, the footing that it usually provides for real
improvement.
>>>>
> > > > What follows is, for people who can't deal with that, weakness of will, self-destructive
tendencies and severe depression. All coming the a sense that one's actions are worth nothing,
that existing is suffering, and that any real gain requires a huge, painful sacrifice. These are all
themes of Pisces alone, but even more so with Saturn involved.
>>>>
> > > > As for the spiritual implications of this placement, the effect of Saturn in Pisces is that it
tends to limit or block the flow of spiritual energies, and also block contact with higher realms.
This may be caused by an extremely deep, often unknown, fear of losing oneself with these

kinds of experiences. As with everything in Pisces, it may not look or feel like that at all, but it
probably is. Emotinal repression is possible as well.
>>>>
> > > > What I said earlier about perfection not existing in the literal sense is due to the
perception of the world through life in an essentially material reality, which by the way is
characterised by Saturn, who simultaneously creates the boundaries of reality for people and
prevents them from breaking free of that, raising the sentiment of rebellion (CapricornAquarius). We all know, however, that's not the case, and once we are free (past Aquarius), we
can reach perfection (Pisces, completion).
>>>>
> > > > What the placement of Saturn in Pisces does is making these imperfections and
boundaries much more conspicuous, even in daily life, which is not the case when it's in the
other signs where it focus on other things. It makes reality much more difficult to bear, all the
time. This can be both a very bad and a very good thing, depending on how well you handle. It
enables one to be counscious of - or overwhelmed by - what's beyond, what's missing, and
given proper guidance and enough understanding, may lead to a true spiritual breakthrough - or
may even lead to a slow, painful death, caused by the own person.
>>>>
> > > > It's important to note, if I didn't make that clear, that all the issues of Saturn in Pisces,
or at least the worst ones, are completely internal. They are caused by states of mind and spirit,
and can usually solved alone, with self-knowledge. The external issues are caused by house
position and aspects, as usual.
>>>>
> > > > Other planetary placements and aspects will obviously change the overall picture, but if
there are other Pisces or 12th house planets, it's very likely that this will all be experienced in full.
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1202
From: tjs4satan
Subject: Re: Mere sapnon ki Rani kab ayegi tu.Marriage when ?

Date: 4/16/2013

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Kael Meier <meierkael@...> wrote:
>
> To be perfectly fair, can't entities like Enemy Nordics find out our birthdates anyways..?
>
> Hail Satan!
>
>
>
>
> ________________________________
> From: jonathon_billing <jonathon.billing@...>
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Monday, April 15, 2013 1:47:57 PM
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Mere sapnon ki Rani kab ayegi tu.Marriage when ?
>
>
>
>Â
> Energy takes he shortest route anyways...
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "siguarddraconis" <drammanoth@> wrote:
>>
> > Brilliant, you have just provided your data and are ready to be fucked up by the enemy
forces who would just love to make you miserable, or worse. Btw, it is not us, Satanists, but the

jewish abomination.
>>
> > study www.joyofsatan.com
>>
> > no one will make any chart for you, do it yourself - www.astro.com
>>
> > Siguard Draconis.
>>
> > Satanas Via, Vera et Vita est.
> > Ave Satanas! Rege Satanas!
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "sum_astro" <sumastro@> wrote:
>>>
> > > Dear Sirs ,Kindly consider my chart for case study. Kindly see my
> > > horoscope and
> > > palm photo.I'm an Engineer B.Tech Electronics & Telecom.
>>>
> > > Date of Birth: 10 February 1981 TuesdayTime of Birth: 09:43 PMPlace of
> > > Birth: Bhubaneswar (Orissa), IndiaLatitude: 20.13N Longitude: 85.50E
> > > Will my marriage be Love Marriage ? When shall I meet my soulmate ?When
> > > will my marriage occur ?Marriage when in which dasha mahadasha ? Love or
> > > arranged marriage ?How will be structure & character of wife ?Is there
> > > any divorce yog ?How good will be the married life ?
> > > I am wearing a white sapphire in gold ring on middle finger,a pearl on
> > > little finger and an emerald on ring finger.
> > > Sirs
> > > One very big thing of life has happened with me in last year 10th
> > > October.I had a love break up in 2009.It was difficult for me to come
> > > out of the painful situation,It took me about 2 years to come out of the
> > > feelings.I was living happily.Again on 10th October I proposed to a new
> > > girl but again got rejected.Just 14 days short love story. Lol!!!! It's
> > > pain of love .Hope you can understand how much unbearable is it.A break
> > > of heart has direct impact on mind.
> > > Will my marriage be Love Marriage ? When shall I meet my soulmate ?When
> > > will my marriage occur ?Marriage when in which dasha mahadasha ? Love or
> > > arranged marriage ?How will be structure & character of wife ?Is there
> > > any divorce yog ?How good will be the married life ?
>>>
> > > NOTE : I was wearing a white sapphire in gold ring on middle finger,a
> > > pearl on little finger and an emerald on ring finger.
> > > I have changed the ring from last 1.5 months means I have removed that
> > > iron ring on middle finger completely and moved the white sapphire from
> > > middle finger to index finger.So all total 3 rings now White Sapphire on
> > > index,Emerald on ring and Pearl on little.Pearl wearing to strengthen
> > > the weak moon sitting on 8th house.I am wearing pearl from last 5 months
> > > and I have not felt neither good nor bad effect.it is neutral for me.I
> > > feel no bad effect due to pearl.
> > > Sumit
>>>
>>
>
not if you dont blantantly post about it, and if you have a strong repelling aura, this helps to keep them
away.
they are not so much physicall, but psychological, they will try to get the info from you, your mind, not the

papers that say who you are(with birthday and time ect), unless they use jewish filth to do it for them, but
then again, it takes a correct name, which you can keep secret if you are smart, and do not use anything
affiliated over the groups, and stay away from social sites.
HAIL SATAN!!!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1203
From: hailazazel
Subject: Re: Mere sapnon ki Rani kab ayegi tu.Marriage when ?

Date: 4/16/2013

The greys knows your time of birth. And they use it to bring attacks on when you're the most weak. They do
not need jews to do it for them. They can read it from you.. not from your mind but they can find it like we
find things with Pendulum etc.. Alot of divination tools out there I guess.. But the jews have no idea.
HAIL SATAN!!!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "tjs4satan" <tjs4satan@...> wrote:
>
>
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Kael Meier <meierkael@> wrote:
>>
> > To be perfectly fair, can't entities like Enemy Nordics find out our birthdates anyways..?
>>
> > Hail Satan!
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > ________________________________
> > From: jonathon_billing <jonathon.billing@>
> > To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> > Sent: Monday, April 15, 2013 1:47:57 PM
> > Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Mere sapnon ki Rani kab ayegi tu.Marriage when ?
>>
>>
>>
>>Â
> > Energy takes he shortest route anyways...
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "siguarddraconis" <drammanoth@> wrote:
>>>
> > > Brilliant, you have just provided your data and are ready to be fucked up by the enemy
forces who would just love to make you miserable, or worse. Btw, it is not us, Satanists, but the
jewish abomination.
>>>
> > > study www.joyofsatan.com
>>>
> > > no one will make any chart for you, do it yourself - www.astro.com
>>>
> > > Siguard Draconis.
>>>
> > > Satanas Via, Vera et Vita est.
> > > Ave Satanas! Rege Satanas!
>>>
> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "sum_astro" <sumastro@> wrote:
>>>>

> > > > Dear Sirs ,Kindly consider my chart for case study. Kindly see my
> > > > horoscope and
> > > > palm photo.I'm an Engineer B.Tech Electronics & Telecom.
>>>>
> > > > Date of Birth: 10 February 1981 TuesdayTime of Birth: 09:43 PMPlace of
> > > > Birth: Bhubaneswar (Orissa), IndiaLatitude: 20.13N Longitude: 85.50E
> > > > Will my marriage be Love Marriage ? When shall I meet my soulmate ?When
> > > > will my marriage occur ?Marriage when in which dasha mahadasha ? Love or
> > > > arranged marriage ?How will be structure & character of wife ?Is there
> > > > any divorce yog ?How good will be the married life ?
> > > > I am wearing a white sapphire in gold ring on middle finger,a pearl on
> > > > little finger and an emerald on ring finger.
> > > > Sirs
> > > > One very big thing of life has happened with me in last year 10th
> > > > October.I had a love break up in 2009.It was difficult for me to come
> > > > out of the painful situation,It took me about 2 years to come out of the
> > > > feelings.I was living happily.Again on 10th October I proposed to a new
> > > > girl but again got rejected.Just 14 days short love story. Lol!!!! It's
> > > > pain of love .Hope you can understand how much unbearable is it.A break
> > > > of heart has direct impact on mind.
> > > > Will my marriage be Love Marriage ? When shall I meet my soulmate ?When
> > > > will my marriage occur ?Marriage when in which dasha mahadasha ? Love or
> > > > arranged marriage ?How will be structure & character of wife ?Is there
> > > > any divorce yog ?How good will be the married life ?
>>>>
> > > > NOTE : I was wearing a white sapphire in gold ring on middle finger,a
> > > > pearl on little finger and an emerald on ring finger.
> > > > I have changed the ring from last 1.5 months means I have removed that
> > > > iron ring on middle finger completely and moved the white sapphire from
> > > > middle finger to index finger.So all total 3 rings now White Sapphire on
> > > > index,Emerald on ring and Pearl on little.Pearl wearing to strengthen
> > > > the weak moon sitting on 8th house.I am wearing pearl from last 5 months
> > > > and I have not felt neither good nor bad effect.it is neutral for me.I
> > > > feel no bad effect due to pearl.
> > > > Sumit
>>>>
>>>
>>
> not if you dont blantantly post about it, and if you have a strong repelling aura, this helps to
keep them away.
> they are not so much physicall, but psychological, they will try to get the info from you, your
mind, not the papers that say who you are(with birthday and time ect), unless they use jewish
filth to do it for them, but then again, it takes a correct name, which you can keep secret if you
are smart, and do not use anything affiliated over the groups, and stay away from social sites.
>
> HAIL SATAN!!!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1204
From: hailazazel
Subject: Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)

Date: 4/16/2013

Thanks for the info.
It is quite weird that Neptune is fall in Capricorn. I feel this planet's influence in my life all the time. It gives
me alot of confusion and I can't even imagine the influence of it when it is in Pisces.

HAIL SATAN!!!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "siguarddraconis" <drammanoth@...> wrote:
>
> The condition is called 'reception' - where one planet is in the other's domicile but is not in in
detriment or exile, whilst the other is.
>
> This is weakening, and one has to work hard to overcome the malevolent influence of those
two.
>
> Siguard Draconis.
>
> Satanas Via, Vera et Vita est.
> Ave Satanas! Rege Satanas!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@> wrote:
>>
> > I was just realizing something.
> > While the Ruler of Capricorn - Saturn, is found in Pisces, the Ruler of Pisces - Neptune, is
found in Capricorn. And I bet it gives even more problems, as they are so different in their
nature, as you stated.
>>
> > HAIL SATAN!!!!
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>>
> > > To put it simply, just as tjs4satan said, it's like you're cut off from the spiritual world.
This can get worse if Saturn is in a spiritual house, like the 8th, 9th or the 12th, but the feeling
is generally the same.
>>>
> > > You *can* advance spiritually with Saturn in Pisces, it will just take more effort and
knowledge than it would with other placements. Perseverance is key, but that's usually what's
lacking when Saturn is in Pisces.
>>>
> > > I, for example, despite studying meditations, techniques and spiritual subjects for many
years, have never even been able to get into a trance state. Anything that can possibly alter the
state of mind usually doesn't work very well (I have Saturn in the 9th house, though).
>>>
> > > As I said, with proper guidance and knowledge, there can be a spiritual breakthrough.
Those with this placement who somehow manage to deal with this and work on it thoroughly
will experience, at some point, enormous spiritual growth. However it's not easy at all and, as
usual with Saturn, will probably take time. The Saturn Return usually marks a time of huge
growth and liberation from restrictive patterns.
>>>
> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@> wrote:
>>>>
> > > > First, thank you for being honest. Astrology is honest subject.
> > > > And it seem to be true with Saturn in Pisces. My life are hard. I'm not complaining to
much, but it's actually hard. Well Saturn is the only planet Pisces, but still. I didn't truly
understand the spiritual part. So you basically say I will always have a hard time with advancing
spiritually? That's pretty sucks..
>>>>
> > > > HAIL SATAN!!
>>>>
> > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:

>>>>>
> > > > > Well, there may be other ways of interpreting Saturn in Pisces, but I need to be
totally honest with someone who also has it: by itself, it's very bad.
>>>>>
> > > > > Of course, Saturn is bad for everyone, but there are very good reasons why Pisces is
the sign of defeat, the 12th house is the house of ruin and, in traditional astrology, Saturn
rejoices therein. Obviously this doesn't mean life will be invariably miserable for those with
Saturn there. In fact, many people seem to not even feel its effects strongly (if not by house
position, like you), but that's because of the nature of Pisces. It's sedative.
>>>>>
> > > > > Saturn is reality, substance, boundaries and Pisces is the exact opposite of that. With
Saturn there, actions and endeavors often end up failing because they lack the foundation, or
because they didn't have enough power to reach completion. Or maybe they reach the goal, but
in the end the results are underwhelming and it was probably a wasted effort anyway. Nothing is
ever good enough. There is a sort of eternal discomfort, a yearning for something that is not
there, for perfection, essentially something that *does not exist* in the literal sense (Pisces).
>>>>>
> > > > > Ever since I was a kid, I had symbolic dreams in which I would do many absurd
things to reach some kind of power that would enable me to do *stuff*, and just as I got it... it
wasn't what I was thinking, or there was something missing. Only many years later I would
know that this is precisely the nature of Saturn in Pisces.
>>>>>
> > > > > It is a feeling of being stuck within oneself, and that's exatcly what it is. It's truly
hard to turn the tide because Saturn lacks, in itself, the footing that it usually provides for real
improvement.
>>>>>
> > > > > What follows is, for people who can't deal with that, weakness of will, selfdestructive tendencies and severe depression. All coming the a sense that one's actions are
worth nothing, that existing is suffering, and that any real gain requires a huge, painful sacrifice.
These are all themes of Pisces alone, but even more so with Saturn involved.
>>>>>
> > > > > As for the spiritual implications of this placement, the effect of Saturn in Pisces is that
it tends to limit or block the flow of spiritual energies, and also block contact with higher realms.
This may be caused by an extremely deep, often unknown, fear of losing oneself with these
kinds of experiences. As with everything in Pisces, it may not look or feel like that at all, but it
probably is. Emotinal repression is possible as well.
>>>>>
> > > > > What I said earlier about perfection not existing in the literal sense is due to the
perception of the world through life in an essentially material reality, which by the way is
characterised by Saturn, who simultaneously creates the boundaries of reality for people and
prevents them from breaking free of that, raising the sentiment of rebellion (CapricornAquarius). We all know, however, that's not the case, and once we are free (past Aquarius), we
can reach perfection (Pisces, completion).
>>>>>
> > > > > What the placement of Saturn in Pisces does is making these imperfections and
boundaries much more conspicuous, even in daily life, which is not the case when it's in the
other signs where it focus on other things. It makes reality much more difficult to bear, all the
time. This can be both a very bad and a very good thing, depending on how well you handle. It
enables one to be counscious of - or overwhelmed by - what's beyond, what's missing, and
given proper guidance and enough understanding, may lead to a true spiritual breakthrough - or
may even lead to a slow, painful death, caused by the own person.
>>>>>
> > > > > It's important to note, if I didn't make that clear, that all the issues of Saturn in
Pisces, or at least the worst ones, are completely internal. They are caused by states of mind
and spirit, and can usually solved alone, with self-knowledge. The external issues are caused by

house position and aspects, as usual.
>>>>>
> > > > > Other planetary placements and aspects will obviously change the overall picture,
but if there are other Pisces or 12th house planets, it's very likely that this will all be experienced
in full.
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1205
From: hoodedcobra666
Subject: Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)

Date: 4/16/2013

I knoq how hard it can be with this placement. In fact this is horrific, unless one decides to get up there. By
preserving, they can build spiritual powers and gifts of lasting value but it will be a slow process. Saturn also
many times has a permanent effect,its like whatever you build has a solid foundation.
Saturn in pisces will definitely spiritually oppose you, and try to nake sure that you will never get past a
point, but here is my yake on it. Imagine you're on a box ring, you are skinny as fuck, weak, and you have
an experienced boxer opposing you. You will most certainly lose and it would take real power of Soul and
preseverance, but once you will defeat him then you will be so far more experienced, powerful and what
you had achieved will be permanent and you will be far more far than people who never vBulletin had
opposition in this. Its like a hardcore trained martial artist, those who make it to the end of the training are
so hardcore that while others bend spiritually. They have been experiencing everyday.
Saturn might be disgusting, but see him as a trainer, the one who always kicks your ass, the one that
motivates you to really suprass him and makes you a machine trying to find the way of getting bac at him.
That way you will notice its like a strong boss, when you overcome him, you're above the strongest and most
opposed.
HAIL SATAN!!!!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@...> wrote:
>
> Thanks for the info.
> It is quite weird that Neptune is fall in Capricorn. I feel this planet's influence in my life all the
time. It gives me alot of confusion and I can't even imagine the influence of it when it is in
Pisces.
>
> HAIL SATAN!!!!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "siguarddraconis" <drammanoth@> wrote:
>>
> > The condition is called 'reception' - where one planet is in the other's domicile but is not in
in detriment or exile, whilst the other is.
>>
> > This is weakening, and one has to work hard to overcome the malevolent influence of those
two.
>>
> > Siguard Draconis.
>>
> > Satanas Via, Vera et Vita est.
> > Ave Satanas! Rege Satanas!
>>

> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@> wrote:
>>>
> > > I was just realizing something.
> > > While the Ruler of Capricorn - Saturn, is found in Pisces, the Ruler of Pisces - Neptune, is
found in Capricorn. And I bet it gives even more problems, as they are so different in their
nature, as you stated.
>>>
> > > HAIL SATAN!!!!
>>>
> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>>>
> > > > To put it simply, just as tjs4satan said, it's like you're cut off from the spiritual world.
This can get worse if Saturn is in a spiritual house, like the 8th, 9th or the 12th, but the feeling
is generally the same.
>>>>
> > > > You *can* advance spiritually with Saturn in Pisces, it will just take more effort and
knowledge than it would with other placements. Perseverance is key, but that's usually what's
lacking when Saturn is in Pisces.
>>>>
> > > > I, for example, despite studying meditations, techniques and spiritual subjects for many
years, have never even been able to get into a trance state. Anything that can possibly alter the
state of mind usually doesn't work very well (I have Saturn in the 9th house, though).
>>>>
> > > > As I said, with proper guidance and knowledge, there can be a spiritual breakthrough.
Those with this placement who somehow manage to deal with this and work on it thoroughly
will experience, at some point, enormous spiritual growth. However it's not easy at all and, as
usual with Saturn, will probably take time. The Saturn Return usually marks a time of huge
growth and liberation from restrictive patterns.
>>>>
> > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@> wrote:
>>>>>
> > > > > First, thank you for being honest. Astrology is honest subject.
> > > > > And it seem to be true with Saturn in Pisces. My life are hard. I'm not complaining to
much, but it's actually hard. Well Saturn is the only planet Pisces, but still. I didn't truly
understand the spiritual part. So you basically say I will always have a hard time with advancing
spiritually? That's pretty sucks..
>>>>>
> > > > > HAIL SATAN!!
>>>>>
> > > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>>>>>
> > > > > > Well, there may be other ways of interpreting Saturn in Pisces, but I need to be
totally honest with someone who also has it: by itself, it's very bad.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > Of course, Saturn is bad for everyone, but there are very good reasons why Pisces
is the sign of defeat, the 12th house is the house of ruin and, in traditional astrology, Saturn
rejoices therein. Obviously this doesn't mean life will be invariably miserable for those with
Saturn there. In fact, many people seem to not even feel its effects strongly (if not by house
position, like you), but that's because of the nature of Pisces. It's sedative.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > Saturn is reality, substance, boundaries and Pisces is the exact opposite of that.
With Saturn there, actions and endeavors often end up failing because they lack the foundation,
or because they didn't have enough power to reach completion. Or maybe they reach the goal,
but in the end the results are underwhelming and it was probably a wasted effort anyway.
Nothing is ever good enough. There is a sort of eternal discomfort, a yearning for something

that is not there, for perfection, essentially something that *does not exist* in the literal sense
(Pisces).
>>>>>>
> > > > > > Ever since I was a kid, I had symbolic dreams in which I would do many absurd
things to reach some kind of power that would enable me to do *stuff*, and just as I got it... it
wasn't what I was thinking, or there was something missing. Only many years later I would
know that this is precisely the nature of Saturn in Pisces.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > It is a feeling of being stuck within oneself, and that's exatcly what it is. It's truly
hard to turn the tide because Saturn lacks, in itself, the footing that it usually provides for real
improvement.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > What follows is, for people who can't deal with that, weakness of will, selfdestructive tendencies and severe depression. All coming the a sense that one's actions are
worth nothing, that existing is suffering, and that any real gain requires a huge, painful sacrifice.
These are all themes of Pisces alone, but even more so with Saturn involved.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > As for the spiritual implications of this placement, the effect of Saturn in Pisces is
that it tends to limit or block the flow of spiritual energies, and also block contact with higher
realms. This may be caused by an extremely deep, often unknown, fear of losing oneself with
these kinds of experiences. As with everything in Pisces, it may not look or feel like that at all,
but it probably is. Emotinal repression is possible as well.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > What I said earlier about perfection not existing in the literal sense is due to the
perception of the world through life in an essentially material reality, which by the way is
characterised by Saturn, who simultaneously creates the boundaries of reality for people and
prevents them from breaking free of that, raising the sentiment of rebellion (CapricornAquarius). We all know, however, that's not the case, and once we are free (past Aquarius), we
can reach perfection (Pisces, completion).
>>>>>>
> > > > > > What the placement of Saturn in Pisces does is making these imperfections and
boundaries much more conspicuous, even in daily life, which is not the case when it's in the
other signs where it focus on other things. It makes reality much more difficult to bear, all the
time. This can be both a very bad and a very good thing, depending on how well you handle. It
enables one to be counscious of - or overwhelmed by - what's beyond, what's missing, and
given proper guidance and enough understanding, may lead to a true spiritual breakthrough - or
may even lead to a slow, painful death, caused by the own person.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > It's important to note, if I didn't make that clear, that all the issues of Saturn in
Pisces, or at least the worst ones, are completely internal. They are caused by states of mind
and spirit, and can usually solved alone, with self-knowledge. The external issues are caused by
house position and aspects, as usual.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > Other planetary placements and aspects will obviously change the overall picture,
but if there are other Pisces or 12th house planets, it's very likely that this will all be experienced
in full.
>>>>
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1206
From: hailazazel
Subject: Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)

Date: 4/16/2013

Thank you Hoodedcobra! this post have actually opened my eyes a bit for what it is, a Saturn in Pisces. I'm

most definitely not giving up to him and I'll do my best to fight untill I will indulge in my achievements.
HAIL SATAN!!!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" <hoodedcobra666@...> wrote:
>
> I knoq how hard it can be with this placement. In fact this is horrific, unless one decides to get
up there. By preserving, they can build spiritual powers and gifts of lasting value but it will be a
slow process. Saturn also many times has a permanent effect,its like whatever you build has a
solid foundation.
>
> Saturn in pisces will definitely spiritually oppose you, and try to nake sure that you will never
get past a point, but here is my yake on it. Imagine you're on a box ring, you are skinny as
fuck, weak, and you have an experienced boxer opposing you. You will most certainly lose and it
would take real power of Soul and preseverance, but once you will defeat him then you will be
so far more experienced, powerful and what you had achieved will be permanent and you will be
far more far than people who never vBulletin had opposition in this. Its like a hardcore trained
martial artist, those who make it to the end of the training are so hardcore that while others
bend spiritually. They have been experiencing everyday.
>
> Saturn might be disgusting, but see him as a trainer, the one who always kicks your ass, the
one that motivates you to really suprass him and makes you a machine trying to find the way of
getting bac at him. That way you will notice its like a strong boss, when you overcome him,
you're above the strongest and most opposed.
>
> HAIL SATAN!!!!!
>
>
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@> wrote:
>>
> > Thanks for the info.
> > It is quite weird that Neptune is fall in Capricorn. I feel this planet's influence in my life all
the time. It gives me alot of confusion and I can't even imagine the influence of it when it is in
Pisces.
>>
> > HAIL SATAN!!!!
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "siguarddraconis" <drammanoth@> wrote:
>>>
> > > The condition is called 'reception' - where one planet is in the other's domicile but is not
in in detriment or exile, whilst the other is.
>>>
> > > This is weakening, and one has to work hard to overcome the malevolent influence of
those two.
>>>
> > > Siguard Draconis.
>>>
> > > Satanas Via, Vera et Vita est.
> > > Ave Satanas! Rege Satanas!
>>>
> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@> wrote:
>>>>
> > > > I was just realizing something.
> > > > While the Ruler of Capricorn - Saturn, is found in Pisces, the Ruler of Pisces - Neptune,

is found in Capricorn. And I bet it gives even more problems, as they are so different in their
nature, as you stated.
>>>>
> > > > HAIL SATAN!!!!
>>>>
> > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>>>>
> > > > > To put it simply, just as tjs4satan said, it's like you're cut off from the spiritual
world. This can get worse if Saturn is in a spiritual house, like the 8th, 9th or the 12th, but the
feeling is generally the same.
>>>>>
> > > > > You *can* advance spiritually with Saturn in Pisces, it will just take more effort and
knowledge than it would with other placements. Perseverance is key, but that's usually what's
lacking when Saturn is in Pisces.
>>>>>
> > > > > I, for example, despite studying meditations, techniques and spiritual subjects for
many years, have never even been able to get into a trance state. Anything that can possibly
alter the state of mind usually doesn't work very well (I have Saturn in the 9th house, though).
>>>>>
> > > > > As I said, with proper guidance and knowledge, there can be a spiritual
breakthrough. Those with this placement who somehow manage to deal with this and work on it
thoroughly will experience, at some point, enormous spiritual growth. However it's not easy at
all and, as usual with Saturn, will probably take time. The Saturn Return usually marks a time of
huge growth and liberation from restrictive patterns.
>>>>>
> > > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@> wrote:
>>>>>>
> > > > > > First, thank you for being honest. Astrology is honest subject.
> > > > > > And it seem to be true with Saturn in Pisces. My life are hard. I'm not complaining
to much, but it's actually hard. Well Saturn is the only planet Pisces, but still. I didn't truly
understand the spiritual part. So you basically say I will always have a hard time with advancing
spiritually? That's pretty sucks..
>>>>>>
> > > > > > HAIL SATAN!!
>>>>>>
> > > > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > Well, there may be other ways of interpreting Saturn in Pisces, but I need to be
totally honest with someone who also has it: by itself, it's very bad.
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > Of course, Saturn is bad for everyone, but there are very good reasons why
Pisces is the sign of defeat, the 12th house is the house of ruin and, in traditional astrology,
Saturn rejoices therein. Obviously this doesn't mean life will be invariably miserable for those
with Saturn there. In fact, many people seem to not even feel its effects strongly (if not by
house position, like you), but that's because of the nature of Pisces. It's sedative.
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > Saturn is reality, substance, boundaries and Pisces is the exact opposite of that.
With Saturn there, actions and endeavors often end up failing because they lack the foundation,
or because they didn't have enough power to reach completion. Or maybe they reach the goal,
but in the end the results are underwhelming and it was probably a wasted effort anyway.
Nothing is ever good enough. There is a sort of eternal discomfort, a yearning for something
that is not there, for perfection, essentially something that *does not exist* in the literal sense
(Pisces).
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > Ever since I was a kid, I had symbolic dreams in which I would do many absurd

things to reach some kind of power that would enable me to do *stuff*, and just as I got it... it
wasn't what I was thinking, or there was something missing. Only many years later I would
know that this is precisely the nature of Saturn in Pisces.
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > It is a feeling of being stuck within oneself, and that's exatcly what it is. It's
truly hard to turn the tide because Saturn lacks, in itself, the footing that it usually provides for
real improvement.
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > What follows is, for people who can't deal with that, weakness of will, selfdestructive tendencies and severe depression. All coming the a sense that one's actions are
worth nothing, that existing is suffering, and that any real gain requires a huge, painful sacrifice.
These are all themes of Pisces alone, but even more so with Saturn involved.
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > As for the spiritual implications of this placement, the effect of Saturn in Pisces is
that it tends to limit or block the flow of spiritual energies, and also block contact with higher
realms. This may be caused by an extremely deep, often unknown, fear of losing oneself with
these kinds of experiences. As with everything in Pisces, it may not look or feel like that at all,
but it probably is. Emotinal repression is possible as well.
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > What I said earlier about perfection not existing in the literal sense is due to the
perception of the world through life in an essentially material reality, which by the way is
characterised by Saturn, who simultaneously creates the boundaries of reality for people and
prevents them from breaking free of that, raising the sentiment of rebellion (CapricornAquarius). We all know, however, that's not the case, and once we are free (past Aquarius), we
can reach perfection (Pisces, completion).
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > What the placement of Saturn in Pisces does is making these imperfections and
boundaries much more conspicuous, even in daily life, which is not the case when it's in the
other signs where it focus on other things. It makes reality much more difficult to bear, all the
time. This can be both a very bad and a very good thing, depending on how well you handle. It
enables one to be counscious of - or overwhelmed by - what's beyond, what's missing, and
given proper guidance and enough understanding, may lead to a true spiritual breakthrough - or
may even lead to a slow, painful death, caused by the own person.
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > It's important to note, if I didn't make that clear, that all the issues of Saturn in
Pisces, or at least the worst ones, are completely internal. They are caused by states of mind
and spirit, and can usually solved alone, with self-knowledge. The external issues are caused by
house position and aspects, as usual.
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > Other planetary placements and aspects will obviously change the overall
picture, but if there are other Pisces or 12th house planets, it's very likely that this will all be
experienced in full.
>>>>>
>>>>
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1207
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Date: 4/16/2013
Subject: SV: [JoS_Astrology] Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)
I always make the effort to read F.follet's posts, even if they have nothing to do with me (like this Saturn in
Pisces thread). So I would also enjoy reading any more information :)
Hail Satan!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Astaroth my Queen <astarothmyqueen@...> wrote:
>
> F.follets, You seem very wellread on astrology, i would be very happy if you can take the time
to write informative sermons! Think it would expand this Group more, and i would be very glad
if you choose to Do it.Cheers
>
> Hail Astaroth-sama!
>
> Skickat från Yahoo! Mail på Android
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1208
Subject: Re: Fixed stars calculator

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 4/16/2013

Thanks Nick! Very helpful, I spent a lot of time manually calculating them but this is great, I'm bookmarking
it right now :)

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "nicknesredna" <nicknesredna@...> wrote:
>
> I found the stars to be more influential than I originally thought.
> So last weekend I made this little tool to calculate aspects between
> them and one's natal planets.
>
> Here is the link: fixedstars.eu5.org <http://fixedstars.eu5.org>
>
> I realize that there are others out there, some are paid and others are
> overly complicated or too slow for me.
>
> At this time, it only displays conjunctions. I will add the
> functionality for displaying oppositions soon when I get the time.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1209
From: hoodedcobra666
Date: 4/16/2013
Subject: SV: [JoS_Astrology] Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)
Yes, I am a fan too, I believe he is very well made for this. I look forward for his posts.
F.Follets I say, get the initiative and help our people here master the discipline.
:)
HAIL SATAN!!!!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@..." <lydia_666@...> wrote:
>
> I always make the effort to read F.follet's posts, even if they have nothing to do with me (like
this Saturn in Pisces thread). So I would also enjoy reading any more information :)
>
> Hail Satan!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Astaroth my Queen <astarothmyqueen@> wrote:
>>
> > F.follets, You seem very wellread on astrology, i would be very happy if you can take the
time to write informative sermons! Think it would expand this Group more, and i would be very

glad if you choose to Do it.Cheers
>>
> > Hail Astaroth-sama!
>>
> > Skickat från Yahoo! Mail på Android
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1210
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Date: 4/16/2013
Subject: SV: [JoS_Astrology] Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)
Hahaha well said, Cobra!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" <hoodedcobra666@...> wrote:
>
> Yes, I am a fan too, I believe he is very well made for this. I look forward for his posts.
>
> F.Follets I say, get the initiative and help our people here master the discipline.
>
> :)
>
> HAIL SATAN!!!!!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@" <lydia_666@> wrote:
>>
> > I always make the effort to read F.follet's posts, even if they have nothing to do with me
(like this Saturn in Pisces thread). So I would also enjoy reading any more information :)
>>
> > Hail Satan!
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Astaroth my Queen <astarothmyqueen@> wrote:
>>>
> > > F.follets, You seem very wellread on astrology, i would be very happy if you can take the
time to write informative sermons! Think it would expand this Group more, and i would be very
glad if you choose to Do it.Cheers
>>>
> > > Hail Astaroth-sama!
>>>
> > > Skickat från Yahoo! Mail på Android
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1211
Subject: Uranus Transits?

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 4/16/2013

Since there's no handy page on Azazel's Astrology like the Pluto transits page, I thought I'd post to here. I'm
currently going through 3 Uranus transits, and my natal Uranus is quite strong as it's unaspected in my 9th
house (Sagittarius) conjunct my 9th house cusp and Antares. And Uranus is currently transiting my 1st
house.
My current transits are:
-square natal Sun
-Square natal Jupiter
-trine natal Uranus
I'd appreciate any info on this, as I'm going through some stuff in my life and my gut feeling is telling me to
look more into this planet.
Hail Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Bucket Chart

Message: 1212

From: hailazazel

Date: 4/16/2013

Someone could shed some light on the Bucket configuration? What does it mean to have it? And does the
Handle of the Bucket should be of significance?
HAIL SATAN!!!!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1213
Subject: Re: Bucket Chart

From: hoodedcobra666

Date: 4/16/2013

The Bucket, since my chart is a bucket chart, I have noticed means that the Planet at the handle has
prominent influence on the personality and influences the other planets very much. Its as characteristic as
your 'face'. If the bucket handle is your Chart Ruler, this is even more serious and more powerful. Its like a
color of energy that tints all other energies. For instance if Buckt holder is Neptune. one person might have
a Neptunian tint all over their personality. Its like a real bucket, the handle is where the bucket is kinda
controlled from, but other chart factors play a prominent role as well. Also if the planets are evenly spread
in the chart, this shows a polypragmic person, rather than a personality focused on one and only thing.
I hope someone will come with more info.

HAIL SATAN!!!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@...> wrote:
>
> Someone could shed some light on the Bucket configuration? What does it mean to have it?
And does the Handle of the Bucket should be of significance?
>
> HAIL SATAN!!!!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1214
From: hoodedcobra666
Date: 4/16/2013
Subject: SV: [JoS_Astrology] Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)
I forgot to mentiom earlier. Since Saturn is obstacles, ruin etc, if placed on Pisces. Could mean two
additional things.
For one the chart shows information in regards to the past life. So Saturn is not coincidence at Pisces or any
other sign. Probably Souls who faced a spiritual problem, or a spiritual destruction (Could be older ages
when we had Paganism and many lived to see our Religion getting attacked) this might be shown in the chart
as this, and all it entails. Also. Saturn in pisces probably comes with a big desire to merge with the Universe

once again (Reach a spiritual superhuman state) but it also shows obstacles, disbelief, deep self damaging
attitude. Which might be connected to some sort of spiritual downfall.
Another theory I have, is that people who have Saturn on Pisces. Will really be the Saturn of the false bad
piscean xian hoax, given they have been damaged, or some would even have a deep connection with the
older ages. For instance I mean the hostile energy one should be receiving through a piscean point of view,
to be projected into destroying dogmas that enforce the influence of feeling 'stuck' spiritually. Therefore
arousing the hate for whay is physically represented as Saturn in Pisces, the xian hoax.
Dunno if this was entirely understood. I mean those people might habe extra hate for xianity, given they
would try to break the inner obstacle by breaking the outer one.
Anyone else's opinion?

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@..." <lydia_666@...> wrote:
>
> Hahaha well said, Cobra!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" <hoodedcobra666@> wrote:
>>
> > Yes, I am a fan too, I believe he is very well made for this. I look forward for his posts.
>>
> > F.Follets I say, get the initiative and help our people here master the discipline.
>>
> > :)
>>
> > HAIL SATAN!!!!!
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@" <lydia_666@> wrote:
>>>
> > > I always make the effort to read F.follet's posts, even if they have nothing to do with me
(like this Saturn in Pisces thread). So I would also enjoy reading any more information :)
>>>
> > > Hail Satan!
>>>
> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Astaroth my Queen <astarothmyqueen@>
wrote:
>>>>
> > > > F.follets, You seem very wellread on astrology, i would be very happy if you can take
the time to write informative sermons! Think it would expand this Group more, and i would be
very glad if you choose to Do it.Cheers
>>>>
> > > > Hail Astaroth-sama!
>>>>
> > > > Skickat från Yahoo! Mail på Android
>>>>
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1215
From: f.follets
Date: 4/16/2013
Subject: SV: [JoS_Astrology] Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)
By what little I know about my past lives, you're entirely correct. I have been told that my soul is very old,
that I lived during the times of the original religions and also that I was prosecuted, tortured and killed at

least once by the enemy.
It sure brings suffering, but the feeling I get from Saturn in Pisces is like "been there, done that". I feel like
I've been through *real* suffering in the past and that I'm used to it. This is where the bad, self-destructive
part kicks in: sometimes I even expect high degrees of suffering, as if it was just natural and inevitable.
Despite how much I hate them, I've also always had this calm, cool feeling that what they deserve is due
(Saturn, the reaper) and I'm 100% sure they will pay in full. Revenge is a dish best served cold, and I
realized this when I unterstood how I felt about them.
By the way, thanks for the words, lydia_666 and hoodedcobra666!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" <hoodedcobra666@...> wrote:
>
> I forgot to mentiom earlier. Since Saturn is obstacles, ruin etc, if placed on Pisces. Could
mean two additional things.
>
> For one the chart shows information in regards to the past life. So Saturn is not coincidence
at Pisces or any other sign. Probably Souls who faced a spiritual problem, or a spiritual
destruction (Could be older ages when we had Paganism and many lived to see our Religion
getting attacked) this might be shown in the chart as this, and all it entails. Also. Saturn in pisces
probably comes with a big desire to merge with the Universe once again (Reach a spiritual
superhuman state) but it also shows obstacles, disbelief, deep self damaging attitude. Which
might be connected to some sort of spiritual downfall.
>
> Another theory I have, is that people who have Saturn on Pisces. Will really be the Saturn of
the false bad piscean xian hoax, given they have been damaged, or some would even have a
deep connection with the older ages. For instance I mean the hostile energy one should be
receiving through a piscean point of view, to be projected into destroying dogmas that enforce
the influence of feeling 'stuck' spiritually. Therefore arousing the hate for whay is physically
represented as Saturn in Pisces, the xian hoax.
>
> Dunno if this was entirely understood. I mean those people might habe extra hate for xianity,
given they would try to break the inner obstacle by breaking the outer one.
>
> Anyone else's opinion?
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@" <lydia_666@> wrote:
>>
> > Hahaha well said, Cobra!
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" <hoodedcobra666@> wrote:
>>>
> > > Yes, I am a fan too, I believe he is very well made for this. I look forward for his posts.
>>>
> > > F.Follets I say, get the initiative and help our people here master the discipline.
>>>
> > > :)
>>>
> > > HAIL SATAN!!!!!
>>>
> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@" <lydia_666@> wrote:
>>>>
> > > > I always make the effort to read F.follet's posts, even if they have nothing to do with
me (like this Saturn in Pisces thread). So I would also enjoy reading any more information :)

>>>>
> > > > Hail Satan!
>>>>
> > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Astaroth my Queen <astarothmyqueen@>
wrote:
>>>>>
> > > > > F.follets, You seem very wellread on astrology, i would be very happy if you can take
the time to write informative sermons! Think it would expand this Group more, and i would be
very glad if you choose to Do it.Cheers
>>>>>
> > > > > Hail Astaroth-sama!
>>>>>
> > > > > Skickat från Yahoo! Mail på Android
>>>>>
>>>>
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1216
Subject: Re: Uranus Transits?

From: f.follets

Date: 4/16/2013

Uranus like all the outer planets brings big changes, but because it's Uranus, the changes are sudden,
unexpected, and lead to unknown situations.
Are Jupiter and the Sun conjunct or are they opposite? This can change the overall picture a lot, but in any
case I would say your view of the world and/or what you "are" will change dramatically during this transit,
especially since it's also trine natal Uranus, channeling the energy of your 9th house of vision and philosophy.
The square to Jupiter, the very ruler of the 9th house intensifies this greatly. You will definitely see life
differently after this. There may be a vision, a revelation, a mental breakthrough, something that modifies
your perspective entirely. Due to the nature of the square, the changes can be extremely abrupt and all I
can think for an analogy is The Tower card of the tarot.
Something will definitely blow, maybe you will, if you've been living in restrictive circumstances, but with
Jupiter involved, the aftermath won't be as bad as it could be. Jupiter always provides protection, but it
probably won't be easy. Check the Sun/Jupiter house, the houses they rule and the house from which
Uranus is aspecting them to know where exactly to expect disruption.
You're probably more impulsive, your daily life may feel erratic and there may be a very strong need to
change things in your life, be it your overall life direction or current situation. Travel, unexpected or forced,
to a place very different from where you are is also possible, though the Moon would probably be involved in
this case. Uncertainty and disruption will prevail during this period, but there's absolutely nothing to say the
changes will be bad in any way. There can be issues with your father or other important men in your life, a
separation may occur.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@..." <lydia_666@...> wrote:
>
> Since there's no handy page on Azazel's Astrology like the Pluto transits page, I thought I'd
post to here. I'm currently going through 3 Uranus transits, and my natal Uranus is quite strong
as it's unaspected in my 9th house (Sagittarius) conjunct my 9th house cusp and Antares. And
Uranus is currently transiting my 1st house.
>
> My current transits are:
> -square natal Sun
> -Square natal Jupiter

> -trine natal Uranus
>
> I'd appreciate any info on this, as I'm going through some stuff in my life and my gut feeling
is telling me to look more into this planet.
>
> Hail Satan!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1217
Subject: Re: Uranus Transits?

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 4/16/2013

Jupiter and Sun are opposite.
Interesting. I'm actually considering uprooting everything and moving to Hawaii or the Caribbean. Something
drastic with more sunshine (my part of Canada is so overcast). Natal Sun in 4th house btw, Jupiter in 10th.
I've felt on the edge of a major change and breakthrough for ages now. Actually I get this a lot, my whole
life, but this time it's really intense.
I'm also going through my Saturn return, so that may also be a factor....

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> Uranus like all the outer planets brings big changes, but because it's Uranus, the changes are
sudden, unexpected, and lead to unknown situations.
>
> Are Jupiter and the Sun conjunct or are they opposite? This can change the overall picture a
lot, but in any case I would say your view of the world and/or what you "are" will change
dramatically during this transit, especially since it's also trine natal Uranus, channeling the energy
of your 9th house of vision and philosophy. The square to Jupiter, the very ruler of the 9th
house intensifies this greatly. You will definitely see life differently after this. There may be a
vision, a revelation, a mental breakthrough, something that modifies your perspective entirely.
Due to the nature of the square, the changes can be extremely abrupt and all I can think for an
analogy is The Tower card of the tarot.
>
> Something will definitely blow, maybe you will, if you've been living in restrictive
circumstances, but with Jupiter involved, the aftermath won't be as bad as it could be. Jupiter
always provides protection, but it probably won't be easy. Check the Sun/Jupiter house, the
houses they rule and the house from which Uranus is aspecting them to know where exactly to
expect disruption.
>
> You're probably more impulsive, your daily life may feel erratic and there may be a very
strong need to change things in your life, be it your overall life direction or current situation.
Travel, unexpected or forced, to a place very different from where you are is also possible,
though the Moon would probably be involved in this case. Uncertainty and disruption will prevail
during this period, but there's absolutely nothing to say the changes will be bad in any way.
There can be issues with your father or other important men in your life, a separation may occur.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@" <lydia_666@> wrote:
>>
> > Since there's no handy page on Azazel's Astrology like the Pluto transits page, I thought I'd
post to here. I'm currently going through 3 Uranus transits, and my natal Uranus is quite strong
as it's unaspected in my 9th house (Sagittarius) conjunct my 9th house cusp and Antares. And
Uranus is currently transiting my 1st house.

>>
> > My current transits are:
> > -square natal Sun
> > -Square natal Jupiter
> > -trine natal Uranus
>>
> > I'd appreciate any info on this, as I'm going through some stuff in my life and my gut feeling
is telling me to look more into this planet.
>>
> > Hail Satan!
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1218
Subject: Re: Uranus Transits?

From: m_18

Date: 4/17/2013

Jeff Green's "Freedom from the Known". It was out of print. It may be available again. You will have to
check.
Most Uranus transits are never bad, unusual, yes, but bad, rarely. Liberation is the buzzword.
Transiting Uranus will be squaring transiting Pluto again soon.
Uranus Square Pluto Dates
• Uranus square Pluto June 24 2012
• Uranus square Pluto September 19 2012
• Uranus square Pluto May 21 2013
•
•
•
•

Uranus
Uranus
Uranus
Uranus

square
square
square
square

Pluto
Pluto
Pluto
Pluto

November 1 2013
April 21 2014
December 15 2014
March 17 2015

--- On Tue, 4/16/13, lydia_666@... <lydia_666@...> wrote:

From: lydia_666@... <lydia_666@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Uranus Transits?
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Tuesday, April 16, 2013, 5:31 PM

Since there's no handy page on Azazel's Astrology like the Pluto transits page, I thought
I'd post to here. I'm currently going through 3 Uranus transits, and my natal Uranus is
quite strong as it's unaspected in my 9th house (Sagittarius) conjunct my 9th house cusp
and Antares. And Uranus is currently transiting my 1st house.
My current transits are:
-square natal Sun
-Square natal Jupiter

-trine natal Uranus
I'd appreciate any info on this, as I'm going through some stuff in my life and my gut
feeling is telling me to look more into this planet.
Hail Satan!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1219
Subject: Re: Uranus Transits?

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 4/17/2013

I like unusual. Story of my life. Seriously, I could write a book lol. And I have the ability to put a positive
spin on almost anything, or at least make it become positive. Well, in the long run, as I might panic a bit at
first (lacking in the Air element, I'm not so good with change).
Thanks M_18 and F.follets for the input. It's giving me a lot to think about.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
> Jeff Green's "Freedom from the Known". It was out of print. It may be available again. You
will have to check.
>
> Most Uranus transits are never bad, unusual, yes, but bad, rarely. Liberation is the buzzword.
>
> Transiting Uranus will be squaring transiting Pluto again soon.
>
> Uranus Square Pluto Dates
>
> â ¢ Uranus square Pluto June 24 2012
> â ¢ Uranus square Pluto September 19 2012
>
> â ¢ Uranus square Pluto May 21 2013
>
> â ¢ Uranus square Pluto November 1 2013
> â ¢ Uranus square Pluto April 21 2014
> â ¢ Uranus square Pluto December 15 2014
> â ¢ Uranus square Pluto March 17 2015
>
>
>
>
> --- On Tue, 4/16/13, lydia_666@... <lydia_666@...> wrote:
>
> From: lydia_666@... <lydia_666@...>
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Uranus Transits?
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Tuesday, April 16, 2013, 5:31 PM
>
>
>
> Since there's no handy page on Azazel's Astrology like the Pluto transits page, I thought I'd
post to here. I'm currently going through 3 Uranus transits, and my natal Uranus is quite strong
as it's unaspected in my 9th house (Sagittarius) conjunct my 9th house cusp and Antares. And
Uranus is currently transiting my 1st house.

>
>
>
> My current transits are:
>
> -square natal Sun
>
> -Square natal Jupiter
>
> -trine natal Uranus
>
>
>
> I'd appreciate any info on this, as I'm going through some stuff in my life and my gut feeling
is telling me to look more into this planet.
>
>
>
> Hail Satan!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1220
Subject: Re: Bucket Chart

From: m_18

Date: 4/17/2013

A net search should reveal something.
I am a locomotive.

--- On Tue, 4/16/13, hailazazel <hailazazel@...> wrote:

From: hailazazel <hailazazel@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Bucket Chart
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Tuesday, April 16, 2013, 5:45 PM

Someone could shed some light on the Bucket configuration? What does it mean to have
it? And does the Handle of the Bucket should be of significance?
HAIL SATAN!!!!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1221
Subject: Re: Bucket Chart

From: hailazazel

Date: 4/17/2013

I have a Bucket chart too, with Mars, my co-ruler on the handle. My life are actually turning around and
influenced by this planet and I'm now not so surprised it has given me so many problems.. It is VERY
weakened in the chart. Spiritual Mars Square which I'm doing now will help alot I guess! Thanks for the info.
HAIL SATAN!!!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" <hoodedcobra666@...> wrote:
>

> The Bucket, since my chart is a bucket chart, I have noticed means that the Planet at the
handle has prominent influence on the personality and influences the other planets very much.
Its as characteristic as your 'face'. If the bucket handle is your Chart Ruler, this is even more
serious and more powerful. Its like a color of energy that tints all other energies. For instance if
Buckt holder is Neptune. one person might have a Neptunian tint all over their personality. Its
like a real bucket, the handle is where the bucket is kinda controlled from, but other chart factors
play a prominent role as well. Also if the planets are evenly spread in the chart, this shows a
polypragmic person, rather than a personality focused on one and only thing.
>
> I hope someone will come with more info.
>
>
> HAIL SATAN!!!!
>
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@> wrote:
>>
> > Someone could shed some light on the Bucket configuration? What does it mean to have it?
And does the Handle of the Bucket should be of significance?
>>
> > HAIL SATAN!!!!
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1222
Subject: Re: Bucket Chart

From: hailazazel

Date: 4/17/2013

I will definitely search for some sources on that subject. Just wanted to get some views from my Satanists
friends here before I'm going even deeper. My chart is the Bucket configuration so I'm going to research for
it.
HAIL SATAN!!!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
> A net search should reveal something.
>
> I am a locomotive.
>
>
> --- On Tue, 4/16/13, hailazazel <hailazazel@...> wrote:
>
> From: hailazazel <hailazazel@...>
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Bucket Chart
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Tuesday, April 16, 2013, 5:45 PM
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>Â
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> Someone could shed some light on the Bucket configuration? What does it mean to have it?
And does the Handle of the Bucket should be of significance?
>
>
>
> HAIL SATAN!!!!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1223
From: hailazazel
Date: 4/17/2013
Subject: SV: [JoS_Astrology] Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)
This is very interesting. I'm always fascinated with Astrology.
You know I've had visions (not exactly sure if visions, dreams, old memories) But DEFINITELY remember
them, from childhood. I always see myself as extremely powerful being, with everyone, being strong and
powerful. And beautiful. Living in peace. I remember that. I've been there. I was definitely with Satan my
other Past lives. I know that. I want to get to the Golden Age again I can't wait for that.
The minute I have found the JoS I was crying tears of extreme joy. I was home, finally. I remember all of
this. It was truly the most beautiful world. We must fight and get it back!!!!
HAIL SATAN!!!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" <hoodedcobra666@...> wrote:
>
> I forgot to mentiom earlier. Since Saturn is obstacles, ruin etc, if placed on Pisces. Could
mean two additional things.
>
> For one the chart shows information in regards to the past life. So Saturn is not coincidence
at Pisces or any other sign. Probably Souls who faced a spiritual problem, or a spiritual
destruction (Could be older ages when we had Paganism and many lived to see our Religion
getting attacked) this might be shown in the chart as this, and all it entails. Also. Saturn in pisces
probably comes with a big desire to merge with the Universe once again (Reach a spiritual
superhuman state) but it also shows obstacles, disbelief, deep self damaging attitude. Which
might be connected to some sort of spiritual downfall.
>
> Another theory I have, is that people who have Saturn on Pisces. Will really be the Saturn of
the false bad piscean xian hoax, given they have been damaged, or some would even have a
deep connection with the older ages. For instance I mean the hostile energy one should be
receiving through a piscean point of view, to be projected into destroying dogmas that enforce

the influence of feeling 'stuck' spiritually. Therefore arousing the hate for whay is physically
represented as Saturn in Pisces, the xian hoax.
>
> Dunno if this was entirely understood. I mean those people might habe extra hate for xianity,
given they would try to break the inner obstacle by breaking the outer one.
>
> Anyone else's opinion?
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@" <lydia_666@> wrote:
>>
> > Hahaha well said, Cobra!
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" <hoodedcobra666@> wrote:
>>>
> > > Yes, I am a fan too, I believe he is very well made for this. I look forward for his posts.
>>>
> > > F.Follets I say, get the initiative and help our people here master the discipline.
>>>
> > > :)
>>>
> > > HAIL SATAN!!!!!
>>>
> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@" <lydia_666@> wrote:
>>>>
> > > > I always make the effort to read F.follet's posts, even if they have nothing to do with
me (like this Saturn in Pisces thread). So I would also enjoy reading any more information :)
>>>>
> > > > Hail Satan!
>>>>
> > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Astaroth my Queen <astarothmyqueen@>
wrote:
>>>>>
> > > > > F.follets, You seem very wellread on astrology, i would be very happy if you can take
the time to write informative sermons! Think it would expand this Group more, and i would be
very glad if you choose to Do it.Cheers
>>>>>
> > > > > Hail Astaroth-sama!
>>>>>
> > > > > Skickat från Yahoo! Mail på Android
>>>>>
>>>>
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1225
Subject: Re: Bucket Chart

From: m_18

Date: 4/17/2013

All of my books on natal are in storage at the moment. Most, I haven't looked at in years.

--- On Wed, 4/17/13, hailazazel <hailazazel@...> wrote:

From: hailazazel <hailazazel@...>

Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Bucket Chart
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Wednesday, April 17, 2013, 3:47 AM

I will definitely search for some sources on that subject. Just wanted to get some views
from my Satanists friends here before I'm going even deeper. My chart is the Bucket
configuration so I'm going to research for it.
HAIL SATAN!!!!
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
> A net search should reveal something.
>
> I am a locomotive.
>
>
> --- On Tue, 4/16/13, hailazazel <hailazazel@...> wrote:
>
> From: hailazazel <hailazazel@...>
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Bucket Chart
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Tuesday, April 16, 2013, 5:45 PM
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>Â
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> Someone could shed some light on the Bucket configuration? What does it mean to
have it? And does the Handle of the Bucket should be of significance?
>
>
>

> HAIL SATAN!!!!
>
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Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1226
From: Zach Munch
Date: 4/17/2013
Subject: Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1227
From: tjs4satan
Date: 4/17/2013
Subject: Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1228
From: jonathon_billing
Date: 4/17/2013
Subject: Re: Mere sapnon ki Rani kab ayegi tu.Marriage when ?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1229
From: Kwarioru Kerutiko
Date: 4/17/2013
Subject: Re: Uranus Transits?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1230
From: tjs4satan
Date: 4/17/2013
Subject: Re: Uranus Transits?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1231
From: Astaroth my Queen
Date: 4/17/2013
Subject: Questions about neptune
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1232
From: hailazazel
Date: 4/17/2013
Subject: Re: Questions about neptune
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1233
From: f.follets
Date: 4/17/2013
Subject: Re: Uranus Transits?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1234
From: mysticgummy
Date: 4/22/2013
Subject: Re: Questions about neptune
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1235
From: mysticgummy
Date: 4/22/2013
Subject: SV: [JoS_Astrology] Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1236
From: mysticgummy
Date: 4/22/2013
Subject: SV: [JoS_Astrology] Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1237
From: mysticgummy
Date: 4/22/2013
Subject: SV: [JoS_Astrology] Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1238
From: Astaroth my Queen
Date: 4/22/2013
Subject: SV: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Questions about neptune
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1239
From: mysticgummy
Date: 4/23/2013
Subject: SV: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Questions about neptune
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1240
From: m_18
Date: 4/23/2013
Subject: Astrology Video Links
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1241
From: Djinn Draconis
Date: 4/26/2013
Subject: SV: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Questions about neptune
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1242
From: Astaroth my Queen
Date: 4/27/2013
Subject: SV: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Questions about neptune
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1243
From: satanist17
Date: 4/27/2013
Subject: VIDEO ABOUT HITLER! PLEASE READ!!!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1244
From: hailazazel
Date: 4/27/2013
Subject: SV: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Questions about neptune
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1245
From: Djinn Draconis
Date: 4/27/2013
Subject: SV: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Questions about neptune
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1246
From: Shannon Outlaw
Date: 4/27/2013
Subject: Re: SV: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Questions about neptune
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1247
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Date: 4/27/2013
Subject: SV: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Questions about neptune
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1248
From: Astaroth my Queen
Date: 4/28/2013
Subject: SV: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Questions about neptune
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1249
From: Astaroth my Queen
Date: 4/28/2013
Subject: SV: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Questions about neptune

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1250
From: tjs4satan
Subject: SV: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Questions about neptune
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1251
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: SV: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Questions about neptune
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1252
From: Djinn Draconis
Subject: SV: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Questions about neptune
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1253
From: Djinn Draconis
Subject: SV: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Questions about neptune
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1254
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Rahu and Ketu [North & South Nodes]
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1255
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: Rahu and Ketu [North & South Nodes]
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1256
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Rahu and Ketu [North & South Nodes]
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1257
From: jonathon_billing
Subject: SV: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Questions about neptune
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1258
From: robertmills650
Subject: Megalithic structures
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1259
From: tjs4satan
Subject: Re: Rahu and Ketu [North & South Nodes]
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1260
From: f.follets
Subject: The Power of Letters and Numbers
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1261
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: The Power of Letters and Numbers
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1262
From: Light Algur
Subject: Re: The Power of Letters and Numbers
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1263
From: hailazazel
Subject: 22 Degrees
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1264
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: 22 Degrees
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1265
From: hailazazel
Subject: Re: 22 Degrees
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1266
From: Geshteit Pfalzgraf
Subject: Re: The Power of Letters and Numbers
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1267
From: m_18
Subject: Re: The Power of Letters and Numbers
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1268
From: m_18
Subject: Re: The Power of Letters and Numbers
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1269
From: Geshteit Pfalzgraf
Subject: Re: The Power of Letters and Numbers
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1270
From: m_18
Subject: Re: The Power of Letters and Numbers
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1271
From: C Y
Subject: Re: The Power of Letters and Numbers
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1272
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: The Power of Letters and Numbers
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1273
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: The Power of Letters and Numbers
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1274
From: astarothmyqueen
Subject: regarding prediction

Date: 4/28/2013
Date: 4/28/2013
Date: 4/28/2013
Date: 4/28/2013
Date: 4/28/2013
Date: 4/28/2013
Date: 4/28/2013
Date: 4/28/2013
Date: 4/28/2013
Date: 4/28/2013
Date: 4/29/2013
Date: 4/29/2013
Date: 4/29/2013
Date: 4/30/2013
Date: 4/30/2013
Date: 4/30/2013
Date: 4/30/2013
Date: 4/30/2013
Date: 4/30/2013
Date: 5/1/2013
Date: 5/1/2013
Date: 5/1/2013
Date: 5/2/2013
Date: 5/2/2013
Date: 5/3/2013

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1275
Subject: Re: regarding prediction

From: m_18

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1226
From: Zach Munch
Subject: Re: "Owning" your planets (LONG BUT IMPORTANT)

Date: 5/3/2013

Date: 4/17/2013

hoodedcobra, you always get me motivated in nearly every post of yours that i read and i love it.

On Tue, Apr 16, 2013 at 3:24 PM, hoodedcobra666 <hoodedcobra666@...> wrote:
I knoq how hard it can be with this placement. In fact this is horrific, unless one decides to
get up there. By preserving, they can build spiritual powers and gifts of lasting value but it
will be a slow process. Saturn also many times has a permanent effect,its like whatever you
build has a solid foundation.
Saturn in pisces will definitely spiritually oppose you, and try to nake sure that you will never
get past a point, but here is my yake on it. Imagine you're on a box ring, you are skinny as
fuck, weak, and you have an experienced boxer opposing you. You will most certainly lose
and it would take real power of Soul and preseverance, but once you will defeat him then you
will be so far more experienced, powerful and what you had achieved will be permanent and
you will be far more far than people who never vBulletin had opposition in this. Its like a
hardcore trained martial artist, those who make it to the end of the training are so hardcore
that while others bend spiritually. They have been experiencing everyday.
Saturn might be disgusting, but see him as a trainer, the one who always kicks your ass, the
one that motivates you to really suprass him and makes you a machine trying to find the way
of getting bac at him. That way you will notice its like a strong boss, when you overcome him,
you're above the strongest and most opposed.
HAIL SATAN!!!!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@...> wrote:
>
> Thanks for the info.
> It is quite weird that Neptune is fall in Capricorn. I feel this planet's influence in my life all
the time. It gives me alot of confusion and I can't even imagine the influence of it when it is
in Pisces.
>
> HAIL SATAN!!!!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "siguarddraconis" <drammanoth@> wrote:
>>
> > The condition is called 'reception' - where one planet is in the other's domicile but is not
in in detriment or exile, whilst the other is.
>>
> > This is weakening, and one has to work hard to overcome the malevolent influence of
those two.
>>
> > Siguard Draconis.
>>
> > Satanas Via, Vera et Vita est.

> > Ave Satanas! Rege Satanas!
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@> wrote:
>>>
> > > I was just realizing something.
> > > While the Ruler of Capricorn - Saturn, is found in Pisces, the Ruler of Pisces - Neptune,
is found in Capricorn. And I bet it gives even more problems, as they are so different in their
nature, as you stated.
>>>
> > > HAIL SATAN!!!!
>>>
> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>>>
> > > > To put it simply, just as tjs4satan said, it's like you're cut off from the spiritual
world. This can get worse if Saturn is in a spiritual house, like the 8th, 9th or the 12th, but
the feeling is generally the same.
>>>>
> > > > You *can* advance spiritually with Saturn in Pisces, it will just take more effort and
knowledge than it would with other placements. Perseverance is key, but that's usually
what's lacking when Saturn is in Pisces.
>>>>
> > > > I, for example, despite studying meditations, techniques and spiritual subjects for
many years, have never even been able to get into a trance state. Anything that can possibly
alter the state of mind usually doesn't work very well (I have Saturn in the 9th house,
though).
>>>>
> > > > As I said, with proper guidance and knowledge, there can be a spiritual
breakthrough. Those with this placement who somehow manage to deal with this and work
on it thoroughly will experience, at some point, enormous spiritual growth. However it's not
easy at all and, as usual with Saturn, will probably take time. The Saturn Return usually marks
a time of huge growth and liberation from restrictive patterns.
>>>>
> > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@> wrote:
>>>>>
> > > > > First, thank you for being honest. Astrology is honest subject.
> > > > > And it seem to be true with Saturn in Pisces. My life are hard. I'm not complaining
to much, but it's actually hard. Well Saturn is the only planet Pisces, but still. I didn't truly
understand the spiritual part. So you basically say I will always have a hard time with
advancing spiritually? That's pretty sucks..
>>>>>
> > > > > HAIL SATAN!!
>>>>>
> > > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>>>>>
> > > > > > Well, there may be other ways of interpreting Saturn in Pisces, but I need to be
totally honest with someone who also has it: by itself, it's very bad.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > Of course, Saturn is bad for everyone, but there are very good reasons why
Pisces is the sign of defeat, the 12th house is the house of ruin and, in traditional astrology,
Saturn rejoices therein. Obviously this doesn't mean life will be invariably miserable for those
with Saturn there. In fact, many people seem to not even feel its effects strongly (if not by
house position, like you), but that's because of the nature of Pisces. It's sedative.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > Saturn is reality, substance, boundaries and Pisces is the exact opposite of that.
With Saturn there, actions and endeavors often end up failing because they lack the

foundation, or because they didn't have enough power to reach completion. Or maybe they
reach the goal, but in the end the results are underwhelming and it was probably a wasted
effort anyway. Nothing is ever good enough. There is a sort of eternal discomfort, a yearning
for something that is not there, for perfection, essentially something that *does not exist* in
the literal sense (Pisces).
>>>>>>
> > > > > > Ever since I was a kid, I had symbolic dreams in which I would do many absurd
things to reach some kind of power that would enable me to do *stuff*, and just as I got
it... it wasn't what I was thinking, or there was something missing. Only many years later I
would know that this is precisely the nature of Saturn in Pisces.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > It is a feeling of being stuck within oneself, and that's exatcly what it is. It's
truly hard to turn the tide because Saturn lacks, in itself, the footing that it usually provides
for real improvement.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > What follows is, for people who can't deal with that, weakness of will, selfdestructive tendencies and severe depression. All coming the a sense that one's actions are
worth nothing, that existing is suffering, and that any real gain requires a huge, painful
sacrifice. These are all themes of Pisces alone, but even more so with Saturn involved.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > As for the spiritual implications of this placement, the effect of Saturn in Pisces
is that it tends to limit or block the flow of spiritual energies, and also block contact with
higher realms. This may be caused by an extremely deep, often unknown, fear of losing
oneself with these kinds of experiences. As with everything in Pisces, it may not look or feel
like that at all, but it probably is. Emotinal repression is possible as well.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > What I said earlier about perfection not existing in the literal sense is due to the
perception of the world through life in an essentially material reality, which by the way is
characterised by Saturn, who simultaneously creates the boundaries of reality for people and
prevents them from breaking free of that, raising the sentiment of rebellion (CapricornAquarius). We all know, however, that's not the case, and once we are free (past Aquarius),
we can reach perfection (Pisces, completion).
>>>>>>
> > > > > > What the placement of Saturn in Pisces does is making these imperfections and
boundaries much more conspicuous, even in daily life, which is not the case when it's in the
other signs where it focus on other things. It makes reality much more difficult to bear, all the
time. This can be both a very bad and a very good thing, depending on how well you handle.
It enables one to be counscious of - or overwhelmed by - what's beyond, what's missing,
and given proper guidance and enough understanding, may lead to a true spiritual
breakthrough - or may even lead to a slow, painful death, caused by the own person.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > It's important to note, if I didn't make that clear, that all the issues of Saturn in
Pisces, or at least the worst ones, are completely internal. They are caused by states of mind
and spirit, and can usually solved alone, with self-knowledge. The external issues are caused
by house position and aspects, as usual.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > Other planetary placements and aspects will obviously change the overall
picture, but if there are other Pisces or 12th house planets, it's very likely that this will all be
experienced in full.
>>>>
>>>
>>
>
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He has no connections to jews except for having a show & he knows that he may be involved in on a network that is even run by them - at least with their
money, if not directly. He likes doing his show, so what else is he to do? He hates them (jews) & speaks the truth about them & in his shows. He knows a lot
about them. He rarely talks about gematria on his shows. He mainly interviews & talks about current events & the politics involved & always mentions the
jew issues involved. There are many in the so-called truth & patiotard movements who talk about jews as well. I think jews don't mind this as longs as their
agenda(s) moves along & especially where people are still locked into xianity. As long as that is the case, they know they are still under their thumb. It's like
propaganda that is still 90% facts.
Direct all questions regarding English gematria to him directly. There should be a way to do that on his blog page. I am not giving out his email address.
I spent time dealing with some of the hosts on that defunct network to pull them away. I had some success. Enough to bring down their stats & put them in
the toilet. Within 2 months of certain hosts leaving/being canned, their listenership practically disappeared. I did this by calling in regularly & emailing them.
Several of the hosts have moved on to better things more based in reality as a result. Those hosts do not have their archives posted on the network's web
site for obvious reasons & the network's web page is simply archives now of course.
I will post more numerology when I get some time. I have to dig up old stuff & reread much of it first. I have professional obligations to deal with & other
activism that keeps me from posting here consistently.

--- On Thu, 5/2/13, f.follets <f.follets@...> wrote:

From: f.follets <f.follets@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: The Power of Letters and Numbers
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Thursday, May 2, 2013, 9:30 PM

Thank you very much for posting this. These links add a whole other level to the symbolism of the numbers and their relationship, and
stays very close to the truth of things, despite the authors' connections to jews and jew sympathizers. Numerology usually works with
more practical aspects of the numbers, but seeing this it's extremely clear how much more there is to the whole picture.
"Whole picture", interestingly, with all these connections between geometry, numbers, letters, sounds, reminds me of holograms, which
accurately represent "as above, so below". They are images in which every single part is connected to and reflected on the other, in such
a way that when one part is separated from the rest, it alone reproduces the whole again. The occult is the study of the universe as the

hologram.
Please do share more information about this!
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
> The expert on the planet with the English language gematria* (not numerology) is here & he is jew-wise:
>
> http://illuminatusobservor.blogspot.com/
>
> *not the perverted Crowley influence.
>
> He also has some general occult knowledge as well. He knows jewsih kabalah, but abhors it. If you search for his name on Youtube &
elsewhere, you find much to look at. His name is Dennis Fetcho aka "The Fetch".
>
> Geometry seems to me to be important as well. Seems to me that in the occult, everything boils down to astrology, geometry, numbers,
sound & letters.
>
> Once you understand how western occultist constructed the English language & then see how jews are perverting it, you will a whole
new avenue of understanding.
>
> Please direct all questions to him, not me.
>
> Your hard angles, 45, 180 & 360 reduce to 9. Any number times 9, the sum of the digits equal nine.
>
> Nine is a number of completion.
>
> Good sample in pain English on this site below. Too bad it on the idiot David Icke's web site:
>
> http://www.davidicke.com/forum/showthread.php?p=1061353043
>
> Secrets in Plain Sight:
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L777RhL_Fz4
>
> Scott Onstott from Secrets in Plain Sight joined after a
> brief overview of news from Syria. Architecture, measurements, solar
> numbers, correlational use of numbers, the Egyptian Cubit, IX-XI, and WTC

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

are some of the topics discussed in this fast show!:
http://mp3.oraclebroadcasting.com/dennis_fetcho/dennis_fetcho.2012-06-23_16k.mp3
I call in as David in Texas regarding the number 9. And yes, I do know Dennis.
Numerology of your name:
http://www.paulsadowski.com/Numbers.asp
I am 18 which reduces to 9. I am 9 in all 3 categories. There are even 18 letters in my name. thus "magus_18"
If I get some time in the future I can post some more on this. I also have along piece on the numerology of 9-11.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1277
Subject: Re: The Power of Letters and Numbers

From: m_18

I found this:

Gematria by Dennis Fetcho

The basic elements of the Construction. A primary element is that known as "the Acroamatic Cipher".

Says Manley P. Hall in "Secret Teachings of All Ages",

"The religious and philosophical writings of all nations abound with acroamatic cryptograms,

that is, parables and allegories. The acroamatic is unique in that the document containing it may

Date: 5/4/2013

be translated or reprinted without affecting the cryptogram. Parables and allegories have been used

since remote antiquity to present moral truths in an attractive and understandable manner. The

acroamatic cryptogram is a pictorial cipher drawn in words and its symbolism must be so

interpreted. The Old and New Testaments of the Jews, the writings of Plato and Aristotle, Homer's

Odyssey and Iliad, Virgil's Æneid, The Metamorphosis of Apuleius, and Æsop's Fables are outstanding

examples of acroamatic cryptography in which are concealed the deepest and most sublime truths of

ancient mystical philosophy...

...The creation myths of the world are acroamatic cryptograms, and the deities of the various

pantheons are only cryptic characters which, if properly understood, become the constituents of a

divine alphabet."

As embodied in Speculative Freemasonry, this search for "the Truth" comprised a search for "the

Lost Word". This "Lost Word" was encoded as a "divine Alphabet".

As Manley P. Hall explains, the various "creation myths of the world" abound with "acoamatic

ciphers" that are, in turn, concealing a "sacred Alphabet". In the story of "Adam and Eve", we are

able to demonstrate precisely what was meant by a "divine Alphabet".

If we use the Letter M and divide it, we create the sequence I V I.

This sequence is simply reordered to V-II. Being "Hebrew", it is read "backwards", wherein the

"tale" reveals its Letter.

II = PI = 3.141 = 1413 = ADM
V = EVE

ADM and EVE is an acroamatic cipher for the "Roman" or "Greek" letter M.

Since V-II is a form of "crypted M", we note then that the SEVEN is, too, a form of "cipher" for

the Letter M. In this case, we note that when we break the M into its constituent components, M =

I V I, it is "Pi" as "ADM" that "surrounds" EVE. Hence in the word S-EVE-N, we note that S is

located at number 3 while N is located at number 14.

S-EVE-N simply is another form of presentation for the Letter M.

Equally, since EL (L) is, too, located at number 3, the word EL-EVE-N demonstrates clear that

EL-EVE-N is a form of cipher for the Letter M.

All of these representations and ciphers form "conceptual links" and "anchors" that, through an

elevated understanding of the Construct, begin to reveal themselves as representative of "the

Word".

The Key to "the Word" is Pi.

The Precession of the Equinoxes and Freemasonry

One of the "Great Keys" to understanding the Speculative Masonic Arts, as well as the larger

Western esoteric traditions, to include Esoteric Christianity, is that which is known as "the

Precession of the Equinoxes".

In short, the Earth wobbles on its axis like a top, shifting one degree every 72 years. The total

time to complete one rotation on its axis is known as "Plato's Great Year".

Says Higgins in "The Beginning of Freemasonry",

"If the ultimate and all-sustaining secret of Freemasonry may be openly expressed in a few

words, it will be these:

"The entire course of nature is manifested in cycles. Some of these are scientifically real,

others are but appearances based upon the presence and position of the observer upon the earth,

away from which they have no true existence. For instance, there is no night except we are

temporarily on the shadow side of our globe during its diurnal rotation. There is this movement of

the earth on its axis; there is the annual revolution that we term the year; and there is the

stupendous cycle called the precession of the equinoxes, which requires nearly 26,000 years for its

accomplishment....

"...By careful computation we are able to reconstruct this really divine system, and we find

that the exact proportions relating to celestial correlations in question were lavishly and

exclusively in the architecture and temples of old, in all the culture lands of the world, both

east and west."

"The Great Pyramid" of Egypt is, perhaps, the most studied of all ancient architectures relative to

Western esoteric traditions, especially as these traditions pertain to Freemasonry. Some celestial

constants that are embed into the Great Pyramid include the following:

The length of a base side is 9,131 Pyramid Inches measured at the mean socket level, or 365.24

Pyramid Cubits, which is the number of days in a year [9,131/25 = 365.24, accurate to 5 digits].

The perimeter of the base divided by 100 = 365.24, the number of days in a year. [9 131 Pyramid

Inches * 4 / 100, accurate to 5 digits]

The length of the antechamber of the King's Chamber times Pi = length of a sidereal year

[116.26471 Pyramid Inches * 3.14159 = 365.25636 days, accurate to 8 digits]

The sum of the pyramid's two base diagonals in Pyramid Inches = length of the Precession of the

Equinoxes (25,827 years)

Due to the angle of the sides of the pyramid vs. its latitude, it casts no shadow at noon

during the spring equinox. - Source: Tim Strouse.com

When creating the "verbal" component of the larger "philosophical Construction", the "precession

number that was/is used is that of Plato, or 25920. When 25920 is divided by 2, this figure enables

us to arrive at a "conceptual diameter", or what is known as a "Pi Proportion".

The "Precession of the Equinoxes" as a "Pi Proportion" may be viewed simply as two circles squared

and divided by 10.

(360^2)/10 = (360*360) = 129600/10 = 12,960 Years

12960 Years * 2 = 25920 Years = Platonic Cycle

In this case, the operative number is "6^2" or 6*6 or 36.

When we sum the digits from 1:11, we show that 1+2+3+4+5+6+7+8+9+10+11 = 66.

The term "66" is a cryptogram for 6*6.

The Great Key remains "Pi", which in this case is being represented by 360 degrees of a circle, or 6*6, or 66 and 11 for short.

Anchor Points in the Alphabet - The Number 7

We now turn to the idea of "anchors in the Alphabet". Another term for "anchors" is "Pi Start Points", but "anchors" is an appropriate conceptual definition.

Our primary "anchor" is simply to divide the Alphabet in half.

In a 26 digit sequence Alphabet, a division by 2 would arrive at "13". This is the Letter M. "M" starts the sequence 131415 which is, of course, Pi (3.1415).

The secondary anchor is to simply divide the Alphabet again in half.

The homonym code here is "If you got it, do you have it?"

In this case, the Letters being encoded are the Letters G and T. The operative word is "GOT". In this case, we divided the Alphabet in half and arrived at
M.NO. When we divide the Alphabet in half a second time, we arrive at the Letters of G and T.

At the letters "G" and "T", we have exactly 6 Letters to the right and left of each respective letter.

ABCDEF - G - HIJKLM
-----6------G - ----6----

NOPQRS - T - UVWXYZ
-----6-------T ------6-----

This "6*6*6*6" encodes the "Precession of the Equinoxes" in that 6*6*6*6 = 1296, while equally encoding the period from Winter Solstice to Spring Equinox
to Summer Solstice to Fall Equinox, and so forth.

The design of the Alphabet is directly encoding the same "celestial observations" as is hinted at in the design of the Pyramids.

The "homonym code" is a play on words. If we "G-T" the Alphabet, we first divide the Alphabet in "half", and then, when we divide the Alphabet in "half"
again, we arrive at the Letters G-T. The play on words, then, is the coy link of "have" to "halve".

If you "G-T" the Alphabet, do you "halve it"?

The answer, then, is of course "Yes", if I G-T the Alphabet, I must "halve it". Set into profane speech, the phrase becomes "If you got it, do you have it?".
With a wink of the eye, an esoteric code set against "truth" reveals itself simply and effectively.

More importantly, the Letters "G" and "T" appear on the "7 digit" of each of their respective halves.

The way that the "7" becomes a "Pi Start Point", or "anchor point", is through fusing the Letters G and T to the seasons. T is the Winter and Summer Solstice
while G is the Spring and Fall Equinox. Since each of these days traditionally fell on the 22 day of their respective, the fraction of 22/7 reveals 3.1428571.

"7" represents an anchor point for Pi when the traditional dates for the Sun's celestial marking points is invoked.

The Letters B-T and "11"

We could not that the Letters B and T have values of 2 and 20 respective, and that the sum of 2+20=22 and thus to divide 22 by 2 we arrive back at 11
shows a relationship of B and T to 11, but this form of logic would not be the design and intent of the Letters B and T.

However, just as G and T as the word "GOT" and "GET" hint at a more hidden esoteric code, so too do the Letters B and T as the word BET and BETTER,
hints at a more hidden esoteric code.

The way this works is through a manipulation of the "Master Number", which is 11.

The "Master Number" of "11" reveals that the sum of 1:11 is 66, and 66 is 6*6=36.

Manipulations of the Number 36 include the following:

1) The Sum of 1:8 = 36 = 6*6
2) The Sum of 1:11 = 66 = 6*6

3) The Square of 36 = 6*6
4) The Multiple of 4*9=36=6*6

When we use the Letters B and T, aka, the "BT" er way. This "BT" way, of course, must invoke the Master Number in some way.

This is accomplished through setting one start point at T and the other at B. If we count 4 digits to right of T and 4 digits to the left of B, our end point is X.

T-UVW-X-YZA-B

The Letter X is 11 digits in from the start of the second half of the Alphabet.

NOPQRSTUVWX
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 11

When we count 9 from the Left of T and 9 from the Right of B, our end point is the Letter K.

B-CDEFGHIJ-K-LMNOPQRS-T

The Letter K is the 11th Letter from the start of the Alphabet.

Through the Letters BT, using a 4*9 count, we arrive at an 11*11 (K-X) representation of the Master Number.

Since 11 is 66, then K-X reveals 11-11, or 66-66, or 6*6*10*6*6 = 12960 years.

This is, again, the Pi Proportion to the Precession of the Equinoxes.

In this way does 7/11 hide or reveal starting points for "the Word" or "Pi"?

--- On Fri, 5/3/13, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: The Power of Letters and Numbers
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Friday, May 3, 2013, 2:28 PM

He has no connections to jews except for having a show & he knows that he may be involved in on a network that is even run by them at least with their money, if not directly. He likes doing his show, so what else is he to do? He hates them (jews) & speaks the truth
about them & in his shows. He knows a lot about them. He rarely talks about gematria on his shows. He mainly interviews & talks about
current events & the politics involved & always mentions the jew issues involved. There are many in the so-called truth & patiotard
movements who talk about jews as well. I think jews don't mind this as longs as their agenda(s) moves along & especially where people
are still locked into xianity. As long as that is the case, they know they are still under their thumb. It's like propaganda that is still 90%
facts.
Direct all questions regarding English gematria to him directly. There should be a way to do that on his blog page. I am not giving out his
email address.
I spent time dealing with some of the hosts on that defunct network to pull them away. I had some success. Enough to bring down their
stats & put them in the toilet. Within 2 months of certain hosts leaving/being canned, their listenership practically disappeared. I did this

by calling in regularly & emailing them. Several of the hosts have moved on to better things more based in reality as a result. Those hosts
do not have their archives posted on the network's web site for obvious reasons & the network's web page is simply archives now of
course.
I will post more numerology when I get some time. I have to dig up old stuff & reread much of it first. I have professional obligations to
deal with & other activism that keeps me from posting here consistently.

--- On Thu, 5/2/13, f.follets <f.follets@...> wrote:

From: f.follets <f.follets@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: The Power of Letters and Numbers
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Thursday, May 2, 2013, 9:30 PM

Thank you very much for posting this. These links add a whole other level to the symbolism of the numbers and their
relationship, and stays very close to the truth of things, despite the authors' connections to jews and jew sympathizers.
Numerology usually works with more practical aspects of the numbers, but seeing this it's extremely clear how much more
there is to the whole picture.
"Whole picture", interestingly, with all these connections between geometry, numbers, letters, sounds, reminds me of
holograms, which accurately represent "as above, so below". They are images in which every single part is connected to and
reflected on the other, in such a way that when one part is separated from the rest, it alone reproduces the whole again. The
occult is the study of the universe as the hologram.
Please do share more information about this!
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
> The expert on the planet with the English language gematria* (not numerology) is here & he is jew-wise:
>
> http://illuminatusobservor.blogspot.com/
>
> *not the perverted Crowley influence.
>

> He also has some general occult knowledge as well. He knows jewsih kabalah, but abhors it. If you search for his name on
Youtube & elsewhere, you find much to look at. His name is Dennis Fetcho aka "The Fetch".
>
> Geometry seems to me to be important as well. Seems to me that in the occult, everything boils down to astrology,
geometry, numbers, sound & letters.
>
> Once you understand how western occultist constructed the English language & then see how jews are perverting it, you
will a whole new avenue of understanding.
>
> Please direct all questions to him, not me.
>
> Your hard angles, 45, 180 & 360 reduce to 9. Any number times 9, the sum of the digits equal nine.
>
> Nine is a number of completion.
>
> Good sample in pain English on this site below. Too bad it on the idiot David Icke's web site:
>
> http://www.davidicke.com/forum/showthread.php?p=1061353043
>
> Secrets in Plain Sight:
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L777RhL_Fz4
>
> Scott Onstott from Secrets in Plain Sight joined after a
> brief overview of news from Syria. Architecture, measurements, solar
> numbers, correlational use of numbers, the Egyptian Cubit, IX-XI, and WTC
> are some of the topics discussed in this fast show!:
>
> http://mp3.oraclebroadcasting.com/dennis_fetcho/dennis_fetcho.2012-06-23_16k.mp3
>
> I call in as David in Texas regarding the number 9. And yes, I do know Dennis.
>
> Numerology of your name:
>
> http://www.paulsadowski.com/Numbers.asp
>
> I am 18 which reduces to 9. I am 9 in all 3 categories. There are even 18 letters in my name. thus "magus_18"
>

> If I get some time in the future I can post some more on this. I also have along piece on the numerology of 9-11.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Rosary question

Message: 1278

From: mysticgummy

Date: 5/6/2013

Alrighty so... this might be a no brainer for some people.. maybe i make it complex but any reply would be sweet(:
When making the rosary is it 108 beads not including the larger affirmation beads? I've counted the beads on the image on jos and im still not quite sure how
this is all set up xP id say 9 small beads then an affirmation bead each time, the image has 10 on one side 8 on another and a row of 12 at the bottom and
man i just idk xP I couldn't find the answer in the search so, anyone got anything? Thanks, keep on keepin on(:
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Rosary question

Message: 1279

From: mysticgummy

Date: 5/6/2013

Alrighty so... this might be a no brainer for some people.. maybe i make it complex but any reply would be sweet(:
When making the rosary is it 108 beads not including the larger affirmation beads? I've counted the beads on the image on jos and im still not quite sure how
this is all set up xP id say 9 small beads then an affirmation bead each time, the image has 10 on one side 8 on another and a row of 12 at the bottom and
man i just idk xP I couldn't find the answer in the search so, anyone got anything? Thanks, keep on keepin on(:
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1280
Subject: rosary post was put in the wrong group heads up

From: mysticgummy

Date: 5/6/2013

From: magus_igni

Date: 5/6/2013

But if anyone in this group knows what's up then hey i mean im here
But oops yah
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1281
Subject: Re: The Power of Letters and Numbers

Greetings
@magus_18 thank you for the wealth of information which you have provided.

ULF FRATER
WOLF(ULF)MAN............

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, May 1, 2013 6:50 AM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] The Power of Letters and Numbers

The expert on the planet with the English language gematria* (not numerology) is here & he is jew-wise:

http://illuminatusobservor.blogspot.com/
*not the perverted Crowley influence.
He also has some general occult knowledge as well. He knows jewsih kabalah, but abhors it. If you search for his name on Youtube & elsewhere, you find much to
look at. His name is Dennis Fetcho aka "The Fetch".
Geometry seems to me to be important as well. Seems to me that in the occult, everything boils down to astrology, geometry, numbers, sound & letters.
Once you understand how western occultist constructed the English language & then see how jews are perverting it, you will a whole new avenue of understanding.
Please direct all questions to him, not me.
Your hard angles, 45, 180 & 360 reduce to 9. Any number times 9, the sum of the digits equal nine.
Nine is a number of completion.
Good sample in pain English on this site below. Too bad it on the idiot David Icke's web site:
http://www.davidicke.com/forum/showthread.php?p=1061353043
Secrets in Plain Sight:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L777RhL_Fz4
Scott Onstott from Secrets in Plain Sight joined after a brief overview of news from Syria. Architecture, measurements, solar numbers, correlational use of numbers, the Egyptian Cubit, IX-XI, and WTC are some of the
topics discussed in this fast show!:

http://mp3.oraclebroadcasting.com/dennis_fetcho/dennis_fetcho.2012-06-23_16k.mp3
I call in as David in Texas regarding the number 9. And yes, I do know Dennis.
Numerology of your name:
http://www.paulsadowski.com/Numbers.asp
I am 18 which reduces to 9. I am 9 in all 3 categories. There are even 18 letters in my name. thus "magus_18"
If I get some time in the future I can post some more on this. I also have along piece on the numerology of 9-11.

--- On Mon, 4/29/13, f.follets <f.follets@...> wrote:
From: f.follets <f.follets@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] The Power of Letters and Numbers
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Monday, April 29, 2013, 12:59 AM

I'm sorry if this is out of place, what I'm presenting here is not related directly to astrology per se, but it's
very important and I've wanted to share this for quite some time already. Please let me know
what you think of this, and if I should go further into it.
It's a well known fact that names have power. Giving a name to something is like giving it an
official existence which will, from that moment onward, carry its own purpose and develop its
meaning. Nomen est omen. The names of the gods are vibrated as words of power. In ancient
languages, letters had numerical equivalence; letters and numbers were interchangeable and all
had special significance and power.
More than that, the power of the letters and numbers is based on the fact that they represent
the vibrations of the universe. Each one of them is a concept within itself, and each one is a
part of the whole. Names, mantras, runes, sigils, symbols, letters, numbers - all are
connected. The numbers and letters are tools with which one can understand this process and
shed light on what makes things what they are, what is their basic constitution and what they represent to the rest of the world.
Numerology studies and utilizes these tools to understand and work with the energies of the
univserse. Together with Astrology, it can provide invaluable information about the self, the
others and the future. It's extremely simple and straightforward to use - though very detailed
as well - and can clarify or even reveal trends not easily seen within a chart.
In this post, I will present the numbers, their basic meaning/rulership and relationship for
future reference. Later, I'll show the methods that reveal exactly how they are used in Numerology.

Basic rules and the Numerical equivalence of Letters

In numerology, all the numbers are reduced to one digit that represents a vibration. This is
done through the addition of the digits. For example: 258 is actually 6, because 2 + 5 + 8 = 15 = 1 + 5 = 6.
Two tables are used to assign numbers to the letters: the Pythagorean table, which is the most
widely used and the Chaldean table, which is rarely used.
In the Pythagorean table, numbers relate to the letters in a very straightforward way: A = 1, B = 2 and so on.
Also, sets of letters represent vibrational levels of each number and are divided in physical/material, mental/social and
spiritual/emotional.
PYTHAGOREAN TABLE

---------------------------------------------------------1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
---------------------------------------------------------Physical A B C D E F G H I
Mental J K L M N O P Q R
Spiritual S T U V W X Y Z
---------------------------------------------------------The Chaldean table does not use the number 9 (supposedly) because it was considered a divine,
sacred number, unrelated to people. The Pythagorean table is the most practical and accurate for general use,
and is the one I prefer, however the Chaldean table is said to hold most closely the real vibrational
qualities of the numbers and letters and thus represents occult meanings and underlying
forces. Choice between the two is free and depends entirely on preference.
CHALDEAN TABLE

----------------------------------1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
----------------------------------A B C D E U O F
I K G M H V Z P
J R L T N W
Y
S X
Q
----------------------------------

The Meaning of the Numbers

Number 1

Yang, the masculine principle, existence, will, spirit, creation, pure, absolute power.
Assertion, independence, individualism, consciousness, clarity, uniqueness, spontaneity,
bravery, courage, ambition, dominance, leadership, originality, pioneering, potence, drive,
action, agitation, achievement. Agression, selfishness, arrogance, war, separation.
Number 2

Ying, the feminine principle, polarity, reflection, antithesis, complement, union, equality.
Co-operation, association, subtlety, harmony, sensibility, emotion, empathy/sympathy,
intimacy, adjustment, calmness, persuasion, diplomacy, peace. Dependence, passivity,
submission, weakness, depression, sabotage, deception, opposition.
Number 3

Growth, fertility, expression, movement, progress, change.
Joy, fun, youth, demonstration, creativity, activity, brilliance, luck, celebration, sexuality
for expression/reproduction, performing arts, communication, sociability, friendship,
popularity. Immaturity, dispersion, futility.
Number 4

Order, the manifestation of form, reality, substance, matter, solidity, time.
Systems, standards, facts, routine, consistence, stability, structure, incarnation, useful
work, discipline, resilience, patience, engineering, exactitude, logic, maturity, economy,
efficience, conservation. Roughness, restriction, repression, limitation, indifference,
tedium, opposing change, stagnation, the old.
Number 5

Multiplicity, the quintessence, infinite possibilities, freedom, the five senses, experience,
expansion.
Intelligence, versatility, creativity, understanding, pleasure, excitement, sexuality for
physical/mental experience and pleasure, change, resourcefulness, charisma, shrewd, fluency, breaks the
status quo and mental prisions. Disruption, nervousness, uncertainty, dispersion, shallowness, promiscuity.
Number 6

Hearth, family, justice, duty, service, connection, humanity.
Care, fairness, tact, excellence, harmony, beauty, aesthetics, taste, poise, responsibility,
dedication, devotion, tradition, protection, help, medicine, marriage, exchange, equivalence,
relationships, welfare, community, sociability, society, civilization, social code, rules,
laws, ethics, advice, teaching, guidance, arts. Dependence, abuse, closed groups, oligarchy,
conformism, mafia, indecision, criticism, nitpicking.
Number 7

Wisdom, the occult, mystery, study, science, analysis, magic, philosophy.
The mental realm, truth, metaphysics, higher consciousness, solitude, quietude, detachment,
introspection, search for meaning and perfection, meditation, purification,
physical/mental/spiritual refinement, spiritual knowledge, mental breakthrough, the malefemale union, hermaphrodite, androgyny, symbolism, specialization, dignity, self-reliability,
technique. Anti-social, weirdness, ostracism, paranoia, omission, hides the truth, skepticism.
Number 8

Power, triumph, conquest, extremes, crisis, death.
Ascension, determination, competence, authority, concentrated effort, intensity, control,
focus, reincarnation, recuperation, executive ability, finances, politics, government,
material success, achievement, status, wealth, loyalty, pure logic and reasoning. Cold,
calculating, sadism, wrath, hatred, torture, extreme violence, cruelty, obsession, corruption,
intolerance, destruction, crime.
Number 9

Divinity, immortality, the world/universe, infinite knowledge.
Omniscience, omnipresence, omnipotence, illumination, inspiration, comprehension, spiritual
leadership, elevation, perfection, transcedence, universal counsciousness, myths, religion,
broadcasting, fame, idealism, charisma, sacrifice, neverending expansion, foreigners,
enthusiasm, the world at large. Martyrdom, fanatism, victimization, superiority complex,
drugs, alcohool, aberrations, loss, gullibility, madness.
There are also three main (or more, but few people use them at all) so-called "Master Numbers":
11(2), 22(4) and 33(6) which are basically the same as their reduced, single-number
form, only much more powerful. They are rarely realized in full by people who have them in
their makeup, but they nevertheless provide greater-than-average potential to both glory and

downfall. They operate pretty much as the higher octave planets. Usually, whenever they appear
in the numerological chart, they are not reduced because of their special significance.
It's worth noticing that the number 33 had its meaning and potential abused by the enemy,
who called it the number of Christ, "the son of God"/"savior"/"protector", when in fact it
represents our Gentile relationship with the Gods, our humanity. Six is the number of family
bond and connections and we have family bonds with the gods, we descend from them and we will
always be connected to them, also as their family. There are many other ways to see the misuse
of number 33, it's very clear. This also serves to show how the 33 works in relation to the
single number 6: one represents divine, elevated meanings, and the other represents more
common meanings.
Similarly, numbers followed with 0, such as 10, 20, 500 etc. are the same as their single
form, only intensified by the presence of number zero. Number zero, for all practical
purposes, is not used but exists nevertheless and is only considered in a couple of cases,
such as this one.

Numerical Relationships
As shown in the descriptions (and I tried my best to separate them as much as possible), the
numbers have an overlapping spectrum of (rather than mutually exclusive) meanings. Some of
them are directly related to each other, some have similar characteristics, but with different
expression.
- The even numbers represent conformity, accordance, permanence. The odd numbers stand alone,
bring change and break the conformity.
- Numbers 3, 6 and 9 are all related, all deal with relationships and connections, in
different degrees: 3 deals with few relationships, friends; 6 deals with larger groups of people, the community;
9 deals with relationships with the world at large.
- 3 is rather superficial, 6 is deeper, 9 is both the ultimate soul commitment and complete
detachment.
- 2 represents all 1 on 1 relationships.
- 1 represents the head and has to do with the powers of the mind, can represent raw mental
energy, genius, mental prowess.
- 4 and 8 deal with logic and reasoning.
- Number 5, despite being mental, is also very physical; it works through the senses and as
such, is one of the most sexual numbers.
- 2, 6 and 9 are all helpers, humanitarians, sensitive numbers.

- 2 is entirely passive, will give itself entirely; 6 is also passive, but will stand by
itself and its ideals, even if abused sometimes; 9 can give itself entirely to a cause it
believes, but will always act to change a situation and fights whenever necessary.
- 5 and 9 both represent expansion.
- 4 and 8 are very similar, but while 4 maintains the status quo for the sake of simply having
a status quo, 8 does it for personal reasons, to maintain power.
- 6 also seeks permanence, but for the sake of balance and harmony.
- 1 and 8 have abundant energy and can be very sexual, like number 3 and 5, but are usually concerned with other things.
Combined, letters and numbers provide a very fine-tuned energetic signature to whatever they
are attached to.
The numbers also relate to certain signs and planets, though not really directly. Different
authors on the subject offer different ruling planets to each number, and none of them seem to
encompass their meaning entirely, so I'll not go into that. Numbers usually rule a set of
similar characteristics from two or more signs at once:
- 1 relates to both Aries and Leo.
- 2 relates to Libra and Cancer.
- 3 relates to Taurus, Gemini and Leo.
- 4 relates to all the earth signs.
- 5 is most closely related to the Gemini-Sagittarius axis, though it is also related to
Aquarius.
- 6 is Cancer, Virgo and Libra.
- 7 is almost entirely related to Aquarius.
- 8 is strongly related to Scorpio and Capricorn.
- 9 is Sagittarius and Pisces.
- 11 is very close to the entire meaning of Pisces.
- 22 has the qualities of Taurus, but of Aries and Pisces as well. Transcendent number 4.
- 33 represents the Virgo-Pisces axis very strongly.
The numbers relate to the tarot cards, runes and chakras as well.
As said in the introduction, the numbers encompass the meaning of many energies and can be
used to understand their interactions and how they work in the world. Though the focus here is
self-knowledge and people, they can be used for pretty much everything, including predicting
the future. I'll go into that in future posts, if you want.

P.S.: If for some reason the tables are screwed up, just do a quick search with their names and you'll find many images of them.
Formatting text on Yahoo is a terrible, painful job.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1282
Subject: Re: The Power of Letters and Numbers

From: m_18

You're welcome. As soon as I get a chance, I will look up some stuff on my computer for numerology.
David

--- On Mon, 5/6/13, magus_igni <magus_igni@...> wrote:

From: magus_igni <magus_igni@...>
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] The Power of Letters and Numbers
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Date: Monday, May 6, 2013, 4:39 AM

Greetings
@magus_18 thank you for the wealth of information which you have provided.

ULF FRATER
WOLF(ULF)MAN............

Date: 5/7/2013

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, May 1, 2013 6:50 AM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] The Power of Letters and Numbers

The expert on the planet with the English language gematria* (not numerology) is here & he is jew-wise:
http://illuminatusobservor.blogspot.com/

*not the perverted Crowley influence.
He also has some general occult knowledge as well. He knows jewsih kabalah, but abhors it. If you search for his name on Youtube &
elsewhere, you find much to look at. His name is Dennis Fetcho aka "The Fetch".
Geometry seems to me to be important as well. Seems to me that in the occult, everything boils down to astrology, geometry, numbers, sound &
letters.
Once you understand how western occultist constructed the English language & then see how jews are perverting it, you will a whole new
avenue of understanding.
Please direct all questions to him, not me.
Your hard angles, 45, 180 & 360 reduce to 9. Any number times 9, the sum of the digits equal nine.
Nine is a number of completion.
Good sample in pain English on this site below. Too bad it on the idiot David Icke's web site:
http://www.davidicke.com/forum/showthread.php?p=1061353043
Secrets in Plain Sight:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L777RhL_Fz4
Scott Onstott from Secrets in Plain Sight joined after a brief overview of news from Syria. Architecture, measurements, solar numbers, correlational use of numbers, the Egyptian Cubit, IX-XI,
and WTC are some of the topics discussed in this fast show!:

http://mp3.oraclebroadcasting.com/dennis_fetcho/dennis_fetcho.2012-06-23_16k.mp3
I call in as David in Texas regarding the number 9. And yes, I do know Dennis.
Numerology of your name:
http://www.paulsadowski.com/Numbers.asp
I am 18 which reduces to 9. I am 9 in all 3 categories. There are even 18 letters in my name. thus "magus_18"
If I get some time in the future I can post some more on this. I also have along piece on the numerology of 9-11.

--- On Mon, 4/29/13, f.follets <f.follets@...> wrote:
From: f.follets <f.follets@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] The Power of Letters and Numbers
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Monday, April 29, 2013, 12:59 AM

I'm sorry if this is out of place, what I'm presenting here is not related directly to astrology per se, but it's
very important and I've wanted to share this for quite some time already. Please let me know
what you think of this, and if I should go further into it.
It's a well known fact that names have power. Giving a name to something is like giving it an
official existence which will, from that moment onward, carry its own purpose and develop its
meaning. Nomen est omen. The names of the gods are vibrated as words of power. In ancient
languages, letters had numerical equivalence; letters and numbers were interchangeable and all
had special significance and power.
More than that, the power of the letters and numbers is based on the fact that they represent
the vibrations of the universe. Each one of them is a concept within itself, and each one is a
part of the whole. Names, mantras, runes, sigils, symbols, letters, numbers - all are
connected. The numbers and letters are tools with which one can understand this process and
shed light on what makes things what they are, what is their basic constitution and what they represent to the rest of
the world.
Numerology studies and utilizes these tools to understand and work with the energies of the
univserse. Together with Astrology, it can provide invaluable information about the self, the
others and the future. It's extremely simple and straightforward to use - though very detailed
as well - and can clarify or even reveal trends not easily seen within a chart.
In this post, I will present the numbers, their basic meaning/rulership and relationship for
future reference. Later, I'll show the methods that reveal exactly how they are used in Numerology.

Basic rules and the Numerical equivalence of Letters

In numerology, all the numbers are reduced to one digit that represents a vibration. This is
done through the addition of the digits. For example: 258 is actually 6, because 2 + 5 + 8 = 15 = 1 + 5 = 6.
Two tables are used to assign numbers to the letters: the Pythagorean table, which is the most
widely used and the Chaldean table, which is rarely used.
In the Pythagorean table, numbers relate to the letters in a very straightforward way: A = 1, B = 2 and so on.
Also, sets of letters represent vibrational levels of each number and are divided in physical/material, mental/social and
spiritual/emotional.
PYTHAGOREAN TABLE

---------------------------------------------------------1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
---------------------------------------------------------Physical A B C D E F G H I
Mental J K L M N O P Q R
Spiritual S T U V W X Y Z
---------------------------------------------------------The Chaldean table does not use the number 9 (supposedly) because it was considered a divine,
sacred number, unrelated to people. The Pythagorean table is the most practical and accurate for general use,
and is the one I prefer, however the Chaldean table is said to hold most closely the real vibrational
qualities of the numbers and letters and thus represents occult meanings and underlying
forces. Choice between the two is free and depends entirely on preference.
CHALDEAN TABLE

----------------------------------1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
----------------------------------A B C D E U O F
I K G M H V Z P
J R L T N W
Y
S X
Q
----------------------------------

The Meaning of the Numbers

Number 1

Yang, the masculine principle, existence, will, spirit, creation, pure, absolute power.
Assertion, independence, individualism, consciousness, clarity, uniqueness, spontaneity,
bravery, courage, ambition, dominance, leadership, originality, pioneering, potence, drive,
action, agitation, achievement. Agression, selfishness, arrogance, war, separation.
Number 2

Ying, the feminine principle, polarity, reflection, antithesis, complement, union, equality.
Co-operation, association, subtlety, harmony, sensibility, emotion, empathy/sympathy,
intimacy, adjustment, calmness, persuasion, diplomacy, peace. Dependence, passivity,
submission, weakness, depression, sabotage, deception, opposition.
Number 3

Growth, fertility, expression, movement, progress, change.
Joy, fun, youth, demonstration, creativity, activity, brilliance, luck, celebration, sexuality
for expression/reproduction, performing arts, communication, sociability, friendship,
popularity. Immaturity, dispersion, futility.
Number 4

Order, the manifestation of form, reality, substance, matter, solidity, time.
Systems, standards, facts, routine, consistence, stability, structure, incarnation, useful
work, discipline, resilience, patience, engineering, exactitude, logic, maturity, economy,
efficience, conservation. Roughness, restriction, repression, limitation, indifference,
tedium, opposing change, stagnation, the old.
Number 5

Multiplicity, the quintessence, infinite possibilities, freedom, the five senses, experience,
expansion.
Intelligence, versatility, creativity, understanding, pleasure, excitement, sexuality for
physical/mental experience and pleasure, change, resourcefulness, charisma, shrewd, fluency, breaks the
status quo and mental prisions. Disruption, nervousness, uncertainty, dispersion, shallowness, promiscuity.
Number 6

Hearth, family, justice, duty, service, connection, humanity.

Care, fairness, tact, excellence, harmony, beauty, aesthetics, taste, poise, responsibility,
dedication, devotion, tradition, protection, help, medicine, marriage, exchange, equivalence,
relationships, welfare, community, sociability, society, civilization, social code, rules,
laws, ethics, advice, teaching, guidance, arts. Dependence, abuse, closed groups, oligarchy,
conformism, mafia, indecision, criticism, nitpicking.
Number 7

Wisdom, the occult, mystery, study, science, analysis, magic, philosophy.
The mental realm, truth, metaphysics, higher consciousness, solitude, quietude, detachment,
introspection, search for meaning and perfection, meditation, purification,
physical/mental/spiritual refinement, spiritual knowledge, mental breakthrough, the malefemale union, hermaphrodite, androgyny, symbolism, specialization, dignity, self-reliability,
technique. Anti-social, weirdness, ostracism, paranoia, omission, hides the truth, skepticism.
Number 8

Power, triumph, conquest, extremes, crisis, death.
Ascension, determination, competence, authority, concentrated effort, intensity, control,
focus, reincarnation, recuperation, executive ability, finances, politics, government,
material success, achievement, status, wealth, loyalty, pure logic and reasoning. Cold,
calculating, sadism, wrath, hatred, torture, extreme violence, cruelty, obsession, corruption,
intolerance, destruction, crime.
Number 9

Divinity, immortality, the world/universe, infinite knowledge.
Omniscience, omnipresence, omnipotence, illumination, inspiration, comprehension, spiritual
leadership, elevation, perfection, transcedence, universal counsciousness, myths, religion,
broadcasting, fame, idealism, charisma, sacrifice, neverending expansion, foreigners,
enthusiasm, the world at large. Martyrdom, fanatism, victimization, superiority complex,
drugs, alcohool, aberrations, loss, gullibility, madness.
There are also three main (or more, but few people use them at all) so-called "Master Numbers":
11(2), 22(4) and 33(6) which are basically the same as their reduced, single-number
form, only much more powerful. They are rarely realized in full by people who have them in
their makeup, but they nevertheless provide greater-than-average potential to both glory and
downfall. They operate pretty much as the higher octave planets. Usually, whenever they appear

in the numerological chart, they are not reduced because of their special significance.
It's worth noticing that the number 33 had its meaning and potential abused by the enemy,
who called it the number of Christ, "the son of God"/"savior"/"protector", when in fact it
represents our Gentile relationship with the Gods, our humanity. Six is the number of family
bond and connections and we have family bonds with the gods, we descend from them and we will
always be connected to them, also as their family. There are many other ways to see the misuse
of number 33, it's very clear. This also serves to show how the 33 works in relation to the
single number 6: one represents divine, elevated meanings, and the other represents more
common meanings.
Similarly, numbers followed with 0, such as 10, 20, 500 etc. are the same as their single
form, only intensified by the presence of number zero. Number zero, for all practical
purposes, is not used but exists nevertheless and is only considered in a couple of cases,
such as this one.

Numerical Relationships
As shown in the descriptions (and I tried my best to separate them as much as possible), the
numbers have an overlapping spectrum of (rather than mutually exclusive) meanings. Some of
them are directly related to each other, some have similar characteristics, but with different
expression.
- The even numbers represent conformity, accordance, permanence. The odd numbers stand alone,
bring change and break the conformity.
- Numbers 3, 6 and 9 are all related, all deal with relationships and connections, in
different degrees: 3 deals with few relationships, friends; 6 deals with larger groups of people, the community;
9 deals with relationships with the world at large.
- 3 is rather superficial, 6 is deeper, 9 is both the ultimate soul commitment and complete
detachment.
- 2 represents all 1 on 1 relationships.
- 1 represents the head and has to do with the powers of the mind, can represent raw mental
energy, genius, mental prowess.
- 4 and 8 deal with logic and reasoning.
- Number 5, despite being mental, is also very physical; it works through the senses and as
such, is one of the most sexual numbers.
- 2, 6 and 9 are all helpers, humanitarians, sensitive numbers.
- 2 is entirely passive, will give itself entirely; 6 is also passive, but will stand by

itself and its ideals, even if abused sometimes; 9 can give itself entirely to a cause it
believes, but will always act to change a situation and fights whenever necessary.
- 5 and 9 both represent expansion.
- 4 and 8 are very similar, but while 4 maintains the status quo for the sake of simply having
a status quo, 8 does it for personal reasons, to maintain power.
- 6 also seeks permanence, but for the sake of balance and harmony.
- 1 and 8 have abundant energy and can be very sexual, like number 3 and 5, but are usually concerned with other
things.
Combined, letters and numbers provide a very fine-tuned energetic signature to whatever they
are attached to.
The numbers also relate to certain signs and planets, though not really directly. Different
authors on the subject offer different ruling planets to each number, and none of them seem to
encompass their meaning entirely, so I'll not go into that. Numbers usually rule a set of
similar characteristics from two or more signs at once:
- 1 relates to both Aries and Leo.
- 2 relates to Libra and Cancer.
- 3 relates to Taurus, Gemini and Leo.
- 4 relates to all the earth signs.
- 5 is most closely related to the Gemini-Sagittarius axis, though it is also related to
Aquarius.
- 6 is Cancer, Virgo and Libra.
- 7 is almost entirely related to Aquarius.
- 8 is strongly related to Scorpio and Capricorn.
- 9 is Sagittarius and Pisces.
- 11 is very close to the entire meaning of Pisces.
- 22 has the qualities of Taurus, but of Aries and Pisces as well. Transcendent number 4.
- 33 represents the Virgo-Pisces axis very strongly.
The numbers relate to the tarot cards, runes and chakras as well.
As said in the introduction, the numbers encompass the meaning of many energies and can be
used to understand their interactions and how they work in the world. Though the focus here is
self-knowledge and people, they can be used for pretty much everything, including predicting
the future. I'll go into that in future posts, if you want.

P.S.: If for some reason the tables are screwed up, just do a quick search with their names and you'll find many images
of them.
Formatting text on Yahoo is a terrible, painful job.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Rosary question

Message: 1283

From: edlyngonzalez@ymail.com

Date: 5/8/2013

I was confused at first too but hp maxine told me just to make a rosary with 108 bead.s cuz the beads r pretty much just for keeping count. And I guess 108
is a powerful number.
AVE NUESTRO PADRE ETERNO SATANAS!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "mysticgummy" <mysticgummy@...> wrote:
>
> Alrighty so... this might be a no brainer for some people.. maybe i make it complex but any reply would be sweet(:
> When making the rosary is it 108 beads not including the larger affirmation beads? I've counted the beads on the image on jos and im still not
quite sure how this is all set up xP id say 9 small beads then an affirmation bead each time, the image has 10 on one side 8 on another and a
row of 12 at the bottom and man i just idk xP I couldn't find the answer in the search so, anyone got anything? Thanks, keep on keepin on(:
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1284
Subject: Re: The Power of Letters and Numbers

From: m_18

Fibonacci sequence is a sequence of numbers where each number is obtained from
the sum of the previous two series. Thus, the first 10 numbers of the
Fibonacci sequence are:
1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, ...
(first 2 numbers are predefined and the rest are obtained recursively from the
sum of the previous two: 3 = 2 + 1 5 = 3 + 2, also)
Fibonacci sequence has fascinated throughout history on many scientists,
mathematicians, physicists, biologists, and continue to do so even today.
Fibonacci (1170 - 1240) is considered one of the greatest European
mathematicians of the Middle Ages. He was born in Pisa, the Italian city

Date: 5/8/2013

famous for its leaning tower. His father was a customs officer in the city
called Bougie in North Africa, so the Fibonacci increased among North African
civilization, making, however, many trips around the Mediterranean coasts.
Fibonacci is known as one of the first who introduced Arabic numerals to
Europe, and numbers that we use today: 0, 1, 2, 3, .. 9.
Human body
Human hand has five fingers, each finger with three phalanges, separated by
joints (numbers in sequence). The average size of phalanges are: 2cm, 3cm,
In continuation is a bone of the hand which is on average 8 cm.
Human face is characterized, in terms of aesthetic, through some several main
the main distance between the eyes, distance between mouth and
and the distance between the nose and eyes, and mouth size. The science
aesthetics is estimated to be even considered more pleasing to the eye as
these dimensions better meet the Fibonacci sequence.
Fibonacci numbers are considered to be actually the counting system of nature,
a measure of Divinity. These numbers occur everywhere in nature, from the
arrangement of leaves, up to the human hand, phalanges.
One can do a search on youtube or otherwise on Fibonacci. One of Tool's songs have a Fibonacci sequence in it. You can find it on youtube.
I will post more stuff later when I get some time.
David

--- On Tue, 5/7/13, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] The Power of Letters and Numbers
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Tuesday, May 7, 2013, 4:54 PM
You're welcome. As soon as I get a chance, I will look up some stuff on my computer for numerology.

David

--- On Mon, 5/6/13, magus_igni <magus_igni@...> wrote:

From: magus_igni <magus_igni@...>
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] The Power of Letters and Numbers
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Date: Monday, May 6, 2013, 4:39 AM

Greetings
@magus_18 thank you for the wealth of information which you have provided.

ULF FRATER
WOLF(ULF)MAN............

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, May 1, 2013 6:50 AM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] The Power of Letters and Numbers

The expert on the planet with the English language gematria* (not numerology) is here & he is jew-wise:
http://illuminatusobservor.blogspot.com/

*not the perverted Crowley influence.
He also has some general occult knowledge as well. He knows jewsih kabalah, but abhors it. If you search for his name on Youtube &
elsewhere, you find much to look at. His name is Dennis Fetcho aka "The Fetch".
Geometry seems to me to be important as well. Seems to me that in the occult, everything boils down to astrology, geometry, numbers,
sound & letters.
Once you understand how western occultist constructed the English language & then see how jews are perverting it, you will a whole
new avenue of understanding.
Please direct all questions to him, not me.
Your hard angles, 45, 180 & 360 reduce to 9. Any number times 9, the sum of the digits equal nine.
Nine is a number of completion.
Good sample in pain English on this site below. Too bad it on the idiot David Icke's web site:
http://www.davidicke.com/forum/showthread.php?p=1061353043
Secrets in Plain Sight:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L777RhL_Fz4
Scott Onstott from Secrets in Plain Sight joined after a brief overview of news from Syria. Architecture, measurements, solar numbers, correlational use of numbers, the Egyptian
Cubit, IX-XI, and WTC are some of the topics discussed in this fast show!:

http://mp3.oraclebroadcasting.com/dennis_fetcho/dennis_fetcho.2012-06-23_16k.mp3
I call in as David in Texas regarding the number 9. And yes, I do know Dennis.
Numerology of your name:
http://www.paulsadowski.com/Numbers.asp
I am 18 which reduces to 9. I am 9 in all 3 categories. There are even 18 letters in my name. thus "magus_18"
If I get some time in the future I can post some more on this. I also have along piece on the numerology of 9-11.

--- On Mon, 4/29/13, f.follets <f.follets@...> wrote:
From: f.follets <f.follets@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] The Power of Letters and Numbers
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Monday, April 29, 2013, 12:59 AM

I'm sorry if this is out of place, what I'm presenting here is not related directly to astrology per se, but it's
very important and I've wanted to share this for quite some time already. Please let me know
what you think of this, and if I should go further into it.
It's a well known fact that names have power. Giving a name to something is like giving it an
official existence which will, from that moment onward, carry its own purpose and develop its
meaning. Nomen est omen. The names of the gods are vibrated as words of power. In ancient
languages, letters had numerical equivalence; letters and numbers were interchangeable and all
had special significance and power.
More than that, the power of the letters and numbers is based on the fact that they represent
the vibrations of the universe. Each one of them is a concept within itself, and each one is a
part of the whole. Names, mantras, runes, sigils, symbols, letters, numbers - all are
connected. The numbers and letters are tools with which one can understand this process and
shed light on what makes things what they are, what is their basic constitution and what they represent to the
rest of the world.
Numerology studies and utilizes these tools to understand and work with the energies of the
univserse. Together with Astrology, it can provide invaluable information about the self, the
others and the future. It's extremely simple and straightforward to use - though very detailed
as well - and can clarify or even reveal trends not easily seen within a chart.
In this post, I will present the numbers, their basic meaning/rulership and relationship for
future reference. Later, I'll show the methods that reveal exactly how they are used in Numerology.

Basic rules and the Numerical equivalence of Letters

In numerology, all the numbers are reduced to one digit that represents a vibration. This is
done through the addition of the digits. For example: 258 is actually 6, because 2 + 5 + 8 = 15 = 1 + 5 = 6.
Two tables are used to assign numbers to the letters: the Pythagorean table, which is the most
widely used and the Chaldean table, which is rarely used.
In the Pythagorean table, numbers relate to the letters in a very straightforward way: A = 1, B = 2 and so on.
Also, sets of letters represent vibrational levels of each number and are divided in physical/material, mental
/social and spiritual/emotional.
PYTHAGOREAN TABLE

---------------------------------------------------------1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
---------------------------------------------------------Physical A B C D E F G H I
Mental J K L M N O P Q R
Spiritual S T U V W X Y Z
---------------------------------------------------------The Chaldean table does not use the number 9 (supposedly) because it was considered a divine,
sacred number, unrelated to people. The Pythagorean table is the most practical and accurate for general use,
and is the one I prefer, however the Chaldean table is said to hold most closely the real vibrational
qualities of the numbers and letters and thus represents occult meanings and underlying
forces. Choice between the two is free and depends entirely on preference.
CHALDEAN TABLE

----------------------------------1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
----------------------------------A B C D E U O F
I K G M H V Z P
J R L T N W
Y
S X
Q
----------------------------------

The Meaning of the Numbers

Number 1

Yang, the masculine principle, existence, will, spirit, creation, pure, absolute power.
Assertion, independence, individualism, consciousness, clarity, uniqueness, spontaneity,
bravery, courage, ambition, dominance, leadership, originality, pioneering, potence, drive,
action, agitation, achievement. Agression, selfishness, arrogance, war, separation.
Number 2

Ying, the feminine principle, polarity, reflection, antithesis, complement, union, equality.
Co-operation, association, subtlety, harmony, sensibility, emotion, empathy/sympathy,
intimacy, adjustment, calmness, persuasion, diplomacy, peace. Dependence, passivity,
submission, weakness, depression, sabotage, deception, opposition.
Number 3

Growth, fertility, expression, movement, progress, change.
Joy, fun, youth, demonstration, creativity, activity, brilliance, luck, celebration, sexuality
for expression/reproduction, performing arts, communication, sociability, friendship,
popularity. Immaturity, dispersion, futility.
Number 4

Order, the manifestation of form, reality, substance, matter, solidity, time.
Systems, standards, facts, routine, consistence, stability, structure, incarnation, useful
work, discipline, resilience, patience, engineering, exactitude, logic, maturity, economy,
efficience, conservation. Roughness, restriction, repression, limitation, indifference,
tedium, opposing change, stagnation, the old.
Number 5

Multiplicity, the quintessence, infinite possibilities, freedom, the five senses, experience,
expansion.
Intelligence, versatility, creativity, understanding, pleasure, excitement, sexuality for
physical/mental experience and pleasure, change, resourcefulness, charisma, shrewd, fluency, breaks the
status quo and mental prisions. Disruption, nervousness, uncertainty, dispersion, shallowness, promiscuity.
Number 6

Hearth, family, justice, duty, service, connection, humanity.

Care, fairness, tact, excellence, harmony, beauty, aesthetics, taste, poise, responsibility,
dedication, devotion, tradition, protection, help, medicine, marriage, exchange, equivalence,
relationships, welfare, community, sociability, society, civilization, social code, rules,
laws, ethics, advice, teaching, guidance, arts. Dependence, abuse, closed groups, oligarchy,
conformism, mafia, indecision, criticism, nitpicking.
Number 7

Wisdom, the occult, mystery, study, science, analysis, magic, philosophy.
The mental realm, truth, metaphysics, higher consciousness, solitude, quietude, detachment,
introspection, search for meaning and perfection, meditation, purification,
physical/mental/spiritual refinement, spiritual knowledge, mental breakthrough, the malefemale union, hermaphrodite, androgyny, symbolism, specialization, dignity, self-reliability,
technique. Anti-social, weirdness, ostracism, paranoia, omission, hides the truth, skepticism.
Number 8

Power, triumph, conquest, extremes, crisis, death.
Ascension, determination, competence, authority, concentrated effort, intensity, control,
focus, reincarnation, recuperation, executive ability, finances, politics, government,
material success, achievement, status, wealth, loyalty, pure logic and reasoning. Cold,
calculating, sadism, wrath, hatred, torture, extreme violence, cruelty, obsession, corruption,
intolerance, destruction, crime.
Number 9

Divinity, immortality, the world/universe, infinite knowledge.
Omniscience, omnipresence, omnipotence, illumination, inspiration, comprehension, spiritual
leadership, elevation, perfection, transcedence, universal counsciousness, myths, religion,
broadcasting, fame, idealism, charisma, sacrifice, neverending expansion, foreigners,
enthusiasm, the world at large. Martyrdom, fanatism, victimization, superiority complex,
drugs, alcohool, aberrations, loss, gullibility, madness.
There are also three main (or more, but few people use them at all) so-called "Master Numbers":
11(2), 22(4) and 33(6) which are basically the same as their reduced, single-number
form, only much more powerful. They are rarely realized in full by people who have them in
their makeup, but they nevertheless provide greater-than-average potential to both glory and
downfall. They operate pretty much as the higher octave planets. Usually, whenever they appear

in the numerological chart, they are not reduced because of their special significance.
It's worth noticing that the number 33 had its meaning and potential abused by the enemy,
who called it the number of Christ, "the son of God"/"savior"/"protector", when in fact it
represents our Gentile relationship with the Gods, our humanity. Six is the number of family
bond and connections and we have family bonds with the gods, we descend from them and we will
always be connected to them, also as their family. There are many other ways to see the misuse
of number 33, it's very clear. This also serves to show how the 33 works in relation to the
single number 6: one represents divine, elevated meanings, and the other represents more
common meanings.
Similarly, numbers followed with 0, such as 10, 20, 500 etc. are the same as their single
form, only intensified by the presence of number zero. Number zero, for all practical
purposes, is not used but exists nevertheless and is only considered in a couple of cases,
such as this one.

Numerical Relationships
As shown in the descriptions (and I tried my best to separate them as much as possible), the
numbers have an overlapping spectrum of (rather than mutually exclusive) meanings. Some of
them are directly related to each other, some have similar characteristics, but with different
expression.
- The even numbers represent conformity, accordance, permanence. The odd numbers stand alone,
bring change and break the conformity.
- Numbers 3, 6 and 9 are all related, all deal with relationships and connections, in
different degrees: 3 deals with few relationships, friends; 6 deals with larger groups of people, the community;
9 deals with relationships with the world at large.
- 3 is rather superficial, 6 is deeper, 9 is both the ultimate soul commitment and complete
detachment.
- 2 represents all 1 on 1 relationships.
- 1 represents the head and has to do with the powers of the mind, can represent raw mental
energy, genius, mental prowess.
- 4 and 8 deal with logic and reasoning.
- Number 5, despite being mental, is also very physical; it works through the senses and as
such, is one of the most sexual numbers.
- 2, 6 and 9 are all helpers, humanitarians, sensitive numbers.
- 2 is entirely passive, will give itself entirely; 6 is also passive, but will stand by

itself and its ideals, even if abused sometimes; 9 can give itself entirely to a cause it
believes, but will always act to change a situation and fights whenever necessary.
- 5 and 9 both represent expansion.
- 4 and 8 are very similar, but while 4 maintains the status quo for the sake of simply having
a status quo, 8 does it for personal reasons, to maintain power.
- 6 also seeks permanence, but for the sake of balance and harmony.
- 1 and 8 have abundant energy and can be very sexual, like number 3 and 5, but are usually concerned with
other things.
Combined, letters and numbers provide a very fine-tuned energetic signature to whatever they
are attached to.
The numbers also relate to certain signs and planets, though not really directly. Different
authors on the subject offer different ruling planets to each number, and none of them seem to
encompass their meaning entirely, so I'll not go into that. Numbers usually rule a set of
similar characteristics from two or more signs at once:
- 1 relates to both Aries and Leo.
- 2 relates to Libra and Cancer.
- 3 relates to Taurus, Gemini and Leo.
- 4 relates to all the earth signs.
- 5 is most closely related to the Gemini-Sagittarius axis, though it is also related to
Aquarius.
- 6 is Cancer, Virgo and Libra.
- 7 is almost entirely related to Aquarius.
- 8 is strongly related to Scorpio and Capricorn.
- 9 is Sagittarius and Pisces.
- 11 is very close to the entire meaning of Pisces.
- 22 has the qualities of Taurus, but of Aries and Pisces as well. Transcendent number 4.
- 33 represents the Virgo-Pisces axis very strongly.
The numbers relate to the tarot cards, runes and chakras as well.
As said in the introduction, the numbers encompass the meaning of many energies and can be
used to understand their interactions and how they work in the world. Though the focus here is
self-knowledge and people, they can be used for pretty much everything, including predicting
the future. I'll go into that in future posts, if you want.

P.S.: If for some reason the tables are screwed up, just do a quick search with their names and you'll find many
images of them.
Formatting text on Yahoo is a terrible, painful job.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1285
Subject: question about reading birth chart

From: lordenki1223

Date: 5/9/2013

Hey
I remember someone said in JoS Egroup to get the book called:
-The Only Astrology Book You'll Ever Need by Joanna Martine Woolfolk.
now I got a problem reading my chart because Joanna took the chart of Oprah Winfrey and Joanna gave an example how to interpret the chart and it's a bit
complicated.
Here's an example:
Oprah's Cusp of 2nd house is 5degree Aquarius but inside the house she has;
-Venus is in 8 degree aquarius in the second house,
-Sun 9 degree in aquarius and
-Mercury is in 19 degree in aquarius.
Now after this stage Joanna said to have 3 column called: Planets, In what signs and In what houses.
afterwards Joanna wrote:
Planet: In What Sign: In What house:
Sun Aquarius need money bla bla..

What I don't understand is do we take the sign from the Cusp or from inside the houses?
Because Joanna didn't mention from where we take this sign and I'm reading every page!

Thanks in advance
Hail To Father and all Gods from Duat.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1286
Subject: Re: question about reading birth chart

From: claudius

Date: 5/9/2013

Remeber that Oprah works for the enemy she is a illuminati member
Sent from my BlackBerry wireless device from MTN
From: "lordenki1223" <lordenki1223@...>
Sender: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Thu, 09 May 2013 13:47:16 -0000
To: <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
ReplyTo: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] question about reading birth chart
Hey
I remember someone said in JoS Egroup to get the book called:
-The Only Astrology Book You'll Ever Need by Joanna Martine Woolfolk.
now I got a problem reading my chart because Joanna took the chart of Oprah Winfrey and Joanna gave an example how to interpret the chart and it's a bit
complicated.
Here's an example:
Oprah's Cusp of 2nd house is 5degree Aquarius but inside the house she has;
-Venus is in 8 degree aquarius in the second house,
-Sun 9 degree in aquarius and
-Mercury is in 19 degree in aquarius.
Now after this stage Joanna said to have 3 column called: Planets, In what signs and In what houses.
afterwards Joanna wrote:
Planet: In What Sign: In What house:
Sun Aquarius need money bla bla..

What I don't understand is do we take the sign from the Cusp or from inside the houses?
Because Joanna didn't mention from where we take this sign and I'm reading every page!
Thanks in advance
Hail To Father and all Gods from Duat.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1287
Subject: Re: question about reading birth chart

From: f.follets

Date: 5/9/2013

I don't know if I understood... She gave all the info there.
In a chart, the visual indication of a planet within a sign is given by its symbol. If a planet is in a sign, it just is, there's nothing related to its house position. If
she was born roughly between january 20 and february 20, the Sun definitely was in Aquarius. That's all there is to it. What can possibly change is the signs
on the house cusps, and consequently which planets are in each house.
The simple explanation is that the signs "spin" around the chart during the course of the day (because the Earth spins), so the house cusps change roughly
every two hours (24 hours a day/12 signs = 2 hours per sign). If she was born when Aquarius was on the 2nd house cusp, then those planets in Aquarius
would most certainly be inside the 2nd house as well. Had she been born two hours later, these planets would be inside the first house, and so on. The visual
indication here is the planetary symbol between one house cusp and the next, therefore "within" the house.
House positions depend on the signs because there's no way to tell where the house cusp is if there's no sign there, but the planets and signs themselves
have nothing to do at all with the houses. Planetary positions are almost absolute during the course of one day, house positions are relative to the time of the
day and place of birth.
I don't know if I was clear enough, sorry if it's complicated.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lordenki1223" <lordenki1223@...> wrote:
>
> Hey
>
> I remember someone said in JoS Egroup to get the book called:
> -The Only Astrology Book You'll Ever Need by Joanna Martine Woolfolk.
>
> now I got a problem reading my chart because Joanna took the chart of Oprah Winfrey and Joanna gave an example how to interpret the
chart and it's a bit complicated.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Here's an example:
Oprah's Cusp of 2nd house is 5degree Aquarius but inside the house she has;
-Venus is in 8 degree aquarius in the second house,
-Sun 9 degree in aquarius and
-Mercury is in 19 degree in aquarius.
Now after this stage Joanna said to have 3 column called: Planets, In what signs and In what houses.
afterwards Joanna wrote:
Planet: In What Sign: In What house:
Sun Aquarius need money bla bla..

What I don't understand is do we take the sign from the Cusp or from inside the houses?
Because Joanna didn't mention from where we take this sign and I'm reading every page!

Thanks in advance
Hail To Father and all Gods from Duat.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1288
Subject: Re: The Power of Letters and Numbers

From: m_18

The Precession of the Equinoxes and Freemasonry
One of the "Great Keys" to understanding the Speculative Masonic Arts, as well
as the larger Western esoteric traditions, is that which is known as "the Precession of the Equinoxes".
In short, the Earth wobbles on its axis like a top, shifting one degree every
72 years. The total time to complete one rotation on its axis is known as

Date: 5/9/2013

"Plato's Great Year".
Says Higgins in "The Beginning of Freemasonry", "If the ultimate and all-sustaining secret of Freemasonry may be openly expressed in a few words, it will be
these:
"The entire course of nature is manifested in cycles. Some of these are
scientifically real, others are but appearances based upon the presence and
position of the observer upon the earth, away from which they have no true
existence. For instance, there is no night except we are temporarily on the
shadow side of our globe during its diurnal rotation. There is this movement
of the earth on its axis; there is the annual revolution that we term the
year; and there is the stupendous cycle called the precession of the
equinoxes, which requires nearly 26,000 years for its accomplishment....
"...By careful computation we are able to reconstruct this really divine
system, and we find that the exact proportions relating to celestial
correlations in question were lavishly and exclusively in the architecture and
temples of old, in all the culture lands of the world, both east and west."
"The Great Pyramid" of Egypt is, perhaps, the most studied of all ancient
architectures relative to Western esoteric traditions, especially as these
traditions pertain to Freemasonry. Some celestial constants that are embedded
into the Great Pyramid include the following:
The length of a base side is 9,131 Pyramid Inches measured at the mean socket
level, or 365.24 Pyramid Cubits, which is the number of days in a year
[9,131/25 = 365.24, accurate to 5 digits]. The perimeter of the base divided
by 100 = 365.24, the number of days in a year. [9 131 Pyramid Inches * 4 /
100, accurate to 5 digits]
The length of the antechamber of the King's Chamber times Pi = length of a
sidereal year [116.26471 Pyramid Inches * 3.14159 = 365.25636 days, accurate
to 8 digits]
The sum of the pyramid's two base diagonals in Pyramid Inches = length of
the Precession of the Equinoxes (25,827 years)
Due to the angle of the sides of the pyramid vs. its latitude, it casts no

shadow at noon during the spring equinox.
When creating the "verbal" component of the larger "philosophical
Construction", the "precession number that was/is used is that of Plato, or
25920. When 25920 is divided by 2, this figure enables us to arrive at a
"conceptual diameter", or what is known as a "Pi Proportion".
The "Precession of the Equinoxes" as a "Pi Proportion" may be viewed simply as
two circles squared and divided by 10.
(360^2)/10 = (360*360) = 129600/10 = 12,960 Years
12960 Years * 2 = 25920 Years = Platonic Cycle
In this case, the operative number is "6^2" or 6*6 or 36.
When we sum the digits from 1:11, we show that 1+2+3+4+5+6+7+8+9+10+11 = 66.

--- On Wed, 5/8/13, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] The Power of Letters and Numbers
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Wednesday, May 8, 2013, 5:04 PM

Fibonacci sequence is a sequence of numbers where each number is obtained from
the sum of the previous two series. Thus, the first 10 numbers of the
Fibonacci sequence are:
1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, ...
(first 2 numbers are predefined and the rest are obtained recursively from the
sum of the previous two: 3 = 2 + 1 5 = 3 + 2, also)
Fibonacci sequence has fascinated throughout history on many scientists,
mathematicians, physicists, biologists, and continue to do so even today.

Fibonacci (1170 - 1240) is considered one of the greatest European
mathematicians of the Middle Ages. He was born in Pisa, the Italian city
famous for its leaning tower. His father was a customs officer in the city
called Bougie in North Africa, so the Fibonacci increased among North African
civilization, making, however, many trips around the Mediterranean coasts.
Fibonacci is known as one of the first who introduced Arabic numerals to
Europe, and numbers that we use today: 0, 1, 2, 3, .. 9.
Human body
Human hand has five fingers, each finger with three phalanges, separated by
joints (numbers in sequence). The average size of phalanges are: 2cm, 3cm,
In continuation is a bone of the hand which is on average 8 cm.
Human face is characterized, in terms of aesthetic, through some several main
the main distance between the eyes, distance between mouth and
and the distance between the nose and eyes, and mouth size. The science
aesthetics is estimated to be even considered more pleasing to the eye as
these dimensions better meet the Fibonacci sequence.
Fibonacci numbers are considered to be actually the counting system of nature,
a measure of Divinity. These numbers occur everywhere in nature, from the
arrangement of leaves, up to the human hand, phalanges.
One can do a search on youtube or otherwise on Fibonacci. One of Tool's songs have a Fibonacci sequence in it. You can find it on
youtube.
I will post more stuff later when I get some time.
David
--- On Tue, 5/7/13, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] The Power of Letters and Numbers

To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Tuesday, May 7, 2013, 4:54 PM
You're welcome. As soon as I get a chance, I will look up some stuff on my computer for numerology.
David

--- On Mon, 5/6/13, magus_igni <magus_igni@...> wrote:

From: magus_igni <magus_igni@...>
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] The Power of Letters and Numbers
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Date: Monday, May 6, 2013, 4:39 AM

Greetings
@magus_18 thank you for the wealth of information which you have provided.

ULF FRATER
WOLF(ULF)MAN............

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, May 1, 2013 6:50 AM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] The Power of Letters and Numbers

The expert on the planet with the English language gematria* (not numerology) is here & he is jew-wise:
http://illuminatusobservor.blogspot.com/

*not the perverted Crowley influence.
He also has some general occult knowledge as well. He knows jewsih kabalah, but abhors it. If you search for his
name on Youtube & elsewhere, you find much to look at. His name is Dennis Fetcho aka "The Fetch".
Geometry seems to me to be important as well. Seems to me that in the occult, everything boils down to astrology,
geometry, numbers, sound & letters.
Once you understand how western occultist constructed the English language & then see how jews are perverting it,
you will a whole new avenue of understanding.
Please direct all questions to him, not me.
Your hard angles, 45, 180 & 360 reduce to 9. Any number times 9, the sum of the digits equal nine.
Nine is a number of completion.
Good sample in pain English on this site below. Too bad it on the idiot David Icke's web site:
http://www.davidicke.com/forum/showthread.php?p=1061353043
Secrets in Plain Sight:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L777RhL_Fz4
Scott Onstott from Secrets in Plain Sight joined after a brief overview of news from Syria. Architecture, measurements, solar numbers, correlational use of
numbers, the Egyptian Cubit, IX-XI, and WTC are some of the topics discussed in this fast show!:

http://mp3.oraclebroadcasting.com/dennis_fetcho/dennis_fetcho.2012-06-23_16k.mp3
I call in as David in Texas regarding the number 9. And yes, I do know Dennis.
Numerology of your name:
http://www.paulsadowski.com/Numbers.asp
I am 18 which reduces to 9. I am 9 in all 3 categories. There are even 18 letters in my name. thus "magus_18"
If I get some time in the future I can post some more on this. I also have along piece on the numerology of 9-11.

--- On Mon, 4/29/13, f.follets <f.follets@...> wrote:
From: f.follets <f.follets@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] The Power of Letters and Numbers
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Monday, April 29, 2013, 12:59 AM

I'm sorry if this is out of place, what I'm presenting here is not related directly to astrology per
se, but it's
very important and I've wanted to share this for quite some time already. Please let me know
what you think of this, and if I should go further into it.
It's a well known fact that names have power. Giving a name to something is like giving it an
official existence which will, from that moment onward, carry its own purpose and develop its
meaning. Nomen est omen. The names of the gods are vibrated as words of power. In ancient
languages, letters had numerical equivalence; letters and numbers were interchangeable and
all
had special significance and power.
More than that, the power of the letters and numbers is based on the fact that they represent
the vibrations of the universe. Each one of them is a concept within itself, and each one is a
part of the whole. Names, mantras, runes, sigils, symbols, letters, numbers - all are
connected. The numbers and letters are tools with which one can understand this process and
shed light on what makes things what they are, what is their basic constitution and what they
represent to the rest of the world.
Numerology studies and utilizes these tools to understand and work with the energies of the
univserse. Together with Astrology, it can provide invaluable information about the self, the
others and the future. It's extremely simple and straightforward to use - though very detailed
as well - and can clarify or even reveal trends not easily seen within a chart.
In this post, I will present the numbers, their basic meaning/rulership and relationship for
future reference. Later, I'll show the methods that reveal exactly how they are used in
Numerology.

Basic rules and the Numerical equivalence of Letters
In numerology, all the numbers are reduced to one digit that represents a vibration. This is
done through the addition of the digits. For example: 258 is actually 6, because 2 + 5 + 8 = 15
= 1 + 5 = 6.
Two tables are used to assign numbers to the letters: the Pythagorean table, which is the most
widely used and the Chaldean table, which is rarely used.
In the Pythagorean table, numbers relate to the letters in a very straightforward way: A = 1, B
= 2 and so on.
Also, sets of letters represent vibrational levels of each number and are divided in physical
/material, mental/social and spiritual/emotional.
PYTHAGOREAN TABLE

---------------------------------------------------------1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
---------------------------------------------------------Physical A B C D E F G H I
Mental J K L M N O P Q R
Spiritual S T U V W X Y Z
---------------------------------------------------------The Chaldean table does not use the number 9 (supposedly) because it was considered a
divine,
sacred number, unrelated to people. The Pythagorean table is the most practical and accurate
for general use,
and is the one I prefer, however the Chaldean table is said to hold most closely the real
vibrational
qualities of the numbers and letters and thus represents occult meanings and underlying
forces. Choice between the two is free and depends entirely on preference.
CHALDEAN TABLE

----------------------------------1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
----------------------------------A B C D E U O F

I K G M H V Z P
J R L T N W
Y
S X
Q
----------------------------------

The Meaning of the Numbers
Number 1

Yang, the masculine principle, existence, will, spirit, creation, pure, absolute power.
Assertion, independence, individualism, consciousness, clarity, uniqueness, spontaneity,
bravery, courage, ambition, dominance, leadership, originality, pioneering, potence, drive,
action, agitation, achievement. Agression, selfishness, arrogance, war, separation.
Number 2

Ying, the feminine principle, polarity, reflection, antithesis, complement, union, equality.
Co-operation, association, subtlety, harmony, sensibility, emotion, empathy/sympathy,
intimacy, adjustment, calmness, persuasion, diplomacy, peace. Dependence, passivity,
submission, weakness, depression, sabotage, deception, opposition.
Number 3

Growth, fertility, expression, movement, progress, change.
Joy, fun, youth, demonstration, creativity, activity, brilliance, luck, celebration, sexuality
for expression/reproduction, performing arts, communication, sociability, friendship,
popularity. Immaturity, dispersion, futility.
Number 4

Order, the manifestation of form, reality, substance, matter, solidity, time.
Systems, standards, facts, routine, consistence, stability, structure, incarnation, useful
work, discipline, resilience, patience, engineering, exactitude, logic, maturity, economy,
efficience, conservation. Roughness, restriction, repression, limitation, indifference,
tedium, opposing change, stagnation, the old.
Number 5

Multiplicity, the quintessence, infinite possibilities, freedom, the five senses, experience,

expansion.
Intelligence, versatility, creativity, understanding, pleasure, excitement, sexuality for
physical/mental experience and pleasure, change, resourcefulness, charisma, shrewd, fluency,
breaks the
status quo and mental prisions. Disruption, nervousness, uncertainty, dispersion, shallowness,
promiscuity.
Number 6

Hearth, family, justice, duty, service, connection, humanity.
Care, fairness, tact, excellence, harmony, beauty, aesthetics, taste, poise, responsibility,
dedication, devotion, tradition, protection, help, medicine, marriage, exchange, equivalence,
relationships, welfare, community, sociability, society, civilization, social code, rules,
laws, ethics, advice, teaching, guidance, arts. Dependence, abuse, closed groups, oligarchy,
conformism, mafia, indecision, criticism, nitpicking.
Number 7

Wisdom, the occult, mystery, study, science, analysis, magic, philosophy.
The mental realm, truth, metaphysics, higher consciousness, solitude, quietude, detachment,
introspection, search for meaning and perfection, meditation, purification,
physical/mental/spiritual refinement, spiritual knowledge, mental breakthrough, the malefemale union, hermaphrodite, androgyny, symbolism, specialization, dignity, self-reliability,
technique. Anti-social, weirdness, ostracism, paranoia, omission, hides the truth, skepticism.
Number 8

Power, triumph, conquest, extremes, crisis, death.
Ascension, determination, competence, authority, concentrated effort, intensity, control,
focus, reincarnation, recuperation, executive ability, finances, politics, government,
material success, achievement, status, wealth, loyalty, pure logic and reasoning. Cold,
calculating, sadism, wrath, hatred, torture, extreme violence, cruelty, obsession, corruption,
intolerance, destruction, crime.
Number 9

Divinity, immortality, the world/universe, infinite knowledge.
Omniscience, omnipresence, omnipotence, illumination, inspiration, comprehension, spiritual

leadership, elevation, perfection, transcedence, universal counsciousness, myths, religion,
broadcasting, fame, idealism, charisma, sacrifice, neverending expansion, foreigners,
enthusiasm, the world at large. Martyrdom, fanatism, victimization, superiority complex,
drugs, alcohool, aberrations, loss, gullibility, madness.
There are also three main (or more, but few people use them at all) so-called "Master
Numbers":
11(2), 22(4) and 33(6) which are basically the same as their reduced, single-number
form, only much more powerful. They are rarely realized in full by people who have them in
their makeup, but they nevertheless provide greater-than-average potential to both glory and
downfall. They operate pretty much as the higher octave planets. Usually, whenever they
appear
in the numerological chart, they are not reduced because of their special significance.
It's worth noticing that the number 33 had its meaning and potential abused by the enemy,
who called it the number of Christ, "the son of God"/"savior"/"protector", when in fact it
represents our Gentile relationship with the Gods, our humanity. Six is the number of family
bond and connections and we have family bonds with the gods, we descend from them and
we will
always be connected to them, also as their family. There are many other ways to see the misuse
of number 33, it's very clear. This also serves to show how the 33 works in relation to the
single number 6: one represents divine, elevated meanings, and the other represents more
common meanings.
Similarly, numbers followed with 0, such as 10, 20, 500 etc. are the same as their single
form, only intensified by the presence of number zero. Number zero, for all practical
purposes, is not used but exists nevertheless and is only considered in a couple of cases,
such as this one.

Numerical Relationships
As shown in the descriptions (and I tried my best to separate them as much as possible), the
numbers have an overlapping spectrum of (rather than mutually exclusive) meanings. Some of
them are directly related to each other, some have similar characteristics, but with different
expression.
- The even numbers represent conformity, accordance, permanence. The odd numbers stand
alone,

bring change and break the conformity.
- Numbers 3, 6 and 9 are all related, all deal with relationships and connections, in
different degrees: 3 deals with few relationships, friends; 6 deals with larger groups of people,
the community;
9 deals with relationships with the world at large.
- 3 is rather superficial, 6 is deeper, 9 is both the ultimate soul commitment and complete
detachment.
- 2 represents all 1 on 1 relationships.
- 1 represents the head and has to do with the powers of the mind, can represent raw mental
energy, genius, mental prowess.
- 4 and 8 deal with logic and reasoning.
- Number 5, despite being mental, is also very physical; it works through the senses and as
such, is one of the most sexual numbers.
- 2, 6 and 9 are all helpers, humanitarians, sensitive numbers.
- 2 is entirely passive, will give itself entirely; 6 is also passive, but will stand by
itself and its ideals, even if abused sometimes; 9 can give itself entirely to a cause it
believes, but will always act to change a situation and fights whenever necessary.
- 5 and 9 both represent expansion.
- 4 and 8 are very similar, but while 4 maintains the status quo for the sake of simply having
a status quo, 8 does it for personal reasons, to maintain power.
- 6 also seeks permanence, but for the sake of balance and harmony.
- 1 and 8 have abundant energy and can be very sexual, like number 3 and 5, but are usually
concerned with other things.
Combined, letters and numbers provide a very fine-tuned energetic signature to whatever they
are attached to.
The numbers also relate to certain signs and planets, though not really directly. Different
authors on the subject offer different ruling planets to each number, and none of them seem to
encompass their meaning entirely, so I'll not go into that. Numbers usually rule a set of
similar characteristics from two or more signs at once:
- 1 relates to both Aries and Leo.
- 2 relates to Libra and Cancer.
- 3 relates to Taurus, Gemini and Leo.
- 4 relates to all the earth signs.
- 5 is most closely related to the Gemini-Sagittarius axis, though it is also related to
Aquarius.

- 6 is Cancer, Virgo and Libra.
- 7 is almost entirely related to Aquarius.
- 8 is strongly related to Scorpio and Capricorn.
- 9 is Sagittarius and Pisces.
- 11 is very close to the entire meaning of Pisces.
- 22 has the qualities of Taurus, but of Aries and Pisces as well. Transcendent number 4.
- 33 represents the Virgo-Pisces axis very strongly.
The numbers relate to the tarot cards, runes and chakras as well.
As said in the introduction, the numbers encompass the meaning of many energies and can be
used to understand their interactions and how they work in the world. Though the focus here is
self-knowledge and people, they can be used for pretty much everything, including predicting
the future. I'll go into that in future posts, if you want.
P.S.: If for some reason the tables are screwed up, just do a quick search with their names and
you'll find many images of them.
Formatting text on Yahoo is a terrible, painful job.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1289
Subject: Transiting Uranus Square transiting Pluto
Just a reminder.
• Uranus square Pluto June 24 2012
• Uranus square Pluto September 19 2012
• Uranus square Pluto May 21 2013
(20th in the western hemisphere)
• Uranus square Pluto November 1 2013
• Uranus square Pluto April 21 2014
• Uranus square Pluto December 15 2014

From: m_18

Date: 5/9/2013

• Uranus square Pluto March 17 2015
The middle one should be the most important & should be the strongest & from a heliocentric perspective, the time it actually occurs as there are no
retrogrades from the Sun's position as there is on Earth.
David
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1290
Subject: Identical Twins with Identical Charts

From: Valkyrie Vixen

Date: 5/10/2013

In late March I gave birth to identical twins born a minute apart. So close, that their charts are identical, including their ascendant. Any insight on how this will
affect how to help them maintain their own identity with this being true? I've ever heard of this happening before
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1291
Subject: Re: question about reading my birth chart

From: lordenki1223

Date: 5/10/2013

Thanks for answering my question..

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "claudius" <claudiuslawal@...> wrote:
>
> Remeber that Oprah works for the enemy she is a illuminati member
>
> Sent from my BlackBerry wireless device from MTN
>
> -----Original Message----> From: "lordenki1223" <lordenki1223@...>
> Sender: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Thu, 09 May 2013 13:47:16
> To: <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
> Reply-To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] question about reading birth chart
>
> Hey
>
> I remember someone said in JoS Egroup to get the book called:
> -The Only Astrology Book You'll Ever Need by Joanna Martine Woolfolk.
>
> now I got a problem reading my chart because Joanna took the chart of Oprah Winfrey and Joanna gave an example how to interpret the
chart and it's a bit complicated.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Here's an example:
Oprah's Cusp of 2nd house is 5degree Aquarius but inside the house she has;
-Venus is in 8 degree aquarius in the second house,
-Sun 9 degree in aquarius and
-Mercury is in 19 degree in aquarius.
Now after this stage Joanna said to have 3 column called: Planets, In what signs and In what houses.
afterwards Joanna wrote:
Planet: In What Sign: In What house:
Sun Aquarius need money bla bla..

What I don't understand is do we take the sign from the Cusp or from inside the houses?
Because Joanna didn't mention from where we take this sign and I'm reading every page!

Thanks in advance
Hail To Father and all Gods from Duat.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1292
Subject: Re: Identical Twins with Identical Charts

From: m_18

Date: 5/10/2013

Twins usually occurs more than a minute apart.
Energies will match, whether or not specific events match is another story. In early life, much should be the same as being part of the same household.
This is the case in a lot in of many large cities where multiple births are occurring at the same time, so it is not exactly uncommon. It's the twins thing that is
not obviously as common.
You have a unique opportunity to see astrology in action for this situation. Learn all you can.

Congrats.
David

--- On Thu, 5/9/13, Valkyrie Vixen <valkyrie.vixen@...> wrote:

From: Valkyrie Vixen <valkyrie.vixen@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Identical Twins with Identical Charts
To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Thursday, May 9, 2013, 5:49 PM

In late March I gave birth to identical twins born a minute apart. So close, that their charts are identical, including their ascendant. Any
insight on how this will affect how to help them maintain their own identity with this being true? I've ever heard of this happening before

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1293
Subject: Re: Identical Twins with Identical Charts

From: f.follets

Date: 5/10/2013

Congratulations on your twins! Aries I suppose?
I myself don't know how exactly it would work to differentiate their charts or discover hidden differences between them (some astrologers do), but one thing
for sure will be different: their names.
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS_Astrology/message/1260
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS_Astrology/message/1261
I wrote these articles on numerology, and it may be interesting to know what energies will rule their lives. The Destiny number will be the same, but the
numbers extracted from the name won't, so the potential in their charts will be expressed differently.
The information there is very basic but may serve as a starting point. Hope it helps.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Valkyrie Vixen <valkyrie.vixen@...> wrote:
>

>
> In late March I gave birth to identical twins born a minute apart. So close, that their charts are identical, including their ascendant. Any insight
on how this will affect how to help them maintain their own identity with this being true? I've ever heard of this happening before
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1294
Subject: Re: Transiting Uranus Square transiting Pluto

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 5/10/2013

Thank you David.

-----------------------------On Thu, May 9, 2013 2:39 PM EDT m_18 wrote:
>Just a reminder.
>
>• Uranus square Pluto June 24 2012
>• Uranus square Pluto September 19 2012
>
>• Uranus square Pluto May 21 2013
>(20th in the western hemisphere)
>
>• Uranus square Pluto November 1 2013
>
>• Uranus square Pluto April 21 2014
>• Uranus square Pluto December 15 2014
>• Uranus square Pluto March 17 2015
>
>The middle one should be the most important & should be the strongest & from a heliocentric perspective, the time it actually occurs as there
are no retrogrades from the Sun's position as there is on Earth.
>
>David
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Hello, all
Hi, everyone. I'm new here.

Message: 1295

From: f_farraday

Date: 5/11/2013

I recently joined the JoS 666 group and am awaiting a decision by the owner/mods to allow me to participate.
I am a Pisces, myself, and to be fair I don't know a lot about it. I have a cup with my name and some explanations of it, with signs, stones, and similar
things. I would like to know more about these things generally and specifically to do with me; numerology, and anything else I don't know about, as well.
I am not certain what is Satanic and what isn't; I know there is a lot of literature out there about different things, and it seems to me people dislike LaVeyan
Satanism. I am confused by that because I thought LaVey invented Spiritual Satanism, but I think I have seen something which seems to contradict that. But
he/it is disliked, regardless.
Anyway, thank you for allowing me to join. I hope I can participate soon.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Hello, all

Message: 1296

From: f.follets

Date: 5/11/2013

First of all, welcome to the group.
Satanism can be confusing at first because there are so many people saying so many different things, but soon you'll learn how to filter information and judge
for yourself. Don't really take what anyone says, even in the groups, that seriously. The High Priests/esses know what they are talking about, though. For
general information on Spiritual Satanism and many other things related to it, I recommend you read the JoS website:
http://www.joyofsatan.org
Read everything thoroughly, don't skip anything, this will take some time but will save you time later.
For information on astrology, you can check the JoS astrology section:
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/FURCAS.html
To see your own chart, check this website (http://www.astro.com) and go to Free Horoscopes > Chart drawing, Ascendant.
There's a lot of basic information on astrology there, but if you have any doubts, you can always do some research with google or something. If you really
can't understand something or simply want to know more, you can always ask here and we'll be happy to help.
There's no official numerology section on JoS but I recently made these articles about numerology and it should help you to gather more information on your
own later:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS_Astrology/message/1260
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS_Astrology/message/1261

Good luck and enjoy your journey!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f_farraday" <f_farraday@...> wrote:
>
> Hi, everyone. I'm new here.
>
> I recently joined the JoS 666 group and am awaiting a decision by the owner/mods to allow me to participate.
>
> I am a Pisces, myself, and to be fair I don't know a lot about it. I have a cup with my name and some explanations of it, with signs, stones,
and similar things. I would like to know more about these things generally and specifically to do with me; numerology, and anything else I don't
know about, as well.
>
> I am not certain what is Satanic and what isn't; I know there is a lot of literature out there about different things, and it seems to me people
dislike LaVeyan Satanism. I am confused by that because I thought LaVey invented Spiritual Satanism, but I think I have seen something which
seems to contradict that. But he/it is disliked, regardless.
>
> Anyway, thank you for allowing me to join. I hope I can participate soon.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Rosary question

Message: 1297

From: mysticgummy

Date: 5/11/2013

Oh okay thanks(: I'll just do that.
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "edlyngonzalez@..." <edlyngonzalez@...> wrote:
>
> I was confused at first too but hp maxine told me just to make a rosary with 108 bead.s cuz the beads r pretty much just for keeping count.
And I guess 108 is a powerful number.
>
> AVE NUESTRO PADRE ETERNO SATANAS!!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "mysticgummy" <mysticgummy@> wrote:
>>
> > Alrighty so... this might be a no brainer for some people.. maybe i make it complex but any reply would be sweet(:
> > When making the rosary is it 108 beads not including the larger affirmation beads? I've counted the beads on the image on jos and im still
not quite sure how this is all set up xP id say 9 small beads then an affirmation bead each time, the image has 10 on one side 8 on another and a
row of 12 at the bottom and man i just idk xP I couldn't find the answer in the search so, anyone got anything? Thanks, keep on keepin on(:
>>

>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Hello, all

Message: 1298

From: f_farraday

Date: 5/12/2013

Thank you for your reply. :-)
Oh, I have been reading JoS.org, actually. On the 666 Yahoo! group in my introduction thread I mentioned that I've been reading on and off for several
months about Satanism, and JoS.org and Serpentis 666 are I think the main 2 sites I have been reading about it on. I haven't read everything yet, though.
I haven't read about Astrology on there, however. There is something I should admit which I mentioned in my introduction post on the 666 group: I am/was
a Christian*, however haven't been to church in about 3 1/2 years. I know they are "the enemy" and they and any sympathisers of them will be banned, but I
hope I will be allowed to remain a member because things just don't seem... well, I don't know how to say it. I have realised things about things since I left
there which I didn't notice while I was there. The way things are, the way people behave... They just don't seem... something. Part of the way people behave
is as if they're forcing it, like it's fake, a facade.
"There's a lot of basic information on astrology there, but if you have any
doubts, you can always do some research with google or something. If you really
can't understand something or simply want to know more, you can always ask here
and we'll be happy to help."
Thanks for the offer. At present I have the attitude that Astrology is a load of [insert any relevant words here], both from a (nearly former)* Christian point of
view, and also from a scientific one. I'm not a scientist, but "there isn't any scientific proof" to support the positions of celestial object affects one's life. In fact
from watching TV, which will probably weaken my argument, an Astronomy professor said that Astrology is not true, as well.
Before I first became a Christian - and before that, before I started attending church - I believed a bit in Astrology. - I didn't immediately stop believing in
Astronomy when I started attending, not when I first became a Christian, of course. In the papers/magazines there is a fine print that says it's for
entertainment purposes only, and the fact that if you allow someone to influence your mind, then such things will happen; sort of like self-fulfilling prophesies,
for example - you keep saying, "I am stupid", then you'll start to believe it and behave accordingly. If, however, according to Satanism Astrology is more
truthful than I realise, then I don't have a problem in researching it. :-)
"Good luck and enjoy your journey!"
Thank you! I hope I will!
*There is still within me the inability to 'let go' of my faith (and I use that term rather loosely now, to be honest), and I don't want to rush into things. I'm just
trying to be careful. I wasn't raised a Christian - an Athiest, actually - but it's buried so deeply within me I can't simply eject it; it's clearly a slow process. So
basically, as I said on 666, I hope, since "Satan understands", that he'd be patient with me.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:

>
> First of all, welcome to the group.
>
> Satanism can be confusing at first because there are so many people saying so many different things, but soon you'll learn how to filter
information and judge for yourself. Don't really take what anyone says, even in the groups, that seriously. The High Priests/esses know what they
are talking about, though. For general information on Spiritual Satanism and many other things related to it, I recommend you read the JoS
website:
>
> http://www.joyofsatan.org
>
> Read everything thoroughly, don't skip anything, this will take some time but will save you time later.
>
> For information on astrology, you can check the JoS astrology section:
>
> http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/FURCAS.html
>
> To see your own chart, check this website (http://www.astro.com) and go to Free Horoscopes > Chart drawing, Ascendant.
>
> There's a lot of basic information on astrology there, but if you have any doubts, you can always do some research with google or something.
If you really can't understand something or simply want to know more, you can always ask here and we'll be happy to help.
>
> There's no official numerology section on JoS but I recently made these articles about numerology and it should help you to gather more
information on your own later:
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS_Astrology/message/1260
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS_Astrology/message/1261
>
> Good luck and enjoy your journey!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f_farraday" <f_farraday@> wrote:
>>
> > Hi, everyone. I'm new here.
>>
> > I recently joined the JoS 666 group and am awaiting a decision by the owner/mods to allow me to participate.
>>
> > I am a Pisces, myself, and to be fair I don't know a lot about it. I have a cup with my name and some explanations of it, with signs, stones,
and similar things. I would like to know more about these things generally and specifically to do with me; numerology, and anything else I don't

know about, as well.
>>
> > I am not certain what is Satanic and what isn't; I know there is a lot of literature out there about different things, and it seems to me people
dislike LaVeyan Satanism. I am confused by that because I thought LaVey invented Spiritual Satanism, but I think I have seen something which
seems to contradict that. But he/it is disliked, regardless.
>>
> > Anyway, thank you for allowing me to join. I hope I can participate soon.
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Hello, all

Message: 1299

From: claudius

Date: 5/12/2013

Read this too www.exposingchristianity.com .Hail Satan
Sent from my BlackBerry wireless device from MTN
From: "f_farraday" <f_farraday@...>
Sender: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Sat, 11 May 2013 23:55:10 -0000
To: <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
ReplyTo: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Hello, all
Thank you for your reply. :-)
Oh, I have been reading JoS.org, actually. On the 666 Yahoo! group in my introduction thread I mentioned that I've been reading on and off for several
months about Satanism, and JoS.org and Serpentis 666 are I think the main 2 sites I have been reading about it on. I haven't read everything yet, though.
I haven't read about Astrology on there, however. There is something I should admit which I mentioned in my introduction post on the 666 group: I am/was
a Christian*, however haven't been to church in about 3 1/2 years. I know they are "the enemy" and they and any sympathisers of them will be banned, but I
hope I will be allowed to remain a member because things just don't seem... well, I don't know how to say it. I have realised things about things since I left
there which I didn't notice while I was there. The way things are, the way people behave... They just don't seem... something. Part of the way people behave
is as if they're forcing it, like it's fake, a facade.
"There's a lot of basic information on astrology there, but if you have any
doubts, you can always do some research with google or something. If you really
can't understand something or simply want to know more, you can always ask here
and we'll be happy to help."

Thanks for the offer. At present I have the attitude that Astrology is a load of [insert any relevant words here], both from a (nearly former)* Christian point of
view, and also from a scientific one. I'm not a scientist, but "there isn't any scientific proof" to support the positions of celestial object affects one's life. In fact
from watching TV, which will probably weaken my argument, an Astronomy professor said that Astrology is not true, as well.
Before I first became a Christian - and before that, before I started attending church - I believed a bit in Astrology. - I didn't immediately stop believing in
Astronomy when I started attending, not when I first became a Christian, of course. In the papers/magazines there is a fine print that says it's for
entertainment purposes only, and the fact that if you allow someone to influence your mind, then such things will happen; sort of like self-fulfilling prophesies,
for example - you keep saying, "I am stupid", then you'll start to believe it and behave accordingly. If, however, according to Satanism Astrology is more
truthful than I realise, then I don't have a problem in researching it. :-)
"Good luck and enjoy your journey!"
Thank you! I hope I will!
*There is still within me the inability to 'let go' of my faith (and I use that term rather loosely now, to be honest), and I don't want to rush into things. I'm just
trying to be careful. I wasn't raised a Christian - an Athiest, actually - but it's buried so deeply within me I can't simply eject it; it's clearly a slow process. So
basically, as I said on 666, I hope, since "Satan understands", that he'd be patient with me.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> First of all, welcome to the group.
>
> Satanism can be confusing at first because there are so many people saying so many different things, but soon you'll learn how to filter
information and judge for yourself. Don't really take what anyone says, even in the groups, that seriously. The High Priests/esses know what they
are talking about, though. For general information on Spiritual Satanism and many other things related to it, I recommend you read the JoS
website:
>
> http://www.joyofsatan.org
>
> Read everything thoroughly, don't skip anything, this will take some time but will save you time later.
>
> For information on astrology, you can check the JoS astrology section:
>
> http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/FURCAS.html
>
> To see your own chart, check this website (http://www.astro.com) and go to Free Horoscopes > Chart drawing, Ascendant.
>
> There's a lot of basic information on astrology there, but if you have any doubts, you can always do some research with google or something.
If you really can't understand something or simply want to know more, you can always ask here and we'll be happy to help.

>
> There's no official numerology section on JoS but I recently made these articles about numerology and it should help you to gather more
information on your own later:
>
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS_Astrology/message/1260
> http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS_Astrology/message/1261
>
> Good luck and enjoy your journey!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f_farraday" <f_farraday@> wrote:
>>
> > Hi, everyone. I'm new here.
>>
> > I recently joined the JoS 666 group and am awaiting a decision by the owner/mods to allow me to participate.
>>
> > I am a Pisces, myself, and to be fair I don't know a lot about it. I have a cup with my name and some explanations of it, with signs, stones,
and similar things. I would like to know more about these things generally and specifically to do with me; numerology, and anything else I don't
know about, as well.
>>
> > I am not certain what is Satanic and what isn't; I know there is a lot of literature out there about different things, and it seems to me people
dislike LaVeyan Satanism. I am confused by that because I thought LaVey invented Spiritual Satanism, but I think I have seen something which
seems to contradict that. But he/it is disliked, regardless.
>>
> > Anyway, thank you for allowing me to join. I hope I can participate soon.
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Hello, all

Message: 1300

From: f.follets

Date: 5/13/2013

I understand your position in all this, but if I could give you an advice, it would be to break your mental prisons as soon as possible when dealing with
Satanism.
Unfortunately, on JoS the only proof of anything that we can give is that Christianity is false and that the Jews are the enemies of mankind.
The rest is absolutely up to you to use and see for yourself, which will alone produce proof. We cannot prove that meditations work, that one can become a
god, that planets, runes, sigils and numbers have power and influence over us, but information is given so that one may try it out and see. The astrology
section contains techniques and interpretations, but not scientific explanations, because these you won't find anywhere.

Soon enough, however, for most of us at least, things become clear to the point we can see that it's not the occult (all the disciplines taught and practiced in
Satanism) that's missing science, it's science that's missing the occult.
There most definitely are explanations for the occult, but any knowledge on this is undesirable for the enemy because this way those more scientifically
inclined (mostly atheists) are prevented from believing it, thus cutting them from the power it can give.
Science can't and won't explain that which doesn't interest it, there aren't any researchers focusing on this anywhere on the planet, so scientific explanations
for the occult will be missing at least until enemy control of what is "science" and academia in general is gone.
Nevertheless, with some research you will be able to find historical evidence that many great scientists were also accomplished occultists.
Again, good luck on your journey.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f_farraday" <f_farraday@...> wrote:
>
> Thank you for your reply. :-)
>
> Oh, I have been reading JoS.org, actually. On the 666 Yahoo! group in my introduction thread I mentioned that I've been reading on and off
for several months about Satanism, and JoS.org and Serpentis 666 are I think the main 2 sites I have been reading about it on. I haven't read
everything yet, though.
>
> I haven't read about Astrology on there, however. There is something I should admit which I mentioned in my introduction post on the 666
group: I am/was a Christian*, however haven't been to church in about 3 1/2 years. I know they are "the enemy" and they and any sympathisers
of them will be banned, but I hope I will be allowed to remain a member because things just don't seem... well, I don't know how to say it. I
have realised things about things since I left there which I didn't notice while I was there. The way things are, the way people behave... They just
don't seem... something. Part of the way people behave is as if they're forcing it, like it's fake, a facade.
>
> "There's a lot of basic information on astrology there, but if you have any
> doubts, you can always do some research with google or something. If you really
> can't understand something or simply want to know more, you can always ask here
> and we'll be happy to help."
> Thanks for the offer. At present I have the attitude that Astrology is a load of [insert any relevant words here], both from a (nearly former)*
Christian point of view, and also from a scientific one. I'm not a scientist, but "there isn't any scientific proof" to support the positions of celestial
object affects one's life. In fact from watching TV, which will probably weaken my argument, an Astronomy professor said that Astrology is not
true, as well.
> Before I first became a Christian - and before that, before I started attending church - I believed a bit in Astrology. - I didn't immediately stop

believing in Astronomy when I started attending, not when I first became a Christian, of course. In the papers/magazines there is a fine print that
says it's for entertainment purposes only, and the fact that if you allow someone to influence your mind, then such things will happen; sort of like
self-fulfilling prophesies, for example - you keep saying, "I am stupid", then you'll start to believe it and behave accordingly. If, however,
according to Satanism Astrology is more truthful than I realise, then I don't have a problem in researching it. :-)
>
> "Good luck and enjoy your journey!"
> Thank you! I hope I will!
>
> *There is still within me the inability to 'let go' of my faith (and I use that term rather loosely now, to be honest), and I don't want to rush into
things. I'm just trying to be careful. I wasn't raised a Christian - an Athiest, actually - but it's buried so deeply within me I can't simply eject it; it's
clearly a slow process. So basically, as I said on 666, I hope, since "Satan understands", that he'd be patient with me.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>
> > First of all, welcome to the group.
>>
> > Satanism can be confusing at first because there are so many people saying so many different things, but soon you'll learn how to filter
information and judge for yourself. Don't really take what anyone says, even in the groups, that seriously. The High Priests/esses know what they
are talking about, though. For general information on Spiritual Satanism and many other things related to it, I recommend you read the JoS
website:
>>
> > http://www.joyofsatan.org
>>
> > Read everything thoroughly, don't skip anything, this will take some time but will save you time later.
>>
> > For information on astrology, you can check the JoS astrology section:
>>
> > http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/FURCAS.html
>>
> > To see your own chart, check this website (http://www.astro.com) and go to Free Horoscopes > Chart drawing, Ascendant.
>>
> > There's a lot of basic information on astrology there, but if you have any doubts, you can always do some research with google or
something. If you really can't understand something or simply want to know more, you can always ask here and we'll be happy to help.
>>
> > There's no official numerology section on JoS but I recently made these articles about numerology and it should help you to gather more
information on your own later:
>>

> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS_Astrology/message/1260
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS_Astrology/message/1261
>>
> > Good luck and enjoy your journey!
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f_farraday" <f_farraday@> wrote:
>>>
> > > Hi, everyone. I'm new here.
>>>
> > > I recently joined the JoS 666 group and am awaiting a decision by the owner/mods to allow me to participate.
>>>
> > > I am a Pisces, myself, and to be fair I don't know a lot about it. I have a cup with my name and some explanations of it, with signs,
stones, and similar things. I would like to know more about these things generally and specifically to do with me; numerology, and anything else I
don't know about, as well.
>>>
> > > I am not certain what is Satanic and what isn't; I know there is a lot of literature out there about different things, and it seems to me
people dislike LaVeyan Satanism. I am confused by that because I thought LaVey invented Spiritual Satanism, but I think I have seen something
which seems to contradict that. But he/it is disliked, regardless.
>>>
> > > Anyway, thank you for allowing me to join. I hope I can participate soon.
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1301
From: f.follets
Subject: Understanding the Signs through real world examples [short videos/mu

Date: 5/19/2013

It was a big leap on my understanding about the signs and planets and how they interact when I started linking them with things I saw/read/listened. It really
helped give some honest, real background to what I read in astrology books, besides being fun. Astrological influence is everywhere.
Often actors will play parts that have a lot in common with their charts, directors will make movies about the themes of their own charts. Songs and music in
general are the best, they can represent very specific astrological influences, aspects etc., with or without the lyrics. Sometimes, simple scenes even when out
of context evoke the nature of a sign or planet very strongly, it's just a matter of being open to see it.
I made this list here in this boring Sunday, just for fun! No need to take this seriously, but it is accurate IMO...
Aries:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zu0x-a1VCAg - Mars

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r72Sbmj2OrM - Aries woman being cute breaking stuff and singing about how many f*cks she gives about her lover,
enough said I guess
Taurus:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ETxmCCsMoD0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vpho4ih9EwM
Gemini:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qddEqk9aXqk - Mercury
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DX7v6pK0lrU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NseBdxfHk5k - for more reasons than the obvious
Cancer:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OLlux8ICOfI - hard Moon-Pluto aspect
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oNbrKJ_nVZs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oFSRs7iqAv8 - obviously
Leo:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bPCY9BBxoLc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pJTrD3R5cj0 - for more from the previous video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7SgZE1-BAh4
Virgo:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ghBmPPpYkv0 - also Libra
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IZ0QrIT7WiY
Libra:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fc5cimL-wL8 - Venus
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ppynaJ_CEE4 - how Libras break up after trying everything to keep the relationship going
Scorpio:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pqaARDsiJv4 - very Plutonic by itself, but worth checking the lyrics
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gIQ98ZOulSo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gla_NnNiXnw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=00PdHIPjaWQ
Sagittarius:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6BrZZP0eC3o - Jupiter

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ycTnExgssLM - Sagi doesn't really care when it's funny...
Capricorn:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=afZCpOgTVvc - Saturn
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QR2ut1QkmTA
Aquarius:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9OpAY86BIzQ - Uranus
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WHJbltAPNGA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XvfRUVDDdVA
Pisces:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VCbEc0iupSU - Neptune
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pMfV0sVQ_VU - Mercury in Pisces
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Crh01jusdcc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jJPhSapqRtw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LTrk4X9ACtw
These are things I like a lot but I guess not everyone will think the same, so please share things you like and think has something in common with a sign or
planet. :)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1302
From: Astaroth my Queen
Subject: SV: [JoS_Astrology] Understanding the Signs through real world examp

Date: 5/19/2013

Hi! I can tell u really like Astrology, its a great asset to have here btw! I wonder one thing, how is ur Natal Uranus placed? I mean in which house. I got mine
in the third btw, which can indicate intrest in this. Do you got something similar that indicate your fashination? Perhaps you got stronger ties to it than that?
I feel ur on to something with this also, i never thought about it but it makes sence, our personal taste for Music usually describes the person quite accuaretly.
I personally enjoy old trance inducing Music the Most, if u wanna check some out? http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=dw5liwUkhDE&feature=youtube_gdata_player
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZoQcUnh3Kkk&feature=youtube_gdata_player
I got a strong emphasis to scorpio in my chart, but i would not say this is the typical scorpio stuff, would you? Eitherway theres Always something going on
with transists that Will throw us offbalance so i might just be confused.
Eitherway, what Sign are you and what Music Do you like the Most? Lets see if it adds up with you :-)?
Cheers..

Hail Astaroth-sama!
Hail Osiris!
Skickat från Yahoo! Mail på Android

From: f.follets <f.follets@...>;
To: <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>;
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Understanding the Signs through real world examples [short videos/music]
Sent: Sun, May 19, 2013 3:56:15 PM

It was a big leap on my understanding about the signs and planets and how they interact when I started linking them with things I saw/read/listened. It really
helped give some honest, real background to what I read in astrology books, besides being fun. Astrological influence is everywhere.
Often actors will play parts that have a lot in common with their charts, directors will make movies about the themes of their own charts. Songs and music in
general are the best, they can represent very specific astrological influences, aspects etc., with or without the lyrics. Sometimes, simple scenes even when out
of context evoke the nature of a sign or planet very strongly, it's just a matter of being open to see it.
I made this list here in this boring Sunday, just for fun! No need to take this seriously, but it is accurate IMO...
Aries:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zu0x-a1VCAg - Mars
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r72Sbmj2OrM - Aries woman being cute breaking stuff and singing about how many f*cks she gives about her lover,
enough said I guess
Taurus:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ETxmCCsMoD0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vpho4ih9EwM
Gemini:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qddEqk9aXqk - Mercury
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DX7v6pK0lrU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NseBdxfHk5k - for more reasons than the obvious
Cancer:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OLlux8ICOfI - hard Moon-Pluto aspect

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oNbrKJ_nVZs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oFSRs7iqAv8 - obviously
Leo:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bPCY9BBxoLc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pJTrD3R5cj0 - for more from the previous video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7SgZE1-BAh4
Virgo:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ghBmPPpYkv0 - also Libra
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IZ0QrIT7WiY
Libra:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fc5cimL-wL8 - Venus
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ppynaJ_CEE4 - how Libras break up after trying everything to keep the relationship going
Scorpio:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pqaARDsiJv4 - very Plutonic by itself, but worth checking the lyrics
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gIQ98ZOulSo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gla_NnNiXnw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=00PdHIPjaWQ
Sagittarius:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6BrZZP0eC3o - Jupiter
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ycTnExgssLM - Sagi doesn't really care when it's funny...
Capricorn:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=afZCpOgTVvc - Saturn
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QR2ut1QkmTA
Aquarius:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9OpAY86BIzQ - Uranus
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WHJbltAPNGA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XvfRUVDDdVA
Pisces:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VCbEc0iupSU - Neptune

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pMfV0sVQ_VU - Mercury in Pisces
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Crh01jusdcc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jJPhSapqRtw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LTrk4X9ACtw
These are things I like a lot but I guess not everyone will think the same, so please share things you like and think has something in common with a sign or
planet. :)

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1303
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: SV: [JoS_Astrology] Understanding the Signs through real world e

Date: 5/19/2013

I have a very strong emphasis in Pisces, which explains the extremely strong effect music has over me. I live of music, haha. My Uranus is conjunct Neptune
in the 8th house, both squaring my Aries Sun.
All this confers a very strong interest in the occult, and astrology as well, but then I have an Aquarius Moon in the 9th house of study and philosophy, which
further adds to my interests in these areas, but here are many other aspects in my chart supporting this.
The music I love the most is classical. Other music I like a lot is electronic and some pop music. The latter is simple, very straightforward, catchy, works very
well with my Pisces planets.
I liked the music you shared, sounds very dark, mysterious, deep, which makes sense with your Scorpio emphasis.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Astaroth my Queen <astarothmyqueen@...> wrote:
>
> Hi! I can tell u really like Astrology, its a great asset to have here btw! I wonder one thing, how is ur Natal Uranus placed? I mean in which
house. I got mine in the third btw, which can indicate intrest in this. Do you got something similar that indicate your fashination? Perhaps you got
stronger ties to it than that?
>
> I feel ur on to something with this also, i never thought about it but it makes sence, our personal taste for Music usually describes the person
quite accuaretly.
>
> I personally enjoy old trance inducing Music the Most, if u wanna check some out? http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=dw5liwUkhDE&feature=youtube_gdata_player
>
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZoQcUnh3Kkk&feature=youtube_gdata_player
>
> I got a strong emphasis to scorpio in my chart, but i would not say this is the typical scorpio stuff, would you? Eitherway theres Always

something going on with transists that Will throw us offbalance so i might just be confused.
>
> Eitherway, what Sign are you and what Music Do you like the Most? Lets see if it adds up with you :-)?
>
> Cheers..
>
> Hail Astaroth-sama!
>
> Hail Osiris!
>
> Skickat från Yahoo! Mail på Android
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1304
From: astarothmyqueen
Subject: Re: SV: [JoS_Astrology] Understanding the Signs through real world e

Date: 5/20/2013

> ok i can see the astrological influence clearly there, how fashinating! natal charts dont lie, i will use this technique at occasion to learn about
other people hehe.
>u got them conjunct too? intresting. i got them one orb from eachother in my third house, all in sextiles with mars,mercury and pluto. it feels at
times i could do better without that conjunction as it has set me back at some aspects.
>one off-hand question, where does all you astrologers here find information and suitable books that you take information from?

i have been goin through various now and i find that"planets in transit" by Robert Hand is sufficient. have someone else read this and agree? while i
appreciate Maxine´s info and find it much credible, i cant help but wonder at times where does she get it from? its not overy intune with the other books im
reading about aspects, while some are more intune some are way out of line, this would change considerbly if she gets the information from Azazel ofc.
if you can name a book you find suffiecent for looking into planetary aspects and placements and everything in between, please share!
Cheers..

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> I have a very strong emphasis in Pisces, which explains the extremely strong effect music has over me. I live of music, haha. My Uranus is
conjunct Neptune in the 8th house, both squaring my Aries Sun.
>

> All this confers a very strong interest in the occult, and astrology as well, but then I have an Aquarius Moon in the 9th house of study and
philosophy, which further adds to my interests in these areas, but here are many other aspects in my chart supporting this.
>
> The music I love the most is classical. Other music I like a lot is electronic and some pop music. The latter is simple, very straightforward,
catchy, works very well with my Pisces planets.
>
> I liked the music you shared, sounds very dark, mysterious, deep, which makes sense with your Scorpio emphasis.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Astaroth my Queen <astarothmyqueen@> wrote:
>>
> > Hi! I can tell u really like Astrology, its a great asset to have here btw! I wonder one thing, how is ur Natal Uranus placed? I mean in which
house. I got mine in the third btw, which can indicate intrest in this. Do you got something similar that indicate your fashination? Perhaps you got
stronger ties to it than that?
>>
> > I feel ur on to something with this also, i never thought about it but it makes sence, our personal taste for Music usually describes the
person quite accuaretly.
>>
> > I personally enjoy old trance inducing Music the Most, if u wanna check some out? http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=dw5liwUkhDE&feature=youtube_gdata_player
>>
> > http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZoQcUnh3Kkk&feature=youtube_gdata_player
>>
> > I got a strong emphasis to scorpio in my chart, but i would not say this is the typical scorpio stuff, would you? Eitherway theres Always
something going on with transists that Will throw us offbalance so i might just be confused.
>>
> > Eitherway, what Sign are you and what Music Do you like the Most? Lets see if it adds up with you :-)?
>>
> > Cheers..
>>
> > Hail Astaroth-sama!
>>
> > Hail Osiris!
>>
> > Skickat från Yahoo! Mail på Android
>>
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1305
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: SV: [JoS_Astrology] Understanding the Signs through real world e

Date: 5/21/2013

That conjunction is interesting because the last time it happened was so long ago that only time can tell how exactly it will act out in each person. A UranusNeptune conjunction is something really big, as is any major aspect between the outer planets, especially when they are both sextile Pluto, which was in its
home sign during that time. There's very little info on that conjunction, it's something fresh for modern astrology.
As for the books, I haven't read Robert Hand's books (only one co-authored by him) but I've seen his work being used as reference in other books quite a
lot, so I guess he is very well regarded by professional astrologers. Sucks to only have english language books available quickly through e-book stores like
Amazon's kindle, which has a very limited selection...
I personally don't think any book is sufficient for referencing aspects. For beginning study sure there are, and in this case any decent book will do the job, but
for general use every author provides a different point of view in each specific aspect, and using only one reference can be innacurate if you're not careful to
make your own assumptions. There are so many possible outcomes to a single aspect or placement that sometimes the obvious is not right. Not to mention
combinations of them.
After reading a lot of books and sites, articles on the internet about specific aspects etc. you gather so much information on these things that you
automatically start to make your own interpretations, which is the best way to work with other people's charts. It really is a breakthrough on your
understanding of astrology and charts in general when you can do this.
The books will always be there for specific thoughts or written evidence about the aspects. Some authors for example go very deep into the psychology of
each aspect and planetary placement, others go more for the practical, immediate effects of them. All of this can happen in a person and it's obviously
important to know, but in time you get your own ideas about them.
Maxine has many, many years of experience with this (thus a lot of sources and info), but providing information in bite-sized pieces like she did on those
pages is very difficult. Those are general outlines for the aspects, or her general ideas about them but there are many different possibilities in each one that
are better understood when seen through different viewpoints.
Here are a few books that I have here that give a lot of information about a lot of things through different lenses:
Moon Signs: The Key to Your Inner Life by Donna Cunningham
Saturn: A New Look at an Old Devil by Liz Greene and Robert Hand*
The Twelve Houses by Howard Sasportas*
Retrograde Planets: Traversing the Inner Landscape by Erin Sullivan
Saturn in Transit: Boundaries of Mind, Body and Soul by Erin Sullivan*
Astrology, Karma and Transformation: The Inner Dimensions of the Birth Chart by Stephen Arroyo*
Predictive Astrology: The Eagle and the Lark by Bernadette Brady
Predicting Events with Astrology by Celeste Teal

Obviously that's a lot of stuff but the ones I marked with the * are the ones that gave me the most clarifying and interesting ideas. Books on predictive
astrology are good as well because they focus on the planetary interactions and some of them go deep in the various possible meanings of each aspect.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "astarothmyqueen" <astarothmyqueen@...> wrote:
>
> > ok i can see the astrological influence clearly there, how fashinating! natal charts dont lie, i will use this technique at occasion to learn about
other people hehe.
>
> >u got them conjunct too? intresting. i got them one orb from eachother in my third house, all in sextiles with mars,mercury and pluto. it feels
at times i could do better without that conjunction as it has set me back at some aspects.
>
> >one off-hand question, where does all you astrologers here find information and suitable books that you take information from?
>
> i have been goin through various now and i find that"planets in transit" by Robert Hand is sufficient. have someone else read this and agree?
while i appreciate Maxine´s info and find it much credible, i cant help but wonder at times where does she get it from? its not overy intune with
the other books im reading about aspects, while some are more intune some are way out of line, this would change considerbly if she gets the
information from Azazel ofc.
>
> if you can name a book you find suffiecent for looking into planetary aspects and placements and everything in between, please share!
>
> Cheers..
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>
> > I have a very strong emphasis in Pisces, which explains the extremely strong effect music has over me. I live of music, haha. My Uranus is
conjunct Neptune in the 8th house, both squaring my Aries Sun.
>>
> > All this confers a very strong interest in the occult, and astrology as well, but then I have an Aquarius Moon in the 9th house of study and
philosophy, which further adds to my interests in these areas, but here are many other aspects in my chart supporting this.
>>
> > The music I love the most is classical. Other music I like a lot is electronic and some pop music. The latter is simple, very straightforward,
catchy, works very well with my Pisces planets.
>>
> > I liked the music you shared, sounds very dark, mysterious, deep, which makes sense with your Scorpio emphasis.
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Astaroth my Queen <astarothmyqueen@> wrote:
>>>

> > > Hi! I can tell u really like Astrology, its a great asset to have here btw! I wonder one thing, how is ur Natal Uranus placed? I mean in
which house. I got mine in the third btw, which can indicate intrest in this. Do you got something similar that indicate your fashination? Perhaps
you got stronger ties to it than that?
>>>
> > > I feel ur on to something with this also, i never thought about it but it makes sence, our personal taste for Music usually describes the
person quite accuaretly.
>>>
> > > I personally enjoy old trance inducing Music the Most, if u wanna check some out? http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=dw5liwUkhDE&feature=youtube_gdata_player
>>>
> > > http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZoQcUnh3Kkk&feature=youtube_gdata_player
>>>
> > > I got a strong emphasis to scorpio in my chart, but i would not say this is the typical scorpio stuff, would you? Eitherway theres Always
something going on with transists that Will throw us offbalance so i might just be confused.
>>>
> > > Eitherway, what Sign are you and what Music Do you like the Most? Lets see if it adds up with you :-)?
>>>
> > > Cheers..
>>>
> > > Hail Astaroth-sama!
>>>
> > > Hail Osiris!
>>>
> > > Skickat från Yahoo! Mail på Android
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1306
From: astarothmyqueen
Subject: Re: SV: [JoS_Astrology] Understanding the Signs through real world e

Date: 5/21/2013

>thanks for providing good refferences, i will look into them. i actually got some books by Cunningham now that i think of it. i did not mean to
discredit Maxine in anyway just to clarify*

agree, i would have a very hard time explaining planetary placements and aspects with that the little space she used, good job nevertheless.
its rather intressting this, i have already had the opportunity to lay horoscopes for some friends for the sake of it, think ill do that sometime.

one thing i have thought about some time since coming here aswell(if u dont mind?)
the planet Saturn i think has been long identifioed as the black sheep of the solar system would you not say? i can see this tendency in other astrology books
aswell, although not too many, but its still noticable. it has been labeled as evil and destructive and in so many cases as "bad" in general? i can see similar
opinions in the jos astrology too, but somewhat diminished.
did you know if these opinions were raised by a certain reason?
what are your thoughts on this? sure Saturn is restrictive, but also thorough and diciplined, i can not imagine how i would have acted if i did not have my
saturn to restrict a big conjunction i got in my natal. i think this goes the same for others aswell after some deeper thinking on it, i would not label Saturn as
bad at all.
sure it does restrict and can lessen the effect of a promising conjunction, but so can allt he planets in their own way right? i would label Mars just as equally
"bad" in its own way if not worse if i found that it affected a strong conjunction in ones natal.
its just yin/yang in my opinion, opposite sides of a balanced center. what do you say about this? being more advanced that i who just started out i
appreciate any advice and thoughts to improve.

lastly: if you do find music to be such a part of your life, you should strongly concider learning to play an instrument( if u have not already). i did so as i find
music to be such a big part of my life too, i picked up a bass guitar almost 4 years ago and i dont regret it at all( seeing we both got this intresst). suprisingly
enough it does aid you spiritually too, by using your own creativity.
Cheers..

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> That conjunction is interesting because the last time it happened was so long ago that only time can tell how exactly it will act out in each
person. A Uranus-Neptune conjunction is something really big, as is any major aspect between the outer planets, especially when they are both
sextile Pluto, which was in its home sign during that time. There's very little info on that conjunction, it's something fresh for modern astrology.
>
> As for the books, I haven't read Robert Hand's books (only one co-authored by him) but I've seen his work being used as reference in other
books quite a lot, so I guess he is very well regarded by professional astrologers. Sucks to only have english language books available quickly
through e-book stores like Amazon's kindle, which has a very limited selection...
>
> I personally don't think any book is sufficient for referencing aspects. For beginning study sure there are, and in this case any decent book will

do the job, but for general use every author provides a different point of view in each specific aspect, and using only one reference can be
innacurate if you're not careful to make your own assumptions. There are so many possible outcomes to a single aspect or placement that
sometimes the obvious is not right. Not to mention combinations of them.
>
> After reading a lot of books and sites, articles on the internet about specific aspects etc. you gather so much information on these things that
you automatically start to make your own interpretations, which is the best way to work with other people's charts. It really is a breakthrough on
your understanding of astrology and charts in general when you can do this.
>
> The books will always be there for specific thoughts or written evidence about the aspects. Some authors for example go very deep into the
psychology of each aspect and planetary placement, others go more for the practical, immediate effects of them. All of this can happen in a
person and it's obviously important to know, but in time you get your own ideas about them.
>
> Maxine has many, many years of experience with this (thus a lot of sources and info), but providing information in bite-sized pieces like she did
on those pages is very difficult. Those are general outlines for the aspects, or her general ideas about them but there are many different
possibilities in each one that are better understood when seen through different viewpoints.
>
> Here are a few books that I have here that give a lot of information about a lot of things through different lenses:
>
> Moon Signs: The Key to Your Inner Life by Donna Cunningham
> Saturn: A New Look at an Old Devil by Liz Greene and Robert Hand*
> The Twelve Houses by Howard Sasportas*
> Retrograde Planets: Traversing the Inner Landscape by Erin Sullivan
> Saturn in Transit: Boundaries of Mind, Body and Soul by Erin Sullivan*
> Astrology, Karma and Transformation: The Inner Dimensions of the Birth Chart by Stephen Arroyo*
> Predictive Astrology: The Eagle and the Lark by Bernadette Brady
> Predicting Events with Astrology by Celeste Teal
>
> Obviously that's a lot of stuff but the ones I marked with the * are the ones that gave me the most clarifying and interesting ideas. Books on
predictive astrology are good as well because they focus on the planetary interactions and some of them go deep in the various possible
meanings of each aspect.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "astarothmyqueen" <astarothmyqueen@> wrote:
>>
> > > ok i can see the astrological influence clearly there, how fashinating! natal charts dont lie, i will use this technique at occasion to learn
about other people hehe.
>>
> > >u got them conjunct too? intresting. i got them one orb from eachother in my third house, all in sextiles with mars,mercury and pluto. it

feels at times i could do better without that conjunction as it has set me back at some aspects.
>>
> > >one off-hand question, where does all you astrologers here find information and suitable books that you take information from?
>>
> > i have been goin through various now and i find that"planets in transit" by Robert Hand is sufficient. have someone else read this and agree?
while i appreciate Maxine´s info and find it much credible, i cant help but wonder at times where does she get it from? its not overy intune with
the other books im reading about aspects, while some are more intune some are way out of line, this would change considerbly if she gets the
information from Azazel ofc.
>>
> > if you can name a book you find suffiecent for looking into planetary aspects and placements and everything in between, please share!
>>
> > Cheers..
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>>
> > > I have a very strong emphasis in Pisces, which explains the extremely strong effect music has over me. I live of music, haha. My Uranus is
conjunct Neptune in the 8th house, both squaring my Aries Sun.
>>>
> > > All this confers a very strong interest in the occult, and astrology as well, but then I have an Aquarius Moon in the 9th house of study and
philosophy, which further adds to my interests in these areas, but here are many other aspects in my chart supporting this.
>>>
> > > The music I love the most is classical. Other music I like a lot is electronic and some pop music. The latter is simple, very straightforward,
catchy, works very well with my Pisces planets.
>>>
> > > I liked the music you shared, sounds very dark, mysterious, deep, which makes sense with your Scorpio emphasis.
>>>
> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Astaroth my Queen <astarothmyqueen@> wrote:
>>>>
> > > > Hi! I can tell u really like Astrology, its a great asset to have here btw! I wonder one thing, how is ur Natal Uranus placed? I mean in
which house. I got mine in the third btw, which can indicate intrest in this. Do you got something similar that indicate your fashination? Perhaps
you got stronger ties to it than that?
>>>>
> > > > I feel ur on to something with this also, i never thought about it but it makes sence, our personal taste for Music usually describes the
person quite accuaretly.
>>>>
> > > > I personally enjoy old trance inducing Music the Most, if u wanna check some out? http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=dw5liwUkhDE&feature=youtube_gdata_player

>>>>
> > > > http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZoQcUnh3Kkk&feature=youtube_gdata_player
>>>>
> > > > I got a strong emphasis to scorpio in my chart, but i would not say this is the typical scorpio stuff, would you? Eitherway theres Always
something going on with transists that Will throw us offbalance so i might just be confused.
>>>>
> > > > Eitherway, what Sign are you and what Music Do you like the Most? Lets see if it adds up with you :-)?
>>>>
> > > > Cheers..
>>>>
> > > > Hail Astaroth-sama!
>>>>
> > > > Hail Osiris!
>>>>
> > > > Skickat från Yahoo! Mail på Android
>>>>
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1307
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: SV: [JoS_Astrology] Understanding the Signs through real world e

Date: 5/22/2013

It's really good to try and read other people's charts, you learn a huge lot doing that.
Saturn: a lot is said about it, and there's a lot of conflicting information about it, but I personally say it's a "necessary" evil. Necessary in the sense that it puts
people and things in their places, and makes the world go round. It is difficult for -everyone-, not a minority.
It helps bring improvements (it is the traditional ruler of Aquarius, the rebel/overman) through challenges and disciplines people to overcome them, but
sometimes brings pure suffering.
In an ideal world, Saturn's evil effects wouldn't be a problem at all because people would just be wise and powerful enough to overcome them automatically.
However, because of the enemy, people became nearly powerless to it, and thus suffer the worst from its energies.
In the end it really is all about balance as you said though, without Saturn there simply wouldn't be order. Saturn being exalted in Libra, the sign of balance
and order seems just about right. Jupiter and Saturn are the balancers of the system, the principles of expansion and contraction, young and old, growth and
downfall... also joy and misery.

Now for the music, I used to be a violinist, even had plans to make a career out of music. Those years were extremely good for me and, interestingly, I
experienced a huge spiritual growth during that period as well. My energy was flowing very well, and so was my creativity, I even used to write little pieces of
my own. Had to stop due to some issues and never returned, and to be honest now that I think back things started getting difficult pretty much exactly when
I stopped playing. I should probably have tried harder to keep on going.
I've really been thinking about coming back for quite some time, but there are so many things out of place in my life right now, I guess I need to take care of
one thing at a time lol. I really don't like doing things halfway, if I'm coming back, I want to do it entirely.
Music is extremely good for your energies, and this is especially true for those who are more sensitive (with many Water planets). Many people don't give a
damn about this, or say this is simply a hobby, but for some people music really is part of them. I get extremely depressed and anxious when I can't listen
to music I like for extended periods of time, music keeps me going.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "astarothmyqueen" <astarothmyqueen@...> wrote:
>
> >thanks for providing good refferences, i will look into them. i actually got some books by Cunningham now that i think of it. i did not mean to
discredit Maxine in anyway just to clarify*
>
> agree, i would have a very hard time explaining planetary placements and aspects with that the little space she used, good job nevertheless.
>
> its rather intressting this, i have already had the opportunity to lay horoscopes for some friends for the sake of it, think ill do that sometime.
>
> one thing i have thought about some time since coming here aswell(if u dont mind?)
>
> the planet Saturn i think has been long identifioed as the black sheep of the solar system would you not say? i can see this tendency in other
astrology books aswell, although not too many, but its still noticable. it has been labeled as evil and destructive and in so many cases as "bad" in
general? i can see similar opinions in the jos astrology too, but somewhat diminished.
>
> did you know if these opinions were raised by a certain reason?
>
> what are your thoughts on this? sure Saturn is restrictive, but also thorough and diciplined, i can not imagine how i would have acted if i did
not have my saturn to restrict a big conjunction i got in my natal. i think this goes the same for others aswell after some deeper thinking on it, i
would not label Saturn as bad at all.
>
> sure it does restrict and can lessen the effect of a promising conjunction, but so can allt he planets in their own way right? i would label Mars
just as equally "bad" in its own way if not worse if i found that it affected a strong conjunction in ones natal.
>
> its just yin/yang in my opinion, opposite sides of a balanced center. what do you say about this? being more advanced that i who just started

out i appreciate any advice and thoughts to improve.
>
>
> lastly: if you do find music to be such a part of your life, you should strongly concider learning to play an instrument( if u have not already). i
did so as i find music to be such a big part of my life too, i picked up a bass guitar almost 4 years ago and i dont regret it at all( seeing we both
got this intresst). suprisingly enough it does aid you spiritually too, by using your own creativity.
>
> Cheers..
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1308
Subject: So how would you interpret fixed stars?

From: bunpuppet@rocketmail.com

Date: 5/29/2013

Take the planets and their characteristics and apply the connection of the star with the type of aspects they have?
If planets were to conjunct a fixed star, then how would one go about interpreting that? Apply the general message of the planet and merge it to the
meaning of the fixed star? An opposition means that the aspect is very strong, but what about a trine? How would you trine something if the stars/planets
have negative meanings?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1309
Subject: Re: So how would you interpret fixed stars?

From: f.follets

Date: 5/31/2013

Soft aspects aren't considered because they are weaker, passive in nature, even the major ones (trine and sextile). Conjunctions and Oppositions are very
compelling forces and are almost always visible. I personally only count 1-1/2 degree conjunctions to fixed stars.
There aren't guidelines to interpret conjunctions to the fixed stars, but yes, you would take the general meaning of the star and mix it with the nature of the
planet, and what it rules. For example, Betelgeuse conjunct Mercury could give luck through mercurial affairs, or give luck to the houses Mercury rules or
could also mean fame through writing or publishing. Bellatrix conjunct Mercury on the other hand, would give it aggressive undertones, similar to Mercury
conjunct Mars, but a strong mind as well.
Some authors give interpretations to fixed star and planet contacts, but almost all of them are based on medieval astrology, which is too fatalistic. You can
find some here: http://www.constellationsofwords.com/stars/Stars_alphabet.htm
Conjunctions to the angles are very important as well.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "bunpuppet@..." <bunpuppet@...> wrote:
>
> Take the planets and their characteristics and apply the connection of the star with the type of aspects they have?
>
> If planets were to conjunct a fixed star, then how would one go about interpreting that? Apply the general message of the planet and merge it

to the meaning of the fixed star? An opposition means that the aspect is very strong, but what about a trine? How would you trine something if
the stars/planets have negative meanings?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Pluto and Mars in Scorpio

Message: 1310

From: gr33ntree999

Date: 5/31/2013

I have Scorpio in my Sun, Mars and Pluto. Scorpio is in my 11th house. I read that people that have Scorpio in Pluto and Mars have empowered themselves in
a past life and that they are natural black mages. If anyone has any other info on this I would like to know. Thanks.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1311
Subject: Re: So how would you interpret fixed stars?

From: bunpuppet@rocketmail.com

Date: 6/1/2013

Thank you very much!
D: These stars are so violent! Violent death, and a star of homicide? There's lots of military implications here. (Here's the stars if anyone is interested: http:/
/oi40.tinypic.com/2zr293o.jpg
I found the forced migration and the dog thing to be accurate, also the implications of aldebaran. Baten Kaitos hmm...well my parents did send me to another
country, so I was separated from them at birth so they can continue their business.
Not sure about the other ones since I haven't really been in the type of situations that would call for such things. Never been in a military setting.

Also should I be concerned my Jupiter is in 22 degrees of the zodiac? The website just says its a bad sign, but bad for what?

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> Soft aspects aren't considered because they are weaker, passive in nature, even the major ones (trine and sextile). Conjunctions and
Oppositions are very compelling forces and are almost always visible. I personally only count 1-1/2 degree conjunctions to fixed stars.
>
> There aren't guidelines to interpret conjunctions to the fixed stars, but yes, you would take the general meaning of the star and mix it with the
nature of the planet, and what it rules. For example, Betelgeuse conjunct Mercury could give luck through mercurial affairs, or give luck to the
houses Mercury rules or could also mean fame through writing or publishing. Bellatrix conjunct Mercury on the other hand, would give it
aggressive undertones, similar to Mercury conjunct Mars, but a strong mind as well.
>
> Some authors give interpretations to fixed star and planet contacts, but almost all of them are based on medieval astrology, which is too
fatalistic. You can find some here: http://www.constellationsofwords.com/stars/Stars_alphabet.htm
>

> Conjunctions to the angles are very important as well.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "bunpuppet@" <bunpuppet@> wrote:
>>
> > Take the planets and their characteristics and apply the connection of the star with the type of aspects they have?
>>
> > If planets were to conjunct a fixed star, then how would one go about interpreting that? Apply the general message of the planet and merge
it to the meaning of the fixed star? An opposition means that the aspect is very strong, but what about a trine? How would you trine something if
the stars/planets have negative meanings?
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1312
Subject: Re: Pluto and Mars in Scorpio

From: bunpuppet@rocketmail.com

Date: 6/1/2013

You sound like a very intense person with just as intense friends!
Anyways I'm not sure about how reliable this is but there is something called "Karmic Astrology". It apparently shows your past lives and your rewards and
things you bought to this life. Just pointing it out; I think you should start there.
You can do some past life regression to see what you did in your past life too :]

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "gr33ntree999" <gr33ntree999@...> wrote:
>
> I have Scorpio in my Sun, Mars and Pluto. Scorpio is in my 11th house. I read that people that have Scorpio in Pluto and Mars have empowered
themselves in a past life and that they are natural black mages. If anyone has any other info on this I would like to know. Thanks.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1313
Subject: Re: Pluto and Mars in Scorpio

From: Kait Jordan

Date: 6/1/2013

I'm not sure about the empowered in a past life part. I would think that maybe it makes it more likely, but shouldn't be seen as a definite yes. Like you, I
also have my Sun, Mars and Pluto in Scorpio. I've found that I'm a lot better with destruction magick than I give myself credit for. Often, I don't even need to
do the full ritual, I just will it to happen. Having said that, I'm a lot better with destruction magick than anything else.
Hail Satan

On Sat, Jun 1, 2013 at 7:48 AM, gr33ntree999 <gr33ntree999@...> wrote:
I have Scorpio in my Sun, Mars and Pluto. Scorpio is in my 11th house. I read that people that have Scorpio in Pluto and Mars have
empowered themselves in a past life and that they are natural black mages. If anyone has any other info on this I would like to know. Thanks.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1314
Subject: Re: So how would you interpret fixed stars?

From: f.follets

Date: 6/1/2013

Well, yes, as I said the interpretations are too fatalistic and shouldn't be taken literally most of the times. When something is really bad, there usually are
other supporting aspects in the chart that can lead to that.
About 22 Degrees of the signs:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS_Astrology/message/1264

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "bunpuppet@..." <bunpuppet@...> wrote:
> Thank you very much!
>
> D: These stars are so violent! Violent death, and a star of homicide? There's lots of military implications here. (Here's the stars if anyone is
interested: http://oi40.tinypic.com/2zr293o.jpg
>
> I found the forced migration and the dog thing to be accurate, also the implications of aldebaran. Baten Kaitos hmm...well my parents did send
me to another country, so I was separated from them at birth so they can continue their business.
>
> Not sure about the other ones since I haven't really been in the type of situations that would call for such things. Never been in a military
setting.
>
>
> Also should I be concerned my Jupiter is in 22 degrees of the zodiac? The website just says its a bad sign, but bad for what?
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>
> > Soft aspects aren't considered because they are weaker, passive in nature, even the major ones (trine and sextile). Conjunctions and
Oppositions are very compelling forces and are almost always visible. I personally only count 1-1/2 degree conjunctions to fixed stars.
>>
> > There aren't guidelines to interpret conjunctions to the fixed stars, but yes, you would take the general meaning of the star and mix it with

the nature of the planet, and what it rules. For example, Betelgeuse conjunct Mercury could give luck through mercurial affairs, or give luck to the
houses Mercury rules or could also mean fame through writing or publishing. Bellatrix conjunct Mercury on the other hand, would give it
aggressive undertones, similar to Mercury conjunct Mars, but a strong mind as well.
>>
> > Some authors give interpretations to fixed star and planet contacts, but almost all of them are based on medieval astrology, which is too
fatalistic. You can find some here: http://www.constellationsofwords.com/stars/Stars_alphabet.htm
>>
> > Conjunctions to the angles are very important as well.
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "bunpuppet@" <bunpuppet@> wrote:
>>>
> > > Take the planets and their characteristics and apply the connection of the star with the type of aspects they have?
>>>
> > > If planets were to conjunct a fixed star, then how would one go about interpreting that? Apply the general message of the planet and
merge it to the meaning of the fixed star? An opposition means that the aspect is very strong, but what about a trine? How would you trine
something if the stars/planets have negative meanings?
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1315
From: Astaroth my Queen
Subject: SV: [JoS_Astrology] Re: So how would you interpret fixed stars?

Date: 6/1/2013

How intresting! Great Job whoever made that site!!
I just looked i to my stars and i can Tell i got mostly bad stars in aspect to planets.
My question is Kinda off but i got capot algol in opposition with my Natal Pluto, which does not describes Me btw, but please tell Me how to interpret this
opposition for Me, both Pluto and algol is violent but i am not violent at all, what does oppositions signify?:-S thanks for caring.
Cheers..

From: bunpuppet@... <bunpuppet@...>;
To: <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>;
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: So how would you interpret fixed stars?
Sent: Sat, Jun 1, 2013 4:10:38 AM

Thank you very much!
D: These stars are so violent! Violent death, and a star of homicide? There's lots of military implications here. (Here's the stars if anyone is interested: http:/
/oi40.tinypic.com/2zr293o.jpg
I found the forced migration and the dog thing to be accurate, also the implications of aldebaran. Baten Kaitos hmm...well my parents did send me to another
country, so I was separated from them at birth so they can continue their business.
Not sure about the other ones since I haven't really been in the type of situations that would call for such things. Never been in a military setting.
Also should I be concerned my Jupiter is in 22 degrees of the zodiac? The website just says its a bad sign, but bad for what?

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> Soft aspects aren't considered because they are weaker, passive in nature, even the major ones (trine and sextile). Conjunctions and
Oppositions are very compelling forces and are almost always visible. I personally only count 1-1/2 degree conjunctions to fixed stars.
>
> There aren't guidelines to interpret conjunctions to the fixed stars, but yes, you would take the general meaning of the star and mix it with the
nature of the planet, and what it rules. For example, Betelgeuse conjunct Mercury could give luck through mercurial affairs, or give luck to the
houses Mercury rules or could also mean fame through writing or publishing. Bellatrix conjunct Mercury on the other hand, would give it
aggressive undertones, similar to Mercury conjunct Mars, but a strong mind as well.
>
> Some authors give interpretations to fixed star and planet contacts, but almost all of them are based on medieval astrology, which is too
fatalistic. You can find some here: http://www.constellationsofwords.com/stars/Stars_alphabet.htm
>
> Conjunctions to the angles are very important as well.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "bunpuppet@" <bunpuppet@> wrote:
>>
> > Take the planets and their characteristics and apply the connection of the star with the type of aspects they have?
>>
> > If planets were to conjunct a fixed star, then how would one go about interpreting that? Apply the general message of the planet and merge
it to the meaning of the fixed star? An opposition means that the aspect is very strong, but what about a trine? How would you trine something if
the stars/planets have negative meanings?

>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1316
Subject: Soul mates, Past lives and Astrology

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 6/1/2013

Hello family, I have found my soulmate or in other words, life partner. I had a Transiting pluto trine natal jupiter in seventh house transit and I met someone.
This person is perfect for me and I have never been happier. It is very unreal. (In a good way ofcourse). Pluto transits are permanent and I feel and know
this relationship will be permanent. These things you just know an feel. Special Thanks to HP Maxine who did my astro forecast and told me about this.
I wanted to know what astro placements indicate whether we may have known eachother in a past life Or if people who have permamnet relationships make
vows to meet eachother again in a future life?
Thanks guys <3
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1317
From: f.follets
Subject: SV: [JoS_Astrology] Re: So how would you interpret fixed stars?

Date: 6/1/2013

Oppositions aren't as important/evident as conjunctions, which is the main reason why I only use almost-exact conjunctions. Keeps things simple and more
accurate.
Besides, Pluto is a very slow planet. The general rule with these things is that the slower the planet is, the weaker the effects are felt directly in life. Pretty
much everyone in the year you were born has Pluto opposite Algol, and there's just no way for all these people to be violent or suffer violence/horrible deaths
as described.
If there's any personal planet conjunct it, though, then the issue might be very real. Even worse with the luminaires.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Astaroth my Queen <astarothmyqueen@...> wrote:
>
>
> How intresting! Great Job whoever made that site!!
>
> I just looked i to my stars and i can Tell i got mostly bad stars in aspect to planets.
>
> My question is Kinda off but i got capot algol in opposition with my Natal Pluto, which does not describes Me btw, but please tell Me how to
interpret this opposition for Me, both Pluto and algol is violent but i am not violent at all, what does oppositions signify?:-S thanks for caring.
>
> Cheers..
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1318
Subject: Re: Pluto and Mars in Scorpio

From: Jon

Date: 6/1/2013

My younger brother has Pluto and Mars in Scorpio too and he is on the same path as me. I have asked myself what I have done in a past life to deserve
Spiritual Satanism and I get a tingly feeling all over my head. I don't know what I did but it was probably very significant. Past life regression is in the
beginners section but to me it feels very advanced. I'll work on it. Thanks for the reply.

--- On Sat, 6/1/13, bunpuppet@... <bunpuppet@...> wrote:

From: bunpuppet@... <bunpuppet@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Pluto and Mars in Scorpio
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Saturday, June 1, 2013, 4:15 AM
You sound like a very intense person with just as intense friends!
Anyways I'm not sure about how reliable this is but there is something called "Karmic Astrology". It apparently shows your past lives and
your rewards and things you bought to this life. Just pointing it out; I think you should start there.
You can do some past life regression to see what you did in your past life too :]

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "gr33ntree999" <gr33ntree999@...> wrote:
>
> I have Scorpio in my Sun, Mars and Pluto. Scorpio is in my 11th house. I read that people that have Scorpio in Pluto and Mars have
empowered themselves in a past life and that they are natural black mages. If anyone has any other info on this I would like to know.
Thanks.
>

-----------------------------------Yahoo! Groups Links
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<*> To change settings via email:
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<*> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
JoS_Astrology-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
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Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1319
Subject: Re: Pluto and Mars in Scorpio

From: f.follets

Date: 6/1/2013

Power doesn't come from nowhere. If you are born gifted at certain aspects of magick or can easily deal with energies etc, it's extremely likely that you've
done this before in another life.
There are ways to tap into past life knowledge, you can end up finding out that you are more powerful and knowledgeable than you think. One of the main
reasons why slow, but steady progress in meditation is needed, so that you don't burn yourself out.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Jon <gr33ntree999@...> wrote:
>
> My younger brother has Pluto and Mars in Scorpio too and he is on the same path as me. I have asked myself what I have done in a past life
to deserve Spiritual Satanism and I get a tingly feeling all over my head. I don't know what I did but it was probably very significant. Past life
regression is in the beginners section but to me it feels very advanced. I'll work on it. Thanks for the reply.
>
> --- On Sat, 6/1/13, bunpuppet@... <bunpuppet@...> wrote:
>
> From: bunpuppet@... <bunpuppet@...>

> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Pluto and Mars in Scorpio
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Saturday, June 1, 2013, 4:15 AM
>
> You sound like a very intense person with just as intense friends!
>
> Anyways I'm not sure about how reliable this is but there is something called "Karmic Astrology". It apparently shows your past lives and your
rewards and things you bought to this life. Just pointing it out; I think you should start there.
>
> You can do some past life regression to see what you did in your past life too :]
>
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "gr33ntree999" <gr33ntree999@> wrote:
>>
> > I have Scorpio in my Sun, Mars and Pluto. Scorpio is in my 11th house. I read that people that have Scorpio in Pluto and Mars have
empowered themselves in a past life and that they are natural black mages. If anyone has any other info on this I would like to know. Thanks.
>>
>
>
>
>
> ----------------------------------->
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1320
From: bunpuppet@rocketmail.com
Subject: SV: [JoS_Astrology] Re: So how would you interpret fixed stars?

Date: 6/1/2013

F.follets, are you the moderator here? Also how long have you been doing Astrology for? :)

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> Oppositions aren't as important/evident as conjunctions, which is the main reason why I only use almost-exact conjunctions. Keeps things
simple and more accurate.
>

> Besides, Pluto is a very slow planet. The general rule with these things is that the slower the planet is, the weaker the effects are felt directly in
life. Pretty much everyone in the year you were born has Pluto opposite Algol, and there's just no way for all these people to be violent or suffer
violence/horrible deaths as described.
>
> If there's any personal planet conjunct it, though, then the issue might be very real. Even worse with the luminaires.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Astaroth my Queen <astarothmyqueen@> wrote:
>>
>>
> > How intresting! Great Job whoever made that site!!
>>
> > I just looked i to my stars and i can Tell i got mostly bad stars in aspect to planets.
>>
> > My question is Kinda off but i got capot algol in opposition with my Natal Pluto, which does not describes Me btw, but please tell Me how to
interpret this opposition for Me, both Pluto and algol is violent but i am not violent at all, what does oppositions signify?:-S thanks for caring.
>>
> > Cheers..
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1321
From: f.follets
Subject: SV: [JoS_Astrology] Re: So how would you interpret fixed stars?

Date: 6/1/2013

No, I'm not haha. Maxine and I guess a few other high priests moderate the group. I'm just very enthusiastic about astrology and sharing what I know.
I've started on astrology around four years ago, kinda got addicted to studying everything and still haven't stopped.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "bunpuppet@..." <bunpuppet@...> wrote:
>
> F.follets, are you the moderator here? Also how long have you been doing Astrology for? :)
>
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>
> > Oppositions aren't as important/evident as conjunctions, which is the main reason why I only use almost-exact conjunctions. Keeps things
simple and more accurate.
>>

> > Besides, Pluto is a very slow planet. The general rule with these things is that the slower the planet is, the weaker the effects are felt directly
in life. Pretty much everyone in the year you were born has Pluto opposite Algol, and there's just no way for all these people to be violent or
suffer violence/horrible deaths as described.
>>
> > If there's any personal planet conjunct it, though, then the issue might be very real. Even worse with the luminaires.
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Astaroth my Queen <astarothmyqueen@> wrote:
>>>
>>>
> > > How intresting! Great Job whoever made that site!!
>>>
> > > I just looked i to my stars and i can Tell i got mostly bad stars in aspect to planets.
>>>
> > > My question is Kinda off but i got capot algol in opposition with my Natal Pluto, which does not describes Me btw, but please tell Me how to
interpret this opposition for Me, both Pluto and algol is violent but i am not violent at all, what does oppositions signify?:-S thanks for caring.
>>>
> > > Cheers..
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1322
Subject: Re: Soul mates, Past lives and Astrology

From: m_18

Research the moon's nodes.
Also, check into Jeff Green's work.

--- On Sat, 6/1/13, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:

From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Soul mates, Past lives and Astrology
To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Saturday, June 1, 2013, 12:51 PM

Date: 6/2/2013

Hello family, I have found my soulmate or in other words, life partner. I had a Transiting pluto trine natal jupiter in seventh house transit
and I met someone. This person is perfect for me and I have never been happier. It is very unreal. (In a good way ofcourse). Pluto
transits are permanent and I feel and know this relationship will be permanent. These things you just know an feel. Special Thanks to HP
Maxine who did my astro forecast and told me about this.
I wanted to know what astro placements indicate whether we may have known eachother in a past life Or if people who have permamnet
relationships make vows to meet eachother again in a future life?
Thanks guys <3

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1323
Subject: Re: Soul mates, Past lives and Astrology

From: claudius

Satan be exhalted .
Sent from my BlackBerry wireless device from MTN
From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
Sender: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Sat, 1 Jun 2013 21:54:26 -0700 (PDT)
To: <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
ReplyTo: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Soul mates, Past lives and Astrology
Research the moon's nodes.
Also, check into Jeff Green's work.

--- On Sat, 6/1/13, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:

From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Soul mates, Past lives and Astrology
To: jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Saturday, June 1, 2013, 12:51 PM

Date: 6/2/2013

Hello family, I have found my soulmate or in other words, life partner. I had a Transiting pluto trine natal jupiter in seventh house
transit and I met someone. This person is perfect for me and I have never been happier. It is very unreal. (In a good way ofcourse).
Pluto transits are permanent and I feel and know this relationship will be permanent. These things you just know an feel. Special
Thanks to HP Maxine who did my astro forecast and told me about this.
I wanted to know what astro placements indicate whether we may have known eachother in a past life Or if people who have
permamnet relationships make vows to meet eachother again in a future life?
Thanks guys <3

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1324
Subject: About different kinds of astrology

From: astarothmyqueen

Date: 6/3/2013

i downloaded an app earlier called"egyptian horoscope" hahah the accuracy is ofc questionable of an nocharge-app but nonetheless this sparked my interest
about it.
i know there is something called vedic astrology, originating from India adn i know that their system is not directly as the western type.
the jos focuses on the western right? is there a reason why the vedic astrology is not mentioned?
also i know that the babylonians had a complex astrological system, although the Egyptian is what is fashinating me the most.
does anyone know any site or book that is credible and provides good info on Egyptian astrology or babylonian?
Cheers..
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Hello, all

Message: 1325

From: f_farraday

Date: 6/3/2013

In my previous message I need to correct a mistype: "I didn't immediately stop believing in Astronomy" should have been "I didn't immediately stop believing
in Astrology"
Hello, everyone. I've not been here nor on the 666 group for some time, but I hope to be back properly and participate.
I have read a bit on exposingchristianity, but due to me not being on because of a technology problem I think I might have lost the links to the different sites.
Thanks for the link here. I will continue to read on it.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "claudius" <claudiuslawal@...> wrote:
>
> Read this too www.exposingchristianity.com .Hail Satan
> Sent from my BlackBerry wireless device from MTN
>
> -----Original Message----> From: "f_farraday" <f_farraday@...>
> Sender: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Sat, 11 May 2013 23:55:10
> To: <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
> Reply-To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Hello, all
>
> Thank you for your reply. :-)
>
> Oh, I have been reading JoS.org, actually. On the 666 Yahoo! group in my introduction thread I mentioned that I've been reading on and off
for several months about Satanism, and JoS.org and Serpentis 666 are I think the main 2 sites I have been reading about it on. I haven't read
everything yet, though.
>
> I haven't read about Astrology on there, however. There is something I should admit which I mentioned in my introduction post on the 666
group: I am/was a Christian*, however haven't been to church in about 3 1/2 years. I know they are "the enemy" and they and any sympathisers
of them will be banned, but I hope I will be allowed to remain a member because things just don't seem... well, I don't know how to say it. I
have realised things about things since I left there which I didn't notice while I was there. The way things are, the way people behave... They just
don't seem... something. Part of the way people behave is as if they're forcing it, like it's fake, a facade.
>
> "There's a lot of basic information on astrology there, but if you have any
> doubts, you can always do some research with google or something. If you really
> can't understand something or simply want to know more, you can always ask here
> and we'll be happy to help."
> Thanks for the offer. At present I have the attitude that Astrology is a load of [insert any relevant words here], both from a (nearly former)*
Christian point of view, and also from a scientific one. I'm not a scientist, but "there isn't any scientific proof" to support the positions of celestial
object affects one's life. In fact from watching TV, which will probably weaken my argument, an Astronomy professor said that Astrology is not
true, as well.
> Before I first became a Christian - and before that, before I started attending church - I believed a bit in Astrology. - I didn't immediately stop
believing in Astronomy when I started attending, not when I first became a Christian, of course. In the papers/magazines there is a fine print that
says it's for entertainment purposes only, and the fact that if you allow someone to influence your mind, then such things will happen; sort of like
self-fulfilling prophesies, for example - you keep saying, "I am stupid", then you'll start to believe it and behave accordingly. If, however,

according to Satanism Astrology is more truthful than I realise, then I don't have a problem in researching it. :-)
>
> "Good luck and enjoy your journey!"
> Thank you! I hope I will!
>
> *There is still within me the inability to 'let go' of my faith (and I use that term rather loosely now, to be honest), and I don't want to rush into
things. I'm just trying to be careful. I wasn't raised a Christian - an Athiest, actually - but it's buried so deeply within me I can't simply eject it; it's
clearly a slow process. So basically, as I said on 666, I hope, since "Satan understands", that he'd be patient with me.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>
> > First of all, welcome to the group.
>>
> > Satanism can be confusing at first because there are so many people saying so many different things, but soon you'll learn how to filter
information and judge for yourself. Don't really take what anyone says, even in the groups, that seriously. The High Priests/esses know what they
are talking about, though. For general information on Spiritual Satanism and many other things related to it, I recommend you read the JoS
website:
>>
> > http://www.joyofsatan.org
>>
> > Read everything thoroughly, don't skip anything, this will take some time but will save you time later.
>>
> > For information on astrology, you can check the JoS astrology section:
>>
> > http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/FURCAS.html
>>
> > To see your own chart, check this website (http://www.astro.com) and go to Free Horoscopes > Chart drawing, Ascendant.
>>
> > There's a lot of basic information on astrology there, but if you have any doubts, you can always do some research with google or
something. If you really can't understand something or simply want to know more, you can always ask here and we'll be happy to help.
>>
> > There's no official numerology section on JoS but I recently made these articles about numerology and it should help you to gather more
information on your own later:
>>
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS_Astrology/message/1260
> > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS_Astrology/message/1261
>>

> > Good luck and enjoy your journey!
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f_farraday" <f_farraday@> wrote:
>>>
> > > Hi, everyone. I'm new here.
>>>
> > > I recently joined the JoS 666 group and am awaiting a decision by the owner/mods to allow me to participate.
>>>
> > > I am a Pisces, myself, and to be fair I don't know a lot about it. I have a cup with my name and some explanations of it, with signs,
stones, and similar things. I would like to know more about these things generally and specifically to do with me; numerology, and anything else I
don't know about, as well.
>>>
> > > I am not certain what is Satanic and what isn't; I know there is a lot of literature out there about different things, and it seems to me
people dislike LaVeyan Satanism. I am confused by that because I thought LaVey invented Spiritual Satanism, but I think I have seen something
which seems to contradict that. But he/it is disliked, regardless.
>>>
> > > Anyway, thank you for allowing me to join. I hope I can participate soon.
>>>
>>
>
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Subject: The Relation of Hellenistic to Indian Astrology
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1351
From: farahaj8
Subject: my ruler is sun 15 degrees of leo
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1352
From: Micama Gmicalzoma
Subject: Re: my ruler is sun 15 degrees of leo
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1353
From: Jonathan Farah
Subject: Re: my ruler is sun 15 degrees of leo
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1354
From: emonicksayshi
Subject: Need Info!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1355
From: kaitjordan
Subject: Confusing Natal Chart Questions
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1356
From: Darkness Rising
Subject: 13th Zodiac sign?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1357
From: m_18
Subject: Re: Confusing Natal Chart Questions
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1358
From: Sven
Subject: Yods
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1359
From: m_18
Subject: Re: Yods
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1360
From: Sven
Subject: Re: Yods
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1361
From: hailazazel
Subject: Quintile
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1362
From: Kait Jordan
Subject: Re: Confusing Natal Chart Questions
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1363
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: 13th Zodiac sign?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1364
From: lolobardonik
Subject: Re: The Relation of Hellenistic to Indian Astrology
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1365
From: lolobardonik
Subject: Re: Retrograde Planets
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1366
From: mysticgummy
Subject: Re: Understanding the Signs through real world examples [short video
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1367
From: hailazazel
Subject: Re: Understanding the Signs through real world examples [short video
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1368
From: jwazny@ymail.com
Subject: galaxy m87
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1369
From: ed.94_19
Subject: Noob Questions. Please reply.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1370
From: Sss D.
Subject: Re: galaxy m87
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1371
From: lolobardonik
Subject: Re: Noob Questions. Please reply.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1372
From: ed.94_19
Subject: Re: Noob Questions. Please reply.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1373
From: Way_Seeker666
Subject: Beginning A Planetary Square During Retrograde?

Date: 6/14/2013
Date: 6/14/2013
Date: 6/15/2013
Date: 6/15/2013
Date: 6/16/2013
Date: 6/17/2013
Date: 6/19/2013
Date: 6/19/2013
Date: 6/19/2013
Date: 6/19/2013
Date: 6/19/2013
Date: 6/19/2013
Date: 6/19/2013
Date: 6/19/2013
Date: 6/20/2013
Date: 6/21/2013
Date: 6/21/2013
Date: 6/21/2013
Date: 6/22/2013
Date: 6/22/2013
Date: 6/23/2013
Date: 6/23/2013
Date: 6/23/2013
Date: 6/23/2013
Date: 6/23/2013

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1374
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Just a Thought, Yods in Solar Returns?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1376
From: satanist17
Subject: NAZIS

Date: 6/24/2013

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Hello, all

Date: 6/3/2013

Message: 1326

From: f_farraday

Date: 6/26/2013

Hello.
I read some or all of the reply here when I was last on but obviously didn't reply.

I understand your position in all this, but if I could give you an advice, it
would be to break your mental prisons as soon as possible when dealing with
Satanism.

I decided to check my horoscope today and on the yearly overview (I think it might have been
a Chinese horoscope, or at least that was one of them) it said, "2013 is also a good year to
break away from stifling moral or religious codes that have been imposed upon you." I only read
that for the first time a few minutes before making this reply, and it is something I have been
seriously considering prior to reading it here. The rest of the horoscope - main, daily tarot, and
love - I'm not certain about it being accurate/relevant to me, however. I also wouldn't say the
moral/religious "codes" were imposed upon me; it was my own choice to start attending church
and then with a bit of encouragement pray the "sinner's prayer".

The rest is absolutely up to you to use and see for yourself, which will alone
produce proof. We cannot prove that meditations work, that one can become a god,
that planets, runes, sigils and numbers have power and influence over us, but
information is given so that one may try it out and see. The astrology section
contains techniques and interpretations, but not scientific explanations,
because these you won't find anywhere.

I would like to know if in Satanism one can be specific or an 'expert' in one thing, or perhaps a
'Jack of all trades'. Or perhaps the ultimate goal is to make oneself a god and these other things
are basically useful tools in order to help us accomplish that. Or is being a god something one
would choose to pursue instead of doing something else? To try and explain my question with a
bad example, would it be similar to academia in a sense, in that students are free to choose
which path they want to go on: medicine; law; politics; arts; etc, or are these 'college and
university courses' the tools which help me earn money - become a god? Or what? Basically,
what I'm asking is what is the point of Satanism? What can it do for and with me, and what can
I do for and with it? Is it for everyone to become a god, or perhaps some don't want to be gods
so they decide to do/be/have something else? I expect a general answer to be that it's to help
us make the most out of this life and live a great one before the afterlife (or whatever
terminology Satanism uses), then depending on what we do here will influence what happens
when our bodies cease to function and our spirit and soul goes on to do whatever. I consider
that general statement to be acceptable, however what makes Satanism different?
Also please forgive me for this bad comparison, but in a sense I am like a half-blood in Harry
Potter, in that I have some form of spiritual knowledge and belief - sort of like Hermione

Granger. Yet even though she was borne to non-magical parents, she is one of the most best
witches of her generation. In a way similar to that I would like to be 'all I can be' in a spiritual
thing including if that means better than some 'full-blood' Satanists; Christianity, I suppose you
could say, was a sort of step into some type of spiritual thing (although I know it has been
accused of being non-spiritual), and like I said it seems...*clears throat* you know... But now
I've come across Satanism. What can/must I do to be "the greatest [witch/wizard/warlock
/sorcerer?] of all time"? - I hope that doesn't sound too arrogant, and I also hope my bad
comparison example makes sense in what I'm trying to ask while being ignorant at this stage.

Soon enough, however, for most of us at least, things become clear to the point
we can see that it's not the occult (all the disciplines taught and practiced in
Satanism) that's missing science, it's science that's missing the occult.
So basically you're saying science is discovering things in a non-spiritual way but is lacking 'life',
in a sense? Lacking 'vigour', or 'energy' or whatever?

There most definitely are explanations for the occult, but any knowledge on this is
undesirable for the enemy because this way those more scientifically inclined (mostly
atheists) are prevented from believing it, thus cutting them from the power it can
give.
I expect reading JoS and serpentis666 should be sufficient material, but are there any other sites
/materials I could read on? Preferably not from googling, because from after googling it I came
across LaVeyan, and to be honest, it seemed to me to be nothing more than a rebellion against
the Church and its leaders because he was angry with the hypocricy of the leaders fawning over
women in carnivals that were there, then back on Sunday they were all perfect and clean again,
yet back in the carnival they were dirty and unclean again. - Sunday Christians. To me he was
pissed off and decided, "Fuck it!" and basically made a rebellion against it - not necessarily
having any spiritual connotation. At least none I could pick up on.

Science can't and won't explain that which doesn't interest it...
That's very similar to an argument I have which says science can't and won't explain everything,
so I suppose you saying that here confirms that.

...there aren't any researchers focusing on this anywhere on the planet, so scientific
explanations for the occult will be missing at least until enemy control of what is
"science" and academia in general is gone.
That's interesting. It is my understanding, as I believe it is a lot of peoples', that Christianity, and
I suppose Judaism and Islam, are all holding scientific and technological progress back.

Nevertheless, with some research you will be able to find historical evidence that
many great scientists were also accomplished occultists.
Evidently history has kept that very quiet.

Again, good luck on your journey.
Thank you!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" wrote:
>
> I understand your position in all this, but if I could give you an advice, it would be to break
your mental prisons as soon as possible when dealing with Satanism.
>
> Unfortunately, on JoS the only proof of anything that we can give is that Christianity is false
and that the Jews are the enemies of mankind.
>
> The rest is absolutely up to you to use and see for yourself, which will alone produce proof.
We cannot prove that meditations work, that one can become a god, that planets, runes, sigils
and numbers have power and influence over us, but information is given so that one may try it
out and see. The astrology section contains techniques and interpretations, but not scientific
explanations, because these you won't find anywhere.
>
> Soon enough, however, for most of us at least, things become clear to the point we can see
that it's not the occult (all the disciplines taught and practiced in Satanism) that's missing
science, it's science that's missing the occult.
>
> There most definitely are explanations for the occult, but any knowledge on this is undesirable
for the enemy because this way those more scientifically inclined (mostly atheists) are prevented
from believing it, thus cutting them from the power it can give.
>
> Science can't and won't explain that which doesn't interest it, there aren't any researchers
focusing on this anywhere on the planet, so scientific explanations for the occult will be missing
at least until enemy control of what is "science" and academia in general is gone.
>
> Nevertheless, with some research you will be able to find historical evidence that many great
scientists were also accomplished occultists.
>
> Again, good luck on your journey.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f_farraday" f_farraday@ wrote:
>>
> > Thank you for your reply. :-)
>>
> > Oh, I have been reading JoS.org, actually. On the 666 Yahoo! group in my introduction
thread I mentioned that I've been reading on and off for several months about Satanism, and
JoS.org and Serpentis 666 are I think the main 2 sites I have been reading about it on. I haven't
read everything yet, though.
>>
> > I haven't read about Astrology on there, however. There is something I should admit which
I mentioned in my introduction post on the 666 group: I am/was a Christian*, however haven't
been to church in about 3 1/2 years. I know they are "the enemy" and they and any
sympathisers of them will be banned, but I hope I will be allowed to remain a member because
things just don't seem... well, I don't know how to say it. I have realised things about things
since I left there which I didn't notice while I was there. The way things are, the way people
behave... They just don't seem... something. Part of the way people behave is as if they're
forcing it, like it's fake, a facade.
>>
> > "There's a lot of basic information on astrology there, but if you have any
> > doubts, you can always do some research with google or something. If you really
> > can't understand something or simply want to know more, you can always ask here
> > and we'll be happy to help."
> > Thanks for the offer. At present I have the attitude that Astrology is a load of [insert any

relevant words here], both from a (nearly former)* Christian point of view, and also from a
scientific one. I'm not a scientist, but "there isn't any scientific proof" to support the positions of
celestial object affects one's life. In fact from watching TV, which will probably weaken my
argument, an Astronomy professor said that Astrology is not true, as well.
> > Before I first became a Christian - and before that, before I started attending church - I
believed a bit in Astrology. - I didn't immediately stop believing in Astronomy when I started
attending, not when I first became a Christian, of course. In the papers/magazines there is a
fine print that says it's for entertainment purposes only, and the fact that if you allow someone
to influence your mind, then such things will happen; sort of like self-fulfilling prophesies, for
example - you keep saying, "I am stupid", then you'll start to believe it and behave accordingly.
If, however, according to Satanism Astrology is more truthful than I realise, then I don't have a
problem in researching it. :-)
>>
> > "Good luck and enjoy your journey!"
> > Thank you! I hope I will!
>>
> > *There is still within me the inability to 'let go' of my faith (and I use that term rather
loosely now, to be honest), and I don't want to rush into things. I'm just trying to be careful. I
wasn't raised a Christian - an Athiest, actually - but it's buried so deeply within me I can't simply
eject it; it's clearly a slow process. So basically, as I said on 666, I hope, since "Satan
understands", that he'd be patient with me.
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" wrote:
>>>
> > > First of all, welcome to the group.
>>>
> > > Satanism can be confusing at first because there are so many people saying so many
different things, but soon you'll learn how to filter information and judge for yourself. Don't really
take what anyone says, even in the groups, that seriously. The High Priests/esses know what
they are talking about, though. For general information on Spiritual Satanism and many other
things related to it, I recommend you read the JoS website:
>>>
> > > http://www.joyofsatan.org
>>>
> > > Read everything thoroughly, don't skip anything, this will take some time but will save you
time later.
>>>
> > > For information on astrology, you can check the JoS astrology section:
>>>
> > > http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/FURCAS.html
>>>
> > > To see your own chart, check this website (http://www.astro.com) and go to Free
Horoscopes > Chart drawing, Ascendant.
>>>
> > > There's a lot of basic information on astrology there, but if you have any doubts, you can
always do some research with google or something. If you really can't understand something or
simply want to know more, you can always ask here and we'll be happy to help.
>>>
> > > There's no official numerology section on JoS but I recently made these articles about
numerology and it should help you to gather more information on your own later:
>>>
> > > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS_Astrology/message/1260
> > > http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS_Astrology/message/1261
>>>
> > > Good luck and enjoy your journey!

>>>
> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f_farraday" wrote:
>>>>
> > > > Hi, everyone. I'm new here.
>>>>
> > > > I recently joined the JoS 666 group and am awaiting a decision by the owner/mods to
allow me to participate.
>>>>
> > > > I am a Pisces, myself, and to be fair I don't know a lot about it. I have a cup with my
name and some explanations of it, with signs, stones, and similar things. I would like to know
more about these things generally and specifically to do with me; numerology, and anything else
I don't know about, as well.
>>>>
> > > > I am not certain what is Satanic and what isn't; I know there is a lot of literature out
there about different things, and it seems to me people dislike LaVeyan Satanism. I am confused
by that because I thought LaVey invented Spiritual Satanism, but I think I have seen something
which seems to contradict that. But he/it is disliked, regardless.
>>>>
> > > > Anyway, thank you for allowing me to join. I hope I can participate soon.
>>>>
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1327
From: astarothmyqueen
Subject: how to input natal charts in "match-making"?

Date: 6/4/2013

Hi!
Surely this is something that got to have signifigance right:)? yes i have just met a girl which i first had
interest in but now its almost totally gone. i am a scorpio and have a strong emphasis on it in my natal, im
also looking through this girls natal at the moment.
her ascendant is saggitarious, and her sun sign is in cancer. i thought the ascendant is always in our zodiac
sign btw, is this incorrect? but i think this is the second chart im looking a bit deeper into so im not sure.
anyways, is there a way for me to see if we match(natally speaking) judging from her i think that cancer is a
damn weak sign(does anyone agree btw?) and i see no future with us together but nonetheless is does not
hurt for me trying to figure out our natal aspects(for better or worse)
does our ascendant signs play a crucial part here? or is it the zodiac that has the most influence for a match
or a "dump her" signal? i have a hunch that venus might have big influence too while speaking of love?
her venus is in leo(eight house) and this describes her very good, a nervous wreck thats jealous and
demands 1000000% attention at all time( and ohyea she is a sexfreak xD)
this does not work at all for the scorpio i am, my venus is in me 11th house(libra) which makes for a
romantic dude but not at all in her portion, she mostly just keeps yappin about herself and being generally
scared of anything, she cried hysterically for 20 mins after seeing a tiny mouse one time -.- seriously?
but i guess every single planet and its placements holds signifigance in its own way when doing this Natalmatchmaking too huh?
does anyone know how i should see which planets and their placements how they correspond to my own?

or is the process much easier solved if i were only to compare our zodiacs? then how does a scorpio match a
cancer? or for that matter, which sign matches a scorpio?:)
Cheers..
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1328
Subject: goddamn stars and planets

From: astarothmyqueen

Date: 6/4/2013

Hi!
am i the only one who feels Gangbanged by the stars and planets?
i just took time to check out more which stars i had conjunct with planets, one question btw: which should i
focus on-1:the stars positions on my natal planets or the planets and which sign and orb they are in right
now?
anyways, i got most bad news, and long-term aspects i do already have are being more influenced by stars
which make it only heavier.
aside from meditation how can i learn to dampen/ease these aspects? can i draw in energy from the stars
which are currently fucking with me? will that just make it worse?
can i draw in energy from the planet/planets that the stars are currently conjucting? would that make it
better or worse aswell? cuz the planet/planets are making it bad just as it is, then i assume that additional
intake of the energy(mostly neptune im reffering to) will make me worse.
or does taking in their energy learn me how to control their energy?
im a rat in a maze here it seems:)
Cheers..
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1329
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: how to input natal charts in "match-making"?

Date: 6/4/2013

Synastry isn't that simple. There are many layers of compatibility between charts, and a relationship often
needs a strong combination of that to work out.
The Ascendant is obviously important, because it's a huge part of personality, but in relationships what you
seek is the opposite sign, the Descendant.
For example, if her AC is Sagittarius, her DC would be Gemini. The 7th house describes the partner, and in
this case she seeks and attracts Gemini-like personalities, but this can change depending on the placement
of Mercury in the chart. For things to work out as it is, you would need to bring her Mercurial qualities, which
you may or may not have, depending on your chart. Depending on your own AC/DC axis, she may or may
not bring to you what you seek in a relationship.
Venus in Libra makes for easy adaptation to other people, but because of your Scorpio (fixed) emphasis, it's
not easy for you to deal with her. Venus in Leo sure likes drama, as does Cancer, so depending on her Moon
sign you're really in for a soap opera story with her. But here's the deal: her chart asks for a flexible
(Gemini-like) partner that can cope with her. Are you flexible with such a strong Scorpio emphasis?
Cancer is very compatible with Scorpio, though, because these are both water signs, meaning they work in
trine aspect. Cancer is very emotional, so her actions are very normal, even if exaggerated by her ascendant
and Venus (and possibly her Moon sign).
Planetary aspects between charts say a lot, so it would need more than just that info to be sure if you'd be
good for each other. Easy aspects are good for compatibility but don't do much for passion and intensity.
Hard aspects bring challenges, but variety is the spice of life after all. The main planets you'd look for when

analysing two charts are the personal planets (Sun through Mars), but obviously all are important.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "astarothmyqueen" <astarothmyqueen@...> wrote:
>
> Hi!
>
> Surely this is something that got to have signifigance right:)? yes i have just met a girl which i
first had interest in but now its almost totally gone. i am a scorpio and have a strong emphasis
on it in my natal, im also looking through this girls natal at the moment.
>
> her ascendant is saggitarious, and her sun sign is in cancer. i thought the ascendant is always
in our zodiac sign btw, is this incorrect? but i think this is the second chart im looking a bit
deeper into so im not sure.
>
> anyways, is there a way for me to see if we match(natally speaking) judging from her i think
that cancer is a damn weak sign(does anyone agree btw?) and i see no future with us together
but nonetheless is does not hurt for me trying to figure out our natal aspects(for better or worse)
>
> does our ascendant signs play a crucial part here? or is it the zodiac that has the most
influence for a match or a "dump her" signal? i have a hunch that venus might have big
influence too while speaking of love?
>
> her venus is in leo(eight house) and this describes her very good, a nervous wreck thats
jealous and demands 1000000% attention at all time( and ohyea she is a sexfreak xD)
>
> this does not work at all for the scorpio i am, my venus is in me 11th house(libra) which
makes for a romantic dude but not at all in her portion, she mostly just keeps yappin about
herself and being generally scared of anything, she cried hysterically for 20 mins after seeing a
tiny mouse one time -.- seriously?
>
> but i guess every single planet and its placements holds signifigance in its own way when
doing this Natal-matchmaking too huh?
>
> does anyone know how i should see which planets and their placements how they correspond
to my own?
>
> or is the process much easier solved if i were only to compare our zodiacs? then how does a
scorpio match a cancer? or for that matter, which sign matches a scorpio?:)
>
> Cheers..
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: the natal chart

Message: 1330

From: tappouzumaki

Date: 6/4/2013

do we reincarnate in a random moment?
don't we choose the natal chart we want?
in this case it would be very unfair. Our character would be "imposed" to us....
Hail Satan
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1331
Subject: Re: the natal chart

From: f.follets

Date: 6/4/2013

This is my theory, as I don't believe that anything is really random in Astrology or the Occult:

The nature of the soul is to grow in power and evolve. We reincarnate in the most opportune moment, when
the planets are in all the right places for we to evolve.
It's not that our souls can see and choose the planetary positions, it's more that the energetic signature of a
moment in time and space is given by the planetary positions. The soul is bound to the body that will be
born with the most compatible signature.
What about disastrous charts then? Well, the soul must be extremely bad as well to be born under such
circumstances. Nevertheless, charts always represent potential, which may or may not be fulfilled, for good
or bad.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "tappouzumaki" <tappouzumaki@...> wrote:
>
> do we reincarnate in a random moment?
> don't we choose the natal chart we want?
>
> in this case it would be very unfair. Our character would be "imposed" to us....
>
> Hail Satan
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1332
Subject: Re: the natal chart

From: hailazazel

Date: 6/5/2013

What about destined life then? Hitler for example. The whole picture changes.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> This is my theory, as I don't believe that anything is really random in Astrology or the Occult:
>
> The nature of the soul is to grow in power and evolve. We reincarnate in the most opportune
moment, when the planets are in all the right places for we to evolve.
>
> It's not that our souls can see and choose the planetary positions, it's more that the energetic
signature of a moment in time and space is given by the planetary positions. The soul is bound
to the body that will be born with the most compatible signature.
>
> What about disastrous charts then? Well, the soul must be extremely bad as well to be born
under such circumstances. Nevertheless, charts always represent potential, which may or may
not be fulfilled, for good or bad.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "tappouzumaki" <tappouzumaki@> wrote:
>>
> > do we reincarnate in a random moment?
> > don't we choose the natal chart we want?
>>
> > in this case it would be very unfair. Our character would be "imposed" to us....
>>
> > Hail Satan
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1333
Subject: Re: the natal chart

From: f.follets

Date: 6/5/2013

It actually falls within the last sentence: it's all potential.
I'm pretty sure Hitler wasn't the only person born that day in the same place or nearby, yet we heard
nothing about those other people.
There are levels of expression for each chart. To see what will really come out of someone's life, the chart
needs to be combined with the person's soul energy, numerology etc.. Although something won't happen if
there's absolutely no indication of that in a chart, whatever IS indicated can happen in many different ways.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@...> wrote:
>
> What about destined life then? Hitler for example. The whole picture changes.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>
> > This is my theory, as I don't believe that anything is really random in Astrology or the
Occult:
>>
> > The nature of the soul is to grow in power and evolve. We reincarnate in the most
opportune moment, when the planets are in all the right places for we to evolve.
>>
> > It's not that our souls can see and choose the planetary positions, it's more that the
energetic signature of a moment in time and space is given by the planetary positions. The soul
is bound to the body that will be born with the most compatible signature.
>>
> > What about disastrous charts then? Well, the soul must be extremely bad as well to be born
under such circumstances. Nevertheless, charts always represent potential, which may or may
not be fulfilled, for good or bad.
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "tappouzumaki" <tappouzumaki@> wrote:
>>>
> > > do we reincarnate in a random moment?
> > > don't we choose the natal chart we want?
>>>
> > > in this case it would be very unfair. Our character would be "imposed" to us....
>>>
> > > Hail Satan
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 1334

From:
bunpuppet@rocketmail.com

Date: 6/6/2013

From: Ashley Godinez

Date: 6/6/2013

Subject: Neptune in retrograde
Is this something good or bad?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1335
Subject: Re: Neptune in retrograde

Retrograde literally means backwards
From: "bunpuppet@..." <bunpuppet@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Thursday, June 6, 2013 12:20 PM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Neptune in retrograde

Is this something good or bad?
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 1336

From:
bunpuppet@rocketmail.com

Date: 6/8/2013

Subject: Re: Neptune in retrograde
What are the general meanings I mean. I don't really understand what retrograde Neptune does. I read from
the site: drugs, anything spiritual. Browsing the web has this same common theme: "Neptune is where one
is weak, undecided, prone to fantasy and impressionable. Neptune is where one is inspired spiritually"
(That's from JoS) and in retrograde so they make the meaning the opposite, where you're wide awake.
Does this page applies when reading the current planets?
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/RETROGRADE.html

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Ashley Godinez <randommidna@...> wrote:
>
> Retrograde literally means backwards
>
>
>
> ________________________________
> From: "bunpuppet@..." <bunpuppet@...>
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Thursday, June 6, 2013 12:20 PM
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Neptune in retrograde
>
>
>Â
>
> Is this something good or bad?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1337
Subject: Re: Neptune in retrograde

From: f.follets

Date: 6/9/2013

Retrograde motion doesn't reverse the planet's common meanings. Retrograde planets usually mean that
their energies will be turned inwards, i.e. they will be felt more internally than externally.
Retrograde outer planets are very rarely noticed at all, unless they are chart rulers or conjunct an angle. The
outer planets are retrograde for half an entire year at a time, so it's very common to have them retrograde.
Planets that are retrograde often have trouble in expressing their energies, and usually cause troubles,
delays or blockages related to them and/or the houses they rule. This is much more the case with the inner
/personal planets (Sun through Mars), the rest is really rarely felt.
Neptune retrograde is not a big deal at all in most cases.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "bunpuppet@..." <bunpuppet@...> wrote:
>

> What are the general meanings I mean. I don't really understand what retrograde Neptune
does. I read from the site: drugs, anything spiritual. Browsing the web has this same common
theme: "Neptune is where one is weak, undecided, prone to fantasy and impressionable.
Neptune is where one is inspired spiritually" (That's from JoS) and in retrograde so they make
the meaning the opposite, where you're wide awake.
>
> Does this page applies when reading the current planets?
> http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/RETROGRADE.html
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Ashley Godinez <randommidna@> wrote:
>>
> > Retrograde literally means backwards
>>
>>
>>
> > ________________________________
> > From: "bunpuppet@" <bunpuppet@>
> > To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> > Sent: Thursday, June 6, 2013 12:20 PM
> > Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Neptune in retrograde
>>
>>
>>Â
>>
> > Is this something good or bad?
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 1338

From:
bunpuppet@rocketmail.com

Date: 6/10/2013

Subject: Re: Neptune in retrograde
Ah! Ok. Thank you!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> Retrograde motion doesn't reverse the planet's common meanings. Retrograde planets usually
mean that their energies will be turned inwards, i.e. they will be felt more internally than
externally.
>
> Retrograde outer planets are very rarely noticed at all, unless they are chart rulers or conjunct
an angle. The outer planets are retrograde for half an entire year at a time, so it's very common
to have them retrograde.
>
> Planets that are retrograde often have trouble in expressing their energies, and usually cause
troubles, delays or blockages related to them and/or the houses they rule. This is much more
the case with the inner/personal planets (Sun through Mars), the rest is really rarely felt.
>
> Neptune retrograde is not a big deal at all in most cases.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "bunpuppet@" <bunpuppet@> wrote:
>>
> > What are the general meanings I mean. I don't really understand what retrograde Neptune
does. I read from the site: drugs, anything spiritual. Browsing the web has this same common
theme: "Neptune is where one is weak, undecided, prone to fantasy and impressionable.

Neptune is where one is inspired spiritually" (That's from JoS) and in retrograde so they make
the meaning the opposite, where you're wide awake.
>>
> > Does this page applies when reading the current planets?
> > http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/RETROGRADE.html
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Ashley Godinez <randommidna@> wrote:
>>>
> > > Retrograde literally means backwards
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > ________________________________
> > > From: "bunpuppet@" <bunpuppet@>
> > > To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> > > Sent: Thursday, June 6, 2013 12:20 PM
> > > Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Neptune in retrograde
>>>
>>>
>>>Â
>>>
> > > Is this something good or bad?
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1339
Subject: A question about nodes.

From: angut92

Date: 6/12/2013

I'm quite certain my North Node is in Libra, but my hometown isn't included in that program commonly used
to calculate charts, and the closest town included in that program is roughly 400 kilometers away.
My North node is apparently Capricorn, which I do not think is accurate.
Can someone tell me the best way to deal with NN Libra/SN Aries and their significance?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1340
Subject: Re: A question about nodes.

From: f.follets

Date: 6/13/2013

Location doesn't change the Node position. The Nodes move very slowly through the year, the only thing
that can change with location is their house position. If you have the NN marked at Capricorn, then believe
it, it's really there.
It would take many years for the nodes to reach Capricorn/Cancer from Libra/Aries.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "angut92" <angut92@...> wrote:
>
> I'm quite certain my North Node is in Libra, but my hometown isn't included in that program
commonly used to calculate charts, and the closest town included in that program is roughly 400
kilometers away.
>
> My North node is apparently Capricorn, which I do not think is accurate.
>
> Can someone tell me the best way to deal with NN Libra/SN Aries and their significance?
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1341
Subject: Retrograde Planets

From: hailazazel

Date: 6/13/2013

If I have, for example Mars retrograde in the sign of Virgo, will it affect my ability to learn? Because Mercury
rules Virgo, along with Gemini. Is it valid? Mars is prominently placed, exact conjunct the 10th house cusp of
Virgo. Mars is also the only planet on the southern half (the top half) being the handling of my bucket chart.
(Mars is also my co-ruler)
Mercury is in the sign of Aquarius, it's exaltation, in the third house.
I will not expose here the whole chart.. I just want to know how Mars retrograde in Virgo affect Mercury.. If
at all, affecting.
HAIL SATAN!!!!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1342
From: astarothmyqueen
Subject: about Vedic/ Egyptian/Babylonian astrology

Date: 6/13/2013

i downloaded an app earlier called"egyptian horoscope" hahah the accuracy is ofc
questionable of an nocharge-app but nonetheless this sparked my interest about
it.
i know there is something called vedic astrology, originating from India adn i
know that their system is not directly as the western type.
the jos focuses on the western right? is there a reason why the vedic astrology
is not mentioned?
also i know that the babylonians had a complex astrological system, although the
Egyptian is what is fashinating me the most.
does anyone know any site or book that is credible and provides good info on
Egyptian astrology or babylonian?
Cheers..
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1343
Subject: Re: Retrograde Planets

From: m_18

Date: 6/13/2013

Just a reminder as I have said it before, I have nothing retrograde in my chart except for the dragon's head
& tail. Which makes me a minority. So I can't speak from any experience in this area natally.
David

--- On Thu, 6/13/13, hailazazel <hailazazel@...> wrote:

From: hailazazel <hailazazel@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Retrograde Planets
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2013, 6:53 AM

If I have, for example Mars retrograde in the sign of Virgo, will it affect my ability to
learn? Because Mercury rules Virgo, along with Gemini. Is it valid? Mars is prominently
placed, exact conjunct the 10th house cusp of Virgo. Mars is also the only planet on the
southern half (the top half) being the handling of my bucket chart. (Mars is also my coruler)

Mercury is in the sign of Aquarius, it's exaltation, in the third house.
I will not expose here the whole chart.. I just want to know how Mars retrograde in
Virgo affect Mercury.. If at all, affecting.
HAIL SATAN!!!!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1344
Subject: Re: Retrograde Planets

From: f.follets

Date: 6/13/2013

Virgo doesn't deal much with learning as Gemini does. Mars gives energy and in Virgo it focuses on work and
health. The only issues you could have with Mars retrograde there (and probably only because it's so
prominent) are health related.
Planets in signs don't affect their rulers unless, of course, they are aspecting each other. Your Mercury is
extremely well placed, and I can't imagine you having trouble learning, unless there are other bad
placements for this in your chart.
If you do have any trouble learning, these planets are probably not the cause.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@...> wrote:
>
> If I have, for example Mars retrograde in the sign of Virgo, will it affect my ability to learn?
Because Mercury rules Virgo, along with Gemini. Is it valid? Mars is prominently placed, exact
conjunct the 10th house cusp of Virgo. Mars is also the only planet on the southern half (the top
half) being the handling of my bucket chart. (Mars is also my co-ruler)
>
> Mercury is in the sign of Aquarius, it's exaltation, in the third house.
>
> I will not expose here the whole chart.. I just want to know how Mars retrograde in Virgo
affect Mercury.. If at all, affecting.
>
> HAIL SATAN!!!!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1345
Subject: Re: Retrograde Planets

From: hailazazel

Date: 6/13/2013

Thank you for responding.
It's interesting because I actually have difficulties with learning. And I do think it's related to the two. I also
had problems with school. And I didn't finished school (Mercury rules early schooling).
Mercury in Aquarius is naturally attracted to Science and Mathematics. I suck at the two.
To how degree are you sure in the fact that the planets in the signs don't affect their rulers? Thanks again.
HAIL SATAN!!!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> Virgo doesn't deal much with learning as Gemini does. Mars gives energy and in Virgo it
focuses on work and health. The only issues you could have with Mars retrograde there (and
probably only because it's so prominent) are health related.

>
> Planets in signs don't affect their rulers unless, of course, they are aspecting each other. Your
Mercury is extremely well placed, and I can't imagine you having trouble learning, unless there
are other bad placements for this in your chart.
>
> If you do have any trouble learning, these planets are probably not the cause.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@> wrote:
>>
> > If I have, for example Mars retrograde in the sign of Virgo, will it affect my ability to learn?
Because Mercury rules Virgo, along with Gemini. Is it valid? Mars is prominently placed, exact
conjunct the 10th house cusp of Virgo. Mars is also the only planet on the southern half (the top
half) being the handling of my bucket chart. (Mars is also my co-ruler)
>>
> > Mercury is in the sign of Aquarius, it's exaltation, in the third house.
>>
> > I will not expose here the whole chart.. I just want to know how Mars retrograde in Virgo
affect Mercury.. If at all, affecting.
>>
> > HAIL SATAN!!!!
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1346
Subject: Re: Retrograde Planets

From: m_18

Date: 6/13/2013

Check 3rd house issues.
David

--- On Thu, 6/13/13, f.follets <f.follets@...> wrote:

From: f.follets <f.follets@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Retrograde Planets
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Thursday, June 13, 2013, 11:39 AM

Virgo doesn't deal much with learning as Gemini does. Mars gives energy and in Virgo it
focuses on work and health. The only issues you could have with Mars retrograde there
(and probably only because it's so prominent) are health related.
Planets in signs don't affect their rulers unless, of course, they are aspecting each other.
Your Mercury is extremely well placed, and I can't imagine you having trouble learning,
unless there are other bad placements for this in your chart.
If you do have any trouble learning, these planets are probably not the cause.
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@...> wrote:
>
> If I have, for example Mars retrograde in the sign of Virgo, will it affect my ability to
learn? Because Mercury rules Virgo, along with Gemini. Is it valid? Mars is prominently
placed, exact conjunct the 10th house cusp of Virgo. Mars is also the only planet on the

southern half (the top half) being the handling of my bucket chart. (Mars is also my coruler)
>
> Mercury is in the sign of Aquarius, it's exaltation, in the third house.
>
> I will not expose here the whole chart.. I just want to know how Mars retrograde in
Virgo affect Mercury.. If at all, affecting.
>
> HAIL SATAN!!!!
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1347
From: Don Danko
Subject: Re: about Vedic/ Egyptian/Babylonian astrology

Date: 6/13/2013

The Egyptians and the Vedic's where the same culture at the root. The majority of the
Vedic texts on the subject of astrology are gone. And the small amount remaining have
probably been corrupted to some level.
From: astarothmyqueen <astarothmyqueen@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Thursday, June 13, 2013 10:29:50 AM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] about Vedic/ Egyptian/Babylonian astrology

i downloaded an app earlier called"egyptian horoscope" hahah the accuracy is ofc
questionable of an nocharge-app but nonetheless this sparked my interest about
it.
i know there is something called vedic astrology, originating from India adn i
know that their system is not directly as the western type.
the jos focuses on the western right? is there a reason why the vedic astrology
is not mentioned?
also i know that the babylonians had a complex astrological system, although the
Egyptian is what is fashinating me the most.
does anyone know any site or book that is credible and provides good info on
Egyptian astrology or babylonian?
Cheers..
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1348
Subject: Re: Retrograde Planets

From: f.follets

Date: 6/13/2013

Depends on your 3rd house in general, not only Mercury. I'm fairly sure, with the information you've given,
Mercury and Mars are not the cause. Saturn in the 3rd house, Saturn in Gemini, challenging aspects to
Mercury or Jupiter can cause trouble in learning.
Some astrologers believe that adverse aspects to the Ascendant can cause mental issues, as it rules the
head, and this could possibly lead to learning problems, but I don't have any more info on that.
Planets in signs don't affect their rulers. Many astrologers claim that the sign's ruler affects any planet therein
because it is the planet's dispositor, but not the other way around, unless they are in mutual reception,
which is an exceptional case where both planets are in each other's ruling signs. This doesn't seem to be
your case.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@...> wrote:
>
> Thank you for responding.
> It's interesting because I actually have difficulties with learning. And I do think it's related to
the two. I also had problems with school. And I didn't finished school (Mercury rules early
schooling).
>
> Mercury in Aquarius is naturally attracted to Science and Mathematics. I suck at the two.
>
> To how degree are you sure in the fact that the planets in the signs don't affect their rulers?
Thanks again.
>
> HAIL SATAN!!!!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>
> > Virgo doesn't deal much with learning as Gemini does. Mars gives energy and in Virgo it
focuses on work and health. The only issues you could have with Mars retrograde there (and
probably only because it's so prominent) are health related.
>>
> > Planets in signs don't affect their rulers unless, of course, they are aspecting each other.
Your Mercury is extremely well placed, and I can't imagine you having trouble learning, unless
there are other bad placements for this in your chart.
>>
> > If you do have any trouble learning, these planets are probably not the cause.
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@> wrote:
>>>
> > > If I have, for example Mars retrograde in the sign of Virgo, will it affect my ability to
learn? Because Mercury rules Virgo, along with Gemini. Is it valid? Mars is prominently placed,
exact conjunct the 10th house cusp of Virgo. Mars is also the only planet on the southern half
(the top half) being the handling of my bucket chart. (Mars is also my co-ruler)
>>>
> > > Mercury is in the sign of Aquarius, it's exaltation, in the third house.
>>>
> > > I will not expose here the whole chart.. I just want to know how Mars retrograde in Virgo
affect Mercury.. If at all, affecting.
>>>
> > > HAIL SATAN!!!!
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1349
Subject: Re: Retrograde Planets

From: hailazazel

Date: 6/14/2013

Than it must be something else. Thank you

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> Depends on your 3rd house in general, not only Mercury. I'm fairly sure, with the information
you've given, Mercury and Mars are not the cause. Saturn in the 3rd house, Saturn in Gemini,
challenging aspects to Mercury or Jupiter can cause trouble in learning.
>
> Some astrologers believe that adverse aspects to the Ascendant can cause mental issues, as it

rules the head, and this could possibly lead to learning problems, but I don't have any more info
on that.
>
> Planets in signs don't affect their rulers. Many astrologers claim that the sign's ruler affects any
planet therein because it is the planet's dispositor, but not the other way around, unless they are
in mutual reception, which is an exceptional case where both planets are in each other's ruling
signs. This doesn't seem to be your case.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@> wrote:
>>
> > Thank you for responding.
> > It's interesting because I actually have difficulties with learning. And I do think it's related to
the two. I also had problems with school. And I didn't finished school (Mercury rules early
schooling).
>>
> > Mercury in Aquarius is naturally attracted to Science and Mathematics. I suck at the two.
>>
> > To how degree are you sure in the fact that the planets in the signs don't affect their rulers?
Thanks again.
>>
> > HAIL SATAN!!!!
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>>
> > > Virgo doesn't deal much with learning as Gemini does. Mars gives energy and in Virgo it
focuses on work and health. The only issues you could have with Mars retrograde there (and
probably only because it's so prominent) are health related.
>>>
> > > Planets in signs don't affect their rulers unless, of course, they are aspecting each other.
Your Mercury is extremely well placed, and I can't imagine you having trouble learning, unless
there are other bad placements for this in your chart.
>>>
> > > If you do have any trouble learning, these planets are probably not the cause.
>>>
> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@> wrote:
>>>>
> > > > If I have, for example Mars retrograde in the sign of Virgo, will it affect my ability to
learn? Because Mercury rules Virgo, along with Gemini. Is it valid? Mars is prominently placed,
exact conjunct the 10th house cusp of Virgo. Mars is also the only planet on the southern half
(the top half) being the handling of my bucket chart. (Mars is also my co-ruler)
>>>>
> > > > Mercury is in the sign of Aquarius, it's exaltation, in the third house.
>>>>
> > > > I will not expose here the whole chart.. I just want to know how Mars retrograde in
Virgo affect Mercury.. If at all, affecting.
>>>>
> > > > HAIL SATAN!!!!
>>>>
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1350
From: m_18
Subject: The Relation of Hellenistic to Indian Astrology

Date: 6/14/2013

The Relation of Hellenistic to Indian Astrology
Of all the ancient astrologies, Indian and Hellenistic are closer to one another in
fundamental conception and practice than either of them is to Chinese or Meso-American
astrology, for instance. They are also closer to one another than either is to modern
astrology. Indian and Hellenistic astrology may both be called "horoscopic" in the sense
that much of their chart analysis depends heavily on the determination of the rising
degree at the time of birth, and not merely the zodiacal position of the planets on the
year, month, or day of birth, as is the case in many other ancient astrologies. They are
also very similar in their use of sign-based aspects and in their fundamental house
assignments. The Hellenistic time-lord procedures have a role analogous to that of the
celebrated Indian dasas, although the procedures for determining the sequence and
duration of the planetary rulers are different in the two traditions. And they are alike in
innumerable points of detail.

Nevertheless, there are significant differences. Indian astrology makes extensive use of
the naksatras, which are a division of the zodiac into 27 or 28 portions corresponding to
the daily motion of the Moon. Although the "lunar mansions" are known in Medieval
Western astrology, they are not found in the original Hellenistic material and seem to
have been imported later from India. Then again, Indian astrology does not have the
fivefold irregular division of each sign into "bounds" (called "terms" in Medieval Latin),
which is a central concept for Hellenistic astrology. Indian astrology places far more
importance on the lunar nodes than does Hellenistic, almost giving them the status of
planets. Hellenistic astrology has an elaborately developed system of lots (often but
mistakenly called "Arabic Parts"), which are lacking in Indian astrology proper, although
they were introduced later as a result of Persian influence. Conversely, Indian astrology
has an extensive development of divisional (or "harmonic" charts), while Hellenistic
basically employed only a version of the twelfth (and possibly thirteenth) harmonic.
Then there is the nagging problem of the choice of the beginning of the zodiac, where
Indian astrology has various alternative starting points for a sidereal zodiac; by contrast,
there is reason to believe that many Hellenistic astrologers -- certainly those influenced
by Ptolemy -- favored a tropical zodiac, although it is still unresolved whether the earliest
Hellenistic astrologers used a sidereal or a tropical zodiac. These two astrologies also
differ on quite a number of points of detail.

How are we to account for these likenesses and differences? There is an opinion current
among many Indian astrologers that horoscopic astrology originated in India at some
distant time in the past as the formulation of insights obtained by certain enlightened
"seers" in meditative states. From India, it spread throughout the Middle East and was
introduced to the Hellenistic world by Indian colonists, whereupon it underwent its own
characteristic development.

Compare this with the opinion of the Western scholar David Pingree, who argues that the
Yavanajataka, a Sanskrit translation made circa 150 C.E. of a Greek astrological text,
whose title he translates as The Horoscopy of the Greeks, is one of the two primary
source texts for all later Indian astrology, along with a lost translation from a second
Greek text. In support of his thesis he cites in detail many parallels between particular

Indian doctrines and those of Hellenistic astrology. In particular, he demonstrates that
much of the technical Sanskrit astrological and astronomical vocabulary consists of
simple transliterations of the corresponding Greek terms, producing words that have no
meaning in Sanskrit itself.
To one who approaches the evidence with an open mind, it is hard to avoid the
conclusion that sometime in the first few centuries of the Christian era, Hellenistic
astrology left an unmistakable imprint on Indian astrology, particularly in the terminology
and practices concerned with the astrological houses. However, this still does not rule out
the possibility that Indian astrology had undergone substantial indigenous development
prior to this Hellenistic influence, especially since many of its concepts such as the
naksatras have no clear Greek antecedents.

We do not intend to go further into this divisive historical problem at this time. Even if
Hellenistic astrology did ultimately derive from Indian sources, we take the view that it is
effectively a fresh starting point in the development of astrology, which has enough
internal consistency that it can be understood on its own terms and from its own
presuppositions. In fact, we intend to show that Hellenistic astrology possessed a clear
and coherent theoretical foundation that motivated the introduction of its concepts and
techniques. It is true that the search for theoretical foundations is a uniquely Western
obsession. Indian astrologers, with their view that astrological doctrine was
communicated to ordinary mortals by enlightened beings, seem to exhibit little interest in
the question of theoretical foundations, although I have several times heard them say
that astrology makes no sense without the the concept of karma and the doctrine of
reincarnation. To us, the question is whether such a hypothesis gives a sufficient
rationale for the astrological techniques they use, and whether it is capable of giving
coherence to the dizzying array of concepts; for I believe that this can be said of the
theoretical assumptions underlying Hellenistic astrology.

http://www.projecthindsight.com/articles/vedic.html

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1351
Subject: my ruler is sun 15 degrees of leo

From: farahaj8

Date: 6/15/2013

I'm just curious as to how and why 15 degrees of leo is so bad?... I also have Wega in my natal chart but I
can't get past why my ruler is such a bad degree... any suggestions?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1352
Subject: Re: my ruler is sun 15 degrees of leo

From: Micama Gmicalzoma

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Degrees.html
15 Degrees of Leo is about half way down the page.
Hail Satan!!
In Satan I Trust! Forever in the Service of Satan!

From: farahaj8 <farahaj8@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Saturday, June 15, 2013 6:17 AM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] my ruler is sun 15 degrees of leo

Date: 6/15/2013

I'm just curious as to how and why 15 degrees of leo is so bad?... I also have Wega in my natal chart but I can't
get past why my ruler is such a bad degree... any suggestions?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1353
Subject: Re: my ruler is sun 15 degrees of leo

From: Jonathan Farah

Date: 6/16/2013

the website does not disclose why it is considered such a bad degree or what to expect except bad luck... why do you think
I am asking about the 15 degrees of Leo? I did see the website and I have done research in regards to degrees in a natal
chart (i have done extensive research in my natal chart). I did see one website which said 15 degrees of leo is not such a bad
degree but a decent degree which is hopeful, the book is inside degrees by Ellias Lonsdale. I don't understand the 15
degrees of leo in my chart bc is it co-ruled with mars 20 degrees of leo (both 1st house)... I'm still new to astrology, my own
natal chart is what has gotten me obsessed. If I understood how the 15 degrees of leo is a bad sign I could probably turn it
into lemonade which I have started doing with my life as a whole now that I understand myself better than I did 2 weeks ago.

From: Micama Gmicalzoma <agentofsatanswill666@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Saturday, June 15, 2013 12:37 PM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] my ruler is sun 15 degrees of leo

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Degrees.html
15 Degrees of Leo is about half way down the page.
Hail Satan!!
In Satan I Trust! Forever in the Service of Satan!

From: farahaj8 <farahaj8@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Saturday, June 15, 2013 6:17 AM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] my ruler is sun 15 degrees of leo

I'm just curious as to how and why 15 degrees of leo is so bad?... I also have Wega in my natal chart but I can't
get past why my ruler is such a bad degree... any suggestions?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Need Info!

Message: 1354

From: emonicksayshi

Date: 6/17/2013

Hello everyone
recently I have been trying to organize my life to a calendar. So I thought finally getting to understand the
way the planets work with my own life would be good, but I am having trouble finding out how to learn
more.
It would be greatly appreciated if someone could give me a quick how to, or send some links that would be
helpful.
To be completely honest I seriously have no idea what astrology has to do with Satanism, however it seems
quite interesting!
Thank you for reading this over.
Again any information would be great!
Hail Satan!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1355
Subject: Confusing Natal Chart Questions

From: kaitjordan

Date: 6/19/2013

Hmm, I'm not quite sure exactly how to word this question, but I'm going to try and hope someone
understands me.
When comparing natal charts with someone (like for love or something, but not necessarily limited to that)
how do you know what parts of your charts aspect each other. If that makes any sense. And also how do
you know what these kinds of things mean? Is it just like looking at how these things affect your own chart.
Except it's between two people instead.
Also, another thing I've been wondering is finding out birth times. I was interested in having a look at my
mums chart but I don't know what time she was born. But I know she has a lot of significant life events that
stand out (like having her first child at an extremely young age.) So, is there a specific way of finding out the
time, or is it more like trial and error. Do I just use what I know until it I find something that corresponds
with some of her major life events?
Anyway, sorry if none of that made any sense. But I hope someone can help clear some of this up a bit.
Hail Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1356
Subject: 13th Zodiac sign?

From: Darkness Rising

Date: 6/19/2013

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/DEMONSI.html
SORATH - His number is seven, he presides over the Thirteenth Sign of the Zodiac of which there exists
only One; and His time is any Moon Void of Course.
What is the thirteenth zodiac sign?
Hail Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1357
Subject: Re: Confusing Natal Chart Questions

From: m_18

Date: 6/19/2013

The are two main methods of analysis. Chart comparison is called Synastry. You can buy books for this
information. Composite charts are of midpoints of 2 charts. You can buy books for this information as well.
There is some info on the net but it tends to be lacking. You can get a composite chart done at astro.com.

--- On Wed, 6/19/13, kaitjordan <kaitjordan@...> wrote:

From: kaitjordan <kaitjordan@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Confusing Natal Chart Questions
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Wednesday, June 19, 2013, 7:44 AM

Hmm, I'm not quite sure exactly how to word this question, but I'm going to try and
hope someone understands me.
When comparing natal charts with someone (like for love or something, but not
necessarily limited to that) how do you know what parts of your charts aspect each
other. If that makes any sense. And also how do you know what these kinds of things
mean? Is it just like looking at how these things affect your own chart. Except it's
between two people instead.
Also, another thing I've been wondering is finding out birth times. I was interested in

having a look at my mums chart but I don't know what time she was born. But I know
she has a lot of significant life events that stand out (like having her first child at an
extremely young age.) So, is there a specific way of finding out the time, or is it more
like trial and error. Do I just use what I know until it I find something that corresponds
with some of her major life events?
Anyway, sorry if none of that made any sense. But I hope someone can help clear some
of this up a bit.
Hail Satan!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Yods

Message: 1358

From: Sven

Date: 6/19/2013

Is it possible to have more than one yod configuration in the chart? Because I believe I have two. One of
them pointing toward Neptune. Any clue as to what this means?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Yods

Message: 1359

From: m_18

Date: 6/19/2013

I am sure that it is possible as you simply need 3 planets/points for it. However, it is probably fairly rare to
have 2 of them. What would 2 of them mean? They are called 'the finger of god'. Unless the 2 are
connected with each other, meaning sharing one or more of the same planets/points, I would treat them
separately in interpretation. Unless of course there is something else connecting them in interpretation.

--- On Wed, 6/19/13, Sven <belthazorthemighty@...> wrote:

From: Sven <belthazorthemighty@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Yods
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Wednesday, June 19, 2013, 11:56 AM

Is it possible to have more than one yod configuration in the chart? Because I believe I
have two. One of them pointing toward Neptune. Any clue as to what this means?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Yods

Message: 1360

From: Sven

Date: 6/19/2013

Well from what I can tell they are connected.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
> I am sure that it is possible as you simply need 3 planets/points for it. However, it is probably
fairly rare to have 2 of them. What would 2 of them mean? They are called 'the finger of god'.
Unless the 2 are connected with each other, meaning sharing one or more of the same planets
/points, I would treat them separately in interpretation. Unless of course there is something else
connecting them in interpretation.
>
>
>

> --- On Wed, 6/19/13, Sven <belthazorthemighty@...> wrote:
>
> From: Sven <belthazorthemighty@...>
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Yods
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Wednesday, June 19, 2013, 11:56 AM
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>Â
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> Is it possible to have more than one yod configuration in the chart? Because I believe I have
two. One of them pointing toward Neptune. Any clue as to what this means?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Quintile

Message: 1361

From: hailazazel

Date: 6/19/2013

Anyone have good sources on the Quintile aspect? Maybe even your personal experiences with this aspect?
Do you think it's a 'weaker' aspect than the others?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1362
Subject: Re: Confusing Natal Chart Questions

From: Kait Jordan

Date: 6/19/2013

Oh, ok. Thanks heaps. :)

On Thu, Jun 20, 2013 at 2:10 AM, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
The are two main methods of analysis. Chart comparison is called Synastry. You can buy
books for this information. Composite charts are of midpoints of 2 charts. You can buy books
for this information as well. There is some info on the net but it tends to be lacking. You can
get a composite chart done at astro.com.

--- On Wed, 6/19/13, kaitjordan <kaitjordan@...> wrote:

From: kaitjordan <kaitjordan@...>
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Confusing Natal Chart Questions
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Wednesday, June 19, 2013, 7:44 AM

Hmm, I'm not quite sure exactly how to word this question, but I'm going to try
and hope someone understands me.
When comparing natal charts with someone (like for love or something, but not
necessarily limited to that) how do you know what parts of your charts aspect
each other. If that makes any sense. And also how do you know what these
kinds of things mean? Is it just like looking at how these things affect your own
chart. Except it's between two people instead.
Also, another thing I've been wondering is finding out birth times. I was
interested in having a look at my mums chart but I don't know what time she
was born. But I know she has a lot of significant life events that stand out (like
having her first child at an extremely young age.) So, is there a specific way of
finding out the time, or is it more like trial and error. Do I just use what I know
until it I find something that corresponds with some of her major life events?
Anyway, sorry if none of that made any sense. But I hope someone can help
clear some of this up a bit.
Hail Satan!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1363
Subject: Re: 13th Zodiac sign?

From: f.follets

Date: 6/20/2013

Serpentarius, or Ophiuchus, the Serpent Bearer.
It's not used in astrology because the 12 sign Zodiac stands for a whole meaning, a very tight system that
has to do with time (seasons, months) and the energies ruling our lives, which is not exactly related to the
constelations of the ecliptic (the path of the Sun during the year).
If we were to consider Ophiuchus a "real" sign in the Zodiac, we would need to add many other signs with
different durations each, and this would create an incomplete, unstable Zodiacal system. Ophiuchus is only
regarded as more important than the others because of its position, which lies within Scorpio and Sagittarius,
and because some modern astrologers decided to give it attention.
The energies of the Ophiuchus constellation do have an effect over us, just like any other constellation, but
this is analysed in the chart through conjunctions to fixed stars or the lunar mansions. Rasalhague, the
Serpent Bearer's Head, for example, is a very important fixed star that lies at 22 degrees Sagittarius.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Darkness Rising <rising.darkness@...> wrote:
>
> http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/DEMONSI.html
>

> SORATH - His number is seven, he presides over the Thirteenth Sign of the Zodiac of which
there exists only One; and His time is any Moon Void of Course.
>
> What is the thirteenth zodiac sign?
>
> Hail Satan!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1364
From: lolobardonik
Subject: Re: The Relation of Hellenistic to Indian Astrology

Date: 6/21/2013

Thank you for sharing!
Very interesting
Hail Satan

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
>
> The Relation of Hellenistic to Indian Astrology
>
>
> Of all the ancient astrologies, Indian and Hellenistic are closer to one another in fundamental
conception and practice than either of them is to Chinese or Meso-American astrology, for
instance. They are also closer to one another than either is to modern astrology. Indian and
Hellenistic astrology may both be called "horoscopic" in the sense that much of their chart
analysis depends heavily on the determination of the rising degree at the time of birth, and not
merely the zodiacal position of the planets on the year, month, or day of birth, as is the case in
many other ancient astrologies. They are also very similar in their use of sign-based aspects and
in their fundamental house assignments. The Hellenistic time-lord procedures have a role
analogous to that of the celebrated Indian dasas, although the procedures for determining the
sequence and duration of the planetary rulers are different in the two traditions. And they are
alike in innumerable
> points of detail.
> ï¿½
> Nevertheless, there are significant differences. Indian astrology makes extensive use of the
naksatras, which are a division of the zodiac into 27 or 28 portions corresponding to the daily
motion of the Moon. Although the "lunar mansions" are known in Medieval Western astrology,
they are not found in the original Hellenistic material and seem to have been imported later from
India. Then again, Indian astrology does not have the fivefold irregular division of each sign into
"bounds" (called "terms" in Medieval Latin), which is a central concept for Hellenistic astrology.
Indian astrology places far more importance on the lunar nodes than does Hellenistic, almost
giving them the status of planets. Hellenistic astrology has an elaborately developed system of
lots (often but mistakenly called "Arabic Parts"), which are lacking in Indian astrology proper,
although they were introduced later as a result of Persian influence. Conversely, Indian astrology
has an
> extensive development of divisional (or "harmonic" charts), while Hellenistic basically
employed only a version of the twelfth (and possibly thirteenth) harmonic. Then there is the
nagging problem of the choice of the beginning of the zodiac, where Indian astrology has
various alternative starting points for a sidereal zodiac; by contrast, there is reason to believe
that many Hellenistic astrologers -- certainly those influenced by Ptolemy -- favored a tropical
zodiac, although it is still unresolved whether the earliest Hellenistic astrologers used a sidereal or
a tropical zodiac. These two astrologies also differ on quite a number of points of detail.
> ï¿½

> How are we to account for these likenesses and differences? There is an opinion current
among many Indian astrologers that horoscopic astrology originated in India at some distant
time in the past as the formulation of insights obtained by certain enlightened "seers" in
meditative states. From India, it spread throughout the Middle East and was introduced to the
Hellenistic world by Indian colonists, whereupon it underwent its own characteristic development.
> ï¿½
> Compare this with the opinion of the Western scholar David Pingree, who argues that the
Yavanajataka, a Sanskrit translation made circa 150 C.E. of a Greek astrological text, whose title
he translates as The Horoscopy of the Greeks, is one of the two primary source texts for all
later Indian astrology, along with a lost translation from a second Greek text. In support of his
thesis he cites in detail many parallels between particular Indian doctrines and those of Hellenistic
astrology. In particular, he demonstrates that much of the technical Sanskrit astrological and
astronomical vocabulary consists of simple transliterations of the corresponding Greek terms,
producing words that have no meaning in Sanskrit itself.
> To one who approaches the evidence with an open mind, it is hard to avoid the conclusion
that sometime in the first few centuries of the Christian era, Hellenistic astrology left an
unmistakable imprint on Indian astrology, particularly in the terminology and practices concerned
with the astrological houses. However, this still does not rule out the possibility that Indian
astrology had undergone substantial indigenous development prior to this Hellenistic influence,
especially since many of its concepts such as the naksatras have no clear Greek antecedents.
> ï¿½
> We do not intend to go further into this divisive historical problem at this time. Even if
Hellenistic astrology did ultimately derive from Indian sources, we take the view that it is
effectively a fresh starting point in the development of astrology, which has enough internal
consistency that it can be understood on its own terms and from its own presuppositions. In
fact, we intend to show that Hellenistic astrology possessed a clear and coherent theoretical
foundation that motivated the introduction of its concepts and techniques. It is true that the
search for theoretical foundations is a uniquely Western obsession. Indian astrologers, with their
view that astrological doctrine was communicated to ordinary mortals by enlightened beings,
seem to exhibit little interest in the question of theoretical foundations, although I have several
times heard them say that astrology makes no sense without the the concept of karma and the
doctrine of reincarnation.
> To us, the question is whether such a hypothesis gives a sufficient rationale for the astrological
techniques they use, and whether it is capable of giving coherence to the dizzying array of
concepts; for I believe that this can be said of the theoretical assumptions underlying Hellenistic
astrology.
> ï¿½
> http://www.projecthindsight.com/articles/vedic.html
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1365
Subject: Re: Retrograde Planets

From: lolobardonik

Date: 6/21/2013

I don't know if this would give you answers... but since you've asked about retrograde planets... first of all
take a look at this page
[keep in mind that this is not related to JoS, so read with caution. There are some bullshit... but the meaning
is good to my understanding]
http://www.pathwaytoascension.com/astrology/lesson5.html
...............
I also agree with the others that replied... it's probably related with your 3rd house planets..

...............
Another possibility you can consider... is intercepted signs.
If you have Gemini/Sagittarius intercepted... in my opinion... this could explain your difficulty to express this
data gathering and data analyzing part of yourself.
This could explain what is hindering you in learning
Take a look at this page, to learn about intercepted signs if you don't know about it
http://www.bobmarksastrologer.com/Intercepted_signs.htm

Hope this helps...
Hail Satan
Hail Azazel

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@...> wrote:
>
> Than it must be something else. Thank you
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>
> > Depends on your 3rd house in general, not only Mercury. I'm fairly sure, with the
information you've given, Mercury and Mars are not the cause. Saturn in the 3rd house, Saturn
in Gemini, challenging aspects to Mercury or Jupiter can cause trouble in learning.
>>
> > Some astrologers believe that adverse aspects to the Ascendant can cause mental issues,
as it rules the head, and this could possibly lead to learning problems, but I don't have any more
info on that.
>>
> > Planets in signs don't affect their rulers. Many astrologers claim that the sign's ruler affects
any planet therein because it is the planet's dispositor, but not the other way around, unless
they are in mutual reception, which is an exceptional case where both planets are in each other's
ruling signs. This doesn't seem to be your case.
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@> wrote:
>>>
> > > Thank you for responding.
> > > It's interesting because I actually have difficulties with learning. And I do think it's related
to the two. I also had problems with school. And I didn't finished school (Mercury rules early
schooling).
>>>
> > > Mercury in Aquarius is naturally attracted to Science and Mathematics. I suck at the two.
>>>
> > > To how degree are you sure in the fact that the planets in the signs don't affect their
rulers? Thanks again.
>>>
> > > HAIL SATAN!!!!
>>>
> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>>>
> > > > Virgo doesn't deal much with learning as Gemini does. Mars gives energy and in Virgo it

focuses on work and health. The only issues you could have with Mars retrograde there (and
probably only because it's so prominent) are health related.
>>>>
> > > > Planets in signs don't affect their rulers unless, of course, they are aspecting each
other. Your Mercury is extremely well placed, and I can't imagine you having trouble learning,
unless there are other bad placements for this in your chart.
>>>>
> > > > If you do have any trouble learning, these planets are probably not the cause.
>>>>
> > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@> wrote:
>>>>>
> > > > > If I have, for example Mars retrograde in the sign of Virgo, will it affect my ability to
learn? Because Mercury rules Virgo, along with Gemini. Is it valid? Mars is prominently placed,
exact conjunct the 10th house cusp of Virgo. Mars is also the only planet on the southern half
(the top half) being the handling of my bucket chart. (Mars is also my co-ruler)
>>>>>
> > > > > Mercury is in the sign of Aquarius, it's exaltation, in the third house.
>>>>>
> > > > > I will not expose here the whole chart.. I just want to know how Mars retrograde in
Virgo affect Mercury.. If at all, affecting.
>>>>>
> > > > > HAIL SATAN!!!!
>>>>>
>>>>
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1366
From: mysticgummy
Subject: Re: Understanding the Signs through real world examples [short video

Date: 6/21/2013

Okay okay heheh I have an example too, I agree with your post:)
The singer of Aiden a very "emo" band. The songs pretty much revolve around relationships and personal
suffering, with a lot of intensity too. But some are just kind of "off the wall". This guy has Pluto Saturn and
mars all conjunct in Libra, Jupiter in Scorpio, and mercury conjunct Venus in Aquarius.
The video "one love" fits this so perfectly.
See if you totally see the pieces!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PyCznSvLWxA&feature=youtube_gdata_player
I just picked that at total random and decided I'd see what's up. At first I guessed Pisces but this is way
better.
Then for me.. well I have a Uranus ruler Jupiter co ruler and I made..
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=70pkZj-drYQ&feature=youtube_gdata_player
I hope that link works.
My horse (saggitarius) was really sleepy and I started having fun with it and my friend wanted to get it on
video xD not sure if the Uranus comes in but... well. Hm. Maybe the fact it was put online.
Since videos play into this I thought I'd take mine and see where it fits :P

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> It was a big leap on my understanding about the signs and planets and how they interact
when I started linking them with things I saw/read/listened. It really helped give some honest,
real background to what I read in astrology books, besides being fun. Astrological influence is
everywhere.

>
> Often actors will play parts that have a lot in common with their charts, directors will make
movies about the themes of their own charts. Songs and music in general are the best, they can
represent very specific astrological influences, aspects etc., with or without the lyrics.
Sometimes, simple scenes even when out of context evoke the nature of a sign or planet very
strongly, it's just a matter of being open to see it.
>
> I made this list here in this boring Sunday, just for fun! No need to take this seriously, but it is
accurate IMO...
>
> Aries:
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zu0x-a1VCAg - Mars
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r72Sbmj2OrM - Aries woman being cute breaking stuff and
singing about how many f*cks she gives about her lover, enough said I guess
>
> Taurus:
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ETxmCCsMoD0
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vpho4ih9EwM
>
> Gemini:
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qddEqk9aXqk - Mercury
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DX7v6pK0lrU
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NseBdxfHk5k - for more reasons than the obvious
>
> Cancer:
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OLlux8ICOfI - hard Moon-Pluto aspect
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oNbrKJ_nVZs
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oFSRs7iqAv8 - obviously
>
> Leo:
> https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bPCY9BBxoLc
> https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pJTrD3R5cj0 - for more from the previous video
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7SgZE1-BAh4
>
> Virgo:
> https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ghBmPPpYkv0 - also Libra
> https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IZ0QrIT7WiY
>
> Libra:
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fc5cimL-wL8 - Venus
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ppynaJ_CEE4 - how Libras break up after trying everything
to keep the relationship going
>
> Scorpio:
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pqaARDsiJv4 - very Plutonic by itself, but worth checking
the lyrics
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gIQ98ZOulSo
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gla_NnNiXnw
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=00PdHIPjaWQ
>
> Sagittarius:
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6BrZZP0eC3o - Jupiter
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ycTnExgssLM - Sagi doesn't really care when it's funny...
>
> Capricorn:

> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=afZCpOgTVvc - Saturn
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QR2ut1QkmTA
>
> Aquarius:
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9OpAY86BIzQ - Uranus
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WHJbltAPNGA
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XvfRUVDDdVA
>
> Pisces:
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VCbEc0iupSU - Neptune
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pMfV0sVQ_VU - Mercury in Pisces
> https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Crh01jusdcc
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jJPhSapqRtw
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LTrk4X9ACtw
>
> These are things I like a lot but I guess not everyone will think the same, so please share
things you like and think has something in common with a sign or planet. :)
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1367
From: hailazazel
Subject: Re: Understanding the Signs through real world examples [short video

Date: 6/22/2013

The most noticeable in my opinion was the Moonlight Sonata. Brilliant.
A great movie http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lQKs169Sl0I
Well this is only the trailer but watching the full movie, I have felt Pluto-Saturn energies the most. What is
your opinion?

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> It was a big leap on my understanding about the signs and planets and how they interact
when I started linking them with things I saw/read/listened. It really helped give some honest,
real background to what I read in astrology books, besides being fun. Astrological influence is
everywhere.
>
> Often actors will play parts that have a lot in common with their charts, directors will make
movies about the themes of their own charts. Songs and music in general are the best, they can
represent very specific astrological influences, aspects etc., with or without the lyrics.
Sometimes, simple scenes even when out of context evoke the nature of a sign or planet very
strongly, it's just a matter of being open to see it.
>
> I made this list here in this boring Sunday, just for fun! No need to take this seriously, but it is
accurate IMO...
>
> Aries:
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zu0x-a1VCAg - Mars
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r72Sbmj2OrM - Aries woman being cute breaking stuff and
singing about how many f*cks she gives about her lover, enough said I guess
>
> Taurus:
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ETxmCCsMoD0
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vpho4ih9EwM
>

> Gemini:
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qddEqk9aXqk - Mercury
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DX7v6pK0lrU
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NseBdxfHk5k - for more reasons than the obvious
>
> Cancer:
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OLlux8ICOfI - hard Moon-Pluto aspect
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oNbrKJ_nVZs
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oFSRs7iqAv8 - obviously
>
> Leo:
> https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bPCY9BBxoLc
> https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pJTrD3R5cj0 - for more from the previous video
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7SgZE1-BAh4
>
> Virgo:
> https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ghBmPPpYkv0 - also Libra
> https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IZ0QrIT7WiY
>
> Libra:
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fc5cimL-wL8 - Venus
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ppynaJ_CEE4 - how Libras break up after trying everything
to keep the relationship going
>
> Scorpio:
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pqaARDsiJv4 - very Plutonic by itself, but worth checking
the lyrics
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gIQ98ZOulSo
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gla_NnNiXnw
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=00PdHIPjaWQ
>
> Sagittarius:
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6BrZZP0eC3o - Jupiter
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ycTnExgssLM - Sagi doesn't really care when it's funny...
>
> Capricorn:
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=afZCpOgTVvc - Saturn
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QR2ut1QkmTA
>
> Aquarius:
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9OpAY86BIzQ - Uranus
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WHJbltAPNGA
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XvfRUVDDdVA
>
> Pisces:
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VCbEc0iupSU - Neptune
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pMfV0sVQ_VU - Mercury in Pisces
> https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Crh01jusdcc
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jJPhSapqRtw
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LTrk4X9ACtw
>
> These are things I like a lot but I guess not everyone will think the same, so please share
things you like and think has something in common with a sign or planet. :)
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: galaxy m87

Message: 1368

From: jwazny@ymail.com

Date: 6/22/2013

I saw into the wormhole with morgan freeman and i heard about this galaxy called m87 (messier 87) this
galaxy has a bright gold color to it and has one more galaxy 60 times its size with more gold color . Could it
be that our gods might inhabit these galaxies?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1369
Subject: Noob Questions. Please reply.

From: ed.94_19

Date: 6/23/2013

Hello I have several questions for you, I haven't found a good answer for these or I don't were the real lies.
I have no astrology background what so ever and I am diving in to the pool when I cant swim. On top of
everything JOS astrology pages are not noob friendly. So sorry for awkward and stupid questions in
adventist.
1. Signs, planets, and their aspects. What kind of connection does the conjunction within the planes serve.
How does it work? Does it matter what kind of conjunction there is or does this conjunction affect the
reading of the chart some how?
2. What if the chart ruler does not have a conjunction with a planet? Is it the strongest type of conjunction?
3. Can a venus be in conjunction with a moon? When venus is the chart ruler, like I see that it cant be
because it should say some thing like "moon in conjunction with venus". At the same time does it matter?
4. How do the elements work. Fire, Water, Air, Earth. I am sorry but there is no explanation of the grand
trines on the JOS.
5. The true node. I have some vague understanding of it but were can I find some accurate information on it.
6. What the heck is a Chiron?
7. When is Venus is strong in its home signs of Taurus or Libra? How can I find this information?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1370
Subject: Re: galaxy m87

From: Sss D.

Date: 6/23/2013

Gods are at Orion

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "jwazny@..." <jwazny@...> wrote:
>
> I saw into the wormhole with morgan freeman and i heard about this galaxy called m87
(messier 87) this galaxy has a bright gold color to it and has one more galaxy 60 times its size
with more gold color . Could it be that our gods might inhabit these galaxies?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1371
Subject: Re: Noob Questions. Please reply.

From: lolobardonik

Date: 6/23/2013

I'm not sure i understand all of your questions, but i'll try to answer. If i misunderstood your questions...
please clarify
...................................
1.
The conjunction is one of the strongest types of aspects between planets... conjunction is when two or
more planets are within 0-8 degrees in a chart... the conjunction to my knowledge means that the energies
of the planets that are conjunct, are mixing together
when a person has a planet conjunct with another planet, this means that the person cannot separate the
energies of the two planets... to see if this is good or bad, first you have to understand the energies of the
planets
see what the first planet means... what kind of energies does it express... do the same thing with the other
planet... and then combine the results... see if they can be combined harmoniously or do they create
disruptions to the person

but...
since you've mentioned that you're a beginner... i would suggest to first read some "cookbook" sites in order
to see how it's done...
for example...
http://www.cafeastrology.com/natal/planetsaspectsastrology.html
[keep in mind that this site is not related with the JoS site... and may contain info that is not entirely
correct... so read with caution]
..................................
2.
Ok, i'm getting a little confused with your question... i think you're mixing up the words "conjunct" and
"aspects"
conjunction IS AN aspect
aspect is the relation between two planets in a chart
the strongest aspects are (in parenthesis the degrees between the planets... keep in mind there is a
threshold of 0-8 degrees) ...
conjunction (0 degrees)
-----------------------opposition (180 degrees)
square (90 degrees)
-----------------------trine (120 degrees)
sextile (60 degrees)

opposition and square are also called the hard aspects (they're called hard because they cause conflict
between the energies of the signs of the planets)
trine and sextile are also called the soft aspects (they're called soft because the signs of the planets are in
harmony)
.....................................
so... i'm guessing that your 2nd question is...
"what if your chart ruler does not have any aspects"
if your ruler (or any other planet for that matter) doesn't have any aspects with other planets... it is called
unaspected
read more here [again... not related with JoS... read with caution]
http://www.astrotheme.com/files/unaspected_planets.php
.....................................
3.
Yes, if you have read the above... you can see that the Moon CAN be in conjunction with Venus

.....................................
4.
The grand trines is a type of configuration of aspects on a chart... it's an advanced subject in my opinion...
as you first need to understand the qualities of the elements... and then understand the aspects... and then
you'll be able to understand how the grand trines and other configurations work
here's a link that will help you understand some basics about the elements and the qualities of the signs
http://www.astro.com/astrology/in_elements_e.htm
.....................................
5.
The true node (also known as the north node)... is an imaginary point of the cross-section of orbit of the
moon and the orbit of the earth...
the best picture i could find... demonstrates the above...
http://www.robertphoenix.com/content/wp-content/uploads/2011/09/mtp2_nodalaxis.jpg
if you want to read how to interpret the meaning of the north node... read this article [again this is not
related with JoS... so read with caution, as some of the interpretations maybe a little bit of... this is just to
get you started]
http://www.cafeastrology.com/nodesofthemoon.html
......................................
6.
Chiron is an asteroid... and because of it's size... many take chiron into consideration when interpreting a
chart
read more here [with caution]
http://www.cafeastrology.com/chiron.html
......................................
7.
when you want to find the current sign of a planet... or when you want to find when the planet will enter a
sign... you use a site like this...
http://planetwatcher.com/
for example if you use the calendar at the above page... you can see that... Venus is currently in Cancer
and... in 17 Aug 2013 will enter Libra
......................................
I hope the above make sense!
Hail Satan
Hail Azazel

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ed.94_19" <ed.94_19@...> wrote:
>
> Hello I have several questions for you, I haven't found a good answer for these or I don't

were the real lies. I have no astrology background what so ever and I am diving in to the pool
when I cant swim. On top of everything JOS astrology pages are not noob friendly. So sorry for
awkward and stupid questions in adventist.
>
> 1. Signs, planets, and their aspects. What kind of connection does the conjunction within the
planes serve. How does it work? Does it matter what kind of conjunction there is or does this
conjunction affect the reading of the chart some how?
> 2. What if the chart ruler does not have a conjunction with a planet? Is it the strongest type of
conjunction?
> 3. Can a venus be in conjunction with a moon? When venus is the chart ruler, like I see that it
cant be because it should say some thing like "moon in conjunction with venus". At the same
time does it matter?
> 4. How do the elements work. Fire, Water, Air, Earth. I am sorry but there is no explanation
of the grand trines on the JOS.
> 5. The true node. I have some vague understanding of it but were can I find some accurate
information on it.
> 6. What the heck is a Chiron?
> 7. When is Venus is strong in its home signs of Taurus or Libra? How can I find this
information?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1372
Subject: Re: Noob Questions. Please reply.

From: ed.94_19

Date: 6/23/2013

Oh yes! Thank you, thank you, thank you! You understood me perfectly. This is a tone of help!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lolobardonik" <lolobardonik@...> wrote:
>
> I'm not sure i understand all of your questions, but i'll try to answer. If i misunderstood your
questions... please clarify
>
> ...................................
>
> 1.
> The conjunction is one of the strongest types of aspects between planets... conjunction is
when two or more planets are within 0-8 degrees in a chart... the conjunction to my knowledge
means that the energies of the planets that are conjunct, are mixing together
>
> when a person has a planet conjunct with another planet, this means that the person cannot
separate the energies of the two planets... to see if this is good or bad, first you have to
understand the energies of the planets
>
> see what the first planet means... what kind of energies does it express... do the same thing
with the other planet... and then combine the results... see if they can be combined
harmoniously or do they create disruptions to the person
>
> but...
>
> since you've mentioned that you're a beginner... i would suggest to first read some "cookbook"
sites in order to see how it's done...
>
> for example...
> http://www.cafeastrology.com/natal/planetsaspectsastrology.html
> [keep in mind that this site is not related with the JoS site... and may contain info that is not
entirely correct... so read with caution]

>
> ..................................
>
> 2.
> Ok, i'm getting a little confused with your question... i think you're mixing up the words
"conjunct" and "aspects"
>
> conjunction IS AN aspect
>
> aspect is the relation between two planets in a chart
>
> the strongest aspects are (in parenthesis the degrees between the planets... keep in mind
there is a threshold of 0-8 degrees) ...
>
> conjunction (0 degrees)
> -----------------------> opposition (180 degrees)
> square (90 degrees)
> -----------------------> trine (120 degrees)
> sextile (60 degrees)
>
>
> opposition and square are also called the hard aspects (they're called hard because they cause
conflict between the energies of the signs of the planets)
>
> trine and sextile are also called the soft aspects (they're called soft because the signs of the
planets are in harmony)
>
> .....................................
>
> so... i'm guessing that your 2nd question is...
> "what if your chart ruler does not have any aspects"
>
> if your ruler (or any other planet for that matter) doesn't have any aspects with other
planets... it is called unaspected
>
> read more here [again... not related with JoS... read with caution]
> http://www.astrotheme.com/files/unaspected_planets.php
>
> .....................................
>
> 3.
> Yes, if you have read the above... you can see that the Moon CAN be in conjunction with
Venus
>
> .....................................
>
> 4.
> The grand trines is a type of configuration of aspects on a chart... it's an advanced subject in
my opinion... as you first need to understand the qualities of the elements... and then
understand the aspects... and then you'll be able to understand how the grand trines and other
configurations work
>
> here's a link that will help you understand some basics about the elements and the qualities of

the signs
> http://www.astro.com/astrology/in_elements_e.htm
>
> .....................................
>
> 5.
> The true node (also known as the north node)... is an imaginary point of the cross-section of
orbit of the moon and the orbit of the earth...
>
> the best picture i could find... demonstrates the above...
> http://www.robertphoenix.com/content/wp-content/uploads/2011/09/mtp2_nodalaxis.jpg
>
> if you want to read how to interpret the meaning of the north node... read this article [again
this is not related with JoS... so read with caution, as some of the interpretations maybe a little
bit of... this is just to get you started]
> http://www.cafeastrology.com/nodesofthemoon.html
>
> ......................................
>
> 6.
> Chiron is an asteroid... and because of it's size... many take chiron into consideration when
interpreting a chart
>
> read more here [with caution]
> http://www.cafeastrology.com/chiron.html
>
> ......................................
>
> 7.
> when you want to find the current sign of a planet... or when you want to find when the
planet will enter a sign... you use a site like this...
>
> http://planetwatcher.com/
>
> for example if you use the calendar at the above page... you can see that... Venus is currently
in Cancer and... in 17 Aug 2013 will enter Libra
>
> ......................................
>
> I hope the above make sense!
>
> Hail Satan
> Hail Azazel
>
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ed.94_19" <ed.94_19@> wrote:
>>
> > Hello I have several questions for you, I haven't found a good answer for these or I don't
were the real lies. I have no astrology background what so ever and I am diving in to the pool
when I cant swim. On top of everything JOS astrology pages are not noob friendly. So sorry for
awkward and stupid questions in adventist.
>>
> > 1. Signs, planets, and their aspects. What kind of connection does the conjunction within
the planes serve. How does it work? Does it matter what kind of conjunction there is or does
this conjunction affect the reading of the chart some how?

> > 2. What if the chart ruler does not have a conjunction with a planet? Is it the strongest type
of conjunction?
> > 3. Can a venus be in conjunction with a moon? When venus is the chart ruler, like I see
that it cant be because it should say some thing like "moon in conjunction with venus". At the
same time does it matter?
> > 4. How do the elements work. Fire, Water, Air, Earth. I am sorry but there is no
explanation of the grand trines on the JOS.
> > 5. The true node. I have some vague understanding of it but were can I find some accurate
information on it.
> > 6. What the heck is a Chiron?
> > 7. When is Venus is strong in its home signs of Taurus or Libra? How can I find this
information?
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1373
From: Way_Seeker666
Subject: Beginning A Planetary Square During Retrograde?

Date: 6/23/2013

I need to complete a Mercury Square asap, and see Mercury goes retrograde this Wednesday. Mercury is
retrograde in my chart, will it be ok to start this square this Wednesday?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1374
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Just a Thought, Yods in Solar Returns?

Date: 6/24/2013

I've noticed a few people having yods in solar returns, I'm just wondering if this means anything or not.
Thanks.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: NAZIS

Message: 1376

From: satanist17

Date: 6/26/2013

Hi,
I just finished a new video about the nazis and the fact that they were satanist and totally anti-christians.
Here is the link : http://youtu.be/Y6jmXccrZng
Thank you,
Ave Satanas!

Messages in JoS_Astrology group.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1377
From: Geshteit Pfalzgraf
Subject: Re: Natal Neptune / Pluto aspects
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1378
From: mysticgummy
Subject: Re: Beginning A Planetary Square During Retrograde?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1379
From: Jonathan Farah
Subject: Re: Noob Questions. Please reply.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1380
From: mikespikes123
Subject: Re: my ruler is sun 15 degrees of leo
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1381
From:
bunpuppet@rocketmail.com
Subject: Re: my ruler is sun 15 degrees of leo
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1382
From: lolobardonik
Subject: Re: Noob Questions. Please reply.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1383
From:
bunpuppet@rocketmail.com
Subject: Progressed charts and Combustion
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1384
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: Progressed charts and Combustion
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1385
From: tappouzumaki
Subject: retrograde planets in these days
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1386
From: Michael Hayden
Subject: Re: Progressed charts and Combustion
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1387
From: Mazin Kamal
Subject: Readings
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1388
From: farahaj8
Subject: Re: Noob Questions. Please reply.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1389
From: farahaj8
Subject: Re: Noob Questions. Please reply.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1390
From: farahaj8
Subject: Re: my ruler is sun 15 degrees of leo
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1391
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Noob Questions. Please reply.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1392
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Noob Questions. Please reply.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1393
From:
bunpuppet@rocketmail.com
Subject: Re: Progressed charts and Combustion
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1394
From:
bunpuppet@rocketmail.com
Subject: Re: Readings
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1395
From: Mazin Kamal
Subject: Re: Progressed charts and Combustion
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1396
From: rubicante_xi
Subject: Re: NAZIS
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1397
From: baron_hasani
Subject: Astrological Alignment
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1398
From: mysticgummy
Subject: Lilith: the asteroid, and a yod?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1399
From: m_18
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Date: 6/26/2013
Date: 6/26/2013
Date: 6/27/2013

Date: 6/27/2013
Date: 6/27/2013

Date: 6/28/2013
Date: 6/29/2013
Date: 6/29/2013
Date: 6/29/2013
Date: 6/29/2013
Date: 6/29/2013
Date: 6/29/2013
Date: 6/29/2013
Date: 6/29/2013
Date: 6/30/2013

Date: 6/30/2013

Date: 6/30/2013
Date: 6/30/2013
Date: 7/6/2013
Date: 7/6/2013
Date: 7/7/2013

Subject: Re: Astrological Alignment
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1400
From: hailazazel
Subject: Saturn
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1401
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Saturn
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1402
From: hailazazel
Subject: Re: Saturn
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1403
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: Saturn
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1404
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: I just found out, my mom has a yod?!?!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1405
From: Don Danko
Subject: Re: Saturn
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1406
From: m_18
Subject: Re: Saturn
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1407
From: m_18
Subject: Re: Saturn
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1408
From: hailazazel
Subject: Re: Saturn
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1409
From: hailazazel
Subject: Re: Saturn
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1410
From: Astaroth my Queen
Subject: SV: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Saturn
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1411
From: hailazazel
Subject: SV: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Saturn
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1412
From: Light Algur
Subject: Re: SV: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Saturn
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1413
From: hailazazel
Subject: SV: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Saturn
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1414
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: I just found out, my mom has a yod?!?!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1415
From: Mikespikes
Subject: Re: I just found out, my mom has a yod?!?!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1416
From: farahaj8
Subject: Re: Noob Questions. Please reply.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1417
From: claudius
Subject: Re: I just found out, my mom has a yod?!?!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1418
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: Understanding the Signs through real world examples [short video
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1419
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: I just found out, my mom has a yod?!?!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1420
From: lolobardonik
Subject: Re: Noob Questions. Please reply.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1421
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: I just found out, my mom has a yod?!?!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1422
From: Astaroth my Queen
Subject: SV: [JoS_Astrology] Re: I just found out, my mom has a yod?!?!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1424
From: C Y
Subject: Re: I just found out, my mom has a yod?!?!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1425
From: Michael Hayden
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Date: 7/7/2013
Date: 7/7/2013
Date: 7/7/2013
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Date: 7/8/2013
Date: 7/8/2013
Date: 7/8/2013
Date: 7/8/2013
Date: 7/8/2013
Date: 7/8/2013
Date: 7/8/2013
Date: 7/9/2013
Date: 7/9/2013
Date: 7/9/2013
Date: 7/9/2013
Date: 7/9/2013
Date: 7/9/2013
Date: 7/9/2013
Date: 7/9/2013
Date: 7/9/2013
Date: 7/10/2013

Subject: Re: I just found out, my mom has a yod?!?!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1426
From: farahaj8
Subject: Re: Noob Questions. Please reply.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1427
From: karthikkashyap84
Subject: Re: NAZIS

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1377
Subject: Re: Natal Neptune / Pluto aspects

From: Geshteit Pfalzgraf

Date: 7/10/2013
Date: 7/11/2013

Date: 6/26/2013

I think Neptune conjunct Pluto people would be subject to extreme subconscious forces, which, of course,
would be a double-edged sword. While Pluto (in this case in the 8th house) could bring one into the most
potent realms of healing, at the same time, Neptune could bolster this effect by adding a necessary spiritual
facet to the healing ability. In this sense, because of the deep psychological association of both of these
planets, the healing that manifests could be one of a cathartic leap in awareness Such as what happens
when one accepts one's power and animal nature in Satanism).
To be able to direct an eruptive, ever-shifting Pluto that is conjunct a dreamy, illusionary Neptune, though,
is a feat of profound mastery. Pluto will take you down to your depths. Neptune will cause you to not know
where you are. You will have had to have learned to engage your personal power beforehand. With this
aspect, you can not refuse the invitation to power. you can try running, via Neptunian activities like drinking,
drugs, ideaological fanaticism, but when Pluto transits Mars or Uranus, it will blow the fantasy, and your life,
apart. The harder you run, the harder it will slam you. apart.This aspect gives the opportunity for awesome
self-awareness. Approach it through knowledge of it's house, sign on it's house cusp, aspects and house's
ruler(s). If either or both of these planets "sees" Uranus, make spiritual transformation your main goal in life.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1378
From: mysticgummy
Subject: Re: Beginning A Planetary Square During Retrograde?

Date: 6/26/2013

I haven't checked where mercury is right now but yes its totally cool if you start it before a retrograde, its
better usually, as for it being retro in your natal it should still be okay to start it before retro. I got it from a
good source. Maybe it was on jos read it all thoroughly! (:

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Way_Seeker666" <way_seeker666@...> wrote:
>
> I need to complete a Mercury Square asap, and see Mercury goes retrograde this Wednesday.
Mercury is retrograde in my chart, will it be ok to start this square this Wednesday?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1379
Subject: Re: Noob Questions. Please reply.

From: Jonathan Farah

Date: 6/26/2013

In my natal chart my 2nd house cusp is 5 degrees of Virgo... my Mercury is 2 degrees of Leo, 12th house. Does this
placement mean that money will be an issue since any planets aligned in the 12th house are subject to misfortune?

From: ed.94_19 <ed.94_19@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Sunday, June 23, 2013 2:00 PM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Noob Questions. Please reply.

Oh yes! Thank you, thank you, thank you! You understood me perfectly. This is a tone of help!
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lolobardonik" <lolobardonik@...> wrote:
>
> I'm not sure i understand all of your questions, but i'll try to answer. If i misunderstood your

questions... please clarify
>
> ...................................
>
> 1.
> The conjunction is one of the strongest types of aspects between planets... conjunction is when
two or more planets are within 0-8 degrees in a chart... the conjunction to my knowledge means that
the energies of the planets that are conjunct, are mixing together
>
> when a person has a planet conjunct with another planet, this means that the person cannot
separate the energies of the two planets... to see if this is good or bad, first you have to understand
the energies of the planets
>
> see what the first planet means... what kind of energies does it express... do the same thing with
the other planet... and then combine the results... see if they can be combined harmoniously or do
they create disruptions to the person
>
> but...
>
> since you've mentioned that you're a beginner... i would suggest to first read some "cookbook"
sites in order to see how it's done...
>
> for example...
> http://www.cafeastrology.com/natal/planetsaspectsastrology.html
> [keep in mind that this site is not related with the JoS site... and may contain info that is not
entirely correct... so read with caution]
>
> ..................................
>
> 2.
> Ok, i'm getting a little confused with your question... i think you're mixing up the words
"conjunct" and "aspects"
>
> conjunction IS AN aspect
>
> aspect is the relation between two planets in a chart
>
> the strongest aspects are (in parenthesis the degrees between the planets... keep in mind there is a
threshold of 0-8 degrees) ...
>
> conjunction (0 degrees)
> -----------------------> opposition (180 degrees)
> square (90 degrees)
> -----------------------> trine (120 degrees)
> sextile (60 degrees)
>
>
> opposition and square are also called the hard aspects (they're called hard because they cause
conflict between the energies of the signs of the planets)
>
> trine and sextile are also called the soft aspects (they're called soft because the signs of the planets
are in harmony)
>

> .....................................
>
> so... i'm guessing that your 2nd question is...
> "what if your chart ruler does not have any aspects"
>
> if your ruler (or any other planet for that matter) doesn't have any aspects with other planets... it is
called unaspected
>
> read more here [again... not related with JoS... read with caution]
> http://www.astrotheme.com/files/unaspected_planets.php
>
> .....................................
>
> 3.
> Yes, if you have read the above... you can see that the Moon CAN be in conjunction with Venus
>
> .....................................
>
> 4.
> The grand trines is a type of configuration of aspects on a chart... it's an advanced subject in my
opinion... as you first need to understand the qualities of the elements... and then understand the
aspects... and then you'll be able to understand how the grand trines and other configurations work
>
> here's a link that will help you understand some basics about the elements and the qualities of the
signs
> http://www.astro.com/astrology/in_elements_e.htm
>
> .....................................
>
> 5.
> The true node (also known as the north node)... is an imaginary point of the cross-section of orbit
of the moon and the orbit of the earth...
>
> the best picture i could find... demonstrates the above...
> http://www.robertphoenix.com/content/wp-content/uploads/2011/09/mtp2_nodalaxis.jpg
>
> if you want to read how to interpret the meaning of the north node... read this article [again this is
not related with JoS... so read with caution, as some of the interpretations maybe a little bit of... this
is just to get you started]
> http://www.cafeastrology.com/nodesofthemoon.html
>
> ......................................
>
> 6.
> Chiron is an asteroid... and because of it's size... many take chiron into consideration when
interpreting a chart
>
> read more here [with caution]
> http://www.cafeastrology.com/chiron.html
>
> ......................................
>
> 7.
> when you want to find the current sign of a planet... or when you want to find when the planet
will enter a sign... you use a site like this...

>
> http://planetwatcher.com/
>
> for example if you use the calendar at the above page... you can see that... Venus is currently in
Cancer and... in 17 Aug 2013 will enter Libra
>
> ......................................
>
> I hope the above make sense!
>
> Hail Satan
> Hail Azazel
>
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ed.94_19" <ed.94_19@> wrote:
>>
> > Hello I have several questions for you, I haven't found a good answer for these or I don't were
the real lies. I have no astrology background what so ever and I am diving in to the pool when I cant
swim. On top of everything JOS astrology pages are not noob friendly. So sorry for awkward and
stupid questions in adventist.
>>
> > 1. Signs, planets, and their aspects. What kind of connection does the conjunction within the
planes serve. How does it work? Does it matter what kind of conjunction there is or does this
conjunction affect the reading of the chart some how?
> > 2. What if the chart ruler does not have a conjunction with a planet? Is it the strongest type of
conjunction?
> > 3. Can a venus be in conjunction with a moon? When venus is the chart ruler, like I see that it
cant be because it should say some thing like "moon in conjunction with venus". At the same time
does it matter?
> > 4. How do the elements work. Fire, Water, Air, Earth. I am sorry but there is no explanation of
the grand trines on the JOS.
> > 5. The true node. I have some vague understanding of it but were can I find some accurate
information on it.
> > 6. What the heck is a Chiron?
> > 7. When is Venus is strong in its home signs of Taurus or Libra? How can I find this information?
>>
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1380
Subject: Re: my ruler is sun 15 degrees of leo

From: mikespikes123

Date: 6/26/2013

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "farahaj8" <farahaj8@...> wrote:
>
> I'm just curious as to how and why 15 degrees of leo is so bad?... I also have Wega in my
natal chart but I can't get past why my ruler is such a bad degree... any suggestions?
>
Ima leo... how do u find out this degrees thing??
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 1381

From:
bunpuppet@rocketmail.com

Subject: Re: my ruler is sun 15 degrees of leo
I don't really know how the stars operate, but I do know it just does.

Date: 6/27/2013

I'm guessing stars have different energy patterns? I dunno.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Jonathan Farah <farahaj8@...> wrote:
>
> the website does not disclose why it is considered such a bad degree or what to expect
except bad luck... why do you think I am asking about the 15 degrees of Leo? I did see the
website and I have done research in regards to degrees in a natal chart (i have done extensive
research in my natal chart). I did see one website which said 15 degrees of leo is not such a
bad degree but a decent degree which is hopeful, the book is inside degrees by Ellias Lonsdale. I
don't understand the 15 degrees of leo in my chart bc is it co-ruled with mars 20 degrees of leo
(both 1st house)... I'm still new to astrology, my own natal chart is what has gotten me
obsessed. If I understood how the 15 degrees of leo is a bad sign I could probably turn it into
lemonade which I have started doing with my life as a whole now that I understand myself
better than I did 2 weeks ago.
>
>
> ________________________________
> From: Micama Gmicalzoma <agentofsatanswill666@...>
> To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
> Sent: Saturday, June 15, 2013 12:37 PM
> Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] my ruler is sun 15 degrees of leo
>
>
>
>Â
> http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Degrees.html
>
> 15 Degrees of Leo is about half way down the page.
>
>Â
> Hail Satan!!
> In Satan I Trust! Forever in the Service of Satan!
>
>
>
> ________________________________
> From: farahaj8 <farahaj8@...>
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Saturday, June 15, 2013 6:17 AM
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] my ruler is sun 15 degrees of leo
>
>
>
>Â
> I'm just curious as to how and why 15 degrees of leo is so bad?... I also have Wega in my
natal chart but I can't get past why my ruler is such a bad degree... any suggestions?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1382
Subject: Re: Noob Questions. Please reply.

From: lolobardonik

Date: 6/27/2013

I can understand why you are thinking that it would be a problem... but i know that we are Spiritual
Satanists... and we have power to overcome such things

.........................
To explain... first of all...
2nd House... is the house of physical valuables and money... it's an earth element house...
Virgo... is also an earth element... and usually represents earning money by providing services... great
organization skills... and very good with details...
So... combining the above... means that...
you are probably practical and you will have the tendency to keep detailed accounts of income and
expenditure... you'll have an inner urge to work very hard for financial security...
to my understanding it's a good combination for earning money
just check if the other parts of your chart are in agreement with the above, just to be sure
.........................
Now... about the Mercury in 12th...
I know that 12th house is called the house of misfortune... but to my knowledge it is not... it may be for
other people... but we are Spiritual Satanists... we strive for advancement!
The planets in the 12th house have their energies obscured
I imagine the energies of the planets in the 12th house... to come from a higher/spiritual plane... these
higher/spiritual energies are difficult to translate to the physical plane in order to use them in material
matters (for example raising money)
But this is just a difficulty that can be overcome... and nothing more!
This is NOT misfortune... we are SS... not some helpless sheep waiting for our doom.
We meditate and solve such difficulties... so my advice is to meditate on this... for example... do the
Mercury Square... and if you do this... i don't think this would ever become a problem
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Mercury_Square.html
............................
Hope this helps
Hail Satan
Hail Azazel

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Jonathan Farah <farahaj8@...> wrote:
>
> In my natal chart my 2nd house cusp is 5 degrees of Virgo... my Mercury is 2 degrees of Leo,
12th house. Does this placement mean that money will be an issue since any planets aligned in
the 12th house are subject to misfortune?
>
>

> ________________________________
> From: ed.94_19 <ed.94_19@...>
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Sunday, June 23, 2013 2:00 PM
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Noob Questions. Please reply.
>
>
>
>Â
> Oh yes! Thank you, thank you, thank you! You understood me perfectly. This is a tone of help!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lolobardonik" <lolobardonik@> wrote:
>>
> > I'm not sure i understand all of your questions, but i'll try to answer. If i misunderstood your
questions... please clarify
>>
> > ...................................
>>
> > 1.
> > The conjunction is one of the strongest types of aspects between planets... conjunction is
when two or more planets are within 0-8 degrees in a chart... the conjunction to my knowledge
means that the energies of the planets that are conjunct, are mixing together
>>
> > when a person has a planet conjunct with another planet, this means that the person
cannot separate the energies of the two planets... to see if this is good or bad, first you have to
understand the energies of the planets
>>
> > see what the first planet means... what kind of energies does it express... do the same thing
with the other planet... and then combine the results... see if they can be combined
harmoniously or do they create disruptions to the person
>>
> > but...
>>
> > since you've mentioned that you're a beginner... i would suggest to first read some
"cookbook" sites in order to see how it's done...
>>
> > for example...
> > http://www.cafeastrology.com/natal/planetsaspectsastrology.html
> > [keep in mind that this site is not related with the JoS site... and may contain info that is
not entirely correct... so read with caution]
>>
> > ..................................
>>
> > 2.
> > Ok, i'm getting a little confused with your question... i think you're mixing up the words
"conjunct" and "aspects"
>>
> > conjunction IS AN aspect
>>
> > aspect is the relation between two planets in a chart
>>
> > the strongest aspects are (in parenthesis the degrees between the planets... keep in mind
there is a threshold of 0-8 degrees) ...
>>
> > conjunction (0 degrees)

> > -----------------------> > opposition (180 degrees)
> > square (90 degrees)
> > -----------------------> > trine (120 degrees)
> > sextile (60 degrees)
>>
>>
> > opposition and square are also called the hard aspects (they're called hard because they
cause conflict between the energies of the signs of the planets)
>>
> > trine and sextile are also called the soft aspects (they're called soft because the signs of the
planets are in harmony)
>>
> > .....................................
>>
> > so... i'm guessing that your 2nd question is...
> > "what if your chart ruler does not have any aspects"
>>
> > if your ruler (or any other planet for that matter) doesn't have any aspects with other
planets... it is called unaspected
>>
> > read more here [again... not related with JoS... read with caution]
> > http://www.astrotheme.com/files/unaspected_planets.php
>>
> > .....................................
>>
> > 3.
> > Yes, if you have read the above... you can see that the Moon CAN be in conjunction with
Venus
>>
> > .....................................
>>
> > 4.
> > The grand trines is a type of configuration of aspects on a chart... it's an advanced subject
in my opinion... as you first need to understand the qualities of the elements... and then
understand the aspects... and then you'll be able to understand how the grand trines and other
configurations work
>>
> > here's a link that will help you understand some basics about the elements and the qualities
of the signs
> > http://www.astro.com/astrology/in_elements_e.htm
>>
> > .....................................
>>
> > 5.
> > The true node (also known as the north node)... is an imaginary point of the cross-section
of orbit of the moon and the orbit of the earth...
>>
> > the best picture i could find... demonstrates the above...
> > http://www.robertphoenix.com/content/wp-content/uploads/2011/09/mtp2_nodalaxis.jpg
>>
> > if you want to read how to interpret the meaning of the north node... read this article [again
this is not related with JoS... so read with caution, as some of the interpretations maybe a little
bit of... this is just to get you started]

> > http://www.cafeastrology.com/nodesofthemoon.html
>>
> > ......................................
>>
> > 6.
> > Chiron is an asteroid... and because of it's size... many take chiron into consideration when
interpreting a chart
>>
> > read more here [with caution]
> > http://www.cafeastrology.com/chiron.html
>>
> > ......................................
>>
> > 7.
> > when you want to find the current sign of a planet... or when you want to find when the
planet will enter a sign... you use a site like this...
>>
> > http://planetwatcher.com/
>>
> > for example if you use the calendar at the above page... you can see that... Venus is
currently in Cancer and... in 17 Aug 2013 will enter Libra
>>
> > ......................................
>>
> > I hope the above make sense!
>>
> > Hail Satan
> > Hail Azazel
>>
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "ed.94_19" <ed.94_19@> wrote:
>>>
> > > Hello I have several questions for you, I haven't found a good answer for these or I don't
were the real lies. I have no astrology background what so ever and I am diving in to the pool
when I cant swim. On top of everything JOS astrology pages are not noob friendly. So sorry for
awkward and stupid questions in adventist.
>>>
> > > 1. Signs, planets, and their aspects. What kind of connection does the conjunction within
the planes serve. How does it work? Does it matter what kind of conjunction there is or does
this conjunction affect the reading of the chart some how?
> > > 2. What if the chart ruler does not have a conjunction with a planet? Is it the strongest
type of conjunction?
> > > 3. Can a venus be in conjunction with a moon? When venus is the chart ruler, like I see
that it cant be because it should say some thing like "moon in conjunction with venus". At the
same time does it matter?
> > > 4. How do the elements work. Fire, Water, Air, Earth. I am sorry but there is no
explanation of the grand trines on the JOS.
> > > 5. The true node. I have some vague understanding of it but were can I find some
accurate information on it.
> > > 6. What the heck is a Chiron?
> > > 7. When is Venus is strong in its home signs of Taurus or Libra? How can I find this
information?
>>>
>>
>
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Message: 1482
Subject: Re: Venus in Libra and Venus Square

From: karthikkashyap84

Date: 8/2/2013

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 8/2/2013

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1428
Subject: Re: Pluto and Mars in Scorpio

From: karthikkashyap84

Date: 7/11/2013

Interesting.. I too am Scorpio with Mars and Pluto in Scorpio.. I am not sure about past life, but I guess
with that kind of planetary alignment, there are quite a few things that fall in place.. Pluto is the lord of the
underworld and occult. Mars is the god of war. Sun sign Scorpios are intense and focused. For me, the
added advantage is that I have my moon sign Pisces (that makes me a far deeper and emotional Scorpio,
but also brings in certain psychic abilities).
I think that the combination of all this makes us more adept in black magic as well as spiritually aware
naturally.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Kait Jordan <kaitjordan@...> wrote:
>
> I'm not sure about the empowered in a past life part. I would think that
> maybe it makes it more likely, but shouldn't be seen as a definite yes.
> Like you, I also have my Sun, Mars and Pluto in Scorpio. I've found that
> I'm a lot better with destruction magick than I give myself credit for.
> Often, I don't even need to do the full ritual, I just will it to happen.
> Having said that, I'm a lot better with destruction magick than anything
> else.
>
> Hail Satan
>
>
> On Sat, Jun 1, 2013 at 7:48 AM, gr33ntree999 <gr33ntree999@...> wrote:
>
> > **
>>
>>
> > I have Scorpio in my Sun, Mars and Pluto. Scorpio is in my 11th house. I
> > read that people that have Scorpio in Pluto and Mars have empowered
> > themselves in a past life and that they are natural black mages. If anyone
> > has any other info on this I would like to know. Thanks.
>>
>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1431
From: edwardtgao8
Subject: Re: I just found out, my mom has a yod?!?!

Date: 7/12/2013

Example of how does the Yod work:
Person has Moon in 7 house, Saturn in 5 house - sextile; Sun in 12 house - the opposite to the middle of
sextile. All his life he has unexplicable obsession of all the occult, espessialy magic, magic is his greatest
passion, he feel free and happy only when doing magic. There are in plenty other points in his chart that
makes him absolutely lonely, but the Saturn and Moon in sextile in love (5 house) and partnership (7th) both
directing there energies to 12 house (occult)(where is the ruler of the 11 house also) make him desireing to
have his love/friends/partners/guardians in the astral - not to mention that he's SS.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@..." <lydia_666@...> wrote:
>
> Well this is interesting. I'm not sure what to make of a non-SS having a yod and how this will
play out. HPS Maxine wrote that not everyone who has a yod is here for a purpose, but I am
intrigued nonetheless.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1432
From: edwardtgao8
Subject: Lunar perigee (also known as "black moon", "oscular Lilith" on astro

Date: 7/13/2013

I am realy intrested what SS think of that point, house in which it' located, conjunction, aspects, transits with
it, etc. In my country it's called "black moon", but not in the sence of "New moon", but in the sence of lunar
perigee (where Moon is most far from The Earth).
I was dabbling in astrology from long ago(unfortunately, everything in my post-comunist country is shitted
up with Jew Age/xian crap) and noticed that all RPH astrologies stress Lunar perigee as terible and nearely
most painfull point in all the chart. Funny, when I dabbled in one RPH seminar (years befor I became SS),
all of those who'd come claimed that so that was exactly in there lives (every one there was very xian and
all used name "Lilith" - sorry!).
What exactly they said, was: house of L.P is all ruined to no end, exemple: 7th - ruined relationship, 1th - all
life to endure insults and self-abuse, 8th - all life in violence and death-danger, 11th - loneliness and outcasting, 10th - ruined career, etc. Conjunction with natal planet ruins down all energies of that planet,
example L.P.+Venus = broken heart, etc. Sinastry with L.P. ruins the energies of another one's planet,
example: L.P+S.Moon = emotional sucking out all Moon-person's powers, etc.
Nowhere on Satanic resourses, including JoS, I'v found information about L.P. - no SS suffer from L.P.? So
maybe RPH astrologies and company are suffering from L.P. because of their blasphamies? I noticed also
that RPH like Saturn much more then LPH do, they claim that Saturn is the only planet that's good when in
aspect with L.P.
So what does L.P mean for you? what's your opinion?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1433
From: hp.2297
Subject: Re: I just found out, my mom has a yod?!?!

Date: 7/13/2013

Hey... I have planets in 5th, 7th and 12th that form two yods. Apex planet in 12th also. Funny that :-)

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "edwardtgao8" <edwardtgao8@...> wrote:
>
> Example of how does the Yod work:
> Person has Moon in 7 house, Saturn in 5 house - sextile; Sun in 12 house - the opposite to the
middle of sextile. All his life he has unexplicable obsession of all the occult, espessialy magic,
magic is his greatest passion, he feel free and happy only when doing magic. There are in plenty
other points in his chart that makes him absolutely lonely, but the Saturn and Moon in sextile in
love (5 house) and partnership (7th) both directing there energies to 12 house (occult)(where is
the ruler of the 11 house also) make him desireing to have his love/friends/partners/guardians in
the astral - not to mention that he's SS.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@" <lydia_666@> wrote:
>>
> > Well this is interesting. I'm not sure what to make of a non-SS having a yod and how this
will play out. HPS Maxine wrote that not everyone who has a yod is here for a purpose, but I am
intrigued nonetheless.
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1434
From: edwardtgao8
Subject: Re: Lunar perigee (also known as "black moon", "oscular Lilith" on a

Date: 7/13/2013

Sorry! I mixed up two terms: perigee and apogee
Lunar perigee - it's when Moon is nearest to the Earth
Lunar Apogee - it's when Moon is farest to the Earth - "IT's the one, that's called Black Moon"
Of course I mean Apogee in my topic.
My experience (only IMHO): This point brings a great desire in those areas where it is located, for example:
u home - a great need for love, 2 - the pursuit of wealth. But yod gives more passion than LA Example: 11
House - LA and 12 home yod. This man is very lonely, but if the friendship interfere with his occult studies,
he will choose the occult.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1435
From: edwardtgao8
Subject: Re: I just found out, my mom has a yod?!?!

Date: 7/13/2013

Don't worry. In my example the men has two his chart rulers both participating in the yod (Sun and Moon) that's why maybe it effects so seriously. If there is no chart ruler in your yod (especially Apex), maybe all
situation will be different.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hp.2297" <hp.2297@...> wrote:
>
> Hey... I have planets in 5th, 7th and 12th that form two yods. Apex planet in 12th also. Funny
that :-)
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "edwardtgao8" <edwardtgao8@> wrote:
>>
> > Example of how does the Yod work:
> > Person has Moon in 7 house, Saturn in 5 house - sextile; Sun in 12 house - the opposite to
the middle of sextile. All his life he has unexplicable obsession of all the occult, espessialy magic,
magic is his greatest passion, he feel free and happy only when doing magic. There are in plenty
other points in his chart that makes him absolutely lonely, but the Saturn and Moon in sextile in
love (5 house) and partnership (7th) both directing there energies to 12 house (occult)(where is
the ruler of the 11 house also) make him desireing to have his love/friends/partners/guardians in
the astral - not to mention that he's SS.
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@" <lydia_666@> wrote:
>>>
> > > Well this is interesting. I'm not sure what to make of a non-SS having a yod and how this
will play out. HPS Maxine wrote that not everyone who has a yod is here for a purpose, but I am
intrigued nonetheless.
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1436
From: stygian.shadowcreeper
Subject: Re: Lunar perigee (also known as "black moon", "oscular Lilith" on a

Date: 7/13/2013

If they were perceiving Black Moon Lilith as a "wasted something", SCREW THOSE FUCKERS.
It is the same crap as saying that by exposing ourselves to the Cronian energies and getting our asses
kicked, we mature, as it is with RHP pussies.
I personally like this name, because although the explanations people are using is one of the jewish myth,
one with Innana and the huluppu tree where a spirit of Lilit was cast out of it precedes that of kike scum,
and it shows the Black Lunar principles as something that we need to incorporate AGAIN, something that
was cast out (and why it was this way? JEWISH ABOMINATION). It is our *personal* shadow self.
The Black Moon should be treated as an axis - if you have it in, say Virgo (strung up, able to be one's self
only at work), the way to overcome this is to utilise the positive qualities of the opposite sign - here, Pisces.
IF NOT, than the Lunar Perigee, Priapus, the rational masculine mind will overwhelm us and... anyway,

suppression for a Satanist is a no-no.
The other thing is, in regards to this axis and suppression, I read somewhere that the sign the BLM is in
shows the qualities we long for, yet will never be fulfilled. That is why the opposite sign, utilising its positive
qualities, will be vital to reunite the principles indicated by the BML.
"With the Black Moon in the sign of Virgo, the person should have strong ties that connect him with Earth
and the rhythm of nature. But it is usually not the case in youth, when the realization of weaknesses of the
human being goes on and its helplessness before the higher powers, old age and death. This is where
various fears come from and to overcome them, much intellectual work, contemplation, travel and liberating
of spirit is necessary."
http://sanjaperic.com/2005/04/28/lilith-in-virgo/
http://sanjaperic.com/tag/lilith/ - check the whole 12 Black Lunar signs. There is much more to the Lady
than one thinks.
HS!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "edwardtgao8" <edwardtgao8@...> wrote:
>
> I am realy intrested what SS think of that point, house in which it' located, conjunction,
aspects, transits with it, etc. In my country it's called "black moon", but not in the sence of "New
moon", but in the sence of lunar perigee (where Moon is most far from The Earth).
> I was dabbling in astrology from long ago(unfortunately, everything in my post-comunist
country is shitted up with Jew Age/xian crap) and noticed that all RPH astrologies stress Lunar
perigee as terible and nearely most painfull point in all the chart. Funny, when I dabbled in one
RPH seminar (years befor I became SS), all of those who'd come claimed that so that was
exactly in there lives (every one there was very xian and all used name "Lilith" - sorry!).
> What exactly they said, was: house of L.P is all ruined to no end, exemple: 7th - ruined
relationship, 1th - all life to endure insults and self-abuse, 8th - all life in violence and deathdanger, 11th - loneliness and out-casting, 10th - ruined career, etc. Conjunction with natal planet
ruins down all energies of that planet, example L.P.+Venus = broken heart, etc. Sinastry with
L.P. ruins the energies of another one's planet, example: L.P+S.Moon = emotional sucking out all
Moon-person's powers, etc.
> Nowhere on Satanic resourses, including JoS, I'v found information about L.P. - no SS suffer
from L.P.? So maybe RPH astrologies and company are suffering from L.P. because of their
blasphamies? I noticed also that RPH like Saturn much more then LPH do, they claim that Saturn
is the only planet that's good when in aspect with L.P.
> So what does L.P mean for you? what's your opinion?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1437
Subject: Re: Pluto and Mars in Scorpio

From: edwardtgao8

Date: 7/13/2013

I have only Pluto+Proserpina+South Moon Node in Scorpio, and this complect gives thrine to the chart ruler
in Cancer. My first ritual was for destruction, also Black is my favourite kind of magic and I feel myself most
comfortable with destruction!)))

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "karthikkashyap84" <gamekash@...> wrote:
>
> Interesting.. I too am Scorpio with Mars and Pluto in Scorpio.. I am not sure about past life,
but I guess with that kind of planetary alignment, there are quite a few things that fall in place..
Pluto is the lord of the underworld and occult. Mars is the god of war. Sun sign Scorpios are
intense and focused. For me, the added advantage is that I have my moon sign Pisces (that
makes me a far deeper and emotional Scorpio, but also brings in certain psychic abilities).

>
> I think that the combination of all this makes us more adept in black magic as well as
spiritually aware naturally.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Kait Jordan <kaitjordan@> wrote:
>>
> > I'm not sure about the empowered in a past life part. I would think that
> > maybe it makes it more likely, but shouldn't be seen as a definite yes.
> > Like you, I also have my Sun, Mars and Pluto in Scorpio. I've found that
> > I'm a lot better with destruction magick than I give myself credit for.
> > Often, I don't even need to do the full ritual, I just will it to happen.
> > Having said that, I'm a lot better with destruction magick than anything
> > else.
>>
> > Hail Satan
>>
>>
> > On Sat, Jun 1, 2013 at 7:48 AM, gr33ntree999 <gr33ntree999@> wrote:
>>
> > > **
>>>
>>>
> > > I have Scorpio in my Sun, Mars and Pluto. Scorpio is in my 11th house. I
> > > read that people that have Scorpio in Pluto and Mars have empowered
> > > themselves in a past life and that they are natural black mages. If anyone
> > > has any other info on this I would like to know. Thanks.
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1438
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: Lunar perigee (also known as "black moon", "oscular Lilith" on a

Date: 7/13/2013

Thanks for sharing this, I really had not seen any good descriptions or analyses for the Black Moon, but
these seem on point.
Very interesting insights, both from your post and the website. Explains and strengthens themes already
strongly represented in my chart.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "stygian.shadowcreeper" <stygian.shadowcreeper@...>
wrote:
>
> If they were perceiving Black Moon Lilith as a "wasted something", SCREW THOSE FUCKERS.
>
> It is the same crap as saying that by exposing ourselves to the Cronian energies and getting
our asses kicked, we mature, as it is with RHP pussies.
>
> I personally like this name, because although the explanations people are using is one of the
jewish myth, one with Innana and the huluppu tree where a spirit of Lilit was cast out of it
precedes that of kike scum, and it shows the Black Lunar principles as something that we need
to incorporate AGAIN, something that was cast out (and why it was this way? JEWISH
ABOMINATION). It is our *personal* shadow self.
>

> The Black Moon should be treated as an axis - if you have it in, say Virgo (strung up, able to
be one's self only at work), the way to overcome this is to utilise the positive qualities of the
opposite sign - here, Pisces. IF NOT, than the Lunar Perigee, Priapus, the rational masculine
mind will overwhelm us and... anyway, suppression for a Satanist is a no-no.
>
> The other thing is, in regards to this axis and suppression, I read somewhere that the sign the
BLM is in shows the qualities we long for, yet will never be fulfilled. That is why the opposite
sign, utilising its positive qualities, will be vital to reunite the principles indicated by the BML.
>
> "With the Black Moon in the sign of Virgo, the person should have strong ties that connect
him with Earth and the rhythm of nature. But it is usually not the case in youth, when the
realization of weaknesses of the human being goes on and its helplessness before the higher
powers, old age and death. This is where various fears come from and to overcome them, much
intellectual work, contemplation, travel and liberating of spirit is necessary."
> http://sanjaperic.com/2005/04/28/lilith-in-virgo/
>
> http://sanjaperic.com/tag/lilith/ - check the whole 12 Black Lunar signs. There is much more
to the Lady than one thinks.
>
> HS!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "edwardtgao8" <edwardtgao8@> wrote:
>>
> > I am realy intrested what SS think of that point, house in which it' located, conjunction,
aspects, transits with it, etc. In my country it's called "black moon", but not in the sence of "New
moon", but in the sence of lunar perigee (where Moon is most far from The Earth).
> > I was dabbling in astrology from long ago(unfortunately, everything in my post-comunist
country is shitted up with Jew Age/xian crap) and noticed that all RPH astrologies stress Lunar
perigee as terible and nearely most painfull point in all the chart. Funny, when I dabbled in one
RPH seminar (years befor I became SS), all of those who'd come claimed that so that was
exactly in there lives (every one there was very xian and all used name "Lilith" - sorry!).
> > What exactly they said, was: house of L.P is all ruined to no end, exemple: 7th - ruined
relationship, 1th - all life to endure insults and self-abuse, 8th - all life in violence and deathdanger, 11th - loneliness and out-casting, 10th - ruined career, etc. Conjunction with natal planet
ruins down all energies of that planet, example L.P.+Venus = broken heart, etc. Sinastry with
L.P. ruins the energies of another one's planet, example: L.P+S.Moon = emotional sucking out all
Moon-person's powers, etc.
> > Nowhere on Satanic resourses, including JoS, I'v found information about L.P. - no SS suffer
from L.P.? So maybe RPH astrologies and company are suffering from L.P. because of their
blasphamies? I noticed also that RPH like Saturn much more then LPH do, they claim that Saturn
is the only planet that's good when in aspect with L.P.
> > So what does L.P mean for you? what's your opinion?
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1439
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Lunar perigee (also known as "black moon", "oscular Lilith" on a

Date: 7/13/2013

Yeah it was fairly accurate for mine as well, a few things were way off but other strong factors in my chart
would account for that.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> Thanks for sharing this, I really had not seen any good descriptions or analyses for the Black
Moon, but these seem on point.

>
> Very interesting insights, both from your post and the website. Explains and strengthens
themes already strongly represented in my chart.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "stygian.shadowcreeper" <stygian.shadowcreeper@>
wrote:
>>
> > If they were perceiving Black Moon Lilith as a "wasted something", SCREW THOSE
FUCKERS.
>>
> > It is the same crap as saying that by exposing ourselves to the Cronian energies and getting
our asses kicked, we mature, as it is with RHP pussies.
>>
> > I personally like this name, because although the explanations people are using is one of
the jewish myth, one with Innana and the huluppu tree where a spirit of Lilit was cast out of it
precedes that of kike scum, and it shows the Black Lunar principles as something that we need
to incorporate AGAIN, something that was cast out (and why it was this way? JEWISH
ABOMINATION). It is our *personal* shadow self.
>>
> > The Black Moon should be treated as an axis - if you have it in, say Virgo (strung up, able
to be one's self only at work), the way to overcome this is to utilise the positive qualities of the
opposite sign - here, Pisces. IF NOT, than the Lunar Perigee, Priapus, the rational masculine
mind will overwhelm us and... anyway, suppression for a Satanist is a no-no.
>>
> > The other thing is, in regards to this axis and suppression, I read somewhere that the sign
the BLM is in shows the qualities we long for, yet will never be fulfilled. That is why the opposite
sign, utilising its positive qualities, will be vital to reunite the principles indicated by the BML.
>>
> > "With the Black Moon in the sign of Virgo, the person should have strong ties that connect
him with Earth and the rhythm of nature. But it is usually not the case in youth, when the
realization of weaknesses of the human being goes on and its helplessness before the higher
powers, old age and death. This is where various fears come from and to overcome them, much
intellectual work, contemplation, travel and liberating of spirit is necessary."
> > http://sanjaperic.com/2005/04/28/lilith-in-virgo/
>>
> > http://sanjaperic.com/tag/lilith/ - check the whole 12 Black Lunar signs. There is much
more to the Lady than one thinks.
>>
> > HS!
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "edwardtgao8" <edwardtgao8@> wrote:
>>>
> > > I am realy intrested what SS think of that point, house in which it' located, conjunction,
aspects, transits with it, etc. In my country it's called "black moon", but not in the sence of "New
moon", but in the sence of lunar perigee (where Moon is most far from The Earth).
> > > I was dabbling in astrology from long ago(unfortunately, everything in my post-comunist
country is shitted up with Jew Age/xian crap) and noticed that all RPH astrologies stress Lunar
perigee as terible and nearely most painfull point in all the chart. Funny, when I dabbled in one
RPH seminar (years befor I became SS), all of those who'd come claimed that so that was
exactly in there lives (every one there was very xian and all used name "Lilith" - sorry!).
> > > What exactly they said, was: house of L.P is all ruined to no end, exemple: 7th - ruined
relationship, 1th - all life to endure insults and self-abuse, 8th - all life in violence and deathdanger, 11th - loneliness and out-casting, 10th - ruined career, etc. Conjunction with natal planet
ruins down all energies of that planet, example L.P.+Venus = broken heart, etc. Sinastry with
L.P. ruins the energies of another one's planet, example: L.P+S.Moon = emotional sucking out all

Moon-person's powers, etc.
> > > Nowhere on Satanic resourses, including JoS, I'v found information about L.P. - no SS
suffer from L.P.? So maybe RPH astrologies and company are suffering from L.P. because of
their blasphamies? I noticed also that RPH like Saturn much more then LPH do, they claim that
Saturn is the only planet that's good when in aspect with L.P.
> > > So what does L.P mean for you? what's your opinion?
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1440
From: stygian.shadowcreeper
Subject: Re: Lunar perigee (also known as "black moon", "oscular Lilith" on a

Date: 7/13/2013

U R welcome :)
The point is, people focus more on the main objects (hardly can it be said it is wrong), and forget that
astrology, as complete as it is, is an OPEN system.
For instance, take 2060 Chiron (the wounded healer, to which astrologers try to attach the nazarene crap)
with other centaurs (Phollus, Nessus, Asbolus, Chariklo - I don't know the ordinal numbers, sorry:P). 1
Ceres, 2 Pallas, 3 Juno and 4 Vesta - these complement / extend the meaning of Venus and the Moon. Some
are being discovered, so it can be slightly hard to apply them, not to mention that they are generational, like
Eris, Varuna, Quaoar, Chaos, etc. There are many more, but obviously, if one ignores them, as for me, they
lose much. On the other hand, incorporating too much can dilute the whole meaning of the chart. Which is
why I stick to the 5 Ladies and one centaur. But as with everything, common sense and one has to read it
Our way :)
HS!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> Thanks for sharing this, I really had not seen any good descriptions or analyses for the Black
Moon, but these seem on point.
>
> Very interesting insights, both from your post and the website. Explains and strengthens
themes already strongly represented in my chart.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "stygian.shadowcreeper" <stygian.shadowcreeper@>
wrote:
>>
> > If they were perceiving Black Moon Lilith as a "wasted something", SCREW THOSE
FUCKERS.
>>
> > It is the same crap as saying that by exposing ourselves to the Cronian energies and getting
our asses kicked, we mature, as it is with RHP pussies.
>>
> > I personally like this name, because although the explanations people are using is one of
the jewish myth, one with Innana and the huluppu tree where a spirit of Lilit was cast out of it
precedes that of kike scum, and it shows the Black Lunar principles as something that we need
to incorporate AGAIN, something that was cast out (and why it was this way? JEWISH
ABOMINATION). It is our *personal* shadow self.
>>
> > The Black Moon should be treated as an axis - if you have it in, say Virgo (strung up, able
to be one's self only at work), the way to overcome this is to utilise the positive qualities of the
opposite sign - here, Pisces. IF NOT, than the Lunar Perigee, Priapus, the rational masculine

mind will overwhelm us and... anyway, suppression for a Satanist is a no-no.
>>
> > The other thing is, in regards to this axis and suppression, I read somewhere that the sign
the BLM is in shows the qualities we long for, yet will never be fulfilled. That is why the opposite
sign, utilising its positive qualities, will be vital to reunite the principles indicated by the BML.
>>
> > "With the Black Moon in the sign of Virgo, the person should have strong ties that connect
him with Earth and the rhythm of nature. But it is usually not the case in youth, when the
realization of weaknesses of the human being goes on and its helplessness before the higher
powers, old age and death. This is where various fears come from and to overcome them, much
intellectual work, contemplation, travel and liberating of spirit is necessary."
> > http://sanjaperic.com/2005/04/28/lilith-in-virgo/
>>
> > http://sanjaperic.com/tag/lilith/ - check the whole 12 Black Lunar signs. There is much
more to the Lady than one thinks.
>>
> > HS!
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "edwardtgao8" <edwardtgao8@> wrote:
>>>
> > > I am realy intrested what SS think of that point, house in which it' located, conjunction,
aspects, transits with it, etc. In my country it's called "black moon", but not in the sence of "New
moon", but in the sence of lunar perigee (where Moon is most far from The Earth).
> > > I was dabbling in astrology from long ago(unfortunately, everything in my post-comunist
country is shitted up with Jew Age/xian crap) and noticed that all RPH astrologies stress Lunar
perigee as terible and nearely most painfull point in all the chart. Funny, when I dabbled in one
RPH seminar (years befor I became SS), all of those who'd come claimed that so that was
exactly in there lives (every one there was very xian and all used name "Lilith" - sorry!).
> > > What exactly they said, was: house of L.P is all ruined to no end, exemple: 7th - ruined
relationship, 1th - all life to endure insults and self-abuse, 8th - all life in violence and deathdanger, 11th - loneliness and out-casting, 10th - ruined career, etc. Conjunction with natal planet
ruins down all energies of that planet, example L.P.+Venus = broken heart, etc. Sinastry with
L.P. ruins the energies of another one's planet, example: L.P+S.Moon = emotional sucking out all
Moon-person's powers, etc.
> > > Nowhere on Satanic resourses, including JoS, I'v found information about L.P. - no SS
suffer from L.P.? So maybe RPH astrologies and company are suffering from L.P. because of
their blasphamies? I noticed also that RPH like Saturn much more then LPH do, they claim that
Saturn is the only planet that's good when in aspect with L.P.
> > > So what does L.P mean for you? what's your opinion?
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1441
From: edwardtgao8
Subject: Re: Lunar perigee (also known as "black moon", "oscular Lilith" on a

Date: 7/14/2013

I also felt the energies/gifts of my house/sign with BLM more sweet then those of the opposite house/sign,
though the sweetest are in the house of yod-Apex (at least for me). Thanks for the answer!
As for "screwing those fuckers", I subscribe totaly! I was labeled as "insane" in that mother-fucking groop
for one and only reason that I have natal conjunction osc. Lilith/Chiron in 11 house oppositing Uranus. Realy
proud of that aspect!
As for Cronian energies and ass-kick, they expend their shit-fears to all outer planets just for being "outer".
to RPH ass-troll-oges: THOU FOOLS!!!!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "stygian.shadowcreeper" <stygian.shadowcreeper@...>
wrote:
>
> If they were perceiving Black Moon Lilith as a "wasted something", SCREW THOSE FUCKERS.
>
> It is the same crap as saying that by exposing ourselves to the Cronian energies and getting
our asses kicked, we mature, as it is with RHP pussies.
>
> I personally like this name, because although the explanations people are using is one of the
jewish myth, one with Innana and the huluppu tree where a spirit of Lilit was cast out of it
precedes that of kike scum, and it shows the Black Lunar principles as something that we need
to incorporate AGAIN, something that was cast out (and why it was this way? JEWISH
ABOMINATION). It is our *personal* shadow self.
>
> The Black Moon should be treated as an axis - if you have it in, say Virgo (strung up, able to
be one's self only at work), the way to overcome this is to utilise the positive qualities of the
opposite sign - here, Pisces. IF NOT, than the Lunar Perigee, Priapus, the rational masculine
mind will overwhelm us and... anyway, suppression for a Satanist is a no-no.
>
> The other thing is, in regards to this axis and suppression, I read somewhere that the sign the
BLM is in shows the qualities we long for, yet will never be fulfilled. That is why the opposite
sign, utilising its positive qualities, will be vital to reunite the principles indicated by the BML.
>
> "With the Black Moon in the sign of Virgo, the person should have strong ties that connect
him with Earth and the rhythm of nature. But it is usually not the case in youth, when the
realization of weaknesses of the human being goes on and its helplessness before the higher
powers, old age and death. This is where various fears come from and to overcome them, much
intellectual work, contemplation, travel and liberating of spirit is necessary."
> http://sanjaperic.com/2005/04/28/lilith-in-virgo/
>
> http://sanjaperic.com/tag/lilith/ - check the whole 12 Black Lunar signs. There is much more
to the Lady than one thinks.
>
> HS!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "edwardtgao8" <edwardtgao8@> wrote:
>>
> > I am realy intrested what SS think of that point, house in which it' located, conjunction,
aspects, transits with it, etc. In my country it's called "black moon", but not in the sence of "New
moon", but in the sence of lunar perigee (where Moon is most far from The Earth).
> > I was dabbling in astrology from long ago(unfortunately, everything in my post-comunist
country is shitted up with Jew Age/xian crap) and noticed that all RPH astrologies stress Lunar
perigee as terible and nearely most painfull point in all the chart. Funny, when I dabbled in one
RPH seminar (years befor I became SS), all of those who'd come claimed that so that was
exactly in there lives (every one there was very xian and all used name "Lilith" - sorry!).
> > What exactly they said, was: house of L.P is all ruined to no end, exemple: 7th - ruined
relationship, 1th - all life to endure insults and self-abuse, 8th - all life in violence and deathdanger, 11th - loneliness and out-casting, 10th - ruined career, etc. Conjunction with natal planet
ruins down all energies of that planet, example L.P.+Venus = broken heart, etc. Sinastry with
L.P. ruins the energies of another one's planet, example: L.P+S.Moon = emotional sucking out all
Moon-person's powers, etc.
> > Nowhere on Satanic resourses, including JoS, I'v found information about L.P. - no SS suffer
from L.P.? So maybe RPH astrologies and company are suffering from L.P. because of their
blasphamies? I noticed also that RPH like Saturn much more then LPH do, they claim that Saturn
is the only planet that's good when in aspect with L.P.

> > So what does L.P mean for you? what's your opinion?
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1442
Subject: Re: Retrograde Planets

From: hailazazel

Date: 7/15/2013

Okay I'm fairly sure that the whole learning, thinking process, manual dexterity and anything related to the
3rd house is having problems in my chart. I didn't drop it and I kept learning my chart and search for bad
degrees and other problems but couldn't find the cause. Which lead me to Mars and Mercury again.
Something I didn't mention is my Aquarius and Leo signs being intercepted. Meaning the 3rd house and the
9th house are intercepted. I totally overlooked it as I thought it cannot be the cause, but I don't know
where to look anymore.
My thinking process is flawed, this is for sure. I need to read your posts and others like 3 times to begin to
understand. Early school was a pain in the ass. Also I have noticed changes in my quickness and general
manual dexterity. Some days I was quick and alert regarding my hands and some other days I sucked. This
imbalance implies even more there are problems. But where? I personally do not think it is the Intercepted
sign but maybe you know different.
HAIL SATAN!!!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> Depends on your 3rd house in general, not only Mercury. I'm fairly sure, with the information
you've given, Mercury and Mars are not the cause. Saturn in the 3rd house, Saturn in Gemini,
challenging aspects to Mercury or Jupiter can cause trouble in learning.
>
> Some astrologers believe that adverse aspects to the Ascendant can cause mental issues, as it
rules the head, and this could possibly lead to learning problems, but I don't have any more info
on that.
>
> Planets in signs don't affect their rulers. Many astrologers claim that the sign's ruler affects any
planet therein because it is the planet's dispositor, but not the other way around, unless they are
in mutual reception, which is an exceptional case where both planets are in each other's ruling
signs. This doesn't seem to be your case.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@> wrote:
>>
> > Thank you for responding.
> > It's interesting because I actually have difficulties with learning. And I do think it's related to
the two. I also had problems with school. And I didn't finished school (Mercury rules early
schooling).
>>
> > Mercury in Aquarius is naturally attracted to Science and Mathematics. I suck at the two.
>>
> > To how degree are you sure in the fact that the planets in the signs don't affect their rulers?
Thanks again.
>>
> > HAIL SATAN!!!!
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>>
> > > Virgo doesn't deal much with learning as Gemini does. Mars gives energy and in Virgo it

focuses on work and health. The only issues you could have with Mars retrograde there (and
probably only because it's so prominent) are health related.
>>>
> > > Planets in signs don't affect their rulers unless, of course, they are aspecting each other.
Your Mercury is extremely well placed, and I can't imagine you having trouble learning, unless
there are other bad placements for this in your chart.
>>>
> > > If you do have any trouble learning, these planets are probably not the cause.
>>>
> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@> wrote:
>>>>
> > > > If I have, for example Mars retrograde in the sign of Virgo, will it affect my ability to
learn? Because Mercury rules Virgo, along with Gemini. Is it valid? Mars is prominently placed,
exact conjunct the 10th house cusp of Virgo. Mars is also the only planet on the southern half
(the top half) being the handling of my bucket chart. (Mars is also my co-ruler)
>>>>
> > > > Mercury is in the sign of Aquarius, it's exaltation, in the third house.
>>>>
> > > > I will not expose here the whole chart.. I just want to know how Mars retrograde in
Virgo affect Mercury.. If at all, affecting.
>>>>
> > > > HAIL SATAN!!!!
>>>>
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1443
Subject: Re: Retrograde Planets

From: m_18

Date: 7/15/2013

http://www.bobmarksastrologer.com/Intercepted_signs.htm

From: hailazazel <hailazazel@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Monday, July 15, 2013 7:54 AM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Retrograde Planets

Okay I'm fairly sure that the whole learning, thinking process, manual dexterity and anything related to the 3rd
house is having problems in my chart. I didn't drop it and I kept learning my chart and search for bad degrees and
other problems but couldn't find the cause. Which lead me to Mars and Mercury again.
Something I didn't mention is my Aquarius and Leo signs being intercepted. Meaning the 3rd house and the 9th
house are intercepted. I totally overlooked it as I thought it cannot be the cause, but I don't know where to look
anymore.
My thinking process is flawed, this is for sure. I need to read your posts and others like 3 times to begin to
understand. Early school was a pain in the ass. Also I have noticed changes in my quickness and general manual
dexterity. Some days I was quick and alert regarding my hands and some other days I sucked. This imbalance
implies even more there are problems. But where? I personally do not think it is the Intercepted sign but maybe
you know different.
HAIL SATAN!!!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> Depends on your 3rd house in general, not only Mercury. I'm fairly sure, with the information
you've given, Mercury and Mars are not the cause. Saturn in the 3rd house, Saturn in Gemini,
challenging aspects to Mercury or Jupiter can cause trouble in learning.
>
> Some astrologers believe that adverse aspects to the Ascendant can cause mental issues, as it rules
the head, and this could possibly lead to learning problems, but I don't have any more info on that.
>
> Planets in signs don't affect their rulers. Many astrologers claim that the sign's ruler affects any
planet therein because it is the planet's dispositor, but not the other way around, unless they are in
mutual reception, which is an exceptional case where both planets are in each other's ruling signs.
This doesn't seem to be your case.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@> wrote:
>>
> > Thank you for responding.
> > It's interesting because I actually have difficulties with learning. And I do think it's related to the
two. I also had problems with school. And I didn't finished school (Mercury rules early schooling).
>>
> > Mercury in Aquarius is naturally attracted to Science and Mathematics. I suck at the two.
>>
> > To how degree are you sure in the fact that the planets in the signs don't affect their rulers?
Thanks again.
>>
> > HAIL SATAN!!!!
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>>
> > > Virgo doesn't deal much with learning as Gemini does. Mars gives energy and in Virgo it
focuses on work and health. The only issues you could have with Mars retrograde there (and
probably only because it's so prominent) are health related.
>>>
> > > Planets in signs don't affect their rulers unless, of course, they are aspecting each other. Your
Mercury is extremely well placed, and I can't imagine you having trouble learning, unless there are
other bad placements for this in your chart.
>>>
> > > If you do have any trouble learning, these planets are probably not the cause.
>>>
> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@> wrote:
>>>>
> > > > If I have, for example Mars retrograde in the sign of Virgo, will it affect my ability to learn?
Because Mercury rules Virgo, along with Gemini. Is it valid? Mars is prominently placed, exact
conjunct the 10th house cusp of Virgo. Mars is also the only planet on the southern half (the top
half) being the handling of my bucket chart. (Mars is also my co-ruler)
>>>>
> > > > Mercury is in the sign of Aquarius, it's exaltation, in the third house.
>>>>
> > > > I will not expose here the whole chart.. I just want to know how Mars retrograde in Virgo
affect Mercury.. If at all, affecting.
>>>>
> > > > HAIL SATAN!!!!
>>>>
>>>
>>

>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1444
Subject: Re: Retrograde Planets

From: hailazazel

Date: 7/15/2013

Yeah I have read that page. Not informative at all, sadly.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
> http://www.bobmarksastrologer.com/Intercepted_signs.htm
>
>Â
>
>
> ________________________________
> From: hailazazel <hailazazel@...>
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Monday, July 15, 2013 7:54 AM
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Retrograde Planets
>
>
>
>Â
> Okay I'm fairly sure that the whole learning, thinking process, manual dexterity and anything
related to the 3rd house is having problems in my chart. I didn't drop it and I kept learning my
chart and search for bad degrees and other problems but couldn't find the cause. Which lead me
to Mars and Mercury again.
>
> Something I didn't mention is my Aquarius and Leo signs being intercepted. Meaning the 3rd
house and the 9th house are intercepted. I totally overlooked it as I thought it cannot be the
cause, but I don't know where to look anymore.
>
> My thinking process is flawed, this is for sure. I need to read your posts and others like 3
times to begin to understand. Early school was a pain in the ass. Also I have noticed changes in
my quickness and general manual dexterity. Some days I was quick and alert regarding my
hands and some other days I sucked. This imbalance implies even more there are problems. But
where? I personally do not think it is the Intercepted sign but maybe you know different.
>
> HAIL SATAN!!!!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>
> > Depends on your 3rd house in general, not only Mercury. I'm fairly sure, with the
information you've given, Mercury and Mars are not the cause. Saturn in the 3rd house, Saturn
in Gemini, challenging aspects to Mercury or Jupiter can cause trouble in learning.
>>
> > Some astrologers believe that adverse aspects to the Ascendant can cause mental issues,
as it rules the head, and this could possibly lead to learning problems, but I don't have any more
info on that.
>>
> > Planets in signs don't affect their rulers. Many astrologers claim that the sign's ruler affects
any planet therein because it is the planet's dispositor, but not the other way around, unless

they are in mutual reception, which is an exceptional case where both planets are in each other's
ruling signs. This doesn't seem to be your case.
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@> wrote:
>>>
> > > Thank you for responding.
> > > It's interesting because I actually have difficulties with learning. And I do think it's related
to the two. I also had problems with school. And I didn't finished school (Mercury rules early
schooling).
>>>
> > > Mercury in Aquarius is naturally attracted to Science and Mathematics. I suck at the two.
>>>
> > > To how degree are you sure in the fact that the planets in the signs don't affect their
rulers? Thanks again.
>>>
> > > HAIL SATAN!!!!
>>>
> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>>>
> > > > Virgo doesn't deal much with learning as Gemini does. Mars gives energy and in Virgo it
focuses on work and health. The only issues you could have with Mars retrograde there (and
probably only because it's so prominent) are health related.
>>>>
> > > > Planets in signs don't affect their rulers unless, of course, they are aspecting each
other. Your Mercury is extremely well placed, and I can't imagine you having trouble learning,
unless there are other bad placements for this in your chart.
>>>>
> > > > If you do have any trouble learning, these planets are probably not the cause.
>>>>
> > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@> wrote:
>>>>>
> > > > > If I have, for example Mars retrograde in the sign of Virgo, will it affect my ability to
learn? Because Mercury rules Virgo, along with Gemini. Is it valid? Mars is prominently placed,
exact conjunct the 10th house cusp of Virgo. Mars is also the only planet on the southern half
(the top half) being the handling of my bucket chart. (Mars is also my co-ruler)
>>>>>
> > > > > Mercury is in the sign of Aquarius, it's exaltation, in the third house.
>>>>>
> > > > > I will not expose here the whole chart.. I just want to know how Mars retrograde in
Virgo affect Mercury.. If at all, affecting.
>>>>>
> > > > > HAIL SATAN!!!!
>>>>>
>>>>
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1445
Subject: Re: Retrograde Planets

From: f.follets

Date: 7/15/2013

Well, everything indicates it is. Not only the signs are intercepted, but Mercury as well, since it's in Aquarius.
Mercury is exalted in Aquarius, but it is known to cause disruptive thought patterns and early schooling
situations. Traditional learning processes usually don't work in this case.

With these signs intercepted it means that Capricorn co-rules your 3rd house, and that may cause problems,
since it's ruled by Saturn. Count in the placement of Saturn, any aspects between Uranus and Mercury, and
you may find out more details about the issue.
That's all definitely related to the problem, but I myself would never guess it could cause so much trouble.
You write exceptionally well for someone with trouble learning and processing information.
If I remember well, you have Saturn in Pisces like me, so you must be around my age. We are very young,
so if you feel this will cause serious trouble in your plans for the future, it's extremely important that you
understand what is happening right now, so that you can work on it. I'm sure your problem can be solved if
you work on it, either with meditation/re-writing your thought processes and/or persistently training to get
better.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@...> wrote:
>
> Okay I'm fairly sure that the whole learning, thinking process, manual dexterity and anything
related to the 3rd house is having problems in my chart. I didn't drop it and I kept learning my
chart and search for bad degrees and other problems but couldn't find the cause. Which lead me
to Mars and Mercury again.
>
> Something I didn't mention is my Aquarius and Leo signs being intercepted. Meaning the 3rd
house and the 9th house are intercepted. I totally overlooked it as I thought it cannot be the
cause, but I don't know where to look anymore.
>
> My thinking process is flawed, this is for sure. I need to read your posts and others like 3
times to begin to understand. Early school was a pain in the ass. Also I have noticed changes in
my quickness and general manual dexterity. Some days I was quick and alert regarding my
hands and some other days I sucked. This imbalance implies even more there are problems. But
where? I personally do not think it is the Intercepted sign but maybe you know different.
>
> HAIL SATAN!!!!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>
> > Depends on your 3rd house in general, not only Mercury. I'm fairly sure, with the
information you've given, Mercury and Mars are not the cause. Saturn in the 3rd house, Saturn
in Gemini, challenging aspects to Mercury or Jupiter can cause trouble in learning.
>>
> > Some astrologers believe that adverse aspects to the Ascendant can cause mental issues,
as it rules the head, and this could possibly lead to learning problems, but I don't have any more
info on that.
>>
> > Planets in signs don't affect their rulers. Many astrologers claim that the sign's ruler affects
any planet therein because it is the planet's dispositor, but not the other way around, unless
they are in mutual reception, which is an exceptional case where both planets are in each other's
ruling signs. This doesn't seem to be your case.
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@> wrote:
>>>
> > > Thank you for responding.
> > > It's interesting because I actually have difficulties with learning. And I do think it's related
to the two. I also had problems with school. And I didn't finished school (Mercury rules early
schooling).
>>>
> > > Mercury in Aquarius is naturally attracted to Science and Mathematics. I suck at the two.

>>>
> > > To how degree are you sure in the fact that the planets in the signs don't affect their
rulers? Thanks again.
>>>
> > > HAIL SATAN!!!!
>>>
> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>>>
> > > > Virgo doesn't deal much with learning as Gemini does. Mars gives energy and in Virgo it
focuses on work and health. The only issues you could have with Mars retrograde there (and
probably only because it's so prominent) are health related.
>>>>
> > > > Planets in signs don't affect their rulers unless, of course, they are aspecting each
other. Your Mercury is extremely well placed, and I can't imagine you having trouble learning,
unless there are other bad placements for this in your chart.
>>>>
> > > > If you do have any trouble learning, these planets are probably not the cause.
>>>>
> > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@> wrote:
>>>>>
> > > > > If I have, for example Mars retrograde in the sign of Virgo, will it affect my ability to
learn? Because Mercury rules Virgo, along with Gemini. Is it valid? Mars is prominently placed,
exact conjunct the 10th house cusp of Virgo. Mars is also the only planet on the southern half
(the top half) being the handling of my bucket chart. (Mars is also my co-ruler)
>>>>>
> > > > > Mercury is in the sign of Aquarius, it's exaltation, in the third house.
>>>>>
> > > > > I will not expose here the whole chart.. I just want to know how Mars retrograde in
Virgo affect Mercury.. If at all, affecting.
>>>>>
> > > > > HAIL SATAN!!!!
>>>>>
>>>>
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1446
Subject: Re: Retrograde Planets

From: hailazazel

Date: 7/16/2013

This post was very helpful. I'm getting closer!
If Capricorn co-rules my 3rd house does it mean Pisces co-rules my 3rd house too? Or is it just the
beginning of the cusp?
No revealing aspect between Uranus and Mercury.
I may write well, but my learning process is extremely poor. Trust me when I say this. I did'nt know this
since a while ago. You know, it's like seeing bad, you don't really know you see bad untill you comparison
with others. I would do void meditation but thoughts didn't come up in my mind. I simply could not
concentrate for more than 5 seconds without losing it. When I think of it, I do not think. At all. My brain is
pretty much dead.
Indeed I have Saturn in Pisces, within the 4th house. I put alot of emphasis on Saturn since I have 3 planets
in Capricorn (they conjunct each other, called Stellium I think) and Mars exact conjunct the 10th house cusp

of Virgo (which you already know about).
I even have Saturn quite prominent, conjunct the 4th house cusp.
I thought about doing Mercury Square, but now I'm thinking of doing Saturn's. What is your opinion?

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> Well, everything indicates it is. Not only the signs are intercepted, but Mercury as well, since
it's in Aquarius. Mercury is exalted in Aquarius, but it is known to cause disruptive thought
patterns and early schooling situations. Traditional learning processes usually don't work in this
case.
>
> With these signs intercepted it means that Capricorn co-rules your 3rd house, and that may
cause problems, since it's ruled by Saturn. Count in the placement of Saturn, any aspects
between Uranus and Mercury, and you may find out more details about the issue.
>
> That's all definitely related to the problem, but I myself would never guess it could cause so
much trouble. You write exceptionally well for someone with trouble learning and processing
information.
>
> If I remember well, you have Saturn in Pisces like me, so you must be around my age. We are
very young, so if you feel this will cause serious trouble in your plans for the future, it's
extremely important that you understand what is happening right now, so that you can work on
it. I'm sure your problem can be solved if you work on it, either with meditation/re-writing your
thought processes and/or persistently training to get better.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@> wrote:
>>
> > Okay I'm fairly sure that the whole learning, thinking process, manual dexterity and
anything related to the 3rd house is having problems in my chart. I didn't drop it and I kept
learning my chart and search for bad degrees and other problems but couldn't find the cause.
Which lead me to Mars and Mercury again.
>>
> > Something I didn't mention is my Aquarius and Leo signs being intercepted. Meaning the 3rd
house and the 9th house are intercepted. I totally overlooked it as I thought it cannot be the
cause, but I don't know where to look anymore.
>>
> > My thinking process is flawed, this is for sure. I need to read your posts and others like 3
times to begin to understand. Early school was a pain in the ass. Also I have noticed changes in
my quickness and general manual dexterity. Some days I was quick and alert regarding my
hands and some other days I sucked. This imbalance implies even more there are problems. But
where? I personally do not think it is the Intercepted sign but maybe you know different.
>>
> > HAIL SATAN!!!!
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>>
> > > Depends on your 3rd house in general, not only Mercury. I'm fairly sure, with the
information you've given, Mercury and Mars are not the cause. Saturn in the 3rd house, Saturn
in Gemini, challenging aspects to Mercury or Jupiter can cause trouble in learning.
>>>
> > > Some astrologers believe that adverse aspects to the Ascendant can cause mental issues,
as it rules the head, and this could possibly lead to learning problems, but I don't have any more
info on that.
>>>

> > > Planets in signs don't affect their rulers. Many astrologers claim that the sign's ruler
affects any planet therein because it is the planet's dispositor, but not the other way around,
unless they are in mutual reception, which is an exceptional case where both planets are in each
other's ruling signs. This doesn't seem to be your case.
>>>
> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@> wrote:
>>>>
> > > > Thank you for responding.
> > > > It's interesting because I actually have difficulties with learning. And I do think it's
related to the two. I also had problems with school. And I didn't finished school (Mercury rules
early schooling).
>>>>
> > > > Mercury in Aquarius is naturally attracted to Science and Mathematics. I suck at the
two.
>>>>
> > > > To how degree are you sure in the fact that the planets in the signs don't affect their
rulers? Thanks again.
>>>>
> > > > HAIL SATAN!!!!
>>>>
> > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>>>>
> > > > > Virgo doesn't deal much with learning as Gemini does. Mars gives energy and in
Virgo it focuses on work and health. The only issues you could have with Mars retrograde there
(and probably only because it's so prominent) are health related.
>>>>>
> > > > > Planets in signs don't affect their rulers unless, of course, they are aspecting each
other. Your Mercury is extremely well placed, and I can't imagine you having trouble learning,
unless there are other bad placements for this in your chart.
>>>>>
> > > > > If you do have any trouble learning, these planets are probably not the cause.
>>>>>
> > > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@> wrote:
>>>>>>
> > > > > > If I have, for example Mars retrograde in the sign of Virgo, will it affect my ability
to learn? Because Mercury rules Virgo, along with Gemini. Is it valid? Mars is prominently placed,
exact conjunct the 10th house cusp of Virgo. Mars is also the only planet on the southern half
(the top half) being the handling of my bucket chart. (Mars is also my co-ruler)
>>>>>>
> > > > > > Mercury is in the sign of Aquarius, it's exaltation, in the third house.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > I will not expose here the whole chart.. I just want to know how Mars retrograde
in Virgo affect Mercury.. If at all, affecting.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > HAIL SATAN!!!!
>>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1448
Subject: Re: Retrograde Planets

From: f.follets

Date: 7/16/2013

Pisces rules your 4th house, only Capricorn and Aquarius have influence over your 3rd house. Saturn is
strong in your chart, and in Pisces it weakens your 3rd house, so that's definitely a big part of the problem.
If Saturn squares your ascendant, then the case is pretty much solved.
I don't know much about meditations to counteract this, but I guess the Mercury square would do more for
you, as Saturn's square can actually make things worse. If Saturn is already so prominent, I wouldn't mess
with that square, at least not for now.
The Mercury square is huge, though. A better and probably longer lasting solution would be meditating
directly on the chakras, especially the throat and the base. If you're feeling "empty" and/or lethargic,
empowering the solar chakra may help a lot as it provides much energy to the entire system. When you get
consistent results, you can do the Mercury square for a definitive change.
Just my thoughts, though, as I'm really inexperienced with meditation.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@...> wrote:
>
> This post was very helpful. I'm getting closer!
>
> If Capricorn co-rules my 3rd house does it mean Pisces co-rules my 3rd house too? Or is it
just the beginning of the cusp?
>
> No revealing aspect between Uranus and Mercury.
>
> I may write well, but my learning process is extremely poor. Trust me when I say this. I did'nt
know this since a while ago. You know, it's like seeing bad, you don't really know you see bad
untill you comparison with others. I would do void meditation but thoughts didn't come up in my
mind. I simply could not concentrate for more than 5 seconds without losing it. When I think of
it, I do not think. At all. My brain is pretty much dead.
>
> Indeed I have Saturn in Pisces, within the 4th house. I put alot of emphasis on Saturn since I
have 3 planets in Capricorn (they conjunct each other, called Stellium I think) and Mars exact
conjunct the 10th house cusp of Virgo (which you already know about).
> I even have Saturn quite prominent, conjunct the 4th house cusp.
>
> I thought about doing Mercury Square, but now I'm thinking of doing Saturn's. What is your
opinion?
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>
> > Well, everything indicates it is. Not only the signs are intercepted, but Mercury as well, since
it's in Aquarius. Mercury is exalted in Aquarius, but it is known to cause disruptive thought
patterns and early schooling situations. Traditional learning processes usually don't work in this
case.
>>
> > With these signs intercepted it means that Capricorn co-rules your 3rd house, and that may
cause problems, since it's ruled by Saturn. Count in the placement of Saturn, any aspects
between Uranus and Mercury, and you may find out more details about the issue.
>>
> > That's all definitely related to the problem, but I myself would never guess it could cause so
much trouble. You write exceptionally well for someone with trouble learning and processing
information.
>>

> > If I remember well, you have Saturn in Pisces like me, so you must be around my age. We
are very young, so if you feel this will cause serious trouble in your plans for the future, it's
extremely important that you understand what is happening right now, so that you can work on
it. I'm sure your problem can be solved if you work on it, either with meditation/re-writing your
thought processes and/or persistently training to get better.
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@> wrote:
>>>
> > > Okay I'm fairly sure that the whole learning, thinking process, manual dexterity and
anything related to the 3rd house is having problems in my chart. I didn't drop it and I kept
learning my chart and search for bad degrees and other problems but couldn't find the cause.
Which lead me to Mars and Mercury again.
>>>
> > > Something I didn't mention is my Aquarius and Leo signs being intercepted. Meaning the
3rd house and the 9th house are intercepted. I totally overlooked it as I thought it cannot be the
cause, but I don't know where to look anymore.
>>>
> > > My thinking process is flawed, this is for sure. I need to read your posts and others like 3
times to begin to understand. Early school was a pain in the ass. Also I have noticed changes in
my quickness and general manual dexterity. Some days I was quick and alert regarding my
hands and some other days I sucked. This imbalance implies even more there are problems. But
where? I personally do not think it is the Intercepted sign but maybe you know different.
>>>
> > > HAIL SATAN!!!!
>>>
> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>>>
> > > > Depends on your 3rd house in general, not only Mercury. I'm fairly sure, with the
information you've given, Mercury and Mars are not the cause. Saturn in the 3rd house, Saturn
in Gemini, challenging aspects to Mercury or Jupiter can cause trouble in learning.
>>>>
> > > > Some astrologers believe that adverse aspects to the Ascendant can cause mental
issues, as it rules the head, and this could possibly lead to learning problems, but I don't have
any more info on that.
>>>>
> > > > Planets in signs don't affect their rulers. Many astrologers claim that the sign's ruler
affects any planet therein because it is the planet's dispositor, but not the other way around,
unless they are in mutual reception, which is an exceptional case where both planets are in each
other's ruling signs. This doesn't seem to be your case.
>>>>
> > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@> wrote:
>>>>>
> > > > > Thank you for responding.
> > > > > It's interesting because I actually have difficulties with learning. And I do think it's
related to the two. I also had problems with school. And I didn't finished school (Mercury rules
early schooling).
>>>>>
> > > > > Mercury in Aquarius is naturally attracted to Science and Mathematics. I suck at the
two.
>>>>>
> > > > > To how degree are you sure in the fact that the planets in the signs don't affect their
rulers? Thanks again.
>>>>>
> > > > > HAIL SATAN!!!!
>>>>>

> > > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>>>>>
> > > > > > Virgo doesn't deal much with learning as Gemini does. Mars gives energy and in
Virgo it focuses on work and health. The only issues you could have with Mars retrograde there
(and probably only because it's so prominent) are health related.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > Planets in signs don't affect their rulers unless, of course, they are aspecting each
other. Your Mercury is extremely well placed, and I can't imagine you having trouble learning,
unless there are other bad placements for this in your chart.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > If you do have any trouble learning, these planets are probably not the cause.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@> wrote:
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > If I have, for example Mars retrograde in the sign of Virgo, will it affect my
ability to learn? Because Mercury rules Virgo, along with Gemini. Is it valid? Mars is prominently
placed, exact conjunct the 10th house cusp of Virgo. Mars is also the only planet on the
southern half (the top half) being the handling of my bucket chart. (Mars is also my co-ruler)
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > Mercury is in the sign of Aquarius, it's exaltation, in the third house.
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > I will not expose here the whole chart.. I just want to know how Mars
retrograde in Virgo affect Mercury.. If at all, affecting.
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > HAIL SATAN!!!!
>>>>>>>
>>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1449
From: Astaroth my Queen
Subject: SV: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Retrograde Planets

Date: 7/16/2013

Hi!
Im startin to believe we have Copernicus in our group here hahah! I will save all ur posts F.Follets cuz they
are very good, this helps Me out alot too actually, hailazazel we have similar Charts i can Tell.
Cheers..

From: f.follets <f.follets@...>;
To: <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>;
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Retrograde Planets
Sent: Wed, Jul 17, 2013 2:51:00 AM

Pisces rules your 4th house, only Capricorn and Aquarius have influence over your 3rd house. Saturn is
strong in your chart, and in Pisces it weakens your 3rd house, so that's definitely a big part of the problem.
If Saturn squares your ascendant, then the case is pretty much solved.
I don't know much about meditations to counteract this, but I guess the Mercury square would do more for
you, as Saturn's square can actually make things worse. If Saturn is already so prominent, I wouldn't mess

with that square, at least not for now.
The Mercury square is huge, though. A better and probably longer lasting solution would be meditating
directly on the chakras, especially the throat and the base. If you're feeling "empty" and/or lethargic,
empowering the solar chakra may help a lot as it provides much energy to the entire system. When you get
consistent results, you can do the Mercury square for a definitive change.
Just my thoughts, though, as I'm really inexperienced with meditation.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@...> wrote:
>
> This post was very helpful. I'm getting closer!
>
> If Capricorn co-rules my 3rd house does it mean Pisces co-rules my 3rd house too? Or is it
just the beginning of the cusp?
>
> No revealing aspect between Uranus and Mercury.
>
> I may write well, but my learning process is extremely poor. Trust me when I say this. I did'nt
know this since a while ago. You know, it's like seeing bad, you don't really know you see bad
untill you comparison with others. I would do void meditation but thoughts didn't come up in my
mind. I simply could not concentrate for more than 5 seconds without losing it. When I think of
it, I do not think. At all. My brain is pretty much dead.
>
> Indeed I have Saturn in Pisces, within the 4th house. I put alot of emphasis on Saturn since I
have 3 planets in Capricorn (they conjunct each other, called Stellium I think) and Mars exact
conjunct the 10th house cusp of Virgo (which you already know about).
> I even have Saturn quite prominent, conjunct the 4th house cusp.
>
> I thought about doing Mercury Square, but now I'm thinking of doing Saturn's. What is your
opinion?
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>
> > Well, everything indicates it is. Not only the signs are intercepted, but Mercury as well, since
it's in Aquarius. Mercury is exalted in Aquarius, but it is known to cause disruptive thought
patterns and early schooling situations. Traditional learning processes usually don't work in this
case.
>>
> > With these signs intercepted it means that Capricorn co-rules your 3rd house, and that may
cause problems, since it's ruled by Saturn. Count in the placement of Saturn, any aspects
between Uranus and Mercury, and you may find out more details about the issue.
>>
> > That's all definitely related to the problem, but I myself would never guess it could cause so
much trouble. You write exceptionally well for someone with trouble learning and processing
information.
>>
> > If I remember well, you have Saturn in Pisces like me, so you must be around my age. We
are very young, so if you feel this will cause serious trouble in your plans for the future, it's
extremely important that you understand what is happening right now, so that you can work on
it. I'm sure your problem can be solved if you work on it, either with meditation/re-writing your
thought processes and/or persistently training to get better.
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@> wrote:

>>>
> > > Okay I'm fairly sure that the whole learning, thinking process, manual dexterity and
anything related to the 3rd house is having problems in my chart. I didn't drop it and I kept
learning my chart and search for bad degrees and other problems but couldn't find the cause.
Which lead me to Mars and Mercury again.
>>>
> > > Something I didn't mention is my Aquarius and Leo signs being intercepted. Meaning the
3rd house and the 9th house are intercepted. I totally overlooked it as I thought it cannot be the
cause, but I don't know where to look anymore.
>>>
> > > My thinking process is flawed, this is for sure. I need to read your posts and others like 3
times to begin to understand. Early school was a pain in the ass. Also I have noticed changes in
my quickness and general manual dexterity. Some days I was quick and alert regarding my
hands and some other days I sucked. This imbalance implies even more there are problems. But
where? I personally do not think it is the Intercepted sign but maybe you know different.
>>>
> > > HAIL SATAN!!!!
>>>
> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>>>
> > > > Depends on your 3rd house in general, not only Mercury. I'm fairly sure, with the
information you've given, Mercury and Mars are not the cause. Saturn in the 3rd house, Saturn
in Gemini, challenging aspects to Mercury or Jupiter can cause trouble in learning.
>>>>
> > > > Some astrologers believe that adverse aspects to the Ascendant can cause mental
issues, as it rules the head, and this could possibly lead to learning problems, but I don't have
any more info on that.
>>>>
> > > > Planets in signs don't affect their rulers. Many astrologers claim that the sign's ruler
affects any planet therein because it is the planet's dispositor, but not the other way around,
unless they are in mutual reception, which is an exceptional case where both planets are in each
other's ruling signs. This doesn't seem to be your case.
>>>>
> > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@> wrote:
>>>>>
> > > > > Thank you for responding.
> > > > > It's interesting because I actually have difficulties with learning. And I do think it's
related to the two. I also had problems with school. And I didn't finished school (Mercury rules
early schooling).
>>>>>
> > > > > Mercury in Aquarius is naturally attracted to Science and Mathematics. I suck at the
two.
>>>>>
> > > > > To how degree are you sure in the fact that the planets in the signs don't affect their
rulers? Thanks again.
>>>>>
> > > > > HAIL SATAN!!!!
>>>>>
> > > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>>>>>
> > > > > > Virgo doesn't deal much with learning as Gemini does. Mars gives energy and in
Virgo it focuses on work and health. The only issues you could have with Mars retrograde there
(and probably only because it's so prominent) are health related.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > Planets in signs don't affect their rulers unless, of course, they are aspecting each

other. Your Mercury is extremely well placed, and I can't imagine you having trouble learning,
unless there are other bad placements for this in your chart.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > If you do have any trouble learning, these planets are probably not the cause.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@> wrote:
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > If I have, for example Mars retrograde in the sign of Virgo, will it affect my
ability to learn? Because Mercury rules Virgo, along with Gemini. Is it valid? Mars is prominently
placed, exact conjunct the 10th house cusp of Virgo. Mars is also the only planet on the
southern half (the top half) being the handling of my bucket chart. (Mars is also my co-ruler)
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > Mercury is in the sign of Aquarius, it's exaltation, in the third house.
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > I will not expose here the whole chart.. I just want to know how Mars
retrograde in Virgo affect Mercury.. If at all, affecting.
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > HAIL SATAN!!!!
>>>>>>>
>>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1450
Subject: Re: Retrograde Planets

From: hailazazel

Date: 7/17/2013

So if both Aquarius and Capricorn have influence over my 3rd house, when both of them are ruled by Saturn,
This is all obvious now.
Saturn is in the sign of Pisces, which as you said, weakens my 3rd house but not only that, It is in the 4th
house of childhood.
Now intercepted signs and planets are already being hard to express, especially when they are so prominent
(Mercury in the 3rd house of Aquarius), Now Saturn make it all logical.
Also my co-ruler is retrograde don't forget. I do not believe anymore, that Mars has directly effect on my
Mercury and 3rd house however when so prominent Planet of a chart is retrograde the person will be a so
called "late bloomer" and I'm indeed one.
I have read a great analogy in the other site, regarding intercepted signs and planets. The intercepted sign is
like separate room within my house, which doesn't have any doors to it. Making it unavailable to reach it.
Doing Mercury square in my opinion wouldn't help, as it is locked in the room. I need to find another key
such as Saturn.
There is no one cause. I now begin to see the whole picture and it is very likely that the whole 3rd house
gives me problems throughout my childhood. Maybe I will be some kind of "retarded" within the eyes of
others untill the age of 30. Because astrologically I'm still a child.
HAIL SATAN!!!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:

>
> Pisces rules your 4th house, only Capricorn and Aquarius have influence over your 3rd house.
Saturn is strong in your chart, and in Pisces it weakens your 3rd house, so that's definitely a big
part of the problem.
>
> If Saturn squares your ascendant, then the case is pretty much solved.
>
> I don't know much about meditations to counteract this, but I guess the Mercury square
would do more for you, as Saturn's square can actually make things worse. If Saturn is already
so prominent, I wouldn't mess with that square, at least not for now.
>
> The Mercury square is huge, though. A better and probably longer lasting solution would be
meditating directly on the chakras, especially the throat and the base. If you're feeling "empty"
and/or lethargic, empowering the solar chakra may help a lot as it provides much energy to the
entire system. When you get consistent results, you can do the Mercury square for a definitive
change.
>
> Just my thoughts, though, as I'm really inexperienced with meditation.
>
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@> wrote:
>>
> > This post was very helpful. I'm getting closer!
>>
> > If Capricorn co-rules my 3rd house does it mean Pisces co-rules my 3rd house too? Or is it
just the beginning of the cusp?
>>
> > No revealing aspect between Uranus and Mercury.
>>
> > I may write well, but my learning process is extremely poor. Trust me when I say this. I
did'nt know this since a while ago. You know, it's like seeing bad, you don't really know you see
bad untill you comparison with others. I would do void meditation but thoughts didn't come up
in my mind. I simply could not concentrate for more than 5 seconds without losing it. When I
think of it, I do not think. At all. My brain is pretty much dead.
>>
> > Indeed I have Saturn in Pisces, within the 4th house. I put alot of emphasis on Saturn since
I have 3 planets in Capricorn (they conjunct each other, called Stellium I think) and Mars exact
conjunct the 10th house cusp of Virgo (which you already know about).
> > I even have Saturn quite prominent, conjunct the 4th house cusp.
>>
> > I thought about doing Mercury Square, but now I'm thinking of doing Saturn's. What is your
opinion?
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>>
> > > Well, everything indicates it is. Not only the signs are intercepted, but Mercury as well,
since it's in Aquarius. Mercury is exalted in Aquarius, but it is known to cause disruptive thought
patterns and early schooling situations. Traditional learning processes usually don't work in this
case.
>>>
> > > With these signs intercepted it means that Capricorn co-rules your 3rd house, and that
may cause problems, since it's ruled by Saturn. Count in the placement of Saturn, any aspects
between Uranus and Mercury, and you may find out more details about the issue.
>>>
> > > That's all definitely related to the problem, but I myself would never guess it could cause

so much trouble. You write exceptionally well for someone with trouble learning and processing
information.
>>>
> > > If I remember well, you have Saturn in Pisces like me, so you must be around my age.
We are very young, so if you feel this will cause serious trouble in your plans for the future, it's
extremely important that you understand what is happening right now, so that you can work on
it. I'm sure your problem can be solved if you work on it, either with meditation/re-writing your
thought processes and/or persistently training to get better.
>>>
> > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@> wrote:
>>>>
> > > > Okay I'm fairly sure that the whole learning, thinking process, manual dexterity and
anything related to the 3rd house is having problems in my chart. I didn't drop it and I kept
learning my chart and search for bad degrees and other problems but couldn't find the cause.
Which lead me to Mars and Mercury again.
>>>>
> > > > Something I didn't mention is my Aquarius and Leo signs being intercepted. Meaning
the 3rd house and the 9th house are intercepted. I totally overlooked it as I thought it cannot be
the cause, but I don't know where to look anymore.
>>>>
> > > > My thinking process is flawed, this is for sure. I need to read your posts and others like
3 times to begin to understand. Early school was a pain in the ass. Also I have noticed changes
in my quickness and general manual dexterity. Some days I was quick and alert regarding my
hands and some other days I sucked. This imbalance implies even more there are problems. But
where? I personally do not think it is the Intercepted sign but maybe you know different.
>>>>
> > > > HAIL SATAN!!!!
>>>>
> > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>>>>
> > > > > Depends on your 3rd house in general, not only Mercury. I'm fairly sure, with the
information you've given, Mercury and Mars are not the cause. Saturn in the 3rd house, Saturn
in Gemini, challenging aspects to Mercury or Jupiter can cause trouble in learning.
>>>>>
> > > > > Some astrologers believe that adverse aspects to the Ascendant can cause mental
issues, as it rules the head, and this could possibly lead to learning problems, but I don't have
any more info on that.
>>>>>
> > > > > Planets in signs don't affect their rulers. Many astrologers claim that the sign's ruler
affects any planet therein because it is the planet's dispositor, but not the other way around,
unless they are in mutual reception, which is an exceptional case where both planets are in each
other's ruling signs. This doesn't seem to be your case.
>>>>>
> > > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@> wrote:
>>>>>>
> > > > > > Thank you for responding.
> > > > > > It's interesting because I actually have difficulties with learning. And I do think it's
related to the two. I also had problems with school. And I didn't finished school (Mercury rules
early schooling).
>>>>>>
> > > > > > Mercury in Aquarius is naturally attracted to Science and Mathematics. I suck at
the two.
>>>>>>
> > > > > > To how degree are you sure in the fact that the planets in the signs don't affect
their rulers? Thanks again.

>>>>>>
> > > > > > HAIL SATAN!!!!
>>>>>>
> > > > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > Virgo doesn't deal much with learning as Gemini does. Mars gives energy and in
Virgo it focuses on work and health. The only issues you could have with Mars retrograde there
(and probably only because it's so prominent) are health related.
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > Planets in signs don't affect their rulers unless, of course, they are aspecting
each other. Your Mercury is extremely well placed, and I can't imagine you having trouble
learning, unless there are other bad placements for this in your chart.
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > If you do have any trouble learning, these planets are probably not the cause.
>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@> wrote:
>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > If I have, for example Mars retrograde in the sign of Virgo, will it affect my
ability to learn? Because Mercury rules Virgo, along with Gemini. Is it valid? Mars is prominently
placed, exact conjunct the 10th house cusp of Virgo. Mars is also the only planet on the
southern half (the top half) being the handling of my bucket chart. (Mars is also my co-ruler)
>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > Mercury is in the sign of Aquarius, it's exaltation, in the third house.
>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > I will not expose here the whole chart.. I just want to know how Mars
retrograde in Virgo affect Mercury.. If at all, affecting.
>>>>>>>>
> > > > > > > > HAIL SATAN!!!!
>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>
>>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1451
From: hailazazel
Subject: SV: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Retrograde Planets

Date: 7/17/2013

:)

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Astaroth my Queen <astarothmyqueen@...> wrote:
>
> Hi!
>
> Im startin to believe we have Copernicus in our group here hahah! I will save all ur posts
F.Follets cuz they are very good, this helps Me out alot too actually, hailazazel we have similar
Charts i can Tell.
>
> Cheers..
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: NAZIS

Message: 1452

From: satanist17

Date: 7/18/2013

Thanks, brothers!
Hail Satan!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "karthikkashyap84" <gamekash@...> wrote:
>
> Nice work :)
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "rubicante_xi" <rubicante_xi@> wrote:
>>
> > Very good work, that was a great video!
>>
> > Hail Lucifer and the Gods of Hell!
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 1453

From:
bunpuppet@rocketmail.com

Date: 7/20/2013

Subject: Planetary Squares
I was told to come here by a fellow Satanist after asking it on the Teenager group of JoS, saying that you
guys might have a better answer for this.
So the question is, why do the outside planets of the planetary squares have smaller days and lesser
mantras, while the inner and closer ones are the complete opposite. The Moon requires you to vibrate 3321
times, and Mercury, 2080, but Saturn, 45. Why is this?
Also the other question was that why aren't there any squares for Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto. The answer I
received was an unsure one, but his/her theory is that the Energies are similar to the inner planets, i.e. Pluto
being the higher octave of Mars, Neptune being the higher octave of Venus, etc.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1454
Subject: Re: Jupiter Squares

From: Fourth Reich 666

Date: 7/20/2013

Typo. Any way
I recently completed my Jupiter squares and got no results, I did every thing perfect,
What were your experiences

HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!!!
Heil Mein Fuehrer!!!!!
Heil Dietrich Eckart
Heil Joseph Goebbles
HAIL AMON RA!!!!!!!!!!
HAIL HORUS!!!!!!!!!!
and Hail be to The Gods of Duat
Rise up people, and unleash the storm - Joseph Göebels
SIEG HEIL!!!!!
- Mazin

On 20 Jul 2013, at 10:18 p.m., Fourth Reich 666 <fourth_reich666@...> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hi, I
WLAN
HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!!!
Heil Mein Fuehrer!!!!!
Heil Dietrich Eckart
Heil Joseph Goebbles
HAIL AMON RA!!!!!!!!!!
HAIL HORUS!!!!!!!!!!
and Hail be to The Gods of Duat
Rise up people, and unleash the storm - Joseph Göebels
SIEG HEIL!!!!!
- Mazin

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1455
Subject: Jupiter Squares

From: Fourth Reich 666

Date: 7/20/2013

Hi, I
WLAN
HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!!!
Heil Mein Fuehrer!!!!!
Heil Dietrich Eckart
Heil Joseph Goebbles
HAIL AMON RA!!!!!!!!!!
HAIL HORUS!!!!!!!!!!
and Hail be to The Gods of Duat
Rise up people, and unleash the storm - Joseph Göebels
SIEG HEIL!!!!!
- Mazin
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1456
Subject: Re: Jupiter Squares

From: Light Algur

Date: 7/20/2013

And you had to put every single group? That is considered a spam. Be more aware next time.
Hail Satan!

From: Fourth Reich 666 <fourth_reich666@...>
To: Advanced Meditation <advanced_meditation@yahoogroups.com>; Joy of Satan <JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com>; Joy of
Satan Astrology Group <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>; Black Sun 666 <666BlackSun@yahoogroups.com>; Teens4satan
<Teens4Satan@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Saturday, July 20, 2013 5:19 PM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Jupiter Squares

Typo. Any way
I recently completed my Jupiter squares and got no results, I did every thing perfect,

What were your experiences
HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!!!
Heil Mein Fuehrer!!!!!
Heil Dietrich Eckart
Heil Joseph Goebbles
HAIL AMON RA!!!!!!!!!!
HAIL HORUS!!!!!!!!!!
and Hail be to The Gods of Duat
Rise up people, and unleash the storm - Joseph Göebels
SIEG HEIL!!!!!
- Mazin

On 20 Jul 2013, at 10:18 p.m., Fourth Reich 666 <fourth_reich666@...> wrote:
> Hi, I
> WLAN
>
> HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!!!
> Heil Mein Fuehrer!!!!!
> Heil Dietrich Eckart
> Heil Joseph Goebbles
> HAIL AMON RA!!!!!!!!!!
> HAIL HORUS!!!!!!!!!!
> and Hail be to The Gods of Duat
>
> Rise up people, and unleash the storm - Joseph Göebels
>
> SIEG HEIL!!!!!
>
> - Mazin

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1457
Subject: Re: Jupiter Squares

From: Fourth Reich 666

Date: 7/21/2013

Excuse me, I just wanted a reply from every one ok, the first messages was a typo. My mistake. You're just
taking it a little too far. I really don't mean any offence :)
HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!!!
Heil Mein Fuehrer!!!!!
Heil Dietrich Eckart
Heil Joseph Goebbles
HAIL AMON RA!!!!!!!!!!
HAIL HORUS!!!!!!!!!!
and Hail be to The Gods of Duat
Rise up people, and unleash the storm - Joseph Göebels

SIEG HEIL!!!!!
- Mazin

On 20 Jul 2013, at 11:28 p.m., Light Algur <yc28@...> wrote:

And you had to put every single group? That is considered a spam. Be more aware next time.
Hail Satan!

From: Fourth Reich 666 <fourth_reich666@...>
To: Advanced Meditation <advanced_meditation@yahoogroups.com>; Joy of Satan <JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com>; Joy of
Satan Astrology Group <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>; Black Sun 666 <666BlackSun@yahoogroups.com>; Teens4satan <
Teens4Satan@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Saturday, July 20, 2013 5:19 PM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Jupiter Squares

Typo. Any way
I recently completed my Jupiter squares and got no results, I did every thing perfect,
What were your experiences
HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!!!
Heil Mein Fuehrer!!!!!
Heil Dietrich Eckart
Heil Joseph Goebbles
HAIL AMON RA!!!!!!!!!!
HAIL HORUS!!!!!!!!!!
and Hail be to The Gods of Duat
Rise up people, and unleash the storm - Joseph Göebels
SIEG HEIL!!!!!
- Mazin

On 20 Jul 2013, at 10:18 p.m., Fourth Reich 666 <fourth_reich666@...> wrote:
> Hi, I
> WLAN
>
> HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!!!
> Heil Mein Fuehrer!!!!!
> Heil Dietrich Eckart
> Heil Joseph Goebbles
> HAIL AMON RA!!!!!!!!!!
> HAIL HORUS!!!!!!!!!!
> and Hail be to The Gods of Duat
>

> Rise up people, and unleash the storm - Joseph Göebels
>
> SIEG HEIL!!!!!
>
> - Mazin

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Saturn Square

Message: 1458

From: hailazazel

Date: 7/21/2013

From: Light Algur

Date: 7/21/2013

What are the benefits of Spiritual Saturn Square?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1459
Subject: Re: Saturn Square

Did you bother reading the JOS Saturn Square page? http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666
/Saturn_Square.html
Hail Satan!

From: hailazazel <hailazazel@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Sunday, July 21, 2013 1:12 PM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Saturn Square

What are the benefits of Spiritual Saturn Square?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1460
Subject: Re: Saturn Square

From: hailazazel

Date: 7/22/2013

Yes. I did 'bother' reading. But there are not benefits there.
"Suffering, misery, loss, endurance, the father, the aged, discipline, recluses, restrictions, poverty, delay,
defects, fatalities, misers, those who fast or starve, ascetics, denial, debts, the widowed, corpses, graves,
fear, insecurity, disease, grief, long ties, duty, limitations, time and clocks, patience, serious, skeptical,
pessimistic, learning from mistakes the hard way"
Also I'm looking for some personal experiences, if you have.
HAIL SATAN!!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Light Algur <yc28@...> wrote:
>
> Did you bother reading the JOS Saturn Square page?Â http://www.angelfire.com/empire
/serpentis666/Saturn_Square.html
>Â
> Hail Satan!
>
>
> ________________________________
> From: hailazazel <hailazazel@...>
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Sunday, July 21, 2013 1:12 PM

> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Saturn Square
>
>
>
>Â
> What are the benefits of Spiritual Saturn Square?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1461
Subject: Re: Saturn Square

From: Syt R

Date: 7/22/2013

I used the Saturn spiritual & material square three times. And had virtually no ill-effects deriving from this
planet.
For destruction and to "feed" my kundalini and stimulate it's ascension.
It made me feel more hardworking, serious, and focused. As for, the kundalini-- twice i had to stop the
working because of the massive energy it creates/stimulates. I had some blockages in my legs that were
getting very uncomfortable with each daily repetition. But it supercharge my sexual energy as i could easily
have surpassed sex 6+ times a day.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "hailazazel" <hailazazel@...> wrote:
>
> Yes. I did 'bother' reading. But there are not benefits there.
>
> "Suffering, misery, loss, endurance, the father, the aged, discipline, recluses, restrictions,
poverty, delay, defects, fatalities, misers, those who fast or starve, ascetics, denial, debts, the
widowed, corpses, graves, fear, insecurity, disease, grief, long ties, duty, limitations, time and
clocks, patience, serious, skeptical, pessimistic, learning from mistakes the hard way"
>
> Also I'm looking for some personal experiences, if you have.
>
> HAIL SATAN!!
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Light Algur <yc28@> wrote:
>>
> > Did you bother reading the JOS Saturn Square page?Â http://www.angelfire.com/empire
/serpentis666/Saturn_Square.html
>>Â
> > Hail Satan!
>>
>>
> > ________________________________
> > From: hailazazel <hailazazel@>
> > To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> > Sent: Sunday, July 21, 2013 1:12 PM
> > Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Saturn Square
>>
>>
>>
>>Â
> > What are the benefits of Spiritual Saturn Square?
>>

>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1462
Subject: Re: Saturn Square

From: tappouzumaki

Date: 7/22/2013

umm...endurance-discipline-patience-learning from mistakes are not bad things.
it is also write
"The Kabalistic/Magickal planetary square working empowers the base chakra. Saturn when properly
directed brings a positive sense of self-discipline, endurance, and organization. Saturn also can bring success
and advancement through hard work, especially in the career."

hail Satan
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1463
Subject: Re: Saturn Square

From: Fourth Reich 666

Date: 7/22/2013

I read it now, maybe for inflicting it upon some one else??
HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!!!
Heil Mein Fuehrer!!!!!
Heil Dietrich Eckart
Heil Joseph Goebbles
HAIL AMON RA!!!!!!!!!!
HAIL HORUS!!!!!!!!!!
and Hail be to The Gods of Duat
Rise up people, and unleash the storm - Joseph Göebels
SIEG HEIL!!!!!
- Mazin

On 22 Jul 2013, at 09:14 a.m., "hailazazel" <hailazazel@...> wrote:

Yes. I did 'bother' reading. But there are not benefits there.
"Suffering, misery, loss, endurance, the father, the aged, discipline, recluses, restrictions, poverty,
delay, defects, fatalities, misers, those who fast or starve, ascetics, denial, debts, the widowed, corpses,
graves, fear, insecurity, disease, grief, long ties, duty, limitations, time and clocks, patience, serious,
skeptical, pessimistic, learning from mistakes the hard way"
Also I'm looking for some personal experiences, if you have.
HAIL SATAN!!
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Light Algur <yc28@...> wrote:
>
> Did you bother reading the JOS Saturn Square page? http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666
/Saturn_Square.html
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hail Satan!

________________________________
From: hailazazel <hailazazel@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Sunday, July 21, 2013 1:12 PM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Saturn Square

What are the benefits of Spiritual Saturn Square?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1464
From: Darkness Rising
Subject: Neptune Square?????????????????????????????

Date: 7/22/2013

Neptune is in pisces right now and will continue to be in pisces for the next some odd twenty years. Neptune is
STRONGEST in pisces, as that means Neptune is within it's home ruling sign. So why isn't there a Neptune
Square?
And if there isn't a neptune Square hiding out somewhere (i know there isn't one on the site), what can I do to
make my neptune stronger if its in fall? Do I just draw down it's energy into my pineal gland? Or is there more to
it?
Hail Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1465
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: Neptune Square?????????????????????????????

Date: 7/22/2013

The Outer Planets' energies are overwhelming by nature, you do not want to "make them stronger". This is
especially true for Neptune, the planet of self-undoing.
What one should do with them is ATTUNE to their energies, and use them for one's benefit, so that they
don't run unchecked. For this you can just study your own chart, learn your weaknesses/strengths related to
the planet and start trying to solve them.
Meditation on the planets can be done in a variety of ways, but you can of course just focus on it, feel it and
try to learn how to use it.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Darkness Rising <rising.darkness@...> wrote:
>
> Neptune is in pisces right now and will continue to be in pisces for the next some odd twenty
years. Neptune is STRONGEST in pisces, as that means Neptune is within it's home ruling sign.
So why isn't there a Neptune Square?
>
> And if there isn't a neptune Square hiding out somewhere (i know there isn't one on the site),
what can I do to make my neptune stronger if its in fall? Do I just draw down it's energy into
my pineal gland? Or is there more to it?
>
> Hail Satan!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 1466

From: edwardtgao8

Date: 7/23/2013

Subject: Re: Neptune Square?????????????????????????????
I thought that a planet was strongest when exalted, not rulling. For Neptune exalting signs are Cancer (and
Sagittarius?). Am I not right?
There is idea: when planet is bad - work with her ruller and the house where her ruller is. When I wondered
how to take gifts of the house where my Lilith was located, I found her ruller and worked on the affairs of
the house where he was, and then understood.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> The Outer Planets' energies are overwhelming by nature, you do not want to "make them
stronger". This is especially true for Neptune, the planet of self-undoing.
>
> What one should do with them is ATTUNE to their energies, and use them for one's benefit,
so that they don't run unchecked. For this you can just study your own chart, learn your
weaknesses/strengths related to the planet and start trying to solve them.
>
> Meditation on the planets can be done in a variety of ways, but you can of course just focus
on it, feel it and try to learn how to use it.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Darkness Rising <rising.darkness@> wrote:
>>
> > Neptune is in pisces right now and will continue to be in pisces for the next some odd
twenty years. Neptune is STRONGEST in pisces, as that means Neptune is within it's home ruling
sign. So why isn't there a Neptune Square?
>>
> > And if there isn't a neptune Square hiding out somewhere (i know there isn't one on the
site), what can I do to make my neptune stronger if its in fall? Do I just draw down it's energy
into my pineal gland? Or is there more to it?
>>
> > Hail Satan!
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1467
From: Darkness Rising
Subject: Re: Neptune Square?????????????????????????????

Date: 7/25/2013

No. The planet is strongest when it's in ruling and half as strong when it's in it's exalted. If it's in a sign that isn't
any of the four (ruling, exalted, detriment, fall) than it's just normal. The planet functions weakly when it is in
fall, which is what I have in neptune. Detriment tends to operate with the least strength. For neptune, the exalted
sign is cancer. Neptune is ruled by pisces, which is trining my sun. So I want to take advantage of this and raise
my psychic power over these next 20 years.
Hail Satan!
From: edwardtgao8 <edwardtgao8@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Tuesday, July 23, 2013 10:46 AM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Neptune Square?????????????????????????????

I thought that a planet was strongest when exalted, not rulling. For Neptune exalting signs are Cancer (and
Sagittarius?). Am I not right?
There is idea: when planet is bad - work with her ruller and the house where her ruller is. When I wondered how
to take gifts of the house where my Lilith was located, I found her ruller and worked on the affairs of the house

where he was, and then understood.
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> The Outer Planets' energies are overwhelming by nature, you do not want to "make them stronger".
This is especially true for Neptune, the planet of self-undoing.
>
> What one should do with them is ATTUNE to their energies, and use them for one's benefit, so
that they don't run unchecked. For this you can just study your own chart, learn your weaknesses
/strengths related to the planet and start trying to solve them.
>
> Meditation on the planets can be done in a variety of ways, but you can of course just focus on it,
feel it and try to learn how to use it.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Darkness Rising <rising.darkness@> wrote:
>>
> > Neptune is in pisces right now and will continue to be in pisces for the next some odd twenty
years. Neptune is STRONGEST in pisces, as that means Neptune is within it's home ruling sign. So
why isn't there a Neptune Square?
>>
> > And if there isn't a neptune Square hiding out somewhere (i know there isn't one on the site),
what can I do to make my neptune stronger if its in fall? Do I just draw down it's energy into my
pineal gland? Or is there more to it?
>>
> > Hail Satan!
>>
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1469
From: tappouzumaki
Subject: Re: Neptune Square?????????????????????????????

Date: 7/28/2013

meditations on the pineal gland is useful with the neptune energies. also artistic stuff.
sometimes i make music for 5/6 hours consecutively, if a "normal" person do this after he will feel sick.
the particular energy of each planet is like the elements, you have to use it gradually.
hail Satan

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@...> wrote:
>
> The Outer Planets' energies are overwhelming by nature, you do not want to "make them
stronger". This is especially true for Neptune, the planet of self-undoing.
>
> What one should do with them is ATTUNE to their energies, and use them for one's benefit,
so that they don't run unchecked. For this you can just study your own chart, learn your
weaknesses/strengths related to the planet and start trying to solve them.
>
> Meditation on the planets can be done in a variety of ways, but you can of course just focus
on it, feel it and try to learn how to use it.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Darkness Rising <rising.darkness@> wrote:
>>
> > Neptune is in pisces right now and will continue to be in pisces for the next some odd

twenty years. Neptune is STRONGEST in pisces, as that means Neptune is within it's home ruling
sign. So why isn't there a Neptune Square?
>>
> > And if there isn't a neptune Square hiding out somewhere (i know there isn't one on the
site), what can I do to make my neptune stronger if its in fall? Do I just draw down it's energy
into my pineal gland? Or is there more to it?
>>
> > Hail Satan!
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1470
Subject: Transiting Planets

From: Micama Gmicalzoma

Date: 7/28/2013

When do transiting planets make an impact on our personal planets? My thoughts on this are: on the
approach to, exit from, and all the way through our own personal placements.
For example: Lets say that someone had their Neptune at 17 degrees of Scorpio. On Saturday
November 30th 2013, Saturn will be at 17 degrees of Scorpio. What might happen? And when should
that person be on the lookout for events changing in their life?
Btw, this is not my personal placement I picked something way off, just to cite an example.
Hail Satan!!
In Satan I Trust! Forever in the Service of Satan!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1471
Subject: Re: Transiting Planets

From: m_18

Date: 7/28/2013

Effects of transits begin at 5 degrees before exactness & last until 5 degrees after exactness. However, it is only
within 1 degree before thru 1 degree after that it is in full time operation. Outside of the 1 degree range are
generally rumblings before exactness & after effects after exactness. However, very few transits operate in
isolation, so sometimes transits of inner planets act as timimg devices for the outer ones. When multiple outer
planer transits are occuring, then when all the planets involved are closest to being exact, is the best way to time
them along with inner planet planets as timing devices. Sometimes the moon is the final arbiter of timing.

From: Micama Gmicalzoma <agentofsatanswill666@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Sunday, July 28, 2013 4:31 PM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Transiting Planets

When do transiting planets make an impact on our personal planets? My thoughts on this are: on the
approach to, exit from, and all the way through our own personal placements. For example: Lets say
that someone had their Neptune at 17 degrees of Scorpio. On Saturday November 30th 2013, Saturn
will be at 17 degrees of Scorpio. What might happen? And when should that person be on the lookout
for events changing in their life? Btw, this is not my personal placement I picked something way off,
just to cite an example.
Hail Satan!!
In Satan I Trust! Forever in the Service of Satan!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Muslim Ka ba

Message: 1472

From: Fourth Reich 666

Date: 7/29/2013

Hi. Is it me or does Ka ba sound similar to Mer Ka Ba. What does Mer Ka ba mean. And could some one give
me the history of it please.
HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!!!
Heil Mein Fuehrer!!!!!
Heil Dietrich Eckart

Heil Joseph Goebbles
HAIL AMON RA!!!!!!!!!!
HAIL HORUS!!!!!!!!!!
and Hail be to The Gods of Duat
Rise up people, and unleash the storm - Joseph Göebels
SIEG HEIL!!!!!
- Mazin
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1473
Subject: Re: [Teens4Satan] Muslim Ka ba

From: Fourth Reich 666

Date: 7/29/2013

I meant to say could some one give me the history of the Ka Ba
HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!!!
Heil Mein Fuehrer!!!!!
Heil Dietrich Eckart
Heil Joseph Goebbles
HAIL AMON RA!!!!!!!!!!
HAIL HORUS!!!!!!!!!!
and Hail be to The Gods of Duat
Rise up people, and unleash the storm - Joseph Göebels
SIEG HEIL!!!!!
- Mazin

On 29 Jul 2013, at 02:07 p.m., Fourth Reich 666 <fourth_reich666@...> wrote:

Hi. Is it me or does Ka ba sound similar to Mer Ka Ba. What does Mer Ka ba mean. And could some one
give me the history of it please.
HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!!!
Heil Mein Fuehrer!!!!!
Heil Dietrich Eckart
Heil Joseph Goebbles
HAIL AMON RA!!!!!!!!!!
HAIL HORUS!!!!!!!!!!
and Hail be to The Gods of Duat
Rise up people, and unleash the storm - Joseph Göebels
SIEG HEIL!!!!!
- Mazin
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1474
Subject: Re: Transiting Planets

From: Vesceles

Date: 7/29/2013

Saturn is the planet of consolidation and Neptune is the planet of dissolution. When these two planets
combine (especially conjunct) by transit, there can be a great opportunity to bring one's spiritual study and
goals "down to Earth", establishing them in a more tangible, useable form. Conversely, if one finds oneself
to be lacking a meaningful spiritual facet in their lives, this transit can be an opportunity to be particularly
vigilant regarding new spiritual insights that might appear, sometimes "out of the blue".
Medically, if one is suffering from any "watery" condition or "drying, calcifying" condition, than this transit
conjunction can be used to allay these symptoms by working with the planetary energies.
Hail SATAN

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
> Effects of transits begin at 5 degrees before exactness & last until 5 degrees after exactness.
However, it is only within 1 degree before thru 1 degree after that it is in full time operation.
Outside of the 1 degreeÂ range are generally rumblings before exactness & after effects after
exactness. However, very few transits operate in isolation, so sometimes transits of inner
planets act as timimg devices for the outer ones. When multiple outer planer transits are
occuring, then when all the planets involved are closest to being exact, is the best way to time
them along with inner planet planets as timing devices. Sometimes the moon is the final arbiter
of timing.
>
>
>
>
> ________________________________
> From: Micama Gmicalzoma <agentofsatanswill666@...>
> To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
> Sent: Sunday, July 28, 2013 4:31 PM
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Transiting Planets
>
>Â
> When do transiting planets make an impact on our personal planets? My thoughts on this are:
on the approach to, exit from, and all the way through our own personal placements. For
example: Lets say that someone had their Neptune at 17 degrees of Scorpio. On Saturday
November 30th 2013, Saturn will be at 17 degrees of Scorpio. What might happen? And when
should that person be on the lookout for events changing in their life?Btw, this is not my
personal placement I picked something way off, just to cite an example.Â Â
> Hail Satan!!
> In Satan I Trust! Forever in the Service of Satan!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1475
Subject: Re: Transiting Planets

From: m_18

Date: 7/29/2013

When transiting Neptune conjuncted my natal Saturn, it dissolved all of the structures in my life. I lost my job &
had to wind up moving in my friend. I found nothing positive in it as survival limits your focus on other things.
However, that was my experience.

From: Vesceles <paulwhitcomb1@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 6:56 AM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Transiting Planets

Saturn is the planet of consolidation and Neptune is the planet of dissolution. When these two planets combine

(especially conjunct) by transit, there can be a great opportunity to bring one's spiritual study and goals "down to
Earth", establishing them in a more tangible, useable form. Conversely, if one finds oneself to be lacking a
meaningful spiritual facet in their lives, this transit can be an opportunity to be particularly vigilant regarding
new spiritual insights that might appear, sometimes "out of the blue".
Medically, if one is suffering from any "watery" condition or "drying, calcifying" condition, than this transit
conjunction can be used to allay these symptoms by working with the planetary energies.
Hail SATAN
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
> Effects of transits begin at 5 degrees before exactness & last until 5 degrees after exactness.
However, it is only within 1 degree before thru 1 degree after that it is in full time operation. Outside
of the 1 degreeÂ range are generally rumblings before exactness & after effects after exactness.
However, very few transits operate in isolation, so sometimes transits of inner planets act as timimg
devices for the outer ones. When multiple outer planer transits are occuring, then when all the
planets involved are closest to being exact, is the best way to time them along with inner planet
planets as timing devices. Sometimes the moon is the final arbiter of timing.
>
>
>
>
> ________________________________
> From: Micama Gmicalzoma <agentofsatanswill666@...>
> To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
> Sent: Sunday, July 28, 2013 4:31 PM
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Transiting Planets
>
>Â
> When do transiting planets make an impact on our personal planets? My thoughts on this are: on
the approach to, exit from, and all the way through our own personal placements. For example: Lets
say that someone had their Neptune at 17 degrees of Scorpio. On Saturday November 30th 2013,
Saturn will be at 17 degrees of Scorpio. What might happen? And when should that person be on the
lookout for events changing in their life?Btw, this is not my personal placement I picked something
way off, just to cite an example.Â Â
> Hail Satan!!
> In Satan I Trust! Forever in the Service of Satan!
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1476
Subject: Re: Transiting Planets

From: Micama Gmicalzoma

Thank you M18, and Vesceles for this information.
Hail Satan!!
In Satan I Trust! Forever in the Service of Satan!

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 1:52 PM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Transiting Planets

Date: 7/29/2013

When transiting Neptune conjuncted my natal Saturn, it dissolved all of the structures in my life. I lost my job &
had to wind up moving in my friend. I found nothing positive in it as survival limits your focus on other things.
However, that was my experience.

From: Vesceles <paulwhitcomb1@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 6:56 AM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Transiting Planets

Saturn is the planet of consolidation and Neptune is the planet of dissolution. When these two planets combine
(especially conjunct) by transit, there can be a great opportunity to bring one's spiritual study and goals "down to
Earth", establishing them in a more tangible, useable form. Conversely, if one finds oneself to be lacking a
meaningful spiritual facet in their lives, this transit can be an opportunity to be particularly vigilant regarding
new spiritual insights that might appear, sometimes "out of the blue".
Medically, if one is suffering from any "watery" condition or "drying, calcifying" condition, than this transit
conjunction can be used to allay these symptoms by working with the planetary energies.
Hail SATAN
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
> Effects of transits begin at 5 degrees before exactness & last until 5 degrees after exactness.
However, it is only within 1 degree before thru 1 degree after that it is in full time operation. Outside
of the 1 degreeÂ range are generally rumblings before exactness & after effects after exactness.
However, very few transits operate in isolation, so sometimes transits of inner planets act as timimg
devices for the outer ones. When multiple outer planer transits are occuring, then when all the
planets involved are closest to being exact, is the best way to time them along with inner planet
planets as timing devices. Sometimes the moon is the final arbiter of timing.
>
>
>
>
> ________________________________
> From: Micama Gmicalzoma <agentofsatanswill666@...>
> To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
> Sent: Sunday, July 28, 2013 4:31 PM
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Transiting Planets
>
>Â
> When do transiting planets make an impact on our personal planets? My thoughts on this are: on
the approach to, exit from, and all the way through our own personal placements. For example: Lets
say that someone had their Neptune at 17 degrees of Scorpio. On Saturday November 30th 2013,
Saturn will be at 17 degrees of Scorpio. What might happen? And when should that person be on the
lookout for events changing in their life?Btw, this is not my personal placement I picked something
way off, just to cite an example.Â Â
> Hail Satan!!
> In Satan I Trust! Forever in the Service of Satan!
>

Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 1478

From:
bunpuppet@rocketmail.com

Date: 7/30/2013

Subject: Re: [Teens4Satan] Muslim Ka ba
I think it's just another literal interpretation of what we believe in.
Symbols that pop out are the black stone and four corners. There are some sermons somewhere in these
groups that I think answers these.
Anyways don't quote me on this :p

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Fourth Reich 666 <fourth_reich666@...> wrote:
>
> I meant to say could some one give me the history of the Ka Ba
>
> HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!!!
> Heil Mein Fuehrer!!!!!
> Heil Dietrich Eckart
> Heil Joseph Goebbles
> HAIL AMON RA!!!!!!!!!!
> HAIL HORUS!!!!!!!!!!
> and Hail be to The Gods of Duat
>
> Rise up people, and unleash the storm - Joseph GÃ¶ebels
>
> SIEG HEIL!!!!!
>
> - Mazin
>
>
> On 29 Jul 2013, at 02:07 p.m., Fourth Reich 666 <fourth_reich666@...> wrote:
>
> > Hi. Is it me or does Ka ba sound similar to Mer Ka Ba. What does Mer Ka ba mean. And
could some one give me the history of it please.
>>
> > HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!!!
> > Heil Mein Fuehrer!!!!!
> > Heil Dietrich Eckart
> > Heil Joseph Goebbles
> > HAIL AMON RA!!!!!!!!!!
> > HAIL HORUS!!!!!!!!!!
> > and Hail be to The Gods of Duat
>>
> > Rise up people, and unleash the storm - Joseph GÃ¶ebels
>>
> > SIEG HEIL!!!!!
>>
> > - Mazin
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1479
Subject: Venus in Libra and Venus Square

From: karthikkashyap84

Date: 8/1/2013

Hey guys,
I just read that Venus is in its ruling sign Libra from August 16th to September 10th. I was planning to use
the Venus square. Can someone please throw more light whether this would be a good time to start off the
Venus square?
Hail Satan!!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1480
Subject: Re: Venus in Libra and Venus Square

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 8/1/2013

Well you answeres your own question.....If Venus will be in Libra then do the square....

-----------------------------On Thu, Aug 1, 2013 2:36 AM PDT karthikkashyap84 wrote:
>Hey guys,
>
>I just read that Venus is in its ruling sign Libra from August 16th to September 10th. I was
planning to use the Venus square. Can someone please throw more light whether this would be a
good time to start off the Venus square?
>
>Hail Satan!!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1481
Subject: Re: Venus in Libra and Venus Square

From: karthikkashyap84

Date: 8/2/2013

Thanks Shannon :) Just wanted to confirm it as I am still finding my foothold in advanced astrology.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
>
> Well you answeres your own question.....If Venus will be in Libra then do the square....
>
>
>
>
> -----------------------------> On Thu, Aug 1, 2013 2:36 AM PDT karthikkashyap84 wrote:
>
> >Hey guys,
>>
> >I just read that Venus is in its ruling sign Libra from August 16th to September 10th. I was
planning to use the Venus square. Can someone please throw more light whether this would be a
good time to start off the Venus square?
>>
> >Hail Satan!!
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1482
Subject: Re: Venus in Libra and Venus Square

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 8/2/2013

No problem :-)

-----------------------------On Fri, Aug 2, 2013 3:06 AM PDT karthikkashyap84 wrote:
>Thanks Shannon :) Just wanted to confirm it as I am still finding my foothold in advanced
astrology.
>
>--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>>
>>
>> Well you answeres your own question.....If Venus will be in Libra then do the square....
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> ----------------------------->> On Thu, Aug 1, 2013 2:36 AM PDT karthikkashyap84 wrote:
>>
>> >Hey guys,
>> >
>> >I just read that Venus is in its ruling sign Libra from August 16th to September 10th. I was
planning to use the Venus square. Can someone please throw more light whether this would be a
good time to start off the Venus square?
>> >
>> >Hail Satan!!
>> >
>>
>
>

Messages in JoS_Astrology group.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1483
Subject: Age of Taurus & Judaism
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1484
Subject: Re: Age of Taurus & Judaism
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1485
Subject: Re: Age of Taurus & Judaism
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1486
Subject: Re: Age of Taurus & Judaism
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1487
Subject: Re: Neptune Square?????????????????????????????
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1488
Subject: What is the signs of a violent death, like James Dean?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1489
Subject: Re: Age of Taurus & Judaism
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1490
Subject: Re: Age of Taurus & Judaism
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1491
Subject: Re: Age of Taurus & Judaism
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1492
Subject: Re: Age of Taurus & Judaism
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1493
Subject: Re: Age of Taurus & Judaism
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1494
Subject: Re: What is the signs of a violent death, like James Dean?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1495
Subject: Re: Age of Taurus & Judaism
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1496
Subject: Re: Age of Taurus & Judaism
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1498
Subject: Re: What is the signs of a violent death, like James Dean?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1500
Subject: Re: What is the signs of a violent death, like James Dean?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1502
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From: drakedannii

Date: 8/4/2013

From: Don Danko

Date: 8/4/2013

From: Fourth Reich 666

Date: 8/4/2013

From: Micama Gmicalzoma

Date: 8/4/2013

From: edwardtgao8

Date: 8/5/2013

From: lakshmipalmer

Date: 8/5/2013

From: Vesceles

Date: 8/5/2013

From: hoodedcobra666

Date: 8/5/2013

From: m_18

Date: 8/5/2013

From: Don Danko

Date: 8/5/2013

From: Don Danko

Date: 8/5/2013

From: m_18

Date: 8/5/2013

From: m_18

Date: 8/5/2013

From: m_18

Date: 8/5/2013

From: m_18

Date: 8/5/2013

From: m_18

Date: 8/6/2013

From: edlyngonzalez@ymail.com

Date: 8/6/2013

Subject: men and women in charts
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1503
Subject: Re: men and women in charts
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1504
Subject: New here.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1505
Subject: Re: New here.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1506
Subject: Re: men and women in charts
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1507
Subject: Re: men and women in charts
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1508
Subject: Re: men and women in charts
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1509
Subject: Re: What is the signs of a violent death, like James
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1510
Subject: Re: What is the signs of a violent death, like James
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1511
Subject: Planet Ingresses website
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1512
Subject: problem with square
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1513
Subject: question regarding transisting Saturn
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1515
Subject: retrograde planets in natal chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1516
Subject: Re: retrograde planets in natal chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1517
Subject: Re: retrograde planets in natal chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1519
Subject: Re: What is the signs of a violent death, like James
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1520
Subject: Re: What is the signs of a violent death, like James
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1521
Subject: Re: What is the signs of a violent death, like James

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 8/6/2013

From: savannah rutledge

Date: 8/7/2013

From: bunpuppet@rocketmail.com

Date: 8/7/2013

From: edlyngonzalez@ymail.com

Date: 8/9/2013

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 8/9/2013

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 8/9/2013

From: edwardtgao8

Date: 8/9/2013

From: High Priestess Maxine Dietrich

Date: 8/10/2013

From: C Y

Date: 8/10/2013

From: tappouzumaki

Date: 8/10/2013

From: astarothmyqueen

Date: 8/11/2013

From: sol_negro_1488

Date: 8/12/2013

From: Micama Gmicalzoma

Date: 8/12/2013

From: sol_negro_1488

Date: 8/13/2013

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 8/14/2013

From: briar_rose666

Date: 8/15/2013

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 8/15/2013

Dean?
Dean?

Dean?
Dean?
Dean?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1522
From: bunpuppet@rocketmail.com
Subject: Does anyone know exactly how reincarnation works with astrology?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1523
From: bunpuppet@rocketmail.com
Subject: Local apparent time
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1524
From: tappouzumaki
Subject: Re: Local apparent time
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1526
From: tappouzumaki
Subject: Re: problem with square
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1527
From: bunpuppet@rocketmail.com
Subject: Re: Quintile
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1528
From: astralnaut888
Subject: Re: Quintile
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1529
From: bunpuppet@rocketmail.com
Subject: Re: Quintile
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1530
From: eu71992
Subject: Premature birth
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1531
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Premature birth
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1532
From: bunpuppet@rocketmail.com
Subject: Re: Premature birth
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1533
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: Premature birth
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1534
From: m_18
Subject: Re: Premature birth
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1535
From: hailazazel
Subject: The 9th Degree
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1536
From: High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
Subject: Re: The 9th Degree
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1537
From: Reliant Gorgoth
Subject: Re: The 9th Degree
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1538
From: High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
Subject: Re: The 9th Degree

Date: 8/17/2013
Date: 8/24/2013
Date: 8/27/2013
Date: 9/3/2013
Date: 9/3/2013
Date: 9/4/2013
Date: 9/4/2013
Date: 9/12/2013
Date: 9/13/2013
Date: 9/13/2013
Date: 9/14/2013
Date: 9/15/2013
Date: 9/21/2013
Date: 9/22/2013
Date: 9/23/2013
Date: 9/23/2013

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Age of Taurus & Judaism

Message: 1483

From: drakedannii

Date: 8/4/2013

Is it just a coincidence that the kikes who are known for their extreme greed and materialism had their religion begin in the age of Taurus the sign of wealth
and money?
Also Taurus rules tradition and convention and as we know they love to brag at how they're the only race to remain unassimilated throughout the centuries
whilst all the others have gone.
Just curious.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1484
Subject: Re: Age of Taurus & Judaism

From: Don Danko

Date: 8/4/2013

The Jews are not as old as they claim. The only record of them shows they appear around 2500 to 2800 years ago. Not five thousand.
The Bull is a sacred animal.
From: drakedannii <xxrygelxx@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Sunday, August 4, 2013 9:12:49 AM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Age of Taurus & Judaism

Is it just a coincidence that the kikes who are known for their extreme greed and materialism had their religion begin in the age of Taurus the sign of wealth and
money?
Also Taurus rules tradition and convention and as we know they love to brag at how they're the only race to remain unassimilated throughout the centuries whilst all
the others have gone.
Just curious.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1485
Subject: Re: Age of Taurus & Judaism

From: Fourth Reich 666

That's it, 3000? I thought its was much more than that, like a little after the Gods were bound
HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!!!
Heil Mein Fuehrer!!!!!
Heil Dietrich Eckart
Heil Joseph Goebbles
HAIL AMON RA!!!!!!!!!!

Date: 8/4/2013

HAIL HORUS!!!!!!!!!!
and Hail be to The Gods of Duat
Rise up people, and unleash the storm - Joseph Göebels
SIEG HEIL!!!!!
- Mazin

On 4 Aug 2013, at 02:45 p.m., Don Danko <mageson6666@...> wrote:

The Jews are not as old as they claim. The only record of them shows they appear around 2500 to 2800 years ago. Not five thousand.
The Bull is a sacred animal.
From: drakedannii <xxrygelxx@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Sunday, August 4, 2013 9:12:49 AM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Age of Taurus & Judaism

Is it just a coincidence that the kikes who are known for their extreme greed and materialism had their religion begin in the age of Taurus the sign of wealth
and money?
Also Taurus rules tradition and convention and as we know they love to brag at how they're the only race to remain unassimilated throughout the centuries
whilst all the others have gone.
Just curious.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1486
Subject: Re: Age of Taurus & Judaism

From: Micama Gmicalzoma

Date: 8/4/2013

I didn't think they had been around that long. Which record are you referring to HP Don? I can put this to good use when exposing them.

Hail Satan!!
In Satan I Trust! Forever in the Service of Satan!

From: Don Danko <mageson6666@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Sunday, August 4, 2013 9:45 AM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Age of Taurus & Judaism

The Jews are not as old as they claim. The only record of them shows they appear around 2500 to 2800 years ago. Not five thousand.
The Bull is a sacred animal.
From: drakedannii <xxrygelxx@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Sunday, August 4, 2013 9:12:49 AM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Age of Taurus & Judaism

Is it just a coincidence that the kikes who are known for their extreme greed and materialism had their religion begin in the age of Taurus the sign of wealth and
money?
Also Taurus rules tradition and convention and as we know they love to brag at how they're the only race to remain unassimilated throughout the centuries whilst all
the others have gone.
Just curious.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1487
Subject: Re: Neptune Square?????????????????????????????

From: edwardtgao8

Date: 8/5/2013

Thanks for clarifying. I suppose we're lucky) I also have now thrine of tr. Neptune to my Sun. Moreover Jupiter is transiting though my 12 house conjuncting
natal Sun there and progressed Sun conjuncting my Mercury in 12house. The 2013 year was the year of my dedication and I suppose I should meditate hard,
souldn't I?

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Darkness Rising <rising.darkness@...> wrote:
>

> No. The planet is strongest when it's in ruling and half as strong when it's in it's exalted. If it's in a sign that isn't any of the four (ruling,
exalted, detriment, fall) than it's just normal. The planet functions weakly when it is in fall, which is what I have in neptune. Detriment tends to
operate with the least strength. For neptune, the exalted sign is cancer. Neptune is ruled by pisces, which is trining my sun. So I want to take
advantage of this and raise my psychic power over these next 20 years.
>
> Hail Satan!
>
> ________________________________
> From: edwardtgao8 <edwardtgao8@...>
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Tuesday, July 23, 2013 10:46 AM
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Neptune Square?????????????????????????????
>
>
>
>Â
> I thought that a planet was strongest when exalted, not rulling. For Neptune exalting signs are Cancer (and Sagittarius?). Am I not right?
>
> There is idea: when planet is bad - work with her ruller and the house where her ruller is. When I wondered how to take gifts of the house
where my Lilith was located, I found her ruller and worked on the affairs of the house where he was, and then understood.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "f.follets" <f.follets@> wrote:
>>
> > The Outer Planets' energies are overwhelming by nature, you do not want to "make them stronger". This is especially true for Neptune, the
planet of self-undoing.
>>
> > What one should do with them is ATTUNE to their energies, and use them for one's benefit, so that they don't run unchecked. For this you
can just study your own chart, learn your weaknesses/strengths related to the planet and start trying to solve them.
>>
> > Meditation on the planets can be done in a variety of ways, but you can of course just focus on it, feel it and try to learn how to use it.
>>
> > --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Darkness Rising <rising.darkness@> wrote:
>>>
> > > Neptune is in pisces right now and will continue to be in pisces for the next some odd twenty years. Neptune is STRONGEST in pisces, as
that means Neptune is within it's home ruling sign. So why isn't there a Neptune Square?
>>>
> > > And if there isn't a neptune Square hiding out somewhere (i know there isn't one on the site), what can I do to make my neptune stronger

if its in fall? Do I just draw down it's energy into my pineal gland? Or is there more to it?
>>>
> > > Hail Satan!
>>>
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1488
Subject: What is the signs of a violent death, like James Dean?

From: lakshmipalmer

Date: 8/5/2013

I was watching some James Dean films a week ago but I was interested in finding out more about his life extra, via his astrology etc. He had some good
planets, but I wonder what caused him to die so young. Was this a misplaced Mars in the 8th House of something?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1489
Subject: Re: Age of Taurus & Judaism

From: Vesceles

Date: 8/5/2013

Drakedannii,
You bring up an important point, one that implicative, as well. There must be those in JOS who understand the jew's weakness, from an astrological
perspective and how to exploit it. Group ritual using astrological (and other) associations may be key in tearing the jews down. We have the power. There is
no doubt about that.
Numerologically, I believe the jew's number is 2, which, among other things, indicates one who feigns weakness (or victimization). The second house, is, of
course, the house ruled by Taurus.
Vesceles

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "drakedannii" <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:
>
> Is it just a coincidence that the kikes who are known for their extreme greed and materialism had their religion begin in the age of Taurus the
sign of wealth and money?
>
> Also Taurus rules tradition and convention and as we know they love to brag at how they're the only race to remain unassimilated throughout
the centuries whilst all the others have gone.
>
> Just curious.
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1490
Subject: Re: Age of Taurus & Judaism

From: hoodedcobra666

Date: 8/5/2013

2 is of Satan and on top of that, there is no stable base to start an astrological reading to destroy all the jews. You do not need to be a technician to destroy
the kikes. If they would have a number, it would be the number 6.
6 Million jews and many other connections. There is no need for astrological perspectives. The nature of the jew is known and we know it by looking on the
exact opposite of the Gentile nature.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Vesceles" <paulwhitcomb1@...> wrote:
>
> Drakedannii,
>
> You bring up an important point, one that implicative, as well. There must be those in JOS who understand the jew's weakness, from an
astrological perspective and how to exploit it. Group ritual using astrological (and other) associations may be key in tearing the jews down. We
have the power. There is no doubt about that.
> Numerologically, I believe the jew's number is 2, which, among other things, indicates one who feigns weakness (or victimization). The second
house, is, of course, the house ruled by Taurus.
>
> Vesceles
>
>
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "drakedannii" <xxrygelxx@> wrote:
>>
> > Is it just a coincidence that the kikes who are known for their extreme greed and materialism had their religion begin in the age of Taurus
the sign of wealth and money?
>>
> > Also Taurus rules tradition and convention and as we know they love to brag at how they're the only race to remain unassimilated throughout
the centuries whilst all the others have gone.
>>
> > Just curious.
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1491
Subject: Re: Age of Taurus & Judaism

PERSIA & THE CREATION OF JUDAISM

From: m_18

Date: 8/5/2013

http://www.cais-soas.com/CAIS/Religions/non-iranian/Judaism/Persian_Judaism/Persia_created_judaism.htm

From: Don Danko <mageson6666@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Sunday, August 4, 2013 8:45 AM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Age of Taurus & Judaism

The Jews are not as old as they claim. The only record of them shows they appear around 2500 to 2800 years ago. Not five thousand.
The Bull is a sacred animal.
From: drakedannii <xxrygelxx@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Sunday, August 4, 2013 9:12:49 AM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Age of Taurus & Judaism

Is it just a coincidence that the kikes who are known for their extreme greed and materialism had their religion begin in the age of Taurus the sign of wealth and
money?
Also Taurus rules tradition and convention and as we know they love to brag at how they're the only race to remain unassimilated throughout the centuries whilst all
the others have gone.
Just curious.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1492
Subject: Re: Age of Taurus & Judaism

From: Don Danko

Date: 8/5/2013

Judaism is like xianity its a rewrote mix of other religions, Brahmanism with Abraham [Brahma] Sara [Saraswati] and on. The Sumerian's with the
Garden of Edin. Egypt in many places such as much of the Psalms and the creation epic. We have Moses being stolen form Bacchus-Osiris, minus
the ten plagues on Egypt. Sampson is proven to have been stolen from Hercules. This title of Yaweh was in use before Judaism existed in some
regions. This caused a national uproar in Germany when the Assyriologist gave his findings to the Kaiser in person on this. This was found before
Judaism officially existed hence the revealed name to the Jewish patriarch is bullshit. They even lifted this name.

Much of Judaism is also from Canaan. The earliest image of the Jewish god Yaweh from 500 BC is stolen from the popular image of Zeus. Jehovah
is stolen from Jove a title for Jupiter the Roman Zeus. The image found in the earliest known synagogue from 2000 years ago in Syria is Helios. And
the first name of their god is EL or Elohim in their bible. There is some later Zoroastrianism influences as well. With Yahweh taking the place of
Mazda.
Elohim was originally a title of Osiris and of the Gods in Sumeria and elsewhere.

The Hyksos situation is also not the origin of the Jews nor the far East. I have looked this over and over along with Tsarion's works on the subject.
The Hyksos where a Gentile dynasty that source of power was in the Minoan Empire. The court of the Hyksos capital was found its identical to the
imperial place of Knossos in Crete. Many of the Hyksos dynasty where married into the conquering faction. The Hyksos arose in a period of the
collapse of the pervious dynasty. This is also why some many items for other regions where found with the Hyksos. It was from the other parts of the
Minoan Empire. These where blood lines all from a common Aryan source. And shared the same religion.
It seems the Jews came out of the ME, Canaan region and moved outwards in all directions. The region they started in was the key area between
East and West which is the perfect start point for such a program. Their Torah is corrupted from the Tarot the 5 Books of Thoth. If you look on the
Wheel of Fortune card. It states in one direction Tarot on the Wheel. And Torah in another direction.

We also have the fact gene studies on the Cohen gene. Trace them to the identical NE region.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/230
The Jews Biggest Lie
Looking at the major claimed history and historical figures of the Jews we can
see the plain truth. Their entire history is false and stolen from Gentiles. The
real foundation of their history rests upon two major characters Abraham and
Moses.
The supposed Great Patriarch Abraham and his family the first "official" Jews in
history, are in fact stolen from the ancient Hindu Trinity of Brahma, Vishnu and
Siva, along with Saraswati:

Since Krishna was not born of man, he was not actually the earthly father of
Brahma and Mahesh. Therefore, he himself was the protector (Tara) of Brahma. In
Sanskrit, Tara means "savior; protector." It is a term generally used with the
gods Rudra, Shiva, Vishnu and Brahma. Even our Old Testament says that the
father (protector) of Abraham was Terah (Genesis 11:26.) The Bible tells us that
Abraham and Sarah were half-siblings. (Genesis 12:19-20.). The Hindu holy books
also tell us that a blood relationship existed between them. The Puranas relate
Sarasvati to Brahma and Vishnu. Most frequently, she is associated with Brahma.
Her connection with him dates earlier than to any other God. She is portrayed
mostly as his wife and occasionally as his daughter. When Vishnu's popularity in
India increased, myths relating Saraswati to him appeared. (Ref: Sarasvati and
the Gods; www.vishvarupa.com.) Therefore, Brahma or Vishnu would also have been
the Tara (Terah) of Sarasvati because of her divine origins.
Brahm (Abraham) Sarasvati (Sarah)
Abraham or Brahma's home was the land of Haran (Genesis 1:4.) Haran was the
coastal principality governed by Krishna. It was even named after him because
Hara (Sun God) is another name of Krishna. Brahma/Abraham was 75 years old when
he left Haran.
The Bible mentions Haran and Haryana. The Hindu holy books also say that
Brahma/Abrahan lived in Ur of the Chaldees. Ur was a Sumerian name for "town;
city." Chaldee (pronounced Kaldee) derives from the Sanskrit Kaul, a Brahman
caste, and Deva (demi-god). The North Indian Kauldevas worshiped idols
representing their ancestors. According to the Hindus, Brahma married Sarasvati
in Chaldea, the part that is now Afghanistan.
In Hindu mythology, Sarai-Svati is Brahm's sister. The bible gives two stories
of Abraham. In this first version, Abraham told Pharaoh that he was lying when
he introduced Sarai as his sister. In the second version, he also told the king
of Gerar that Sarai was really his sister. However, when the king scolded him
for lying, Abraham said that Sarai was in reality both his wife and his sister!
"...and yet indeed she is my sister; she is the daughter of my father, but not
the daughter of my mother; and she became my wife." (Genesis 20:12.)
But the anomalies don't end here. In India, a tributary of the river Saraisvati
is Ghaggar. Another tributary of the same river is Hakra. According to Jewish

traditions, Hagar was Sarai's maidservant; the Moslems say she was an Egyptian
princess. Notice the similarities of Ghaggar, Hakra and Hagar.
The bible also states that Ishmael, son of Hagar, and his descendants lived in
India. "...Ishmael breathed his last and died, and was gathered to his kin...
They dwelt from Havilah (India), by Shur, which is close to Egypt, all the way
to Asshur."
(Genesis 25:17-18.) It is an interesting fact that the names of Isaac and
Ishmael are derive from Sanskrit: (Hebrew) Ishaak = (Sanskrit) Ishakhu = "Friend
of Shiva." (Hebrew) Ishmael = (Sanskrit) Ish-Mahal = "Great Shiva."-Matlock

Lingam worship in the Bible:
In the 28th chapter of Genesis Jacob, after having a dream about a 'ladder'
reaching up to heaven with angels 'limbing' it and God standing at the top(12),
erects a 'pillar' with the stone he was using for a pillow and concecrates it
with oil (18). He calls the place Beit-El ('Bethel' in english, which means
'House of God') (19). He says that the stone pillar itself was "God's house"
(22). And he later, in chapter 35 v14, erects another one on the road from
Paddan-Aram.
The worship of Brahma was also in the Near Eastern World:
"About 1900 BC, the cult of Brahm was carried to the Middle and Near East by
several different Indian groups after a severe rainfall and earthquake tore
Northern India apart, even changing the courses of the Indus and Saraisvati
rivers."
"...the Temple of Mecca was founded by a colony of Brahmins from India.it was a
sacred place before the time of Mohamed, and.they were permitted to make
pilgrimages to it for several centuries after his time. Its great celebrity as a
sacred place long before the time of the prophet cannot be doubted."
(Anacalypsis, Vol. I, p. 421.)
"...the city of Mecca is said by the Brahmins, on the authority of their old
books, to have been built by a colony from India; and its inhabitants from the
earliest era have had a tradition that it was built by Ishmael, the son of Agar.
This town, in the Indus language, would be called Ishmaelistan." (Ibid, p. 424.)

Before Mohammed's time, The Hinduism of the Arab peoples was called Tsaba. Tsaba
or Saba is a Sanskrit word, meaning "Assembly of the Gods ". Tsaba was also
called Isha-ayalam (Shiva's Temple). The term Moslem or Moshe-ayalam (Shiva's
Temple) is just another name of Sabaism.-Matlock
The facts on Mohammed fictional existence:
http://exposingthelieofislam.wordpress.com/muhammad-never-existed/
One of the shrines in the Kaaba was also dedicated to the Hindu Creator God,
Brahma, which is why the illiterate prophet of Islam claimed it was dedicated to
Abraham. The word "Abraham" is none other than a malpronunciation of the word
Brahma. This can be clearly proven if one investigates the root meanings of both
words. Abraham is said to be one of the oldest Semitic prophets. His name is
supposed to be derived from the two Semitic words 'Ab' meaning 'Father' and
'Raam/Raham' meaning 'of the exalted.' In the book of Genesis, Abraham simply
means 'Multitude.' The word Abraham is derived from the Sanskrit word Brahma.
The root of Brahma is 'Brah' which means - 'to grow or multiply in number.' In
addition Lord Brahma, the Creator God of Hinduism is said to be the Father of
all Men and Exalted of all the Gods, for it is from him that all beings were
generated. Thus again we come to the meaning 'Exalted Father.' This is a clear
pointer that Abraham is none other than the heavenly father."
Where does the term Hebrew actually come from?
One of the most important finds in Egypt happened with the Egyptologist and
Archaeologist Professor Walter B. Emery (1903-1971) while excavating tombs at
Saqqara. Emery found men with blond hair and fair complexions. These individuals
were revered by the Egyptians as a special class, an endowed elite the "Shemsu
Hor" (Serpents of He of The Ari). The famous Egyptologist, author of Archaic
Egypt discovered the remains who lived in the pre-dynastic epoch. These
presented a dolichocephalous skull larger than that of the local ethnic group,
fair hair and a taller, heavier build. Emery declared that this stock wasn't
indigenous to Egypt…This race kept its distance from the common people, blending
only with the aristocratic classes….the scholar associated them with the Shemsu
Hor….The Shemsu Hor are recognized as the dominant sacerdotal caste in
pre-dynastic Egypt."
-V. Di Cesare and A. Forgione "Malta: Skulls of the Mother Goddess"

Professor Emery wrote of these Shemsu Hor: "The Demigods of Manetho's history."
These Shemsu Hor were stated to have originally lived on an island homeland as
well. A very revealing text on the truth of the ancient Egyptians record of
their origin:
"Hebrew comes from Ibaru he letter H added as a prefix meant the and so the
word Hebrew means the Ibaru the term rabbi is a variant of this Ibarua. The
Ibaru were part of the Shemsu Hor who travelled to Egypt in the ancient past.
Due to the similarity to Apiru which means undesirable, this term has been
confused."-Tsarion
The claims the Hebrews where Apriu/ Habiru are misleading again, the truth such
peoples where from the region called Aryavarta {North India, Pakistan) when the
gradual abandonment of the Saraswati civilizations due to the drying up of the
river, there was major waves of former inhabitants of the region which from
modern finds would have been extensive as the population of the Saraswati area
was into the millions. These people became migrants and refugees that moved out
over the generations to new areas:
About 1900 BC, the cult of Brahm was carried to the Middle and Near East by
several different Indian groups after a severe rainfall and earthquake tore
Northern India apart, even changing the courses of the Indus and Saraisvati
rivers. The classical geographer Strabo tells us just how nearly complete the
abandonment of Northwestern India was. "Aristobolus says that when he was sent
upon a certain mission in India, he saw a country of more than a thousand
cities, together with villages, that had been deserted because the Indus had
abandoned its proper bed." (Strabo's Geography, XV.I.19.)
"The drying up of the Sarasvati around 1900 BCE, which led to a major relocation
of the population centered around in the Sindhu and the Sarasvati valleys, could
have been the event that caused a migration westward from India. It is soon
after this time that the Indic element begins to appear all over West Asia,
Egypt, and Greece." (Indic Ideas in the Graeco-Roman World, by Subhash Kak,
taken from IndiaStar online literary magazine; p.14)
"The exodus of refugees out of ancient India did not occur all at once but over
a period of one or more thousand years. If all these refugee ruling peoples were
exclusively of Indian heritage, why doesn't History mention them? Indeed they

are mentioned as Kassites, Hittites, Syrians, Assyrians, Hurrians, Arameans,
Mittanians, Amalekites, Aethiops (Atha-Yop), Phoenicians, Chaldeans, and many
others. But we have been wrongly taught to regard them as ethnicities indigenous
to Western Asia."- Matlock
Many of these peoples became free companies, workers and in some cases criminals
and conquers of new regions to settle in from the early records on the subject,
many such as the peoples mentioned above would conqueror their own kingdoms and
empires.
The Sumerian logogram SA.GAZ appears in texts from Southern Mesopotamia, dated
from about 1850 BC, where it is applied to small bands of soldiers, apparently
mercenaries at the service of local city-states and being supplied with food or
sheep. One of those texts uses the Akkadian cuneiform word Hapiri instead of the
logogram; another described them as "soldiers from the West". Their names are
predominantly Akkadian; some are West Semitic, some unknown. Their origins, when
recorded, are in local towns.
A letter to an Old Assyrian merchant resident in Ali?ar requests his aid in
freeing or ransoming some Hapiri, formerly attached to the palace of Shalahshuwe
(as yet unidentified), now prisoners of the local authorities.
The Tikunani Prism, dated from around 1550 BC, lists the names of 438 Habiru
soldiers or servants of king Tunip-Tessup of Tikunani, a small city-state in
central Mesopotamia. The majority of these names are typically Hurrian, the rest
are Semitic, one is Kassite.
Another text from around 1500 BC describes the Hapiru as soldiers or laborers,
organized into bands of various sizes commanded by SA.GAZ leaders: one band from
Tapduwa has 15 soldiers, another from Sarkuhe has 29, and another from Alalakh
has 1,436.
The Hapiru where simply the ancient equivalent of Cossacks. The truth is the
title Hebrew [Ibaru] comes from Egypt it was a title for a Solar Priest. Its no
mistake the important Jewish pass over is stolen from the Egyptian festival of
Easter. A solar custom of Egypt.

"The priests of the Mysteries were symbolized as a serpent, sometimes called
Hydra...The Serpent Kings reigned over the earth. It was these Serpent Kings who
founded the Mystery schools which later appeared as the Egyptian and Brahmin
Mysteries... .The serpent was their symbol...They were the true Sons of Light,
and from them have descended a long line of adepts and initiates."
- Hall
"The Apiru or Hapiru were not the same people as the Hebrews (Aryan) Magi had
journeyed far and wide and established mystery schools throughout the world. The
early Egyptians knew them as the Shemsu Hor "Disciples of Horus." The Shemsu Hor
were counselors to, and perhaps even initiators of the pharaohs of
Egypt."-Tsarion
"The word Hebrew can also be traced to the Gaelic Heber meaning "fire" or "sun"
A "Hebrew" (Ibaru) was a priest of the sun."
"Cohen, the Jewish name for priest, comes from Cahen, the Egyptian pronunciation
for a priest and a prince.13 Even circumcision, that uniquely `Jewish'
tradition, came from the Egyptian mystery schools and was performed at least as
far back as 4,000 BC. You could not be initiated unless you were circumcised.
The Hebrew religion did not exist in Egypt and there was no Hebrew law because
there was no Hebrew `race'. The only worship was Egyptian worship"
The High Priest of the Levities breast plate and all is nothing more then a
stolen image of a Ibaru leader from Egypt.
This leads us to the next major claimed character of the Jewish "historical
record" Moses:
Like that of Osiris, the story of Dionysus includes his own mythical conquest of
India….Dionysus is not only Osiris but also the counterpart of Moses:"That the
god Bacchus was the archetype of Moses seems to have been the opinion of many
learned men, particularly the celebrated Bishop of Huet, and I Vossius, who
agree that the Arabian name of Bacchus is Meses."
Biblical scholarship and archaeology have basically proved that the Pentateuch,
or first five books of the Bible , were not composed by the great lawgiver Moses
himself. In the Bible Unearthed, archaeologist Israel Finkelstien demonstrates

that much biblical composition was done from the 8th century BCE onward. Even in
ancient times it was recognized that Moses did not compose the Pentateuch."
According to the myth, the Jews at the time of the Exodus celebrated the feat of
the Lamb, which refers to the Age of Aries. In the Dionysian myth, the sacred
Lamb or Ram provides water to Dionysus's army in the middle of the desert, the
water-in-the-desert motif also being in the Moses myth. Like Dionysus and Amon,
Moses is depicted wearing ram's horns. "
Another tale that found its way into the Bible is that of Bacchus's miracle of
stopping the motion of the sun and moon, replayed in the story of Joshua.
It is related in the hymns of Orpheus, that Bacchus had a rod with which he
performed miracles, and which he could change into a serpent at his pleasure. He
passed the Red Sea, dry shod, at the head of his army. He divided the waters of
the rivers Orontes and Hydaspus by the touch of his rod, and passed through them
dry-shod. By the same mighty wand, he drew water from a rock, and wherever they
marched, the land flowed with wine, milk and honey.
Bacchus, was called the "Law-giver, and it was said of Bacchus," as well of
Moses, that his laws were written on two tables of stone. Bacchus was
represented horned, and so was Moses. Bacchus was picked up in a box that
floated on the water, and so was Moses. Bacchus had two mothers, one by nature,
and one by adoption, so had Moses. Bacchus and his army enjoyed the light of the
sun at night, Moses and his army a pillar of fire by night.
Moses being called the Law-giver and the laws being written on two tablets of
stone, were obviously copied from Bacchus, but the idea of his (Moses) receiving
the commandments from the Lord on a mountain was undoubtedly taken from the
Persian legend of Zoroaster.
"In his gentler (Dionysus) aspects he is a lawgiver."
It is also well known now by Egyptologists that the Ten Commandments are stolen
from the 42 negative confessions from the Egyptian Book Of The Dead.
It seems apparent that the Israelite conquest of "The Holy Land" was
taken from Dionysus mythical conquests, they just changed the direction as
awhole.

This leads into the next connection with Egypt and the Brotherhood of the
Serpent centers again as Dionysus another form or alias of the Egyptian God
Osiris:
Herodotus compared the Greek god Dionysus and the Egyptian god Osiris as long
ago as the fifth century B.C. and found them to be nearly equal in all their
mythology characteristics and virtues.
Pausanias, Description of Greece 10. 29. 4 (trans. Jones) (Greek travelogue C2nd
A.D.) :
" Both the Greeks and the Egyptians have many legends about Dionysos."
Like his alter ego Osiris, Dionysus, the most popular god in the Roman Empire,
was considered an immensely old deity, according to Herodotus who imparted that,
even though he was on of the "youngest" gods, Dionysus supposedly appeared
"15,000 years before Amasis" (Ahmose.fl. 1550 BCE).- Murdock
The Egyptians, reports Herodotus, claimed to be "quite certain of this dates."
Having kept careful records. The assertion that Dionysus/Bacchus's presence on
Crete, where he was said to have been born, extends back even further, as his
epithet "Iakchos" is found at the palace at Knossos, with an apparent Egyptian
connection."
In Avaris archaeologist have found Cretan motifs on the walls only found
appearing previous on the walls of the palace in Knossos in ancient Crete. Both
Osiris followers of Egypt and Cretans held the Bull sacred. The Cretan culture
was identical to the Egyptian one even being ruled by a Priest King along with
Serpent Brotherhoods the Kaberoi.
Dionysus was born on December 25th, the same as Osiris… like Osiris, Dionysus
was torn into 14 pieces, and also like Osiris, Dionysus was considered both the
son and father of Zeus, according to an Orphic verse"-Murdock
"Osiris –who was the "first to drink wine" and who taught mankind about the
vine, according to Plutarch-is referred to as the "Lord of Wine in the
…festival." Dionysus was the great Olympian god of wine, vegetation, pleasure
and festivity."- Murdock
Dionysus was also the Lord of Whine.

The staff of Osiris and the thyrsos of Dionysus are identical in appearance
both being pine-cone tipped.
With such antiquity also came an enormous territory, as Dionysus was much
beloved in a widespread area from Egypt to Greece to Macedonian, the Near East
and beyond.-Murdock
We can also see in the creation of the religion of Serapis created by the Greek
pharaoh Ptolemy I. The later fusion of Osiris with an Hellenic guise. Which
demonstrates the same God can be worshipped by two peoples.
The rites of Eleusinians where Dionysian in nature And Dionysus as shown was
also worshipped as Osiris in Egypt. By examination of the Eleusinian rites and
ranks we are seeing a window into the Brotherhood Of The Serpent centers in
Memphis Heliopolis[ called ON meaning Sun in Egyptian] and Avaris in Egypt.
This is the actual reason Avaris was known in the ancient description as the
"City of the Hebrews" because it was a major seat of the Egypt Priesthood of the
Ibaru. Avaris was also called Zaon {Zion} and had a Royal Court called the
Levities there.
"Reverend Taylor discovered the truth when he studied the Eleusinian Tradition
of Greece, which dates back to before 1500 years BCE. He lays out the schemata
for the ritual and dramatic performances customary to the Eleusinians:
Eleusis- The Beginning or Opening
Hierophant- The Magus Overseeing the Rites
Hupereet-Ordinary Priest, or Minister
Diaconos-A Deacon, or lower Officer
Diadochos-Torch-Bearer
Photagogue-Bringer and Wielder of Light
Autoptos-Candidate Witnessing the Rite
Autopsy-The Act of Witnessing of Seeing
Hebrew-The Initiated One (who has passed through all trials and been purified)
Teleios-The Perfected Adept
Israelite-The Purified, God-Inspired Adept (the "God Seer")
Jew-God Himself. The State of Perfection. Man as Enlightened Being."
-Tsarion

"The ancient terms Israelite and Ibaru (Hebrew)referred to high ranking,
spiritually endowed Egyptians and their ancestors."
Israelite also comes from "worshipper of Essa or Essaite" Essa, Esus. Etc Are
all ancient titles for the Sun Gods, The Phoenician God Saturn was also called
Israel, Saturn was a Sun God in the aspect of the period of the sun before its
death and rebirth on the Winter Solstice hence the Winter Solstice festival of
Saturnia in ancient Rome.
Yahweh is originally an ancient name for the sun concept, the Egyptians had a
title for a solar diety called Yahu/yahew, the Persians word for sun was yawnah
the Phoenicians had yahwe and the Syrians Yaw. Origins of this can be traced in
the Veda with the title Yahva...etc Even the term "Ad-ON-i" is Egypt in origin.
The five books of the Jewish Torah is stolen and corrupted from the five suits
of the Tarot, Tarot means "Royal Road" in ancient Egyptian, the name signifies
the kundalini Serpent ascension up the spine. The Kabala was also stolen from
Egypt KA BA ANKH = "Kabalah:
http://www.666blacksun.com/Intro_Sermons.html
The Temple of Sol-om-on was stolen from Egypt. It's the temple of the soul and
its most ancient symbol is the Pyramid and the capstone. It represents the
Godhead. Once again we are looking at another literalized fictional event, taken
and corrupted from a spiritual concept nothing more:
The PYRAMID is symbolic of the shape of the human chakra. The missing capstone
represents the unfinished work and the ALL-SEEING EYE represents the gnosis and
all-knowing when one reaches the godhead. This state is also known as "SAMADI"
or "SUPER CONSCIOUSNESS." The photo at left was taken from the US One Dollar
Bill. The United States, government and all, was founded upon Masonic principles
and is not Christian by any stretch of the imagination.
http://www.666blacksun.com/Satanic_Symbols.html

The Benben stone in Egypt represented as a pyramid shaped stone and the dwelling
place of the sun god with its association with the Bennu bird (also Benu bird).
The Benu bird is the Egyptian name for the Phoenix. The Benben stone represents

the Temple Of Solomon.

The Jews simply stole the core of their identity from the Gentile Brotherhood Of
the Serpent and their orders in Egypt. Which was one of the major Serpent
centers in the ancient world.
They was no exodus and no Biblical homeland in the Canaanite lands:
"Nay , only are there no proofs for the twelve tribes of Israel having ever
existed, but Herodotus, the most accurate of historians, who was in Assyria when
Erza flourished, never mentions the Israelites at all…How is this
possible?-Madame Helena Blavatsky (The Secret Doctrine, vol 3)
"Nowhere in Torah (also called the Pentateuch, or the first five books of the
Bible) is there any mention of Jerusalem let alone a temple anywhere in
Jerusalem."- Stephen M. St. John
Many writers of this ear were not even aware of the existence of Judea. The
Greek Historian Herodotus, painstakingly exact in his documentation of the
nations and peoples of the known world, refers only to the Syrians of
Palestine…when he describes the area-Joseph Atwill (Cesar's Messiah)
Although the Tell-el-Amarna tablets give much information regarding Canaan at
about the period of the Exodus, they make no allusions to the Jews in Egypt or
to the great catastrophe caused by the events preceding their escape-Ernest
Busenbark
We need to recognize that our understanding of Israel as a people and as a
nation is unrelated to any known historical Israel…They created this `Israel'
not as it once existed in an earlier period, but in away that was meaningful to
themselves-Thomas. L Thompson(The Mythic Past: Biblical Archaeology and the Myth
of Israel)
Of course, there was an Israel! The name itself is used already at the close of
the Late Bronze Age on an Egyptian monument to refer to the People of Canaan
that Pharaoh Merenptah's military campaign into Palestine fought against. But
this is not the Israel that the Bible deals with-Hyam Maccoby's The Mythmaker:
Paul and the Invention of Christianity

While it is hard-won principle of Biblical archaeology that the historicity of
ancient Biblical narratives about old Israel cannot be confirmed unless we have
extra-Biblical confirmation, it is more likely to confirm the Bible's literary
and metaphorical tropes than to establish it as historical record--Thomas. L
Thompson(The Mythic Past: Biblical Archaeology and the Myth of Israel)
Jerusalem's history…remains impossible to write. Although the Egyptian Amarna
letters, which give us correspondences between Palestine's petty princes and
kings and the Egyptian Pharaoh of the late fourteenth an dearly thirteenth
centuries, tell us much of about the town of Urusalim and about its patron and
king, Abdi-Hepa, we know nothing about this town from archaeology. We are not
even certain where it was located, though we have every reason to believe that
it was Jerusalem. The Iron Age town of Jerusalem on Mount Ophel, which has been
excavated by Kathleen Kenyon before the 1967 Israel-Arab war offered no
significant remains from the Late Bronze Age-Thomas. L Thompson(The Mythic Past:
Biblical Archaeology and the Myth of Israel)
Palestine never developed a political power of any great international
significance. It was always so divided by its many small regions that it never
developed a common history except when it was controlled by some power from
outside, such as Egypt, Assyria and Babylonia. High culture, as expressed in
art, architecture, literature and pageant, hardly existed. Most of what has
survived is either foreign in origins or derivative from Phoenicia on the Syrian
coast-Thomas. L Thompson(The Mythic Past: Biblical Archaeology and the Myth of
Israel)
The annals of Pharaoh Ramesis II (the Great) make reference to
Semitic people who settled in the delta region of Goshen, but this does not
really help because they are not specified as Israelites, but included in the
Arab races of Syria, Phoenicia, Mesopotamia and the Fertile Crescent in generalLaurence Gardner (Genesis of the Grail Kings)
Although the name Judea is a geographical term occurring in Assyrian period
texts, referring to the highlands south of Jerusalem, in the Persian period the
name is political. It is the name of the Persian province. The Assyrians' name
for the southern highlands, Jaudaa, and the Persians' imperial name, Yehud, were
no more reflective of a people than were any of the other names for regions of
the empire. Moreover the geographical spread of people referred to as Yehudim is

so great that is would be rash to assume that this name refers to their place of
origin. More should we continue to understand this term as ethnographic, without
evidence-Thomas. L Thompson (The Mythic Past: Biblical Archaeology and the Myth
of Israel)
One of the most striking and wonderful tings about an "historian" like Josephus
is that he knows almost nothing about "the past" that we ourselves do not
already know from other sources. When an account he gives of a supposed event of
two centuries earlier "confirms" something we can read in other works, it is
only because he has copied or paraphrased it. Josephus has been well described
as a person one wouldn't buy a used car from--Thomas. L Thompson(The Mythic
Past: Biblical Archaeology and the Myth of Israel)
The earliest part of this period in the hill country has been traditionally
presented as the "Golden Age" of ancient Egypt with its capital in Jerusalem.
The ear has been associated with the "United Monarchy" wielding the political
power of a Saul, a David and a Solomon and controlling a land-bridge from the
Nile to the Euphrates, concept of a temple built by Solomon as the center of
worship of Yahweh. Theses images have no place in descriptions of the real
historical past. We known them only as a story, and wheat we known about such
stories does not encourage us to treat them as if they were or were ever meant
to be historical. There is no evidence of a United Monarchy, no evidence of a
capital at Jerusalem….We do not have evidence for the existence of kings named
Saul, David or Solomon; nor do e have evidence for any temple at Jerusalem
--Thomas. L Thompson(The Mythic Past: Biblical Archaeology and the Myth of
Israel)
Megiddo, Gezer and Hazor and Jerusalem were in reality more like villages….with
small public buildings and poorly constructed dwellings with clay floors. The
objects reveal a material culture, which, even by the standards of the ancient
Near East, could not be judged sophisticated or luxurious. The `magnificence' of
the age of Solomon is parochial and decidedly lackluster- professor James
Pritchard(Solomon and Sheba)
As far as the Bible geography is concerned it appears that the main person
responsible for its misinterpretation was Constantine the Great, who had
definite motives for transferring the arena of Jewish history and that of Christ
to another region altogether. He used Christianity as a valuable political

asset, selected the East as this Empire, and with the aid of Eusebius, Jerome
and others, invented the present Palestine…
NOT A SINGLE INSCRIPTION HAS BEN FOUND IN Palestine which can be identified with
the Hebrew kingdom- H.D.DAUNT (The Center of Ancient Civilization)

The 12 tribes of Israel are taken from the celestial kingdom of the 12
constellations of the Zodiac, with the Sun as the ruler, hence the Lion of Judah
rules the Lion[Leo] is the symbol of the sun as its height of power as it
journeys thought the Zodiac.
Note on the Hyksos, a popular view is the Jews where descended from the Hyksos
Sheppard kings, this claim more then naught originates with the Jewish
propagandist Josephus and was an attempt to legitimize the fictional history of
the Jews in his day:
In his Against Apion, the 1st-century CE historian Josephus Flavius debates the
synchronism between the Biblical account of the Exodus of the Israelites from
Egypt, and two Exodus-like events that the Egyptian historian Manetho apparently
mentions. It is difficult to distinguish between what Manetho himself recounted,
and how Josephus or Apion interpret him.
Josephus identifies the Israelite Exodus with the first exodus mentioned by
Manetho, when some 480,000 Hyksos "shepherd kings" (also referred to as just
'shepherds', as 'kings' and as 'captive shepherds' in his discussion of Manetho)
left Egypt for Jerusalem.[24] The mention of "Hyksos" identifies this first
exodus with the Hyksos period (16th century BC).
One of the most striking and wonderful things about an "historian" like Josephus
is that he knows almost nothing about "the past" that we ourselves do not
already know from other sources. When an account he gives of a supposed event of
two centuries earlier "confirms" something we can read in other works, it is
only because he has copied or paraphrased it. Josephus has been well described
as a person one wouldn't buy a used car from--Thomas. L Thompson(The Mythic
Past: Biblical Archaeology and the Myth of Israel)
The Hyksos arose in a turbulent period in Egyptian history one theory handed

down is they invaded by force but this claim has fallen apart on new findings:
The ceramic evidence in the Memphis-Fayum region of Lower Egypt argues against
the presence of new invading foreigners. Janine Bourriau's excavation in Memphis
of ceramic material retrieved from Lisht and Dahshur during the Second
Intermediate Period shows a continuity of Middle Kingdom ceramic type wares
throughout this era. She finds in them no evidence of intrusion of Hyksos-style
wares.[16] Bourriau's evidence strongly suggests that the traditional Egyptian
view, long espoused by Manetho, that the Hyksos invaded and sacked the Memphite
region and imposed their authority there, is fictitious.
The German Egyptologist Wolfgang Helck once argued that the Hyksos were part of
massive and widespread Hurrian and Indo-Aryan migrations into the Near East.
According to Helck, the Hyksos were Hurrians and part of a Hurrian empire that,
he claimed, extended over much of Western Asia at this period. Most scholars
have rejected this theory and Helck himself has now abandoned this hypothesis in
a 1993 article.[23]\
Egypt was divided into two lands upper and lower and scholar Peter Ellis states
that Foreigner a term given to the Hyksos was the term applied to men of lower
Egypt. The fact is the Hyksos where worshippers of the Egyptian God Set. Set was
the dominate God of lower Egypt during this period. Set was a solar God and is
among the crucified and resurrected saviors of the Pagan world. Another evidence
shows Canaanite deities and worship around this time in the region. The constant
terming of them as Asiatic is most likely a miss translation of Aamu, meaning
Amorites who where described as Aryan in appearance and race.
Aamu was the contemporary term used to distinguish the people of Avaris, the
Hyksos capital in Egypt, from Egyptians. Egyptologists conventionally translate
aamu as "asiatics" The Jewish historian, Josephus, in his Contra Apionem, claims
that Manetho was the first to use the Greek term, Hyksos, incorrectly translated
as "shepherd-kings". Contemporary Egyptians during the Hyksos invasion
designated them as hikau khausut, which meant "rulers of foreign countries",
The final clues as to their origin come from the latest finds in their capital
Avaris:
Minoan Paintings in Avaris, Egypt
http://www.therafoundation.org/articles/art/minoanpaintingsinavarisegypt

"To the East of the platform were found numerous dumps of wall plaster with
Minoan wall paintings, which are discussed below. Most probably they originate
from this building."
"base of this tableau a half-rosette and triglyph frieze can be reconstructed,
which should be seen as an emblem of the palace, most probably of the palace of
Knossos itself."
As shown they was a major cultural similarly of the Minoans with the Egyptians,
around this time the Minoans ruled one of the most powerful Empires in the
Aegean and had bases in Palestine /Canaan as well. They had been Nubian
dynasties in Egypt and there was obviously mass intermarriage with Egyptian
Royals with Royals of other Empires such as the Hittite's.etc We are probably
simply looking another situation in which due to blood line connections a
Minoan backed dynasty took control of a region, and displaced the weak Nubian
one. This seems to be further evident when the Hyksos where driven out they left
to major bases where the Minoans had imperial holdings in Canaan(which explains
the Canaanite influence as well) and aboard.

The fact is the Hyksos where Gentile Royals[Priesthoods] who had extensive
connections with the other Royal houses and bases across a larger area then
Egypt. Part of the fighting between them and the rival Thebans was simply a
replay of the old rivals between the two Kingdoms and the theocratic nature of
the regions. And all this happened hundreds of years before any legitimate
record of the Jews appears.

I also believe given the fact many of these Hyksos stayed in Egypt and where
part of the dynasties that followed theirs shows the claims of the strife and
bitter warfare of this period have been largely over dramatized in history,
Tsarion states:
From an academic point of view, the Minoan civilization is considered the finest
in Europe. It was sophisticated and an inspiration to many other races. The work
of Butler and Dafoe reveals the Cretans to have been a technically advanced
Western people. As we mention above, recent discoveries suggest the Cretans were

related biologically or, at least economically, with the Hyksos kings of Egypt.
Artwork found in the Hyksos city of Avaris appears to be of Cretan artifice, and
a few investigators believe trade took place between these peoples. Writers,
such as Ralph Ellis, point to the fact that when the Minoan civilization was
brought to an end by the devastating volcanic eruption on the nearby island of
Thera, the Hyksos empire subsequently went into rapid decline. The search for a
stronger relationship between the Hyksos of Egypt and the Cretans continues.
Examples of Minoan merchandise have regularly turned up in various tombs in
Egypt. They have been found in the Levant and, through the matter is somewhat
contentious, Minoan-type jewelry and goldwork has even been found in the graves
of Wessex Culture, a race living in what is now southern England at a time
contemporary with Minoan Crete at its heyday. The Cretans established a chain of
outposts throughout the Aegean and the Mediterranean...trade was probably on a
fairly large scale. Soon after the takeover of Crete by the Mycenaeans of
mainland Greece sometime around 1400 BC, there are records to indicate that the
palace of Knossos alone was running over 50,000 sheep - Alan Butler & Stephen
Dafoe (The Knights Templar Revealed)
...there is much on Crete from Minoan times to show the existence of a
flourishing middle class which may have been partly made up of private
merchants. Plush villas have been located, some very close to the many ports of
the island, whilst in those places where everyday Minoan life is viewable, such
as in the lava-buried settlement on Santorini, it appears that even the common
folk of the Cretans lived a very comfortable life – ibid,
Another theory pushed by Jew Sigmund Freud was that Ahnkenton was Moses. As
researcher John Kaminski states on the subject:
The man who invented psychology, Sigmund Freud, thought so highly of
Akhnaton that he tried his best several times to attribute the Hebrew
religion to this odd pharaoh's precepts, speculating in chapter after
chapter how Moses might have interfaced with Akhnaton's idea that the
Sun was the source of everything and all those other gods were simply
not of the same all-encompassing magnitude. But in his last book,
Moses and Monotheism (1939), Freud couldn't make the connection
convincingly, and was left guessing because Egyptology was not
sufficiently advanced in his time; plus, he didn't live long enough to
learn that the Old Testament was a clumsy fiction of writers

fabricating a tradition out of ideas stolen from other Cultures

Freud's attempt to link Akhnaton and Moses failed not
only timewise but by intent, as Akhnaton's god Aton was a pacifistic
bestower of the gift of life on humanity, whereas Moses's dictatorial
Yahweh — or Jahve, as Freud called him — was a violent volcano god
more interested in scaring his flock into submission than in loving
them — or let's say, more interested in the profits than the promise.

Like Josephus his Jewish ancestor before him Freud is simply attempting to
create another set of lies to attempt to give historical legitimacy to the Jews
phony history. Further more we don't have an actual traceable record of Jews
existing before around the mid part of the last millennium BCE. It appears the
Jews created their core of their identity in Egypt at some point and moved
outwards into the different major key networks of the ancient world. The one
thing all these Jewish communities have in common from India, Africa, China.etc
Is the Torah, meaning they most likely all came out of Egypt after creating this
fake history. Graham Hancock mentions there is a record of a Jewish synagogue
being demolished by the Priest of Sobek in Egypt around the mid 4th century BCE.
This is one of the earliest actual records outside of the fictional accounts and
dubious histories we get of them.

While the concept of the Messiah[meaning Chief Cornerstone/Capstone of the
Pyramid] is Egyptian-Gentile in origin and deals with the Magnum Opus/Temple of
Solomon. The Jews stole this concept and corrupted it just as they stole their
identity from the Brotherhood of the Serpent centers in Egypt
The fact is the Jews as mentioned simply dispersed in every direction to infest
every major capital center in the ancient world and work to bring the Gentiles
down and create the base of an international network of power and control, same
as they do today. Their fictional history is designed to unite them [they
created Israel today from myth making this belief/myth manifested more in
reality] and create a powerful psychic intent to manifest there Messiah and Zion
who shall unite the Diaspora, conqueror the world for Global Zion and rule from

his Golden Throne in Jerusalem. And have all Gentiles on there knees as servants
and slaves. This is why the Jewish programs from Christianity to Islam all have
the Messiah prophecy which they stole once again from the Gentiles. To create
the intent and vortex of energy to manifest their Chief Corner Stone[meaning of
Messiah] who shall be the capstone upon the pinnacle[the pinnacle is the place
the capstone is laid on the Pyramid] of the Temple Of Solomon [The Jewish Race]
and thus complete the Temple Of Solomon and bring the Jew World Order into full
and absolute power. The Jews stated in their Protocol's this Messiah is the
keystone[capstone] to their entire agenda.
http://www.666blacksun.com/Temple_of_Solomon.html
The real Jewish Messiah is the Christ Character he has two faces one is
Joshua[Yashua] the Torah Messiah who unites the 12 Tribes and conquerors the
Gentiles and builds Zion. The second face is Joshua[Yausha] two for the Gentiles
to be yoked unto the Jews and under their spell which uses Gentiles to bring
about their own destruction and enslavement. While Yashua one binds the Jewish
racial psyche together to manifest the same monster.
That is the cruel fact the Jews rub it right in our faces in the Bible
especially in the New Testament in the parable of Jesus [Yashua/Joshua in
Hebrew] standing on the pinnacle of the Temple dominating all the kingdoms of
the world [showing him as the chief cornerstone of the Temple as the Lord of the
Pyramid, the Messiah of the Jews, the Empire of the Jews manifested].
Behold, I lay in Zion a chief cornerstone, elect, precious, and he who believes
on Him will by no means be put to shame" (1 Peter 2:6, NKJV).
The Apha and Omega represents the Chief Cornerstone:
Revelation 22:12 "And behold, I am coming quickly, and My reward is with Me, to
give to every one according to his work. I am the Alpha and the Omega, the
Beginning and the End, the First and the Last."

The biggest lie of the Jews is their own history.

Sources:
Suns of God, Acharya S
Christ In Egypt, DM. Murdock
Irish Origins Of Civilization, Tsarion Micheal
Who Was ABRAHAM? Gene D. Matlock, B.A., M.A.
How Almighty God was born, John Kaminski
KNJV Bible

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Monday, August 5, 2013 3:27:34 PM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Age of Taurus & Judaism

PERSIA & THE CREATION OF JUDAISM
http://www.cais-soas.com/CAIS/Religions/non-iranian/Judaism/Persian_Judaism/Persia_created_judaism.htm

From: Don Danko <mageson6666@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Sunday, August 4, 2013 8:45 AM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Age of Taurus & Judaism

The Jews are not as old as they claim. The only record of them shows they appear around 2500 to 2800 years ago. Not five thousand.
The Bull is a sacred animal.
From: drakedannii <xxrygelxx@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Sunday, August 4, 2013 9:12:49 AM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Age of Taurus & Judaism

Is it just a coincidence that the kikes who are known for their extreme greed and materialism had their religion begin in the age of Taurus the sign of wealth and
money? Also Taurus rules tradition and convention and as we know they love to brag at how they're the only race to remain unassimilated throughout the centuries
whilst all the others have gone. Just curious.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1493
Subject: Re: Age of Taurus & Judaism

From: Don Danko

Date: 8/5/2013

Also gene studies have debunked the Kazar theory which was promoted by Jews themselves at the time for misinformation reasons. Identical to Icke and t
From: Don Danko <mageson6666@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Monday, August 5, 2013 4:06:27 PM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Age of Taurus & Judaism

Judaism is like xianity its a rewrote mix of other religions, Brahmanism with Abraham [Brahma] Sara [Saraswati] and on. The Sumerian's with the Garden o

Much of Judaism is also from Canaan. The earliest image of the Jewish god Yaweh from 500 BC is stolen from the popular image of Zeus. Jehovah is sto
Elohim was originally a title of Osiris and of the Gods in Sumeria and elsewhere.

The Hyksos situation is also not the origin of the Jews nor the far East. I have looked this over and over along with Tsarion's works on the subject. The Hy

It seems the Jews came out of the ME, Canaan region and moved outwards in all directions. The region they started in was the key area between East and

We also have the fact gene studies on the Cohen gene. Trace them to the identical NE region.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/230

The Jews Biggest Lie Looking at the major claimed history and historical figures of the Jews we can see the plain truth. Their entire history is false and stol
One
of
the
shrines
in
the
Kaaba
was
also
dedicated
to
the
Hindu
Creator
God,
Brahma,
which
is
why
the
illiterate
prophet
of
Islam
claimed
it
was
dedicated
to
Abraham.
The
word
"Abraham"
is
none
other
than

a
malpronunciation
of
the
word
Brahma.
This
can
be
clearly
proven
if
one
investigates
the
root
meanings
of
both
words.
Abraham
is
said
to
be
one
of
the
oldest
Semitic
prophets.
His
name
is
supposed
to
be
derived

from
the
two
Semitic
words
'Ab'
meaning
'Father'
and
'Raam/
Raham'
meaning
'of
the
exalted.'
In
the
book
of
Genesis,
Abraham
simply
means
'Multitude.'
The
word
Abraham
is
derived
from
the
Sanskrit
word
Brahma.
The
root
of
Brahma

is
'Brah'
which
means
'to
grow
or
multiply
in
number.'
In
addition
Lord
Brahma,
the
Creator
God
of
Hinduism
is
said
to
be
the
Father
of
all
Men
and
Exalted
of
all
the
Gods,
for
it
is

from
him
that
all
beings
were
generated.
Thus
again
we
come
to
the
meaning
'Exalted
Father.'
This
is
a
clear
pointer
that
Abraham
is
none
other
than
the
heavenly
father."
Where
does
the
term
Hebrew
actually
come
from?

One
of
the
most
important
finds
in
Egypt
happened
with
the
Egyptologist
and
Archaeologist
Professor
Walter
B.
Emery
(19031971)
while
excavating
tombs
at
Saqqara.
Emery
found
men
with
blond
hair
and
fair
complexions.
These
individuals
were
revered

by
the
Egyptians
as
a
special
class,
an
endowed
elite
the
"Shemsu
Hor"
(Serpents
of
He
of
The
Ari).
The
famous
Egyptologist,
author
of
Archaic
Egypt
discovered
the
remains
who
lived
in
the
predynastic
epoch.
These
presented

a
dolichocephalous
skull
larger
than
that
of
the
local
ethnic
group,
fair
hair
and
a
taller,
heavier
build.
Emery
declared
that
this
stock
wasn't
indigenous
to
Egypt…This
race
kept
its
distance
from
the
common
people,
blending
only
with

the
aristocratic
classes….the
scholar
associated
them
with
the
Shemsu
Hor….The
Shemsu
Hor
are
recognized
as
the
dominant
sacerdotal
caste
in
predynastic
Egypt."
V.
Di
Cesare
and
A.
Forgione
"Malta:
Skulls
of
the
Mother
Goddess"
Professor
Emery

wrote
of
these
Shemsu
Hor:
"The
Demigods
of
Manetho's
history."
These
Shemsu
Hor
were
stated
to
have
originally
lived
on
an
island
homeland
as
well.
A
very
revealing
text
on
the
truth
of
the
ancient
Egyptians
record
of

their
origin:
"Hebrew
comes
from
Ibaru
he
letter
H
added
as
a
prefix
meant
the
and
so
the
word
Hebrew
means
the
Ibaru
the
term
rabbi
is
a
variant
of
this
Ibarua.
The
Ibaru
were
part
of
the

Shemsu
Hor
who
travelled
to
Egypt
in
the
ancient
past.
Due
to
the
similarity
to
Apiru
which
means
undesirable,
this
term
has
been
confused."Tsarion
The
claims
the
Hebrews
where
Apriu/
Habiru
are
misleading
again,
the
truth
such

peoples
where
from
the
region
called
Aryavarta
{North
India,
Pakistan)
when
the
gradual
abandonment
of
the
Saraswati
civilizations
due
to
the
drying
up
of
the
river,
there
was
major
waves
of
former
inhabitants
of
the
region
which
from

modern
finds
would
have
been
extensive
as
the
population
of
the
Saraswati
area
was
into
the
millions.
These
people
became
migrants
and
refugees
that
moved
out
over
the
generations
to
new
areas:
About
1900
BC,
the
cult
of

Brahm
was
carried
to
the
Middle
and
Near
East
by
several
different
Indian
groups
after
a
severe
rainfall
and
earthquake
tore
Northern
India
apart,
even
changing
the
courses
of
the
Indus
and
Saraisvati
rivers.
The
classical
geographer
Strabo

tells
us
just
how
nearly
complete
the
abandonment
of
Northwestern
India
was.
"Aristobolus
says
that
when
he
was
sent
upon
a
certain
mission
in
India,
he
saw
a
country
of
more
than
a
thousand
cities,
together
with
villages,

that
had
been
deserted
because
the
Indus
had
abandoned
its
proper
bed."
(Strabo's
Geography,
XV.I.19.)
"The
drying
up
of
the
Sarasvati
around
1900
BCE,
which
led
to
a
major
relocation
of
the
population
centered
around
in
the
Sindhu

and
the
Sarasvati
valleys,
could
have
been
the
event
that
caused
a
migration
westward
from
India.
It
is
soon
after
this
time
that
the
Indic
element
begins
to
appear
all
over
West
Asia,
Egypt,
and
Greece."
(Indic
Ideas

in
the
GraecoRoman
World,
by
Subhash
Kak,
taken
from
IndiaStar
online
literary
magazine;
p.14)
"The
exodus
of
refugees
out
of
ancient
India
did
not
occur
all
at
once
but
over
a
period
of
one
or
more
thousand

years.
If
all
these
refugee
ruling
peoples
were
exclusively
of
Indian
heritage,
why
doesn't
History
mention
them?
Indeed
they
are
mentioned
as
Kassites,
Hittites,
Syrians,
Assyrians,
Hurrians,
Arameans,
Mittanians,
Amalekites,
Aethiops
(AthaYop),
Phoenicians,
Chaldeans,
and
many
others.

But
we
have
been
wrongly
taught
to
regard
them
as
ethnicities
indigenous
to
Western
Asia."Matlock
Many
of
these
peoples
became
free
companies,
workers
and
in
some
cases
criminals
and
conquers
of
new
regions
to
settle
in
from

the
early
records
on
the
subject,
many
such
as
the
peoples
mentioned
above
would
conqueror
their
own
kingdoms
and
empires.
The
Sumerian
logogram
SA.GAZ
appears
in
texts
from
Southern
Mesopotamia,
dated
from
about
1850
BC,
where
it
is

applied
to
small
bands
of
soldiers,
apparently
mercenaries
at
the
service
of
local
citystates
and
being
supplied
with
food
or
sheep.
One
of
those
texts
uses
the
Akkadian
cuneiform
word
Hapiri
instead
of
the
logogram;
another
described

them
as
"soldiers
from
the
West".
Their
names
are
predominantly
Akkadian;
some
are
West
Semitic,
some
unknown.
Their
origins,
when
recorded,
are
in
local
towns.
A
letter
to
an
Old
Assyrian
merchant
resident
in
Ali?ar
requests
his
aid

in
freeing
or
ransoming
some
Hapiri,
formerly
attached
to
the
palace
of
Shalahshuwe
(as
yet
unidentified),
now
prisoners
of
the
local
authorities.
The
Tikunani
Prism,
dated
from
around
1550
BC,
lists
the
names
of
438
Habiru
soldiers
or

servants
of
king
TunipTessup
of
Tikunani,
a
small
citystate
in
central
Mesopotamia.
The
majority
of
these
names
are
typically
Hurrian,
the
rest
are
Semitic,
one
is
Kassite.
Another
text
from
around
1500
BC
describes
the
Hapiru

as
soldiers
or
laborers,
organized
into
bands
of
various
sizes
commanded
by
SA.GAZ
leaders:
one
band
from
Tapduwa
has
15
soldiers,
another
from
Sarkuhe
has
29,
and
another
from
Alalakh
has
1,436.
The
Hapiru
where
simply
the
ancient

equivalent
of
Cossacks.
The
truth
is
the
title
Hebrew
[Ibaru]
comes
from
Egypt
it
was
a
title
for
a
Solar
Priest.
Its
no
mistake
the
important
Jewish
pass
over
is
stolen
from
the
Egyptian
festival
of
Easter.
A

solar
custom
of
Egypt.
"The
priests
of
the
Mysteries
were
symbolized
as
a
serpent,
sometimes
called
Hydra...The
Serpent
Kings
reigned
over
the
earth.
It
was
these
Serpent
Kings
who
founded
the
Mystery
schools
which
later
appeared
as
the

Egyptian
and
Brahmin
Mysteries...
.The
serpent
was
their
symbol...They
were
the
true
Sons
of
Light,
and
from
them
have
descended
a
long
line
of
adepts
and
initiates."
Hall
"The
Apiru
or
Hapiru
were
not
the
same
people

as
the
Hebrews
(Aryan)
Magi
had
journeyed
far
and
wide
and
established
mystery
schools
throughout
the
world.
The
early
Egyptians
knew
them
as
the
Shemsu
Hor
"Disciples
of
Horus."
The
Shemsu
Hor
were
counselors
to,
and
perhaps
even

initiators
of
the
pharaohs
of
Egypt."Tsarion
"The
word
Hebrew
can
also
be
traced
to
the
Gaelic
Heber
meaning
"fire"
or
"sun"
A
"Hebrew"
(Ibaru)
was
a
priest
of
the
sun."
"Cohen,
the
Jewish
name
for
priest,
comes

from
Cahen,
the
Egyptian
pronunciation
for
a
priest
and
a
prince.13
Even
circumcision, that uniquely `Jewish' tradition, came from the Egyptian mystery schools and was performed at least as far back as 4,000 BC. You could not
called Zaon {Zion} and had a Royal Court called the Levities there. "Reverend Taylor discovered the truth when he studied the Eleusinian Tradition of Gree
The
Benben
stone
in
Egypt
represented
as
a
pyramid
shaped
stone
and
the
dwelling
place
of
the
sun
god
with
its
association
with
the

Bennu
bird
(also
Benu
bird).
The
Benu
bird
is
the
Egyptian
name
for
the
Phoenix.
The
Benben
stone
represents
the
Temple
Of
Solomon.
The
Jews
simply
stole
the
core
of
their
identity
from
the
Gentile
Brotherhood
Of
the

Serpent
and
their
orders
in
Egypt.
Which
was
one
of
the
major
Serpent
centers
in
the
ancient
world.
They
was
no
exodus
and
no
Biblical
homeland
in
the
Canaanite
lands:
"Nay
,
only
are
there
no
proofs
for

the
twelve
tribes
of
Israel
having
ever
existed,
but
Herodotus,
the
most
accurate
of
historians,
who
was
in
Assyria
when
Erza
flourished,
never
mentions
the
Israelites
at
all…How
is
this
possible?Madame
Helena
Blavatsky
(The
Secret
Doctrine,
vol

3)
"Nowhere
in
Torah
(also
called
the
Pentateuch,
or
the
first
five
books
of
the
Bible)
is
there
any
mention
of
Jerusalem
let
alone
a
temple
anywhere
in
Jerusalem."Stephen
M.
St.
John
Many
writers
of
this
ear

were
not
even
aware
of
the
existence
of
Judea.
The
Greek
Historian
Herodotus,
painstakingly
exact
in
his
documentation
of
the
nations
and
peoples
of
the
known
world,
refers
only
to
the
Syrians
of
Palestine…when
he
describes
the
area-

Joseph
Atwill
(Cesar's
Messiah)
Although
the
TellelAmarna
tablets
give
much
information
regarding
Canaan
at
about
the
period
of
the
Exodus,
they
make
no
allusions
to
the
Jews
in
Egypt
or
to
the
great
catastrophe
caused
by

the
events
preceding
their
escapeErnest
Busenbark
We
need
to
recognize
that
our
understanding
of
Israel
as
a
people
and
as
a
nation
is
unrelated
to
any
known
historical
Israel…They
created
this
`Israel'
not
as
it
once
existed

in
an
earlier
period,
but
in
away
that
was
meaningful
to
themselvesThomas.
L
Thompson(The
Mythic
Past:
Biblical
Archaeology
and
the
Myth
of
Israel)
Of
course,
there
was
an
Israel!
The
name
itself
is
used
already
at
the

close
of
the
Late
Bronze
Age
on
an
Egyptian
monument
to
refer
to
the
People
of
Canaan
that
Pharaoh
Merenptah's
military
campaign
into
Palestine
fought
against.
But
this
is
not
the
Israel
that
the
Bible
deals
withHyam

Maccoby's
The
Mythmaker:
Paul
and
the
Invention
of
Christianity
While
it
is
hardwon
principle
of
Biblical
archaeology
that
the
historicity
of
ancient
Biblical
narratives
about
old
Israel
cannot
be
confirmed
unless
we
have
extraBiblical
confirmation,
it

is
more
likely
to
confirm
the
Bible's
literary
and
metaphorical
tropes
than
to
establish
it
as
historical
recordThomas.
L
Thompson(The
Mythic
Past:
Biblical
Archaeology
and
the
Myth
of
Israel)
Jerusalem's
history…remains
impossible
to
write.
Although
the

Egyptian
Amarna
letters,
which
give
us
correspondences
between
Palestine's
petty
princes
and
kings
and
the
Egyptian
Pharaoh
of
the
late
fourteenth
an
dearly
thirteenth
centuries,
tell
us
much
of
about
the
town
of
Urusalim
and
about
its
patron

and
king,
AbdiHepa,
we
know
nothing
about
this
town
from
archaeology.
We
are
not
even
certain
where
it
was
located,
though
we
have
every
reason
to
believe
that
it
was
Jerusalem.
The
Iron
Age
town
of
Jerusalem

on
Mount
Ophel,
which
has
been
excavated
by
Kathleen
Kenyon
before
the
1967
IsraelArab
war
offered
no
significant
remains
from
the
Late
Bronze
AgeThomas.
L
Thompson(The
Mythic
Past:
Biblical
Archaeology
and
the
Myth
of
Israel)
Palestine

never
developed a political power of any great international significance. It was always so divided by its many small regions that it never developed a common his
Bourriau's evidence strongly suggests that the traditional Egyptian view, long espoused by Manetho, that the Hyksos invaded and sacked the Memphite re
because Egyptology was not sufficiently advanced in his time; plus, he didn't live long enough to learn that the Old Testament was a clumsy fiction of writer
From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Monday, August 5, 2013 3:27:34 PM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Age of Taurus & Judaism

PERSIA & THE CREATION OF JUDAISM
http://www.cais-soas.com/CAIS/Religions/non-iranian/Judaism/Persian_Judaism/Persia_created_judaism.htm

From: Don Danko <mageson6666@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Sunday, August 4, 2013 8:45 AM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Age of Taurus & Judaism

The Jews are not as old as they claim. The only record of them shows they appear around 2500 to 2800 years ago. Not five thousand.
The Bull is a sacred animal.
From: drakedannii <xxrygelxx@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Sunday, August 4, 2013 9:12:49 AM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Age of Taurus & Judaism

Is it just a coincidence that the kikes who are known for their extreme greed and materialism had their religion begin in the age of Taurus the sign of wealth and money? A
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1494
Subject: Re: What is the signs of a violent death, like James Dean?

From: m_18

Date: 8/5/2013

Methods of death & timing of death are almost always impossible to predict & can usually only be ascertained astrologically after death. The aspects involved are
usually almost always very complex. However, there was one astrologer who predicted his own death accurately. (I forgot his name.) He waited to buy life insurance
until he absolutely had to.
There was an illegal alien in Texas on death row in the 1990s whose sentence was commuted after DNA evidence proved his non-guilt. He went back to Mexico &
died in an auto accident ...... on the day & approximate time he was scheduled for execution in Texas.

It is my personal belief that when one could die can occur multiple times in one's life. How you handle your life can sometimes dictate which time. Let's say you
become an alcoholic. Then you could possibly die from complications of alcoholism at an earlier time than as if you had never become one in the first place.
It is also my belief that the universe will cooperate when a enough people come within close proximity of each other who have a potential for some "similar in nature
type of event" could occur, such as say a tornado for example or say a building collapse, etc., etc., then the environment will cooperate .... somehow.

From: lakshmipalmer <lakshmipalmer@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Monday, August 5, 2013 7:42 AM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] What is the signs of a violent death, like James Dean?

I was watching some James Dean films a week ago but I was interested in finding out more about his life extra, via his astrology etc. He had some good planets, but
I wonder what caused him to die so young. Was this a misplaced Mars in the 8th House of something?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1495
Subject: Re: Age of Taurus & Judaism

From: m_18

Date: 8/5/2013

There is some interesting stuff here as well:
http://www.domainofman.com
There is a great online book there.

From: Don Danko <mageson6666@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Monday, August 5, 2013 3:06 PM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Age of Taurus & Judaism

Judaism is like xianity its a rewrote mix of other religions, Brahmanism with Abraham [Brahma] Sara [Saraswati] and on. The Sumerian's with the
Garden of Edin. Egypt in many places such as much of the Psalms and the creation epic. We have Moses being stolen form Bacchus-Osiris, minus
the ten plagues on Egypt. Sampson is proven to have been stolen from Hercules. This title of Yaweh was in use before Judaism existed in some
regions. This caused a national uproar in Germany when the Assyriologist gave his findings to the Kaiser in person on this. This was found before

Judaism officially existed hence the revealed name to the Jewish patriarch is bullshit. They even lifted this name.

Much of Judaism is also from Canaan. The earliest image of the Jewish god Yaweh from 500 BC is stolen from the popular image of Zeus. Jehovah
is stolen from Jove a title for Jupiter the Roman Zeus. The image found in the earliest known synagogue from 2000 years ago in Syria is Helios. And
the first name of their god is EL or Elohim in their bible. There is some later Zoroastrianism influences as well. With Yahweh taking the place of
Mazda.
Elohim was originally a title of Osiris and of the Gods in Sumeria and elsewhere.

The Hyksos situation is also not the origin of the Jews nor the far East. I have looked this over and over along with Tsarion's works on the subject.
The Hyksos where a Gentile dynasty that source of power was in the Minoan Empire. The court of the Hyksos capital was found its identical to the
imperial place of Knossos in Crete. Many of the Hyksos dynasty where married into the conquering faction. The Hyksos arose in a period of the
collapse of the pervious dynasty. This is also why some many items for other regions where found with the Hyksos. It was from the other parts of the
Minoan Empire. These where blood lines all from a common Aryan source. And shared the same religion.
It seems the Jews came out of the ME, Canaan region and moved outwards in all directions. The region they started in was the key area between
East and West which is the perfect start point for such a program. Their Torah is corrupted from the Tarot the 5 Books of Thoth. If you look on the
Wheel of Fortune card. It states in one direction Tarot on the Wheel. And Torah in another direction.

We also have the fact gene studies on the Cohen gene. Trace them to the identical NE region.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/230
The Jews Biggest Lie
Looking at the major claimed history and historical figures of the Jews we can
see the plain truth. Their entire history is false and stolen from Gentiles. The
real foundation of their history rests upon two major characters Abraham and
Moses.
The supposed Great Patriarch Abraham and his family the first "official" Jews in
history, are in fact stolen from the ancient Hindu Trinity of Brahma, Vishnu and
Siva, along with Saraswati:

Since Krishna was not born of man, he was not actually the earthly father of
Brahma and Mahesh. Therefore, he himself was the protector (Tara) of Brahma. In
Sanskrit, Tara means "savior; protector." It is a term generally used with the
gods Rudra, Shiva, Vishnu and Brahma. Even our Old Testament says that the
father (protector) of Abraham was Terah (Genesis 11:26.) The Bible tells us that
Abraham and Sarah were half-siblings. (Genesis 12:19-20.). The Hindu holy books
also tell us that a blood relationship existed between them. The Puranas relate
Sarasvati to Brahma and Vishnu. Most frequently, she is associated with Brahma.
Her connection with him dates earlier than to any other God. She is portrayed
mostly as his wife and occasionally as his daughter. When Vishnu's popularity in
India increased, myths relating Saraswati to him appeared. (Ref: Sarasvati and
the Gods; www.vishvarupa.com.) Therefore, Brahma or Vishnu would also have been
the Tara (Terah) of Sarasvati because of her divine origins.
Brahm (Abraham) Sarasvati (Sarah)
Abraham or Brahma's home was the land of Haran (Genesis 1:4.) Haran was the
coastal principality governed by Krishna. It was even named after him because
Hara (Sun God) is another name of Krishna. Brahma/Abraham was 75 years old when
he left Haran.
The Bible mentions Haran and Haryana. The Hindu holy books also say that
Brahma/Abrahan lived in Ur of the Chaldees. Ur was a Sumerian name for "town;
city." Chaldee (pronounced Kaldee) derives from the Sanskrit Kaul, a Brahman
caste, and Deva (demi-god). The North Indian Kauldevas worshiped idols
representing their ancestors. According to the Hindus, Brahma married Sarasvati
in Chaldea, the part that is now Afghanistan.
In Hindu mythology, Sarai-Svati is Brahm's sister. The bible gives two stories
of Abraham. In this first version, Abraham told Pharaoh that he was lying when
he introduced Sarai as his sister. In the second version, he also told the king
of Gerar that Sarai was really his sister. However, when the king scolded him
for lying, Abraham said that Sarai was in reality both his wife and his sister!
"...and yet indeed she is my sister; she is the daughter of my father, but not
the daughter of my mother; and she became my wife." (Genesis 20:12.)

But the anomalies don't end here. In India, a tributary of the river Saraisvati
is Ghaggar. Another tributary of the same river is Hakra. According to Jewish
traditions, Hagar was Sarai's maidservant; the Moslems say she was an Egyptian
princess. Notice the similarities of Ghaggar, Hakra and Hagar.
The bible also states that Ishmael, son of Hagar, and his descendants lived in
India. "...Ishmael breathed his last and died, and was gathered to his kin...
They dwelt from Havilah (India), by Shur, which is close to Egypt, all the way
to Asshur."
(Genesis 25:17-18.) It is an interesting fact that the names of Isaac and
Ishmael are derive from Sanskrit: (Hebrew) Ishaak = (Sanskrit) Ishakhu = "Friend
of Shiva." (Hebrew) Ishmael = (Sanskrit) Ish-Mahal = "Great Shiva."-Matlock

Lingam worship in the Bible:
In the 28th chapter of Genesis Jacob, after having a dream about a 'ladder'
reaching up to heaven with angels 'limbing' it and God standing at the top(12),
erects a 'pillar' with the stone he was using for a pillow and concecrates it
with oil (18). He calls the place Beit-El ('Bethel' in english, which means
'House of God') (19). He says that the stone pillar itself was "God's house"
(22). And he later, in chapter 35 v14, erects another one on the road from
Paddan-Aram.
The worship of Brahma was also in the Near Eastern World:
"About 1900 BC, the cult of Brahm was carried to the Middle and Near East by
several different Indian groups after a severe rainfall and earthquake tore
Northern India apart, even changing the courses of the Indus and Saraisvati
rivers."
"...the Temple of Mecca was founded by a colony of Brahmins from India.it was a
sacred place before the time of Mohamed, and.they were permitted to make
pilgrimages to it for several centuries after his time. Its great celebrity as a
sacred place long before the time of the prophet cannot be doubted."
(Anacalypsis, Vol. I, p. 421.)
"...the city of Mecca is said by the Brahmins, on the authority of their old
books, to have been built by a colony from India; and its inhabitants from the

earliest era have had a tradition that it was built by Ishmael, the son of Agar.
This town, in the Indus language, would be called Ishmaelistan." (Ibid, p. 424.)
Before Mohammed's time, The Hinduism of the Arab peoples was called Tsaba. Tsaba
or Saba is a Sanskrit word, meaning "Assembly of the Gods ". Tsaba was also
called Isha-ayalam (Shiva's Temple). The term Moslem or Moshe-ayalam (Shiva's
Temple) is just another name of Sabaism.-Matlock
The facts on Mohammed fictional existence:
http://exposingthelieofislam.wordpress.com/muhammad-never-existed/
One of the shrines in the Kaaba was also dedicated to the Hindu Creator God,
Brahma, which is why the illiterate prophet of Islam claimed it was dedicated to
Abraham. The word "Abraham" is none other than a malpronunciation of the word
Brahma. This can be clearly proven if one investigates the root meanings of both
words. Abraham is said to be one of the oldest Semitic prophets. His name is
supposed to be derived from the two Semitic words 'Ab' meaning 'Father' and
'Raam/Raham' meaning 'of the exalted.' In the book of Genesis, Abraham simply
means 'Multitude.' The word Abraham is derived from the Sanskrit word Brahma.
The root of Brahma is 'Brah' which means - 'to grow or multiply in number.' In
addition Lord Brahma, the Creator God of Hinduism is said to be the Father of
all Men and Exalted of all the Gods, for it is from him that all beings were
generated. Thus again we come to the meaning 'Exalted Father.' This is a clear
pointer that Abraham is none other than the heavenly father."
Where does the term Hebrew actually come from?
One of the most important finds in Egypt happened with the Egyptologist and
Archaeologist Professor Walter B. Emery (1903-1971) while excavating tombs at
Saqqara. Emery found men with blond hair and fair complexions. These individuals
were revered by the Egyptians as a special class, an endowed elite the "Shemsu
Hor" (Serpents of He of The Ari). The famous Egyptologist, author of Archaic
Egypt discovered the remains who lived in the pre-dynastic epoch. These
presented a dolichocephalous skull larger than that of the local ethnic group,
fair hair and a taller, heavier build. Emery declared that this stock wasn't
indigenous to Egypt…This race kept its distance from the common people, blending
only with the aristocratic classes….the scholar associated them with the Shemsu
Hor….The Shemsu Hor are recognized as the dominant sacerdotal caste in

pre-dynastic Egypt."
-V. Di Cesare and A. Forgione "Malta: Skulls of the Mother Goddess"
Professor Emery wrote of these Shemsu Hor: "The Demigods of Manetho's history."
These Shemsu Hor were stated to have originally lived on an island homeland as
well. A very revealing text on the truth of the ancient Egyptians record of
their origin:
"Hebrew comes from Ibaru he letter H added as a prefix meant the and so the
word Hebrew means the Ibaru the term rabbi is a variant of this Ibarua. The
Ibaru were part of the Shemsu Hor who travelled to Egypt in the ancient past.
Due to the similarity to Apiru which means undesirable, this term has been
confused."-Tsarion
The claims the Hebrews where Apriu/ Habiru are misleading again, the truth such
peoples where from the region called Aryavarta {North India, Pakistan) when the
gradual abandonment of the Saraswati civilizations due to the drying up of the
river, there was major waves of former inhabitants of the region which from
modern finds would have been extensive as the population of the Saraswati area
was into the millions. These people became migrants and refugees that moved out
over the generations to new areas:
About 1900 BC, the cult of Brahm was carried to the Middle and Near East by
several different Indian groups after a severe rainfall and earthquake tore
Northern India apart, even changing the courses of the Indus and Saraisvati
rivers. The classical geographer Strabo tells us just how nearly complete the
abandonment of Northwestern India was. "Aristobolus says that when he was sent
upon a certain mission in India, he saw a country of more than a thousand
cities, together with villages, that had been deserted because the Indus had
abandoned its proper bed." (Strabo's Geography, XV.I.19.)
"The drying up of the Sarasvati around 1900 BCE, which led to a major relocation
of the population centered around in the Sindhu and the Sarasvati valleys, could
have been the event that caused a migration westward from India. It is soon
after this time that the Indic element begins to appear all over West Asia,
Egypt, and Greece." (Indic Ideas in the Graeco-Roman World, by Subhash Kak,
taken from IndiaStar online literary magazine; p.14)

"The exodus of refugees out of ancient India did not occur all at once but over
a period of one or more thousand years. If all these refugee ruling peoples were
exclusively of Indian heritage, why doesn't History mention them? Indeed they
are mentioned as Kassites, Hittites, Syrians, Assyrians, Hurrians, Arameans,
Mittanians, Amalekites, Aethiops (Atha-Yop), Phoenicians, Chaldeans, and many
others. But we have been wrongly taught to regard them as ethnicities indigenous
to Western Asia."- Matlock
Many of these peoples became free companies, workers and in some cases criminals
and conquers of new regions to settle in from the early records on the subject,
many such as the peoples mentioned above would conqueror their own kingdoms and
empires.
The Sumerian logogram SA.GAZ appears in texts from Southern Mesopotamia, dated
from about 1850 BC, where it is applied to small bands of soldiers, apparently
mercenaries at the service of local city-states and being supplied with food or
sheep. One of those texts uses the Akkadian cuneiform word Hapiri instead of the
logogram; another described them as "soldiers from the West". Their names are
predominantly Akkadian; some are West Semitic, some unknown. Their origins, when
recorded, are in local towns.
A letter to an Old Assyrian merchant resident in Ali?ar requests his aid in
freeing or ransoming some Hapiri, formerly attached to the palace of Shalahshuwe
(as yet unidentified), now prisoners of the local authorities.
The Tikunani Prism, dated from around 1550 BC, lists the names of 438 Habiru
soldiers or servants of king Tunip-Tessup of Tikunani, a small city-state in
central Mesopotamia. The majority of these names are typically Hurrian, the rest
are Semitic, one is Kassite.
Another text from around 1500 BC describes the Hapiru as soldiers or laborers,
organized into bands of various sizes commanded by SA.GAZ leaders: one band from
Tapduwa has 15 soldiers, another from Sarkuhe has 29, and another from Alalakh
has 1,436.
The Hapiru where simply the ancient equivalent of Cossacks. The truth is the
title Hebrew [Ibaru] comes from Egypt it was a title for a Solar Priest. Its no
mistake the important Jewish pass over is stolen from the Egyptian festival of

Easter. A solar custom of Egypt.

"The priests of the Mysteries were symbolized as a serpent, sometimes called
Hydra...The Serpent Kings reigned over the earth. It was these Serpent Kings who
founded the Mystery schools which later appeared as the Egyptian and Brahmin
Mysteries... .The serpent was their symbol...They were the true Sons of Light,
and from them have descended a long line of adepts and initiates."
- Hall
"The Apiru or Hapiru were not the same people as the Hebrews (Aryan) Magi had
journeyed far and wide and established mystery schools throughout the world. The
early Egyptians knew them as the Shemsu Hor "Disciples of Horus." The Shemsu Hor
were counselors to, and perhaps even initiators of the pharaohs of
Egypt."-Tsarion
"The word Hebrew can also be traced to the Gaelic Heber meaning "fire" or "sun"
A "Hebrew" (Ibaru) was a priest of the sun."
"Cohen, the Jewish name for priest, comes from Cahen, the Egyptian pronunciation
for a priest and a prince.13 Even circumcision, that uniquely `Jewish'
tradition, came from the Egyptian mystery schools and was performed at least as
far back as 4,000 BC. You could not be initiated unless you were circumcised.
The Hebrew religion did not exist in Egypt and there was no Hebrew law because
there was no Hebrew `race'. The only worship was Egyptian worship"
The High Priest of the Levities breast plate and all is nothing more then a
stolen image of a Ibaru leader from Egypt.
This leads us to the next major claimed character of the Jewish "historical
record" Moses:
Like that of Osiris, the story of Dionysus includes his own mythical conquest of
India….Dionysus is not only Osiris but also the counterpart of Moses:"That the
god Bacchus was the archetype of Moses seems to have been the opinion of many
learned men, particularly the celebrated Bishop of Huet, and I Vossius, who
agree that the Arabian name of Bacchus is Meses."

Biblical scholarship and archaeology have basically proved that the Pentateuch,
or first five books of the Bible , were not composed by the great lawgiver Moses
himself. In the Bible Unearthed, archaeologist Israel Finkelstien demonstrates
that much biblical composition was done from the 8th century BCE onward. Even in
ancient times it was recognized that Moses did not compose the Pentateuch."
According to the myth, the Jews at the time of the Exodus celebrated the feat of
the Lamb, which refers to the Age of Aries. In the Dionysian myth, the sacred
Lamb or Ram provides water to Dionysus's army in the middle of the desert, the
water-in-the-desert motif also being in the Moses myth. Like Dionysus and Amon,
Moses is depicted wearing ram's horns. "
Another tale that found its way into the Bible is that of Bacchus's miracle of
stopping the motion of the sun and moon, replayed in the story of Joshua.
It is related in the hymns of Orpheus, that Bacchus had a rod with which he
performed miracles, and which he could change into a serpent at his pleasure. He
passed the Red Sea, dry shod, at the head of his army. He divided the waters of
the rivers Orontes and Hydaspus by the touch of his rod, and passed through them
dry-shod. By the same mighty wand, he drew water from a rock, and wherever they
marched, the land flowed with wine, milk and honey.
Bacchus, was called the "Law-giver, and it was said of Bacchus," as well of
Moses, that his laws were written on two tables of stone. Bacchus was
represented horned, and so was Moses. Bacchus was picked up in a box that
floated on the water, and so was Moses. Bacchus had two mothers, one by nature,
and one by adoption, so had Moses. Bacchus and his army enjoyed the light of the
sun at night, Moses and his army a pillar of fire by night.
Moses being called the Law-giver and the laws being written on two tablets of
stone, were obviously copied from Bacchus, but the idea of his (Moses) receiving
the commandments from the Lord on a mountain was undoubtedly taken from the
Persian legend of Zoroaster.
"In his gentler (Dionysus) aspects he is a lawgiver."
It is also well known now by Egyptologists that the Ten Commandments are stolen
from the 42 negative confessions from the Egyptian Book Of The Dead.
It seems apparent that the Israelite conquest of "The Holy Land" was

taken from Dionysus mythical conquests, they just changed the direction as
awhole.
This leads into the next connection with Egypt and the Brotherhood of the
Serpent centers again as Dionysus another form or alias of the Egyptian God
Osiris:
Herodotus compared the Greek god Dionysus and the Egyptian god Osiris as long
ago as the fifth century B.C. and found them to be nearly equal in all their
mythology characteristics and virtues.
Pausanias, Description of Greece 10. 29. 4 (trans. Jones) (Greek travelogue C2nd
A.D.) :
" Both the Greeks and the Egyptians have many legends about Dionysos."
Like his alter ego Osiris, Dionysus, the most popular god in the Roman Empire,
was considered an immensely old deity, according to Herodotus who imparted that,
even though he was on of the "youngest" gods, Dionysus supposedly appeared
"15,000 years before Amasis" (Ahmose.fl. 1550 BCE).- Murdock
The Egyptians, reports Herodotus, claimed to be "quite certain of this dates."
Having kept careful records. The assertion that Dionysus/Bacchus's presence on
Crete, where he was said to have been born, extends back even further, as his
epithet "Iakchos" is found at the palace at Knossos, with an apparent Egyptian
connection."
In Avaris archaeologist have found Cretan motifs on the walls only found
appearing previous on the walls of the palace in Knossos in ancient Crete. Both
Osiris followers of Egypt and Cretans held the Bull sacred. The Cretan culture
was identical to the Egyptian one even being ruled by a Priest King along with
Serpent Brotherhoods the Kaberoi.
Dionysus was born on December 25th, the same as Osiris… like Osiris, Dionysus
was torn into 14 pieces, and also like Osiris, Dionysus was considered both the
son and father of Zeus, according to an Orphic verse"-Murdock
"Osiris –who was the "first to drink wine" and who taught mankind about the
vine, according to Plutarch-is referred to as the "Lord of Wine in the
…festival." Dionysus was the great Olympian god of wine, vegetation, pleasure
and festivity."- Murdock

Dionysus was also the Lord of Whine.
The staff of Osiris and the thyrsos of Dionysus are identical in appearance
both being pine-cone tipped.
With such antiquity also came an enormous territory, as Dionysus was much
beloved in a widespread area from Egypt to Greece to Macedonian, the Near East
and beyond.-Murdock
We can also see in the creation of the religion of Serapis created by the Greek
pharaoh Ptolemy I. The later fusion of Osiris with an Hellenic guise. Which
demonstrates the same God can be worshipped by two peoples.
The rites of Eleusinians where Dionysian in nature And Dionysus as shown was
also worshipped as Osiris in Egypt. By examination of the Eleusinian rites and
ranks we are seeing a window into the Brotherhood Of The Serpent centers in
Memphis Heliopolis[ called ON meaning Sun in Egyptian] and Avaris in Egypt.
This is the actual reason Avaris was known in the ancient description as the
"City of the Hebrews" because it was a major seat of the Egypt Priesthood of the
Ibaru. Avaris was also called Zaon {Zion} and had a Royal Court called the
Levities there.
"Reverend Taylor discovered the truth when he studied the Eleusinian Tradition
of Greece, which dates back to before 1500 years BCE. He lays out the schemata
for the ritual and dramatic performances customary to the Eleusinians:
Eleusis- The Beginning or Opening
Hierophant- The Magus Overseeing the Rites
Hupereet-Ordinary Priest, or Minister
Diaconos-A Deacon, or lower Officer
Diadochos-Torch-Bearer
Photagogue-Bringer and Wielder of Light
Autoptos-Candidate Witnessing the Rite
Autopsy-The Act of Witnessing of Seeing
Hebrew-The Initiated One (who has passed through all trials and been purified)
Teleios-The Perfected Adept
Israelite-The Purified, God-Inspired Adept (the "God Seer")

Jew-God Himself. The State of Perfection. Man as Enlightened Being."
-Tsarion
"The ancient terms Israelite and Ibaru (Hebrew)referred to high ranking,
spiritually endowed Egyptians and their ancestors."
Israelite also comes from "worshipper of Essa or Essaite" Essa, Esus. Etc Are
all ancient titles for the Sun Gods, The Phoenician God Saturn was also called
Israel, Saturn was a Sun God in the aspect of the period of the sun before its
death and rebirth on the Winter Solstice hence the Winter Solstice festival of
Saturnia in ancient Rome.
Yahweh is originally an ancient name for the sun concept, the Egyptians had a
title for a solar diety called Yahu/yahew, the Persians word for sun was yawnah
the Phoenicians had yahwe and the Syrians Yaw. Origins of this can be traced in
the Veda with the title Yahva...etc Even the term "Ad-ON-i" is Egypt in origin.
The five books of the Jewish Torah is stolen and corrupted from the five suits
of the Tarot, Tarot means "Royal Road" in ancient Egyptian, the name signifies
the kundalini Serpent ascension up the spine. The Kabala was also stolen from
Egypt KA BA ANKH = "Kabalah:
http://www.666blacksun.com/Intro_Sermons.html
The Temple of Sol-om-on was stolen from Egypt. It's the temple of the soul and
its most ancient symbol is the Pyramid and the capstone. It represents the
Godhead. Once again we are looking at another literalized fictional event, taken
and corrupted from a spiritual concept nothing more:
The PYRAMID is symbolic of the shape of the human chakra. The missing capstone
represents the unfinished work and the ALL-SEEING EYE represents the gnosis and
all-knowing when one reaches the godhead. This state is also known as "SAMADI"
or "SUPER CONSCIOUSNESS." The photo at left was taken from the US One Dollar
Bill. The United States, government and all, was founded upon Masonic principles
and is not Christian by any stretch of the imagination.
http://www.666blacksun.com/Satanic_Symbols.html

The Benben stone in Egypt represented as a pyramid shaped stone and the dwelling
place of the sun god with its association with the Bennu bird (also Benu bird).
The Benu bird is the Egyptian name for the Phoenix. The Benben stone represents
the Temple Of Solomon.

The Jews simply stole the core of their identity from the Gentile Brotherhood Of
the Serpent and their orders in Egypt. Which was one of the major Serpent
centers in the ancient world.
They was no exodus and no Biblical homeland in the Canaanite lands:
"Nay , only are there no proofs for the twelve tribes of Israel having ever
existed, but Herodotus, the most accurate of historians, who was in Assyria when
Erza flourished, never mentions the Israelites at all…How is this
possible?-Madame Helena Blavatsky (The Secret Doctrine, vol 3)
"Nowhere in Torah (also called the Pentateuch, or the first five books of the
Bible) is there any mention of Jerusalem let alone a temple anywhere in
Jerusalem."- Stephen M. St. John
Many writers of this ear were not even aware of the existence of Judea. The
Greek Historian Herodotus, painstakingly exact in his documentation of the
nations and peoples of the known world, refers only to the Syrians of
Palestine…when he describes the area-Joseph Atwill (Cesar's Messiah)
Although the Tell-el-Amarna tablets give much information regarding Canaan at
about the period of the Exodus, they make no allusions to the Jews in Egypt or
to the great catastrophe caused by the events preceding their escape-Ernest
Busenbark
We need to recognize that our understanding of Israel as a people and as a
nation is unrelated to any known historical Israel…They created this `Israel'
not as it once existed in an earlier period, but in away that was meaningful to
themselves-Thomas. L Thompson(The Mythic Past: Biblical Archaeology and the Myth
of Israel)
Of course, there was an Israel! The name itself is used already at the close of
the Late Bronze Age on an Egyptian monument to refer to the People of Canaan
that Pharaoh Merenptah's military campaign into Palestine fought against. But

this is not the Israel that the Bible deals with-Hyam Maccoby's The Mythmaker:
Paul and the Invention of Christianity
While it is hard-won principle of Biblical archaeology that the historicity of
ancient Biblical narratives about old Israel cannot be confirmed unless we have
extra-Biblical confirmation, it is more likely to confirm the Bible's literary
and metaphorical tropes than to establish it as historical record--Thomas. L
Thompson(The Mythic Past: Biblical Archaeology and the Myth of Israel)
Jerusalem's history…remains impossible to write. Although the Egyptian Amarna
letters, which give us correspondences between Palestine's petty princes and
kings and the Egyptian Pharaoh of the late fourteenth an dearly thirteenth
centuries, tell us much of about the town of Urusalim and about its patron and
king, Abdi-Hepa, we know nothing about this town from archaeology. We are not
even certain where it was located, though we have every reason to believe that
it was Jerusalem. The Iron Age town of Jerusalem on Mount Ophel, which has been
excavated by Kathleen Kenyon before the 1967 Israel-Arab war offered no
significant remains from the Late Bronze Age-Thomas. L Thompson(The Mythic Past:
Biblical Archaeology and the Myth of Israel)
Palestine never developed a political power of any great international
significance. It was always so divided by its many small regions that it never
developed a common history except when it was controlled by some power from
outside, such as Egypt, Assyria and Babylonia. High culture, as expressed in
art, architecture, literature and pageant, hardly existed. Most of what has
survived is either foreign in origins or derivative from Phoenicia on the Syrian
coast-Thomas. L Thompson(The Mythic Past: Biblical Archaeology and the Myth of
Israel)
The annals of Pharaoh Ramesis II (the Great) make reference to
Semitic people who settled in the delta region of Goshen, but this does not
really help because they are not specified as Israelites, but included in the
Arab races of Syria, Phoenicia, Mesopotamia and the Fertile Crescent in generalLaurence Gardner (Genesis of the Grail Kings)
Although the name Judea is a geographical term occurring in Assyrian period
texts, referring to the highlands south of Jerusalem, in the Persian period the
name is political. It is the name of the Persian province. The Assyrians' name

for the southern highlands, Jaudaa, and the Persians' imperial name, Yehud, were
no more reflective of a people than were any of the other names for regions of
the empire. Moreover the geographical spread of people referred to as Yehudim is
so great that is would be rash to assume that this name refers to their place of
origin. More should we continue to understand this term as ethnographic, without
evidence-Thomas. L Thompson (The Mythic Past: Biblical Archaeology and the Myth
of Israel)
One of the most striking and wonderful tings about an "historian" like Josephus
is that he knows almost nothing about "the past" that we ourselves do not
already know from other sources. When an account he gives of a supposed event of
two centuries earlier "confirms" something we can read in other works, it is
only because he has copied or paraphrased it. Josephus has been well described
as a person one wouldn't buy a used car from--Thomas. L Thompson(The Mythic
Past: Biblical Archaeology and the Myth of Israel)
The earliest part of this period in the hill country has been traditionally
presented as the "Golden Age" of ancient Egypt with its capital in Jerusalem.
The ear has been associated with the "United Monarchy" wielding the political
power of a Saul, a David and a Solomon and controlling a land-bridge from the
Nile to the Euphrates, concept of a temple built by Solomon as the center of
worship of Yahweh. Theses images have no place in descriptions of the real
historical past. We known them only as a story, and wheat we known about such
stories does not encourage us to treat them as if they were or were ever meant
to be historical. There is no evidence of a United Monarchy, no evidence of a
capital at Jerusalem….We do not have evidence for the existence of kings named
Saul, David or Solomon; nor do e have evidence for any temple at Jerusalem
--Thomas. L Thompson(The Mythic Past: Biblical Archaeology and the Myth of
Israel)
Megiddo, Gezer and Hazor and Jerusalem were in reality more like villages….with
small public buildings and poorly constructed dwellings with clay floors. The
objects reveal a material culture, which, even by the standards of the ancient
Near East, could not be judged sophisticated or luxurious. The `magnificence' of
the age of Solomon is parochial and decidedly lackluster- professor James
Pritchard(Solomon and Sheba)
As far as the Bible geography is concerned it appears that the main person

responsible for its misinterpretation was Constantine the Great, who had
definite motives for transferring the arena of Jewish history and that of Christ
to another region altogether. He used Christianity as a valuable political
asset, selected the East as this Empire, and with the aid of Eusebius, Jerome
and others, invented the present Palestine…
NOT A SINGLE INSCRIPTION HAS BEN FOUND IN Palestine which can be identified with
the Hebrew kingdom- H.D.DAUNT (The Center of Ancient Civilization)

The 12 tribes of Israel are taken from the celestial kingdom of the 12
constellations of the Zodiac, with the Sun as the ruler, hence the Lion of Judah
rules the Lion[Leo] is the symbol of the sun as its height of power as it
journeys thought the Zodiac.
Note on the Hyksos, a popular view is the Jews where descended from the Hyksos
Sheppard kings, this claim more then naught originates with the Jewish
propagandist Josephus and was an attempt to legitimize the fictional history of
the Jews in his day:
In his Against Apion, the 1st-century CE historian Josephus Flavius debates the
synchronism between the Biblical account of the Exodus of the Israelites from
Egypt, and two Exodus-like events that the Egyptian historian Manetho apparently
mentions. It is difficult to distinguish between what Manetho himself recounted,
and how Josephus or Apion interpret him.
Josephus identifies the Israelite Exodus with the first exodus mentioned by
Manetho, when some 480,000 Hyksos "shepherd kings" (also referred to as just
'shepherds', as 'kings' and as 'captive shepherds' in his discussion of Manetho)
left Egypt for Jerusalem.[24] The mention of "Hyksos" identifies this first
exodus with the Hyksos period (16th century BC).
One of the most striking and wonderful things about an "historian" like Josephus
is that he knows almost nothing about "the past" that we ourselves do not
already know from other sources. When an account he gives of a supposed event of
two centuries earlier "confirms" something we can read in other works, it is
only because he has copied or paraphrased it. Josephus has been well described
as a person one wouldn't buy a used car from--Thomas. L Thompson(The Mythic

Past: Biblical Archaeology and the Myth of Israel)
The Hyksos arose in a turbulent period in Egyptian history one theory handed
down is they invaded by force but this claim has fallen apart on new findings:
The ceramic evidence in the Memphis-Fayum region of Lower Egypt argues against
the presence of new invading foreigners. Janine Bourriau's excavation in Memphis
of ceramic material retrieved from Lisht and Dahshur during the Second
Intermediate Period shows a continuity of Middle Kingdom ceramic type wares
throughout this era. She finds in them no evidence of intrusion of Hyksos-style
wares.[16] Bourriau's evidence strongly suggests that the traditional Egyptian
view, long espoused by Manetho, that the Hyksos invaded and sacked the Memphite
region and imposed their authority there, is fictitious.
The German Egyptologist Wolfgang Helck once argued that the Hyksos were part of
massive and widespread Hurrian and Indo-Aryan migrations into the Near East.
According to Helck, the Hyksos were Hurrians and part of a Hurrian empire that,
he claimed, extended over much of Western Asia at this period. Most scholars
have rejected this theory and Helck himself has now abandoned this hypothesis in
a 1993 article.[23]\
Egypt was divided into two lands upper and lower and scholar Peter Ellis states
that Foreigner a term given to the Hyksos was the term applied to men of lower
Egypt. The fact is the Hyksos where worshippers of the Egyptian God Set. Set was
the dominate God of lower Egypt during this period. Set was a solar God and is
among the crucified and resurrected saviors of the Pagan world. Another evidence
shows Canaanite deities and worship around this time in the region. The constant
terming of them as Asiatic is most likely a miss translation of Aamu, meaning
Amorites who where described as Aryan in appearance and race.
Aamu was the contemporary term used to distinguish the people of Avaris, the
Hyksos capital in Egypt, from Egyptians. Egyptologists conventionally translate
aamu as "asiatics" The Jewish historian, Josephus, in his Contra Apionem, claims
that Manetho was the first to use the Greek term, Hyksos, incorrectly translated
as "shepherd-kings". Contemporary Egyptians during the Hyksos invasion
designated them as hikau khausut, which meant "rulers of foreign countries",
The final clues as to their origin come from the latest finds in their capital
Avaris:

Minoan Paintings in Avaris, Egypt
http://www.therafoundation.org/articles/art/minoanpaintingsinavarisegypt
"To the East of the platform were found numerous dumps of wall plaster with
Minoan wall paintings, which are discussed below. Most probably they originate
from this building."
"base of this tableau a half-rosette and triglyph frieze can be reconstructed,
which should be seen as an emblem of the palace, most probably of the palace of
Knossos itself."
As shown they was a major cultural similarly of the Minoans with the Egyptians,
around this time the Minoans ruled one of the most powerful Empires in the
Aegean and had bases in Palestine /Canaan as well. They had been Nubian
dynasties in Egypt and there was obviously mass intermarriage with Egyptian
Royals with Royals of other Empires such as the Hittite's.etc We are probably
simply looking another situation in which due to blood line connections a
Minoan backed dynasty took control of a region, and displaced the weak Nubian
one. This seems to be further evident when the Hyksos where driven out they left
to major bases where the Minoans had imperial holdings in Canaan(which explains
the Canaanite influence as well) and aboard.

The fact is the Hyksos where Gentile Royals[Priesthoods] who had extensive
connections with the other Royal houses and bases across a larger area then
Egypt. Part of the fighting between them and the rival Thebans was simply a
replay of the old rivals between the two Kingdoms and the theocratic nature of
the regions. And all this happened hundreds of years before any legitimate
record of the Jews appears.

I also believe given the fact many of these Hyksos stayed in Egypt and where
part of the dynasties that followed theirs shows the claims of the strife and
bitter warfare of this period have been largely over dramatized in history,
Tsarion states:
From an academic point of view, the Minoan civilization is considered the finest

in Europe. It was sophisticated and an inspiration to many other races. The work
of Butler and Dafoe reveals the Cretans to have been a technically advanced
Western people. As we mention above, recent discoveries suggest the Cretans were
related biologically or, at least economically, with the Hyksos kings of Egypt.
Artwork found in the Hyksos city of Avaris appears to be of Cretan artifice, and
a few investigators believe trade took place between these peoples. Writers,
such as Ralph Ellis, point to the fact that when the Minoan civilization was
brought to an end by the devastating volcanic eruption on the nearby island of
Thera, the Hyksos empire subsequently went into rapid decline. The search for a
stronger relationship between the Hyksos of Egypt and the Cretans continues.
Examples of Minoan merchandise have regularly turned up in various tombs in
Egypt. They have been found in the Levant and, through the matter is somewhat
contentious, Minoan-type jewelry and goldwork has even been found in the graves
of Wessex Culture, a race living in what is now southern England at a time
contemporary with Minoan Crete at its heyday. The Cretans established a chain of
outposts throughout the Aegean and the Mediterranean...trade was probably on a
fairly large scale. Soon after the takeover of Crete by the Mycenaeans of
mainland Greece sometime around 1400 BC, there are records to indicate that the
palace of Knossos alone was running over 50,000 sheep - Alan Butler & Stephen
Dafoe (The Knights Templar Revealed)
...there is much on Crete from Minoan times to show the existence of a
flourishing middle class which may have been partly made up of private
merchants. Plush villas have been located, some very close to the many ports of
the island, whilst in those places where everyday Minoan life is viewable, such
as in the lava-buried settlement on Santorini, it appears that even the common
folk of the Cretans lived a very comfortable life – ibid,
Another theory pushed by Jew Sigmund Freud was that Ahnkenton was Moses. As
researcher John Kaminski states on the subject:
The man who invented psychology, Sigmund Freud, thought so highly of
Akhnaton that he tried his best several times to attribute the Hebrew
religion to this odd pharaoh's precepts, speculating in chapter after
chapter how Moses might have interfaced with Akhnaton's idea that the
Sun was the source of everything and all those other gods were simply
not of the same all-encompassing magnitude. But in his last book,
Moses and Monotheism (1939), Freud couldn't make the connection

convincingly, and was left guessing because Egyptology was not
sufficiently advanced in his time; plus, he didn't live long enough to
learn that the Old Testament was a clumsy fiction of writers
fabricating a tradition out of ideas stolen from other Cultures

Freud's attempt to link Akhnaton and Moses failed not
only timewise but by intent, as Akhnaton's god Aton was a pacifistic
bestower of the gift of life on humanity, whereas Moses's dictatorial
Yahweh — or Jahve, as Freud called him — was a violent volcano god
more interested in scaring his flock into submission than in loving
them — or let's say, more interested in the profits than the promise.

Like Josephus his Jewish ancestor before him Freud is simply attempting to
create another set of lies to attempt to give historical legitimacy to the Jews
phony history. Further more we don't have an actual traceable record of Jews
existing before around the mid part of the last millennium BCE. It appears the
Jews created their core of their identity in Egypt at some point and moved
outwards into the different major key networks of the ancient world. The one
thing all these Jewish communities have in common from India, Africa, China.etc
Is the Torah, meaning they most likely all came out of Egypt after creating this
fake history. Graham Hancock mentions there is a record of a Jewish synagogue
being demolished by the Priest of Sobek in Egypt around the mid 4th century BCE.
This is one of the earliest actual records outside of the fictional accounts and
dubious histories we get of them.

While the concept of the Messiah[meaning Chief Cornerstone/Capstone of the
Pyramid] is Egyptian-Gentile in origin and deals with the Magnum Opus/Temple of
Solomon. The Jews stole this concept and corrupted it just as they stole their
identity from the Brotherhood of the Serpent centers in Egypt
The fact is the Jews as mentioned simply dispersed in every direction to infest
every major capital center in the ancient world and work to bring the Gentiles
down and create the base of an international network of power and control, same
as they do today. Their fictional history is designed to unite them [they

created Israel today from myth making this belief/myth manifested more in
reality] and create a powerful psychic intent to manifest there Messiah and Zion
who shall unite the Diaspora, conqueror the world for Global Zion and rule from
his Golden Throne in Jerusalem. And have all Gentiles on there knees as servants
and slaves. This is why the Jewish programs from Christianity to Islam all have
the Messiah prophecy which they stole once again from the Gentiles. To create
the intent and vortex of energy to manifest their Chief Corner Stone[meaning of
Messiah] who shall be the capstone upon the pinnacle[the pinnacle is the place
the capstone is laid on the Pyramid] of the Temple Of Solomon [The Jewish Race]
and thus complete the Temple Of Solomon and bring the Jew World Order into full
and absolute power. The Jews stated in their Protocol's this Messiah is the
keystone[capstone] to their entire agenda.
http://www.666blacksun.com/Temple_of_Solomon.html
The real Jewish Messiah is the Christ Character he has two faces one is
Joshua[Yashua] the Torah Messiah who unites the 12 Tribes and conquerors the
Gentiles and builds Zion. The second face is Joshua[Yausha] two for the Gentiles
to be yoked unto the Jews and under their spell which uses Gentiles to bring
about their own destruction and enslavement. While Yashua one binds the Jewish
racial psyche together to manifest the same monster.
That is the cruel fact the Jews rub it right in our faces in the Bible
especially in the New Testament in the parable of Jesus [Yashua/Joshua in
Hebrew] standing on the pinnacle of the Temple dominating all the kingdoms of
the world [showing him as the chief cornerstone of the Temple as the Lord of the
Pyramid, the Messiah of the Jews, the Empire of the Jews manifested].
Behold, I lay in Zion a chief cornerstone, elect, precious, and he who believes
on Him will by no means be put to shame" (1 Peter 2:6, NKJV).
The Apha and Omega represents the Chief Cornerstone:
Revelation 22:12 "And behold, I am coming quickly, and My reward is with Me, to
give to every one according to his work. I am the Alpha and the Omega, the
Beginning and the End, the First and the Last."

The biggest lie of the Jews is their own history.

Sources:
Suns of God, Acharya S
Christ In Egypt, DM. Murdock
Irish Origins Of Civilization, Tsarion Micheal
Who Was ABRAHAM? Gene D. Matlock, B.A., M.A.
How Almighty God was born, John Kaminski
KNJV Bible

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Monday, August 5, 2013 3:27:34 PM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Age of Taurus & Judaism

PERSIA & THE CREATION OF JUDAISM
http://www.cais-soas.com/CAIS/Religions/non-iranian/Judaism/Persian_Judaism/Persia_created_judaism.htm

From: Don Danko <mageson6666@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Sunday, August 4, 2013 8:45 AM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Age of Taurus & Judaism

The Jews are not as old as they claim. The only record of them shows they appear around 2500 to 2800 years ago. Not five thousand.
The Bull is a sacred animal.
From: drakedannii <xxrygelxx@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Sunday, August 4, 2013 9:12:49 AM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Age of Taurus & Judaism

Is it just a coincidence that the kikes who are known for their extreme greed and materialism had their religion begin in the age of Taurus the sign of
wealth and money? Also Taurus rules tradition and convention and as we know they love to brag at how they're the only race to remain
unassimilated throughout the centuries whilst all the others have gone. Just curious.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1496
Subject: Re: Age of Taurus & Judaism

From: m_18

Date: 8/5/2013

http://www.iranchamber.com/religions/articles/secrets_of_zoroastrianism.php

From: Don Danko <mageson6666@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Monday, August 5, 2013 3:06 PM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Age of Taurus & Judaism

Judaism is like xianity its a rewrote mix of other religions, Brahmanism with Abraham [Brahma] Sara [Saraswati] and on. The Sumerian's with the
Garden of Edin. Egypt in many places such as much of the Psalms and the creation epic. We have Moses being stolen form Bacchus-Osiris, minus
the ten plagues on Egypt. Sampson is proven to have been stolen from Hercules. This title of Yaweh was in use before Judaism existed in some
regions. This caused a national uproar in Germany when the Assyriologist gave his findings to the Kaiser in person on this. This was found before
Judaism officially existed hence the revealed name to the Jewish patriarch is bullshit. They even lifted this name.

Much of Judaism is also from Canaan. The earliest image of the Jewish god Yaweh from 500 BC is stolen from the popular image of Zeus. Jehovah
is stolen from Jove a title for Jupiter the Roman Zeus. The image found in the earliest known synagogue from 2000 years ago in Syria is Helios. And
the first name of their god is EL or Elohim in their bible. There is some later Zoroastrianism influences as well. With Yahweh taking the place of
Mazda.
Elohim was originally a title of Osiris and of the Gods in Sumeria and elsewhere.

The Hyksos situation is also not the origin of the Jews nor the far East. I have looked this over and over along with Tsarion's works on the subject.
The Hyksos where a Gentile dynasty that source of power was in the Minoan Empire. The court of the Hyksos capital was found its identical to the
imperial place of Knossos in Crete. Many of the Hyksos dynasty where married into the conquering faction. The Hyksos arose in a period of the
collapse of the pervious dynasty. This is also why some many items for other regions where found with the Hyksos. It was from the other parts of the
Minoan Empire. These where blood lines all from a common Aryan source. And shared the same religion.
It seems the Jews came out of the ME, Canaan region and moved outwards in all directions. The region they started in was the key area between
East and West which is the perfect start point for such a program. Their Torah is corrupted from the Tarot the 5 Books of Thoth. If you look on the
Wheel of Fortune card. It states in one direction Tarot on the Wheel. And Torah in another direction.

We also have the fact gene studies on the Cohen gene. Trace them to the identical NE region.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoSNewsletter/message/230
The Jews Biggest Lie
Looking at the major claimed history and historical figures of the Jews we can
see the plain truth. Their entire history is false and stolen from Gentiles. The
real foundation of their history rests upon two major characters Abraham and
Moses.
The supposed Great Patriarch Abraham and his family the first "official" Jews in
history, are in fact stolen from the ancient Hindu Trinity of Brahma, Vishnu and
Siva, along with Saraswati:

Since Krishna was not born of man, he was not actually the earthly father of
Brahma and Mahesh. Therefore, he himself was the protector (Tara) of Brahma. In
Sanskrit, Tara means "savior; protector." It is a term generally used with the
gods Rudra, Shiva, Vishnu and Brahma. Even our Old Testament says that the
father (protector) of Abraham was Terah (Genesis 11:26.) The Bible tells us that
Abraham and Sarah were half-siblings. (Genesis 12:19-20.). The Hindu holy books
also tell us that a blood relationship existed between them. The Puranas relate
Sarasvati to Brahma and Vishnu. Most frequently, she is associated with Brahma.
Her connection with him dates earlier than to any other God. She is portrayed
mostly as his wife and occasionally as his daughter. When Vishnu's popularity in
India increased, myths relating Saraswati to him appeared. (Ref: Sarasvati and
the Gods; www.vishvarupa.com.) Therefore, Brahma or Vishnu would also have been
the Tara (Terah) of Sarasvati because of her divine origins.
Brahm (Abraham) Sarasvati (Sarah)
Abraham or Brahma's home was the land of Haran (Genesis 1:4.) Haran was the
coastal principality governed by Krishna. It was even named after him because
Hara (Sun God) is another name of Krishna. Brahma/Abraham was 75 years old when
he left Haran.
The Bible mentions Haran and Haryana. The Hindu holy books also say that
Brahma/Abrahan lived in Ur of the Chaldees. Ur was a Sumerian name for "town;
city." Chaldee (pronounced Kaldee) derives from the Sanskrit Kaul, a Brahman
caste, and Deva (demi-god). The North Indian Kauldevas worshiped idols
representing their ancestors. According to the Hindus, Brahma married Sarasvati
in Chaldea, the part that is now Afghanistan.
In Hindu mythology, Sarai-Svati is Brahm's sister. The bible gives two stories
of Abraham. In this first version, Abraham told Pharaoh that he was lying when
he introduced Sarai as his sister. In the second version, he also told the king
of Gerar that Sarai was really his sister. However, when the king scolded him
for lying, Abraham said that Sarai was in reality both his wife and his sister!
"...and yet indeed she is my sister; she is the daughter of my father, but not
the daughter of my mother; and she became my wife." (Genesis 20:12.)
But the anomalies don't end here. In India, a tributary of the river Saraisvati
is Ghaggar. Another tributary of the same river is Hakra. According to Jewish

traditions, Hagar was Sarai's maidservant; the Moslems say she was an Egyptian
princess. Notice the similarities of Ghaggar, Hakra and Hagar.
The bible also states that Ishmael, son of Hagar, and his descendants lived in
India. "...Ishmael breathed his last and died, and was gathered to his kin...
They dwelt from Havilah (India), by Shur, which is close to Egypt, all the way
to Asshur."
(Genesis 25:17-18.) It is an interesting fact that the names of Isaac and
Ishmael are derive from Sanskrit: (Hebrew) Ishaak = (Sanskrit) Ishakhu = "Friend
of Shiva." (Hebrew) Ishmael = (Sanskrit) Ish-Mahal = "Great Shiva."-Matlock

Lingam worship in the Bible:
In the 28th chapter of Genesis Jacob, after having a dream about a 'ladder'
reaching up to heaven with angels 'limbing' it and God standing at the top(12),
erects a 'pillar' with the stone he was using for a pillow and concecrates it
with oil (18). He calls the place Beit-El ('Bethel' in english, which means
'House of God') (19). He says that the stone pillar itself was "God's house"
(22). And he later, in chapter 35 v14, erects another one on the road from
Paddan-Aram.
The worship of Brahma was also in the Near Eastern World:
"About 1900 BC, the cult of Brahm was carried to the Middle and Near East by
several different Indian groups after a severe rainfall and earthquake tore
Northern India apart, even changing the courses of the Indus and Saraisvati
rivers."
"...the Temple of Mecca was founded by a colony of Brahmins from India.it was a
sacred place before the time of Mohamed, and.they were permitted to make
pilgrimages to it for several centuries after his time. Its great celebrity as a
sacred place long before the time of the prophet cannot be doubted."
(Anacalypsis, Vol. I, p. 421.)
"...the city of Mecca is said by the Brahmins, on the authority of their old
books, to have been built by a colony from India; and its inhabitants from the
earliest era have had a tradition that it was built by Ishmael, the son of Agar.
This town, in the Indus language, would be called Ishmaelistan." (Ibid, p. 424.)

Before Mohammed's time, The Hinduism of the Arab peoples was called Tsaba. Tsaba
or Saba is a Sanskrit word, meaning "Assembly of the Gods ". Tsaba was also
called Isha-ayalam (Shiva's Temple). The term Moslem or Moshe-ayalam (Shiva's
Temple) is just another name of Sabaism.-Matlock
The facts on Mohammed fictional existence:
http://exposingthelieofislam.wordpress.com/muhammad-never-existed/
One of the shrines in the Kaaba was also dedicated to the Hindu Creator God,
Brahma, which is why the illiterate prophet of Islam claimed it was dedicated to
Abraham. The word "Abraham" is none other than a malpronunciation of the word
Brahma. This can be clearly proven if one investigates the root meanings of both
words. Abraham is said to be one of the oldest Semitic prophets. His name is
supposed to be derived from the two Semitic words 'Ab' meaning 'Father' and
'Raam/Raham' meaning 'of the exalted.' In the book of Genesis, Abraham simply
means 'Multitude.' The word Abraham is derived from the Sanskrit word Brahma.
The root of Brahma is 'Brah' which means - 'to grow or multiply in number.' In
addition Lord Brahma, the Creator God of Hinduism is said to be the Father of
all Men and Exalted of all the Gods, for it is from him that all beings were
generated. Thus again we come to the meaning 'Exalted Father.' This is a clear
pointer that Abraham is none other than the heavenly father."
Where does the term Hebrew actually come from?
One of the most important finds in Egypt happened with the Egyptologist and
Archaeologist Professor Walter B. Emery (1903-1971) while excavating tombs at
Saqqara. Emery found men with blond hair and fair complexions. These individuals
were revered by the Egyptians as a special class, an endowed elite the "Shemsu
Hor" (Serpents of He of The Ari). The famous Egyptologist, author of Archaic
Egypt discovered the remains who lived in the pre-dynastic epoch. These
presented a dolichocephalous skull larger than that of the local ethnic group,
fair hair and a taller, heavier build. Emery declared that this stock wasn't
indigenous to Egypt…This race kept its distance from the common people, blending
only with the aristocratic classes….the scholar associated them with the Shemsu
Hor….The Shemsu Hor are recognized as the dominant sacerdotal caste in
pre-dynastic Egypt."
-V. Di Cesare and A. Forgione "Malta: Skulls of the Mother Goddess"

Professor Emery wrote of these Shemsu Hor: "The Demigods of Manetho's history."
These Shemsu Hor were stated to have originally lived on an island homeland as
well. A very revealing text on the truth of the ancient Egyptians record of
their origin:
"Hebrew comes from Ibaru he letter H added as a prefix meant the and so the
word Hebrew means the Ibaru the term rabbi is a variant of this Ibarua. The
Ibaru were part of the Shemsu Hor who travelled to Egypt in the ancient past.
Due to the similarity to Apiru which means undesirable, this term has been
confused."-Tsarion
The claims the Hebrews where Apriu/ Habiru are misleading again, the truth such
peoples where from the region called Aryavarta {North India, Pakistan) when the
gradual abandonment of the Saraswati civilizations due to the drying up of the
river, there was major waves of former inhabitants of the region which from
modern finds would have been extensive as the population of the Saraswati area
was into the millions. These people became migrants and refugees that moved out
over the generations to new areas:
About 1900 BC, the cult of Brahm was carried to the Middle and Near East by
several different Indian groups after a severe rainfall and earthquake tore
Northern India apart, even changing the courses of the Indus and Saraisvati
rivers. The classical geographer Strabo tells us just how nearly complete the
abandonment of Northwestern India was. "Aristobolus says that when he was sent
upon a certain mission in India, he saw a country of more than a thousand
cities, together with villages, that had been deserted because the Indus had
abandoned its proper bed." (Strabo's Geography, XV.I.19.)
"The drying up of the Sarasvati around 1900 BCE, which led to a major relocation
of the population centered around in the Sindhu and the Sarasvati valleys, could
have been the event that caused a migration westward from India. It is soon
after this time that the Indic element begins to appear all over West Asia,
Egypt, and Greece." (Indic Ideas in the Graeco-Roman World, by Subhash Kak,
taken from IndiaStar online literary magazine; p.14)
"The exodus of refugees out of ancient India did not occur all at once but over
a period of one or more thousand years. If all these refugee ruling peoples were
exclusively of Indian heritage, why doesn't History mention them? Indeed they

are mentioned as Kassites, Hittites, Syrians, Assyrians, Hurrians, Arameans,
Mittanians, Amalekites, Aethiops (Atha-Yop), Phoenicians, Chaldeans, and many
others. But we have been wrongly taught to regard them as ethnicities indigenous
to Western Asia."- Matlock
Many of these peoples became free companies, workers and in some cases criminals
and conquers of new regions to settle in from the early records on the subject,
many such as the peoples mentioned above would conqueror their own kingdoms and
empires.
The Sumerian logogram SA.GAZ appears in texts from Southern Mesopotamia, dated
from about 1850 BC, where it is applied to small bands of soldiers, apparently
mercenaries at the service of local city-states and being supplied with food or
sheep. One of those texts uses the Akkadian cuneiform word Hapiri instead of the
logogram; another described them as "soldiers from the West". Their names are
predominantly Akkadian; some are West Semitic, some unknown. Their origins, when
recorded, are in local towns.
A letter to an Old Assyrian merchant resident in Ali?ar requests his aid in
freeing or ransoming some Hapiri, formerly attached to the palace of Shalahshuwe
(as yet unidentified), now prisoners of the local authorities.
The Tikunani Prism, dated from around 1550 BC, lists the names of 438 Habiru
soldiers or servants of king Tunip-Tessup of Tikunani, a small city-state in
central Mesopotamia. The majority of these names are typically Hurrian, the rest
are Semitic, one is Kassite.
Another text from around 1500 BC describes the Hapiru as soldiers or laborers,
organized into bands of various sizes commanded by SA.GAZ leaders: one band from
Tapduwa has 15 soldiers, another from Sarkuhe has 29, and another from Alalakh
has 1,436.
The Hapiru where simply the ancient equivalent of Cossacks. The truth is the
title Hebrew [Ibaru] comes from Egypt it was a title for a Solar Priest. Its no
mistake the important Jewish pass over is stolen from the Egyptian festival of
Easter. A solar custom of Egypt.

"The priests of the Mysteries were symbolized as a serpent, sometimes called
Hydra...The Serpent Kings reigned over the earth. It was these Serpent Kings who
founded the Mystery schools which later appeared as the Egyptian and Brahmin
Mysteries... .The serpent was their symbol...They were the true Sons of Light,
and from them have descended a long line of adepts and initiates."
- Hall
"The Apiru or Hapiru were not the same people as the Hebrews (Aryan) Magi had
journeyed far and wide and established mystery schools throughout the world. The
early Egyptians knew them as the Shemsu Hor "Disciples of Horus." The Shemsu Hor
were counselors to, and perhaps even initiators of the pharaohs of
Egypt."-Tsarion
"The word Hebrew can also be traced to the Gaelic Heber meaning "fire" or "sun"
A "Hebrew" (Ibaru) was a priest of the sun."
"Cohen, the Jewish name for priest, comes from Cahen, the Egyptian pronunciation
for a priest and a prince.13 Even circumcision, that uniquely `Jewish'
tradition, came from the Egyptian mystery schools and was performed at least as
far back as 4,000 BC. You could not be initiated unless you were circumcised.
The Hebrew religion did not exist in Egypt and there was no Hebrew law because
there was no Hebrew `race'. The only worship was Egyptian worship"
The High Priest of the Levities breast plate and all is nothing more then a
stolen image of a Ibaru leader from Egypt.
This leads us to the next major claimed character of the Jewish "historical
record" Moses:
Like that of Osiris, the story of Dionysus includes his own mythical conquest of
India….Dionysus is not only Osiris but also the counterpart of Moses:"That the
god Bacchus was the archetype of Moses seems to have been the opinion of many
learned men, particularly the celebrated Bishop of Huet, and I Vossius, who
agree that the Arabian name of Bacchus is Meses."
Biblical scholarship and archaeology have basically proved that the Pentateuch,
or first five books of the Bible , were not composed by the great lawgiver Moses
himself. In the Bible Unearthed, archaeologist Israel Finkelstien demonstrates

that much biblical composition was done from the 8th century BCE onward. Even in
ancient times it was recognized that Moses did not compose the Pentateuch."
According to the myth, the Jews at the time of the Exodus celebrated the feat of
the Lamb, which refers to the Age of Aries. In the Dionysian myth, the sacred
Lamb or Ram provides water to Dionysus's army in the middle of the desert, the
water-in-the-desert motif also being in the Moses myth. Like Dionysus and Amon,
Moses is depicted wearing ram's horns. "
Another tale that found its way into the Bible is that of Bacchus's miracle of
stopping the motion of the sun and moon, replayed in the story of Joshua.
It is related in the hymns of Orpheus, that Bacchus had a rod with which he
performed miracles, and which he could change into a serpent at his pleasure. He
passed the Red Sea, dry shod, at the head of his army. He divided the waters of
the rivers Orontes and Hydaspus by the touch of his rod, and passed through them
dry-shod. By the same mighty wand, he drew water from a rock, and wherever they
marched, the land flowed with wine, milk and honey.
Bacchus, was called the "Law-giver, and it was said of Bacchus," as well of
Moses, that his laws were written on two tables of stone. Bacchus was
represented horned, and so was Moses. Bacchus was picked up in a box that
floated on the water, and so was Moses. Bacchus had two mothers, one by nature,
and one by adoption, so had Moses. Bacchus and his army enjoyed the light of the
sun at night, Moses and his army a pillar of fire by night.
Moses being called the Law-giver and the laws being written on two tablets of
stone, were obviously copied from Bacchus, but the idea of his (Moses) receiving
the commandments from the Lord on a mountain was undoubtedly taken from the
Persian legend of Zoroaster.
"In his gentler (Dionysus) aspects he is a lawgiver."
It is also well known now by Egyptologists that the Ten Commandments are stolen
from the 42 negative confessions from the Egyptian Book Of The Dead.
It seems apparent that the Israelite conquest of "The Holy Land" was
taken from Dionysus mythical conquests, they just changed the direction as
awhole.

This leads into the next connection with Egypt and the Brotherhood of the
Serpent centers again as Dionysus another form or alias of the Egyptian God
Osiris:
Herodotus compared the Greek god Dionysus and the Egyptian god Osiris as long
ago as the fifth century B.C. and found them to be nearly equal in all their
mythology characteristics and virtues.
Pausanias, Description of Greece 10. 29. 4 (trans. Jones) (Greek travelogue C2nd
A.D.) :
" Both the Greeks and the Egyptians have many legends about Dionysos."
Like his alter ego Osiris, Dionysus, the most popular god in the Roman Empire,
was considered an immensely old deity, according to Herodotus who imparted that,
even though he was on of the "youngest" gods, Dionysus supposedly appeared
"15,000 years before Amasis" (Ahmose.fl. 1550 BCE).- Murdock
The Egyptians, reports Herodotus, claimed to be "quite certain of this dates."
Having kept careful records. The assertion that Dionysus/Bacchus's presence on
Crete, where he was said to have been born, extends back even further, as his
epithet "Iakchos" is found at the palace at Knossos, with an apparent Egyptian
connection."
In Avaris archaeologist have found Cretan motifs on the walls only found
appearing previous on the walls of the palace in Knossos in ancient Crete. Both
Osiris followers of Egypt and Cretans held the Bull sacred. The Cretan culture
was identical to the Egyptian one even being ruled by a Priest King along with
Serpent Brotherhoods the Kaberoi.
Dionysus was born on December 25th, the same as Osiris… like Osiris, Dionysus
was torn into 14 pieces, and also like Osiris, Dionysus was considered both the
son and father of Zeus, according to an Orphic verse"-Murdock
"Osiris –who was the "first to drink wine" and who taught mankind about the
vine, according to Plutarch-is referred to as the "Lord of Wine in the
…festival." Dionysus was the great Olympian god of wine, vegetation, pleasure
and festivity."- Murdock
Dionysus was also the Lord of Whine.

The staff of Osiris and the thyrsos of Dionysus are identical in appearance
both being pine-cone tipped.
With such antiquity also came an enormous territory, as Dionysus was much
beloved in a widespread area from Egypt to Greece to Macedonian, the Near East
and beyond.-Murdock
We can also see in the creation of the religion of Serapis created by the Greek
pharaoh Ptolemy I. The later fusion of Osiris with an Hellenic guise. Which
demonstrates the same God can be worshipped by two peoples.
The rites of Eleusinians where Dionysian in nature And Dionysus as shown was
also worshipped as Osiris in Egypt. By examination of the Eleusinian rites and
ranks we are seeing a window into the Brotherhood Of The Serpent centers in
Memphis Heliopolis[ called ON meaning Sun in Egyptian] and Avaris in Egypt.
This is the actual reason Avaris was known in the ancient description as the
"City of the Hebrews" because it was a major seat of the Egypt Priesthood of the
Ibaru. Avaris was also called Zaon {Zion} and had a Royal Court called the
Levities there.
"Reverend Taylor discovered the truth when he studied the Eleusinian Tradition
of Greece, which dates back to before 1500 years BCE. He lays out the schemata
for the ritual and dramatic performances customary to the Eleusinians:
Eleusis- The Beginning or Opening
Hierophant- The Magus Overseeing the Rites
Hupereet-Ordinary Priest, or Minister
Diaconos-A Deacon, or lower Officer
Diadochos-Torch-Bearer
Photagogue-Bringer and Wielder of Light
Autoptos-Candidate Witnessing the Rite
Autopsy-The Act of Witnessing of Seeing
Hebrew-The Initiated One (who has passed through all trials and been purified)
Teleios-The Perfected Adept
Israelite-The Purified, God-Inspired Adept (the "God Seer")
Jew-God Himself. The State of Perfection. Man as Enlightened Being."
-Tsarion

"The ancient terms Israelite and Ibaru (Hebrew)referred to high ranking,
spiritually endowed Egyptians and their ancestors."
Israelite also comes from "worshipper of Essa or Essaite" Essa, Esus. Etc Are
all ancient titles for the Sun Gods, The Phoenician God Saturn was also called
Israel, Saturn was a Sun God in the aspect of the period of the sun before its
death and rebirth on the Winter Solstice hence the Winter Solstice festival of
Saturnia in ancient Rome.
Yahweh is originally an ancient name for the sun concept, the Egyptians had a
title for a solar diety called Yahu/yahew, the Persians word for sun was yawnah
the Phoenicians had yahwe and the Syrians Yaw. Origins of this can be traced in
the Veda with the title Yahva...etc Even the term "Ad-ON-i" is Egypt in origin.
The five books of the Jewish Torah is stolen and corrupted from the five suits
of the Tarot, Tarot means "Royal Road" in ancient Egyptian, the name signifies
the kundalini Serpent ascension up the spine. The Kabala was also stolen from
Egypt KA BA ANKH = "Kabalah:
http://www.666blacksun.com/Intro_Sermons.html
The Temple of Sol-om-on was stolen from Egypt. It's the temple of the soul and
its most ancient symbol is the Pyramid and the capstone. It represents the
Godhead. Once again we are looking at another literalized fictional event, taken
and corrupted from a spiritual concept nothing more:
The PYRAMID is symbolic of the shape of the human chakra. The missing capstone
represents the unfinished work and the ALL-SEEING EYE represents the gnosis and
all-knowing when one reaches the godhead. This state is also known as "SAMADI"
or "SUPER CONSCIOUSNESS." The photo at left was taken from the US One Dollar
Bill. The United States, government and all, was founded upon Masonic principles
and is not Christian by any stretch of the imagination.
http://www.666blacksun.com/Satanic_Symbols.html

The Benben stone in Egypt represented as a pyramid shaped stone and the dwelling
place of the sun god with its association with the Bennu bird (also Benu bird).
The Benu bird is the Egyptian name for the Phoenix. The Benben stone represents

the Temple Of Solomon.

The Jews simply stole the core of their identity from the Gentile Brotherhood Of
the Serpent and their orders in Egypt. Which was one of the major Serpent
centers in the ancient world.
They was no exodus and no Biblical homeland in the Canaanite lands:
"Nay , only are there no proofs for the twelve tribes of Israel having ever
existed, but Herodotus, the most accurate of historians, who was in Assyria when
Erza flourished, never mentions the Israelites at all…How is this
possible?-Madame Helena Blavatsky (The Secret Doctrine, vol 3)
"Nowhere in Torah (also called the Pentateuch, or the first five books of the
Bible) is there any mention of Jerusalem let alone a temple anywhere in
Jerusalem."- Stephen M. St. John
Many writers of this ear were not even aware of the existence of Judea. The
Greek Historian Herodotus, painstakingly exact in his documentation of the
nations and peoples of the known world, refers only to the Syrians of
Palestine…when he describes the area-Joseph Atwill (Cesar's Messiah)
Although the Tell-el-Amarna tablets give much information regarding Canaan at
about the period of the Exodus, they make no allusions to the Jews in Egypt or
to the great catastrophe caused by the events preceding their escape-Ernest
Busenbark
We need to recognize that our understanding of Israel as a people and as a
nation is unrelated to any known historical Israel…They created this `Israel'
not as it once existed in an earlier period, but in away that was meaningful to
themselves-Thomas. L Thompson(The Mythic Past: Biblical Archaeology and the Myth
of Israel)
Of course, there was an Israel! The name itself is used already at the close of
the Late Bronze Age on an Egyptian monument to refer to the People of Canaan
that Pharaoh Merenptah's military campaign into Palestine fought against. But
this is not the Israel that the Bible deals with-Hyam Maccoby's The Mythmaker:
Paul and the Invention of Christianity

While it is hard-won principle of Biblical archaeology that the historicity of
ancient Biblical narratives about old Israel cannot be confirmed unless we have
extra-Biblical confirmation, it is more likely to confirm the Bible's literary
and metaphorical tropes than to establish it as historical record--Thomas. L
Thompson(The Mythic Past: Biblical Archaeology and the Myth of Israel)
Jerusalem's history…remains impossible to write. Although the Egyptian Amarna
letters, which give us correspondences between Palestine's petty princes and
kings and the Egyptian Pharaoh of the late fourteenth an dearly thirteenth
centuries, tell us much of about the town of Urusalim and about its patron and
king, Abdi-Hepa, we know nothing about this town from archaeology. We are not
even certain where it was located, though we have every reason to believe that
it was Jerusalem. The Iron Age town of Jerusalem on Mount Ophel, which has been
excavated by Kathleen Kenyon before the 1967 Israel-Arab war offered no
significant remains from the Late Bronze Age-Thomas. L Thompson(The Mythic Past:
Biblical Archaeology and the Myth of Israel)
Palestine never developed a political power of any great international
significance. It was always so divided by its many small regions that it never
developed a common history except when it was controlled by some power from
outside, such as Egypt, Assyria and Babylonia. High culture, as expressed in
art, architecture, literature and pageant, hardly existed. Most of what has
survived is either foreign in origins or derivative from Phoenicia on the Syrian
coast-Thomas. L Thompson(The Mythic Past: Biblical Archaeology and the Myth of
Israel)
The annals of Pharaoh Ramesis II (the Great) make reference to
Semitic people who settled in the delta region of Goshen, but this does not
really help because they are not specified as Israelites, but included in the
Arab races of Syria, Phoenicia, Mesopotamia and the Fertile Crescent in generalLaurence Gardner (Genesis of the Grail Kings)
Although the name Judea is a geographical term occurring in Assyrian period
texts, referring to the highlands south of Jerusalem, in the Persian period the
name is political. It is the name of the Persian province. The Assyrians' name
for the southern highlands, Jaudaa, and the Persians' imperial name, Yehud, were
no more reflective of a people than were any of the other names for regions of
the empire. Moreover the geographical spread of people referred to as Yehudim is

so great that is would be rash to assume that this name refers to their place of
origin. More should we continue to understand this term as ethnographic, without
evidence-Thomas. L Thompson (The Mythic Past: Biblical Archaeology and the Myth
of Israel)
One of the most striking and wonderful tings about an "historian" like Josephus
is that he knows almost nothing about "the past" that we ourselves do not
already know from other sources. When an account he gives of a supposed event of
two centuries earlier "confirms" something we can read in other works, it is
only because he has copied or paraphrased it. Josephus has been well described
as a person one wouldn't buy a used car from--Thomas. L Thompson(The Mythic
Past: Biblical Archaeology and the Myth of Israel)
The earliest part of this period in the hill country has been traditionally
presented as the "Golden Age" of ancient Egypt with its capital in Jerusalem.
The ear has been associated with the "United Monarchy" wielding the political
power of a Saul, a David and a Solomon and controlling a land-bridge from the
Nile to the Euphrates, concept of a temple built by Solomon as the center of
worship of Yahweh. Theses images have no place in descriptions of the real
historical past. We known them only as a story, and wheat we known about such
stories does not encourage us to treat them as if they were or were ever meant
to be historical. There is no evidence of a United Monarchy, no evidence of a
capital at Jerusalem….We do not have evidence for the existence of kings named
Saul, David or Solomon; nor do e have evidence for any temple at Jerusalem
--Thomas. L Thompson(The Mythic Past: Biblical Archaeology and the Myth of
Israel)
Megiddo, Gezer and Hazor and Jerusalem were in reality more like villages….with
small public buildings and poorly constructed dwellings with clay floors. The
objects reveal a material culture, which, even by the standards of the ancient
Near East, could not be judged sophisticated or luxurious. The `magnificence' of
the age of Solomon is parochial and decidedly lackluster- professor James
Pritchard(Solomon and Sheba)
As far as the Bible geography is concerned it appears that the main person
responsible for its misinterpretation was Constantine the Great, who had
definite motives for transferring the arena of Jewish history and that of Christ
to another region altogether. He used Christianity as a valuable political

asset, selected the East as this Empire, and with the aid of Eusebius, Jerome
and others, invented the present Palestine…
NOT A SINGLE INSCRIPTION HAS BEN FOUND IN Palestine which can be identified with
the Hebrew kingdom- H.D.DAUNT (The Center of Ancient Civilization)

The 12 tribes of Israel are taken from the celestial kingdom of the 12
constellations of the Zodiac, with the Sun as the ruler, hence the Lion of Judah
rules the Lion[Leo] is the symbol of the sun as its height of power as it
journeys thought the Zodiac.
Note on the Hyksos, a popular view is the Jews where descended from the Hyksos
Sheppard kings, this claim more then naught originates with the Jewish
propagandist Josephus and was an attempt to legitimize the fictional history of
the Jews in his day:
In his Against Apion, the 1st-century CE historian Josephus Flavius debates the
synchronism between the Biblical account of the Exodus of the Israelites from
Egypt, and two Exodus-like events that the Egyptian historian Manetho apparently
mentions. It is difficult to distinguish between what Manetho himself recounted,
and how Josephus or Apion interpret him.
Josephus identifies the Israelite Exodus with the first exodus mentioned by
Manetho, when some 480,000 Hyksos "shepherd kings" (also referred to as just
'shepherds', as 'kings' and as 'captive shepherds' in his discussion of Manetho)
left Egypt for Jerusalem.[24] The mention of "Hyksos" identifies this first
exodus with the Hyksos period (16th century BC).
One of the most striking and wonderful things about an "historian" like Josephus
is that he knows almost nothing about "the past" that we ourselves do not
already know from other sources. When an account he gives of a supposed event of
two centuries earlier "confirms" something we can read in other works, it is
only because he has copied or paraphrased it. Josephus has been well described
as a person one wouldn't buy a used car from--Thomas. L Thompson(The Mythic
Past: Biblical Archaeology and the Myth of Israel)
The Hyksos arose in a turbulent period in Egyptian history one theory handed

down is they invaded by force but this claim has fallen apart on new findings:
The ceramic evidence in the Memphis-Fayum region of Lower Egypt argues against
the presence of new invading foreigners. Janine Bourriau's excavation in Memphis
of ceramic material retrieved from Lisht and Dahshur during the Second
Intermediate Period shows a continuity of Middle Kingdom ceramic type wares
throughout this era. She finds in them no evidence of intrusion of Hyksos-style
wares.[16] Bourriau's evidence strongly suggests that the traditional Egyptian
view, long espoused by Manetho, that the Hyksos invaded and sacked the Memphite
region and imposed their authority there, is fictitious.
The German Egyptologist Wolfgang Helck once argued that the Hyksos were part of
massive and widespread Hurrian and Indo-Aryan migrations into the Near East.
According to Helck, the Hyksos were Hurrians and part of a Hurrian empire that,
he claimed, extended over much of Western Asia at this period. Most scholars
have rejected this theory and Helck himself has now abandoned this hypothesis in
a 1993 article.[23]\
Egypt was divided into two lands upper and lower and scholar Peter Ellis states
that Foreigner a term given to the Hyksos was the term applied to men of lower
Egypt. The fact is the Hyksos where worshippers of the Egyptian God Set. Set was
the dominate God of lower Egypt during this period. Set was a solar God and is
among the crucified and resurrected saviors of the Pagan world. Another evidence
shows Canaanite deities and worship around this time in the region. The constant
terming of them as Asiatic is most likely a miss translation of Aamu, meaning
Amorites who where described as Aryan in appearance and race.
Aamu was the contemporary term used to distinguish the people of Avaris, the
Hyksos capital in Egypt, from Egyptians. Egyptologists conventionally translate
aamu as "asiatics" The Jewish historian, Josephus, in his Contra Apionem, claims
that Manetho was the first to use the Greek term, Hyksos, incorrectly translated
as "shepherd-kings". Contemporary Egyptians during the Hyksos invasion
designated them as hikau khausut, which meant "rulers of foreign countries",
The final clues as to their origin come from the latest finds in their capital
Avaris:
Minoan Paintings in Avaris, Egypt
http://www.therafoundation.org/articles/art/minoanpaintingsinavarisegypt

"To the East of the platform were found numerous dumps of wall plaster with
Minoan wall paintings, which are discussed below. Most probably they originate
from this building."
"base of this tableau a half-rosette and triglyph frieze can be reconstructed,
which should be seen as an emblem of the palace, most probably of the palace of
Knossos itself."
As shown they was a major cultural similarly of the Minoans with the Egyptians,
around this time the Minoans ruled one of the most powerful Empires in the
Aegean and had bases in Palestine /Canaan as well. They had been Nubian
dynasties in Egypt and there was obviously mass intermarriage with Egyptian
Royals with Royals of other Empires such as the Hittite's.etc We are probably
simply looking another situation in which due to blood line connections a
Minoan backed dynasty took control of a region, and displaced the weak Nubian
one. This seems to be further evident when the Hyksos where driven out they left
to major bases where the Minoans had imperial holdings in Canaan(which explains
the Canaanite influence as well) and aboard.

The fact is the Hyksos where Gentile Royals[Priesthoods] who had extensive
connections with the other Royal houses and bases across a larger area then
Egypt. Part of the fighting between them and the rival Thebans was simply a
replay of the old rivals between the two Kingdoms and the theocratic nature of
the regions. And all this happened hundreds of years before any legitimate
record of the Jews appears.

I also believe given the fact many of these Hyksos stayed in Egypt and where
part of the dynasties that followed theirs shows the claims of the strife and
bitter warfare of this period have been largely over dramatized in history,
Tsarion states:
From an academic point of view, the Minoan civilization is considered the finest
in Europe. It was sophisticated and an inspiration to many other races. The work
of Butler and Dafoe reveals the Cretans to have been a technically advanced
Western people. As we mention above, recent discoveries suggest the Cretans were

related biologically or, at least economically, with the Hyksos kings of Egypt.
Artwork found in the Hyksos city of Avaris appears to be of Cretan artifice, and
a few investigators believe trade took place between these peoples. Writers,
such as Ralph Ellis, point to the fact that when the Minoan civilization was
brought to an end by the devastating volcanic eruption on the nearby island of
Thera, the Hyksos empire subsequently went into rapid decline. The search for a
stronger relationship between the Hyksos of Egypt and the Cretans continues.
Examples of Minoan merchandise have regularly turned up in various tombs in
Egypt. They have been found in the Levant and, through the matter is somewhat
contentious, Minoan-type jewelry and goldwork has even been found in the graves
of Wessex Culture, a race living in what is now southern England at a time
contemporary with Minoan Crete at its heyday. The Cretans established a chain of
outposts throughout the Aegean and the Mediterranean...trade was probably on a
fairly large scale. Soon after the takeover of Crete by the Mycenaeans of
mainland Greece sometime around 1400 BC, there are records to indicate that the
palace of Knossos alone was running over 50,000 sheep - Alan Butler & Stephen
Dafoe (The Knights Templar Revealed)
...there is much on Crete from Minoan times to show the existence of a
flourishing middle class which may have been partly made up of private
merchants. Plush villas have been located, some very close to the many ports of
the island, whilst in those places where everyday Minoan life is viewable, such
as in the lava-buried settlement on Santorini, it appears that even the common
folk of the Cretans lived a very comfortable life – ibid,
Another theory pushed by Jew Sigmund Freud was that Ahnkenton was Moses. As
researcher John Kaminski states on the subject:
The man who invented psychology, Sigmund Freud, thought so highly of
Akhnaton that he tried his best several times to attribute the Hebrew
religion to this odd pharaoh's precepts, speculating in chapter after
chapter how Moses might have interfaced with Akhnaton's idea that the
Sun was the source of everything and all those other gods were simply
not of the same all-encompassing magnitude. But in his last book,
Moses and Monotheism (1939), Freud couldn't make the connection
convincingly, and was left guessing because Egyptology was not
sufficiently advanced in his time; plus, he didn't live long enough to
learn that the Old Testament was a clumsy fiction of writers

fabricating a tradition out of ideas stolen from other Cultures

Freud's attempt to link Akhnaton and Moses failed not
only timewise but by intent, as Akhnaton's god Aton was a pacifistic
bestower of the gift of life on humanity, whereas Moses's dictatorial
Yahweh — or Jahve, as Freud called him — was a violent volcano god
more interested in scaring his flock into submission than in loving
them — or let's say, more interested in the profits than the promise.

Like Josephus his Jewish ancestor before him Freud is simply attempting to
create another set of lies to attempt to give historical legitimacy to the Jews
phony history. Further more we don't have an actual traceable record of Jews
existing before around the mid part of the last millennium BCE. It appears the
Jews created their core of their identity in Egypt at some point and moved
outwards into the different major key networks of the ancient world. The one
thing all these Jewish communities have in common from India, Africa, China.etc
Is the Torah, meaning they most likely all came out of Egypt after creating this
fake history. Graham Hancock mentions there is a record of a Jewish synagogue
being demolished by the Priest of Sobek in Egypt around the mid 4th century BCE.
This is one of the earliest actual records outside of the fictional accounts and
dubious histories we get of them.

While the concept of the Messiah[meaning Chief Cornerstone/Capstone of the
Pyramid] is Egyptian-Gentile in origin and deals with the Magnum Opus/Temple of
Solomon. The Jews stole this concept and corrupted it just as they stole their
identity from the Brotherhood of the Serpent centers in Egypt
The fact is the Jews as mentioned simply dispersed in every direction to infest
every major capital center in the ancient world and work to bring the Gentiles
down and create the base of an international network of power and control, same
as they do today. Their fictional history is designed to unite them [they
created Israel today from myth making this belief/myth manifested more in
reality] and create a powerful psychic intent to manifest there Messiah and Zion
who shall unite the Diaspora, conqueror the world for Global Zion and rule from

his Golden Throne in Jerusalem. And have all Gentiles on there knees as servants
and slaves. This is why the Jewish programs from Christianity to Islam all have
the Messiah prophecy which they stole once again from the Gentiles. To create
the intent and vortex of energy to manifest their Chief Corner Stone[meaning of
Messiah] who shall be the capstone upon the pinnacle[the pinnacle is the place
the capstone is laid on the Pyramid] of the Temple Of Solomon [The Jewish Race]
and thus complete the Temple Of Solomon and bring the Jew World Order into full
and absolute power. The Jews stated in their Protocol's this Messiah is the
keystone[capstone] to their entire agenda.
http://www.666blacksun.com/Temple_of_Solomon.html
The real Jewish Messiah is the Christ Character he has two faces one is
Joshua[Yashua] the Torah Messiah who unites the 12 Tribes and conquerors the
Gentiles and builds Zion. The second face is Joshua[Yausha] two for the Gentiles
to be yoked unto the Jews and under their spell which uses Gentiles to bring
about their own destruction and enslavement. While Yashua one binds the Jewish
racial psyche together to manifest the same monster.
That is the cruel fact the Jews rub it right in our faces in the Bible
especially in the New Testament in the parable of Jesus [Yashua/Joshua in
Hebrew] standing on the pinnacle of the Temple dominating all the kingdoms of
the world [showing him as the chief cornerstone of the Temple as the Lord of the
Pyramid, the Messiah of the Jews, the Empire of the Jews manifested].
Behold, I lay in Zion a chief cornerstone, elect, precious, and he who believes
on Him will by no means be put to shame" (1 Peter 2:6, NKJV).
The Apha and Omega represents the Chief Cornerstone:
Revelation 22:12 "And behold, I am coming quickly, and My reward is with Me, to
give to every one according to his work. I am the Alpha and the Omega, the
Beginning and the End, the First and the Last."

The biggest lie of the Jews is their own history.

Sources:
Suns of God, Acharya S
Christ In Egypt, DM. Murdock
Irish Origins Of Civilization, Tsarion Micheal
Who Was ABRAHAM? Gene D. Matlock, B.A., M.A.
How Almighty God was born, John Kaminski
KNJV Bible

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Monday, August 5, 2013 3:27:34 PM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Age of Taurus & Judaism

PERSIA & THE CREATION OF JUDAISM
http://www.cais-soas.com/CAIS/Religions/non-iranian/Judaism/Persian_Judaism/Persia_created_judaism.htm

From: Don Danko <mageson6666@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Sunday, August 4, 2013 8:45 AM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Age of Taurus & Judaism

The Jews are not as old as they claim. The only record of them shows they appear around 2500 to 2800 years ago. Not five thousand.
The Bull is a sacred animal.
From: drakedannii <xxrygelxx@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Sunday, August 4, 2013 9:12:49 AM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Age of Taurus & Judaism

Is it just a coincidence that the kikes who are known for their extreme greed and materialism had their religion begin in the age of Taurus the sign of
wealth and money? Also Taurus rules tradition and convention and as we know they love to brag at how they're the only race to remain
unassimilated throughout the centuries whilst all the others have gone. Just curious.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1498
Subject: Re: What is the signs of a violent death, like James Dean?

From: m_18

Date: 8/5/2013

Disease & accidents aren't the same as death itself.

From: nicknesredna <nicknesredna@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Monday, August 5, 2013 6:05 PM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: What is the signs of a violent death, like James Dean?

I remember Maxine writing somewhere that she had some very bad planets at some point and that she can predict death astrologically, she had seen the the day
coming for years. I can't find the sermon right now.
I guess, maybe, you do it the same way you can see diseases coming. I know a girl who was diagnosed with type 1 Diabetes. At the time, Saturn was opposing her
fifth house natal Jupiter in Capricorn (sign ruled by Saturn which rules chronic ailments). Jupiter rules the Pancreas.
At the same time, transiting Jupiter was opposing her natal Saturn in Pisces; Pisces rules the Lymphatic System which is related to the nervous system (which kills
the cells in the Pancreas producing insulin, causing Diabetes).
This is just an example of disease, but a fatal disease or accident could be seen the same way. Transits, progressions and solar returns all blended together could
produce some kind of indication.
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:

>
> Methods of death & timing of death are almost always impossible to predict & can usually only be ascertained astrologically after death. The aspects
involved are usually almost always very complex. However, there was one astrologer who predicted his own death accurately. (I forgot his name.) He
waited to buy life insurance until he absolutely had to.
>
> There was an illegal alien in Texas on death row in the 1990s whose sentence was commuted after DNA evidence proved his non-guilt. He went back
to Mexico & died in an auto accident ...... on the day & approximate time he was scheduled for execution in Texas.
>
> It is my personal belief that when one could die can occur multiple times in one's life. How you handle your life can sometimes dictate which time.
Let's say you become an alcoholic. Then you could possibly die from complications of alcoholism at an earlier time than as if you had never become
one in the first place.
>
> It is also my belief that the universe will cooperate when a enough people come within close proximity of each other who have a potential for some
"similar in nature type of event" could occur, such as say a tornado for example or say a building collapse, etc., etc., then the environment will cooperate
.... somehow.
>Â
>
>
>
> ________________________________
> From: lakshmipalmer <lakshmipalmer@...>
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Monday, August 5, 2013 7:42 AM
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] What is the signs of a violent death, like James Dean?
>
>
>
>Â
> I was watching some James Dean films a week ago but I was interested in finding out more about his life extra, via his astrology etc. He had some
good planets, but I wonder what caused him to die so young. Was this a misplaced Mars in the 8th House of something?
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1500
Subject: Re: What is the signs of a violent death, like James Dean?

From: m_18

Date: 8/6/2013

Not to berate the issue, however .... The thing about this is that something fatal to one may not be fatal to another. We are all made up of the 'fingerprint' of our
natal charts. Therefore & additionally, the disease is also subject to durations & fluctuations of timing of transits, the intensity of the transits & of course the
planet(s) involved & how they affect us based on our own charts. Even house locations can come into play.* One person may get thru one set of circumstances that
another might not. Granted, some things may certainly be fatal, such as lymphatic cancer. However, other cancers may not be fatal.
*A side note on outer planet transits in houses: When an outer planet leaves a house, it will drop you a little reminder of what that transit was about right before it
leaves that house.

From: nicknesredna <nicknesredna@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Monday, August 5, 2013 8:21 PM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: What is the signs of a violent death, like James Dean?

That is an unobjectionable observation.
I did, however, write "fatal diseases and accidents" which both result in death. If it equals death or not is just wordplay, but you still die from them. Predict these
and you have indications of death.
Like yourself, I am not presenting an answer but an idea.
--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
> Disease & accidents aren't the same as death itself.
>Â
>
>
> ________________________________
> From: nicknesredna <nicknesredna@...>
> To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Monday, August 5, 2013 6:05 PM
> Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: What is the signs of a violent death, like James Dean?
>
>
>
>Â
> I remember Maxine writing somewhere that she had some very bad planets at some point and that she can predict death astrologically, she had seen

the the day coming for years. I can't find the sermon right now.
>
> I guess, maybe, you do it the same way you can see diseases coming. I know a girl who was diagnosed with type 1 Diabetes. At the time, Saturn was
opposing her fifth house natal Jupiter in Capricorn (sign ruled by Saturn which rules chronic ailments). Jupiter rules the Pancreas.
>
> At the same time, transiting Jupiter was opposing her natal Saturn in Pisces; Pisces rules the Lymphatic System which is related to the nervous system
(which kills the cells in the Pancreas producing insulin, causing Diabetes).
>
> This is just an example of disease, but a fatal disease or accident could be seen the same way. Transits, progressions and solar returns all blended
together could produce some kind of indication.
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@> wrote:
>>
> > Methods of death & timing of death are almost always impossible to predict & can usually only be ascertained astrologically after death. The
aspects involved are usually almost always very complex. However, there was one astrologer who predicted his own death accurately. (I forgot his
name.) He waited to buy life insurance until he absolutely had to.
>>
> > There was an illegal alien in Texas on death row in the 1990s whose sentence was commuted after DNA evidence proved his non-guilt. He went
back to Mexico & died in an auto accident ...... on the day & approximate time he was scheduled for execution in Texas.
>>
> > It is my personal belief that when one could die can occur multiple times in one's life. How you handle your life can sometimes dictate which time.
Let's say you become an alcoholic. Then you could possibly die from complications of alcoholism at an earlier time than as if you had never become
one in the first place.
>>
> > It is also my belief that the universe will cooperate when a enough people come within close proximity of each other who have a potential for some
"similar in nature type of event" could occur, such as say a tornado for example or say a building collapse, etc., etc., then the environment will cooperate
.... somehow.
> > Ã‚Â
>>
>>
>>
> > ________________________________
> > From: lakshmipalmer <lakshmipalmer@>
> > To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> > Sent: Monday, August 5, 2013 7:42 AM
> > Subject: [JoS_Astrology] What is the signs of a violent death, like James Dean?
>>

>>
>>
> > Ã‚Â
> > I was watching some James Dean films a week ago but I was interested in finding out more about his life extra, via his astrology etc. He had some
good planets, but I wonder what caused him to die so young. Was this a misplaced Mars in the 8th House of something?
>>
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: men and women in charts

Message: 1502

From: edlyngonzalez@ymail.com

Date: 8/6/2013

I don't get it. I don't get wat it means when it says venus rules the women in a mans chart or mars along with the sun rules the men in a womans chart? ?can
someone please break this down for me? With details Please :)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1503
Subject: Re: men and women in charts

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 8/6/2013

It means that Venus and moon in a mans chart represents tr kind of women he is attracted to physically (venus) and or the kind of women he brings into or
wants in his life emotionally(moon) etc and for women vice versa. Btw i havent heard from you in a while Edlyn :-) How are you sister? I hope your
meditations and life is going well <3

-----------------------------On Tue, Aug 6, 2013 5:56 PM PDT edlyngonzalez@... wrote:
>I don't get it. I don't get wat it means when it says venus rules the women in a mans chart or mars along with the sun rules the men in a
womans chart? ?can someone please break this down for me? With details Please :)
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: New here.

Message: 1504

From: savannah rutledge

Date: 8/7/2013

Hi! I've been a SS for a few months. I've never really understood astrology, though. It's like the math of SS to me.
I was wondering if someone could send me all the links I need to read and study to fully understand it, or if someone could reply everything?
That sounds like alot, though, so the latter will be fine.
Thank you,
Ave Satanas~
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: New here.

Message: 1505

From: bunpuppet@rocketmail.com

Date: 8/7/2013

Go to astro.com and make a free natal chart. Read everything in here: http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Astro_index.html
And also there's a bunch of files here in this group that you can read. :]
Good luck! The JoS one is a great starting point.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, savannah rutledge <savyr412@...> wrote:
>
> Hi! I've been a SS for a few months. I've never really understood astrology, though. It's like the math of SS to me.
> I was wondering if someone could send me all the links I need to read and study to fully understand it, or if someone could reply everything?
> That sounds like alot, though, so the latter will be fine.
> Thank you,
> Ave Satanas~
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1506
Subject: Re: men and women in charts

From: edlyngonzalez@ymail.com

Date: 8/9/2013

Ohh...so what would venus in Saggittarrius and moon in scorpio mean? And I'm doing well Sis thank you! I hope u r doing well also :) and my meditations
are coming along lol :) I'm good :) ♥

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
>
> It means that Venus and moon in a mans chart represents tr kind of women he is attracted to physically (venus) and or the kind of women he
brings into or wants in his life emotionally(moon) etc and for women vice versa. Btw i havent heard from you in a while Edlyn :-) How are you
sister? I hope your meditations and life is going well <3
>
>

>
>
> -----------------------------> On Tue, Aug 6, 2013 5:56 PM PDT edlyngonzalez@... wrote:
>
> >I don't get it. I don't get wat it means when it says venus rules the women in a mans chart or mars along with the sun rules the men in a
womans chart? ?can someone please break this down for me? With details Please :)
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1507
Subject: Re: men and women in charts

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 8/9/2013

This should help
http://www.khaldea.com/planets/moon.shtml
http://www.cafeastrology.com/articles/idealwomanforaman.html
http://www.lnka.net/html/topic/2444_2.html#.UgUbL6Nq1jM

-----------------------------On Fri, Aug 9, 2013 1:02 AM PDT edlyngonzalez@... wrote:
>Ohh...so what would venus in Saggittarrius and moon in scorpio mean? And I'm doing well Sis thank you! I hope u r doing well also :) and my
meditations are coming along lol :) I'm good :) ♥
>
>--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>>
>>
>> It means that Venus and moon in a mans chart represents tr kind of women he is attracted to physically (venus) and or the kind of women
he brings into or wants in his life emotionally(moon) etc and for women vice versa. Btw i havent heard from you in a while Edlyn :-) How are you
sister? I hope your meditations and life is going well <3

>>
>>
>>
>>
>> ----------------------------->> On Tue, Aug 6, 2013 5:56 PM PDT edlyngonzalez@... wrote:
>>
>> >I don't get it. I don't get wat it means when it says venus rules the women in a mans chart or mars along with the sun rules the men in a
womans chart? ?can someone please break this down for me? With details Please :)
>> >
>>
>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1508
Subject: Re: men and women in charts

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 8/9/2013

This should help.
http://www.khaldea.com/planets/moon.shtml
http://www.cafeastrology.com/articles/idealwomanforaman.html
http://www.lnka.net/html/topic/2444_2.html#.UgUbL6Nq1jM

-----------------------------On Fri, Aug 9, 2013 1:02 AM PDT edlyngonzalez@... wrote:
>Ohh...so what would venus in Saggittarrius and moon in scorpio mean? And I'm doing well Sis thank you! I hope u r doing well also :) and my
meditations are coming along lol :) I'm good :) ♥
>
>--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>>

>>
>> It means that Venus and moon in a mans chart represents tr kind of women he is attracted to physically (venus) and or the kind of women
he brings into or wants in his life emotionally(moon) etc and for women vice versa. Btw i havent heard from you in a while Edlyn :-) How are you
sister? I hope your meditations and life is going well <3
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> ----------------------------->> On Tue, Aug 6, 2013 5:56 PM PDT edlyngonzalez@... wrote:
>>
>> >I don't get it. I don't get wat it means when it says venus rules the women in a mans chart or mars along with the sun rules the men in a
womans chart? ?can someone please break this down for me? With details Please :)
>> >
>>
>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1509
Subject: Re: What is the signs of a violent death, like James Dean?

From: edwardtgao8

Date: 8/9/2013

About HP Maxine. I remember very well her sermon about Satan saving her life. She wrought that Saturn transitted her main Chart ruller while one bad lunar
return - and she supposed that she dies in this year (and at that time she was rather advanced in astrology!), but as a result she had no problems that year.
It was fine) Hail Satan!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "nicknesredna" <nicknesredna@...> wrote:
>
> I remember Maxine writing somewhere that she had some very bad planets at some point and that she can predict death astrologically, she
had seen the the day coming for years. I can't find the sermon right now.
>
> I guess, maybe, you do it the same way you can see diseases coming. I know a girl who was diagnosed with type 1 Diabetes. At the time,
Saturn was opposing her fifth house natal Jupiter in Capricorn (sign ruled by Saturn which rules chronic ailments). Jupiter rules the Pancreas.
>
> At the same time, transiting Jupiter was opposing her natal Saturn in Pisces; Pisces rules the Lymphatic System which is related to the nervous
system (which kills the cells in the Pancreas producing insulin, causing Diabetes).
>
> This is just an example of disease, but a fatal disease or accident could be seen the same way. Transits, progressions and solar returns all

blended together could produce some kind of indication.
>
>
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@> wrote:
>>
> > Methods of death & timing of death are almost always impossible to predict & can usually only be ascertained astrologically after death. The
aspects involved are usually almost always very complex. However, there was one astrologer who predicted his own death accurately. (I forgot
his name.) He waited to buy life insurance until he absolutely had to.
>>
> > There was an illegal alien in Texas on death row in the 1990s whose sentence was commuted after DNA evidence proved his non-guilt. He
went back to Mexico & died in an auto accident ...... on the day & approximate time he was scheduled for execution in Texas.
>>
> > It is my personal belief that when one could die can occur multiple times in one's life. How you handle your life can sometimes dictate which
time. Let's say you become an alcoholic. Then you could possibly die from complications of alcoholism at an earlier time than as if you had never
become one in the first place.
>>
> > It is also my belief that the universe will cooperate when a enough people come within close proximity of each other who have a potential for
some "similar in nature type of event" could occur, such as say a tornado for example or say a building collapse, etc., etc., then the environment
will cooperate .... somehow.
>>Â
>>
>>
>>
> > ________________________________
> > From: lakshmipalmer <lakshmipalmer@>
> > To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> > Sent: Monday, August 5, 2013 7:42 AM
> > Subject: [JoS_Astrology] What is the signs of a violent death, like James Dean?
>>
>>
>>
>>Â
> > I was watching some James Dean films a week ago but I was interested in finding out more about his life extra, via his astrology etc. He had
some good planets, but I wonder what caused him to die so young. Was this a misplaced Mars in the 8th House of something?
>>
>
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Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1587
From: Micama Gmicalzoma
Subject: The New Joy of Satan Forum
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1588
From: Micama Gmicalzoma
Subject: Re: [Satanicgaycommunity] The New Joy of Satan Forum

Date: 10/8/2013

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1539
Subject: Re: The 9th Degree

Date: 9/23/2013

From: hailazazel

Date: 10/8/2013

Thank you Maxine!
I do have my Saturn placed in the 4th house of Pisces. Aquarius is intercepted and Capricorn is on the cusp
of the 3rd. With Neptune in Capricorn (Mutual reception), on the 22th degree.
Now here's something very interesting I was just finding out;
Natal Jupiter squares my Saturn. (very tight), With Sagittarius on the cusp of the 2nd. Within the 2nd house
I have a Stellium of the Sun, Neptune and Uranus, (all found in Capricorn).
This could be the answer to my Low vitality and self-esteem. Thank you!!!!
Too bad the Sun is in Libra ...
HAIL SATAN!!!!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1540
Subject: Re: The 9th Degree

From: Reliant Gorgoth

Date: 9/23/2013

Don't be.Thank you.
In my case, it was an adoptive parent who was extremely over protective, domaineering, then physically
abusive... then I was drugged... then more of the whatnots.
Beyond that i found out recently she has some form of spiritual power. Meaning she could see exactly what
she was doing and what the drugs were doing too me. And consequentially meaning that she did not give a
fuck. I was, I believe, in her mind, something for her, not my own self. Plus the state gave her 15,000
dollars as a one time payment and payments after that, continuing after I was adopted, medical and shit...
and as a crapricorn coated woman, stellium of 4 planets including saturn, she loves her money. The thing
about being a kid with no father who lost his family, taken by the state is no matter how friendly and
oblivious you are, you still need something too hang on to. If i had spoken up about the abuse i would have
lost qhat i had. As a child, i did not have the strength too sit down and make clear decisions about my life. I
couldnt say, alright, this is for the best, take some phone numbers, make some plans... I actually had a
dream in the
last week relevant too this. I was playing the mario game i used too play as a kid, and i said at some point,
" mario is great for when your adopted because then you see mario and luigi and you're like hey, I know
those guys,"
Anyways, with the drugging and the beating, saturn being in my first house, thankfully not conjunct my
ascendant, mostly the drugging, i went from having....well. shit fried my fucking brain, practically ruined me.
If you ever see me get emotional about the drugging of children, you know why now. Without Satan, my
dedication too him id be fucking useless. Fucking useless. Like 100 percent, retarded ass peice of shit. And
without you, high priestess Maxine Dietrich, i would have never been able too find him, or gain these great
spiritual powers, never would have been free. So with the above in mind I thank you, and the forces of
orion, and father satan. also the abuse and degradation above is not in any way a complete representation
of what happened, however the ,"fucking useless," statement is very accurate. Also that was not how i
would have been, by nature.
HAIL SATAN!

-----------------------------On Mon, Sep 23, 2013 1:45 AM PDT High Priestess Maxine Dietrich wrote:
>
>
>
>
>Sorry, I forgot to add that one's Saturn in another's first house is the
>same as the hard aspects, especially when close to the ascendant. Also, I
>wasn't trying to be negative regarding the nine degrees, only truthful. This
>is especially pronounced if one's chart ruler/s is at one of those degrees,
>but meditation and knowing beforehand can help to offset this somewhat.
>Remember, no chart is perfect; no life is perfect. We all get our asses
>kicked in life.
>
>
>
>The Saturn person is not always a murderer, obviously, but there always is
>something in the Saturn person in the way they can undermine and do the
>chart ruler person in. The Saturn person has negative power over the chart
>ruler person in some way. This can be just animosity or total destruction of
>the chart ruler person.
>
>
>
>High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
>http://www.joyofsatan.com
>
>
>
>*********************************************
>
>
>
>Darkfury211 posted:
>Funny i know someone who abused me heavily as a child and there saturn is
>nigh
>directly on my ascendant.
>
>----------------------------->On Sun, Sep 22, 2013 6:24 PM PDT High Priestess Maxine Dietrich wrote:
>
>>Look to your house/s in your chart that have Capricorn on the cusp; also
>>look to the house placement of Saturn, and to a lesser extent, the house/s
>>with Aquarius on the cusp. The affairs ruled by these placements should
>give
>>you an idea of where any problems will manifest.
>>
>>In addition, the nature of Saturn, as well. Do any other planets tie in, as
>>with tight aspects? Does your Saturn align with your lunar nodes? All of
>>this is important. Planets at 9 degrees, I have noted are very bad, but of
>>Virgo and Pisces, these are worse. Be aware... no astrology chart is
>>perfect. No one gets through this life unscathed. Knowing where potential
>>problems can come from can be a great help in working to prevent them.
>>

>>
>>
>>I have a bit of time today, so I can go into an example. I read a book some
>>time ago about a woman [she had Jupiter at 9 degrees of Virgo, in exact
>>opposition to Uranus at 9 of Pisces. When aspects like this are tight
>>[within 1-2 degrees of orb], or even more intense- on exactly the same
>>degree, these are fated events in the life. If three or more planets link
>>up, this is even more so. This woman's father was a jewish communist. He
>>worked for the Ford Motor Company here in the USA, but was involved in
>>communist activities. This was back in the late 1920's and early 1930's.
>>After the 1929 depression hit here, many at Ford feared job loss and
>>related. Back then, Stalin; the USSR had more deceitful come-a-longs>>brotherhood programs, promising a "worker's paradise" and good living, etc.
>>Ford Motor Company had opened a plant at Gorky in the USSR. Through this,
>>American workers were invited to get this plant established; spending 1-2
>>years in Gorky. This situation was not only limited to Ford Motor Company,
>>but was a swindle to get Americans to the USSR in many other areas;
>>exploiting the depression and hard economic times here. Other families,
>>totally unrelated to this particular experience were duped into this as
>>well. This woman in the following example was known to be the "only female
>>American survivor of the Siberian gulag."
>>
>>
>>
>>Sorry for the repeat, but this will go much faster; I just found, copied,
>>and pasted this from what I wrote in an e-mail some time ago regarding this
>>case:
>>
>>
>>
>>I noted a case where a woman had a Uranus/Jupiter opposition at 9 degrees
>of
>>Virgo and Pisces- degrees of extreme suffering. Jupiter has to do with
>>travel and though her birth time was not given, I am led to believe she had
>>Aquarius on her ascendant by the events that took place in her life
>>according to the biography. Jupiter opposed her ruling Uranus and got her
>>through unimaginable hell and by 'hell' I mean that as a figure of speech.
>>Jupiter is a protector in a sense, but can still bring extreme misfortune
>>when placed on a bad degree.
>>
>>
>>
>>In 1932, when this woman was eleven years old [she was born in 1921], her
>>father worked for the Ford automobile plant in Detroit. Times were hard
>with
>>the depression and he was duped along with many others into leaving the USA
>>and moving to Gorky in the USSR, under Stalin. Same old jewish brotherhood
>>programs, like xianity, promising a better life and a 'worker's paradise.'
>>Now, Jupiter rules foreign countries and travel. Hers was at 9 of Virgo, a
>>degree of extreme suffering. They were to stay in Gorky and work on a new
>>Ford plant over there under the direction of Ford for about a year, then
>>return back to the USA. Needless to say, at her early age, when they
>arrived
>>in Moscow, she noted how there was something wrong, the people were dressed
>>in rags and were notably hungry and freezing in the bitter cold. The

>streets
>>were very dreary, no heat in the street cars or any other transportation
>and
>>everyone looked exceptionally depressed. They were moved to a one room
>flat.
>>They had to share a kitchen and bathroom down the hall and both were in
>>horrendous filth, especially the bathroom. To take a bath or a shower, one
>>had to walk some 3-4 blocks down the street to the public bathhouse. Every
>>other day, they alternated the men and women. There was no variety of food,
>>only fish and stale black bread and porridge for every meal. But, this was
>>paradise compared to what followed in this woman's life.
>>
>>
>>
>>In 1938, they were still there and her father was arrested by the NKVD and
>>she and her mother never saw or heard form him again. They were ousted from
>>their one room flat, as they no longer had any income or any rights at all.
>>They moved to a tiny closet in the basement of some rat trap building and
>>then looked for work. Then the war came. They lived on rotten potatoes and
>>other garbage of which they worked brutally for. There was little or not
>>heat through the Russian winters in their places of dwelling. She was
>forced
>>to dig anti-tank ditches until her hands bled for hours and hours every
>day>>sun up to sun down in the bitter cold. Her mother walked several miles to
>>get sacks of the rotten potatoes they survived on. After the war, the NKVD
>>arrested her as she said the wrong thing innocently about wanting to go
>back
>>to the USA to some British visiting military over there and word got back
>>they tried to get her out of there. Even the worst American prisons are
>>nothing compared to the prisons in Russia. She was sentenced to 10 years in
>>a Siberian labor camp, of which she is the only known American woman to
>>survive. It was unimaginable suffering. She finally made it back to the USA
>>through risking her life, though it was late in her life, if I remember
>>correctly, she was in her 60's. What I read of what she went through was
>>horrific.
>>
>>
>>
>>I do note, when the chart ruler is at 9 of Virgo or Pisces, it is much
>worse
>>than other planets in the chart. There was another case, which was the
>worst
>>I had ever seen. A woman had her chart ruler, the Moon at 9 of Pisces,
>>opposing Pluto at 9 degrees of Virgo, with Jupiter at 9 of Aries [another
>>bad degree] tying in. Semi-sextiles, I have found in my research are not so
>>much personality traits as they are fated experiences in one's life. Mars
>>opposed Saturn at 22 of Leo and Aquarius [both bad degrees] across her
>>3rd/9th house axis of travel. This tied into Capricorn on the 7th house,
>>which is often abuse/misfortune coming from others. Her Sun/Mercury
>>conjunction was at 26 of Taurus, in conjunction with Caput Algol of
>>violence. Her ascendant was at 6 of Cancer; 6 of cardinal signs often
>>indicating a physical problem or handicap. When she was 15 years old, her
>>natal south node was tightly conjunct the ascendant of her solar return for
>>the year. This is always something fated, but by itself, is not always bad.

>>You have to look at everything. In this case, it was horrendous. Like I
>>said, this was about the worst astro chart I had ever seen. Her 1978 solar
>>return also had the Saturn in conjunction with Mars 15 degrees of Leo
>>[another hideous degree], but this was loose, in the solar return 7th house
>>for that year. I note when certain aspects repeat in a return chart like
>>that; those that have a tight aspect in the natal chart, this will trigger
>a
>>fated event within that year, and the aspect does not have to be the same.
>>In this case, Saturn opposed Mars [violence] in her natal chart and in the
>>solar return chart, they conjoined.
>>
>>
>>
>>She ran away from home that year and wound up in California. Her living
>>situation did not work out and she made the bad judgment of hitching a
>ride.
>>She was financially broke, etc. A devout Christian picked her up. He then
>>took her into the desert, raped her, stabbed her and chopped her arms off,
>>with an axe, of which she survived. His planets tied right into hers for
>>violence. He was given a light prison sentence and upon release, stabbed
>>another woman to death after raping her. The former woman who survived was
>>forced to testify at this new trial when her lunar nodes were conjoined by
>>transiting the nodes. The nodes are not personality traits, but points of
>>fate in one's chart.
>>
>>
>>
>>In closing, always remember this, as it is extremely important. I have
>>studied astrology on my own for many, many years. The case above, I came
>>across in an astrology book and then did some of my own research. This was
>a
>>long time ago. I believe the author was Edna Rowlands or something like
>>that, I can't remember. Never, ever have I run across a murder/victim case,
>>where the murderer's Saturn was not in hard aspect to the victim's ruler.
>>Saturn is our weak point in our own charts; where we suffer and experience
>>related losses through life, but it is a point of our own personal power
>>when relating to others. Always check the charts of others for their Saturn
>>position in relating to your chart ruler/s. The hard aspects, such as the
>>conjunction, square, and opposition are blatant, but also be aware of the
>>semi-sextile, the semi-square, the inconjunct and the sesi-square. At
>least,
>>this person can bring problems into your life; victimizing you in some way,
>>or at worst, mayhem and murder. Lesser aspects I have noted in regards to
>>the Saturn ties also do include the trine, the sextile, and the inconjunct.
>>They will have something over on you and can use it against you. Just be
>>very aware of the Saturn placements in relationship charts.
>>
>>
>>
>>High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
>>http://www.joyofsatan.com
>>
>>
>>
>>

>>*************************************************
>>
>>Hailazazel posted:
>>
>>http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Degrees.html
>>
>>"9 Degrees of Virgo and Pisces are known as fatal degrees, body in the
>ditch
>>degrees and degrees of suffering.
>>9 degrees of Pisces is one of the worst degrees in the Zodiac."
>>
>>Anyone has more information on the 9th degree of Pisces?
>>I'm asking because I have Saturn placed on the 9th of Pisces.
>>
>>HAIL SATAN!!!!
>>
>
>____________________________________________________________
>FREE 3D EARTH SCREENSAVER - Watch the Earth right on your desktop!
>Check it out at http://www.inbox.com/earth
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: sun/pluto

Message: 1541

From: baron_hasani

Date: 9/23/2013

Hello Maxine. You've mentioned about the USA chart having the sun/pluto aspect. Exactly what could
happen with the sun/pluto aspect?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: sun/pluto

Message: 1542

From: f.follets

Date: 9/25/2013

I'm not experienced in mundane astrology, but the USA will indeed have an exact Sun-Pluto opposition in
next year's solar return. Not only a simple opposition, there will be in fact a grand cross (two oppositions
connected with squares) between Sun, Pluto, Mars and Uranus. Though not exact, I believe the Mars-Uranus
opposition will play a big part as well. The fact that it's a cardinal cross also implies added impact to the
events that will take place next year, whatever they may be.

This, taken all by itself, can bring much internal tension, with the possibility of oppression (Sun/Pluto) followed by rebellion
(Mars/Uranus). A possible scenario is the government (or the international community) imposing oppressive measures
(possibly laws, since the Sun is in the 9th house), introducing restrictions and possibly taking rights away, and people will
naturally react. However, it seems reactions will be subdued because Mars is weak in Libra and in the 12th house of selfundoing and weakness. Not only that, Saturn is also in the first house contributing to the oppression and restrictions.

Neptune transiting the 10th house has been weakening the country's/government's public image (especially now that Neptune
has entered Pisces), and next year, it seems, it will try to impose itself more sternly.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
Hello Maxine. You've mentioned about the USA chart having the sun/pluto aspect. Exactly what
could happen with the sun/pluto aspect?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: sun/pluto

Message: 1543

From: m_18

Date: 9/25/2013

Which chart are you going by? The U.S. started in the 1700s no longer exist. The current U.S. is based on the
purported & never ratified 14th amendment.

From: "f.follets@..." <f.follets@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 2:00 AM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

I'm not experienced in mundane astrology, but the USA will indeed have an exact Sun-Pluto opposition in next
year's solar return. Not only a simple opposition, there will be in fact a grand cross (two oppositions connected
with squares) between Sun, Pluto, Mars and Uranus. Though not exact, I believe the Mars-Uranus opposition
will play a big part as well. The fact that it's a cardinal cross also implies added impact to the events that will take
place next year, whatever they may be.
This, taken all by itself, can bring much internal tension, with the possibility of oppression (Sun/Pluto) followed by rebellion
(Mars/Uranus). A possible scenario is the government (or the international community) imposing oppressive measures
(possibly laws, since the Sun is in the 9th house), introducing restrictions and possibly taking rights away, and people will
naturally react. However, it seems reactions will be subdued because Mars is weak in Libra and in the 12th house of selfundoing and weakness. Not only that, Saturn is also in the first house contributing to the oppression and restrictions.
Neptune transiting the 10th house has been weakening the country's/government's public image (especially now that Neptune
has entered Pisces), and next year, it seems, it will try to impose itself more sternly.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
Hello Maxine. You've mentioned about the USA chart having the sun/pluto aspect. Exactly what could happen
with the sun/pluto aspect?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: sun/pluto

Message: 1544

From: m_18

Date: 9/25/2013

http://section520.org/14.html
It was simply declared as ratified.
Without this, the current system could not function.
The current government is based on this fraud. (Amongst others of course.)
I have actual copies of the scanned congressional records.

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 3:47 AM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

Which chart are you going by? The U.S. started in the 1700s no longer exist. The current U.S. is based on the
purported & never ratified 14th amendment.

From: "f.follets@..." <f.follets@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 2:00 AM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

I'm not experienced in mundane astrology, but the USA will indeed have an exact Sun-Pluto opposition in next
year's solar return. Not only a simple opposition, there will be in fact a grand cross (two oppositions connected
with squares) between Sun, Pluto, Mars and Uranus. Though not exact, I believe the Mars-Uranus opposition
will play a big part as well. The fact that it's a cardinal cross also implies added impact to the events that will take
place next year, whatever they may be.
This, taken all by itself, can bring much internal tension, with the possibility of oppression (Sun/Pluto) followed by rebellion
(Mars/Uranus). A possible scenario is the government (or the international community) imposing oppressive measures
(possibly laws, since the Sun is in the 9th house), introducing restrictions and possibly taking rights away, and people will
naturally react. However, it seems reactions will be subdued because Mars is weak in Libra and in the 12th house of selfundoing and weakness. Not only that, Saturn is also in the first house contributing to the oppression and restrictions.
Neptune transiting the 10th house has been weakening the country's/government's public image (especially now that Neptune
has entered Pisces), and next year, it seems, it will try to impose itself more sternly.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
Hello Maxine. You've mentioned about the USA chart having the sun/pluto aspect. Exactly what could happen
with the sun/pluto aspect?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1545
Subject: Home country solar return chart

From: vabzirteloch

Date: 9/25/2013

I just read the recent Sermon of HPS Maxine.
I'd like to check the solar returns of my country too (Hungary), but I don't know any exact 'birth' date to use.

The jews mixed so many lies into the history of my people, so I don't know what is true and what is a lie. In history books
it's written that Hungary was founded by Stephen I. (the traitor scumbag who forced christianity on my people) on the Xmas
of 1000 AD, OR January 1st of 1001.

So my question is what can I use instead? Should I use the date of the change of the regime in 1989 (October 23rd, the
declaration of the 3rd Hungarian Republic, the current regime)? It's really quite impossible to trace back the exact date and
time of the founding of my country.

Any help appreciated.

Vabzir Teloch
HAIL SATAN!!!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1546
Subject: Re: The 9th Degree

From: briar_rose666

Date: 9/25/2013

What happens if Saturn is the chart ruler and it makes a hard aspect to someone else's Saturn? Does this

change the dynamic at all? Or is the person with Saturn as a chart ruler still going to get screwed by the
other person?

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
Don't be.Thank you.
In my case, it was an adoptive parent who was extremely over protective, domaineering, then
physically abusive... then I was drugged... then more of the whatnots.
Beyond that i found out recently she has some form of spiritual power. Meaning she could see
exactly what she was doing and what the drugs were doing too me. And consequentially meaning
that she did not give a fuck. I was, I believe, in her mind, something for her, not my own self.
Plus the state gave her 15,000 dollars as a one time payment and payments after that,
continuing after I was adopted, medical and shit... and as a crapricorn coated woman, stellium
of 4 planets including saturn, she loves her money. The thing about being a kid with no father
who lost his family, taken by the state is no matter how friendly and oblivious you are, you still
need something too hang on to. If i had spoken up about the abuse i would have lost qhat i had.
As a child, i did not have the strength too sit down and make clear decisions about my life. I
couldnt say, alright, this is for the best, take some phone numbers, make some plans... I actually
had a dream in the
last week relevant too this. I was playing the mario game i used too play as a kid, and i said at
some point, " mario is great for when your adopted because then you see mario and luigi and
you're like hey, I know those guys,"
Anyways, with the drugging and the beating, saturn being in my first house, thankfully not
conjunct my ascendant, mostly the drugging, i went from having....well. shit fried my fucking
brain, practically ruined me. If you ever see me get emotional about the drugging of children,
you know why now. Without Satan, my dedication too him id be fucking useless. Fucking
useless. Like 100 percent, retarded ass peice of shit. And without you, high priestess Maxine
Dietrich, i would have never been able too find him, or gain these great spiritual powers, never
would have been free. So with the above in mind I thank you, and the forces of orion, and father
satan. also the abuse and degradation above is not in any way a complete representation of
what happened, however the ,"fucking useless," statement is very accurate. Also that was not
how i would have been, by nature.
HAIL SATAN!

-----------------------------On Mon, Sep 23, 2013 1:45 AM PDT High Priestess Maxine Dietrich wrote:
>
>
>
>
>Sorry, I forgot to add that one's Saturn in another's first house is the
>same as the hard aspects, especially when close to the ascendant. Also, I
>wasn't trying to be negative regarding the nine degrees, only truthful. This
>is especially pronounced if one's chart ruler/s is at one of those degrees,
>but meditation and knowing beforehand can help to offset this somewhat.
>Remember, no chart is perfect; no life is perfect. We all get our asses
>kicked in life.
>
>
>
>The Saturn person is not always a murderer, obviously, but there always is

>something in the Saturn person in the way they can undermine and do the
>chart ruler person in. The Saturn person has negative power over the chart
>ruler person in some way. This can be just animosity or total destruction of
>the chart ruler person.
>
>
>
>High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
>http://www.joyofsatan.com
>
>
>
>*********************************************
>
>
>
>Darkfury211 posted:
>Funny i know someone who abused me heavily as a child and there saturn is
>nigh
>directly on my ascendant.
>
>----------------------------->On Sun, Sep 22, 2013 6:24 PM PDT High Priestess Maxine Dietrich wrote:
>
>>Look to your house/s in your chart that have Capricorn on the cusp; also
>>look to the house placement of Saturn, and to a lesser extent, the house/s
>>with Aquarius on the cusp. The affairs ruled by these placements should
>give
>>you an idea of where any problems will manifest.
>>
>>In addition, the nature of Saturn, as well. Do any other planets tie in, as
>>with tight aspects? Does your Saturn align with your lunar nodes? All of
>>this is important. Planets at 9 degrees, I have noted are very bad, but of
>>Virgo and Pisces, these are worse. Be aware... no astrology chart is
>>perfect. No one gets through this life unscathed. Knowing where potential
>>problems can come from can be a great help in working to prevent them.
>>
>>
>>
>>I have a bit of time today, so I can go into an example. I read a book some
>>time ago about a woman [she had Jupiter at 9 degrees of Virgo, in exact
>>opposition to Uranus at 9 of Pisces. When aspects like this are tight
>>[within 1-2 degrees of orb], or even more intense- on exactly the same
>>degree, these are fated events in the life. If three or more planets link
>>up, this is even more so. This woman's father was a jewish communist. He
>>worked for the Ford Motor Company here in the USA, but was involved in
>>communist activities. This was back in the late 1920's and early 1930's.
>>After the 1929 depression hit here, many at Ford feared job loss and
>>related. Back then, Stalin; the USSR had more deceitful come-a-longs>>brotherhood programs, promising a "worker's paradise" and good living, etc.
>>Ford Motor Company had opened a plant at Gorky in the USSR. Through this,
>>American workers were invited to get this plant established; spending 1-2
>>years in Gorky. This situation was not only limited to Ford Motor Company,
>>but was a swindle to get Americans to the USSR in many other areas;
>>exploiting the depression and hard economic times here. Other families,

>>totally unrelated to this particular experience were duped into this as
>>well. This woman in the following example was known to be the "only female
>>American survivor of the Siberian gulag."
>>
>>
>>
>>Sorry for the repeat, but this will go much faster; I just found, copied,
>>and pasted this from what I wrote in an e-mail some time ago regarding this
>>case:
>>
>>
>>
>>I noted a case where a woman had a Uranus/Jupiter opposition at 9 degrees
>of
>>Virgo and Pisces- degrees of extreme suffering. Jupiter has to do with
>>travel and though her birth time was not given, I am led to believe she had
>>Aquarius on her ascendant by the events that took place in her life
>>according to the biography. Jupiter opposed her ruling Uranus and got her
>>through unimaginable hell and by 'hell' I mean that as a figure of speech.
>>Jupiter is a protector in a sense, but can still bring extreme misfortune
>>when placed on a bad degree.
>>
>>
>>
>>In 1932, when this woman was eleven years old [she was born in 1921], her
>>father worked for the Ford automobile plant in Detroit. Times were hard
>with
>>the depression and he was duped along with many others into leaving the USA
>>and moving to Gorky in the USSR, under Stalin. Same old jewish brotherhood
>>programs, like xianity, promising a better life and a 'worker's paradise.'
>>Now, Jupiter rules foreign countries and travel. Hers was at 9 of Virgo, a
>>degree of extreme suffering. They were to stay in Gorky and work on a new
>>Ford plant over there under the direction of Ford for about a year, then
>>return back to the USA. Needless to say, at her early age, when they
>arrived
>>in Moscow, she noted how there was something wrong, the people were dressed
>>in rags and were notably hungry and freezing in the bitter cold. The
>streets
>>were very dreary, no heat in the street cars or any other transportation
>and
>>everyone looked exceptionally depressed. They were moved to a one room
>flat.
>>They had to share a kitchen and bathroom down the hall and both were in
>>horrendous filth, especially the bathroom. To take a bath or a shower, one
>>had to walk some 3-4 blocks down the street to the public bathhouse. Every
>>other day, they alternated the men and women. There was no variety of food,
>>only fish and stale black bread and porridge for every meal. But, this was
>>paradise compared to what followed in this woman's life.
>>
>>
>>
>>In 1938, they were still there and her father was arrested by the NKVD and
>>she and her mother never saw or heard form him again. They were ousted from
>>their one room flat, as they no longer had any income or any rights at all.
>>They moved to a tiny closet in the basement of some rat trap building and

>>then looked for work. Then the war came. They lived on rotten potatoes and
>>other garbage of which they worked brutally for. There was little or not
>>heat through the Russian winters in their places of dwelling. She was
>forced
>>to dig anti-tank ditches until her hands bled for hours and hours every
>day>>sun up to sun down in the bitter cold. Her mother walked several miles to
>>get sacks of the rotten potatoes they survived on. After the war, the NKVD
>>arrested her as she said the wrong thing innocently about wanting to go
>back
>>to the USA to some British visiting military over there and word got back
>>they tried to get her out of there. Even the worst American prisons are
>>nothing compared to the prisons in Russia. She was sentenced to 10 years in
>>a Siberian labor camp, of which she is the only known American woman to
>>survive. It was unimaginable suffering. She finally made it back to the USA
>>through risking her life, though it was late in her life, if I remember
>>correctly, she was in her 60's. What I read of what she went through was
>>horrific.
>>
>>
>>
>>I do note, when the chart ruler is at 9 of Virgo or Pisces, it is much
>worse
>>than other planets in the chart. There was another case, which was the
>worst
>>I had ever seen. A woman had her chart ruler, the Moon at 9 of Pisces,
>>opposing Pluto at 9 degrees of Virgo, with Jupiter at 9 of Aries [another
>>bad degree] tying in. Semi-sextiles, I have found in my research are not so
>>much personality traits as they are fated experiences in one's life. Mars
>>opposed Saturn at 22 of Leo and Aquarius [both bad degrees] across her
>>3rd/9th house axis of travel. This tied into Capricorn on the 7th house,
>>which is often abuse/misfortune coming from others. Her Sun/Mercury
>>conjunction was at 26 of Taurus, in conjunction with Caput Algol of
>>violence. Her ascendant was at 6 of Cancer; 6 of cardinal signs often
>>indicating a physical problem or handicap. When she was 15 years old, her
>>natal south node was tightly conjunct the ascendant of her solar return for
>>the year. This is always something fated, but by itself, is not always bad.
>>You have to look at everything. In this case, it was horrendous. Like I
>>said, this was about the worst astro chart I had ever seen. Her 1978 solar
>>return also had the Saturn in conjunction with Mars 15 degrees of Leo
>>[another hideous degree], but this was loose, in the solar return 7th house
>>for that year. I note when certain aspects repeat in a return chart like
>>that; those that have a tight aspect in the natal chart, this will trigger
>a
>>fated event within that year, and the aspect does not have to be the same.
>>In this case, Saturn opposed Mars [violence] in her natal chart and in the
>>solar return chart, they conjoined.
>>
>>
>>
>>She ran away from home that year and wound up in California. Her living
>>situation did not work out and she made the bad judgment of hitching a
>ride.
>>She was financially broke, etc. A devout Christian picked her up. He then
>>took her into the desert, raped her, stabbed her and chopped her arms off,

>>with an axe, of which she survived. His planets tied right into hers for
>>violence. He was given a light prison sentence and upon release, stabbed
>>another woman to death after raping her. The former woman who survived was
>>forced to testify at this new trial when her lunar nodes were conjoined by
>>transiting the nodes. The nodes are not personality traits, but points of
>>fate in one's chart.
>>
>>
>>
>>In closing, always remember this, as it is extremely important. I have
>>studied astrology on my own for many, many years. The case above, I came
>>across in an astrology book and then did some of my own research. This was
>a
>>long time ago. I believe the author was Edna Rowlands or something like
>>that, I can't remember. Never, ever have I run across a murder/victim case,
>>where the murderer's Saturn was not in hard aspect to the victim's ruler.
>>Saturn is our weak point in our own charts; where we suffer and experience
>>related losses through life, but it is a point of our own personal power
>>when relating to others. Always check the charts of others for their Saturn
>>position in relating to your chart ruler/s. The hard aspects, such as the
>>conjunction, square, and opposition are blatant, but also be aware of the
>>semi-sextile, the semi-square, the inconjunct and the sesi-square. At
>least,
>>this person can bring problems into your life; victimizing you in some way,
>>or at worst, mayhem and murder. Lesser aspects I have noted in regards to
>>the Saturn ties also do include the trine, the sextile, and the inconjunct.
>>They will have something over on you and can use it against you. Just be
>>very aware of the Saturn placements in relationship charts.
>>
>>
>>
>>High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
>>http://www.joyofsatan.com
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>*************************************************
>>
>>Hailazazel posted:
>>
>>http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Degrees.html
>>
>>"9 Degrees of Virgo and Pisces are known as fatal degrees, body in the
>ditch
>>degrees and degrees of suffering.
>>9 degrees of Pisces is one of the worst degrees in the Zodiac."
>>
>>Anyone has more information on the 9th degree of Pisces?
>>I'm asking because I have Saturn placed on the 9th of Pisces.
>>
>>HAIL SATAN!!!!
>>
>
>____________________________________________________________

>FREE 3D EARTH SCREENSAVER - Watch the Earth right on your desktop!
>Check it out at http://www.inbox.com/earth
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: sun/pluto

Message: 1547

From: m_18

Date: 9/25/2013

The other options are:
Declaration of Independence (Secession from Great Britain)
Surrender of Cornwallis to Washington.
Treaty of Paris ending the Revolutionary War.
Articles of Confederation (We had 9 presidents under these articles. All predate Washington.)
The current U.S. constitution (which the U.S. secedes from itself)
When the Southern States walked out of Congress.
Lee surrenders to Grant.
The Federal Reserve Act in 1913. (Just had a transiting Pluto opposition Pluto - see chart in pictures of group.)
Additionally, when something goes from private to public, the time of the announcement to the public has to be
critically considered as the proper time.

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 3:47 AM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

Which chart are you going by? The U.S. started in the 1700s no longer exist. The current U.S. is based on the
purported & never ratified 14th amendment.

From: "f.follets@..." <f.follets@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 2:00 AM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

I'm not experienced in mundane astrology, but the USA will indeed have an exact Sun-Pluto opposition in next
year's solar return. Not only a simple opposition, there will be in fact a grand cross (two oppositions connected
with squares) between Sun, Pluto, Mars and Uranus. Though not exact, I believe the Mars-Uranus opposition
will play a big part as well. The fact that it's a cardinal cross also implies added impact to the events that will take
place next year, whatever they may be.
This, taken all by itself, can bring much internal tension, with the possibility of oppression (Sun/Pluto) followed by rebellion
(Mars/Uranus). A possible scenario is the government (or the international community) imposing oppressive measures
(possibly laws, since the Sun is in the 9th house), introducing restrictions and possibly taking rights away, and people will
naturally react. However, it seems reactions will be subdued because Mars is weak in Libra and in the 12th house of selfundoing and weakness. Not only that, Saturn is also in the first house contributing to the oppression and restrictions.

Neptune transiting the 10th house has been weakening the country's/government's public image (especially now that Neptune
has entered Pisces), and next year, it seems, it will try to impose itself more sternly.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
Hello Maxine. You've mentioned about the USA chart having the sun/pluto aspect. Exactly what could happen
with the sun/pluto aspect?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: sun/pluto

Message: 1548

From: m_18

Date: 9/25/2013

The Soviet Union was dissolved (intentionally as the Cold War was a sham) under a transiting Pluto conjunct the
natal Sun of the Bolshevik Revolution. (predicted by at least one astrologer)
Also:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS_Astrology/message/149
I have additional conversations & emails from him on the topic.

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 4:08 AM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

The other options are:
Declaration of Independence (Secession from Great Britain)
Surrender of Cornwallis to Washington.
Treaty of Paris ending the Revolutionary War.
Articles of Confederation (We had 9 presidents under these articles. All predate Washington.)
The current U.S. constitution (which the U.S. secedes from itself)
When the Southern States walked out of Congress.
Lee surrenders to Grant.
The Federal Reserve Act in 1913. (Just had a transiting Pluto opposition Pluto - see chart in pictures of group.)
Additionally, when something goes from private to public, the time of the announcement to the public has to be
critically considered as the proper time.

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 3:47 AM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

Which chart are you going by? The U.S. started in the 1700s no longer exist. The current U.S. is based on the
purported & never ratified 14th amendment.

From: "f.follets@..." <f.follets@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 2:00 AM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

I'm not experienced in mundane astrology, but the USA will indeed have an exact Sun-Pluto opposition in next
year's solar return. Not only a simple opposition, there will be in fact a grand cross (two oppositions connected
with squares) between Sun, Pluto, Mars and Uranus. Though not exact, I believe the Mars-Uranus opposition
will play a big part as well. The fact that it's a cardinal cross also implies added impact to the events that will take
place next year, whatever they may be.
This, taken all by itself, can bring much internal tension, with the possibility of oppression (Sun/Pluto) followed by rebellion
(Mars/Uranus). A possible scenario is the government (or the international community) imposing oppressive measures
(possibly laws, since the Sun is in the 9th house), introducing restrictions and possibly taking rights away, and people will
naturally react. However, it seems reactions will be subdued because Mars is weak in Libra and in the 12th house of selfundoing and weakness. Not only that, Saturn is also in the first house contributing to the oppression and restrictions.
Neptune transiting the 10th house has been weakening the country's/government's public image (especially now that Neptune
has entered Pisces), and next year, it seems, it will try to impose itself more sternly.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
Hello Maxine. You've mentioned about the USA chart having the sun/pluto aspect. Exactly what could happen
with the sun/pluto aspect?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: sun/pluto

Message: 1549

From: m_18

Date: 9/25/2013

I forgot about this one:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS_Astrology/message/138

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 4:15 AM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

The Soviet Union was dissolved (intentionally as the Cold War was a sham) under a transiting Pluto conjunct the
natal Sun of the Bolshevik Revolution. (predicted by at least one astrologer)

Also:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS_Astrology/message/149
I have additional conversations & emails from him on the topic.

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 4:08 AM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

The other options are:
Declaration of Independence (Secession from Great Britain)
Surrender of Cornwallis to Washington.
Treaty of Paris ending the Revolutionary War.
Articles of Confederation (We had 9 presidents under these articles. All predate Washington.)
The current U.S. constitution (which the U.S. secedes from itself)
When the Southern States walked out of Congress.
Lee surrenders to Grant.
The Federal Reserve Act in 1913. (Just had a transiting Pluto opposition Pluto - see chart in pictures of group.)
Additionally, when something goes from private to public, the time of the announcement to the public has to be
critically considered as the proper time.

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 3:47 AM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

Which chart are you going by? The U.S. started in the 1700s no longer exist. The current U.S. is based on the
purported & never ratified 14th amendment.

From: "f.follets@..." <f.follets@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 2:00 AM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

I'm not experienced in mundane astrology, but the USA will indeed have an exact Sun-Pluto opposition in next
year's solar return. Not only a simple opposition, there will be in fact a grand cross (two oppositions connected
with squares) between Sun, Pluto, Mars and Uranus. Though not exact, I believe the Mars-Uranus opposition
will play a big part as well. The fact that it's a cardinal cross also implies added impact to the events that will take
place next year, whatever they may be.

This, taken all by itself, can bring much internal tension, with the possibility of oppression (Sun/Pluto) followed by rebellion
(Mars/Uranus). A possible scenario is the government (or the international community) imposing oppressive measures
(possibly laws, since the Sun is in the 9th house), introducing restrictions and possibly taking rights away, and people will
naturally react. However, it seems reactions will be subdued because Mars is weak in Libra and in the 12th house of selfundoing and weakness. Not only that, Saturn is also in the first house contributing to the oppression and restrictions.
Neptune transiting the 10th house has been weakening the country's/government's public image (especially now that Neptune
has entered Pisces), and next year, it seems, it will try to impose itself more sternly.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
Hello Maxine. You've mentioned about the USA chart having the sun/pluto aspect. Exactly what could happen
with the sun/pluto aspect?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: sun/pluto

Message: 1550

From: m_18

Date: 9/25/2013

I guess I should elaborate on the going public issue.
Is the difference between a baby being born & conception.
We don't use the timing of the egg being fertilized. We use the entry of the baby into the world, thus going public.

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 4:21 AM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

I forgot about this one:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS_Astrology/message/138

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 4:15 AM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

The Soviet Union was dissolved (intentionally as the Cold War was a sham) under a transiting Pluto conjunct the
natal Sun of the Bolshevik Revolution. (predicted by at least one astrologer)

Also:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS_Astrology/message/149
I have additional conversations & emails from him on the topic.

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 4:08 AM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

The other options are:
Declaration of Independence (Secession from Great Britain)
Surrender of Cornwallis to Washington.
Treaty of Paris ending the Revolutionary War.
Articles of Confederation (We had 9 presidents under these articles. All predate Washington.)
The current U.S. constitution (which the U.S. secedes from itself)
When the Southern States walked out of Congress.
Lee surrenders to Grant.
The Federal Reserve Act in 1913. (Just had a transiting Pluto opposition Pluto - see chart in pictures of group.)
Additionally, when something goes from private to public, the time of the announcement to the public has to be
critically considered as the proper time.

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 3:47 AM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

Which chart are you going by? The U.S. started in the 1700s no longer exist. The current U.S. is based on the
purported & never ratified 14th amendment.

From: "f.follets@..." <f.follets@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 2:00 AM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

I'm not experienced in mundane astrology, but the USA will indeed have an exact Sun-Pluto opposition in next
year's solar return. Not only a simple opposition, there will be in fact a grand cross (two oppositions connected
with squares) between Sun, Pluto, Mars and Uranus. Though not exact, I believe the Mars-Uranus opposition
will play a big part as well. The fact that it's a cardinal cross also implies added impact to the events that will take
place next year, whatever they may be.

This, taken all by itself, can bring much internal tension, with the possibility of oppression (Sun/Pluto) followed by rebellion
(Mars/Uranus). A possible scenario is the government (or the international community) imposing oppressive measures
(possibly laws, since the Sun is in the 9th house), introducing restrictions and possibly taking rights away, and people will
naturally react. However, it seems reactions will be subdued because Mars is weak in Libra and in the 12th house of selfundoing and weakness. Not only that, Saturn is also in the first house contributing to the oppression and restrictions.
Neptune transiting the 10th house has been weakening the country's/government's public image (especially now that Neptune
has entered Pisces), and next year, it seems, it will try to impose itself more sternly.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
Hello Maxine. You've mentioned about the USA chart having the sun/pluto aspect. Exactly what could happen
with the sun/pluto aspect?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: sun/pluto

Message: 1551

From: f.follets

Date: 9/25/2013

I used the Declaration of Independence with the 2:13 AM time since that's what Maxine recently mentioned
she uses for her predictions in a sermon from the JoS Newsletter. Here's the excerpt, and it really does
seem accurate:

"In

the year 2020-2021, the USA solar return has a Mars/Saturn opposition across the ascendant
/descendant axis, with Mars in the first house, as was with WW2, meaning war. Jupiter happened to
aspect Mars in the 1941 return and this indicated the USA would win the war; Saturn is the opposite. I
have always used the Gemini ascending chart for the USA, as Satanist Benjamin Franklin who was
educated in astrology and the occult had the declaration signed after 2 am, putting Uranus on the
ascendant for the US Natal chart. This has held up with everything, including the September 11th
attacks."

http://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoSNewsletter/conversations/messages/508

---In jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com, <magus_18@...> wrote:

The Soviet Union was dissolved (intentionally as the Cold War was a sham) under a transiting Pluto
conjunct the natal Sun of the Bolshevik Revolution. (predicted by at least one astrologer)

Also:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS_Astrology/message/149
I have additional conversations & emails from him on the topic.

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 4:08 AM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

The other options are:
Declaration of Independence (Secession from Great Britain)
Surrender of Cornwallis to Washington.
Treaty of Paris ending the Revolutionary War.
Articles of Confederation (We had 9 presidents under these articles. All predate Washington.)
The current U.S. constitution (which the U.S. secedes from itself)
When the Southern States walked out of Congress.
Lee surrenders to Grant.
The Federal Reserve Act in 1913. (Just had a transiting Pluto opposition Pluto - see chart in pictures
of group.)
Additionally, when something goes from private to public, the time of the announcement to the
public has to be critically considered as the proper time.

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 3:47 AM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

Which chart are you going by? The U.S. started in the 1700s no longer exist. The current U.S. is
based on the purported & never ratified 14th amendment.

From: "f.follets@..." <f.follets@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 2:00 AM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

I'm not experienced in mundane astrology, but the USA will indeed have an exact Sun-Pluto
opposition in next year's solar return. Not only a simple opposition, there will be in fact a grand cross
(two oppositions connected with squares) between Sun, Pluto, Mars and Uranus. Though not exact,
I believe the Mars-Uranus opposition will play a big part as well. The fact that it's a cardinal cross
also implies added impact to the events that will take place next year, whatever they may be.
This, taken all by itself, can bring much internal tension, with the possibility of oppression (Sun/Pluto) followed
by rebellion (Mars/Uranus). A possible scenario is the government (or the international community) imposing
oppressive measures (possibly laws, since the Sun is in the 9th house), introducing restrictions and possibly
taking rights away, and people will naturally react. However, it seems reactions will be subdued because Mars
is weak in Libra and in the 12th house of self-undoing and weakness. Not only that, Saturn is also in the first
house contributing to the oppression and restrictions.
Neptune transiting the 10th house has been weakening the country's/government's public image (especially now
that Neptune has entered Pisces), and next year, it seems, it will try to impose itself more sternly.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
Hello Maxine. You've mentioned about the USA chart having the sun/pluto aspect. Exactly what
could happen with the sun/pluto aspect?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: sun/pluto

Message: 1552

From: f.follets

Date: 9/25/2013

I believe that when dealing with countries, the time of signing of the first document declaring the existence of
the country (like an individual) is what counts as the "birth" of the country. The same could be said for
marriages and other contracts. Conception, in this case, happens on the mind while birth is the act that
manifests the idea into reality.
I always imagine that, if beginning something on a Void of Course Moon guarantees failure, it follows that
the initial act (whether or not related to the moon or the planets, as this was only an example) is what
counts for whatever follows afterwards, whether one acknowledges it or not.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

I guess I should elaborate on the going public issue.
Is the difference between a baby being born & conception.
We don't use the timing of the egg being fertilized. We use the entry of the baby into the world, thus
going public.

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 4:21 AM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

I forgot about this one:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS_Astrology/message/138

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 4:15 AM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

The Soviet Union was dissolved (intentionally as the Cold War was a sham) under a transiting Pluto
conjunct the natal Sun of the Bolshevik Revolution. (predicted by at least one astrologer)
Also:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS_Astrology/message/149
I have additional conversations & emails from him on the topic.

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 4:08 AM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

The other options are:
Declaration of Independence (Secession from Great Britain)
Surrender of Cornwallis to Washington.
Treaty of Paris ending the Revolutionary War.
Articles of Confederation (We had 9 presidents under these articles. All predate Washington.)
The current U.S. constitution (which the U.S. secedes from itself)
When the Southern States walked out of Congress.
Lee surrenders to Grant.
The Federal Reserve Act in 1913. (Just had a transiting Pluto opposition Pluto - see chart in pictures
of group.)
Additionally, when something goes from private to public, the time of the announcement to the
public has to be critically considered as the proper time.

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 3:47 AM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

Which chart are you going by? The U.S. started in the 1700s no longer exist. The current U.S. is
based on the purported & never ratified 14th amendment.

From: "f.follets@..." <f.follets@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 2:00 AM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

I'm not experienced in mundane astrology, but the USA will indeed have an exact Sun-Pluto
opposition in next year's solar return. Not only a simple opposition, there will be in fact a grand cross
(two oppositions connected with squares) between Sun, Pluto, Mars and Uranus. Though not exact,
I believe the Mars-Uranus opposition will play a big part as well. The fact that it's a cardinal cross
also implies added impact to the events that will take place next year, whatever they may be.
This, taken all by itself, can bring much internal tension, with the possibility of oppression (Sun/Pluto) followed
by rebellion (Mars/Uranus). A possible scenario is the government (or the international community) imposing
oppressive measures (possibly laws, since the Sun is in the 9th house), introducing restrictions and possibly
taking rights away, and people will naturally react. However, it seems reactions will be subdued because Mars
is weak in Libra and in the 12th house of self-undoing and weakness. Not only that, Saturn is also in the first
house contributing to the oppression and restrictions.
Neptune transiting the 10th house has been weakening the country's/government's public image (especially now
that Neptune has entered Pisces), and next year, it seems, it will try to impose itself more sternly.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
Hello Maxine. You've mentioned about the USA chart having the sun/pluto aspect. Exactly what
could happen with the sun/pluto aspect?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: sun/pluto

Message: 1553

From: m_18

Date: 9/25/2013

That chart does seem to be the most often used by many & works. What I want to know is that do other charts
based on some of the list I provided work concurrently with that chart as well. And if so, which ones?
Each major event should be reflected in the original chart so one would suspect that the important ones would
work as well.
Now when does the U.S. have a flipped chart for its solar return, so we can know when this current nightmare
will end?
One more thing to consider. Relocation charts. Philadelphia to New York to Washington, DC.

From: "f.follets@..." <f.follets@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 4:37 AM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

I used the Declaration of Independence with the 2:13 AM time since that's what Maxine recently mentioned she
uses for her predictions in a sermon from the JoS Newsletter. Here's the excerpt, and it really does seem accurate:
"In

the year 2020-2021, the USA solar return has a Mars/Saturn opposition across the ascendant
/descendant axis, with Mars in the first house, as was with WW2, meaning war. Jupiter happened to
aspect Mars in the 1941 return and this indicated the USA would win the war; Saturn is the opposite. I
have always used the Gemini ascending chart for the USA, as Satanist Benjamin Franklin who was
educated in astrology and the occult had the declaration signed after 2 am, putting Uranus on the
ascendant for the US Natal chart. This has held up with everything, including the September 11th
attacks."
http://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoSNewsletter/conversations/messages/508

---In jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com, <magus_18@...> wrote:
The Soviet Union was dissolved (intentionally as the Cold War was a sham) under a transiting Pluto
conjunct the natal Sun of the Bolshevik Revolution. (predicted by at least one astrologer)
Also:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS_Astrology/message/149
I have additional conversations & emails from him on the topic.

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 4:08 AM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

The other options are:
Declaration of Independence (Secession from Great Britain)
Surrender of Cornwallis to Washington.
Treaty of Paris ending the Revolutionary War.
Articles of Confederation (We had 9 presidents under these articles. All predate Washington.)
The current U.S. constitution (which the U.S. secedes from itself)
When the Southern States walked out of Congress.
Lee surrenders to Grant.

The Federal Reserve Act in 1913. (Just had a transiting Pluto opposition Pluto - see chart in pictures
of group.)
Additionally, when something goes from private to public, the time of the announcement to the
public has to be critically considered as the proper time.

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 3:47 AM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

Which chart are you going by? The U.S. started in the 1700s no longer exist. The current U.S. is
based on the purported & never ratified 14th amendment.

From: "f.follets@..." <f.follets@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 2:00 AM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

I'm not experienced in mundane astrology, but the USA will indeed have an exact Sun-Pluto
opposition in next year's solar return. Not only a simple opposition, there will be in fact a grand cross
(two oppositions connected with squares) between Sun, Pluto, Mars and Uranus. Though not exact,
I believe the Mars-Uranus opposition will play a big part as well. The fact that it's a cardinal cross
also implies added impact to the events that will take place next year, whatever they may be.
This, taken all by itself, can bring much internal tension, with the possibility of oppression (Sun/Pluto) followed
by rebellion (Mars/Uranus). A possible scenario is the government (or the international community) imposing
oppressive measures (possibly laws, since the Sun is in the 9th house), introducing restrictions and possibly
taking rights away, and people will naturally react. However, it seems reactions will be subdued because Mars
is weak in Libra and in the 12th house of self-undoing and weakness. Not only that, Saturn is also in the first
house contributing to the oppression and restrictions.
Neptune transiting the 10th house has been weakening the country's/government's public image (especially now
that Neptune has entered Pisces), and next year, it seems, it will try to impose itself more sternly.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
Hello Maxine. You've mentioned about the USA chart having the sun/pluto aspect. Exactly what
could happen with the sun/pluto aspect?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: sun/pluto

Message: 1554

From: m_18

Date: 9/25/2013

If a pre-natal epoch chart (conception) works for birth timing (birth chart). Then what I describe below should
also work. Then the signing of the Declaration would thus be a pre-natal epoch chart? And not an actual birth
chart?

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 4:57 AM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

That chart does seem to be the most often used by many & works. What I want to know is that do other charts
based on some of the list I provided work concurrently with that chart as well. And if so, which ones?
Each major event should be reflected in the original chart so one would suspect that the important ones would
work as well.
Now when does the U.S. have a flipped chart for its solar return, so we can know when this current nightmare
will end?
One more thing to consider. Relocation charts. Philadelphia to New York to Washington, DC.

From: "f.follets@..." <f.follets@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 4:37 AM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

I used the Declaration of Independence with the 2:13 AM time since that's what Maxine recently mentioned she
uses for her predictions in a sermon from the JoS Newsletter. Here's the excerpt, and it really does seem accurate:
"In

the year 2020-2021, the USA solar return has a Mars/Saturn opposition across the ascendant
/descendant axis, with Mars in the first house, as was with WW2, meaning war. Jupiter happened to
aspect Mars in the 1941 return and this indicated the USA would win the war; Saturn is the opposite. I
have always used the Gemini ascending chart for the USA, as Satanist Benjamin Franklin who was
educated in astrology and the occult had the declaration signed after 2 am, putting Uranus on the
ascendant for the US Natal chart. This has held up with everything, including the September 11th
attacks."
http://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoSNewsletter/conversations/messages/508

---In jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com, <magus_18@...> wrote:
The Soviet Union was dissolved (intentionally as the Cold War was a sham) under a transiting Pluto
conjunct the natal Sun of the Bolshevik Revolution. (predicted by at least one astrologer)

Also:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS_Astrology/message/149
I have additional conversations & emails from him on the topic.

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 4:08 AM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

The other options are:
Declaration of Independence (Secession from Great Britain)
Surrender of Cornwallis to Washington.
Treaty of Paris ending the Revolutionary War.
Articles of Confederation (We had 9 presidents under these articles. All predate Washington.)
The current U.S. constitution (which the U.S. secedes from itself)
When the Southern States walked out of Congress.
Lee surrenders to Grant.
The Federal Reserve Act in 1913. (Just had a transiting Pluto opposition Pluto - see chart in pictures
of group.)
Additionally, when something goes from private to public, the time of the announcement to the
public has to be critically considered as the proper time.

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 3:47 AM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

Which chart are you going by? The U.S. started in the 1700s no longer exist. The current U.S. is
based on the purported & never ratified 14th amendment.

From: "f.follets@..." <f.follets@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 2:00 AM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

I'm not experienced in mundane astrology, but the USA will indeed have an exact Sun-Pluto
opposition in next year's solar return. Not only a simple opposition, there will be in fact a grand cross
(two oppositions connected with squares) between Sun, Pluto, Mars and Uranus. Though not exact,
I believe the Mars-Uranus opposition will play a big part as well. The fact that it's a cardinal cross
also implies added impact to the events that will take place next year, whatever they may be.
This, taken all by itself, can bring much internal tension, with the possibility of oppression (Sun/Pluto) followed
by rebellion (Mars/Uranus). A possible scenario is the government (or the international community) imposing
oppressive measures (possibly laws, since the Sun is in the 9th house), introducing restrictions and possibly
taking rights away, and people will naturally react. However, it seems reactions will be subdued because Mars
is weak in Libra and in the 12th house of self-undoing and weakness. Not only that, Saturn is also in the first
house contributing to the oppression and restrictions.
Neptune transiting the 10th house has been weakening the country's/government's public image (especially now
that Neptune has entered Pisces), and next year, it seems, it will try to impose itself more sternly.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
Hello Maxine. You've mentioned about the USA chart having the sun/pluto aspect. Exactly what
could happen with the sun/pluto aspect?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: sun/pluto

Message: 1555

From: m_18

Date: 9/25/2013

Another example;
If you do a chart for the beginnings of say, one's career, which for most would be their first job of that skill, task,
profession, etc.. Then all other job charts & partings would be reflected in the career chart as well.

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 5:09 AM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

If a pre-natal epoch chart (conception) works for birth timing (birth chart). Then what I describe below should
also work. Then the signing of the Declaration would thus be a pre-natal epoch chart? And not an actual birth
chart?

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 4:57 AM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

That chart does seem to be the most often used by many & works. What I want to know is that do other charts
based on some of the list I provided work concurrently with that chart as well. And if so, which ones?
Each major event should be reflected in the original chart so one would suspect that the important ones would
work as well.
Now when does the U.S. have a flipped chart for its solar return, so we can know when this current nightmare
will end?
One more thing to consider. Relocation charts. Philadelphia to New York to Washington, DC.

From: "f.follets@..." <f.follets@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 4:37 AM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

I used the Declaration of Independence with the 2:13 AM time since that's what Maxine recently mentioned she
uses for her predictions in a sermon from the JoS Newsletter. Here's the excerpt, and it really does seem accurate:
"In

the year 2020-2021, the USA solar return has a Mars/Saturn opposition across the ascendant
/descendant axis, with Mars in the first house, as was with WW2, meaning war. Jupiter happened to
aspect Mars in the 1941 return and this indicated the USA would win the war; Saturn is the opposite. I
have always used the Gemini ascending chart for the USA, as Satanist Benjamin Franklin who was
educated in astrology and the occult had the declaration signed after 2 am, putting Uranus on the
ascendant for the US Natal chart. This has held up with everything, including the September 11th
attacks."
http://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoSNewsletter/conversations/messages/508

---In jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com, <magus_18@...> wrote:
The Soviet Union was dissolved (intentionally as the Cold War was a sham) under a transiting Pluto
conjunct the natal Sun of the Bolshevik Revolution. (predicted by at least one astrologer)
Also:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS_Astrology/message/149
I have additional conversations & emails from him on the topic.

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 4:08 AM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

The other options are:
Declaration of Independence (Secession from Great Britain)

Surrender of Cornwallis to Washington.
Treaty of Paris ending the Revolutionary War.
Articles of Confederation (We had 9 presidents under these articles. All predate Washington.)
The current U.S. constitution (which the U.S. secedes from itself)
When the Southern States walked out of Congress.
Lee surrenders to Grant.
The Federal Reserve Act in 1913. (Just had a transiting Pluto opposition Pluto - see chart in pictures
of group.)
Additionally, when something goes from private to public, the time of the announcement to the
public has to be critically considered as the proper time.

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 3:47 AM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

Which chart are you going by? The U.S. started in the 1700s no longer exist. The current U.S. is
based on the purported & never ratified 14th amendment.

From: "f.follets@..." <f.follets@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 2:00 AM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

I'm not experienced in mundane astrology, but the USA will indeed have an exact Sun-Pluto
opposition in next year's solar return. Not only a simple opposition, there will be in fact a grand cross
(two oppositions connected with squares) between Sun, Pluto, Mars and Uranus. Though not exact,
I believe the Mars-Uranus opposition will play a big part as well. The fact that it's a cardinal cross
also implies added impact to the events that will take place next year, whatever they may be.
This, taken all by itself, can bring much internal tension, with the possibility of oppression (Sun/Pluto) followed
by rebellion (Mars/Uranus). A possible scenario is the government (or the international community) imposing
oppressive measures (possibly laws, since the Sun is in the 9th house), introducing restrictions and possibly
taking rights away, and people will naturally react. However, it seems reactions will be subdued because Mars
is weak in Libra and in the 12th house of self-undoing and weakness. Not only that, Saturn is also in the first
house contributing to the oppression and restrictions.
Neptune transiting the 10th house has been weakening the country's/government's public image (especially now
that Neptune has entered Pisces), and next year, it seems, it will try to impose itself more sternly.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
Hello Maxine. You've mentioned about the USA chart having the sun/pluto aspect. Exactly what
could happen with the sun/pluto aspect?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: sun/pluto

Message: 1556

From: f.follets

Date: 9/25/2013

I really haven't studied enough of mundane astrology and countries' charts to give explanations, but I do
feel that, in the case of the Declaration of Independence, it really takes the role of birth rather than
conception. Just like an intercourse (reflected in the pre-natal epoch chart), the convention of leaders with
the common idea of independence would take the role of conception.
From this convention begins the period of "gestation" in which the document was carefully prepared. Then
everything converges to the moment in which the document was officialy signed, thus giving birth to the
new country.
I'm not american and I really haven't studied the US history very deeply, so I might be losing some details
here.
Now, for the proper beginning of a career I believe there can only be a general idea and not a precise
"birth" time. The career itself is an aggregate of activities (all of which start and end at different times)
undertaken within a common professional theme, so there isn't a way to cast a chart for that... only
(maybe) for the individual activities/jobs that constitute the whole and these would be limited to themselves.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Another example;
If you do a chart for the beginnings of say, one's career, which for most would be their first job of
that skill, task, profession, etc.. Then all other job charts & partings would be reflected in the career
chart as well.

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 5:09 AM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

If a pre-natal epoch chart (conception) works for birth timing (birth chart). Then what I describe
below should also work. Then the signing of the Declaration would thus be a pre-natal epoch chart?
And not an actual birth chart?

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 4:57 AM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

That chart does seem to be the most often used by many & works. What I want to know is that do
other charts based on some of the list I provided work concurrently with that chart as well. And if so,
which ones?
Each major event should be reflected in the original chart so one would suspect that the important
ones would work as well.
Now when does the U.S. have a flipped chart for its solar return, so we can know when this current
nightmare will end?
One more thing to consider. Relocation charts. Philadelphia to New York to Washington, DC.

From: "f.follets@..." <f.follets@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 4:37 AM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

I used the Declaration of Independence with the 2:13 AM time since that's what Maxine recently
mentioned she uses for her predictions in a sermon from the JoS Newsletter. Here's the excerpt, and
it really does seem accurate:
"In

the year 2020-2021, the USA solar return has a Mars/Saturn opposition across the
ascendant/descendant axis, with Mars in the first house, as was with WW2, meaning war.
Jupiter happened to aspect Mars in the 1941 return and this indicated the USA would win
the war; Saturn is the opposite. I have always used the Gemini ascending chart for the
USA, as Satanist Benjamin Franklin who was educated in astrology and the occult had the
declaration signed after 2 am, putting Uranus on the ascendant for the US Natal chart.
This has held up with everything, including the September 11th attacks."
http://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoSNewsletter/conversations/messages/508

---In jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com, <magus_18@...> wrote:
The Soviet Union was dissolved (intentionally as the Cold War was a sham) under a transiting Pluto
conjunct the natal Sun of the Bolshevik Revolution. (predicted by at least one astrologer)
Also:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS_Astrology/message/149
I have additional conversations & emails from him on the topic.

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 4:08 AM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

The other options are:
Declaration of Independence (Secession from Great Britain)
Surrender of Cornwallis to Washington.
Treaty of Paris ending the Revolutionary War.
Articles of Confederation (We had 9 presidents under these articles. All predate Washington.)
The current U.S. constitution (which the U.S. secedes from itself)
When the Southern States walked out of Congress.
Lee surrenders to Grant.
The Federal Reserve Act in 1913. (Just had a transiting Pluto opposition Pluto - see chart in pictures
of group.)
Additionally, when something goes from private to public, the time of the announcement to the
public has to be critically considered as the proper time.

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 3:47 AM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

Which chart are you going by? The U.S. started in the 1700s no longer exist. The current U.S. is
based on the purported & never ratified 14th amendment.

From: "f.follets@..." <f.follets@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 2:00 AM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

I'm not experienced in mundane astrology, but the USA will indeed have an exact Sun-Pluto
opposition in next year's solar return. Not only a simple opposition, there will be in fact a grand cross
(two oppositions connected with squares) between Sun, Pluto, Mars and Uranus. Though not exact,
I believe the Mars-Uranus opposition will play a big part as well. The fact that it's a cardinal cross
also implies added impact to the events that will take place next year, whatever they may be.

This, taken all by itself, can bring much internal tension, with the possibility of oppression (Sun/Pluto) followed
by rebellion (Mars/Uranus). A possible scenario is the government (or the international community) imposing
oppressive measures (possibly laws, since the Sun is in the 9th house), introducing restrictions and possibly
taking rights away, and people will naturally react. However, it seems reactions will be subdued because Mars
is weak in Libra and in the 12th house of self-undoing and weakness. Not only that, Saturn is also in the first
house contributing to the oppression and restrictions.
Neptune transiting the 10th house has been weakening the country's/government's public image (especially now
that Neptune has entered Pisces), and next year, it seems, it will try to impose itself more sternly.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
Hello Maxine. You've mentioned about the USA chart having the sun/pluto aspect. Exactly what
could happen with the sun/pluto aspect?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: sun/pluto

Message: 1557

From: m_18

Date: 9/25/2013

A career would generally, but not always, mean being compensated for services, whereas learning or training
would not necessarily be. A lot depends on specifics. Paying to learn then being paid. You don't really have a
career until someone pays you for it. A degree with not ever having practiced what the degree is for is not a
career.

From: "f.follets@..." <f.follets@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 7:16 AM
Subject: RE: Re: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

I really haven't studied enough of mundane astrology and countries' charts to give explanations, but I do feel
that, in the case of the Declaration of Independence, it really takes the role of birth rather than conception. Just
like an intercourse (reflected in the pre-natal epoch chart), the convention of leaders with the common idea of
independence would take the role of conception.
From this convention begins the period of "gestation" in which the document was carefully prepared. Then
everything converges to the moment in which the document was officialy signed, thus giving birth to the new
country.
I'm not american and I really haven't studied the US history very deeply, so I might be losing some details here.
Now, for the proper beginning of a career I believe there can only be a general idea and not a precise "birth" time.
The career itself is an aggregate of activities (all of which start and end at different times) undertaken within a
common professional theme, so there isn't a way to cast a chart for that... only (maybe) for the individual
activities/jobs that constitute the whole and these would be limited to themselves.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
Another example;
If you do a chart for the beginnings of say, one's career, which for most would be their first job of
that skill, task, profession, etc.. Then all other job charts & partings would be reflected in the career
chart as well.

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 5:09 AM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

If a pre-natal epoch chart (conception) works for birth timing (birth chart). Then what I describe
below should also work. Then the signing of the Declaration would thus be a pre-natal epoch chart?
And not an actual birth chart?

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 4:57 AM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

That chart does seem to be the most often used by many & works. What I want to know is that do
other charts based on some of the list I provided work concurrently with that chart as well. And if so,
which ones?
Each major event should be reflected in the original chart so one would suspect that the important
ones would work as well.
Now when does the U.S. have a flipped chart for its solar return, so we can know when this current
nightmare will end?
One more thing to consider. Relocation charts. Philadelphia to New York to Washington, DC.

From: "f.follets@..." <f.follets@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 4:37 AM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

I used the Declaration of Independence with the 2:13 AM time since that's what Maxine recently
mentioned she uses for her predictions in a sermon from the JoS Newsletter. Here's the excerpt, and
it really does seem accurate:
"In

the year 2020-2021, the USA solar return has a Mars/Saturn opposition across the

ascendant/descendant axis, with Mars in the first house, as was with WW2, meaning war.
Jupiter happened to aspect Mars in the 1941 return and this indicated the USA would win
the war; Saturn is the opposite. I have always used the Gemini ascending chart for the
USA, as Satanist Benjamin Franklin who was educated in astrology and the occult had the
declaration signed after 2 am, putting Uranus on the ascendant for the US Natal chart.
This has held up with everything, including the September 11th attacks."
http://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoSNewsletter/conversations/messages/508

---In jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com, <magus_18@...> wrote:
The Soviet Union was dissolved (intentionally as the Cold War was a sham) under a transiting Pluto
conjunct the natal Sun of the Bolshevik Revolution. (predicted by at least one astrologer)
Also:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS_Astrology/message/149
I have additional conversations & emails from him on the topic.

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 4:08 AM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

The other options are:
Declaration of Independence (Secession from Great Britain)
Surrender of Cornwallis to Washington.
Treaty of Paris ending the Revolutionary War.
Articles of Confederation (We had 9 presidents under these articles. All predate Washington.)
The current U.S. constitution (which the U.S. secedes from itself)
When the Southern States walked out of Congress.
Lee surrenders to Grant.
The Federal Reserve Act in 1913. (Just had a transiting Pluto opposition Pluto - see chart in pictures
of group.)
Additionally, when something goes from private to public, the time of the announcement to the
public has to be critically considered as the proper time.

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 3:47 AM
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

Which chart are you going by? The U.S. started in the 1700s no longer exist. The current U.S. is
based on the purported & never ratified 14th amendment.

From: "f.follets@..." <f.follets@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 2:00 AM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

I'm not experienced in mundane astrology, but the USA will indeed have an exact Sun-Pluto
opposition in next year's solar return. Not only a simple opposition, there will be in fact a grand cross
(two oppositions connected with squares) between Sun, Pluto, Mars and Uranus. Though not exact,
I believe the Mars-Uranus opposition will play a big part as well. The fact that it's a cardinal cross
also implies added impact to the events that will take place next year, whatever they may be.
This, taken all by itself, can bring much internal tension, with the possibility of oppression (Sun/Pluto) followed
by rebellion (Mars/Uranus). A possible scenario is the government (or the international community) imposing
oppressive measures (possibly laws, since the Sun is in the 9th house), introducing restrictions and possibly
taking rights away, and people will naturally react. However, it seems reactions will be subdued because Mars
is weak in Libra and in the 12th house of self-undoing and weakness. Not only that, Saturn is also in the first
house contributing to the oppression and restrictions.
Neptune transiting the 10th house has been weakening the country's/government's public image (especially now
that Neptune has entered Pisces), and next year, it seems, it will try to impose itself more sternly.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
Hello Maxine. You've mentioned about the USA chart having the sun/pluto aspect. Exactly what
could happen with the sun/pluto aspect?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: sun/pluto

Message: 1558

From: f.follets

Date: 9/25/2013

Well, this is way out of topic lol, but I have to disagree. Though I agree that a degree that was never used
does not make a career, the career is a much broader concept than just having a job, or even having a job
and being compensated for it.
Rather, the career is a path one follows in life which, of course, shines through the professional side but is
composed of many other things such as studies (skills/knowledge to practice an activity), social position,
contacts with other people as well as the job and the money. A person following an academic career can
surely be considered starting a career from the beginning of his/her undergraduate course, for example, as it

would be considered the very first step.
The 10th house trines the 6th and the 2nd but does not rely on them for its concept to exist, therefore the
career does not depend intrinsically on the job or the money even if they are parts of it. The compensation
definitely isn't so important to define a career since it invariably comes from others and isn't really selfgenerated: the second house from the 10th is the 11th house of large groups of people and the second from
the 6th is the 7th of the associates or clients.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: sun/pluto

Message: 1559

From: m_18

Date: 9/25/2013

My business is architectural & structural engineering. I can't consider drawing with crayons & pencils as a preschooler, etc. as part of my career origins. Yet in reality, it really was.
My chart for my first job still works for my career of now over 30 years, even though that job ended a year after
it began. Being paid to do something indicates that you really are no longer in training. However, one could earn
something as an intern. And of course one also never stops learning. So to me, where do you make a
demarcation point? Some people don't have college either. I can do what I do without college, a degree or a
license in Texas with restrictions (types &/or size of projects mainly). The engineering part is limited to drafting
only as a license is required for that. I have zero college except for some programing courses taken 15 years ago
at a community college. Drafting was not offered in my school until 9th grade. I could have taken it in 12th, but
didn't. I got my first job at 22 almost 23. Thus there was 5 years of having done absolutely nothing related to my
profession. Additionally, I had all of my math credits to graduate high school by the end of the 9th grade. LOL!
The 10th house is public standing. If you have a career, then it falls under that. Not everyone has a career.
Everyone does have a public standing.The 6th is simply any job (the job itself) that you have or will have & the
immediate surroundings (environment) of that job. (Of course the 6th also rules the condition/health of the body
as well as employees or servants if you have them. Pets are the 6th house & are actually considered servants.
Some farm animals clearly are. Dogs can be used for many things.
If I ever became a professional astrologer, I wouldn't consider my first reading of horoscopes in the newspaper as
my beginning. I would consider the beginning as being part of my Neptune sextile Neptune & Saturn return.
However, at the time of my would be first fee, I would consider it the beginning of new my career.

From: "f.follets@..." <f.follets@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 12:40 PM
Subject: RE: Re: Re: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

Well, this is way out of topic lol, but I have to disagree. Though I agree that a degree that was never used does
not make a career, the career is a much broader concept than just having a job, or even having a job and being
compensated for it.
Rather, the career is a path one follows in life which, of course, shines through the professional side but is
composed of many other things such as studies (skills/knowledge to practice an activity), social position,
contacts with other people as well as the job and the money. A person following an academic career can surely be
considered starting a career from the beginning of his/her undergraduate course, for example, as it would be
considered the very first step.
The 10th house trines the 6th and the 2nd but does not rely on them for its concept to exist, therefore the career
does not depend intrinsically on the job or the money even if they are parts of it. The compensation definitely
isn't so important to define a career since it invariably comes from others and isn't really self-generated: the
second house from the 10th is the 11th house of large groups of people and the second from the 6th is the 7th of
the associates or clients.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: sun/pluto

Message: 1560

From: m_18

Date: 9/25/2013

Back to Pluto/Sun. I have natal Pluto within 2 degrees of my ascendant in Virgo. I also have Mercury, the Moon
& Neptune in Scorpio. Venus is barely in Sagittarius. My natal Sun is Libra & barely in Libra. I have experienced
transiting Pluto conjunct my natal Sun. Transiting Pluto conjunct my secondary progressed Sun. I also have had
Solar Arc Pluto conjunct my natal Sun. Pluto has conjuncted all of my planets now but Saturn and Mars. It will
never conjunct Mars, but I will experience the opposition to it. The only opposition I will ever have from
transiting Pluto. Pluto conjuncted my ascendant in retrograde after birth. (Hurricane Carla.) Pluto also
conjuncted all of these midpoints as well. Pluto has been in range of conjuncting my Saturn, but has yet to be
exact. It will next year. My chart is a locomotive. Death and transformation for me is simply everyday existence.
I consider myself a Plutonian.

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 6:02 PM
Subject: Re: Re: Re: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

My business is architectural & structural engineering. I can't consider drawing with crayons & pencils as a preschooler, etc. as part of my career origins. Yet in reality, it really was.
My chart for my first job still works for my career of now over 30 years, even though that job ended a year after
it began. Being paid to do something indicates that you really are no longer in training. However, one could earn
something as an intern. And of course one also never stops learning. So to me, where do you make a
demarcation point? Some people don't have college either. I can do what I do without college, a degree or a
license in Texas with restrictions (types &/or size of projects mainly). The engineering part is limited to drafting
only as a license is required for that. I have zero college except for some programing courses taken 15 years ago
at a community college. Drafting was not offered in my school until 9th grade. I could have taken it in 12th, but
didn't. I got my first job at 22 almost 23. Thus there was 5 years of having done absolutely nothing related to my
profession. Additionally, I had all of my math credits to graduate high school by the end of the 9th grade. LOL!
The 10th house is public standing. If you have a career, then it falls under that. Not everyone has a career.
Everyone does have a public standing.The 6th is simply any job (the job itself) that you have or will have & the
immediate surroundings (environment) of that job. (Of course the 6th also rules the condition/health of the body
as well as employees or servants if you have them. Pets are the 6th house & are actually considered servants.
Some farm animals clearly are. Dogs can be used for many things.
If I ever became a professional astrologer, I wouldn't consider my first reading of horoscopes in the newspaper as
my beginning. I would consider the beginning as being part of my Neptune sextile Neptune & Saturn return.
However, at the time of my would be first fee, I would consider it the beginning of new my career.

From: "f.follets@..." <f.follets@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 12:40 PM
Subject: RE: Re: Re: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

Well, this is way out of topic lol, but I have to disagree. Though I agree that a degree that was never used does
not make a career, the career is a much broader concept than just having a job, or even having a job and being

compensated for it.
Rather, the career is a path one follows in life which, of course, shines through the professional side but is
composed of many other things such as studies (skills/knowledge to practice an activity), social position,
contacts with other people as well as the job and the money. A person following an academic career can surely be
considered starting a career from the beginning of his/her undergraduate course, for example, as it would be
considered the very first step.
The 10th house trines the 6th and the 2nd but does not rely on them for its concept to exist, therefore the career
does not depend intrinsically on the job or the money even if they are parts of it. The compensation definitely
isn't so important to define a career since it invariably comes from others and isn't really self-generated: the
second house from the 10th is the 11th house of large groups of people and the second from the 6th is the 7th of
the associates or clients.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: sun/pluto

Message: 1561

From: m_18

Date: 9/25/2013

Correction:
No conjunction of Uranus or opposition to Uranus as well.

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 6:20 PM
Subject: Re: Re: Re: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

Back to Pluto/Sun. I have natal Pluto within 2 degrees of my ascendant in Virgo. I also have Mercury, the Moon
& Neptune in Scorpio. Venus is barely in Sagittarius. My natal Sun is Libra & barely in Libra. I have experienced
transiting Pluto conjunct my natal Sun. Transiting Pluto conjunct my secondary progressed Sun. I also have had
Solar Arc Pluto conjunct my natal Sun. Pluto has conjuncted all of my planets now but Saturn and Mars. It will
never conjunct Mars, but I will experience the opposition to it. The only opposition I will ever have from
transiting Pluto. Pluto conjuncted my ascendant in retrograde after birth. (Hurricane Carla.) Pluto also
conjuncted all of these midpoints as well. Pluto has been in range of conjuncting my Saturn, but has yet to be
exact. It will next year. My chart is a locomotive. Death and transformation for me is simply everyday existence.
I consider myself a Plutonian.

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 6:02 PM
Subject: Re: Re: Re: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

My business is architectural & structural engineering. I can't consider drawing with crayons & pencils as a preschooler, etc. as part of my career origins. Yet in reality, it really was.
My chart for my first job still works for my career of now over 30 years, even though that job ended a year after
it began. Being paid to do something indicates that you really are no longer in training. However, one could earn
something as an intern. And of course one also never stops learning. So to me, where do you make a
demarcation point? Some people don't have college either. I can do what I do without college, a degree or a

license in Texas with restrictions (types &/or size of projects mainly). The engineering part is limited to drafting
only as a license is required for that. I have zero college except for some programing courses taken 15 years ago
at a community college. Drafting was not offered in my school until 9th grade. I could have taken it in 12th, but
didn't. I got my first job at 22 almost 23. Thus there was 5 years of having done absolutely nothing related to my
profession. Additionally, I had all of my math credits to graduate high school by the end of the 9th grade. LOL!
The 10th house is public standing. If you have a career, then it falls under that. Not everyone has a career.
Everyone does have a public standing.The 6th is simply any job (the job itself) that you have or will have & the
immediate surroundings (environment) of that job. (Of course the 6th also rules the condition/health of the body
as well as employees or servants if you have them. Pets are the 6th house & are actually considered servants.
Some farm animals clearly are. Dogs can be used for many things.
If I ever became a professional astrologer, I wouldn't consider my first reading of horoscopes in the newspaper as
my beginning. I would consider the beginning as being part of my Neptune sextile Neptune & Saturn return.
However, at the time of my would be first fee, I would consider it the beginning of new my career.

From: "f.follets@..." <f.follets@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 12:40 PM
Subject: RE: Re: Re: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

Well, this is way out of topic lol, but I have to disagree. Though I agree that a degree that was never used does
not make a career, the career is a much broader concept than just having a job, or even having a job and being
compensated for it.
Rather, the career is a path one follows in life which, of course, shines through the professional side but is
composed of many other things such as studies (skills/knowledge to practice an activity), social position,
contacts with other people as well as the job and the money. A person following an academic career can surely be
considered starting a career from the beginning of his/her undergraduate course, for example, as it would be
considered the very first step.
The 10th house trines the 6th and the 2nd but does not rely on them for its concept to exist, therefore the career
does not depend intrinsically on the job or the money even if they are parts of it. The compensation definitely
isn't so important to define a career since it invariably comes from others and isn't really self-generated: the
second house from the 10th is the 11th house of large groups of people and the second from the 6th is the 7th of
the associates or clients.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1562
Subject: Re: Can Saggitarians be shy?

From: amber_electric

Date: 9/26/2013

It can go that way with some! Some are really outgoing. My best friend and dad are strong saggitarians and
they're the most hilarious fun and honest people I know, trust the shit out of em. Sometimes one is very
ignorant.. my mom has a saggitarius ac, and is actually a sun Aries and doesn't go out and socialize with
anyone. She's the biggest hermit. But I'm not sure that it is truly because she is shy, or just that she feels
so independent/ set apart from the crowd that she doesn't exactly fit in. and she's okay with that. Maybe its
that way for you. Fire can be that way! Its not a watery type shy just a sort of... loss of common ground at
times? Maybe I'm right maybe I'm wrong!
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 1563

From: amber_electric

Date: 9/26/2013

Subject: Re: Why does Saturn always win?
I wouldn't say its always true, my Saturn strongly placed.... Venus and the sun are conjunct and opposition
to it. Maybe I don't see it yet but the effects of the Saturn Venus aspect are directed really nicely, or were
easier to overcome. Never had a problem with my love life either. I would start a relationship sometimes
and start feeling restricted a week later and call it quitters. And the dude who's Wang I first got all up in the
grills of the basement with was a total mistake, but...... as for the sun, nah man I hardly even see it. My
dad and I aren't close and I did get a hatred for him at some point around 13 because of it but that's out.
Basically I think with those two planets almost building a filter I think there are ways around Saturn. That's
with dedication and meditation, I hardly notice!
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 1564

From:
bunpuppet@rocketmail.com

Date: 9/26/2013

Subject: Re: Why does Saturn always win?
Yeesh. I'll have my Saturn transiting my first house (AKA most of my planets) soon, maybe when I enter
college.

Can attempting to absolve yourself of a certain planetary energy work? I have a feeling it's not such a good
idea, and that sublimating it is much safer and natural.
Also what does Saturn Quintile Venus do? Quintiles are apparently 'quirks' that are unique to the individual.
I'm guessing a quirk of such aspect would make one...shy?

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "Djinn Draconis" <xxrygelxx@...> wrote:
>
> I've been thinking about something, why is it that Saturn the greater malefic when conjunct
or aspecting any other planet, Saturn's influence is almost always the prevailing one?
>
> Go on any astrology website and look at the Saturn aspects to any of the planets: Venus
limits the love life and money, the Sun limits the self esteem and confidence (How bizarre is
that, the Sun which is a Star, which all other planets receive there energy from originally is
overpowered by Saturn) the moon, limits the relations with women, the family and the emotional
flow.
>
> You see? Never do you hear of the other planets exerting their influence over Saturn, say if
Venus conjuncts Saturn, Venus isn't making the Saturnian areas of life more Venusian, say the
career, social status, adding a Venus touch of money gains by these areas or finding romance
there. It almost definitely would be Saturn imposing his influence on the areas of life ruled by
Venus.
>
> In other words, the Venus areas of life would become Saturnian, the Saturn areas of life would
not become Venusian.
>
> Even the planets which are supposed to transcend the limitations of the physical realm,
Uranus & Neptune, together ruling, freedom, liberation, transcendence, higher awareness etc.
We see all the time when Saturn conjuncts these planets, he is limiting those areas of life or
bringing misfortune through the things they rule.
>
> The only thing I can think of is that either we are just looking at astrology way too negatively
or since humanity has been sealed at the Soul and the energy of most people is trapped in the
base chakra ruled by Saturn that because of this Saturns influence is the most dominant.
>
> And we know Pluto is more powerful than Saturn but that's far from useful to anyone because
when Pluto makes an aspect to Saturn, we only end up getting the very ugly side of Pluto
manifest itself which Hell knows is even worse than Saturn.

>
> I could be wrong but please can people with more knowledge explain.
>
> Hail Satan!
> Praise Be To Hell!
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1565
Subject: Re: Why does Saturn always win?

From: amber_electric

Date: 9/27/2013

Dude yeah follow your instinct for sure on that middle part, for sure! I thought of deflecting Saturn's energy
and for some reason it didn't sound right. Then, I recently saw something that basically confirmed it. If I
read right. In the groups somewhere. But do what you feel is best I'm not TOTALLY sure. Quintiles? Yeah I
bet it could, like... other aspects there too could clue one in a weeee more. I would try getting REALLY on
tract with exactly what I want/need in meditation and use according squares and so on with just how I need
for myself and... Work physically and mentally with the goal, along with spiritually if Im unsure or was trying
to do same, it pretty much can't fail! Like, even if the goal is the answer to the q haha. An answer and
fixing. (It only takes a good 20 min ritual get the answer the next day in some ways)(energy ritual, not
asking for help:) lol I would have liked to give a way better reply for that last part. all I got is pocket lint.
Sorta. Its legit! Just. The crumbs at the bottom of the jar and half a dried cookie.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: sun/pluto

Message: 1566

From: f.follets

Date: 9/28/2013

Those are some extremely intense transits and progressions. I can't even imagine how a hard Pluto transit
really hits, despite having strong natal aspects to Pluto.

My first hard Pluto transit is arriving though, as it slowly begins to square my Aries Sun. Not only that, I will have Uranus
conjunct my Sun, Neptune conjunct natal Saturn at about the same time, with the nodes tying in. I expect some serious
developments to follow, especially with Uranus involved going back and forth conjunct my Sun. My life will definitely not be
the same after this.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Correction:
No conjunction of Uranus or opposition to Uranus as well.

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 6:20 PM
Subject: Re: Re: Re: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

Back to Pluto/Sun. I have natal Pluto within 2 degrees of my ascendant in Virgo. I also have
Mercury, the Moon & Neptune in Scorpio. Venus is barely in Sagittarius. My natal Sun is Libra &
barely in Libra. I have experienced transiting Pluto conjunct my natal Sun. Transiting Pluto conjunct
my secondary progressed Sun. I also have had Solar Arc Pluto conjunct my natal Sun. Pluto has
conjuncted all of my planets now but Saturn and Mars. It will never conjunct Mars, but I will
experience the opposition to it. The only opposition I will ever have from transiting Pluto. Pluto
conjuncted my ascendant in retrograde after birth. (Hurricane Carla.) Pluto also conjuncted all of
these midpoints as well. Pluto has been in range of conjuncting my Saturn, but has yet to be exact. It

will next year. My chart is a locomotive. Death and transformation for me is simply everyday
existence. I consider myself a Plutonian.

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 6:02 PM
Subject: Re: Re: Re: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

My business is architectural & structural engineering. I can't consider drawing with crayons &
pencils as a pre-schooler, etc. as part of my career origins. Yet in reality, it really was.
My chart for my first job still works for my career of now over 30 years, even though that job ended
a year after it began. Being paid to do something indicates that you really are no longer in training.
However, one could earn something as an intern. And of course one also never stops learning. So to
me, where do you make a demarcation point? Some people don't have college either. I can do what I
do without college, a degree or a license in Texas with restrictions (types &/or size of projects
mainly). The engineering part is limited to drafting only as a license is required for that. I have zero
college except for some programing courses taken 15 years ago at a community college. Drafting
was not offered in my school until 9th grade. I could have taken it in 12th, but didn't. I got my first
job at 22 almost 23. Thus there was 5 years of having done absolutely nothing related to my
profession. Additionally, I had all of my math credits to graduate high school by the end of the 9th
grade. LOL!
The 10th house is public standing. If you have a career, then it falls under that. Not everyone has a
career. Everyone does have a public standing.The 6th is simply any job (the job itself) that you have
or will have & the immediate surroundings (environment) of that job. (Of course the 6th also rules
the condition/health of the body as well as employees or servants if you have them. Pets are the 6th
house & are actually considered servants. Some farm animals clearly are. Dogs can be used for many
things.
If I ever became a professional astrologer, I wouldn't consider my first reading of horoscopes in the
newspaper as my beginning. I would consider the beginning as being part of my Neptune sextile
Neptune & Saturn return. However, at the time of my would be first fee, I would consider it the
beginning of new my career.

From: "f.follets@..." <f.follets@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 12:40 PM
Subject: RE: Re: Re: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

Well, this is way out of topic lol, but I have to disagree. Though I agree that a degree that was never
used does not make a career, the career is a much broader concept than just having a job, or even
having a job and being compensated for it.
Rather, the career is a path one follows in life which, of course, shines through the professional side
but is composed of many other things such as studies (skills/knowledge to practice an activity),
social position, contacts with other people as well as the job and the money. A person following an
academic career can surely be considered starting a career from the beginning of his/her
undergraduate course, for example, as it would be considered the very first step.

The 10th house trines the 6th and the 2nd but does not rely on them for its concept to exist,
therefore the career does not depend intrinsically on the job or the money even if they are parts of it.
The compensation definitely isn't so important to define a career since it invariably comes from
others and isn't really self-generated: the second house from the 10th is the 11th house of large
groups of people and the second from the 6th is the 7th of the associates or clients.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1567
Subject: How to find find my saturn?

From: lordenki1223

Date: 9/30/2013

In JoS Astrology page it say's:

"Placement

of and aspects to Saturn

Saturn is where we get our ass kicked in life. Aspects from Saturn to the other planets,
and the house and sign Saturn is in reveal where we will experience problems,
limitations, losses, and denials in life."
How can I find when my next saturn will kick my ass again? Is it possible to find this
information?
In my Birth chart I got some Saturn's but I don't understand how can I predict when the
next one will happen again?

Planets in Earth & Cardinal Signs : Saturn: 10 degrees of Capricorn, 3rd house [intercepted]
Mars trine Saturn
Saturn conjunct Uranus
Saturn conjunct Neptune
Saturn sextile Pluto
Saturn sesi-square Part of Fortune
Saturn sesi-square Vertex

thanks in advance
Ave satanas
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1568
From: svenbugado
Subject: Moon conjuct Pluto is self-destructive?

Date: 9/30/2013

I made some research on the internet and people say this conjuction is of obssessive people, overly
dominating and possessive, and self-destructive because of this...

I have moon conjuct pluto (0'29º) on house 12. Also my ascendant is scorpio, and I have both moon and
pluto on it. I have sun, venus and mercury on libra on house 12 too, but I think the scorpio side dominates
more because sun is weak on libra...
Is it really bad for me? I do have very dominating/obssessive mother (no joke here, almost to the point of
sickness).
Was I born with the formula to get fucked up? haha
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1569
From: tappouzumaki
Subject: Re: Moon conjuct Pluto is self-destructive?

Date: 9/30/2013

i think obsession is powerful and if directed in the right way it can be very useful. it's the power of the aura.
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 1570

From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich
Subject: Re: Moon conjuct Pluto is self-destructive?

Date: 9/30/2013

I came across your message when approving messages. These groups are so screwed up, I don't
normally reply. I can't reply back to this post, if there are any more questions.
Pluto/Moon aspects usually relate to one's mother and you mention below she is domineering. This is
your Pluto/Moon conjunction. The Moon has to do with one's mother. Pluto/Moon aspects, especially
the hard aspects and even more so if they are very tight, indicate a domineering/possessive mother
and/or a very close relationship with one's mother. In some cases, the mother relationship can be
very close through one's adult years.
The father is ruled by the Sun. Pluto/Sun aspects indicate the very same with one's father.
The 4th house Pluto also often indicates the same and can be both the mother and the father.
In nearly all cases, the parental influence is extremely strong. I knew a man who had a very tight Sun
/Pluto square and he had no father. This affected him deeply. Whether the parent is in the life or is
absent, the influence is very strong.
When reading a chart, though, you have to look at all of the chart, the houses, and such. Say
someone with the Pluto/Moon has a 4th house Saturn; then, the mother's influence can be harmful
and destructive. It is the same with a hard Saturn/Moon aspect in addition to the Pluto/Moon.
I knew a man who had a Pluto/Moon opposition. His Moon was in Capricorn, which has a Saturn-like
influence over one's emotions [emotional needs not met]. He had a third house Saturn [siblings], and
Scorpio on the cusp of the 3rd house. He had a close relationship with his mother for all of his life.
Mother would telephone on a very frequent basis and he would bring his family to mother's house
nearly every weekend and all holidays for a meal and to visit. Mother favored the younger brother to
an extreme [Saturn in the third- problem with a sibling], and Scorpio on the cusp, indicating jealousy of

a sibling. He, himself had an obsession with his mother, always wanting her approval and love which
he never got. The younger brother also had a Pluto/Moon aspect, as she was very controlling of him
as well. I saw this go on for over 40 years. The younger brother, who was spoiled to an extreme, had
Jupiter in Aries, as he was extremely self-centered. There was an eldest sister and she moved to a
far away state, and escaped some of this, but the mother still kept in very close contact with her as
well and would visit her regularly every year and the sister would come home for the Yule season and
such.
Actress Judy Garland, who played Dorothy in the 1939 Wizard of Oz, got that part at 14 through the
“casting couch.” Her mother made her sleep with dirty old men at that young age and even worse and
any knowledgeable astrologer can see the rotten mother influence in her chart.
Virgo rules her fourth house of the mother. Virgo on the 4th often gives a very critical mother who can
also be a neat freak. Saturn at 0 of Libra [very critical degree] in the 4th house indicates a hard family
life and problems with the mother. Ruler of her 4th; Mercury is in the 12th of undoings and misfortune,
and is at 0 of Cancer, another very critical degree, exactly squaring Saturn. Adding into this, her Moon
at 29 of Sagittarius [mother] is in very tight square aspect to Saturn, again- problems with the mother;
anything from emotional needs not being met to emotional and physical abuse.
Marilyn Monroe was another, who had a bad mother influence. Her mother went insane when Marilyn
was very young and had to be institutionalized, leaving Marilyn an orphan who was placed in over 15
different foster homes during her childhood and orphanages. Saturn in her 4th house is at 21 of
Scorpio, conjunct fixed star Unukalhai of loss. This Saturn also squares her Aquarius Moon. The
Saturn in her chart is also the singleton of a bucket configuration. The single planet “drives” the entire
chart, meaning, it has a much stronger influence than the other planets, both in the personality and the
events in one’s life. It is a stand out planet. Her unhappy childhood never left her and was the focus of
causing her life-long emotional problems. Scorpio on the cusp of her 4th is rules by Pluto at 13
degrees of Cancer, right on the cusp of her 12th house at 13 of Cancer. 13 degrees of cardinal signs is
also a critical degree, giving the planet a stronger influence.
The above two examples are what I am referring to in reading a chart accurately, as with the bad
Moon aspects, there are many more placements and aspects that support the bad mother influence.
The more there are like this, the worse the situation is.
Also, a while ago in this group, there were posts regarding a lack of an element. Helen Keller, blind
and deaf from early childhood, with her ruler at 15 of Leo [degree that often brings physical problems
regarding sight and/or hearing and other] and no planets in air signs [communications and senses],
and only one planet in an air house, spent most of her life communicating. She wrote books and from
what I understand, even lectured to audiences. Point being, those who lack an element often manifest
that element in an entirely different way. The lack of air and her ruler at 15 of Leo made her blind and
deaf, but she did communicate.
Just as for example, someone with no water signs. This does not make one cold and callous. Quite
the contrary. It makes for one who expresses and experiences their emotions differently. I know
someone who has no water and this person is exceptionally caring and has very deep feelings, and is
very compassionate. Those who lack an element express that element differently than those who have
planets in the element.

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.com
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Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1571
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: Moon conjuct Pluto is self-destructive?

Date: 9/30/2013

I have quite a few personal stories about hard Moon-Pluto aspects and lack/excess of an element.
My mother died when I was three from a sudden heart attack (or something, her death was not really
investigated). Literally, one day she was there and in the next she was not. I went to live with my father,
but not without the ever strong presence of my very plutonian grandmother (my mother's mother), who
even has Pluto in Cancer in the 4th house. She was so deeply connected with my mother that she couldn't let
her go, it's been almost 20 years and she still begrudges everything related to my mother's death as well as
other nasty stuff from ther past.
I also happened to live with a professional astrologer for several months last year. I was new and alone in
another city and her son (who was my friend, but didn't live with her) said she would have me if we shared
the expenses in half. I obviously accepted since she seemed to be a very nice woman. She was very
experienced and as I was learned in astrology as well, we became very close, very quickly. I met her entire
family, became close friends with one of her daughters, met all of her closest friends and it was like we had
known each other forever. She started treating me as something of a son.
One thing rubbed me the wrong way, though, as I couldn't understand why would her son and two
daughters not want to live with her. They all had different fathers, all of their fathers had left her and all of
them were very clear stating that though they loved her, she was an extremely difficult person to live with
and preferred to stay at a healthy distance.
I could see where that was coming from, as she had Pluto in Virgo exactly conjunct her ascendant and Mars
conjunct her Moon in Cancer, but couldn't really see it in her immediatly as she was really, really nice... it
was not very long however until I started noticing all the signs that she was an EXTREMELY controlling
person, who would only have her way, and ONLY her way for everything. She would have sudden extreme
emotinal explosions and threw tantrums as if she were a child (she had Uranus in Leo, quite close to her

ascendant as well), not to mention that she would nitpick every little fault in everything she saw. She was
extremely obsessive about order and cleanliness as well.
Eventually she started having some problems with money as she was losing a lot of her clients and she
started to become even more unstable. I helped her any way I could and paid pretty much all the bills in
this period. At one point she "asked" for my participation in a new astrology project she came up with to get
some money, but I declined since it involved showing our images on the internet and I wasn't comfortable
with that. The next day she simply threw me out of the house, even after all the help I gave her. No
questions asked, no explanations given. All the bonds I had formed with her were cut in a few hours.
----------------------------------These are the strongest factual evidences I have of my exact Moon-Pluto square (0º00' orb). I tend to
become involved with strongly plutonian mother figures, form strong bonds with them very quickly and then
experience sudden (often traumatic) separations. Bonds are something of a taboo for me and that's caused
me a lot of trouble ever since I was a child. Not only that, I also have Virgo in the 4th House, fitting with
their overall profile. My grandmother is extremely critical of others, an absolute neat freak, as is my
stepmother (Sun and 4 other planets in Virgo).
Of course I could only understand and start working on that when I learned astrology.
Incidentally, this astrologer shared some of her experiences with me and said pretty much exactly what
Maxine said. Most people with a lack of a certain element tend to overcompensate it somehow and attract
situations related to them: people with little to no air are generally given to study, they always search for
more information (even if not formally) and tend to hone their communication skills; people with little to no
earth will be always looking for material comfort and all kinds of security even if they have plenty of it, it
will never be enough for them; people with little to no fire will do their very best to be noticed by others and
people with little to no water will tend to be emotional and go through many emotional situations.
The opposite can also be true: with an excess, this element will be so strong and so natural in this person's
makeup that he/she will either deal with it very well or neglect it completely, concealing its excess, even
though it *is* still there and will show up in certain situations. I've personally noticed that people with little to
no water and lots of air tend to be most often the overly emotional ones, those who explode in tears and
suffer many emotional ups and downs.

---In jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com, <maxine.dietrich666@...> wrote:

I came across your message when approving messages. These groups are so screwed
up, I don't normally reply. I can't reply back to this post, if there are any more questions.
Pluto/Moon aspects usually relate to one's mother and you mention below she is
domineering. This is your Pluto/Moon conjunction. The Moon has to do with one's mother.
Pluto/Moon aspects, especially the hard aspects and even more so if they are very tight,
indicate a domineering/possessive mother and/or a very close relationship with one's
mother. In some cases, the mother relationship can be very close through one's adult
years.
The father is ruled by the Sun. Pluto/Sun aspects indicate the very same with one's father.
The 4th house Pluto also often indicates the same and can be both the mother and the
father.

In nearly all cases, the parental influence is extremely strong. I knew a man who had a
very tight Sun/Pluto square and he had no father. This affected him deeply. Whether the
parent is in the life or is absent, the influence is very strong.
When reading a chart, though, you have to look at all of the chart, the houses, and such.
Say someone with the Pluto/Moon has a 4th house Saturn; then, the mother's influence
can be harmful and destructive. It is the same with a hard Saturn/Moon aspect in addition
to the Pluto/Moon.
I knew a man who had a Pluto/Moon opposition. His Moon was in Capricorn, which has a
Saturn-like influence over one's emotions [emotional needs not met]. He had a third
house Saturn [siblings], and Scorpio on the cusp of the 3rd house. He had a close
relationship with his mother for all of his life. Mother would telephone on a very frequent
basis and he would bring his family to mother's house nearly every weekend and all
holidays for a meal and to visit. Mother favored the younger brother to an extreme [Saturn
in the third- problem with a sibling], and Scorpio on the cusp, indicating jealousy of a
sibling. He, himself had an obsession with his mother, always wanting her approval and
love which he never got. The younger brother also had a Pluto/Moon aspect, as she was
very controlling of him as well. I saw this go on for over 40 years. The younger brother,
who was spoiled to an extreme, had Jupiter in Aries, as he was extremely self-centered.
There was an eldest sister and she moved to a far away state, and escaped some of this,
but the mother still kept in very close contact with her as well and would visit her regularly
every year and the sister would come home for the Yule season and such.
Actress Judy Garland, who played Dorothy in the 1939 Wizard of Oz, got that part at 14
through the “casting couch.” Her mother made her sleep with dirty old men at that young
age and even worse and any knowledgeable astrologer can see the rotten mother
influence in her chart.
Virgo rules her fourth house of the mother. Virgo on the 4th often gives a very critical
mother who can also be a neat freak. Saturn at 0 of Libra [very critical degree] in the 4th
house indicates a hard family life and problems with the mother. Ruler of her 4th; Mercury is
in the 12th of undoings and misfortune, and is at 0 of Cancer, another very critical degree,
exactly squaring Saturn. Adding into this, her Moon at 29 of Sagittarius [mother] is in very
tight square aspect to Saturn, again- problems with the mother; anything from emotional
needs not being met to emotional and physical abuse.
Marilyn Monroe was another, who had a bad mother influence. Her mother went insane
when Marilyn was very young and had to be institutionalized, leaving Marilyn an orphan
who was placed in over 15 different foster homes during her childhood and orphanages.
Saturn in her 4th house is at 21 of Scorpio, conjunct fixed star Unukalhai of loss. This
Saturn also squares her Aquarius Moon. The Saturn in her chart is also the singleton of a
bucket configuration. The single planet “drives” the entire chart, meaning, it has a much
stronger influence than the other planets, both in the personality and the events in one’s
life. It is a stand out planet. Her unhappy childhood never left her and was the focus of
causing her life-long emotional problems. Scorpio on the cusp of her 4th is rules by Pluto at
13 degrees of Cancer, right on the cusp of her 12th house at 13 of Cancer. 13 degrees of
cardinal signs is also a critical degree, giving the planet a stronger influence.
The above two examples are what I am referring to in reading a chart accurately, as with
the bad Moon aspects, there are many more placements and aspects that support the bad
mother influence. The more there are like this, the worse the situation is.
Also, a while ago in this group, there were posts regarding a lack of an element. Helen
Keller, blind and deaf from early childhood, with her ruler at 15 of Leo [degree that often
brings physical problems regarding sight and/or hearing and other] and no planets in air

signs [communications and senses], and only one planet in an air house, spent most of
her life communicating. She wrote books and from what I understand, even lectured to
audiences. Point being, those who lack an element often manifest that element in an
entirely different way. The lack of air and her ruler at 15 of Leo made her blind and deaf,
but she did communicate.
Just as for example, someone with no water signs. This does not make one cold and
callous. Quite the contrary. It makes for one who expresses and experiences their emotions
differently. I know someone who has no water and this person is exceptionally caring and
has very deep feelings, and is very compassionate. Those who lack an element express
that element differently than those who have planets in the element.

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.com
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Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: sun/pluto

Message: 1572

From: m_18

Date: 9/30/2013

That's my life, so what can I say?
You will enjoy Uranus to your Sun. You will not be bored to say the least.

From: "f.follets@..." <f.follets@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Saturday, September 28, 2013 4:07 AM
Subject: RE: Re: Re: Re: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

Those are some extremely intense transits and progressions. I can't even imagine how a hard Pluto transit really
hits, despite having strong natal aspects to Pluto.
My first hard Pluto transit is arriving though, as it slowly begins to square my Aries Sun. Not only that, I will have Uranus
conjunct my Sun, Neptune conjunct natal Saturn at about the same time, with the nodes tying in. I expect some serious
developments to follow, especially with Uranus involved going back and forth conjunct my Sun. My life will definitely not be
the same after this.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
Correction:
No conjunction of Uranus or opposition to Uranus as well.

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 6:20 PM
Subject: Re: Re: Re: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

Back to Pluto/Sun. I have natal Pluto within 2 degrees of my ascendant in Virgo. I also have
Mercury, the Moon & Neptune in Scorpio. Venus is barely in Sagittarius. My natal Sun is Libra &
barely in Libra. I have experienced transiting Pluto conjunct my natal Sun. Transiting Pluto conjunct
my secondary progressed Sun. I also have had Solar Arc Pluto conjunct my natal Sun. Pluto has
conjuncted all of my planets now but Saturn and Mars. It will never conjunct Mars, but I will
experience the opposition to it. The only opposition I will ever have from transiting Pluto. Pluto
conjuncted my ascendant in retrograde after birth. (Hurricane Carla.) Pluto also conjuncted all of
these midpoints as well. Pluto has been in range of conjuncting my Saturn, but has yet to be exact. It
will next year. My chart is a locomotive. Death and transformation for me is simply everyday
existence. I consider myself a Plutonian.

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 6:02 PM
Subject: Re: Re: Re: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

My business is architectural & structural engineering. I can't consider drawing with crayons &
pencils as a pre-schooler, etc. as part of my career origins. Yet in reality, it really was.
My chart for my first job still works for my career of now over 30 years, even though that job ended
a year after it began. Being paid to do something indicates that you really are no longer in training.
However, one could earn something as an intern. And of course one also never stops learning. So to
me, where do you make a demarcation point? Some people don't have college either. I can do what I
do without college, a degree or a license in Texas with restrictions (types &/or size of projects
mainly). The engineering part is limited to drafting only as a license is required for that. I have zero
college except for some programing courses taken 15 years ago at a community college. Drafting
was not offered in my school until 9th grade. I could have taken it in 12th, but didn't. I got my first
job at 22 almost 23. Thus there was 5 years of having done absolutely nothing related to my
profession. Additionally, I had all of my math credits to graduate high school by the end of the 9th
grade. LOL!
The 10th house is public standing. If you have a career, then it falls under that. Not everyone has a
career. Everyone does have a public standing.The 6th is simply any job (the job itself) that you have
or will have & the immediate surroundings (environment) of that job. (Of course the 6th also rules
the condition/health of the body as well as employees or servants if you have them. Pets are the 6th
house & are actually considered servants. Some farm animals clearly are. Dogs can be used for many
things.
If I ever became a professional astrologer, I wouldn't consider my first reading of horoscopes in the
newspaper as my beginning. I would consider the beginning as being part of my Neptune sextile
Neptune & Saturn return. However, at the time of my would be first fee, I would consider it the
beginning of new my career.

From: "f.follets@..." <f.follets@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 12:40 PM
Subject: RE: Re: Re: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

Well, this is way out of topic lol, but I have to disagree. Though I agree that a degree that was never
used does not make a career, the career is a much broader concept than just having a job, or even
having a job and being compensated for it.
Rather, the career is a path one follows in life which, of course, shines through the professional side
but is composed of many other things such as studies (skills/knowledge to practice an activity),
social position, contacts with other people as well as the job and the money. A person following an
academic career can surely be considered starting a career from the beginning of his/her
undergraduate course, for example, as it would be considered the very first step.
The 10th house trines the 6th and the 2nd but does not rely on them for its concept to exist,
therefore the career does not depend intrinsically on the job or the money even if they are parts of it.
The compensation definitely isn't so important to define a career since it invariably comes from
others and isn't really self-generated: the second house from the 10th is the 11th house of large
groups of people and the second from the 6th is the 7th of the associates or clients.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1573
From: m_18
Subject: Re: Moon conjuct Pluto is self-destructive?

Date: 9/30/2013

It isn't unusual for a Plutonian to completely cut ties, friendships, etc., etc. in a heart beat. If they can't do so
because they have to still be around them such as in a working environment, they will act as if the other person
doesn't even exist.
I work at home for that very reason. (Truthfully, there are more reasons, however ....) I generally can't stand most
people anyway. Call that attitude whatever you want. I don't care. (Plutonian attitude as well.)
Most people either love me or hate me. Some people go from loving me to hating me as well. I wouldn't have it
any other way.

From: "f.follets@..." <f.follets@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 2:24 PM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] RE: Moon conjuct Pluto is self-destructive?

I have quite a few personal stories about hard Moon-Pluto aspects and lack/excess of an element.
My mother died when I was three from a sudden heart attack (or something, her death was not really
investigated). Literally, one day she was there and in the next she was not. I went to live with my father, but not
without the ever strong presence of my very plutonian grandmother (my mother's mother), who even has Pluto in
Cancer in the 4th house. She was so deeply connected with my mother that she couldn't let her go, it's been
almost 20 years and she still begrudges everything related to my mother's death as well as other nasty stuff from

ther past.
I also happened to live with a professional astrologer for several months last year. I was new and alone in another
city and her son (who was my friend, but didn't live with her) said she would have me if we shared the expenses
in half. I obviously accepted since she seemed to be a very nice woman. She was very experienced and as I was
learned in astrology as well, we became very close, very quickly. I met her entire family, became close friends
with one of her daughters, met all of her closest friends and it was like we had known each other forever. She
started treating me as something of a son.
One thing rubbed me the wrong way, though, as I couldn't understand why would her son and two daughters not
want to live with her. They all had different fathers, all of their fathers had left her and all of them were very
clear stating that though they loved her, she was an extremely difficult person to live with and preferred to stay
at a healthy distance.
I could see where that was coming from, as she had Pluto in Virgo exactly conjunct her ascendant and Mars
conjunct her Moon in Cancer, but couldn't really see it in her immediatly as she was really, really nice... it was
not very long however until I started noticing all the signs that she was an EXTREMELY controlling person,
who would only have her way, and ONLY her way for everything. She would have sudden extreme emotinal
explosions and threw tantrums as if she were a child (she had Uranus in Leo, quite close to her ascendant as
well), not to mention that she would nitpick every little fault in everything she saw. She was extremely obsessive
about order and cleanliness as well.
Eventually she started having some problems with money as she was losing a lot of her clients and she started to
become even more unstable. I helped her any way I could and paid pretty much all the bills in this period. At one
point she "asked" for my participation in a new astrology project she came up with to get some money, but I
declined since it involved showing our images on the internet and I wasn't comfortable with that. The next day
she simply threw me out of the house, even after all the help I gave her. No questions asked, no explanations
given. All the bonds I had formed with her were cut in a few hours.
----------------------------------These are the strongest factual evidences I have of my exact Moon-Pluto square (0º00' orb). I tend to become
involved with strongly plutonian mother figures, form strong bonds with them very quickly and then experience
sudden (often traumatic) separations. Bonds are something of a taboo for me and that's caused me a lot of
trouble ever since I was a child. Not only that, I also have Virgo in the 4th House, fitting with their overall
profile. My grandmother is extremely critical of others, an absolute neat freak, as is my stepmother (Sun and 4
other planets in Virgo).
Of course I could only understand and start working on that when I learned astrology.
Incidentally, this astrologer shared some of her experiences with me and said pretty much exactly what Maxine
said. Most people with a lack of a certain element tend to overcompensate it somehow and attract situations
related to them: people with little to no air are generally given to study, they always search for more information
(even if not formally) and tend to hone their communication skills; people with little to no earth will be always
looking for material comfort and all kinds of security even if they have plenty of it, it will never be enough for
them; people with little to no fire will do their very best to be noticed by others and people with little to no water
will tend to be emotional and go through many emotional situations.
The opposite can also be true: with an excess, this element will be so strong and so natural in this person's
makeup that he/she will either deal with it very well or neglect it completely, concealing its excess, even though
it *is* still there and will show up in certain situations. I've personally noticed that people with little to no water
and lots of air tend to be most often the overly emotional ones, those who explode in tears and suffer many
emotional ups and downs.
---In jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com, <maxine.dietrich666@...> wrote:

I came across your message when approving messages. These groups are so screwed
up, I don't normally reply. I can't reply back to this post, if there are any more questions.
Pluto/Moon aspects usually relate to one's mother and you mention below she is
domineering. This is your Pluto/Moon conjunction. The Moon has to do with one's mother.
Pluto/Moon aspects, especially the hard aspects and even more so if they are very tight,
indicate a domineering/possessive mother and/or a very close relationship with one's
mother. In some cases, the mother relationship can be very close through one's adult
years.
The father is ruled by the Sun. Pluto/Sun aspects indicate the very same with one's father.
The 4th house Pluto also often indicates the same and can be both the mother and the
father.
In nearly all cases, the parental influence is extremely strong. I knew a man who had a
very tight Sun/Pluto square and he had no father. This affected him deeply. Whether the
parent is in the life or is absent, the influence is very strong.
When reading a chart, though, you have to look at all of the chart, the houses, and such.
Say someone with the Pluto/Moon has a 4th house Saturn; then, the mother's influence
can be harmful and destructive. It is the same with a hard Saturn/Moon aspect in addition
to the Pluto/Moon.
I knew a man who had a Pluto/Moon opposition. His Moon was in Capricorn, which has a
Saturn-like influence over one's emotions [emotional needs not met]. He had a third
house Saturn [siblings], and Scorpio on the cusp of the 3rd house. He had a close
relationship with his mother for all of his life. Mother would telephone on a very frequent
basis and he would bring his family to mother's house nearly every weekend and all
holidays for a meal and to visit. Mother favored the younger brother to an extreme [Saturn
in the third- problem with a sibling], and Scorpio on the cusp, indicating jealousy of a
sibling. He, himself had an obsession with his mother, always wanting her approval and
love which he never got. The younger brother also had a Pluto/Moon aspect, as she was
very controlling of him as well. I saw this go on for over 40 years. The younger brother,
who was spoiled to an extreme, had Jupiter in Aries, as he was extremely self-centered.
There was an eldest sister and she moved to a far away state, and escaped some of this,
but the mother still kept in very close contact with her as well and would visit her regularly
every year and the sister would come home for the Yule season and such.
Actress Judy Garland, who played Dorothy in the 1939 Wizard of Oz, got that part at 14
through the “casting couch.” Her mother made her sleep with dirty old men at that young
age and even worse and any knowledgeable astrologer can see the rotten mother
influence in her chart.
Virgo rules her fourth house of the mother. Virgo on the 4th often gives a very critical
mother who can also be a neat freak. Saturn at 0 of Libra [very critical degree] in the 4th
house indicates a hard family life and problems with the mother. Ruler of her 4th; Mercury is
in the 12th of undoings and misfortune, and is at 0 of Cancer, another very critical degree,
exactly squaring Saturn. Adding into this, her Moon at 29 of Sagittarius [mother] is in very
tight square aspect to Saturn, again- problems with the mother; anything from emotional
needs not being met to emotional and physical abuse.
Marilyn Monroe was another, who had a bad mother influence. Her mother went insane
when Marilyn was very young and had to be institutionalized, leaving Marilyn an orphan

who was placed in over 15 different foster homes during her childhood and orphanages.
Saturn in her 4th house is at 21 of Scorpio, conjunct fixed star Unukalhai of loss. This
Saturn also squares her Aquarius Moon. The Saturn in her chart is also the singleton of a
bucket configuration. The single planet “drives” the entire chart, meaning, it has a much
stronger influence than the other planets, both in the personality and the events in one’s
life. It is a stand out planet. Her unhappy childhood never left her and was the focus of
causing her life-long emotional problems. Scorpio on the cusp of her 4th is rules by Pluto at
13 degrees of Cancer, right on the cusp of her 12th house at 13 of Cancer. 13 degrees of
cardinal signs is also a critical degree, giving the planet a stronger influence.
The above two examples are what I am referring to in reading a chart accurately, as with
the bad Moon aspects, there are many more placements and aspects that support the bad
mother influence. The more there are like this, the worse the situation is.
Also, a while ago in this group, there were posts regarding a lack of an element. Helen
Keller, blind and deaf from early childhood, with her ruler at 15 of Leo [degree that often
brings physical problems regarding sight and/or hearing and other] and no planets in air
signs [communications and senses], and only one planet in an air house, spent most of
her life communicating. She wrote books and from what I understand, even lectured to
audiences. Point being, those who lack an element often manifest that element in an
entirely different way. The lack of air and her ruler at 15 of Leo made her blind and deaf,
but she did communicate.
Just as for example, someone with no water signs. This does not make one cold and
callous. Quite the contrary. It makes for one who expresses and experiences their emotions
differently. I know someone who has no water and this person is exceptionally caring and
has very deep feelings, and is very compassionate. Those who lack an element express
that element differently than those who have planets in the element.

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.com
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Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1574
Subject: Re: The 9th Degree

From: baron_hasani

Date: 10/1/2013

Hi Maxine. In one of your message in the astrology e-groups you've mentioned that in 2020-2021 has a mars
/saturn aspect meaning war. What does the mars/saturn mean in regards to war/

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Look to your house/s in your chart that have Capricorn on the cusp; also look to the house
placement of Saturn, and to a lesser extent, the house/s with Aquarius on the cusp. The
affairs ruled by these placements should give you an idea of where any problems will
manifest.

In addition, the nature of Saturn, as well. Do any other planets tie in, as with tight aspects?
Does your Saturn align with your lunar nodes? All of this is important. Planets at 9
degrees, I have noted are very bad, but of Virgo and Pisces, these are worse. Be aware...
no astrology chart is perfect. No one gets through this life unscathed. Knowing where
potential problems can come from can be a great help in working to prevent them.
I have a bit of time today, so I can go into an example. I read a book some time ago about
a woman [she had Jupiter at 9 degrees of Virgo, in exact opposition to Uranus at 9 of
Pisces. When aspects like this are tight [within 1-2 degrees of orb], or even more intenseon exactly the same degree, these are fated events in the life. If three or more planets link
up, this is even more so. This woman’s father was a jewish communist. He worked for the
Ford Motor Company here in the USA, but was involved in communist activities. This was
back in the late 1920’s and early 1930’s. After the 1929 depression hit here, many at Ford
feared job loss and related. Back then, Stalin; the USSR had more deceitful come-a-longsbrotherhood programs, promising a “worker’s paradise” and good living, etc. Ford Motor
Company had opened a plant at Gorky in the USSR. Through this, American workers were
invited to get this plant established; spending 1-2 years in Gorky. This situation was not
only limited to Ford Motor Company, but was a swindle to get Americans to the USSR in
many other areas; exploiting the depression and hard economic times here. Other families,
totally unrelated to this particular experience were duped into this as well. This woman in
the following example was known to be the “only female American survivor of the Siberian
gulag.”
Sorry for the repeat, but this will go much faster; I just found, copied, and pasted this from
what I wrote in an e-mail some time ago regarding this case:
I noted a case where a woman had a Uranus/Jupiter opposition at 9 degrees of Virgo and
Pisces- degrees of extreme suffering. Jupiter has to do with travel and though her birth
time was not given, I am led to believe she had Aquarius on her ascendant by the events
that took place in her life according to the biography. Jupiter opposed her ruling Uranus
and got her through unimaginable hell and by ‘hell’ I mean that as a figure of speech.
Jupiter is a protector in a sense, but can still bring extreme misfortune when placed on a
bad degree.

In 1932, when this woman was eleven years old [she was born in 1921], her father worked
for the Ford automobile plant in Detroit. Times were hard with the depression and he was
duped along with many others into leaving the USA and moving to Gorky in the USSR,
under Stalin. Same old jewish brotherhood programs, like xianity, promising a better life
and a ‘worker’s paradise.’ Now, Jupiter rules foreign countries and travel. Hers was at 9 of
Virgo, a degree of extreme suffering. They were to stay in Gorky and work on a new Ford
plant over there under the direction of Ford for about a year, then return back to the USA.
Needless to say, at her early age, when they arrived in Moscow, she noted how there was
something wrong, the people were dressed in rags and were notably hungry and freezing
in the bitter cold. The streets were very dreary, no heat in the street cars or any other
transportation and everyone looked exceptionally depressed. They were moved to a one
room flat. They had to share a kitchen and bathroom down the hall and both were in
horrendous filth, especially the bathroom. To take a bath or a shower, one had to walk
some 3-4 blocks down the street to the public bathhouse. Every other day, they alternated
the men and women. There was no variety of food, only fish and stale black bread and
porridge for every meal. But, this was paradise compared to what followed in this woman’s
life.

In 1938, they were still there and her father was arrested by the NKVD and she and her
mother never saw or heard form him again. They were ousted from their one room flat, as
they no longer had any income or any rights at all. They moved to a tiny closet in the
basement of some rat trap building and then looked for work. Then the war came. They
lived on rotten potatoes and other garbage of which they worked brutally for. There was
little or not heat through the Russian winters in their places of dwelling. She was forced to
dig anti-tank ditches until her hands bled for hours and hours every day- sun up to sun
down in the bitter cold. Her mother walked several miles to get sacks of the rotten potatoes
they survived on. After the war, the NKVD arrested her as she said the wrong thing
innocently about wanting to go back to the USA to some British visiting military over there
and word got back they tried to get her out of there. Even the worst American prisons are
nothing compared to the prisons in Russia. She was sentenced to 10 years in a Siberian
labor camp, of which she is the only known American woman to survive. It was
unimaginable suffering. She finally made it back to the USA through risking her life,
though it was late in her life, if I remember correctly, she was in her 60’s. What I read of
what she went through was horrific.
I do note, when the chart ruler is at 9 of Virgo or Pisces, it is much worse than other
planets in the chart. There was another case, which was the worst I had ever seen. A
woman had her chart ruler, the Moon at 9 of Pisces, opposing Pluto at 9 degrees of Virgo,
with Jupiter at 9 of Aries [another bad degree] tying in. Semi-sextiles, I have found in my
research are not so much personality traits as they are fated experiences in one’s life.
Mars opposed Saturn at 22 of Leo and Aquarius [both bad degrees] across her 3rd/9th
house axis of travel. This tied into Capricorn on the 7th house, which is often abuse
/misfortune coming from others. Her Sun/Mercury conjunction was at 26 of Taurus, in
conjunction with Caput Algol of violence. Her ascendant was at 6 of Cancer; 6 of cardinal
signs often indicating a physical problem or handicap. When she was 15 years old, her
natal south node was tightly conjunct the ascendant of her solar return for the year. This is
always something fated, but by itself, is not always bad. You have to look at everything. In
this case, it was horrendous. Like I said, this was about the worst astro chart I had ever
seen. Her 1978 solar return also had the Saturn in conjunction with Mars 15 degrees of
Leo [another hideous degree], but this was loose, in the solar return 7th house for that
year. I note when certain aspects repeat in a return chart like that; those that have a tight
aspect in the natal chart, this will trigger a fated event within that year, and the aspect
does not have to be the same. In this case, Saturn opposed Mars [violence] in her natal
chart and in the solar return chart, they conjoined.
She ran away from home that year and wound up in California. Her living situation did not
work out and she made the bad judgment of hitching a ride. She was financially broke, etc.
A devout Christian picked her up. He then took her into the desert, raped her, stabbed her
and chopped her arms off, with an axe, of which she survived. His planets tied right into
hers for violence. He was given a light prison sentence and upon release, stabbed another
woman to death after raping her. The former woman who survived was forced to testify at
this new trial when her lunar nodes were conjoined by transiting the nodes. The nodes are
not personality traits, but points of fate in one’s chart.
In closing, always remember this, as it is extremely important. I have studied astrology on
my own for many, many years. The case above, I came across in an astrology book and
then did some of my own research. This was a long time ago. I believe the author was
Edna Rowlands or something like that, I can’t remember. Never, ever have I run across a
murder/victim case, where the murderer’s Saturn was not in hard aspect to the victim’s
ruler. Saturn is our weak point in our own charts; where we suffer and experience related

losses through life, but it is a point of our own personal power when relating to others.
Always check the charts of others for their Saturn position in relating to your chart ruler/s.
The hard aspects, such as the conjunction, square, and opposition are blatant, but also be
aware of the semi-sextile, the semi-square, the inconjunct and the sesi-square. At least,
this person can bring problems into your life; victimizing you in some way, or at worst,
mayhem and murder. Lesser aspects I have noted in regards to the Saturn ties also do
include the trine, the sextile, and the inconjunct. They will have something over on you and
can use it against you. Just be very aware of the Saturn placements in relationship charts.
High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.com

*************************************************
Hailazazel posted:
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Degrees.html
"9 Degrees of Virgo and Pisces are known as fatal degrees, body in the ditch
degrees and degrees of suffering.
9 degrees of Pisces is one of the worst degrees in the Zodiac."
Anyone has more information on the 9th degree of Pisces?
I'm asking because I have Saturn placed on the 9th of Pisces.
HAIL SATAN!!!!
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Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1575
From: svenbugado
Subject: Re: Moon conjuct Pluto is self-destructive?

Date: 10/1/2013

@m_18
Agreed, and my example is my own sister and some former "best friends" with pussy atitude and failling me
after I help them. I broke my hand beating someone for the pussies when they had no courage, and they
left me in middle of the "battlefield" when the job was done.

But I guess if we aren't wise enought before the events, we must learn with its consequences.

I felt so easy all my life to cut ties with people, even them being really important before. Very good influence from Pluto, I see
this intensity as a way to be free, leaving what doesnt matter and sticking to the important things.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

It isn't unusual for a Plutonian to completely cut ties, friendships, etc., etc. in a heart beat. If they
can't do so because they have to still be around them such as in a working environment, they will act
as if the other person doesn't even exist.
I work at home for that very reason. (Truthfully, there are more reasons, however ....) I generally
can't stand most people anyway. Call that attitude whatever you want. I don't care. (Plutonian
attitude as well.)
Most people either love me or hate me. Some people go from loving me to hating me as well. I
wouldn't have it any other way.

From: "f.follets@..." <f.follets@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 2:24 PM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] RE: Moon conjuct Pluto is self-destructive?

I have quite a few personal stories about hard Moon-Pluto aspects and lack/excess of an element.
My mother died when I was three from a sudden heart attack (or something, her death was not really
investigated). Literally, one day she was there and in the next she was not. I went to live with my
father, but not without the ever strong presence of my very plutonian grandmother (my mother's
mother), who even has Pluto in Cancer in the 4th house. She was so deeply connected with my
mother that she couldn't let her go, it's been almost 20 years and she still begrudges everything
related to my mother's death as well as other nasty stuff from ther past.
I also happened to live with a professional astrologer for several months last year. I was new and
alone in another city and her son (who was my friend, but didn't live with her) said she would have
me if we shared the expenses in half. I obviously accepted since she seemed to be a very nice
woman. She was very experienced and as I was learned in astrology as well, we became very close,
very quickly. I met her entire family, became close friends with one of her daughters, met all of her
closest friends and it was like we had known each other forever. She started treating me as
something of a son.
One thing rubbed me the wrong way, though, as I couldn't understand why would her son and two
daughters not want to live with her. They all had different fathers, all of their fathers had left her
and all of them were very clear stating that though they loved her, she was an extremely difficult
person to live with and preferred to stay at a healthy distance.
I could see where that was coming from, as she had Pluto in Virgo exactly conjunct her ascendant
and Mars conjunct her Moon in Cancer, but couldn't really see it in her immediatly as she was really,
really nice... it was not very long however until I started noticing all the signs that she was an
EXTREMELY controlling person, who would only have her way, and ONLY her way for
everything. She would have sudden extreme emotinal explosions and threw tantrums as if she were
a child (she had Uranus in Leo, quite close to her ascendant as well), not to mention that she would
nitpick every little fault in everything she saw. She was extremely obsessive about order and
cleanliness as well.
Eventually she started having some problems with money as she was losing a lot of her clients and
she started to become even more unstable. I helped her any way I could and paid pretty much all the
bills in this period. At one point she "asked" for my participation in a new astrology project she
came up with to get some money, but I declined since it involved showing our images on the internet
and I wasn't comfortable with that. The next day she simply threw me out of the house, even after
all the help I gave her. No questions asked, no explanations given. All the bonds I had formed with
her were cut in a few hours.

----------------------------------These are the strongest factual evidences I have of my exact Moon-Pluto square (0º00' orb). I tend
to become involved with strongly plutonian mother figures, form strong bonds with them very
quickly and then experience sudden (often traumatic) separations. Bonds are something of a taboo
for me and that's caused me a lot of trouble ever since I was a child. Not only that, I also have Virgo
in the 4th House, fitting with their overall profile. My grandmother is extremely critical of others, an
absolute neat freak, as is my stepmother (Sun and 4 other planets in Virgo).
Of course I could only understand and start working on that when I learned astrology.
Incidentally, this astrologer shared some of her experiences with me and said pretty much exactly
what Maxine said. Most people with a lack of a certain element tend to overcompensate it somehow
and attract situations related to them: people with little to no air are generally given to study, they
always search for more information (even if not formally) and tend to hone their communication
skills; people with little to no earth will be always looking for material comfort and all kinds of
security even if they have plenty of it, it will never be enough for them; people with little to no fire
will do their very best to be noticed by others and people with little to no water will tend to be
emotional and go through many emotional situations.
The opposite can also be true: with an excess, this element will be so strong and so natural in this
person's makeup that he/she will either deal with it very well or neglect it completely, concealing its
excess, even though it *is* still there and will show up in certain situations. I've personally noticed
that people with little to no water and lots of air tend to be most often the overly emotional ones,
those who explode in tears and suffer many emotional ups and downs.
---In jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com, <maxine.dietrich666@...> wrote:

I came across your message when approving messages. These groups are so screwed
up, I don't normally reply. I can't reply back to this post, if there are any more questions.
Pluto/Moon aspects usually relate to one's mother and you mention below she is
domineering. This is your Pluto/Moon conjunction. The Moon has to do with one's mother.
Pluto/Moon aspects, especially the hard aspects and even more so if they are very tight,
indicate a domineering/possessive mother and/or a very close relationship with one's
mother. In some cases, the mother relationship can be very close through one's adult
years.
The father is ruled by the Sun. Pluto/Sun aspects indicate the very same with one's father.
The 4th house Pluto also often indicates the same and can be both the mother and the
father.
In nearly all cases, the parental influence is extremely strong. I knew a man who had a
very tight Sun/Pluto square and he had no father. This affected him deeply. Whether the
parent is in the life or is absent, the influence is very strong.
When reading a chart, though, you have to look at all of the chart, the houses, and such.
Say someone with the Pluto/Moon has a 4th house Saturn; then, the mother's influence
can be harmful and destructive. It is the same with a hard Saturn/Moon aspect in addition
to the Pluto/Moon.
I knew a man who had a Pluto/Moon opposition. His Moon was in Capricorn, which has a

Saturn-like influence over one's emotions [emotional needs not met]. He had a third
house Saturn [siblings], and Scorpio on the cusp of the 3rd house. He had a close
relationship with his mother for all of his life. Mother would telephone on a very frequent
basis and he would bring his family to mother's house nearly every weekend and all
holidays for a meal and to visit. Mother favored the younger brother to an extreme [Saturn
in the third- problem with a sibling], and Scorpio on the cusp, indicating jealousy of a
sibling. He, himself had an obsession with his mother, always wanting her approval and
love which he never got. The younger brother also had a Pluto/Moon aspect, as she was
very controlling of him as well. I saw this go on for over 40 years. The younger brother,
who was spoiled to an extreme, had Jupiter in Aries, as he was extremely self-centered.
There was an eldest sister and she moved to a far away state, and escaped some of this,
but the mother still kept in very close contact with her as well and would visit her regularly
every year and the sister would come home for the Yule season and such.
Actress Judy Garland, who played Dorothy in the 1939 Wizard of Oz, got that part at 14
through the “casting couch.” Her mother made her sleep with dirty old men at that young
age and even worse and any knowledgeable astrologer can see the rotten mother
influence in her chart.
Virgo rules her fourth house of the mother. Virgo on the 4th often gives a very critical
mother who can also be a neat freak. Saturn at 0 of Libra [very critical degree] in the 4th
house indicates a hard family life and problems with the mother. Ruler of her 4th; Mercury is
in the 12th of undoings and misfortune, and is at 0 of Cancer, another very critical degree,
exactly squaring Saturn. Adding into this, her Moon at 29 of Sagittarius [mother] is in very
tight square aspect to Saturn, again- problems with the mother; anything from emotional
needs not being met to emotional and physical abuse.
Marilyn Monroe was another, who had a bad mother influence. Her mother went insane
when Marilyn was very young and had to be institutionalized, leaving Marilyn an orphan
who was placed in over 15 different foster homes during her childhood and orphanages.
Saturn in her 4th house is at 21 of Scorpio, conjunct fixed star Unukalhai of loss. This
Saturn also squares her Aquarius Moon. The Saturn in her chart is also the singleton of a
bucket configuration. The single planet “drives” the entire chart, meaning, it has a much
stronger influence than the other planets, both in the personality and the events in one’s
life. It is a stand out planet. Her unhappy childhood never left her and was the focus of
causing her life-long emotional problems. Scorpio on the cusp of her 4th is rules by Pluto at
13 degrees of Cancer, right on the cusp of her 12th house at 13 of Cancer. 13 degrees of
cardinal signs is also a critical degree, giving the planet a stronger influence.
The above two examples are what I am referring to in reading a chart accurately, as with
the bad Moon aspects, there are many more placements and aspects that support the bad
mother influence. The more there are like this, the worse the situation is.
Also, a while ago in this group, there were posts regarding a lack of an element. Helen
Keller, blind and deaf from early childhood, with her ruler at 15 of Leo [degree that often
brings physical problems regarding sight and/or hearing and other] and no planets in air
signs [communications and senses], and only one planet in an air house, spent most of
her life communicating. She wrote books and from what I understand, even lectured to
audiences. Point being, those who lack an element often manifest that element in an
entirely different way. The lack of air and her ruler at 15 of Leo made her blind and deaf,
but she did communicate.

Just as for example, someone with no water signs. This does not make one cold and
callous. Quite the contrary. It makes for one who expresses and experiences their emotions
differently. I know someone who has no water and this person is exceptionally caring and
has very deep feelings, and is very compassionate. Those who lack an element express
that element differently than those who have planets in the element.

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.com
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Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1576
From: svenbugado
Subject: Re: Moon conjuct Pluto is self-destructive?

Date: 10/1/2013

Thank you very much for the analysis and the examples!
Lots of things said there were really familiar to me! I do have this kind of crazy mother, mine is so angry
and obssessive that it can be considered sickness, beating me all the time even with punches until 18-19
years. Now that I'm older with 23 and strong I just have to deal with her huge negativity and extreme
agressive and volatile temper at least.
I also have saturn on capricorn on the third house, which shows exactly my relation with older sister in my
childhood.
My older half-sister was very abusive with me when I was young, making me feel bad, afraid or cry just for
fun, and she was/is also the favorite of my mother. Many times frightening me with ghosts, since I'm aware
of my family psychic history.
But this I could completelly get rid of, and the huge fear from ghosts I had that stoped me from trying Astral
Projection for 6 years, got completely destroyed after last months of power meditation and raising my aura
of protection. I got a big confidence on myself, like never before. I feel I'm more in control and not a victim
waiting to be punished.
I will try to learn and consider the other planets effects on my chart.. I have 5 planets on the house of
misfortune plus this family stuff, but somehawt I'm a very lucky guy and acomplish 95% of what I try, so
I'm missing some important details for sure, or maybe I received their positive aspects.
I still don't have knowledge enought to read entirelly my own chart, but from what I could read only with the
information of the JoS, most of things were like if you got a book of my life and wrote it down, with mother,
sister, interests, travels, the big need to be alone... Everything! I will keep on practicing.
It was really shocking for me to see astrology so serious as I see now, after the shocking revelations about
my life. I thought it was just a delusion of new age and drug addicted hippies.
My sincere Thanks to HP Maxine and AZAZEL for turning this marvelous tool available for us!
Sorry for the long selfish post, but its one more for statistics of Pluto-Moon and Saturn on 3rd house.
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 1577

Subject: Re: The 9th Degree

From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich

Date: 10/2/2013

As for the USA chart, I have always used the 2:17 am version. This has been highly accurate, not only
through researching historical events, but also the 911 everything recent. Benjamin Franklin who was
a Satanist, had the Declaration signed at that time, as he was an astrologer. I know history has been
altered and rewritten. There are quite a few notable astrologers who also use the 2:17 version and
swear by it. Do some research on your own and you will se what I mean.
The solar return for the USA in 1941 had Mars at 1 degree of Aries [exceptionally critical], placed in
the SR first house, intercepted. The SR ascendant for that year was at 24 of Pisces, aligning with SR
Saturn at 24 of Taurus, conjunct fixed star of extreme violence Caput Algol. SR Saturn was in
conjunction with SR Uranus. The attacks on Pearl Harbor were sudden, unexpected and by surprise.
Uranus is the planet of the unexpected, and the sudden. SR ruler Neptune at 25 of Virgo conjunct SR
descendant also tied in. Transiting Jupiter was exactly in conjunction with USA chart co-ruler Uranus
and USA chart ascendant. This influenced a favorable outcome and acted as a protective influence.
There are many more indications of war in the solar return. I have to cut this a bit short here, as I
don't have time.
Mars is always involved regarding war, as it rules over war. As for the US Civil War, Mars was in tight
conjunction with the Moon in the solar return. The Moon indicated domestic and not foreign. The SR
Moon/Mars conjunction in late degrees of Capricorn, opposed SR stellium in Leo; Jupiter, Mercury
and Venus; seesaw configuration, indicating a split. Progressed Mars for that year was at 15 of Leo,
a very bad degree.
The 2021 solar return for the USA has SR Mars at 14 of Leo, conjunct the SR ascendant. This in
addition to being one degree away from 15 of Leo, is at the 14th degree. I have found the 14th degree
is a very sensitive point for the USA. It aligns with the USA chart Saturn and the USA chart IC
/Midheaven axis. 14 degrees was very prevalent with the 911 attacks, it was all over the place.
This SR Mars is in tight opposition to SR Saturn, which is in conjunction with the SR descendant, in the
7th house of others [foreign countries]. The SR Saturn is in very tight conjunction with the USA chart
midheaven. SR [and transiting] Pluto at 25 of Capricorn is opposing USA chart ruler Mercury, bringing
major and permanent changes. SR ruling Sun is in the SR 12th house of undoing and misfortune.
Tight SR Moon/Uranus conjunction in the SR tenth [ruling the presidency] possibly indicates an
assassination? 29 degrees is on the SR IC/midheaven axis.
USA progressed planets for that year include progressed solar arc Jupiter at 9 of Pisces; fatal degree,
progressed solar arc Mercury [USA chart ruler] at 29 of Pisces, which is a degree of endings,
progressed Mercury is at 21 of Aquarius, a critical and unfortunate degree, progressed solar arc
Neptune is conjunct Caput Algol, progressed Pluto of power is on another degree of endings- 29 of
Capricorn.
I am short on time, but it appears problems will be manifesting from 2015 onward. Aside from transiting
Saturn entering Sagittarius [this nearly always causes a financial crisis], the 1929 crash and the 1987
crisis, SR Neptune in the SR second house of finances, ruled by Pisces [Neptune] is at fatal 9
degrees of Pisces. Jupiter/Venus conjunction aligning with SR Mercury, ruler of the USA chart,
indicates this will not be permanent.
I am basing all of this on past events and certain placements and aspects that have repeated
themselves.

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.com
baron_hasani wrote:

Hi Maxine. In one of your message in the astrology e-groups you've mentioned that in 2020-2021 has
a mars/saturn aspect meaning war. What does the
mars/saturn mean in regards to war/
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Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1578
Subject: Re: How to find find my saturn?

From: lordenki1223

Date: 10/3/2013

Anybody can help me understand this please?

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
In JoS Astrology page it say's:
"Placement

of and aspects to Saturn

Saturn is where we get our ass kicked in life. Aspects from Saturn to the other
planets, and the house and sign Saturn is in reveal where we will experience
problems, limitations, losses, and denials in life."
How can I find when my next saturn will kick my ass again? Is it possible to
find this information?
In my Birth chart I got some Saturn's but I don't understand how can I predict
when the next one will happen again?

Planets in Earth & Cardinal Signs : Saturn: 10 degrees of Capricorn, 3rd house
[intercepted]
Mars trine Saturn
Saturn conjunct Uranus
Saturn conjunct Neptune
Saturn sextile Pluto

Saturn sesi-square Part of Fortune
Saturn sesi-square Vertex

thanks in advance
Ave satanas
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1579
Subject: Re: How to find find my saturn?

From: f.follets

Date: 10/4/2013

When you were born, Saturn was standing at a specific point in space, which in your case would be 10
degrees of Capricorn.
In the birth chart, the sky and the planet's positions are all taken in relation to the constellations of the
zodiac. There are 12 zodiac signs for a 360 degree circle around the Earth, so each sign takes 30 degrees of
the circle. Depending on where a planet is in the zodiac, it may have positive or negative attributes, but that
will depend on a variety of factors.
"Mars trine Saturn", "Saturn conjunct Uranus", "Saturn conjunct Neptune" etc. are aspects, which are
relations between one planet and another when you were born. Some of them are positive, others are
negative, but with Saturn they are usually negative (though not always). These aspects will be with you for
your entire life as they don't change over time. You need to know them and learn how to deal with them.
The planets do move around the Sun, but your birth chart is static. When a planet moving in the sky right
now makes an aspect to another planet in your natal chart, this is called a transit. For example, Pluto is in
Capricorn right now, so in a few years it will conjunct all the planets you have in Capricorn in your birth chart.
Saturn moves very slowly in the sky (about 29 years for a complete cycle) so Saturn transits are not that
frequent. To know where Saturn is right now and to know which planets it's aspecting in your birth chart,
you need to check an Ephemeris or an astrology software that gives you transit information. http:/
/astro.com does that, but it's better to learn what your birth chart says first and only then look for the
transits. Otherwise it won't make much sense anyway.

---In jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com, <lordenki1223@...> wrote:
Anybody can help me understand this please?

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
In JoS Astrology page it say's:

"Placement

of and aspects to Saturn

Saturn is where we get our ass kicked in life. Aspects from Saturn to the other
planets, and the house and sign Saturn is in reveal where we will experience
problems, limitations, losses, and denials in life."
How can I find when my next saturn will kick my ass again? Is it possible to
find this information?
In my Birth chart I got some Saturn's but I don't understand how can I predict
when the next one will happen again?

Planets in Earth & Cardinal Signs : Saturn: 10 degrees of Capricorn, 3rd house
[intercepted]
Mars trine Saturn
Saturn conjunct Uranus
Saturn conjunct Neptune
Saturn sextile Pluto
Saturn sesi-square Part of Fortune
Saturn sesi-square Vertex

thanks in advance
Ave satanas
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1580
From: edwardtgao8
Subject: Re: Moon conjuct Pluto is self-destructive?

Date: 10/6/2013

Totaly agree. I also have natal 7house Moon - 4house Pluto in Scorpio in tight square and dominating mom
paranoic on cleaness and order. Also her womenfull beauty is very obsessive emotionally, when she forces
me to do smth, she allways does it with feminine coquetry so that if i had power to refuse, i wouldn't have
desire to refuse - as if she were my wife.

---In jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com, <svenbugado@...> wrote:

@m_18
Agreed, and my example is my own sister and some former "best friends" with pussy atitude and
failling me after I help them. I broke my hand beating someone for the pussies when they had
no courage, and they left me in middle of the "battlefield" when the job was done.

But I guess if we aren't wise enought before the events, we must learn with its consequences.

I felt so easy all my life to cut ties with people, even them being really important before. Very good influence
from Pluto, I see this intensity as a way to be free, leaving what doesnt matter and sticking to the important
things.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

It isn't unusual for a Plutonian to completely cut ties, friendships, etc., etc. in a heart beat. If they
can't do so because they have to still be around them such as in a working environment, they will act
as if the other person doesn't even exist.
I work at home for that very reason. (Truthfully, there are more reasons, however ....) I generally
can't stand most people anyway. Call that attitude whatever you want. I don't care. (Plutonian
attitude as well.)
Most people either love me or hate me. Some people go from loving me to hating me as well. I
wouldn't have it any other way.

From: "f.follets@..." <f.follets@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 2:24 PM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] RE: Moon conjuct Pluto is self-destructive?

I have quite a few personal stories about hard Moon-Pluto aspects and lack/excess of an element.
My mother died when I was three from a sudden heart attack (or something, her death was not really
investigated). Literally, one day she was there and in the next she was not. I went to live with my
father, but not without the ever strong presence of my very plutonian grandmother (my mother's
mother), who even has Pluto in Cancer in the 4th house. She was so deeply connected with my
mother that she couldn't let her go, it's been almost 20 years and she still begrudges everything
related to my mother's death as well as other nasty stuff from ther past.
I also happened to live with a professional astrologer for several months last year. I was new and
alone in another city and her son (who was my friend, but didn't live with her) said she would have
me if we shared the expenses in half. I obviously accepted since she seemed to be a very nice
woman. She was very experienced and as I was learned in astrology as well, we became very close,
very quickly. I met her entire family, became close friends with one of her daughters, met all of her
closest friends and it was like we had known each other forever. She started treating me as
something of a son.
One thing rubbed me the wrong way, though, as I couldn't understand why would her son and two

daughters not want to live with her. They all had different fathers, all of their fathers had left her
and all of them were very clear stating that though they loved her, she was an extremely difficult
person to live with and preferred to stay at a healthy distance.
I could see where that was coming from, as she had Pluto in Virgo exactly conjunct her ascendant
and Mars conjunct her Moon in Cancer, but couldn't really see it in her immediatly as she was really,
really nice... it was not very long however until I started noticing all the signs that she was an
EXTREMELY controlling person, who would only have her way, and ONLY her way for
everything. She would have sudden extreme emotinal explosions and threw tantrums as if she were
a child (she had Uranus in Leo, quite close to her ascendant as well), not to mention that she would
nitpick every little fault in everything she saw. She was extremely obsessive about order and
cleanliness as well.
Eventually she started having some problems with money as she was losing a lot of her clients and
she started to become even more unstable. I helped her any way I could and paid pretty much all the
bills in this period. At one point she "asked" for my participation in a new astrology project she
came up with to get some money, but I declined since it involved showing our images on the internet
and I wasn't comfortable with that. The next day she simply threw me out of the house, even after
all the help I gave her. No questions asked, no explanations given. All the bonds I had formed with
her were cut in a few hours.
----------------------------------These are the strongest factual evidences I have of my exact Moon-Pluto square (0º00' orb). I tend
to become involved with strongly plutonian mother figures, form strong bonds with them very
quickly and then experience sudden (often traumatic) separations. Bonds are something of a taboo
for me and that's caused me a lot of trouble ever since I was a child. Not only that, I also have Virgo
in the 4th House, fitting with their overall profile. My grandmother is extremely critical of others, an
absolute neat freak, as is my stepmother (Sun and 4 other planets in Virgo).
Of course I could only understand and start working on that when I learned astrology.
Incidentally, this astrologer shared some of her experiences with me and said pretty much exactly
what Maxine said. Most people with a lack of a certain element tend to overcompensate it somehow
and attract situations related to them: people with little to no air are generally given to study, they
always search for more information (even if not formally) and tend to hone their communication
skills; people with little to no earth will be always looking for material comfort and all kinds of
security even if they have plenty of it, it will never be enough for them; people with little to no fire
will do their very best to be noticed by others and people with little to no water will tend to be
emotional and go through many emotional situations.
The opposite can also be true: with an excess, this element will be so strong and so natural in this
person's makeup that he/she will either deal with it very well or neglect it completely, concealing its
excess, even though it *is* still there and will show up in certain situations. I've personally noticed
that people with little to no water and lots of air tend to be most often the overly emotional ones,
those who explode in tears and suffer many emotional ups and downs.
---In jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com, <maxine.dietrich666@...> wrote:

I came across your message when approving messages. These groups are so screwed
up, I don't normally reply. I can't reply back to this post, if there are any more questions.
Pluto/Moon aspects usually relate to one's mother and you mention below she is
domineering. This is your Pluto/Moon conjunction. The Moon has to do with one's mother.

Pluto/Moon aspects, especially the hard aspects and even more so if they are very tight,
indicate a domineering/possessive mother and/or a very close relationship with one's
mother. In some cases, the mother relationship can be very close through one's adult
years.
The father is ruled by the Sun. Pluto/Sun aspects indicate the very same with one's father.
The 4th house Pluto also often indicates the same and can be both the mother and the
father.
In nearly all cases, the parental influence is extremely strong. I knew a man who had a
very tight Sun/Pluto square and he had no father. This affected him deeply. Whether the
parent is in the life or is absent, the influence is very strong.
When reading a chart, though, you have to look at all of the chart, the houses, and such.
Say someone with the Pluto/Moon has a 4th house Saturn; then, the mother's influence
can be harmful and destructive. It is the same with a hard Saturn/Moon aspect in addition
to the Pluto/Moon.
I knew a man who had a Pluto/Moon opposition. His Moon was in Capricorn, which has a
Saturn-like influence over one's emotions [emotional needs not met]. He had a third
house Saturn [siblings], and Scorpio on the cusp of the 3rd house. He had a close
relationship with his mother for all of his life. Mother would telephone on a very frequent
basis and he would bring his family to mother's house nearly every weekend and all
holidays for a meal and to visit. Mother favored the younger brother to an extreme [Saturn
in the third- problem with a sibling], and Scorpio on the cusp, indicating jealousy of a
sibling. He, himself had an obsession with his mother, always wanting her approval and
love which he never got. The younger brother also had a Pluto/Moon aspect, as she was
very controlling of him as well. I saw this go on for over 40 years. The younger brother,
who was spoiled to an extreme, had Jupiter in Aries, as he was extremely self-centered.
There was an eldest sister and she moved to a far away state, and escaped some of this,
but the mother still kept in very close contact with her as well and would visit her regularly
every year and the sister would come home for the Yule season and such.
Actress Judy Garland, who played Dorothy in the 1939 Wizard of Oz, got that part at 14
through the “casting couch.” Her mother made her sleep with dirty old men at that young
age and even worse and any knowledgeable astrologer can see the rotten mother
influence in her chart.
Virgo rules her fourth house of the mother. Virgo on the 4th often gives a very critical
mother who can also be a neat freak. Saturn at 0 of Libra [very critical degree] in the 4th
house indicates a hard family life and problems with the mother. Ruler of her 4th; Mercury is
in the 12th of undoings and misfortune, and is at 0 of Cancer, another very critical degree,
exactly squaring Saturn. Adding into this, her Moon at 29 of Sagittarius [mother] is in very
tight square aspect to Saturn, again- problems with the mother; anything from emotional
needs not being met to emotional and physical abuse.
Marilyn Monroe was another, who had a bad mother influence. Her mother went insane
when Marilyn was very young and had to be institutionalized, leaving Marilyn an orphan
who was placed in over 15 different foster homes during her childhood and orphanages.
Saturn in her 4th house is at 21 of Scorpio, conjunct fixed star Unukalhai of loss. This
Saturn also squares her Aquarius Moon. The Saturn in her chart is also the singleton of a
bucket configuration. The single planet “drives” the entire chart, meaning, it has a much
stronger influence than the other planets, both in the personality and the events in one’s
life. It is a stand out planet. Her unhappy childhood never left her and was the focus of
causing her life-long emotional problems. Scorpio on the cusp of her 4th is rules by Pluto at

13 degrees of Cancer, right on the cusp of her 12th house at 13 of Cancer. 13 degrees of
cardinal signs is also a critical degree, giving the planet a stronger influence.
The above two examples are what I am referring to in reading a chart accurately, as with
the bad Moon aspects, there are many more placements and aspects that support the bad
mother influence. The more there are like this, the worse the situation is.
Also, a while ago in this group, there were posts regarding a lack of an element. Helen
Keller, blind and deaf from early childhood, with her ruler at 15 of Leo [degree that often
brings physical problems regarding sight and/or hearing and other] and no planets in air
signs [communications and senses], and only one planet in an air house, spent most of
her life communicating. She wrote books and from what I understand, even lectured to
audiences. Point being, those who lack an element often manifest that element in an
entirely different way. The lack of air and her ruler at 15 of Leo made her blind and deaf,
but she did communicate.
Just as for example, someone with no water signs. This does not make one cold and
callous. Quite the contrary. It makes for one who expresses and experiences their emotions
differently. I know someone who has no water and this person is exceptionally caring and
has very deep feelings, and is very compassionate. Those who lack an element express
that element differently than those who have planets in the element.

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.com
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Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Please read

Message: 1581

From: royalblueflame666

Date: 10/7/2013

Attachments :
I've attached a PDF file to this email with my chart, on the left under planetary
positions there are houses and on the right there are more houses, only those are in
order (1-12). Which of these do I use when I want to work out my houses? And what
is the other houses for? Also when working on the degree's what degree's do I use?
I would also like to know what's the 'declination for? And the longitude and latitude,
and speed?
Also the aspects chart at the bottom of the pdf, how do I work that out? Please I
really want to learn so badly, I understand your extremely busy at the moment.. I'd
really appreciate it.
If you do have some time on your hands, its not that important but could you look at
my astrology chart and just look if you see anything that's really bad or something
that's unusual or important..
Hail Satan!!

Hail Ipos!!
Sent via my BlackBerry from Vodacom - let your email find you!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: sun/pluto

Message: 1582

From: f.follets

Date: 10/7/2013

Speaking of which, I (kinda) accidentally found your radio show a few days ago and I must say it's pretty
neat!
Kudos on the show and keep it going.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

That's my life, so what can I say?
You will enjoy Uranus to your Sun. You will not be bored to say the least.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: sun/pluto

Message: 1583

From: m_18

Date: 10/7/2013

Thank you. I have been trying to keep it quiet here as the network I was with still had certain social hang-ups.
However, they have been infiltrated & now are going a direction that I will not go down myself - racial hate for
others. So I am doing shows on my own BlogTalkRadio account only as I was doing on supplemental shows
previously. I left there & another host as done so as well. I was verbally attacked, along with the state that I live
in, by another host & an infiltrator. I have been waiting for the right time to retaliate. As you know, timing is
everything. I have started already on my next to last show. The problem is that the other hosts there are young &
don't understand what they need to know. Especially dealing with infiltrators. Some of you may know that I was
the first to finger HP Dan here as a problem. I was posting under another email address then. I know an
infiltrator when I see one. I have been informed about much most of my life & on the net, learned even more &
have been in many Yahoo groups outside of the JoS ones.
I spent some time trying to wake-up other movements & had very little luck. I did however, 'help' bring down
the Oracle radio network. The patriot movement will never get it. They are lost to us. I even have John
Stadmiller's cell phone number. So I got pretty close to trying to make an impact, but he wouldn't go along. I
made some headway with Dr. Carley & her sidekick Patrick. (Ironically, she called me the spawn of Lillith,
thinking it derogatory. I thanked her for it. (I am descended from Robert the Bruce.) I also owe her an on-air
insult for something else.) However, they couldn't get many key issues. A large portion of Oracle's audience
came to Renegade, where I just left. I pretty much was the spiritual teacher for Renegade, some there however,
had proclivities in that direction already but just needed direction & further information. But with knowledge
from the JoS & my own research, I was able to communicate further badly needed information to an audience
thirsty for it.
The infiltrator is clearly ADL or SPLC & is pushing Creativity (atheism) & Metzger along with outright racial
hate. Hate for sexual preference/orientation as well. My next show will begin the deeper process of retaliation &
I will be thoroughly exposing this jew who these other young hosts are blind to. (One is in his early 40s. The rest
are early 30s & under. One is having his Saturn return now. Another is having transiting Uranus opposition natal
Uranus. None have real time in the movement. One has maybe 10 years but show know better.) It will take 2
more shows to do this completely.
I have thought to offer time to the JoS HPs (or others perhaps) on my channel as I can't do a show a day, but
have been hesitant until I thought everything through yet. Now that it is out in the open, maybe that can happen?
I can't share my password just yet. Any shows would require me running the show online, with the host skyping
me as I remain muted while they do their show. I would also control uploading & the playing of any audio clips
for their show as well. I pay $40 a month. My account is set-up for one show a day max. Two hours can be live,
but you can record up to an additional hour that is only in the archive. Or you can upload a prerecorded show
that is 100 meg max for however long it is. My archives from Renegade are not all up yet on my account. I have
other appearances on other shows there that are not in my archives as well. I may post some of those later down

the line.
Now that the cat is out of the bag:
http://www.renegadebroadcasting.com/david/
After my next 2 shows are over, those may be removed.
Here is my channel:
http://www.blogtalkradio.com/dragons-lair
The links to my show facebook page are there. If you can figure out my personal facebook profile on your own,
you can find me there. I can't be too open on my personal page for many reasons. I had a Satanic profile once
along with my personal profile, but it got deleted. I went by David Magus.
I don't tie myself to a schedule for shows at the moment & they are subject to date & time changes. The next 2
shows will be mid-week. If you want to hear a Plutonian getting revenge, you can listen in.
I do have 3 other Yahoo groups. Most here would not have anything to gain from them. They are there to reach
out to the public.
The only one of interest here may be this one:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/Exposing_Christianity/
Don't know what else to say at the moment other than Maxine & Don were told what I was doing & Don gave
me permission to use his material in addition to other material that I have accumulated over the years of course.
If you want to do a show, contact me. If you want to hear, you have the links. I guess you may share this info
with all interested. No reason to hide it anymore. I may join with the other host who left to do shows. We are
talking.
I will be doing some shows on the paranormal as I have a friend who wrote a book & I will be reading from it
on those shows. He now lives in Russia. He is from Texas. I also hope to interview him within a month or so. I
also have another astrologer that I want to bring on some time. Not sure when. he is the one that I have discussed
the U.S. birth chart with. Like Maxine, he has more experience than I do.
David in Texas

From: "f.follets@..." <f.follets@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Monday, October 7, 2013 1:30 PM
Subject: RE: Re: Re: Re: Re: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

Speaking of which, I (kinda) accidentally found your radio show a few days ago and I must say it's pretty neat!
Kudos on the show and keep it going.
---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
That's my life, so what can I say?
You will enjoy Uranus to your Sun. You will not be bored to say the least.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1584
Subject: Advanced or not?

From: lamiacadell

Date: 10/8/2013

Is this a group mainly for more advanced astrology? Because I know almost nothing about it, except for
what my zodiac is.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1585
Subject: Re: Advanced or not?

From: hailazazel

Date: 10/8/2013

From: edwardtgao8

Date: 10/8/2013

Beginners as well.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1586
Subject: Re: Please read

if you wish i may do an analizis of dangerous points or what you prefer yourself, do predictions of dangerous
years for you. I am allready doing this for a friend SS, i feel great attraction to this profession and in my own
chart it's clear to me that astrology and Tarot are a big part of my fate. you should only mail me or give me
your mail.

The houses at right are for signs and the planets on the left. If you are interested to study yourself, there are very interesting
books in a file section here and please, enjoy reading this:

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/FURCAS.html
EXTREEMELY INTERESTING!!!

---In jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com, <royalblueflame666@...> wrote:
I've attached a PDF file to this email with my chart, on the left under planetary positions there
are houses and on the right there are more houses, only those are in order (1-12). Which of
these do I use when I want to work out my houses? And what is the other houses for? Also
when working on the degree's what degree's do I use?
I would also like to know what's the 'declination for? And the longitude and latitude, and speed?
Also the aspects chart at the bottom of the pdf, how do I work that out? Please I really want to
learn so badly, I understand your extremely busy at the moment.. I'd really appreciate it.
If you do have some time on your hands, its not that important but could you look at my
astrology chart and just look if you see anything that's really bad or something that's unusual or
important..
Hail Satan!!
Hail Ipos!!
Sent via my BlackBerry from Vodacom - let your email find you!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1587
Subject: The New Joy of Satan Forum

From: Micama Gmicalzoma

Date: 10/8/2013

Yahoo has become increasing difficult to use, so now, we have a forum! Yahoo mail has now updated
everyone's inbox making things Very Difficult to read.
Everyone feel free to Join this New Forum:
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/
Hail Satan!!
In Satan I Trust! Forever in the Service of Satan!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1588
From: Micama Gmicalzoma
Subject: Re: [Satanicgaycommunity] The New Joy of Satan Forum

Date: 10/8/2013

Something I forgot to add about the new JoS forum. It is not like Yahoo Groups, it doesn't send you
emails to read, everything is posted on the board for you to read. However, sometimes you may
receive an email from the admin of the forum letting you know that your post has been approved by
the moderator.
Hail Satan!!
In Satan I Trust! Forever in the Service of Satan!

On Tuesday, October 8, 2013 6:15 PM, Micama Gmicalzoma <agentofsatanswill666@...> wrote:

http://josministries.prophpbb.com/
Hail Satan!!
In Satan I Trust! Forever in the Service of Satan!

Messages in JoS_Astrology group.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1589
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: sun/pluto
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1590
From: m_18
Subject: Re: sun/pluto
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1591
From: farahaj8
Subject: Numerology
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1593
From: m_18
Subject: "Some of" the Numerology of 9/11
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1594
From: amber_electric
Subject: 0 Degrees of Planets and Problems
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1595
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: "Some of" the Numerology of 9/11
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1596
From: m_18
Subject: Re: 0 Degrees of Planets and Problems
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1597
From: m_18
Subject: CORRECTION Re: My Chart & Current Situation
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1598
From: m_18
Subject: Re: CORRECTION Re: My Chart & Current Situation
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1599
From: m_18
Subject: Re: "Some of" the Numerology of 9/11
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1600
From: m_18
Subject: My Chart & Current Situation
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1601
From: amber_electric
Subject: Re: 0 Degrees of Planets and Problems
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1602
From: amber_electric
Subject: Re: My Chart & Current Situation
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1604
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: My Chart & Current Situation
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1605
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: My Chart & Current Situation
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1606
From: stygian.shadowcreeper
Subject: synastry SU VE
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1607
From: lamiacadell
Subject: Dedication date
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1608
From: m_18
Subject: Re: Dedication date
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1609
From: astarothmyqueen
Subject: 27 Lunar constellations of Veic Astrology?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1610
From: Edward Teach
Subject: Meds and technics not included
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1611
From: Edward Teach
Subject: PDF of HP Vovim Baghie site
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1612
From: Edward Teach
Subject: (no subject)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1614
From: hailazazel
Subject: Re: Help with planetary square
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1615
From: amber_electric
Subject: Re: synastry SU VE
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Date: 10/14/2013
Date: 10/14/2013
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Date: 10/14/2013
Date: 10/14/2013
Date: 10/14/2013
Date: 10/16/2013
Date: 10/16/2013
Date: 10/16/2013
Date: 10/16/2013
Date: 10/18/2013
Date: 10/18/2013
Date: 10/18/2013
Date: 10/19/2013
Date: 10/20/2013
Date: 10/20/2013
Date: 10/20/2013
Date: 10/22/2013
Date: 10/22/2013

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1616
From: Siatris Teloah
Date: 10/22/2013
Subject: Re: Help with planetary square
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1618
From: godkingalexander
Date: 10/27/2013
Subject: Asteroids and Luminaries?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1619
From: stygian.shadowcreeper
Date: 10/28/2013
Subject: Re: Asteroids and Luminaries?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1620
From: edwardtgao8
Date: 10/28/2013
Subject: Re: Does anyone know exactly how reincarnation works with astrology?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1621
From: edwardtgao8
Date: 10/29/2013
Subject: Re: synastry SU VE
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1622
From: edwardtgao8
Date: 10/29/2013
Subject: What sign does rule Chiron?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1623
From: stygian.shadowcreeper
Date: 10/29/2013
Subject: Re: What sign does rule Chiron?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1624
From: stygian.shadowcreeper
Date: 10/29/2013
Subject: Re: synastry SU VE
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1625
From: bunpuppet@rocketmail.com Date: 11/9/2013
Subject: Re: Help with planetary square
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1626
From: hailazazel
Date: 11/11/2013
Subject: Re: Help with planetary square
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1627
From: amber_electric
Date: 11/11/2013
Subject: retrogrades and habits maybe (:
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1628
From: bunpuppet@rocketmail.com Date: 11/13/2013
Subject: Re: Help with planetary square
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1629
From: lamiacadell
Date: 11/22/2013
Subject: Void of course moon
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1630
From: allyshia93
Date: 11/22/2013
Subject: Dates and times for Planets?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1631
From: edwardtgao8
Date: 11/25/2013
Subject: Re: Void of course moon
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1632
From: edwardtgao8
Date: 11/25/2013
Subject: Re: Dates and times for Planets?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1633
From: bunpuppet@rocketmail.com Date: 12/1/2013
Subject: Question about the JoS Astrology Services
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1634
From: Sael Jasmua
Date: 12/1/2013
Subject: Re: Question about the JoS Astrology Services
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1635
From: bunpuppet@rocketmail.com Date: 12/1/2013
Subject: Re: Question about the JoS Astrology Services
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1636
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Date: 12/7/2013
Subject: Seeing Someone's Death in a Solar Return - Thoughts?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1637
From: m_18
Date: 12/7/2013
Subject: Re: Seeing Someone's Death in a Solar Return - Thoughts?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1638
From:
Date: 12/9/2013
8de3cc37373c6b486d74e6911f585c81
Subject: Re: The Power of Letters and Numbers
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1639
From: stygian.shadowcreeper
Date: 12/9/2013
Subject: Natal VoC
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1640
From: amber_electric
Date: 12/11/2013
Subject: Re: The Power of Letters and Numbers
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1641
From: Edward Teach
Date: 12/15/2013

Subject: Good dates for planetary squares first part 2014
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1642
From: edwardtgao8
Subject: Re: Good dates for planetary squares first part 2014

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: sun/pluto

Message: 1589

From: f.follets

Date: 12/18/2013

Date: 10/8/2013

Well, I guess I should have said that in a private message haha... Sorry for putting my finger on this.
Mercury trine Pluto, I do this all too easily.
From what I've seen of those Renegade folks, you're really better off without them at this point. The content
of your shows cover what's really important/true out there, and that's why it's good. They're following the
opposite path of that now.
Having the HPs with you would be amazing though. If I recall correctly Maxine herself did have a radio show
in the past. Maybe it's time for a comeback? I know I would give anything to hear Don and all his sarcasm
live lmao. That would really be quite the show.
I hope they consider that, but I'll keep tuned in anyway. I'm really looking forward to whatever's coming
next (especially revenge!) and from what you've said, you have some pretty good ideas for the future. It
can only get better.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Thank you. I have been trying to keep it quiet here as the network I was with still had certain social
hang-ups. However, they have been infiltrated & now are going a direction that I will not go down
myself - racial hate for others. So I am doing shows on my own BlogTalkRadio account only as I
was doing on supplemental shows previously. I left there & another host as done so as well. I was
verbally attacked, along with the state that I live in, by another host & an infiltrator. I have been
waiting for the right time to retaliate. As you know, timing is everything. I have started already on
my next to last show. The problem is that the other hosts there are young & don't understand what
they need to know. Especially dealing with infiltrators. Some of you may know that I was the first
to finger HP Dan here as a problem. I was posting under another email address then. I know an
infiltrator when I see one. I have been informed about much most of my life & on the net, learned
even more & have been in many Yahoo groups outside of the JoS ones.
I spent some time trying to wake-up other movements & had very little luck. I did however, 'help'
bring down the Oracle radio network. The patriot movement will never get it. They are lost to us. I
even have John Stadmiller's cell phone number. So I got pretty close to trying to make an impact, but
he wouldn't go along. I made some headway with Dr. Carley & her sidekick Patrick. (Ironically, she
called me the spawn of Lillith, thinking it derogatory. I thanked her for it. (I am descended from
Robert the Bruce.) I also owe her an on-air insult for something else.) However, they couldn't get
many key issues. A large portion of Oracle's audience came to Renegade, where I just left. I pretty
much was the spiritual teacher for Renegade, some there however, had proclivities in that direction
already but just needed direction & further information. But with knowledge from the JoS & my
own research, I was able to communicate further badly needed information to an audience thirsty for
it.
The infiltrator is clearly ADL or SPLC & is pushing Creativity (atheism) & Metzger along with
outright racial hate. Hate for sexual preference/orientation as well. My next show will begin the
deeper process of retaliation & I will be thoroughly exposing this jew who these other young hosts

are blind to. (One is in his early 40s. The rest are early 30s & under. One is having his Saturn return
now. Another is having transiting Uranus opposition natal Uranus. None have real time in the
movement. One has maybe 10 years but show know better.) It will take 2 more shows to do this
completely.
I have thought to offer time to the JoS HPs (or others perhaps) on my channel as I can't do a show a
day, but have been hesitant until I thought everything through yet. Now that it is out in the open,
maybe that can happen? I can't share my password just yet. Any shows would require me running
the show online, with the host skyping me as I remain muted while they do their show. I would also
control uploading & the playing of any audio clips for their show as well. I pay $40 a month. My
account is set-up for one show a day max. Two hours can be live, but you can record up to an
additional hour that is only in the archive. Or you can upload a prerecorded show that is 100 meg
max for however long it is. My archives from Renegade are not all up yet on my account. I have
other appearances on other shows there that are not in my archives as well. I may post some of those
later down the line.
Now that the cat is out of the bag:
http://www.renegadebroadcasting.com/david/
After my next 2 shows are over, those may be removed.
Here is my channel:
http://www.blogtalkradio.com/dragons-lair
The links to my show facebook page are there. If you can figure out my personal facebook profile on
your own, you can find me there. I can't be too open on my personal page for many reasons. I had a
Satanic profile once along with my personal profile, but it got deleted. I went by David Magus.
I don't tie myself to a schedule for shows at the moment & they are subject to date & time changes.
The next 2 shows will be mid-week. If you want to hear a Plutonian getting revenge, you can listen
in.
I do have 3 other Yahoo groups. Most here would not have anything to gain from them. They are
there to reach out to the public.
The only one of interest here may be this one:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/Exposing_Christianity/
Don't know what else to say at the moment other than Maxine & Don were told what I was doing &
Don gave me permission to use his material in addition to other material that I have accumulated
over the years of course.
If you want to do a show, contact me. If you want to hear, you have the links. I guess you may share
this info with all interested. No reason to hide it anymore. I may join with the other host who left to
do shows. We are talking.
I will be doing some shows on the paranormal as I have a friend who wrote a book & I will be
reading from it on those shows. He now lives in Russia. He is from Texas. I also hope to interview
him within a month or so. I also have another astrologer that I want to bring on some time. Not sure
when. he is the one that I have discussed the U.S. birth chart with. Like Maxine, he has more
experience than I do.

David in Texas

From: "f.follets@..." <f.follets@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Monday, October 7, 2013 1:30 PM
Subject: RE: Re: Re: Re: Re: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

Speaking of which, I (kinda) accidentally found your radio show a few days ago and I must say it's
pretty neat!
Kudos on the show and keep it going.
---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
That's my life, so what can I say?
You will enjoy Uranus to your Sun. You will not be bored to say the least.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: sun/pluto

Message: 1590

From: m_18

Date: 10/8/2013

Thanks again. That's okay. It would have been discovered sooner or later. I was hoping however that they would
have matured in their views, then I could tell others here, but they chose to regress instead. I told Maxine & Don
they needed to mature in their views further first. So they knew. I also didn't want to use Don's research without
asking. We all borrow form others, but that isn't the point.
Yes she did. However, this is a different format.
I was thinking that maybe sermons &/or Q & A. I can take calls. I don't like it myself obviously, but others
could. The Q & As would be nice as people could discuss a lot more than simply typing. Additionally, multiple
callers can interact simultaneously. Multiple host would also be good.
Just a thought.
I am better off, but they messed up something that was going good.
Probably more retaliation than revenge.
David

From: "f.follets@..." <f.follets@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Tuesday, October 8, 2013 6:12 PM
Subject: RE: Re: Re: Re: Re: Re: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

Well, I guess I should have said that in a private message haha... Sorry for putting my finger on this. Mercury
trine Pluto, I do this all too easily.
From what I've seen of those Renegade folks, you're really better off without them at this point. The content of
your shows cover what's really important/true out there, and that's why it's good. They're following the opposite
path of that now.
Having the HPs with you would be amazing though. If I recall correctly Maxine herself did have a radio show in

the past. Maybe it's time for a comeback? I know I would give anything to hear Don and all his sarcasm live
lmao. That would really be quite the show.
I hope they consider that, but I'll keep tuned in anyway. I'm really looking forward to whatever's coming next
(especially revenge!) and from what you've said, you have some pretty good ideas for the future. It can only get
better.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
Thank you. I have been trying to keep it quiet here as the network I was with still had certain social
hang-ups. However, they have been infiltrated & now are going a direction that I will not go down
myself - racial hate for others. So I am doing shows on my own BlogTalkRadio account only as I
was doing on supplemental shows previously. I left there & another host as done so as well. I was
verbally attacked, along with the state that I live in, by another host & an infiltrator. I have been
waiting for the right time to retaliate. As you know, timing is everything. I have started already on
my next to last show. The problem is that the other hosts there are young & don't understand what
they need to know. Especially dealing with infiltrators. Some of you may know that I was the first
to finger HP Dan here as a problem. I was posting under another email address then. I know an
infiltrator when I see one. I have been informed about much most of my life & on the net, learned
even more & have been in many Yahoo groups outside of the JoS ones.
I spent some time trying to wake-up other movements & had very little luck. I did however, 'help'
bring down the Oracle radio network. The patriot movement will never get it. They are lost to us. I
even have John Stadmiller's cell phone number. So I got pretty close to trying to make an impact, but
he wouldn't go along. I made some headway with Dr. Carley & her sidekick Patrick. (Ironically, she
called me the spawn of Lillith, thinking it derogatory. I thanked her for it. (I am descended from
Robert the Bruce.) I also owe her an on-air insult for something else.) However, they couldn't get
many key issues. A large portion of Oracle's audience came to Renegade, where I just left. I pretty
much was the spiritual teacher for Renegade, some there however, had proclivities in that direction
already but just needed direction & further information. But with knowledge from the JoS & my
own research, I was able to communicate further badly needed information to an audience thirsty for
it.
The infiltrator is clearly ADL or SPLC & is pushing Creativity (atheism) & Metzger along with
outright racial hate. Hate for sexual preference/orientation as well. My next show will begin the
deeper process of retaliation & I will be thoroughly exposing this jew who these other young hosts
are blind to. (One is in his early 40s. The rest are early 30s & under. One is having his Saturn return
now. Another is having transiting Uranus opposition natal Uranus. None have real time in the
movement. One has maybe 10 years but show know better.) It will take 2 more shows to do this
completely.
I have thought to offer time to the JoS HPs (or others perhaps) on my channel as I can't do a show a
day, but have been hesitant until I thought everything through yet. Now that it is out in the open,
maybe that can happen? I can't share my password just yet. Any shows would require me running
the show online, with the host skyping me as I remain muted while they do their show. I would also
control uploading & the playing of any audio clips for their show as well. I pay $40 a month. My
account is set-up for one show a day max. Two hours can be live, but you can record up to an
additional hour that is only in the archive. Or you can upload a prerecorded show that is 100 meg
max for however long it is. My archives from Renegade are not all up yet on my account. I have
other appearances on other shows there that are not in my archives as well. I may post some of those
later down the line.
Now that the cat is out of the bag:

http://www.renegadebroadcasting.com/david/
After my next 2 shows are over, those may be removed.
Here is my channel:
http://www.blogtalkradio.com/dragons-lair
The links to my show facebook page are there. If you can figure out my personal facebook profile on
your own, you can find me there. I can't be too open on my personal page for many reasons. I had a
Satanic profile once along with my personal profile, but it got deleted. I went by David Magus.
I don't tie myself to a schedule for shows at the moment & they are subject to date & time changes.
The next 2 shows will be mid-week. If you want to hear a Plutonian getting revenge, you can listen
in.
I do have 3 other Yahoo groups. Most here would not have anything to gain from them. They are
there to reach out to the public.
The only one of interest here may be this one:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/Exposing_Christianity/
Don't know what else to say at the moment other than Maxine & Don were told what I was doing &
Don gave me permission to use his material in addition to other material that I have accumulated
over the years of course.
If you want to do a show, contact me. If you want to hear, you have the links. I guess you may share
this info with all interested. No reason to hide it anymore. I may join with the other host who left to
do shows. We are talking.
I will be doing some shows on the paranormal as I have a friend who wrote a book & I will be
reading from it on those shows. He now lives in Russia. He is from Texas. I also hope to interview
him within a month or so. I also have another astrologer that I want to bring on some time. Not sure
when. he is the one that I have discussed the U.S. birth chart with. Like Maxine, he has more
experience than I do.
David in Texas

From: "f.follets@..." <f.follets@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Monday, October 7, 2013 1:30 PM
Subject: RE: Re: Re: Re: Re: [JoS_Astrology] RE: sun/pluto

Speaking of which, I (kinda) accidentally found your radio show a few days ago and I must say it's
pretty neat!
Kudos on the show and keep it going.
---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
That's my life, so what can I say?
You will enjoy Uranus to your Sun. You will not be bored to say the least.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Numerology

Message: 1591

From: farahaj8

Date: 10/9/2013

Anyone know of some good beginner-advanced numerology books? Thanks! Hail Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1593
Subject: "Some of" the Numerology of 9/11

From: m_18

Date: 10/12/2013

http://www.blogtalkradio.com/dragons-lair/2013/10/12/die-drachenhhle-w-david-in-texas
Tried posting to the new forum. Can't post a link as first post. Have to wait for approval to the first post in order
to post a reply with the link in it. (Didn't know approval was required & couldn't find my first post so I presumed
it didn't go through & posted it again.) Who knows when that will happen? So here it is.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1594
Subject: 0 Degrees of Planets and Problems

From: amber_electric

Date: 10/14/2013

Does anyone here have their Moon, or Mars at 0 degrees and have really heavy painful periods, ovarian
cysts, or anything else that is a little more extreme than most others around you? Extra painful boobs even?
Anything connections you could draw to 0 degrees of those planets or any others to health? That's the main
thing I'm curious about, I think I might have drawn a correlation :D

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1595
From: f.follets
Subject: Re: "Some of" the Numerology of 9/11

Date: 10/14/2013

Lots of interesting info there.

Whenever I think about the "coincidences" that happen around important events, their numerology and astrology, I wonder
how exactly do people plan that. Seems like an absurd amount of information for just a handful of people to plan and for
everything to happen so precisely along the lines of what they wanted.

Makes me think if, in reality, they only make a strong, basic "energetic setup" for the act (astrological timing and basic
numerological setup, maybe centuries in advance) then the energy itself takes a predictable, controlled path and, by itself,
generates all the other congruences... like some sort of indelible signature of what exactly happened and why. This, I think,
cannot be controlled by the perpetrators since energy naturally carries information. Numerology happens to be a tool to
discover, read and interpret these raw signatures.

Maybe that's the true magickal concept behind events and the apparently endless amount of convergent occult details around
them.

Speculating a little further, it may even be possible to raise the energies of past (perhaps even future) events for examination
and tracing its sources. Truth in raw form. Well, that may be exactly what seers do, but without even thinking. All this occult
forensics gets my plutonic senses tingling lol.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

http://www.blogtalkradio.com/dragons-lair/2013/10/12/die-drachenhhle-w-david-in-texas

Tried posting to the new forum. Can't post a link as first post. Have to wait for approval to the first
post in order to post a reply with the link in it. (Didn't know approval was required & couldn't find
my first post so I presumed it didn't go through & posted it again.) Who knows when that will
happen? So here it is.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1596
From: m_18
Subject: Re: 0 Degrees of Planets and Problems

Date: 10/14/2013

I have Venus at 0 degress, but being a man, I can't offer anything to your situation. However, I can say that
planets at 0 degrees represent how you always begin with a cycle of experience. The planet of latest degree is
how you end your cycles of experience.
The body itself is the 1H & the condition of the body is represented by the 6H. Rulers of these signs on the cusp
of the houses or the house rulers should be looked at. Breast are Cancer or the Moon. The Ovaries are Pluto or
Scorpio. Menstration is also Pluto or Scorpio.
I do want to make it clear that while houses & signs are ruled by the planets, the planets are not the houses or
the signs. By the same token, the signs are not the houses.

From: "amber_electric@..." <amber_electric@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Monday, October 14, 2013 3:59 AM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] 0 Degrees of Planets and Problems

Does anyone here have their Moon, or Mars at 0 degrees and have really heavy painful periods, ovarian cysts, or
anything else that is a little more extreme than most others around you? Extra painful boobs even?
Anything connections you could draw to 0 degrees of those planets or any others to health? That's the main thing
I'm curious about, I think I might have drawn a correlation :D

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1597
From: m_18
Subject: CORRECTION Re: My Chart & Current Situation

Date: 10/14/2013

I meant to say Uranus squaring Pluto on Nov. 1st.
The conjunction was in the mid-1960s.
David

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Monday, October 14, 2013 5:46 PM
Subject: My Chart & Current Situation

I just had a Lunar Return on the same day as my Venus Return on the 8th. (Wow!) Venus at 0 degrees Sag. The
Lunar Return has Venus in the 8H & I have the Moon & Saturn in my 7H as well. (Haven't done my Venus
Return chart yet.) In my natal chart, my transiting Solar Arc Saturn is conjuncting my natal descendent (7H). The
7H rules your grandparents. My 102 year grandmother just passed away Saturday, the 11th. Her birthday was the
9th. The transiting Solar Arc Saturn is 3 mins. of arc into my 7H. She was obviously a Libra as I am & Saturn is
also exalted in Libra & Libra of course rules the 7H. My Solar Return is next week. Having Venus at 0 degrees
natally means I begin new cycles of experience with relationship as Libra is ruled by Venus. In this case, a lost
relationship. (Not sure about what's ahead, however, keep reading.) In the Solar Return chart for next week,

Venus catches up to & passes Saturn. It however remains within a loose conjunction of Saturn. The effects of the
Solar Return always begin around 90 days prior to the Solar Return. My transiting Secondary Progressed Moon
is within 1 degree of conjuncting my natal Sun. My first major relationship where I lived with a woman & when
my career started at the beginning of this now ending Progressed Moon cycle to my natal Sun & soon to be new
cycle as the progressed Moon cycle mimics the Saturn cycle in time to transit the whole chart. At my age, that
could be the last time the Progressed Moon conjuncts my natal Sun. (Will happen next at age 82.) My Secondary
Progressed Mars in retrograde is conjuncting my natal Mars. (Not quite exact just yet, but very close.) My
transiting Solar Arc Mars is also conjuncting my Ascendent. Slightly passed exact.
Transiting Uranus conjuncts transiting Pluto exactly on Nov. 1st. This is the one that is most powerful as it will
be the only one that is Heliocentric exact & affects us all. (We are feeling this effect now.)My next Lunar return
is Nov. 4th. In that chart the Lunar Return Venus, the planet of my earliest degree will be conjuncting my natal
planet of latest degree, Jupiter in Sag. which will also be natally as well of course. In this same chart the Sun &
Saturn are conjunct & the house structure is very similar to my natal chart, so my existing transits to all of my
other charts become reinforced. I guess I need to hurry up & do my Venus Return chart that began on the 8th.
Venus Return charts are VERY IMPORTANT. A lot going on at the moment with her passing but I will report
what I find in it when I get to it.
Right before all of this, last year & part of this year, my transiting Solar Arc Pluto conjucted my natal Sun. Natal
Pluto is also transiting my 5H, which is ruled by the Sun.
My transiting Neptune came within about half a degree of conjuctung my descendent before
retrograding. So I still have that coming up. At least Neptune will finally get out of my 6H some time
this coming year & maybe my work situation can change. Neptune & Virgo energies are very
inharmonious. 14 years of drudgery.
Can we say new beginnings?
David

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1598
From: m_18
Subject: Re: CORRECTION Re: My Chart & Current Situation

I don't see the post that this is a correction to. Weird.
David

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Monday, October 14, 2013 5:59 PM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] CORRECTION Re: My Chart & Current Situation

I meant to say Uranus squaring Pluto on Nov. 1st.
The conjunction was in the mid-1960s.
David

Date: 10/14/2013

From: m_18 <magus_18@...>
To: "JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Monday, October 14, 2013 5:46 PM
Subject: My Chart & Current Situation

I just had a Lunar Return on the same day as my Venus Return on the 8th. (Wow!) Venus at 0 degrees Sag. The
Lunar Return has Venus in the 8H & I have the Moon & Saturn in my 7H as well. (Haven't done my Venus
Return chart yet.) In my natal chart, my transiting Solar Arc Saturn is conjuncting my natal descendent (7H). The
7H rules your grandparents. My 102 year grandmother just passed away Saturday, the 11th. Her birthday was the
9th. The transiting Solar Arc Saturn is 3 mins. of arc into my 7H. She was obviously a Libra as I am & Saturn is
also exalted in Libra & Libra of course rules the 7H. My Solar Return is next week. Having Venus at 0 degrees
natally means I begin new cycles of experience with relationship as Libra is ruled by Venus. In this case, a lost
relationship. (Not sure about what's ahead, however, keep reading.) In the Solar Return chart for next week,
Venus catches up to & passes Saturn. It however remains within a loose conjunction of Saturn. The effects of the
Solar Return always begin around 90 days prior to the Solar Return. My transiting Secondary Progressed Moon
is within 1 degree of conjuncting my natal Sun. My first major relationship where I lived with a woman & when
my career started at the beginning of this now ending Progressed Moon cycle to my natal Sun & soon to be new
cycle as the progressed Moon cycle mimics the Saturn cycle in time to transit the whole chart. At my age, that
could be the last time the Progressed Moon conjuncts my natal Sun. (Will happen next at age 82.) My Secondary
Progressed Mars in retrograde is conjuncting my natal Mars. (Not quite exact just yet, but very close.) My
transiting Solar Arc Mars is also conjuncting my Ascendent. Slightly passed exact.
Transiting Uranus conjuncts transiting Pluto exactly on Nov. 1st. This is the one that is most powerful as it will
be the only one that is Heliocentric exact & affects us all. (We are feeling this effect now.)My next Lunar return
is Nov. 4th. In that chart the Lunar Return Venus, the planet of my earliest degree will be conjuncting my natal
planet of latest degree, Jupiter in Sag. which will also be natally as well of course. In this same chart the Sun &
Saturn are conjunct & the house structure is very similar to my natal chart, so my existing transits to all of my
other charts become reinforced. I guess I need to hurry up & do my Venus Return chart that began on the 8th.
Venus Return charts are VERY IMPORTANT. A lot going on at the moment with her passing but I will report
what I find in it when I get to it.
Right before all of this, last year & part of this year, my transiting Solar Arc Pluto conjucted my natal Sun. Natal
Pluto is also transiting my 5H, which is ruled by the Sun.
My transiting Neptune came within about half a degree of conjuctung my descendent before
retrograding. So I still have that coming up. At least Neptune will finally get out of my 6H some time
this coming year & maybe my work situation can change. Neptune & Virgo energies are very
inharmonious. 14 years of drudgery.
Can we say new beginnings?
David

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1599
From: m_18
Subject: Re: "Some of" the Numerology of 9/11

Date: 10/14/2013

It is clear that they manipulate so they can don't lose control over many things astrologically. True they can only
control so much. However, we don't have the same knowledge as it has been hidden from us. ??????? Who
knows?

Take the 1960s. The conjunction of transiting Uranus conjuncting transiting Pluto was in the mid-1960s. It would
happen regardless. However, they pushed it in the direction that they wanted it to go.
David

From: "f.follets@..." <f.follets@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Monday, October 14, 2013 4:42 PM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] RE: "Some of" the Numerology of 9/11

Lots of interesting info there.
Whenever I think about the "coincidences" that happen around important events, their numerology and astrology, I wonder
how exactly do people plan that. Seems like an absurd amount of information for just a handful of people to plan and for
everything to happen so precisely along the lines of what they wanted.
Makes me think if, in reality, they only make a strong, basic "energetic setup" for the act (astrological timing and basic
numerological setup, maybe centuries in advance) then the energy itself takes a predictable, controlled path and, by itself,
generates all the other congruences... like some sort of indelible signature of what exactly happened and why. This, I think,
cannot be controlled by the perpetrators since energy naturally carries information. Numerology happens to be a tool to
discover, read and interpret these raw signatures.
Maybe that's the true magickal concept behind events and the apparently endless amount of convergent occult details around
them.
Speculating a little further, it may even be possible to raise the energies of past (perhaps even future) events for examination
and tracing its sources. Truth in raw form. Well, that may be exactly what seers do, but without even thinking. All this occult
forensics gets my plutonic senses tingling lol.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
http://www.blogtalkradio.com/dragons-lair/2013/10/12/die-drachenhhle-w-david-in-texas
Tried posting to the new forum. Can't post a link as first post. Have to wait for approval to the first
post in order to post a reply with the link in it. (Didn't know approval was required & couldn't find
my first post so I presumed it didn't go through & posted it again.) Who knows when that will
happen? So here it is.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1600
Subject: My Chart & Current Situation

From: m_18

Date: 10/14/2013

I just had a Lunar Return on the same day as my Venus Return on the 8th. (Wow!) Venus at 0 degrees Sag. The
Lunar Return has Venus in the 8H & I have the Moon & Saturn in my 7H as well. (Haven't done my Venus
Return chart yet.) In my natal chart, my transiting Solar Arc Saturn is conjuncting my natal descendent (7H). The
7H rules your grandparents. My 102 year grandmother just passed away Saturday, the 11th. Her birthday was the
9th. The transiting Solar Arc Saturn is 3 mins. of arc into my 7H. She was obviously a Libra as I am & Saturn is
also exalted in Libra & Libra of course rules the 7H. My Solar Return is next week. Having Venus at 0 degrees
natally means I begin new cycles of experience with relationship as Libra is ruled by Venus. In this case, a lost
relationship. (Not sure about what's ahead, however, keep reading.) In the Solar Return chart for next week,
Venus catches up to & passes Saturn. It however remains within a loose conjunction of Saturn. The effects of the
Solar Return always begin around 90 days prior to the Solar Return. My transiting Secondary Progressed Moon
is within 1 degree of conjuncting my natal Sun. My first major relationship where I lived with a woman & when
my career started at the beginning of this now ending Progressed Moon cycle to my natal Sun & soon to be new

cycle as the progressed Moon cycle mimics the Saturn cycle in time to transit the whole chart. At my age, that
could be the last time the Progressed Moon conjuncts my natal Sun. (Will happen next at age 82.) My Secondary
Progressed Mars in retrograde is conjuncting my natal Mars. (Not quite exact just yet, but very close.) My
transiting Solar Arc Mars is also conjuncting my Ascendent. Slightly passed exact.
Transiting Uranus conjuncts transiting Pluto exactly on Nov. 1st. This is the one that is most powerful as it will
be the only one that is Heliocentric exact & affects us all. (We are feeling this effect now.)My next Lunar return
is Nov. 4th. In that chart the Lunar Return Venus, the planet of my earliest degree will be conjuncting my natal
planet of latest degree, Jupiter in Sag. which will also be natally as well of course. In this same chart the Sun &
Saturn are conjunct & the house structure is very similar to my natal chart, so my existing transits to all of my
other charts become reinforced. I guess I need to hurry up & do my Venus Return chart that began on the 8th.
Venus Return charts are VERY IMPORTANT. A lot going on at the moment with her passing but I will report
what I find in it when I get to it.
Right before all of this, last year & part of this year, my transiting Solar Arc Pluto conjucted my natal Sun. Natal
Pluto is also transiting my 5H, which is ruled by the Sun.
My transiting Neptune came within about half a degree of conjuctung my descendent before
retrograding. So I still have that coming up. At least Neptune will finally get out of my 6H some time
this coming year & maybe my work situation can change. Neptune & Virgo energies are very
inharmonious. 14 years of drudgery.
Can we say new beginnings?
David

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1601
From: amber_electric
Subject: Re: 0 Degrees of Planets and Problems

Date: 10/16/2013

That's a good point, there isnt anything at 29 degrees other than maybe a house cusp and Chiron, but this
person has cancer on the 6th house cusp. Mars in Scorpio at zero degrees. Moon at zero degrees in Pisces
1st house. The moon is the cycle itself. Its split into phases of ovulation at 14 days and bleeding at 28.
Almost like a solar return having cycles where events are set its possible the moon acts in separate cycles
and at the "opposition" and "conjunction" set off the different events. Or at least our bodies have that
programmed within us like the placements of the planets move but the meaning is still the same. There's a
lot of possibilities to why though I could ramble on and on with what the 0 degrees could be, but basically...
I think the more I think about it the more I think it does but the more I think about it the more i think other
things effect it too. Maybe the 6th house cancer acts to set off the planets in that way while someone else
with those placements would have a diff reaction. It could also be someone's psychologic build.... so that say
if they don't let out their emotions and have the cycle effecting them to where they get all mentally whacked
it effects them physically. But this person does get emotional... not nutty though. The physical symptoms
are worse but this person actually get energy rushes and is happier on their cycle.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1602
Subject: Re: My Chart & Current Situation

From: amber_electric

Date: 10/16/2013

Wow sounds like a busy time :) go with the flow and watch out for pitfalls. I feel like every time I see
something HUGE coming for me I get overstimulated and ruin it. Lmfao, 82 aye? Let's see you seize that
year as if you were 20.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1604
Subject: Re: My Chart & Current Situation

From: f.follets

Date: 10/16/2013

Well, I could say for sure that new beginnings are in order just by the progressed New Moon (I've been
thinking about writing a small article about progressed moon phases these days, this seems right about time)
but there are so many other things converging to that, not to mention all this cardinal energy with Uranus
and Pluto squaring each other. Boom. 8 of wands.

If I got your chart right, with all these transits and progressions, I can only think that you'll meet a special
someone not too far in the future.

---In jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com, <amber_electric@...> wrote:
Wow sounds like a busy time :) go with the flow and watch out for pitfalls. I feel like every time
I see something HUGE coming for me I get overstimulated and ruin it. Lmfao, 82 aye? Let's see
you seize that year as if you were 20.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1605
Subject: Re: My Chart & Current Situation

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 10/16/2013

I'm still new to returns other than solar and lunar, so this was my first time doing a Venus return. For this
year, Venus is tightly conjunct Mercury, with Gemini on ascendant. A few weeks later was the date of my
solar return for this year, and in it was a Mercury return as well. Seems like Mercury will be playing an
important role in my life for this year.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, m_18 <magus_18@...> wrote:
>
>
>
> I just had a Lunar Return on the same day as my Venus Return on the 8th. (Wow!) Venus at 0
degrees Sag. The Lunar Return has Venus in the 8H & I have the Moon & Saturn in my 7H as
well. (Haven't done my Venus Return chart yet.) In my natal chart, my transiting Solar Arc
Saturn is conjuncting my natal descendent (7H). The 7H rules your grandparents. My 102 year
grandmother just passed away Saturday, the 11th. Her birthday was the 9th. The transiting
Solar Arc Saturn is 3 mins. of arc into my 7H. She was obviously a Libra as I am & Saturn is also
exalted in Libra & Libra of course rules the 7H. My Solar Return is next week. Having Venus at 0
degrees natally means I begin new cycles of experience with relationship as Libra is ruled by
Venus. In this case, a lost relationship. (Not sure about what's ahead, however, keep reading.)
In the Solar Return chart for next week, Venus catches up to & passes Saturn. It however
remains within a loose conjunction of
> Saturn. The effects of the Solar Return always begin around 90 days prior to the Solar Return.
My transiting Secondary Progressed Moon is within 1 degree of conjuncting my natal Sun. My
first major relationship where I lived with a woman & when my career started at the beginning of
this now ending Progressed Moon cycle to my natal Sun & soon to be new cycle as the
progressed Moon cycle mimics the Saturn cycle in time to transit the whole chart. At my age,
that could be the last time the Progressed Moon conjuncts my natal Sun. (Will happen next at
age 82.) My Secondary Progressed Mars in retrograde is conjuncting my natal Mars. (Not quite
exact just yet, but very close.) My transiting Solar Arc Mars is also conjuncting my Ascendent.
Slightly passed exact.
>
> Transiting Uranus conjuncts transiting Pluto exactly on Nov. 1st. This is the one that is most
powerful as it will be the only one that is Heliocentric exact & affects us all. (We are feeling this
effect now.) My next Lunar return is Nov. 4th. In that chart the Lunar Return Venus, the planet
of my earliest degree will be conjuncting my natal planet of latest degree, Jupiter in Sag. which
will also be natally as well of course. In this same chart the Sun & Saturn are conjunct & the
house structure is very similar to my natal chart, so my existing transits to all of my other charts

become reinforced. I guess I need to hurry up & do my Venus Return chart that began on the
8th. Venus Return charts are VERY IMPORTANT. A lot going on at the moment with her passing
but I will report what I find in it when I get to it.
>
> Right before all of this, last year & part of this year, my transiting Solar Arc Pluto conjucted
my natal Sun. Natal Pluto is also transiting my 5H, which is ruled by the Sun.
>
> My transiting Neptune came within about half a degree of conjuctung my descendent before
retrograding. So I still have that coming up. At least Neptune will finally get out of my 6H some
time this coming year & maybe my work situation can change. Neptune & Virgo energies are
very inharmonious. 14 years of drudgery.
>
> Can we say new beginnings?
>
> David
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1606
Subject: synastry SU VE

From: stygian.shadowcreeper

Date: 10/18/2013

Who is attracted to whom when there is a tight (and not only) conjunction of one's Sun to the other's natal
Venus in Scorpio?
HS!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1607
Subject: Dedication date

From: lamiacadell

Date: 10/18/2013

I am trying to decide what date would be best to preform my dedication. My first option is my birthday (Dec
3rd), when a new moon will be in my zodiac, and my second option is New Year's Day, when a waning moon
will be in my zodiac. Which one should I do? (Limited options, I am living wth X-ians.)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1608
Subject: Re: Dedication date

From: m_18

Date: 10/18/2013

The full moon that occurs when the Sun is in your birth sign is the most powerful. However, if you are sensitive
to the environment, then the New Moon is felt strongly as well. (If you have Neptune in the 3H for example. I
have this.) This is all presuming of course that you had enough sleep, don't have a hang over, aren't ill for some
reason, etc. In other words, something that will deter your sensing the effects.
If I am not paying attention to the Moon cycle very closely when the Sun is in Libra (my Sun sign), I sense the
change. I then go look at the calendar, then say to myself afterwards, "No wonder I feel ..." (fill in the blank).
This full Moon is called astrologically, your 'Personal Full Moon'. Today is mine.
Your birthday (meaning the actual Solar Return day/time) is in my opinion, the best choice. You are more in tune
with your true being at that time than any other time of the year. It begins about 5 days before & last until 5 days
after, but the waning is less powerful. Also if during the last 5 days (afterwards), the Sun enters into another sign
(applies to me), it loses some of the effect. So if you are born in the last 5 degrees of a Sun sign, you will notice
the change into the next sign more significantly than otherwise.
David

From: "lamiacadell@..." <lamiacadell@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Thursday, October 17, 2013 3:57 PM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Dedication date

I am trying to decide what date would be best to preform my dedication. My first option is my birthday (Dec
3rd), when a new moon will be in my zodiac, and my second option is New Year's Day, when a waning moon
will be in my zodiac. Which one should I do? (Limited options, I am living wth X-ians.)

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1609
From: astarothmyqueen
Subject: 27 Lunar constellations of Veic Astrology?

Date: 10/19/2013

Hi!

so im reading on some Vedic Astrology and got the book called"Nakshatras" which displays like a seperate
Zodiac but it only regards the moon, throughout our Zodiac there is 27 different mansions which basically is
a sign of their own, and each nakshatra covers 13,20 degree of the zodiac.

they all are in star constellations i think, have their own Deity and planetary ruler along with traits.

the book tells a system of 28 lunar mansions was used in the Middle east and in china also. the book also
talks briefly that the ancient celts had a myth about a Moon king with 27 star wives.

i will see if this is true and learn more, but it is quite fashinating to see older astrology putting so much
emphesis on the moon to create seperate mansions for it.

why cant we find this in the western Astrology? have anyone read about this, do you think its pointless or
agree with it? when im reading about mine it makes sence in a way, as it displays some of the traits my
western moon does in my chart. but basically what is your thoughts?

if anybody wants to know, the book is called "Nakshatras" by Dennis M. Harness, with an introduction by
Dr. David Frawley.

Cheers..
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1610
Subject: Meds and technics not included

From: Edward Teach

Date: 10/20/2013

Attachments :
Meditations
Joy

For all that cant see JoS and other satanic sites on the inyernet - the meditations
and sermons that are new or only posted in groups, are not on JoS PDF or/and
on JoS site itself. I want everybody to get such meds as King and Queen, one of
Antichrist, etc. Sorry for quality of my copypaste, enjoy the sense.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1611
Subject: PDF of HP Vovim Baghie site

From: Edward Teach

Date: 10/20/2013

Attachments :
HP

for russians and those, who cant see site of HP Vovim Baghie
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: (no subject)

Message: 1612

From: Edward Teach

Date: 10/20/2013

Attachments :
Joy-1612

For russian brothers and sisters that cant any more see JoS on the internet
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1614
Subject: Re: Help with planetary square

From: hailazazel

Date: 10/22/2013

The Sun is currently on the 29th degree of Libra (the sign of it's fall). You can start the Square when it will
enter the sign of Scorpio.

You would want to do the Square of the planet which is affected by Saturn, to strengthen it's energies, thus defending it from
the negative energies of Saturn.

For example, now Saturn is found on the 12th degree of Scorpio. Say it is found on your 3rd house, and on the 9th house
you have your natal Mercury, happen to be on the 13th degree, meaning it is affected by Saturn at this time. You would want
to do the Spiritual Mercury Square.

The above is just an example and may indicate depressive thoughts and pessimism at that time. You have to look to your
chart and analyze where you will benefit the most.

Regarding the Sun, Don has indicated many times, and rightfully that the Sun square may help a transit of Saturn. This very
well may help as the Sun works to free your expression. While Saturn works to inhibit.
Also look to the Sun in your chart, analyze it's position. Is it strong or weak in your chart?

Good luck.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
Hope someone can help with this! I'm starting to get pretty tired of the negative effects Saturn
has on the house it is transiting in my natal chart. I got the impression that Sun Squares help
with Saturn transits.
Should I do a Sun Square to remove/minimize Saturns negative effects?
Should I do a square that rules the particular area of life that Saturn is currently affecting for me
and state positive affirmations for this area? (for example a Mercury Square for an exam.)
Or say that the affected house was the 10th (it's not) with Libra on the cusp. Should I do a
Venus square and state positive affirmations?
Just trying to understand this so I don't begin the wrong one.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1615
Subject: Re: synastry SU VE

From: amber_electric

Date: 10/22/2013

If you're a guy especially because Venus is the women in a mans chart, I'm usually attracted to people with
something good conjunct my mars! And I'm extremely magnetized to people with strong good planets
conjunct my DC axis! Whew! They literally all look like glowing chocolate bars or sparkling ocean waves
coated in fruit and sugar. Hands down best way to describe how they look. In my sugar coated eyes xD
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1616
Subject: Re: Help with planetary square

From: Siatris Teloah

Date: 10/22/2013

I would suggest the Jupiter square to counteract the negative Saturn energies. Jupiter seems to be
the opposite of Saturn as it's the planet of good fortune. It only takes 16 days. My experiences with
it, I've been going through the worst Saturn transit thus far in my life, it feels like it to me, and almost
instantly upon finishing the Jupiter square things started to get better. I don't know how to explain it
but I felt much 'lighter' ? about things. Jupiter is also in it's exalted sign of Cancer right now.
Hail Satan

On Monday, October 21, 2013 6:35 PM, "nicknesredna@..." <nicknesredna@...> wrote:

Hope someone can help with this! I'm starting to get pretty tired of the negative effects Saturn has on the house it is
transiting in my natal chart. I got the impression that Sun Squares help with Saturn transits.
Should I do a Sun Square to remove/minimize Saturns negative effects?
Should I do a square that rules the particular area of life that Saturn is currently affecting for me and state positive
affirmations for this area? (for example a Mercury Square for an exam.)
Or say that the affected house was the 10th (it's not) with Libra on the cusp. Should I do a Venus square and state positive
affirmations?
Just trying to understand this so I don't begin the wrong one.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1618
Subject: Asteroids and Luminaries?

From: godkingalexander

Date: 10/27/2013

I have my Second House of Taurus Conjunct Caput Algol and the Asteroid "Lilith", I have no idea what the
Asteroid "Lilith" embodies and the Conjunction with one of the worst stars in the Zodiac has me a bit
worried. So much for money?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1619
Subject: Re: Asteroids and Luminaries?

From: stygian.shadowcreeper

Date: 10/28/2013

http://darkstarastrology.com/asteroid-lilith/

Maybe this will give you a hint as to what the 1181 Lilith is.

HS!

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
I have my Second House of Taurus Conjunct Caput Algol and the Asteroid "Lilith", I have no
idea what the Asteroid "Lilith" embodies and the Conjunction with one of the worst stars in the
Zodiac has me a bit worried. So much for money?
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 1620

From: edwardtgao8

Date: 10/28/2013

Subject: Re: Does anyone know exactly how reincarnation works with astrology?
well...you might read smth about regressions if you want to vice-versa-predict your past life. Carmic
astrollogy is a difficult thing and extreemely damaged by xians wit their "past life sins".

As for me, I may say surely only about various Lunar Points and Nodes that they are related to past/future lifes. Example:
North Lunar Node shows your talants that are o develop in this life that will help you in your future life. South one shows what
talants you developed in your past life that might help you in present one. It's primitive, you may interprete as you feel more
suitable regarding your question. Lunar Appogee (Lilith) shows your conscious and subconscious desires, smth that touchs
your emotions and feel you with great understanding and feeling like De Ja Vu, like it made you happy smwhen in the past
and now your longing to get it back (maybe thats why it's called Lilith). Lilith might represent some most dear for you trend of
your past lives - why not?

---In jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com, <bunpuppet@...> wrote:
So I've gathered that you have at least the same personality when reborn, but I think not all the
planets are the same too...
Anyone else can fill in? (and or correct me?)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1621
Subject: Re: synastry SU VE

From: edwardtgao8

Date: 10/29/2013

Both are. Venus person is attracted in the way of undrestanding another and being a good friend/wife (if
women) to him/her. Because Venus represents love/friendship - for both men and women. Sun Person is
also attracted, but in a way of getting pleasure of being loved and understood, SP's also very passive for he
/she represents masculine aspect of love, but a little bit jelous, especcially when square.

---In jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com, <amber_electric@...> wrote:
If you're a guy especially because Venus is the women in a mans chart, I'm usually attracted to
people with something good conjunct my mars! And I'm extremely magnetized to people with
strong good planets conjunct my DC axis! Whew! They literally all look like glowing chocolate
bars or sparkling ocean waves coated in fruit and sugar. Hands down best way to describe how
they look. In my sugar coated eyes xD
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1622
Subject: What sign does rule Chiron?

From: edwardtgao8

Date: 10/29/2013

It's said somewhere on JoS (that I cant see anymore) that either Chiron rules Sagittarius through Virgo or
Virgo through Sagittarius, dont quiet remember. My question is - what and through what sign it rules? and
what does it mean - "to rule one sign through another"? what sign is influenced in the result?
Example: when Chiron will be the Chart co-Ruler - when Sagittarius is on the AC or Virgo is on AC?
Another example: 3 house is in Virgo, 5th - in Sagittarius. What house does Chiron rule?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1623
Subject: Re: What sign does rule Chiron?

From: stygian.shadowcreeper

Date: 10/29/2013

I doubt Maxine included Chiron. Neither did she with Ceres, Pallas, Juno and Vesta, not to mention Black
Moon Lilith.

I myself don't like to include too many objects, because then the chart becomes blurred.

So I limit myself to the 10 planets (2 luminaries + 8 planets), 1 dwarf planet (Ceres), 3 asteroids (2 Pallas, 3 Juno, 4 Vesta) as
they provide some wider meaning to the feminine side of our soul, and the mathematical point, the Black Moon, called Lilith.

Whereas these objects hardly RULE any sign, I consider them to be at home/exiled or exalted/debilitated in their respective
signs.

Chiron, being the healer and the teacher, can be indeed considered to be at home in Sagittarius and in Virgo. Yet I cannot
agree that he rules any sign or house.

HS!

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
It's said somewhere on JoS (that I cant see anymore) that either Chiron rules Sagittarius
through Virgo or Virgo through Sagittarius, dont quiet remember. My question is - what and
through what sign it rules? and what does it mean - "to rule one sign through another"? what
sign is influenced in the result?
Example: when Chiron will be the Chart co-Ruler - when Sagittarius is on the AC or Virgo is on
AC?
Another example: 3 house is in Virgo, 5th - in Sagittarius. What house does Chiron rule?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1624
Subject: Re: synastry SU VE

From: stygian.shadowcreeper

Date: 10/29/2013

Well, I can't be a wife since I'm a man :P but I see what you mean. I want to be friends with her, that's
true (my VE conj her SU).

Thank you both :)

HS!

---In jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com, <edwardtgao8@...> wrote:
Both are. Venus person is attracted in the way of undrestanding another and being a good friend
/wife (if women) to him/her. Because Venus represents love/friendship - for both men and
women. Sun Person is also attracted, but in a way of getting pleasure of being loved and
understood, SP's also very passive for he/she represents masculine aspect of love, but a little bit
jelous, especcially when square.

---In jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com, <amber_electric@...> wrote:

If you're a guy especially because Venus is the women in a mans chart, I'm usually attracted to
people with something good conjunct my mars! And I'm extremely magnetized to people with
strong good planets conjunct my DC axis! Whew! They literally all look like glowing chocolate
bars or sparkling ocean waves coated in fruit and sugar. Hands down best way to describe how
they look. In my sugar coated eyes xD
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 1625

From:
bunpuppet@rocketmail.com

Date: 11/9/2013

Subject: Re: Help with planetary square
"The Sun is currently on the 29th degree of Libra (the sign of it's fall). You can start the Square when it will
enter the sign of Scorpio."
Is the Sun square the only square that one can start when the Sun isn't in fall/detriment? So I can't start a
Mercury square except when it's in its home signs?
It's the only Square on the list that says " These times are ideal, but the mantra can be done when the Sun
is in other signs as well. "

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <hailazazel@...> wrote:
>
> The Sun is currently on the 29th degree of Libra (the sign of it's fall). You can start the Square
when it will enter the sign of Scorpio.
>
>
> You would want to do the Square of the planet which is affected by Saturn, to strengthen it's
energies, thus defending it from the negative energies of Saturn.
>
>
> For example, now Saturn is found on the 12th degree of Scorpio. Say it is found on your 3rd
house, and on the 9th house you have your natal Mercury, happen to be on the 13th degree,
meaning it is affected by Saturn at this time. You would want to do the Spiritual Mercury Square.
>
>
> The above is just an example and may indicate depressive thoughts and pessimism at that
time. You have to look to your chart and analyze where you will benefit the most.
>
>
> Regarding the Sun, Don has indicated many times, and rightfully that the Sun square may help
a transit of Saturn. This very well may help as the Sun works to free your expression. While
Saturn works to inhibit.
> Also look to the Sun in your chart, analyze it's position. Is it strong or weak in your chart?
>
>
> Good luck.
>
>
>
> ---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
>
> Hope someone can help with this! I'm starting to get pretty tired of the negative effects
Saturn has on the house it is transiting in my natal chart. I got the impression that Sun Squares
help with Saturn transits.
>

> Should I do a Sun Square to remove/minimize Saturns negative effects?
>
> Should I do a square that rules the particular area of life that Saturn is currently affecting for
me and state positive affirmations for this area? (for example a Mercury Square for an exam.)
>
> Or say that the affected house was the 10th (it's not) with Libra on the cusp. Should I do a
Venus square and state positive affirmations?
>
> Just trying to understand this so I don't begin the wrong one.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1626
Subject: Re: Help with planetary square

From: hailazazel

Date: 11/11/2013

For maximum results, you would want to start the square where the Sun is transiting the signs of Leo, or
Aries. These are ideal of course.

You can also start the Mercury square when Mercury is in the sign of Sagittarius. But for maximum results, you would want it
to be in the signs of Gemini or Virgo.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <bunpuppet@...> wrote:
"The Sun is currently on the 29th degree of Libra (the sign of it's fall). You can start the Square
when it will enter the sign of Scorpio."
Is the Sun square the only square that one can start when the Sun isn't in fall/detriment? So I
can't start a Mercury square except when it's in its home signs?
It's the only Square on the list that says " These times are ideal, but the mantra can be done
when the Sun is in other signs as well. "

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <hailazazel@...> wrote:
>
> The Sun is currently on the 29th degree of Libra (the sign of it's fall). You can
start the Square when it will enter the sign of Scorpio.
>
>
> You would want to do the Square of the planet which is affected by Saturn, to
strengthen it's energies, thus defending it from the negative energies of Saturn.
>
>
> For example, now Saturn is found on the 12th degree of Scorpio. Say it is found
on your 3rd house, and on the 9th house you have your natal Mercury, happen to
be on the 13th degree, meaning it is affected by Saturn at this time. You would want
to do the Spiritual Mercury Square.
>
>
> The above is just an example and may indicate depressive thoughts and
pessimism at that time. You have to look to your chart and analyze where you will

benefit the most.
>
>
> Regarding the Sun, Don has indicated many times, and rightfully that the Sun
square may help a transit of Saturn. This very well may help as the Sun works to
free your expression. While Saturn works to inhibit.
> Also look to the Sun in your chart, analyze it's position. Is it strong or weak in
your chart?
>
>
> Good luck.
>
>
>
> ---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com>
wrote:
>
> Hope someone can help with this! I'm starting to get pretty tired of the negative
effects Saturn has on the house it is transiting in my natal chart. I got the
impression that Sun Squares help with Saturn transits.
>
> Should I do a Sun Square to remove/minimize Saturns negative effects?
>
> Should I do a square that rules the particular area of life that Saturn is currently
affecting for me and state positive affirmations for this area? (for example a Mercury
Square for an exam.)
>
> Or say that the affected house was the 10th (it's not) with Libra on the cusp.
Should I do a Venus square and state positive affirmations?
>
> Just trying to understand this so I don't begin the wrong one.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1627
Subject: retrogrades and habits maybe (:

From: amber_electric

Date: 11/11/2013

Not sure if any of you have had this experience, but psychically I'm pretty sure I felt that mercury retrograde
can kick up old mental habits. Someone I know had dealt with OCD and repetitive thoughts, had basically
gotten over it all, then this retrograde hit and had a sort of regressing period.
So heads up if you're noticing anything and you've dealt with an over-stimulated mind or something, just be
a step ahead of it and make affirmations and use yah willlllllll. Don't worry about it though, just with a few
statements and heads up the retrograde didn't have much of an effect.
Well anyway, everyones different and depends on your BC too.
SO in conclusion, if you had recently been working on something mental and you feel like something failed,
just kick it up a notch and your work wasn't worthless at all.
That's IF I'M EVEN RIGHT, what else does anyone notice right now, other than the already stated..
Whenever a retrograde period hits, I actually notice EVERY time that movies from the past, old video games,
ect come to mind. Old friends, groups of people, (but nothing ridiculously old) make a comeback. Like,
communications from a couple years ago that I had dropped.
As for bad communications, I took state tests for English and math on a retrograde, could not let myself fail

and I knew it was a retrograde. Only two people in the whole flamdamn class did well and it was me and
some other kid. I was also the last one in there cuz I was extra careful but got 100%.
Im gonna post this in the astrology group too, just for becuzzzz cuzz. bruh.
ALRIGHT BROTHAS AND SISTERS WATCH YO BACKS DON'T EVER GET DISCOURAGED :D
(mercury squares before retrogrades are another/the main suggestion. but it's not always in a good sign for
that so just. yeah like Lucius had said - PPPPPP ;)
Another thing I think I should add is that this wasn't something that was brought back full on from the
retrograde, it was just like an echo of the problem and went away right away.
Also, at times it was an echo, but there were times where it was effortless like before the issue came up
with the person and they said they had like no problems.
I forgot to add that in the post I made on the main group. positive mental states can be a throwback too :D
If i'm even right. this post might be unclear. but any input go for it.

Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 1628

From:
bunpuppet@rocketmail.com

Date: 11/13/2013

Subject: Re: Help with planetary square
Oh alright! Makes sense. Thank you!

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <hailazazel@...> wrote:
>
> For maximum results, you would want to start the square where the Sun is transiting the
signs of Leo, or Aries. These are ideal of course.
>
>
> You can also start the Mercury square when Mercury is in the sign of Sagittarius. But for
maximum results, you would want it to be in the signs of Gemini or Virgo.
>
>
>
> ---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <bunpuppet@> wrote:
>
> "The Sun is currently on the 29th degree of Libra (the sign of it's fall). You can start the
Square when it will enter the sign of Scorpio."
>
> Is the Sun square the only square that one can start when the Sun isn't in fall/detriment? So I
can't start a Mercury square except when it's in its home signs?
>
> It's the only Square on the list that says " These times are ideal, but the mantra can be done
when the Sun is in other signs as well. "
>
>
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com mailto:JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com,
<hailazazel@> wrote:
>>
> > The Sun is currently on the 29th degree of Libra (the sign of it's fall). You can start the
Square when it will enter the sign of Scorpio.
>>

>>
> > You would want to do the Square of the planet which is affected by Saturn, to strengthen
it's energies, thus defending it from the negative energies of Saturn.
>>
>>
> > For example, now Saturn is found on the 12th degree of Scorpio. Say it is found on your
3rd house, and on the 9th house you have your natal Mercury, happen to be on the 13th
degree, meaning it is affected by Saturn at this time. You would want to do the Spiritual Mercury
Square.
>>
>>
> > The above is just an example and may indicate depressive thoughts and pessimism at that
time. You have to look to your chart and analyze where you will benefit the most.
>>
>>
> > Regarding the Sun, Don has indicated many times, and rightfully that the Sun square may
help a transit of Saturn. This very well may help as the Sun works to free your expression. While
Saturn works to inhibit.
> > Also look to the Sun in your chart, analyze it's position. Is it strong or weak in your chart?
>>
>>
> > Good luck.
>>
>>
>>
> > ---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com mailto:JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <
jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com mailto:jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
>>
> > Hope someone can help with this! I'm starting to get pretty tired of the negative effects
Saturn has on the house it is transiting in my natal chart. I got the impression that Sun Squares
help with Saturn transits.
>>
> > Should I do a Sun Square to remove/minimize Saturns negative effects?
>>
> > Should I do a square that rules the particular area of life that Saturn is currently affecting
for me and state positive affirmations for this area? (for example a Mercury Square for an exam.)
>>
> > Or say that the affected house was the 10th (it's not) with Libra on the cusp. Should I do a
Venus square and state positive affirmations?
>>
> > Just trying to understand this so I don't begin the wrong one.
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1629
Subject: Void of course moon

From: lamiacadell

Date: 11/22/2013

Is meditation still beneficial during a void of course moon? If so, what kind is more effective during this
time? (It is in void right now until 7:00 tonight)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1630
Subject: Dates and times for Planets?

From: allyshia93

Date: 11/22/2013

Well I know there is some type of program or something that can help tell you what time what planet will
be up and so on. I've found some awesome tables on the internet but they are all american or another
country because I live in Australia the planets times are slightly different, how much I do not know but I
really want to know if there is anything out there to help?
Many great thanks
Hail Father Satan!
Hail The Gods Of Duat!
Heil Hitler!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1631
Subject: Re: Void of course moon

From: edwardtgao8

Date: 11/25/2013

Do meditations as you can, for void is too frequent to avoid it. Nohing bad. It's bad only for rituals and
workings - where affirmations are used.

---In jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com, <lamiacadell@...> wrote:
Is meditation still beneficial during a void of course moon? If so, what kind is more effective
during this time? (It is in void right now until 7:00 tonight)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1632
Subject: Re: Dates and times for Planets?

From: edwardtgao8

Date: 11/25/2013

If I understood you question you want to know when the planet will be at rulership, detriment, fall,
exaltation, in what sign etc. Right?
Then you need to go here: http://www.astro.com/cgi/genchart.cgi
and there is a line called "Methods" - right under the person to choose. There is chosen "Circular Charts". You
should choose "Ephemeris" and choose the year your interested in, example: http://www.astro.com/cgi
/genchart.cgi?&lang=e&gm=a3 then clik on the blue button and you'll get PDF with the place of every
planet. They are Swiss ephemeris correct and available for every country.

---In jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com, <allyshia93@...> wrote:
Well I know there is some type of program or something that can help tell you what time what
planet will be up and so on. I've found some awesome tables on the internet but they are all
american or another country because I live in Australia the planets times are slightly different,
how much I do not know but I really want to know if there is anything out there to help?
Many great thanks
Hail Father Satan!
Hail The Gods Of Duat!
Heil Hitler!
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 1633

From:
bunpuppet@rocketmail.com
Subject: Question about the JoS Astrology Services

Date: 12/1/2013

So how long is the personality report going to be? And how long are the transits/events predicted/calculated
for?

I'm also very shocked at the low price. Other Astrology websites charge up to 300 dollars!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1634
From: Sael Jasmua
Subject: Re: Question about the JoS Astrology Services

Date: 12/1/2013

Yes, but other groups are attempting to extort you for all you're worth.
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 1635

From:
bunpuppet@rocketmail.com
Subject: Re: Question about the JoS Astrology Services

Date: 12/1/2013

Yeah, that's true. I guess people can set whatever prices they want because (skilled) Astrologers are rare
these days.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, Sael Jasmua <saeljasmua@...> wrote:
>
> Yes, but other groups are attempting to extort you for all you're worth.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1636
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Seeing Someone's Death in a Solar Return - Thoughts?

Date: 12/7/2013

I went ahead a number of years looking at someone's solar returns, and I come across one where the IC
/MC axis is flipped from the natal chart (indicator of death, please refer to a previous post by HPS Maxine if
unfamiliar). 6 degrees off. And not sure if this matters but the AC/DC axis is flipped conjunct natal AC/DC
axis 1/2 degree orb off.
The only planet on a late degree is Saturn at 29 degrees.
Not sure if this matters either, but SR AC will be conjunct natal vertex 3 degrees.
Nothing in 12th house, Uranus in 8th, Pluto in 4th. One of the natal chart co-rulers will be at 9 degrees Pisces
(fatal degree). Two planets, one being a natal chart co-ruler, will be tightly conjunct at 22 degrees Leo for
the SR.
Just thought I would post to potentially start an interesting thread and get this group more active again.
Hail Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1637
From: m_18
Subject: Re: Seeing Someone's Death in a Solar Return - Thoughts?

Date: 12/7/2013

I've been real busy dealing with important issues. I haven't been on the new web site lately either. I hope to be
more active soon. In the meantime, I will participate when I can. I have several significant transits that will be
exact several times next year. Some will be simultaneous. All major transits. Trying to interpret them "for me"
now. Too early to tell. More later when I get a better feel for them.
I will have some shows posted on my BlogTalkRadio page as well in response to me leaving Renegade
Broadcasting. I have one more to do before making them public.
David

From: "lydia_666@..." <lydia_666@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Saturday, December 7, 2013 8:19 PM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Seeing Someone's Death in a Solar Return - Thoughts?

I went ahead a number of years looking at someone's solar returns, and I come across one where the IC/MC axis
is flipped from the natal chart (indicator of death, please refer to a previous post by HPS Maxine if unfamiliar). 6
degrees off. And not sure if this matters but the AC/DC axis is flipped conjunct natal AC/DC axis 1/2 degree orb
off.
The only planet on a late degree is Saturn at 29 degrees.
Not sure if this matters either, but SR AC will be conjunct natal vertex 3 degrees.
Nothing in 12th house, Uranus in 8th, Pluto in 4th. One of the natal chart co-rulers will be at 9 degrees Pisces
(fatal degree). Two planets, one being a natal chart co-ruler, will be tightly conjunct at 22 degrees Leo for the SR.
Just thought I would post to potentially start an interesting thread and get this group more active again.
Hail Satan!

Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 1638

From:
Date: 12/9/2013
8de3cc37373c6b486d74e6911f585c81
Subject: Re: The Power of Letters and Numbers
I find this interesting and thanks for this. My son who was 20 at the time died 9 4 2011 (8). His birthday 12
31 1990 (8). I have an ancestral association with Azazel (8). My birthdate begins and ends with 8. I don't
know if you can answer but did azazel take my son? I dreamed of his death (not the exact death) and I
even spoke it out loud to my son as a concern of mine...as a 'mom lecture' not a 'this is going to happen to
you'. I guess I just wonder about coincidence and this number and could his death have been prevented?
I'm sorry I'm not sure really why I felt the need to respond but here I am :)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Natal VoC

Message: 1639

From: stygian.shadowcreeper

Date: 12/9/2013

It is said that the Moon is VoC if it forms no aspects with inferior planets, i.e. Mercury and/or Venus, yet I
have my natal Moon in Aquarius (29th degree) squaring my natal Mercury in Sagittarius... can somebody
explain to me this phenomenon?
HS!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1640
From: amber_electric
Subject: Re: The Power of Letters and Numbers

Date: 12/11/2013

Well since this is up here... my numbers 5 and 7 are pretty "coincidental" both of the ones saying related to
Aquarius and linked to freedom at the top, and my AC is aquarius aye ... also born on the 7th, on the 5th
day of the week. 1995.. 95 is 5. To the person who said Azazel taking your son.... NO. his number 8 is likely
not even related to you in my opinion. That's like saying hey my birthday, death day, his birthday, annnd
that one day my friend went to band camp!!! Its totally random, doesn't fit, His 8 is on
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1641
From: Edward Teach
Subject: Good dates for planetary squares first part 2014

Date: 12/15/2013

As we have now a braeak in our warfare, I give here some dates that I investigated are suitable for various squares for
the first part 2014:
19 dec 2013 - start Jupiter square (very good time!!!)
15 dec 2013, 6 and 13 apr 2014, 3 and 10 aug 2014 - start Sun square (6 apr 2014 great - Moon in Cancer!)

29 july, 5 or 12 aug 2014 - you can start Mars (don't do it earlier - earlier it is in Libra detriment!)
15 or 31 jan 2014 - start Mercury, better 15 jan.
14 feb, 5 and 12 march 2014 - Mercury, 5 is best
9 jan, 16 jan, 6 feb, 13 feb, 6 mar (the best!), 13 mar, 3 apr, 10 apr, 17 apr, 1 may, 8 may, 15 may - all good for
starting Jupiter, Jupiter is quick, do several times.
14 or 28 may 2014 - start Mercury, 28 is better.
11 or 18 apr or 2 may 2014 - start Venus, note 2 may Sun is in Taurus - ruled by Venus!
Now about Moon square: I prefer 10 March, for those who want right now, I copypast my ful message.

http://www.lunarium.co.uk /calendar/universal.jsp
Look, Moon is void of course rather long at 17 dec, I would not risk and prefer 19 dec (Full in Cancer
Apogee) or if you prefer only Mondays - then Monday 23 still full though in Virgo. 19 dec is good, for Jupiter
(ruling Thursday) is rather close to the Moon by his character and I feel Apogee (Lunar point Lilith in chart) as
a good time. If you firmly prefer only Mondays, I know one wonderful Monday 10 march 2014 - waxing
crescent Cancer a day before Apogee and not void of course, the only problem is you have to wait, and who
knows, maybe a ritual will occur then or later, for Moon square is 81 day - almost three months. Though...
Moon square would probably intrude with our rituals despite of when you start because of it's length, we
usually don't delay for 3 months so it might not very much matter when you start. 10 march is a best day for a
Moon square IMHO.
Also Moon square might be done in jan 2014: 9 and 15 (also not Mondays) and February: 10 Monday
http://www.lunarium.co.uk /calendar/universal.jsp?c alendarYear=2014&calendar Month=1
but Ephemeris say Cancer will be at Tuesday, you might try at night between these two days. I truly don't
know why they vary. I would make chart with transits in astro.com and wait when transit Moon comes to 0
Cancer.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1642
From: edwardtgao8
Subject: Re: Good dates for planetary squares first part 2014

Date: 12/18/2013

Squares end 2013 – total 2014
Recommendations of importance from worst to lest (look into your charts):
Dangerously important: Hard aspect to Saturn (!!!!!!!!)
Very important: Minor aspect to Saturn !!!)
(
Very weak planet: planet in detriment !!)
(
Weak planet: planet in fall !()
I like to vibrate each square into the chakra connected to the planet: Venus – in throat, Moon – in pinal gland,
etc - IMHO they work better then.
Please, if you have satanic relatives or friends that are new or have no possibility to the groups themselves,
send them them this table.

Jupiter
19 dec 2013 - start Jupiter square (very good time!!!), 9 jan, 16 jan, 6 feb, 13 feb, 6 mar (the best!), 13 mar, 3
apr, 10 apr, 17 apr, 1 may, 8 may, 15 may - all good for starting Jupiter, Jupiter is quick, do several times.

Sun
15 dec 2013, 6 and 13 apr 2014, 3 and 10 aug 2014 - start Sun square (6 apr 2014 great - Moon in Cancer!) you can start the Sun

Mars
29 july, 5 or 12 aug 2014 - you can start Mars (don't do it earlier - earlier it is in Libra detriment!), 2 or 9 sep
(if prefer 9 sep, do early in the morning – in the evening Moon’s void), as Mars is 25 days you can pack two
squares both in aug and in sep 2014.

Mercury
15 or 31 jan 2014 - start Mercury, better 15 jan. 14 feb 2014, 5 and 12 march 2014 - Mercury, 5 march is
best. 14 or 28 may 2014 - start Mercury, 28 is better. 18 june, 2 or 9 july, 2 sep 2014 – all good for Mercury

Venus
11 or 18 apr or 2 may 2014 - start Venus, note 2 may Sun is in Taurus - ruled by Venus! 6 or 13 june, 3 or 10
oct (choose 10 – Full Moon in Taurus, 3 is much worse – Moon in Capricorn detriment) 2014. Best are 2 may
and 10 oct.

Moon
18 or 19 dec 2013, 10 march 2014, 7 apr, 5 may (great – Sun in Taurus!), 8 dec 2014
If you start it on 18-19 dec you will over it befor 10 march - so will pack two squares in this time. Also not to
mess with the beginning of Jupiter (19 dec) I would start Moon 18 dec. But if you start one on 10 march you
won’t over it till 5 may, so if you’re ok to combine it with potential ritual – I would prefer to wait till 5 may. If
you start 5 may it will not mess with 8 dec 2014.

Messages in JoS_Astrology group.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1643
From: farahaj8
Subject: Name change
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1644
From: hailazazel
Subject: Re: Name change
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1645
From: godkingalexander
Subject: Re: Name change
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1646
From: vesceles
Subject: Re: Name change
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1647
From: m_18
Subject: Re: Name change
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1648
From: farahaj8
Subject: Re: Name change
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1649
From: vesceles
Subject: Re: Name change
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1650
From: m_18
Subject: Happy Yule
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1651
From: astarothmyqueen
Subject: full Chart readingsby Maxine on jos down :/?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1652
From: hailazazel
Subject: Re: full Chart readingsby Maxine on jos down :/?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1653
From: vesceles
Subject: Re: Happy Yule
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1654
From: aquaprince666
Subject: Re: Good dates for planetary squares first part 2014
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1655
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Good dates for planetary squares first part 2014
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1656
From: Micama Gmicalzoma
Subject: Getting the Truth out
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1657
From: claudius
Subject: Re: Getting the Truth out
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1658
From: aquaprince666
Subject: Do we have the same natal chart for every life?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1659
From: hailazazel
Subject: Re: Do we have the same natal chart for every life?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1660
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Do we have the same natal chart for every life?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1661
From:
bunpuppet@rocketmail.com
Subject: Re: Do we have the same natal chart for every life?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1662
From: stygian.shadowcreeper
Subject: 29th ascendent / descendent???
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1663
From: Micama Gmicalzoma
Subject: Working Together
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1664
From: edwardtgao8
Subject: Re: Good dates for planetary squares first part 2014
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1665
From: amber_electric
Subject: Re: 29th ascendent / descendent???
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1666
From: edwardtgao8
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Date: 12/21/2013
Date: 12/22/2013
Date: 12/23/2013
Date: 12/23/2013
Date: 12/23/2013
Date: 12/24/2013
Date: 12/25/2013
Date: 12/25/2013
Date: 12/25/2013
Date: 12/25/2013
Date: 12/27/2013
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Date: 1/1/2014
Date: 1/1/2014
Date: 1/2/2014
Date: 1/2/2014
Date: 1/4/2014

Date: 1/4/2014
Date: 1/5/2014
Date: 1/6/2014
Date: 1/7/2014
Date: 1/7/2014

Subject: Re: Do we have the same natal chart for every life?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1667
From: edwardtgao8
Subject: Re: Do we have the same natal chart for every life?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1668
From: stygian.shadowcreeper
Subject: Re: 29th ascendent / descendent???
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1669
From: amber_electric
Subject: Re: 29th ascendent / descendent???
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1670
From: stygian.shadowcreeper
Subject: Re: 29th ascendent / descendent???
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1671
From: Micama Gmicalzoma
Subject: New Joy of Satan Twitter Account
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1672
From: amber_electric
Subject: Re: 29th ascendent / descendent???
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1673
From: astralnaut888
Subject: Do not let this Tuesdays triple conjunction go to waste!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1674
From: twelveand76others
Subject: Planets, Signs, Elements and Chakras
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1675
From: teloc.vovim666
Subject: Re: Planets, Signs, Elements and Chakras
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1676
From: lakshmipalmer
Subject: Re: Seeing Someone's Death in a Solar Return - Thoughts?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1677
From: golden.serpent666
Subject: Re: Do not let this Tuesdays triple conjunction go to waste!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1678
From: golden.serpent666
Subject: Black Sun Website is back up!!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1679
From: lamiacadell
Subject: Squares?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1680
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: Squares?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1681
From: vabzirteloch
Subject: Glahn Life Circle
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1682
From: astarothmyqueen
Subject: transisting saturn?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1683
From: Teloc Vovim
Subject: Re: transisting saturn?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1684
From: Colton Fontinel
Subject: Chiron?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1685
From:
inlovewithsatan@ymail.com
Subject: quick question!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1686
From:
inlovewithsatan@ymail.com
Subject: quick question!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1687
From:
inlovewithsatan@ymail.com
Subject: quick question!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1688
From: stiliyanem
Subject: Re: quick question!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1689
From: lamiacadell
Subject: Wanting to get started in astrology.
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Date: 2/6/2014
Date: 2/6/2014
Date: 2/7/2014
Date: 2/8/2014
Date: 2/10/2014
Date: 2/16/2014
Date: 2/16/2014
Date: 3/4/2014
Date: 3/30/2014

Date: 3/30/2014

Date: 3/30/2014

Date: 3/31/2014
Date: 4/2/2014

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1690
From: Magus Immortalis
Subject: Re: Wanting to get started in astrology.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1691
From: eduardoquinonez88
Subject: Total Lunar Eclipse
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1692
From: astralnaut888
Subject: Re: Total Lunar Eclipse

Date: 4/2/2014

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Name change

Date: 12/20/2013

Message: 1643

From: farahaj8

Date: 4/3/2014
Date: 4/4/2014

Hi brothers and sisters, I was researching my birthday for divination purposes and stumbled upon a website
called kabalarians.com They basically analyze your name and birthdate for free and see if they are
compatible. It is recommended that I change my last name ASAP and I could not help but feel what the
description of why they said it was true. Does anyone have any experience with this theory? Hail Father
Satan
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1644
Subject: Re: Name change

From: hailazazel

Date: 12/21/2013

How would a title that your parents thought about, at the time of your birth. Would imply on any thing at all.
There are many big scams out there. I think you just found one.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1645
Subject: Re: Name change

From: godkingalexander

Date: 12/21/2013

I wouldn't recommend it, especially since I've encountered that kinda thing before and it seriously felt like
they were trying to make me feel ashamed of my very name given to me by my birth parents. Fucking
offensive. None the less it has to do with vibrations, and given the fact that they seem to be a mainstream
site I wouldn't recommend you follow through with anything it says unless of course you truly do feel that it
is within your best interest to change anything of the sort. I can only recommend and offer information, you
must make your own choices, and this is no exception. Go with what you feel in your heart, gut, groin,
whatever.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1646
Subject: Re: Name change

From: vesceles

Date: 12/22/2013

Personally, I did not find it accurate. The examination of the most-used name was way off for me.
Especially in the suggested fields-of-occupation.
There are good numerology sites out there. I do not think this is one of them.
I tried to do some research on their main consultant, Dhorea Delain, but couldn't find anything offsite. The fact that they are calling themselves kabalarians suggests to me that there might be
some jewish element in the group, and that could denote an agenda of dis-empowerment.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1647
Subject: Re: Name change

From: m_18

Date: 12/23/2013

Try this one & see what you think:
http://www.paulsadowski.com/Numbers.asp
BTW - I have new shows along with responses to Renegade. Don't omit the prerequisite shows to these response
shows either. The last show posted is Mike Sledge putting his foot in his own mouth from another network.
http://www.blogtalkradio.com/dragons-lair
Happy Yule/Solstice!
Hail Satan!
David

From: "paulwhitcomb1@..." <paulwhitcomb1@...>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Sunday, December 22, 2013 7:49 AM
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] RE: Name change

Personally, I did not find it accurate. The examination of the most-used name was way off for me. Especially in
the suggested fields-of-occupation.
There are good numerology sites out there. I do not think this is one of them.
I tried to do some research on their main consultant, Dhorea Delain, but couldn't find anything off-site. The
fact that they are calling themselves kabalarians suggests to me that there might be some jewish element in
the group, and that could denote an agenda of dis-empowerment.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1648
Subject: Re: Name change

From: farahaj8

Date: 12/23/2013

From: vesceles

Date: 12/23/2013

Thanks for your feedback.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1649
Subject: Re: Name change

I found the Sadowski site to be extremely accurate.
I noticed that they use a different criteria from the
Kabalarians' site. The former employs a middle name,
while the later calls for only the first and last.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Happy Yule

Message: 1650

From: m_18

Date: 12/24/2013

https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=CuwTTkRCYOk

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1651
From: astarothmyqueen
Subject: full Chart readingsby Maxine on jos down :/?

Date: 12/25/2013

Hi.

so finally when i got cash over i thought it would be a great idea to FINALLY get a chart reading by Hps
Maxine, but now when im trying to open it on jos it just says error 404 or something, it wont let me anyway.
this is my luck btw.
is it only down for me or do you have same problem? is there any other way around this that it can be paid
and done? id be thankful for any help.
Cheers.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1652
From: hailazazel
Subject: Re: full Chart readingsby Maxine on jos down :/?
The store is closed for the holidays.
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/store_close.html

Date: 12/25/2013

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1653
Subject: Re: Happy Yule

From: vesceles

Date: 12/25/2013

"Come down with fire...
Lift my spirit higher."
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1654
From: aquaprince666
Subject: Re: Good dates for planetary squares first part 2014

Date: 12/25/2013

is it too late to start the jupiter square?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1655
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Good dates for planetary squares first part 2014

Date: 12/27/2013

No, it can be started any Thursday until July 10th.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <aquaprince666@...> wrote:
>
> is it too late to start the jupiter square?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1656
Subject: Getting the Truth out

From: Micama Gmicalzoma

Date: 1/1/2014

We all want to live in a purely Gentile/ Pagan world free from the clutches of the Jews and their vile malicious programs.
Satan wants us to be Free. What are you doing for Satan to help achieve this goal?
Those of you who have been actively working to destroy the enemies of Satan know that we have a large task ahead of us.
We are at a crucial time in this fight- the breaking point for our freedom. Now is the time to work together more than ever to
wake up as many people as we possibly can! We have the Power and Strength in numbers. The only question is- Are we
using this to our advantage?
Thousands of Dedicated Spiritual Satanists are reading this post. How many of us have YouTube channels? How many of us
are using them to help spread the truth? How many of us have a Printer at home or access to a printer? We can all find a
printer to use. Even if you don't own a printer, the library in your local area usually will have a printer than you can use to
make copies on. You could even use a FedEx Office location (if one is nearby to where you live) to print out and distribute
Anti-Tracts. Just make sure that you are Private about it. They make such a huge difference in your local area when regularly
distributed. Believe me; I have seen Results over the years! Anti-Tracts work. You could also burn PDF documents such as
666 Black Sun, found in Satan’s Library, to a CD and leave it in an undisclosed location. With a Sharpie marker write on the
CD an eye catching title such as “The Jews do NOT want you to have this!” Just be creative and safe in whatever method you
choose to use in getting the truth out.
Satan's Library:
http://spiritualwarfare666.webs.com/Satans_Library.htm
We all have different abilities and methods of getting the truth out to the populace and IF we all work together to accomplish
this goal, we will get there much quicker. I encourage each of you to work with us to bring down our enemies and wake up
our Gentile people.
You can make YouTube videos; Leave comments such as ExposingChristianity,com and JoyofSatan,com all over YouTube;
Leave Anti-Tracts in your local area for people to find. Making use of the Internet is the Fastest and most Effective means of
spreading the Truth. If you are running Windows 7 on your computer you can use Windows Live Movie Maker to start making
a video today. You can even add music to your video for Free when you upload it on YouTube.
Where to find Anti-Tracts:
http://hailtosatansvictory666.angelfire.com/anti-tracts.html
Additionally, if you have a YouTube channel or an Anti-Tract please post them to the Hell’s Army e-group so we all can share it.
Let’s Work Together!!
HAIL SATAN!!

In Satan I Trust! Forever in the Service of Satan!
High Priest Micama Gmicalzoma
http://hailtosatansvictory666.angelfire.com/index.html

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1657
Subject: Re: Getting the Truth out

From: claudius

Date: 1/1/2014

Hail his Infernal majesty
Satan .
Sent from my BlackBerry wireless device from MTN
From: Micama Gmicalzoma <agentofsatanswill666@...>
Sender: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Wed, 1 Jan 2014 06:49:01 -0800 (PST)
To: JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com<JoyofSatan666@yahoogroups.com>;
JoS4adults@yahoogroups.com<JoS4adults@yahoogroups.com>;
JoSNewsletter@yahoogroups.com<JoSNewsletter@yahoogroups.com>;
JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com<JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>;
666BlackSun@yahoogroups.com<666BlackSun@yahoogroups.com>;
666_JoyofSatan@yahoogroups.com<666_JoyofSatan@yahoogroups.com>;
Teens4Satan@yahoogroups.com<Teens4Satan@yahoogroups.com>;
Advanced_Meditation@yahoogroups.com<Advanced_Meditation@yahoogroups.com>;
AdvancedSatanism@yahoogroups.com<AdvancedSatanism@yahoogroups.com>;
Satanicgaycommunity@yahoogroups.com<Satanicgaycommunity@yahoogroups.com>;
HellsArmy666@yahoogroups.com<HellsArmy666@yahoogroups.com>
ReplyTo: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Getting the Truth out

We all want to live in a purely Gentile/ Pagan world free from the clutches of the Jews and their vile malicious programs.
Satan wants us to be Free. What are you doing for Satan to help achieve this goal?
Those of you who have been actively working to destroy the enemies of Satan know that we have a large task ahead of us.
We are at a crucial time in this fight- the breaking point for our freedom. Now is the time to work together more than ever to
wake up as many people as we possibly can! We have the Power and Strength in numbers. The only question is- Are we
using this to our advantage?
Thousands of Dedicated Spiritual Satanists are reading this post. How many of us have YouTube channels? How many of us
are using them to help spread the truth? How many of us have a Printer at home or access to a printer? We can all find a
printer to use. Even if you don't own a printer, the library in your local area usually will have a printer than you can use to
make copies on. You could even use a FedEx Office location (if one is nearby to where you live) to print out and distribute
Anti-Tracts. Just make sure that you are Private about it. They make such a huge difference in your local area when regularly
distributed. Believe me; I have seen Results over the years! Anti-Tracts work. You could also burn PDF documents such as
666 Black Sun, found in Satan’s Library, to a CD and leave it in an undisclosed location. With a Sharpie marker write on the
CD an eye catching title such as “The Jews do NOT want you to have this!” Just be creative and safe in whatever method you
choose to use in getting the truth out.
Satan's Library:
http://spiritualwarfare666.webs.com/Satans_Library.htm
We all have different abilities and methods of getting the truth out to the populace and IF we all work together to accomplish
this goal, we will get there much quicker. I encourage each of you to work with us to bring down our enemies and wake up
our Gentile people.
You can make YouTube videos; Leave comments such as ExposingChristianity,com and JoyofSatan,com all over YouTube;
Leave Anti-Tracts in your local area for people to find. Making use of the Internet is the Fastest and most Effective means of
spreading the Truth. If you are running Windows 7 on your computer you can use Windows Live Movie Maker to start making
a video today. You can even add music to your video for Free when you upload it on YouTube.
Where to find Anti-Tracts:
http://hailtosatansvictory666.angelfire.com/anti-tracts.html
Additionally, if you have a YouTube channel or an Anti-Tract please post them to the Hell’s Army e-group so we all can share it.

Let’s Work Together!!
HAIL SATAN!!
In Satan I Trust! Forever in the Service of Satan!
High Priest Micama Gmicalzoma
http://hailtosatansvictory666.angelfire.com/index.html

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1658
From: aquaprince666
Subject: Do we have the same natal chart for every life?

Date: 1/1/2014

Are the planets i have the same as my past lives or are they different each time my soul incarnates?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1659
From: hailazazel
Subject: Re: Do we have the same natal chart for every life?

Date: 1/2/2014

It is not possible to have the exact same chart. No 2 charts are the same. When you reincarnate, your
personality is changed.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1660
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Do we have the same natal chart for every life?

Date: 1/2/2014

No, your personality is NOT changed. You personality is who you are and all that goes with that (how we
react to situations, how we have fun, and so on, I'll stop now as this could be a long list). We evolve, but
don't change drastically from one life to the next. Saying that our personalities change is like saying our
races change. It's in the soul.
If anybody here was a notable person in a past life, bring up that natal chart and compare it to your current
chart. There are definitely many similarities. Obviously some or many differences based on our experiences
in that life which change us to an extent, but we don't reincarnate with a completely different personality.
Reincarnation is more deliberate, not chaotic or by chance.
Hail Satan

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <hailazazel@...> wrote:
>
> It is not possible to have the exact same chart. No 2 charts are the same. When you
reincarnate, your personality is changed.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 1661

From:
bunpuppet@rocketmail.com
Subject: Re: Do we have the same natal chart for every life?

Date: 1/4/2014

Someone here made a great post and speculation about soul, race, and how planets need to be just right in
order for someone to be reborn. He also explains how some souls take a while to be reborn because of rare
planetary positions.
Heere ya go: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS_Astrology/message/1534
Also I got some answers from edwardtgao8 http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS_Astrology/message/1620

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@..." <lydia_666@...> wrote:
>
> No, your personality is NOT changed. You personality is who you are and all that goes with
that (how we react to situations, how we have fun, and so on, I'll stop now as this could be a
long list). We evolve, but don't change drastically from one life to the next. Saying that our
personalities change is like saying our races change. It's in the soul.
>
> If anybody here was a notable person in a past life, bring up that natal chart and compare it

to your current chart. There are definitely many similarities. Obviously some or many differences
based on our experiences in that life which change us to an extent, but we don't reincarnate with
a completely different personality. Reincarnation is more deliberate, not chaotic or by chance.
>
> Hail Satan
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <hailazazel@> wrote:
>>
> > It is not possible to have the exact same chart. No 2 charts are the same. When you
reincarnate, your personality is changed.
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1662
Subject: 29th ascendent / descendent???

From: stygian.shadowcreeper

Date: 1/4/2014

I've come across a person who has his natal Ascendant as well as Medium Coeli EXACTLY on the 29th
degree (Asc Virgo, MC Gemini).
Has anybody ever come across such an odd situation? I only know that the 29th, as well as the 0 degree
are critical, where the energies are heightened to the extremes... and these are not planets but ANGLES.
HS!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1663
Subject: Working Together

From: Micama Gmicalzoma

Date: 1/5/2014

Please do not send personal emails to me.
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic1640.html
I mentioned recently about the Need to Get the Truth out:
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic1541.html
How would everyone here like to work together? I certainly would! So let's do that. If you have a YouTube Channel with
Videos about Spiritual Satanism or National Socialism please post it here. Make sure that the information in your videos is
Valid. The Channels with Good videos will be added to this site:
http://hailtosatansvictory666.angelfire.com/videos-of-truth.html
Likewise, if you have an idea for a New Anti-Tract please submit these as well. It is best if they are written in plain text, black
and white, small is preferable (we get more per page). Full page tracts are acceptable. The ones that are the most cost
effective are the "Stickers" and the ones like "Discover and Learn" and "Good News". I just updated them today.
http://hailtosatansvictory666.angelfire.com/anti-tracts.html
http://spiritualwarfare666.webs.com/Audio.htm
https://www.youtube.com/user/iknowthetruth88/videos
** Be sure to build up an aura of protection Every Day if you are going to do this! **
HAIL SATAN!!
In Satan I Trust! Forever in the Service of Satan!
High Priest Micama Gmicalzoma
http://hailtosatansvictory666.angelfire.com/index.html

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1664
From: edwardtgao8
Date: 1/6/2014
Subject: Re: Good dates for planetary squares first part 2014
About Mercury. Sorry if I included fridays, it's a mistake, only wendsgays. Smt I give Moon squares dates not
on Monday because it's too hard to find Moon in rulership/exaltation full on Monday. But regarding Mercury
and other planets, it's better to use their days.
About every planet's day till some date. First I looked at waxing/waning Moon phases also. But as I myself
have blown several squares several times, I see how it's dificult to not mistake. So I can say - don't look at

Moon phase if there is a high possibility to mistake, mistake and mistake till warfare ritual start - or you just
won't do anything. Look only on where is the planet of a square. About Jupiter - yes, any Thirsday. But about
Mercury - not any Wednesday: not on 5 and 12 fabruary, because then it is in Pisces detriment.
So every Wednesday 15 jan - 27 aug excluding Mercury in Pisces and Leo, more privileged ones are:
15,22,29 jan, 19,26 feb, 5,12 mar, 14, 21, 28 may, 18,25 june, 2,9 jul, 20,27 aug 2014.
Jupiter - till 16 july 2014 every Thirsday.
For Venus and others also, most important that the planet is not in detriment or fall. Everything else is
acceptable. I looked on Moon phases only for phisical squares for gaining some fortunes for it's best on
waxing Moon.
Also, I want to add, resently I searched up group messages where it was said inconjunct is a major aspect.
So where I said "MINOR ASPRCTS TO SATURN" (!!!), I meant every possible aspect, except: trine, sextile,
conjunction, opposition and square (conjunctions, oppositions and squares are hard (!!!!!!!!)).

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <lydia_666@...> wrote:
No, it can be started any Thursday until July 10th.

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <aquaprince666@...> wrote:
>
> is it too late to start the jupiter square?
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1665
Subject: Re: 29th ascendent / descendent???

From: amber_electric

Date: 1/7/2014

I would say that it's a lot like planets, when the angles are contacted in a hard or significant way there are
major changes having to do with what the angles houses signs and planets are doing that are involved!
My aunt has a lot on the 29th degree including AC but I don't know what's completely in her personal life.
Something that stood out to me is she broke a cycle of batshit crazy and cruel moms in our family, it was a
ripple effect and that time is over. Her moon 29 degrees taurus and jupiter in opposition at 29 degrees
scorpio.
She got in a divorce once, 29 degrees taurus. Thing wound up for the better, jupiter opposition? 29 degrees
moon taurus conjunct saturn in Gemini, finished a degree but couldn't do anything with it. Unfinished
education in high school set her back from doing what she wanted, started and stopped a lot of different
things with education. She did get to where she wanted though after some obstacles and doing different
things. that could be gemini. hm. it all ties together! but yeah.
Emphasis on this being just my guess of these events and details being related to 29th degree!
I haven't studied it much, I just now looked because I saw this and thought hey why not.
I read that when things are at a significant degree and it's contacted event's are set off or certain life events
indicated.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1666
From: edwardtgao8
Subject: Re: Do we have the same natal chart for every life?

Date: 1/7/2014

Sorry, in my previous post I have mistaken in terms. When I analized Venus points in conjunction to natal
Sun, in my ZET 9 there was clicked "second focus" instead of apohelium (afelium). Second focus is also

called "Black Sun of the planet". They are two different points: afelium/apohelium is the most distant point
on the orbit of the planet from the Sun. So there was no "Black Venus" in conjunction with natal Sun of
those people - "Black Sun of Venus" was, well "Black Sun of Venus" is in conjunction less 1 degree orb to
Sun always: http://www.horusset.com/RIKB/bsastro.htm, so it's not very interesting that they conjunct.
More interesting that Black Suns of the specific relationship houses rulers were in conjunction to Chart Rulers
(in one of the cases it was the Sun). The link above (very informative!) says also that for outer planets "The
Black Sun" must be baricentric.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <bunpuppet@...> wrote:
Someone here made a great post and speculation about soul, race, and how planets need to be
just right in order for someone to be reborn. He also explains how some souls take a while to be
reborn because of rare planetary positions.
Heere ya go: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS_Astrology/message/1534
Also I got some answers from edwardtgao8 http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS_Astrology
/message/1620

--- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@..." <lydia_666@...> wrote:
>
> No, your personality is NOT changed. You personality is who you are and all that
goes with that (how we react to situations, how we have fun, and so on, I'll stop
now as this could be a long list). We evolve, but don't change drastically from one
life to the next. Saying that our personalities change is like saying our races change.
It's in the soul.
>
> If anybody here was a notable person in a past life, bring up that natal chart and
compare it to your current chart. There are definitely many similarities. Obviously
some or many differences based on our experiences in that life which change us to
an extent, but we don't reincarnate with a completely different personality.
Reincarnation is more deliberate, not chaotic or by chance.
>
> Hail Satan
>
> --- In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <hailazazel@> wrote:
>>
> > It is not possible to have the exact same chart. No 2 charts are the same.
When you reincarnate, your personality is changed.
>>
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1667
From: edwardtgao8
Subject: Re: Do we have the same natal chart for every life?

Date: 1/7/2014

http://www.expreso.co.cr/centaurs/riyal.html
People, about my post of apogee-perigee and Nodes. Here is a good program (as they say, I myself are in a stage of
learning it) that can show all apohelium-perihelium, ((when planet is most close to Sun and to Earth and when it is most far),
all Nodes of all planets including Pluto and transplutos and a lot of other things. Also ZET 9 GEO is a program that counts
these points. Now I use Zet9Geo for it's much easier, but they recommend RIYAL more, now I am still studing how to use it.
For it's a little bit complicated. So what I want to tell with all of this.

If one found out that Lunar points are of fate and of past-future lives trends, why not to assume that all Nodes, apogee-

perigee/apohelium-perihelium - of all planets in Solar sistem - might be interesting in this regard. For ex, I found out that
myself and some other person somehow emphasized on love and has our Venus apogee on the Sun. I also noticed that the
affairs of the house with a lot of apogees and North Nodes can be quiet attractive and charming for the person (of course
with the correction to the nature of the planet) while the one with only perigees and South Nodes is dull and fed up. Also the
very fact of a big group of apogee-perigee-nodes points in one house shows great potential that this house contains in itself
for person's development. Especially the situation like this when person has his planets spread through out all the chart and
their points consentrated in one house, it might show that the spheres of where plants are spread over are somehow tied in
into the affairs of this specific house (with the points concentrated in).

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1668
Subject: Re: 29th ascendent / descendent???

From: stygian.shadowcreeper

Date: 1/7/2014

Hehe, 1st - I saw I titled the post wrong - it should be Ascendent / Medium Coeli :P, 2nd - thanks for the
input Amber-electric :)

The angles of that person are in exact square, creating the Grand Mutable Cross. I've tried to approach it from this side, as a
grand cross, BUT the angles themselves don't generate energy (Bil Tierney, the Dynamics of Aspects Analysis), contrary to
the planets.

But let's look at the rulers: Mercury tight sesqisquare Jupiter / tight semisquare Neptune. So, still tense aspects...

Any views on this?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1669
Subject: Re: 29th ascendent / descendent???

From: amber_electric

Date: 1/8/2014

Maybe just helps trigger if there are other planets involved. Whenever Pluto, Saturn, Jupiter crosses over a
house cusp or something there are definite noticeable changes for me. I have a lot on 0 degrees, nothing on
29 though so personally I'm not sure.
I'm going to have to get what a mutable cross and what not means in my head, I havent read that whole
PDF yet either!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1670
Subject: Re: 29th ascendent / descendent???

From: stygian.shadowcreeper

Date: 1/10/2014

Hmmm... that's just a guess - or maybe a synchronicity - but I had problems with deciphering this person
(i.e. guessing his ascendent) from the way he behaved... BUT this has led me to an interesting conclusion HESITATION. 29th degree is about planning one thing and doing the other without a thought... 29th Vir, but
his features are quite smooth, and basically he is quite likeable - Libra.
Yeah, Tierney requires cramming, that's for sure =] It's a good book, but one can't read it like a novel.
Thanks Amber for the interest though =]
HS!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1671
Subject: New Joy of Satan Twitter Account

From: Micama Gmicalzoma

Date: 1/10/2014

Join me!! Help us fight and spread the truth online. Follow us on Twitter! Make an account if you don't already have one, so
you can tweet and join in. If you have Twitter on your phone you can follow us all day and anywhere.
This is another Social Media Outlet to spread the truth online. Use this resource. If you wan to Help Fight for Satan and
Destroy the Jewish Programs of Christianity and Communism forevermore then you must take action and DO Something to
achieve that. Sitting on your thumbs will accomplish Nothing.
Let us all know that you have joined once you have created your account. Let's fight for Satan!!
https://twitter.com/JoyofSatan666
HAIL SATAN!!
In Satan I Trust! Forever in the Service of Satan!
High Priest Micama Gmicalzoma
http://hailtosatansvictory666.angelfire.com/index.html

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1672
Subject: Re: 29th ascendent / descendent???

From: amber_electric

Date: 1/11/2014

:D always hehe!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1673
From: astralnaut888
Subject: Do not let this Tuesdays triple conjunction go to waste!

Date: 1/13/2014

I posted an awakening ritual for this Monday and Tuesday on the main e-groups. The timing will be perfectly
ripe so that many old souls that are looking for Satan will find him soon, they just need a tiny spark of a
catalyst to jumpstart their new beginnings.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1674
From: twelveand76others
Subject: Planets, Signs, Elements and Chakras

Date: 1/16/2014

I have wondered about this for quite some time. What are the most powerful placements to have in relation
to the Elements and Chakras?

For instance, what's more powerful or more Water; a Cancer Moon or Scorpio Moon?

Also, we know what the Noted Planetary Placements are:
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Noted_Planetary_Placements.html

But what is someone has Venus in Leo? It's not listed on the Noted Placements. So where would Venus in
Leo Rank? Is it powerful or Weak?

I heard that a Pisces Sun is the Weakest. How are the Planets Ranked when they are not listed on the Noted
Planetary Placements page?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1675
From: teloc.vovim666
Subject: Re: Planets, Signs, Elements and Chakras

Date: 1/16/2014

http://gblt.webs.com/Chakras666.htm At the bottom of the page you can click on the chakras, and they
each have a planet.

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Signs.html These are the zodiac signs and what planets rule
them.
For how powerful an aspect would be you look at the degrees, http://www.angelfire.com/empire
/serpentis666/Astrology.html this will help in reading a chart.
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/VENUS.html These are the Venus positions and what they
mean.
Pisces are said to be some of the oldest souls.They can be dreamers and easily influenced it's a feminine
sign but doesn't mean the person is weak because there are many aspects that go into a persons chart. You
have to look at everything.
I hope that helps

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1676
From: lakshmipalmer
Subject: Re: Seeing Someone's Death in a Solar Return - Thoughts?

Date: 1/16/2014

Accd to Vedic Astrologers, predicting one's death is extreme bad luck. Please think before you do this, and
on a personal point of view, I did this as well and I suffered. I am pleased to say that I am OK now because
I did some powerful protections. I know in a standard way the 8th House in Mars can mean something
negative in this matter.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1677
From: golden.serpent666
Subject: Re: Do not let this Tuesdays triple conjunction go to waste!

Date: 2/6/2014

Well thats excellent I did one tuesday.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1678
Subject: Black Sun Website is back up!!

From: golden.serpent666

Date: 2/6/2014

From: lamiacadell

Date: 2/7/2014

http://blacksun666.angelfire.com/
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Squares?

Message: 1679

What are magical squares? Do they have to do with astrology?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Squares?

Message: 1680

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 2/8/2014

Have you been on the JoS website and actually read about them? If not then you should so you can get a
better understanding of them. Yes they have a signifigance with astrology because they alter and help with
planetary transits and energy, etc.

-----------------------------On Fri, Feb 7, 2014 9:16 AM PST lamiacadell@... wrote:
>What are magical squares? Do they have to do with astrology?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1681
Subject: Glahn Life Circle

From: vabzirteloch

Date: 2/10/2014

Is anyone here familiar with the above mentioned method?
Has anyone experience with it? If so, is it reliable?

Vabzir Teloch
HAIL SATAN!!!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1682
Subject: transisting saturn?

From: astarothmyqueen

Date: 2/16/2014

Hi
so i want to understand this planet more, so many times ive read it only causes negative shit but here and there i see
good traits like dicipline endurance and stabillity. but how do you know? what points is there to follow etc.

saturn is surely having its way now, it has been moving around my first house and has done so for some time, and i
have done own research on what it will bring but i want others views too. first house specifically. its now right over my
first house scorpio stellium, its mars mercury + pluto. at the same time its squaring my natal saturn(3h aquarius) and
with that its hard to imagine posetive outcomes but once again ive had contradicting answers.
saturn does more now aswell , mabye more good example is its sextiling tight neptune/uranus
conjunction(nep,18,35,ura 18,36) in third house cap.
one last, it will soon trine natal moon(4h pisces.) now my moon is already exposed to some degree natally.
what will happen here? saturn conjucting the stellium and soon after trine moon, while sextiling ura/nep conjunction
while trining natal saturn? surely saturn is making changes as ive had some already, started last year and will do so
this year more. also there are some beneficial transits going on but saturn is biggest mystery so thats where ill ask.
so far ive felt saturn conjuct mars energy alot while being slave at work, while some days i feel like a wasp. but
mercury is worse as i feel incredibly shut down and limited in my way of thinking, its like im going through early
childhood all over again..
pluto being still mystery but it will soon reveal. ive had help with Guardian giving info on how it will evolve me , but
nothing on what will happen during it(sat will leave scorpio around yule i think?.) and much ive felt its draining the
body of energy alot. and i do have rheumatism which does not make transit any sweeter as ive seen many times this
stuff can give rheumathic pains and bones have surely gotten worse beyond what i thought was possible. but also
aside from physical stuff? the mental outcome is what interests me.
Cheers.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1683
Subject: Re: transisting saturn?

From: Teloc Vovim

Date: 2/16/2014

"Once is not enough. To really alter your fate, especially when thje fates of others are
involved, such as many people in these difficult economic times are trying to secure a
decent income, one must be strong. Your soul must be strong. This is accomplished
through empowering your chakras, hatha [physical yoga], or tai chi or other internal
martial arts, and breathing exercises. One's energies should be raised daily and kept
strong." www.JoyofSatan.org
"If you see bad times coming, working to alter the negative energies with consistent
applied power meditation, and keeping your energies high will often sublimate the
negative planetary influences. Knowing the effects of the planets is a tremendous help in
understanding what is occurring in your own life and in the lives of others."
www.JoyofSatan.org

I couldn't find exactly what I was looking for, but the basic thing is that astrology can tell
you when bad things are going to happen. But if you practice daily meditation and
kundalini yoga, and your energies are high, this helps to basically repel negative things.
Maxine has talked about this in a couple different sermons where her or someone she
knew where going through hard Saturn aspects but kept their energies high and were
perfectly fine. She has talked about predicting death in an astrology chart, and predicted
her own death. With Satan, daily mediation and yoga this did not happen.

"The absence of darkness in a person does not suggest an abundance of light, for to know
the light you must have known the darkness."
www.JoyofSatan.org
www.exposingchristianity.com
http://spiritualwarfare666.webs.com/Satans_Library.htm

On Sunday, February 16, 2014 4:20 AM, "astarothmyqueen@..." <astarothmyqueen@...> wrote:
Hi
so i want to understand this planet more, so many times ive read it only causes negative shit but here and there i see
good traits like dicipline endurance and stabillity. but how do you know? what points is there to follow etc.

saturn is surely having its way now, it has been moving around my first house and has done so for some time, and i
have done own research on what it will bring but i want others views too. first house specifically. its now right over my
first house scorpio stellium, its mars mercury + pluto. at the same time its squaring my natal saturn(3h aquarius) and
with that its hard to imagine posetive outcomes but once again ive had contradicting answers.
saturn does more now aswell , mabye more good example is its sextiling tight neptune/uranus
conjunction(nep,18,35,ura 18,36) in third house cap.
one last, it will soon trine natal moon(4h pisces.) now my moon is already exposed to some degree natally.
what will happen here? saturn conjucting the stellium and soon after trine moon, while sextiling ura/nep conjunction
while trining natal saturn? surely saturn is making changes as ive had some already, started last year and will do so
this year more. also there are some beneficial transits going on but saturn is biggest mystery so thats where ill ask.
so far ive felt saturn conjuct mars energy alot while being slave at work, while some days i feel like a wasp. but
mercury is worse as i feel incredibly shut down and limited in my way of thinking, its like im going through early
childhood all over again..
pluto being still mystery but it will soon reveal. ive had help with Guardian giving info on how it will evolve me , but
nothing on what will happen during it(sat will leave scorpio around yule i think?.) and much ive felt its draining the
body of energy alot. and i do have rheumatism which does not make transit any sweeter as ive seen many times this
stuff can give rheumathic pains and bones have surely gotten worse beyond what i thought was possible. but also
aside from physical stuff? the mental outcome is what interests me.
Cheers.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Chiron?

Message: 1684

From: Colton Fontinel

Date: 3/4/2014

I have the north node lined up with Chiron this year by a couple of degrees and I have no clue what Chiron
is and I couldn't find a description for it on the site. Can anyone help? ^-^
Sent from my iPhone
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 1685

From:
inlovewithsatan@ymail.com

Date: 3/30/2014

Subject: quick question!
I posted this last night,think it didn't get posted so posting it again now.
My question is, How to know if someone has a retrogate planet in natal chart?
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 1686

From:
inlovewithsatan@ymail.com

Date: 3/30/2014

Subject: quick question!
How to know if one has a retrogate planet in natal chart?
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 1687

From:
inlovewithsatan@ymail.com

Date: 3/30/2014

Subject: quick question!
This is third time i'm posting this. Previous posts didn't get posted!
Question: How do I find if I have a retrogate planet in my natal chart????
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1688
Subject: Re: quick question!
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

From: stiliyanem

Date: 3/31/2014

From: lamiacadell

Date: 4/2/2014

Go to astro.com
Click on free horoscopes
Click on short horoscopes
Click on personal portrait
Look at the bottom of the page

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1689
Subject: Wanting to get started in astrology.

I know hardly anything about astrology. All I know is that there are 12 (13) main zodiacs, and that each
one, including the planets, affect us. I have no idea what the different aspects of each one are, and I have
no idea how to read a chart or what "squares" are. Are there any links or articles that I should read to get
me started? I am totally new to astrology.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1690
From: Magus Immortalis
Subject: Re: Wanting to get started in astrology.

Date: 4/2/2014

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/FURCAS.html
On Wednesday, April 2, 2014 2:11:14 PM, "lamiacadell@..." <lamiacadell@...> wrote:

I know hardly anything about astrology. All I know is that there are 12 (13) main zodiacs, and that each one, including the
planets, affect us. I have no idea what the different aspects of each one are, and I have no idea how to read a chart or what
"squares" are. Are there any links or articles that I should read to get me started? I am totally new to astrology.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1691
Subject: Total Lunar Eclipse

From: eduardoquinonez88

Date: 4/3/2014

In the Western Hemisphere, there is going to be a total lunar eclipse on April 15. Any rituals on that date??
HAIL SATAN! Praise and Glory to all the Demons/Demonesses under Lord Satan's Domain! Death to the
Nazarene and his vile, filth allies! SEIG HEIL!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1692
Subject: Re: Total Lunar Eclipse

From: astralnaut888

Date: 4/4/2014

I sure hope so, but if not I will conduct my own. What adds more power this eclipse is the grand cross
formation in cardinal signs between the planets Uranus, Pluto, Jupiter, and Mars. The day before this the
Moon will be making a very tight grand cross for a few hours where every aforemention planet, with the
exception of Mars, will be at, or close to 13 degrees of a cardinal sign. 0, 13, and 26 degrees of all cardinal
signs are important degrees. The Usa natal chart has the Sun at 12 degress cancer if I remember correctly,
and I believe Saturn at 14 degrees of Libra. This would be an excellent time for a ritual, or at the very least
sending energy to Satan and Lilith.

Messages in JoS_Astrology group.
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 1693

Page 34 of 59.
From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich

Subject: Synastry [Relationships]
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1694
From: svenbugado
Subject: Enlight me on reading my own astrology chart please?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1695
From: Teloc Vovim
Subject: Re: Enlight me on reading my own astrology chart please? [1 Attachme
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1696
From: adammaterazzi
Subject: Re: Enlight me on reading my own astrology chart please?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1697
From: neokagashi
Subject: Re: Enlight me on reading my own astrology chart please?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1698
From: stygian.shadowcreeper
Subject: Re: Enlight me on reading my own astrology chart please?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1699
From: nickfhtagn
Subject: Moon square
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1700
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: Moon square
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1701
From: svenbugado
Subject: Re: Enlight me on reading my own astrology chart please?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1702
From: Nick fhtagn
Subject: Re: Moon square
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1703
From: svenbugado
Subject: Re: Enlight me on reading my own astrology chart please?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1704
From: nevinbennetch
Subject: conjunction
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1705
From: Samy
Subject: Re: conjunction
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1706
From: vadodara2577
Subject: Remedies
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1707
From:
high_priest_hooded_cobra_666
Subject: Reposting: Important 666 Summer Solstice Ritual 2014
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1708
From: kathcvn
Subject: born on a cusp
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1709
From: Teloc Vovim
Subject: Re: born on a cusp
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1710
From: satanist17
Subject: Group Ritual- 6 August 2014
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1711
From: eu71992
Subject: How can i get over this Saturn imbalance?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1712
From: vabzirteloch
Subject: How to predict world events?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1713
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Uranus opp Mars in SR?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1715
From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich
Subject: Re: Uranus opp Mars in SR?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1716
From: eu71992
Subject: Re: How can i get over this Saturn imbalance?

Date: 4/13/2014

Date: 5/1/2014
Date: 5/2/2014
Date: 5/2/2014
Date: 5/2/2014
Date: 5/2/2014
Date: 5/4/2014
Date: 5/4/2014
Date: 5/4/2014
Date: 5/4/2014
Date: 5/4/2014
Date: 5/29/2014
Date: 5/30/2014
Date: 6/19/2014
Date: 6/20/2014

Date: 7/2/2014
Date: 7/2/2014
Date: 7/26/2014
Date: 7/29/2014
Date: 7/29/2014
Date: 8/6/2014
Date: 8/7/2014

Date: 8/9/2014

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1717
From: stygian.shadowcreeper
Subject: SR Venus in 5th - something else than romance?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1718
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: SR Venus in 5th - something else than romance?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1720
From: stygian.shadowcreeper
Subject: Re: SR Venus in 5th - something else than romance?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1721
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Uranus opp Mars in SR?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1722
From: eu71992
Subject: Re: How can i get over this Saturn imbalance?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1724
From:
strengthxknowledgexpower
Subject: predictive astrology
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1725
From: Teloc Vovim
Subject: Re: predictive astrology
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1726
From: dhondetivenkat
Subject: telugu astrology
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1727
From:
high_priest_hooded_cobra_666
Subject: Sermon: Do you want a new future?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1728
From: vabzirteloch
Subject: Orb degrees
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1729
From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich
Subject: Re: Orb degrees
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1730
From: vabzirteloch
Subject: Re: Orb degrees
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1731
From: wargamer44
Subject: Question please
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1732
From: hells666steward
Subject: Re: Question please
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1733
From: stygian.shadowcreeper
Subject: Progression hour
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1734
From: piplup_8910
Subject: Retrograde Planets
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1736
From:
high_priest_hooded_cobra_666
Subject: 9/20/2014 Complaints about "Enemy attacks" and the xian mindsets.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1737
From: reisenden_forlorne
Subject: Please have a look at my chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1741
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: Please have a look at my chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1742
From: Samy
Subject: Pluto
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1744
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Finishing off the Jewish Tyranny. [Small Working]
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1745
From:
high_priest_hooded_cobra_666
Subject: Sermon: Sex and the Gods
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1746
From: amber_electric
Subject: Re: Mars-Pluto synastry

Date: 8/9/2014
Date: 8/9/2014
Date: 8/10/2014
Date: 8/11/2014
Date: 8/12/2014
Date: 8/14/2014

Date: 8/15/2014
Date: 8/17/2014
Date: 8/18/2014

Date: 9/4/2014
Date: 9/5/2014

Date: 9/7/2014
Date: 9/7/2014
Date: 9/8/2014
Date: 9/13/2014
Date: 9/13/2014
Date: 9/20/2014

Date: 9/29/2014
Date: 10/3/2014
Date: 10/5/2014
Date: 10/10/2014
Date: 10/10/2014

Date: 10/16/2014

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1747
Subject: Waxing and waning planets
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1748
Subject: tarot cards
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1750
Subject: Charts
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1751
Subject: How to use natal chart in conjunction

Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 1693

From: stygian.shadowcreeper

Date: 10/20/2014

From: augwet1

Date: 10/27/2014

From: crowfeather_2000

Date: 11/5/2014

From: marimamaof3
with current planetary positio

Date: 11/10/2014

From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich

Subject: Synastry [Relationships]
I don't have time to reply to any questions here. I felt compelled to share
this knowledge in the way that it will be of great help to most of you
throughout your lives, especially after reading of an extreme case, of which
I may go into detail later on.
This list is incomplete in the way that I will not include every single
aspect, but the most important ones. These aspects below, I have witnessed
myself.
Knowing the below, can prevent tragedy. If you are in a situation where
someone else's' Saturn is in hard aspect to your ruler, and you cannot get
away form that persons, it is very important not to provoke him/her. This is
a no win situation.
Put aside all of the crap in the astrology books that claim the Sun and even
in some cases the Moon are of prime importance in one's chart. This is NOT
so. The most important planet in one's astrology chart is one's chart ruler
and if there are co-rulers. This also includes the ascendant and the first
house. Your chart ruler represents YOU, as does your first house. I cannot
stress this enough.
I will get to the point here. This list is incomplete, but these are from
cases I have witnessed myself. Not just one case, but many. I have been
doing astrology for close to 40 years.
Saturn.
I have yet to see [and I have studies hundreds of murder cases] one case
where the murderer's Saturn was not in hard aspect to the victim's ruler.
This is 100%. In addition to murder, there are also hundreds of cases where
the Saturn individual inflicted great harm upon the person whose chart ruler
that individual's Saturn was in hard aspect to.
By hard aspect, I am referring to the conjunction, the square, the
opposition, and also minor aspects such as the semi-square [45 degrees] and
the sesi-square [135 degrees] The inconjunct also factors in at 150 degrees.
I have also seen trouble with the trine aspect as well. If another person's
Saturn is in hard aspect to your chart ruler or in your first house- STAY
AWAY from that person. Knowing this can save lives! This isn't of course to
say that every relationship with one's Saturn afflicting the other person's
ruler will result in murder, obviously...what I AM saying is yes, in the

Date: 4/13/2014

extreme, but any relationship with the above will eventually result in harm
for the chart ruler individual.
To determine someone's Saturn, all you need is their date of birth, as
Saturn moves slowly.
I will start with Saturn here. In some cases, trines and sextiles can be
secondary. Below, I will be referring to the conjunction, the opposition and
the square aspects.
Saturn/Sun
Saturn is very hard on Sun's self-esteem. Saturn can act as a teacher to Sun
in some cases. Saturn also inhibits Sun's self-expression and sense of fun
and individuality.
Saturn/Moon
Saturn can be a depressing influence upon Moon. The Moon person usually
suffers more in the relationship.
Saturn/Mercury
Saturn does not want to hear Mercury. Saturn inhibits communications with
the Mercury person. This aspect is very bad for any relationship, as the
Saturn person stifles the Mercury person in all areas of
communications...such as repeatedly telling Mercury to shut up.
Saturn/Venus
Saturn can reject Venus's offerings of love. If the two do get together,
Saturn will usually be the one to walk out of the relationship if there is a
break-up. Saturn rejects Venus.
Saturn/Mars
This brings mutual antagonism and animosity to any relationship, with
possible violence.
Saturn/Uranus
Saturn can be the jealous control freak here. This is most serious, and even
the trine factors in, but is less than the conjunction, opposition or
square. Saturn is very jealous and controlling of Uranus. Saturn tries to
dominate Uranus and refuses to give Uranus any freedom. If there are other
nasty aspects, this can be deadly. Saturn's imagination can run wild in the
way of Saturn making accusations of Uranus "cheating" "flirting" and such,
and if other malefics factor in, there can be violence and even worse. This
is a very bad aspect to have between two people.
________________________________________________________________
Sun in hard aspect to Sun
Here the egos clash. Each will try to outdo the other. There is much
rivalry.
Sun/Moon
[Conjunction and opposition] The Moon person usually is drawn to the Sun
person. This is a positive aspect to have, especially in a love
relationship.
Sun/Venus

This is a powerful love aspect. In progressions, if one's progressed Sun
makes any aspect, even a trine or a sextile to another's Venus, the Venus
person will fall in love with the Sun person. Another one is if one's Venus
by progression makes an aspect to another's Sun, the Sun person will fall in
love with the Venus person. From what I have seen personally, this is a
one-way deal. Unless there are other supporting factors, this is not always
mutual. The one whose planet is moving onto another's by progression acts to
trigger an emotional response in the one whose natal planet it is aspecting.

Sun/Jupiter
Jupiter admires the Sun person. Jupiter is good for Sun's self-esteem. This
is an excellent aspect to have in any relationship. The Sun person benefits
from the relationship.
Sun/chart ruler
The chart ruler is often attracted to the Sun person.
__________________________________________________________
Moon/Mars
Mars can be attracted and drawn to Moon, but can also be rude, emotionally
upsetting, and even violent to Moon. This is not good for any domestic
situation.
___________________________________________________
Venus/Mars
Strong attraction, especially sexually. Mars is attracted to Venus.
________________________________________________________
Mars/Jupiter
Mars is often attracted to Jupiter, especially sexually.
Mars/chart ruler
Mars can be attracted to the chart ruler individual, but if there are
malefic aspects, Mars can be violent to chart ruler, this also goes for Mars
in hard aspect to one's ascendant- Mars can be violent to the ascendant
person.
________________________________________________________
Jupiter/Venus
Jupiter attracts, arouses and inspires much love form Venus
Jupiter/chart ruler
This is the exact opposite of the Saturn. Jupiter usually likes chart ruler.
Jupiter can grant favors and do things of benefit for chart ruler. This is
especially strong with the conjunction and the opposition. Other aspects
such as the square and trine don't factor in. Also, if Saturn factors in
with what I already wrote in the above, this aspect does not offset the
malefic tendencies.
_________________________________________________________________

Pluto and obsessive love and fatal attractions:
Watch out here. In a natal chart, where there are Pluto/Venus aspects, the
individual in whose chart this occurs is prone to love obsession. In
relationships, if there are hard aspects between one's Venus and another
person's Pluto, Pluto will become obsessed with Venus. The tighter the
aspect, the worse this can get. Pluto can become jealous, controlling, and
very obsessive with Venus.
If one's Venus by progression moves into aspect with another's Pluto, the
Pluto person will get obsessed with the Venus person. The worst of this is
the conjunction, opposition, and square, but all aspects triggered by this
will provoke a response, and in many cases, this can result in unrequited
love. If two people have mutual Venus/Pluto aspects, they may both become
obsessed with each other and as long as it is mutual, this can be very deep
and happy, but unfortunately, this is not usually the case.
Pluto can also have the same influence when one's Pluto is in aspect to
another's chart ruler. Pluto can become obsessed, jealous, and controlling
of chart ruler person.
_______________________________________________
I will try to write more about this and also include some case studies. I
know Satan wanted me to share this knowledge. Always know a potential
partner's astrology chart before making any commitments. These Synastry
aspects can also be adapted to friendships, co-workers and daily associates,
though I wrote the above mainly in the way of sexual relationships. In
platonic relationships, just adapt the above...such as the Saturn person,
even if a friend will be jealous and controlling of the Uranus person,
constricting his/her freedom. Venus/Mars aspects in platonic relationships
can draw two people together. Jupiter is always of benefit in a
relationship, but does not really offset anything serious like hard Saturn
aspects.
In closing, a second factor is the stellium. If one has a stellium [grouping
of three or more planets in a sign], and Saturn is in hard aspect to the
stellium, this is a malefic influence. Again, Jupiter is the opposite and is
beneficial.
Astrology is not always pleasant, but it is very truthful when accurately
interpreted. Astrology has been a major help beyond words for me throughout
my life in understanding why hard times occur, keeping me safe form people
who were negative influences and reading into others and understanding them.
Astrology is a gift from Satan.

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.com
____________________________________________________________
FREE 3D MARINE AQUARIUM SCREENSAVER - Watch dolphins, sharks & orcas on your desktop!
Check it out at http://www.inbox.com/marineaquarium
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1694
From: svenbugado
Subject: Enlight me on reading my own astrology chart please?

Date: 5/1/2014

Attachments :
Astrotheme_pxpUR24CxRZX.png
Hey guys!
I have been studying astrology for some time, started from 0 here in JOS and I'm
trying to get as much information as possible and to be able to properly read a chart.
Always I had interest in astrology, but I was thinking it was just bullshit, until I read
the one in JOS and checked my chart with that information. The results were
astonishing and I got a little obsession with astrology since then, due to having big
part of my life and family just written there.
I already read all the astrology part of JOS (for my chart and from family/gf charts),
more than one time, but I lack the element of experience, of combining my aspects
together and seeing it in the bigger picture.

So I humbly ask for this favor: could you take a fast look at my chart and just point
the most important? The things that jumps to the eye, if there is any?
Here is a list of aspects, houses and all that I could get from my birth chart:
"
Positions of Planets

Sun
Moon
Mercury
Venus
Mars
Jupiter
Saturn
Uranus
Neptune
Pluto
Chiron
Ceres
Pallas
Juno
Vesta
Node
Lilith
Fortune
AS
MC

26°46'
16°33'
25°33'
23°38'
14°34'
11°02'
19°19'
6°08'
12°00'
16°52'
27°03'
24°53'
28°37'
0°46'
29°14' Я
3°12' Я
11°25'
16°37'
26°49'
14°43'

Libra
Scorpio
Libra
Libra
Gemini
Leo
Capricorn
Capricorn
Capricorn
Scorpio
Cancer
Virgo
Leo
Sagittarius
Taurus
Aquarius
Sagittarius
Sagittarius
Scorpio
Leo

Planets in Houses*
Sun
Moon
Mercury
Venus
Mars
Jupiter
Saturn
Uranus

House
House
House
House
House
House
House
House

12
12
12
12
7
9
3
2

Neptune
Pluto
Chiron
Ceres
Pallas
Juno
Vesta
Node
Lilith
Fortune

House
House
House
House
House
House
House
House
House
House

2
12
9
11
10
1
7
3
1
1

Positions of Houses
House
House
House
House
House
House
House
House
House
House
House
House

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

26°49'
23°43'
18°28'
14°43'
15°19'
20°44'
26°49'
23°43'
18°28'
14°43'
15°19'
20°44'

Scorpio
Sagittarius
Capricorn
Aquarius
Pisces
Aries
Taurus
Gemini
Cancer
Leo
Virgo
Libra

List of Aspects
Moon
Sun
Mercury
Sun
Jupiter
Uranus
Saturn
Pluto
Moon
Moon
Pluto
Venus
Moon
Jupiter
Mercury
Sun
Mars
Saturn
Moon
Mars
Moon
Neptune
Jupiter
Moon
Mars
Mars
Neptune
Neptune
Sun
Sun
Venus
Venus

Conjunction
Conjunction
Conjunction
Conjunction
Conjunction
Conjunction
Conjunction
Conjunction
Conjunction
Square
Square
Square
Square
Square
Square
Square
Sextile
Sextile
Sextile
Sextile
Sextile
Sextile
Inconjunction
Inconjunction
Inconjunction
Inconjunction
Inconjunction
SemiSquare
SesquiQuadrate
Quintile
Quintile
Quintile

Pluto
Mercury
Venus
Venus
MC
Neptune
Neptune
AS
AS
MC
MC
Saturn
Jupiter
Pluto
Saturn
Saturn
MC
Pluto
Saturn
Jupiter
Neptune
Pluto
Neptune
Mars
Pluto
Neptune
MC
AS
Mars
MC
Uranus
Jupiter

Orb 0°19'
Orb 1°12'
Orb 1°55'
Orb 3°07'
Orb 3°40'
Orb 5°51'
Orb 7°19'
Orb 9°57'
Orb 10°16
Orb 1°50'
Orb 2°09'
Orb 4°19'
Orb 5°31'
Orb 5°50'
Orb 6°14'
Orb 7°27'
Orb 0°08'
Orb 2°26'
Orb 2°45'
Orb 3°31'
Orb 4°33'
Orb 4°52'
Orb 0°57'
Orb 1°59'
Orb 2°18'
Orb 2°34'
Orb 2°43'
Orb 0°10'
Orb 2°47'
Orb 0°03'
Orb 0°29'
Orb 0°36'

Mercury
Jupiter
Sun
Mercury

Quintile
BiQuintile
SemiSextile
SemiSextile

MC
Uranus
AS
AS

Orb 1°09'
Orb 1°06'
Orb 0°03'
Orb 1°16'

"
Thanks in advance!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1695
From: Teloc Vovim
Date: 5/2/2014
Subject: Re: Enlight me on reading my own astrology chart please? [1 Attachme

Did you look at what the degrees mean and if you have any stars in your chart?
Astrological Degrees and Fixed Stars
Astrological Degrees and Fixed
Stars
0-1 Degrees of all signs signify the
beginning of important events in one's
life with predictive astrology, such as
solar and lunar returns.
View on www.angelfire.com

Preview by Yahoo

If you go to astro.com you can look at your forecast
Did you look at if you had any retrograde planets?
Retrograde Planets
Retrograde Planets
Four or more planets that are retrograde
in one's natal astrology chart indicate that
the later half of one's life will be more
eventful, and if succe...

View on www.angelfire.com

Preview by Yahoo

"The absence of darkness in a person does not suggest an abundance of light, for to know
the light you must have known the darkness."
www.JoyofSatan.org
www.exposingchristianity.com
http://spiritualwarfare666.webs.com/Satans_Library.htm
On Thursday, May 1, 2014 6:04 PM, "svenbugado@..." <svenbugado@...> wrote:

Hey guys!
I have been studying astrology for some time, started from 0 here in JOS and I'm trying to get as much information as
possible and to be able to properly read a chart.
Always I had interest in astrology, but I was thinking it was just bullshit, until I read the one in JOS and checked my chart
with that information. The results were astonishing and I got a little obsession with astrology since then, due to having big
part of my life and family just written there.
I already read all the astrology part of JOS (for my chart and from family/gf charts), more than one time, but I lack the
element of experience, of combining my aspects together and seeing it in the bigger picture.
So I humbly ask for this favor: could you take a fast look at my chart and just point the most important? The things that jumps
to the eye, if there is any?
Here is a list of aspects, houses and all that I could get from my birth chart:
"

Positions of Planets
Sun
Moon

26°46' Libra
16°33' Scorpio

Mercury 25°33' Libra
Venus 23°38' Libra
Mars
14°34' Gemini
Jupiter 11°02' Leo
Saturn 19°19' Capricorn
Uranus 6°08' Capricorn
Neptune 12°00' Capricorn
Pluto
16°52' Scorpio
Chiron 27°03' Cancer
Ceres
24°53' Virgo
Pallas
28°37' Leo
Juno
0°46' Sagittarius
Vesta
29°14' Я Taurus
Node
3°12' Я Aquarius
Lilith
11°25' Sagittarius
Fortune 16°37' Sagittarius
AS
26°49' Scorpio
MC
14°43' Leo

Planets in Houses*
Sun
House
Moon
House
Mercury House
Venus House
Mars
House
Jupiter House
Saturn House
Uranus House
Neptune House
Pluto
House
Chiron House
Ceres
House
Pallas
House
Juno
House
Vesta
House
Node
House
Lilith
House
Fortune House

12
12
12
12
7
9
3
2
2
12
9
11
10
1
7
3
1
1

Positions of Houses
House
House
House
House
House
House
House
House
House
House
House
House

1 26°49' Scorpio
2 23°43' Sagittarius
3 18°28' Capricorn
4 14°43' Aquarius
5 15°19' Pisces
6 20°44' Aries
7 26°49' Taurus
8 23°43' Gemini
9 18°28' Cancer
10 14°43' Leo
11 15°19' Virgo
12 20°44' Libra

List of Aspects
Moon
Sun
Mercury
Sun
Jupiter

Conjunction
Conjunction
Conjunction
Conjunction
Conjunction

Pluto
Mercury
Venus
Venus
MC

Orb 0°19'
Orb 1°12'
Orb 1°55'
Orb 3°07'
Orb 3°40'

Uranus
Conjunction Neptune Orb 5°51'
Saturn
Conjunction Neptune Orb 7°19'
Pluto
Conjunction AS
Orb 9°57'
Moon
Conjunction AS
Orb 10°16
Moon
Square
MC
Orb 1°50'
Pluto
Square
MC
Orb 2°09'
Venus
Square
Saturn Orb 4°19'
Moon
Square
Jupiter Orb 5°31'
Jupiter
Square
Pluto
Orb 5°50'
Mercury
Square
Saturn Orb 6°14'
Sun
Square
Saturn Orb 7°27'
Mars
Sextile
MC
Orb 0°08'
Saturn
Sextile
Pluto
Orb 2°26'
Moon
Sextile
Saturn Orb 2°45'
Mars
Sextile
Jupiter Orb 3°31'
Moon
Sextile
Neptune Orb 4°33'
Neptune
Sextile
Pluto
Orb 4°52'
Jupiter
Inconjunction Neptune Orb 0°57'
Moon
Inconjunction Mars
Orb 1°59'
Mars
Inconjunction Pluto
Orb 2°18'
Mars
Inconjunction Neptune Orb 2°34'
Neptune Inconjunction MC
Orb 2°43'
Neptune SemiSquare AS
Orb 0°10'
Sun
SesquiQuadrate Mars
Orb 2°47'
Sun
Quintile
MC
Orb 0°03'
Venus
Quintile
Uranus Orb 0°29'
Venus
Quintile
Jupiter Orb 0°36'
Mercury
Quintile
MC
Orb 1°09'
Jupiter
BiQuintile
Uranus Orb 1°06'
Sun
SemiSextile AS
Orb 0°03'
Mercury SemiSextile AS
Orb 1°16'

"
Thanks in advance!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1696
From: adammaterazzi
Subject: Re: Enlight me on reading my own astrology chart please?

Date: 5/2/2014

I'm a novice so take any conclusions that I give with a hefty dose of salt (as the saying goes).
By using the "How to Read an Astrology Chart" guide on Joy of Satan and writing your findings out as you
go through it will help organise the information.
I noticed you didn't add in "Vertex" to your chart, so I'd redo it with that included.
Finding your chart ruler is the important thing to do first.
Your sign on the AC is Scorpio, ruled by Pluto, co-ruled by Mars.
I would hazard that Pluto is your ruler and Mars a co-ruler.
The sign that a Planet is in factors into their relative strengths, Sun in Aries (as an example) Aries is the
Sun's exalted sign and thus is strengthened, look on "Noted Planetary Placements" for quick reference when
going through the chart.
Basically you sort through the raw information and write down the points like that above, once you've
collated all the material of interest then you can draw conclusions.
Example: Sun in Aries 12 degrees(exalted), conjunct Ruler (Mercury 2 Degrees), 3rd House. Element Fire.
Cardinal Sign.
Just an example of how I write things out, a more experienced Astrologer would factor in much more than
that.
I hope this helps.
Hail Satan.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1697
From: neokagashi
Subject: Re: Enlight me on reading my own astrology chart please?

Date: 5/2/2014

Ahh, i suggest you put away that info. If the enemy finds this it could mean deeeep shit for u. They could
time their magic with the info from ur birth chart and cause devastating negative effects. You should never
give out this information to a public domain. Its nearly the same thing as saying ¨hey heres my address and
my keys just come take whatever you want¨ If you need help reading ur birthchart i suggest asking ur
guardian demon. Or a very close and trusted companion of urs to help you read it. Also im not very good
with astrology but i could give u some tips. Write down important points such as the ruler, whats in what
sign and house, what exalted, in fall, etc. Then u write down any opposite traits and see which one is has
more effect on ur chart. Then you combine everything together. At least thats how i would do it.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1698
From: stygian.shadowcreeper
Subject: Re: Enlight me on reading my own astrology chart please?

Date: 5/2/2014

And what does this Vertex do?
HS!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Moon square

Message: 1699

From: nickfhtagn

Date: 5/4/2014

Hello brothers and sisters i had a few questions about the moon square
1 Is it a good time planetary wise to start a moon square?
2 Do the shortcut
mantras make the overall working less powerful then if i would have used the full ones?
Thanks
brothers and sisters :D
HAIL SATAN!! HAIL ALL THE GODS OF HELL!! /88

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1700
Subject: Re: Moon square

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 5/4/2014

Full moon in cancer or taurus on a monday is the best time. And yea the shortcuts work just as good as the
long ones

-----------------------------On Sat, May 3, 2014 10:48 PM PDT nickfhtagn@... wrote:
>Hello brothers and sisters i had a few questions about the moon square 1 Is it a good time
planetary wise to start a moon square? 2 Do the shortcut mantras make the overall working less
powerful then if i would have used the full ones? Thanks brothers and sisters :D HAIL SATAN!!
HAIL ALL THE GODS OF HELL!! /88
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1701
From: svenbugado
Subject: Re: Enlight me on reading my own astrology chart please?

Date: 5/4/2014

Hmm I didn't think about this chart being used against me, well said, I may delete it from here after a few
days...
Thank you for all the replies! Usually, thats also what I do. I look for the most proeminent things. I will
make some research about vexes, because I don't know what is it so far. In my novice reading, these are
the most proeminent things I can point, in order from the most important. I would be very glad if you could
give me your sincere opinion about it, if I am making big mistakes and not considering major things, or
giving too much emphasys to lesser things:

1- Pluto being the ruler on scorpio and house 12, wich would give a lot of intensity and ability in the occult,
loneliness and also Pluto destroying complications at my life. This give me much joy after I found out it was
the most important aspect and on his sign.
2- Scorpio ascendant, with Moon in scorpio with close conjuction with pluto in house 12, wich may add
psychic ability and sensitivity, mysterious and intense personalty, but aswell as my very dominating mother.
My Moon is in 16º33' of scorpio, and there is one unfortunate star at 14 of scorpio, and a very fortunate star
at 18 of scorpio. This now is a complicated point for me, but as the unfortunate star can give body
anomalies and I have none, I guess I have more influence from the good one.
3- Having the Sun, Moon, Pluto, Mercury and Venus in the house 12, can indicate that I may turn into an
ascetic or spend some time in prison or in some kind of reclusive situation (?). Could also give me a lot of
misfortune and bad luck, but I consider myself lucky and my life is not very good but also not bad.
4- Jupter in Leo 11º02' on house 9 should give me a lot of luck in the life, since Jupter is in his house, and
some leadership skills. Since Leo in 12º degrees is a degree of beauty, does it mean my Jupter on Leo 11º
gives me beauty in my ideals and phylosophy, physical, or none at all?
5- Mars, co-ruler, being on gemini may give me some mental activity, apreciation for intelect and some
argues. Mars on house 7th would give me agressive wife and could result in plenty of argues maybe.
6- Saturn on Capricorn in house 3 should be what gave me big problems with abuse of my older sister in my
childhood and plenty of shyness in teenager times, but also some talent for business and reliability.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1702
Subject: Re: Moon square

From: Nick fhtagn

Date: 5/4/2014

Thank you very much brother/sister ^_^
HAIL SATAN!! HAIL ALL THE GODS OF HELL! /88
On Sunday, May 4, 2014 2:59 PM, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:

Full moon in cancer or taurus on a monday is the best time. And yea the shortcuts work just as good as the long ones
-----------------------------On Sat, May 3, 2014 10:48 PM PDT nickfhtagn@... wrote:
>Hello brothers and sisters i had a few questions about the moon square 1 Is it a good time planetary wise to start a moon
square? 2 Do the shortcut mantras make the overall working less powerful then if i would have used the full ones? Thanks
brothers and sisters :D HAIL SATAN!! HAIL ALL THE GODS OF HELL!! /88
>

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1703
From: svenbugado
Subject: Re: Enlight me on reading my own astrology chart please?

Date: 5/4/2014

I checked about the retrograde and I have none retrograde planet. Only astro says that Mars is stationary
retrograde.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: conjunction

Message: 1704

From: nevinbennetch

Date: 5/29/2014

What does it mean when planets are in conjunction
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1705
Subject: Re: conjunction

From: Samy

Date: 5/30/2014

It is when 2 Planets are close to each other (within a 10 Degree Orb), and their
energies merge to become one. The closer the planets (the tighter the Orb), the more
powerful the conjunction becomes.

On Thursday, 29 May 2014, 19:26, "nevinbennetch@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

What does it mean when planets are in conjunction

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Remedies

Message: 1706

From: vadodara2577

Date: 6/19/2014

What is the view of JOS on astrology remedies? Does any remedies work? What are the power ful remedies?

Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 1707

From:
Date: 6/20/2014
high_priest_hooded_cobra_666
Subject: Reposting: Important 666 Summer Solstice Ritual 2014

Group Ritual for Sunday, 22 of June 2014

The ritual can be performed any time after midnight, your own local time Sunday, the 22nd of June.

The words below are to be vibrated. By vibrating these words, this will remove another powerful biblical
curse. The more people we have who will be doing this ritual, the better, as there is both strength and
power in numbers. This ritual is the third of a series of rituals of which we will be doing similar each
month or in some cases, twice a month in harmony with planetary energies. We are removing the
weapons from the enemy's hands. The effects of this ritual will result in full power for us Gentiles.

Practice the words [I have included an mp3 of the words for you all to download], as much as you can
before performing the ritual.

Sunday 22 June 2014.

You can perform the Raum meditation to raise your powers before performing the ritual.
If you are experienced and already have a meditation that works effectively for you that raises your
energies, then use whatever works best for you.

Vibrate RAUM

RRR into your base chakra [be sure to roll the R's]

AHH into your sacral chakra
UUU into your solar plexus chakra
MMM into your heart chakra
Now, vibrate RRR into your heart chakra [be sure to roll the R's]
AAAH into your throat chakra
UUU into your 6th chakra
MMM into your crown chakra.

The above is one round. Do several rounds. It is best to do 13 rounds, or a multiple of 13.

Vibrate EEEE focusing on the right side of your body and immediately follow by vibrating OOOOH
focusing on the left side of your body [going back and forth], 40 times.

For example, vibrate EEEE focusing on the right side of your body [torso], then immediately vibrate
OOOH focusing on the left side of your body. That is one round. Then, immediately vibrate EEEE on
the right, then immediately vibrate OOOH on the left. That is the second round. Do 40 rounds of
vibrating I then O using a Satanic rosary. A Satanic rosary is used so one is not distracted when
vibrating high numbers of repetitions, by trying to keep count. This is not mandatory, though. If you do
not have a Satanic rosary, use anything that works.
The I vibration, pronounced as EEE, is pronounced as the long American English E, as in the
American English words SEE, TEA, and ME.

The OOOH vibration is the American English long O, such as in the words HOLD, and NO.

Following the completion of the above, vibrate E-A. Vibrate E, pronounced AY, as in the American
English words MAY, SAY, DAY; focusing on the front of your body, and then AHHHH, focusing on your
entire spine.

For example, vibrate AAAAYYYYY, focusing on the front of your body- just your torso, then
immediately vibrate AAAH focusing on your entire spine. That is one round. Then, immediately
vibrate AAYYY on focusing on the front of your body, then immediately vibrate AAAH focusing on your
entire spine. That is the second round. Do 40 rounds of vibrating E then A using a Satanic rosary.

Following this, vibrate RAUM into your entire aura 7 times.

This meditation empowers the entire soul. The heart chakra is a connector and energy vibrated into it
from below will then connect to and transfer into the upper chakras in the second part of the
meditation. Just be aware, this is exceptionally powerful and you will definitely feel it the very first time.

This is a powerful meditation to use both before a formal ritual or any informal working.
_____________________________________________________________

RITUAL:

INVOCATION TO SATAN:
In Nomine Dei Nostri Satanas, Luciferi Excelsi.
In the Name of Satan, Ruler of the Earth, True God, Almighty, and Ineffable, Who hast created man to
reflect in Thine own image and likeness, I invite the Forces of Hell to bestow their great power upon
me. Come forth to greet me as your Brother/Sister and friend.

Deliver me O Mighty Satan from all past error and delusion, fill me with truth, wisdom and
understanding, keep me strong in my faith and service, that I may abide always in Thee with Praise,
Honor and Glory be given Thee forever and ever.

Vibrate the following words below 9 times. What this means is vibrate each of the words below, every
word from the first word to the last. That is one time. Then, vibrate the same again and again until you
have done this 9 times.

MAHT-OHT-AHM–TEH • NOHR-HAH-AH • AYT-HAM
AHL-VEE-IVE • MEEN-EEN-AHT-LUH
UUUKH-EEL-SHAHY-IVE

•

UUUY-HEEY-IVE UUUH-AYT-HAM • SHEEE

After vibrating the above paragraph 9 times, state with conviction 9 times:

Vibrate AUM
All obstacles are totally, permanently, and completely removed!
Satan is fully empowered!
Satan has Supreme and Invincible Power
Satan's Supreme and Invincible Power is Forever!

•

Vibrate AUM

[*All of the above together is one round]

HAIL SATAN FOREVER!!

End of Ritual
____________________________________________________________

Key to pronouncing the words correctly:

AH as in the American English word father
AY as in the American English words day, say, made
EE as in the American English words seek and week
EH as in the American English words pet, set, and let
I is in the American English words eye, sigh, tie, might.
KH is guttural and the sound is made in the back of the throat
OH as in the American English words oh and go
R's should be rolled
UH as in the American English word cut and tub
UU as in the American English words sooth and tooth

Links:
666 Summer Solstice Ritual 2014 Webpage
http://www.exposingcommunism.com/666_Summer_Solstice_Ritual.htm

666 Summer Solstice Ritual pdf
http://www.exposingcommunism.com/666%20Summer%20Solstice%20Ritual%202014.pdf

666 Summer Solstice Ritual mp3

http://www.exposingcommunism.com/666%20Solstice%20Ritual%202014.mp3

RAUM Meditation mp3
http://www.exposingcommunism.com/RAUM.mp3

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
Joy of Satan

Joy of Satan
There are different sects of Satanism. Joy
of Satan Ministries is Spiritual Satanism.
Satanism is not a "Christian invention."
Satanism predates Christian...

View on www.joyofsatan.com

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: born on a cusp

Message: 1708

Preview by Yahoo

From: kathcvn

Date: 7/2/2014

Hi, I have a question regarding my chart; i realize that the ascendant is the most important aspect of a
chart, mine being scorpio; but I am also born april 22; does this mean that i have both aries and taurus as
my sun sign?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1709
Subject: Re: born on a cusp

From: Teloc Vovim

Date: 7/2/2014

Looking at an astrology book I have, "The only astrology book you'll ever need," by Joanna
Martine Woolfolk. Says the second cusp of Aries are people born between April 15 and 19.
The first cusp of Taurus are people born April 20 through April 24. You are Taurus with Aries
tendencies, - Description from book- You are self sufficient and determined, but also spirited
and independent. You cannot bear being restricted by other peoples rules and whatever the
situation. Whatever the situation, you always assert your own personality. People often come
to you for advise, you may be know as having great style and confidence, and in truth you
sometimes feel insecure, but you hide it very well. You take the intellectual approach to
solving problems. In love you are impulsive and extravagant.

"The absence of darkness in a person does not suggest an abundance of light, for to know
the light you must have known the darkness."
www.JoyofSatan.org
www.exposingchristianity.com
http://spiritualwarfare666.webs.com/Satans_Library.htm

On Wednesday, July 2, 2014 4:11 PM, "kathcvn@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Hi, I have a question regarding my chart; i realize that the ascendant is the most important aspect of a chart, mine being
scorpio; but I am also born april 22; does this mean that i have both aries and taurus as my sun sign?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1710
Subject: Group Ritual- 6 August 2014

From: satanist17

Date: 7/26/2014

Hi,
I just made a ritual for Unity in our Grand Satanic Family.
The ritual will be done in 6 August 2014, day of Mercury, because the moon will be in Sagittarius.
The moon will be waxing, so this should be a good time to perform the ritual.
I inspired myself for this ritual : https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoyofSatan666/conversations/topics/75722
But this ritual is shortened. It take 5, maybe 10 minutes of your time.
Everyone shoul do this.

Runes used in Ritual :
Wunjo, Algiz, Ehwaz,Sowilo
The ritual should be done during the hour of Jupiter, Venus, mercury, the moon or the sun .
Pay attention to void moon.
Open up the ritual using the standard ritual
Standard Ritual: http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Ritual.html

Read the ritual prayer with intent. As it burns recite in your head or aloud "There is an unstoppable healthy harmony in the
army of Satan at all times." Until it is finished burning

Vibrate the rune "Wunjo" 8, 16, 24, 32 or any multiple of 8 times
Inhale and as you are inhaling recite in your head "The energies of Wunjo are creating an unstoppable healthy harmony in the
army of Satan at all times."
Vibrate the rune "Algiz" 8, 16, 24, 32 or any multiple of 8
Inhale and as you are inhaling recite in your head "The energies of Algiz are creating an unstoppable healthy harmony in the
army of Satan at all times."
Vibrate the rune "Ehwaz" 8, 16, 24, 32 or any multiple of 8

Inhale and as you are inhaling recite in your head "The energies of Ehwaz are creating an unstoppable healthy harmony in the
army of Satan at all times."
Vibrate the rune "Sowilo" 8, 16, 24, 32 or any multiple of 8 times
Inhale and as you are inhaling recite in your head "The energies of Sowilo are creating an unstoppable healthy harmony in the
army of Satan at all times."
After each vibration imagine a sphere of blue energy.
At the end of set( e.g. after vibrating Wunjo for 8 times) , direct this sphere of energy to our Family, *knowing* that the goal
was accomplished.
Then continue with the rest of the runes, doing the same.
Ave Satanas!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1711
From: eu71992
Subject: How can i get over this Saturn imbalance?

Date: 7/29/2014

So I've been doing the 6 months program and I am in the 4th month, but also learning astrology...

I have saturn in 11th house and aquarius, togheter with sun and mercury... 3 planets in the same sign and
house and it's one of the most important aspect of my personality...

As i see I have a lot of air/fire, earth seems to be in balance and a serious lack of water in soul:

Saturn is giving me this problems wich I quite feel them for a while:

Aquarius
These people, especially as they get older in life may become loners by choice. The emotional nature with
this placement can be cool, detached, and controlled, unless there is a strong Scorpio emphasis in the chart.
In some cases, there can be heavy responsibilities involving groups and organizations. In the early years,
friends may have let these people down and later in life; they feel they work best when they work alone.
Issues in the life can revolve around personal liberties and freedom. People with this placement can let their
friends down or just not be there for them.

11th house
People with this placement can be let down in regards to friends, and/or they may have very few close
friends. In many cases, there are heavy responsibilities involving groups and organizations. Personal goals
may be restricted in one way or another. Friendships are often established with those who are much more
mature and in same cases, in positions of authority and power. Friends and/or groups can make heavy
demands upon those who have this placement.

Should I spent a lot of time invoking water to solve the problem (like 1-2 months)? so I can balance the soul,
can I solve this problem, or should I accept it as it is... in my chart it seems my problem is that of beeing
alone, and that I am too selective :/

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1712
Subject: How to predict world events?

From: vabzirteloch

Date: 7/29/2014

Hey everyone!

I'm familiar with the basic methods of astrological prediction with natal charts. I also know that certain
mundane events can be predicted with these methods, for example the events in the life of a country, by
casting a chart with the date and place of the founding of the country.

I have two questions regarding this:

1. If one doesn't know when a certain country has been founded, how can that country's events be
predicted?
2. Is there a method with which one can predict greater, worldwide events?

I'm looking for answers from those who have a better knowledge of astrology. Thanks.

Vabzir Teloch
HAIL SATAN!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1713
Subject: Uranus opp Mars in SR?

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 8/6/2014

I have recently seen in quite a few solar returns, for people as well as countries, SR Uranus opposite SR
Mars. Pluto and Saturn also make aspects, either through square, trine, or inconjunct. I know these planets
aspecting each other can indicate violence/war. Does anyone else have any thoughts on this?

Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 1715

From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich

Subject: Re: Uranus opp Mars in SR?
Yes this happened just recently. If you have the planets in your return, to
determine just how much they would affect you, you need to look at their
placements in the SR chart. There are certain aspects that are in everyone's
chart given the length they are in affect. Just how they affect each
individual is a different matter.
Look to where the opposition [in this case] occurs in your return. The
tighter the orb on the aspect, the more it will affect you. For example,

Date: 8/7/2014

with an opposition, if the orb is 7-9 degrees, more than likely, it won't be
anything major and may even go by unnoticed. When the aspect is under 2
degrees orb, chances are it will cause an event to occur.
Now, say the orb is less than 2 degrees and the degrees of the opposition
line up with other planets on the same degree, and/or house cusps and
especially your angles. If the opposition for example is across your
ascendant/descendant axis, given the nature of Mars/Uranus, this could cause
you to have an accident. But, this all depends upon the tightness of the
orb, and if the opposition lines up with other planets and/or house cusps on
the exact degree or near. Another thing to look for in a solar return, and
even lunar and other planetary returns is return planets aspecting planets
in the natal chart. Conjunctions are the most powerful, followed by
oppositions and then squares. These produce events in your life in nature to
the energies of the planets.
Sublimating a Mars/Uranus opposition would include being aware of any
potential risks during the period. These often play themselves out in a
lunar return. The aspect can be repeated in the lunar return, or even a
different aspect. Also, if you have this aspect natally, there can be a
higher probability for an event occurring than for those who lack the
aspect. Also, look to your lunar nodes [exact degrees, even if this is a
minor aspect]. Sublimating Mars/Uranus energies can be done through hard
work. This can be upsetting and even exhausting, but it is a positive outlet
for these energies. Left to their own, they are indicative of an accident.
I also want to comment on death returns. I, myself have looked in my own SR
charts and my midheaven/IC axis flipped more than once. Obviously, I am
alive. This only means the tendency is there. Also, in going through my own
charts, I have had years in my past where I had a very hard Saturn and
ironically, the year was very happy. This is not the norm, though. I do know
that transiting planets are triggers for events and everything must be taken
together.
If the transiting Saturn is also making aspects to your personal planets,
then really be aware and look out. There are rare times when a hard SR
Saturn, say for example in hard aspect to the SR ruler, but a time when
there are no hard aspects from transiting Saturn to your natal planets,
especially your personal planets, the SR Saturn may manifest itself in a
positive manner. This includes the other SR planets as well.

If anyone notes their midheaven/IC axis flipping in a solar return, do not
get alarmed. The point is to be careful. From what I have seen, this does
occur in everyone's life at certain years. You have to look at what else is
going on and then, if things are really bad, then just be aware and of
course, really build a strong aura of protection around yourself. Reinforce
it daily. I have had several times when I saw my potential fate and was
alert and aware and the energies manifested in a better way than if I had
just walked into it unknowing.
One case I found very interesting was that of OJ and Nicole Brown Simpson.
His Saturn was in hard aspect to her ruler, among other deadly aspects.
There were many other antagonistic aspects as well. She had an exact
Sun/Jupiter opposition that played a major part in her murder. She was very

overconfident. IMO, this case was creepy. With SRs, the locality chart and
the birth chart will both reveal the same events for the year, though in
different ways as the house positions [say if someone moved far from the
place of their birth] will be different.
Her death occurred within a couple of weeks [if I remember correctly] of her
birthday [a time when one is vulnerable]. Transiting Saturn crossed her
ascendant into her first house. This is a most horrid transit in anyone's
life and this is where your luck runs out. Interestingly, her overconfidence
like I mentioned before played a major role in her murder. OJ was jealous
and controlling. She divorced him and then a couple years later, wanted him
back. Then, million dollars later with gifts, etc, she then decided she
didn't want him and dumped him. In addition, she was having a very open
affair with his friend and his friend would park his SUV outside of her
condominium every day and OJ was having her followed by private detectives.
My bringing this up is for an example of a classic and very creepy
astrological case that was blatant, with Mars/Uranus involved.
Her exact Sun/Jupiter opposition was at 27 degrees Taurus/Scorpio. In the SR
for the year she was murdered, 1994, 5 of her ten planets lined up on the
26th degree, Mars on late 25th degree, all under 2 degrees orb to the
Sun/Jupiter opposition. Her best friend begged her to take a trip to Mexico,
but she refused and stated there was no reason to do this. It may have saved
her life. SR Uranus/Neptune conjunction opposed her natal co-ruler Mars. SR
Saturn was tightly conjunct her SR descendant [others]. SR IC also lined up
exact with her 7th house Moon. The 7th is the house of others and this can
be the others doing the victimizing. Her natal co-ruler Mars in the SR is in
the 8th house of death. To add to this, 6 of her ten planets in her solar
return are all on late degrees. In this case, it was death. You have to look
at everything.
Now, for the relation to her lunar return for her month of death, Virgo,
which was rising in her SR is contained in her LR first house with 29 of Leo
on the cusp. This is a repeat of the SR. In her locality LR for Los Angeles,
Mars/Uranus of violence is on the angles and as I stated this before, this
intensifies the energies and influence of the planets involved. LR Pluto
makes in inconjunct to the LR Mars from the 8th house of death. The
Mars/Uranus square is tight, just 2 degrees of orb from being exact. Her LR
8th house of death cusp is tightly conjunct Unukalhai of loss.
Jupiter isn't always positive. She had Jupiter in Scorpio in the 8th house
of death and Scorpio is also the sign of death. SR Jupiter was conjunct her
natal chart ruler Neptune in Scorpio. Given all of the other indications,
this resulted in her death. There are many more indications. I mentioned
this because of the Mars/Uranus hard aspect that was intensified by her
location in Los Angeles. There is much more, but I am real busy and have
gone on with this too long as it is.
Also, concerning world affairs, this is something I don't know very much
about, but my mother told me when she was very young, she and her mother
were standing out on a field on their farm and the Sun was glowing red and
there was a black spot on the Sun and her mother told her [this was in the
late 1930's] that there would be a war. Also, Neptune and Pluto are in the
signs exactly opposite that they were before WW2 at this time. Jupiter and
Uranus are also involved. I could go on and on, but have to get offline

right now.

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.com
____________________________________________________________
Can't remember your password? Do you need a strong and secure password?
Use Password manager! It stores your passwords & protects your account.
Check it out at http://mysecurelogon.com/password-manager
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1716
From: eu71992
Subject: Re: How can i get over this Saturn imbalance?

Date: 8/9/2014

Thank you for answer... I'll a square for one of those planets since is a good period.
I would like to ask on more thing. Must one have a chart ruller? because I see that that I have no planet in
my ascendant sign, but I have a planet in my descendant sign... I have 3 planets (in the same house) in one
sign and 4 planets (in 2 houses) in another sign.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1717
From: stygian.shadowcreeper
Subject: SR Venus in 5th - something else than romance?

Date: 8/9/2014

Can SR Venus conjunct natal Sun in the 5th INTERCEPTED, but with Venus as the ruler of the 5th mean
anything else than some romantic relationship?
Soon I'll be having this aspect, so I wonder how money- or skill-wise could I use it to my benefit - any ideas?
HS!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1718
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: Re: SR Venus in 5th - something else than romance?

Date: 8/9/2014

It seems you may be having fun (Alittle less then it would be with Jupiter making a
transit to the 5th house) Im thinking you'll be feeling more reactive and artistic.
Hail our Creator God Satan.

On Saturday, August 9, 2014 12:11 PM, "stygian.shadowcreeper@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Can SR Venus conjunct natal Sun in the 5th INTERCEPTED, but with Venus as the ruler of the 5th mean anything else than
some romantic relationship?
Soon I'll be having this aspect, so I wonder how money- or skill-wise could I use it to my benefit - any ideas?
HS!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1720
From: stygian.shadowcreeper
Subject: Re: SR Venus in 5th - something else than romance?
Can it somehow awake some latent artistic talents of mine? :P
With Mercury in Libra in an angular house...
Okay Shannon, thank you for your input =]

Date: 8/10/2014

HS!

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <soutlaw92@...> wrote :

It seems you may be having fun (Alittle less then it would be with Jupiter making a
transit to the 5th house) Im thinking you'll be feeling more reactive and artistic.
Hail our Creator God Satan.

On Saturday, August 9, 2014 12:11 PM, "stygian.shadowcreeper@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Can SR Venus conjunct natal Sun in the 5th INTERCEPTED, but with Venus as the ruler of the 5th mean anything else than
some romantic relationship?
Soon I'll be having this aspect, so I wonder how money- or skill-wise could I use it to my benefit - any ideas?
HS!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1721
Subject: Re: Uranus opp Mars in SR?

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 8/11/2014

Thank you, HPS Maxine :)
Hail Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1722
From: eu71992
Subject: Re: How can i get over this Saturn imbalance?

Date: 8/12/2014

Thank you very much, for all the adivice and explanations! What a silly misunderstanding, that caused big
modification of results...
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 1724

From:
strengthxknowledgexpower

Date: 8/14/2014

Subject: predictive astrology
Hello all.
I have received my astrology chart and full reading from Maxine a few years ago. It was brilliant. My
birthday is soon approaching and I would like to for cast for the year! Seeing as how our High Priestess is
taking a break on Astrological services I would like to hear some recommendations from other Satanist
members. I've seen different software available for casting charts and finding progressions for personal
planets and also seen people advertising their chart services for solar return and other predictive methods.
Of course I am not so open to trusting anybody besides the High priestess. Have any of you received
services through a respectable individual? Do you have more info on how to predict oneself?
Thank you very much for your input.
Hail Father Satan forever.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1725
Subject: Re: predictive astrology

Astrology online solar return charts
Solar Return - Astrology online

From: Teloc Vovim

Date: 8/15/2014

Solar Return - Astrology
online
Calculate your Solar Return chart and get
your solar return forecast report.
Intrepretation of Solar Return chart

View on www.astrologyonline.eu

Preview by Yahoo

"The absence of darkness in a person does not suggest an abundance of light, for to know
the light you must have known the darkness."
www.JoyofSatan.org
www.exposingchristianity.com
http://spiritualwarfare666.webs.com/Satans_Library.htm

On Thursday, August 14, 2014 10:27 PM, "strengthxknowledgexpower@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Hello all.
I have received my astrology chart and full reading from Maxine a few years ago. It was brilliant. My birthday is soon
approaching and I would like to for cast for the year! Seeing as how our High Priestess is taking a break on Astrological
services I would like to hear some recommendations from other Satanist members. I've seen different software available for
casting charts and finding progressions for personal planets and also seen people advertising their chart services for solar
return and other predictive methods. Of course I am not so open to trusting anybody besides the High priestess. Have any of
you received services through a respectable individual? Do you have more info on how to predict oneself?
Thank you very much for your input.
Hail Father Satan forever.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1726
Subject: telugu astrology

From: dhondetivenkat

Date: 8/17/2014

The full moon phase is a time for inner illumination, it is a good time for a better understanding or
grounding prior to any action. The full moon traditionally is used to release unwanted influences in your life
and for creating 'full on' energy.

telugu astrology

Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 1727

From:
Date: 8/18/2014
high_priest_hooded_cobra_666

Subject: Sermon: Do you want a new future?

As times go by, many people are and many are now becoming aware of what the jews have been doing to
us Gentiles for centuries. For that reason, people are becoming very enraged, rightfully desiring a revenge
against this race of people. As the days go by, people are making their research. We do our part in fighting
global jewry, by educating people. When people find themselves the lies the enemy has spewed, about
religion, about every facet of life, people are becoming even more hatefully aggressive towards the ‘chosen
ones’.

The chosen “ones” have one “god” and its name is “money”. Without their so called “god”, they are nothing
but a piece of shit. There are people who are inaware of the jews, one thing: read history. Read history from
unbiased sources. There are more than hundreds books of 1000 pages or more, revealing the crimes of the
jews, be it in Ancient Greece, Ancient Egypt, Roman Empire (whom they destroyed), Assyria and the Middle
east, Even in the Americas (murder of the Indians) and so forth. People are being educated and not ed-jewcated as they have done in the Age of Pisces.
The Age of Pisces and confusion and lies of the Abrahamic pieces of shit are over, unfortunately.

People nowdays know of the Inquisition that destroyed Europe and pletted the land with blood of the
‘heathens’ and people know of the crimes of the Vatican. People know what Christianity and the other “holy”
major religions have done to Humanity, Science and everything that is beautiful. People know what
happened in the middle ages (people dying like rats from the Bubonic plague because xianity said that “cats
were of the devil” and mass murdered them, as thus letting the infected rats roam). People know about the
“purity belts”, people know about the Federal Reserve and who owns it, people know about the stolen land
of pissrael, people know about all these things or have even heard about them. People know the CEO heads
and the ilk in the big-ass industries, be them pharmaceutical, or food industries. People know about the Black
Slave trade, people know the curses the Ancient Egyptians receive in the bible. People know all these things.
People know how Hitler was dragged into war and never intended there to be war. People ARE learning
about USSR and the jewish beast, people have seen what the jews do when they have power. People know
about the jewish mafia in Brazil and the cocaine cartels, people know all of this. People know of their direct
involvement and control of anything. People know of the Torah, of their Protocols in where they are calling
us a piece of meat and goy. People know about the Rothschilds and the civil war. People see what the
jewish spawn of ‘communism’ is doing to china and how it shaped these people.

The Great masses of people aweaken. People know that we have a Soul and that we owe nothing in the
jews. Their spells are breaking and their state is crumbling.

People know that to the jews are are only to be slaves, animals and dead meat.

People are getting to realize the ‘god’ of nowdays that has allowed the world to rot for 2000 years, is just
another jew, with stolen identity and personality from many major Ancient Gods.

People KNOW.
Nowdays, people know what they do. They know their unholy alliance with ET’s and other entities, how
they stole spiritual knowledge, how xianity, islam and Judaism have one aim: world domination under the
jews. People see about Gaza everyday, how people are getting chopped and are dying, the murdering of
the Yezidis by their kike-run and guided wars.

People know their lies.

But you know more, you know the Truth.

You know the capability of the Human Race, you know the True Father, you have the means to exact
Spiritual justice on these spiritual, mental and physical criminals! So what should you do?
BRING SPIRITUAL JUSTICE.

If millions of souls who have been destroyed, raped, mutilated, poisoned, made lost, made insane and have
endlessly suffered under the jews don’t give you the shivers, if you deny all the Gentiles that live within you
and in your blood, that have suffered for your Sake by trying to survive, that have spilled their blood for you,
so you can live today and have another chance in defeating this scum.

Every Satanist must therefore affirm and say:

“WE GENTILES OF SATAN ARE DEAD ANGRY WITH YOU, ALL OF YOU AND WE WILL NOT LET YOU ESCAPE
THIS TIME. THIS TIME YOU WILL BE SHOWN NO SPIRITUAL MERCY. WE ARE FREE FROM YOUR LIES AND
KNOW IT ALL ABOUT YOU AND YOUR TREACHEROUS WORK AGAINST US!”

Satan wants nobody to allow themselves to be fast asleep when we have this chance to exact justice on this
race of Criminals who are and stand against whatever we have being trying to create as Gentile people.
Destroy spiritually what has been destroying for thousands of years.

NONE OF YOU IS ALLOWED TO ALLOW THEM TO DESTROY YOU, BECAUSE YOUR LIVES AND YOUR
FUTURES, THE FUTURE OF HUMANITY IS MORE PRESCIOUS THAN A MERE COMFORT OF COWARDICE.

People of our Pagan Gods have spilled their blood in the sand and the Earth, screaming that one day will be
back and take revenge against those who destroyed the world of Satan. Now us, as their Sons and
Daughters, take the Holy fire to incinerate SPIRITUALLY all that has been destroying for so long! THE
JEWISH TYRANNY AGAINST US, THAT OF THE JEWISH RACE!

So, do you want a new future? Or do you want us to be destroyed?

When we are so close to the new dawn, nobody is allowed to not welcome the Sun!

HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!!

HEIL THE GODS!!!!!!!!!!

HAIL TO OUR SPIRITUAL WARRIORS AND PEOPLE!!!!!

http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic5159.html

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Orb degrees

Message: 1728

From: vabzirteloch

Date: 9/4/2014

I'm a little bit confused concerning the orbs in astrology.
One of my astrology books says that each planet has different orbs for different of the aspects, for example
the Sun:
17° for conjunctions and oppositions,
11°20' for trines,
5°40' for sextiles,
8°30' for squares, and
4°for the minor aspects
Are these correct?
Another source stated that the orbs differ from each other only in regards to the aspects, but we should use
the same orbs for every planet, except the Sun and the Moon.
So what exactly are we using here? I'm really confused.
Thanks in advance.
Vabzir Teloch
HAIL SATAN!
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 1729

From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich

Subject: Re: Orb degrees
Personally, I have always used for interpreting birth charts:
For
For
For
For

conjunctions, squares, trines and oppositions 8-9 degrees
sextiles 6 degrees
inconjuncts 5 degrees
semi-sextiles, semi-squares, sesi-squares, quintiles 1 1/2 degrees.

In some cases, as with synastry, if there is a Saturn aspect to the ruler,
of which I already posted on, it is best to use caution and widen the orb,
even the sign, such as opposing signs i.e., Scorpio/Taurus, and signs that
square i.e., Libra/Capricorn. But as for doing birth chart interpretations,

Date: 9/5/2014

I have always used the above.
I also want to add through my own research, semi-sextiles and the other
so-called "minor aspects" are aspects of fate; especially the semi-sextile,
rather than aspects of personality traits. The reason being, if correctly
read, the orbs are very tight and when one has two or more planets linked on
a certain degree or within 1 1/2 orb of a certain degree, there will be a
fated event that will occur in the life at some point. The more planets that
tie into that degree, the more major the event will be. A major turning
point in one's life.
In some cases, the linked planets can also indicate something one is born
with such as a special talent or an anomaly. I knew a woman who had an IQ of
over 185 and she had an exact Mercury/Uranus square linked with her
ascendant degree, making this personal. People born on that day would have
the tight Mercury/Uranus square, but when an aspect links to one's
ascendant, chart ruler or midheaven and the orb is under 1 1/2 degrees, it
becomes personal.
High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.com
______________________________________________________________
Orb degrees Thu Sep 4, 2014 5:54 am (PDT) . Posted by: vabzirteloch I'm a
little bit confused concerning the orbs in astrology.
One of my astrology books says that each planet has different orbs for
different of the aspects, for example the Sun:

17° for conjunctions and oppositions,
11°20' for trines,
5°40' for sextiles,
8°30' for squares, and
4°for the minor aspects

Are these correct?
Another source stated that the orbs differ from each other only in regards
to the aspects, but we should use the same orbs for every planet, except the
Sun and the Moon.
So what exactly are we using here? I'm really confused.
Thanks in advance.
____________________________________________________________
FREE 3D EARTH SCREENSAVER - Watch the Earth right on your desktop!
Check it out at http://www.inbox.com/earth
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1730
Subject: Re: Orb degrees

From: vabzirteloch

Date: 9/7/2014

Thank you for the info!
Vabzir Teloch
HAIL SATAN!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1731
Subject: Question please

From: wargamer44

Date: 9/7/2014

This is something very important to me as I am a Physicist and my degree caused me to study this in
mathematical detail in the past. And btw, I'm dedicated and have read Jos throughout.

We exist in a three-dimensional "sea" of stars and planets. The way we see them is from our relative
position in all this mess. They all interact with us to a certain degree too; the most obvious are the fact that
the sun won't let us out of an elliptical orbit (thank gods, lol) and the tides are a special gift from the moon.
Gravity!

Now, all the others influence each other too. About 100 to 200 years ago people started noticing what they
called "anomalies" in their calculations and predictions on where planets should be. Smart people figured
out that there is an unknown planet pulling and predicted where it should be. And yep, there is was! They
kept going and found most of the outer planets that way.

So, is worrying about retrograde Mars, Saturn in the house of whatever, etc. just the belief that small
gravitational tugs affect our daily lives? I don't see how. I do agree the moon (especially full) affects
behavior...

And even the biggest question of all, why in the Hell would Satan even care? He sees them from a different
view/angle anyway. Shouldn't we use star maps as viewed from Orion?

Thanks!!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1732
Subject: Re: Question please

From: hells666steward

Date: 9/8/2014

Well, it really doesn't have much of anything to do with gravity.
You said it right the first time: we exist in a "sea of planets"
More accurately, we exist in a "sea of space" and the planets give SHAPE to that space.
Space, EXISTENCE, is consciousness. The Ether. Akasha. Spirit.
Matter rises from consciousness, not the other way around.
This does not mean that the universe IS conscious. It is not. But it is made of the stuff that gives rise to all
aspects of a conscious being - emotions, feelings, volition, thought - these are cosmic forces which find their
ultimate expression and manifestation in the living being.

And humans are very, very advanced living beings. So they express these qualities thoroughly.
And Gods are perfect living beings. They express these qualities perfectly and for eternity.
The planets, being massive, and existing at intervals from the center star of the system, SHAPE the space,
the consciousness that surrounds us.
They are beacons of energy, and their positions relative to the Earth (where those life forms exist) will
therefore "pull" on the souls of those beings who are upon the Earth.
Life is made of the same stuff that the stars are made of - both physically and spiritually, at the soul.
The planets' energies affect everything around them. When they move, we feel it, even on a subconscious
level. That's why the stuff of the occult is called "subtle" - it's hard for most people to notice, but it governs
our very reality.
If we were in Hell, standing on the surface of the planet where Satan is now, then yes, we would be looking
at whatever stars and planets were in our vicinity - those stars and planets would be shaping OUR reality.
But we are on Earth, and so Neptune is more important to us than, say, Betelgeuse.
We are nowhere near Betelgeuse. It still affects us, but not as directly or as strongly.
Satan and the other Gods have mastered astrology - they lived in this star system for tens upon hundreds of
thousands of years so they especially know this star system's astrology - many of the gods were BORN here
so that takes their connection to this star system to a whole other level as well. They are also still interested
in Earth astrology because this is their planet, and we (their children) are still living on it. And it is a
battlefield in the war that they are fighting. So they have to pay attention to the planets' positions here because those planets govern this reality.
But as for THEIR daily lives, yes, they would be concerned with whatever stars and planets were in their own
cosmic backyard.
But on the other hand, they are Gods. So their relationship to stars and planets is ENTIRELY DIFFERENT
than our relationship to stars and planets - because THEY are GODS - they can read and direct all the
energies of the planets and bend them to their own will. Easily.
Humans, on the other hand, are far weaker. Therefore, we are thrown around by the energies of the
planets, and have very little control over how the planets' energies manifest in our lives, by comparison. This
is where you get into "fate." This is why humans have so little control over their own lives - humans have
weak souls and are therefore at the mercy of whatever energies are around them, and subject to the whims
of higher beings as well - whether benevolent (our gods) or not (the enemy).
And so the study of astrology is also important for us, because although we might not be able to literally
direct the energies of the planets (basically "telling" a planet how its energies will manifest), humans still can
direct the energies of the planets to some limited degree by knowing what energies are coming and trying to
act accordingly. For example, if Mars and Uranus are squaring each other, this is a time when accidents are
more likely to happen. Because that's the nature of those planets and that aspect. Mars rules violence and
bloodshed, Uranus rules unexpected events. The Square is an aspect of stress. You get the picture.
Someone who studies astrology would know that such a time is not ideal for visiting an amusement park
and getting on the brand new rollercoaster. This is a very simple example but you get the idea.
So it is still useful for humans to know astrology, because humans can try and adjust their actions in the
physical world to maximize the energies around them, which astrology will reveal. Gods, on the other hand,
will just DECIDE NOT TO HAVE ANY ACCIDENTS - and the accidents just won't happen. They are kind of...

more powerful than the planets. It's not that the planets don't have power. They do. But the Gods can
direct that power and decide how that energy will manifest in the physical world.
Energies all have their own natures, and each planet's energy is entirely different, and therefore each planet
rules over some aspect of consciousness and some aspect of our lives. Life on Earth is nothing more than a
miniature version of the solar system. The human soul is a miniature version of the solar system - Mars
represents the head of the human body, the brain (along with Mercury), etc and Mars also rules the blood
and arteries - and in the soul, Mars rules the 2nd chakra. The Sun rules the 3rd chakra in the soul, and the
heart and spine in the physical body. Et cetera.
So when The Sun's energy is weak, this will affect life on Earth (and will affect every life form differently,
depending on their own genetics and astrology, etc). Someone with a weak 3rd chakra and a weak Sun in
their astrology chart will have a tough time when the Sun is also weak, and so on. An afflicted Sun in one's
astrology chart can indicate a heart condition, since the heart is ruled by The Sun. You get the idea.

Anyway, welcome.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1733
Subject: Progression hour

From: stygian.shadowcreeper

Date: 9/13/2014

"One day for each year progressions are used for the Sun, Moon, Mercury, Venus, Mars, and the four
angles [the ascendant, midheaven, IC, and descendant]. The outer planets move too slowly for this
particular method. The midnight date and the noon dates determine the 6 months for the year in
question; this is especially helpful in charting the course of the Moon, as it moves faster than the
other planets."

Does it mean that when the year starts, one should cast a chart with midnight or noon? Because it is
unclear...
HS!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1734
Subject: Retrograde Planets

From: piplup_8910

Date: 9/13/2014

Hi. I have been working with Astrology for a few weeks now and have picked up on it very well. I went back
to look at my chart and became somewhat confused with the answers it was providing me. I noticed I had
five retrograde planets. Most of them were dominant in the chart as well, meaning they had more power. I
also took a closer look and noticed most of them were in a house of delay and problems, ie. Pluto in
Scorpio, Jupiter in Sagittarius, and Uranus in Aquarius. I am kinda worried what this means. I have been
frantically reading the page on the JoS site, but it's providing no answers on the "delays or problems" in
these houses. Could someone help me out? I posted the information on the retrograde planets below.
Mercury in Gemini, House 12, Retrograde, Dominant
Jupiter in Sagittarius, House 6, Retrograde, Dominant
Uranus in Aquarius, House 8, Retrograde, Dominant
Neptune in Capricorn, House 7, Retrograde
Pluto in Scorpio, House 5, Retrograde, Dominant
I hope this does not mean anything bad, but I'd rather be prepared for what is ahead then live in fear of it
not knowing what it does. Please help!
Hail Satan! Hail Lilith! Hail Asmodeus!

Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 1736

From:
Date: 9/20/2014
high_priest_hooded_cobra_666
Subject: 9/20/2014 Complaints about "Enemy attacks" and the xian mindsets.
Due to that if answering only on a post, many would still remain with questions, a sermon is written so that
things will grow clearer from those suffering from enemy attacks and that sort of thing.
Those who have went far in Satanism know its not an easy road, neither pelted with roses and glitter.
Anything but that. But, as we grow powerful and in power we can escape the grip of other entities and
people who are hindering our freedom, emotional, spiritual or whatever. Satan is the True God, He is the
Truth and he opens our eyes to the Truth once we dedicate, given we are aware, meditate and ask him to
enlighten us. With opening one's eyes to the Truth, we see beautiful and ugly things, both in the extremities.
First of all, we have understood a global jewish conspiracy from "out there". Those who have went far in
Satanism know this beyond any doubt and see this with their own eyes. Satan has showed me many times
things that I did not like, but, above all I like the Truth being handed to me, which is exactly what he did.

The enemy race of jews is the architect and slave master of the major programms of removal of spiritual
knowledge. By their grip in mass media, by their massive financial power and all other powers they possess,
they create a society of slaves, idiots and careless people without a Soul. They teach people being a slave is
a virtue, so they can enslave them. Their protocols of zion, they bible, their created koran and all their
philosophies revolve around making everything a big clump of no diversity while them are at the top. They
have the nerve to say that even "God" himself must be a jew. So far the idiocy and putrid soul and mind of
these desert nomads has went, that they even claim to be the chosen of some...Psychopathic "god" that sits
on the clouds, strikes people and watches you when you masturbate because he himself ordained is a sin
and therefore he will send you to hell for it, but HEEEY wait, he knew you would sin so practically created
you to punish you in a lake of fire?
You will see where I am going with that, just bear with me.
Okay people are we serious now? Do you see, grasp and understand that all these insane bullshit have
been infesting the minds of humanity for 2000 years and more? I know to people here who are spiritually
liberated thanks to Satan, masturbating or whatever does feel literally freeing. Sex is a pleasure. But do you
realize there are people out there who are afraid to touch their genitalia, or get the man/woman of their
dreams, or even have a decent home, or even eat meat at Thursdays and Fridays? Do you realize the depth
of programming that has orchestrated by the jews inside the souls and minds of people? Do you realize this
filthy unexistant piece of shit has made the whole society neurotic and incapable by a large degree, and
even devasted TOTALLY BEYOND REPAIR the minds and souls of numerous people?
Do you understand how much they underestimate us subconsciously and what messages they are passing in
their bible etc? That "god" must be a jew and so forth. When this ugly non-existent piece of shit did not
answer prayers, obviously one felt even more rejected by "god", who is a jew and therefore the mind
makes the co-relation to respect the jews (therefore according to xian faith "god") or that they have power
and other things. The subconscious mind makes all these connections.
DO YOU REALIZE THE UGLINESS OF THEY HAVE CREATED? THE VILENESS OF THEIR WORKS? WAKE UP
HUMANITY, WAKE UP SATANISTS!!!!
Now if you take a look around, these people are people we probably have had in our families. People whom
we know, even the people who held us when we came out of the womb of our mother (which in many cases
has been a xian as well) and maybe when we came into this world the first thing we heard was "fucking
jizzus its a boy/girl!!!". For those growing up in xian household, they know how much indoctrination we have
had from school, from people and so forth.
Tie into ALL of that the media, the games, the bullshit, the interaction of our psyche with the psyche of all

around us in a subconscious level and so forth. The enemy has had us almost totally. All their "projections"
placed before our eyes set us the goy into the "right" and "politically correct" path of obeying to some sort
of hebrew kike zombie, who is supposedly a jew and is the "god of all creation". You get the motto here?
No matter if we payed attention to these things, our minds do. The package of all the above comes with a
streak of fear, illusions, lack of knowledge, choosing to be arrogant, losing one's self and so forth. Let alone
the historical torture, total lack of scientific knowledge, even malnutrition caused by the jews and their
famines, the massive degeneration of the pure races and their Genetics (which were bestowed upon the
Gentile Races by our Gods when they were here physically) and so forth. This has been going on for 2000
years. All that torture is imprint to a degree upon a Soul.
Infact, everyone tries to shape us into some good slave.

MEDITATION AND ADVANCING IN SATANISM BRINGS THE *EXACT* OPPOSITE OF THIS EFFECT,
LIBERATION, MENTAL, SPIRITUAL AND EXISTENTIAL!! Therefore I let it up to you to understand that our
mind being loyal to the programmings it have received might do to deter us from....Our own good. The jews
want even to take your mental peace away. To have you live in fear of some kike 'god', to own you and
your Soul and all you are. Can you grasp this concept? Do you see and understand the PURE EVIL NATURE
of these people and of their creations now?

Those of us who are here have obviously been for the most part immune to this brainwashing, as our Souls
/Genetics have been to where we are able to understand the rotten society and status quo of the enemy.
Internally we know the Truth about our origins and so forth and in due time, this prevailed over the lies and
we started searching. We found Satan, dedicated and are evolving in His path and way, re-vamping our Soul
energy, our powers of the mind and so forth, meditating.
Now take all the above in conjuction and add the alien bastards into the story. Thing is, the alien bastards of
the enemy did what they had to do. They infested society, guided their agents and so forth. To really
understand why the attacks occur, take all the above in consideration and then, put personal problems we
might have as people (there is a variety) and mix all of that. The enemy has created and shaped our minds
since we were toddlers against all these things we do. Against power, against being somebody, against being
our True self (they tried to cover everything with lies), against building a strong body, against everything
creative and productive.

Do you understand there are people, so subconsciously dehumanized, out there who pollute the Earth and
destroy the globe, justifying it in their sub conscience or even CONSCIOUSLY and VERBALLY that "THE
EARTH IS TRANSIENT AND WAS CREATED BY "GOD" SO ITS NOT IMPORTANT AS WE GO TO HEAVEN,
THIS WORLD BELONGS TO SATAN". Yes, there are fucking retards with single digit IQ who think that way,
being so faithfully under the jewish rot and programming. Do you GRASP that its up to you to end this hoax
of CATASTROPHIC proportions and its orchestrators? Do you understand that the Earth herself is going to
pay, let alone the whole Humanity, the fruit of all that?

Thats why we do our Destruction Rituals and EVERYONE has to participate.

The subconscious minds of others and their domination (or our domination to them) and so forth. For
instance you might grow out of nowhere too bored to meditate. If someone in your early life used to
dominate you in some way and your mind convinced itself that you want to be under their influence, then
this may contribute to that you self stop yourself from advancing, as to remain on the programmed path of
your mind. In other words, what we want consciously, we must make sure we want subconsciously. The

subconscious mind with all these situations of today and all this sick and insane world, rarely is at benefit of
someone so it has be reworked and reprogrammed. Then you will understand where MANY of these attacks
come from, our own minds. I know it sounds strange and in no way one should forget the enemy...But...
The enemy has worked it out to where most of us self-attack our own self. Thats how intelligent and
deceptive they are. Deprogramming yourselves from xianity/islam and maintaining self control will put most
of their attacks to a dead end. When all this is under control, and you know it, then you can be sure its
them. Sometimes, its both.
In closing, what I am saying is to stop being paranoid and examine the causes ALWAYS. For instance if you
have a stabbing pain somewhere, it MAY be an attack, but it MAY also be some disease, something bad you
ate or whatever. Its not always some alien from outer-space, other than that when it really is. Many do not
know how much power these bastard beings have (or used to have, because now they try to save pissrael
from her undoing). This is more than just telepathy. Being paranoid that one gets attacked is a main reason
of drawing these to you. Tune them out. Like they do not exist. You feel attacked? Attack back, protect
yourself, not in a way of making them exist even more in your life.

Tune in Satan more instead, make True God's influence in your life stronger and brighter. Do not dwell on
some fucked up aliens with no conscience. Dwell on beings that love you and have proved it, you GD and
our Gods. Keep on advancing. Do self reasearch. Do you "expect" and attack or feel "worthy" of an attack?
This might draw attention to you, like your own mind drawing them. Do you feel very "warlike" and want to
somehow taunt them or something? This might do that. Just do your protection, maintain self control and
know yourself. The enemy is crumbling as we speak and has been crumbling for a long time. As we go,
they will be destroyed further by our spiritual works and in the Satanic End, we will have exacted spiritual
justice on these spiritual criminals, the murderers of the Human Spirit and Soul.
Satan is the Real God, has the Real Power and is for the Real Gentile Spirit and Glory. Allow Him to open
your eyes, totally and unconditionally. Work on building a strong relation with Him. We must annihilate the
enemy. When you realize the depth of the ugliness and the work of the enemy, you will surely rage so much
beyond doubt. Work on freeing yourselves.
- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1737
Subject: Please have a look at my chart

From: reisenden_forlorne

Date: 9/29/2014

Namaste My DOB is July 5 1991 Kolkata 11.25:10 PM . For past one and a half yr I have been facing serious career problem
.I had my chart read by 2 astrologers who only predicted using Lagna/Birth chart .Now couple of days ago one of my friend
who do have a little hand in astrology took a look & said there's serious problem when analyzing the birth chart corrected by
KP system & there some bad yoga of rahu+sat which will screw me over.So my request to the learned persons here to tell
me exactly what's wrong wrt KP chart & D-10 -plz don't sugarcoat & let me know the truth.
My sincere thanks in advance

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1741
Subject: Re: Please have a look at my chart

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 10/3/2014

It is not a good idea to post personal information for the public to see. Your astrological birth chart gives
away your weaknesses and can be used to make curses against you significantly more effective. There are
many people who would be pleasured by the death or ruin of a Spiritual Satanist. Releasing persona
information can cause severe problems in the future.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Pluto

Message: 1742

From: Samy

Date: 10/5/2014

As of last year, and in fact, for the next 4 years or so, Pluto has, is and will be aspecting my Natal Moon.

Now, the effects of this aspect have been very transformative, for example, as the Moon rules the family
unit, my family life has been greatly changed and transformed. My sister has gone to study in another
country, and my father also moved to another country to work, though he comes back regularly for visits.
Soon, as well, my mother is due to work, so basically, there is going to be no one living at home par me
and my brothers.
Pluto is aspecting my Fifth House Moon from the Fifth House of children (indicating a new baby), my baby
cousin was born.
So now, the question. Cancer (ruler of Moon) is in my 12th House of psychic ability/powers of the mind. My
psychic powers and mind powers have greatly increased, in that I have became more and more spiritually
open. I can understand messages from the Gods and such and also, I can sense a person's energy, what
they are about and how xian/pisslim they are by just a look on their face. I have been told that this is a very
good opportunity to permanently open myself up to the astral, in that I can openly hear and see other
entities on the astral. So far, my Guardian only mentioned the Moon Square to me. Anyone else have any
other methods that are powerful opening up the Soul that worked with them?
Another question, when I looked at my Solar Return charts for the next 5-6 years, I saw Pluto in different
positions every time, and at one stage, I even saw Pluto in the Ascendant/1st House. I thought Pluto is the
slowest moving Planet and it should stay in one House/position for a long time??

Thanks in Advance.

HAIL SATAN!!!
HAIL AZAZEL!!!
HAIL ENLIL!!!
HEIL HITLER!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1744
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Finishing off the Jewish Tyranny. [Small Working]

Date: 10/10/2014

http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic5159.html

Fellow Brothers, Sisters and Commrades.
Today it is another day like all others that we belong to the Truth and serve the Truth. Those of us who
have been with us until the end, saw and have done all the big work we are seeing the seeds of today. We
have been rampantly attacking Israel and will continue doing so. There were members who went very far
with this as all our family has done, attacked the enemy ruthlessly for 40 or even 80 days concusively. Due
to the effort of these modern day Heroes and our Freedom fighters, international jewry is crumbling as the
day goes by.
Though, as much as we see victory, we see something very evident: That the enemy will not just stand
there and die. That they are very dangerous now like they never were.
We have had people who doubted, run away in lazyness or fear, those Faithful Warriors of Satan know that
Satan stands above them and has them under his wings. We had people who worked ruthlessly and wrote
and are still writting history in its most subtle level. THIS IS YOU. YOU ARE NOT THE IGNORANT, YOU ARE
THE BEINGS OF TRUTH AND THE LIGHT. I ask both of you to stand on your height of Soul and finish off the
intruders of our life. There is not one problem in our lives that is not connected to the international jewry.
You see what they do to Gaza, what they have done to countless civilizations. This is only a bit of dust on

what they will do to us if they will prevail.
For that reason I call the spiritual elites of this Era, to fight them ruthlessly, once more and until the end.
Even when things are seemingly over, we must not fool ourselves as they will not go down so easily. Those
who stop now, steps before the end, are not worthy of what it is to come. WE WANT A FREE WORLD. A
WORLD FOR YOU AND ME AND NOT THESE JEWS TO RULE ON.
I call everyone to the Spiritual Arms. These days like no other days the enemy has been around their coffin.
Its of serious historical importanct that you act now. I tell you this from the bottom of my Soul, from the
bottom of my Heart. If you are not the greatest and most brave people in the world, I do not know who that
is.
Those who know what we do, know that we should decimate those who oppress us. Now is our most fatal
opportunity.
You raised your head in spiritual tyranny, you have been with us from the start to the end. And you are now
living to see the fruits which we have planted.
Be merciless in your pursuit of justice and in your pursuit of a better, Satanic World.
We are the most defamed, the most misunderstood, the most brave, the women and men against time,
those who have an eternal vision of a greater tommorow. Its up to you who have the tools of shaping the
world to shape it. FATE CALLS YOU ALL TO DO IT!!!
So what I am asking is quite easy.
Everyday, until the day that a Ritual will come, which will be soon, raise the following and direct it as
following.
-Thurisaz x9.
Then affirm Once with intent"Israel and all the jewish race of peoples are permanently and completely destroyed in every and all levels of
existence."
-Hagalaz x9
Then affirm Once with intent"Israel and all the jewish race of peoples are permanently and completely destroyed in every and all levels of
existence."
You can multiply 9 vibrations and do this, like x18 Thurisaz or x18 Hagalaz.
An Alternate affirmation would be as following: "Israel and the jewish race as a whole are now being
permanently and completely destroyed, in every and all levels of existence."
****ALL THE ABOVE IS TO BE DONE EVERYDAY, UNTIL A NEW RITUAL IS POSTED. THIS SHOULD BE PART
OF YOUR DAILY MEDITATIONS. PREFFERABLY, DO THIS FIRST AND THEN DO YOUR AURA OF
PROTECTION AND CLEANING MEDITATION!
Use whichever feels more on the point for you. Both are the same thing. But some might have a tendency
toward one or the other.

You can imagine grey energy suffocating them all over the globe, with severe intensity. This is to be done
daily with your daily meditations. This will add up to our older Rituals and finish the job. But the job is not
finished until WE finish it. And we are not idiots to think that Israel is overwith...Far from it.
Satan has placed his faith in us. Lets make Father Satan proud and create a world in which his name stands
proud for all the Ages!

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

HAIL SATAN!!!!!!
HAIL THE GODS AND DEMONS OF SATAN!!!!!!
HAIL TO OUR MOST PRECIOUS AND FAITHFUL COMRADES AND WARRIORS!!
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 1745

From:
Date: 10/10/2014
high_priest_hooded_cobra_666

Subject: Sermon: Sex and the Gods
Greetings to our family.
We see many times and have saw in the past, some posts in regards to the Gods and sexuality, or claims
that people get intimate with the Gods or that sort of thing. This is TRUE in the case of succubi and incubi,
but I see much blasphemy going around in regards to High Ranking Gods who actually are for the most part,
married or engaged from beings from their own kind. I have heard atrocious claims in regards to Satan and
Lilith and even more.
Let alone the gossip some people do with the personal lives of the Gods. Thats their personal bussiness and
if they feel like sharing, they will. Satan is open with all of us and so are the Gods. [Seriously.........Thats not
fucking hollywood and some need to wake up]
I DO NOT MEAN IN REGARDS TO ANY SUCCUBUS OR THE INCUBI. I CLEAR THIS RIGHT NOW!!! These
relations are a specific gift from Satan himself and some of these Gods actually have the want to be with us
Humans for many reasons. This is something entirely different, True and goes both ways.
Most of the time, this is a tendency of infiltrators to make the Gods seem as sex freaks, or like Highest
Rankings Gods from Orion's belt would be interested in "getting laid" with someone from here...for some
simple and stupid reasons...Or like the Gods have to abide into the sexual needs of little them. That's
pathetic.
With the above of idiotic/infiltrative and delusional exceptions, I have to point out some things as after a
point its not only too wrong and disgusting, it comes off as ignorant. People tend to overly fantasize.
This has one purpose, to tie in our Gods to the good ol' kike mindset that our Gods are some sex addicted
beings who actually are all about and revolve all around sexuality. Ie, Sexual Granting machines, money and
fame, the good old kike propaganda against Pagan Gods. The only religion that obsesses over sexuality to a
degree of insanity, is the judaic filth and its branches. Generally these faiths are all around and about
prohibiting recreation, sexuality, controlling sexuality and so forth. This creates severe hangups in people
and moreso severe backlashes.
The gradual degradation of the sexual act nowdays is exactly the outcome of such stupid beliefs that
originate from neurotic and insane jews. Remember, sexuality is where we would create more Gentiles,
merge with one another, form families and bonds, liberate our Kundalini, use the energy constructively and

so forth, evolve to be free, heal Humanity and more things. Jews as the racial and social infiltrators they
are, could never find a more sensitive point to attack. On one hand, they enforce insane celibacy, to the
point of mental distress and internal destruction of the psyche, that remains unconnected and unexpressed.
Even worse, even MASTURBATION will end you up in the biblical lake of fire. You must repent for relieving a
NATURAL need. Then on the other hand, they push sexuality to an insane extreme. The will write books,
open sick bordellos, shoot hardcore porn (all the porn industry is owned by jews, search for yourself, they
are taking pride in it) and create unrealistic and sick expectations in people. Then sex becomes nothing. Sex
is nothing today other than a small chemical explosion in the brain, an attempt to evade the jewish matrix for
some seconds.
Though even there, the jews and their programs have made sure to make people un-orgasmic, complex,
guilty and against even their own last sense of fullfillment and momentarily pleasure in a world of restriction
and lack of hope. Their doctrines, be these spiritual or others, infest the mind of people so that they find the
wrong partners and get even more destroyed sexually; at least the majority of people. There are many
sexually sad cases that have fallen victim to that.
They tried to steal even your last pleasure in this world and destroy it and malign it so something putrid as
it gets. After all, you are all Goy and so am I, we are lower than animals and our sexuality is an act of
beasts and even lower, according to them. The "goy" [as they call is in their derogatory term] have to even
repent for coming into the world, because some kike 'god' on the clouds and his professional victim kike
choose son (what a neurotic and putrid race to choose your chosen pieces of shit it was) said so. After all
mr YHVH has no other job, given he is such a creator of even the universe [according to these insane jews],
than to watch random rape/gangbangs around the globe and biblical fable characters "spilling their seed on
the ground" as they put it. This is all in their bible for the few who know.
Must be a supremely intelligent god that of theirs. A filthy, low IQ, sexually perverse kike sitting on a cloud
that punishes people. Thats what the majority of sheep today believe.
Do you realize the depth and how deep this goes? All the above, it requires two or three braincells to
understand that it creates severe sexual hangups.
Sex in the Ancient World, except for personal gratification, had a purpose, to bring as one. All the 'affairs' of
the Gods and them having sex and producing kids with one another, are deep allegorical meanings of
bringing opposites together or merging energies or connecting things, bringing together. Sex was spiritual
and the births of children in the Myths were the new energies and the new existential and transcendental
/spiritual ideals created by the act.
This is entirely different than what sex is and is done for today. The Gods do thing without meaning. They
are higher level of realized beings.
So to get to the point, the major hangups in conjunction to the weaknesses of present day manking, the lack
of meaning in the sexual act and the need to merge with something greater than ourselves, in the cases of
sane people, is a call of their mind to connect with some ideal. Its not the actual God, unless its agreed upon
with Father Satan and you have a succubus. Many people fantasize about the Gods and this is something
personal. You are of course allowed to glorify the Gods with your sexual act, when these are done
respectfully and for personal reasons, or just because you admire them. After all, explosive happiness or
creative energy sometimes has to be sublimated that way, for some people.
But know this is one street deal and everything is your own realm of thought. The High Ranking Gods are
very realized to do these things. There could be SOME exceptions and Succubi/Incubbi are always real. But
the next time some infiltrator comes and tells you they are married to some god or mermaid, or that 'my
husband _____[high ranking god]_____ said this', know they are delusional, stupid and if they are
legitimately interested to know the real reasons, send them this post. In Satanism one must want the Truth.
To sum up, there are two kinds of people, the delusional paranoid infiltrators who are no different than a

kid believing in a fairytale that they are married with the prince, because they are too weak to admit reality
and that its just an admiration.
The others who know that in Truth, their dreams and their meanings MIGHT actually be an attempt of their
mind to help them 'merge' with an ideal or the power of the Gods, or a particular element these Gods over
whom they are fascinated with needs attention in their personality / soul.

Do a favor to yourselves and stop treading in a fake imaginary land. Thing is, the Gods want to be heared
with open ears and open hearts, with those who really see them for what they are, whether these things
apply or conform to our personal mind and status quo, or mentally created fairytales...Or whatever.
All the above to help and assist you in finding real love and affection, either with your Succubi/Incubbi, or
with some other Human being, devoid of bad imagination and products of loneliness meant to distract you
from this.

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1746
Subject: Re: Mars-Pluto synastry

From: amber_electric

Date: 10/16/2014

I've had this before. Mars Pluto opposition, annnnd we just have a really deep connection, physically and in
a psychic way. But our feelings get shaken up really easy esp his and it really can get difficult keeping him.
Fuckin. Sane. Over very small things. Another dude hits on me he's like asking to get shot. Be careful with
these strong aspects they can really tie people into your life.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1747
Subject: Waxing and waning planets

From: stygian.shadowcreeper

Date: 10/20/2014

By "waxing" and "waning" planets it is understood that they are in apogee and perigee, i.e. furthest away
from the Earth and the closest to it, correct?
HS!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: tarot cards

Message: 1748

From: augwet1

Date: 10/27/2014

where should i bay tarot cards in stockholm sweden??

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Charts

Message: 1750

From: crowfeather_2000

Date: 11/5/2014

I need to know all about natal charts because I am confused
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1751
From: marimamaof3
Subject: How to use natal chart in conjunction with current planetary positio

Date: 11/10/2014

Hello,
I was able to study my natal chart and wrote it out in plain, easy to understand wording. I have a
basic interpretation for all of the positionss, degress, houses in my chart. For example, I know
that in my chart Jupiter: 1 degrees of Scorpio, 5th house. What can be said of that is there is a
strong interest in the occult and the spiritual. From what I gathered, the 5th house also
indicates that I strongly impress the need for education upon my children. I do homeschool my
chidren, so that makes sense.
However, how do I apply this knowledge into getting a better sense of my future? How does
my natal chart relate to the current planetary positions? I'm going through a lot right now and

need better clarification or something to guide me into how to approach certain issues in my
relationships. For example, my boyfriend had a natal chart reading done and Saturn is in his
House now. I have no idea how to obtain that info from my own chart. How can my natal chart
be used to find out more about future events? SO far I've only been able to somewhat
interpret the chart in finding out more about the type of person I am, but not necessarily
about my future.

I apologize if the answer is right in front of me, but I can't seem to find it on JOS or any other
astrology site. I'm always directed to Planetwatcher.com's current transiting positions. How do I
use that chart with my own natal chart? I hope I'm making sense. Any recommended books or
websites would be greatly appreciated. Thanks in advance!

Hail Satan!

Messages in JoS_Astrology group.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1753
From: Marimamaof3
Subject: Re: How to use natal chart in conjunction with current planetary pos
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1754
From: shiva0900
Subject: astrology
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1755
From: Edward Teach
Subject: Групповой ритуал с субботы, 6 декабря
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1756
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: Charts
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1757
From: Edward Teach
Subject: Russian forum and group Русская группа и форум
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1758
From: nick_vabzircnila
Subject: New forum and e-group for Danes!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1759
From: pyonetic
Subject: As life goes on and on and on..!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1760
From: erinn12345
Subject: Re: As life goes on and on and on..!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1761
From: pyonetic
Subject: Re: As life goes on and on and on..!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1762
From: kyleshand
Subject: When is the best time for plastic surgery astrologically?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1763
From: maxine.dietrich
Subject: Re: When is the best time for plastic surgery astrologically?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1764
From: stygian.shadowcreeper
Subject: Re: When is the best time for plastic surgery astrologically?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1765
From: hapatato
Subject: Natal Chart Recommendations?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1766
From: Samy
Subject: Islam
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1767
From: Siatris Teloah
Subject: Re: When is the best time for plastic surgery astrologically?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1768
From: kyleshand
Subject: Re: When is the best time for plastic surgery astrologically?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1769
From: satanicwinter
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Date: 11/22/2014
Date: 11/26/2014
Date: 12/6/2014
Date: 12/11/2014
Date: 1/7/2015
Date: 1/7/2015
Date: 1/9/2015
Date: 1/13/2015
Date: 1/13/2015
Date: 1/17/2015
Date: 1/18/2015
Date: 1/18/2015
Date: 1/18/2015
Date: 1/18/2015
Date: 1/18/2015
Date: 1/21/2015
Date: 1/22/2015

Subject: Re: Natal Chart Recommendations?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1770
From: high_priestess_zildar_raasi666
Subject: Fighting islam
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1771
From: hapatato
Subject: Re: Natal Chart Recommendations?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1772
From: clarinetplayer666
Subject: Astrological Birth Chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1773
From: Yog Sothoth
Subject: Re: Astrological Birth Chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1774
From: centralforce666
Subject: Re: Question please
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1775
From: nick_vabzircnila
Subject: Re: How to use natal chart in conjunction with current planetary pos
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1776
From: high_priest_hooded_cobra_666
Subject: Destroy the Tyrants, Obliterate the Slavers!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1777
From: magnum.arcanum
Subject: Need the Following Books rated: Scale 1-10 (10 is best)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1778
From: Yog Sothoth
Subject: Re: Need the Following Books rated: Scale 1-10 (10 is best)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1779
From: centralforce666
Subject: Re: Need the Following Books rated: Scale 1-10 (10 is best)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1780
From: arch_enemy_94
Subject: Really need help
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1781
From: arch_enemy_94
Subject: About Saturn
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1782
From: Yog Sothoth
Subject: Re: About Saturn
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1783
From: magnum.arcanum
Subject: Re: Need the Following Books rated: Scale 1-10 (10 is best)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1784
From: magnum.arcanum
Subject: Re: Need the Following Books rated: Scale 1-10 (10 is best)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1785
From: centralforce666
Subject: Re: Need the Following Books rated: Scale 1-10 (10 is best)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1786
From: nick_vabzircnila
Subject: Re: Really need help

Date: 1/23/2015
Date: 1/23/2015
Date: 2/5/2015
Date: 2/7/2015
Date: 2/8/2015
Date: 2/8/2015
Date: 2/11/2015
Date: 2/17/2015
Date: 2/19/2015
Date: 2/19/2015
Date: 2/19/2015
Date: 2/19/2015
Date: 2/19/2015
Date: 2/21/2015
Date: 2/21/2015
Date: 2/21/2015
Date: 2/23/2015

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1789
From: nick_vabzircnila
Subject: Tip for Solar Returns: Travel!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1790
From: amber_electric
Subject: Pluto transiting 12th something interesting
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1791
From: eduardoquinonez88
Subject: Planetary alignment.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1792
From: Yog Sothoth
Subject: Re: Planetary alignment.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1793
From: nick_vabzircnila
Subject: Re: Pluto transiting 12th something interesting
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1794
From: high_priest_hooded_cobra_666
Subject: EVERYONE MUST SIGN! End Animal Abuse at Natural Bridge Zoo
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1795
From: Zach Darienzo
Subject: Re: EVERYONE MUST SIGN! End Animal Abuse at Natural Bridge Zoo
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1796
From: mageson6666
Subject: Satan Ruled The Golden Age
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1797
From: high_priest_hooded_cobra_666
Subject: What We Are Fighting For --[Keep Fighting!]
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1798
From: high_priest_hooded_cobra_666
Subject: The World the Enemy Wants
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1799
From: high_priest_hooded_cobra_666
Subject: Story: The Dream of the Jew World Order and...
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1800
From: high_priestess_zildar_raasi666
Subject: UPDATES TO EXPOSING ISLAM- Exposing Alchemical Corruptions
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1801
From: high_priest_hooded_cobra_666
Subject: Warriors and Builders
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1802
From: high_priest_hooded_cobra_666
Subject: Satan has defeated the jewish "god"
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1803
From: richardlesterhailsatan11
Subject: Hello, Astrology question for the High Priests or Priestesses
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1804
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: Hello, Astrology question for the High Priests or Priestesses

Date: 2/23/2015
Date: 2/25/2015
Date: 3/4/2015
Date: 3/5/2015
Date: 3/5/2015
Date: 3/5/2015
Date: 3/5/2015
Date: 3/7/2015
Date: 3/8/2015
Date: 3/13/2015
Date: 3/16/2015
Date: 3/17/2015
Date: 3/30/2015
Date: 4/5/2015
Date: 4/12/2015
Date: 4/17/2015

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1753
From: Marimamaof3
Subject: Re: How to use natal chart in conjunction with current planetary pos

Date: 11/22/2014

You've been a lot of help. I truly appreciate it. I just received your response, so I haven't had the chance to actually complete the steps, but just skimming
over what you wrote gives me more confidence. Many thanks your way. :)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: astrology

Message: 1754

From: shiva0900

Date: 11/26/2014

need help i bought the astronomy thing from the jos web site an still dont have anything

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1755
Subject: Групповой ритуал с субботы, 6 декабря

From: Edward Teach

Date: 12/6/2014

As High Priestess Maxine asked me, I post Russian translation of ritual 6-20 dec 2014 on every group and forum

Групповой ритуал с субботы, 6 декабря 2014 до субботы 20 декабря 2014
ЗАМЕЬТЕ: этот ритуал можно и желательно делать так часто, как только возможно с начала полной луны в субботу,го
6 декабря 2014, до
го
грядущей новой луны в субботу 20 декабря 2014. Если вы в состоянии исполнить этот ритуал лишь один раз, ничего страшного. Мы
просим всех исполнить этот ритуал хотя бы раз, но тех из вас, кто может исполнить этот ритуал более одного раза, мы поощряем повторять
так много, как только можно между этими двумя датами. Вы можете начинать ритуал в любое время после заката вечером 6го декабря по
вашему местному времени. Дополнительные ритуалы можно совершать в любое время дня и ночи до 20го декабря включительно.
Ниже приведенные слова необходимо вибрировать. Вибрация этих слов снимет еще одно могущественное библейское проклятие. Чем
больше людей будут делать этот ритуал, тем лучше, т.к. сила и могущество заключены в количестве. Результатом от этого ритуала станет
всемирное пробуждение через снятие препятствий, поставленных врагом на пути Змеи. В результате этого ритуала много людей по всему
миру увидят правду.
Многие из слов содержат гортанные звуки. Это означает, что многие слоги вибрируются в задней части горла. Просто сделайте лучшее, на
что вы способны. Практикуйте слова [я включила mp3, чтобы все могли скачивать], как можно больше перед совершением ритуала.
Суббота, вечер, 6 декабря 2014
Пожалуйста, исполните медитацию РАУМ для поднятия силы перед ритуалом.
Если вы опытны и у вас уже есть медитация, которая работает эффективно для вас в поднятии ваших энергий, тогда используйте то, что
работает лучше для вас. Важно поднимать энергии перед исполнением этого ритуала. Также есть MP3 с вибрацией РАУМ.

Медитация Раум

Особая благодарность нашему Антихристу, который дал мне эту медитацию телепатически. Он один из немногих, кто совершил Магнум
Опус и достиг бессмертия.
Эта медитация усиливает всю душу. Она одна из мощнейших, которые я когда-либо делала. Ее продвинутый вариант немного длинный.
Здесь сначала представлен продвинутый вариант, потом для промежуточного раздела.
Для продвинутого уровня

1. Вибрация РАУМ
РРР в базисную чакру
ААА в сакральную чакру
УУУ в солнечную чакру
МММ в сердечную чакру
Это один круг. Сделайте 108 кругов, используя сатанинские четки.

2. Вибрируйте РАУМ еще раз, на этот раз в высшие чакры.
РРР в сердечную чакру
ААА в горловую чакру
УУУ в шестую чакру
МММ в коронную чакру.
Это один круг. Сделайте 108 кругов, используя сатанинские четки.

3. По окончании работы с чакрами, вибрируйте ИО.
Вибрируйте ИИИ в правую половину тела и сразу же без остановки в левую половину тела вибрируйте ООО 108 раз.

Например, Вибрируйте ИИИ вправо, затем тут же вибрируйте ООО влево. Это один круг. Затем, сразу [наберите дыхание] и вибрируйте
ИИИ вправо, затем сразу ООО влево. Это второй круг. Сделайте 108 кругов, используя сатанинские четки.

4. После окончания вышеизложенного, вибрируйте ЭА, ЭЭЭ во фронтальную половину тела, а ААА в спину и всю заднюю половину.
Это один круг. Сделайте 108 кругов.
Т.н. «тетраграмматон» на самом деле, - это четырехмерная медитация на душу. “Священное имя бога”– это кодовое слово для
могущественного слова силы для души. “Бог” – это кодовое слово для самого себя. Евреи серьезно извратили это.
Это усиливает всю душу целиком, хоть она и занимает некоторое время. Сердечная чакра– это соединитель, и энергия, которая
аккумулируется вибрацией вниз, потом подсоединяется и к верхним чакрам и образует поток в вверх во второй части медитации.
Просто имейте в виду, медитация очень мощная, и вы почувствуйте это сразу.
Для промежуточного уровня

1. Вибрация РАУМ
РРР в базисную чакру
ААА в сакральную чакру
УУУ в солнечную чакру
МММ в сердечную чакру
Это один круг. Сделайте 13 кругов, используя сатанинские четки.

2. Вибрируйте РАУМ еще раз, на этот раз в высшие чакры.
РРР в сердечную чакру
ААА в горловую чакру
УУУ в шестую чакру

МММ в коронную чакру.
Это один круг. Сделайте 13 кругов, используя сатанинские четки.

3. По окончании работы с чакрами, вибрируйте ИО.
Вибрируйте ИИИ в правую половину тела и сразу же без остановки в левую половину тела вибрируйте ООО. Это один круг. Сделайте 40
кругов.
Например, Вибрируйте ИИИ вправо, затем тут же вибрируйте ООО влево. Это один круг. Затем, сразу [наберите дыхание] и вибрируйте
ИИИ вправо, затем сразу ООО влево. Это второй круг. Сделайте 108 кругов, используя сатанинские четки.
После окончания вышеизложенного, вибрируйте ЭА, ЭЭЭ во фронтальную половину тела, а ААА в спину и всю заднюю половину. Это один
круг. Сделайте 40 кругов.
По окончании этого вибрируйте РАУМ 7 раз в свою ауру.
Это усиливает всю душу целиком, хоть она и занимает некоторое время. Сердечная чакра– это соединитель, и энергия, которая
аккумулируется вибрацией вниз, потом подсоединяется и к верхним чакрам и образует поток в вверх во второй части медитации. Просто
имейте в виду, медитация очень мощная, и вы почувствуйте это сразу.
Это могущественная медитация для поднятия сил перед любым формальным ритуалом или неформальной работой.
____________________________________________________________
РИТУАЛ:
ПРИЗЫВАНИЕ К САТАНЕ:
In Nomine Dei Nostri Satanas, Luciferi Excelsi [Ин Номинэ Дие Ностри Сатанас, Люцифери Экзельси].
Во имя Сатаны, Властелина Земли, Истинного бога, Всемогущего и невыразимого, который создал человека по Своему образу и
подобию, я приглашаю Силы Ада даровать мне свое могущество. Выходите и приветствуйте меня как своего брата (сестру) и друга.
Избавь меня, Великий Сатана, от всех прошлых ошибок и заблуждений, наполни меня правдой, мудростью и пониманием, держи меня
сильным в моей вере и службе, чтобы я мог воздать Тебе хвалу, Честь и Слава да пребудут с Тобой во веки веков
.
Вибрируйте следующий параграф 9 раз. Это означает, что необходимо вибрировать каждое слово из нижеизложенного, от первого до
последнего. Потом снова от первого до последнего, и так далее, пока не достигнете 9 раз. Используйте четки, бусы, все, чтобы не сбиться
со счета.

[Внимание!!! Текст написан русскими буквами, кроме TH. Ничего не нужно зубрить, можно читать. Гортанный звук КХ выделены синим и
курсивом. Англ. сочетание букв TH, формирующие звук, для которого нет русского эквивалента, выделены зеленым и подчеркиванием. Если
это не удобно, можно пользоваться файлом Word, где все выделение можно убрать. а маленькая короче и немного похожа не ульмаут (с
очень легким оттенком ё без элемента й в начале звука, но ближе к а – слушайте mp3). Прим. перев.]
СССС • МИИ-ЙИИ-ЙАЭЙКХ-ХА • ЦЭЙ • КХЕ-РЕД-THЕ• РОАМ-ШШИИИЛЛЛ • THEКХ-ЕП-ХА-THИИМ-ХА • ВЕ-РР-ЕКХ-ХА • ТА-АЛ • THЭЙ-аВ
• МИИВ-УУУРРК-ХА—THЕ • НЭД-ЭЙ—НАГ-ЛЛ • МЕД-ТHЕК-ИИМ• НЭЙК-ШАЭЙ-ЭЙВ • МАД-А-ХА—THЕ • ШШ-ЭР-АГ-ЙЙ-ЭЙВ
Тот же параграф на английском в оригинальном варианте для тех, кому так удобнее:
SSSS • MEE-YEE-AEYEKH-HAH • TSAY • KHEH-REHD-THEH•
ROARM-SSHHEEELL • THEHKH-EHP-HAH-THEEM-HAH •
VEH-RR-EHKH-HAH • TAH-AHL • THAY-UHV •
MEEV-UUURRK-HAH—THEH • NEHD-AY—NAHG-LL • MEHDH-EHK-EEM• NAYK-SHAEYE-AYV • MAHD-AH-HAH—THEH •
SSHH-EHR-AHG-YY-AYV
После того, как провибрировали этот параграф 9 раз, скажите с убеждением 9 раз:
Вибрируйте АУМ
Все препятствия убраны полностью, окончательно и вечно!
Змея поднимается!
Змея абсолютно наполнена силой!
Змея вечна!
Вибрируйте АУМ
[*все это вместе – 1 круг, сделайте 9]
ДА ЗДРАВСТВУЕТ САТАНА ВО ВЕКИ ВЕКОВ!!
Конец ритуала
____________________________________________________________
Правильное произношение букв (слушайте mp3):
§ AH (А) как в английском слове father

§ AY (ЭЙ) как в английских словах day, say, made

§ AEYE (ЙАЭЙ) между английским долги
(Message over 64 KB, truncated)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Charts

Message: 1756

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 12/11/2014

From: Edward Teach

Date: 1/7/2015

You can learn about natal charts here:
Azazel's Astrology for Satanists
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/FURCAS.html

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1757
Subject: Russian forum and group Русская группа и форум

Now we have Russian e-group and forum for Russian speaking members!
Теперь у нас есть русская группа и форум для русскоговорящих членов!
Группа Радость Сатаны 666:
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/radost_satani666/info
форум:
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/forum20.html
Благодарим Высшую Жрицу Максин Дитрих и Высшего Жреца Hooded Cobra 666 за помощь!
Thanks HP Maxine Dietrich and HP Hooded Cobra 666 who helped this!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1758
Subject: New forum and e-group for Danes!
New e-group and forum for Danish speaking members!

Link to the e-group:

From: nick_vabzircnila

Date: 1/7/2015

https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/Fryden_Ved_Satan/info

Link to the forum:
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/forum21.html

Swedes and Norwegians with sufficient proficiency in Danish are welcome to join in on the discussion.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1759
Subject: As life goes on and on and on..!

From: pyonetic

Date: 1/9/2015

Dew
For the elder-demons, is using the same username without changing it every couple of year a thing? I'm asking because I can't seem to keep a yahoo account
for more than a couple of months without updates getting in the way
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1760
Subject: Re: As life goes on and on and on..!

From: erinn12345

Date: 1/13/2015

From: pyonetic

Date: 1/13/2015

I never update mine yours should keep when you check astrology.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1761
Subject: Re: As life goes on and on and on..!

Can accounts go rouge after a certain amount of years? Is that a real thing?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1762
Subject: When is the best time for plastic surgery astrologically?

From: kyleshand

Date: 1/17/2015

Hey I've just had a consultation with a plastic surgeon and now I have to decide when I want my operation. I am just wondering how is best to time this with
the planets? I'm having a nose job. No I'm not Jewish lol but feel free to use this as an opportunity to post Jewish jokes. (':
Thanks in advance.

Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 1763

From: maxine.dietrich

Date: 1/18/2015

Subject: Re: When is the best time for plastic surgery astrologically?

Avoid the moon in Aries. Always remember… NEVER have any surgical procedures done when the moon is in the sign that rules that area of the
body. Also, avoid a full moon if possible. This also includes any procedures for pets. When the moon is in the sign that rules the part of the body,
such as the face with Aries, things tend to go wrong.

I remember many years ago, I had an impacted wisdom tooth. I wasn’t able to make an appointment at any other time, as they were backed up, and
had to have dental surgery to remove it. This was during a full moon and yes, I knew about it. Well, 5 shots of Novocain didn’t numb me up. I was
wide awake during the whole thing. Needless to say, it wasn’t pleasant. They succeeded in ripping the tooth out of my mouth, and I mean rip.
Afterwards, I had to wait endlessly for the codeine pain pills and experienced a reaction to the overdose of the Novocain. Then, there was the long
trip home on the bus and the aftermath. I got off lucky, though. Complications can be severe and this is something to always be aware of.

The signs and the parts of the body they rule are listed here:
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Signs.html

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
www.joyofsatan.com
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When is the best time for plastic surgery astrologically?Sat Jan 17, 2015 7:57 pm (PST) . Posted by:
kyleshand Hey I've just had a consultation with a plastic surgeon

and now I have to decide when I want my operation. I am

just wondering how is best to time this with the planets? I'm having a nose job. No I'm not Jewish lol but feel free to use this as an opportunity to post Jewish jokes. (':
Thanks in advance.
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Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1764
Subject: Re: When is the best time for plastic surgery astrologically?

From: stygian.shadowcreeper

Date: 1/18/2015

From: hapatato

Date: 1/18/2015

Any, except when the Moon is in Aries
Timing your Magick with the Moon

Timing your Magick with the Moon
Timing your magick with the phases of
the Moon is essential for success. A rule
of thumb is to remember for white
magick, this is best done while the moon
is waxi...
View on www.angelfire.com

Preview by Yahoo

HS!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1765
Subject: Natal Chart Recommendations?
Hello Brothers and Sisters,

I was wondering if anyone can recommend a reputable astrologer?

Since HP Maxine is extremely busy and is not offering astrological services at this time, I am looking for a competent and accurate interpreter of natal charts.

Any help is much appreciated!

-Jay
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Islam

Message: 1766

From: Samy

Date: 1/18/2015

The link below is for an extremely revealing video on the most horrendous of the jew programs, islam. As usual, there are bits that should be
taken in a Satanic perspective, however, it shows the undeniable truth that islam was created by jews as evident in that shitty quran, where the jew
is praised and enriched, and Gentiles, raped and massacred
The thing to note though, is that this "MEMRI" is an organisation set up by israeli kikes. However, being myself a native Arabic speaker, I can assure
you that the translations are exact from Arabic.
I have lived in the Middle East for about 5 years of my life, having been born in Saudi Arabia. I am very familiar with the fundies present in the US,
and I will tell you that they are nothing compared to the islamics. This so called "king" of Saudi Arabia is a jew whose family, just like the domeh of
Turkey, descended from jews who spread out across the Middle East after the Byzantium empire collapsed. The point is, this jew is known as the
"servant of the holy place" (mecca) over there and is responsible for the maintenance of that giant energy vortex of souls.
What this islam has done to the Middle East is horrific.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ough-e6ThWE

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1767
Subject: Re: When is the best time for plastic surgery astrologically?

From: Siatris Teloah

Date: 1/18/2015

Avoid moon in Aries, moon in Scorpio would be good for that part of the body tho

-----------------------------On Sat, Jan 17, 2015 5:32 PM PST kyleshand@... [JoS_Astrology] wrote:
>Hey I've just had a consultation with a plastic surgeon and now I have to decide when I want my operation. I am just wondering how is best to
time this with the planets? I'm having a nose job. No I'm not Jewish lol but feel free to use this as an opportunity to post Jewish jokes. (':

>
>Thanks in advance.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1768
Subject: Re: When is the best time for plastic surgery astrologically?

From: kyleshand

Date: 1/21/2015

Thank you for the help everyone. Yes I will aim for Moon in Scorpio or Virgo since they're good for delicate work requiring precision and concentration.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1769
Subject: Re: Natal Chart Recommendations?

From: satanicwinter

Date: 1/22/2015

From: high_priestess_zildar_raasi666

Date: 1/23/2015

Here is a link one the High Priests/Priestesses posted.
http://www.horoscopeswithin.com/birthchart.php
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Fighting islam

Message: 1770

As we all know, islam is a vile and exceptionally dangerous program which has infested humanity for far too long. High Priestess Maxine Dietrich has also
mentioned the urgent importance of fighting against this program and opening the eyes of our Gentile People to the truth concerning the horror of what this
program is really designed to do.
Spiritual and online warfare is vital, and all of us should be doing our part to assist, in some way. Get onto yahoo answers, religious forums, discussion boards
and even news forums where islam is being discussed and give the following link:
http://exposingthelieofislam.weebly.com/
As High Priest Don has mentioned in the past, the quran is based on the jewish "torah". It is a jewish program through and through, designed to further the
enemy agenda. Let people know this, and let them know that it is FOREIGN and unnatural to the Gentile People. Let them know that it is based upon stolen
and corrupted material, and let them know that it is centered around the destruction and enslavement of our Gentile People.
This is extremely important at this point in time. Do your part to rid the world of this disease and return the Truth of our Father Satan to humanity!
Hail Father Satan!!
Hail Beelzebub!!
Hail Lilith!!
Heil Hitler!!
Heil Heinrich Himmler!!
-High Priestess Zildar Raasi
Joy of Satan Ministries

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1771
Subject: Re: Natal Chart Recommendations?

From: hapatato

Date: 1/23/2015

From: clarinetplayer666

Date: 2/5/2015

Thank you.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Astrological Birth Chart

Message: 1772

Could someone help me to interpret my Natal Chart? I'd love to know more about it. Or, could you help me learn how to interpret it myself? Please email me
if you're willing and able to help me. Thank you.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Astrological Birth Chart

Message: 1773

From: Yog Sothoth

Check out Azazel's Astrology for Satanists it has all the information you need.

Date: 2/7/2015

Azazel's Astrology for
Satanists
ABOUT ASTROLOGY ASTROLOGY
INDEX: SIGNS, PLANETS, ASPECTS
AND PLACEMENTS ASTRODIENST- Get a copy of your own astrology chart.
This website ...

View on www.angelfire.com

Preview by Yahoo

On Thursday, February 5, 2015 9:24 AM, "clarinetplayer666@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Could someone help me to interpret my Natal Chart? I'd love to know more about it. Or, could you help me learn how to interpret it myself? Please email me if you're willing and able
to help me. Thank you.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Question please

Message: 1774

From: centralforce666

Date: 2/8/2015

This is a very informative and well written answer, good job.
I can personally attest to the claim that the Gods are able to resist and alter the influences of the planets if the progression of ourselves towards the Godhead
through meditation is anything to go by ;).
HAIL SATAN!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1775
From: nick_vabzircnila
Subject: Re: How to use natal chart in conjunction with current planetary pos

Date: 2/8/2015

No problem, I hope you figured it out.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1776
Subject: Destroy the Tyrants, Obliterate the Slavers!

From: high_priest_hooded_cobra_666

Date: 2/11/2015

There has once been a time and age where Freedom was prevailing, not freedom that was chaotic, but freedom of Divine Order, where all beings are
pleased, happy and in accordance to Natural Law. This was the Golden Age. The most Glorified, Most Holy and Most Reverend of all Ages! There was no
poverty, men owned land, people were able to produce, labor and get their fruit out of their labor. People were creating the Needs and not Needs the
people. Who was to be King was King, and what he did was serve and only serve. Those who served the most, who had the most responsibility, those who

were the one sitting with the responsibility of the whole, were the Leaders. And in this, this is why they were called Leaders. A Leader is not someone who
seeks pleasure or to please one’s self, a Leader is he who is willing to sacrifice everything and anything! Even his own personal well being, just for the sake
and well being of the whole! This was the age where the farmer was the richest, the laborers were the happiest they ever was, for they all created and
nourished the Earth! They created and created again, until the Stars were to be numbered! Death has been a distant memory, as everyone had a spirit of life.
Even when one died, their Soul was instantly re-incarnated so they could keep up their Divine Purpose, which was the pursuit of Godhead. The Leaders were
on the front and the Volk was faithfully following. With no remorse, without any sense of Hatred, only love and loyalty, only for common interest and eternal
Joy! AS different Races, with peaceful associations that protected our Holy differences, We were all one large body, one large battalion! As one and only
body, in where every cell is as its happiest and all the more happy in itself!

But something atrocious did happen next, we were attacked. Without deserving it, without even doing anything remotely to draw this upon ourselves.
Attacked by subservience all in itself! We were attacked by these parasites in Human form. These rootless hyenas, these damned parasites, these pestilence
of the Earth, the jews and their sickening awareness. The only race so selfish, the only humans without any remorse, the worst profiteers, the empty soulless
creatures that only seek their pleasure in physicality and to whom their spirit means nothing. We all want to be free. Humanity has fought countless wars to
finally, break free JUST ONE BIT from their Xian, Muslim and Judaic filth and tyranny. Hostile energies have been entering the Earth, those of death, slavery,
suppression, sadness, depression, hatred and senseless warfare, which were brought up in the worst manifestation by the jews. For what? Simply because its
so they “Will”. They will then experience what “So we Will”, and this is FREEDOM FOR US AND HUMANITY AT ALL COSTS. They have disrupted our Divine
Order, our history, our Golden Age. Now there are no leaders and no followers, there are only “masters” and slaves. Everyone is a slave more or less,
knowingly or unknowingly. People are treated as slaves, disposed as slaves and soulless sheep. They have replaced caring for the whole, with a care of a
most putrid form for only one’s self. They have replaced Truth with lies, Freedom with oppression, health with disease, beauty with ugliness. They have
attacked any and all Nations, Races and peoples, ruthlessly. They have murdered, raped, destroyed and created malignancy where it never existed before.
They have even tried to replace and murder “god” himself, they have hid from us the creator of ours, Satan, they have hid from us and STOLEN our own
Soul, they have been the result that this life and the next life for so many millions are only filled with suffering, poverty and worthlessness, death and anguish.
They have rewrote our history and lied to no end about it, made people neurotic, spread diseases in all levels and pestilences of all sorts. The Earth herself
screams for freedom, as she suffers from their senseless and meaningless parasitic mentality, which they have projected both in the peoples and in the world.
What more do you want to see, how much more can you stay there and be the victim they have TAUGHT you to be?
They have TAUGHT you to be a victim, for they fear one thing: That us, The Gentile Lions rebel against that race of racketeers, fleas, rats and worthless
beings! Bring on what they were always most afraid of! Bring on the curses, bring on the Spiritual Death, unleash endless Chaos to them and above all,
Execute Eternal Justice for every lost city, every lost Soul, every Child and Animal that died under or from the Jewish blade. We know of your crimes and we
will forever stand, selflessly in our duty! We must and should fight from freedom and for every lost Soul. We stand tall in the Aeons of failure, injustice, where
the liars are the “gods” and the Gods are the criminals. For we are the ones with the eternal vision. May Satan be praised, and may we all act for order to
Return. No more Gentile Souls will go down the drain, no more Gentile Souls will bathe in Blood, No more Injustice, No more Tyranny! We accept no more
insolence, no more murder against us Gentiles, no more parasitism, no more dreams from weak infidels to enslave us, let alone actions. Time to Rise! If
these blasphemous parasites asks for War, this is exactly what we bring, but only thousand fold of what they could ever imagine. If these sick beings ask to
enslave us, they shall know that the Gentiles are not Slaves, they themselves will be the ones to submit. Thousand times more of returns is nothing even
equal compared to what they have committed against us. And a billionth times more will be the joy when the body of Humanity will be free from this Spiritual

Cancer of the jews! Fight for our Freedom and Seize it!
Onwards to Freedom! Onwards to War! Destroy the Tyrants, Obliterate the Slavers!
They have told you you are a worthless slave, I tell you that you are a Most Worthy God!

MY BROTHERS AND SISTERS, RAISE THIS WORLD ON YOUR BACKS, CARRY YOUR DIVINE DUTY UNTIL THE END! WE SHALL NEVER
CAPITULATE, WE SHALL NEVER RETREAT, WE SHALL NEVER SURRENDER! DESTROY THE TYRANTS AND OBLITERATE THE SLAVERS! SET
THIS BEFALLEN WORLD FREE AND EXECUTE JUSTICE!!!

Here are your Spiritual Weapons:
topic5159.html
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------So what I am asking is quite easy.
Everyday, until the day that a Ritual will come, which will be soon, raise the following and direct it as following.
-Thurisaz x9.
Then affirm Once with intent"Israel and all the jewish race of peoples are permanently and completely destroyed in every and all levels of existence."
-Hagalaz x9
Then affirm Once with intent"Israel and all the jewish race of peoples are permanently and completely destroyed in every and all levels of existence."
You can multiply 9 vibrations and do this, like x18 Thurisaz or x18 Hagalaz.
An Alternate affirmation would be as following: "Israel and the jewish race as a whole are now being permanently and completely destroyed, in every and all

levels of existence."
****ALL THE ABOVE IS TO BE DONE EVERYDAY, UNTIL A NEW RITUAL IS POSTED. THIS SHOULD BE PART OF YOUR DAILY MEDITATIONS. PREFERABLY,
DO THIS FIRST AND THEN DO YOUR AURA OF PROTECTION AND CLEANING MEDITATION!

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1777
Subject: Need the Following Books rated: Scale 1-10 (10 is best)

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 2/17/2015

Dictionary of Astrology by James Wilson
The Essential Guide to Practical Astrology by Elliott Kent
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1778
From: Yog Sothoth
Subject: Re: Need the Following Books rated: Scale 1-10 (10 is best)

Date: 2/19/2015

Not rating anything here because i have never read those books. But i have to say i learned more from Azazel's Astrology on the JoS then the sum
50+ books on astrology i read.

On Tuesday, February 17, 2015 6:29 PM, "magnum.arcanum@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Dictionary of Astrology by James Wilson
The Essential Guide to Practical Astrology by Elliott Kent

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1779
From: centralforce666
Subject: Re: Need the Following Books rated: Scale 1-10 (10 is best)

Date: 2/19/2015

Why don't you read them and rate them yourself ;)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Really need help

Message: 1780

From: arch_enemy_94

Date: 2/19/2015

Attachments :
chart.gif
Hello, everyone. Can someone, please, help me with this chart? Unfortunatelly, I am not experienced at all at reading natal
charts. Also, I would like to know something about the transit of Saturn in this period. I was thinking of beginning a 40-day
wealth working on 23rd of March and I want to know whether it is indicated or not.

Thank you very much and hail Satan!!!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: About Saturn

Message: 1781

From: arch_enemy_94

Date: 2/19/2015

Hello, everyone. In the end, I figured out how to read my natal chart and I realised that Saturn is in my second house(the one that concerns money and
wealth, which explains a lot). So, what shall I do about that? how can I fix this problem and make it stop influencing this aspect of my life?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: About Saturn

Message: 1782

From: Yog Sothoth

Date: 2/19/2015

Doing sun squares and jupiter squares should help you. Also money meditations.

On Thursday, February 19, 2015 11:54 AM, "arch_enemy_94@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Hello, everyone. In the end, I figured out how to read my natal chart and I realised that Saturn is in my second house(the one that concerns money and wealth, which explains a lot).
So, what shall I do about that? how can I fix this problem and make it stop influencing this aspect of my life?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1783
From: magnum.arcanum
Subject: Re: Need the Following Books rated: Scale 1-10 (10 is best)

Date: 2/21/2015

I need something to help me define all the words I don't know. Otherwise Azazel's Astrology would pretty-much be the only thing I read on the subject. I
know the other books are retarded.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <yogsothoth666999@...> wrote :

Not rating anything here because i have never read those books. But i have to say i learned more from Azazel's Astrology on the JoS then the sum
50+ books on astrology i read.

On Tuesday, February 17, 2015 6:29 PM, "magnum.arcanum@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Dictionary of Astrology by James Wilson
The Essential Guide to Practical Astrology by Elliott Kent

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1784
From: magnum.arcanum
Subject: Re: Need the Following Books rated: Scale 1-10 (10 is best)

Date: 2/21/2015

Because they suck. I just wanted to know if they would help me to define some terminology.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <billoblueskees@...> wrote :
Why don't you read them and rate them yourself ;)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1785
From: centralforce666
Subject: Re: Need the Following Books rated: Scale 1-10 (10 is best)

Date: 2/21/2015

I wouldn't discount them altogether..
Read them and glean the useful information and discard the garbage and corruption. Pretty much how you have to read any book once you know the truth.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Really need help

Message: 1786

From: nick_vabzircnila

Date: 2/23/2015

You can learn lots about astrology here:
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Astro_index.html

I don't understand your question about Saturn. Also, it is a bad idea to post your natal chart online as the information can be used against you. Now it is all
over the internet. I suggest, for your safety, you make a new user if you're going to continue participating in these groups so this can't be linked to you.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1789
Subject: Tip for Solar Returns: Travel!

From: nick_vabzircnila

Date: 2/23/2015

I am hoping to get other members' experiences or thoughts with this, as I think we need some more activity in this group. I really enjoy learning from
everyone in here.
I have been meaning to post this for a while but I never got around to it. My Solar Return chart for my last year was absolutely terrible. I won't give too many
details, but Saturn was right on the SR ascendant and also aspecting my natal ruler.
So, when I generated my new Solar Return chart on Astro.com to get kind of a preview of what the next year would be like, I was actually pleasantly
surprised to see several fortunate placements. And from what my previous Solar Return chart had looked like, anything would be an improvement. I did note,
however, the SR Sun would be in a cadent house, and I learned from HPs Maxine, through her forecast reading for me, that this can mean one's health is not
as good as other years. At this point, I was really tired of having to spend time and energy alleviating the problems I'd had that year.
So, I thought about it for a while and I figured I could actually tweak the ascendant degree, thus the house degrees and thus certain planets' house positions
by changing my location at the time of the Solar Return. TADA!! I had moved the SR Sun into the next house, which is a very fortunate placement. All it took
was a small train trip. The trip home was extremely unpleasant, though, as I got very sick, but, again, I won't get into too many details. I think maybe this
was the Saturn influence from the previous SR year making its last move to get me? It literally felt that way. I had also had more problems than usual leading
up to my birthday. Has anyone experienced anything similar?

Anyway, my point is - in case someone didn't know - you can tweak your Solar Return chart fairly easily.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1790
Subject: Pluto transiting 12th something interesting

From: amber_electric

Date: 2/25/2015

I noticed that right as my moms Pluto when into her 12th is when she had my brother and I. Right as Pluto went into my 12th I had my baby. Pluto also
transiting my Mercury and Gemini is on the 4th and 5th house.
Could signify kids in some situations with the nature of Pisces and what not. Also, Pluto transiting the 12th "powerful and dangerous enemies" a psychotic ex
nearly killed me. his Mars in Taurus near 25 degrees opposition Pluto, Venus Mars aspect, ect.
off subject, I would highly suggest looking for the signs of an abusive partner and don't consider yourself an exception no matter how normal it seems. You
may not get hurt but come very close depending on yourself and the gods, but still someone like that always is as they are. Even on medication this one guy
is a crazy little fucker.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Planetary alignment.

Message: 1791

From: eduardoquinonez88

Date: 3/4/2015

Is there a page (or any pages) that tell me the dates for when each planet, star, etc. is passing and in retrograde????

HFS!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Planetary alignment.

Message: 1792

From: Yog Sothoth

Date: 3/5/2015

Make sure to put your correct location in Phases of the Moon, Moons Sign, Moon Void of Course, Eclipses, Apogee, Perigee, Retrograde Planets Current Information at Lunarium There are a bunch of other great resources around the web as well.

Phases of the Moon, Moons Sign, Moon Void of
Course, Eclipses, Apogee, Perigee, Retrograde
Planets...
Current information about the phases of the Moon, the zodiacal signs
of the Moon, void-of-course periods, coming eclipses, retrograde
periods and apsides (apogee and perigee).
View on www.lunarium.co.uk

Preview by Yahoo

On Wednesday, March 4, 2015 7:43 PM, "eduardoquinonez88@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Is there a page (or any pages) that tell me the dates for when each planet, star, etc. is passing and in retrograde????

HFS!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1793
Subject: Re: Pluto transiting 12th something interesting

From: nick_vabzircnila

Date: 3/5/2015

In your case, it was most likely the Pluto aspecting your Mercury and influencing the 4th and 5th house. Pluto contacts to the fourth house is obviously
change within the family, but to the fifth house it can mean the stork is on its way to one's self. It is the same with Pluto going through these houses. In your
mom's case, was there any aspects from Uranus to the ruler(s) of her fourth or fifth house cusps or was it going through any of these houses? Pluto and/or
Uranus to the natal Sun or Moon could probably signify a pregnancy, regardless of house cusps. Also check Solar Returns for critical degrees and so forth.
As for the enemy-thing, yes, I wish there was some sort of button (only for me obviously) I could press and see the astro data of everyone I met. It would be
so convenient.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1794
From: high_priest_hooded_cobra_666
Subject: EVERYONE MUST SIGN! End Animal Abuse at Natural Bridge Zoo

Date: 3/5/2015

Satan and the Powers of Hell care about nature, the Earth and animals. Senseless and needless animal suffering is going on daily and we can put an end to this, or a
horrendous. These animals have absolutely no way to absolve themselves of their suffering, if we do not help them. Signing petitions helps. No animal must suffer n

Sign here:

https://www.change.org/p/united-states-department-of-agriculture-usda-virginia-department-of-game-and-inland-fisheries-end-animal-abuse-at-natural-bridge-zoo?r

From the petition:

"United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)

Undercover footage and a USDA investigation have revealed horrific abuses at a roadside zoo in Virginia. Natural Bridge Zoo violated dozens of federal regulations pr
incidents. Lack of veterinary care, filthy living conditions, and intentional harassment of animals by zoo staff were just a few of the issues that were uncovered. We c

The atrocities came to light thanks to an undercover investigation done by the Humane Society followed by the USDA inspection in January. What they discovered is
monkey died when rat poison was placed too close to its enclosure. Neglect resulted in the death of a pregnant giraffe and baby camel. These are just a few of the c

Life is not much better for the animals who manage to survive. The USDA found 35 creatures in need of medical attention. Photos showed a macaque who went wee
a rod and, once captured, slammed to the ground. Animal habitats were deemed filthy and uninhabitable. An elephant, one of the most social species on earth, hadn
cannot be entrusted to care for animals.

How do zoo officials respond? The zoo's owner dismissed powerful photos and videos captured by The Humane Society, telling one local paper, “You can always take

Luckily, the images and report say it all. Natural Bridge Zoo is a nightmare for the creatures trapped in it, and it’s time for authorities to shut it down for good. Please
Please sign and share the petition today. Thank You."

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1795
From: Zach Darienzo
Subject: Re: EVERYONE MUST SIGN! End Animal Abuse at Natural Bridge Zoo

Date: 3/5/2015

That's terrible. I'm glad you shared that petition I heard about this a little while back but didn't know about the petition. I live not to far from there, I've been t

On Thursday, March 5, 2015 9:45 PM, "hoodedcobra666@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Satan and the Powers of Hell care about nature, the Earth and animals. Senseless and needless animal suffering is going on daily and we can put an end to this, or at least lessen the damage th
horrendous. These animals have absolutely no way to absolve themselves of their suffering, if we do not help them. Signing petitions helps. No animal must suffer needlessly under stupid and
Sign here:

https://www.change.org/p/united-states-department-of-agriculture-usda-virginia-department-of-game-and-inland-fisheries-end-animal-abuse-at-natural-bridge-zoo?recruiter=19905326&u
From the petition:

"United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)
Undercover footage and a USDA investigation have revealed horrific abuses at a roadside zoo in Virginia. Natural Bridge Zoo violated dozens of federal regulations protecting captive animals a
Lack of veterinary care, filthy living conditions, and intentional harassment of animals by zoo staff were just a few of the issues that were uncovered. We call on the USDA to close Natural Brid

The atrocities came to light thanks to an undercover investigation done by the Humane Society followed by the USDA inspection in January. What they discovered is graphic and heartbreakin
died when rat poison was placed too close to its enclosure. Neglect resulted in the death of a pregnant giraffe and baby camel. These are just a few of the cruel and unnecessary deaths documen

Life is not much better for the animals who manage to survive. The USDA found 35 creatures in need of medical attention. Photos showed a macaque who went weeks without treatment for a w
and, once captured, slammed to the ground. Animal habitats were deemed filthy and uninhabitable. An elephant, one of the most social species on earth, hadn't seen another of her kind in nea
entrusted to care for animals.
How do zoo officials respond? The zoo's owner dismissed powerful photos and videos captured by The Humane Society, telling one local paper, “You can always take a bad picture.”

Luckily, the images and report say it all. Natural Bridge Zoo is a nightmare for the creatures trapped in it, and it’s time for authorities to shut it down for good. Please join me in calling for the
and share the petition today. Thank You."

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1796
Subject: Satan Ruled The Golden Age

From: mageson6666

Date: 3/7/2015

Satan Ruled The Golden Age

The Yazidhi came out of ancient India and called Satan, Shaitan. I doubt they started doing this when Islam and Christianity appeared. Given the
consequences and why would they call their beloved God "one who is nasty." Who has been altering and attacking Hindu culture forever.....maybe its time for
people to start putting their thinking caps on.
Why alter the meaning of this word in Hindi, the enemy has worked to alter the meaning of this word everywhere as its the name of the real God....Why not
the enemy has already altered the meaning of so many words. If a person looks at Sri Lanka and sees they have the same religion of the Yazidhi at the core
and worship the same God and the Yazidhi's came from India thousands of years ago and stated Sri Lanka as the Garden of Paradise like other Arab cultures.
Then note the Druids, Greeks, Romans, Egyptians, Vedic Aryans state they came from the Island continent in the East [the pillars of Hercules is the raising
sun in the East] of which Sri Lanka is left and all had the same head God. Then maybe they will start to put things together and one step leads to another.
Like unraveling yarn.
Atlantis was in the East:
post180.html#p180
The isolationist model is another phoney claim. Its well known and admitted the one mother language of all Europeans languages is Sanskrit, the same for
many eastern groups and even some in America. But then we are supposed to believe all these people had nothing in common and didn't come from the
same root place and culture. Despite they all speak the same language, had identical cultures and stated they all came from the same place and culture in the
ancient past. Its so obvious even ten thousand years of culture diffusion has not covered this over.

Also.....
Sanat is an anagram of Satan.

Sanat was the Lord of Kumara Kandam the name of this Golden Age Paradise in the Sri Lanka texts of which the current Sri Lanka is all that is left of a much
larger island as they mention as well as numerous other cultures in South Asia, India, The Middle East and Europe the South Pacific and America's. Satan
[Sanat] ruled the First Sangam. And taught humans the knowledge of the serpent power Yoga. As the numerous cultures stated all mention.
The original name of the Primordial Golden Age religion was Sanatana Dharma.

In the east we find the important SATANAMA mantra which is given high importance. What this mantra is saying is NAMA meaning name and SATA meaning
God, Sata is the name of God. This is seen in the Ram mantra. RAM NAM. In some cases NAMA is on the front of the mantra paying homage like NAMA
SIVAYA. Sometimes on the end. This is shown in SAT NAM of which SATANAMA is the full mantram of.
However Sanatana Dharma is the name of the Golden Age religion so it holds the highest importance.
Sanat is an anagram of Satan. The Yedizi's who stated they came from India around three thousand years ago use Satan but mention Shamballa in their
texts. The Lord of Shamballa is Sanat Kumara. SATAN is also a divine name in the East which means SAT as truth and AN as eternal. Eternal Truth. This
relates to the serpent power. Which grants the power of enlightenment and liberation as well. The serpent is the symbol of Satan east and west and the
serpent is the original image of God. SAT is the name of the highest God in the east.
N and M is redundant as its the same nasal vibration.
Sanat-ana Dharma is SATAN-ANA Dharma. Which meaning translates to Sata/Satan is the name of the True, eternal, everlasting God. And the way to
enlightenment. Looking in the east and Egypt. Sata is also spelled as Satan or SAT.

The Jews call Satan their most hated enemy. The Jews are the enemies of God, spiritual freedom and enlightenment.

shubhamrane666 wrote:
But don't you think that the translation should be in a combination of Hindi and English. Even most of guys today speak like that. Also Hindi word for Lord
Satan is Shaitan, the same as Arabic word meaning one who's nasty in English. You'll have to call him as Lord shiva then. Also many guys who are teenagers
speak in Hindi but have problems reading it like I myself have. I do speak Marathi fluently but have a problem writing it correctly. Pute Hindi is very difficult
and writing meditation terms will be tough. Translating site to Tamil will be a giod option though.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1797
Subject: What We Are Fighting For --[Keep Fighting!]

From: high_priest_hooded_cobra_666

Date: 3/8/2015

What we are fighting for?
We are fighting spiritually for many things. We are fighting for Freedom. Freedom for people to live a peaceful and spiritual life, with all the physical
necessities. Freedom against the jewish hoaxes that punish people mentally, spiritually and in their mind. We are fighting to abolish the poison of lack of
knowledge, we are fighting to get rid of fear in people’s hearts. We are fighting so that no more Gentile people will be dying in the streets, homeless and
without a loaf of bread. We are fighting so that those who are trying to enslave humanity do get destroyed. We are fighting for health, physical and spiritual
health. We are fighting for the advances of science. We are fighting to build new towns, reconstruct, rebuild and help the Earth. We are fighting so that no
children will die due to hunger or abuse by primitive actions. We are fighting for those who have no voice and no awareness to see their enemies. For those
who have fallen down and have quitted, letting themselves die. We are here to show them that the world of our largest dreams is not lost- its here to be
worked for. We are fighting for our each and respective Gentile Race, for each and our respective pride and our Ancestral past.
We are fighting for those who have died or have never lived a life due to the jewish teachings. We are fighting so Humans can regain their Souls, that they
have lost due to the cancer of Abrahamic hoaxes. We are fighting to get people who have been made insane back to health again. We are fighting for
Mother Earth and to save her from suffering. We are fighting for any animal that is being senselessly abused, that is thrown away like a lifeless piece of
trash. We are fighting for those who are in the hospitals suffering from disease that was heaped to them either by lack of scientific knowledge, or by the
insane teachings of the enemy that cause people emotional problems- all this by the enemy. We are fighting for beauty, the preservation of art, history. We
are fighting for those who are being tortured, secluded and brought to ashes by the jewish dreams of world domination. We are fighting for our Gods, our
Pagan Gods, who have been helping Humanity for hundreds of years. We are fighting for those and like those, who have shouted “FREEDOM” and then later
have sacrificed, in the eternal flame,, not giving one thought about that they would certainly die. We are fighting for those who are trying to escape this
jewish order of living to find peace. We are fighting for those who are seeking the Truth but cannot find it. We are fighting for the Sovereignty of people and
of States and Races. We are fighting for the preservation of what is different. We are fighting against the most atrocious and sick people, these sick jewish
souls who have built the middle ages, the dark ages, the ages of suffering and destruction that made humanity pour seas of needless blood. We are fighting
against those who consider themselves entitled to harm, destroy, enslave and mutilate whole people’s and nations. We are fighting to certify and guarantee
that people will remain free and that our civilization will undergo the least damage possible.
We are here to spiritually destroy the “chosen of god” and the people that created the nasty alien catastrophic “religious” hoaxes themselves, that have
brought humanity seas of blood, injustice, suffering and destruction to anything that lives and breathes more or less. We are here to destroy this psychopath
murderer that they call “god”. We are the Darkness, which is the True Eternal Light, we are the Past, the Now and the Future, we are the original people of
God, whom is none but Satan, the one and only eternal and everlasting Truth.
We are fighting for what all our Ancestors have fought, we are the ones holding their flame. When you see yourself in the mirror, see hundreds of those
before you, do not only see yourself, for you are not only yourself, you are your Race, your Volk, your Ancestors and every one of them. You are someone
the Gods left here, entrusting them with a mission! To Save this world. The weight of responsibility falls then on your back and NEVER, EVER question your
capability. You are the one’s that are aware, that have woken up and that have been brave enough to seek our Ancient Father. What is a war or a thousand
wars to those who have DARED to find themselves!
We are fighting for the Real God of Humanity. For the Father of Truth, Satan, the Eternal God, whose promise stands proud for as much as recorded historyto make Humans.

Curse the enemy with all your hatred, let the curses run like the greatest scorching fire upon their petty souls! Here is how to fight:
Everyday, until the day that a Ritual will come, which will be soon, raise the following and direct it as following.
Vibrate:
-Thurisaz x9.
Then affirm Once with intent"Israel and all the jewish race of peoples are permanently and completely destroyed in every and all levels of existence."
-Hagalaz x9
Then affirm Once with intent"Israel and all the jewish race of peoples are permanently and completely destroyed in every and all levels of existence."
You can multiply 9 vibrations and do this, like x18 Thurisaz or x18 Hagalaz. X36 Thurisaz and X36 HAGALAZ and so forth.
An Alternate affirmation would be as following: "Israel and the jewish race as a whole are now being permanently and completely destroyed, in every and all
levels of existence."
****ALL THE ABOVE IS TO BE DONE EVERYDAY, UNTIL A NEW RITUAL IS POSTED. THIS SHOULD BE PART OF YOUR DAILY MEDITATIONS. PREFERABLY,
DO THIS FIRST AND THEN DO YOUR AURA OF PROTECTION AND CLEANING MEDITATION!
Use whichever feels more on the point for you. Both are the same thing. But some might have a tendency toward one or the other.
You can imagine grey energy suffocating them all over the globe, with severe intensity. With all your hatred inside. This is to be done daily with your daily
meditations. This will add up to our older Rituals and finish the job. But the job is not finished until WE finish it. And we are not idiots to think that Israel is
over-with...Far from it.
Satan has placed his faith in us. Lets make Father Satan proud and create a world in which his name stands proud for all the Ages!

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1798
Subject: The World the Enemy Wants

From: high_priest_hooded_cobra_666

Date: 3/13/2015

The World the Enemy Fantasizes About.

This world can become two things. Either what we desire and envision [http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic8277.html], or what the enemy desires and
envisions. Many do not understand quite, how deep the rabbit hole goes and how in regards to this. How deep, how dangerous and how serious is this
warfare and us taking a stand. You can see this everywhere, at whatever the enemy does create and does sought.

First of all, you need search no further than Hollywood. Hollywood is jew owned. It has since forever being projecting jewish propaganda, jewish ideals,
jewish thoughts and jewish dreams in screen. It’s the ultimate means of propaganda and subliminal programming. I will not mention what “I SEE” first, but
only after. This is what they say on their own.

[I may have some mistakes in the plots as I was told about/ read about these and didn’t watch all of these. Although I really like movies, some are beyond
simply being any movie. They are jewish propaganda machine. Futuristic is a nice gerne, but this is something entirely different. These are straight
propaganda.]

There are some movies that come in mind, such as the movie “Time” with the jew Justin Timberlake. What the plot of this move is roughly, is that everyone
is physically immortal after they reach 25 years old. As always, there is no spirituality and there is a rough division of people between poor and rich, nothing
less and nothing more. People do get paid with “time to live” and not money. In that sense a worker gets payed hours to live, not in money, as everyone is
“immortal” given they have “enough time”. The “system” is the master of life and death and its inside them and internalized. The “clock” in which these
people receive their “time” to live is attached on their hands. So the poor can aswell die for not being payed enough “time”. The kike oligarchy is at the top
with huge numbers of time, as they control the “system” as thus they can live eternally, being master of life and death, in the whole of the planet. There is
communism and people have no rights at all, completely and ultimately dependent on a slavish, physical only reality, in which they are trapped. Now this is
only a projection of what they dream and want. Everything positive, the jew will degrade and pervert to their level.

For the kikes and their dreams, technology is nothing more than a means to destroy people, push communism, destroy and degrade the “Soul” fully, as they
themselves have nothing as the Soul of a Gentile. They themselves cannot advance or evolve as they are slaves of higher powers, to which they cannot
overcome or even talk against. They are slaves and they seek to become your slave masters.

Then this is this other movie, named “Surrogates”. This movie is basically about a future world and how everyone has given up their physical body to live
through a “robot” body which they control through a device they stay inside. They aren’t no longer themselves but technically cyborgs attached to a metal
body. How good and such the body will be is dependent on how much money one makes, bodies are sold in markets and so forth, so people can live the
"ideal life". They live in total denial of themselves. The motto is here the same. The “system” controls everyone. Whomever doesn’t have money will perish.
The world is a sick lie, there is no “Soul” but only mere biological “pleasure” by “nervous stimulation” from the machine through which the body operates the
robot. Nothing natural, nothing human, nothing sane.

The jew only sees technology as a means to get into your brain, destroy you, rob your freedom, know what you are, what you do, what you feel, whatever,
so they can manipulate you, own you and control you. Same message through the ages. Machines as they were used for torture in the middle ages, they
sought to make the future no exception.

Then you have another movie named “Source Code”. This movie is about a man who is trapped into a military scientific anti-terror program. He is in reality
destroyed in his body but he is locked up in a simulation, that runs over and over a memory from his mind about an terror attack, so he can gather
information about the incident through re-running the memory. He doesn’t know it and his mind keeps and keeps relapsing into the memory, while his brain is
jacked into a machine, so he can gather information, playing the memory over and over and having “8 minutes” to act and find the memory. He dies and
experiences everything over and over in the memory. The actor is jewish aswell. The number 8 signifies eternity as some know and this is a horrific message
to tie into something so insane.

While the ending of the movie is “positive” as in how his “consciousness” escapes to some parallel universe or something, the jewish dream and message In
the movie remains the same:

They literally want to fucking jack you into a machine and control you, keep you alive to torture you, mind body, even soul and consciousness. The only
reason they do not is because they can’t. They can’t because of “rebels” like us worldwide who do not want their shitty dreams of world domination and total
slavery. They preach you are nothing but a shitty flesh that will basically perish. After all, according to them you are a soulless animal.

The message is also even more sly and DEADLIER. DISASTERS "MUST" COME, SO THAT POSITIVITY CAN COME. THIS IS THE MOTTO OF THE ENEMY. THE
"PROMISED GOOD" NEVER COMES THOUGH. THIS IS A MAIN MESSAGE OF ALL THEIR CRAP. DISASTERS ARE TO BE "SOUGHT" FOR SOMEHOW.

Another jewish dreamy movie is the movie “Hunger Games”. Roughly the plot is the same. The rich are separated from the poor, science has advanced so
much they are under total control. People are living in districts which range from “District one” which is the richest, ranging down to “District 13” which is the
most poor. Children are chosen from each district to fight in an arena warfare type of game, killing each other, so the rich can watch this in television as a
show and have fun. The “chosen” have to find sponsors to give them money and help to “win the race”. Its in other words a money game, an investment.
The last man standing wins and gains a chance to get to the “rich district” and live there. Rich is, slavish rich, to the point of pure insanity. The arena in which
the people are trapped inside is a place where anything can be injected with a computer, from beasts to bombs to whatever. People get mutilated and such
for a position to live better and for the laughs of the “higher” ones.

I will not mention the hundreds of movies and video games or novels, with the same mental propaganda- the war gets destroyed, the good jewish “actor” is
the “savior”, the “bad guy” is almost always an “Aryan” looking guy, the “Armageddon” and all this. Some virus outbreak, nuclear catastrophe etc. That’s
what they force people to dwell on. Destruction of knowledge, post apocalyptic war in which no springle of civilization remains.

DESTROY CIVILIZATION, INCITE WARS, DESTROY WHATS HEALTHY, MAN IS A PHYSICAL BEING AND A ROBOT, A SLAVE. THEY WANT TO DESTROY THE
WORLD, UNLESS THIS WORLD SUBMITS TO THEIR DEMANDS, WHICH ARE SLAVERY, SERVITUDE AND DEATH. IF YOU CAN’T GET IT THROUGH YOUR
HEAD, CHECK THE THREATS AND WARS OF ISRAEL. CHECK THE TALMUD, CHECK THE TORAH, CHECK THE PROTOCOLS OF ZION. CHECK WHO OWNS THE
BANKS, WHO HAS THEIR TENTACLES INTO THE CRIMINAL WORLD. What all these movies have all the same as a message? Also, mind the false opposition.
The xians and other idiots think they are again these things, or claim to be, but they are all worshiping what is simply a step before all this destruction. They
worship ideals that bring exactly these things in reality. They are faithfully working at the meat machine of the enemy. "Disasters are to come and to be
sought for" for these idiots. They are welcome. They keep their meaningless and nonspiritual lives "busy".

Its all the same motto- Things that the jew wants. Things and dreams that they have in their “racial only” books since hundreds of years. That’s their future
plan, more or less. That’s the production of the collective mind of these “peoples”. They want to be immortal rulers, ruling through money and racketeering,
to destroy civilization, destroy any sense of “Gods”, erase “Satanism” and the Ancient Past, erase the Soul and the Individual Races of people, and race mix
everyone so they can rule over them, to make people internalize technology and money in such way that they become masters over life and death, sitting,
eating, shitting and raping your daughters and you as well. Not only physically, but if they do not like you, ON THE SOUL LEVEL EVEN. They want to OWN
you totally, like a schizo, only more, like their insane creation "Jesus" who apparently is "the creator of the universe" yet prohibits you to masturbate and
watches you as you do it. Total Communism and total destruction of everything that is right, natural, positive and good for people. All humanity to be equal,
all humanity to be enslaved and without rights. No individual rights, no freedoms, let alone anything more. A world in which there are poor people who cannot
even eat properly. They want and desire to rule, even if this is in a world of damned ashes and destruction. For those who are blind to this, or think these are
all “dreams”, think again. Television was a dream in 1900 and few years later it was made possible. In 1900 it was a joke and by 1970 a total reality. While all
this might seem distant, the JOO WORLD ORDER tries to march toward the first baby steps, Micro chipping and so forth. If you LET them succeed, yes, LET
them, because you have a SAY with our workings in this decision, they will have almost no obstacles. Its up to those who know how to do it. Our Gods are on
our back so do we march forth.

For the record, Satan has once showed me a vision on what the enemy wants to do to this place. It was what they want, or what they have already
commited to others, and how it could turn out in this Earth. It wasn’t the necessary future. It was horrific. There were greys, in an actual post apocalyptic
type of planet. There were people who were survivors and they were forming lines, naked and hungry and totally unable to react to anything as the enemy
had weaponry, the greys “checked” them, took samples for DNA checking, micro chipped them and so forth and then took them towards somewhere to do
nasty shit to them, like a huge space.The grounds where this was happening was like an old factory, with tons of “nuclear” dust and slimy yellow walls [what
had remained of them] and floors. I couldn’t see any further, as it was horrific for any being to see. They say reality extends far more than the wildest fantasy
and this is what “reality” extends to in regards to the enemy ET’s and clique that back up the “down here” people of the enemy. The people of the enemy will
also be disposed and tortured in the end, as they are merely a means to a way. The greys are also themselves micro chipped, bar-coded workers that work
for higher species, namely the ones mentioned as “reptilians”, to whom and with which the jewish people represent in how they look and in their gaze, let
alone how they see the world in general. JUDAISM IS COMMUNISM. ABRAHAMIC RELIGIONS ARE COMMUNISM.

Also- For the sake of mentioning. Satan has told me that the enemy follows the pattern that “when they are done with the purpose, they are getting killed
later and others take their place, as they are only the means to a way”. And that “when the jews serve their 'purpose' most will be killed by their own, except
of the few who would be chosen to continue the purpose.” The jews are a well known racial group that kills their own people without remorse, betrays their
own a lot and also, they also have a very strict racial policy to where the more “mixed” jews are supposedly “lower” than the others in hierarchy. They are at
their core a slave race, who thinks is privileged to reign over the “Goy”, being a slave race of theirs. This is all entirely the same as the policy the reptilians
and the enemy ET’s are taking with their dealings, both with one another and this is evident in these “Christian psychics” and others who serve the enemy. So
long they serve, they are at a “no attack mode” towards them, but they ofcourse give them all suffering one can imagine, so that they are under constant

fear. When these people deep in the enemy dare “leave” them without protection from Satan or some other being, or even question them, they are getting
killed, destroyed or in the mental ward or worse. The enemy never gives them any knowledge to defend themselves or have their own way and they have
zero if any free will. The enemy incessantly pushes themselves to them, using terror and other methods to get them to act. The bargain is that you serve
them, they give something in return that is physical and as thus has no real substance to it and also provided you gain NOTHING SPIRITUAL or ACTUAL in the
process of existing. Let alone anything like the Magnum Opus etc. At the end they dispose the Soul and who knows what else. They never give any
knowledge, information or even remote advice on anything, never solutions, never anything. They are all terror, lack of knowledge, cutthroat and fear. Lilith
went on and told me “This is why the jews are god fearing, because their ‘god’ is someone who will destroy them and torture them if they do not obey it.”
What Lilith meant by “God” is the reptilians and greys and whatever ET thing they worship and feed energy into. There are many reasons for this, but one
that I can figure out is that the enemy desires blood sacrifice for the same reason.

And to save and help the world be saved from doom, you MUST fight, as so many have done before us, so we can be at least as free as we are now. So we
can live and breathe. So that there are billions of people on this Earth and not some “chosen” few, “masters and slaves”. So that Humanity can live and raise
itself!

Here is how to fight:

http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic8277.html

Read more, get more knowledge:

[RFID Microchips] http://josministries.prophpbb.com/post37101.html#p37101
[Exposing Communism] http://www.666blacksun.net/

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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http://exposingthelieofislam.weebly.com/exposing-spiritual-corruption-in-islam--stolen-spiritual-allegories-in-the-quran.html

The above proves how islam has STOLEN everything it has from Ancient Pagan Religions that predated it by thousands of years. No different than xianity.

Please don't forget to continue to spread this information online and in any way you can to awaken our Gentile People to the Truth!! Only if we continue to
fight will this vermin be wiped off of the face of this Earth!

Leave the following link anywhere you are able when fighting online:
http://exposingthelieofislam.weebly.com/contact.html

Hail Father Satan!!
Hail Beelzebub!!
Hail Lilith!!

Heil Hitler!!
Heil Heinrich Himmler!!

-High Priestess Zildar Raasi
Joy of Satan Ministries
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The Gods of Hell do protect us. If you want to somehow help other Satanists, you can direct protective energy everyday to the Powers of Hell, Satan and
Lilith. They will sublimate this energy to the brother/sister in need. You can also RAISE yourself and send this. Trying to somehow drain others and so forth
will never work. Satanism isn't about being carried off by others like a flea on the back, but co-operating with others, in equal terms and so forth. Parasites,
lazy drones and so forth will cause the stronger ones to draw the pesticide to say the least. Satan has accepted you and you are strong enough for that. A
strong whole becomes as such by strong persons. Parasites, fearful idiots, weaklings by choice that choose no never meditate and try to act like parasites,
they are of no importance to me or Satan. They are of importance to nobody, not even themselves. In Satanism, everyone raises a Stone and this is how we
build empires. The ones who can will raise the boulders, others will drag the sand, others will make the food, others will protect and so forth.
From there there are many things you can do, to protect yourself and others:

1. Send energy to Satan and Lilith, so they will direct it to those in dire need.
2. Raise energy to help others who are being attacked. [Algiz, Suryae etc]
3. Become very strong yourself and with others strong as you start building the nessescary conditions so others can exist. This involves physical things aswell.
Building, creating.
Now, if you sense something is about to come that you are inaware, you can call in the Gods. The Gods sublimate energy we send them to protect us and to
destroy the enemy aswell.
Nobody wants a mental and spiritual parasite hanging around or some lazy asshole that demands energy for whatever reason, no different than the reptillian
collective "jhvh" who sit there and demands people killed. This so called "god" has his hands bathed in the blood of countless innocent beings. While Satan
understands our problems and grants our requests, its fundemental to give back. Giving back to Satan means giving back to Humanity and Yourselves. The
Gods do not "need" nothing. We just need them. They are fighting to build a world on justice, where people will not be diseased, starve and that will live on
the level of the Gods without any restriction, as conscious beings that are free. The fact that you are not bred in a farm, that you have a family, that you
have a job, some freedoms, more or less wealth and so forth, these are all up to the Gods and certain people who fought for these things, back in these
gloomy jew-ruled ages. People tend to forget this and the enemy knows this. Countless have sacrificed their lives, went out in the streets and fought wars so
we can be where we are today. Is it perfect? No. Though its a hundred times better than the conditions back then in the Middle Ages for instance. People
were actually bred as in chickens in the Middle Ages. Disobedient chickens were endlessly tortured and then put to death. There was no "opinion", no "free
speech", nothing of these things we know today. And the enemy wouldn't be hesitant at all to steal these from people again and again. Even daring to
disbelieve or criticize was a death penalty. Science was a crime. Thought was a criminal offence. This "god" of theirs is so afraid, is hiding behind weapons, so
murderous, a pure slaver. What a pathetic "god" would guide his followers to kill all cats and then, 1/3rd of European Population would die due to Bubonic
Plague? So much for the love of "god"?
You do not need to force yourself, other than DOING WHAT YOU CAN. This is a major thing. We have to do just what we can. You can meditate for 15
minutes? You do this. You can become stronger? You do this. You strive towards something greater. Not caring and not trying, this is identical to having a
parasite and weakling inside a coven. 11 very strong people and two weaklings and the coven will fail. A person who is live and let be yet calls others to
somehow "work" with them, this is at the very least hypocritical. Other people come at random in the groups and cry that others should send them energy or
pray for them. This is not xianity. This "prayer" of xianity is nothing but a lie. Prayer in Satanism is Telepathic Communication and Magick/Meditation. They
are lazy, ask ask ask, take take take and give nothing back. Satan has stated such people are of no importance to Him. They are on their own and all this
could possibly entail, in this life and in their existence. If you supposedly want to help other Brothers and Sisters in Satan, draining and trying to do such shit
will not do nothing, nothing also will do crying, whinning and what "if's", complaints, tears and shit. The enemy teaches people this attitude so they will never
actually make any progress in existing. Yes, we are humans and we experience all these things. We shouldn't damn them. But these things are to show us a
direction to go, to better ourselves and the whole. This is not how you build a life, your life, or a Greater Satanic World. You build this by building, searching,
caring, doing, seeking, destroying, creating, living, existing.
If some people want so badly to complain because they aren't fake disney $$$ princesses (after all they were supposed to be, anyone should be a princess),
or because Nordic Aliens didn't show up in their first week of meditation so they can make them millions of dollars so they can live their jewish mindset, oh
my, something must be so wrong. Some simply do whine about not being Gods actually or having every their damn wish granted. Most of your wishes are
created by this society. Many things are lost along the way and have been replaced by perversions or marketing. Those living in America's consumerism might

have a hard time to understand this. This isn't different than other places of the world, as this is the country the enemy tries to take over to push these
things. They bring everything to the unnatural extreme. America is the land of the free and guess what, this pisses off the jews. They do not like it. They
want to rule it and take it over, while using America to do as they see fit to weaker states. The enemy doesn't like freedom. They do not like public libraries,
intellectual pursuit for the goy, they don't even like that people go to school. If they can't do something about it, this is a whole another matter. The enemy
has done this and if circumstances could assist, they would do this again immidiately.
The enemy has lied to you, real bad and real hard- right in the face. You do not know who you are and what you want unless you deprogramm yourself. As
always, they sell people bullshit to make them unhappy. You must be strong in all levels, moreso in the physical one aswell. And maybe even be ruthless. You
must have, own, be everything you can. This is how empires are built. The enemy has gained what they have down here, because of endless unhonest work,
lies, deceit, but also, spiritual effort. Their retarded and eternally accursed ET friends have worked their ass too. Many have became meat in the process, but
who cares, so long they fullfill their purposes. Every kike down to the last one has worked their ass. They worked like wheels on a train to get the train where
they thought it should be. Those who study history know this is a work of centuries upon centuries. And people whine when only in few years, we have been
hitting the enemy so hard? This is unacceptable! They are definitely terrified to no end. We are stealing history right from their nasty hands.
topic8549.html
And we will keep strong until the end and then even further. This world must be saved. The Gods are giving a great war and so are our people. We are in
times of war, not in times of peace. This must be comprehended. When the last of these degraded filths is brought down and this Humanity can live without
this bullshit slavery and torture, then we can say peace has dawned. Until then, we fight, fight fight, destroy, destroy, destroy, create create, create and then
create again.
Give a reason to yourself first and then meditate faithfully. Satan keeps his promise. From closely a decade in Satanism, I can guarantee you this and so do
many others. Patience is mandatory. To even half-awake from this slumber of centuries, this destruction, it takes time. Yes, something is wrong. And this is
Humanity and the way people see things, thanks to the jew. Something is wrong in this endless egotism and stupidity. This personal vanity of mortals who
simply consume all their enviroment to simply become rot and do it again, is definitely "ungodly" and this is Abrahamism, this is the enemy. The enemy has
told people to fear "god". Satan is God and you must open your Soul and mind to Satan, who has been shedding life and light to all of us since we began
existing. Something is wrong in the people not having faith in themselves and in that they can achieve and conquer all this darknesst that is eating Humanity's
Soul. Nevertheless, the Gods are always there. People are too blind to understand and to appriciate this. You here are not blind, you here can see Satan's light.
Others in this universe have perished under the enemy and they are helpless, without a hope, living in such farms and so forth. People died in street protests
for what we today consider so "normal", because they were being exploited to shreds. You must read history as the enemy makes sure to always erase the
past. If you think exploitation, lack of freedoms and everything else is too distant, you seriously need to wake up. These things are being under attack by the
abrahamics, who consider themselves above any and all Human rights. Even in other countries than in the developed ones, women are getting stoned for
loving someone (or even because someone SUSPECTS they LOOKED at someone), people live in communism and if they get payed, the get paid with a loaf
of bread, to live in a small appartment with other 20 people, children die to diseases long forgotten in other parts of the world. At the same time, children are
working to death and have to cut their limbs due to working in shithole factories. THIS IS THE REALITY THE JEWS CREATED BY THEIR ENDLESS MAGICK,
THEIR ENDLESS "SPELLS", THEIR "BELIEF SYSTEMS", THEIR "GOD" AND THE RELATED FILTH THEY TRY TO PUSH OBNOXIOUSLY TO GENTILES. THIS IS
HOW "REALITY" IS MADE ON THE HIGHER LEVEL, WHILE THIS LEVEL IS WHERE WE ACT ASWELL. All those who know of Occultism do know that this is how

reality is created. Thought predates action. And some people whine and cry over an attack or breaking a fingernail, or not living disney after they have
dedicated to Satan. Well, Satanism is about living life Truly and becoming a God. Satanism is about reaching the highest elevation and elevating yourself. YOU
WILL ADVANCE AND YOU WILL BECOME THE HIGHEST BEING YOU CAN BECOME, THATS SATANISM. Thats the purpose. To ever become, to ever evolve.
Not to stay stuck in this loophole of endless destruction the enemy has created, that leads a Soul to nowhere.
"Caring" doesn't mean "I tie in negativity" or that "I exhaust myself" or whatever else. It hasn't has to do with any slave-live caring, or caring for things that
you shouldn't. This is the enemy. This is how the enemy "cares". In the most fake, the most perverted, the most sick nature, that in the end, reinforces the
destruction. They sit there and gloom over the bad, the ugly and the wrong that they create and they are dependent upon. These fake "religions" could never
survive in a healthy reality with happy people. They thrive and survive in misery, pain, affliction, disease and lack of knowledge. In Satanism we care in the
healthy manner. When we shouldn't care, we do not care. Satanism is about health, positivity, freedom, beauty etc. You do not need to destroy your mind
over such matters, but simply know. For most things, knowing and being aware is enough. Knowledge creates awareness. One becomes aware and defends
these things. And we can defend these things. If peope are fast asleep, these things one sweet day these things are stolen from people and nothing exists
anymore.
A God is higher than a King, even though if they are Kings. They are the highest attainment of existing. A God can have nothing and feel as if they own the
universe itself, and then more. Those who are spiritually aware know exactly what I have stated and the depth of this meaning. Others know subconsciously
but this will take a while until it comes to them. It will and you must carry on. Many people are born as they are, without the chance to advance to any
direction, live and above all exist in any acceptable level. THIS IS THE ENEMY, CAGING AND DESTROYING HUMANITY. The judaic system will not allow them
to even breathe freely. You have to, like a soldier, stand proud and the strongest you can be on YOURSELF first. You have to be patient, strong, fearless,
obedient in the Warrior sense and that of the Student, yet critical and with your consciousness woken up. For the new members, you will understand down the
road exactly what is meant here. You will understand the Truth the enemy tries to hide.

Now there are idiots who say they should sit back and do nothing. Since such idiots still exist, that, you know, who cares, if Animals suffer, the Earth is
getting polluted, freedoms are being lost. All they care about is them. They can't see further, so who cares. Who cares if the Gods are being attacked,
Humanity suffers, innocents suffer, right? Seeing the kikes looting, raping and enslaving the whole planet, then congratulations to these people. They surely
are the most loyal of the judaic slaves. Perfect slaves. Not giving a fuck. The perfect victim. Letting the enemy do as they see fit. Alone and helpless,
purposeless. A bounty ready to be stolen and seized by these predators. You win the trophy of being a worthless piece of shit that literally doesn't give a
fuck about anything, not even its own self, that should be a cucumber and not a man. Infact, a cucumber cannot even be a slave. These people are worse
than a vegetable. They have been created into exactly what benefits the judaic status quo to exist. The perfect slave.
Those who have been exposed to the Truth can only either totally and unconditionally follow (and these are Satan's chosen) and will become Gods. For you,
our faithful warriors, there is nothing I can utter that you are worthy of, nothing that matches the height of a Soul that fights as such. Not stars, not towns,
not gold, not a thing, and all these things. You deserve to stand and so shall stand, besides the Throne of the Great One. By unconditionally and totally, this
means that the Truth must be defended, the same for Freedom of Speech, our Nations and so forth, without any step back. It means that you do not step
back from these things.
Approach the Gods and open your heart and mind to them, in a healthy manner. If you are really willing to understand them and experience their miracles,

you will live things that most can only imagine. Those who get help from Satan and are close to Him, and their Guardian Demons, can relate exactly to what I
state. We all more or less have felt their Providence and Love towards us. Open your minds to Satan and you will understand that Satanism is about
something far greater than our present day comprehension. Its about a new Man, a new Person and as thus, a New World.
What the enemy has failed to understand, is that for us, there are only two ways: We either live with our head and spine upright, or we choose to not live at
all. The enemy does not know, and never will know, the fearless spirit of the Gods and their Daughters and Sons. What can the filthy enemy understand of
the heart of a Satanic Warrior and a Satanic Builder?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NHQn3B_rAwc
Stand strong in the face of adversity. Fight and Build, commrades, Fight and Build!!
Here is how to fight: topic8277.html
SIEG HEIL!!!
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic8582.html
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1811
Subject: Re: Hello, Astrology question for the
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1812
Subject: Re: Breathing exericese
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1813
Subject: Re: Tip for Solar Returns: Travel!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1814
Subject: Square Jupiter.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1815
Subject: Re: Square Jupiter.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1816
Subject: Re: Square Jupiter.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1817
Subject: Re: Square Jupiter.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1818
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From: archdandy
High Priests or Priestesses
From: isfandiyarsmith

Date: 4/19/2015

From: nick_vabzircnila
High Priests or Priestesses
From: richardlesterhailsatan11
High Priests or Priestesses
From: archdandy
High Priests or Priestesses
From: richardlesterhailsatan11
High Priests or Priestesses
From: centralforce666

Date: 4/21/2015

Date: 4/21/2015

Date: 4/23/2015
Date: 4/25/2015
Date: 4/26/2015
Date: 4/28/2015

From: mancunianninja

Date: 5/1/2015

From: Noel Ochoa

Date: 5/1/2015

From: johnrobsons

Date: 5/5/2015

From:
inlovewithsatan@ymail.com

Date: 5/6/2015

From: johnrobsons

Date: 5/9/2015

From:
high_priest_hooded_cobra_666
Subject: Rip them apart, to Victory and BEYOND!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1819
From: mancunianninja
Subject: Psychic Vampires and Astrology
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1820
From: centralforce666
Subject: Re: Psychic Vampires and Astrology
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1821
From: SAINT MICHAEL
Subject: Re: Psychic Vampires and Astrology
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1822
From: truthis.life40
Subject: Could someone help me learn Astrology?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1823
From: Yog Sothoth
Subject: Re: Could someone help me learn Astrology?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1824
From: Christien Gates
Subject: Re: Could someone help me learn Astrology?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1825
From: stygian.shadowcreeper
Subject: Re: Could someone help me learn Astrology?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1826
From: Yog Sothoth
Subject: Re: Could someone help me learn Astrology?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1828
From: nick_vabzircnila
Subject: Co-rulers and house cusps
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1829
From: Christien Gates
Subject: Re: Co-rulers and house cusps

Date: 6/3/2015

Date: 6/16/2015
Date: 6/23/2015
Date: 6/24/2015
Date: 6/28/2015
Date: 6/29/2015
Date: 6/29/2015
Date: 6/29/2015
Date: 6/29/2015
Date: 7/2/2015
Date: 7/4/2015

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1830
From: stygian.shadowcreeper
Subject: Hair cutting during waxing / waning Moon?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1831
From: mancunianninja
Subject: Re: Psychic Vampires and Astrology
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1832
From: mancunianninja
Subject: Re: Psychic Vampires and Astrology
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1833
From: Xavier Skaggs
Subject: Re: Hair cutting during waxing / waning Moon?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1834
From: clarinetplayer666
Subject: Birth Chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1835
From: Magus Immortalis
Subject: Re: Birth Chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1836
From: mancunianninja
Subject: Re: Birth Chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1837
From: Christien Gates
Subject: Re: Birth Chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1838
From: lagerthabjorn
Subject: I'm wondering if astrology is effecting business
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1839
From: mancunianninja
Subject: Re: I'm wondering if astrology is effecting business
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1840
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: I'm wondering if astrology is effecting business
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1841
From: lagerthabjorn
Subject: Re: I'm wondering if astrology is effecting business
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1842
From: mkscotshaman@...
Subject: Birth chart reading
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1843
From: stygian.shadowcreeper
Subject: Re: I'm wondering if astrology is effecting business
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1844
From: mancunianninja
Subject: Re: Birth chart reading
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1845
From: lucius_montague
Subject: Re: Birth Chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1846
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: I'm wondering if astrology is effecting business
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1847
From: Yog Sothoth
Subject: Re: Birth Chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1848
From: mkscotshaman@...
Subject: Re: Birth Chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1850
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: Birth Chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1851
From: Noel Ochoa
Subject: Void moon and meditation
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1852
From: mancunianninja
Subject: Re: Questions about birth chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1853
From: Epsilon Grewar
Subject: Re: Questions about birth chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1854
From: akanimosam
Subject: New Here
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1855
From: mancunianninja
Subject: Re: Birth chart reading

Date: 7/7/2015
Date: 7/7/2015
Date: 7/7/2015
Date: 7/8/2015
Date: 7/11/2015
Date: 7/11/2015
Date: 7/11/2015
Date: 7/12/2015
Date: 7/14/2015
Date: 7/14/2015
Date: 7/14/2015
Date: 7/15/2015
Date: 7/15/2015
Date: 7/15/2015
Date: 7/15/2015
Date: 7/15/2015
Date: 7/16/2015
Date: 7/16/2015
Date: 7/16/2015
Date: 7/17/2015
Date: 7/17/2015
Date: 7/17/2015
Date: 7/18/2015
Date: 7/18/2015
Date: 7/19/2015

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1856
Subject: Re: Void moon and meditation
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1857
Subject: Re: New Here

From: mancunianninja

Date: 7/19/2015

From: mancunianninja

Date: 7/19/2015

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1805
From: archdandy
Subject: Re: Hello, Astrology question for the High Priests or Priestesses

Date: 4/19/2015

Hey no offence but thats very lazy of you. Im new (well dedicated for 2 years) and i think that just sounds
like a dumb question to ask of HP Maxine. The information on the JOS is there for you to LEARN. No one
else is here to do it for you. As a Satanist i feel like its important to become adept in Astrology, Magic,
etc...its our job to SIFT THE GOLD FROM THE GRIME. Theres 1000s of books out there about Astrology and
Wicca and nearly all of them have some xtian influence (something i LEARNED to see after my dedication to
Satan) it was literally in every Magick book i had. I trashed most of them, but my point is the bottom line
the truths are there. Breathing Excercises, Meditation, Chakra Work aswell as Astrology are all part of
empowering the soul. Learning about the Gods and psychic power is also all part of spiritual empowerment
as a Satanist.
It has come to my understanding that Satanism ecompasses all of what true spirituality is and was before
the xian take over...
This is a path with NO BOOK.
Learn more about astrology, study the planets and read books about how to read your natal chart.
Eventually you wont need books, or online forums to answer your questions because YOU'LL know the
answers.
Thank you to the JOY OF SATAN Ministry and thank you Satan and the Gods of Hell for your guidance and
knowledge.
Ave Satanas!!!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1806
Subject: Breathing exericese

From: isfandiyarsmith

Date: 4/21/2015

I was doing my research on breathing exercises and there 2 useful files that can be found on this site
namely "the 10 titeban breathing and the 5 titeban breathing". It was very helpful to know this techniques.
But I still haven't found my answers yet. You see, am looking for breathing techniques that induce
particularly Beta, Alpha, Theta and Delta state of brain. Having a full awareness and understanding of how to
consciously in in either one of the four states is very helpful but I don't know yet any breathing techniques
for this one. We all know the inducing trance breathing technique but are there other ways??
Hail Satan.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1807
From: nick_vabzircnila
Subject: Re: Hello, Astrology question for the High Priests or Priestesses

Date: 4/21/2015

I don't think it's a dumb question at all. High Priestess Maxine does do astrology readings. I'm personally
looking very much forward to when she starts taking orders again. Of course you should learn to do it
yourself, but even doctors consult other doctors and specialists. There is nothing wrong with that.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1808
From: richardlesterhailsatan11 Date: 4/23/2015
Subject: Re: Hello, Astrology question for the High Priests or Priestesses

@Nick
Thanks dude.
@archdandy
Exactly what Nick said, I WAS going to pay, also, I am studying myself... trying to at least. Keyword,
TRYING... and at least I'm doing that, right?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1810
From: archdandy
Subject: Re: Hello, Astrology question for the High Priests or Priestesses

Date: 4/25/2015

Right but to completely blow it all off for someone else to do just seemed kinda lazy to me, which is what i
got from your post...but I understand.... if she can help you understand more about your chart then
awesome... i apologize if i came off like a butthole...
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1811
From: richardlesterhailsatan11 Date: 4/26/2015
Subject: Re: Hello, Astrology question for the High Priests or Priestesses
@Archdandy
No problem man. I am a bit on the lazy side, no doubt about that, but I'm improving... you should of saw
me 4 or 3 years ago... LAZY AS ALL HELL. :) I couldn't even vacuum my own house, let alone change the
cat litter, now I do these things everyday, right along with meditation and yoga. Born and raised witha
silver spoon doesn't exactly have it's benefits when it comes to being responsible...
@Nick
Yeah, no doubt man... I too was surprised on how accurate my natal chart was, I was (before) a bit skeptic
of the whole astrology thing, but as soon as I seen my natal chart and seeing how it matched up with
almost everything in my life, was kind of weird... to say the least...
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1812
Subject: Re: Breathing exericese

From: centralforce666

Date: 4/28/2015

Perhaps since this is an area of interest to you, you might set about researching this through personal trial
and error and report your findings??
Just a suggestion.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1813
Subject: Re: Tip for Solar Returns: Travel!

From: mancunianninja

Date: 5/1/2015

I am bumping this (I hope). As I want to know if anyone else has also done this?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1814
Subject: Square Jupiter.

From: Noel Ochoa

Date: 5/1/2015

Hello everyone, I have a question, Jupiter Square for material issues also strengthens the houses of
Sagittarius and Pisces or only spiritual square? thanks
Hail Enki.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1815
Subject: Re: Square Jupiter.

From: johnrobsons

Date: 5/5/2015

Only the spiritual squares, material ones are for money!
Hail Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 1816

From:
inlovewithsatan@ymail.com

Date: 5/6/2015

Subject: Re: Square Jupiter.
I wanted to ask whether if I can start Jupiter Square for spiritual purposes, for health since I've messed up
Sun Square. Currently,Jupiter is in the sign of Leo. Would it be worth doing it now?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1817
Subject: Re: Square Jupiter.

From: johnrobsons

Date: 5/9/2015

The Jupiter squares will give results but not as strong as when its in its strong signs. Doing Sun squares now
is equally fine. Even though its not in its strongest signs, it will still work.
Hail Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 1818

From:
Date: 6/3/2015
high_priest_hooded_cobra_666
Subject: Rip them apart, to Victory and BEYOND!
Comrades and Satanic Forces, the days of Victory are drawing near and closer as the time goes by. This is
only happening for one reason. Our collective effort. Your brave hearts and spiritual deeds. Those of you,
who despite of any opposition, still stand. Those of you who fight in the sight of doubt, fear and arrogance.
Those of you who have chosen, no matter if it means their own life, to go against this bestial enemy. An
enemy of gigantic proportions, but of a vain heart. A spiritual tyrrant established on lies upon lies, deception
upon deception.
We are at the crucial point where we must not take one step back. We must fight and fight again. Things
are heating up towards where they never were before. Be merciless. Satan will take care of us as he has
always done. Our loving Father is here and guides us actively. Satan has loved us and guided us towards
Greatness. Towards the Truth itself.
The enemy has tortured and destroyed, raped and pillaged every Gentile civilization. Literally. These people
from back "then" who were attacked simply for existing, have given you the Torch of Victory and Our
Civilization. They have demanded of us to torch the lies of the enemy and AVENGE them. For the first to the
last fallen comrade and Gentile, whom they have brought down in anyway, we are the answer to their cry for
Justice.
Whomever knows the Truth cannot look back and cannot stop. All of us here, older and newcomers, do
know the Truth. We are learning and understanding it. What a privilege, that they tried to strip us of. What a
Honor. But also, what Duty it brings. We are here to move forward and bring Spiritual Justice. They have
tried for hundreds of years to undo us all, both our Knowledge, our Gods and subvert and destroy our
civilization to the bitter end.
We took a serious beating. We were damaged. The Gods offered us their hand and are raising us from the
Dead. AND THIS HAND WE MUST TAKE. WE MUST TAKE IT, HOLD IT FIRMLY AND HONOR THEM. Honor
them by winning this War.
But some Gentile people never gave up. The Gods, never gave up on us. Against impossible odds and even
in the face of death himself, the last ones stood proud. They decided to die in the front of the Throne of
Satan than to bow on the enemy's feet and save their lives. This includes men, women and even children.
The enemy made no discretion and gave nobody no mercy. They butchered alike “Pagan” men, women and
children alike. They didn’t even hesitate. We were as alien to them then, than we are today. With the same
unrelenting hatred, they attack Gentiles from all sides, so they do to our Father Satan. Through re-writing of
history and systematic brainwashing, tons of “magick” and assistance, they think they could bind the Truth.
Thing is, they have failed in the most miserable manner.
We still stand. We have raised our head in this World of tyranny of the Soul.
Others, the vain hearted, might have fallen behind. Victims of their own insolence. Their own fears, projected
into the effort or wherever. Defeated not by any enemy, but their own self. I pity them. So different and so
low of value, compared to you. Those of you, who the Gods have loved and guided. Those unrelenting
people of Truth. Those who are fighting against this hidden and invisible monstrosity.
WE WILL WIN OVER THE ENEMY. WE HAVE WON ALREADY. But we haven’t won, until we have WON. Until
they are completely obliterated and GONE. This is, until over is long overdue. And after this, we will have to

do many other things in recovering everything from the damage they have caused. Paradise is to be fought.
You have to make for yourself, a Paradise for yourself. They are trying to create a living world of pain and
misery for everyone.
You all here have decided to carry this World on a small back of yours. Or so you thought. You are nothing
small compared to this deed. The moment you decided to lift this, this same moment the Gods have seen
YOU. As it seems, we are standing strong and always capable. We are mere commoners who are walking the
path of the Gods. Mere Gentiles who are looking up to our Gods. Who are looking back our Ancestors. Who
treading the forgotten path.
WE ARE RIPPING THE ENEMY APART IN SO FAR LESS THAN TWO DECADES!!! They have made efforts of
hundreds of years, so we can come out of nowhere and damage them unlike anything has ever damaged
them. Their lies only bought them time. From the Truth of the Cosmos nobody can hide. They are criminals
and murderers. They are assisting a criminal spiritual order and they want the worst for everyone. This all of
us here know. They have everything to hide. They are afraid and guilty. They know the Eternal Eye of Satan
is seeing them. This is what and whom we represent. This is for whom we do fight. The eternal, unclosed
eyes of Spiritual Justice. This eye of Satan has discovered, unmasked and is burning the enemy eternally.
We are the most peaceful of people. We are the civilizers of the Earth. We are Warriors. When wronged and
lied, we are intolerable. It’s not in us to stay without a Word in the face of these lies and deceptions.
Everything is at stake and we will play for EVERYTHING. When our legacy as Gentiles is attacked, our Honor
and our Creation, from aliens such as these, we become worse than DEATH. Because we serve loyally and
faithfully the Truth. The unforgotten past. The future that is to come. We are going against time and against
all times, at all times.
Here we stand, besides the hoards of the enemy, the hoards of the mindless sheep, the destroyers of
civilization, giving a victorious fight. We will drive them to the cliffs and undo them. No matter how hard, no
matter the impossible, no matter time, no matter the ages, no matter numbers. Such are only illusions in the
eyes of the Gods. Spiritual Justice will be served. Do not let them blind you. The Truth stands eternal.
MY COMMRADES AND MY PEOPLE, ALL OUR HEARTS ARE BEATING IN THE SAME DIRECTION. IN THE SAME
WAY WE WALK, TOWARDS THE SAME WAY WE FIGHT. WE WIN TOGETHER AND TAKE A BEAT TOGETHER!
WHEN ONE IS DAMAGED, THE OTHER ONE SHALL AVENGE THE FALLEN BROTHER. WE ALL ADVANCE AND
MOVE TOGETHER. WE SHALL NEVER ALLOW, WE SHALL NEVER TOLERATE THE ENEMY. WE ARE THEIR
UNDOING. WE ARE THE NEMESIS OF THE GODS. INDIVIDUALS, BUT ONE AND ONLY BATTALION! MANY
SOULS, YET ONE SOUL IN TRUTH!
Hold each other’s hand in this battle, as a chain unbroken, unmovable, a chain of Satanic Truth.
WE STAND FIRMLY AND DECLARE: “THIS IS WHERE THIS ALL ENDS”. THIS IS WHERE WE END THEM!
LET YOUR VIBRATIONS AND MAGICK RIP THE ASTRAL AND LET US ALL DESTROY THE ENEMY!! RIP THEM
APART, IN SATAN’S ETERNAL NAME!!! RAISE YOUR SERPENT AND SUFFOCATE THE ENEMY IN THE
ETERNAL FLAME OF TRUTH!!!
ONWARDS TO VICTORY!!!
____________________________________________________
Here is how to fight:
Everyday, until the day that a Ritual will come, which will be soon, raise the following and direct it as
following.
-Thurisaz x9.

Then affirm Once with intent"Israel and all the jewish race of peoples are permanently and completely destroyed in every and all levels of
existence."
-Hagalaz x9
Then affirm Once with intent"Israel and all the jewish race of peoples are permanently and completely destroyed in every and all levels of
existence."
You can multiply 9 vibrations and do this, like x18 Thurisaz or x18 Hagalaz.
An Alternate affirmation would be as following: "Israel and the jewish race as a whole are now being
permanently and completely destroyed, in every and all levels of existence."
****ALL THE ABOVE IS TO BE DONE EVERYDAY, UNTIL A NEW RITUAL IS POSTED. THIS SHOULD BE PART
OF YOUR DAILY MEDITATIONS. PREFFERABLY, DO THIS FIRST AND THEN DO YOUR AURA OF
PROTECTION AND CLEANING MEDITATION!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1819
Subject: Psychic Vampires and Astrology

From: mancunianninja

Date: 6/16/2015

Hello Brothers and Sisters!

I have recently experienced something interesting with Energy Vampires (Psychic Vampires.) and their Saturn
in hard aspects.

This has happened with two people that I have done Synastry match with. The chakra being ruled by the
planet which has Saturn in hard aspects is the chakra most voulnerable to attachments, and it is the usual
chakra they "go after."

This is the experience:
Their Saturn is in hard aspect (square) to my Venus, and that was the chakra they attached themselves to.

One of them also was in sesi-square to my Sun, and attached herself there as well.

This happens when I am in proximity to the energy vampire.

Hail Satan!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1820
Subject: Re: Psychic Vampires and Astrology

From: centralforce666

Date: 6/23/2015

Perhaps it's unintentional on their part and simply part of the normal human interaction as defined by the
planets which causes this?
I've never paid much attention to links and such as I believe this only strengthens it's influence. Paying it no
attention means that the stronger aura wins out, which with enough meditation is almost always that of the
Spiritual Satanist. When the stronger aura gives credence and attention to another's links and energy
draining it actually increases it's influence as your divesting your energy to it and through it if that makes
sense.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1821
Subject: Re: Psychic Vampires and Astrology

From: SAINT MICHAEL

Date: 6/24/2015

Good day people. Please I need help on how to consecrate a Satanic
Rosary. Please. Thank you
On 6/23/15, billoblueskees@... [JoS_Astrology]
<JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Perhaps it's unintentional on their part and simply part of the normal human
interaction as defined by the planets which causes this?
I've never paid much attention to links and such as I believe this only
strengthens it's influence. Paying it no attention means that the stronger
aura wins out, which with enough meditation is almost always that of the
Spiritual Satanist. When the stronger aura gives credence and attention to
another's links and energy draining it actually increases it's influence as
your divesting your energy to it and through it if that makes sense.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1822
From: truthis.life40
Subject: Could someone help me learn Astrology?

Date: 6/28/2015

I want to master this!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1823
From: Yog Sothoth
Subject: Re: Could someone help me learn Astrology?
Read and study http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/FURCAS.html

Date: 6/29/2015

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPad
At Jun 28, 2015, 12:01:37 AM, truthis.life40@... [JoS_Astrology] wrote:
I want to master this!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1824
From: Christien Gates
Subject: Re: Could someone help me learn Astrology?

Date: 6/29/2015

Can you change your personality by changing your birth chart?

On Jun 28, 2015, at 11:12 PM, Yog Sothoth yogsothoth666999@... [JoS_Astrology] <
JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Read and study http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/FURCAS.html

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPad

At Jun 28, 2015, 12:01:37 AM, truthis.life40@... [JoS_Astrology] wrote:
I want to master this!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1825
From: stygian.shadowcreeper
Subject: Re: Could someone help me learn Astrology?

Date: 6/29/2015

No, you can't. But you can change some features of character IF YOU WANT TO. Planetary combinations do
not force us to be the way we are - they explain.
"Change is the only constant" - Heraclitus (a Satanic philosopher)
Hail Volac!
HS!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1826
From: Yog Sothoth
Date: 6/29/2015
Subject: Re: Could someone help me learn Astrology?
You can't "change" your birth chart. It's imprinted in your soul. However you can overcome the negative
aspects of your chat (Saturn sign ect ect) through meditation and reaching Godhood.

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPad
At Jun 28, 2015, 11:53:56 PM, Christien Gates truthis.life40@... [JoS_Astrology] wrote:
Can you change your personality by changing your birth chart?

On Jun 28, 2015, at 11:12 PM, Yog Sothoth yogsothoth666999@... [JoS_Astrology] <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
wrote:
Read and study http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/FURCAS.html

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPad
At Jun 28, 2015, 12:01:37 AM, truthis.life40@... [JoS_Astrology] wrote:
I want to master this!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1828
Subject: Co-rulers and house cusps

From: nick_vabzircnila

Date: 7/2/2015

How significant are co-rulers of signs in correlation with signs on house cusps?

On the "Houses" page on the JoS, it says that the sign ruling a planet in the 8th house being on the cusp of
a house of relationships can mean the people ruled by the house may die. Also that the partner, if it's the
7th house cusp, may be powerful and important.

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/HOUSES.html

Does this apply to co-rulers? Take, for example, Pisces on the cusp of the 7th house with Jupiter (as the coruler of Pisces) in the 8th house. Will the above interpretation still be in full effect as if it was the natural ruler
(Neptune in this case) that was in the 8th?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1829
Subject: Re: Co-rulers and house cusps

From: Christien Gates

Date: 7/4/2015

You sound about right because I'm a 2nd Decan Virgo with Saturn as my co-ruler, which is the ruler of
Capricorn.

On Jul 2, 2015, at 7:31 PM, nick_vabzircnila@... [JoS_Astrology] <
JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

How significant are co-rulers of signs in correlation with signs on house cusps?

On the "Houses" page on the JoS, it says that the sign ruling a planet in the 8th house being on the
cusp of a house of relationships can mean the people ruled by the house may die. Also that the
partner, if it's the 7th house cusp, may be powerful and important.

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/HOUSES.html

Does this apply to co-rulers? Take, for example, Pisces on the cusp of the 7th house with Jupiter (as
the co-ruler of Pisces) in the 8th house. Will the above interpretation still be in full effect as if it was the
natural ruler (Neptune in this case) that was in the 8th?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1830
From: stygian.shadowcreeper
Subject: Hair cutting during waxing / waning Moon?

Date: 7/7/2015

Has anyone ever been experimenting with having his / her hair cut for some time during waxing / waning
Moon to make them grow faster / slower?
Hail Volac!
88!
HS!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1831
Subject: Re: Psychic Vampires and Astrology

From: mancunianninja

Date: 7/7/2015

Consecrating and Empowering Ritual Tools

Consecrating and Empowering
Ritual Tools
Ritual tools should be consecrated in the
Name of Satan. Again, please note, this is
for new and inexperienced people; to
acquaint one with the basics.
View on www.angelfire.com

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1832
Subject: Re: Psychic Vampires and Astrology

Preview by Yahoo

From: mancunianninja

Date: 7/7/2015

@ centralforce666. It does. Thank you for the added info :)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1833
From: Xavier Skaggs
Subject: Re: Hair cutting during waxing / waning Moon?

Date: 7/8/2015

I thought about experimenting with it before

On Tuesday, July 7, 2015 9:57 AM, "stygian.shadowcreeper@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Has anyone ever been experimenting with having his / her hair cut for some time during waxing / waning Moon to make
them grow faster / slower?
Hail Volac!
88!
HS!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Birth Chart

Message: 1834

From: clarinetplayer666

Date: 7/11/2015

Would anyone be willing and/or able to help me read my natal chart? If so, please let me know by sending
me an email. Thank you. ^-^ Ave Satannas.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Birth Chart

Message: 1835

From: Magus Immortalis

Date: 7/11/2015

Please be careful about giving such delicate and personal information freely online. Infiltrators and the
enemy could use your information to curse you or make things in life more difficult for you, during hard
and stressful times that they can pinpoint to happen in your life by having knowledge of your chart.
It's best to learn to read it yourself.
Azazel's Astrology for Satanists

Azazel's Astrology for
Satanists
ABOUT ASTROLOGY ASTROLOGY
INDEX: SIGNS, PLANETS, ASPECTS
AND PLACEMENTS ASTRODIENST- Get a copy of your own astrology chart.
This website ...

View on www.angelfire.com

Preview by Yahoo

On Saturday, July 11, 2015 9:48 AM, "clarinetplayer666@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Would anyone be willing and/or able to help me read my natal chart? If so, please let me know by sending me an email.
Thank you. ^-^ Ave Satannas.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Birth Chart

Message: 1836

From: mancunianninja

Date: 7/11/2015

clarinetplayer666
Given your astrologi chart to a stranger is very risky. As they could cause havoc in your life if they knew
about your planets.
I recommend High Priestess Maxine Dietrich astrology reading, but I believe she is not currently available for
such.
So my best advice to you is learn it yourself. It is free after all :)
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/FURCAS.html

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Birth Chart

Message: 1837

From: Christien Gates

Date: 7/12/2015

What is her email?

On Jul 11, 2015, at 3:30 PM, mancunianninja@... [JoS_Astrology] <
JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

clarinetplayer666
Given your astrologi chart to a stranger is very risky. As they could cause havoc in your life if they knew
about your planets.
I recommend High Priestess Maxine Dietrich astrology reading, but I believe she is not currently
available for such.
So my best advice to you is learn it yourself. It is free after all :)
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/FURCAS.html

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1838
From: lagerthabjorn
Subject: I'm wondering if astrology is effecting business

Date: 7/14/2015

We (3 ladies) are trying for a year now to get our business off the ground, I doubt that there is anyone who

has worked has hard as we have without giving up, but now we are starting to feel the pressure, everyday
we think this is our breakthru, to only be dissappointed again, giving up will be the saddest thing. Must
admit, we are feeling sick, depressed and scared, money to carry on is our problem now, without the few
essentials like phone and internet we cannot carry on.
I've taken a look at the

Azazel's Astrology for Satanists, still too much for me to learn at this stage, I'm still on beginners

meditations.
Question is:
Will astrology (planets, houses, rulers etc) have any influences on why it's being such a struggle ... if so, would someone be willing to
help me look into our chart perhaps.
Hail Satan!

Warrior for Satan.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1839
From: mancunianninja
Subject: Re: I'm wondering if astrology is effecting business

Date: 7/14/2015

There can be astrology difficulties with your business yes.
Be careful with revealing you natal charts to strangers. They can do some dirty stuff with it knowing your
bad planets etc. And these groups are infiltrated.
I do not know of anyone able to read your chart right now. So check into this link. I also added Azazel's
Astrology for Satanists link.

Check out this link:
http://www.indigoray.net/lessons.html
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/FURCAS.html

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1840
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: I'm wondering if astrology is effecting business

Date: 7/14/2015

Natal charts can be cast for businesses too, not just people. Draw one up for when you started your
business, solar returns too.
Have you done any workings to ensure the success of your business? Sun square can be started soon, it will
be in Leo which is an excellent time for business success.
Also, daily affirmations. After yoga or breathing exercises is best. Surround yourself (inside and out; your
soul, light body, and aura) with gold energy and affirm something like "our business is very successful" 20
times, every day. You mentioned you are a beginner, but if your chakras are open, try vibrating the mantra
of the sun (Suryae) 20, 40, 54, or 108 times, and then make the affirmation.
Are the other ladies SS as well, or just you? If they are too then that will be 3x the magickal energy that can
be put towards the success of your business.
I'm just writing quickly as I'm busy right now and rarely even in these groups any more but checking out a
friend's health group that was just started and I saw this post.

Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 1841

From: lagerthabjorn

Date: 7/15/2015

Subject: Re: I'm wondering if astrology is effecting business
Thank you Lydia, I have started using the Suryae mantra in the aura cleansing meditations, never thought of
adding an affirmation to it, will definately be doing that from today onwards, and will also start the full Sun
square cycle on Sunday.
Unfortunately the other 2 ladies are not SS, with all the stress I don't want to tell them just yet, they might
think of it in a negative way, I first want to grow a bit more and meditate on the right time. We are all
trying to be positive in our own ways, the one does affirmations, (my daughter) she believes just that
works, the other girl is a full on christian, her whole family have fasted and "prayed" for her (us) and I know
she also uses affirmations daily, even very careful what she speaks out.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1842
Subject: Birth chart reading

From: mkscotshaman@...

Date: 7/15/2015

Hi guys
I'm new to astrology and I jsut wanted to know if anyone can read my chart and tell me what's up? I'm
trying to learn the subject but its very difficult line pointing in a lot of places *confusing*
Hail Satan
Sent via my BlackBerry from Vodacom - let your email find you!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1843
From: stygian.shadowcreeper
Subject: Re: I'm wondering if astrology is effecting business

Date: 7/15/2015

LYDIA! =D Hell, babe, correct me if I'm wrong but you haven't been posting in this group for quite a while,
have you?
Hail Volac!
88!
HS!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1844
Subject: Re: Birth chart reading

From: mancunianninja

Date: 7/15/2015

Be careful with who you show your birth chart to. These groups are infiltrated and a person knowing your
bad planets and transits with these etc can cause major problems in your life.
The best is to learn astrology for yourself, I provided some links for you:
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/FURCAS.html
http://www.indigoray.net/lessons.html

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Birth Chart

Message: 1845

From: lucius_montague

Date: 7/15/2015

Hail ClarinetPlayer666,
To understand/read your birth chart is relatively easy.
Note the zodiac signs, each has a date range so you can know percise timings of planetary effects. The little
numbers under a planet sign is the "degree". This helps specify a date. Example: 7th degree of Aries is
March 27th.
Note the planetary effects. All info is in Azazel's Astrology Links. Example: Pluto's effect is helplessness/lowenergy/dependency, ECT. This is a BAD planet. Example 2: Venus's effect is ensuring a great time for love
/relationships/knowing-what-zodiac-house-your-"soul mate"-is.
Once you break down the dates of the houses and what planets are in them, and you know their effects, you
will be able to prepare for them. I hope this gave you a novice understand, and wish you the best of luck.
Hail Father and Lady Agares!!!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1846
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: I'm wondering if astrology is effecting business

Date: 7/16/2015

Hey Stygian :) I know, it's been a while! I usually check in on the JoS forums, not so much the yahoo
groups. I'm not nearly as active here as I used to be, unfortunately. I'm hoping I'll have more time starting
these next few weeks to get back in them.
Hail Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1847
From: Yog Sothoth
Date: 7/16/2015
Subject: Re: Birth Chart
This is a perfect example of why you can't just give out your information to anyone. The guy who replied to
this topic asking for your email 'Christan Gates' is a known infiltrator who tried to spread xtian nuu age
information that was harmful to people. If you had given him your information you would be opening yourself
up for curses.
Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPad
On Jul 15, 2015, 7:31:39 PM, dark.prince29@... [JoS_Astrology] wrote:
Hail ClarinetPlayer666,
To understand/read your birth chart is relatively easy.
Note the zodiac signs, each has a date range so you can know percise timings of planetary effects. The little numbers
under a planet sign is the "degree". This helps specify a date. Example: 7th degree of Aries is March 27th.
Note the planetary effects. All info is in Azazel's Astrology Links. Example: Pluto's effect is helplessness/low-energy
/dependency, ECT. This is a BAD planet. Example 2: Venus's effect is ensuring a great time for love/relationships
/knowing-what-zodiac-house-your-"soul mate"-is.
Once you break down the dates of the houses and what planets are in them, and you know their effects, you will be able
to prepare for them. I hope this gave you a novice understand, and wish you the best of luck.
Hail Father and Lady Agares!!!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Birth Chart

Message: 1848

From: mkscotshaman@...

Date: 7/16/2015

Its a complex subject I'm gonna need sometime, thanks for your guidance even though I thought solving it
would mean identifying my GD.
Hail Father Satan
Sent via my BlackBerry from Vodacom - let your email find you!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Birth Chart

Message: 1850

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 7/17/2015

As High Priestess Maxine Dietrich is not currently doing astrological readings; if you want a professional,
Satanic astrology chart reading you can contact Lydia at lydia.astrology@....
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1851
Subject: Void moon and meditation

From: Noel Ochoa

Date: 7/17/2015

You can start a meditation program when the moon is new in progress? or only affects concerning
magic?
thanks for the replies.
Hail Enki.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1852
Subject: Re: Questions about birth chart

From: mancunianninja

Date: 7/17/2015

Hopefully Moderators will delete your post. Or at least your image.
Never give out your Astrology information! Doesn't matter if your personal information is not attached in my
opinion.
These groups are infiltrated and knowing your bad planets and transits they can create some serious
problems for you.

Libra is in your first house. And everything in your chart affects each other. Like HPS Maxine has stated:

Remember, the interpretations for each aspect, house placement and sign a planet is in
is taken alone. You must take the placements of the other planets, signs, and house
positions into consideration, along with the shape of the chart, and blend in everything.
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Astrology.html

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1853
Subject: Re: Questions about birth chart

From: Epsilon Grewar

Date: 7/18/2015

Eh don't worry, the enemy has attacked me before to the point of me almost being killed, but hey, I always
get back up on my own two feet. I know I can handle it if they do.
-Crim

To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
From: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Fri, 17 Jul 2015 13:11:59 -0700
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Questions about birth chart

Hopefully Moderators will delete your post. Or at least your image.
Never give out your Astrology information! Doesn't matter if your personal information is not attached in my
opinion.
These groups are infiltrated and knowing your bad planets and transits they can create some serious
problems for you.
Libra is in your first house. And everything in your chart affects each other. Like HPS Maxine has stated:

Remember, the interpretations for each aspect, house placement and sign a planet is in
is taken alone. You must take the placements of the other planets, signs, and house
positions into consideration, along with the shape of the chart, and blend in everything.
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Astrology.html

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: New Here

Message: 1854

From: akanimosam

Date: 7/18/2015

Greetings All. Its very nice to be here. I am very new to this Path, and i was wondering if its possible to
know who i am astrologically.
Akanimo S.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1855
Subject: Re: Birth chart reading

From: mancunianninja

Date: 7/19/2015

Check out johnson_akemi's comment on this link:
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoS_Astrology/conversations/topics/645
Looks like someone is doing professional reading now. :)

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1856
Subject: Re: Void moon and meditation

From: mancunianninja

Date: 7/19/2015

Depends on the meditation.
For freeing the soul and such, "removing things", I recommend starting it on a waning moon.
For "building things", start at a waxing moon.
Make sure that the Moon is NOT Void-of-Course. ALWAYS!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: New Here

Message: 1857

From: mancunianninja

Date: 7/19/2015

Yes it is possible to know who you are by reading your astrology chart. :)
But I advice you to learn it yourself. As you shouldn't give out your astrology charts to strangers. These
groups are infiltrated and if someone knows your bad planets and transits they can create serious problems
for you.
Check out this link to learn Astrology:
Azazel's Astrology for Satanists

Azazel's Astrology for Satanists
ABOUT ASTROLOGY ASTROLOGY
INDEX: SIGNS, PLANETS, ASPECTS
AND PLACEMENTS ASTRODIENST- Get a copy of your own astrology chart.
Thi...
View on www.angelfire.com

Preview by Yahoo

Messages in JoS_Astrology group.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1858
From: mancunianninja
Subject: Re: Questions about birth chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1859
From: call_me_something_else
Subject: Re: Birth Chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1860
From: emma.epsilon
Subject: Re: Questions about birth chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1861
From: mancunianninja
Subject: Re: New Here
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1862
From: satanicninja
Subject: Re: Questions about birth chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1863
From: satanicninja
Subject: Re: Void moon and meditation
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1864
From: fibrilink
Subject: Re: Questions about birth chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1865
From: emma.epsilon
Subject: Re: Questions about birth chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1866
From: satanicninja
Subject: Re: Questions about birth chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1867
From: iam.blooming
Subject: Using Transits in Prediction
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1868
From: satanicninja
Subject: Re: Using Transits in Prediction
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1869
From: piplup_8910
Subject: Issues in September?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1870
From: Epsilon Grewar
Subject: Re: Issues in September?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1871
From: lucius_montague
Subject: 8/13/15
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1872
From: piplup_8910
Subject: Re: 8/13/15
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1873
From: lucius_montague
Subject: Re: 8/13/15
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1874
From: marimamaof3
Subject: Best astrological time to start a business
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1875
From: piplup_8910
Subject: Re: Best astrological time to start a business
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1876
From: Marimama
Subject: Re: Best astrological time to start a business
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1877
From: piplup_8910
Subject: Re: Best astrological time to start a business
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1878
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: Birth Chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1879
From: mkscotshaman@...
Subject: Re: Best astrological time to start a business
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1880
From:
high_priest_hooded_cobra_666
Subject: Re: Best astrological time to start a business
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1881
From: Marimama
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Date: 7/19/2015
Date: 7/19/2015
Date: 7/19/2015
Date: 7/19/2015
Date: 7/21/2015
Date: 7/21/2015
Date: 7/26/2015
Date: 7/27/2015
Date: 7/27/2015
Date: 7/27/2015
Date: 8/2/2015
Date: 8/2/2015
Date: 8/4/2015
Date: 8/5/2015
Date: 8/5/2015
Date: 8/6/2015
Date: 8/7/2015
Date: 8/9/2015
Date: 8/9/2015
Date: 8/10/2015
Date: 8/10/2015
Date: 8/10/2015
Date: 8/10/2015

Date: 8/10/2015

Subject: Re: Best astrological time to start a business
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1883
From:
high_priest_hooded_cobra_666
Subject: Re: Best astrological time to start a business
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1884
From: piplup_8910
Subject: Re: Best astrological time to start a business
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1885
From: lucius_montague
Subject: Re: Best astrological time to start a business
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1886
From: piplup_8910
Subject: Re: Best astrological time to start a business
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1887
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Best astrological time to start a business
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1888
From:
high_priest_hooded_cobra_666
Subject: Re: Best astrological time to start a business
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1889
From:
high_priest_hooded_cobra_666
Subject: Re: Best astrological time to start a business
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1890
From: lucius_montague
Subject: Re: Best astrological time to start a business
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1891
From: lucius_montague
Subject: Re: Best astrological time to start a business
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1892
From: lucius_montague
Subject: Use birth-chart to know Aura color
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1893
From: iam.blooming
Subject: Best time to reconcile family members
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1894
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Best time to reconcile family members
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1895
From: iam.blooming
Subject: Herbal Magick
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1896
From: iam.blooming
Subject: Re: Best time to reconcile family members
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1897
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Herbal Magick
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1898
From: teloc.vovim666
Subject: S.I.D.F
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1899
From: iam.blooming
Subject: Re: Herbal Magick
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1900
From: smphcat
Subject: How to find chart ruler?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1901
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: How to find chart ruler?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1902
From: stygian.shadowcreeper
Subject: Re: How to find chart ruler?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1903
From: lion666lion66688
Subject: Re: How to find chart ruler?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1904
From: centralforce666
Subject: Re: How to find chart ruler?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1905
From: black.wyrm666
Subject: SR Moon on Algol

Date: 8/10/2015

Date: 8/11/2015
Date: 8/12/2015
Date: 8/13/2015
Date: 8/13/2015
Date: 8/13/2015

Date: 8/13/2015

Date: 8/13/2015
Date: 8/13/2015
Date: 8/15/2015
Date: 8/19/2015
Date: 8/20/2015
Date: 8/21/2015
Date: 8/21/2015
Date: 8/23/2015
Date: 8/29/2015
Date: 8/31/2015
Date: 8/31/2015
Date: 9/1/2015
Date: 9/1/2015
Date: 9/1/2015
Date: 9/4/2015
Date: 9/5/2015

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1906
Subject: Re: How to find chart ruler?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1907
Subject: Re: SR Moon on Algol
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1908

From: smphcat

Date: 9/6/2015

From: nick_vabzircnila

Date: 9/9/2015

From:
high_priestess_zildar_raasi666
Subject: The islamic conquest- the bloodiest chapter in human history

Date: 9/10/2015

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1858
Subject: Re: Questions about birth chart

From: mancunianninja

Date: 7/19/2015

Still I don't like it when SS do that stuff. hehe
Anyways. Looks like they deleted it know so I am glad.
Hope you got the answer you were looking for :)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Birth Chart

Message: 1859

From: call_me_something_else Date: 7/19/2015

Don't do it.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1860
Subject: Re: Questions about birth chart

From: emma.epsilon

Date: 7/19/2015

For the sake of making this easier for myself, I'll see if I can delete the post. If not, moderators I would like
this post deleted please.
-Crimson
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: New Here

Message: 1861

From: mancunianninja

Date: 7/19/2015

Yes it is. But don't reveal your astrology chart or personal informations to strangers. If someone know your
bad planets and transits they can cause you some serious problems.
Best way I to learn Astrology yourself. Check out the JoS link :)
Azazel's Astrology for Satanists

Azazel's Astrology for Satanists
ABOUT ASTROLOGY ASTROLOGY
INDEX: SIGNS, PLANETS, ASPECTS
AND PLACEMENTS ASTRODIENST- Get a copy of your own astrology chart.
Thi...
View on www.angelfire.com

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1862
Subject: Re: Questions about birth chart
Epsilon Grewar
emma.epsilon
Are these two the same person?

Preview by Yahoo

From: satanicninja

Date: 7/21/2015

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1863
Subject: Re: Void moon and meditation

From: satanicninja

Date: 7/21/2015

Timing your Magick with the Moon

Timing your Magick with the Moon
Timing your magick with the phases of
the Moon is essential for success. A rule
of thumb is to remember for white
magick, this is best done while the moon
is waxi...
View on www.angelfire.com

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1864
Subject: Re: Questions about birth chart

Preview by Yahoo

From: fibrilink

Date: 7/26/2015

From: emma.epsilon

Date: 7/27/2015

Maybe...
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1865
Subject: Re: Questions about birth chart
Yes I am the same person. My names online are
CrimsonRaven666 (Oftened shortened to Crimson or Crim)
Emma.epsilon (or emmaepsilon)
I have a couple others that I use for personal accounts and for gaming things. Those I keep separate from
the groups and only a handle of people on Twitter know those names and they are linked to me.
But yes... I am one person xD
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1866
Subject: Re: Questions about birth chart

From: satanicninja

Date: 7/27/2015

Good stuff!
I thought it might be one of the infiltrators that use similar names as some of the members.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1867
Subject: Using Transits in Prediction

From: iam.blooming

Date: 7/27/2015

If my Pluto [5 degrees] is squaring my Venus [6 degrees], is my Venus weaker than my Pluto because of it's
higher degree? And if my Pluto is 5 degrees into Sagittarius and Venus is 6 degrees into Virgo, how can I
use this to predict an event?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1868
Subject: Re: Using Transits in Prediction

From: satanicninja

Date: 8/2/2015

On the degrees, not necessarily. You'll have to take the whole chart into consideration.
On the event, you can't use the placement of the planets in your natal chart, only, to predict an event. You
can predict an event by knowing the transiting planets, and their aspect to your natal planets, houses etc.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1869
Subject: Issues in September?

From: piplup_8910

Date: 8/2/2015

I cross posted this in the JOS group as well.
I noticed a lot of issues building up this September. Mainly, Saturn making a rough transition into
Sagittarius. I remember Maxine talking about this and I think it needs to be brought up again. The last time
Saturn was in Sagittarius, the Great Depression happened.

A kike on my news feed also posted that the Jews are calling for the end of America in September. They call
it the end of the shemitah year. What such a foul word.. (article posted below)
But my theory is that the Jews are going to try and predict it to scare the Gentiles back in line.
Does anyone else have information regarding this?
article:
http://www.wnd.com/2015/07/americas-day-of-reckoning-just-60-days-away/

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1870
Subject: Re: Issues in September?

From: Epsilon Grewar

Date: 8/4/2015

I don't have any info yet (Haven't done much looking) but it's good to bring this back up at September
approaches. I think we should post this to all groups and if Maxine does make a post about it I'm sure she'll
do that as well.
They can't scare us if we already know the plan.

To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
From: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Sun, 2 Aug 2015 09:05:02 -0700
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Issues in September?

I cross posted this in the JOS group as well.
I noticed a lot of issues building up this September. Mainly, Saturn making a rough transition into
Sagittarius. I remember Maxine talking about this and I think it needs to be brought up again. The last time
Saturn was in Sagittarius, the Great Depression happened.
A kike on my news feed also posted that the Jews are calling for the end of America in September. They call
it the end of the shemitah year. What such a foul word.. (article posted below)
But my theory is that the Jews are going to try and predict it to scare the Gentiles back in line.
Does anyone else have information regarding this?
article:
http://www.wnd.com/2015/07/americas-day-of-reckoning-just-60-days-away/

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: 8/13/15

Message: 1871

From: lucius_montague

Date: 8/5/2015

I recently seen an image on Telok.Vovim's YouTube channel showing dates in which Venus will line between
Earth and the sun. The last date was on 1/6/14 and the next is August 13th 2015. What is the significance of
this event and it's planetary influence?
Thank you for your knowledge.
Hail Odin, All-Father! Hail Lady Agares! Hail to our Legions!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: 8/13/15

Message: 1872

From: piplup_8910

Date: 8/5/2015

Venus is the planet of all things that are indulgence. Anytime a planet aligns with the earth, their rulers
become in effect. However you have to keep in mind what will cross paths with Venus. say Saturn get's in
the way, The effects of Venus will become negative and we will lose what Venus rules.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: 8/13/15

Message: 1873

From: lucius_montague

Date: 8/6/2015

Thank you Piplup, I will look into it more and prepare for what effects are to come. If I find anything
interesting I will comment here.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1874
From: marimamaof3
Subject: Best astrological time to start a business

Date: 8/7/2015

Hi!
So I'm aware that the best time to start a business should be during a waxing moon. I was thinking a
Thursday or Sunday. According to my location, the 16, 20, 23 or 27th of August wild be best and there is
not any void moons any of those days.
I'm studying astrology but I'm still unsure about other planetary positions that may be more favorable to
start a business.
We actually already started selling our goods and the response has been great, however we have to get a
business license and other permits in order to expand and move forward. Should we wait until the best
astrological day to file for a business license, or does our success hinge on the day we actually started
selling our goods? We're working hard and great opportunities are becoming available to us, so I'm confident
that this business can be successful. but I am wondering if the day we incorporate/file for our license will
determine the success of our business.
Any advice or tips on how to find the best astrological date/time to file for our business license would be
greatly appreciated. Thanks!
Hail Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1875
From: piplup_8910
Subject: Re: Best astrological time to start a business

Date: 8/9/2015

Recently, there has been a lot of people forecasting a downfall of the economy in September. So I would
wait a little while.
The best time to get a business license would be when there is no void of course moon. I would do it on a
Sunday as it is the day of the sun which brings money. You can also do it on a Friday or a Thursday as
Venus and Jupiter complement money.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1876
From: Marimama
Subject: Re: Best astrological time to start a business

Date: 8/9/2015

Thank you Piplup. This new business is how we are currently making our money. In order to continue, we
absolutely have to create a new entity. We used a family members business to get our foot in the door and
we've been operating "under the radar". However now we have received a new opportunity but we need to
provide a business license, insurance and other legal forms in order to continue to operate. Unfortunately our
family members license is no longer valid and they are also operating under the radar because they're unable
to renew their license. Because of the joo system, they owe a lot of money in back taxes and that is why
they cannot get their license. So now my husband and I have to get a license.
Do you or someone recommend a specific working to help our new business through the potential downfall
of the economy? I've done sun squares before but I'm not confident as I'm unable to roll my r's ( I'm
working on that). I'm currently vibrating the Fehu rune for general prosperity and this new business and
opportunities coming our way feel like the working is having an effect. :) but just wondering if there's
something even more specific to help our business survive the potential downfall of our economy in
September. Any advice would be greatly appreciated. Thanks!

Hail Satan!
Sent from my iPhone

On Aug 8, 2015, at 4:29 PM, piplup_8910@... [JoS_Astrology] <
JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Recently, there has been a lot of people forecasting a downfall of the economy in September. So I
would wait a little while.
The best time to get a business license would be when there is no void of course moon. I would do it
on a Sunday as it is the day of the sun which brings money. You can also do it on a Friday or a
Thursday as Venus and Jupiter complement money.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1877
From: piplup_8910
Subject: Re: Best astrological time to start a business

Date: 8/10/2015

Attachments :
Facebook-20150801-092615.jpg
Yes, I do have a working for you that will help out with this issue. I tried to post it to
the JoS e group but it never made it through, so I hope it helps you.
I recently experimented with a working that brought a lot of rain to California. It took
seven people to get it to work, but this working may take hundreds to protect and
prevent the financial problems. Please share this working with everyone in hopes that
it will divert some of the bad financial energy that is coming.
The runes are in the Celtic cross/ Equal Arms cross formation to help harmonize the
energies for this ritual. Please make sure the runes are pronounced correctly and are
used in this specific formation to make the ritual work.
The ritual:
Vibrate Dagaz 23 times. Dagaz is the rune of intuition and knowledge. It will allow
Gentiles to see what is coming and to prepare for it.
Vibrate Thurisaz 3 times. Thurisaz is the rune of courage, wisdom, healing,
independence, and leadership. In the coming hard times, we need the Gentiles to be
courageous and independent of anything that will shackle us. It will also dull the
effects of the 9th degree of Pisces
Vibrate Fehu 1 time. Fehu is the rune of money, expansion, property, and the
environment. This rune will make sure money is still flowing in and the Gentiles will
not lose their property.
Vibrate Algiz 15 times. Algiz is the rune of protection It will ensure that all the Gentiles
are protected with the coming negative energy.
Vibrate Ehwaz 19 times. Ehwaz is used to unite the runes energies, which is why it is
at the center of the image.
The affirmation for this ritual is "All the gentiles are aware of the coming financial
crisis and are prepared and protected in every way.”
Once again it is:
Dagaz x23
Thurisaz x3
Fehu x1
Algiz x15
Ehwaz x19
"All the gentiles are aware of the coming financial crisis and are prepared and
protected in every way.”

I hope this helps. Good luck!
Hail Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Birth Chart

Message: 1878

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 8/10/2015

It appears Lydia's email got cut off. Her email is a gmail address @ gmail.com.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1879
From: mkscotshaman@...
Subject: Re: Best astrological time to start a business

Date: 8/10/2015

Thank you
Hail Satan
Sent via my BlackBerry from Vodacom - let your email find you!
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 1880

From:
Date: 8/10/2015
high_priest_hooded_cobra_666
Subject: Re: Best astrological time to start a business
Nice try. Let's dillute the attention off from the real problem, that is the CAUSE of the economic depression,
and do bullshit workings to supposedly help about anybody, or do not even accomplish that. A bad way to
use your powers, really. But in this case, this is outright trolling, I cannot help it but spot how both of you
have been ov the verge of reacting as trolls. If you do this to "help" just about anyone (but the kikes, since
you will give them nessescary time by any idiot who is willing to listen to this crap) it will not be long (if it
works) that they will say the abrahamic zombie "god" helped them in the financial crisis.
People need to wake up and if there will be brutality, then so be it. The financial crisis is a small thing
compared to what the kikes have in store if they remain amongst us and keep doing their nasty work. They
are the source of everything. Stop treating symptoms and trying in a deceitful and stupid manner to use the
good hearts of people to protect something so broadly and senseless and use your mind where you will
cause real change. All economic crises did happen because of the jews. This is a well documented fact.
The people are being automatically protected since the negative energy raised against the jews who are
working the Torah and other means, is destroying their efforts to succeed, aside with them too. If you have
anyone specific you want to protect, do to them the Aura of protection. Also, make sure they find the JoS
and start meditating.
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1881
From: Marimama
Subject: Re: Best astrological time to start a business

Date: 8/10/2015

I apologize for asking the question. I am worried about the financial crisis only because my family is in so
much financial trouble right now as it is.
However, I do understand what you are saying and will continue to do the destruction rituals everyday that I
have been doing to fight the real problem.
Thanks. I clearly wasn't thinking about what I came on the board to ask about in the first place.
Hail Satan!
Sent from my iPhone

On Aug 10, 2015, at 9:21 AM, hoodedcobra666@... [JoS_Astrology] <
JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Nice try. Let's dillute the attention off from the real problem, that is the CAUSE of the economic
depression, and do bullshit workings to supposedly help about anybody, or do not even accomplish

that. A bad way to use your powers, really. But in this case, this is outright trolling, I cannot help it but
spot how both of you have been ov the verge of reacting as trolls. If you do this to "help" just about
anyone (but the kikes, since you will give them nessescary time by any idiot who is willing to listen to
this crap) it will not be long (if it works) that they will say the abrahamic zombie "god" helped them in
the financial crisis.
People need to wake up and if there will be brutality, then so be it. The financial crisis is a small thing
compared to what the kikes have in store if they remain amongst us and keep doing their nasty work.
They are the source of everything. Stop treating symptoms and trying in a deceitful and stupid manner
to use the good hearts of people to protect something so broadly and senseless and use your mind
where you will cause real change. All economic crises did happen because of the jews. This is a well
documented fact.
The people are being automatically protected since the negative energy raised against the jews who
are working the Torah and other means, is destroying their efforts to succeed, aside with them too. If
you have anyone specific you want to protect, do to them the Aura of protection. Also, make sure they
find the JoS and start meditating.
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 1883

From:
Date: 8/10/2015
high_priest_hooded_cobra_666
Subject: Re: Best astrological time to start a business
Satan doesn't want for us to be attacked and deceived by the enemy, as this incident. Its nothing personal
for asking a question. Its just that things have to get answered, because we are fighting an important war
with the enemy and there is no way or reason to dillute energies like this. Again, attack the root, not the
brances on the seed.
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1884
From: piplup_8910
Subject: Re: Best astrological time to start a business

Date: 8/11/2015

Hello High Priest hooded Cobra it is a pleasure to meet you and discuss things with you!
This meditation I designed to help gentiles realize that they are worshiping the horrible deity that the kikes
invented. I've used this meditation several times and people have been asking me about Satan in an honest
manner. I do not tell them, I just give them a card to the JoS website because I know not to speak openly
about the issue. I am not trying to dilute the energy, I am trying to point it right back at the kikes and laugh
in their faces about it.
I figured I give everyone a chance and if they refuse then I make sure their energies are dealt with. Is that
an issue? I thought we were supposed to bring people into enlightenment and to help fight with us.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1885
From: lucius_montague
Subject: Re: Best astrological time to start a business

Date: 8/12/2015

Piplup, what you are doing is wasting our time with these post and suggested self-made "workings". I read
through your instructions and find myself regretting it as it truly is pointless. The image you made is not
necessary, as is all talismanic magic. Satan gives us all we need to complete a working. We do NOT need
such props as this silly drawing.
Rather than waste your energy doing this, you should join the rest of us WARRIORS in daily cursing rituals
and work to use your energy towards self advancement. And be patiently aware that another major
reversing ritual will be coming soon.
I like the card idea however, and I found it to be a very clever method.
Don't waste your power and come join us in doing work that is needed.
Hail Odin, All-Father! Hail Lady Agares! Hail to our Legions!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1886
From: piplup_8910
Subject: Re: Best astrological time to start a business

Date: 8/13/2015

Hello Lucius,
I would like to inform you that I do perform the rituals daily. The image is just an example to explain the
workings and it has effectively brought rain to California within the past few weeks. My goal is to both crush
the enemy and bring relief. I send my power both ways and I have enough to do it. Satan actually gave me
this method to banish various entities when I was living in a previous location. Turned out there was high
energy rifts that were spewing grey energy out onto the world. These were mainly located in churches and
Jewish temples. I managed to close them all using the runes and binding them shut. It caused the energy to
fluctuate and people became more happier and felt relieved.
Once again, I do perform the rituals against the jews, but I also want to bring relief while dong it. I have
seen what happens when you only perform cursing rituals. It messes up your psyche and you only want to
destroy. Once the enemy is eliminated, there will be an issue. Everyone will be blood thirsty still because
they are in that psyche. Satan wants us to both create and destroy and I am doing that.
I personally do not see anything wrong with relief and destruction at the same time. Please correct me if I
am wrong, I am open to suggestions.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1887
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Best astrological time to start a business

Date: 8/13/2015

I'm just popping in this convo briefly as something caught my eye:

We will not be "bloodthirsty" after all these cursing rituals. Through meditation, we balance our energies.
And after the enemy is destroyed, we will be focusing on recovering from all the damage the enemy has
caused us and our planet.

As for Satan wanting us to both create and destroy, don't use that to push your personal agenda here.
That's a common tactic of the enemy, and we have seen it many times in these groups with other people
trying to waste our time. Of course we create, that has nothing to do with your proposed working.

Hail Satan
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 1888

From:
Date: 8/13/2015
high_priest_hooded_cobra_666
Subject: Re: Best astrological time to start a business
Come one guys, let him go back to the Yeshiva school. Simply look at these arguements. Anyone with a
decent IQ can understand these methods. It simply is alarmed and wants to save its race. Because we, the

bad, evil Gentile bloodthirsters are attacking back after 2000+ years of jewish psychic attacks. Oh myliterally. Simply, do not spiritually attack the jews. Waste your time everywhere else, but don't spiritually
attack the jews...For reasons mentioned by the Yeshiva, right here.
Supposedly first, savior without a cause. He saved the whole of california. Then, it acts like brining rain in
California is a big deal. Yes. Alright. Then, supposedly, the enemy will SURELY get destroyed, so, we have to
move to part TWO, which is "regeneration"...Regeneration before having finished any job...Not after they
are GONE and OBLITERATED, but now. This is a common jewish tactic to use the insticts of people and fear
that if they attack them, they will somehow damage themselves or their civilizations. This is UNTRUE in all
its essence and this is one of the main things that has kept them around all along. The bible is filled in with
that shit, as in, if you supposedly "attack" the jews, what will be the consequences.
This is a well established programming in the mind of Gentiles. As mentioned in my latest post, the story of
Balaam, who attacked the jews with magick to destroy them, another subliminal. Nobody is as insane,
bloodthirsty and malignant as a jew and history has proven this. The worst monstrosities of the world have
been either jews, or have been indirectly influenced by close up jews. Mao, Stalin, Beria, Pol Pott and many
other instances stand there. Even today countries are being used to wage war for the jewish ends,
nevermind Pisssrael itself. Find me some Gentiles who have been unaffected and did all these, who were
free of xianity and jewish influence. You will find none, because no Gentile, unless mentally insane acts that
way.
Because, if the jewish disease and all it has created is spiritually wiped away, we will be bloodthirsty...And
how bad it is to be bloodthirsty...As bloodthirsty as a white blood cell that succeeds on its war in wiping out
a disease. People are dying everyday because the jews keep the food from getting to people, people are
dying everyday because they are illiterate and they are told to wipe themselves in TNT and go die to meet
"Allah", states are crumbling, economy is collapsing, people are working for nickels- all these and hundreds
of other problems simply because the jews dictate it as such, and here comes the yeshiva prophet of "Non
Bloodthirsty-ness". Oh vey, bad to restore order. And as you know, this is unnatural and makes someone
"violent", like anyone who has recovered from a disease. Do you see the new ager jewsus speaking here?
Double mouthed as it gets. "Yes, attack, but...Don't become bloodthirsty." When it comes to such events,
spiritual bloodthrist is to be welcomed.
Not only there will NOT be violence if the enemy is gone, but there will be peace, as there is no need for
war between Gentiles, and yes, there is space, food and everything for anyone. The enemy on purpose
keeps and withholds all that from people so they will suffer and seek war, crime and any other ways to
gratify the desires the jews project. Satan doesn't have plans for waging wars against anyone else. The
mere destruciton of their spiritual creations, will involve all the shit you state as supposedly the "rifts" and
any other shit, as all this is reinforced, created and directed by the kikes. All these are kept up by the kikes
on the highest level, as the Torah directs and coordinates all these actions. Your ignorance is just
astounding, your arguements Yeshiva and you can keep trolling.
"Correct me if I am wrong", we do and then, you continue the rhetoric. Another classic. If you do not have it
in your heart to destroy the enemy, for whatever reasons, do not invent stupid pseudo-ethical arguements
to troll people. Because here you might get some posts inside, troll etc, but the being whose name you state
so easily as a basis troll, "Satan", sees everything. Especially when it comes here, which is His own house so
to speak.
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 1889

From:
Date: 8/13/2015
high_priest_hooded_cobra_666
Subject: Re: Best astrological time to start a business
Now if in the given case, there is True ignorance, for anyone who sees these or doesn't quite understand
what is going on...Check the forums and the posted messages here, and you will quickly get the "motto".
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/forum2.html?sid=28b84568aade652f368b837056bbcffd

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1890
From: lucius_montague
Subject: Re: Best astrological time to start a business

Date: 8/13/2015

Thank you High Priest Hooded Cobra 666. The line about the white blood-cells brought a smile to my face.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1891
From: lucius_montague
Subject: Re: Best astrological time to start a business

Date: 8/13/2015

It is highly doubtable that you we're able to converse with Satan and him directly give you this meditation.
When I was new (only a year in or so) I swore I heard instruction from the All-Father too. This was a lie, as
it was really Angelic grays using false telepathy to gain my trust and be steered wrong. Be careful, for even
with doing a banish ritual and removing meditation, the grays will still deceive you and you must work
several times before becoming free.
As for your remarks on the "aftermath" of solely doing cursing rituals. I have done them everyday
sometimes multiple times a day since the instruction from our HP's several months ago. I have not felt any
"bloodlust" or so forth. I even use the (Thorisaz) rune which is more powerful of the two. Perhaps you have
also forgotten that we are inclined to clean our auras daily as well.
From my observation of you and your post, you do indeed come off as a Troll and a bluffing liar. "I did a
working that brought rain to California", "I caused major negative energy to fluctuate and bring relief to
people", "I have the power to do both", "Satan told me." All words said by q novice which believes himself
to be higher than he is. The most offensive of these is that you claim you spoke to the All-Father and was
personally give this meditation, but the HP's weren't.
Perhaps you are just misguided but I see you more as being a deceiving little troll.
If truly do hope the HP's catch wind of you and are watching you and ban you if you are.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1892
Subject: Use birth-chart to know Aura color

From: lucius_montague

Date: 8/15/2015

Here is an instructional video by BeginnerMeditations teaching how to use the birth chart to learn your Aura
color and which chakras are strongest by your birth:

How To find The Color of Your Aura

How To find The Color of Your
Aura
Aura Color.

View on www.youtube.com

Preview by Yahoo

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1893
From: iam.blooming
Subject: Best time to reconcile family members

Date: 8/19/2015

I want to reconcile my parent's and I relationship. I know the perfect timing for this would be when the
moon is in Cancer [no void of moon until after 7pm, no retrogrades]. I want to know how can I make this
working extremely powerful and effective for 40 days straight. How can I use my birth chart for this
working? My 4th house is in Virgo, which is the house of family, so I definitely don't want to start if Saturn is
transiting Virgo.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1894
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Best time to reconcile family members

Date: 8/20/2015

Ok well first off, Saturn won't be transiting Virgo for another 20-something years so you don't have to worry
about that.
For family and reconciling relationships, you will need good Moon and Venus energies.
Venus is currently retrograde, and Venus rules peace and harmony etc, so this is not a good time yet. Btw
Mars retrograde is good for a working like this but it won't be retrograde for a while yet.
Venus will be in Libra (a very good placement) in November. On November 29th, Moon will be in Cancer,
and day of Sunday so that would be a pretty good time to start this working. If you wanted to start the
working sooner, wait until Venus is direct again, in late September it will be direct in Leo so a decent time.
October 4th and 5th, Venus will be in Leo, Sun will be in Libra (good), Moon in Cancer. Day of Sun (4th) or
day of Moon (5th).
Also... make sure you 100% want your relationship with your parents to be mended. Workings don't work
out if we are not 100% in tune with ourselves and the working. Speaking from personal experience,
sometimes we are better off without some people in our lives.
Hail Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Herbal Magick

Message: 1895

From: iam.blooming

Date: 8/21/2015

I'm reading on JOS that the herb Chamomile can be used to incite psychic dreams. By doing that, you have
to evoke the elements quintessence and water, during a full moon. What I would like to know is...how can I
program it? Would a rune also help empower it further?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1896
From: iam.blooming
Subject: Re: Best time to reconcile family members

Date: 8/21/2015

wowww! Thank so much, I really needed this. Thanks a ton! Satanists rule!!! ❤
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1897
Subject: Re: Herbal Magick

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 8/23/2015

This would be best posted in the regular JoS group as it deals with magick and not so much astrology other
than a full moon....

But anyway. So. Brew the tea, then hold the cup within your hands (palm chakras direct the energy) and
affirm that this tea is inciting psychic dreams for you. Affirm it however many times you feel necessary, 5-10
or a power number multiple of 8 or 9 etc. I'm not sure of your meditation level so I'm throwing this all out
there. And obviously if the mug is too hot then set it on a table and hold your hands around it but not
touching.

As a magickal practitioner, you will have to figure out the order than works best for you ;) The programming
of the tea, the invoking of the elements, when to drink the tea, etc. If I were to tell you my step-by-step
method, it might not work as well for you :)

You could definitely use a rune as well, here's the list so you can find for yourself:
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Odin.html

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: S.I.D.F

Message: 1898

From: teloc.vovim666

Date: 8/29/2015

Satanic Internet Defense Force

Help Keep Freedom of Speech going!!

Add me on twitter - Teloc Vovim (@Teloc_Vovim) | Twitter

Teloc Vovim (@Teloc_Vovim) |
Twitter
The latest Tweets from Teloc Vovim
(@Teloc_Vovim). I am a dedicated
Satanist, creator of, http://t.co
/j3TohUrKnI, https://t.co/C5...
View on twitter.com

Preview by Yahoo

and message me that your interested, I'll send you an invite for group chat.

Well get an organized group together and report xian filth videos, just as they do ours. Only were trying to
keep freedom of speech.

Hope to see you all there, Hail Satan !!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1899
Subject: Re: Herbal Magick

From: iam.blooming

Date: 8/31/2015

how can I program it for me to dream of a specific dream?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1900
Subject: How to find chart ruler?

From: smphcat

Date: 8/31/2015

What is chart ruler
I trying to figure how to use astrology. This is my very first time doing this, beside horoscope ( if that
even count as astrology)
I just want to know did I find the chart ruler
These are the steps I follow:
Step 1
I went to this website(http://www.astro.com) and got my chart
Step 2

I found my ascendent (horonzontal line to the left, more bolder line then the rest)
It was pointing or intersecting to the Capricorn Sign like the image below
http://astrofix.net/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/Capricorn-Ascendant.png

http://astrofix.net/wp-content
/uploads/2013/05/Capricorn...

View on astrofix.net

Preview by Yahoo

Step 3
Then I went to this link for Planetary Ruler-ships
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Planetary_Rulerships.html

I found out it was Saturn :(, but it okay I hope.
I found that info in this link: http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/PlanetSaturn.html
Where it say "Rules: Capricorn (co-rules Aquarius)"
Anyway I was wondering if this is right or the right way to do it for finding Chart Ruler.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1901
Subject: Re: How to find chart ruler?

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 9/1/2015

Yes, as your AC is in Capricorn, then Saturn is your chart ruler. But this isn't a bad thing, so don't worry :)
As for whether or not it's the right way to find the Chart ruler, in time you'll just be able to take a glance at a
chart and know the chart ruler. You did it the correct way for a beginner. Also, if there are any planets in the
1st house, they would also be co-rulers, but since you don't, then just Saturn is.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1902
Subject: Re: How to find chart ruler?

From: stygian.shadowcreeper

Date: 9/1/2015

Loooong, long time ago HPs Maxine posted something on how Saturn as the chart ruler works. In a nutshell,
it bestows long lasting / permanent changes when it transits a natal house.
And since we evolve, powerful aura sublimates destructive, limiting Saturnian energies, converting them into
stabilising, structurising ones.
Short and sweet - weak aura = Saturin is a bitch (limits, pessimism, delay, etc). Strong aura = Saturn
stabilises, provides structure, realistic outlook, practicality, etc.
Hail Volac!
88!
HS!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1903
Subject: Re: How to find chart ruler?

From: lion666lion66688

Date: 9/1/2015

Be aware that 30 minutes difference in the time of Birth chante the ascendant
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1904
Subject: Re: How to find chart ruler?

From: centralforce666

Date: 9/4/2015

Saturn as a chart ruler tends to give one self discipline and great emotional control. It can also give you a
tendency to be overly hard on yourself but this eases with meditation and the subconscious clearing which
occurs at some point or another. Routine is most likely your strongest asset, even if you don't realise it yet
(took me a while to figure that part out). Look to the planets that Saturn aspects and the house and sign it
is in for more info...
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1905
Subject: SR Moon on Algol

From: black.wyrm666

Date: 9/5/2015

My SR Moon is in Taurus on 26 degree (tight conjunction to Algol), in SR 9th House, ruling my SR 11th house.
Apart from doing power meditations, is there any other way I could protect myself from its malefic influence?
OR, should I even be worried? I know that this is the most malefic star after all...
HS!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1906
Subject: Re: How to find chart ruler?

From: smphcat

Date: 9/6/2015

I agree with you so much. It funny you mention, I walking on creating an organizer and scheduler. Every
time I keep doing things without it I collapse.
Hail Satan!
Hail Gods of the Du'At!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1907
Subject: Re: SR Moon on Algol

From: nick_vabzircnila

Date: 9/9/2015

Check the house that has Cancer on the cusp in your natal chart. Take precautions as to who you interact
with, especially if you travel. Be sure not to dwell on anything negative, this is very important. Keep your
energies high and your aura of protection up and you're good to go. You can sublimate the energies and
spread the truth online on a global scale or whatever projects you feel like doing.
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 1908

From:
high_priestess_zildar_raasi666
Subject: The islamic conquest- the bloodiest chapter in human history

Date: 9/10/2015

It is time our Gentile People knew exactly what the extent of islams vile brutality is. The article is long, but
please take the time to read it, and use it to educate those who still believe that islam is harmless or a "religion
of peace".
It is vital that we fight against this sick program!!
Islam is possibly the most sick and twisted of all of the abrahamic enemy programs and the one which has
garnered the most bloodshed.
It has waged a war upon and grown like a cancer within the cells of Humanity since its inception. Violence,
torture and brutality often come to mind when one thinks of islam and its vile quran, and this is validated by
history itself.
Quran 22:19-22: "fight and slay the Pagans, seize them, beleaguer them, and lie in wait for them in every
stratagem" "for them (the unbelievers) garments of fire shall be cut and there shall be poured over their heads
boiling water whereby whatever is in their bowels and skin shall be dissolved and they will be punished with
hooked iron rods"
As a jewish program, islam has always displayed a morbid hatred for PAGAN Gentile Humanity. Remember, all
Gentiles are Pagan by nature. The Abrahamic filth of the enemy is foreign to our Souls. The above verse,
quoted from islams “book of peace” displays in vivid detail this intense hatred of Pagan Gentiles. Not only does

it call for the murder of our Pagan People, but for the brutal TORTURE and murder of our Pagan People.
Well, islam has kept true to its word throughout the centuries, upholding this verse and others like it with a sick
ferocity that comes so naturally to that tribe of delinquent, bandit thieves and parasites- the jews.
Far from being the “religion of peace”, islam spread via means of physical force and coercion. There were
basically two choices for you when islam infested your area:
1. Convert and give up your land and personal possessions to your new slave masters and live the rest of your
life as a prisoner in your own homeland, paying daily and slavish worship to their alien “god” allah. I.E., your life
was pretty crap from that point onwards and there was nothing you could do about it. If you did decide to
change your mind somewhere along the line, well that brought you swiftly to choice number 2.
2. Be brutally, publically tortured and slaughtered along with your family and other loved ones.
As well as this, islam also eventually devised another means of forcing conversion: It worked to make life
impossible and unbearable to any non-muslims residing in an area where it had spread its vile tentacles.
Non-muslims were forbidden to own their own land, forbidden to legally own any possessions, to be involved in
agriculture to feed themselves and their families, stripped of all rights and forced to pay exorbitant taxes to the
islamic war lords, known as Jizya. They could essentially only be slaves, living imprisoned in the lands that they
once built, owned and made to flourish.
This eventually broke the backs of many of the Gentile People who were struggling immensely day by day to
feed and clothe their families, and they eventually gave in and converted to islam. (As we know, money and TAX
have long been a means for the jews to control Gentile Humanity!) Life was literally a living nightmare under
islam, as it still is today. The nightmare has yet to end.
Many who opposed islam and refused to convert soon learned the extent of “allahs love”. Let’s take a look at
some examples of the “religion of peace” in action.
The islamic crusades
(aka Genocide of the Pagan East)
There is a mountain range called Hindu Kush in what is now Afghanistan, whose name can be translated as
“Death Mountain” because of the amount of bloodshed and death that took place here during the islamic
genocide in the 11th century. Here, Hindu referred to the inhabitants originating from the Indus Valley region.
These Peoples were Pagans. Original inhabitants of the region were massacred by the hundreds of thousands,
literally cut down by the blood thirsty muslim tyrants.
Those who were not slaughtered for whatever reason were taken into the lands that had been conquered by
the muslim monsters and kept as slaves. Thousands more died of dehydration, starvation and hypothermia
making the terrible journey through the mountain range once they had been captive and enslaved. The Pagan
slaves were driven through ice and snow up dangerously steep pass ways with minimal clothing and often very
little or no food and water. This was secondary slaughter as it was highly unlikely one would survive this journey
in these conditions. If you did happen to survive, you were greeted on the other side by your new life as a slave
of the worst kind, treated lower than a dog.
Hindu Kush is but one example. Eye witness accounts from the times of the islamic genocide state the green of
the hills and the water running within the streams literally turned crimson with the blood of the murdered
Pagan victims.
In 633, muslim lunatics invaded the Ancient City of Ullais situated along the Euphrates River (Modern day Iraq).
They were led by a particularly blood thirsty schizo-proto jew by the name of Khalid Ibn Walid, who instructed
them to massacre men, women and children mercilessly. Thousands were captured and beheaded and the
blood happened to flow into a nearby canal, and was so plentiful that it caused the water to turn red. From this
moment, it was nicknamed “blood canal ”or“ Blood River. So from Death Mountain we now move on to Blood
Canal. Isn’t islam wonderful? Its historicity literally reads like a horror novel.
There was another muslim crypto jew war lord named Umar Ibn Al Khattab who had such a deep hatred for the
Aryan Gentile People known as Airyanem Vaejah that he was recorded as saying he wished there was a
mountain of fire between himself and them so that they would never have to meet.
He dedicated his entire life to the slaughter and destruction of these People. After slaughtering one of their

tribes, he took a 3 YEAR OLD GIRL as a sex slave. Islam has always condoned and glorified paedophilia.
Muhammad himself was said to have taken a 6 year old girl as his wife, sexually defiling her at the age of 9:
https://exposingthelieofislam.wordpress ... hin-islam/
This deep seated hatred for and fear of Aryans is so typical of the jewish soul, and islam as we know is jewish
to its very core.
Umar Ibn Al Khattab, after slaughtering thousands of the Aireyanem/Aryan Pagan People, sold their women as
sex slaves in the islamic capital of Medina. This shows the extent of his sadistic and sick hatred of the Aryan
Pagans.
The modern day Yezidi People of Iraq are distant descendants of these Airyanem Vaejah, illustrated in the fact
that many of these men and women still exhibit the Aryan physical features such as blond hair and blue eyes:
http://i.dailymail.co.uk/i/pix/2014/08/14/article-2724658-2084D29B00000578-826_964x641.jpg
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/236x/4b/15/f4/4b15f45d9a43d67ce2839e879413dc23.jpg
Still today, Umar Ibns hatred of our Aryan Gentile People, or should I say the jewish hatred of our People, lives
on as we can see in the islamic genocide of these Yazidi’s currently taking place today.
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article ... aq-UN.html
Note how they use rape and impregnation as a means of destruction. They are trying to eradicate the Aryan
genes from Humanity altogether. They used the same tactics during the islamic conquests. Many of the women
of the conquered lands who were not slaughtered were taken as sex slaves, impregnated and their genes
destroyed. The jews often use this tactic to infiltrate, as I spoke about in more detail in my sermon about the
true origins of islam. It is also why they encourage and push race mixing upon Gentile Humanity. This is
systematic genocide!
The muslim conquest of India was particularly brutal and blood thirsty. India, along with Sri Lanka, are very
Ancient and powerful Spiritual seats of Aryan Gentile Humanity. The Ancient Priesthood of India was an Aryan
one that ruled under direct Guidance from our Gods. High Priest Mageson has written on this in-depth in many
of his sermons, including the one about the True Atlantis:
topic85.html
It is for this reason that islam attacked India with such brutal ferocity. Historians have called the conquests of
India the bloodiest chapter of human history.
As well as millions being tortured and slaughtered from the 6th all the way to the 12th centuries, thousands of
Ancient Pagan Temples, Sacred Sites and Libraries containing Ancient Spiritual Knowledge were pillaged and
burnt to the ground, totally destroyed. Whatever was not destroyed, was taken and kept as spoils of war by the
barbaric invaders and used to their own ends.
In the year 997, an islamic “Sultan” by the name of Mahmud, who had seized control of a city in Afghanistan,
led a violent rampage through India, slaughtering inhabitants of villages and stealing their possessions.
He began with Bhimnagar, slaughtering literally every single inhabitant of the village which numbered over 50
000. He emptied the homes and Temples of all valuables before burning them to the ground. He also stormed
on Mathura, slaughtering all inhabitants and stealing all valuables. Before he left, he entered Mathura’s most
sacred Temple, ordered his troops to take note of the architecture so that he could duplicate one exactly like it
for his alien jewish “god”, and then ordered that it be soaked in naptha and set alight. Note the utter
arrogance- stealing the architectural design of the Sacred Temple and then destroying it.
At Somnath, he killed 50 000 inhabitants and once again looted the homes and Temples for valuables and burnt
them to the ground. There were many other villages that he seized and raised to the ground, and when he did
not slaughter an inhabitant, he kept them to be sold as slaves. His greed for money and material possessions
was so profound, yet not a cent of his wealth came via honest means. He ended up as one of the richest rulers
in history because of the huge amounts he plundered from villages in India and money he made off of selling
the captured Pagans as slaves. In turn, he also became one of the most prolific slave traders in Arabia at the
time. It was also recorded that each time before he led his troop of barbarians into a village to begin a

massacre, he knelt and prayed to his jewish-alien god “Allah”. This schizo-murderer and kleptomaniac was later
canonized as a “saint” in islam and is still revered as one of their most beloved leaders. Go figure. The sicker
and more twisted you are, the higher status you will have in islam.
Many of his successors followed his shining example, gathering their wealth by no means other than pillaging
villages and slaughtering their innocent Pagan inhabitants.
The Ancient City of Delhi was stormed by a muslim tribe from Afghanistan called the Ghuri in 1186. They
slaughtered the best of the inhabitants to destroy its livelihood, and the rest they kept as slaves. They trashed
the Ancient Temples, smashed statues of the Gods and burnt literature, before seizing the Palaces and taking up
residence in them. From here, they distributed the stolen wealth amongst themselves and enforced islamic rule
by pain of torture and death. Here, an estimated 50 000 Pagans were chained into lives of slavery in the land
they had once called home. It is recorded that 100 000 more were slaughtered.
One of the “Sultans” of Delhi, Bulban’s favourite past time was to have Pagans and others who refused to
convert to islam, trampled under the feet of Elephants, their skins removed and had them stuffed with straw to
be hung from the Palace Gates to set an example to any who were thinking of standing up against islam.
Sultan Muhammad bin Tughlak was so brutal and enjoyed slaughtering Pagans so much that he was known for
having a pile of dead bodies outside his court every single day. It was so bad that his workers complained of
being exhausted from transporting all the corpses every day. He also killed a young boy who dared to rebel
against him and his islamic rule, and proceeded to force feed his flesh to his mother and family. A blind man
once defied one of his orders, and he had him dragged behind a horse ridden from Delhi to Daulatabad, so that
only one leg remained of the man when the journey had ended.
Needless to say, this horrific pig is now considered a hero in islam. To any normal person, he would be
considered an abominable savage of the worst kind, but in islam he is considered a saint.
Bengal was later besieged under the rule of Sultan Firoz Shah. He offered a huge monetary reward to anyone
who killed a Pagan. Better yet if it was done brutally. 180 000 Pagans were killed by muslim savages as prizes.
Sultan Ahmed Khah, his successor, declared celebratory feasts and parties that went on for 3 days every time
the number of Pagans slaughtered in one day in any village in India exceeded that of 20 000. This was an
incentive to encourage his bands of savages to slaughter Pagans indiscriminately. The islamic world very
literally celebrated every drop of blood shed by our Gentile Pagan People.
This is just the tip of the ice berg. A few examples of the bloodshed that took place in India under during the
rampage of islam. Over 500 000 Pagans were slaughtered brutally in their own homes. Women were raped
before being killed or taken as sex slaves. Children were slaughtered or sold as slaves. India was literally
painted red with the blood of our People and the sacred Knowledge given to us as gifts from our Gods was
defiled and burned. All in the name of islams jewish alien “god” allah.
The conquests of Egypt and Spain were just as brutal and bloody. Muslim conquests of Egypt led to the final and
total destruction of the Ancient Egyptian People and their Sacred Pagan Culture. The sick state that Egypt is in
today, rife with poverty, destruction and disease, is a direct result of the islamic conquest. As High Priest
Mageson has already written on, Egypt had already been targeted by the enemy from the inside, and had
already contracted a cancer that was in the process of eating it away from the inside. This cancer was the jews
and their creation of Alexandrian christianity. The jewish program of islam was the final nail in the coffin that
sealed the fate of Ancient Egypt for good.
Anyone who knows the above and still considers islam to be a religion of peace is quite simply either mentally
unstable or an outright sociopath. Or both. Islam is possibly the finest example of the sick and twisted inner
workings of the jewish mind in action. A morbid obsession with torture, blood and death, paedophilia, rape and
theft. This is what islam is built on. A river of blood and tears flows beneath its foundation, and it is the blood
and tears of our Pagan Gentile People!
High Priestess Maxine Dietrich as well as High Priest Hooded Cobra have written about the parasitic magick of
the jews, and how they use blood to feed their rituals. The same goes for fear. Fear is an exceptionally powerful
energy. The islamic conquests were literally a gigantic blood sacrifice ritual, dedicated to the jewish thoutform
“god” allah.
It cannot be stressed enough, the importance of fighting against this vile program, and working to expose it

before the eyes of our Gentile People, for what is truly is! A death machine.
Much more will be added to this article over time. As I said, this is only the tip of the ice berg regarding the
bloodshed caused by islam.
Please make our People aware of this!
We must stand and fight against it for the memories of our Pagan Ancestors that were so brutally slaughtered
because they refused to convert to the jewish filth of islam, for the future of our world and for the Truth of our
God Satan!
Hail Father Satan!!
Hail Beelzebub!!
Hail Lilith!!
Heil Hitler!!
Heil Heinrich Himmler!!
-High Priestess Zildar Raasi
Joy of Satan Ministries
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Date: 9/14/2015

Comrades, Satanic Warriors and Forces

The Age of the enemy is setting. Slowly and steadily. All of you might not see it now, but it is coming. And not on its own, not without good reason. It
happens through our combined effort. We are building this with our own toil, labor and vigor. We are reviving and bringing back to life a Reverence well lost.
A Reverence that has been hidden and attempted to be murdered. The only things of Worth that mankind has created, some individuals who name
themselves "Jews" have brought down to ruin. They now stand blamed and revealed for all they have committed. Nobody, nobody in this World has
committed so many evil and atrocious acts.
The hand of no other Race of beings, in the whole planet, has been behind all these monstrous deeds. Nobody has produced so much massive misery,
anguish and destruction. It’s time the accounts are settled and the criminals are brought to Spiritual Justice. Nobody talks. They are all afraid. They are ruled
by fear, fear is their ruler, fear is the “Jews”. I am not ruled either by fear or by jews. I am ruled by the One, who calls Himself Satan, and so are you. We
know not their masters. They are the fathers of all lies, fear, ignorance and pain. They have always been hiding, but now, they stand revealed. Revealed for
all the wrongs they have committed against unsuspecting folks. The blood and extinction of whole folks, seas of blood, these are all in their hands. They are
bathed in seas of blood, deception, lies and scourge. And this scourge can never be washed. It will only eat them alive. They think they can shut the Eternal
Eyes of Justice, but Satan well observes. Satan well sees. And Satan well prepares.
The suffering is spreading itself every moment nobody fights to reverse this. Every moment someone fights, it gets lessened. Every hour, more people drop
dead. For ages and aeons now. People that should have had the chance to live and the chance to reach their potential. More lives are being lost. People who
are "alive", they are living dead. Empty and devoid. More Souls are being devoured by the jewish monstrosity. Purposelessly. Simply and merely because,
some parasites can only survive that way. Simply because, some enemies from out there, declared it so.
The enemy leads all their forces so they can achieve their final end. World enslavement. A world that will be long gone and will have zero beauty. A world
where no Soul will be wanting to come. A world where everyone will be enslaved. A world where evil has reigned over good. A world that even the most sick
of imaginations cannot bring into shape. Other than the jewish one, no imagination can bring this in place.
Races that have been created in millions of years, the enemy wants to assimilate. Countries and states that have been built on endless lives of labor, the
enemy wants to drag down and destroy. Freedoms that have been won by seas of blood, tears and anguish, endless revolts, the enemy wants to render like
these never happened. Knowledge that has been accumulating for hundreds of years, the enemy wants hidden and gone. Ages of Glory they want to destroy,
Dark Ages like the Middle Ages they want to revive again and bring to life. Traditions, Religions, all these mean nothing to the enemy. Life itself has been
replaced by a web of jewish lies. All these have been replaced with programs. Creations have been created into monstrosities. Love has been created into
hatred and slavery. Freedom into bondage. Reality into illusion. Truth has been bathed in lies. The eyes of people have been shut spiritually and mentally. We
are living in the age where all indicators show that humanity has been lost in itself.
But nothing has been lost. We are here for them all.

To look all this in the eyes requires amount of bravery that is beyond what can be counted or perceived. Most people will freeze at the sight of this
monstrosity named "judea". Countless souls have been bent in front of this terrific monster. Countless bodies have dropped dead. Many souls have been
bound and severely tortured by this slaver authority. And to look around and see all this monstrosity has created, it can fill with terror the weak.
But what can shake and move the hearts of the Brave? Those who in themselves and in their respective Blood, they do carry a legacy? Those that once
conquered the Worlds and once saw their Empires? Those who have seen in their minds and underwent what most cannot even imagine? The Souls in which
resides both the greatest, the most FATAL FURY, but also, the most Exalted essence in Man? The Souls of those who still retain the Memory of the Great
One, our Father and our Gods. No force can bind them. For they are free. No legions can move them, for they are one legion on their own.
In this world of fallen sheep, we Satanists come forth and declare ourselves Masters. Masters of Ourselves. We will guide people to freedom and safety. This
World Belongs to us. This World belongs to those, who seek a Greater and Free future for it. Those who that in themselves have banished the darkness.
We are here to reclaim what was once great and now, seemingly rotten. We will sharply and with deadly fury cut through the veils of all these illusions. We
are here to restore this World to mighty Greatness, Justice and Pride. We are here to destroy all the lies of the enemy, restore all deception they have caused.
Wipe away the tears of the Souls who are suffering in all this. Open the eyes of the Blind. We are here to fight for the New Golden Age. We are here to take
the heat and save everyone. We are their Saviors, because we are Saving Ourselves. We are here to destroy, create and create again.
Fate and Satan's Divine Providence has chosen us. We may stand outnumbered today, but one day soon, we will conquer the World. The forces of ignorance
and of the enemy, they will fail. Our Ancestors from all over the World have written this. The Truth shall defeat the Darkness. And I believe in Them. I believe
in Ourselves. They inscribed this everywhere, but above all, in our Blood. Inside yourself lies your Divine Mission. They have handed us the Divine Torch. And
we must run with it. We must run and never look back. We will run, fight and if needed, make the greatest sacrifice.
We may be outnumbered now, but believe not in Illusions. What are millions of sheep worth, for one God? What are billions of lies in the Face of ONE Truth.
We march forward and behind us march uncountable Souls. Souls of those who have been beaten down, wronged, defamed and attacked and destroyed.
Behind us and inside us, Marches Divine Legacy. Our Comrades from all Ages and times, they march among us and also march with us in Spirit, and many
might not see it, but they are Here. They are Here with Us. The Forces and Powers of our Side, those aligned with us, they are far vaster than the Force of
Fate herself. We are Stronger than our enemy. Let this materialize in all Worlds. Let everyone know that the Masters are here, to save these befallen lands.
So I ask for your Faith, Fanaticism and Loyalty. I ask for you to carry this Divine Torch named Satanic Truth. I ask of you, to never give up those who never
gave you up. TO NEVER BEND. TO ALWAYS, ALWAYS FIGHT. To not accept a world of slaves, a world shattered. To let from within yourself bloom the long
forgotten gardens and flowers, who the enemy says are lost dreams. To show them, that these are not dreams. That these are realities. That all these things
are alive, that they are here. To show to all of those who look at you as an animal, that you are a God. I ask for you to See, what you were made to See. To
Feel, what you were made to Feel. To touch the greatness you were made to touch. The Truth.
I ask of you to demand this. To drag down all the agents of lies. To ground them and run them over spiritually. Nobody ever told you that, YOU, that YOU
Possess the Power? That in your Hands do lie the forces of Fate? That its your responsibility to wipe the darkness from this World? That inside you, rests
Satan and He desires to soar away all the lies and illusions of our enemies?

I ask you to open yourself up to the Source of All Human Greatness. The Higher Truth.
And let your mighty fire explode from within you. I ask for your stand against all these chains, maims and bindings the enemy has attacked our World with.
No matter who you are, you are now made Divine, if only so you choose. You asked for Satan's hand and Providence, now you must take it. You must
elevate yourself.
Seize your chance to fight against the Rot and Darkness. Seize your chance to destroy the World's Greatest Evil.
Here is how:
topic10762.html
Reclaim your Thrones, Gentiles!!
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1910
Subject: We are making INSANE IMPACT!!!

From: high_priest_hooded_cobra_666

Date: 9/15/2015

From: Edward Teach

Date: 9/22/2015

We are making INSANE IMPACT!!! : JoS Astrology

We are making INSANE
IMPACT!!! : JoS Astrology
My Brothers and Sisters, Forces of
Satan!! We are doing VERY serious
impact on the enemy!! They are taking a
very big and serious beating.
View on josministries.prophp...

Preview by Yahoo

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1911
Subject: Coran and Bible are the Same

Koran And Holy Bible Are The Same
Full Proof that Christian Leaders of both Europe and Russia are fighting for Islamization and White Genocide
Site link: http://islamisjewish.weebly.com/koran-and-holy-bible-are-the-same.html
There is such shit as a "Three Faiths Forum" out there in the net. Just type it in the search and a jewish paid crap of tolerance and muliculture will

pop up in the first line. This thing is aimed to mix and destroy Races and cultures, while using the obvious similarity of those three rat faiths, which
are all jewish torah in the core. Articles below exposes well how all differences between so called "three faiths" are fake, and this fact is admitted
even by their own leaders. If one read bible and coran together without being blind follower of any, they would probably think that one copypasted
from another, so alike they are. First kikes invent stereotyped jewish religion for different Races and call it different hebraic names, than they force
these Races to fuse with one another, using this "similarities of 3 faiths" to destroy last differences and unic traits of their original cultures which are
Pagain and NOT alike from the begining. These "three faiths" are not three but one rat faith - Judaism. This is the reason their leaders work together.
“Pope Benedicts XVIs” (not a jew himself as I was informed but definitely with obvious ties to judaism and to the jews, this is obvious considering his
numerous efforts to “unite” jews and christians) visit to Jordan in which he was invited into the largest mosque in the country, where he made the
statement that he has “deep respect for Islam”. He also gave a speech on the importance of muslim and christian “unity”. - High Presiess Zildar Raasi
Pope Expresses 'Deep Respect' for Islam at Beginning of Mideast Trip
http://www.haaretz.com/hasen/spages/1084185.html
"Pope Benedict XVI began a delicate trip to the Middle East on Friday by expressing "deep respect" for Islam and calling for a three-way dialogue of
Christians, Muslims and Jews to help peace.
He said that peace efforts were often blocked by partisan interests and that the Church could "help reasonable positions bloom" and that it wanted to
engage Jews and Muslims in a dialogue for peace.
"A trilateral dialogue must move forward. It is very important for peace and also to allow each person to live his or her faith well," he said."
Pope in Israel seeks closer Jewish-Catholic bond
http://www.thejakartapost.com/news/2009/05/10/pope-israel-seeks-closer-jewishcatholic-bond.html
"My primary intention is to visit the places made holy by the life of Jesus, and, to pray at them for the gift of peace and unity for your families, and all
those for whom the Holy Land and the Middle East is home," Benedict said last week in a message addressed to Jordanians, Israelis and
Palestinians.
Benedict has already had to tread carefully during the first leg of his Holy Land trip to predominantly Muslim Jordan. Three years ago, the pope
angered many in the Muslim world when he quoted a Medieval text that characterized some of Islam's Prophet Muhammad's teachings as "evil and
inhuman."
After arriving on Friday, Benedict said he has "deep respect" for Islam. After visiting the country's largest mosque on Saturday, the religious adviser
to Jordan's King Abdullah II thanked Benedict for expressing regret that his comments offended Muslims."
Pope Francis To Followers: “Koran And Holy Bible Are The Same”
http://nationalreport.net/pope-francis-followers-koran-holy-bible/#sthash.5uheZ5iN.NLQgbfS8.dpuf

News Pope Francis says: “Koran And Holy Bible Are The Same”
"On Monday the Bishop Of Rome addressed Catholic followers regarding the dire importance of exhibiting religious tolerance. During his hour-long
speech, a smiling Pope Francis was quoted telling the Vatican’s guests that the Koran, and the spiritual teachings contained therein, are just as valid
as the Holy Bible.
“Jesus Christ, Jehovah, Allah. These are all names employed to describe an entity that is distinctly the same across the world. For centuries, blood
has been needlessly shed because of the desire to segregate our faiths. This, however, should be the very concept which unites us as people, as
nations, and as a world bound by faith. Together, we can bring about an unprecedented age of peace, all we need to achieve such a state is respect
each others beliefs, for we are all children of God regardless of the name we choose to address him by. We can accomplish miraculous things in the
world by merging our faiths, and the time for such a movement is now. No longer shall we slaughter our neighbors over differences in reference to
their God.”
The pontiff drew harsh criticisms in December after photos of the 78-year-old Catholic leader was released depicting Pope Francis kissing a Koran.
The Muslim Holy Book was given to Francis during a meeting with Muslim leaders after a lengthy Muslim prayer held at the Vatican.
St. John Paul II has courted several controversies since being elected as Pope Benedicto XVI’s replacement in 2013. Francis has gone on record to
say that homosexuals are not to be judged, Proselytism is nonsense and has endorsed the usage of contraceptive by Catholics.
The Vatican will meet again with Muslim leaders in late February where they plan to talk about further steps that can be taken to spread
understanding and awareness of the Islamic religion."
In middle Ages Vatican was the centre of White genocide known as Catholic Inquisition, which attacked same European countries muslims attack
now under the same protection of Catholic Pope for the same reason of destroying our original Pagan Religion:
Pope demands more Europeans dead
http://nojew.weebly.com/pope-demands-more-europeans-dead.html
Nowadays Vatican lost its Middle Age power, instead it is helping more powerful enemies of the White Race such as Communism:
The Catholic Church Working With Communism
http://deathofcommunism.weebly.com/the-catholic-church-working-with-communism.html

Catholic Pope Receives Communist Hammer & Sickle on top of Crucifix as a Gift
http://deathofcommunism.weebly.com/catholic-pope-receives-communist-hammer.html
Pope says Communists are Closet Christians
http://deathofcommunism.weebly.com/pope-says-communists-are-closet-christians.html
It is known fact that while Vatican helped Soviet Jewnion against Nazi during WW2 while Nazi was trying to infiltrate and overthrough Vatican while
cleansing their own country of christianity:
Reinhard Heydrich and his Work to Destroy Christianity
http://nojew.weebly.com/reinhard-heydrich-and-his-work-to-destroy-christianity.html
Newest historical investigation shows the same - Pope helped Soviets:
What the Vatican Archives Really Say About Pius XII
http://www.newoxfordreview.org/reviews.jsp?did=0200-cavalli
"During World War II the Vatican publicly maintained its impartiality between the warring powers. This attitude often angered both sides. However,
the Vatican often violated its own impartiality. For example, in the early months of 1940, the Pope acted as an intermediary between the British
government and a group of German generals who wanted to overthrow Hitler. Unfortunately, the conspiracy never went forward.
Critics of the Vatican such as Saul Friedlander and Guenther Lewy often explain the Pope’s “silence” by suggesting that he saw the Nazis as a
bulwark against the Soviet Union. In fact, Pius XII indirectly assisted the Soviet Union during the war."
Let us see what side Vatican takes in nowadays jew-owned immigrant war against White Race of Europe:
Pope Francis brands rejection of migrants 'an act of war'
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/pope-francis-brands-rejection-of-migrants-an-act-of-war-10448215.html
Pope Francis has called the rejection of migrants fleeing violence “an act of war”.
Speaking to a youth group, he said the situation where desperate migrants were bounced from country to country seeking shelter was “an
unresolved conflict... and this is war, this is violence, it’s called murder”.
The British government has been particularly criticised for its handling of the migrant crisis in Calais as people, some of whom who have already
made the dangerous Mediterranean crossing, attempt to board trains and lorries travelling through the Eurotunnel.
Prime Minister David Cameron in particular was called "racist" by the Deputy Mayor of Calais for calling the migrants "a swarm".

He said the comments showed his "ignorance of the situation".
Foreign Secretary Philip Hammond caused further controversy on Sunday when he told the BBC he believed "marauding" migrants threatened the
British "standard of living". Amnesty International condemned the remarks saying they were "mean spirited" and "shameful"."
Let us look why British Delegatory is so "mean spirited" and what is the situation he shows such an "ignorance of":
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rAx_1X2n_EM
Pope does not only scorns European governments for not letting more muslim rapists and cannibals in, but settle immigrants in his own Vatican and
giving them expensive gifts at the expense of Europeans. My note: Vatican is one of those regions of the world that never pay any taxes, never
report to anyone of their real estate, sourses and what they are really funding in. Read more:
Exposing the Christian "CHARITY" Racket: Billions and billions of tax-exempt dollars are allocated to advance Communism
http://www.exposingchristianity.com/XianCharity.html
"In June, the Pope said countries that turn away migrants would need to seek forgiveness from God for their actions.
In his weekly audience in Vatican City he said: “I invite you all to ask forgiveness for the persons and the institutions who close the door to these
people who are seeking a family, who are seeking to be protected.”
In 2013, he gave Christmas presents to 2,000 immigrants in a shelter near the Vatican.
Each of the gift packages sent to the Dono di Maria shelter in Rome contained a Christmas card signed by the Pope, a pre-paid international calling
card and a free day pass on the metro in Rome."
Now there is an illusion going around among White Nazi society that Russia is somehow a "last harbor" of White Nazism and kike Putin with his
"Rusian Christian Orthodox Church" are somehow keeping Russia "racally clean" and away of Cultural Marxism and other bad "Western"
influences. This is kike racket, look here:
Putinism: communism of the 21 Century
http://deathofcommunism.weebly.com/judeo-putinism.html
In fact kikes try to make out of Russia and China communist global superpowers Soviet Union was in 20 century to take over this world. On the
teritories of both Russia and China there were very Ancient Civilizations which were swept by barbaric non-White tribes many centuries ago, one of
examples of such sweep away is known today as Chingiz khan's conquest. These countries are very Race- and Culture-mixed from the very
Ancient Times already. From that Ancient point and till nowadays they have never been fully "White Nazi". That's why kikes found comfortable to

make out of them the seat of their communism - because White Racial elements there have been already subverted to some point. For detailed
information read here:
White Nationalist Delusions About Russia
http://deathofcommunism.weebly.com/white-nationalist-delusions-about-russia.html
Russia, China Hold Large-Scale War Games
http://deathofcommunism.weebly.com/russia-china-hold-large-scale-war-games.html
Now let us see what the institution known as "Rusian Christian Orthodox Church" thinks about Islamization of Russia.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LEHF50oS-TM
"Future belongs to muslims" - Archpriest Dmitry Smirnov
This is clearly obvious how this Orthodox leader actually admits that xianity and islam has the same "god", they are just two ways leading to the
same end, just current folowers of one way are a bit closer to this end (total White genocide) than followers of the other. But their both ways' end is
the same. This is a spit into faces of all delluded fools who faught for centuries against each other over these two parts of the same abrahamic crap.
If we ask jewish rabbi, we will hear the same answer, word by word. There is no actually any difference between how they both (xian leader and
jewish leader) attack xianity for "straying too far" from their mutual abrahamic god, which is as jewish in muslim coran as it is in judeo-xian bible:
'Islamization of Europe a good thing' - Rabbi Baruch Efrati
http://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-4299673,00.html
"Rabbi Baruch Efrati believes Jews should 'rejoice at the fact that Europe is paying for what it did to us for hundreds of years by losing its identity.'
He praises Islam for promoting modesty, respect for God. Rabbi Baruch Efrati, a yeshiva head and community rabbi in the West Bank settlement of
Efrat, believes that the Islamization of Europe is actually a good thing. "With the help of God, the gentiles there will adopt a healthier life with a lot of
modesty and integrity, and not like the hypocritical Christianity which appears pure but is fundamentally corrupt," he explained."
As we see Russian Orthodox Church leaders fight for islamization of their countries as well as Catholic Popes do in Europe and the West - with
kikes at their side. And all this hype that xianity protects Race is total hoax admitted by xianity itself:
"There is neither Jew nor Gentile, neither slave nor free, nor is there male and female, for you are all one in Christ Jesus."
- Galatians 3:28
Btw the same Dmitry Smirnov is well-known for protecting human microchipping, FRID passport and all FRID spy technology. The same person who
fights for islamization and praises alien immigration, is fighting for Jew World Order and microship implants, which blatantly shows that islam, xianity

and zionism / human microchipping are interconnected and not "3 faiths" but only one:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zOBPIMohkkg (Russian only)
"If there will be a FRID passport, I will be the first to accept it"
"Let them know everything. We have nothing to conceal" (about spying and datebases)
- Archpriest Dmitry Smirnov
Learn more about xianity working for Jew World Order:
Christianity advocates microchips
http://nojew.weebly.com/christianity-advocates-microchips.html
Jew Putin who in well-known protector of "religious feelings" and even created a law forbidding any "insult to religion" after Pussy Riot incident.
Though the law did not specify what exactly religion it forbade to insult, it brought Jew Putin large support of Russian muslims as well as Russian
xians. A lot of deluded White Nazi consider him protecting his country from alien immigration. Here is some research exposing this lie:
Some excerpts from "Putin is an enemy of Russian state" by A. Saveliev:
"I. Putin is an enemy of Russian nation
1. During 8 years of Putin`s reign, number of ethnic Russians in Russia shrinked by 8 millions. Annual demographic losses are the same as in
1990`s, when Yeltsin was in power and when Russia didn`t have huge profits from oil and gas export. Number of officially registered abortions is
stable, about 2 millions per year. Quality of medical care significantly dropped, free state medicine is almost destroyed and substituted by
commercial medicine. Vast majority of Russian citizens can`t afford it.
3. By changing immigration laws, Putin opened borders for millions of non-white immigrants. Many non-native societies were formed in Russian
cities. They are terrorizing local indigenous population with help from Putin`s protégés, who hold all of the key positions in administrations and lawenforcing structures. All protests are stamped by illegal arrests and non-lawful court decisions.
4. Putin de-facto acknowledged an independence of Chechnya and the fact, that 500 thousands of ethnic Russians were cleansed from this region,
and also gave amnesty for all bandits and terrorists, who fought against Russia. Some of the terrorists even received the “Hero of Russia” award, the
highest award in Russia. Russian refugees from Chechnya didn`t receive any help, although ethnic Checnen “victims of the war” received and
continue to receive tens of thousands of dollars per person.
II. Putin is an enemy of Russian society

4. Putin constantly visits social rallies of the Tatars, Jews, different diasporas of the Asian nations, but he never participated in any such event of
Russian organizations.
5. Putin openly supports warm relations with Hasid’s leader Berl Lazar. Mosques start to rise in core Russian cities."
Full reserch can be found here:
Jewish Owned Russia Marching Into Jew World Order
http://deathofcommunism.weebly.com/russia-marching-into-jwo.html
Al the above blatantly shows how this fraud crypto-jewish organisation called "Christian Church" decpite of where it is and what false front it
represents (be it "orthodox" or "catholic", Russian/Soviet or "Western") works for Jew World Order, which pushs both islam, xianity and communism
all together serving one and only god - THE JEWISH RACE, and fighting for one and only goal - TOTAL GENOCIDE OF THE WHITE RACE AND
ENSLAVEMENT OF EVERYBODY ELSE.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1912
Subject: September Last Week Offensive - [Kol Nidrei]

From: high_priest_hooded_cobra_666

Date: 9/26/2015

From: kothebull

Date: 10/10/2015

September Last Week Offensive - [Kol Nidrei] : JoS Astrology

September Last Week Offensive [Kol Nidrei] : Jo...
Greetings to all our Satanic Comrades
and Warriors. We have done the enemy a
very big amount of damage. No offensive
has been so big and continuous, like th...
View on josministries.prophp...

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Grand trines

Preview by Yahoo

Message: 1913

Can points such as the north node and MC and As be used in the grand trine for ex mercury trine mc and Pluto and Pluto trine mc. Thanks for the help!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: New High Priestess

Message: 1914

From: high_priest_hooded_cobra_666

I am glad to Announce that we have a New High Priestess in the Joy of Satan.

Date: 10/20/2015

Shannon Outlaw has been ordained.

I am happy to announce, that she will be in charge of the Black Satanic Community. Now, all people of our members who are of Black Descent can join a
group where they can work together and co-operate for the advancement of Satanism amongst their own people. This is a big step for all of us.

Also its to be stated that HPS Shannon also has a very useful group in regards to Health and Wellbeing. This is a place where people can conversate
specifically about these topics, solve and advance in this Area.

Everyone who is interested owes to join the groups, keep them alive and flourishing as to develop Satanism, while they are developing under a Racial Banner,
which is neverthless, part of the Greater Satanic Banner we are all under.

Congratulations to our New High Priestess!

We march Forward!!!

Her new group:

The Satanic Black Community
https://groups.yahoo.com/Blacks4Satan666

The Health Group for Satanists
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/SShealth

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: New High Priestess

Message: 1915

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 10/20/2015

Thank you all.
I have been inspired and have learned so much from all of you especially the other HPs. I will always continue to study and grow.
I am very pleased to have started an official group for Blacks.
With the awakening of all gentile humanity, I know that the group for blacks will grow in numbers in time and the group will always be there for them for special support in
guidance. I am very pleased at the information I have come across on the black race, it is very rewarded and liberating to know. Special thanks to HP Mageson who has
been very helpful in introducing me to much advice when it comes to my study. There is so much to be found on the Black race and our Satanic origins.
I encourage all to continue to do much research on our past and to share in the groups. We are in this together.
Hail Satan!
Hail to all Gentiles!

High Priestess Shannon
https://groups.yahoo.com/Blacks4Satan666

On Tuesday, October 20, 2015 3:36 PM, "hoodedcobra666@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

I am glad to Announce that we have a New High Priestess in the Joy of Satan.
Shannon Outlaw has been ordained.
I am happy to announce, that she will be in charge of the Black Satanic Community. Now, all people of our members who are of Black Descent can join a group where they can work
together and co-operate for the advancement of Satanism amongst their own people. This is a big step for all of us.
Also its to be stated that HPS Shannon also has a very useful group in regards to Health and Wellbeing. This is a place where people can conversate specifically about these topics,
solve and advance in this Area.
Everyone who is interested owes to join the groups, keep them alive and flourishing as to develop Satanism, while they are developing under a Racial Banner, which is neverthless,
part of the Greater Satanic Banner we are all under.
Congratulations to our New High Priestess!
We march Forward!!!

Her new group:
The Satanic Black Community
https://groups.yahoo.com/Blacks4Satan666

The Health Group for Satanists
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/SShealth

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: New High Priestess

Message: 1916

From: call_me_something_else

Date: 10/20/2015

Message: 1917

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 10/21/2015

Congratulations to HP Shannon!
And, it's "converse," not "conversate."
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: ABOUT THE BLACK GROUP

Hello, All!

I am happy to have seen many of you join but there was an error with the Group and so I had to delete and recreate it. Yahoo is so strict even when
it comes to the littlest mistake. So, I ask that all those who joined, please do again. The old Group was deleted. This is the new official Black Group.
https://groups.yahoo.com/BlacksforSatan
Thanks and sorry for the inconvenience.
Hail our Creator God Satan.
High Priestess Shannon
https://groups.yahoo.com/BlacksforSatan
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1918
From: marimbola melkuin smailley
Date: 10/21/2015
Subject: Re: New High Priestess
I am really happy to hear That we
have a new high priestess,congratulations!!!! I want to join a group but I couldn't success yet so what am I supposed to do? thanks
From: hoodedcobra666@... [JoS_Astrology]
Sent: 10/20/2015 10:36 PM
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] New High Priestess

I am glad to Announce that we have a New High Priestess in the Joy of Satan.

Shannon Outlaw has been ordained.

I am happy to announce, that she will be in charge of the Black Satanic Community. Now, all people of our members who are of Black Descent can join a group
where they can work together and co-operate for the advancement of Satanism amongst their own people. This is a big step for all of us.

Also its to be stated that HPS Shannon also has a very useful group in regards to Health and Wellbeing. This is a place where people can conversate specifically
about these topics, solve and advance in this Area.

Everyone who is interested owes to join the groups, keep them alive and flourishing as to develop Satanism, while they are developing under a Racial Banner,
which is neverthless, part of the Greater Satanic Banner we are all under.

Congratulations to our New High Priestess!

We march Forward!!!

Her new group:

The Satanic Black Community
https://groups.yahoo.com/Blacks4Satan666

The Health Group for Satanists
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/SShealth

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: New High Priestess

This is the new Health group

Message: 1919

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 10/21/2015

https://groups.yahoo.com/BlacksforSatan

Hail our Creator God Satan.
High Priestess Shannon

On Wednesday, October 21, 2015 8:37 AM, "marimbola melkuin smailley smelkuinsmailley@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

I am really happy to hear That we
have a new high priestess,congratulations!!!! I want to join a group but I couldn't success yet so what am I supposed to do? thanks
From: hoodedcobra666@... [JoS_Astrology]
Sent: 10/20/2015 10:36 PM
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] New High Priestess
I am glad to Announce that we have a New High Priestess in the Joy of Satan.
Shannon Outlaw has been ordained.
I am happy to announce, that she will be in charge of the Black Satanic Community. Now, all people of our members who are of Black Descent can join a group where they can work
together and co-operate for the advancement of Satanism amongst their own people. This is a big step for all of us.
Also its to be stated that HPS Shannon also has a very useful group in regards to Health and Wellbeing. This is a place where people can conversate specifically about these topics,
solve and advance in this Area.
Everyone who is interested owes to join the groups, keep them alive and flourishing as to develop Satanism, while they are developing under a Racial Banner, which is neverthless,
part of the Greater Satanic Banner we are all under.
Congratulations to our New High Priestess!
We march Forward!!!

Her new group:

The Satanic Black Community
https://groups.yahoo.com/Blacks4Satan666

The Health Group for Satanists
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/SShealth

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: New High Priestess

Message: 1920

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 10/21/2015

I meant Black group :)
Hail our Creator God Satan.
High Priestess Shannon
https://groups.yahoo.com/BlacksforSatan

On Wednesday, October 21, 2015 8:37 AM, "marimbola melkuin smailley smelkuinsmailley@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

I am really happy to hear That we
have a new high priestess,congratulations!!!! I want to join a group but I couldn't success yet so what am I supposed to do? thanks
From: hoodedcobra666@... [JoS_Astrology]
Sent: 10/20/2015 10:36 PM
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] New High Priestess
I am glad to Announce that we have a New High Priestess in the Joy of Satan.
Shannon Outlaw has been ordained.

I am happy to announce, that she will be in charge of the Black Satanic Community. Now, all people of our members who are of Black Descent can join a group where they can work
together and co-operate for the advancement of Satanism amongst their own people. This is a big step for all of us.
Also its to be stated that HPS Shannon also has a very useful group in regards to Health and Wellbeing. This is a place where people can conversate specifically about these topics,
solve and advance in this Area.
Everyone who is interested owes to join the groups, keep them alive and flourishing as to develop Satanism, while they are developing under a Racial Banner, which is neverthless,
part of the Greater Satanic Banner we are all under.
Congratulations to our New High Priestess!
We march Forward!!!

Her new group:
The Satanic Black Community
https://groups.yahoo.com/Blacks4Satan666

The Health Group for Satanists
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/SShealth

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1921
From: Shannon Outlaw
Subject: ABOUT THE BLACK-AMERICAN/AFRICAN SATANIC GROUP 2

Date: 10/21/2015

Hi, All!
As some of you may already know, I recreated a new Black group because Yahoo is...well...we all know how screwed up Yahoo can be. Anyway, I
created the new group and encourage all who already joined to re Join this one. The Link is under my signature, BlacksforSatan.
Even non blacks welcome because we all have something to bring to the table
Also, because of Yahoo changes, I was not able to make the group invisible to Non members BUT the group is moderated fully and the members list
is only visible to me so there is privacy. Not much I can do. But it will go on.
Posts coming soon!
Thanks, Everyone <3

Hail our Creator God Satan.
High Priestess Shannon
https://groups.yahoo.com/BlacksforSatan
https://groups.yahoo.com/SSHealth
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1922
From: marimbola melkuin smailley
Date: 10/23/2015
Subject: Re: ABOUT THE BLACK-AMERICAN/AFRICAN SATANIC GROUP 2
Hi,I really like to join into This group,I am lookin forward to joining it,I feel like talking to brothers and sisters. thanks a lot for fighting our freedom!
From: Shannon Outlaw soutlaw92@... [JoS_Astrology]
Sent: 10/21/2015 9:11 PM
To: yahoogroups; yahoogroups; yahoogroups; yahoogroups; yahoogroups; yahoogroups; yahoogroups
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] ABOUT THE BLACK-AMERICAN/AFRICAN SATANIC GROUP 2

Hi, All!
As some of you may already know, I recreated a new Black group because Yahoo is...well...we all know how screwed up Yahoo can be. Anyway, I
created the new group and encourage all who already joined to re Join this one. The Link is under my signature, BlacksforSatan.
Even non blacks welcome because we all have something to bring to the table
Also, because of Yahoo changes, I was not able to make the group invisible to Non members BUT the group is moderated fully and the members list
is only visible to me so there is privacy. Not much I can do. But it will go on.
Posts coming soon!
Thanks, Everyone <3
Hail our Creator God Satan.
High Priestess Shannon
https://groups.yahoo.com/BlacksforSatan
https://groups.yahoo.com/SSHealth
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1923
Subject: Natal Chart Readings: Marie Curie
Marie Curie – November 7th, 1867. Warsaw, Poland

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 10/23/2015

Birth time is noted as 12 noon, and looking at her chart for this time, it fits. 10th house stellium (prominent career) and Uranus on 7th house cusp (marriage to an
intellectual, possibly genius), her husband was also a pioneer in his field of radioactivity.
Capricorn ascendant, chart ruler Saturn in 10th house of career, conjunct Venus and Mars. These three planets plus Sun (9th house) in Scorpio, the sign of intensity. Marie
Curie was noted for working 16+ hour days in her lab until she was places in a sanatorium due to radium poisoning, shortly before her death at age 66. Jupiter square
Saturn, workaholic with great potential for success.
Venus conjunct Saturn, misfortune and delay in love, she did not marry until age 28 (late for that era) and her husband was killed in an accident 11 years after marriage.
She had an affair years later and was publicly humiliated and slandered in the press even though she was a widow. Her 10th house Saturn placement adds to her reputation
suffering.
Sun in 9th house, higher education, travels far from home (born in Poland and lived in France). Educational honors, won two Nobel Prizes (shared one with her husband).
She is the only person in history to win Nobel Prizes in two different sciences. Mercury in Sagittarius, life-long student. First house Jupiter, also with emphasis on education.
Mercury square Jupiter adds to love of education etc. Pluto in 3rd house, obsession with knowledge and research.
10th house: Venus here indicates pleasant working environment, she and her husband worked side-by-side in harmony until his death. Mars here, intense ambition,
obsession with work (working all day long, despite having 2 children). Saturn placement, hard work and perseverance. Mercury in 10th, her father also was intellectual,
teaching physics and mathematics.
Venus conjunct Saturn in Scorpio, Moon in Pisces, and Neptune in 2nd house, all indicate poverty. Her parents lost their fortune and jobs in Poland. She and her husband
refused to patent their method for isolating radium which would have made them quite wealthy. She also gave away most of her Nobel Prize money and other money given
to her, to scientific institutions and friends and family. Her Jupiter in Aquarius explains why she didn’t want to patent their method, she believed scientific knowledge should
be free and research unhindered. This placement, as well as her Sun trine Uranus, is also for individuality and freedom and rebellion, she was agnostic and married in a civil
union to avoid a religious ceremony.

Transits for life events:
Uranus was transiting her natal Sun when she married. Leo intercepted in her 7th house of partnership, Sun is a co-ruler of that house. Jupiter was transiting this house as
well. Pluto was transiting her 5th house (love affairs), inconjunct her natal Sun. Pluto transiting 5th when her first child was born.
Uranus was transiting her 11th house (goals) when she won her first Nobel Prize. Jupiter was conjunct her 2nd house natal Moon (1 degree exactly), Nobel Prizes have a
monetary prize as well. At the time she won her 2nd Nobel Prize, Jupiter was conjunct her 10th house stellium.
When her husband died, Uranus was transiting her 12th house. 12th is the house of sorrow, natal Uranus on cusp of 7th. Not sure if this is an indicator, but it’s interesting
to note. Also Saturn was transiting her 1st house, the worst time in one’s life.
At the time her affair (after she was widowed, but in that era it was still taboo) was made public, followed by disgrace, Saturn was transiting her natal Pluto, Scorpio on cusp
of 10th house, 10th rules the reputation. She was slandered in the press.
At the time of her death, Saturn was again transiting on a late degree in her 1st house, conjunct her Jupiter. Jupiter rules her 12th house of endings. Neptune was in her 8th
house (rules death). Neptune rules weakening and poisons, she died from years of exposure to radiation.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1924
Subject: Natal Chart Readings: Benjamin Franklin

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 10/23/2015

Benjamin Franklin – January 17, 1706. Boston Massachusetts. Birth time originally 10:30am, rectified by a professional to 9:37am, placing Saturn in
his 2nd house instead of 1st, a few other changes.

From my notes, I think the first time is more accurate. Saturn in 1st house, endurance and discipline, and this puts his MC in Capricorn, emphasis on
his notable career and reputation. Also, with the original birth time, Uranus is trine his AC. Uranus aspects to chart ruler and/or AC is noted in
charts of exceptionally gifted people. However, he also has Mercury opposite Uranus, another indicator of being highly intelligent. With the original
birth time, his AC is in Aries, chart ruler Mars in 9th house of publishing, and he was a leading author and printer (opened his own print shop at age
17). Pluto in 5th (instead of 6th with the rectified birth time) much creative power. However, with the rectified chart, Uranus in 6th makes sense
(inventors, geniuses, humanitarian work).

With the original birth time, his DC (7th house cusp, house of relationships) would be on the star Vindemiatix, marriage can be unfortunate (entered
common-law relationship, unable to marry due to her being previously married to to a man who ran off with her dowry, anti-bigamy laws prevented
her from remarrying). This star rules loss of partner through death, he outlived her by 16 years.

Benjamin Franklin has a yod in his chart. Yods indicate a fated life (see HPS Maxines post on yods). His yod planets Moon and Venus pointing to
Uranus, the planet of inventions, higher knowledge, revolution, freedom, progress.

Fire grand trine (Neptune-Pluto-Mars). Independent, self-starter, good for health (he lived to 85, much higher than life expectancy in that era).

Jupiter in Cancer, very patriotic (became president of America). Venus in 10th, enjoys being before the public.

Sun in 11th house (both birth times). Emphasis on friends, fairness, humanitarian nature. Enjoys leadership and belonging to groups and

organizations. Describes him perfectly. Mercury in Aquarius, innovator and inventor, interested in bettering humanity and change existing conditions,
talent with science and mathematics.

Mercury is retrograde, perceives information and communications differently, excellent in research and details. Mercury square Saturn, not good for
education, he only did a few years of formal schooling. Thorough and hardworking in regards to education and learning. Opposite Pluto, excellent
concentration and investigating.

Moon at 4 Pisces (Deneb Adige), above average intelligence, money made through arts and sciences. Saturn conjunct Almach, popular influence,
possible fame, prominent position.

Mars in Sagittarius, honest, loves travel (traveled many times to England etc), life-long student. Mars in 9th adds to this, as well as with my first
paragraphs of authoring and publishing. Also, conflict with in-laws, the mother of his common-law wife would not let them marry, and married her
to someone else while he was in England (that husband ran away with her dowry, never heard from again).

Moon in 12th house Pisces. Shyness, loneliness, sensitive, compassionate, psychic ability, active imagination. Inconjunct Uranus, unusual family life,
had 16 siblings and a common-law relationship (common-law was not the norm for that era).

Jupiter and Uranus are retrograde, freedom, rebellion, spirituality, intuition. Pluto is also retrograde, inner intensity, do-or-die attitude.

-----

Normally I’ll be including transits for life events, but none of my ephemerides go back that far and I’m short on time today.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1925
Subject: Re: Natal Chart Readings: Marie Curie

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 10/23/2015

My first post isn't going through, lost in cyber-space:
To keep this group active, and to initiate conversations based on astrology charts, I will be doing charts on notable people and posting them. I invite anyone else to join in.
I’ll be focusing on natal charts and transits happening during notable events in their lives, and as well anything relating to their deaths (if deceased).
People included: Famous scientists, nobility, artists, actors, inventors, etc. I’ll be choosing charts randomly, on whim, or by request.
These readings won’t be very long, and a lot will probably be in short hand (note) form, simply because I’m not getting paid to do them, lol. This is purely for research,
practice, and because I like knowing what makes people the way they are (psych major here).

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1926
Subject: Natal Chart Readings: Notable People

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 10/23/2015

To keep this group active, and to initiate conversations based on astrology charts, I will be doing charts on notable people and posting them. I invite anyone else to join in.
I’ll be focusing on natal charts and transits happening during notable events in their lives, and as well anything relating to their deaths (if deceased).
People included: Famous scientists, nobility, artists, actors, inventors, etc. I’ll be choosing charts randomly, on whim, or by request.
These readings won’t be very long, and a lot will probably be in short hand (note) form, simply because I’m not getting paid to do them, lol. This is purely for research,
practice, and because I like knowing what makes people the way they are (psych major here).

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1927
Subject: Re: Natal Chart Readings: Benjamin Franklin

From: high_priest_hooded_cobra_666

Date: 10/23/2015

Lydia, you are doing something very useful here. Keep these posts coming. Very good initiative. So many people want to become better at astrology and
Satanists should work it out. To know astrology is to know "Fate's will" and the Soul pretty much. Its a most important science.
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1928
Subject: Re: Natal Chart Readings: Benjamin Franklin

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 10/23/2015

Thanks, HP Cobra :) My natal chart readings are usually quite a bit longer, but I'm hoping other people who are interested in learning will chime in with
anything else they see.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <hoodedcobra666@...> wrote :
Lydia, you are doing something very useful here. Keep these posts coming. Very good initiative. So many people want to become better at astrology and
Satanists should work it out. To know astrology is to know "Fate's will" and the Soul pretty much. Its a most important science.
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1929
Subject: Re: Natal Chart Readings: Benjamin Franklin

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 10/23/2015

These are very impressive, Lydia.
I remember some years ago when you mentioned your interest in astrology and look at you now. :)
Hail our Creator God Satan.
High Priestess Shannon
https://groups.yahoo.com/BlacksforSatan
https://groups.yahoo.com/SSHealth

On Friday, October 23, 2015 6:26 PM, "lydia_666@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Thanks, HP Cobra :) My natal chart readings are usually quite a bit longer, but I'm hoping other people who are interested in learning will chime in with anything else they see.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <hoodedcobra666@...> wrote :
Lydia, you are doing something very useful here. Keep these posts coming. Very good initiative. So many people want to become better at astrology and Satanists should work it out.
To know astrology is to know "Fate's will" and the Soul pretty much. Its a most important science.
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 1930

From: black.wyrm666

Date: 10/23/2015

Subject: Re: Natal Chart Readings: Marie Curie
Dear, it is not 'Curie' but Sklodowska (Curie is after her hubby, but she was Polish - and many use Pierre's surname, instead of her maiden one).
She was a workaholic "screw the harsh conditions, as long as I can work, it is okay". There was cold in her lab, and although she COULD light the fire,
Sklodowska couldn't care less about it.
SCO VE - she was promiscuous, or at least had many lovers. Oh, and I don't know if the following account goes to Venus, BUT so strong was her love
towards Pierre that she used to touch (caress?) the suit her husband died in - obsession? Definitely - a stellium in SCO is clearly visible.
Hail Volac!
88!
HS!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1931
Subject: Re: Natal Chart Readings: Notable People

From: mina minaret

Date: 10/23/2015

I appreciate the posts, they are helping me learn!!
On Oct 23, 2015 5:09 PM, "lydia_666@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

To keep this group active, and to initiate conversations based on astrology charts, I will be doing charts on notable people and posting them. I invite
anyone else to join in. I’ll be focusing on natal charts and transits happening during notable events in their lives, and as well anything relating to their
deaths (if deceased).
People included: Famous scientists, nobility, artists, actors, inventors, etc. I’ll be choosing charts randomly, on whim, or by request.
These readings won’t be very long, and a lot will probably be in short hand (note) form, simply because I’m not getting paid to do them, lol. This is purely
for research, practice, and because I like knowing what makes people the way they are (psych major here).

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1932
Subject: Re: Natal Chart Readings: Marie Curie

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 10/23/2015

I used the name she is known by. And she used both surnames together, not just her maiden, if you want to get technical here. But I agree that I should
have included it anyway, I'm surprised that I didn't.
I didn't think it was necessary to remark on her sexual life and possible fetishes, but as she had a Scorpio stellium including Venus and Mars, then I agree that
she could very well have been promiscuous, but didn't think it was relevant or important. Feel free to comment on Benjamin Franklin's sex life as well, as I
posted his chart and you seem to be interested in pointing these things out. But as the purpose of me doing this was to initiate astrology discussions, then I
am glad someone joined in :)

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <black.wyrm666@...> wrote :
Dear, it is not 'Curie' but Sklodowska (Curie is after her hubby, but she was Polish - and many use Pierre's surname, instead of her maiden one).
She was a workaholic "screw the harsh conditions, as long as I can work, it is okay". There was cold in her lab, and although she COULD light the fire,
Sklodowska couldn't care less about it.
SCO VE - she was promiscuous, or at least had many lovers. Oh, and I don't know if the following account goes to Venus, BUT so strong was her love
towards Pierre that she used to touch (caress?) the suit her husband died in - obsession? Definitely - a stellium in SCO is clearly visible.
Hail Volac!
88!
HS!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1933
Subject: Natal Chart Reading: Barack Obama

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 10/24/2015

Barack Hussein Obama II – August 4 1961, 19:24. Honolulu, Hawaii

Aquarius AC, chart ruler Uranus in Leo, along with Sun and Mercury (not a stellium though). Western hemisphere emphasis, need for others in his
life. Southern hemisphere (6 planets), social and outgoing.

Chart ruler Uranus conjunct star Alphard: Lack of control (current world leaders are puppets of the jews), unethical, subject to imprisonment and
tragedy. Moon is conjunct Hyades: greedy, excessive nature, exploitative of others, can be tremendous success but can cause one’s own ruin. Saturn
conjunct Terebellum: greedy, scheming, shrewd. Jupiter conjunct Altair: sudden wealth, position of high command (president of America). Mars
conjunct Denebola: honors and wealth (won Nobel Peace Prize, two presidential terms), disgrace. North Node conjunct Regulus: often obtain high
positions of power, success, leadership ability, but possibility of disgrace and disastrous fall from prominent position.

Sun in Leo: leadership ability, loves to be in public eye. 6th house, workaholic, needs to be of service to others and to be noticed for their work. He
worked in the inner-city of Chicago helping the poor get education and training needed for better jobs before he went to law school. His only Sun
aspect is to Neptune (square). Neptune weakens- confusion about the self. Hard Sun-Neptune aspects can indicate a weak father, his father
abandoned the family when he was a young child.

Mercury in same sign/house placement, loves being center of attention, talent with speaking and lecturing before others, continuous study for work
/career. Mercury semi-sextile Venus, sextile Moon, opposite Jupiter: personal charm and charisma, sense of humor, talkative, inspiring others
through communication. We can see why many people voted for him in the elections. Mercury square Neptune, excellent liar, dishonesty, deceptive.

Obama also has aspects indicating much travel in his life; he was born in Hawaii, lived in Indonesia, travelled Africa, and has traveled much more
since becoming president.

Moon in 4th house Gemini, talkative, moves many times throughout life, excels in all types of communications, wide variety of friends, strong need
for a family. Moon trine Jupiter and Saturn, and square Pluto: mother is a strong influence in his life. Jupiter indicates good relationship with mother,
Saturn indicates bad relationship, Pluto indicates domineering.

Venus in 5th house, a need for love and romance. Generally well liked, popular (again, he did win 2 presidential elections). Venus trine Neptune,
very creative, compassionate. His Jupiter-Neptune aspect also indicates much compassion for others, and creative talent.

Mars in Virgo, very hygienic and tidy, hard-working, reliable and responsible. Mars square Venus and Mars in 7th house, not good for relationships.
Possible violence, especially with Pluto in 7th house. Pluto here indicates jealous partner.

Neptune in 9th house is often seen in those who travel for spiritual purposes where much can be learned. Obama traveled through Africa to become
closer to his racial heritage (his father, from Kenya, had left the family). He later published a book regarding this.

Jupiter and Saturn, conjunct in 12th house: powerful imagination (Jupiter square Neptune adds to this), good for meditation but prone to
depression. Jupiter in Aquarius, happiest when belonging to groups and with friends, interested in betting humanity and social reforms, progressive.
Jupiter conjunct Saturn, heavy responsibilities, potential for great success through hard work and discipline, workaholic. Saturn in Capricorn,
professional success through hard work and effort, workaholic, practical, dependable, reliable, responsible, talent for business. Cares about his
reputation.

Transits for life events:

When Obama was 10, his mother sent him to live with his grandparents in Hawaii, his mother was living in Indonesia with her new husband. Saturn
was transiting his 4th house Moon. The Moon rules the mother, 4th house rules domestic scene. Saturn here, separation.

Pluto and Saturn were transiting his 8th house (death) when his father died. Pluto rules his 10th house which rules the father, and Saturn rules death.
Uranus was transiting his 10th house as well, and Uranus rules the unexpected. He did not have contact with his father, his aunt was the one who
informed him of the death.

When he was elected to state senate, Pluto had recently entered his 10th house. Uranus was conjoining his Jupiter, Sagittarius on cusp of 11th
(groups, goals).

When his first child was born, Pluto was opposite his natal Moon, Gemini on cusp on 5th house. Pluto to Moon is common for change in domestic
scene and someone being born, 5th house is one’s children.

At the time he was elected as president of USA, Pluto was transiting his 11th house – obsession with goals and ambitions, possibility of being placed
in a position of power. Transiting Pluto opposite his natal Venus, inconjunct his Moon and Mercury, trine natal Pluto (rules MC in Scorpio). Jupiter
was also transiting this house (semi-sextile his AC), and Uranus transiting his 1st (changes in life).

When he won the Nobel Peace Prize in 2009, transiting Jupiter was conjunct his AC, Pluto still in his 11th.

Pluto was still in his 11th house when he was re-elected president, inconjunct his Moon and Mercury, opposite his Venus, semi-sextile his Jupiter,
trine his natal Pluto (rules Scorpio on his MC). Transiting Uranus and Saturn were also making aspects to all these planets. Transiting Jupiter was
trine his AC.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1934
Subject: Adolf Hitler and the Nazis really did CARE about the people

From: high_priest_hooded_cobra_666

Date: 10/27/2015

Adolf Hitler and the Nazis really did CARE about the people. This is a first thing to look on your so called "Authorities", on if they are your “Authority” or not.
Do they care about you? Do you really matter to them? Do they help you out? Do they make your life better and easier? Do they have any underhand “wills”,
do they steal you freedoms or they make you free? Etc.

As for Hitler and the Nazis. They started, fought there, started and ended with the people. Hitler repeatedly stated “I started like every one of you, as an
unknown Soldier”. He was still, this Unknown Soldier. He fought, lived and charged forward like this Soldier. On all His meetings with the officials of other
countries, they reported how humble he was. He was even humble in the way that he ate. He never ate too much, or abused too much of anything. The
Nazis never stole money for their own personal interest. People stopped being hungry in Germany, unemployment stopped, perversions like drugs and other
fatalities also stopped, forever. People had titanic freedoms that up to this point were unknown to the World contrary to what the enemy states. The enemy
always makes the bluff that oh my, people didn’t have what people do today. Obviously. Since is it was like, 1940. Times advance, people advance,
everything advances. Germany had begun this very good.

These include a car for every working family, so they could enjoy themselves, at a very cheap price and affordable for anyone. First, the freedom to survive,
live and be healthy, which is robbed by these so called “Countries” nowadays. Then, the freedom to exist. To exist in a team with people, to serve and give
what you are able to give, without being harmed and pushed into an unfamiliar direction. For once, children and people were asked what they WANT to do,
what is their VOCATION to become. They didn’t do this merely to survive, as things are nowadays. People worked for other people, for the wellbeing of
anyone else, including their own. This is the stolen meaning of communism, where the enemy manipulates the masses to be slaves to the jews. Only, that in
this case, this TRULY happened. The jews know the power of this thing and they manipulate this. The fruit of their work they could receive, it wasn’t stolen
by some jew “up there” or some other “phantom”.

But the jews destroyed our Satanic Nation before it had flourished. Its well known that the Bolshevik Russia would attack and was preparing for attack, 3
weeks after the invasion of Hitler. Hitler just attacked first. Also, Hitler invaded Poland because the Germans in Poland were being terrorized, attacked and
tortured by the natives. Who knows what jewish seeds orchestrated this thing. Whatever war Hitler waged, he spared the lives of as many soldiers as
possible. Hitler didn’t let the army exhume their hatred on the ordinary people, in anyway, shape or form. The Red army was called the “rapist army”. You can

figure out the rest.

The Nazis, they were part of the people, came from the womb of the people and they were too part of the people. The people had weapons, they could
complain and anything else. Hitler didn’t go in front of all His people, with a 30 cm bullet proof glass. He went there in the open. The time of the Nazis was a
time of the rule of the people, and the enemy halted this especially for this reason, because the people were building something for themselves. Hitler always
credited the people who were with Him, around Him and the people of His own Nation, all the time. Not in word, but in both word and deed. People had guns
in Nazi Germany, now the "authorities" are confiscating everything.

Hitler cared for people. He cared for the people to be strong enough to survive. He cared about how the people see one another in His country, how man
and wife live together, what was the future of the Children of people. This included all Gentile people, but Hitler’s hand could only reach that far. The enemy
made sure to attack His government since the first day, and manipulate all the decision centers against him. He cared for the hearts of the people. He didn’t
care first for the “money”, the “honors” and anything so low. His professional costume was the costume of the Party. He didn’t own hundreds of houses,
make a huge bank account, destroy his country and leave it. He stayed there until the end. He cared enough place His life in the frontlines, to take the
responsibility, to take the toil, to take the deprivations that came with it, to take the sleepless nights, to accept the worst calamities that hit him in his
younger years. Hitler didn’t have it easy. The whole of Hitler’s life was a battle, against enemies seen and unseen. The same goes for all Nazis and anyone
who takes the path of the light, in a world so dark and devoid of Truth.
These are the Authorities one should take in mind, not all these jewish psychos that people have in their minds. Authority always comes with exceptional
responsibility. Responsibility means pretty much the sacrifice of personal freedoms, many times in the extremes, to even totalities. Authority is about the
wellbeing of the people who are being guided, not about the one doing this. This man most likely has it the hardest and suffers the hardest.
Lastly, I wanted to state something else. Nothing of the above can happen without love. His love for people of the World was enormous. He didn’t affirm big
words on honesty or anything else, his actions spoke of himself. Contrary to the lies of the jews, Hitler also was GENUINELY interested about people of all
Gentile Races, the preservation of their culture and their deep betterment- down to the roots. This is why Hitler projected the messages he projected to
people. He tried to literally bring down the Bolshevik and jewish bankers, all these oppressors and devourers of Human life and flesh, who are rooted in the
jews. He tried to destroy the lies of xianity, who are bringing the Souls of Humanity down the pit of doom, since these religions are based in lies, bias and are
devoid of scientific knowledge.

Hitler’s beliefs and policies were largely dependent on Science, physical and metaphysical. If you read in all his writtings, he was obsessed with scientific
exploration, which shows in fact the Natural Order. One of the things he was very unpleased about, was the halting of science, which kept the whole of
Humanity back. Hitler believed that science is the doorway to the unexplored regions and infinity. Satanism goes hand in hand with science. It can be known
or unknown, but more and more is being discovered. Spirituality will be eventually understood, if the jews leave science be and stop being materialist crap

and forcing science to serve their demands, or alter the outcomes of it. Spirituality will be proved/discovered as a legitimate practice. It already has to a
degree, and this is going thankfully to become better. It nevertheless, produces outcomes, wether one believes or not, given its done right.

But the jews destroyed our Satanic Nation before it had flourished. Its well-known that the Bolshevik Russia would attack and was preparing for attack, 3
weeks later, than the invasion of Hitler. Hitler just attacked first, to avoid further losses. The above knowledge was of course, hidden to the public, but the
hidden records in the USSR showed this. Also, Hitler invaded Poland because the Germans in Poland were being terrorized, attacked and tortured by the
natives. Who knows what jewish seeds orchestrated this thing. Whatever war Hitler waged, he spared the lives of as many soldiers as possible. Hitler didn’t
let the army exhume their hatred on the ordinary people, in anyway, shape or form. The Red army was called the “rapist army”. You can figure out the rest.

The people of Hitler fought a war, outnumbered, they suffered, and they suffered great losses, deprivations, millions of deaths. This is why, the people loved
Hitler. They loved Him after the end of the war, in peace, during the war, in this life or the next life. You could see this in His rallies, the smile on their faces,
their loyalty. They loved that He was honest. They knew who they were following, and who followed Him, knew Him. He wasn’t elected and then,
disappeared, like all these puppets ruling today. They went and died in the frontlines with a smile in their face, knowing that their Fhurer too would die, one
more time, at this moment of theirs. How many people can honestly say this nowadays? Who, if anyone, feels anything very positive to this depth, about
who “leads” them? Hitler didn’t die once, no, never did. He died millions of deaths, for every one of His own people.

Hitler CARED for his people, but also all people and humanity. This is why these people fought against jewish Bolshevism and Communism, which are the
blueprints of enslaving Humanity under the jews. Read some history, learn the Truth, stop being a Goyim and believing what your jewish farmholders have to
state. Seek the Truth.
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1935
Subject: Re: Natal Chart Reading: Barack Obama

From: astralnaut888

Date: 10/28/2015

A note on his Sun-Neptune square. Neptune being the planet of deception and the Sun ruling over his father can indicate and absent father, but also
confusion as to who the real father is. I believe his real father might be frank marshall davis, a communist who looks much more like him than his supposed
Kenyan father. The Jupiter-Saturn conjunction in the 12th can also give some serious skeletons in the closet, especially since Saturn is in negative
aspect(inconjunct) to his chart ruler Uranus.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1936
Subject: Re: Natal Chart Readings: Notable People

From: astralnaut888

Date: 10/28/2015

Do one on Heinrich Himmler. I have studied his chart and I would love to hear your take on it.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1937
Subject: Re: Natal Chart Reading: Barack Obama

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 10/28/2015

Good point about all that!

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <astralnaut888@...> wrote :
A note on his Sun-Neptune square. Neptune being the planet of deception and the Sun ruling over his father can indicate and absent father, but also
confusion as to who the real father is. I believe his real father might be frank marshall davis, a communist who looks much more like him than his supposed
Kenyan father. The Jupiter-Saturn conjunction in the 12th can also give some serious skeletons in the closet, especially since Saturn is in negative
aspect(inconjunct) to his chart ruler Uranus.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1938
Subject: Re: Natal Chart Readings: Notable People

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 10/28/2015

I have a list on people to do, so much to do and so little time. I have some paid orders to do as well which take precedence and also some stuff in my
personal life, but as long as I do 2 charts a week here I'll be happy. Himmler is definitely in my top 5 to do though. But hey, you could also do it up and post
it! :)

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <astralnaut888@...> wrote :
Do one on Heinrich Himmler. I have studied his chart and I would love to hear your take on it.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1939
Subject: Help with learning about my chart

From: cars.wright

Date: 11/8/2015

Can someone help me learn about my astrology chart? my phone wont load it. also i'd love to learn about astrology more in general but it's really complicated
an I don't think I'm understanding it.... Thanks for any help.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1940
Subject: Re: Help with learning about my chart

From: satanicninja

It's really not that hard. There are also Astrological Readings being done in this group on notable persons.

Date: 11/8/2015

With some time and dedication it's not that hard to self teach yourself :)
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/FURCAS.html

If there are any questions you have it's just to state them in this group. Also remember to never give out your personal information. And not your date of
birth or time of birth. As there are infiltrators here, and with a natal chart it's easier to curse someone.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1941
Subject: Re: Natal Chart Readings: Notable People

From: satanicninja

Date: 11/8/2015

From: Cars Wright

Date: 11/8/2015

Is Adolf Hitler one of them? :p
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1942
Subject: Re: Help with learning about my chart

I was able to get a copy of my chart and I clicked on the link for interpreting it and I'm still kinda confused... Any suggestions on where to start?
-----------------------------On Sun, Nov 8, 2015 1:58 PM PST mancunianninja@... [JoS_Astrology] wrote:
>It's really not that hard. There are also Astrological Readings being done in this group on notable persons.
>
>With some time and dedication it's not that hard to self teach yourself :)
>
>http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/FURCAS.html http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/FURCAS.html
>
>
>
> If there are any questions you have it's just to state them in this group. Also remember to never give out your personal information. And not
your date of birth or time of birth. As there are infiltrators here, and with a natal chart it's easier to curse someone.
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1943
Subject: Re: Natal Chart Readings: Notable People

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 11/10/2015

Yes of course! His chart is first on my to-do list. I had some problems with my laptop and then I had some work to do, so over the next few days I'll be able
to do more charts for here :)

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <mancunianninja@...> wrote :
Is Adolf Hitler one of them? :p
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: For Satan's Love

Message: 1944

From: high_priest_hooded_cobra_666

Date: 11/10/2015

Greetings to all our Comrades and Family!

Its been a while I have been thinking to make this post, which is about nobody else but Father Satan.
You know, Satan really loves Humanity. HE doesn't love Humanity from somewhere afar, he doesn't demand a return of this love, he loves Humanity both as
a concept and a whole. He doesn't ask for endless worship, he really is Nature's finest. He doesn't want His "ego" filled. He is only interested in our
wellbeing, happiness and ascendence as species and peoples, on a personal level. Satan loves perfectly and also, hates perfectly. He does this both in
accordance to highest principle. Even His name, means the highest principle in existence, to be ever conceived by Humanity: Truth. This is what Satan
personifies and is.
Nowadays, we know this being as Satan, which is stolen from the Sumerian root of "Satyan" which means "Eternal Truth". Stolen by the jews, that is, and
perverted into the exact reverse. In any other culture, He had other names. He had though one thing in common with everything. He was the loving,
powerful and defiant Creator God of Humanity, the Gentile people, the establisher and teacher of civilization. He was the one who gave us knowledge and
consciousness so we can be conscious beings and not animals, in all these cultures. In just one alien sub-culture, the one of His sworn enemies, His name
ended up to mean "Adversary". Adversary is what the Truth has been made to these people, but this is a whole another matter. In just one "culture", which
is nothing but an amassement of everything that is stolen from everyone else, Satan ended up as an evil being, the Gods who helped Humanity ended up as
evil beings. This is the jewish, stolen and perverse pseudo-culture, that is nothing of relation to the whole of Humanity. These people literally state they are of
"another g-d" and totally something unrelated to all other people.
But this was never the case. Now those of you here, you have made a brave step. Despite of what all this "society" and what the "ruling beliefs" were, you
approached Father Satan, breaking the barriers of fear the enemy has created to enslave you. Something inside you told you all the time that what is being
said about Him is total blasphemy and dishonesty. Something inside your own heart, knew the Truth. How this manifested in your choices and what
motivated you to seek Him, or when you decided this, is another matter and falls under the core reason itself. What matters is that you have returned to Him.
Satan though was never absent and never was far away from us. Satan never made vain or fake promises or demanded anything of Humanity, other than to
do what is beneficial and frees their Spirit and Mind. Satan asked us to become our own Gods, because He gave us this ability inherently in ourselves. His
enemies have demanded us to be slaves, eternally damned and to return to the state of Soullessness- on top of these values and aims, all the creation they
have created is shaped.

I know from within me that many of you here, you have been alone, you have been weak and frail, as this world strikes ruthlessly to break down everyone
and put them under either subservience, slavery or to totally crush down their Soul. You have had a Soul in the midst of a Soulless world, a sense of Justice
in a world unjust and of course, something inside you that was free inside this world of programmed slavery. Many even have been crushed to the point that
they have been drained of even the Will to live. But Satan did not give you up, and He called you from within you. His call has a reason. Have you ever closed
your eyes to listen to this reason, only to just feel it, only to just know Him? Without any expectations, without any desire to exalt one's vanity, position or
anything other we have learned that "matters".
There are things that matter way, way more. What makes you an exalted creature has already happened: You embraced the Truth, in an age where the lies
are ruling. This was a highlight in one's life and it should be treated with the same respect. For those who don't realize this, then, I have nothing but pity
about their chained mind. As for others who have... We are all here moving defiantly against murderous and treacherous lies, steadfastly in the road of Truth.
What motivates one deep down, but the love of Power, Truth and Light? Nothing else.
So many people say that Satan is about Darkness. While everything is under Him, including Darkness, so many do forget that after the Darkness, in the
Magnum Opus, comes the Light. Satan is about this Light, eternal life. His title as Lucifer in all cultures testifies the same thing. So many enemies lie and
claim of this, in the attempt to steal this from Humanity and confuse Humanity. They are investing their time in creating multitudes of lies, so that the people
will be lost and never advance. They are attacking and blinding His Children in the attempt to harm our Creator, but because this is impossible, they just want
to enslave what Humanity is capable of. For us here who know of Satan's Light, of Satan's love, everything is clear. We can see through all these vain
promises, attempts and purposeless and unintelligent attempts of the enemy to enslave Humanity and its consciousness to an animal level. We can see the
layers of this disgusting work. We can recognize its forms and our eyes have been opened. Above all, we have taken a decision: To Spiritually Act on What we
SEE.
You know, the enemy supposedly, "owns" this world for this while. As Asmodeus stated, this time will be short. How many people do you see being totally
happy and loved deep down? Supposedly, this world is created about "love". But there is no love in this world in any serious and higher level. Its just
relations of exploitation, savior complexes, wanna-be and desires about it, songs about it, hymns about it, its blackened with victimizaiton, sadomasochism
and fear, subservience and slavery- this is the love the enemy is teaching Humanity all along. Where are the actions and the knowledge on how to love
correctly? How many people you can see and state that the Light of Truth lives within them?
Obviously no being that belongs to the enemy is to be listed in this. In their eyes you can see only fear. Fear and lack of knowledge or consequence guides
all their actions. Even the war these programed robots are waging against Satan in anyway, is a war because of the "fear" of "God" or plain our
sadomasochism and fear of their own "survival", and the program that reassures it. Nobody can state the same for Satan's Warriors. Satan's Warriors fight
genuinely and from the Heart. Satan has touched brave and strong men to tears and made them kneel to the ground from His overwhelming majesty. How
many times has He sent His beloved Demons to help you out and raise you from the pits of everlasting darkness and torment? How many of you has Satan
made better, healed and elevate yourselves?
Satan shows us His love. You don't need to believe in Him as this is beyond this relation. Satan wants you to have faith and convinction in yourself, for you
are a piece of Him. He doesn't demand anything but of you to be happy, well versed, civilized and powerful. He doesn't offer anything but Power and Truth,
which are centered within you. Satan is the Teacher of Teachers. Satan helps in moments least anticipated, in ways that most people cannot even understand

or see, or outright and blantantly. Satan acts perfectly. Satan and the Gods are not dependent on "Our" worship, or anything of this nature. They are beyond
this.
Even from all His enemies, which are so unworthy of Him, they all of course may doubt the existence of their "god" which is nothing but a low grade spiritual
terrorist, but almost nobody is skeptical about Satan's existence. His love is not only some emotion or some sort of promise. Satan proved His love countless
of times in History, with the epitome of it being that He helped elevate and ascend Humanity to a point that it will be able to stand on its own ground. Satan
gave us the deepest depths of knowledge which is the Spiritual Knowledge.
Satan was the one who came down here and helped us implement this and put it into use. Satan is the one who gave Humanity the status to be more than
Animals. And Satan's enemies are the ones who are trying to rob this from people. Satan showed us endless love. He loved us as we were and like a Father,
He didn't focus on providing solely, but on making His children able to provide on their own, for themselves and their existence.
Despite of what is going on right now, in this befallen Epoch, Satan's name was once sung all over the world. In any Alias and any tradition, His essence
reigned triumphant. His spirit was ascended and was giving eternal life to people. The people returned this love, not because Satan wanted this or demanded
this, but because they felt as such. In my own dictionary, I love means I protect and it means I fight. Satan's enemies are the enemies of all those who have
seen His honest heart and love. You already have the highest privillege a being can have, right in their hands. Satan doesn't just "love" anybody personally
without a reason or a mutual return, but Humanity as a whole He is obviously defending endlessly. I can also tell you of one thing Satan hates. Satan hates
the jews, for they have attacked and they have sworn to destroy what He has created and put into establishment- Humanity. Satan's name must be defended
from all the jewish lies, as the blasphemy these beings have committed is beyond any word. To love someone means to stand by them, not in word, but in
deed.
So many are wandering around, purposelessly and asleep, without realizing what they are to do, that inside them sleeps the Gift of Satan's Providence. The
Godhead. How many will die this day without the gift that you yourself have found? Does it take too much of a choice to realize, that this is the Greatest
chance on can ever have? What have you done this day to seize this chance? Wake up and once and for all, realize that we have the GREATEST,
STRONGEST AND MOST PROUD AND BEAUTIFUL GOD THERE IS!!
SATAN IS KING!!!
For Satan's Love, usher it and climb the mountain of Truth. Hold your Brothers fast, the Banner High and for Satan's love, March forward!
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: For Satan's Love

Message: 1945

Greetings to all our Comrades and Family!

From: high_priest_hooded_cobra_666

Date: 11/10/2015

Its been a while I have been thinking to make this post, which is about nobody else but Father Satan.
You know, Satan really loves Humanity. HE doesn't love Humanity from somewhere afar, he doesn't demand a return of this love, he loves Humanity both as
a concept and a whole. He doesn't ask for endless worship, he really is Nature's finest. He doesn't want His "ego" filled. He is only interested in our
wellbeing, happiness and ascendence as species and peoples, on a personal level. Satan loves perfectly and also, hates perfectly. He does this both in
accordance to highest principle. Even His name, means the highest principle in existence, to be ever conceived by Humanity: Truth. This is what Satan
personifies and is.
Nowadays, we know this being as Satan, which is stolen from the Sumerian root of "Satyan" which means "Eternal Truth". Stolen by the jews, that is, and
perverted into the exact reverse. In any other culture, He had other names. He had though one thing in common with everything. He was the loving,
powerful and defiant Creator God of Humanity, the Gentile people, the establisher and teacher of civilization. He was the one who gave us knowledge and
consciousness so we can be conscious beings and not animals, in all these cultures. In just one alien sub-culture, the one of His sworn enemies, His name
ended up to mean "Adversary". Adversary is what the Truth has been made to these people, but this is a whole another matter. In just one "culture", which
is nothing but an amassement of everything that is stolen from everyone else, Satan ended up as an evil being, the Gods who helped Humanity ended up as
evil beings. This is the jewish, stolen and perverse pseudo-culture, that is nothing of relation to the whole of Humanity. These people literally state they are of
"another g-d" and totally something unrelated to all other people.
But this was never the case. Now those of you here, you have made a brave step. Despite of what all this "society" and what the "ruling beliefs" were, you
approached Father Satan, breaking the barriers of fear the enemy has created to enslave you. Something inside you told you all the time that what is being
said about Him is total blasphemy and dishonesty. Something inside your own heart, knew the Truth. How this manifested in your choices and what
motivated you to seek Him, or when you decided this, is another matter and falls under the core reason itself. What matters is that you have returned to Him.
Satan though was never absent and never was far away from us. Satan never made vain or fake promises or demanded anything of Humanity, other than to
do what is beneficial and frees their Spirit and Mind. Satan asked us to become our own Gods, because He gave us this ability inherently in ourselves. His
enemies have demanded us to be slaves, eternally damned and to return to the state of Soullessness- on top of these values and aims, all the creation they
have created is shaped.
I know from within me that many of you here, you have been alone, you have been weak and frail, as this world strikes ruthlessly to break down everyone
and put them under either subservience, slavery or to totally crush down their Soul. You have had a Soul in the midst of a Soulless world, a sense of Justice
in a world unjust and of course, something inside you that was free inside this world of programmed slavery. Many even have been crushed to the point that
they have been drained of even the Will to live. But Satan did not give you up, and He called you from within you. His call has a reason. Have you ever closed
your eyes to listen to this reason, only to just feel it, only to just know Him? Without any expectations, without any desire to exalt one's vanity, position or
anything other we have learned that "matters".
There are things that matter way, way more. What makes you an exalted creature has already happened: You embraced the Truth, in an age where the lies
are ruling. This was a highlight in one's life and it should be treated with the same respect. For those who don't realize this, then, I have nothing but pity
about their chained mind. As for others who have... We are all here moving defiantly against murderous and treacherous lies, steadfastly in the road of Truth.

What motivates one deep down, but the love of Power, Truth and Light? Nothing else.
So many people say that Satan is about Darkness. While everything is under Him, including Darkness, so many do forget that after the Darkness, in the
Magnum Opus, comes the Light. Satan is about this Light, eternal life. His title as Lucifer in all cultures testifies the same thing. So many enemies lie and
claim of this, in the attempt to steal this from Humanity and confuse Humanity. They are investing their time in creating multitudes of lies, so that the people
will be lost and never advance. They are attacking and blinding His Children in the attempt to harm our Creator, but because this is impossible, they just want
to enslave what Humanity is capable of. For us here who know of Satan's Light, of Satan's love, everything is clear. We can see through all these vain
promises, attempts and purposeless and unintelligent attempts of the enemy to enslave Humanity and its consciousness to an animal level. We can see the
layers of this disgusting work. We can recognize its forms and our eyes have been opened. Above all, we have taken a decision: To Spiritually Act on What we
SEE.
You know, the enemy supposedly, "owns" this world for this while. As Asmodeus stated, this time will be short. How many people do you see being totally
happy and loved deep down? Supposedly, this world is created about "love". But there is no love in this world in any serious and higher level. Its just
relations of exploitation, savior complexes, wanna-be and desires about it, songs about it, hymns about it, its blackened with victimizaiton, sadomasochism
and fear, subservience and slavery- this is the love the enemy is teaching Humanity all along. Where are the actions and the knowledge on how to love
correctly? How many people you can see and state that the Light of Truth lives within them?
Obviously no being that belongs to the enemy is to be listed in this. In their eyes you can see only fear. Fear and lack of knowledge or consequence guides
all their actions. Even the war these programed robots are waging against Satan in anyway, is a war because of the "fear" of "God" or plain our
sadomasochism and fear of their own "survival", and the program that reassures it. Nobody can state the same for Satan's Warriors. Satan's Warriors fight
genuinely and from the Heart. Satan has touched brave and strong men to tears and made them kneel to the ground from His overwhelming majesty. How
many times has He sent His beloved Demons to help you out and raise you from the pits of everlasting darkness and torment? How many of you has Satan
made better, healed and elevate yourselves?
Satan shows us His love. You don't need to believe in Him as this is beyond this relation. Satan wants you to have faith and convinction in yourself, for you
are a piece of Him. He doesn't demand anything but of you to be happy, well versed, civilized and powerful. He doesn't offer anything but Power and Truth,
which are centered within you. Satan is the Teacher of Teachers. Satan helps in moments least anticipated, in ways that most people cannot even understand
or see, or outright and blantantly. Satan acts perfectly. Satan and the Gods are not dependent on "Our" worship, or anything of this nature. They are beyond
this.
Even from all His enemies, which are so unworthy of Him, they all of course may doubt the existence of their "god" which is nothing but a low grade spiritual
terrorist, but almost nobody is skeptical about Satan's existence. His love is not only some emotion or some sort of promise. Satan proved His love countless
of times in History, with the epitome of it being that He helped elevate and ascend Humanity to a point that it will be able to stand on its own ground. Satan
gave us the deepest depths of knowledge which is the Spiritual Knowledge.
Satan was the one who came down here and helped us implement this and put it into use. Satan is the one who gave Humanity the status to be more than
Animals. And Satan's enemies are the ones who are trying to rob this from people. Satan showed us endless love. He loved us as we were and like a Father,
He didn't focus on providing solely, but on making His children able to provide on their own, for themselves and their existence.

Despite of what is going on right now, in this befallen Epoch, Satan's name was once sung all over the world. In any Alias and any tradition, His essence
reigned triumphant. His spirit was ascended and was giving eternal life to people. The people returned this love, not because Satan wanted this or demanded
this, but because they felt as such. In my own dictionary, I love means I protect and it means I fight. Satan's enemies are the enemies of all those who have
seen His honest heart and love. You already have the highest privillege a being can have, right in their hands. Satan doesn't just "love" anybody personally
without a reason or a mutual return, but Humanity as a whole He is obviously defending endlessly. I can also tell you of one thing Satan hates. Satan hates
the jews, for they have attacked and they have sworn to destroy what He has created and put into establishment- Humanity. Satan's name must be defended
from all the jewish lies, as the blasphemy these beings have committed is beyond any word. To love someone means to stand by them, not in word, but in
deed.
So many are wandering around, purposelessly and asleep, without realizing what they are to do, that inside them sleeps the Gift of Satan's Providence. The
Godhead. How many will die this day without the gift that you yourself have found? Does it take too much of a choice to realize, that this is the Greatest
chance on can ever have? What have you done this day to seize this chance? Wake up and once and for all, realize that we have the GREATEST,
STRONGEST AND MOST PROUD AND BEAUTIFUL GOD THERE IS!!
SATAN IS KING!!!
For Satan's Love, usher it and climb the mountain of Truth. Hold your Brothers fast, the Banner High and for Satan's love, March forward!
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: For Satan's Love

Message: 1946

From: Raven Dominic

Date: 11/10/2015

My brothers and sisters I have not posted any comments before now. I was moved to action by the words I read. It pleases me so much to know that as my
journey unfolds the family of my Father is alive and well.
As I read these beautiful words about Father Satan all the blessings and the lessons learned were like mist before my eyes reminding of all the ways Father
and His Family have been there for me.
Thank you for opening your heart & mind. For sharing with us all what it means to be a Child of the King.
Hail Satan!
Raven

-----------------------------On Tue, Nov 10, 2015 1:40 PM PST hoodedcobra666@... [JoS_Astrology] wrote:

>Greetings to all our Comrades and Family!
>
>
>Its been a while I have been thinking to make this post, which is about nobody else but Father Satan.
>
>You know, Satan really loves Humanity. HE doesn't love Humanity from somewhere afar, he doesn't demand a return of this love, he loves
Humanity both as a concept and a whole. He doesn't ask for endless worship, he really is Nature's finest. He doesn't want His "ego" filled. He is
only interested in our wellbeing, happiness and ascendence as species and peoples, on a personal level. Satan loves perfectly and also, hates
perfectly. He does this both in accordance to highest principle. Even His name, means the highest principle in existence, to be ever conceived by
Humanity: Truth. This is what Satan personifies and is.
>
>Nowadays, we know this being as Satan, which is stolen from the Sumerian root of "Satyan" which means "Eternal Truth". Stolen by the jews,
that is, and perverted into the exact reverse. In any other culture, He had other names. He had though one thing in common with everything. He
was the loving, powerful and defiant Creator God of Humanity, the Gentile people, the establisher and teacher of civilization. He was the one who
gave us knowledge and consciousness so we can be conscious beings and not animals, in all these cultures. In just one alien sub-culture, the one
of His sworn enemies, His name ended up to mean "Adversary". Adversary is what the Truth has been made to these people, but this is a whole
another matter. In just one "culture", which is nothing but an amassement of everything that is stolen from everyone else, Satan ended up as an
evil being, the Gods who helped Humanity ended up as evil beings. This is the jewish, stolen and perverse
pseudo-culture, that is nothing of relation to the whole of Humanity. These people literally state they are of "another g-d" and totally something
unrelated to all other people.
>
>But this was never the case. Now those of you here, you have made a brave step. Despite of what all this "society" and what the "ruling
beliefs" were, you approached Father Satan, breaking the barriers of fear the enemy has created to enslave you. Something inside you told you
all the time that what is being said about Him is total blasphemy and dishonesty. Something inside your own heart, knew the Truth. How this
manifested in your choices and what motivated you to seek Him, or when you decided this, is another matter and falls under the core reason
itself. What matters is that you have returned to Him.
>
>Satan though was never absent and never was far away from us. Satan never made vain or fake promises or demanded anything of Humanity,
other than to do what is beneficial and frees their Spirit and Mind. Satan asked us to become our own Gods, because He gave us this ability
inherently in ourselves. His enemies have demanded us to be slaves, eternally damned and to return to the state of Soullessness- on top of these
values and aims, all the creation they have created is shaped.
>
>I know from within me that many of you here, you have been alone, you have been weak and frail, as this world strikes ruthlessly to break
down everyone and put them under either subservience, slavery or to totally crush down their Soul. You have had a Soul in the midst of a
Soulless world, a sense of Justice in a world unjust and of course, something inside you that was free inside this world of programmed slavery.
Many even have been crushed to the point that they have been drained of even the Will to live. But Satan did not give you up, and He called you

from within you. His call has a reason. Have you ever closed your eyes to listen to this reason, only to just feel it, only to just know Him? Without
any expectations, without any desire to exalt one's vanity, position or anything other we have learned that "matters".
>
>There are things that matter way, way more. What makes you an exalted creature has already happened: You embraced the Truth, in an age
where the lies are ruling. This was a highlight in one's life and it should be treated with the same respect. For those who don't realize this, then, I
have nothing but pity about their chained mind. As for others who have... We are all here moving defiantly against murderous and treacherous
lies, steadfastly in the road of Truth. What motivates one deep down, but the love of Power, Truth and Light? Nothing else.
>
>So many people say that Satan is about Darkness. While everything is under Him, including Darkness, so many do forget that after the
Darkness, in the Magnum Opus, comes the Light. Satan is about this Light, eternal life. His title as Lucifer in all cultures testifies the same thing.
So many enemies lie and claim of this, in the attempt to steal this from Humanity and confuse Humanity. They are investing their time in creating
multitudes of lies, so that the people will be lost and never advance. They are attacking and blinding His Children in the attempt to harm our
Creator, but because this is impossible, they just want to enslave what Humanity is capable of. For us here who know of Satan's Light, of Satan's
love, everything is clear. We can see through all these vain promises, attempts and purposeless and unintelligent attempts of the enemy to
enslave Humanity and its consciousness to an animal level. We can see the layers of this disgusting work. We
can recognize its forms and our eyes have been opened. Above all, we have taken a decision: To Spiritually Act on What we SEE.
>
>You know, the enemy supposedly, "owns" this world for this while. As Asmodeus stated, this time will be short. How many people do you see
being totally happy and loved deep down? Supposedly, this world is created about "love". But there is no love in this world in any serious and
higher level. Its just relations of exploitation, savior complexes, wanna-be and desires about it, songs about it, hymns about it, its blackened with
victimizaiton, sadomasochism and fear, subservience and slavery- this is the love the enemy is teaching Humanity all along. Where are the
actions and the knowledge on how to love correctly? How many people you can see and state that the Light of Truth lives within them?
>
>Obviously no being that belongs to the enemy is to be listed in this. In their eyes you can see only fear. Fear and lack of knowledge or
consequence guides all their actions. Even the war these programed robots are waging against Satan in anyway, is a war because of the "fear" of
"God" or plain our sadomasochism and fear of their own "survival", and the program that reassures it. Nobody can state the same for Satan's
Warriors. Satan's Warriors fight genuinely and from the Heart. Satan has touched brave and strong men to tears and made them kneel to the
ground from His overwhelming majesty. How many times has He sent His beloved Demons to help you out and raise you from the pits of
everlasting darkness and torment? How many of you has Satan made better, healed and elevate yourselves?
>
>Satan shows us His love. You don't need to believe in Him as this is beyond this relation. Satan wants you to have faith and convinction in
yourself, for you are a piece of Him. He doesn't demand anything but of you to be happy, well versed, civilized and powerful. He doesn't offer
anything but Power and Truth, which are centered within you. Satan is the Teacher of Teachers. Satan helps in moments least anticipated, in ways
that most people cannot even understand or see, or outright and blantantly. Satan acts perfectly. Satan and the Gods are not dependent on "Our"
worship, or anything of this nature. They are beyond this.
>
>Even from all His enemies, which are so unworthy of Him, they all of course may doubt the existence of their "god" which is nothing but a low

grade spiritual terrorist, but almost nobody is skeptical about Satan's existence. His love is not only some emotion or some sort of promise. Satan
proved His love countless of times in History, with the epitome of it being that He helped elevate and ascend Humanity to a point that it will be
able to stand on its own ground. Satan gave us the deepest depths of knowledge which is the Spiritual Knowledge.
>
>Satan was the one who came down here and helped us implement this and put it into use. Satan is the one who gave Humanity the status to
be more than Animals. And Satan's enemies are the ones who are trying to rob this from people. Satan showed us endless love. He loved us as
we were and like a Father, He didn't focus on providing solely, but on making His children able to provide on their own, for themselves and their
existence.
>
>Despite of what is going on right now, in this befallen Epoch, Satan's name was once sung all over the world. In any Alias and any tradition, His
essence reigned triumphant. His spirit was ascended and was giving eternal life to people. The people returned this love, not because Satan
wanted this or demanded this, but because they felt as such. In my own dictionary, I love means I protect and it means I fight. Satan's enemies
are the enemies of all those who have seen His honest heart and love. You already have the highest privillege a being can have, right in their
hands. Satan doesn't just "love" anybody personally without a reason or a mutual return, but Humanity as a whole He is obviously defending
endlessly. I can also tell you of one thing Satan hates. Satan hates the jews, for they have attacked and they have sworn to destroy what He has
created and put into establishment- Humanity. Satan's name must be defended from all the jewish lies, as the
blasphemy these beings have committed is beyond any word. To love someone means to stand by them, not in word, but in deed.
>
>So many are wandering around, purposelessly and asleep, without realizing what they are to do, that inside them sleeps the Gift of Satan's
Providence. The Godhead. How many will die this day without the gift that you yourself have found? Does it take too much of a choice to realize,
that this is the Greatest chance on can ever have? What have you done this day to seize this chance? Wake up and once and for all, realize that
we have the GREATEST, STRONGEST AND MOST PROUD AND BEAUTIFUL GOD THERE IS!!
>
>SATAN IS KING!!!
>
>For Satan's Love, usher it and climb the mountain of Truth. Hold your Brothers fast, the Banner High and for Satan's love, March forward!
>
>-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: For Satan's Love

Message: 1947

From: Raven Dominic

Date: 11/10/2015

My brothers and sisters I have not posted any comments before now. I was moved to action by the words I read. It pleases me so much to know that as my
journey unfolds the family of my Father is alive and well.
As I read these beautiful words about Father Satan all the blessings and the lessons learned were like mist before my eyes reminding of all the ways Father
and His Family have been there for me.

Thank you for opening your heart & mind. For sharing with us all what it means to be a Child of the King.
Hail Satan!
Raven

-----------------------------On Tue, Nov 10, 2015 1:40 PM PST hoodedcobra666@... [JoS_Astrology] wrote:
>Greetings to all our Comrades and Family!
>
>
>Its been a while I have been thinking to make this post, which is about nobody else but Father Satan.
>
>You know, Satan really loves Humanity. HE doesn't love Humanity from somewhere afar, he doesn't demand a return of this love, he loves
Humanity both as a concept and a whole. He doesn't ask for endless worship, he really is Nature's finest. He doesn't want His "ego" filled. He is
only interested in our wellbeing, happiness and ascendence as species and peoples, on a personal level. Satan loves perfectly and also, hates
perfectly. He does this both in accordance to highest principle. Even His name, means the highest principle in existence, to be ever conceived by
Humanity: Truth. This is what Satan personifies and is.
>
>Nowadays, we know this being as Satan, which is stolen from the Sumerian root of "Satyan" which means "Eternal Truth". Stolen by the jews,
that is, and perverted into the exact reverse. In any other culture, He had other names. He had though one thing in common with everything. He
was the loving, powerful and defiant Creator God of Humanity, the Gentile people, the establisher and teacher of civilization. He was the one who
gave us knowledge and consciousness so we can be conscious beings and not animals, in all these cultures. In just one alien sub-culture, the one
of His sworn enemies, His name ended up to mean "Adversary". Adversary is what the Truth has been made to these people, but this is a whole
another matter. In just one "culture", which is nothing but an amassement of everything that is stolen from everyone else, Satan ended up as an
evil being, the Gods who helped Humanity ended up as evil beings. This is the jewish, stolen and perverse
pseudo-culture, that is nothing of relation to the whole of Humanity. These people literally state they are of "another g-d" and totally something
unrelated to all other people.
>
>But this was never the case. Now those of you here, you have made a brave step. Despite of what all this "society" and what the "ruling
beliefs" were, you approached Father Satan, breaking the barriers of fear the enemy has created to enslave you. Something inside you told you
all the time that what is being said about Him is total blasphemy and dishonesty. Something inside your own heart, knew the Truth. How this
manifested in your choices and what motivated you to seek Him, or when you decided this, is another matter and falls under the core reason
itself. What matters is that you have returned to Him.

>
>Satan though was never absent and never was far away from us. Satan never made vain or fake promises or demanded anything of Humanity,
other than to do what is beneficial and frees their Spirit and Mind. Satan asked us to become our own Gods, because He gave us this ability
inherently in ourselves. His enemies have demanded us to be slaves, eternally damned and to return to the state of Soullessness- on top of these
values and aims, all the creation they have created is shaped.
>
>I know from within me that many of you here, you have been alone, you have been weak and frail, as this world strikes ruthlessly to break
down everyone and put them under either subservience, slavery or to totally crush down their Soul. You have had a Soul in the midst of a
Soulless world, a sense of Justice in a world unjust and of course, something inside you that was free inside this world of programmed slavery.
Many even have been crushed to the point that they have been drained of even the Will to live. But Satan did not give you up, and He called you
from within you. His call has a reason. Have you ever closed your eyes to listen to this reason, only to just feel it, only to just know Him? Without
any expectations, without any desire to exalt one's vanity, position or anything other we have learned that "matters".
>
>There are things that matter way, way more. What makes you an exalted creature has already happened: You embraced the Truth, in an age
where the lies are ruling. This was a highlight in one's life and it should be treated with the same respect. For those who don't realize this, then, I
have nothing but pity about their chained mind. As for others who have... We are all here moving defiantly against murderous and treacherous
lies, steadfastly in the road of Truth. What motivates one deep down, but the love of Power, Truth and Light? Nothing else.
>
>So many people say that Satan is about Darkness. While everything is under Him, including Darkness, so many do forget that after the
Darkness, in the Magnum Opus, comes the Light. Satan is about this Light, eternal life. His title as Lucifer in all cultures testifies the same thing.
So many enemies lie and claim of this, in the attempt to steal this from Humanity and confuse Humanity. They are investing their time in creating
multitudes of lies, so that the people will be lost and never advance. They are attacking and blinding His Children in the attempt to harm our
Creator, but because this is impossible, they just want to enslave what Humanity is capable of. For us here who know of Satan's Light, of Satan's
love, everything is clear. We can see through all these vain promises, attempts and purposeless and unintelligent attempts of the enemy to
enslave Humanity and its consciousness to an animal level. We can see the layers of this disgusting work. We
can recognize its forms and our eyes have been opened. Above all, we have taken a decision: To Spiritually Act on What we SEE.
>
>You know, the enemy supposedly, "owns" this world for this while. As Asmodeus stated, this time will be short. How many people do you see
being totally happy and loved deep down? Supposedly, this world is created about "love". But there is no love in this world in any serious and
higher level. Its just relations of exploitation, savior complexes, wanna-be and desires about it, songs about it, hymns about it, its blackened with
victimizaiton, sadomasochism and fear, subservience and slavery- this is the love the enemy is teaching Humanity all along. Where are the
actions and the knowledge on how to love correctly? How many people you can see and state that the Light of Truth lives within them?
>
>Obviously no being that belongs to the enemy is to be listed in this. In their eyes you can see only fear. Fear and lack of knowledge or
consequence guides all their actions. Even the war these programed robots are waging against Satan in anyway, is a war because of the "fear" of
"God" or plain our sadomasochism and fear of their own "survival", and the program that reassures it. Nobody can state the same for Satan's
Warriors. Satan's Warriors fight genuinely and from the Heart. Satan has touched brave and strong men to tears and made them kneel to the

ground from His overwhelming majesty. How many times has He sent His beloved Demons to help you out and raise you from the pits of
everlasting darkness and torment? How many of you has Satan made better, healed and elevate yourselves?
>
>Satan shows us His love. You don't need to believe in Him as this is beyond this relation. Satan wants you to have faith and convinction in
yourself, for you are a piece of Him. He doesn't demand anything but of you to be happy, well versed, civilized and powerful. He doesn't offer
anything but Power and Truth, which are centered within you. Satan is the Teacher of Teachers. Satan helps in moments least anticipated, in ways
that most people cannot even understand or see, or outright and blantantly. Satan acts perfectly. Satan and the Gods are not dependent on "Our"
worship, or anything of this nature. They are beyond this.
>
>Even from all His enemies, which are so unworthy of Him, they all of course may doubt the existence of their "god" which is nothing but a low
grade spiritual terrorist, but almost nobody is skeptical about Satan's existence. His love is not only some emotion or some sort of promise. Satan
proved His love countless of times in History, with the epitome of it being that He helped elevate and ascend Humanity to a point that it will be
able to stand on its own ground. Satan gave us the deepest depths of knowledge which is the Spiritual Knowledge.
>
>Satan was the one who came down here and helped us implement this and put it into use. Satan is the one who gave Humanity the status to
be more than Animals. And Satan's enemies are the ones who are trying to rob this from people. Satan showed us endless love. He loved us as
we were and like a Father, He didn't focus on providing solely, but on making His children able to provide on their own, for themselves and their
existence.
>
>Despite of what is going on right now, in this befallen Epoch, Satan's name was once sung all over the world. In any Alias and any tradition, His
essence reigned triumphant. His spirit was ascended and was giving eternal life to people. The people returned this love, not because Satan
wanted this or demanded this, but because they felt as such. In my own dictionary, I love means I protect and it means I fight. Satan's enemies
are the enemies of all those who have seen His honest heart and love. You already have the highest privillege a being can have, right in their
hands. Satan doesn't just "love" anybody personally without a reason or a mutual return, but Humanity as a whole He is obviously defending
endlessly. I can also tell you of one thing Satan hates. Satan hates the jews, for they have attacked and they have sworn to destroy what He has
created and put into establishment- Humanity. Satan's name must be defended from all the jewish lies, as the
blasphemy these beings have committed is beyond any word. To love someone means to stand by them, not in word, but in deed.
>
>So many are wandering around, purposelessly and asleep, without realizing what they are to do, that inside them sleeps the Gift of Satan's
Providence. The Godhead. How many will die this day without the gift that you yourself have found? Does it take too much of a choice to realize,
that this is the Greatest chance on can ever have? What have you done this day to seize this chance? Wake up and once and for all, realize that
we have the GREATEST, STRONGEST AND MOST PROUD AND BEAUTIFUL GOD THERE IS!!
>
>SATAN IS KING!!!
>
>For Satan's Love, usher it and climb the mountain of Truth. Hold your Brothers fast, the Banner High and for Satan's love, March forward!
>

>-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: For Satan's Love

Message: 1948

From: Raven Dominic

Date: 11/10/2015

My brothers and sisters I have not posted any comments before now. I was moved to action by the words I read. It pleases me so much to know that as my
journey unfolds the family of my Father is alive and well.
As I read these beautiful words about Father Satan all the blessings and the lessons learned were like mist before my eyes reminding of all the ways Father
and His Family have been there for me.
Thank you for opening your heart & mind. For sharing with us all what it means to be a Child of the King.
Hail Satan!
Raven

-----------------------------On Tue, Nov 10, 2015 1:40 PM PST hoodedcobra666@... [JoS_Astrology] wrote:
>Greetings to all our Comrades and Family!
>
>
>Its been a while I have been thinking to make this post, which is about nobody else but Father Satan.
>
>You know, Satan really loves Humanity. HE doesn't love Humanity from somewhere afar, he doesn't demand a return of this love, he loves
Humanity both as a concept and a whole. He doesn't ask for endless worship, he really is Nature's finest. He doesn't want His "ego" filled. He is
only interested in our wellbeing, happiness and ascendence as species and peoples, on a personal level. Satan loves perfectly and also, hates
perfectly. He does this both in accordance to highest principle. Even His name, means the highest principle in existence, to be ever conceived by
Humanity: Truth. This is what Satan personifies and is.
>
>Nowadays, we know this being as Satan, which is stolen from the Sumerian root of "Satyan" which means "Eternal Truth". Stolen by the jews,
that is, and perverted into the exact reverse. In any other culture, He had other names. He had though one thing in common with everything. He
was the loving, powerful and defiant Creator God of Humanity, the Gentile people, the establisher and teacher of civilization. He was the one who
gave us knowledge and consciousness so we can be conscious beings and not animals, in all these cultures. In just one alien sub-culture, the one

of His sworn enemies, His name ended up to mean "Adversary". Adversary is what the Truth has been made to these people, but this is a whole
another matter. In just one "culture", which is nothing but an amassement of everything that is stolen from everyone else, Satan ended up as an
evil being, the Gods who helped Humanity ended up as evil beings. This is the jewish, stolen and perverse
pseudo-culture, that is nothing of relation to the whole of Humanity. These people literally state they are of "another g-d" and totally something
unrelated to all other people.
>
>But this was never the case. Now those of you here, you have made a brave step. Despite of what all this "society" and what the "ruling
beliefs" were, you approached Father Satan, breaking the barriers of fear the enemy has created to enslave you. Something inside you told you
all the time that what is being said about Him is total blasphemy and dishonesty. Something inside your own heart, knew the Truth. How this
manifested in your choices and what motivated you to seek Him, or when you decided this, is another matter and falls under the core reason
itself. What matters is that you have returned to Him.
>
>Satan though was never absent and never was far away from us. Satan never made vain or fake promises or demanded anything of Humanity,
other than to do what is beneficial and frees their Spirit and Mind. Satan asked us to become our own Gods, because He gave us this ability
inherently in ourselves. His enemies have demanded us to be slaves, eternally damned and to return to the state of Soullessness- on top of these
values and aims, all the creation they have created is shaped.
>
>I know from within me that many of you here, you have been alone, you have been weak and frail, as this world strikes ruthlessly to break
down everyone and put them under either subservience, slavery or to totally crush down their Soul. You have had a Soul in the midst of a
Soulless world, a sense of Justice in a world unjust and of course, something inside you that was free inside this world of programmed slavery.
Many even have been crushed to the point that they have been drained of even the Will to live. But Satan did not give you up, and He called you
from within you. His call has a reason. Have you ever closed your eyes to listen to this reason, only to just feel it, only to just know Him? Without
any expectations, without any desire to exalt one's vanity, position or anything other we have learned that "matters".
>
>There are things that matter way, way more. What makes you an exalted creature has already happened: You embraced the Truth, in an age
where the lies are ruling. This was a highlight in one's life and it should be treated with the same respect. For those who don't realize this, then, I
have nothing but pity about their chained mind. As for others who have... We are all here moving defiantly against murderous and treacherous
lies, steadfastly in the road of Truth. What motivates one deep down, but the love of Power, Truth and Light? Nothing else.
>
>So many people say that Satan is about Darkness. While everything is under Him, including Darkness, so many do forget that after the
Darkness, in the Magnum Opus, comes the Light. Satan is about this Light, eternal life. His title as Lucifer in all cultures testifies the same thing.
So many enemies lie and claim of this, in the attempt to steal this from Humanity and confuse Humanity. They are investing their time in creating
multitudes of lies, so that the people will be lost and never advance. They are attacking and blinding His Children in the attempt to harm our
Creator, but because this is impossible, they just want to enslave what Humanity is capable of. For us here who know of Satan's Light, of Satan's
love, everything is clear. We can see through all these vain promises, attempts and purposeless and unintelligent attempts of the enemy to
enslave Humanity and its consciousness to an animal level. We can see the layers of this disgusting work. We
can recognize its forms and our eyes have been opened. Above all, we have taken a decision: To Spiritually Act on What we SEE.

>
>You know, the enemy supposedly, "owns" this world for this while. As Asmodeus stated, this time will be short. How many people do you see
being totally happy and loved deep down? Supposedly, this world is created about "love". But there is no love in this world in any serious and
higher level. Its just relations of exploitation, savior complexes, wanna-be and desires about it, songs about it, hymns about it, its blackened with
victimizaiton, sadomasochism and fear, subservience and slavery- this is the love the enemy is teaching Humanity all along. Where are the
actions and the knowledge on how to love correctly? How many people you can see and state that the Light of Truth lives within them?
>
>Obviously no being that belongs to the enemy is to be listed in this. In their eyes you can see only fear. Fear and lack of knowledge or
consequence guides all their actions. Even the war these programed robots are waging against Satan in anyway, is a war because of the "fear" of
"God" or plain our sadomasochism and fear of their own "survival", and the program that reassures it. Nobody can state the same for Satan's
Warriors. Satan's Warriors fight genuinely and from the Heart. Satan has touched brave and strong men to tears and made them kneel to the
ground from His overwhelming majesty. How many times has He sent His beloved Demons to help you out and raise you from the pits of
everlasting darkness and torment? How many of you has Satan made better, healed and elevate yourselves?
>
>Satan shows us His love. You don't need to believe in Him as this is beyond this relation. Satan wants you to have faith and convinction in
yourself, for you are a piece of Him. He doesn't demand anything but of you to be happy, well versed, civilized and powerful. He doesn't offer
anything but Power and Truth, which are centered within you. Satan is the Teacher of Teachers. Satan helps in moments least anticipated, in ways
that most people cannot even understand or see, or outright and blantantly. Satan acts perfectly. Satan and the Gods are not dependent on "Our"
worship, or anything of this nature. They are beyond this.
>
>Even from all His enemies, which are so unworthy of Him, they all of course may doubt the existence of their "god" which is nothing but a low
grade spiritual terrorist, but almost nobody is skeptical about Satan's existence. His love is not only some emotion or some sort of promise. Satan
proved His love countless of times in History, with the epitome of it being that He helped elevate and ascend Humanity to a point that it will be
able to stand on its own ground. Satan gave us the deepest depths of knowledge which is the Spiritual Knowledge.
>
>Satan was the one who came down here and helped us implement this and put it into use. Satan is the one who gave Humanity the status to
be more than Animals. And Satan's enemies are the ones who are trying to rob this from people. Satan showed us endless love. He loved us as
we were and like a Father, He didn't focus on providing solely, but on making His children able to provide on their own, for themselves and their
existence.
>
>Despite of what is going on right now, in this befallen Epoch, Satan's name was once sung all over the world. In any Alias and any tradition, His
essence reigned triumphant. His spirit was ascended and was giving eternal life to people. The people returned this love, not because Satan
wanted this or demanded this, but because they felt as such. In my own dictionary, I love means I protect and it means I fight. Satan's enemies
are the enemies of all those who have seen His honest heart and love. You already have the highest privillege a being can have, right in their
hands. Satan doesn't just "love" anybody personally without a reason or a mutual return, but Humanity as a whole He is obviously defending
endlessly. I can also tell you of one thing Satan hates. Satan hates the jews, for they have attacked and they have sworn to destroy what He has
created and put into establishment- Humanity. Satan's name must be defended from all the jewish lies, as the

blasphemy these beings have committed is beyond any word. To love someone means to stand by them, not in word, but in deed.
>
>So many are wandering around, purposelessly and asleep, without realizing what they are to do, that inside them sleeps the Gift of Satan's
Providence. The Godhead. How many will die this day without the gift that you yourself have found? Does it take too much of a choice to realize,
that this is the Greatest chance on can ever have? What have you done this day to seize this chance? Wake up and once and for all, realize that
we have the GREATEST, STRONGEST AND MOST PROUD AND BEAUTIFUL GOD THERE IS!!
>
>SATAN IS KING!!!
>
>For Satan's Love, usher it and climb the mountain of Truth. Hold your Brothers fast, the Banner High and for Satan's love, March forward!
>
>-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
>
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: For Satan's Love

Message: 1949

From: call_me_something_else

Date: 11/11/2015

From: hapatato

Date: 11/11/2015

Hail Father Satan, forever, in deed and in Truth!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1950
Subject: Re: Natal Chart Readings: Benjamin Franklin
Lydia,
I would love to know the price for a natal chart. I would like one for me and eventually many family members who are not SS, but in need of help. Please
advise on your price, turnaround time and availability. Thanks!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: For Satan's Love

Message: 1951

From: anandbon

Date: 11/12/2015

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 11/12/2015

May his Eternal Majesty Reign Supreme for all the ages to Come. Hail!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1952
Subject: Re: Natal Chart Readings: Benjamin Franklin
My website is http://lydia-astrology.16mb.com/index.html

I know the prices may seem a bit high but most astrologers charge twice that and don`t have the knowledge and psychic ability for the readings that I do.
The readings I`ve posted to the groups are only basic, a paid reading gives much more info.
As for turnaround time, I have more time off my day job these coming few weeks so I have much more time to do charts. I can usually get a full natal chart

plus solar return plus current transits done within a day but I always wait overnight as I kinda do astrology in my sleep. I know, it sounds weird... I wake up
in the middle of the night or first thing in the morning and usually something has popped into my head that I missed the previous day.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <hapatato@...> wrote :
Lydia,
I would love to know the price for a natal chart. I would like one for me and eventually many family members who are not SS, but in need of help. Please
advise on your price, turnaround time and availability. Thanks!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1953
Subject: Re: Natal Chart Readings: Benjamin Franklin

From: Yog Sothoth

Date: 11/13/2015

Wow the fact that your actually charging brothers and sisters in Satan for this is fucking shameful. This group is not a advertisement where you can
just sell your product. Instead of charging why don't you make some post on how to read a chart so people can help themselves.

On Thursday, November 12, 2015 6:16 PM, "lydia_666@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

My website is http://lydia-astrology.16mb.com/index.html
I know the prices may seem a bit high but most astrologers charge twice that and don`t have the knowledge and psychic ability for the readings that I do. The readings I`ve posted to
the groups are only basic, a paid reading gives much more info.
As for turnaround time, I have more time off my day job these coming few weeks so I have much more time to do charts. I can usually get a full natal chart plus solar return plus
current transits done within a day but I always wait overnight as I kinda do astrology in my sleep. I know, it sounds weird... I wake up in the middle of the night or first thing in the
morning and usually something has popped into my head that I missed the previous day.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <hapatato@...> wrote :
Lydia,
I would love to know the price for a natal chart. I would like one for me and eventually many family members who are not SS, but in need of help. Please advise on your price,
turnaround time and availability. Thanks!

Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 1954

From: mina minaret

Date: 11/13/2015

Subject: Re: Natal Chart Readings: Benjamin Franklin
Okay, let's calm it down. She was asked about her services and she answered......sheesh......

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1955
Subject: Re: Natal Chart Readings: Benjamin Franklin

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 11/13/2015

LOL Wtf? I HAVE been helping others here (mostly in the forums). My website is mainly for non-SS, hence the no Satanic stuff on it. I've had the website for
months and never posted it anywhere here. I only post it if someone asks for it. I do not advertise it. And you forget, HPS Maxine used to charge for
readings. Why? Because it takes A LOT of time and effort into doing them. Believe me, if I were rich and sitting on piles of gold I would gladly do astrology
for free.
I actually made a post in the forums debating this, as I knew astrology is the career choice for me, but I didn't want to "advertise" it, and one of the HP's
told me to go ahead and charge, as it's a service that I provide.
I think your post to me was "fucking shameful". By your reasoning, I should just go on welfare to pay the bills so I can do charts for free.
What do you think the posts I was making on notable people was meant for? To help beginners see what to look for in charts and so on. I did not include the
link to my website in them at all. I only posted it when someone asked for it.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <yogsothoth666999@...> wrote :

Wow the fact that your actually charging brothers and sisters in Satan for this is fucking shameful. This group is not a advertisement where you can
just sell your product. Instead of charging why don't you make some post on how to read a chart so people can help themselves.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1956
Subject: Re: Natal Chart Readings: Benjamin Franklin

From: emma.epsilon

Date: 11/13/2015

I agree that people should learn how to read there own birthcharts and astrology in general, but Lydia has every right to post her website for extra earnings
on the side... she isn't selling out, she was answering the question.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1957
Subject: Re: Natal Chart Readings: Benjamin Franklin

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 11/13/2015

And by the way, why don't you get your head out of your ass and realize that we don't live in paradise yet, that we actually have to make a living. With who
I am, "normal" jobs don't work for me. Astrology and writing are basically my only real career options. And I'm not going to live on welfare and do those for
free.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <lydia_666@...> wrote :
LOL Wtf? I HAVE been helping others here (mostly in the forums). My website is mainly for non-SS, hence the no Satanic stuff on it. I've had the website for
months and never posted it anywhere here. I only post it if someone asks for it. I do not advertise it. And you forget, HPS Maxine used to charge for
readings. Why? Because it takes A LOT of time and effort into doing them. Believe me, if I were rich and sitting on piles of gold I would gladly do astrology
for free.
I actually made a post in the forums debating this, as I knew astrology is the career choice for me, but I didn't want to "advertise" it, and one of the HP's
told me to go ahead and charge, as it's a service that I provide.
I think your post to me was "fucking shameful". By your reasoning, I should just go on welfare to pay the bills so I can do charts for free.
What do you think the posts I was making on notable people was meant for? To help beginners see what to look for in charts and so on. I did not include the
link to my website in them at all. I only posted it when someone asked for it.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <yogsothoth666999@...> wrote :

Wow the fact that your actually charging brothers and sisters in Satan for this is fucking shameful. This group is not a advertisement where you can
just sell your product. Instead of charging why don't you make some post on how to read a chart so people can help themselves.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1958
Subject: Re: Natal Chart Readings: Benjamin Franklin

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 11/13/2015

Thanks Emma and Mina minaret. The thing is, some people have more of a talent than others for certain things. For example, I'm actually looking to
purchase a Satanic rosary made by a fellow SS. Am I expecting one for free? No, I will pay for one. Can I make one myself? Yes, but it would be shabby and
fall apart shortly, speaking from experience. I made one that fell apart after a few weeks.
It could take someone with no natural talent for astrology many years to learn how to fully read their chart, or a fellow SS can decipher it quickly which
would be of great benefit for the person who is new to astrology and has talents that lie elsewhere.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <epsilonfreak@...> wrote :
I agree that people should learn how to read there own birthcharts and astrology in general, but Lydia has every right to post her website for extra earnings
on the side... she isn't selling out, she was answering the question.

Messages in JoS_Astrology group.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1959
From: nick_vabzircnila
Subject: Re: Natal Chart Readings: Benjamin Franklin
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1960
From: Samy
Subject: Caput Algol
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1961
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Caput Algol
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1962
From: Samy
Subject: Re: Caput Algol
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1963
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Caput Algol
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1964
From: Ko Johnson
Subject: Re: Caput Algol
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1965
From: zackerytaylor9
Subject: Can someone read my chart and help me learn astrology?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1966
From: zackerytaylor9
Subject: read my chart please
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1967
From: Andrienne Ng
Subject: Re: Natal Chart Readings: Benjamin Franklin
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1968
From: marimbola melkuin smailley
Subject: Re: Natal Chart Readings: Benjamin Franklin
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1969
From: Samy
Subject: Re: Caput Algol
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1970
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Caput Algol
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1971
From: sum_astro
Subject: Marriage When, Love Marriage or Arranged Marriage. Please check.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1972
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Marriage When, Love Marriage or Arranged Marriage. Please check.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1973
From: Yog Sothoth
Subject: Re: Natal Chart Readings: Benjamin Franklin
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1974
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Natal Chart Readings: Benjamin Franklin
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1975
From: marimbola melkuin smailley
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Date: 11/13/2015
Date: 11/13/2015
Date: 11/13/2015
Date: 11/14/2015
Date: 11/14/2015
Date: 11/14/2015
Date: 11/14/2015
Date: 11/14/2015
Date: 11/14/2015
Date: 11/14/2015
Date: 11/15/2015
Date: 11/15/2015
Date: 11/15/2015
Date: 11/15/2015
Date: 11/16/2015
Date: 11/16/2015
Date: 11/16/2015

Subject: Re: Natal Chart Readings: Benjamin Franklin
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1976
From: hapatato
Subject: How To Learn More About Transits and Aspects
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1977
From: hapatato
Subject: Re: Natal Chart Readings: Benjamin Franklin
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1978
From: kothebull
Subject: Quintile and biQuintile
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1979
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Quintile and biQuintile
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1980
From: Ko Johnson
Subject: Re: Quintile and biQuintile
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1981
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Quintile and biQuintile
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1982
From: Ko Johnson
Subject: Re: Quintile and biQuintile
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1983
From: high_priest_hooded_cobra_666
Subject: New High Priest
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1984
From: satanicninja
Subject: Re: Natal Chart Readings: Notable People
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1985
From: thanatos_sun144
Subject: Re: Natal Chart Readings: Benjamin Franklin
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1986
From: high_priest_hooded_cobra_666
Subject: The Jews Want Yet Another War...WW3
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1987
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Natal Chart Readings: Benjamin Franklin
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1988
From: high_priest_hooded_cobra_666
Subject: The Yule Season [By HPS Maxine]
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1989
From: high_priest_hooded_cobra_666
Subject: Jew Complains about Free Speech
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1990
From: upsidedownstarandgoathead
Subject: I really need help understanding astrology more!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1991
From: high_priest_hooded_cobra_666
Subject: Gifts from 'Immigrants' to Europe: 142,000 HIV/AIDS infected
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1992
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: I really need help understanding astrology more!
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Date: 11/25/2015
Date: 11/28/2015
Date: 11/28/2015
Date: 11/29/2015
Date: 11/29/2015
Date: 11/29/2015
Date: 11/30/2015
Date: 12/1/2015
Date: 12/5/2015

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1993
From: True Colors
Subject: Chart Ruler and Houses
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1994
From: high_priest_hooded_cobra_666
Subject: The Age of Lies and War of Destinies
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1995
From: kyleshand
Subject: Laziness
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1996
From: high_priest_hooded_cobra_666
Subject: Important Information on How to Perform the Reverse Torah Rituals
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1997
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Laziness
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1998
From: duce_surya
Subject: Birth Chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1999
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Birth Chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2000
From: cradleofjelly
Subject: personal chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2001
From: talonjackman
Subject: Re: personal chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2002
From: talonjackman
Subject: Re: personal chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2003
From: cradleofjelly
Subject: Re: personal chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2004
From: remonm@ymail.com
Subject: New moon to full moon
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2005
From: thanatos_sun144
Subject: Re: Birth Chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2006
From: thanatos_sun144
Subject: Re: Natal Chart Readings: Benjamin Franklin
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2007
From: thanatos_sun144
Subject: Using void moons?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2008
From: kyleshand
Subject: Re: Laziness
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Date: 12/7/2015
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Date: 12/8/2015
Date: 12/8/2015
Date: 12/10/2015
Date: 12/10/2015
Date: 12/10/2015
Date: 12/11/2015
Date: 12/11/2015
Date: 12/13/2015
Date: 12/14/2015
Date: 12/14/2015
Date: 12/14/2015

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1959
Subject: Re: Natal Chart Readings: Benjamin Franklin

From: nick_vabzircnila

Date: 11/13/2015

Usually people who so unhesitatingly try to shame others actually just project the shame stemming from their own shortcomings and have something to work
on themselves. And the more they have to work on, the more diverse the situations where they do this can be. It is a huge sign of weakness. And a little
embarrassing actually.
By the way, do we have any accountants here in this group? I'm looking to have some accounting done, and going by Yog Sothoths logic, I expect it to be
free.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Caput Algol

Message: 1960

From: Samy

Date: 11/13/2015

Hello,

I recently discovered that my Chart Ruler, the Sun, which is found in my Fourth House, is in direct, or almost direct opposition to the Fixed Star
Caput Algol. Knowing the nature of this Star, with its deadly and violent attributes, should I be concerned? Is there anything I can do to sublimate
the energies?
I, like many others in my life, noticed an intensity in my personality, but I always figured that it was due to the Pluto/Mars square and Scorpio
emphasis (Chart Ruler in Scorpio) in my Chart.
Can someone explain to me the effects of this placement?
Thanks
HAIL SATAN!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Caput Algol

Message: 1961

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 11/13/2015

By almost direct, do you mean definitely within 2 degrees? If it's more then it doesn't factor in.

If it is, keep in mind that knowledge is power. The best thing to do is obviously avoid drugs and alcohol. Of course your entire chart factors in, like if there
are any other indicators of violence etc, but if not, then meditation alone will sublimate the energies. You can also do the Sun square to strengthen the
positive aspects of your Sun and the houses ruled by it.

Hail Satan!

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <samiabbas66@...> wrote :
Hello,

I recently discovered that my Chart Ruler, the Sun, which is found in my Fourth House, is in direct, or almost direct opposition to the Fixed Star
Caput Algol. Knowing the nature of this Star, with its deadly and violent attributes, should I be concerned? Is there anything I can do to sublimate
the energies?
I, like many others in my life, noticed an intensity in my personality, but I always figured that it was due to the Pluto/Mars square and Scorpio
emphasis (Chart Ruler in Scorpio) in my Chart.
Can someone explain to me the effects of this placement?
Thanks
HAIL SATAN!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Caput Algol

Message: 1962

From: Samy

Date: 11/14/2015

Yeah Lydia, it is definitely within 2 degrees.
Yes, I have a stellium in my Sixth House, with a Neptune and Uranus conjunction!! Also, a distant Jupiter and Neptune conjunction of a little over 10
degrees. Needless to say, I have incessant and HORRIBLE allergies. Quite literally anything that smells strong, feels rough or tastes weird triggers
my allergies. I also have asthma and other breathing problems, an also, hypersensitivity to the overall weather.
To make matters worse, my Sun (Chart Ruler) is trining my Saturn in my natal chart, and Saturn is the ruler of my Sixth House. Saturn rules
hearing and the ears, among other things. By the age of 12, severe air turbulence on a plane burst my eardrum.
As for violence, not much accept for a Pluto/Mars square. I have done the Sun Square several times, as I was going through a very bad Saturn
transit. But I was focusing more on the personal level, is this aspect "severe" or powerful? I certainly am very intense, and my nature is sometimes
violent if I am pissed off, but what about the disaster and misfortune associated with this star? I read somewhere that the Chinese, if I am not
mistaken, called this star "pile of dead corpses"!!
HAIL SATAN!

From: "lydia_666@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Saturday, 14 November 2015, 1:10
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Caput Algol

By almost direct, do you mean definitely within 2 degrees? If it's more then it doesn't factor in.

If it is, keep in mind that knowledge is power. The best thing to do is obviously avoid drugs and alcohol. Of course your entire chart factors in, like if there are any other indicators of
violence etc, but if not, then meditation alone will sublimate the energies. You can also do the Sun square to strengthen the positive aspects of your Sun and the houses ruled by it.
Hail Satan!

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <samiabbas66@...> wrote :

Hello,

I recently discovered that my Chart Ruler, the Sun, which is found in my Fourth House, is in direct, or almost direct opposition to the Fixed Star
Caput Algol. Knowing the nature of this Star, with its deadly and violent attributes, should I be concerned? Is there anything I can do to sublimate
the energies?
I, like many others in my life, noticed an intensity in my personality, but I always figured that it was due to the Pluto/Mars square and Scorpio
emphasis (Chart Ruler in Scorpio) in my Chart.
Can someone explain to me the effects of this placement?
Thanks
HAIL SATAN!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Caput Algol

Message: 1963

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

That is an awful 6th house. Chart ruler trine ruler of 6th, bad for health in itself, but with the stellium too.

Date: 11/14/2015

For the disaster and misfortune of the star, I feel that doing the Sun square to strengthen your Sun should offset it. Make sure to use a fitting affirmation.
That plus your aura of protection.
For your health. Have you done a large health working? I'm talking a full satanic rosary TWICE a day, once during daylight hours and during nighttime, for 40
days. There is an eastern mantra that I could find for you, it's in my email (it was given from a HP to a fellow SS who had health problems) but I think the
Sun mantra would be best. You have Uranus in 6th, and Uranus rules the unexpected. You don't want to be hit with any other health problem.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <samiabbas66@...> wrote :
Yeah Lydia, it is definitely within 2 degrees.
Yes, I have a stellium in my Sixth House, with a Neptune and Uranus conjunction!! Also, a distant Jupiter and Neptune conjunction of a little over 10
degrees. Needless to say, I have incessant and HORRIBLE allergies. Quite literally anything that smells strong, feels rough or tastes weird triggers
my allergies. I also have asthma and other breathing problems, an also, hypersensitivity to the overall weather.
To make matters worse, my Sun (Chart Ruler) is trining my Saturn in my natal chart, and Saturn is the ruler of my Sixth House. Saturn rules
hearing and the ears, among other things. By the age of 12, severe air turbulence on a plane burst my eardrum.
As for violence, not much accept for a Pluto/Mars square. I have done the Sun Square several times, as I was going through a very bad Saturn
transit. But I was focusing more on the personal level, is this aspect "severe" or powerful? I certainly am very intense, and my nature is sometimes
violent if I am pissed off, but what about the disaster and misfortune associated with this star? I read somewhere that the Chinese, if I am not
mistaken, called this star "pile of dead corpses"!!
HAIL SATAN!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Caput Algol

Message: 1964

From: Ko Johnson

Date: 11/14/2015

I have some questions to add if you guys don't mind.
1) what is the effect of a fixed star being in opposition versus being in conjunction (2 degree orb of course) for example alphecca opposition sun 9 deg
Thank you very much
Sent from my iPhone

On Nov 13, 2015, at 8:10 PM, lydia_666@... [JoS_Astrology] <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

By almost direct, do you mean definitely within 2 degrees? If it's more then it doesn't factor in.

If it is, keep in mind that knowledge is power. The best thing to do is obviously avoid drugs and alcohol. Of course your entire chart factors in, like if
there are any other indicators of violence etc, but if not, then meditation alone will sublimate the energies. You can also do the Sun square to strengthen
the positive aspects of your Sun and the houses ruled by it.
Hail Satan!

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <samiabbas66@...> wrote :
Hello,

I recently discovered that my Chart Ruler, the Sun, which is found in my Fourth House, is in direct, or almost direct opposition to the Fixed Star
Caput Algol. Knowing the nature of this Star, with its deadly and violent attributes, should I be concerned? Is there anything I can do to
sublimate the energies?
I, like many others in my life, noticed an intensity in my personality, but I always figured that it was due to the Pluto/Mars square and Scorpio
emphasis (Chart Ruler in Scorpio) in my Chart.
Can someone explain to me the effects of this placement?
Thanks
HAIL SATAN!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1965
Subject: Can someone read my chart and help me learn astrology?

From: zackerytaylor9

Date: 11/14/2015

From: zackerytaylor9

Date: 11/14/2015

Can some one help me read my chart and learn astrology?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: read my chart please

Message: 1966

I'm new to astrology i have my chart... But i have no idea how to read it on the JoS site i read alot of it but it doesn't explain everything

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1967
Subject: Re: Natal Chart Readings: Benjamin Franklin

From: Andrienne Ng

Date: 11/14/2015

Stop it!! All of you. Stop all the bickering! Can't you see the enemy is working over time causing disarray to our brotherhood. We are suppose to stand united,
not bicker on petty issues! The world now is on the edge of a knife, we need to stand up, and fight, TOGETHER!
Put down your pettiness, and continue our fight for Lord Satan.
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

On Sat, 14 Nov, 2015 at 6:16 am, nick_vabzircnila@... [JoS_Astrology]
<JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Usually people who so unhesitatingly try to shame others actually just project the shame stemming from their own shortcomings and have
something to work on themselves. And the more they have to work on, the more diverse the situations where they do this can be. It is a huge
sign of weakness. And a little embarrassing actually.
By the way, do we have any accountants here in this group? I'm looking to have some accounting done, and going by Yog Sothoths logic, I
expect it to be free.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1968
Subject: Re: Natal Chart Readings: Benjamin Franklin
Hi,thanks a lot,let us call down !

From: marimbola melkuin smailley

Date: 11/14/2015

From: mina minaret frustratedcherrybomb@... [JoS_Astrology]
Sent: 11/13/2015 12:13 PM
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Natal Chart Readings: Benjamin Franklin

Okay, let's calm it down. She was asked about her services and she answered......sheesh......
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Caput Algol
It isn't that bad

Message: 1969

From: Samy

Date: 11/15/2015

I did the Sun Square several times before, and it definitely helped. Saturn was transiting through my Second and Fourth Houses the past 2
years, conjunction with my Sun Chart Ruler of almost 2 degrees, and it was horrible. But lucky, it is all over now!!
I will plan a health working soon, just a bit busy nowadays.
Thanks Lydia

From: "lydia_666@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Saturday, 14 November 2015, 19:17
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Caput Algol

That is an awful 6th house. Chart ruler trine ruler of 6th, bad for health in itself, but with the stellium too.
For the disaster and misfortune of the star, I feel that doing the Sun square to strengthen your Sun should offset it. Make sure to use a fitting affirmation. That plus your aura of
protection.
For your health. Have you done a large health working? I'm talking a full satanic rosary TWICE a day, once during daylight hours and during nighttime, for 40 days. There is an
eastern mantra that I could find for you, it's in my email (it was given from a HP to a fellow SS who had health problems) but I think the Sun mantra would be best. You have Uranus
in 6th, and Uranus rules the unexpected. You don't want to be hit with any other health problem.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <samiabbas66@...> wrote :

Yeah Lydia, it is definitely within 2 degrees.
Yes, I have a stellium in my Sixth House, with a Neptune and Uranus conjunction!! Also, a distant Jupiter and Neptune conjunction of a little over 10
degrees. Needless to say, I have incessant and HORRIBLE allergies. Quite literally anything that smells strong, feels rough or tastes weird triggers
my allergies. I also have asthma and other breathing problems, an also, hypersensitivity to the overall weather.
To make matters worse, my Sun (Chart Ruler) is trining my Saturn in my natal chart, and Saturn is the ruler of my Sixth House. Saturn rules
hearing and the ears, among other things. By the age of 12, severe air turbulence on a plane burst my eardrum.
As for violence, not much accept for a Pluto/Mars square. I have done the Sun Square several times, as I was going through a very bad Saturn
transit. But I was focusing more on the personal level, is this aspect "severe" or powerful? I certainly am very intense, and my nature is sometimes
violent if I am pissed off, but what about the disaster and misfortune associated with this star? I read somewhere that the Chinese, if I am not
mistaken, called this star "pile of dead corpses"!!
HAIL SATAN!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Caput Algol

Message: 1970

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 11/15/2015

Oh I had meant, for a non-SS it could be awful. Being SS and cleaning aura, aura of protection, and any workings would greatly offset it :)

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <samiabbas66@...> wrote :
It isn't that bad
I did the Sun Square several times before, and it definitely helped. Saturn was transiting through my Second and Fourth Houses the past 2
years, conjunction with my Sun Chart Ruler of almost 2 degrees, and it was horrible. But lucky, it is all over now!!
I will plan a health working soon, just a bit busy nowadays.
Thanks Lydia

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1971
From: sum_astro
Subject: Marriage When, Love Marriage or Arranged Marriage. Please check.
Respected Sirs,
Kindly see my horoscope :

Date of Birth: 10 February 1981 Tuesday
Time of Birth: 21:43 PM
Place of Birth: Bhubaneswar,State:Odisha, India
Latitude: 20.13N Longitude: 85.50E
Gender : Male

Virgo ascendant chart.

Date: 11/15/2015

3 retro planets.
Mercury,Saturn and Jupiter are retro.
Jupiter and Saturn are conjunct on ascendant.
Exchange of house between Mercury and Saturn.Mercury conjunct with Mars on 6th house.
Moon in 8th house.Sun+Ven(but not debilitated)+Ketu on 5th house,Rahu is on 11th house.

Mars Mahadasha just 15 days before. How will be Mars Mahadasha.Does Mars make "Vipareet Raj Yog".

I am a Software Engineer in a reputed MNC in Bangalore.

When shall I get married and my marriage will be a love marriage or arranged marriage or love cum arranged I mean with agreement of parents.

I am wearing an Opal from last one month on right hand Index finger.

Thanks & Regards,
Sumit Tripathy
sumastro at gmail dot com

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1972
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Marriage When, Love Marriage or Arranged Marriage. Please check.

Date: 11/15/2015

It is not recommended to post your birth info, especially in such detail. And as you have never posted here before, it's recommended to end with a "Hail
Satan" so we know you are one of us, which will make us much more willing to help you. I have had christians and muslims email me before to get my help,
while in the next sentence they try to convert me to their filthy religion.
But hey, as your post was addressed to men only (sirs) and I am just a mere woman, what do I know, lol.
And what reason did you have in telling us you are wearing an opal ring?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1973
Subject: Re: Natal Chart Readings: Benjamin Franklin

From: Yog Sothoth

Date: 11/16/2015

Uhhgg i did it again. Sorry everyone for my post. I was being extremely rude and i apologize. My sun sign is sagittarius so i have a temper, couple
that with stress and enemy attacks lately and you have a recipe for disaster :/ Of course that's no excuse. I am working on it i just have a long ways
to go. Anyways again sorry for being such a dick, Lydia i'm sorry i wish you all the success for your business.

On Saturday, November 14, 2015 3:24 PM, "marimbola melkuin smailley smelkuinsmailley@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Hi,thanks a lot,let us call down !
From: mina minaret frustratedcherrybomb@... [JoS_Astrology]
Sent: 11/13/2015 12:13 PM
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Natal Chart Readings: Benjamin Franklin
Okay, let's calm it down. She was asked about her services and she answered......sheesh......

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1974
Subject: Re: Natal Chart Readings: Benjamin Franklin

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 11/16/2015

No worries Yog :) I completely understand about enemy attacks and all. No offence was taken.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1975
Subject: Re: Natal Chart Readings: Benjamin Franklin

From: marimbola melkuin smailley

Date: 11/16/2015

I thank all of you who stand against our father satan's enemies,love each other,thanks a lot. H S
From: lydia_666@... [JoS_Astrology]
Sent: 11/16/2015 4:02 PM
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Natal Chart Readings: Benjamin Franklin
No worries Yog :) I completely understand about enemy attacks and all. No offence was taken.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1976
Subject: How To Learn More About Transits and Aspects

From: hapatato

Date: 11/18/2015

Hello,

I have been studying Azazel's Astrology quite thoroughly and it is amazing and eye opening. However, I would like to know if anyone can recommend a
reputable source for learning about transits and aspects?

The info on the JOS is great, but there are a lot of holes that I need to fill in.

Any help would be greatly appreciated.

Thanks everyone!

HAIL SATAN!!!!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1977
Subject: Re: Natal Chart Readings: Benjamin Franklin

From: hapatato

Date: 11/18/2015

Thanks for sharing your website Lydia. I respect your prices. But at this time, I am short on cash. Once I raise a few more dollars, I will make sure to reach
out to you for your services. :)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Quintile and biQuintile

Message: 1978

From: kothebull

Date: 11/21/2015

I'm having trouble interpreting my quintile aspects I understand that they indicate natural talent but I'm still struggling and the is no info online
My aspects are:
Bi quintile moon and Neptune 2deg orb
Mercury quintile Neptune -1deg
Saturn quintile Neptune 1deg
Neptune bi quintile north node 0 deg orb
Thanks
Hail the benevolent Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Quintile and biQuintile

Message: 1979

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 11/22/2015

Quintiles and bi-quintiles, aspect orb: 1 1/2 degrees and less. So your Moon-Neptune is probably out.
They are more aspects of fate, rather than personality traits. Keep an eye on transiting planets, look ahead through the weeks/months/years.
Planetwatcher.com is my go-to, have one internet browser tab at your natal chart and the other to planetwatcher and go back and forth to see when any
planets will transit your quintles, scrolling through the months etc. When transiting planets, especially outer planets, especially more than one tie in through
conjunction mainly, events can happen. Could be good or bad, depends on the planets and houses involved. Look ahead, if you see any bad transits that
could happen, do a working to rid your soul of the past-life karma that could be triggered by the event. Also look at your solar returns.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <kothebull@...> wrote :
I'm having trouble interpreting my quintile aspects I understand that they indicate natural talent but I'm still struggling and the is no info online
My aspects are:
Bi quintile moon and Neptune 2deg orb
Mercury quintile Neptune -1deg
Saturn quintile Neptune 1deg
Neptune bi quintile north node 0 deg orb
Thanks
Hail the benevolent Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Quintile and biQuintile

Message: 1980

From: Ko Johnson

Thank you very very much! One more little question if you don't mind :)
It it true that if a planet is at the end of a house it is interpreted as if it were in the next house
My Jupiter is 19'22 in the 4th house and the house ends at 19'27
Also
My sun is 9deg in 6th and the 7th starts at 11deg
Again thank you so much for helping I really appreciate your time

Date: 11/23/2015

Hail Satan
Sent from my iPhone

On Nov 22, 2015, at 4:25 PM, lydia_666@... [JoS_Astrology] <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Quintiles and bi-quintiles, aspect orb: 1 1/2 degrees and less. So your Moon-Neptune is probably out.

They are more aspects of fate, rather than personality traits. Keep an eye on transiting planets, look ahead through the weeks/months/years.
Planetwatcher.com is my go-to, have one internet browser tab at your natal chart and the other to planetwatcher and go back and forth to see when
any planets will transit your quintles, scrolling through the months etc. When transiting planets, especially outer planets, especially more than one tie in
through conjunction mainly, events can happen. Could be good or bad, depends on the planets and houses involved. Look ahead, if you see any bad
transits that could happen, do a working to rid your soul of the past-life karma that could be triggered by the event. Also look at your solar returns.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <kothebull@...> wrote :
I'm having trouble interpreting my quintile aspects I understand that they indicate natural talent but I'm still struggling and the is no info online
My aspects are:
Bi quintile moon and Neptune 2deg orb
Mercury quintile Neptune -1deg
Saturn quintile Neptune 1deg
Neptune bi quintile north node 0 deg orb
Thanks
Hail the benevolent Satan!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Quintile and biQuintile

Message: 1981

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 11/23/2015

It can be a mix of both, for both houses. I have one planet less than a degree from my 5th house cusp and it seems to rule both 4th and 5th houses, and
another planet right before my 8th cusp but seems to rule just my 8th.

Hail Satan

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <kothebull@...> wrote :
Thank you very very much! One more little question if you don't mind :)
It it true that if a planet is at the end of a house it is interpreted as if it were in the next house
My Jupiter is 19'22 in the 4th house and the house ends at 19'27
Also
My sun is 9deg in 6th and the 7th starts at 11deg
Again thank you so much for helping I really appreciate your time
Hail Satan
Sent from my iPhone

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Quintile and biQuintile

Message: 1982

From: Ko Johnson

Date: 11/23/2015

I see thanks for all your help I appreciate it!
Sent from my iPhone

On Nov 23, 2015, at 5:35 PM, lydia_666@... [JoS_Astrology] <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

It can be a mix of both, for both houses. I have one planet less than a degree from my 5th house cusp and it seems to rule both 4th and 5th houses,
and another planet right before my 8th cusp but seems to rule just my 8th.

Hail Satan

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <kothebull@...> wrote :
Thank you very very much! One more little question if you don't mind :)
It it true that if a planet is at the end of a house it is interpreted as if it were in the next house

My Jupiter is 19'22 in the 4th house and the house ends at 19'27
Also
My sun is 9deg in 6th and the 7th starts at 11deg
Again thank you so much for helping I really appreciate your time
Hail Satan
Sent from my iPhone

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: New High Priest

Message: 1983

From: high_priest_hooded_cobra_666

Date: 11/25/2015

My Dearest Satanic Brothers and Comrades,
I am again, very happy to announce to everyone, that upon decision of the Joy of Satan Ministries, our Asian members do now have a High Priest. This is
[i][b]Lucius Oria[/b][/i]. A new Banner has been added under the Greatest Satanic Holy Banner.
The specific issues, aspirations, historical research and brotherhood of Asian people can now form, under this Holy Banner. All Asian members must join these
Groups and Forums.
High Priest Lucius Oria has been ordained by the Joy of Satan Ministries as a High Priest for Asian people of Satan. The Asian Community is now under our
New High Priest. The Joy of Satan will stand up for all Gentiles of Satan. We are one large battalion and our individuality and Race are respected here, this is
the exalted manifestation of this respect. The Asian people are a part of our Community and our Asian Brothers do now have a beacon of light to turn, work
and spread this light. Our Asian people must stand tall and proud. We all stand together, as Satan intends.
The links to the Groups and Forums are here:
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/OrientalSatanicAlliance/info?soc_src=mail&soc_trk=ma
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/forum14.html
May Satan Bless all our Work and our Gentile Comrades!
We March On, together under Satan's Holy Intention!!
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1984
Subject: Re: Natal Chart Readings: Notable People

From: satanicninja

Date: 11/25/2015

From: thanatos_sun144

Date: 11/28/2015

Nice!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1985
Subject: Re: Natal Chart Readings: Benjamin Franklin

I tried to look at the website but it broke on me for some reason?? I keep getting a 404 D:<
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1986
Subject: The Jews Want Yet Another War...WW3

From: high_priest_hooded_cobra_666

Date: 11/28/2015

Greetings to all our Comrades and Satanic Forces!!
It occurs to anyone who is watching the global events, that the jews are forcing matters in a very obvious manner. Now that they are being
exposed, that their conquest for Europe and wiping out the Europeans is getting in way, they are turning the attention of people towards the
Turkish/Russian conflict. This is fairly evident what they want to do with all this and there are many reasons for this.
First of all, the ISIS is a jewish organization (Check the Forum History) and then, they want to cleanse the Syrian peoples and anyone else in the
Middle East that is basically, non jewish. This solves problem one: Ground for Israel to expand, this is rooted in the bible and in the language of the
enemy, this is the "Greater Israel".
This of course serves the jews to play their good cop-bad cop routine over the populace and keep up their lies, turning the hatred from their exposal
to the "Bad Arabs" and other poor people who basically are forced by the radical Islam and the jewish leaders of ISIS (agents of the jews) to fall
into the fangs of war.
The problems that occur from the actions of Israel and its warmongering, Europeans must pay with their extinction, economy collapsing, with
destroyed cities and raped citizens. OF course, the jews always try to pass it out as being the good guy. They are the one causing all the problems,
the disease and all that is to "come" as they were the ones who started the warfare in the Middle East and established themselves in a stolen
Palestinian land.
The little jew started all this and now they are trying to sit back and watch the people devour themselves. This is a classic method of the jews. This
is the same thing they did in WW2 and in all other historical times, such as the Roman Empire. The jewish ideas and brainwashing started up as a
virus and shortly, the Romans started eating one another like animals. The jews don't want war for themselves, as they know wars cause victims
and wars are just ways to weaken one's resources. OF COURSE, they also gamble their fortunes and everything at wars. Just like in a dog fight, let
the "Goyim" fight and make your bets. The energies of all these bloody incidents of course are a big giant gifts to the evil and Human hating forces
the jewish god and company are allied to. The more war, the better. The more suffering and misery, the better.

Yet the jews think of course that the masses of the people are stupid and since the media think for these people and not the people for themselves,
the media are on a rampage to make everyone else guilty but the jews. Obviously, the jewish media are going to defend the jews. The jews are very
good when it comes to causing wars, frail and afraid when its to carry them. So what do they have to do, is cause Gentiles and other States to fight
for them. The jewish oligarchy is pushing Gentile Soldiers to actually do what the jews don't want to do.
The highest reason for this is to cause ethnic cleansing of the people in the Middle East, while destroying Europe and generally salvaging everything
else they can for Israel. Israel and all the jews are in a race against time. With the exposal at this rate and what they are causing becoming so
evident, economy going to crumble, the people will definitely revolt and they will find themselves again in the center like in the era of 1920.

This might have almost went out of hand, so others, over the excuse of "Terrorism" (Hollande is a Jew, Putin is a Jew) have gotten in too to solve
things that Israel and America could not. Now since this started, things are on the brink of a war between Russia and Turkey. If these countries are
involved in war, NATO will almost certainly get involed and everyone sane can imagine that Israel might try to get in too, trying to push Turkey on
the weak side. We will keep a watch on how this escalates, but things aren't looking very good at this point. We are hoping for a peaceful solution,
but the jews definitely in every historical occurrence when they are unveiled and discovered, they are causing major distractions to keep the people
occupied. Its also stated and well known, that for any tyrannical order to exist in a good manner, rumors of wars and wars have to be on the table
every day. This was the case of USSR and American in the Cold War, for instance.

If someone is new, then something must be reminded. I urge everyone to study and we all have for years upon years. The ability of the people to
study, thanks to the jewish faiths in the Middle Ages and all these murderous ideas, has been robbed up to now. Now you can sit in your home and
just delve into every subject, thanks to the "Evil" and Satanic (666). Go read who made Feminism (War of the sexes). Go read who forces people
into multicultural societies (War of the Races). Then go learn who introduced Marxism (War of the Classes of the people of a Nation).Go read about
Communism (Death of hundreds of millions). Go read who destroyed every Gentile empire (Decay of the people). Go read who created war on the
Sexual Preferences of the people (Abrahamic Religions). Go read who created the dogmas and all the practices to attack, destroy and guillify all the
creations of Gentiles in the Ancient times (War on the Gods and Civilization).

Go check the ancestry of those who, as such traitors "serve" the people nowadays. Go check who owns all you hear, and listen, who owns the
newspapers, who owns the news and large corporations. You might as well open up the Bible, the otherwise Holy book which is the faith of most
people in the world, which is just a text of jewish dominance, servitude and how you are to die or be judged under a jewish "god", who is
supposedly the "Ruling faith" and the well accepted "Sanity". Go read and study. Don't just take it, study for yourself. Don't believe anybody, for
Satan doesn't stand for this. HE stands for seeing matters as they are. Satan's name means TRUTH. Just keep the jews in mind, like a small point.
Then if really want to know what's up, why don't you open the books of the enemy. Maybe this is the connecting point. Maybe what once was a

mystery, will now start making sense. Maybe it will occur to you, even if you are of the hardest one's to believe. This is for those who yet don't
know. But want to know, why the damn are things like they are. Why never anything made sense. Hear it from the Greatest and the most wrongly
defamed man of all time, Adolf Hitler: The Jew. Don’t take this word, evaluate it.
But for back to those who do know what's up.

Our Rituals and works are unmasking this enemy and we must keep on the real source of all this. The works of the jews are exposing them like
nothing has ever exposed them. Now the whole world knows. Even if its just a joke, something they heard or something else. Nobody sees "Russia"
and "Countries" in this way anymore. When people see and discover the jew, and their magickal works, they will understand how its possible in
Politics to cause economical misfortunes with the pressing of the button, get the world's superpowers in defense of the jews, eradicate whole
Gentile Nations and people's like fleas. They will understand the common point of all this. And when the people do understand this, the problem will
be mostly solved. With them on the line, this world will never know independence, peace and freedom. No other Race or idea has caused so much
bloodshed and pain to Humanity, like the jewish spawns. This must be stopped.
I want to stay positive about a WW3 and that we will be able to prevent it, because, who doesn't, really. The enemy wants this war at all costs.
What I know, a next major war is coming and cultivating, and this is the war of Gentiles VS Jews. Its already there, as it always was. For a better
and more accurate statement, people are becoming AWARE of the war waged on them so furiously and unjustly. Those in slumber are waking up.
All this was always here. It was always there. Now, this must be made evident.

We have to put a stop to this.

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1987
Subject: Re: Natal Chart Readings: Benjamin Franklin

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 11/29/2015

I directed a bunch of energy at it with some affirmations and got it back up and running again \m/
I've been meaning to do many more charts on notable people to post here, but it's been one thing after another happening :/ I'm hoping to get back on
track soon.
Hail Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1988
Subject: The Yule Season [By HPS Maxine]

From: high_priest_hooded_cobra_666

Date: 11/29/2015

The Yule Season

Yes, we Satanists celebrate the Yule Season. The Yule is and always has been Pagan and of Satan. Christians stole this holiday and corrupted it:

The Yule season is a season of enjoyment, indulgence, and feasting.

Cooking
Baking
Gift giving
Decorating
Building snowmen and winter sports in places where there is snow
Tree decorating
Blue lights in honor of Lucifer
Partying
Santa Claus for the kids
Shopping and more.

The Nazarene as you can see has no place in the Yule season. December 25th is actually the Persian deity Mithra's birthday, for one. The Yule was
stolen from the Pagans and incorporated into the Christian religion as Xmas. Pagan peoples were celebrating the Yule long before the false
program of Christianity forced itself onto the scene. We need to take back our holiday!!
Celebrate and Indulge!!

HAIL SATAN!!

Christians have been working to destroy the last Pagan/Satanic practices of the Yule Season and Winter Solstice, such as removing Santa Claus,
the Yule tree, and other evidence that reveals the true origins of the Yule and replace them solely with the Nazarene and ilk. For more information
and research, type in Jehovah’s Witnesses into any internet search engine such as google.com and add 'Pagan holidays.' The information about this
is extensive and proves beyond any doubt that these holidays have NOTHING WHATSOEVER TO DO WITH CHRISTIANITY.

The fictitious Nazarene has nothing to do with Xmas. Xmas coincides with the Winter Solstice and the Yule season, the shortest day of the year.
December 25th is the birth date of the Persian God Mithra, and the Roman Holiday of Saturnalias. The tree, the decorations, baking, gifts, and
celebrating have NOTHING to do with the Nazarene. These are carry-overs from original Pagan celebrations. The Yule tree is really symbolic of the
human soul, with the trunk being representative of the spine, the branches, the 144,000 nadis [pathways of the vril/witchpower/chi], and the lights
being symbolic of the nadis all lit up with Satan's Serpentine Energy. The star on top of the tree is representative of the risen Serpent of Satan.
http://www.angelfire.com/ empire/serpentis666/HOLIDAYS. html

Baal-Berith, Father of the Yule:
Baal-Berith

Baal-Berith
Zodiac Position: 15- 19 degrees of Leo
*(1-10 Capricorn) August 8th- 12th *(Dec
22-30) Tarot Card: 6 of Rods *(2 of
Pentacles) Candle color: Purple Plant: H...

View on www.angelfire.com

Preview by Yahoo

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1989
Subject: Jew Complains about Free Speech

From: high_priest_hooded_cobra_666

Date: 11/29/2015

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Szk-k3NsX8k
Since the "Goyim know" and they can't "SHUT IT DOWN"...They are basically admitting of doing internet warfare to people, just because they have the right
to free speech and because they can't get it down outright and kill you or put you in a Gulag like they would do in their lovely Communist Paradise of the
USSR. This is so unjust really. Why can the Goyim still talk, buy and exchange and have an opinion? Just, why? According to Rabbinical Literature you are
nothing but an animal to the jews. An animal shouldn't be able to judge, exact opinion and oy vey, react against their ultimate universal masters. Right, this is
you, "Goyim" (Animal in Hebrew) and your self appointed masters are the Jews and the Jewish Race. Because they said it.
Or why not even outright kill those against them and sacrifice them to "YHVH" as the Talmud and Torah [Highest Holy Books of Jews] dictate. Its done every
now and then anyway.
The jew hates freedom. They hate you too. They hate it when you even speak. They don't want to be questioned, judged or criticized, as they are above the
law, any law, above everyone else, above your countries and above everything. Of course, in some countries where their hold is total, you can end up in jail
or worse for just question on criticism against them. Who cares about laws, free speech, your rights and your rights to even exist and think for yourself,
when this has to do with the Cheezen of "G-D"?

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1990
Subject: I really need help understanding astrology more!

From: upsidedownstarandgoathead

Date: 11/30/2015

I've been studying it for a year now but I can't find a way to use it when I'm about to create a spell. Can someone help me?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1991
From: high_priest_hooded_cobra_666
Subject: Gifts from 'Immigrants' to Europe: 142,000 HIV/AIDS infected

Date: 12/1/2015

My note:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=44vzMNG2fZc
As you can see, 80% of "Poor" Male Migrants who want to enforce Sharia Law and carry out Intifada, or breed out the Evil White Race, or just outright
murder to people of Europe, they come with gifts. Many many gifts. They of course bring in their "poor wives" which as reports say they share with even 20
people at once, like they are animals, infecting many with AIDS and all other forms of diseases, or sell them outright as cheap whores for as little as 5$ a go.

Might have some relation, don't you think. Only recently, 142,000 people came in with HIV/AIDS. The percent of which Migrants are involved, seems to be
quite elevated. I read in another research its about 30%. Take the jew talk protection which hampers science out and who knows, it might be 40% or more,
in the real research.
What I know, 142,000 more people will suffer NEEDLESSLY from now on, for all their lives, just because the jews want forced immigration and assimilation
of Gentile people to go on, or because they followed the jewish doctrines and never cared about anything. They want to kill us all, after all. The jew will
enjoy having hundreds more of sick victims, filling millions of money to their genocidal agenda, to further their advances on destroying the whole World.
Leftism, Silent worship or outright worship of the Kosher Jew Karl Marx, making the Social Marxist doctrine a law to live, the list goes...These people, they
have followed doctrines and rules on how to live, which were made by jews to make us all extinct. Now, the payday is at hand and its only the beginning.
Soon, probably yet another economic collapse.
Who knows what more gifts will come due to the Migrants, except of outright killing of people in the streets, blood in every neighborhood, rape, trafficking,
disease and economic collapse. The jews have staged this out perfectly, or so they think.
As for the news, its glaringly evident that one cannot know the naked Truth with the jews on the media and so forth. Make sure to visit the best available
sources.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
http://www.breitbart.com/london/2015/11/27/world-health-org-hiv-europe-time-high-migrant-high-risk/

Europe has seen 142,000 new infections of HIV this year, the virus which causes AIDS — the highest number in one year ever.
Although the rising rates of transmission due to heterosexual intercourse and careless use of unclean drug paraphernalia has been cited in the media as
causing the rise, gay sex between men is still the main source of the virus spread.
Speaking of the rise in infections, World Health Organisation director for Europe Dr Zsuzsanna Jakab said: Despite all the efforts to fight HIV, this year the
European Region has reached over 142,000 new HIV infections, the highest number ever… this is a serious concern”.
In a remarkable admission, the director named migrants travelling across Europe as being a particular risk for spreading HIV in the continent, reports The
Independent. He blamed this on “social exclusion” felt by migrants which made them more likely to engage in risky behaviour, and the reluctance of many
European nations to hand out free health care to transient populations.
A third of all new HIV diagnoses in Europe are to migrants and non-native Europeans, despite only accounting for a fraction of the population.
To help limit the spread of the potentially fatal virus, Dr. Jakab called on European nations to offer free HIV treatment to all, regardless of their origin and
nationality. He said: “This is also the safest way to protect the resident population from HIV infection”.

The new report on HIV prevalence in Europe is co-authored by the European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC), and director Andrea Ammon
also has advice for the nations. She said the best way to prevent infection was to give free condoms to high risk groups — including migrants. Remaking on
the report, Dr. Ammon said: “Europe has to scale up its efforts to reach out to this group.
“This includes looking at new strategies such as pre-exposure prophylaxis for HIV and access to care for EU citizens residing in other EU countries”.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1992
Subject: Re: I really need help understanding astrology more!

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 12/5/2015

I'm not sure exactly what you mean,. I'll post these links, rather than just re-writing all of it myself. If there's anything specific you are wondering that isn't
covered here, myself or someone else will get back to you asap.
It's all about timing: http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Timing.html
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/retrogrades.html
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/VOID.html
Check planetwatcher.com for current planetary placements, and lunarium.co.uk for the moon phases (make sure to set lunarium to your exact location as the
default is London UK).

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <upsidedownstarandgoathead@...> wrote :
I've been studying it for a year now but I can't find a way to use it when I'm about to create a spell. Can someone help me?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Chart Ruler and Houses

Message: 1993

From: True Colors

Date: 12/6/2015

I've been studying astrology for over a year now and I'm still a little
bit confused. Your chart ruler is the planet that rules your ascendant,
right? Or is it vice versa? And when I try to see the planets in my
houses and what they mean, I get lost. Can someone explain this to me?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1994
Subject: The Age of Lies and War of Destinies

From: high_priest_hooded_cobra_666

Date: 12/7/2015

Satanic Forces, I salute all of you.
A darkness is coming upon this World, or for a more accurate saying, the enemy is trying to bring this over. This world has fell for too long, but not
completely, unto the hands of the enemy. The enemy is orchestrating a war. They are aiming for yet another global war which will be, the jewish oligarchy
doing genocide, from all Nations and states against one another, merely due to jewish interests and to fulfill the jewish hunger for blood.
They have written the script, they have called in the actors, their payed their politicians, the sewn their costumes. They have created the stage. They have

indoctrinated many people unto this world to be the audience of this act. An act which is supposed to catapult the enemy into the position of complete power,
over all people on Earth. The act ends with the flowers of their dream, which is the Jewish World Order, based on the blood of countless of people. This act
has started and it is proceeding.
There are some people, behind this stage. The old backstage-holders are falling, and the enemy has nowhere to turn for advice. They just want to follow the
script and finish this act faster. As they are moving with this act, it’s supposed to end with much killing, tons of blood. Killing of hundreds of thousands, or
millions, or even billions of people. The audience will be surprised to know, what we know and have known for many years and what we have fought
against. That this was never an act, and that it was reality. Reality that can shatter any weak Soul and drive them to the ground. They are going to see the
blood flow, and this blood will be neither paint, nor an act. It will be as our enemy intended it, the blood of real people which they have shed and are
shedding as we speak.
Envision we are above the scene of all this. We have been given orders to get down and stop this act, before it is too late. Stop this before the people do get
killed, the audience dies of the terror. We know the script of the enemy, and we know their actors. We know how this ends, and we know of the sharpened
knives and guns they hold below their backs. We also know one crucial thing, that this act is moving in desperation. Actors are losing their words, the
stageholders are making moves that make the audience suspicious. They have made many to leave, like so many of us have done and are now here,
knowing the Truth. But above all, we know the most important thing: To not step in and finish this act, is analogous to becoming a silent acceptor of the
death that is to come and follow.
Will you get down with your Brothers and Comrades, and stop this vile act, disrupt their plans? Are you willing to fight, even if it means to exhaust yourself
and fall down to shreds? Knowing that you defended countless innocent people, women, children and whole Nations? That you took the only certain route of
really freeing and saving, even yourself?
Or you will cower, stay back, mind your own little self and join this audience? Clap and shout for the actors, glorify the act writers, to just die like a chicken in
the end?
I just have to point something. Nothing less than Destiny has brought you here. Amongst this folk, amongst your Sisters and Brothers. Under this Banner of
Satan. Look at those hundreds around you, being lost in their lies and deceptions, like sleep walkers of the lowest kind, chasing the jewish carrots on a stick
all their lives. Every day, you are taking a step towards that destiny, that which is a Destiny of Truth and Awareness. Your Destiny has chosen you, and you
must chose it back.
Will you wither away, like another one, who never did anything, minded their small, petty, poor self, the little small life, he who someday, ceased to exist and
did not receive the Hand of the Gods to go to the other side? If this is your choice, what is your destiny, but that of just another of these millions of these
jew slaves, who are just waiting for the day the master will take their head, or when will the master throw a carrot so they can feed? What kind of curse are
those who are going against us inviting into themselves? What is this denial, causing at their Spirit. Where does it lead their World and our shared existence?
Do they affirm and accept that they are a coward, a zero, that they are nothing else, than a helper of the enemy who helps them with their silence, inaction,
boredom or whatever other petty excuse? IS THIS YOUR DESTINY?
Or Will you write your name upon this Eternal Stone, of the Heroes of This Age? The ones who kept the legacy of the Gods high, the Ones who raised a voice

against the Tyranny of the enemy? The ones who fought all their life, for what was Right, True and Just?
If you know the Truth, you are Responsible, because you know the Truth and you are able to act. If you was incapable, below of the circumstances, not
meant to, or whatever other excuse, you simply would never know. It was your Destiny to know, same as it was your destiny to act.
It was because, something inside you holds an Eternal Fire, like the Truth. Do not betray it, for it is the flame by which you will be made Eternal. Do not
extinguish it, for you will only be trying the impossible. Do not try to escape the call, for you will just be in a race of vanity, trying to escape yourself.
No matter how old, and no matter how young, no matter where you stand ,or where you come from, or what you are, or ever were. No matter what you
have lost, or what you have conquered. Come with us, and become a Hero. March with us, and become a God, for a moment, even. Know for a moment,
that you are HERE, that you are standing with your Comrades, defending all that of which others are trying to destroy, all that of which is Worth. Be of the
few that will stand up for Truth, and raise their heads against this total Tyranny of the enemy.
Become like Father Satan. For once, raise your head against Tyranny. Fight it. Declare your will that this is going to be no more.
Our God is stronger. Our People are mightier, the Truth stands defiant above all.
Truth can only be hidden, but it can never be defeated.
THAT ENEMY FILTHY ANECDOTE, IT ENDS NOW AND FOREVER.
Your Soul must awaken Brothers and Sisters. You have our conviction and the conviction of everyone of our family, but above all, HIS conviction. Satan leads
and we follow. Whomever marches with us, they pledge their faith with us and we become stronger. A huge darkness is coming upon this World, but in your
Soul there is enough Light to put this Darkness away. Our Will is Truth and in our Wills, there rests enough power. In our Souls is the Salvation, not only
ours, but at this time, of the Whole World.
Our Will is about Peace. The enemy advances must stop and the enemy must be brought down to shackles and be eternally bound. Their lies must be
revealed and their plans for the destruction of the world must fall upon themselves and never come in play. The people they have destroyed and they have
damaged beyond repair, they must be saved. Their slaves and pawns must meet their enemy masters and share their fate.
This world must stop falling into the war and bloodshed the jews are putting it. There is no reason for this, and it never was, other than the wet dreams of
the jews, who want to rule as a slaver authority over people who are supposed to be free. The jews must lose this on this final advance and all advances.
For once, become like Father Satan. Rebel and Win. For once, come like the Morning Star, in this world of Darkness to save the people from Darkness. For
once, bring down all the teachings of the enemy, shatter them and prove them entirely wrong, as they always were to begin with. For once, let us write our
own story, which is the True Story, which was always the Truth in all Ages and all Aeons.
Satan, The Truth, always Wins. Satan stands triumphant and the liars, who lied about Him, us and stole all this legacy, will know this, despite of all their

attempts to hamper this and stop this. Destiny is on the gates.
Such a needy, slaver and torturous, vile and psychopathic “God”, really in the image of our enemies. A “God” that demands for billions to die, simply due to
its insane and slaver desires, to enslave a world, for his chosen degenerates to “reign”. A world destroyed and full of cockroaches, upon which rats will make
the "kings"? That is surely the only deserving world the enemy can lead.
We reject them all. And we will fight against them all.
We declare their “God” weak, void, destroyed and bound for all Eternity. We declare the Darkness has lost.
We are more powerful than the enemy, just prove this. Let it show. Show them that a bunch of criminals and blood shedders cannot make this World a pig
farm for their own alien ‘desires’. Show them that the Truth can never be contained, it can never be bent and it can never be defeated. Show them that our
Will is the most absolute.
The Age of Lies is coming to an end, it crumbles. As lies are ending, so does their “God”, the master of all lies, deceptions and plagues put upon Humanity.
The lies will not hold the Truth, as neither will their lies win.
The Truth will Win.
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Laziness

Message: 1995

From: kyleshand

Date: 12/7/2015

I have many Capricorn planets in the 6th house and I am not hard working or organized or disciplined I am the total opposite, although I wish I could be.
I wonder if this is because my Neptune and Uranus are also 6th house Capricorn planets that they undermine my ability to organize and work hard and
structure my life. I even took a personality test on psychology my level of conscientiousness is very low.
How do I change this? I don't want to be a lazy slob all of my life. But if I invoke the Earth element that can't help me because I already have a lot of Earth
planets and I do not have positive traits related to that element.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 1996
From: high_priest_hooded_cobra_666
Subject: Important Information on How to Perform the Reverse Torah Rituals
Reposting this by HPS MAXINE:
Important Information on How to Perform the Reverse Torah Rituals

Date: 12/7/2015

1. Raise your energies. Any formal ritual or working is empowered by raising the energies of your soul. Here is information on different ways to do this.
Always do whatever you are comfortable with and what works best for you as an individual:

Raising Energies

http://www.exposingcommunism.com/Raising_Energies.htm

To correctly vibrate SATANAS
http://www.exposingcommunism.com/SATANAS.htm

2. The Invocation to Satan is optional. The reason for this is that these reverse torah rituals should be done as often as possible given their importance. Satan
and Lilith want these to be as easy to do as possible, yet effective. By shortening the formal ritual, more people will be able to do them more often. There is
both strength and power in numbers.

Invocation to Satan
http://www.exposingcommunism.com/Invocation.htm

3. After you have raised your energies and recited the Invocation to Satan, then you proceed to the important part of vibrating the words of power given for
each ritual 9 times. The entire paragraph should be vibrated in its entirety for each time. Please listen to the audio recording specific to the ritual provided on
an Mp3 for you to download, to make sure you are reciting the words of power properly.

4. When you are finished vibrating the words of power, then you recite the affirmation given with intent and focus.

5. When you are finished with this, the ritual is done.

We are facing a very serious situation. This is a life or death situation, especially in regards to the anti-war rituals. Many people are deluded and too weak to
face reality, but this does not make the reality go away. The earth is in a disaster ecologically and has become a horrendous garbage dump. Safe food, water

and even air are disappearing, for one and for another, given the missiles and the nuclear bombs, capable of destroying the entire earth over five times,
everyone should be concerned.

Lilith informed me that the future is not written in stone so to speak and is open to change and it is very important that we alter the disastrous course that
has been set in motion by the so-called “Holy Bible” which is nothing more than a human-hating manual for the destruction of civilization, along with the
death and damnation of everything that is on this planet, along with that depraved and hideous Mudslime Koran, which is nothing more than a book of
criminal insanity to its ugliest degree. For more information, please read:

Why There is Suffering? Satan Gives Answers:
http://www.exposingcommunism.com/Why-is-there-suffering.htm

Unlike Christian and Mudslime programs, where one is told to “have faith” and not to ask questions, Satan encourages intelligence, inquiry, and SATAN GIVES
ANSWERS. Always remember that no deception, no scam, no swindle or victimization can take place when the intended victim KNOWS AND HAS KNOWLEDGE.

KNOWLEDGE IS THE FOUNDATION OF SATANISM!

Reverse Torah Rituals Main Page:
http://www.angelfire.com/wizard/pixie666/Reverse_Rituals.htm

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
Joy of Satan

Joy of Satan
There are different sects of Satanism. Joy
of Satan Ministries is Spiritual Satanism.
Satanism is not a "Christian invention."
Satanism predates Christian...

View on www.joyofsatan.com

Preview by Yahoo

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Laziness

Message: 1997

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 12/8/2015

There are a few things you can do. A daily affirmation, strengthening your solar chakra, doing the mars square for energy and motivation... have you seen
the post by HPS Shannon on the zodiac mantras? One of those might benefit you. It all depends on which of your houses are ruled by which zodiac... maybe
whatever your AC is on (first house rules the Self), or doing Taurus as that sign is good for getting things done.
Another point, since you have a lot of Capricorn/Earth, you might need more Air, to get you out of the rut that Earth can bring. Maybe the Aquarius mantra.
Fire would be of benefit to you as well. I'm not sure how many of those planets (Air and Fire) you have, so I'm just tossing suggestions at you. Aquarius,
Aries, Sagittarius, just a few ideas.
Whatever working you decide on, it would be good to add a daily affirmation too, after yoga or breathing exercises.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Birth Chart

Message: 1998

From: duce_surya

Date: 12/8/2015

I've been studying astrology for over a year now and I'm still a little bit confused. Your chart ruler is the planet that rules your ascendant, right? Or is it vice
versa? And when I try to see the planets in my houses and what they mean, I get lost. Can someone explain this to me?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Birth Chart

Message: 1999

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 12/8/2015

Yes, the planet(s) that rule your AC are your chart rulers. And any planets in your 1st house are co-rulers.
For the planets in the houses and what they mean, basically: http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Planets666.html

There's more to it, all the aspects, and planets that rule houses not just in houses, and so on, but the above link shows the basic planets in houses and signs.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <duce_surya@...> wrote :
I've been studying astrology for over a year now and I'm still a little bit confused. Your chart ruler is the planet that rules your ascendant, right? Or is it vice
versa? And when I try to see the planets in my houses and what they mean, I get lost. Can someone explain this to me?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: personal chart

Message: 2000

From: cradleofjelly

Date: 12/10/2015

I heard about personal charts on the jos website in relation to using black magick and knowing when someones saturn is transiting or something. I´m
actually interested in looking at mine and seeing where my planets are now. Where could I see this?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: personal chart

Message: 2001

From: talonjackman

Date: 12/10/2015

Whoops. Here's the link Horoscope and Astrology - Homepage - Astrodienst

Horoscope and Astrology Homepage - Astrodienst
Free Astrology and Horoscopes from
Astrodienst! Get your free horoscope and much more! Astrodienst provides the
world's best astrology site for free horo...
View on www.astro.com

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: personal chart

Preview by Yahoo

Message: 2002

From: talonjackman

Date: 12/10/2015

Right here is where you can access your free Natal (birth) chart, and your current chart as well
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: personal chart

Message: 2003

From: cradleofjelly

Date: 12/11/2015

Is my current personal chart the same as my daily horoscope? I´m vaguely familiar with astrology I´m still learning haha
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: New moon to full moon

Message: 2004

From: remonm@ymail.com

Date: 12/11/2015

On December 11th there is a new moon and on the 25th there will be a full moon. Is there any specific meditations I can do to help me manifest my desires.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Birth Chart

Message: 2005

From: thanatos_sun144

Date: 12/13/2015

I agree with the whole thing about us SS being treated differently even if we don't tell anyone. I don't get it but it happens, for better and worse. It's weird.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2006
Subject: Re: Natal Chart Readings: Benjamin Franklin

From: thanatos_sun144

Date: 12/14/2015

Well I can pull up the site now but can't read anything ): I click on the little tabs and a small black circle appears on the center of the page. Gah, not your
fault though, I was just very curious to read your site lol
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Using void moons?

Message: 2007

From: thanatos_sun144

Date: 12/14/2015

Is there any way to use a void moon to your advantage, like with timing magick and such? Or any other ways? I know of reasons to /not/ do anything, but
are there any positive things a void moon can do?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Laziness

Message: 2008

From: kyleshand

Date: 12/14/2015

@Lydia Thanks! And yeah I notice when I keep on top of my chakra meditations I have more motivation and energy for things. Tbh part of me likes how I
am cause nothing much seems to bother me in my day to day life, I am usually quite content so that's the plus side.

Messages in JoS_Astrology group.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2009
Subject: Re: Using void moons?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2010
Subject: Re: Using void moons?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2011
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From: centralforce666

Date: 12/14/2015

From: thanatos_sun144

Date: 12/14/2015

From:
Date: 12/19/2015
high_priest_hooded_cobra_666
Subject: Jew Reveals the Jewish Plan on Microchipping the 'Goyim' Populace
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2012
From: maxine.dietrich
Date: 12/19/2015
Subject: Re: Using void moons?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2013
From: kasime1024
Date: 12/19/2015
Subject: Malefic Planets and their Planetary Squares
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2014
From: Ko Johnson
Date: 12/19/2015
Subject: Re: Malefic Planets and their Planetary Squares
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2015
From: zygisrko
Date: 12/20/2015
Subject: Learned all the basics of chart reading & etc.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2016
From: brandonvaldez963@...
Date: 12/21/2015
Subject: Re: Learned all the basics of chart reading & etc.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2017
From: chimera072
Date: 12/21/2015
Subject: Chart Ruller and other questions
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2018
From: Prophet TGP
Date: 12/21/2015
Subject: Re: Learned all the basics of chart reading & etc.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2019
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Date: 12/21/2015
Subject: Re: Learned all the basics of chart reading & etc.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2020
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Date: 12/21/2015
Subject: Re: Chart Ruller and other questions
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2021
From: zygisrko
Date: 12/21/2015
Subject: Re: Learned all the basics of chart reading & etc.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2022
From: brandonvaldez963@...
Date: 12/21/2015
Subject: Re: Chart Ruller and other questions
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2023
From: brandonvaldez963@...
Date: 12/21/2015
Subject: Re: Chart Ruller and other questions
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2024
From: snakelady1614
Date: 12/22/2015
Subject: I kinda made a thingy with one of satans sigil's
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2025
From: black.wyrm666
Date: 12/22/2015
Subject: Re: Chart Ruller and other questions
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2026
From: Yog Sothoth
Date: 12/22/2015
Subject: Re: I kinda made a thingy with one of satans sigil's [1 Attachment]
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2027
From:
Date: 12/22/2015
snakelady1614@yahoo.com
Subject: Re: I kinda made a thingy with one of satans sigil's
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2028
From: Miguel Cardenas
Date: 12/23/2015
Subject: Re: I kinda made a thingy with one of satans sigil's
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2029
From: kasime1024
Date: 1/3/2016
Subject: Retrogrades,Moon Phases and Planetary Squares
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2030
From: taol_van_sherwood
Date: 1/3/2016
Subject: Re: Birth Chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2031
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Date: 1/3/2016
Subject: Re: Birth Chart

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2032
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Retrogrades,Moon Phases and Planetary Squares
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2033
From: brandonvaldez963@...
Subject: Re: Retrogrades,Moon Phases and Planetary Squares
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2034
From: brandonvaldez963@...
Subject: Re: Birth Chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2035
From: taol_van_sherwood
Subject: Re: Birth Chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2036
From: brandonvaldez963@...
Subject: Re: Birth Chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2037
From: taol_van_sherwood
Subject: Re: Birth Chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2038
From: hagemage
Subject: Re: Birth Chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2039
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Birth Chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2040
From: vabzirvonpho
Subject: Re: Birth Chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2041
From: Epsilon Grewar
Subject: Re: Birth Chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2042
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Birth Chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2043
From: taol_van_sherwood
Subject: Re: Malefic Planets and their Planetary Squares
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2044
From: thanatos_sun144
Subject: Re: Using void moons?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2045
From: thanatos_sun144
Subject: Advice/thoughts on healing working I will be doing?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2046
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Advice/thoughts on healing working I will be doing?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2047
From: thanatos_sun144
Subject: Re: Advice/thoughts on healing working I will be doing?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2049
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Advice/thoughts on healing working I will be doing?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2050
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: read my chart please
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2051
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: Chart Ruler and Houses
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2052
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: New moon to full moon
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2053
From:
desert392@rocketmail.com
Subject: Lilith In Scorpio
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2054
From: black.wyrm666
Subject: Re: Lilith In Scorpio
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2055
From:
high_priest_hooded_cobra_666
Subject: Jewish lies about...Man, Woman, Gender of God...
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2056
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: How To Learn More About Transits and Aspects

Date: 1/3/2016
Date: 1/4/2016
Date: 1/4/2016
Date: 1/4/2016
Date: 1/4/2016
Date: 1/5/2016
Date: 1/5/2016
Date: 1/5/2016
Date: 1/5/2016
Date: 1/5/2016
Date: 1/5/2016
Date: 1/6/2016
Date: 1/6/2016
Date: 1/6/2016
Date: 1/6/2016
Date: 1/8/2016
Date: 1/8/2016
Date: 1/12/2016
Date: 1/12/2016
Date: 1/12/2016
Date: 1/13/2016

Date: 1/13/2016
Date: 1/14/2016

Date: 1/14/2016

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2057
From: ernnokstrong
Subject: second opinion
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2058
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: second opinion
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2059
From: zygisrko
Subject: Re: How To Learn More About Transits and Aspects

Date: 1/19/2016

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2009
Subject: Re: Using void moons?

Date: 12/14/2015

From: centralforce666

Date: 1/19/2016
Date: 1/20/2016

It's a good time to relax and not be interrupted while meditating. You can also continue workings which were
started before the void moon.
Otherwise, no there isn't really any benefit it will confer upon any new working except to make it a pointless
waste of time.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2010
Subject: Re: Using void moons?

From: thanatos_sun144

Date: 12/14/2015

I knew stuff previously started could be continued through them but... bleh now I don't like void moons
even more lol
Too many negative aspects of it and not enough positive, it's a waste of my time XD
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2011

From:
Date: 12/19/2015
high_priest_hooded_cobra_666
Subject: Jew Reveals the Jewish Plan on Microchipping the 'Goyim' Populace
Biometric tattoos could gather important data and track the wearer

Biometric tattoos could gather
important data and track ...
We are being lead to ultimately having
within our bodies an RFID chip that will be
implanted, says legal and media analyst
Lionel. We went from desktop compu...
View on www.youtube.com

Preview by Yahoo

Jew Reveals the Jewish Plan on Microchipping the 'Goyim' Populace

Just look at this psychotic, insane, neurotic and aggressive jew. He also reveals the plans to the Goyim, as to
play the "savior" to them of course. Nobody could have said it better than a jew himself. He just relates
you to the plan of the Yids.

Just watch this arrogant kike, playing the "Exposing" part of what its jewish ancestors came up with, want to
materialize, and now they supposedly defend the stupid "Goyim" from.
Because, "God forbid" (The jewish god of course, who is JHVH and who is the collective of the jewish beings
/race/aliens), they will inform you "prophetically" about what they...themselves caused and invented. And

are creating by the "Torah".
Two sided games, as always. On one hand, the jewish "JHVH" plays the bad guy. The jewish spawns play
the intermediates in all levels. The Goyim watch, and await for the "jewish savior" to save them...From what
the jews have caused them and are causing to them.
Goyims (animals in Hebrew)...Wake up, before its too late.
How about, we do some very ruthless Reversal Torah Workings, to save the World from this pestillence?
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2012
Subject: Re: Using void moons?

From: maxine.dietrich

Date: 12/19/2015

Former US President Ronald Regan would make promises and statements he had no intention of
keeping on a void Moon, purposely. This was stated in a book from his and Nancy ’s personal
astrologer Joan Quigley.

Also, now this is theory and I can't back this up as I read it, but according to some information I read,
any loans taken out during a void Moon wont have to be repaid, but remember, this is something I
read, so use common sense.

Also, if you don’t want to finish a job, for whatever reason, then begin it on a void Moon.

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
www.joyofsatan.com

2a
Using void moons?

Mon Dec 14, 2015 7:37 am (PST) . Posted by:
thanatos_sun144 Is there any way to use a void moon to

your advantage, like with timing
magick and such? Or any other ways? I know of reasons to /not/ do anything, but are there any positive things a void moon
can do?

Free 3D Marine Aquarium Screensaver
Watch dolphins, sharks & orcas on your desktop! Check it out at www.inbox.com/marineaquarium

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2013
From: kasime1024
Subject: Malefic Planets and their Planetary Squares

Date: 12/19/2015

Greetings to you
I had a few questions regarding the planetary squares.
1) Suppose a planet is debilitated but is malefic for me,will doing it's square increase it's malefic effects or
reduce them?
2) If a planet is strong and malefic for me,then should i do it's square?
3) Can someone please see my birth chart and tell me which planetary squares i need to do?I MAY face an
accident very soon and i don't know which planetary squares i need to do.I only want to know which
planets/chakras are weak and malefic and the planetary squares i need to do.

Thank you for replying
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2014
From: Ko Johnson
Subject: Re: Malefic Planets and their Planetary Squares

Date: 12/19/2015

If you have a planet In a debilitated sign then Satans magick square will help that for the better
And it's not smart to let others read your birth chart because it contains all of your personal info.
Here is a website that will tell you if your sign is afflicted, exalted etc
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Noted_Planetary_Placements.html
These are the ruling planets for the chakras:
Saturn- Base chakra
Mars- Sacral chakra
Sun- Solar plexus chakra
Mercury- Heart chakra
Venus- Throat Chakra
Moon- 6th/ Third eye chakra
Jupiter- Crown chakra
Depending on which one is debilitated or in Fall is the one you may want to do the square on
If need here is an example:
If Venus was in either Scorpio or Aries it would be detriment or if in Virgo it would be in Fall. Therefore you
would want to do the Venus square to offset the negative characteristics
Hope this helps let me know if you have more questions
Sent from my iPhone

On Dec 19, 2015, at 5:30 AM, kasime1024@... [JoS_Astrology] <
JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Greetings to you

I had a few questions regarding the planetary squares.
1) Suppose a planet is debilitated but is malefic for me,will doing it's square increase it's malefic effects
or
reduce them?
2) If a planet is strong and malefic for me,then should i do it's square?
3) Can someone please see my birth chart and tell me which planetary squares i need to do?I MAY face
an
accident very soon and i don't know which planetary squares i need to do.I only want to know
which
planets/chakras are weak and malefic and the planetary squares i need to do.

Thank you for replying

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2015
From: zygisrko
Subject: Learned all the basics of chart reading & etc.

Date: 12/20/2015

Hello, I began being interested in astrology 2 days ago.
I've been studying it for atleast I'd say 5 hours a day now.
I figured everything out for using the including decans/houses/chartrulers/4 dividing lines
(Ascendant,IC,Descendant,Midheaven)

After figuring out all my fortunes and misfortunes with each planets position in the zodiac sign and its
degree. I am now wondering what do I need to learn in order to create my own daily horoscopes and etc.
Such as learning when Saturn is transiting or its importance. Stuff like that. I want to get more into energy
workings and spells so I decided it'd be best to do it on the day it would be most powerful for me!

Can anyone link some intermediate/advanced tutorials/guides for 'stuff' like that?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2016
From: brandonvaldez963@...
Subject: Re: Learned all the basics of chart reading & etc.

Date: 12/21/2015

The arts are first nature to me I can help with all and any!
Sent from my iPhone

On Dec 20, 2015, at 16:47, zygtarvydas@... [JoS_Astrology] <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> wrote:

Hello, I began being interested in astrology 2 days ago.
I've been studying it for atleast I'd say 5 hours a day now.
I figured everything out for using the including decans/houses/chartrulers/4 dividing lines
(Ascendant,IC,Descendant,Midheaven)

After figuring out all my fortunes and misfortunes with each planets position in the zodiac sign and its
degree. I am now wondering what do I need to learn in order to create my own daily horoscopes and
etc.
Such as learning when Saturn is transiting or its importance. Stuff like that. I want to get more into
energy workings and spells so I decided it'd be best to do it on the day it would be most powerful for
me!

Can anyone link some intermediate/advanced tutorials/guides for 'stuff' like that?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2017
Subject: Chart Ruller and other questions

From: chimera072

Date: 12/21/2015

Hello people . I'm new on astrology , i ve been study for some months now , and i still got some things i
dont really understand . Like , the chart ruller/s are the one/s in the AC ? (lets presume that the AC hits
Scorpio , the rullers are Pluto and co-ruller Mars ?) and what if Mercury is in Virgo that makes him a ruller
too ?
And in predictions i have to watch the ruller , that means Pluto Mars and Mercury ?
Another question for you guys would be : in the chart of women (in predictions) if the Sun / Mars conjuncts
the Moon or Venus , that means that a relation is about to emerge ?
And the last one : if Mercury is in Virgo in the 5th house , the house that Mercury is rulling (3rd house ) is
more powerfull right ?
Thank you in anticipation and sorry for my raw english .
Hail Satan
Hail Glasya-Labolas
Glory to the Pantheon of Hell !
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2018
From: Prophet TGP
Subject: Re: Learned all the basics of chart reading & etc.

Date: 12/21/2015

Actually I'm practically in the same position you are. Any info u receive, please feel free to send my way lol
On Dec 20, 2015 7:31 PM, "zygtarvydas@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> wrote:

Hello, I began being interested in astrology 2 days ago.
I've been studying it for atleast I'd say 5 hours a day now.
I figured everything out for using the including decans/houses/chartrulers/4 dividing lines
(Ascendant,IC,Descendant,Midheaven)

After figuring out all my fortunes and misfortunes with each planets position in the zodiac sign
and its degree. I am now wondering what do I need to learn in order to create my own daily
horoscopes and etc.

Such as learning when Saturn is transiting or its importance. Stuff like that. I want to get
more into energy workings and spells so I decided it'd be best to do it on the day it would be
most powerful for me!

Can anyone link some intermediate/advanced tutorials/guides for 'stuff' like that?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2019
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Learned all the basics of chart reading & etc.

Date: 12/21/2015

I roll my eyes when I hear about "daily horoscopes"... sigh.

Ok. Planets transit fairly slow, except the Moon. Sun moves one degree a day. Really not fast enough to
warrant a horoscope for every single day. A Saturn transit can last for months, Pluto for years, especially if it
conjoins a natal planet, stations, retrogrades past, stations, goes direct, then conjoins again (same for
oppositions squares trines etc).

Planetwatcher.com is my go-to. I check it often enough, more when I was newer but as you get the hang of
how fast the planets move it kinda plays out in your head. I check it weekly, and I check ahead for years to
be prepared. Also just out of curiosity.

Just a few quick tips (and these really are just a few):

Take note of:
-when planets will aspect your natal planets, especially chart ruler(s)
-what houses the outer (more powerful influence) planets are in
-when the outer planets enter a new house
-when the Moon aspects your natal Mars and vice versa, this leads to more rash decision making, more
anger, over-assertiveness, etc.

When planets transit natal planets, take into consideration the nature of the planets:
-Uranus transits can bring unexpected, unpredictable, and drastic changes. Pluto, drastic life-changing but
either good or bad, depending on everything else happening.
-Saturn will kick your ass but can be alright, it shakes foundations so to speak so it can make life rough but
might be better in the long run. Or it might be worse. Always keep your energies high when you see a Saturn
transit coming.
-Neptune weakens and brings disillusions and deceptions. Meditation sublimates it, beautiful things can
happen (if it doesn't make you insane, that is).
-Jupiter is awesome. Especially if it is a chart ruler. But it may make one a bit lazy at times (transiting
through 5th house, too much time spent on recreation for example).

Don't forget to check for all aspects. Inconjunctions, sesi-squares, sextiles, and so on.

It sounds like you're really enjoying learning about astrology :)

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2020
Subject: Re: Chart Ruller and other questions

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 12/21/2015

Chart ruler is the planet(s) that rule the AC, and any planets in the first house. If there is a stellium (3 or
more planets in conjunction) then it is also a major factor.

Mercury in Virgo is a chart ruler only if AC is in Virgo.

If Sun/Mars conjoins Moon/Venus, no. Sun and Mars will conjoin natal Moon and Venus about 3 or more
times a year (Sun to Ven, Sun to Moon, Mars to Ven, Mar to Moon; Sun takes 1 year around zodiac and
Mars about 2 years), you probably won't have 3 new relationships a year. But if this happens in a Solar
return, or solar arc, or progression, then it's quite likely. Many things factor in though. With a solar return, it
depends on the houses (natal and SR), it may just bring a change in those houses.

For your last question, Mercury would only be ruling 3rd if it was in 3rd or if Gemini is on the 3rd house
cusp. It is the natural ruler of 3rd but all natal charts vary. But Mercury in Virgo does make your Mercury
stronger.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2021
From: zygisrko
Subject: Re: Learned all the basics of chart reading & etc.

Date: 12/21/2015

Thanks for that information. Sorry about the daily horoscopes thingies, I am still pretty new to this.
I bookmarked that link for later purposes, so It can serve me well.
One thing I noticed is that in Azazel's Astrology for Satanists, is that it doesn't mention teach the new-comer
about aspects. Or if it does on 'How to read an Astrology Chart' its not very blatant nor detailed.
Do you have a resource you wouldn't mine sparing for that? Or perhaps a quick lesson if your not too busy
xD
Anyways back to meditation. Ill keep in touch with this ^^
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2022
Subject: Re: Chart Ruller and other questions

From: brandonvaldez963@...

Date: 12/21/2015

Don't forget longitude, attitude, and birth time and I'll will explain to you how I mapped it and the effects of
integration between angles
Sent from my iPhone

On Dec 21, 2015, at 02:56, chimera072@... [JoS_Astrology] <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> wrote:

Hello people . I'm new on astrology , i ve been study for some months now , and i still got some
things i dont really understand . Like , the chart ruller/s are the one/s in the AC ? (lets presume that the
AC hits Scorpio , the rullers are Pluto and co-ruller Mars ?) and what if Mercury is in Virgo that makes
him a ruller too ?
And in predictions i have to watch the ruller , that means Pluto Mars and Mercury ?
Another question for you guys would be : in the chart of women (in predictions) if the Sun / Mars
conjuncts the Moon or Venus , that means that a relation is about to emerge ?
And the last one : if Mercury is in Virgo in the 5th house , the house that Mercury is rulling (3rd house )
is more powerfull right ?
Thank you in anticipation and sorry for my raw english .
Hail Satan
Hail Glasya-Labolas
Glory to the Pantheon of Hell !

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2023
Subject: Re: Chart Ruller and other questions

From: brandonvaldez963@...

Date: 12/21/2015

How about this u send me a pic of ur natal chart plus the squares n all, and I'll send u a free report back
through here
Sent from my iPhone

On Dec 21, 2015, at 02:56, chimera072@... [JoS_Astrology] <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
> wrote:

Hello people . I'm new on astrology , i ve been study for some months now , and i still got some
things i dont really understand . Like , the chart ruller/s are the one/s in the AC ? (lets presume that the
AC hits Scorpio , the rullers are Pluto and co-ruller Mars ?) and what if Mercury is in Virgo that makes
him a ruller too ?
And in predictions i have to watch the ruller , that means Pluto Mars and Mercury ?
Another question for you guys would be : in the chart of women (in predictions) if the Sun / Mars
conjuncts the Moon or Venus , that means that a relation is about to emerge ?
And the last one : if Mercury is in Virgo in the 5th house , the house that Mercury is rulling (3rd house )
is more powerfull right ?
Thank you in anticipation and sorry for my raw english .
Hail Satan

Hail Glasya-Labolas
Glory to the Pantheon of Hell !

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2024
From: snakelady1614
Subject: I kinda made a thingy with one of satans sigil's

Date: 12/22/2015

Attachments :
Satans Sigil 1.bmp
I think it turned out good. owo.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2025
Subject: Re: Chart Ruller and other questions

From: black.wyrm666

Date: 12/22/2015

Yeah riiiiiight, sure she will...
It is forbidden to reaveal personal data - birth date, place of living, phone number, etc. - for SAFETY reasons.
Hail Volac!
88!
HS!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2026
From: Yog Sothoth
Subject: Re: I kinda made a thingy with one of satans sigil's [1 Attachment]

Date: 12/22/2015

That looks really nice! What is that oil paint? pastel?

On Monday, December 21, 2015 9:25 PM, "snakelady1614@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

I think it turned out good. owo.

Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2027

From:
snakelady1614@yahoo.com
Subject: Re: I kinda made a thingy with one of satans sigil's

Date: 12/22/2015

It's digital. I first made a gradient for the background then made the edges, then I added a first layer of yellow for the sigil.
Then I overlayed it with white. Then I added blue here and there. >w< I'm glad you liked it! I want to do more like it.
Sent from my Verizon 4G LTE Smartphone
------ Original message-----From: Yog Sothoth yogsothoth666999@yahoo...
Date: Tue, Dec 22, 2015 3:49 AM
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com;
Subject:Re: [JoS_Astrology] I kinda made a thingy with one of satans sigil's

That looks really nice! What is that oil paint? pastel?

On Monday, December 21, 2015 9:25 PM, "snakelady1614@... [JoS_Astrology]" < a="">> wrote:<>

I think it turned out good. owo.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2028
From: Miguel Cardenas
Subject: Re: I kinda made a thingy with one of satans sigil's

Date: 12/23/2015

To the metal heads out there. Keep your ckakaras vibrating as hard as metal and your aura amplified with
the gold tone. Here's a jam https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=hTit_7G1qgU
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

On Tue, Dec 22, 2015 at 12:20 PM, snakelady1614@... snakelady1614@... [JoS_Astrology]
<JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

It's digital. I first made a gradient for the background then made the edges, then I added a first layer of
yellow for the sigil. Then I overlayed it with white. Then I added blue here and there. >w< I'm glad you
liked it! I want to do more like it.
Sent from my Verizon 4G LTE Smartphone
------ Original message-----From: Yog Sothoth yogsothoth666999@yahoo...
Date: Tue, Dec 22, 2015 3:49 AM
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com;
Subject:Re: [JoS_Astrology] I kinda made a thingy with one of satans sigil's

That looks really nice! What is that oil paint? pastel?

On Monday, December 21, 2015 9:25 PM, "snakelady1614@... [JoS_Astrology]" > wrote:

I think it turned out good. owo.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2029
From: kasime1024
Subject: Retrogrades,Moon Phases and Planetary Squares

Date: 1/3/2016

Hi all

Hi all

I wanted to know if planetary squares can be done during the respective planet's retrograde motion?For e.g.
i am thinking of doing the mercury square as mercury is in Aquarius right now but it's already in the
retrograde zone and will go stationary retrograde on 5 Jan 8:00 am EST.It will go stationary direct on 25
Jan in Capricorn and leave the retrograde zone on 14 Feb.So,can i do the square during the retrograde
period or should i do it after 14 Feb?

Also,does the phase and sign of moon matter in planetary squares?Should i be wary of void of course
moon?If is then if a full moon occurs at 22:00 then should i do the working before 22:00 as close to the full
moon or sharp at 22:00 as moon is full at a specific time only then it starts waning?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Birth Chart

Message: 2030

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 1/3/2016

On the chart you get from astro.com they put Chiron in there too. Is Chiron doing something significant as
well? if so, where can I find that or what does it do?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Birth Chart

Message: 2031

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 1/3/2016

It's debatable... I've been keeping an eye on it for years in my own chart and not noticing anything. It's
supposed to be about what we are deeply wounded about, and what areas of our life we need to heal this
wound.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <taolvanswd@...> wrote :
On the chart you get from astro.com they put Chiron in there too. Is Chiron doing something significant as
well? if so, where can I find that or what does it do?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2032
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Retrogrades,Moon Phases and Planetary Squares

Date: 1/3/2016

Best done when direct. Especially as Mercury retrograde rules things that can mess up, "anything that can
go wrong will go wrong". So you begin the square, chances are it will go wrong. I'm pretty sure all squares
need to be done when the planet is direct, but I could be wrong.
Don't begin during void moon. As for moon phases and signs, I think it can give a bit of a boost, such as
beginning Sun square when Moon is in Leo, but not really enough to bother altering plans much. It's just
about the planetary energy. And what I did write about moon sign / phase could just be my own superstition
lol.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2033
From: brandonvaldez963@...
Subject: Re: Retrogrades,Moon Phases and Planetary Squares

Date: 1/4/2016

Squares are always in effect retrograde deepening on planet and house sign put there own spin on it and
about the moon yes but only time phase matters is in working far more complex sciences than casting
simple charts
Sent from my iPhone

On Jan 3, 2016, at 10:11, kasime1024@... [JoS_Astrology] <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
wrote:

Hi all

Hi all

I wanted to know if planetary squares can be done during the respective planet's retrograde motion?For
e.g. i am thinking of doing the mercury square as mercury is in Aquarius right now but it's already in
the retrograde zone and will go stationary retrograde on 5 Jan 8:00 am EST.It will go stationary direct
on 25 Jan in Capricorn and leave the retrograde zone on 14 Feb.So,can i do the square during the
retrograde period or should i do it after 14 Feb?

Also,does the phase and sign of moon matter in planetary squares?Should i be wary of void of course
moon?If is then if a full moon occurs at 22:00 then should i do the working before 22:00 as close to the
full moon or sharp at 22:00 as moon is full at a specific time only then it starts waning?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Birth Chart

Message: 2034

From: brandonvaldez963@...

Date: 1/4/2016

You need to know the exact time of birth for Chiron I can help if needed
Sent from my iPhone

On Jan 3, 2016, at 12:14, taolvanswd@... [JoS_Astrology] <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
wrote:

On the chart you get from astro.com they put Chiron in there too. Is Chiron doing something significant
as well? if so, where can I find that or what does it do?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Birth Chart

Message: 2035

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 1/4/2016

@brandon - with what part of the sentence can you help? with chiron or the birth time?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Birth Chart

Message: 2036

From: brandonvaldez963@...

Date: 1/4/2016

Both give me your birth time place of birth and date and in a few moments I'll send you exactly what it
Chiron means by it's house, sign and, degree
Sent from my iPhone

On Jan 4, 2016, at 13:56, taolvanswd@... [JoS_Astrology] <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
wrote:

@brandon - with what part of the sentence can you help? with chiron or the birth time?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Birth Chart

Message: 2037

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 1/5/2016

so lets say you have chiron in a sign, then would chiron say 'you;re hurt by something that has to do with
that sign' since it has to do with the time of birth, is chiron always in your first house? or in the sign with the
ascendant?
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2038

From: hagemage

Date: 1/5/2016

Subject: Re: Birth Chart
How could i read the chart when i dont understand a thing in it. Im born at 25.5.1999
Could you tell me what that means?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Birth Chart

Message: 2039

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 1/5/2016

A full Satanic natal chart reading yields approximately 8-15 pages, so it's not just a simple matter of telling
you "what it means". There is so much information that can be found in natal charts. Study Azazels
Astrology on JoS, and there are many other resources online as well, just be wary of the new-age corrupted
"info".
Oh and it's not advised to post your birth data online.
Azazels astrology main page:
Azazel's Astrology for Satanists

Azazel's Astrology for Satanists
ABOUT ASTROLOGY ASTROLOGY
INDEX: SIGNS, PLANETS, ASPECTS
AND PLACEMENTS ASTRODIENST- Get a copy of your own astrology chart...

View on www.angelfire.com

Preview by Yahoo

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <hagemage@...> wrote :
How could i read the chart when i dont understand a thing in it. Im born at 25.5.1999
Could you tell me what that means?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Birth Chart

Message: 2040

From: vabzirvonpho

Date: 1/5/2016

There is a group chat on twitter that helps with learning astrology, follow Teloc Vovim and ask to join you :)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Birth Chart

Message: 2041

From: Epsilon Grewar

Date: 1/5/2016

Go to the JoS site and read Azazel's Astrology for Satanists. It's under the Satanic Witchcraft section. If you
can't do that on your own then don't do Astrology or ask others to just do it for you because you're too lazy.

From: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> on behalf of hagemage@...
[JoS_Astrology] <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: January 5, 2016 7:06 AM
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Birth Chart

How could i read the chart when i dont understand a thing in it. Im born at 25.5.1999
Could you tell me what that means?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Birth Chart

Message: 2042

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 1/5/2016

Whoops haha not 8-15 pages, was typing too quickly.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2043
From: taol_van_sherwood
Subject: Re: Malefic Planets and their Planetary Squares

Date: 1/6/2016

If your houses are experiencing delay, is it possible to vibrate the word from the sign that house is in? To
make its position better? Shannon has posted these in the main group.

Or is there a different way to counter this?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2044
Subject: Re: Using void moons?

From: thanatos_sun144

Date: 1/6/2016

Oh wow, I had no idea about that thing with Reagan. No wonder he got away with that.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2045
From: thanatos_sun144
Subject: Advice/thoughts on healing working I will be doing?

Date: 1/6/2016

Hello everyone, I wanted to get opinions and such on a major daily healing working I am going to be doing
very soon. A very good friend of mine's mother has been in the hospital for a few weeks now, and things
have been looking grim. Long story short, terrible doctor didn't do his job and suddenly she finds out she
had major blood clots in her legs and cancer. So I am wanting to help save her life. So far I have been
doing basic energy workings, breathing white-gold energy into her as much as I can, every day - I've
visualized it outside of myself so I do not form a connection with the sicknesses and disease and etc, and
then directed it into her, engulfing her in it, and visualizing it getting brighter and more solid in her with every
breath.

I've been doing the above just so I have had /something/ to do to help her in the meantime, before I can
begin a proper working. What I have planned is this: Two days from now, on the 8th, the moon will be in
Virgo, and I will start the working during an hour of the Sun, and obviously taking care not to start this when
the moon is void. I will vibrate the runes Thurisaz (JoS states in white magick it is a healing rune), Nauthiz
(aiding her mentality to carry on when all seems lost), and Ehwaz (to unite the rune energies harmoniously).
During all this I will again visualize her engulfed in white-gold energy. I am not sure how many times I should
state the affirmation I have - I've no doubt my affirmation is a good one, I've always been good with
affirmations, I just want to know how many times I should state it after I vibrate the runes, or if once is
enough?

Thank you for reading, it means a lot to me to whomever can help me with this.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2046
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Advice/thoughts on healing working I will be doing?

Date: 1/6/2016

9 is the best number for ending things / healing from disease. Some people use 10 affirmations if it's for
healing, some might say 8... it depends on how the affirmation is stated as well. Trust your instinct.
There is also a Sanskrit mantra, it means "physician", it's good for healing. Bhishag-ya. Vibrated BBBAAAAHHEEE-SHAAAGGG-YYYAAA, if you're interested in trying that as well. Make sure to vibrate all letters, 'g' is
at the back of throat like an exaggerated 'y'.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2047
From: thanatos_sun144
Subject: Re: Advice/thoughts on healing working I will be doing?

Date: 1/8/2016

So is the rune combination good? Or do I need to change anything about it? I appreciate the advice on the
Sanskrit word, I might not use that though since I don't have experience vibrating it, I prefer to get some
practice in, it makes me feel more comfortable to do that first lol.
I want to make sure everything is as good as I can make it, I mean I am trying to save someone's life D:
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2049

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 1/8/2016

Subject: Re: Advice/thoughts on healing working I will be doing?
Just make sure that it's not too many runes to be doing each session. I know I've taken on too much at one
time before.
Also, clean her aura often. Vi-suddhi is exceptional for deep cleaning of aura and chakras.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2050
Subject: Re: read my chart please

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 1/12/2016

If you are confused, you can look at chart interpretations to give you an idea of how to interpret a chart.
Benjamin Franklin
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic11524.html
Barack Obama
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic11542.html
Marie Curie
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic11488.html

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2051
Subject: Re: Chart Ruler and Houses

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 1/12/2016

Yes. The chart ruler is the planet(s) ruling the ascending sign. If there are any planets in your first house,
they are co-rulers as well.
Houses represent different areas of your life and planets in the houses exert influence on those areas of your
life. For example, the second house is the house of finances. If you had Saturn in the second house, that
could indicate problems with money as Saturn rules misfortune.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2052
Subject: Re: New moon to full moon

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 1/12/2016

To manifest your desires you need to raise energy through some method like mantas, runes, yoga, or some
other method and then program the energy to do what you want. For example, if you want protection you
can vibrate the rune ALGIZ and affirm something like "The energies of ALGIZ are permanently protecting me
in every way." "The Three Steps of Witchcraft" page on the Joy of Satan website explains how to work
magick to manifest your desires.
The Three Steps of Witchcraft
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/ThreeSteps.html
Runic Kabalah PDF and Audio Mp3s
http://www.exposingcommunism.com/Audio_Mp3s.htm
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2053

From:
desert392@rocketmail.com

Date: 1/13/2016

Subject: Lilith In Scorpio
Hi, I did some research on my birth chart and I found out I have Lilith in Scoprio, my moon is also in Scoprio.
Can someone explain what Lilith in Scorpio means? Thanks!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2054
Subject: Re: Lilith In Scorpio

From: black.wyrm666

Date: 1/13/2016

BLM (Black Moon Lilith) is a mathematical point, not a physical one (so are the nodes btw, which doesn't
make them invalid). Some people wanted to add some other 'Liliths' - an invisible moon (Waldemath or
somthing), and a physical asteroid, named after a child that died very young.
https://darkstarastrology.com/moon-goddess/

https://darkstarastrology.com/moon-conjunct-lilith/
The author appears to be a kike, but have a read - the aspects' description she provides are quite accurate.
You can look for yourself in the internet and figure out what it can mean for you.
HAIL VOLAC!
88!
HS!

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <desert392@...> wrote :
Hi, I did some research on my birth chart and I found out I have Lilith in Scoprio, my moon is also in Scoprio.
Can someone explain what Lilith in Scorpio means? Thanks!
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2055

From:
Date: 1/14/2016
high_priest_hooded_cobra_666
Subject: Jewish lies about...Man, Woman, Gender of God...
From a reply in another post:

Its sad a mind like Evola or others didn't quite have the spiritual basis upon which he could understand that
"Man Good - Woman Bad" dualism is just jewish nonsense and perversions. Which just boil into external and
internal and such, having nothing to do with "Evil" in any existential form. Evil and Good never had these
ethical charge in the Ancient World. Other than when it came to harming other members of one's Race or
polity and such and the list goes.

In Ancient Greek these had to do with law, not some outer space meaning. Also, the Positive and Negative
aspects of Male and Female, never had to do with "evil" in the social sense, either. This is a common
preaching of the Jewish religions, but the Greeks and others completely understood it. This is why women
and men were equally following initiation and such in the Greek Religion, while in the jewish one, the women
are put into the bullseye of the "Evil" and "Tempting" in Nature. To be "tempted" is not always evil. In fact,
it can be quite a good influence sometimes, if combined with logical thinking.

People due to internal disconnectedness towards their own feminine aspect, or male aspect, tend to
externalize this hatred towards the world and other people who are not responsible at all. This is due to the
lack, thank jews, of both spiritual understanding and the free circulation of practices for the people. But the
jews had to back this up even harder, while they themselves knew the fatal Truth behind this statement, as
it was stolen by Pagan Gentiles to begin with.

After all it was "Eve's" mistake and such, Adam is supposed to be a stupid idiot etc etc. Well Woman is only
for this idiot and made out of his rib, not much importance. So from this stems all you see in the Middle East
and all other insanities of such nature. Which of course didn't quite manifest in the same way everywhere,
and the list goes, and this of course involves Race and the tendencies of the major parts of Races. How
something of such nature manifests should also serve as the basis of understanding what is what, maybe
Racially too. I won't get in details as to not deviate from the intention of the post, but this might help people
who are interested in advancing their Race, understand.

Truths about Gender, Race or anything else, the jew has accepted these in others and in their own Racial
groups, they move for centuries against Gentiles with the Truth that many are not willing to swallow, or even
see. So they win and you lose, because you are too much of a wussy and you always get offended. Because
oh my, reality stops where one's comfort zone stops. Yet the jews knew these Truths for hundreds of years,
abused these and of course formulated everything in accordance to these, no matter how "too much" were
they for others. The jew doesn't have your weaknesses such as Social Marxism and feeling a pinch in the
butt every time you hear something Racial. The jew lives by the Racial laws and in the knowledge of the
weaknesses and strengths of its own Race too.

Back to the jewish fairytales of world domination which portray as religions. Well, this paved the way for the
enemy to abuse the feminine largely on the host populace they wanted to destroy, in plain words. And every
misogynist or anyone who didn't enjoy women, or had distorted perceptions about them due to childhood
drama, somehow had a cosmic backup about their own cuckoldry, lack of understanding of choice, or
affection and such, must be transcendental law. Also backed up by the jewish anti-feminine beliefs. You can
be an asshole to all women on the planet, simply because "God" is your backup. Now see where this
horrendous crap of the enemy and their lies did lead. Women are still being enslaved and abused in the
Middle East or in any other region, only due to the shit some paranoid yids said at some point. And every
heart broken teenager, male or female, can find transcendental reasons about why the whole opposite
Gender sucks. Thanks jews.

But then they come and of course the jews will solve this issue of women. You know when you make a
contract with a jew, its going to be a legit one. For sure. I mean just look around. Most trustworthy people,
ever. So they basically try to create feminism to totally destroy the feminine and make every woman start
being in denial of her nature, man hating bitchy attitude female, or at least just deviate for what she always
felt was the right thing to do. Just hate men for the sake of hating them. Or just, whatever. What the jew
says will "Liberate" you. If it happens due to some retarded man who thinks he can treat women badly,
because of course God is on his side and teaches that men are to be stupid and animal like creatures, so he
is what the jewish "god" instructs anyway, and she does what jewish Feminism said, anyway. I mean "god"
is on the side of both, since they are stupid enough to listen the jews as their "god".

Another nice extreme way to see things. Screw everybody. Become either a sexless saint, chop your penis
off and feed it to the wolves, for it will prohibit your entry on heaven, or become the wildest whore there
has ever been and take everything that moves and walks, destroy it just to feel powerful. Become an
animal, or fry your own brain by overthinking around the jewish dogma. Both ways, the jew will win, so it
doesn't matter. "Opposite extremes", same racial jew behind it all, same Goyim animal slaves in the middle,
trying to figure out why they are always wrong to the slaver demands of the jews.

But no matter what, its never enough. No matter what you do, it’s never enough for the jews and their
unnatural and sick demands. You always fall short, because you are in fact looking in the way of uprising in
reverse. You are falling and falling lower, every day, and because the jews are on the rock bottom, people
keep falling for their shit, sometimes only to find themselves in the mental hospital, only too late. To the jew
you will pay debts eternally. Here (you must repent to your sins and bow to the jewish tribal animalistic
stupid "god"), before you even were born (Men are born sinners of course, your mothers were whores, so
you must repent) and of course, after you die and for all eternity, you will be paying your debts of sins to
the jewish "creator" in heaven. Ah...men!

The jews also were the only idiots who put "God" as a "Male" and only in a "Male" form. In the Greek
Patheon, there was an equal number of Goddesses and Gods. Also, there were Androgynous Gods like
Bacchus, who personify inside them the Union that generates what is called God, as the "third" force in
existence, that of creation of Male and Female forces.

Oh and Goyim (Racial jewish slang for non jews, meaning Animals). Since we are all animals and we cannot
comprehend our Own Gentile Culture that the jews stole and portray it as their own, (even after historical
evidence proves its only recent compared to all other Spiritual Cultures, but, fuck Historical Evidence and
praise jooz) and the original is (how original of the jews) they hide from you some things. Well, God is a
"male" but...He is dependent on his "Shekinah", which is actually stolen from "Shakti" and is the Feminine
Energy or Aspect of "God". Oh, also Jewsus, in other "Gospels" which the church removed because they
didn't align with what the they wanted the Goyim to learn, do openly talk about how "Jesus" was either gay
or was in sexual relation with Mary the Magdalene. But the Goyim just need to pray to jewsus and the
thoughform JHVH, look in the sky, give their energy to a though form and of course, believe in no other
"gods" other than the jewish creator of the cosmos, who, with one fart, created the whole existence. Keep
the stolen Pagan knowledge the jews used to formulate these things, hidden from the Goyim.

But the Goyim don't need to know. They need to just have a "male" God. After all we are too stupid to
figure out how deeply the jews have destroyed the "male and feminine" aspects and too stupid to figure out
from where it was stolen...Which happens to be...all our Gentile Religions. Well. It seems like the Goyim
know. As they always knew, way before the emergence of the emergency situation of the jew.

The jews due to lack of internal understanding and because they wanted to stupefy the masses and turn
people against people, but also because they were gravely afraid of everything Feminine (as feminity is
power, the attractive principle and such, all arousing emotions, unconscious mind, Serpent, Ancestral
memory, giving life etc- all hazardous to the enemy's death cult). Give to the jews the greatest thing, give
them time and a pen or a scribe and you will soon end with a plan on how to put the world into jewish
supremacist regime, how the whole world will be degraded into a communist clump and how the people
should be better enslaved under a jewish rule. Its just their supremacist and murderous nature showing
itself, nothing more. Their evident paranoia and fear of anything Gentile, as well as the hatred for everything
we are and do, or ever did. They turn the greatest things and the most exalted things into the lowest
garbage and this is the internal nature of the jew expressed in their works and "Creations".

After all, give the most exalted work of Wagner to a pig. What it can understand? Well at least if it doesn't
understand, it may just not destroy things, or formulate a plan to world enslavement with what it is given.
Maybe I judge the poor pig too harshly, it doesn't deserve to be paralleled to the jew. The Pig would never
do that and its a very good animal. The jew on the other hand is worse.

Its only with the power of the feminine forces this world and more especially life goes in the front and in the
guidance or pointing of the masculine, which is supposed traditionally to guide the feminine, while
paradoxically being guided by it, that balance and power are achieved. Cut one from the other and both
remain weak, and incomplete. Harmony and Unity is what the spiritual process is about. Man and Woman
are by nature tied together, and in each every man and woman, no matter they sexually prefer or what they
like, are the embodiment of both forces. Both these polarities play a crucial role and complete one another.
Also, two men and two women, in the same relation, can be of "Masculine" and "Feminine" nature too. This

is what harmony is about. Of course, yet more lies about the enemy about sodomy or anything else. Shut it
down for the masses, gay people in the Gulag and meanwhile, most of the enemy high ranking priests, do
sodomy or other "forbidden" sexual practices all the time.

But when it comes to the real perversions and sicknesses of the mind and spirit, such as raping children or
sex with minors, the jewish and Abrahamic religions are openly advocating. Of course. Marry every 7 year old
you want, every woman at 9 years old can become a wife, suck toddler's dick for its the covenant of
Abraham. But, Masturbation will get you killed by the hand of "God" as the "God" killed Annan in the bible,
for masturbating. "God" is fine with sexual abuse of minors, sucking baby dick, taking sex slaves in Israel,
what have you. But don't you dare masturbate, sinner.

Islam, Judaism and Christianity. Lovely advice. Quite a people to get your ethical and existential advice from,
indeed.

The jew lies to people that they are to hate the other sex, or hate their own, their sexuality and anything
else, or their polarity, but nothing of such is to be hated but rather accepted, so everyone can become whole
and complete, externally and internally. These are personifications of the Divine and in the same way its
expressions. So Women, embrace the fact of you being Women, honor this until death to the highest
standard, for you are Divine. Men, do the same thing. People of the 3rd sex, adhere to your own special
mission.

The jew is about discord, death and ignorance for others, which all do bring the eventual collapse of
everything, in the personal, social, ethical and spiritual sphere.

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2056
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: How To Learn More About Transits and Aspects

Date: 1/14/2016

For more information about transits and astrology in general, you can search through this group and read
posts by High Priestess Maxine Dietrich. In some of her posts, she explains specific transits in detail. Here is
one such post: https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoS_Astrology/conversations/messages/1510
The book "Dynamics of Aspect Analysis" by Bil Tierny in the files section of this group explains more about
how to interpret aspects.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: second opinion

Message: 2057

From: ernnokstrong

Date: 1/19/2016

Hello group. I recourse to you for i find difficulty interpreting a particular Natal Chart. I seek a person with
substantial knowledge (or anyone adept in astrological interpretation and is willing to oblige) to render a
second opinion on the peculiar planetary arrangement presented on this chart.
Please do inform me if you are interested and I will send you an image. Thank you
(Doesn't represent me BTW)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2058
Subject: Re: second opinion

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 1/19/2016

"Peculiar planetary arrangement" piqued my curiosity. I am usually quite busy but I'm stuck at work
today and it's a slow day, I can take a look at it.

Lydia.astrology at gmail dot com if the email I'm sending this from doesn't show up.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2059
From: zygisrko
Subject: Re: How To Learn More About Transits and Aspects

Date: 1/20/2016

Thank you so much for this!
I stagnated my astrology research for nearly 20 days because I couldn't find a good reliable information
about this particular subject at hand.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <johnson_akemi@...> wrote :
For more information about transits and astrology in general, you can search through this group and read
posts by High Priestess Maxine Dietrich. In some of her posts, she explains specific transits in detail. Here is
one such post: https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoS_Astrology/conversations/messages/1510
The book "Dynamics of Aspect Analysis" by Bil Tierny in the files section of this group explains more about
how to interpret aspects.
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From: talonjackman
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From: Ko Johnson
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Message: 2082
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Message: 2083
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Message: 2085
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Message: 2087
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From: Imaginatrix
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Message: 2093

From: Ko Johnson

Date: 2/8/2016
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From: fadiinflames

Date: 2/9/2016
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From: lydia_666@ymail.com
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Date: 2/10/2016

From: Nyesha Bryant

Date: 2/10/2016

From: maxine.dietrich666
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From: hariskanda

Date: 2/11/2016

From: black_magick.force

Date: 2/11/2016

From: lucius_montague

Date: 2/11/2016

From: belthazorthemighty

Date: 2/11/2016

From: Lawman Attractions

Date: 2/12/2016

From: black.wyrm666

Date: 2/12/2016

From: Nyesha Bryant

Date: 2/14/2016

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: 40 day working

Message: 2060

From: cradleofjelly

Date: 1/22/2016

When I do a 40 day working how do the moon signs affect it once its started? Will good signs help it and will signs that typically don´t work well for my goal
hinder it on those days?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: 40 day working

Message: 2061

From: talonjackman

Date: 1/22/2016

As long as you do not start it during a Void of Course moon, the moon signs do not matter afterward. Once you have started then it doesn't matter. Just
continue with your working until finished.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Member 999

Message: 2062

From: nhartman82

Date: 1/22/2016

Hello,
I am member 999. I joined the joy of satan at 8pm January 22nd 2016. Here in Cleveland Ohio Virgo is Asc 4 deg. The moon is 20 deg Cancer Gibbous
phase. The Sun is 2 deg Aquarius with the Vertex at 1 deg Aquarius. Mercury and Pluto 15 deg Capricorn. Jupiter and North node 22 deg Virgo. South node
22 deg Piscis. Uranus 16 deg Aries, Lilith 16 deg Libra. Venus 29 deg Sagitary and Father Saturn is on 13. Mars in Scorpio.
My natal chart reads : Scorpio Asc 15 deg, Mars 5 deg Jupiter 3 deg Scorpio. Pluto 24 deg Libra and Saturn at 17. Mercury 8 deg Virgo. Sun 20 deg Leo,
Venus 29 deg Cancer. Neptune 24 degrees Sagitary and Urnas at 0.
I will post a picture of each chart in the appropriate location.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Member 999

Message: 2063

From: shenshakti

Date: 1/23/2016

Message: 2064

From: emma.epsilon

Date: 1/24/2016

O_o
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Group postings

Just a quick suggestion, but I feel that the Advanced meditation and Astrology groups' messages should be moderated a little more closely. Lately quite a few
posts have been absolute rubbish with no regard to the topic it's posted in, and sometimes it's just a uninformed being going "do my meditations and charts
plz and hey i want supernatural powers kthxbye"

Luckily it's not often, but I feel that maybe we should keep what goes through on a tighter leash. It's disgusting to see such stupidity in our groups (from
those posts).
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Group postings

Message: 2065

From: talonjackman

Date: 1/24/2016

I agree entirely.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Group postings

Message: 2066

From: fadiinflames

Date: 1/26/2016

if you dont like something dont read it/open it ... simple as that lol , there are people from all ages and all levels here :p
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Group postings

Message: 2067

From: Epsilon Grewar

Date: 1/27/2016

It's not really the Astrology group that is the problem, I understand the different levels of learning but if some idiot posts a troll message, it should be deleted
rather than just having it ignored. The advanced meditation group is for ADVANCED members, not new people who don't know what a chakra is or how to raise
their energies.

From: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> on behalf of fadiinflames@... [JoS_Astrology] <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: January 26, 2016 4:44 PM
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Group postings

if you dont like something dont read it/open it ... simple as that lol , there are people from all ages and all levels here :p
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2068
Subject: LOVE COMPATIBILITY: TAURUS & AQUARIUS

From: raviom.joshi

Date: 1/28/2016

Attachments :
images.jpg

The Aquarians like to live in the past or the future- they dream a lot. The Taureans on the other hand live in the
present, for them, the past and the future hold no meaning.
The Aquarians needs as much as five seconds to call someone they met, their friend. In contrast, the Taurean may
take five years and still not be sure if that person is their friend!
So, their union can be successful but it takes time as well as effort.
TAURUS WOMAN & AQUARIUS MAN
How would the relationship be?

The Taurus woman is tailor made for romance, the Aquarian man however likes his own space and privacy. His
principles are firm and fixed, which he refuses to change. The Taurean woman is attracted to his manly qualities, but
to what avail? He treats her as a friend. Although it is only to test where the relationship stands, the Taurus woman
has no patience for it.
What would the main loopholes be?
The Taurean woman believes in a forever kind of relationship, she will try to make it work whatever happens. The
Aquarian man is also a forever kind of guy- but till the time it is working smoothly, he will choose to end it once it
starts causing stress to him.
The Aquarian man can adapt to change easily and this helps him deal better. But the Taurean woman is scared of
change. She feels secure and safe with her partner whom she does not want to leave.
These opposite thought processes lead to conflict.

What can be done?
Both of them can learn something from each other. The Taurus woman can learn to be a little easy going, and the
Aquarius man can learn to love a little.
Read More.......

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2069
Subject: Re: LOVE COMPATIBILITY: TAURUS & AQUARIUS

From: sternegucker@ymail.com

Date: 1/28/2016

I have read various things that state these two signs are the least compatible for one another friendship or more. However, as a member of one of these
signs and having had a best friend Of the other, I know we can form a decent relationship- at least platonically. Same with the other sign I'm supposed to
clash with. Tons of friends and people I like have been that sun sign. One must always take into account the rest of the natal chart too. To credit sun sign
comparability, though; I did happen to marry the sun sign "they" say I am compatible with most.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Stressful aspects

Message: 2070

From: Ko Johnson

Date: 2/2/2016

In my natal chart I have a total of 14 aspects 6 are squares and 3 are opposition. I have 2 beneficial conj and 2 sextile. And one trine.
My question is does this means I will have a life full of struggle and it will suck or is there some known Successful people with lots of challenging aspect.
Thank you
Hail Satan
Sent from my iPhone
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2071
Subject: Love Compatibility: Taurus and Pisces

From: raviom.joshi

Date: 2/2/2016

Attachments :
love-compatibility.jpg
Pisceans seeks knowledge, and the Taureans provide guidance to them as they are practical.
When it comes to money, Pisceans will worry about it only when there is need, they don’t believe in saving it. Taureans however like to save for a rainy day, and are generally
They also differ when it comes to facing a situation or question. Pisceans will try to escape whereas Taureans will boldly face them.
So, they have several differences and need to adjust with each other.
TAURUS WOMAN AND PISCES MAN

How would the relationship be?
Taureans and Pisceans, both, love peace and quiet. They are more towards the pessimist side, and often find themselves in some or the other trouble. This trouble may be the
The last thing a Taurean woman will do is dominate her man, this is extremely satisfying for the Piscean man as he is not one to deal with aggressive females. He is gentle an
What would the main loopholes be?
There are two kinds of Pisceans- those who depend on others, and those who do not. If a Taurean woman falls in love with the kind who is dependant, she will support him bo
Contrarily, if she falls in love with the kind who is independent, she will not be able to comprehend how he is. Her stubbornness will cloud her judgement and there will be disa
What can be done?
The Piscean man needs to be loyal, honest and supportive towards his better half. And the Taurean woman needs to understand that her man needs his own time too- to cont
Read Taurus Daily Horoscope and Pisces Daily Horoscope to predict your day and plan accordingly.
TAURUS MAN & PISCES WOMAN

How would the relationship be?
The Taurus man can be a little authoritative. But the Piscean woman is not one to bear it silently. She may take it for some time, but then put her foot down.
The good thing about her is that she is bright and sensitive, these qualities complement the Taurus man.
What would the main loopholes be?
The Piscean woman is elusive and secretive. She may also procrastinate a lot. All of this is completely opposite to the disciplined Taurus and this may lead to conflict.
The Taurus man’s belief in male dominance is another reason of disagreement between the two.
What can be done?
The Taurus should not always be pre-occupied with the many things he wants to achieve. He should learn to pay attention to his Piscean woman or else she will wander away

Read Taurus Weekly Horoscope and Pisces Weekly Horoscope to plan your weekly accordingly. Find guidance for this day and every day with your free Weekly Horoscope fro

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Stressful aspects

Message: 2072

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 2/2/2016

Squares and oppositions are not always negative, and conjunctions and sextiles are not always positive. Squares and oppositions can be good and give
grounding to the individual.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Stressful aspects

Message: 2073

From: talonjackman

Date: 2/2/2016

It depends on what specifically the aspects are (don't post them here). Depending on what the aspect is, it can have a negative or positive affect. You can
check out each aspect at this site:
The Planets: Signs, Houses and Aspects

The Planets: Signs, Houses and
Aspects
The Sun: Signs, Houses and Aspects The
Moon: Signs, Houses and Aspects
Mercury: Signs, Houses and Aspects
Venus: Signs, Houses and Aspects Mar...
View on www.angelfire.com

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Stressful aspects

Preview by Yahoo

Message: 2074

From: Ko Johnson

Thanks I read it and everything just makes me seem really sucky lol but I guess that's the point of growing
Thanks for the info though
Sent from my iPhone

Date: 2/2/2016

On Feb 2, 2016, at 4:38 PM, talonjackman@... [JoS_Astrology] <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

It depends on what specifically the aspects are (don't post them here). Depending on what the aspect is, it can have a negative or positive affect. You
can check out each aspect at this site:
The Planets: Signs, Houses and Aspects

The Planets: Signs, Houses
and Aspects
The Sun: Signs, Houses and Aspects The
Moon: Signs, Houses and Aspects
Mercury: Signs, Houses and Aspects
Venus: Signs, Houses and Aspects Mar...
View on www.angelfire.com

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Stressful aspects

Message: 2075

Preview by Yahoo

From: maxine.dietrich

Date: 2/4/2016

It is a sad fact that there is a lot of misleading and inaccurate information regarding astrology in the mainstream books out there. The majority are
written by Jews. Then the holier than thou new agers. I have read my share, reading through pages and pages of endless crap to get to one
paragraph or sentence that has something of worth. I also want to add here that few if any authors of these books have all of their information down.
They fill in for what they do not know.

Squares and oppositions, both in natal and in predictive astrology are not all bad. It depends upon the nature of the planets for one. There is a lot
more involved as well.

2 examples: 1 man had what nearly every book out there would deem as most benevolent, a Jupiter/Venus conjunction on an angle on the
descendant. Now, this aspect DOES give some good fortune in the life, BUT, this man had Sagittarius on his ascendant, ruled by Jupiter. With
Taurus on the cusp of his 6th house of health, Venus, which ruled this house was in tight conjunction with his ruling Jupiter, giving a health problem.
He swallowed cleaner when he was 2 years old and had a lifetime of serious health problems in connection with his throat [Taurus on the cusp of the
6th].

Whenever someone has the ruler of the sixth, or a planet/s in the 6th aspecting the chart ruler/s, one can expect health problems, often chronic.

There was another one I noted- this woman had very few hard aspects, and a Saturn that was free of hard aspects. She was born 16 July 1948 and
had 29 degrees of Scorpio on her ascendant with Sagittarius intercepted. She was plagued by severe health problems her entire life. She was
married 5 times, had three kids. Her husbands beat her, she lost all three of her kids, of which she put up for adoption, this also troubled her to an
extreme [understandably], she allowed herself to be used and used like a doormat. Her entire life was horrible. She moved around a lot, left jobs
and drifted. Nothing ever seemed to last for her.

In spite of all the misery Saturn can plague people with, on the upside it can give stability. It is very important to always finish what you started
unless you have a VERY serious REASON [not excuse], not to. Losers are the ones who quit. The winner is always the last one standing. Anyone or
even anything that lasts gets respect. Saturn rewards those who last.

I also want to add, those new age and related books that are critical of fixed squares and fixed t-squares for one, neglect to mention the
predominance of the fixed signs inclines one to success. Why? Because these people last. These are the people who can stick to a routine and
finish what they start. The predominance of fixed signs are seen in highly successful charts, like successful business people and those who have
had to study extensively to reach the top level in their careers.

Mutable signs are the weak signs. The same books out there place a positive light on the ability to “adapt.” Idiots! The mutable signs are the ones
who have weaknesses, are changeable in their opinions and everything else, and are easily distracted and above all, rarely finish anything they
start. I am talking those who have an emphasis on mutable signs.

In closing, I want to add also here, through power meditation and through channeling energies through goals, much of what is in the natal chart can
be sublimated. Olympic gymnast Nadia Comaneci is a strong example here. With a Scorpio stellium [very difficult to handle], she reached the top by
applying her tendency to overdo things, take everything to an extreme and her obsession [all traits of a Scorpio stellium] to the sport of gymnastics.

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
www.joyofsatan.com

Stressful aspects Tue Feb 2, 2016 10:08 am (PST) . Posted by:
"Ko Johnson" kothebull In my natal chart I have a total of 14 aspects 6 are squares and 3 are opposition. I have 2

beneficial conj and 2 sextile. And one trine.
My question is does this means I will have a life full of struggle and it will suck or is there some known Successful people with lots of challenging aspect.
Thank you
Hail Satan

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Stressful aspects

Message: 2076

From: maxine.dietrich666

Date: 2/4/2016

TYPO:
She was born July 16, 1949, not 1948
__________________
It is a sad fact that there is a lot of misleading and inaccurate information regarding astrology in the mainstream books out there. The majority are written by
Jews. Then the holier than thou new agers. I have read my share, reading through pages and pages of endless crap to get to one paragraph or sentence that
has something of worth. I also want to add here that few if any authors of these books have all of their information down. They fill in for what they do not
know.
Squares and oppositions, both in natal and in predictive astrology are not all bad. It depends upon the nature of the planets for one. There is a lot more
involved as well.
2 examples: 1 man had what nearly every book out there would deem as most benevolent, a Jupiter/Venus conjunction on an angle on the descendant. Now,
this aspect DOES give some good fortune in the life, BUT, this man had Sagittarius on his ascendant, ruled by Jupiter. With Taurus on the cusp of his
6th house of health, Venus, which ruled this house was in tight conjunction with his ruling Jupiter, giving a health problem. He swallowed cleaner when he
was 2 years old and had a lifetime of serious health problems in connection with his throat [Taurus on the cusp of the 6th].
Whenever someone has the ruler of the sixth, or a planet/s in the 6thaspecting the chart ruler/s, one can expect health problems, often chronic.
There was another one I noted- this woman had very few hard aspects, and a Saturn that was free of hard aspects. She was born 16 July 1948and had 29
degrees of Scorpio on her ascendant with Sagittarius intercepted. She was plagued by severe health problems her entire life. She was married 5 times, had
three kids. Her husbands beat her, she lost all three of her kids, of which she put up for adoption, this also troubled her to an extreme [understandably], she
allowed herself to be used and used like a doormat. Her entire life was horrible. She moved around a lot, left jobs and drifted. Nothing ever seemed to last for
her.
In spite of all the misery Saturn can plague people with, on the upside it can give stability. It is very important to always finish what you started unless you
have a VERY serious REASON [not excuse], not to. Losers are the ones who quit. The winner is always the last one standing. Anyone or even anything that
lasts gets respect. Saturn rewards those who last.
I also want to add, those new age and related books that are critical of fixed squares and fixed t-squares for one, neglect to mention the predominance of the
fixed signs inclines one to success. Why? Because these people last. These are the people who can stick to a routine and finish what they start. The
predominance of fixed signs are seen in highly successful charts, like successful business people and those who have had to study extensively to reach the top
level in their careers.
Mutable signs are the weak signs. The same books out there place a positive light on the ability to “adapt.” Idiots! The mutable signs are the ones who have
weaknesses, are changeable in their opinions and everything else, and are easily distracted and above all, rarely finish anything they start. I am talking those

who have an emphasis on mutable signs.
In closing, I want to add also here, through power meditation and through channeling energies through goals, much of what is in the natal chart can be
sublimated. Olympic gymnast Nadia Comaneci is a strong example here. With a Scorpio stellium [very difficult to handle], she reached the top by applying her
tendency to overdo things, take everything to an extreme and her obsession [all traits of a Scorpio stellium] to the sport of gymnastics.
High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
www.joyofsatan.com

Stressful aspects
Tue Feb 2, 2016 10:08 am (PST) . Posted by:
Re: Stressful aspects
"Ko Johnson" kothebull
In my natal chart I have a total of 14 aspects 6 are squares and 3 are opposition. I have 2 beneficial conj and 2 sextile. And one trine.
My question is does this means I will have a life full of struggle and it will suck or is there some known Successful people with lots of challenging aspect.
Thank you
Hail Satan
____________________________________________________________
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Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Stressful aspects

Message: 2077

From: talonjackman

Date: 2/4/2016

What exactly does a stellium do? I checked out on Azazel's astrology, but I still don't quite understand. Apparently I have a stellium in Capricorn, all in the
3rd house, but I'm not quite sure of the effects of the stellium. I have the normal aspects and everything written down, but I'm still learning, and do not
understand the effect of the stellium for Capricorn.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Stressful aspects

Message: 2078

From: Ko Johnson

Date: 2/4/2016

Thank you very much for this info HPS. I don't know if you realize but most every example you used is in my natal chart in one way or another!
This is very helpful! Especially with the 6th house which was one of my main concern.

My 6th house has Aries on its cusp but is afflicted by 2 planets that are said to bring poor health. One is the sun which in my chart is conj. mars(7th house).
Both my sun and Mars are in Taurus. Mars is opposition my ascendant, but doesn't make an aspect to my chart ruler.
Honestly I haven't had any health problems yet, but I am still young.
Again I really appreciate your time!
Hail Satan!!

Sent from my iPhone

On Feb 4, 2016, at 12:45 AM, 'maxine.dietrich666' maxine.dietrich666@... [JoS_Astrology] <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

TYPO:
She was born July 16, 1949, not 1948
__________________
It is a sad fact that there is a lot of misleading and inaccurate information regarding astrology in the mainstream books out there. The majority are written
by Jews. Then the holier than thou new agers. I have read my share, reading through pages and pages of endless crap to get to one paragraph or
sentence that has something of worth. I also want to add here that few if any authors of these books have all of their information down. They fill in for
what they do not know.
Squares and oppositions, both in natal and in predictive astrology are not all bad. It depends upon the nature of the planets for one. There is a lot more
involved as well.
2 examples: 1 man had what nearly every book out there would deem as most benevolent, a Jupiter/Venus conjunction on an angle on the descendant.
Now, this aspect DOES give some good fortune in the life, BUT, this man had Sagittarius on his ascendant, ruled by Jupiter. With Taurus on the cusp of
his 6th house of health, Venus, which ruled this house was in tight conjunction with his ruling Jupiter, giving a health problem. He swallowed cleaner
when he was 2 years old and had a lifetime of serious health problems in connection with his throat [Taurus on the cusp of the 6th].
Whenever someone has the ruler of the sixth, or a planet/s in the 6thaspecting the chart ruler/s, one can expect health problems, often chronic.
There was another one I noted- this woman had very few hard aspects, and a Saturn that was free of hard aspects. She was born 16 July 1948and had
29 degrees of Scorpio on her ascendant with Sagittarius intercepted. She was plagued by severe health problems her entire life. She was married 5
times, had three kids. Her husbands beat her, she lost all three of her kids, of which she put up for adoption, this also troubled her to an extreme
[understandably], she allowed herself to be used and used like a doormat. Her entire life was horrible. She moved around a lot, left jobs and drifted.
Nothing ever seemed to last for her.

In spite of all the misery Saturn can plague people with, on the upside it can give stability. It is very important to always finish what you started unless
you have a VERY serious REASON [not excuse], not to. Losers are the ones who quit. The winner is always the last one standing. Anyone or even
anything that lasts gets respect. Saturn rewards those who last.
I also want to add, those new age and related books that are critical of fixed squares and fixed t-squares for one, neglect to mention the predominance
of the fixed signs inclines one to success. Why? Because these people last. These are the people who can stick to a routine and finish what they start.
The predominance of fixed signs are seen in highly successful charts, like successful business people and those who have had to study extensively to
reach the top level in their careers.
Mutable signs are the weak signs. The same books out there place a positive light on the ability to “adapt.” Idiots! The mutable signs are the ones who
have weaknesses, are changeable in their opinions and everything else, and are easily distracted and above all, rarely finish anything they start. I am
talking those who have an emphasis on mutable signs.
In closing, I want to add also here, through power meditation and through channeling energies through goals, much of what is in the natal chart can be
sublimated. Olympic gymnast Nadia Comaneci is a strong example here. With a Scorpio stellium [very difficult to handle], she reached the top by
applying her tendency to overdo things, take everything to an extreme and her obsession [all traits of a Scorpio stellium] to the sport of gymnastics.
High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
www.joyofsatan.com

Stressful aspects
Tue Feb 2, 2016 10:08 am (PST) . Posted by:
Re: Stressful aspects
"Ko Johnson" kothebull
In my natal chart I have a total of 14 aspects 6 are squares and 3 are opposition. I have 2 beneficial conj and 2 sextile. And one trine.
My question is does this means I will have a life full of struggle and it will suck or is there some known Successful people with lots of challenging aspect.
Thank you
Hail Satan
__________________________________________________________
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Message: 2117
From: rebelrainbowrose
Subject: Full Moon February in Leo
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2118
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Subject: Re: Very curious!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2119
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: How To Figure Out Exact Birth Time
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2120
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: Full Moon February in Leo
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2121
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: Inquiry
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2122
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: LOVE COMPATIBILITY: TAURUS & AQUARIUS
Group: JoS_Astrology
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From: johnson_akemi
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Group: JoS_Astrology
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Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2110
From: duce_surya
Subject: How to tell how many children you can have using the 5th house?

Date: 2/14/2016

https://milkywayastrology.wordpress.com/2013/08/14/using-astrology-to-predict-the-number-of-children-one-will-have/
The link above is a website I randomly searched for about how many children will I have. I see adorable little babies everywhere and can't wait to have one
of my owm; however, the catch is that I'm planning to transition from a male to female. I'll have to consume an anti-androgen that sterilize you within 6
months - which means I won't be able to father children. It's so important for me know how many children I'd be able to have and I want to know any
Satanic astrologers who'd be willing to help me read my birth chart and/or advice?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2111
From: dark_pagan_666
Subject: Re: How to tell how many children you can have using the 5th house?

Date: 2/15/2016

You can always freeze your sperm for use at a later date.
Look at the sign of your fifth house cusp. Then look at the ruling planet of the sign, and the very sign of that planet.
Look at your original sign and house in that planet and blend all the information including what the house represents. That will give you an idea. Also look for
other planets, houses or aspects in your chart. It is important to take everything into consideration. If you have any planets in the fifth house also may reveal
your relationahip with them etc.
Please correct me if i'm wrong. I am very new to this.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2112
From: high_priest_hooded_cobra_666
Subject: Reverse Ritual Schedule 15th to 30th Feb / 1st of March,2016

Date: 2/15/2016

Reverse Ritual Schedule 15th to 30th Feb / 1st of March,2016 : JoS Astrology

Reverse Ritual Schedule 15th to
30th Feb / 1st of March,...
Greetings to all our Satanic Forces! Dear
Comrades, we have been inflicting serious
damage for the enemy.

View on josministries.proph...

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Inquiry

Preview by Yahoo

Message: 2113

From: Lawman Attractions

Date: 2/16/2016

Help me with my log in details please? I missed something amidst the password and id. Please come to my rescue fast.
Thanks.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2114
From: duce_surya
Subject: Re: How to tell how many children you can have using the 5th house?

Date: 2/16/2016

When you say, my "original sign and house in that planet and blend all the information including what the house represents", what do you mean by that? My
zodiac sign is Virgo and the ruler of that sign is Mercury. I only have Mercury in my 4th house; however, I've also read that the 5th house represents the 1st
child. The second child is in the 11th house and the 3rd, or remaining, in the 1st house.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2115
From: dark_pagan_666
Subject: Re: How to tell how many children you can have using the 5th house?

Date: 2/16/2016

Looks to me you understood what I meant.
By the original sign, I meant for an example:
Virgo on the third house cusp. Mercury rules the sign Virgo. I would then look at the meaning of that sign in the ruling planet. But also, I would look at the
original sign and house I was born with. Which for me is Aquarious in the seventh house of Mercury.
So I blend that information. Third house rules communication.
I assume you don't know how to use an ephemeris to check out your transits or solar/lunar returns?
Sorry, but this is as far as I can help at the moment. But you seem to understand it fine. Take care.
Hail Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Very curious!

Message: 2116

From: rebelrainbowrose

Date: 2/18/2016

What if we don't know our exact time?
Only if we've been told a vague estimate - early morning, evening, late afternoon??
Some natal astrologers INSIST on exact time we came out of mothers womb ...
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Full Moon February in Leo

Message: 2117

From: rebelrainbowrose

Date: 2/18/2016

Warm Greetings to fellow comrades of Satan!

Can someone advanced in Astrology advise on what workings we should do and Magick - white and favourable will be recommended to do this coming Full

moon 22ND Feb?? (please note , this is for Southern equator)
However I see this full moon is also a Void of Course.
One source says moon will be in Virgo - and void of course moon starts from Monday 22nd (Leo to Virgo)
Remember, this is from (southern equator calendar.
US - Northern says their full moon is in Virgo and 23rd Feb ... I'm confused...
One online source says these planets "Sun enters Pisces on 19th Feb & Full Moon @ 3 degrees Pisces/Virgo on Feb 22nd opens Pisces season for the year."
The Full Moon at 3°33’ Virgo 33 on February 22nd 2016
6:18pm UT
“The fiery Leo Full Moon lights up the Night..The Cosmos is putting on a show in the night sky from January 20-February 20…5 planets will line up in the
early morning sky this month.
“Mercury will be lowest in the sky, closest to the rising Sun. Then comes Venus, Saturn and Mars with Jupiter riding high in the sky…”

Also do we have to go by our birth chart and planet rulers in order to decipher what times/dates are best to take action in day to day moon phases and
astrological aspects??
Much appreciated!
Hail Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Very curious!

Message: 2118

From: talonjackman

Date: 2/18/2016

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 2/18/2016

You have to have your exact time for an accurate reading
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2119
Subject: How To Figure Out Exact Birth Time

This was originally just going to be a reply to a post but it became quite long.

It can be figured out (rectified). I've successfully done it for everyone in my family since they don't believe in astrology so I couldn't really ask for their birth
times... plus most people don't know when they were born. And I wanted to know their charts.

It can take a while of going back and forth with your chart... fiddling around with it. To rectify, use https://alabe.com/freechart/ and not astro.com. Alabe lets
you just click on the back button to change the time and then submit for a quick new chart. Astro.com takes too much time to change birth data, and when
you have to go back and forth dozens of times, you'll want to save some time.

So to rectify... make the chart with your approx time of birth. Or just noon if not known at all. Look to see where the planets are, compare the info on
planetary placements on Azazels astrology (or just your own knowledge, depends on your astro level).
Look at Pluto, which rules our obsessions. Does the house it is in match up with your personality and life? If yes, now look at Mars, where our energies go.
Does this match up? Look at Saturn, where our hardships are. Does it match up? If any (or all) do not, then click the back button on your browser, enter a
new time based on what house you think any of these planets should be (change it by an hour for a slight variance or even by 20+ hours for drastic
variance), and click on "submit". Look at the new chart. Does this match up? And then look at the other planets. You'll need to spend time tweaking it until it's
just right, you'll probably find yourself fine-tuning it by changing it by just a minute or two at a time.
The reason I look at Pluto, Mars, and Saturn first is because these aspects of our lives (and the lives of others) is easiest to see. Glaringly obvious, in many
cases. Moon, as well, since that's where our emotions are. But keep in mind the nature of the sign the planet is in, don't let that alone make you think the
house placement is accurate or not. For example, Moon in Cancer is very similar to Moon in 4th house. So keep in mind that just because your Cancer Moon
sounds like the description for Moon in 4th house, your Moon probably is not in 4th house (1 in 12 chance). Blend the two: planet in sign and in house.
So you're going to be going back and forth a lot until the chart makes sense. Once it does, then test it out. Look at when the outer planets transited the
houses over your past few years. Do they make sense?
For example: With your new chart and test time, if Saturn is transiting the 2nd house and you are noticing these effects (finances suck), then this may be your
correct time. Are you currently focusing on your career? Look to see if Pluto transiting the 10th house of the chart with this birth time. Did these transits take
effect in your life around the time the planets entered the houses? Did you make a long distance move recently, or a decade ago? Look to see if Pluto crossed
the IC (4th house cusp) around that exact time. A marriage, look to see if any outer planets crossed the DC or aspected the ruler of your 7th.
These are just examples and many other factors play in, but this helps give an idea. At the time Pluto was in my mother's 5th house and conjoined the ruler
of her 5th house, I was conceived (her first child) and at the time it retrograded and conjoined again, I was born. This helped verify to myself, that I had
figured out her correct birth time, as Pluto aspecting the ruler of the 5th is often seen when one has their first child.The first time she moved internationally,
Pluto conjoined the ruler of her 4th house. If I had a different birth time set for her, these would not have made sense. I hadn't even known her approximate
time of birth.

This is why if you look online, many astrologers charge a lot of money to rectify charts. It can take days of emailing back and forth and asking personal
questions. It can be very time consuming, unless you luck out right away. Be prepared to spend quite a while rectifying your charts. I spent time over the
course of a few days figuring out one chart, and it was someone I knew quite well but she had a long and eventful life. This is not always the case though.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2120
Subject: Re: Full Moon February in Leo

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 2/20/2016

If the moon is void, do not start any magickal workings. When looking at websites to see what time the moon is void, look at the time zone the website is
using. You will need to convert the given times to your local time zone.
Moon Void Times (Pacific Standard Time)
http://moonlinks.net/themoon/void-of-course-moon/

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Inquiry

Message: 2121

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 2/20/2016

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 2/20/2016

The Illuminati
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic176.html
The Illuminati is Jewish
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic582.html

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2122
Subject: Re: LOVE COMPATIBILITY: TAURUS & AQUARIUS

This information is corrupted. The emphasis on sun sign seen in modern astrology is inaccurate. An entire chart needs to be taken into account to make an
analysis about someone's personality.
Azazel's Astrology for Satanists
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/FURCAS.html
Synastry

https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoS_Astrology/conversations/messages/1693

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2123
Subject: Re: Love Compatibility: Taurus and Pisces

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 2/20/2016

This information is corrupted. The emphasis on sun sign seen in modern astrology is inaccurate. An entire chart needs to be taken into account to make an
analysis about someone's personality.
Azazel's Astrology for Satanists
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/FURCAS.html
Synastry
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoS_Astrology/conversations/messages/1693
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2124
Subject: Re: Lookin for someone to try my chart out

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 2/20/2016

Here is information on how to read your own natal chart. A natal chart is a map of your soul and can be extremely unpleasant as it brutally revealing.
Azazel's Astrology for Satanists
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/FURCAS.html
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Whole Sign Houses

Message: 2125

From: Lolo Bardonik

Date: 2/20/2016

I was studying about the different house systems and how they work and "stumbled" upon
some articles that I wanted to share with the group. I think they contain important knowledge
for us SS.
According to the following articles the original house system was clockwise! (this means that
the 12th house was the first one). One author connects the change from clockwise to counterclockwise as a corruption of sorts.
Another author locates the loss of knowledge when the astrology texts were translated from
Greek to Arabic. The meanings got confused. The xian plague corrupted knowledge in europe
and after the Renaissance the (corrupted) Arabic texts got re-translated to english.

Recently some ancient greek astrology texts were translated revealing that the whole sign
system was used. It's mentioned that the vedic astrology still uses the whole sign system.
Read more in the following links:
https://darkstarastrology.com/house-system-astrology/
http://classicalastrology.tribe.net/thread/4f214879-77d3-41e2-8365-50f5f753761d
http://factsanddetails.com/world/cat56/sub366/item2026.html

What are your thoughts about this?
Do you think the houses were clockwise?
Is there a corruption in the house systems?
What house systems do you use?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Whole Sign Houses

Message: 2126

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 2/20/2016

This is absolute garbage. First off, astrology SHOWS us who we are, it does not blindly TELL us. Natal charts are a map of the soul. Anyone using the
methods you posted here would not get anywhere in astrology. Why? Because it simply is not accurate. I have had readings done by "astrologers", and it
was very inaccurate. Some accurate stuff, but most was not. When HPS Maxine did my chart, I was blown away by the real, actual, accurate, in-depth
information.
High Priestess Maxine has spent over 40 years studying astrology, and she has knowledge from the Gods. I also have knowledge from the Gods. You know,
the Gods who bring us Truth and teach us real information, not useless corrupted crap.
I didn't mean to tear into you, but posting garbage like this can really hinder people who are new to astrology. Before posting something and claiming it to be
"important knowledge" as you wrote, make sure you do research and test it out for yourself. Go ahead, test out the "knowledge" you posted and see if it is
accurate. I can guarantee it is not.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Whole Sign Houses

Message: 2127

From: Lolo Bardonik

Date: 2/20/2016

Wow... lydia... I didn't expect such a strong reaction! I'm a bit shocked...
I think i didn't phrase my intro correctly and this created a misunderstanding. I meant to
write, "they seem to contain important info". It was my opinion, and I expected to hear
others' opinions on this subject.
You do understand that I'm not trying to deny astrology, right? And you do understand that I
didn't post this articles accepting them as the truth. Right? And also, I didn't deny that the
knowledge that the Gods give us is wrong. Is that clear too?
Did you read my questions on the bottom of the list? Do these questions seem that I'm stating
these articles as the truth?
I'm looking for a discussion with knowledgeable people, that can share their opinion about
these articles, not get attacked and accused without reason!
The way I see it, is that getting attacked without reason, while seeking knowledge and
discussion, is a certain way to "hinder people new to astrology".
Even if my opinion is wrong, you can share your opinion so I can learn too. But there's no
need to attack me personally for sharing a few articles and asking an opinion on the subject.
I hope this makes sense to you, lydia, and clears the misunderstanding.

On Sat, Feb 20, 2016 at 6:38 PM, lydia_666@... [JoS_Astrology] <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

This is absolute garbage. First off, astrology SHOWS us who we are, it does not blindly TELL us. Natal charts are a map of the soul. Anyone
using the methods you posted here would not get anywhere in astrology. Why? Because it simply is not accurate. I have had readings done by
"astrologers", and it was very inaccurate. Some accurate stuff, but most was not. When HPS Maxine did my chart, I was blown away by the
real, actual, accurate, in-depth information.

High Priestess Maxine has spent over 40 years studying astrology, and she has knowledge from the Gods. I also have knowledge from the
Gods. You know, the Gods who bring us Truth and teach us real information, not useless corrupted crap.
I didn't mean to tear into you, but posting garbage like this can really hinder people who are new to astrology. Before posting something and
claiming it to be "important knowledge" as you wrote, make sure you do research and test it out for yourself. Go ahead, test out the
"knowledge" you posted and see if it is accurate. I can guarantee it is not.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Whole Sign Houses

Message: 2128

From: Jethro Cambridge

Date: 2/20/2016

Lolo,
I don't think Lydia was attacking you. She pointed out that the "important knowledge for us SS." isn't correct and that information given is false.
Therefor, it wouldn't be wise to tell new members who may not understand astrology yet about false and corrupted information. I agree
that it's important for everyone to be aware of what is real and true, and what is false and wrong. You expected other's opinions and Lydia
gave hers, yet you wouldn't accept that her opinion is different when she pointed out that the information you gave is wrong and wouldn't
be helping anyone. That really defeats the whole purpose...

On the second half of your repsonse. You pointed outthat you didn't expect such a strong reaction yet you question the response Lydia gave as if she hadn't
understood a word you said.

Even if my opinion is wrong, you can share your opinion so I can learn too. But there's no
need to attack me personally for sharing a few articles and asking an opinion on the subject.
Then learn from what you just posted and realize that Lydia was not personally attacking you. The statement above goes hand in hand
with the line I wrote above that. Next time, maybe read through what you intend to post and ask yourself how others will view this.

From: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> on behalf of Lolo Bardonik lolobardonik@... [JoS_Astrology]
<JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>

Sent: February 20, 2016 11:10 AM
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Whole Sign Houses

Wow... lydia... I didn't expect such a strong reaction! I'm a bit shocked...
I think i didn't phrase my intro correctly and this created a misunderstanding. I meant to
write, "they seem to contain important info". It was my opinion, and I expected to hear
others' opinions on this subject.
You do understand that I'm not trying to deny astrology, right? And you do understand that I
didn't post this articles accepting them as the truth. Right? And also, I didn't deny that the
knowledge that the Gods give us is wrong. Is that clear too?
Did you read my questions on the bottom of the list? Do these questions seem that I'm stating
these articles as the truth?
I'm looking for a discussion with knowledgeable people, that can share their opinion about
these articles, not get attacked and accused without reason!
The way I see it, is that getting attacked without reason, while seeking knowledge and
discussion, is a certain way to "hinder people new to astrology".
Even if my opinion is wrong, you can share your opinion so I can learn too. But there's no
need to attack me personally for sharing a few articles and asking an opinion on the subject.
I hope this makes sense to you, lydia, and clears the misunderstanding.

On Sat, Feb 20, 2016 at 6:38 PM, lydia_666@... [JoS_Astrology] <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

This is absolute garbage. First off, astrology SHOWS us who we are, it does not blindly TELL us. Natal charts are a map of the soul.
Anyone using the methods you posted here would not get anywhere in astrology. Why? Because it simply is not accurate. I have had
readings done by "astrologers", and it was very inaccurate. Some accurate stuff, but most was not. When HPS Maxine did my chart, I
was blown away by the real, actual, accurate, in-depth information.
High Priestess Maxine has spent over 40 years studying astrology, and she has knowledge from the Gods. I also have knowledge from
the Gods. You know, the Gods who bring us Truth and teach us real information, not useless corrupted crap.
I didn't mean to tear into you, but posting garbage like this can really hinder people who are new to astrology. Before posting something
and claiming it to be "important knowledge" as you wrote, make sure you do research and test it out for yourself. Go ahead, test out the
"knowledge" you posted and see if it is accurate. I can guarantee it is not.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Whole Sign Houses

Message: 2129

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 2/20/2016

Sorry, I really didn't mean to come across like that :/ my apologies. I'll re-answer later today as I'm on my way out and just on my phone.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Whole Sign Houses

Message: 2130

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 2/20/2016

Thanks Jethro. I really did not mean to attack Lolo so I was surprised that it seemed like I was. It was not my intention to come across like that at all.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Whole Sign Houses

Message: 2131

From: high_priest_hooded_cobra_666

Date: 2/20/2016

Well some things are quite simple. Just lay our your chart, western style. When Saturn comes on the way of your personal planets, just pay attention. Also,
pay attention to pluto. Then you will be easily and at once convinced this is the real deal. Western astrology is the real deal.
Now some other systems can be important, theories and such, but many people just cannot accept or understand at once what they see in astrology, so they
want to add more and more until it suits their ends. In fact, the simple western chart is very good at understanding things.
Of course there are hidden things in astrology and the Gods can really help with that. When self knowledge suffices, then Astrology comes to help. Its not the
tool to understand "everything" with. It's a map.
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2132

From: rebelrainbowrose

Date: 2/21/2016

Subject: Re: How To Figure Out Exact Birth Time
Thank you for posting. Will look it up ! :)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Whole Sign Houses

Message: 2133

From: Lolo Bardonik

Date: 2/21/2016

First of all, Lydia, Jethro, HP Cobra,
Thank you for your replies! I really appreciate it.
And yes, for me also, western astrology makes a lot of sense to me. I've been using the
Placidus house system for all my interpretations for more than 8 years now.
It makes sense for my own chart, it makes sense in the charts for my closest friends and
family and it makes sense for everyone I ever did a chart.
But I'm always curious and always seek to learn more about how things in astrology work.
And that's the reason, even though I can make very accurate interpretations with the placidus
house system, that I want to see what other systems exist.
I believe, there's a reason (at least for me) to research this. Not in order to disprove
something that I already know that it works, but to strengthen my reasoning about WHY and
HOW this works. This is a true expression of my innate interest about the "inner workings" of
astrology, and in extension, about the inner workings of our reality. And I feel this feeling
comes to me from the Gods.
For me astrology is the fastest and most accurate way to explain the inner workings of a
person and his/her soul and explains a lot in a "mathematical" way.
So, after studying a lot of years about western astrology, my analytical mind makes the next

step and it's like;
- What if I change the house system from Placidus to Koch?
- What difference would that make?
- Will the interpretations will still be accurate?
- What if I change the house system to the Whole Sign system?
and so on...
So if anyone has already explored something like this, I would love to hear about it.
I hope this makes sense!

On Sun, Feb 21, 2016 at 4:29 AM, hoodedcobra666@... [JoS_Astrology] <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
Well some things are quite simple. Just lay our your chart, western style. When Saturn comes on the way of your personal planets, just pay
attention. Also, pay attention to pluto. Then you will be easily and at once convinced this is the real deal. Western astrology is the real deal.
Now some other systems can be important, theories and such, but many people just cannot accept or understand at once what they see in
astrology, so they want to add more and more until it suits their ends. In fact, the simple western chart is very good at understanding things.
Of course there are hidden things in astrology and the Gods can really help with that. When self knowledge suffices, then Astrology comes to
help. Its not the tool to understand "everything" with. It's a map.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2134
Subject: My astrology & how to decipher it

From: jason stephens

Date: 2/22/2016

So this is my shit
I need help I am so fucking green to this astrology stuff
But lately I have been feeling a different energy and effect that normal wouldn't have effected my rituals
I've been in the loop for a while but I'm branching out bc I see that just the traditional way is not as effective as using everything that's available to this
HAIL ENKI

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Inquiry

Message: 2135

From: Lawman Attractions

Date: 2/22/2016

Or is it only but a spiritual battle, one that goes with fervent prayers and meditation alone?
On 22 Feb 2016 07:11, attractionyehcux@... wrote:
Thank u very much. Now I am well informed on that aspect. What do I do to further the mission of this organization and what are the rewards
understanding how dangerous it could be going by the enemy's achievements and gained grounds which need to be debased by our collective
effort? How protected is one by this organisation who chooses to embark on this mission?
On 20 Feb 2016 10:25, "johnson_akemi@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
The Illuminati
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic176.html
The Illuminati is Jewish
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic582.html

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Inquiry

Message: 2136

From: Lawman Attractions

Date: 2/22/2016

Thank u very much. Now I am well informed on that aspect. What do I do to further the mission of this organization and what are the rewards understanding
how dangerous it could be going by the enemy's achievements and gained grounds which need to be debased by our collective effort? How protected is one
by this organisation who chooses to embark on this mission?
On 20 Feb 2016 10:25, "johnson_akemi@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
The Illuminati
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic176.html
The Illuminati is Jewish
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic582.html

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2137
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: How to tell how many children you can have using the 5th house?

Date: 2/25/2016

What you need to look at is the sign on the cusp of your fifth house and see what planet rules that sign. For example, if you had Aries on the cusp of your
fifth house you would look at the sign Mars is in within your natal chart as Mars rules Aries. You would look at the sign Mars is in, the house it is in, as well as
any aspects to other planets Mars may have. Then you would look at any planets that are in your fifth house and take into account the signs they are in and
any aspects they may have. To make a final analysis regarding children, you need to take into account Mars, the planets in your fifth house, and the fifth
house itself.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2138
Subject: Re: Are JoS Astrology services still available?

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 2/25/2016

I do not think High Priestess Maxine Dietrich is currently doing natal chart readings. If you want a professional, Satanic reading, you can contact Lydia. Her
email is lydia.astrology @ gmail . com.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Inquiry

Message: 2139

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 2/25/2016

Thoroughly read the Joy of Satan website. Doing so will answer your questions regarding what the Joy of Satan does and what our objective are.
Joy of Satan
http://www.joyofsatan.org

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2140
Subject: Re: My astrology & how to decipher it

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 2/25/2016

From: jonathon_billing

Date: 2/25/2016

Azazel's Astrology for Satanists
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/FURCAS.html

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Pluto exalted in?

Message: 2141

Is it exalted in Aquarius or Leo?
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Noted_Planetary_Placements.html
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/PlanetPluto.html

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Inquiry

Message: 2142

From: Lawman Attractions

Date: 2/25/2016

I have done that already. We obviously have a long way to go. We need our own system or a complete overthrow and occupation of the existing ones, it sure
can't happen overnight. I would like to be a part and parcel of it though.
Hail Enki.
On 25 Feb 2016 14:46, "johnson_akemi@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
Thoroughly read the Joy of Satan website. Doing so will answer your questions regarding what the Joy of Satan does and what our objective
are.
Joy of Satan
http://www.joyofsatan.org

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Pluto exalted in?

Message: 2143

From: astralnaut888

Date: 2/26/2016

Message: 2144

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 2/26/2016

Its Leo.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Inquiry

If you want to help overthrow the current system and establish Satan's golden kingdom on Earth, then participate in the group rituals going on right now. The
rituals attack the enemy's source of power and are their complete undoing.
URGENT!! Leave all other Rituals and do THIS one!!
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic13355.html

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Pluto exalted in?

Message: 2145

From: jonathon_billing

Date: 2/26/2016

Okay, I was hoping it'd be Aquarius.
I have Mercury in there and I had planned on doing workings for intelligence or my mind when Pluto was transiting.

I'm assuming that it would be harmful to do that?
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2146

From: Lawman Attractions

Date: 2/27/2016

Subject: Re: Inquiry
Thanks I will do exactly that though my situation is not conducive but it is an obligation to me from my perspective. Let us all participate!
Hail Ea
On 26 Feb 2016 22:32,
On 12 Feb 2016 11:35, "black.wyrm666@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
Illuminati is a JEWISH front - the enemy.
HS!
Hail Volac!
88!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Pluto exalted in?

Message: 2147

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 2/29/2016

You can still do workings to improve your mind and intelligence when Pluto is transiting your natal Mercury. Pluto in Aquarius is not malefic. Pluto is a neutral
planet. Pluto in Aquarius is just less powerful than Pluto in an exalted or home sign.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: I need a 101

Message: 2148

From: jason stephens

I know how to read the time of the planets and half of my naval chart
I need terminology help Ex:
when to know what cycle a house is in
Ex: And when Mars is retro grading
I tried to contact lyida_666@...
But to no avail please brothers and sisters I call upon u to help on my left hand path
HAIL ENKI
HAIL ISHTAR

Date: 3/1/2016

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Pluto exalted in?

Message: 2149

From: jonathon_billing

Date: 3/1/2016

Message: 2150

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 3/1/2016

Okay, thanks for the help.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: I need a 101

Hi Jason. I did reply to your email, it may have gone into your spam box. But you didn't ask any specific questions so I wasn't sure what you meant, which
was basically what my reply stated.
To answer this post: Natal houses don't go through cycles, but planets do transit them, if that's what you meant. Planetwatcher.com is good for keeping an
eye on transits, you can compare to your natal chart that you already made (as mentioned in your email to me).
As for when Mars (and other planets) retrograde, there are many websites that keep track, all you have to do it google it and decide which site is your
favorite and the most convenient. Just type in "mars retrograde 2016" or something.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: I need a 101

Message: 2151

From: jason stephens

Date: 3/2/2016

Thank u for ur politeness ^.^
I just didn't know where to start to study the planets

On Tuesday, March 1, 2016, 5:05 PM, lydia_666@... [JoS_Astrology] <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Hi Jason. I did reply to your email, it may have gone into your spam box. But you didn't ask any specific questions so I wasn't sure what you
meant, which was basically what my reply stated.
To answer this post: Natal houses don't go through cycles, but planets do transit them, if that's what you meant. Planetwatcher.com is good
for keeping an eye on transits, you can compare to your natal chart that you already made (as mentioned in your email to me).

As for when Mars (and other planets) retrograde, there are many websites that keep track, all you have to do it google it and decide which
site is your favorite and the most convenient. Just type in "mars retrograde 2016" or something.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: I need a 101

Message: 2152

From: jason stephens

Date: 3/3/2016

By no reason do I want to be rude I'm glade :) I don't know where to start either I guess I could ask how did u begin ur trip to more knowledge about the

stars and planets

On Wednesday, March 2, 2016, 8:55 PM, jason stephens enki66614@... [JoS_Astrology] <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Thank u for ur politeness ^.^
I just didn't know where to start to study the planets

On Tuesday, March 1, 2016, 5:05 PM, lydia_666@... [JoS_Astrology] <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Hi Jason. I did reply to your email, it may have gone into your spam box. But you didn't ask any specific questions so I
wasn't sure what you meant, which was basically what my reply stated.
To answer this post: Natal houses don't go through cycles, but planets do transit them, if that's what you meant.
Planetwatcher.com is good for keeping an eye on transits, you can compare to your natal chart that you already made
(as mentioned in your email to me).

As for when Mars (and other planets) retrograde, there are many websites that keep track, all you have to do it google it
and decide which site is your favorite and the most convenient. Just type in "mars retrograde 2016" or something.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: I need a 101

Message: 2153

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 3/3/2016

Me? Well, I majored in psychology in university because I wanted to know how people worked. What makes everyone tick. But psychology didn't have the
answers I was looking for. After becoming SS I ordered my natal chart reading by Hps Maxine and she wrote astrology would be a good career choice for me.
So I said to myself "well she was dead accurate about everything else, I might as well try to learn this". After a month or so, everything started to click.
I didn't set out to make astrology a career, or side-career. People randomly started to email me asking me to do their charts, and as I was unemployed for a
while with nothing better to do (this was 4-5 years ago) I was happy to oblige. And some people insisted on paying me. After a few years of this I decided to
make an official website and see what happens. I am currently up to my eyeballs in orders with no time for anything else. Not that I'm complaining, it would

be perfect if someone at my day job didn't quit leaving me with extra hours to cover even though I'm only supposed to be part-time there as I am also
leaving due to moving away.
I love astrology <3

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <enki66614@...> wrote :
By no reason do I want to be rude I'm glade :) I don't know where to start either I guess I could ask how did u begin ur trip to more knowledge about the
stars and planets

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: I need a 101

Message: 2154

From: jason stephens

Date: 3/4/2016

That's an awesome story it's really Kool that your doing something u didn't even know u would be doing and u love it I want something like that

On Thursday, March 3, 2016, 9:03 PM, lydia_666@... [JoS_Astrology] <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Me? Well, I majored in psychology in university because I wanted to know how people worked. What makes everyone tick. But psychology
didn't have the answers I was looking for. After becoming SS I ordered my natal chart reading by Hps Maxine and she wrote astrology would
be a good career choice for me. So I said to myself "well she was dead accurate about everything else, I might as well try to learn this". After
a month or so, everything started to click.

I didn't set out to make astrology a career, or side-career. People randomly started to email me asking me to do their charts, and as I was
unemployed for a while with nothing better to do (this was 4-5 years ago) I was happy to oblige. And some people insisted on paying me.
After a few years of this I decided to make an official website and see what happens. I am currently up to my eyeballs in orders with no time
for anything else. Not that I'm complaining, it would be perfect if someone at my day job didn't quit leaving me with extra hours to cover even
though I'm only supposed to be part-time there as I am also leaving due to moving away.
I love astrology <3

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <enki66614@...> wrote :
By no reason do I want to be rude I'm glade :) I don't know where to start either I guess I could ask how did u begin ur trip to more
knowledge about the stars and planets

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: I need a 101

Message: 2155

From: jason stephens

Date: 3/4/2016

Through Inanna she has been my guiding Demoness for awhile and I know that my meditation and wishes are better if I use the planets with me instead of
against me

On Thursday, March 3, 2016, 7:29 AM, jason stephens enki66614@... [JoS_Astrology] <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

By no reason do I want to be rude I'm glade :) I don't know where to start either I guess I could ask how did u begin ur trip to more
knowledge about the stars and planets

On Wednesday, March 2, 2016, 8:55 PM, jason stephens enki66614@... [JoS_Astrology] <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Thank u for ur politeness ^.^
I just didn't know where to start to study the planets

On Tuesday, March 1, 2016, 5:05 PM, lydia_666@... [JoS_Astrology] <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Hi Jason. I did reply to your email, it may have gone into your spam box. But you didn't ask any specific questions so I wasn't
sure what you meant, which was basically what my reply stated.
To answer this post: Natal houses don't go through cycles, but planets do transit them, if that's what you meant.
Planetwatcher.com is good for keeping an eye on transits, you can compare to your natal chart that you already made (as
mentioned in your email to me).

As for when Mars (and other planets) retrograde, there are many websites that keep track, all you have to do it google it and
decide which site is your favorite and the most convenient. Just type in "mars retrograde 2016" or something.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Counteracting hard aspects

Message: 2156

From: vabzirteloch

Date: 3/8/2016

Hi, everybody!
So... when we have a weak planet in our astrology chart, we can strengthen it by vibrating a kabbalistic square.
Also, we can strengthen the effects of different Zodiac signs by vibrating their mantras.
I was wondering if we can also manipulate the aspects between the planets? For example I have a square between my Mercury and my Moon, and it affects
my memory quite seriously - I tend to forget things quite easily. If I could "erase" that connection between them, or turn it into a more positive connection, it
would be awesome.
Can it be achieved somehow? Or is it only achievable by strengthening the affected planets? If that's the case, what they are both negative planets, e.g.
Saturn and Neptune? Are there any mantras or anything that we could use for this?

Thanks in advance.

Vabzir Teloch
HAIL SATAN!!!
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2157

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 3/9/2016

Subject: Re: Counteracting hard aspects
Doing either of those planet's squares will help with memory, or the rune Mannaz (mannauz is more powerful, lol I beat johnson_akemi to it).
As for manipulating aspects... I did a meditation a while back, every night I would go into a trance and "feel" my chart and the aspects and tweak it a bit. It
may not give you the extent of the results you are looking for but it's great to experiment. Working on yourself can overcome any negative aspects. The runic
or planetary square working would yield the quickest results.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2158
Subject: Re: Counteracting hard aspects

From: Dragan Bacanin

Date: 3/10/2016

I`m very sorry, but I cannot enter the discussion. I`m new and I have still a lot of things to learn. Also, I`m currently working on classification of
Demons. I almost don`t know anything about Astrology, so I hope that you`re going to forgive me for not giving my oppinion on this subject.
Blessed be,
May Lord Satan and Demons be with us.

On Tuesday, March 8, 2016 10:34 PM, "vabzirteloch@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Hi, everybody!
So... when we have a weak planet in our astrology chart, we can strengthen it by vibrating a kabbalistic square.
Also, we can strengthen the effects of different Zodiac signs by vibrating their mantras.
I was wondering if we can also manipulate the aspects between the planets? For example I have a square between my Mercury and my Moon, and it affects my memory quite
seriously - I tend to forget things quite easily. If I could "erase" that connection between them, or turn it into a more positive connection, it would be awesome.
Can it be achieved somehow? Or is it only achievable by strengthening the affected planets? If that's the case, what they are both negative planets, e.g. Saturn and Neptune? Are
there any mantras or anything that we could use for this?
Thanks in advance.
Vabzir Teloch
HAIL SATAN!!!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2159
Subject: Re: Counteracting hard aspects

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 3/11/2016

Azazel's Astrology for Satanists will teach you about astrology and how to read a natal chart.
Azazel's Astrology for Satanists
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/FURCAS.html

Messages in JoS_Astrology group.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2160
From: taol_van_sherwood
Subject: Re: Counteracting hard aspects
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2161
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Counteracting hard aspects
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2162
From: jason stephens
Subject: Happy Thursday
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2163
From: taol_van_sherwood
Subject: Re: Counteracting hard aspects
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2164
From: mknightwood
Subject: How To Invoke Fixed Stars' Energy?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2165
From: taol_van_sherwood
Subject: Re: Counteracting hard aspects
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2166
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: Counteracting hard aspects
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2167
From: taol_van_sherwood
Subject: Re: Counteracting hard aspects
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2168
From: mknightwood
Subject: How To REALLY Interpret Planets, Houses and Signs
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2169
From: taol_van_sherwood
Subject: Re: Counteracting hard aspects
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2170
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: Counteracting hard aspects
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2171
From: Gerecht Ror
Subject: Re: How To REALLY Interpret Planets, Houses and Signs
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2172
From: taol_van_sherwood
Subject: Re: Counteracting hard aspects
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2173
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: How To REALLY Interpret Planets, Houses and Signs
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2175
From: patri66613
Subject: new to astrology
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2176
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: new to astrology
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2177
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: love and sex life
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2178
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: How To Invoke Fixed Stars' Energy?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2179
From: sternegucker@ymail.com
Subject: Re: love and sex life
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2180
From: chayce.martin
Subject: Re: love and sex life
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2181
From: patri66613
Subject: hard to understand
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2182
From: patri66613
Subject: squares ?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2183
From: Teloc Vovim
Subject: Re: hard to understand
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2184
From: Teloc Vovim
Subject: Re: squares ?
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Date: 3/28/2016
Date: 3/28/2016
Date: 3/30/2016
Date: 3/30/2016
Date: 3/30/2016
Date: 3/31/2016
Date: 4/1/2016
Date: 4/1/2016
Date: 4/2/2016
Date: 4/2/2016
Date: 4/3/2016
Date: 4/3/2016
Date: 4/3/2016
Date: 4/3/2016
Date: 4/3/2016
Date: 4/4/2016
Date: 4/4/2016
Date: 4/4/2016
Date: 4/4/2016

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2185
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: squares ?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2186
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: hard to understand
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2187
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: Counteracting hard aspects
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2188
From: taol_van_sherwood
Subject: Re: Counteracting hard aspects
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2189
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Astrology Experiment!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2190
From: mknightwood
Subject: Re: Astrology Experiment!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2191
From: talonjackman
Subject: Re: Astrology Experiment!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2192
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Astrology Experiment!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2193
From: jonathon_billing
Subject: Re: Astrology Experiment!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2194
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Astrology Experiment!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2195
From: fadiinflames
Subject: Re: Astrology Experiment!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2196
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Astrology Experiment!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2197
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: Astrology Experiment!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2198
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Astrology Experiment!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2199
From: kyleshand
Subject: Why does Saturn help me more than the Sun?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2200
From: taol_van_sherwood
Subject: Re: Why does Saturn help me more than the Sun?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2201
From: black.wyrm666
Subject: Re: Why does Saturn help me more than the Sun?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2202
From: Jacqueline Hendrie
Subject: Re: Astrology Experiment!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2203
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Astrology Experiment!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2204
From: kyleshand
Subject: Re: Why does Saturn help me more than the Sun?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2205
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Astrology Experiment!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2206
From: talonjackman
Subject: Re: Astrology Experiment!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2207
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Astrology Experiment!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2208
From: dark_pagan_666
Subject: Re: Why does Saturn help me more than the Sun?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2209
From: dark_pagan_666
Subject: Re: Astrology Experiment!
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Date: 4/24/2016
Date: 4/25/2016
Date: 4/26/2016
Date: 4/26/2016

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2210
From: kyleshand
Subject: Re: Why does Saturn help me more than the Sun?

Date: 4/26/2016

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2160
Subject: Re: Counteracting hard aspects

Date: 3/14/2016

From: taol_van_sherwood

So am I confused here? If you would do a working on a planet in a hard degree i.e. 15 degrees leo, would it
worsen it or does it do the opposite?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2161
Subject: Re: Counteracting hard aspects

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 3/15/2016

That's actually a good question. Some would just assume that it makes it better, but unfortunately some
stuff in life can be downright rotten. I personally don't have experience with doing a working on a natal
planet and it turning out worse.
I would say, use a positive affirmation. Do the square (unless it's Saturn which can make things much
worse) and affirm something like "In a positive and healthy manner, the energy of [planet] is making the
positive aspects of my natal [planet] more prominent", or "in a positive and healthy manner my natal
[planet] is becoming more positive for me in every way". Just a few ideas, perhaps someone with
experience in this specifically can answer. I'm only writing this as nobody else has replied yet.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <taolvanswd@...> wrote :
So am I confused here? If you would do a working on a planet in a hard degree i.e. 15 degrees leo, would it
worsen it or does it do the opposite?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2162
Subject: Happy Thursday

From: jason stephens

Date: 3/17/2016

Hail ENKI AND LILTH
A shout out was in order
Although we cant stop fighting, it is nice to briefly smell the victory
Darkest blessings :)

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2163
Subject: Re: Counteracting hard aspects

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 3/18/2016

On second thought I doubt degree matters. If it did matter, my chart would not be workable on that area,
seeing I have my Saturn in a place which is on the same matter issuing as the 15 degree leo planet would
be. Just not in the same sign or house.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2164
Subject: How To Invoke Fixed Stars' Energy?

From: mknightwood

Hello to my fellow astrology experts,

I need help interpreting fixed stars in my girlfriend's natal chart.
Spica Opposite Mercury in 11th House (2 degree orb)
Betelgeuse Conjunct Jupiter in 8th House (1 degree orb)

Date: 3/27/2016

She is not an SS, so can I invoke the energy of those stars to enhance their power?
Is there such a thing as drawing in too much energy from the stars? The JOS site doesn't give much detail on how
long and how much energy I can safely draw down from stars. I don't want to hurt my GF or myself.
Thanks for all your help!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2165
Subject: Re: Counteracting hard aspects

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 3/28/2016

When Neptune is going over your natal Saturn, would it help to do anything with Saturn?
I noticed when it went over my natal moon it was at the time I was friends with some drug users / drug
addicts ...
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2166
Subject: Re: Counteracting hard aspects

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 3/28/2016

No. Do not do a Saturn square, vibrate Saturn mantras, or do anything else to strengthen your Saturn.
Saturn rules misfortune and increasing the strength of Saturn's energies in your life will bring bad luck,
accidents, horrible people, and other misfortune into your life. Having a strong aura of protection and
keeping your energies high through meditation keeps negative parts of transits from manifesting.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2167
Subject: Re: Counteracting hard aspects

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 3/30/2016

Anyway thanks though I guess.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2168
From: mknightwood
Subject: How To REALLY Interpret Planets, Houses and Signs

Date: 3/30/2016

Help my fellow experts in Astrology...

I would like to know how Astrologers REALLY interpret planets, houses and signs.

If you ask 100 different astrologers to look at the same chart... you will get 100 different interpretations.
Sure, there may be some overlap, but for the most part, it always seems like they are reading a totally
different person, even though they are reading the same chart.

I would like to know the METHODOLOGY of how astrologers arrive at their conclusions.

For instance... On Azazel's Astrology webpage, It says the 8th house Rules: Sex, death, taxes, inheritances,
money one owes, the partner's finances, what one receives from others, the kind of death one will have,
deep soul mate contacts, changes brought about by a major crisis, legacies and wills, how one evolves
through suffering. The eighth is the house of the occult, the spiritual and is a house of power.

Now that covers a LOT of different areas of life! And it seems like that for ALL houses.

And then you take the planets and the zodiac signs and they have a laundry list of things they "rule" as well.

So if my Sun is Scorpio in the 8th house... how does an Astrologer know how to break down the endless
variables and arrive at a solid conclusion? I mean, it could mean the death of my father or an authority
figure. Or maybe it involves my sex life... or maybe it involves some back taxes.

I hope I am making sense here because I don't want to just read quick descriptions on astrology websites
that give me a brief overview of planets in the houses and signs... I want to know the METHOD TO THE
MADNESS, so to speak.

Any help is greatly appreciated. Thank you!

HAIL SATAN!!

PS. I have been studying the Azazel's Astrology pages for a couple years now. So please do NOT tell me to
go to there to learn more. Also, I have read the PDFs in the files section by Bill Tierney and Donna
Cunningham.

It seems most astrologers meander on and have tangent after tangent. I can't make sense of any of those
PDFs or most astrology websites. Azazel's Astrology is straight to the point. But is just scratches the
surface... I need to understand astrology even deeper. Thanks.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2169
Subject: Re: Counteracting hard aspects

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 3/30/2016

Are you sure you haven't misread? its Neptune -> Saturn
Not Saturn -> Neptune ...
-> means going over
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2170
Subject: Re: Counteracting hard aspects

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 3/31/2016

The natal planet being affected by a transit is the one you would want to work on. For example, if Saturn
was transiting your natal sun, Saturn -> sun, then you would want to do a sun square to offset the transit.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2171
From: Gerecht Ror
Subject: Re: How To REALLY Interpret Planets, Houses and Signs

Date: 4/1/2016

I can't really tell I am an Astrology expert but I have interest in it ans made some studies for a while, and observed
the Planet's effects in reality every time I could.
Whan I can tell you (probably because of my Planetary influences!) I usually try to go by intuition when interpreting
something. I ask to my mind and Soul and follow the internal answer when I try to understand a placement and spot
the right area of life involved. I never found too any methodology around, I always tried to build a "checkslist" so to
speak but I feel more comfrotable with intuition. These is my own answer!

Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2016 at 9:41 PM
From: "mknightwood@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] How To REALLY Interpret Planets, Houses and Signs

Help my fellow experts in Astrology...

I would like to know how Astrologers REALLY interpret planets, houses and signs.

If you ask 100 different astrologers to look at the same chart... you will get 100 different interpretations. Sure, there may
be some overlap, but for the most part, it always seems like they are reading a totally different person, even though they
are reading the same chart.

I would like to know the METHODOLOGY of how astrologers arrive at their conclusions.

For instance... On Azazel's Astrology webpage, It says the 8th house Rules: Sex, death, taxes, inheritances, money one
owes, the partner's finances, what one receives from others, the kind of death one will have, deep soul mate contacts,
changes brought about by a major crisis, legacies and wills, how one evolves through suffering. The eighth is the house
of the occult, the spiritual and is a house of power.

Now that covers a LOT of different areas of life! And it seems like that for ALL houses.

And then you take the planets and the zodiac signs and they have a laundry list of things they "rule" as well.

So if my Sun is Scorpio in the 8th house... how does an Astrologer know how to break down the endless variables and
arrive at a solid conclusion? I mean, it could mean the death of my father or an authority figure. Or maybe it involves
my sex life... or maybe it involves some back taxes.

I hope I am making sense here because I don't want to just read quick descriptions on astrology websites that give me a
brief overview of planets in the houses and signs... I want to know the METHOD TO THE MADNESS, so to speak.

Any help is greatly appreciated. Thank you!

HAIL SATAN!!

PS. I have been studying the Azazel's Astrology pages for a couple years now. So please do NOT tell me to go to there to
learn more. Also, I have read the PDFs in the files section by Bill Tierney and Donna Cunningham.

It seems most astrologers meander on and have tangent after tangent. I can't make sense of any of those PDFs or most
astrology websites. Azazel's Astrology is straight to the point. But is just scratches the surface... I need to understand
astrology even deeper. Thanks.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2172
Subject: Re: Counteracting hard aspects

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 4/1/2016

Yes but I am kinda sick of meeting people that just aren't there for you when you for one need em and that
just are being stupid to you. I don't feel like spending another 2-3 years dealing with this shit. Already have
had about 3 years.
I have not been here for long and I certainly am not strong enough to cancel this transit out. Like I said
NEPTUNE going over Saturn. So by your info I'd have to do a Saturn square.
Neptune is at 10 pisces and my Saturn is at 12 in pisces.

I take it that this method works with other planets too. I am not an expert just trying to find a way to keep
life as easy as possible.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2173
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: How To REALLY Interpret Planets, Houses and Signs

Date: 4/2/2016

You need to look at the whole chart to narrow down what a particular planetary placement or aspect means.
For example, the sixth house represents “day-to-day stuff,” like health or work, and properties of planets in
the sixth house will be part of that “day-to-day stuff”. If someone has Saturn in the sixth house (Saturn rules
shit, hard work, and misfortune) then things like hardship, hard work, and misfortune will be part of that
person’s “day-to-day stuff.” With Saturn in the 6th house, that could indicate things like chronic health
problems or a job that is terrible. If this particular person had their chart ruler in the 10th house, putting an
emphasis on things like their career, then the person may have an all-consuming job that is the focus of
their life and leaves them little time for anything else. Using your intuition helps when interpreting a chart.
In the example you gave, sun in Scorpio in the 8th house, you would look at the house in your chart with
Leo on the cusp (the sun rules Leo) to determine if someone in your life is at risk of dying prematurely. If
there is a risk, the risk can be eliminated by building an aura of protection around the person or people ruled
by the house with Leo on the cusp.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2175
Subject: new to astrology

From: patri66613

Date: 4/2/2016

im completely new to this astrology thing
i just recently converted to satanism and just recently joined the teens4satan group
i have absolutely no clue about astrology as a whole.
what do i do now????

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2176
Subject: Re: new to astrology

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 4/3/2016

If you have not done so already, thoroughly read the Joy of Satan website. Doing so will explain much
about magick, the mind, energy, and how the world works.
Joy of Satan
http://www.joyofsatan.org
The goal of Spiritual Satanism is to spiritually empower yourself and obtain powers that humans are
supposed to have like healing and telepathy. The final goal is to complete the Magnum Opus and become a
god. Consistent meditation is key to those goals. A good place to start with meditation is the 40 Day
Meditation Program available in Satan's Library.
Satan’s Library
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Satans_Library.html

40 Day Meditation Program
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Joy_of_Satan_Ministries.pdf
Azazel's Astrology for Satanists on the Joy of Satan website explains astrology in a straightforward manner.
Azazel's Astrology for Satanists
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/FURCAS.html

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2177
Subject: Re: love and sex life

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 4/3/2016

If you have not done so already, thoroughly read the Joy of Satan website. Doing so will explain much
about how energy, the mind, and magic work.
Joy of Satan
http://www.joyofsatan.org

For your personal safety, do not post your natal chart information online. You natal chart is a map of your
strengths and weaknesses and can be used to hurt you.
To increase you sexual appeal to women, you can do a material Venus Square and vibrate the mantra for
Venus. You will need to direct the energies of the mantra with an affirmation like, "In a positive manner the
energies of the Venus square are permanently increasing my sex appeal."
Satan's Magickal Squares
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Audio_Mp3s.htm

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2178
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: How To Invoke Fixed Stars' Energy?

Date: 4/3/2016

The whole chart needs to be taken into account to correctly interpret a particular aspect. For example,
Jupiter conjunct Betelgeuse will be beneficial for the houses with Pisces and Sagittarius on the cusps. What
affairs those are is unique to your girlfriend's chart.
If you invoke the energies of the stars, the energy will empower you. It is possible to invoke too much
energy from stars. If you find that you are being over-stimulated then reduce the amount of energy you
invoke from the star. The amount of energy you can invoke is determined by how powerful you are
spiritually.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2179
Subject: Re: love and sex life

From: sternegucker@ymail.com Date: 4/3/2016

It is in your best interest to delete this posting. It is unsafe to post your name and birthday online.
Especially together at the same time.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2180
Subject: Re: love and sex life

From: chayce.martin

Date: 4/3/2016

I'm sure you can work something out with this person. lydia.astrology@...
She won't help you out for free, but she is very reliable and helped me out. I recommend her, she is also
SS. She's reasonable, so please be reasonable back, she has a skill you don't.
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2181

From: patri66613

Date: 4/4/2016

Subject: hard to understand
actually the azaezels astrology site is quite hrd to understand and the last two links are not working.
moreover its not easy for those who have no idea about planets so please give me some directions may be
about a free book that would help me understand.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: squares ?

Message: 2182

From: patri66613

Date: 4/4/2016

i heard bout this satanic magikal squares.
exactly what are they and how do i make them work.
i want to use the venus square to increase my chances with women
please give me a detailed explanation.
thank you.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2183
Subject: Re: hard to understand

From: Teloc Vovim

Date: 4/4/2016

I am working on putting together a basic manual from Azazel's astrology for beginners that will hopefully help. I'll be sure to
post it when I'm done ;) Just hang in there because astrology isn't something you will completely understand over night. It takes
awhile to get the hang of it
"The absence of darkness in a person does not suggest an abundance of light, for to know the light you must have known
the darkness."
www.JoyofSatan.org
www.exposingchristianity.com
http://spiritualwarfare666.webs.com/Satans_Library.htm

On Monday, April 4, 2016 4:41 AM, "patri66613@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

actually the azaezels astrology site is quite hrd to understand and the last two links are not working.
moreover its not easy for those who have no idea about planets so please give me some directions may be about a free book
that would help me understand.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: squares ?

Message: 2184

From: Teloc Vovim

Date: 4/4/2016

Read this page from the witchcraft section on JoS and it will explain everything about the squares - Magickal/Kabalistic Squares:
How to Correctly Use These

Magickal/Kabalistic Squares: How to
Correctly Use These

"The absence of darkness in a person does not suggest an abundance of light, for to know the light you must have known
the darkness."
www.JoyofSatan.org
www.exposingchristianity.com
http://spiritualwarfare666.webs.com/Satans_Library.htm

On Monday, April 4, 2016 4:42 AM, "patri66613@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

i heard bout this satanic magikal squares.
exactly what are they and how do i make them work.
i want to use the venus square to increase my chances with women
please give me a detailed explanation.
thank you.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: squares ?

Message: 2185

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 4/4/2016

An explanation of how to use the squares is in the Satan's Magickal Squares PDF. You will need to do the
vibrations for the square during the appropriate planetary hour. The program Chronos XP shows the
planetary hours of the day. The planetary hours are also available online.
Satan's Magickal Squares PDF
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Satan_s_Magickal_Squares.pdf
Chronos XP
http://chronosxp.sourceforge.net/en/

Planetary Hours
http://www.astrology.com.tr/planetary-hours.asp

Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2186

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 4/4/2016

Subject: Re: hard to understand
Azazel's Astrology for Satanists is more straightforward than a book on astrology. The information there is
100% accurate. Astrology books are corrupted to some degree and, if you read them, you have to sort the
truth from lies. The index section of Azazel's Astrology for Satanists explains the planets, signs, and how to
interpret a natal chart.
Azazel's Astrology for Satanists Index
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Astro_index.html

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2187
Subject: Re: Counteracting hard aspects

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 4/5/2016

If you want an easy life, build a gargantuan aura of protection and work for Satan daily. A massive aura of
protection will keep unfortunate events from happening to you. This includes bad luck, horrible people,
attacks both physical and spiritual, disease, accidents, and other misfortune.

Aura of Protection
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Protection.html

Meditation for Protection
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic10007.html

The Runic Kabalah PDF and Audio Mp3s (the runes ALGIZ and BERKANO can be used for protection)
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Audio_Mp3s.htm

When you work for Satan, he takes care of you. There are many ways to work for Satan.

There are reverse torah rituals you can do any time. The reverse torah rituals are removing the spiritual
power of the enemies who are busy trying to start World War III and spark a Communist revolution to
enslave the world. New reverse torah rituals are regularly posted to the Joy of Satan Yahoo Groups.
Reverse Torah Rituals
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoyofSatan666/conversations/messages/157499

In addition to the above spiritual warfare, there are many things you can do.
You can place anti tracts where people will find them. Anti tracts are small pieces of paper that say things
like:"Christianity is a Lie! see_the_truth.webs.com." or "Christianity is a Hoax! www.exposingchristianity.com
."
More anti tracts are found here: http://hailtosatansvictory666.angelfire.com/anti-tracts.html
Post links to exposingchristianity.com, see_the_truth.webs.com, and other websites that expose the truth
online. Go to chat rooms, forums, and anywhere else you can and post links. You can also post information

revealing the lie that christianity and other enemy programs, like communism and feminism, are. Convince
people that christianity is a hoax by revealing incriminating evidence, such as that the christian god is not all
loving if he allows evil to occur. Look up arguments against christianity so you can rip any christian argument
to shreds.
There is an entire thread dedicated to spreading the truth online. Fellow brothers and sisters post liks to
youtube videos they have commented on so other people can like and reply to the comments. "Likes" and
replies increase the ranking of a comment so more people will see it and visit the link in the comment.
Internet Warfare Thread
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic10009-432.html

Send energy to the powers of Hell. Energy is needed and it is a simple working to send energy. One way to
send energy is here: http://josministries.prophpbb.com/post13067.html
You can also just raise your energies and then ask for Father Satan to take them. This can even be done
more than once, but always remember, never drain yourself, do NOT give any energy if you are even mildly
ill or overly tired.
Other methods of working for the powers of Hell are on pages 9 and 27 of the "High Priest Hooded Cobra
666 Sermons and Writings" in Satan's Library here: http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com
/Hphoodedcobra666vol1.pdf

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2188
Subject: Re: Counteracting hard aspects

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 4/12/2016

Thanks Johnson.
Also I think I will add the second link to my meditation program. When I first joined somehow the aura of
protection seemed stronger than what I can make it now. I have no idea how or why but that does not
matter. I need to build an aura strong enough that I won't get hurt by whatever curse and stuff is still with
me.
I am quite positive that there is absolutely nothing in my chart that would indicate people being
backstabbers, just bullies or anyone else for that matter that would hurt me for no other reason than the
way their own mind seems to be. (Like I get to see the worst of the worst in some cases - yuck)

Despite my Saturn in seventh house.
I am quite positive that those things are not to be made to happen by Saturn or a Saturn transit or a planet
transiting Saturn.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2189
Subject: Astrology Experiment!

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 4/12/2016

For all who are interested in astrology, even newbies. This is mostly copy pasted from another thread, but I
started a new post to get more people interested in this.
I created a random birth data, and anyone interested can write up a natal report on it. This will allow
everyone to see how different, or how similar, natal readings done by Spiritual Satanists can be.
Any interested in astrology can participate. This will be a learning experience for all. By the deadline,
everyone can email me their readings and I will start a new thread (for the forums, for this group I will post
when I have them as I am on moderation here). Once the new thread has been approved I will reply with

everyone's charts to it all at once, one after the other. I will leave them anonymous if wanted, or post the
name if wanted. Up to the individual. Some newbies may be too nervous to have their name published with
their readings, no problem. You can always quote it after with your name if you decide to.
The reason why I would want to have them all and then post them all, is to ensure that all get posted. If
some advanced astrologers post their readings, then the newbies may feel that theirs are not as good. This
will also enable any readings to be anonymous. I will just write "Done by Anonymous" at the top of each one.
I really think this will be a very positive and fun learning experience for all.
Even if all you can get is like half a page, that's still a great start!
Deadline: April 25
Birth data: (gender does not matter)
December 23, 1988
1:17 AM
Hell, Norway
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2190
Subject: Re: Astrology Experiment!

From: mknightwood

Date: 4/13/2016

Lydia,
Very excited to take part in this. Anyone serious about learning astrology should join in!
No one is judging anyone else! Rather, we are all learning!
Great choice of birth data by the way!
After this project, we should do a solar return, a progressed chart, etc.
Best of luck to everyone,
M Knight Shaman
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2191
Subject: Re: Astrology Experiment!

From: talonjackman

Date: 4/13/2016

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 4/13/2016

This is an awesome idea! Sounds fun :)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2192
Subject: Re: Astrology Experiment!

Right, nobody is judging, this will be a fun learning experience for everyone. And good idea about doing solar
returns etc after this!
I hope at least 5 people will participate, so far it's looking like we will have 4 for sure.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2193
Subject: Re: Astrology Experiment!

From: jonathon_billing

Date: 4/13/2016

We email them to you instead of just putting them straight onto here?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2194
Subject: Re: Astrology Experiment!

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 4/13/2016

It would be best, that way all can be posted at once. Or you can reply with yours once the first posts are up.
I would have to copy paste into the forums though anyway. Really doesn't matter to me either way.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2195
Subject: Re: Astrology Experiment!

From: fadiinflames

Date: 4/14/2016

are these your information lydia ?
1988 hell norway ?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2196
Subject: Re: Astrology Experiment!

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 4/14/2016

My info? Of course not. It's the random info I made for this experiment.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2197
Subject: Re: Astrology Experiment!

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 4/14/2016

This hypothetical person was born on Satan's personal day in Hell. I found that amusing.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2198
Subject: Re: Astrology Experiment!

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 4/15/2016

Haha yeah. And the birth time adds up to 9
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2199
From: kyleshand
Subject: Why does Saturn help me more than the Sun?

Date: 4/18/2016

I have a weak Sun in my astrology chart, in 7th house, Capricorn. It's also opposite my ascedent and making
a square to my Moon. I have many Capricorn planets. Mars, Mercury, Uranus, Neptune and Rahu/North
Node in Capricorn as well as the Sun.
My Saturn is in Aquarius 8th house. And despite all conventional astrological wisdom, my 8th house affairs
are very good, I do receive quite a lot of other peoples money, from the government. Sex has always been
available to me, which is almost miraculous considering I am a loner male with little social status or skills. I
make studying the occult the centre of my life and have developed quite a lot of knowledge and skill. I'm far
from a master, but certainly know more and can do more than your average person.
Not only that but when I have worked with Saturns energy it really does help me focus on my goals and give
me like a calming but focused sense of energy which lets me apply myself consistently to things.
The Sun on the other hand never works for me, even when I try invoking it's energy it doesn't raise my self
esteem or vitality or anything, all it seems to do is raise feelings of envy and powerlessness in me and
makes me think of how much I hate people who are more successful.
My self esteem sucks, my relationships end in fighting, people do not respect me, and I often feel powerless
in the world. It's only because of my exalted Mars and occult knowledge that I have at least had the
satisfaction of bringing some pain to the people who don't respect me in the past, but that's not the point, I
wish it didn't have to be like that.
Why can some people just naturally shine and be respected and loved and are powerful in social situations
so easily, but for me it never works no matter what I try? At best I am unnoticed and at worst I am the
laughing stock or sometimes even hated.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2200
From: taol_van_sherwood
Subject: Re: Why does Saturn help me more than the Sun?

Date: 4/18/2016

I also have a question about Saturn.
On azazels astrology when you go to the planet page of the sun at the bottom it says 'aspects' and
somewhere else it is also mentioned that a grand trine is an aspect.
Since my Saturn is in a grand trine, does it affect the whole thing?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2201
From: black.wyrm666
Subject: Re: Why does Saturn help me more than the Sun?

Date: 4/18/2016

I'm no expert - but what I can see is that you have answered your own question.

"I make studying the occult the centre of my life and have developed quite a lot of knowledge and skill"
The only, and the most beautiful (uh, for me) word that comes to my mind in regards to your person is REFORGED (maybe the dash is needless, and the re- prefix too, idk).
What I DO know is that you've advanced to such a level where you sublimate the limiting Saturnian energies
into structuring ones. And you were able to do it with such a stellium.
Kyle, you're a typical Saturnian - this is fantastic! As for the social aspect - dude, I can HARDLY believe your
self-esteem can suck, as the planetary alignments make you DAMN STRONG. A person not to trifle with.
Perhaps a runic working? Wunjo / Wyn? This pessimism is the remaining bitchy Saturnian energies that you
have to overcome. Another thing in regards to this bitch – shatter and reforge your thoughts of yourself.
Know that you CAN destroy whoever you wish who stands in your way, and let this thought intoxicate you.
So NO, if you harmed a person, he or she DID deserve the fate.

In what way are they successful? Money? Stable family life? So ask yourself – how well do they know of
what is going on in the world? Do they have Father and the Gods by their side? Or do they simply live as if
nothing is going on?

Know that some people who are well off (and Without) do not deserve what they have – and they will lose
it, as money and earthly goods are transient - not unimportant, but some compensate with riches, outwardly
goods, while lacking INNER ones. And human relationships between those Without are shallow. Doubt you’d
want to have one.

https://youtu.be/4bRR-Wykh1o?t=1m3s – the refrain. It tells us ALL about Father’s gift.

Ummm... would you rather shine for other people, or for the Gods? For Father, who gave us the very
knowledge? By Hell, I know what you mean - all too well (12th house person) BUT I know I'm doing
something and I feel better working from behind the scene. Why? Because I understood how I am supposed
to work. The world needs builders as well as DESTROYERS. But in order for us to destroy efficiently, we
ought to cherish, embrace what we are. For the builders to erect marvels of Satanic splendor, we need to
raze, obliterate every ugly monstrosity the kike has ever created. Saturn is a destroyer – be the harbinger of
ugliness’ demise. Revel in your ever increasing power and KNOW that by destroying, you lay the foundations,
stable, durable for the future generations to come.

HAIL SATAN!
HAIL VOLAC!
88!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2202
Subject: Re: Astrology Experiment!

From: Jacqueline Hendrie

Date: 4/19/2016

I'm in!
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

On Tue, Apr 12, 2016 at 8:44, lydia_666@... [JoS_Astrology]
<JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

For all who are interested in astrology, even newbies. This is mostly copy pasted from
another thread, but I started a new post to get more people interested in this.
I created a random birth data, and anyone interested can write up a natal report on it. This
will allow everyone to see how different, or how similar, natal readings done by Spiritual
Satanists can be.
Any interested in astrology can participate. This will be a learning experience for all. By the
deadline, everyone can email me their readings and I will start a new thread (for the forums,
for this group I will post when I have them as I am on moderation here). Once the new
thread has been approved I will reply with everyone's charts to it all at once, one after the
other. I will leave them anonymous if wanted, or post the name if wanted. Up to the
individual. Some newbies may be too nervous to have their name published with their
readings, no problem. You can always quote it after with your name if you decide to.
The reason why I would want to have them all and then post them all, is to ensure that all
get posted. If some advanced astrologers post their readings, then the newbies may feel that
theirs are not as good. This will also enable any readings to be anonymous. I will just write
"Done by Anonymous" at the top of each one.
I really think this will be a very positive and fun learning experience for all.
Even if all you can get is like half a page, that's still a great start!
Deadline: April 25
Birth data: (gender does not matter)
December 23, 1988
1:17 AM
Hell, Norway
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2203
Subject: Re: Astrology Experiment!

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 4/19/2016

Great, this should be about 7 readings then :)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2204
From: kyleshand
Subject: Re: Why does Saturn help me more than the Sun?

Date: 4/21/2016

@... thanks for your response. I appreciate your words of encouragement but honestly I am not sure if I
really have advanced to the point of sublimating it's energies into a more harmonious way, it may just be
that being so Capricorn my natural energies work in harmony with Saturn. If I knew how to sublimate
energies like that consciously, I would do the same with the Sun.

When it comes to being strong, you're correct. My Mars is in Capricorn exalted and it is the ruler of my
Moon. That's not the type of strength I mean when I say self esteem.
The Mars type of strength you are thinking of is like that of a warrior or soldier. I have that. The strength of
will or body to overcome obstacles or enemies, I have this in abundance.
The Sun's power which I am talking about is like that of a King or celebrity, the kind of person people admire
and look up to, respect etc. The people who have the charisma and leadership ability. It's this where I lack
completely. I am useless at being effective socially.
When it comes to destroying outright enemies, I agree with you, people who harm others injustly do
deserve to be punished. But what I am saying is, I have lashed out with black magick before, over petty
things, simply because I have been disrespected so much in life, not taken seriously, laughed at, ignored etc
I just wanted to hurt someone.
The amount of times, this sort of thing happens in my life, is too many to count, and I would be spending
my life doing black magick if I cursed everyone who treats me with no respect, the amount it happens.
Some people I see, are just respected and liked by others and even lead naturally and would never have to
resort to black magick, at least not for the reasons I did.
I guess, for me, being an Occultist, I am more interested in the answer of why my Sun functions this way,
simply as a part of gaining occult knowledge more than anything else, I just want to know how it's energy
works, how can I make it work for me etc.
Don't forget, the Sun is also a God, Amon Ra. And above all else, it hurts to think Ra looks upon me
unfavorably, especially as the Sun God, the giver of life. This is sort of the heart of the matter for me, as an
aspiring magician and spiritual Satanist, I don't like limitations, I don't think there should be anything we can
not do, including make the planets energies work for us in positive ways and make the best attributes of
every planet and sign a part of ourselves.
I enjoyed your response, you made me feel positive about myself and I appreciate it.
So please, share with me more about your own chart and your 12th house emphasis, I hear that is good to
have for spiritual advancement.
HAIL SATAN! Praise Be To The Gods.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2205
Subject: Re: Astrology Experiment!

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 4/24/2016

Just to make sure all participants have enough time, I'll post them all on Tuesday. You can either email them
to me or post to the thread with yours.
Btw... the birthdate?
-Dec 23: Satan's personal day
-1988: 88=HH
-1:17am: 1+1+7=9
-Hell, Norway: Norway is the only country that has a city named Hell.
I made up the most Satanic date I could. Although I started to think that I should have made the year be
like 1788 just for the massive generational influence difference. We may do this again at some point though
:)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2206
Subject: Re: Astrology Experiment!

From: talonjackman

Date: 4/24/2016

I have been busy, but shall get it to you by tuesday so that works well for me
Just so you know, in America there's a city called Hell, Michigan as well :)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2207
Subject: Re: Astrology Experiment!

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 4/25/2016

Great :)
I just typed in "Hell" and Norway was the only place that had one lol. Good to know though!

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <talonjackman@...> wrote :
I have been busy, but shall get it to you by tuesday so that works well for me
Just so you know, in America there's a city called Hell, Michigan as well :)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2208
From: dark_pagan_666
Subject: Re: Why does Saturn help me more than the Sun?

Date: 4/26/2016

@kyleshand, having a strong positioned sun as a chart ruler won't fix anything...Nor would it make a person
likeable or charismatic alone. I have a ruling sun in 8 house, but due to other planetary alignments, my life is
a bitch. I have not the best self-esteem...it's not bad either but not that good.
I am poor, people treat me real badly...it got better after I started meditating and all. But they still treat me
like I am this weak little stupid kid.. Yeah maybe the sun have given me some positive things, such as I can
raise great deal of energies and such. Psychic abilities and other abilities and gifts that comes pretty handy
at times.
What you can try to do though is using the planetary mantra of Leo. Work with that and get to know the sun
energies. Or do a Spiritual Sun Square! That will help a lot for you.
Hail Satan!!!!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2209
Subject: Re: Astrology Experiment!

From: dark_pagan_666

Date: 4/26/2016

This is great Lydia! I am sorry I missed it, have been really busy so didn't even think to check :/
Yeah, I've been in Hell couple of times, mehehe.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2210
From: kyleshand
Subject: Re: Why does Saturn help me more than the Sun?

Date: 4/26/2016

@dark_pagan_666 Thanks for sharing that. After praying to my Sun God and performing several rituals to
him as well as meditating on the Sun's energy, I have found the answers to my problems and hopefully this
can help you too.
The Sun represents the self. A weak Sun, causes the self, the I to be lacking and a feeling of incompleteness
inside of the person afflicted.
To compensate for this incompleteness, part of us tends to cling to something in order to feel complete, it
could be money, relationship, good looks, status, intelligence, accomplishments, power etc. Anything. We
tend to cling to what we can do or what we have in order to feel like we are something and that we matter
some how.
But it never really works no matter what we try because nothing but *YOU* can be you! All of the above
can be yours, but never you. Nothing can replace yourself.
After strengthening the Sun's energy within me, my self esteem is now perfect, I do not need anyone or
anything to feel complete, my mind is now mostly quiet as it is no longer seeking a sense of self in
anything, nor identified with anything to strongly and my awareness is far more intese and I feel much more

connected to my inner power.
It's a feeling of pure self, you being completely you and the you, the I being invincible. The center and
commander of your world.
Also, this isn't an anti desire teaching. In fact, when the self is weak, often we are afraid to go after our
desires because the fear of failure holds us back. Desire is very much alive in me now, but now that my Sun
is strong, it is purely a forward moving energy, that feeling of lack of self worth for not having what I want
is gone.
I hope this helps, perform some rituals to your Sun God, Ra, Apollo or whichever one you resonate with
best, connect with them psychically and pray, honor them each morning when the Sun rises, do rituals on
Sunday to them at mid day, they will answer you. My Sun God helped me. The Sun is most generous and
answers prayers, as the giver of all life, he never turns his back on living things who come to him.
HAIL SATAN!
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From: nick_vabzircnila

Date: 5/7/2016

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 5/8/2016

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 5/9/2016

From: Kel Goyal

Date: 5/9/2016

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 5/9/2016

From: kyleshand

Date: 5/9/2016

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 5/9/2016

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 5/10/2016

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 5/11/2016

From: Jethro Cambridge

Date: 5/12/2016

From: elephant255_rises

Date: 5/12/2016

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 5/12/2016

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2245
Subject: Re: Please help
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2246
Subject: Re: Leadership
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2247
Subject: Re: Please help
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2248
Subject: Re: Leadership
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2249
Subject: To Teloc Vovim
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2250
Subject: JUPITER DIRECT IN LEO:EFFECTS ON YOU
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2251
Subject: JUPITER DIRECT IN LEO:EFFECTS ON YOU
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2252
Subject: Re: JUPITER DIRECT IN LEO:EFFECTS ON YOU
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2253
Subject: Re: Leadership
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2254
Subject: Re: Leadership
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2255
Subject: SUN TRANSIT IN TAURUS 14TH MAY
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2256
Subject: Re: I need a 101
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2257
Subject: Re: SUN TRANSIT IN TAURUS 14TH MAY
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2258
Subject: progression
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2259
Subject: Re: (3rd attemp to post msg due to andriod issues)meaning
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2260
Subject: Re: progression

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 5/12/2016

From: kyleshand

Date: 5/12/2016

From: Kel Goyal

Date: 5/12/2016

From: Jethro Cambridge

Date: 5/12/2016

From: patri66613

Date: 5/13/2016

From: raviom.joshi

Date: 5/13/2016

From: raviom.joshi

Date: 5/13/2016

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 5/13/2016

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 5/13/2016

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 5/13/2016

From: raviom.joshi

Date: 5/14/2016

From: jamesthorne81

Date: 5/14/2016

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 5/14/2016

From: jamesthorne81

Date: 5/15/2016

From: truroth seeker
of seeing
From: johnson_akemi

Date: 5/16/2016
Date: 5/16/2016

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Dates of Retrograde.

Message: 2211

From: eduardoquinonez88

Date: 4/26/2016

Can someone tell me the dates for all the retrogrades? I'm going to start the 40 day and do a few rituals as well.. I do want to get my dates mixed up and
shit. :P
Thank you in advance and HAIL SATAN!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Chart Reading.

Message: 2212

From: eduardoquinonez88

Date: 4/26/2016

What do the red and blue lines mean when reading the chart? Are they there for show or do they actually have any meaning?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2213
Subject: Astrology Readings - Results

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Natal Chart Reading by Valontuoja

”December 23, 1988
1:17 AM
Hell, Norway”

Libra ascendant; chart ruler Venus in 3rth house. Third house has a lot of
planets so it is probably major focus on this person’s live. Stellium in
the third house also makes it a bigger emphasis.

Moon is in conjunction with Betelgeuse this can mark success. Sun in
Capricorn gives endurance and ability to outlast anyone. Moon’s conjunction
to Polaris gives ability to find one’s way. Jupiter’s conjunction to

Date: 4/27/2016

Alcyone gives motivation. Mercury opposite and Midheaven conjunct Sirius
can also be sign of success in political career. Mercury also conjuncts
Wega which gives good stuff. Pluto’s opposition to Almach: Almach gives
popularity and other benefits. Earth is emphasised in this person’s chart.
This makes one very practical and gives endurance.

Chart ruler Venus is in opposition to Hyades this might ruin this persons
career after he/she has became successful. Venus is also in opposition to
Epsilon Tauri which is good for career.
Mars conjuncts Alpherazt this gives motivation and can indicate success.
Along with Capricorn’s endurance the motivation can come to use.

Saturn in Capricorn also gives endurance. Mars opposition to Algorab might
make this person dishonest. Jupiter’s conjunction to Caput Algol can give
drive to become the best (reach the top) he/she can if the person sublimate
Caput Algol’s power if not then he/she is having bad tendencies.

This person can be a pessimist since Sun in in Capricorn and Moon aspects
Acumen.

This person’s marriage is influenced by 7th house Mars which is very bad
for marriage. Ascendant also conjunct Vindemiatrix which confirms that
marriage is probably going to be unfortunate. South node in conjunction to
Zosma brings suffering and unhappiness to this person’s life. Sun is in
conjunction to Saturn; this can give problems in interaction with men
especially if this person is a woman. But interesting thing to note is
Jupiter in 8th house which might mean the partner has money.

Sun conjunct Neptune makes this person to have his/hers mood going from
overconfidence to self-doubt. This aspect also indicates weak father. Moon
is in 9th house this can make one to get far away from one’s place of
birth. Family might interfere if this person is going to change
religion. Moon/Mars aspect is giving clashes with the family. Moon/Jupiter
aspect might make emotional attachment to family but this is unlike as this
person’s family (and marriage) seems pretty fucked up. Moon aspecting
Saturn indicates problems with the mother. Moon opposition to Uranus also
indicates that the mother was missing or unusual in some way. It seems like
both parents are weak and/or have problems especially the father. Capricorn
is in it’s ruling sign and in 3th house; this is very bad for family
relations and can indicate this people thinking of being intellectually

inferior to others; Mercury is in 13°; this gives special importance,
Mercury in Capricorn confirms that: ”They can lack confidence in their
knowledge and intellect, believing they do not know as much as others”.

Degrees can give information of the future of this person. Sun and Uranus
are both in 3rd house and 1° as this degree indicates beginning; Sun is ego
and Uranus is in my understanding rebellion it is very possible that this
person gets away from his/hers family (ruled by 3rd house) when time is
right. It has already been stated that moon in 9th house can make one to
get far away from place of birth.

There are also many hard aspects to ascendant this might tell very much
about the personality and hardships he/she experiences in life.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2214
Subject: Re: Astrology Readings - Results

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 4/27/2016

Reading done by Gerecht Ror:

This person will be extremely centered on communication, travels, studies. Chart ruler Venus is in 3rd house together with the stellium. I believe he
will travel for all of his life for studying purposes, like some sort of research’s, and will be very brilliant in new discoveries (Uranus conj. Sun) and will
give way to new ideas and visions (Uranus + Sun about degree 1°). This will be related to history and ancient times, as such planets are in

Capricorn. Same for Mercury. He (let's say he is male as I'm male) will have strong intuitions driving him in his studies due to the Moon (in Gemini)
opposite to Sun/Uranus. Also Mercury rules the 12th house of unconscious and spirituality.
Pluto sextile Mercury will enforce the transformation of the studies and ideas of this person, possibly in the occult sphere, along his life.
This person will have many enemies (Mars/Aries in 7th) and will face obstacles in his studies due to his family (Saturn rules the 4th and is conjunct
to Sun/Uranus in 3rd).
Due to his ascendant in Libra he will be able to work for justice and equilibrium and will study and travel for the sake of finding replies to people's
questions. He will love people and relationships, and will probably be the leader of a research group due to his 11th in Leo and the Sun in 3rd. conj.
Saturn.
Work and career will be hard for him: both watered by Neptune and the Moon, it seems likely he will be an underwater worker (Lol) or a spiritual
minister writing a lot of Sermons... LOL a new HP ? Or most likely will have a very uncertain work path in his life.
Not bad about Money, good heritage from family (8th with Jupiter and in Taurus) and partner, Pluto rules the 2nd and is there creating obsession for material
possession and probably many energies spent in getting money with partial success.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2215
Subject: Re: Astrology Readings - Results

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 4/27/2016

[Re-posting mine as it hasn't shown up yet, originally posted almost 10 minutes ago]

Reading done by Lydia:

[I had originally written “him/her” etc, but as one SS brother made the subject male I decided to make it female strictly for the contrast]

Ascendant is 9.52 Libra, chart ruler Venus is in Sagittarius 3rd house. A 5-planet stellium in Capricorn 3rd house plus Venus as a singleton (not
connected to stellium). 9th house Moon was Void at time of birth. Hourglass (seesaw) chart shape. 6 planets in Earth, 2 in Fire, 1 plus AC in Air, 1 in
Water. North-eastern hemisphere emphasis (personal privacy and independence are important).

With the chart ruler Venus, along with a 5-planet stellium, in the 3rd house, emphasis will be placed in life in the individual’s communication skills,

siblings, relatives, and neighborhood. With Sagittarius Venus and Capricorn Mercury here, there is above average intelligence and much writing
creativity and talent. Speaking and writing come naturally to this person. She has much focus and is very grounded and practical, further shown by
the heavy Earth emphasis in chart (and therefore personality). Her heavy Earth element and Capricorn stellium offset her Mercury-Neptune lack of
focus.

Mercury square Mars offsets the shyness that can come with Mercury in Capricorn. There is much verbal skill and is good at debate and she likely
wins any arguments. She is adept at reading people and finding their weaknesses, and using it against them. This is further shown by her MercuryPluto sextile, which also increases her natural ability for research, investigation, and concentration.

As she has many planets in her 3rd house, and Mercury being tightly conjunct both the star Vega and Neptune, she has a natural talent for astral
communications. Mercury ruling her 12th house cusp of occult talent (Virgo on cusp) adds to this. Her Mercury and IC are also conjunct Siriushonors and fame.

Neptune in her 3rd gives a rich imagination, which will help greatly with her writing ability. Both Neptune and Uranus here indicates a career of
writing or speaking about astrology and other spiritual subjects.

Her Sun in 3rd house adds to her communication and teaching ability. Sun conjunct Uranus here shows that much of her learning is done informally
as opposed to in a school setting. Sagittarius on the cusp shows a lifelong love of learning. Moon in Gemini adds to her talent for all forms of
communications.

She likely has many siblings, as well as step-siblings. Venus in this house indicates pleasant relationships with them, but Saturn here shows that one
sibling may be problematic for her. Uranus here shows possible separation from sibling/s.

Sun conjunct Saturn, and Mars in 7th house inconjunct Pluto show problems with men in her life. Father, relationships, and so on. Her DC is opposite
Vindeamatrix – unfortunate marriage. 7th house ruler Mars is at 15 degrees Aries, 15 is an unfortunate degree. Sun conjunct Uranus, and Saturn
conjunct Neptune, show more and more problems with her father. Abuse, victimization, and so on. Capricorn on her 4th house cusp indicates an

unhappy childhood. Her Moon being opposite Saturn and Uranus shows problems with her mother, as well. Her South Node is conjunct Zosma, this
is a star of abuse, victimization, suffering.

Pluto in 2nd, and ruler Scorpio on the cusp, shows that she greatly values money and material wealth, to the point of obsession. This offsets her
Saturn-Neptune influence of poverty, and her retrograde Jupiter’s influence of placing importance of spirituality over materialism. Pluto is conjunct
the South Scale, can be unfortunate. Her Capricorn stellium adds to her need for material comfort and financial security. Her Jupiter being in Taurus
adds to her love of material wealth.

Aquarius ruling her 5th house of love affairs and hobbies shows that she is not very romantic, and enjoys unique hobbies and recreation. She will
allow her children to have their independence and freedom, and as her 5th house ruler Uranus and co-ruler Saturn are both in her 3rd house, she will
have the ability to communicate well with her children.

Pisces on the cusp of her 6th house of health, any health issues that arise may be difficult to diagnose. Allergies are common with this placement,
added to by her Mars-Neptune square. As Pisces rules the feet, she may have problems with her feet.

Aries ruling her 7th house will bring partners who are assertive, athletic, with leadership personalities. Mars here can indicate potential violence
within domestic relationships. Her Aries Mars offsets the shyness that Sun in Capricorn can bring.

With Taurus on the cusp of her 8th house, and Jupiter within, she is very sensual with a high sex drive. She may marry someone who has money, or
inherit money somehow. Her 2nd house Pluto can bring major changes regarding money.

Her Moon in 9th house Gemini shows that she may move many times in her life. Many of these changes of residence may be sudden and unexpected,
as shown by her Moon-Uranus opposition. Moon in Gemini is dualistic in nature; this is added to by her Sun-Moon opposition.

Void of course Moon gives exceptionality to the area of life to the house ruled by Cancer. Cancer rules her 10th house of career, she has Vega on her

IC opposite MC – this star often brings riches and fame. 10th house ruler the Moon is also opposite the star Betelgeuse, a very fortunate star and
brings much success, wealth, fame, fortune. Her Capricorn stellium, especially Sun and Saturn being here, shows that she has the endurance and
ambition to reach the top in her profession and career comes first in her life. Her Moon-Saturn opposition adds to her discipline and hard-working
nature.

Leo on the cusp of her 11th house indicates that she takes a leadership role among her friends. With Sun being in her 3rd house of siblings, and
ruling her 11th house of friends, she may count her siblings as her closest friends.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Chart Reading.

Message: 2216

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 4/27/2016

Those are the aspects. Red is generally used for squares and oppositions, blue for trines and sextiles, green for inconjunctions..
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Dates of Retrograde.

Message: 2217

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 4/27/2016

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 4/27/2016

You can just google it and find the website that you prefer.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2218
Subject: Astrology Readings - Results

Reading done by Lydia:

[I had originally written “him/her” etc, but as one SS brother made the subject male I decided to make it female strictly for the contrast]

Ascendant is 9.52 Libra, chart ruler Venus is in Sagittarius 3rd house. A 5-planet stellium in Capricorn 3rd house plus Venus as a singleton (not
connected to stellium). 9th house Moon was Void at time of birth. Hourglass (seesaw) chart shape. 6 planets in Earth, 2 in Fire, 1 plus AC in Air, 1 in
Water. North-eastern hemisphere emphasis (personal privacy and independence are important).

With the chart ruler Venus, along with a 5-planet stellium, in the 3rd house, emphasis will be placed in life in the individual’s communication skills,
siblings, relatives, and neighborhood. With Sagittarius Venus and Capricorn Mercury here, there is above average intelligence and much writing
creativity and talent. Speaking and writing come naturally to this person. She has much focus and is very grounded and practical, further shown by
the heavy Earth emphasis in chart (and therefore personality). Her heavy Earth element and Capricorn stellium offset her Mercury-Neptune lack of
focus.

Mercury square Mars offsets the shyness that can come with Mercury in Capricorn. There is much verbal skill and is good at debate and she likely
wins any arguments. She is adept at reading people and finding their weaknesses, and using it against them. This is further shown by her MercuryPluto sextile, which also increases her natural ability for research, investigation, and concentration.

As she has many planets in her 3rd house, and Mercury being tightly conjunct both the star Vega and Neptune, she has a natural talent for astral
communications. Mercury ruling her 12th house cusp of occult talent (Virgo on cusp) adds to this. Her Mercury and IC are also conjunct Siriushonors and fame.

Neptune in her 3rd gives a rich imagination, which will help greatly with her writing ability. Both Neptune and Uranus here indicates a career of
writing or speaking about astrology and other spiritual subjects.

Her Sun in 3rd house adds to her communication and teaching ability. Sun conjunct Uranus here shows that much of her learning is done informally
as opposed to in a school setting. Sagittarius on the cusp shows a lifelong love of learning. Moon in Gemini adds to her talent for all forms of
communications.

She likely has many siblings, as well as step-siblings. Venus in this house indicates pleasant relationships with them, but Saturn here shows that one
sibling may be problematic for her. Uranus here shows possible separation from sibling/s.

Sun conjunct Saturn, and Mars in 7th house inconjunct Pluto show problems with men in her life. Father, relationships, and so on. Her DC is opposite
Vindeamatrix – unfortunate marriage. 7th house ruler Mars is at 15 degrees Aries, 15 is an unfortunate degree. Sun conjunct Uranus, and Saturn
conjunct Neptune, show more and more problems with her father. Abuse, victimization, and so on. Capricorn on her 4th house cusp indicates an
unhappy childhood. Her Moon being opposite Saturn and Uranus shows problems with her mother, as well. Her South Node is conjunct Zosma, this
is a star of abuse, victimization, suffering.

Pluto in 2nd, and ruler Scorpio on the cusp, shows that she greatly values money and material wealth, to the point of obsession. This offsets her

Saturn-Neptune influence of poverty, and her retrograde Jupiter’s influence of placing importance of spirituality over materialism. Pluto is conjunct
the South Scale, can be unfortunate. Her Capricorn stellium adds to her need for material comfort and financial security. Her Jupiter being in Taurus
adds to her love of material wealth.

Aquarius ruling her 5th house of love affairs and hobbies shows that she is not very romantic, and enjoys unique hobbies and recreation. She will
allow her children to have their independence and freedom, and as her 5th house ruler Uranus and co-ruler Saturn are both in her 3rd house, she will
have the ability to communicate well with her children.

Pisces on the cusp of her 6th house of health, any health issues that arise may be difficult to diagnose. Allergies are common with this placement,
added to by her Mars-Neptune square. As Pisces rules the feet, she may have problems with her feet.

Aries ruling her 7th house will bring partners who are assertive, athletic, with leadership personalities. Mars here can indicate potential violence
within domestic relationships. Her Aries Mars offsets the shyness that Sun in Capricorn can bring.

With Taurus on the cusp of her 8th house, and Jupiter within, she is very sensual with a high sex drive. She may marry someone who has money, or
inherit money somehow. Her 2nd house Pluto can bring major changes regarding money.

Her Moon in 9th house Gemini shows that she may move many times in her life. Many of these changes of residence may be sudden and unexpected,
as shown by her Moon-Uranus opposition. Moon in Gemini is dualistic in nature; this is added to by her Sun-Moon opposition.

Void of course Moon gives exceptionality to the area of life to the house ruled by Cancer. Cancer rules her 10th house of career, she has Vega on her
IC opposite MC – this star often brings riches and fame. 10th house ruler the Moon is also opposite the star Betelgeuse, a very fortunate star and
brings much success, wealth, fame, fortune. Her Capricorn stellium, especially Sun and Saturn being here, shows that she has the endurance and
ambition to reach the top in her profession and career comes first in her life. Her Moon-Saturn opposition adds to her discipline and hard-working
nature.

Leo on the cusp of her 11th house indicates that she takes a leadership role among her friends. With Sun being in her 3rd house of siblings, and
ruling her 11th house of friends, she may count her siblings as her closest friends.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2219
Subject: Re: Why does Saturn help me more than the Sun?

From: dark_pagan_666

Date: 4/27/2016

Thank you for sharing that too. It's fascinating, and that answers some of my tendencies. However, I have a strong sun not weak. I know who I am. But you
are most certainly right! A weak sun may make a person cling to something to feel complete. I may have that problem...it's hard to describe it. As I don't feel
incomplete, just goals I want to accomplish because I know what I want. Whenever I meditate on the Sun mantra or that of Amon Ra, I feel a serious sense
of power, a raw power.
HAIL SATAN!!!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2220
Subject: Re: Why does Saturn help me more than the Sun?

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 4/27/2016

Yeah sounds logical. I somehow keep doing stuff and even though it doesn't seem like it my day is always filled. Probably has got something to do with this
as well.
Oh and some of the things that I've been through in my life. Which were pretty unfair to be very honest with you.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2221
Subject: Re: Why does Saturn help me more than the Sun?

From: shenshakti

Date: 4/29/2016

I'm the opposite, charismatic, magnetic, good with words and people always try to start conversation wherever I am. Friends have asked me if I'm
enlightened and even asked if I'm real and that I look like a government created cyborg. Yet I'm lonely and I'm broke. And I have good self-esteem too, I
guess I gotta deal with something from the past or a past life.
I'd say that power meditation taken to the max should heal every issue you have, especially self-esteem and gaining respect.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Natal charts

Message: 2222

From: histeraaron

Date: 5/1/2016

How does one use a natal chart to work magick against or with someone? I specifically want to know how people boost their black magick rituals by knowing
where someone's Saturn is and how to work a love ritual with natal charts.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Natal charts

Message: 2223

Saturn transit to ascendant or sun is good for cursing.
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

From: olympics666@yahoo.com

Date: 5/1/2016

On Sun, May 1, 2016 at 12:37 PM, histeraaron@... [JoS_Astrology]
<JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

How does one use a natal chart to work magick against or with someone? I specifically want to know how people boost their black magick
rituals by knowing where someone's Saturn is and how to work a love ritual with natal charts.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: money

Message: 2224

From: patri66613

Date: 5/3/2016

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 5/4/2016

can i use a rudraksha while chnting the laksmi mantra ?
lso should i sit infront of an idol ?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: money

Message: 2225

Yes, you can use a rudraksha, mala, or Satanic Rosary when chanting mantras.
It is unnecessary to sit in front of an idol. Sitting in front of an idol does not do anything. The power of a mantra comes from the vibration. You can sit or lie
down wherever you are comfortable.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Book recommendations

Message: 2226

From: reaxantos

Date: 5/4/2016

Hi,
Can anyone recommend list of books for beginner to advanced ? I have a lot of time and I will be out of the civilization for a long time :) I want to read
everything about astrology and learn something. I'm gonna stock all the books and read one by one each one.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Natal charts

Message: 2227

From: histeraaron

Date: 5/4/2016

Wouldn't this take years for certain alignments to accure? Could I read their chart and figure out what would be the easiest way to curse them?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2228
Subject: 2016 Yearly horoscope by astrovidhi
Attachments :
yearly-horoscope-2016-poster.jpg

From: raviom.joshi

Date: 5/5/2016

Aries
You will not be able to enjoy the fruits of married life fully as the seventh house is in paapkartari to some extent, thus there will be
unnecessary quarrels and there will be unwanted tensions in the home.Till August 2016 there will not be much to worry as far as health
issues are concerned, you will have normal problems and will recover sooner than expected. Mostly there will be issues related to
stomach, indigestion, acidity, Sexual diseases, pain in the lower limbs.Stay away from share markets this year, and other short cut
methods of becoming rich overnight, you have to keep in mind that this is the year to save and not spend or invest.Your 10th lord Saturn
is transiting in 8th house and he is also the lord for 11th house. Ketu will be afflicting your 11th house. This is not at all desirable, you
need to put in extra efforts and do not lose hope and the will to succeed. his is not the year for romance etc., there are chances of
having relations with person of other cast or culture but it is going to give you harm rather than any mental or material profit. In general
you should worship Lord Hanuman twice daily, wear a silver locket of lord Hanuman ji and recite hanuman chalisa twice daily. Reciting
“kanakdhaara stotra” daily will also be beneficial.
Yon also Check here Aries daily horoscope, to plan your daily activity accordingly.
Taurus
As long as you will be doing what is told to do by your spouse, you will have very cordial and good relations; otherwise there can be big
issues with him/her. But they won’t last long and there is not to worry much, Saturn is transiting in your 7th house but it is a yogakarak
planet for you as per traditional Hindu astrology by being lord and an angle and a trine.: In general the natives of Taurus ascendant
keep a good and fit figure, you will have increase in your body weight and your food will include heavy foods like butter, sweets etc
after august.Your financial condition will be good in general, after august there will be more income and that too from multiple sources.
You may gain from shares also after august 2016.This is not a good year for salaried people; you may face conspiracies against you at
your workplace. You may be accused of something you have not done and there could be unnecessary defamation.This is a good year
for having an affair!!! You will enjoy the company of your beloved and will have a lot of time to share together. Things will become
better as time will pass by. You will have sex in your mind most of the time this year, and you are going to do it a lot many times.
Married couples will not enjoy the company of each other and may try to mate with others to quench their sexual desires. If you are
passing through DBA of Saturn then you should recite “dashrath krat shani stotra” and Hanuman Chalisa, if running DBA of Jupiter
then recites beej mantras of Jupiter, wear a pearl and fast on Thursdays.
You also Check here Taurus daily horoscope to plan your daily activity accordingly.
Gemini
This is going to be a good year for family life on the whole. Some minor things are common everywhere but most of the year is going
to be good, you will get some good advice from your spouse so it is better to listen to them carefully.Health can be the point which will
be disturbing you off and on in 2016, if you are passing through Saturn Mahadasha or the Antara then you better be careful. This is
going to a year of status quo, you will not be gaining much but you will not be losing much. You will try to maintain balance in your
incomes and expenses but overspending is something which is very difficult for you to stop.For salaried natives the period after august
is going to very good and if you are going through the Antara of Jupiter then goodness will increase manifold. Otherwise also you will
have good time throughout and your works will be appreciated.You are a romantic person by birth; this year also is going to be very
good in this exercise. You are not able to focus in one place easily and this drawback makes you a suffer lot in your later life.You have
good amount of sexual urge in you but it is more on the mental plane rather than on bed, this year also your sex life will not be so
good because of your own “airy” way of experiencing it. Wear an Emerald of small size and recite “devi kawach” from Durga saptshati
of geeta press Gorakhpur – if you are passing through DBA of Rahu or ketu. For Saturn dasa it is better to go to hanuman ji temple,

which is situated in a lonely place, every Tuesday and Saturday and light a small lamp of jasmine oil in the evenings after dark.
You also Check here Gemini daily horoscope to plan your daily activity accordingly.
Cancer
In general, I have observed that cancer ascendant natives do not have a very happy married life, probably because of the enmity
between Moon and Saturn. The Saturn will also ruling over the 8th house. Eyes, stomach, thighs, nerves are going to be most affected
this year. You may also become prey to food poisoning thus avoid unhealthy and unhygienic foods. The house of bank balance is
afflicted by Rahu, aspected by Saturn and Jupiter will also leave it after august. Thus it is better to save rather than feel sorry later on,
do not trust anyone who asks for money and do everything in writing not by word of mouth. This is going to be a great year for career;
the sixth lord aspecting sixth and tenth houses both so you will have good career progression. There can be some minor glitches
because of the conjunction of Rahu with Jupiter, but there is nothing much to worry. This will be a good year for businessmen, those
who are having Jupiter DBA will see the best of it but others too will gain for sure. You should keep in mind that ego destroys
everything and so you should not let your ego overpower you in case of very huge amounts of gains otherwise you will be left with
nothing in the end.This is a good period for romantic adventures. You may fall in love with someone older than you and /or from other
religion. You generally do not have success in love affairs but this is not the year to think all those things and go ahead and grab the
happiness coming ahead your way.This is not a good year as far as sexual contentment is concerned because ketu is afflicting
your 8th house which will give problems to both men and women equally.Those passing through DBA of Saturn should seek help from
Lord Hanuman ji only, reciting hanuman chalisa is the best way to ward off evil effects of Saturn – those with Jupiter DBA should fast on
Thursdays and donate to a Brahmin – food or clothes or both as per financial possibility.
You also Check here Cancer daily horoscope to plan your daily activity accordingly.
Leo

This is year going to be good for some people and you are one of them. You will enjoy the year throughout, you will have amicable
relations with your spouse and there will be good understanding in general. You will have good health mostly; there will be some
problems after 31st January but not much. You will have good financial status this year; there will be smoothness in your day to day life.
You will feel good and will be doing progress in your works thus the flow of money will be there for you.This is going to be a good year
for salaried people. You will have good progress in your career objectives and goals. Your efforts will be recognized and appreciated
by your coworkers and seniors.Those into business will be most benefited if they are passing through Jupiter DBA. You will see
yourself that there is a positive growth in all your ventures, and bank balance will make you happier each month. The natives of Leo
are very interested and excited about sex in general, this year you will be enjoying it fully up to your satisfaction. You will feel not only
energetic, but also your will get desired support from your partner which will give you great level of satisfaction in sexual acts. If you
are running through DBA of Saturn then you should visit hanuman ji temple daily and offer the clothing prescribed for the lord for 5
weeks continuously on Tuesdays.
You also Check here Leo daily horoscope to plan your daily activity accordingly.
Virgo
You will not have cordial relations with your life partner; there can be separation for few weeks or months in the coming time. Small
things can become most disturbing.Till 11th august there can be some or other issues related to health disturbing you. You may have to
bear mental tensions and trauma in this period. You may have problems in face, throat, digestive system, intestines.you may face
financial losses, Jupiter is prime significator of wealth and it will be transiting in the 12 th house thus creating problems in earning. There
are fair chances to be cheated by someone thus it is advised to keep vigil on your financial transactions and day to day

dealings. People from media will be most benefited, you have a clean 10th house thus you will have normal progress in the time to
come. After august you will have good progress and you will earn name and fame.You will be having good sex life this year. Although
Men may feel lack of potency at times but overall picture is very encouraging. You may develop interest in unnatural ways of sex and
having sex out of marriage; those who will do so will have good experiences but only till august 10th. you should recite Vishnu
sahastranaam stotra daily; reciting shri suktam thrice a day will be good for you to increase financial sources. Fasting on Thursdays till
11th august 2016 will be good for you.
You also Check here Virgo daily horoscope to plan your daily activity accordingly.
Libra
Saturn is transiting in your second house, though it is considered to be a benefice planet for you but in the long run it will have adverse
effects as it is a malefic by nature. There will be lack of attraction between family members; you may have some differences with your
spouse.There are no major problems in the matters of health and fitness but normal eye problems, joint pains etc. You should take
help of regular physiotherapy and massage. Career wise this will be a good year till august, those who are running period of Jupiter will
get many good things till 12th august. After august things will not be so smooth. You should act securely, take advice from your seniors
and experienced persons before making a major business decision. This whole year should be year of caution for you.You will enjoy
this aspect of life to the fullest. But keep in mind that don’t overdo it otherwise you may find yourself hospitalized. To have relations
other than marital ones, if sun is not a significator of any of the 6, 8 or 12 houses and is a good significator of 2 or 11 houses then
wear a good ruby for better luck and prosperity. You should recite hanuman chalisa and visit hanuman temple.
You also Check here Libra daily horoscope to plan your daily activity accordingly.
Scorpio
You will have good relations with your brothers and sisters. Your personal life will be full of many ups and downs but after august you
will feel much better as many problems will start to vanish.This year there is not much health issues but you will have delaying attitude
in your day to day life and you may turn lethargic. Specially those who are running dasa of saturn will feel this more than others. Your
lord of second house is Jupiter which is going to be with rahu for a long time this year. Rahui is a natural malefic and most of the works
where forgery is done – this planet is working from behind. There can be problems in the job this year, your own dominant attitude can
be one of the triggers and you may lose your job. Thus it is advised to keep cool n calm till august, there are many chances to have a
hot talk or physical abuse with a senior official at your work place.This year you are going to enjoy sexual acts in abundance. Your
relations will be very fruitful for you in this regard. Your extramarital relations will also give you the pleasure of the union. You may
become inclined to have unnatural sex.Reciting hanuman chalisa is the best remedy for you and keeping your house neat and clean is
the second. Don’t be jealous of others.
You also Check here scorpio daily horoscope to plan your daily activity accordingly.
Sagittarius
You are prone to have serious differences with family members but only some times, otherwise things are looking great for you. You
will have good relations with your mother and will have a smooth married life. This year you may have issues related to impurity of the
blood, food poisoning, defects in the liver, problems in the eye. You may feel low at many times.Those running Saturn DBA should
remain cautious as there can be sudden expenses and your bank balance may decrease due to it. Someone can cheat you financially
thus you better be careful I your financial dealings. For salaried people this is going to be a good year particularly after august. There
are many chances of promotion, hikes, and new jobs. You will get cooperation from your seniors and your performance will be very
good but all this will happen after august and till then you need to remain careful and amicable with one and all. For business person
this is not going to be a good year, you need to keep away from illegal means otherwise you may land in jail. In general also you should

take decisions after giving it a good consideration.This will be a good year for fulfillment of your lust. You will have a lot of desire in
you and you will be able to fulfill it by straight or other methods. You may have physical relations with a widow or a person from other
religion.Recite “ramcharit manas” daily and if possible also recite “ramraksha stotra” daily.
You also Check here Sagittarius daily horoscope to plan your daily activity accordingly.
Capricorn
This is not a good year for cordial family life. There will be differences with family members and for no reason there will be hot talks.
Your parents will have better of you but you may have quarrels with your brother. when Rahu or ketu transits in second house, it is very
much likely that you will face loss of wealth. That could be due to increased expenses, cheating by friends, or theft etc. Those who are
running through Ketu DBA and if ketu is a significator of bad houses in their horoscope, then they will be worst hit by this transit –
those with Saturn dasa will have good time throughout the year.You will have appraisals coming your way. Chances of getting a new
and better job are also there; whatever wishes you had about your job are having very high chances to be fulfilled this year.This is a
good year for having an affair! So don’t wait, you will meet your match this year and those who are into it already will have a good time
ahead. You will have good vibes this year. This year will bring lot of things to do for you. Sexual pleasures being one of them, you will
try to have sex with other people also instead of only with your spouse. There is very possibility that you indulge in unnatural sexual
acts.Reciting Hanuman chalisa is the best remedy which will be advised to all the natives of Capricorn.
You also Check here Capricorn daily horoscope to plan your daily activity accordingly.
Aquarius
You will have a normal family life this year. Though Rahu will be afflicting your7th house but presence of Jupiter in 7th house till August
will correct many things. After August there can be problems but not very serious ones. You will get desired support from your relatives
and your relations with your parents will be good.You will have good financial condition this year but keep in mind that too much of
philanthropy will result in a big loss in your bank balance, which is just not desirable in the present times. Do not lend money to anyone;
there are good chances, your friends doing favors. You will be making money but will not be able to save it! Will be the main problem
for you this year.Those who are running Dasha of Saturn will have good time till coming 3-4 years. Those who are passing through
(DASHA, BHUKTI, ANTARA) of Jupiter (guru) will face obstacles but in time to come they will also have good time.This is going to be
a good year for people in business also, those with Saturn (DASHA, BHUKTI, ANTARA) will have the best times and those with ketu
(DASHA, BHUKTI, ANTARA) will be having not so good period.You will have an enjoyable sex life this year. You will have deep thirst
for it and will quench it not only at home but also at places where you can do it easily and securely. Avoid too much of sex otherwise
you may have the chances of getting hospitalized.Those passing through (DASHA, BHUKTI, and ANTARA) of Rahu or ketu should
recite “Devi kawach” from Durga saptshati of Geeta press Gorakhpur and wear a locket of Goddess Kali ji. Rest can recite Hanuman
chalisa and Bajrang Baan to ward off any evils. Reciting Shree Ram charit manas daily will be also very good for you.
You also Check here Aquarius daily horoscope to plan your daily activity accordingly.
Pisces
You will not be able to gel properly with your family members, no matter how much you try there will less harmony. Married life will also
be getting better after august 2016. You will have good relations with your mother but with father there will be some problems. Listen to
everyone carefully and do not degrade anyone. Finance will be normal this year, you will not be doing overspending. Till august things
will be fine. After that you will have to be cautious because rahu will be left alone. You will buy new things for your convenience.your sex
life is not going to be very satisfactory this year. Your time will be consumed in mental tensions mostly and you will not be able to enjoy
this dimension of your life this year. You may develop symptoms of partial impotency.Do not take major decisions between 25th march to
13 th august and when moon transits in Libra – avoid any long travels. When moon is in Leo, Scorpio, Aquarius- keep your cool.You

should fast on Thursdays and feed cows with yellow rice. You should also donate yellow clothes to a Brahmin who is very old and is
not able to walk by himself. Or to a handicapped person you can donate all this things.
You also Check here Pisces daily horoscope to plan your daily activity accordingly.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2229
Subject: Re: 2016 Yearly horoscope by astrovidhi [1 Attachment]

From: Gerecht Ror

Date: 5/5/2016

Sorry what is this ?
Sounds like new-age general horoscope for all the world that is not accurate at all.
"Aries :You will not be able to enjoy the fruits of married life"
So this is supposed to happen to 1 person out of 12 in all the world ?
I think this is out of place here and merely spam.

Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2016 at 9:27 AM
From: "raviom.joshi@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] 2016 Yearly horoscope by astrovidhi [1 Attachment]

Aries
You will not be able to enjoy the fruits of married life fully as the seventh house is in paapkartari to some extent, thus there will be unnecessary quarrels and
there will be unwanted tensions in the home.Till August 2016 there will not be much to worry as far as health issues are concerned, you will have normal
problems and will recover sooner than expected. Mostly there will be issues related to stomach, indigestion, acidity, Sexual diseases, pain in the lower
limbs.Stay away from share markets this year, and other short cut methods of becoming rich overnight, you have to keep in mind that this is the year to save
and not spend or invest.Your 10th lord Saturn is transiting in 8th house and he is also the lord for 11th house. Ketu will be afflicting your 11th house. This is
not at all desirable, you need to put in extra efforts and do not lose hope and the will to succeed. his is not the year for romance etc., there are chances of
having relations with person of other cast or culture but it is going to give you harm rather than any mental or material profit. In general you should worship
Lord Hanuman twice daily, wear a silver locket of lord Hanuman ji and recite hanuman chalisa twice daily. Reciting “kanakdhaara stotra” daily will also be
beneficial.

Yon also Check here Aries daily horoscope[http://www.astrovidhi.com/aries-daily-horoscope/%5d, to plan your daily activity accordingly.
Taurus
As long as you will be doing what is told to do by your spouse, you will have very cordial and good relations; otherwise there can be big issues with him/her.
But they won’t last long and there is not to worry much, Saturn is transiting in your 7th house but it is a yogakarak planet for you as per traditional Hindu
astrology by being lord and an angle and a trine.: In general the natives of Taurus ascendant keep a good and fit figure, you will have increase in your body
weight and your food will include heavy foods like butter, sweets etc after august.Your financial condition will be good in general, after august there will be
more income and that too from multiple sources. You may gain from shares also after august 2016.This is not a good year for salaried people; you may face
conspiracies against you at your workplace. You may be accused of something you have not done and there could be unnecessary defamation.This is a good
year for having an affair!!! You will enjoy the company of your beloved and will have a lot of time to share together. Things will become better as time will
pass by. You will have sex in your mind most of the time this year, and you are going to do it a lot many times. Married couples will not enjoy the company of
each other and may try to mate with others to quench their sexual desires. If you are passing through DBA of Saturn then you should recite “dashrath krat
shani stotra” and Hanuman Chalisa, if running DBA of Jupiter then recites beej mantras of Jupiter, wear a pearl and fast on Thursdays.
You also Check here Taurus daily horoscope[http://www.astrovidhi.com/taurus-daily-horoscope/%5d to plan your daily activity accordingly.
Gemini
This is going to be a good year for family life on the whole. Some minor things are common everywhere but most of the year is going to be good, you will get
some good advice from your spouse so it is better to listen to them carefully.Health can be the point which will be disturbing you off and on in 2016, if you
are passing through Saturn Mahadasha or the Antara then you better be careful. This is going to a year of status quo, you will not be gaining much but you
will not be losing much. You will try to maintain balance in your incomes and expenses but overspending is something which is very difficult for you to
stop.For salaried natives the period after august is going to very good and if you are going through the Antara of Jupiter then goodness will increase
manifold. Otherwise also you will have good time throughout and your works will be appreciated.You are a romantic person by birth; this year also is going to
be very good in this exercise. You are not able to focus in one place easily and this drawback makes you a suffer lot in your later life.You have good amount
of sexual urge in you but it is more on the mental plane rather than on bed, this year also your sex life will not be so good because of your own “airy” way of
experiencing it. Wear an Emerald of small size and recite “devi kawach” from Durga saptshati of geeta press Gorakhpur – if you are passing through DBA of
Rahu or ketu. For Saturn dasa it is better to go to hanuman ji temple, which is situated in a lonely place, every Tuesday and Saturday and light a small lamp
of jasmine oil in the evenings after dark.
You also Check here Gemini daily horoscope[http://www.astrovidhi.com/gemini-yearly-horoscope/%5d to plan your daily activity accordingly.
Cancer
In general, I have observed that cancer ascendant natives do not have a very happy married life, probably because of the enmity between Moon and Saturn.
The Saturn will also ruling over the 8th house. Eyes, stomach, thighs, nerves are going to be most affected this year. You may also become prey to food
poisoning thus avoid unhealthy and unhygienic foods. The house of bank balance is afflicted by Rahu, aspected by Saturn and Jupiter will also leave it after
august. Thus it is better to save rather than feel sorry later on, do not trust anyone who asks for money and do everything in writing not by word of

mouth. This is going to be a great year for career; the sixth lord aspecting sixth and tenth houses both so you will have good career progression. There can
be some minor glitches because of the conjunction of Rahu with Jupiter, but there is nothing much to worry. This will be a good year for businessmen, those
who are having Jupiter DBA will see the best of it but others too will gain for sure. You should keep in mind that ego destroys everything and so you should
not let your ego overpower you in case of very huge amounts of gains otherwise you will be left with nothing in the end.This is a good period for romantic
adventures. You may fall in love with someone older than you and /or from other religion. You generally do not have success in love affairs but this is not the
year to think all those things and go ahead and grab the happiness coming ahead your way.This is not a good year as far as sexual contentment is concerned
because ketu is afflicting your 8th house which will give problems to both men and women equally.Those passing through DBA of Saturn should seek help
from Lord Hanuman ji only, reciting hanuman chalisa is the best way to ward off evil effects of Saturn – those with Jupiter DBA should fast on Thursdays and
donate to a Brahmin – food or clothes or both as per financial possibility.
You also Check here Cancer daily horoscope[http://www.astrovidhi.com/cancer-yearly-horoscope/%5d to plan your daily activity accordingly.
Leo
This is year going to be good for some people and you are one of them. You will enjoy the year throughout, you will have amicable relations with your
spouse and there will be good understanding in general. You will have good health mostly; there will be some problems after 31st January but not much. You
will have good financial status this year; there will be smoothness in your day to day life. You will feel good and will be doing progress in your works thus the
flow of money will be there for you.This is going to be a good year for salaried people. You will have good progress in your career objectives and goals. Your
efforts will be recognized and appreciated by your coworkers and seniors.Those into business will be most benefited if they are passing through Jupiter DBA.
You will see yourself that there is a positive growth in all your ventures, and bank balance will make you happier each month. The natives of Leo are very
interested and excited about sex in general, this year you will be enjoying it fully up to your satisfaction. You will feel not only energetic, but also your will get
desired support from your partner which will give you great level of satisfaction in sexual acts. If you are running through DBA of Saturn then you should visit
hanuman ji temple daily and offer the clothing prescribed for the lord for 5 weeks continuously on Tuesdays.
You also Check here Leo daily horoscope[http://www.astrovidhi.com/leo-daily-horoscope/%5d to plan your daily activity accordingly.
Virgo
You will not have cordial relations with your life partner; there can be separation for few weeks or months in the coming time. Small things can become most
disturbing.Till 11th august there can be some or other issues related to health disturbing you. You may have to bear mental tensions and trauma in this
period. You may have problems in face, throat, digestive system, intestines.you may face financial losses, Jupiter is prime significator of wealth and it will be
transiting in the 12th house thus creating problems in earning. There are fair chances to be cheated by someone thus it is advised to keep vigil on your
financial transactions and day to day dealings. People from media will be most benefited, you have a clean 10th house thus you will have normal progress in
the time to come. After august you will have good progress and you will earn name and fame.You will be having good sex life this year. Although Men may
feel lack of potency at times but overall picture is very encouraging. You may develop interest in unnatural ways of sex and having sex out of marriage; those
who will do so will have good experiences but only till august 10th. you should recite Vishnu sahastranaam stotra daily; reciting shri suktam thrice a day will
be good for you to increase financial sources. Fasting on Thursdays till 11th august 2016 will be good for you.
You also Check here Virgo daily horoscope[http://www.astrovidhi.com/virgo-yearly-horoscope/%5d to plan your daily activity accordingly.

Libra
Saturn is transiting in your second house, though it is considered to be a benefice planet for you but in the long run it will have adverse effects as it is a
malefic by nature. There will be lack of attraction between family members; you may have some differences with your spouse.There are no major problems in
the matters of health and fitness but normal eye problems, joint pains etc. You should take help of regular physiotherapy and massage. Career wise this will
be a good year till august, those who are running period of Jupiter will get many good things till 12th august. After august things will not be so smooth. You
should act securely, take advice from your seniors and experienced persons before making a major business decision. This whole year should be year of
caution for you.You will enjoy this aspect of life to the fullest. But keep in mind that don’t overdo it otherwise you may find yourself hospitalized. To have
relations other than marital ones, if sun is not a significator of any of the 6, 8 or 12 houses and is a good significator of 2 or 11 houses then wear a good
ruby for better luck and prosperity. You should recite hanuman chalisa and visit hanuman temple.
You also Check here Libra daily horoscope [http://www.astrovidhi.com/libra-daily-horoscope/%5dto plan your daily activity accordingly.
Scorpio
You will have good relations with your brothers and sisters. Your personal life will be full of many ups and downs but after august you will feel much better as
many problems will start to vanish.This year there is not much health issues but you will have delaying attitude in your day to day life and you may turn
lethargic. Specially those who are running dasa of saturn will feel this more than others. Your lord of second house is Jupiter which is going to be with rahu
for a long time this year. Rahui is a natural malefic and most of the works where forgery is done – this planet is working from behind. There can be problems
in the job this year, your own dominant attitude can be one of the triggers and you may lose your job. Thus it is advised to keep cool n calm till august, there
are many chances to have a hot talk or physical abuse with a senior official at your work place.This year you are going to enjoy sexual acts in abundance.
Your relations will be very fruitful for you in this regard. Your extramarital relations will also give you the pleasure of the union. You may become inclined to
have unnatural sex.Reciting hanuman chalisa is the best remedy for you and keeping your house neat and clean is the second. Don’t be jealous of others.
You also Check here scorpio daily horoscope[http://www.astrovidhi.com/scorpio-yearly-horoscope/%5d to plan your daily activity accordingly.
Sagittarius
You are prone to have serious differences with family members but only some times, otherwise things are looking great for you. You will have good relations
with your mother and will have a smooth married life. This year you may have issues related to impurity of the blood, food poisoning, defects in the liver,
problems in the eye. You may feel low at many times.Those running Saturn DBA should remain cautious as there can be sudden expenses and your bank
balance may decrease due to it. Someone can cheat you financially thus you better be careful I your financial dealings. For salaried people this is going to be
a good year particularly after august. There are many chances of promotion, hikes, and new jobs. You will get cooperation from your seniors and your
performance will be very good but all this will happen after august and till then you need to remain careful and amicable with one and all. For business
person this is not going to be a good year, you need to keep away from illegal means otherwise you may land in jail. In general also you should take
decisions after giving it a good consideration.This will be a good year for fulfillment of your lust. You will have a lot of desire in you and you will be able to
fulfill it by straight or other methods. You may have physical relations with a widow or a person from other religion.Recite “ramcharit manas” daily and if
possible also recite “ramraksha stotra” daily.
You also Check here Sagittarius daily horoscope[http://www.astrovidhi.com/sagittarius-daily-horoscope/%5d to plan your daily activity accordingly.
Capricorn

This is not a good year for cordial family life. There will be differences with family members and for no reason there will be hot talks. Your parents will have
better of you but you may have quarrels with your brother. when Rahu or ketu transits in second house, it is very much likely that you will face loss of
wealth. That could be due to increased expenses, cheating by friends, or theft etc. Those who are running through Ketu DBA and if ketu is a significator of
bad houses in their horoscope, then they will be worst hit by this transit – those with Saturn dasa will have good time throughout the year.You will have
appraisals coming your way. Chances of getting a new and better job are also there; whatever wishes you had about your job are having very high chances
to be fulfilled this year.This is a good year for having an affair! So don’t wait, you will meet your match this year and those who are into it already will have
a good time ahead. You will have good vibes this year. This year will bring lot of things to do for you. Sexual pleasures being one of them, you will try to
have sex with other people also instead of only with your spouse. There is very possibility that you indulge in unnatural sexual acts.Reciting Hanuman chalisa
is the best remedy which will be advised to all the natives of Capricorn.
You also Check here Capricorn daily horoscope[http://www.astrovidhi.com/capricorn-daily-horoscope/%5d to plan your daily activity accordingly.
Aquarius
You will have a normal family life this year. Though Rahu will be afflicting your 7th house but presence of Jupiter in 7th house till August will correct many
things. After August there can be problems but not very serious ones. You will get desired support from your relatives and your relations with your parents
will be good.You will have good financial condition this year but keep in mind that too much of philanthropy will result in a big loss in your bank balance,
which is just not desirable in the present times. Do not lend money to anyone; there are good chances, your friends doing favors. You will be making money
but will not be able to save it! Will be the main problem for you this year.Those who are running Dasha of Saturn will have good time till coming 3-4 years.
Those who are passing through (DASHA, BHUKTI, ANTARA) of Jupiter (guru) will face obstacles but in time to come they will also have good time.This is
going to be a good year for people in business also, those with Saturn (DASHA, BHUKTI, ANTARA) will have the best times and those with ketu (DASHA,
BHUKTI, ANTARA) will be having not so good period.You will have an enjoyable sex life this year. You will have deep thirst for it and will quench it not only at
home but also at places where you can do it easily and securely. Avoid too much of sex otherwise you may have the chances of getting hospitalized.Those
passing through (DASHA, BHUKTI, and ANTARA) of Rahu or ketu should recite “Devi kawach” from Durga saptshati of Geeta press Gorakhpur and wear a
locket of Goddess Kali ji. Rest can recite Hanuman chalisa and Bajrang Baan to ward off any evils. Reciting Shree Ram charit manas daily will be also very
good for you.
You also Check here Aquarius daily horoscope[http://www.astrovidhi.com/aquarius-daily-horoscope/%5d to plan your daily activity accordingly.
Pisces
You will not be able to gel properly with your family members, no matter how much you try there will less harmony. Married life will also be getting better
after august 2016. You will have good relations with your mother but with father there will be some problems. Listen to everyone carefully and do not degrade
anyone. Finance will be normal this year, you will not be doing overspending. Till august things will be fine. After that you will have to be cautious because
rahu will be left alone. You will buy new things for your convenience.your sex life is not going to be very satisfactory this year. Your time will be consumed in
mental tensions mostly and you will not be able to enjoy this dimension of your life this year. You may develop symptoms of partial impotency.Do not take
major decisions between 25th march to 13th august and when moon transits in Libra – avoid any long travels. When moon is in Leo, Scorpio, Aquarius- keep
your cool.You should fast on Thursdays and feed cows with yellow rice. You should also donate yellow clothes to a Brahmin who is very old and is not able to
walk by himself. Or to a handicapped person you can donate all this things.
You also Check here Pisces daily horoscope[http://www.astrovidhi.com/pisces-daily-horoscope/%5d to plan your daily activity accordingly.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Book recommendations

Message: 2230

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 5/5/2016

You can download or get hard copies of the books in the "Files" section of this yahoo group. You can also use HTTrack or WGet to download the entirety of
the Joy of Satan website and Satan's Library. The materials in Satan's Library deal with important spiritual topics and will keep you busy for a long time.
HTTrack
https://www.httrack.com/

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2231
Subject: Re: 2016 Yearly horoscope by astrovidhi

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 5/5/2016

From: ohnoitsmook

Date: 5/7/2016

So this works on your ascendant?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2232
Subject: Re: 2016 Yearly horoscope by astrovidhi

"Scorpio - ...you will have good relations with your brothers and sisters."
I'm Scorpio and my brother's bond between him and I was severed through a heated argument. Is there something wrong with me not according to what the
sign says it should offer?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2233
Subject: Re: 2016 Yearly horoscope by astrovidhi

From: nick_vabzircnila

Date: 5/7/2016

Ohnoitsmook:
No, what the OP posted is just an advertisment and is xomplete bullshit. It is not astrology and not worth any attention. If you want to learn actual astrology,
I recommend you check out Azazel's Astrology for Satanists on the Joy of Satan website.
Problems with siblings would show with Mars or Saturn affecting the third and/or fourth house of your natal chart. This can be through transits, progressions,
Solar and Lunar returns, Solar arc progressions, your progressed Mars aspecting a significant planet in your brother's horoscope or the other way around, or
something else. You must combine the methods to get any meaning out of it all.
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2234

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 5/8/2016

Subject: Re: Book recommendations
Httrack doesn't download pdfs unfortunately. (tried it)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Leadership

Message: 2235

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 5/9/2016

Yesterday I decided to check what sun in the house next to the one is in would mean. Its really close to the line, so I figured there might be a chance that
that position could be slightly having traits of the other house as well.
Just those look alike. Then it turned out that what was said about each house was about half the same anyway.

I remembered that a friend told me, that people had been looking on her like she was the leader of a group. Always. She was held responsible for a lot of
stuff.
And then when I read that it was as if a coin dropped.
I've been wondering, why am I constantly getting into trouble and have people bad mouthing me and trying to tell me what to do?
Well maybe they 'sense' this somehow, especially immature people.
It couldn't just be a saturn influence. Too out of place. Not saturn like.

Just wondering if anyone else with such placements has had the same kind of experiences.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Please help

Message: 2236

From: Kel Goyal

Date: 5/9/2016

Hi. I'm Kel Goyal. Going through a very bad financial patch. The debts are increasing. Please help. I only follow Satanism. A true believer
Hail Satan!

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Book recommendations

Message: 2237

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 5/9/2016

I was able to get most of the PDFs in Satan's Library using HTTrack. HTTrack does not branch out beyond the url you give it. The url of the old Satan's library
was spiritualwarfare666.webs.com/Satans_Library and the PDFs in the old Satan's Library were stored on dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com. If you did not tell
HTTrack to download the material on both urls, then HTTrack will download the layout of Satan's Library but not the PDFs. In the New Satan's Library, some
of the PDFs are only available through the Internet Archive Wayback Machine and HTTrack will not download them.

If HTTrack is not working for you, you can use the Firefox Add-on "Down Them All" to download everything in Satan's Library.
Down Them All
https://addons.mozilla.org/en-US/firefox/addon/downthemall/

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Leadership

Message: 2238

From: kyleshand

Date: 5/9/2016

What house is your Sun in? I have a 7th house Sun. I have the exact problem you just described.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Leadership

Message: 2239

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 5/9/2016

Most people nowadays are heavily tied in to enemy negativity and will attack anything that upsets their insane little world. Someone with a clean, radiant aura
is enough to make degenerate people very uncomfortable.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Leadership

Message: 2240

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 5/10/2016

10th house almost 11th.
My Saturn is in my 7th though, so it should show me psychopathic behavior from others a lot yet I even get trouble from people that don't have this. That's
the odd thing.

And Johnson would it make them act out?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Leadership

Message: 2241

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 5/11/2016

Yes, people who are tied in to enemy programs, like christianity, will become very rude and even verbally attack you. Also, people like that can be used as a
remote by the enemy to some degree. The enemy can use those people against you and use them to watch you.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Leadership

Message: 2242

From: Jethro Cambridge

Date: 5/12/2016

Also remember that sometimes its not other people who have enemy ties but yourself. The enemy could be controlling you into thinking everyone else is
"bad" and make you think that youre all good. Runes and several meditations can fix this, and also talking to Satan or a god can really help you find your way.
-Crimson

From: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> on behalf of johnson_akemi@... [JoS_Astrology] <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: May 11, 2016 1:25:21 PM
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Leadership
Yes, people who are tied in to enemy programs, like christianity, will become very rude and even verbally attack you. Also, people like that can be used as a
remote by the enemy to some degree. The enemy can use those people against you and use them to watch you.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Please help

Message: 2243

From: elephant255_rises

Date: 5/12/2016

Message: 2244

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 5/12/2016

Attachments :
Try these
Hail Satan
Hail the Gods
Hail the Demons
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Leadership

No I am not an egoistic bitch like you've seen all around lately. If that is what you were getting at.
I've seen more than enough to know when something is not okay and to know when it is. And if I am unsure I ask.

*sigh*
k just on a note I am not mad at you since you were trying to give out information, not starting a fight.
-> jethro
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Please help

Message: 2245

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 5/12/2016

Clean your aura and build an aura of protection daily, multiple times daily is better. A clean aura naturally repels negativity and a strong aura of protection
guards you against misfortune.

How to Clean Your Aura
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Aura_Cleaning.html

Aura of Protection
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Protection.html

Meditation for Protection
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic10007.html

You can do Money Meditations, Material Sun Squares, Material Venus Squares, Money Spells, and remove hang-ups about money. You can also vibrate the
runes FEHU or ODHAL, use affirmations coupled with visualization, use your aura to attract money, or increase the ability of your aura to attract money.
Money Meditation
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Money_Meditation.html

Satan's Magickal Squares and The Runic Kabalah PDF and Audio Mp3s
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Audio_Mp3s.htm

Explanation of the more powerful version of the runes
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/post745.html
Money Spells
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoyofSatan666/files/MONEY/

Using the Aura
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/AURA.html

Increasing the Ability of Your Aura to Attract Money (page 59)
http://web.archive.org/web/20160506025546/http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Hphoodedcobra666vol1.pdf

You can also use the extremely powerful SATANAS for anything you desire. You can use SATANAS to empower your soul, bring free time to yourself, find lost
objects, add power to rituals, and anything else you desire. You can use SATANAS for literally anything.
How to use SATANAS
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoyofSatan666/conversations/messages/149200

SATANAS Mp3
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/SATANAS.htm

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Leadership

Message: 2246

From: kyleshand

Date: 5/12/2016

@taol_van_sherwood those are both actually good placements for Sun and Saturn. 10th is leadership which is one of Sun's main qualities as a king and 7th is
the house of Libra where Saturn is exalted.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Please help

Message: 2247

From: Kel Goyal

Date: 5/12/2016

Thank you . All my friends for replying and helping.
Shall start doing the needful.
Hail Satan!

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone
On Friday, May 13, 2016, 01:41, johnson_akemi@... [JoS_Astrology] <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Clean your aura and build an aura of protection daily, multiple times daily is better. A clean aura naturally repels negativity and a strong aura of protection guards you against
misfortune.

How to Clean Your Aura
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Aura_Cleaning.html
Aura of Protection
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Protection.html
Meditation for Protection
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic10007.html

You can do Money Meditations, Material Sun Squares, Material Venus Squares, Money Spells, and remove hang-ups about money. You can also vibrate the runes FEHU or
ODHAL, use affirmations coupled with visualization, use your aura to attract money, or increase the ability of your aura to attract money.
Money Meditation
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Money_Meditation.html
Satan's Magickal Squares and The Runic Kabalah PDF and Audio Mp3s
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Audio_Mp3s.htm
Explanation of the more powerful version of the runes
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/post745.html
Money Spells
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoyofSatan666/files/MONEY/
Using the Aura
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/AURA.html
Increasing the Ability of Your Aura to Attract Money (page 59)
http://web.archive.org/web/20160506025546/http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Hphoodedcobra666vol1.pdf
You can also use the extremely powerful SATANAS for anything you desire. You can use SATANAS to empower your soul, bring free time to yourself, find lost objects, add power
to rituals, and anything else you desire. You can use SATANAS for literally anything.
How to use SATANAS
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoyofSatan666/conversations/messages/149200
SATANAS Mp3
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/SATANAS.htm

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Leadership

Message: 2248

From: Jethro Cambridge

Date: 5/12/2016

Yeah I wasn't trying to start a fight. I was genuinely trying to give information.
The fact that you burst out like that, at me, might be worth looking into to see where all the negative (uncontrolled anger) energy comes from. If you are
angry and want to tell if the emotion is truly yours or of someone else's influence, you can cover yourself in ether. If you still feel the emotion then it's yours.
If it starts to fade or become diluted then it's something/ someone else's emotion attached to you.
From: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> on behalf of taolvanswd@... [JoS_Astrology] <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: May 12, 2016 12:27:04 PM
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Leadership
No I am not an egoistic bitch like you've seen all around lately. If that is what you were getting at.
I've seen more than enough to know when something is not okay and to know when it is. And if I am unsure I ask.

*sigh*
k just on a note I am not mad at you since you were trying to give out information, not starting a fight.
-> jethro
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: To Teloc Vovim

Message: 2249

From: patri66613

Date: 5/13/2016

Teloc Vovim
I am working on putting together a basic manual from Azazel's astrology for beginners that will hopefully help. I'll be sure to post it when I'm done ;) Just hang in there because
astrology isn't something you will completely understand over night. It takes awhile to get the hang of it

i asked it someday and did you complete it ?the book ?
pls many other people too need help as astrology is hard to understand
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2250
Subject: JUPITER DIRECT IN LEO:EFFECTS ON YOU

Aries

From: raviom.joshi

Date: 5/13/2016

There can be sudden problems.
People into illegal activities may benefit more.
There can be sudden income from unknown source.
Speculative trades may be beneficial for a while.
You may have sex with a native of different religion or country.
You can also check Aries daily horoscope to plan your daily accordingly.

Taurus
There could be issues with your mother`s overall health.
There can be some problems in your vehicle.
You may make some repairs in your house.
Expenses can be done on sickness of self or family member.
There will be cooperation from seniors.
You can also Check Taurus Daily horoscope to plan your day accordingly.

Gemini
Your spouse may get physical with someone else.
You may go to a religious place.
Kith and kins will be cooperative.
Luck will be normal.
You can also Check Gemini Daily horoscope to plan your day accordingly.

Cancer
There will be monitory gains.

At times there will be unexpected losses due to cheating or false speaking.
You may get relief from some old ailment.
There will be win over enemies.
You will get popular and your position will rise.
Good time for salaried people.
You will work more aggressively.
You can also Check Cancer daily horoscope to plan your day accordingly.

Leo
Inter-religion or international love affairs will be blooming.
Family life will be normal.
There could be some sex organ related issues.
You may not enjoy sex pleasure completely.
You may complete a pilgrimage.
There can be losses in travel.
You will have better gains if you are a salaried person.
You can also Check Leo daily horoscope to plan your day accordingly.

Virgo

Time will be difficult and stressful.
Married life will be disturbed.
Mother`s health may worsen.
Spouse may cheat you – it is very much likely.

Wrong decisions will lead to heavy losses.
Do not have much expectation from people and luck.
You can also Check Virgo daily horoscope to plan your day accordingly.

Libra

There can be gains from brothers.
Good for people into writing blogging etc.
Keep good relations with your neighbors.
Good time will be enjoyed with your romance partner.
Married life will be average.
People into some illegal trades may have sudden profits.
Think twice before you speak.
You can also Check Libra daily horoscope to plan your day accordingly.

SAGITTARIUS

Self confidence will increase.
You may have to go for a long travel.
Relations with relatives will improve.
You may have a platonic love with a person too older or too younger than you.
Natives of opposite sex will be helpful.
You can also Check Sagittarius daily horoscopeto plan your day accordingly.

SCORPIO
This will be best transit for you if you are going through rahu or Jupiter DBA.
There will be financial gains.
You will have sex with a widow or a divorced native.
You may have unnatural sex.
There will be win over enemies.
There will increase in your popularity.
You can also Check Scorpio daily horoscopeto plan your day accordingly.

Capricorn
Some ole policy or mutual fund or share may give gains.
Some sudden unexpected financial gain is likely.
There will be difference of opinion within family members.
You may have to see hospital and make expenses there.
You may indulge in sex with other than your married partner.
Luck will be with you for some extent.
You may get a huge surprise during this transit.
You can also Check Capricorn daily horoscopeto plan your day accordingly.

Aquarius
There could be gains from spouse.
You may have a increase in family size.
Your relations with all will get better.

It is a good time to end old enmities.
You may think to buy new home.
There could be separation from spouse.
You can also Check aquarius daily horoscopeto plan your day accordingly.

Pisces
Your enemies will dominate you.
You may have to take loans.
You may have a fight at your workplace.
It is better to delay the legal matters.
There are chances of loss of money.

You can also Check Pisces daily horoscopeto plan your day accordingly.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2251
Subject: JUPITER DIRECT IN LEO:EFFECTS ON YOU

Aries

There can be sudden problems.
People into illegal activities may benefit more.
There can be sudden income from unknown source.
Speculative trades may be beneficial for a while.

From: raviom.joshi

Date: 5/13/2016

You may have sex with a native of different religion or country.
You can also check Aries daily horoscope to plan your daily accordingly.

Taurus

There could be issues with your mother`s overall health.
There can be some problems in your vehicle.
You may make some repairs in your house.
Expenses can be done on sickness of self or family member.
There will be cooperation from seniors.
You can also Check Taurus Daily horoscope to plan your day accordingly.

Gemini
Your spouse may get physical with someone else.
You may go to a religious place.
Kith and kins will be cooperative.
Luck will be normal.
You can also Check Gemini Daily horoscope to plan your day accordingly.

Cancer
There will be monitory gains.
At times there will be unexpected losses due to cheating or false speaking.
You may get relief from some old ailment.
There will be win over enemies.
You will get popular and your position will rise.
Good time for salaried people.
You will work more aggressively.
You can also Check Cancer daily horoscope to plan your day accordingly.

Leo
Inter-religion or international love affairs will be blooming.
Family life will be normal.
There could be some sex organ related issues.
You may not enjoy sex pleasure completely.
You may complete a pilgrimage.
There can be losses in travel.
You will have better gains if you are a salaried person.
You can also Check Leo daily horoscope to plan your day accordingly.

Virgo

Time will be difficult and stressful.
Married life will be disturbed.
Mother`s health may worsen.
Spouse may cheat you – it is very much likely.
Wrong decisions will lead to heavy losses.
Do not have much expectation from people and luck.

You can also Check Virgo daily horoscope to plan your day accordingly.

Libra

There can be gains from brothers.
Good for people into writing blogging etc.
Keep good relations with your neighbors.
Good time will be enjoyed with your romance partner.
Married life will be average.
People into some illegal trades may have sudden profits.
Think twice before you speak.

You can also Check Libra daily horoscope to plan your day accordingly.

SAGITTARIUS

Self confidence will increase.
You may have to go for a long travel.
Relations with relatives will improve.
You may have a platonic love with a person too older or too younger than you.
Natives of opposite sex will be helpful.
You can also Check Sagittarius daily horoscopeto plan your day accordingly.

SCORPIO
This will be best transit for you if you are going through rahu or Jupiter DBA.
There will be financial gains.
You will have sex with a widow or a divorced native.
You may have unnatural sex.
There will be win over enemies.
There will increase in your popularity.
You can also Check Scorpio daily horoscopeto plan your day accordingly.

Capricorn

Some ole policy or mutual fund or share may give gains.
Some sudden unexpected financial gain is likely.
There will be difference of opinion within family members.
You may have to see hospital and make expenses there.
You may indulge in sex with other than your married partner.
Luck will be with you for some extent.
You may get a huge surprise during this transit.

You can also Check Capricorn daily horoscopeto plan your day accordingly.

Aquarius

There could be gains from spouse.
You may have a increase in family size.
Your relations with all will get better.
It is a good time to end old enmities.
You may think to buy new home.
There could be separation from spouse.
You can also Check aquarius daily horoscopeto plan your day accordingly.

Pisces
Your enemies will dominate you.
You may have to take loans.
You may have a fight at your workplace.
It is better to delay the legal matters.
There are chances of loss of money.

You can also Check Pisces daily horoscopeto plan your day accordingly.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2252
Subject: Re: JUPITER DIRECT IN LEO:EFFECTS ON YOU

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 5/13/2016

Well considering that Jupiter is currently in Virgo this is utterly pointless.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Leadership

Message: 2253

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 5/13/2016

Message: 2254

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 5/13/2016

From: raviom.joshi

Date: 5/14/2016

libra isn't in my 7th house kyle :p
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Leadership

thanks for the info though Jethro :) is worth a try some day.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2255
Subject: SUN TRANSIT IN TAURUS 14TH MAY

ARIES
1)

There could be some problem on your face.

2)

Good time for romance.

3)

Married life will be good.

4)

Good for profession.

5)

There could be disagreement with a senior.

6)

There could be theft in your home.

You can also check Aries weekly horoscope to plan your week accordingly.

Taurus
1)

Married life will be disturbed.

2)

Keep control on your speech.

3)

Be proactive for your health otherwise you may fall ill.

4)

Increase your efforts and you will be successful.

5)

There can be increased expenses on your spouse.

6)

Your rigid behavior may distract your well-wishers.

7)

Religion will interest you more.

You can also check Taurus weekly horoscope to plan your week accordingly.

Gemini
1)

Eye problem may occur.

2)

Some major loss is indicated.

3)

You may behave strangely with people around you.

4)

There will be goodness in love life.

5)

You will spend money on friends and someone may fool you.

6)

You need to control your spendings.

You can also check Gemini weekly horoscope to plan your week accordingly.

Cancer
1)

You may get some big gains.

2)

Friends will be helpful.

3)

Health will be good.

4)

There will be increase in reputation.

5)

You may be given an important task.

6)

You will spend time in religious activities.

7)

Love life will be good.

You can also check Cancer weekly horoscope to plan your week accordingly.

LEO
1)

This will be a good transit for you.

2)

You may be given new responsibilities.

3)

There will be progress in education..

4)

Love matters will be peaceful and heartening.

5)

You may go on a long travel.

6)

You will get more recognition at your work place.

You can also check Leo weekly horoscope to plan your week accordingly.

Virgo
1)

Initially there will be expenses but later things will turn good.

2)

You will get support from elders.

3)

Things will start to fall into place after sometime.

4)

There could be a desire to go to a religious place.

5)

There can be minor health issues.

6)

You need to control your behavior otherwise there could be tussles.

You can also check Virgo weekly horoscope to plan your week accordingly.

Libra
1)

Not a good time for married life.

2)

There can be skirmishes.

3)

Enemies may trouble you.

4)

Hidden enemies will be working against you.

5)

Be patience in your work field.

6)

Do not try to resolve third party matters.

7)

Some bad news may come from in laws.

You can also check Libra weekly horoscope to plan your week accordingly.

Scorpio
1)

There can be problems in your married life.

2)

Love life will be normal.

3)

Work performance will improve.

4)

You will get irritated soon.

5)

You may fell ill.

6)

You will prove your worth.

7)

Body temperature will be slight high.

You can also check Scorpio weekly horoscope to plan your week accordingly.

Sagittarius
1)

Luck will be deceptive towards you.

2)

Practice self control otherwise you may face defamation.

3)

You will win over enemies.

4)

Married life will be good.

5)

Love life may not be happy.

6)

Do not dominate anyone at your work place.

7)

Things will get bit delayed.

You can also check Sagittarius weekly horoscope to plan your week accordingly.

Capricorn
1)

You may face some challenges on progeny front.

2)

There could be quarrel with your love partner.

3)

Married life will be good.

4)

There will be increase in social stature.

5)

You should increase your social circle.

You can also check Capricorn weekly horoscope to plan your week accordingly.

Aquarius
1)

There could be stomach problems.

2)

You need to devote more time to your spouse.

3)

There will be gains in profession.

4)

You will prove yourself better than others.

5)

Luck will be supportive.

6)

Your works will be appreciated.

7)

You may think to renovate your home.

You can also check Aquarius weekly horoscope to plan your week accordingly.

Pisces
1)

Relations with spouse will be normal.

2)

You need to focus on your love life.

3)

There will be peace in general.

4)

You may go on a long travel.

5)

You will be able to give more time to home.

6)

Friends will be helpful.

7)

Family members will be cohesive.

You can also check Pisces weekly horoscope to plan your week accordingly.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: I need a 101

Message: 2256

From: jamesthorne81

Date: 5/14/2016

Please email me too kyarylsd@... I am a beginner and i want to get deep into astrology but I don't even understand what certain things are like
degrees,progressions,transits,like the methods of prediction and I don't even know how to use this in magick!!?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2257
Subject: Re: SUN TRANSIT IN TAURUS 14TH MAY

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 5/14/2016

Interpreting transits and other astrological influences is unique for every individual. These kinds of over-generalizations are inaccurate.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: progression

Message: 2258

Can someone please explain progression for a beginner

From: jamesthorne81

Date: 5/15/2016

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2259
From: truroth seeker
Subject: Re: (3rd attemp to post msg due to andriod issues)meaning of seeing

Date: 5/16/2016

Attachments :

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: progression

Message: 2260

Methods of Prediction (Including progressions)
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Prediction.html

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 5/16/2016

Messages in JoS_Astrology group.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2261
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: (3rd attemp to post msg due to andriod issues)meaning of seeing
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2262
From: kyleshand
Subject: So many retrograde planets
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2263
From: Gerecht Ror
Subject: Re: I need a 101
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2264
From: Gerecht Ror
Subject: Re: JUPITER DIRECT IN LEO:EFFECTS ON YOU
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2265
From: shenshakti
Subject: Re: So many retrograde planets
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2266
From: tapapakiastinseira
Subject: Re: So many retrograde planets
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2267
From: raviom.joshi
Subject: JUPITER TRANSIT IN VIRGO – 11TH AUGUST 2016: EFFECTS ON YOU
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2268
From: Jethro Cambridge
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] JUPITER TRANSIT IN VIRGO – 11TH AUGUST 2016: E
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2269
From: emma.epsilon
Subject: Predictions in outer planets?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2270
From: ilove.aaliyah
Subject: Cheating?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2271
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Predictions in outer planets?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2272
From: taol_van_sherwood
Subject: Re: Cheating?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2273
From: centralforce666
Subject: Re: Cheating?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2274
From: Ilove Aaliyah
Subject: Re: Cheating?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2275
From: dharr1s
Subject: Re: Cheating?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2276
From: Ilove Aaliyah
Subject: Re: Cheating?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2277
From: Gerecht Ror
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Date: 5/17/2016
Date: 5/17/2016
Date: 5/17/2016
Date: 5/17/2016
Date: 5/18/2016
Date: 5/21/2016
Date: 5/21/2016
Date: 5/24/2016
Date: 5/25/2016
Date: 5/25/2016
Date: 5/25/2016
Date: 5/26/2016
Date: 5/26/2016
Date: 5/26/2016
Date: 5/26/2016
Date: 5/27/2016

Subject: Re: Predictions in outer planets?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Predictions in outer planets?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Cheating?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Cheating?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Cheating?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Cheating?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Question about venus square
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Question about venus square
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Question about venus square
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Cheating?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Cheating?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Cheating?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Cheating?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Question about venus square
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Cheating?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Cheating?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:

2278

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 5/27/2016

2279

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 5/27/2016

2280

From: centralforce666

Date: 5/27/2016

2281

From: Ilove Aaliyah

Date: 5/28/2016

2282

From: dharr1s

Date: 5/28/2016

2283

From: patri66613

Date: 5/28/2016

2284

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 5/28/2016

2285

From: patri66613

Date: 5/29/2016

2286

From: shenshakti

Date: 5/29/2016

2287

From: Ilove Aaliyah

Date: 5/29/2016

2288

From: Ilove Aaliyah

Date: 5/29/2016

2289

From: Fourth Reich

Date: 5/29/2016

2290

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 5/29/2016

2291

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 5/29/2016

2292

From: Ilove Aaliyah

Date: 5/29/2016

2293

From:
fidyjk46fyq6eivuynxbhuyt6geysel66k4r5hcx

Date: 5/30/2016

From: harpoon146

Date: 5/30/2016

Subject: Trying to figure out Astrology...
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2294

Subject: black magic
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2295
Subject: Re: Trying to figure out Astrology...
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2296
Subject: Re: black magic
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2297

From: dharr1s

Date: 5/30/2016

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 5/31/2016

From:
fidyjk46fyq6eivuynxbhuyt6geysel66k4r5hcx

Date: 5/31/2016

From:
fidyjk46fyq6eivuynxbhuyt6geysel66k4r5hcx

Date: 5/31/2016

From: harpoon146

Date: 5/31/2016

From: harpoon146

Date: 5/31/2016

From: Jethro Cambridge

Date: 5/31/2016

From: nhartman82

Date: 5/31/2016

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 6/1/2016

From:
fidyjk46fyq6eivuynxbhuyt6geysel66k4r5hcx

Date: 6/3/2016

2305

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 6/3/2016

2306

From: amanitascorpio

Date: 6/4/2016

2307

From: satanicninja

Date: 6/5/2016

2308

From: maverick4666

Date: 6/7/2016

2309

From: centralforce666

Date: 6/7/2016

2310

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 6/9/2016

Subject: Re: Trying to figure out Astrology...
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2298
Subject: Re: Trying to figure out Astrology...
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2299
Subject: Re: Lookin for someone to try my chart out
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2300
Subject: Re: black magic
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2301
Subject: Re: Trying to figure out Astrology...
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2302
Subject: Re: Trying to figure out Astrology...
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2303
Subject: Re: black magic
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2304
Subject: Question...
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Question...
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: LILITH IN ASTROLOGY
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Trying to figure out Astrology...
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Help me please
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Help me please
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:

Subject: Lydia's New Website

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2261
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: (3rd attemp to post msg due to andriod issues)meaning of seeing

Date: 5/17/2016

Your message did not show up. Right now Mercury is retrograde and that causes problems with communication.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2262
Subject: So many retrograde planets

From: kyleshand

Date: 5/17/2016

Mercury, Mars, Saturn and Pluto are all retrograding at the moment. Can someone with more knowledge comment on this please, each of the planets and
what are the best things we should be doing with them retrograding?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: I need a 101

Message: 2263

From: Gerecht Ror

Date: 5/17/2016

Do not spread your personal informations here. If you are a Satanist (hopefully) the enemy will try to damage your person/mind/etc.
Said this, I suggest you to read the JoS Astrology guide : http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/FURCAS.html

Sent: Saturday, May 14, 2016 at 10:49 PM
From: "jamesthorne81@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: I need a 101

Please email me too kyarylsd@... I am a beginner and i want to get deep into astrology but I don't even understand what certain things are like degrees,progressions,transits,like
the methods of prediction and I don't even know how to use this in magick!!?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2264
Subject: Re: JUPITER DIRECT IN LEO:EFFECTS ON YOU

From: Gerecht Ror

This is merely spam and pointless message.
"Aries : there can be sudden problems" ... for a Jupiter transit?
Utter bullshit...

Sent: Friday, May 13, 2016 at 7:57 AM
From: "raviom.joshi@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] JUPITER DIRECT IN LEO:EFFECTS ON YOU

Date: 5/17/2016

Aries
There can be sudden problems.
People into illegal activities may benefit more.
There can be sudden income from unknown source.
Speculative trades may be beneficial for a while.
You may have sex with a native of different religion or country.
You can also check Aries daily horoscope to plan your daily accordingly.

Taurus
There could be issues with your mother`s overall health.
There can be some problems in your vehicle.
You may make some repairs in your house.
Expenses can be done on sickness of self or family member.
There will be cooperation from seniors.
You can also Check Taurus Daily horoscope to plan your day accordingly.

Gemini
Your spouse may get physical with someone else.
You may go to a religious place.
Kith and kins will be cooperative.
Luck will be normal.
You can also Check Gemini Daily horoscope to plan your day accordingly.

Cancer
There will be monitory gains.
At times there will be unexpected losses due to cheating or false speaking.
You may get relief from some old ailment.
There will be win over enemies.
You will get popular and your position will rise.
Good time for salaried people.
You will work more aggressively.
You can also Check Cancer daily horoscope to plan your day accordingly.

Leo

Inter-religion or international love affairs will be blooming.
Family life will be normal.
There could be some sex organ related issues.
You may not enjoy sex pleasure completely.
You may complete a pilgrimage.
There can be losses in travel.
You will have better gains if you are a salaried person.
You can also Check Leo daily horoscope to plan your day accordingly.

Virgo
Time will be difficult and stressful.
Married life will be disturbed.
Mother`s health may worsen.
Spouse may cheat you – it is very much likely.
Wrong decisions will lead to heavy losses.
Do not have much expectation from people and luck.
You can also Check Virgo daily horoscope to plan your day accordingly.

Libra
There can be gains from brothers.
Good for people into writing blogging etc.
Keep good relations with your neighbors.
Good time will be enjoyed with your romance partner.
Married life will be average.
People into some illegal trades may have sudden profits.
Think twice before you speak.
You can also Check Libra daily horoscope to plan your day accordingly.

SAGITTARIUS
Self confidence will increase.
You may have to go for a long travel.
Relations with relatives will improve.
You may have a platonic love with a person too older or too younger than you.

Natives of opposite sex will be helpful.
You can also Check Sagittarius daily horoscope to plan your day accordingly.

SCORPIO
This will be best transit for you if you are going through rahu or Jupiter DBA.
There will be financial gains.
You will have sex with a widow or a divorced native.
You may have unnatural sex.
There will be win over enemies.
There will increase in your popularity.
You can also Check Scorpio daily horoscope to plan your day accordingly.

Capricorn
Some ole policy or mutual fund or share may give gains.
Some sudden unexpected financial gain is likely.
There will be difference of opinion within family members.
You may have to see hospital and make expenses there.
You may indulge in sex with other than your married partner.
Luck will be with you for some extent.
You may get a huge surprise during this transit.
You can also Check Capricorn daily horoscope to plan your day accordingly.

Aquarius
There could be gains from spouse.
You may have a increase in family size.
Your relations with all will get better.
It is a good time to end old enmities.
You may think to buy new home.
There could be separation from spouse.
You can also Check aquarius daily horoscope to plan your day accordingly.

Pisces

Your enemies will dominate you.
You may have to take loans.
You may have a fight at your workplace.
It is better to delay the legal matters.
There are chances of loss of money.

You can also Check Pisces daily horoscope to plan your day accordingly.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2265
Subject: Re: So many retrograde planets

From: shenshakti

Date: 5/17/2016

That's what I noticed, what exactly does this do? I've heard it's more introspective process.
I did a mars square too btw, I guess I dun goof'd. :'(
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2266
Subject: Re: So many retrograde planets

From: tapapakiastinseira

Date: 5/18/2016

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/retrogrades.html
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2267
From: raviom.joshi
Subject: JUPITER TRANSIT IN VIRGO – 11TH AUGUST 2016: EFFECTS ON YOU

Date: 5/21/2016

Attachments :
juptvirgo25014.jpg

Aries
As a planet, Jupiter in sixth house will cause over indulgence in sex. You may start over eating and gain weight. You
may become lazy. Jupiter is also the lord of 9th and 12thIt will cause some dent in your luck factor. It is advised that be
careful before 10 days and after 20 days when Jupiter has entered Virgo. Otherwise you may face sudden defamation.

You can also check Aries daily horoscope to plan your daily accordingly.

Taurus
The mool trikona of Jupiter falls in your 8th This is why, many times, Jupiter fails to deliver as the 11th house lord for
you. You will indulge more in your religious practices; your social circle will increase. People will prefer to consult you
over others in matters of trust. You may do some things which will hurt your self respect. Being lord of 12th bhava it will
certainly erect some problems related to your progeny, if you are expecting a baby make sure the medical checkup
part is up to date. If Jupiter is connected to evil houses then this will be a bad transit for your father.

You can also Check Taurus Daily horoscope to plan your day accordingly.

Gemini
This is the other sign in which major riots have taken place in India between Hindus and Muslims. You will have favors
from seniors. You will get promotion in your work sphere; it can be increase in your stature or an actual promotion.
You will be liked by your seniors. You may become more religious and God fearing. The 10th house being aspected by
own lord will give such results depending upon your natal horoscopes and stellar connectivity of Jupiter. You should
try your hand on real estate broking if you are unemployed. You may find happiness there. Jupiter is also your 7th
house lord. If your 4 thhouse is not afflicted in your natal chart then you will witness a good marital year otherwise the
things will be just reverse.
You can also Check Gemini Daily horoscope to plan your day accordingly.

Cancer

Jupiter exalts in this sign. It will be in the third bhava from this sign.you may feel that your average body temperature
has risen above normal but there will be no fever. You are a religious bent of mind person already and now you may
feel more inclined towards God and his virtues. You will have good relations with your kiths and kins. Jupiter rules
over 6th and 9th It will aspect its own house of luck thus there will be blessings of almighty and you will have luck
favoring you at the times of extreme needs. There will be many travels because third house also denotes travels. You
should try the works where advisory or consulting is rewarding like broking of any kind.

You can also Check Cancer daily horoscope to plan your day accordingly.

Leo
The other royal sign, King of planetary kingdom – Sun rules this sign. Jupiter owns 5thand 8th house for this sign. Your
astrological skills or intuition will improve. You will get wealth from others. You may get a good spouse if you are
planning to marry in this transit and Jupiter is benefic for you in natal chart. You may get diseases of teeth or eyes.
There will be increase in your bank balance. You may see an increase in your family size this year. As a planet,
Jupiter is a planet which supports expansion. So be ready for some good happenings. You may also get gains from
old documents, Government etc. You should be careful in your eating habits because it may lead to problems to liver
and kidney. Control your weight. It will be aspecting 10th house from second house.

You can also Check Leo daily horoscope to plan your day accordingly.

Virgo
Those people awaiting marriage will be married in this transit. This is not a wealth giving transit but gains giving transit
which can be mental physical or both. Jupiter in ascendant is considered to be a blessing and this Jupiter is untainted,
when it was in Leo – it was afflicted by rahu and Saturn aspect was also there. It aspects 5, 7, 9 houses from there
which are more connected to peace of mind rather than bank balance or wealth etc. If you are passing through some
marital problems then in this transit you may feel some relaxed situations. I strongly advise not to sign any deal
related to ancestral property or any other property and let this year pass away. You may feel some lack of self esteem
at some occasions. You may fall in love with someone you know since long or you both may confess the feelings to
each other. This may also lead to tie the knot.

You can also Check Virgo daily horoscope to plan your day accordingly.

Libra
Twelfth house is not a good house in general but Venus enjoys the most in this house. Both are “tamasik” in nature
and thus the liking. Sun, Moon and Mars all three hold important houses for this ascendant. Mars being a maraka too.
Jupiter holds 3rd and 6th bhava for this sign. As a ruler of 6th in 12th will create vipreet rajayoga in transit, those born in
this duration will enjoy the fruits of this yoga. Jupiter is also the 3rd house lord. You may face troubles due to your own
deeds. You will make other`s life miserable too. You may lose money and waste it on senseless things.
You can also Check Libra daily horoscope to plan your day accordingly.

SAGITTARIUS
To have the ascendant lord in 10th house is a very good thing. There will be rise in your career and fame. If you are

unemployed then this is the time when Job will come to you, just keep posting your resume in the relevant places.
Business people will see more rise in their profits and they will work harder. You will out-compete your rivals. Not only
for this year but for next also you will be reaping happiness through life and destiny. Those who are born in this transit
with moon in moon star and Jupiter direct with no malefic aspects will see a great and grand life ahead in their youth
and after. Late shree B.Suryanarayan Rao emphasized a lot on the 10th house situated Jupiter of Late Shree
B.V.Raman and we all know the name and fame Late Shree B.V.Raman achieved in his life.
You can also Check Sagittarius daily horoscope to plan your day accordingly.

SCORPIO
For Jupiter transit in Leo I had said that this was the best transit for you and this year also you will be the one to reap
the fruits most because Jupiter will be in 11th After this it will leave for your 12th bhava and will produce some
undesired effects but there is a lot of time for that and you can prepare yourself now itself. So that you can be ready
for that coming year. The lord of 2nd and 5th house is in 11th house, what else one can ask more!!! Lord of two in
eleven is raja yoga and those born in this period with Jupiter direct and moon in moon star will rise to great heights in
their youth and beyond. Your interest in music will increase. If you are into performing arts of any kind then you can
expect a rise in your career, or if you are into consulting or religion or speculation then also there will be rise in your
stature and fortune.
You can also Check Scorpio daily horoscope to plan your day accordingly.

Capricorn
A good hearted person always tries to do well of others even if he is holding a bad portfolio. Jupiter holds 3rd and 12th
ownership and thus it is considered a malefic for this ascendant but in my experience I have seen it not to be so.
Infact, it may do some good instead of giving bad results of 12th house, it may send you abroad or make you travel to
places or fix you in a job which is too much travel oriented. So this will be a blessing in disguise for you. It will be in

your ninth house which is the house for long distance travels and higher education so a travel or stay for educative
purposes is also likely. Your inclination towards spirituality may see a rise and you may opt for some courses
involving religion or history.
You can also Check Capricorn daily horoscope to plan your day accordingly.

Aquarius
8th house is the most undesired house and is feared just like Saturn or rahu-ketu etc. Jupiter in this house will surely
bring some relief but mostly this will be a very bad transit for those who are going through DBA of Jupiter. It will also
depend upon the star in which Jupiter is posited at the time of birth. If Jupiter is in own star then there will be gains of
some kinds but otherwise one should not get much excited about this transit. As of now your ascendant lord is
transiting in 10th house and it will move to 11th next year and this will mitigate the bad effect of Jupiter to a good
extent. If Jupiter is in a malefic star then you may become hand to mouth in this period so prepare yourself.
You can also Check aquarius daily horoscope to plan your day accordingly.

Pisces
The lord of ascendant will be in seventh house. This will strengthen your self esteem as the aspect of the lord will be
on the ascendant itself. You may have an extramarital affair. If you are passing through a rough time in your married
life then this could be the time to get divorced peacefully. The position of Jupiter in this house will facilitate easy
separation. Alternately, if you are looking for a patch up then some new guidelines can be followed mutually to stay
put. Matters of love will be blooming up. You will face health issues. Enemies will be troubling you.
You can also Check Pisces daily horoscope to plan your day accordingly.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2268
From: Jethro Cambridge
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] JUPITER TRANSIT IN VIRGO – 11TH AUGUST 2016: E

Date: 5/21/2016

I uh, think its time I just go ahead and say this....
Ravoim.joshi, we do not appreciate your astrology "help." It is false and misleading, and only an advertisement for a rip-off website that sellslies.
Please do not listen (especially beginners who don't know much) to this guy. Planets that are in signs and houses are UNIQUE to each person and one cannot
determine or say what house lies in what sign for the general population. That would be like saying "Everyone north of the equator has brown hair, so here is their
horoscope, and everyone who lives south, has red hair." That is OBVIOUSLY not true and neither is this.
-Crimson
From: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> on behalf of raviom.joshi@... [JoS_Astrology] <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: May 21, 2016 3:47 AM
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] JUPITER TRANSIT IN VIRGO – 11TH AUGUST 2016: EFFECTS ON YOU [1 Attachment]

Aries
As a planet, Jupiter in sixth house will cause over indulgence in sex. You may start over eating and gain weight. You may become lazy. Jupiter is
also the lord of 9th and 12thIt will cause some dent in your luck factor. It is advised that be careful before 10 days and after 20 days when Jupiter has
entered Virgo. Otherwise you may face sudden defamation.
You can also check Aries daily horoscope to plan your daily accordingly.
Taurus

The mool trikona of Jupiter falls in your 8th This is why, many times, Jupiter fails to deliver as the 11th house lord for you. You will indulge more in
your religious practices; your social circle will increase. People will prefer to consult you over others in matters of trust. You may do some things
which will hurt your self respect. Being lord of 12th bhava it will certainly erect some problems related to your progeny, if you are expecting a baby
make sure the medical checkup part is up to date. If Jupiter is connected to evil houses then this will be a bad transit for your father.
You can also Check Taurus Daily horoscope to plan your day accordingly.
Gemini
This is the other sign in which major riots have taken place in India between Hindus and Muslims. You will have favors from seniors. You will get
promotion in your work sphere; it can be increase in your stature or an actual promotion. You will be liked by your seniors. You may become more
religious and God fearing. The 10th house being aspected by own lord will give such results depending upon your natal horoscopes and stellar
connectivity of Jupiter. You should try your hand on real estate broking if you are unemployed. You may find happiness there. Jupiter is also your 7th
house lord. If your 4 thhouse is not afflicted in your natal chart then you will witness a good marital year otherwise the things will be just reverse.
You can also Check Gemini Daily horoscope to plan your day accordingly.
Cancer
Jupiter exalts in this sign. It will be in the third bhava from this sign.you may feel that your average body temperature has risen above normal but
there will be no fever. You are a religious bent of mind person already and now you may feel more inclined towards God and his virtues. You will
have good relations with your kiths and kins. Jupiter rules over 6th and 9th It will aspect its own house of luck thus there will be blessings of almighty
and you will have luck favoring you at the times of extreme needs. There will be many travels because third house also denotes travels. You should
try the works where advisory or consulting is rewarding like broking of any kind.
You can also Check Cancer daily horoscope to plan your day accordingly.
Leo
The other royal sign, King of planetary kingdom – Sun rules this sign. Jupiter owns 5thand 8th house for this sign. Your astrological skills or intuition
will improve. You will get wealth from others. You may get a good spouse if you are planning to marry in this transit and Jupiter is benefic for you in
natal chart. You may get diseases of teeth or eyes. There will be increase in your bank balance. You may see an increase in your family size this
year. As a planet, Jupiter is a planet which supports expansion. So be ready for some good happenings. You may also get gains from old
documents, Government etc. You should be careful in your eating habits because it may lead to problems to liver and kidney. Control your weight. It
will be aspecting 10th house from second house.
You can also Check Leo daily horoscope to plan your day accordingly.
Virgo
Those people awaiting marriage will be married in this transit. This is not a wealth giving transit but gains giving transit which can be mental physical
or both. Jupiter in ascendant is considered to be a blessing and this Jupiter is untainted, when it was in Leo – it was afflicted by rahu and Saturn

aspect was also there. It aspects 5, 7, 9 houses from there which are more connected to peace of mind rather than bank balance or wealth etc. If
you are passing through some marital problems then in this transit you may feel some relaxed situations. I strongly advise not to sign any deal
related to ancestral property or any other property and let this year pass away. You may feel some lack of self esteem at some occasions. You may
fall in love with someone you know since long or you both may confess the feelings to each other. This may also lead to tie the knot.
You can also Check Virgo daily horoscope to plan your day accordingly.
Libra
Twelfth house is not a good house in general but Venus enjoys the most in this house. Both are “tamasik” in nature and thus the liking. Sun, Moon
and Mars all three hold important houses for this ascendant. Mars being a maraka too. Jupiter holds 3 rd and 6th bhava for this sign. As a ruler of 6th
in 12th will create vipreet rajayoga in transit, those born in this duration will enjoy the fruits of this yoga. Jupiter is also the 3rd house lord. You may
face troubles due to your own deeds. You will make other`s life miserable too. You may lose money and waste it on senseless things.
You can also Check Libra daily horoscope to plan your day accordingly.

SAGITTARIUS
To have the ascendant lord in 10th house is a very good thing. There will be rise in your career and fame. If you are unemployed then this is the time
when Job will come to you, just keep posting your resume in the relevant places. Business people will see more rise in their profits and they will
work harder. You will out-compete your rivals. Not only for this year but for next also you will be reaping happiness through life and destiny. Those
who are born in this transit with moon in moon star and Jupiter direct with no malefic aspects will see a great and grand life ahead in their youth and
after. Late shree B.Suryanarayan Rao emphasized a lot on the 10th house situated Jupiter of Late Shree B.V.Raman and we all know the name and
fame Late Shree B.V.Raman achieved in his life.
You can also Check Sagittarius daily horoscope to plan your day accordingly.

SCORPIO
For Jupiter transit in Leo I had said that this was the best transit for you and this year also you will be the one to reap the fruits most because Jupiter
will be in 11th After this it will leave for your 12th bhava and will produce some undesired effects but there is a lot of time for that and you can
prepare yourself now itself. So that you can be ready for that coming year. The lord of 2nd and 5th house is in 11th house, what else one can ask
more!!! Lord of two in eleven is raja yoga and those born in this period with Jupiter direct and moon in moon star will rise to great heights in their
youth and beyond. Your interest in music will increase. If you are into performing arts of any kind then you can expect a rise in your career, or if you
are into consulting or religion or speculation then also there will be rise in your stature and fortune.
You can also Check Scorpio daily horoscope to plan your day accordingly.

Capricorn
A good hearted person always tries to do well of others even if he is holding a bad portfolio. Jupiter holds 3rd and 12th ownership and thus it is
considered a malefic for this ascendant but in my experience I have seen it not to be so. Infact, it may do some good instead of giving bad results
of 12th house, it may send you abroad or make you travel to places or fix you in a job which is too much travel oriented. So this will be a blessing in
disguise for you. It will be in your ninth house which is the house for long distance travels and higher education so a travel or stay for educative

purposes is also likely. Your inclination towards spirituality may see a rise and you may opt for some courses involving religion or history.
You can also Check Capricorn daily horoscope to plan your day accordingly.

Aquarius
8th house is the most undesired house and is feared just like Saturn or rahu-ketu etc. Jupiter in this house will surely bring some relief but mostly
this will be a very bad transit for those who are going through DBA of Jupiter. It will also depend upon the star in which Jupiter is posited at the time
of birth. If Jupiter is in own star then there will be gains of some kinds but otherwise one should not get much excited about this transit. As of now
your ascendant lord is transiting in 10th house and it will move to 11th next year and this will mitigate the bad effect of Jupiter to a good extent. If
Jupiter is in a malefic star then you may become hand to mouth in this period so prepare yourself.
You can also Check aquarius daily horoscope to plan your day accordingly.

Pisces
The lord of ascendant will be in seventh house. This will strengthen your self esteem as the aspect of the lord will be on the ascendant itself. You
may have an extramarital affair. If you are passing through a rough time in your married life then this could be the time to get divorced peacefully.
The position of Jupiter in this house will facilitate easy separation. Alternately, if you are looking for a patch up then some new guidelines can be
followed mutually to stay put. Matters of love will be blooming up. You will face health issues. Enemies will be troubling you.
You can also Check Pisces daily horoscope to plan your day accordingly.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2269
Subject: Predictions in outer planets?

From: emma.epsilon

Date: 5/24/2016

So I'm comparing two charts between two people to when/if their romantic relationship happens, and that involves looking at the Uranus, both in the 7th
house and Jupiter, Saturn and Venus. (For the houses they are in)

I've looked over several websites and it seems none explain this very well, but what exactly do I need to do to figure out a year/s for the outer planets? If I
use the Ephemeris, and one day for a year method, the degrees match up on the dates. As in, in 2019 the Uranus reaches 3 degrees, same as the natal

chart. (This year (2019) actually works for both people, the difference being that its 4 degrees Uranus for the other person)

Anyways, would this still work? Using the day for a year method? I've read that they move too slowly so it would not be accurate. What other ways are there
and is it still possible to use an ephemeris?

The main question im looking to answer for these people, who are extremely compatible, is finding the year that they actually get together. Which focuses on
Uranus in the 7th house for both of them. (amongst other planets) but this is the main one I'm looking at right now.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Cheating?

Message: 2270

From: ilove.aaliyah

Date: 5/25/2016

Hello, I am currently studying Astrology myself but am still in the beginning stages so I don't know much on reading. With that being said I have a personal
problem, through the course of a few months I keep having dreams of my boyfriend cheating on me, I just want to know if someone here wouldn't mind
giving me a tarot card reading on that or anything that might give me some closure. I hate asking him about it and I hate just having the feeling that he is. O
want to know if it's just a dream or if it's some warning. Help would be very much appreciated, thank you.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2271
Subject: Re: Predictions in outer planets?

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 5/25/2016

Progressions are just for the inner planets and angles, solar arc for outer planets. Astro.com can calculate it easily.
Look to their transits as well. Especially Pluto or Uranus aspecting their 7th house rulers. And progressions, like progressed Venus to 7th house ruler or Sun,
for example.
For progressions and solar arcs, 2 degree orb max.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Cheating?

Message: 2272

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 5/25/2016

Just wondering.. despite the dream part of him cheating, is there anything else you noticed? perhaps its just your subconscious trying to tell you something, its
like that in most cases, since you don't tend to remember dejavu dreams.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Cheating?

Message: 2273

I would trust your intuition in this instance...
Our dreams can be excellent and powerful warnings

From: centralforce666

Date: 5/26/2016

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Cheating?

Message: 2274

From: Ilove Aaliyah

Date: 5/26/2016

Yes, there's this side part were around the middle of everything it shows like a lockdown through out my whole home town, and the first few times I would
make it to my parents for the lockdown, but recently I made it to my old high school and a military looking man came and told everyone to stay in specific
classrooms, they were spreading the students into 3 different groups, all depending on there zodiacs. He has like huge guns and offs covered in body armor.
I remember just as he was explaining his plan of "grouping" sounding a lot like a easier way to execute everyone simpler. Along with that the lockdown was
due too some other type of "monsters" that showed up, I remember I saw 1 but I can't remember his appearance.
I haven't had nightmares since I dedicated myself to Father Satan. These past 3 days I've been getting them all too lead up to this one. I recently just woke
up from this current one. I'll admit it's not near to bad as the ones I used to have, but I've never felt so eery about one. I have yet to see anyone get
murdered, but it makes me feel uncomfortable to sleep. And yes, somehow this dream ties in with the teen cheating drama haha
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

On Wed, May 25, 2016 at 7:34 PM, billoblueskees@... [JoS_Astrology]
<JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

I would trust your intuition in this instance...
Our dreams can be excellent and powerful warnings
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Cheating?

Message: 2275

From: dharr1s

Date: 5/26/2016

Hi i read this in email and thohught id chiime in cuz I had these dreams too. what your describing is the goverment takeover and cleansing during the events
that are too come.. There's an initiatve that all the major countries are following to reduce the population to less than 500,000,000. Think of it as the new 10
commandments haha. And like your dreams say, you will be forced to follow the rules
I too have had dreams abt this. very vivid. I had my dreams in peru while taking medicines such as sanango and tobacco diet.Also ayahuasca. I know what
the cities wlll look like afterwards, Basically crumbling cities hardly habitable. I even walked around in them, and the government has cars that will go in the
street and roll up besides u while u walk, thats how strange it is in the new world. Tons of military presense. There; is 10-20x less people it feels like(probably
more than that) alot of abandonded houses and rooms. they try and group the city off to certain areas and your only allowed to go certain places. It just
feels empty and desolate. I wouldn't be suprised if a city of 1-3 million people goes to under 100,000. That's what it felt like.
I was also rounded up initially., some people were killed on site where I was I saw them get shot. All of a suddon military came in my dream and shot a few
people, cuffed me and a few others.. stop resisting etc.., another key thing in the dream is the spirits that manifest themselves. In my dreams I saw alot of
spirits manifest and they flew freely around. They scared everyone. I saw a king with 4 faces on his head he flew around and looked really demonic reminded
me of someone i cant remember in the goetia. I also saw dreams of in south america, jurrasic style monters are on the loose. When I saw a "demon" looking

spirit flying around in the sky in my dream I felt an unnerving feeling in me like this is going bad. I don't or can't confirm that it's a demon. maybe its just
some gov project to scare people. It has a ghost like legs... and it stayed in form, that's what drew me off from thinking that this spirit was a real goetic
king.. maybe a fake one..
The one thing I took away from the whole dreams was like... you better be careful what you say about the government or theyl come and take you away. In
the new world if you fuck up, you'll be killed. They can read your thoughts and even inject thoughts into your mind. They have technology that constintely is
connected to your brain, so if you think, man i hate these damn military vehicles... you better believe that one will show up and ask you what your problem
is, they constintly monitor what everyone thinks to keep conflict from starting before it even happens! When I was in my dream in my apartment, which was
basically a huge vacent apartment building with only 10 other people in it. I had thoughts comeing to me from the government telling me to stay calm and
stop fighting. Every thought that came to my head was read and responded to by a machine or something that would tell me what to do and how to feel.
The main thing was just stay focused on yourself and don't try and fight the people in charge. Something told me the people who were in charge were just
really fed up and angry with everyone. The relationship between the people and the police and military was completely destroyed. Completely unlike what it is
now... 100x worse.

I've also had positive dreams.. I've seen myself in my true life path like, doing what i love. I was teaching people meditation and how to use magical thought
constructs and mantras and magic. I'm an astrologer more than anything but I also practice evocation its a very powerful technique. I traveled all over the
world and taught people. I did have a negetive experience where I came across a mage who I started saying demonic things too, and he said them, we were
fighting :D but ya. i'd say that.. there is tough times to come. but also hope. What you say about deviding us by zodiac is a great idea i'd love to be with my
fellow capricorns aquariueses.... saggis pisces.. :) I mean.. if we have to be devided.. One thing i'll also say is what those dreams are telling you, is already
documented, people call it the NWO or new world order. Basically its just a globalist olligarchy, they'll kill everyone over a certain age, people with diseases, if
you break the law etc... whatever it takes to lower the population. No making children etc. So the new world is coming. but you gotta learn that theres a
context. theres a reason this is happeneing.. And there's a plan. and tons of money behind it... and lots of couragous and confident men and women who are
making it happen. In a way its a sort of a battle and they're fighting for victory against us. so it is kinda bittersweet that this is happeneing because.. tons of
manpower is going into destroying the world. It's just like a sad situation but also beautifully sad.
Oh also I'll say one more dream. I don't necisarily buy into conspiracy and stuff. But i definately had a reallly vivid dream of multiple other planets in our
solar system.. meaning they were just overhead and its so obvous to see another planet like earth where the moon should be.. I COULD MAKE OUT THE
DETAILS ON THE PLANET. lol my feeling was that that was the planet of the ppl who run mankind. And they had a dwarf sun that made verything glow
purple/red, even the atmoshphere was glowing purple read. But their main planet is a world just like ours with rocks and mountains and water. So i really
dont know what i think but I thought it was nice to look at and very beautiful. Since i had that dream i learned the world is flat and that that's the reason
why there wasnt any earthquakes or graviational disturbances.. because those don't hold any water. Iremember i was at a lake staring up at a planet the size
of mars not 1 lunar distance away from me, and the water on the lake was calm like glass. Very bueaitufl and tranqui.
Good luck
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Cheating?

Message: 2276

From: Ilove Aaliyah

Date: 5/26/2016

Well that's unsettling haha, to know that we could end up like that. That was actually very helpful to know. Thank you for writing that

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

On Thu, May 26, 2016 at 5:46 AM, dharr1s@... [JoS_Astrology]
<JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Hi i read this in email and thohught id chiime in cuz I had these dreams too. what your describing is the goverment takeover and cleansing
during the events that are too come.. There's an initiatve that all the major countries are following to reduce the population to less than
500,000,000. Think of it as the new 10 commandments haha. And like your dreams say, you will be forced to follow the rules
I too have had dreams abt this. very vivid. I had my dreams in peru while taking medicines such as sanango and tobacco diet.Also
ayahuasca. I know what the cities wlll look like afterwards, Basically crumbling cities hardly habitable. I even walked around in them, and the
government has cars that will go in the street and roll up besides u while u walk, thats how strange it is in the new world. Tons of military
presense. There; is 10-20x less people it feels like(probably more than that) alot of abandonded houses and rooms. they try and group the
city off to certain areas and your only allowed to go certain places. It just feels empty and desolate. I wouldn't be suprised if a city of 1-3
million people goes to under 100,000. That's what it felt like.
I was also rounded up initially., some people were killed on site where I was I saw them get shot. All of a suddon military came in my dream
and shot a few people, cuffed me and a few others.. stop resisting etc.., another key thing in the dream is the spirits that manifest
themselves. In my dreams I saw alot of spirits manifest and they flew freely around. They scared everyone. I saw a king with 4 faces on his
head he flew around and looked really demonic reminded me of someone i cant remember in the goetia. I also saw dreams of in south
america, jurrasic style monters are on the loose. When I saw a "demon" looking spirit flying around in the sky in my dream I felt an unnerving
feeling in me like this is going bad. I don't or can't confirm that it's a demon. maybe its just some gov project to scare people. It has a ghost
like legs... and it stayed in form, that's what drew me off from thinking that this spirit was a real goetic king.. maybe a fake one..
The one thing I took away from the whole dreams was like... you better be careful what you say about the government or theyl come and
take you away. In the new world if you fuck up, you'll be killed. They can read your thoughts and even inject thoughts into your mind. They
have technology that constintely is connected to your brain, so if you think, man i hate these damn military vehicles... you better believe that
one will show up and ask you what your problem is, they constintly monitor what everyone thinks to keep conflict from starting before it even
happens! When I was in my dream in my apartment, which was basically a huge vacent apartment building with only 10 other people in it. I
had thoughts comeing to me from the government telling me to stay calm and stop fighting. Every thought that came to my head was read
and responded to by a machine or something that would tell me what to do and how to feel. The main thing was just stay focused on yourself
and don't try and fight the people in charge. Something told me the people who were in charge were just really fed up and angry with
everyone. The relationship between the people and the police and military was completely destroyed. Completely unlike what it is now... 100x
worse.

I've also had positive dreams.. I've seen myself in my true life path like, doing what i love. I was teaching people meditation and how to use
magical thought constructs and mantras and magic. I'm an astrologer more than anything but I also practice evocation its a very powerful
technique. I traveled all over the world and taught people. I did have a negetive experience where I came across a mage who I started saying
demonic things too, and he said them, we were fighting :D but ya. i'd say that.. there is tough times to come. but also hope. What you say
about deviding us by zodiac is a great idea i'd love to be with my fellow capricorns aquariueses.... saggis pisces.. :) I mean.. if we have to be
devided.. One thing i'll also say is what those dreams are telling you, is already documented, people call it the NWO or new world order.
Basically its just a globalist olligarchy, they'll kill everyone over a certain age, people with diseases, if you break the law etc... whatever it takes
to lower the population. No making children etc. So the new world is coming. but you gotta learn that theres a context. theres a reason this is
happeneing.. And there's a plan. and tons of money behind it... and lots of couragous and confident men and women who are making it
happen. In a way its a sort of a battle and they're fighting for victory against us. so it is kinda bittersweet that this is happeneing because..
tons of manpower is going into destroying the world. It's just like a sad situation but also beautifully sad.
Oh also I'll say one more dream. I don't necisarily buy into conspiracy and stuff. But i definately had a reallly vivid dream of multiple other
planets in our solar system.. meaning they were just overhead and its so obvous to see another planet like earth where the moon should be.. I
COULD MAKE OUT THE DETAILS ON THE PLANET. lol my feeling was that that was the planet of the ppl who run mankind. And they had a
dwarf sun that made verything glow purple/red, even the atmoshphere was glowing purple read. But their main planet is a world just like ours
with rocks and mountains and water. So i really dont know what i think but I thought it was nice to look at and very beautiful. Since i had that
dream i learned the world is flat and that that's the reason why there wasnt any earthquakes or graviational disturbances.. because those don't
hold any water. Iremember i was at a lake staring up at a planet the size of mars not 1 lunar distance away from me, and the water on the
lake was calm like glass. Very bueaitufl and tranqui.
Good luck
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2277
Subject: Re: Predictions in outer planets?

From: Gerecht Ror

Date: 5/27/2016

If this may help, as you are observing Uranus, I found a case where Uranus was transiting in the 7th house of a person that was involved in a bad relationship. As soon as
Uranus ended his transit in 7th house this persone broke free from the past relationship and began a new one, with more freedom. There was also a Pluto to natal Venus
transit involved (permanent changes in partner or finance).

Sent: Wednesday, May 25, 2016 at 1:42 PM
From: "lydia_666@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Predictions in outer planets?

Progressions are just for the inner planets and angles, solar arc for outer planets. Astro.com can calculate it easily.
Look to their transits as well. Especially Pluto or Uranus aspecting their 7th house rulers. And progressions, like progressed Venus to 7th house ruler or Sun, for example.
For progressions and solar arcs, 2 degree orb max.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2278
Subject: Re: Predictions in outer planets?

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 5/27/2016

I know someone with a similar situation. Uranus was transiting 7th house ruler form 1st house, and Pluto opp Venus at the same time. This person left one
relationship and became involved in another shortly after.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <gerechtror@...> wrote :
If this may help, as you are observing Uranus, I found a case where Uranus was transiting in the 7th house of a person that was involved in a bad relationship. As soon as
Uranus ended his transit in 7th house this persone broke free from the past relationship and began a new one, with more freedom. There was also a Pluto to natal Venus
transit involved (permanent changes in partner or finance).

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Cheating?

Message: 2279

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 5/27/2016

Those dreams are absolutely not going to pass.
I don't know but it sounds like a even more fucked up and jewed up version of the world than what it already is.

So I'd consider this an enemy fucking with your head.
Especially reading this:
"Since i had that dream i learned the world is flat and that that's the reason why there wasnt any earthquakes or graviational disturbances.. because those
don't hold any water."

Earthquakes will still happen even if there isn't enough water. What is caused though are tsunami's when there is an earthquake under water.
Also the area the earthquake is felt in is much larger than you think. Depends on how heavy it is though.
Now if you meant the water pushing the earth pieces away, well something doesn't add up.
Bestand:Antonio Snider-Pellegrini Opening of the Atlantic.jpg - Wikipedia

Bestand:Antonio Snider-Pellegrini
Opening of the At...
First known illustration of the Opening of
the Atlantic Ocean, by Antonio SniderPellegrini, 1858.

View on nl.wikipedia.org

Preview by Yahoo

This is what people believe. Truth is, it isn't like that.
But what this picture does display is the America's drifting apart from Europe. Which probably still is happening now, which means that it could never be water
pushing them aside. Since that'd have caused the pieces to stay together. Or would cause mountain forming in the sea.
Without water you die.
And. gravitational disturbances? What? Does that even exist?
We don't have the same amount of land now than that we had so many years ago. The lowest places got flooded.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Cheating?

Message: 2280

From: centralforce666

Date: 5/27/2016

From: Ilove Aaliyah

Date: 5/28/2016

Drug induced dreams are hardly prophetic any real sense.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Cheating?

Message: 2281

Yes, I did some meditation when I got home and realized it was just some type of enemy trying to mess with me cause that was really the way to get to me
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

On Fri, May 27, 2016 at 12:10 PM, billoblueskees@... [JoS_Astrology]
<JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Drug induced dreams are hardly prophetic any real sense.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Cheating?

Message: 2282

From: dharr1s

Date: 5/28/2016

Jist take whsy i saidwih a grain of salt trust me i dont find hardly anyomr wiyh nything vskuablr to sy. :) try not to kisten to us listen to yoursejfit
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2283
Subject: Question about venus square

From: patri66613

Date: 5/28/2016

I want to do a material venus square this friday(3.6.16)
venus is not reticulate or something is it ?
is it safe to do it this friday
moreover in the kabilistic square it is written
"
Begin the mantra when Venus is strong in its home signs of Taurus or Libra, or when it is in its exalted sign of Pisces.
DO NOT begin this mantra when Venus is in the signs of Virgo [its fall] or Scorpio or Aries [its detriment]."
what does this mean ?
chronos xp does not show any info about this.
how can i know in which sigh venus is ?
pls a detailed explanation is required.
Thanks to all who reply.
Heil Satan!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2284
Subject: Re: Question about venus square

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 5/28/2016

Venus is currently in Gemini.
Planetwatcher.com shows the planets and signs they are in, and allows the user to scroll ahead and backwards in time.
"pls a detailed explanation is required."

Most of us are too busy with life and Satan's agenda for us to give detailed explanations all the time. It is strongly encouraged by Satan to learn on our own.
We can give guidance, but all you had to do was use an internet search engine to find out what sign Venus is currently in.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2285
Subject: Re: Question about venus square

From: patri66613

Date: 5/29/2016

From: shenshakti

Date: 5/29/2016

forgive me, my bad.
Thank u.heil satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Cheating?

Message: 2286

My brother is a clairvoyant and had similar visions, he said in around a decade there will be millions instead of billions. That those who work for the
government will have a device that can track people with powers and will try to take us to study us in labs and experiment on us. Probably greys/reptilians to
make themselves immortal or something.
Hardcore contamination with orange skies, some Satanists becoming traitors. Also that our side will have physical powers at that point.
But yeah, those things could be a possibility if we don't fight so we gotta take this seriously.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Cheating?

Message: 2287

From: Ilove Aaliyah

Date: 5/29/2016

Also, since there is a small audience here
In not sure now many of you are aware of a group called Anonymous? They're a group of hackers and they are also fully aware of the governments plans
I think we should form some sort of alliance with them, just have more people on our side
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

On Sat, May 28, 2016 at 11:35 PM, Ilove Aaliyah
<ilove.aaliyah@...> wrote:
I think you are absolutely right, to be honest I have been thinking about learning defense moves and how to fight ever since I had this dream
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

On Sat, May 28, 2016 at 10:02 PM, shenshakti@... [JoS_Astrology]
<JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

My brother is a clairvoyant and had similar visions, he said in around a decade there will be millions instead of billions. That those who work
for the government will have a device that can track people with powers and will try to take us to study us in labs and experiment on us.
Probably greys/reptilians to make themselves immortal or something.

Hardcore contamination with orange skies, some Satanists becoming traitors. Also that our side will have physical powers at that point.
But yeah, those things could be a possibility if we don't fight so we gotta take this seriously.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Cheating?

Message: 2288

From: Ilove Aaliyah

Date: 5/29/2016

I think you are absolutely right, to be honest I have been thinking about learning defense moves and how to fight ever since I had this dream
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

On Sat, May 28, 2016 at 10:02 PM, shenshakti@... [JoS_Astrology]
<JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

My brother is a clairvoyant and had similar visions, he said in around a decade there will be millions instead of billions. That those who work for
the government will have a device that can track people with powers and will try to take us to study us in labs and experiment on us. Probably
greys/reptilians to make themselves immortal or something.

Hardcore contamination with orange skies, some Satanists becoming traitors. Also that our side will have physical powers at that point.
But yeah, those things could be a possibility if we don't fight so we gotta take this seriously.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Cheating?

Message: 2289

From: Fourth Reich

Date: 5/29/2016

Anonymous are imbecilic idiots who claim to be against Zionism but then go ahead to promote Jewish liberal garbage. They advocate race mixing, support
black lives matter and are constantly pushing anti-white shit.

Hail Wotan! Hail Amon Ra! Hail Horus!
Heil Hitler! Heil Himmler! Sieg Heil!
Long live National Socialism!
-fourtheich666
http://fourthreich666.com
http://fourthreich666.com/naziarchive

On Sun, 29 May, 2016 at 7:39, Ilove Aaliyah ilove.aaliyah@... [JoS_Astrology]
<JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Also, since there is a small audience here
In not sure now many of you are aware of a group called Anonymous? They're a group of hackers and they are also fully aware of the
governments plans
I think we should form some sort of alliance with them, just have more people on our side
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

I think you are absolutely right, to be honest I have been thinking about learning defense moves and how to fight ever since I had this
dream
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

My brother is a clairvoyant and had similar visions, he said in around a decade there will be millions instead of billions. That those who
work for the government will have a device that can track people with powers and will try to take us to study us in labs and experiment
on us. Probably greys/reptilians to make themselves immortal or something.

Hardcore contamination with orange skies, some Satanists becoming traitors. Also that our side will have physical powers at that point.
But yeah, those things could be a possibility if we don't fight so we gotta take this seriously.

Messages in JoS_Astrology group.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2311
Subject: Planet X
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2312
Subject: Re: Question...
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2313
Subject: Re: Lookin for someone to try my chart out
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2314
Subject: Re: Planet X
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2315
Subject: Re: Planet X
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2316
Subject: Re: Planet X
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2317
Subject: Re: Planet X
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2318
Subject: Yods
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2319
Subject: For the Astrology Group: Mars Retrograde
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2320
Subject: Yods
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2321
Subject: Re: Yods
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2322
Subject: prabhukivaani.com - Helping people Astrologically
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2323
Subject: Re: Yods
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2324
Subject: Re: Yods
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2325
Subject: Join
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2326
Subject: Re: prabhukivaani.com - Helping people Astrologically
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From: maverick4666

Date: 6/15/2016

From: dark_pagan_666

Date: 6/15/2016

From: dark_pagan_666

Date: 6/15/2016

From: dark_pagan_666

Date: 6/15/2016

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 6/16/2016

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 6/16/2016

From: ohnoitsmook

Date: 6/20/2016

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 6/22/2016

From: piplup_8910

Date: 6/22/2016

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 6/22/2016

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 6/22/2016

From: prabhu_3005

Date: 6/22/2016

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 6/23/2016

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 6/23/2016

From: okechukwu chima

Date: 6/23/2016

From:
fidyjk46fyq6eivuynxbhuyt6geysel66k4r5hcx

Date: 6/23/2016

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2327
Subject: Re: For the Astrology Group: Mars Retrograde
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2328
Subject: Re: Yods
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2329
Subject: prabhukivaani.com - Helping people Astrologically
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2330
Subject: Re: prabhukivaani.com - Helping people Astrologically
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2331
Subject: Re: Yods
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2332
Subject: Re: prabhukivaani.com - Helping people Astrologically
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2333
Subject: Re: Yods
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2334
Subject: Re: prabhukivaani.com - Helping people Astrologically
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2335
Subject: Re: prabhukivaani.com - Helping people Astrologically
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2336
Subject: Re: prabhukivaani.com - Helping people Astrologically
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2337
Subject: Re: prabhukivaani.com - Helping people Astrologically
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2338
Subject: Retrograde
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2339
Subject: Re: prabhukivaani.com - Helping people Astrologically
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2340
Subject: Uranus
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2341
Subject: Retrograde Planet
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2342
Subject: Saturn in Retrograde,
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2343
Subject: Re: Uranus
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2344

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 6/23/2016

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 6/23/2016

From: prabhu_3005

Date: 6/23/2016

From: zhen.elam

Date: 6/24/2016

From: zhen.elam

Date: 6/24/2016

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 6/24/2016

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 6/24/2016

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 6/24/2016

From: james marshall

Date: 6/25/2016

From: prabhu_3005

Date: 6/25/2016

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 6/25/2016

From: duce_surya

Date: 6/26/2016

From: okechukwu chima

Date: 6/26/2016

From: duce_surya

Date: 6/28/2016

From: abc9422ce56a28e2809851d472e23482 Date: 6/28/2016
From: pacmanplanman13

Date: 6/29/2016

From: shenshakti

Date: 6/29/2016

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 6/29/2016

Subject: Re: Saturn in Retrograde,
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Retrograde Planet
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Retrograde
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Retrograde Planet
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Retrograde Planet
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Uranus
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Uranus Retrograde
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Uranus Retrograde
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Uranus Retrograde
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Uranus Retrograde
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Natal chart Saturn issue
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Natal chart Saturn issue
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Uranus Retrograde
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Natal chart Saturn issue
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Natal chart Saturn issue
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Natal chart Saturn issue
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Natal chart Saturn issue

Message: 2345

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 6/29/2016

Message: 2346

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 6/29/2016

Message: 2347

From: tapapakiastinseira

Date: 6/29/2016

Message: 2348

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 6/29/2016

Message: 2349

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 6/29/2016

Message: 2350

From: duce_surya

Date: 7/1/2016

Message: 2351

From: Jethro Cambridge

Date: 7/1/2016

Message: 2352

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 7/3/2016

Message: 2353

From: duce_surya

Date: 7/3/2016

Message: 2354

From: chayce.martin

Date: 7/3/2016

Message: 2355

From: sternegucker@ymail.com

Date: 7/3/2016

Message: 2356

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 7/3/2016

Message: 2357

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 7/3/2016

Message: 2358

From: dharr1s

Date: 7/3/2016

Message: 2359

From: chayce.martin

Date: 7/4/2016

Message: 2360

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 7/4/2016

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Planet X

Message: 2311

From: maverick4666

Date: 6/15/2016

Hail Emperor Lucifer and all Loyal
One important question I need to know.
Does 'Planet X' ... a planet apparently recently discovered in our solar system; does it affect our current way of reading astrology ? As it is not included in our
current map...
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Question...

Message: 2312

From: dark_pagan_666

Date: 6/15/2016

You have a ruling sun in pisces, unaware of your house (you should not feel the need to give such information here). But your Leo ascendant gives you a
proud, generous nature. You are fiercely competitive and flattery will get you everywhere, loves to be center of attention (unless other planetary affects this)
and may have a natural leadership ability (look at the house, typically of a spiritual nature because of the ruling pisces). You are empathetic, intuitive and
caring with the ruling pisces.
Though, you must look at the house and the other aspects as well. I have a ruling sun in pisces too. Although I may have a caring side to my personality, I
also have another where I can appear as a ruthless, apathetic, sadistic and cruel person. It's important to take all of your planets, signs and houses into
consideration. Some of the alignments either strengthens or weakens the nature.
Hail Satan!!!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2313
Subject: Re: Lookin for someone to try my chart out

From: dark_pagan_666

Date: 6/15/2016

You should never give such information here to the groups. Here are lurkers that may take hold of this information. Keep this in mind.
However, you should do a Sun Square, and a Munka when you are ready. This WILL help you out, and you should set your chakras on a higher vibration
which will deflect negative energies such as bad Saturn energies.
Ek Ong Kara SaTaNaaMa Shiri Vhaa Guru
Vibrate:
AYKK -- OHNG -- KAH-RAH -- SAH-TAH-NAH-AH-MAH -- SHEE-REE -- V-HAH-AH -- GUU-RUU.
This one should be done everyday when you wake up, 20 times is fine. And will give you a nice boost of energy throughout the day.
Take care,
Hail Satan!!!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Planet X

Message: 2314

From: dark_pagan_666

Date: 6/15/2016

Planet X, a supposedly monster planet, that hasn't been discovered until recent time? And is a hypothetical theory of how the other 8 planets in our solar
system goes in a certain pattern over and over again, is only possible if there is a 9th planet, such as the monster planet X?? Which haven't been discovered
until, now..of course, it's still only a hypothetical planet, but it has been discovered...
Uhm, I call this bullshit. But what do I know... There was a planet between Earth and Mars once 3000 years ago that got destroyed by the Enemy, which
gave us the ocean we have to this day, and proven as a fact. Which brings me to the questions of how the fuck the sea creatures survived that hit, and the
other creatures who lives on the Earth. Soooo, Planet X? Give me a break.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Planet X

Message: 2315

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 6/16/2016

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 6/16/2016

I think some of those sea creatures actually came from that planet..
Could be a bit wrong but somehow it makes sense ?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Planet X

Message: 2316

Even if "planet x" was real, they claim that it has an incredibly slow orbital rate so it wouldn't affect us anyway. It would move too slowly to make any
difference to us from one century to the next.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Planet X

Message: 2317

From: ohnoitsmook

Date: 6/20/2016

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 6/22/2016

If that planet has no jews bring me there asap lmao
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Yods

Message: 2318

Just wondering everyone's opinions on what planets and points count in yods, by SS standards and not new-agey "oh let's give everyone a yod to make them
feel special!"
Chrion?
Part of Fortune?
Vertex/anti-vertex?
Lunar nodes?
Hitler had a golden yod, but only if Eris is counted.

Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2319

From: piplup_8910

Date: 6/22/2016

Subject: For the Astrology Group: Mars Retrograde
Alright, I figured I would post this here.
My supervisor, Christian bi-polar jerk, has been harassing me non-stop. She is making the work environment hostile and I have had to take several days off
just to cope and regain composure.
I want to file for harassment. However, I was told when Mars is in retrograde, anyone who tries to issue a lawsuit will lose. Any form of aggression will cause
the aggressor to lose. I saw this happen with several groups recently.
How can I overcome this and file harassment? I can tell I do not have much time left at this company as I am barely to keep my mental health well when I
work there. Her toxicity drives me up a wall and the company refuses to do anything about it.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Yods

Message: 2320

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 6/22/2016

[It's been an hour so I'll re-post as I'm not on mod and it should've gone through]
Just wondering everyone's opinions on what planets and points count in yods, by SS standards and not new-agey "oh let's give everyone a yod to make them
feel special!"
Chrion?
Part of Fortune?
Vertex/anti-vertex?
Lunar nodes?
Hitler had a golden yod, but only if Eris is counted.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Yods

Message: 2321

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 6/22/2016

From: prabhu_3005

Date: 6/22/2016

what is a yod actually?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2322
Subject: prabhukivaani.com - Helping people Astrologically
Dear Friends,

Helping people gives you the biggest satisfaction in the life. We are group of Astrologers who are taking some time out and trying to help people
astrologically.

If you have any query please go to prabhukivaani.com and raise the same.

This service is absolutely free.

Thanks,
Prabhu

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Yods

Message: 2323

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 6/23/2016

I got my answer. Only planets and the AC count in yods. This is good as it is what I've been using to date, so I don't need to go over charts I've already done.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <lydia_666@...> wrote :
Just wondering everyone's opinions on what planets and points count in yods, by SS standards and not new-agey "oh let's give everyone a yod to make them
feel special!"
Chrion?
Part of Fortune?
Vertex/anti-vertex?
Lunar nodes?
Hitler had a golden yod, but only if Eris is counted.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Yods

Message: 2324

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 6/23/2016

Cope pasted: "The yod configuration, as I mentioned in another post in the main JoS group, is found in the charts of those who are here for a purpose. This
is not to say that everyone who has a yod is here for a purpose, but everyone who IS here for a purpose has the yod. The yod is a single planet making

inconjunts to two planets in sextile aspect to each other. There can also be more planets tying in, but that is a classic yod. This can also involve the
ascendant/decendant axis, which is this lines up exactly, is very prominent, as to the person being here for a purpose. Now, what the yod heans is at some
point in the person's life, an adjustment will be needed in the area of a life change so that the person can carry out what they were meant to do here. After
years of preparation and learning, when the person is ready, he/she will experience a life change where adaptation to the new changes will be needed. Once
this has occurred, he/she will then be locked in and
can only go forward with the fated life. The tighter the yod [more exact the aspects], the more important the role." - HPS Maxine
Another copy paste: "As for the Yod, it points to something very specific a person has to accomplish in a lifetime, but this doesn't mean that everyone who
ever did something important to humanity had the Yod. In fact, I believe those who DON'T have the Yod are actually more able and free to make something
important happen, even if they aren't "marked" to do so. The Yod usually pushes the person whether they like it or not to whatever it is it needs, and this
may or may not be important, good or even desirable." -f.follets

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <taolvanswd@...> wrote :
what is a yod actually?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Join

Message: 2325

From: okechukwu chima

Date: 6/23/2016

Great one I want to join 666 because I need money
Sent from my BlackBerry wireless device from MTN
From: "lydia_666@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sender: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: 23 Jun 2016 03:21:27 -0700
To: <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
ReplyTo: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Yods
I got my answer. Only planets and the AC count in yods. This is good as it is what I've been using to date, so I don't need to go over charts I've already done.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <lydia_666@...> wrote :
Just wondering everyone's opinions on what planets and points count in yods, by SS standards and not new-agey "oh let's give everyone a yod to make them
feel special!"
Chrion?

Part of Fortune?
Vertex/anti-vertex?
Lunar nodes?
Hitler had a golden yod, but only if Eris is counted.

Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2326

From:
fidyjk46fyq6eivuynxbhuyt6geysel66k4r5hcx

Date: 6/23/2016

Subject: Re: prabhukivaani.com - Helping people Astrologically
Hello, fellow SS. I recommend to NEVER, EVER give your birth time out to somebody you don't know. This seems fishy as FUCK.
They ask for Name, DOB, Time, Place, and your email. Pretty much almost every identifying factor. If people know your time of birth, place of birth, ext, they
can work extremely powerful curses against your weaknesses. Don't fall for this bullshit, SS!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2327
Subject: Re: For the Astrology Group: Mars Retrograde

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 6/23/2016

Can you hang on for one week so the universe won't be working against your endeavor? The retrograde period ends June 29.
You can reflect the supervisor's negativity right back at her.
Fighting Back
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Fighting_Back.html

Keep your aura clean and do not let the harassment bother you. How to cope is individual and different methods work for different people. You can get angry
when she tries to harass you and throw all her negativity back at her.You can also ignore the bitch. If she is screaming in your face, whatever. You can also
logically tear apart her arguments. Any insults she yells at you are going to have some logical fallacy or incorrect information in them. If it is clear she cannot
bother you, then she will try harder before eventually stopping. Degenerate scum like that thrive on the misery of others and the satisfaction of knowing they
have the power to ruin someone's day. If they cannot ruin your day or hurt you, then they will move on to someone else. A clean, radiant aura and a strong
aura of protection naturally reflect negativity and will repel horrible people. The runes ALGIZ and BERKANO and SOWILO can be used for protection.
The Runic Kabalah PDF and Audio Mp3s
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Audio_Mp3s.htm
Meditation for Protection
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic10007.html

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Yods

Message: 2328

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 6/23/2016

A yod is a configuration where there are two planets sextile (60 degrees) from each other and both are quincux (150 degrees) from a third. Someone who is
here for a purpose has a yod. Not all people who have yods are here for a purpose, however.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2329
Subject: prabhukivaani.com - Helping people Astrologically

From: prabhu_3005

Date: 6/23/2016

Dear Friends,
Helping people gives you the biggest satisfaction in the life. We are group of Astrologers who are taking some time out and trying to help people
astrologically.
If you have any query please go to prabhukivaani.com and raise the same.
This service is absolutely free.

Thanks,
Prabhu

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2330
Subject: Re: prabhukivaani.com - Helping people Astrologically

From: zhen.elam

Date: 6/24/2016

Hey friends why ain't nobody trying to help me I very adv in satanism check me out my Facebook name is Aizen Majestic Skystone an you gone see how I
got the name Aizen.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Yods

Message: 2331

From: zhen.elam

Date: 6/24/2016

I need help from my people we all family we are all satanism I am adv I was born with a gift for it if you check out my Facebook you will see my FB name is
- Aizen Majestic Skystone - I want to grow in this I may be adv but I'm still new an need my people help, if so please contact me on my FB thanks.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2332
Subject: Re: prabhukivaani.com - Helping people Astrologically

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 6/24/2016

If you are supposedly very advanced in Satanism then you don't need our help. You can ask the Gods for guidance. Obviously.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <zhen.elam@...> wrote :
Hey friends why ain't nobody trying to help me I very adv in satanism check me out my Facebook name is Aizen Majestic Skystone an you gone see how I
got the name Aizen.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Yods

Message: 2333

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 6/24/2016

Names are nothing more than a means to identify oneself with.
Also, Spiritual Satanism isn't about selling your soul for money. If you want it you have to earn it. Period.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2334
Subject: Re: prabhukivaani.com - Helping people Astrologically

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 6/24/2016

This Prabhu_3005 guy is probably trying to get natal chart information. I gave him a chart days ago and have yet to receive a response.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2335
Subject: Re: prabhukivaani.com - Helping people Astrologically

From: james marshall

Date: 6/25/2016

Yeah aizen as in from bleach. Way to go on that. -_-

On Thursday, June 23, 2016 11:58 PM, "zhen.elam@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Hey friends why ain't nobody trying to help me I very adv in satanism check me out my Facebook name is Aizen Majestic Skystone an you gone see how I got the name Aizen.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2336
Subject: Re: prabhukivaani.com - Helping people Astrologically

From: prabhu_3005

Date: 6/25/2016

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 6/25/2016

Dear John,
We have responded to your query. Thanks for your patience!!!
Thanks
Prabhu
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2337
Subject: Re: prabhukivaani.com - Helping people Astrologically

In addition to making curses more powerful, if you have someone's birth information then that makes it much easier to find their real name and potentially
harass them physically. Especially when people give out their location, an infiltrator can find all the people living in that area with the correct birthday and
narrow down from there which one is you.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Retrograde

Message: 2338

From: duce_surya

Date: 6/26/2016

Saturn is retrograde in my natal chart. It is in the sign of Taurus, in my 11th house. Venus rules Taurus and Venus is also a personal planet. Does that mean
Saturn is retrograde over that personal planet of mines?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2339
Subject: Re: prabhukivaani.com - Helping people Astrologically

From: okechukwu chima

What do you want
Sent from my BlackBerry wireless device from MTN
From: "james marshall jamesmarshall237@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sender: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Date: Sat, 25 Jun 2016 05:03:23 +0000 (UTC)

Date: 6/26/2016

To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com<JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
ReplyTo: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [JoS_Astrology] Re: prabhukivaani.com - Helping people Astrologically

Yeah aizen as in from bleach. Way to go on that. -_-

On Thursday, June 23, 2016 11:58 PM, "zhen.elam@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Hey friends why ain't nobody trying to help me I very adv in satanism check me out my Facebook name is Aizen Majestic Skystone an you gone see
how I got the name Aizen.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Uranus

Message: 2340

From: duce_surya

Date: 6/28/2016

Uranus retrograde is actually a good time for creativity, originality and confidence. My Uranus is retrograde, and it's going retrograde on July 29th. How can I
work with the energies of the retrograde to increase my creativity, originality and confidence?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Retrograde Planet

Message: 2341

Hi all!
I can not find my planet Retrograde
I do not know the symbol to identify it on my map
can anybody help me?

Thank you so much
Hail Satan! Hail Gods of Hell!

From: abc9422ce56a28e2809851d472e23482 Date: 6/28/2016

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Saturn in Retrograde,

Message: 2342

From: pacmanplanman13

Date: 6/29/2016

Hi, it was my understanding that Saturn will be in Retrograde soon, I'm wondering if your Ascendent sign's ruling planet is Saturn does that affect you in
anyway and if so how?
Please and thank you.
HAIL SATAN!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Uranus

Message: 2343

From: shenshakti

Date: 6/29/2016

Uranus for confidence? Really? How does the confidence project itself from Uranus?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Saturn in Retrograde,

Message: 2344

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 6/29/2016

Saturn is retrograde currently. Saturn retrograding past your personal planets can cause problems, depending on the nature of the planet and the house it is
in.
planetwatcher.com
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Retrograde Planet

Message: 2345

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 6/29/2016

There will be an R or an Rx in small letters next to the planet's symbol. These things can be instantly found using google, rather than waiting for someone to
reply here.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Retrograde

Message: 2346

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 6/29/2016

No. Saturn will be retrograde over your planet, when it is literally over your planet and retrograde.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Retrograde Planet

Message: 2347

From: tapapakiastinseira

Date: 6/29/2016

Hey. :)
The retrograde symbol is basically a capital R
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/f/f8/Retrograde-symbol.svg/500px-Retrograde-symbol.svg.png
If you made your chart in astro.com then the symbol is a small r.
Take this as an example: http://static1.squarespace.com/static/51ec4bbce4b047f24a8760db/t/570d6db027d4bd5b280a24e2/1460497884362/
You can see in the first house, Jupiter is retrograde, as well as Pluto, in the second house.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Retrograde Planet

Message: 2348

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 6/29/2016

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 6/29/2016

Whoops, I wrote Rx lol. It's been a really busy day :/ lol
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Uranus

Message: 2349

If you want confidence, do a sun square or invoke energy from the sun and program the energy using an affirmation like, "The energy from the sun is
permanently increasing my confidence in a positive manner for me." The sun rules confidence and the will.
You can invoke energy from Uranus and program it to do what you desire, such as permanently increasing your creativity in a positive manner.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Uranus Retrograde

Message: 2350

From: duce_surya

Date: 7/1/2016

I researched about finding out about your past life using your natal chart. Things you should look for is your South Node, Saturn and it's aspects, as well the
house it's present in and the sign. You should also look for the planets retrograde in your natal and search them up to find out what they truly mean. One of
my planets is retrograde, Uranus, and it's not a bad thing. It gives you true essence and originality! Basically, conscious and confidence! The karma, however,
incites people in your life to try and stop you from expressing your true self. Uranus goes retrograde on July 29th, 2016 and I want to know how can I work
with the energies of it to increase self-consciousness? I was thinking about doing the meditation on the spirit? How could I breathe in energy from Uranus
itself? What could work?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Uranus Retrograde

Message: 2351

From: Jethro Cambridge

Date: 7/1/2016

The majority of people similar in age to you will have Uranus retrograde as its one of the outer planets and a generational planet.
From: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> on behalf of duce_surya@... [JoS_Astrology] <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: July 1, 2016 11:40:59 AM
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Uranus Retrograde
I researched about finding out about your past life using your natal chart. Things you should look for is your South Node, Saturn and it's aspects, as well the

house it's present in and the sign. You should also look for the planets retrograde in your natal and search them up to find out what they truly mean. One of
my planets is retrograde, Uranus, and it's not a bad thing. It gives you true essence and originality! Basically, conscious and confidence! The karma, however,
incites people in your life to try and stop you from expressing your true self. Uranus goes retrograde on July 29th, 2016 and I want to know how can I work
with the energies of it to increase self-consciousness? I was thinking about doing the meditation on the spirit? How could I breathe in energy from Uranus
itself? What could work?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Uranus Retrograde

Message: 2352

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 7/3/2016

There is no such thing as karma. Karma is hang-ups, energy links, trauma, christian retardation, and other dross left over from past lives. People are
controlled by karma due to a lack of spiritual knowledge. Karma can be burned away by doing a MUNKA working.
MUNKA Working
https://web.archive.org/web/20150915063320/http://www.angelfire.com/hailtosatansvictory666/Freeing_the_Soul.html
If you want to learn more about your past lives, become adept at meditation and do a past life regression. Instructions for the meditation are on the Joy of
Satan website.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Uranus Retrograde

Message: 2353

From: duce_surya

Date: 7/3/2016

Message: 2354

From: chayce.martin

Date: 7/3/2016

What can I do to achieve my goals?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Natal chart Saturn issue

My Saturn is in my fifth house and Aries and is supposed adversely affect my children. Would performing a Saturn square help me counteract this? Having a
family is my #1 in life and I would greatly appreciate any assistance.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2355
Subject: Re: Natal chart Saturn issue

From: sternegucker@ymail.com

Date: 7/3/2016

I vote no. There are other things one can do to diminish Saturn's effects on them. You can do a freeing the soul working to free yourself from "karmic" effects
using munka, ansuz, or uruz.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Uranus Retrograde

Message: 2356

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 7/3/2016

You can use magick to obtain anything you desire. The power of your magick is determined by the strength of your soul. You need to meditate and do yoga
daily in order to empower your soul and be strong enough to make your magick succeed. A good place to start with meditation is the 40 Day Self
Empowerment Program available in Satan's Library. Some links in the 40 Day Self Empowerment Program PDF are broken. PDF copies of the hatha and
kundalini yoga routines from the broken links are in Satan's Library.
Satan’s Library
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Satans_Library.html

Clean your aura and build an aura of protection daily. A clean aura naturally repels negative energy, banishes depression, and prevents disease from
manifesting. A dirty aura will cause bad luck, negative thoughts, financial hardship, problems with meditation, and other issues. A strong aura of protection will
guard you against bad luck, accidents, psychic or physical attack, horrible people, and other misfortune.

How to Clean Your Aura
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Aura_Cleaning.html

Aura of Protection
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Protection.html

Meditation for Protection
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic10007.html

One method of using magick is to use runes.

When using runes, you select a rune with properties conducive to your goal. For example, ANSUZ can be used to remove emotional hang-ups and WUNJO
(WAUNYO is the more powerful version) can be used for healing. You vibrate the rune a certain number of times and direct the energies raised using
affirmations and visualization. Each rune has a number. The number of FEHU is 1, the number of URUZ is 2, the number of THURISAZ is 3, and so on as you
go down the list of runes. You vibrate a rune a number of times that is a multiple of the rune's number. For example, the number of THURISAZ is 3 so you
would vibrate THURISAZ 27, 54, or another multiple of 3 times. 108 is a power number and doing 108 vibrations of any rune or mantra is extremely powerful.
The Three Steps of Witchcraft

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/ThreeSteps.html
The Runic Kabalah and Satan's Magickal Squares PDFs and Audio Mp3s
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Audio_Mp3s.htm
Explanation of the More Powerful Version of the Runes http://josministries.prophpbb.com/post745.html

Magick needs to be timed with astrology. Starting a spell during sub-optimal astrological conditions can cause the spell to be severely weakened or fail. A spell
should be started during the day and hour of the planet that rules the particular working. For example, the sun, Venus, and Jupiter rule money and wealth.
You would want to start a money spell on Thursday (the day of Jupiter), Friday (the day of Venus), or Sunday (the day of the sun) during the hours of
Jupiter, the sun, or Venus. The moon sign at the time you start a spell should also be good for the magickal working you are doing. For a money spell, the
moon should be waxing in Taurus, Leo, Libra, Sagittarius, or Aquarius.
Chronos XP
http://chronosxp.sourceforge.net/en/
Timing your Magick with the Moon
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Timing.html

The moon should NOT be void when you start a spell or magickal working. Starting any magickal working during a void moon will cause it to fail. You can
continue the working even if the moon goes void, but you should not start a magickal working when the moon is void. For example, if you started a magickal
working on Saturday the moon should not be void when you started the working. If the moon was void all of the next day, you can still do the vibrations for
the working even though the moon is void because you already started the working yesterday.
The Void of Course Moon
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/VOID.html
Void Moon Times
http://www.moontracks.com/void_of_course_moon_dates.html

And, participate in our reverse torah rituals. We are in a war here and need to do what we can for our creator, Satan.

Reverse Torah Rituals
http://www.angelfire.com/wizard/pixie666/Reverse_Rituals.htm

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2357
Subject: Re: Natal chart Saturn issue

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 7/3/2016

Doing a Saturn square will strengthen your natal Saturn and make its malicious effects more powerful. A Saturn square will make the problems caused by
Saturn worse. Do not do a Saturn square. Doing a Saturn square will bring bad luck and other misfortune into your life.
Cleaning your aura and building an aura of protection every day will keep negative energies, like those of Saturn, from affecting you. Daily yoga and
meditation will increase your bioelectricity and high levels of energy deflect negative energies which prevents misfortune from manifesting in your life. You can
also build an aura of protection around your children and pets to keep anything bad from happening to them

How to Clean Your Aura
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Aura_Cleaning.html

Aura of Protection
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Protection.html

Meditation for Protection
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic10007.html

And, participate in our reverse torah rituals. We are in a war here and need to do what we can for our creator, Satan.

Reverse Torah Rituals
http://www.angelfire.com/wizard/pixie666/Reverse_Rituals.htm

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2358
Subject: Re: Natal chart Saturn issue

From: dharr1s

Date: 7/3/2016

I don't know what you're talking about really as a Capricorn but here let me tell you.
If you want to work with saturn try evoking saturns energy. There's rituals that literally open the gate of saturn.
I've been to saturn on ayahuasca one time. Let me tell you. If you go to saturnians and ask them to help you with your family, they will show up like the
devil in disguise in your life to make you look foolish.
If you ask them to show you how you can be a good parent they;re just gonna give you a saturnian way on how to do that.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2359
Subject: Re: Natal chart Saturn issue

From: chayce.martin

Date: 7/4/2016

I should expand.
I am 20 and do not have children. The placement of Saturn in my chart signifies the possibility of deformities to my future children. That's what I'm worried
about here.
Of course I will follow your advice Johnson Akemi, but I was asking for something along the lines of which square should I do to counteract the Saturn.
I truly appreciate your input though and am following it immediately after this post.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2360
Subject: Re: Natal chart Saturn issue

From: johnson_akemi

If you do not understand what chayce.martin said, you need to study Azazel's Astrology for Satanists.
Azazel's Astrology for Satanists
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Astro_index.html

Date: 7/4/2016

Also, using mind-altering substances like ayahuasca rips holes in your aura and leaves you extremely vulnerable to being influenced by malicious entities or
people. High Priestess Maxine Dietrich wrote about drug use in a recent sermon.
re: Lets (Attempt) to Get to Know Each Other
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoSNewsletter/conversations/messages/1131
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Message: 2412
Subject: Re: Getting Started

From: black.wyrm666

Date: 7/23/2016

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 7/24/2016

From: high_priest_hooded_cobra_666

Date: 7/24/2016

From: ljossmyrkr

Date: 7/25/2016

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 7/28/2016

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 7/28/2016

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 7/29/2016

From: Lawman Attractions

Date: 7/30/2016

From: james wazzah

Date: 7/30/2016

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 7/31/2016

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 7/31/2016

From: rebelrainbowrose

Date: 8/3/2016

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 8/5/2016

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 8/6/2016

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 8/6/2016

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 8/7/2016

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2361
Subject: Re: Natal chart Saturn issue

From: dark_pagan_666

Date: 7/4/2016

If you want children, you should not be doing the Saturn square since you have a fifth house Saturn. Do the Sun square instead. Another advice is to keep
meditating, perhaps staring a working on your fertility. There are demons that may help you out with such.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2362
Subject: Re: Natal chart Saturn issue

From: elephant255_rises

Date: 7/5/2016

It's not necessarily about fertility, one can have children but then the karmic forces would plight or even kill the offspring (premature death during childhood,
incident). Then it talks about taking great responsibility from the parent part, this could mean becoming a crutch for the physically damaged offspring or
maybe a rebel/problematic child, a troublemaker.

5th house
Many of those with Saturn in the fifth house are childless. This placement gives a large percentage of people who are infertile and unable to have
children. If there are children, there can be problems such as handicap or other issues that require major responsibilities. Most often, there is
misfortune in some way involving children.
Hail Satan
Hail the Gods
Hail the Daemons
The Kybalion Index

The Kybalion Index
The Kybalion [1912], full text etext at
sacred-texts.com

View on www.sacred-texts.com

Preview by Yahoo

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2363
Subject: Re: Natal chart Saturn issue

From: dark_pagan_666

Date: 7/6/2016

Yes, but even though, the sun square will help to offset the negative tendencies of Saturn. Satan works to keep families close and well. Maybe baptizing once
children to Satan may help. And have a close examination through ultra-sounds to see whether the child is handicap in certain ways that can be seen through
this, and prevent it.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2364
Subject: Re: Natal chart Saturn issue

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 7/8/2016

Ultrasounds seem to be one of the trouble makers for fertility issues.
Listen you are 20 years old, at least you say so, you do not have children and besides this it is unknown if you're male or female, but regardless take your
time considering relationships.
It is okay to be worried and asking but perhaps you might not want to do anything about it till you are ready.
Also look the freeing the soul page up. Sometimes desires in this life manifest because they're something we had trouble with before.
And maybe I might be a bit off with my advice.
Yahoo! Groups

Yahoo! Groups
Oops! Sorry, an error occurred while
loading the content.

View on groups.yahoo.com

Preview by Yahoo

This is the website shared in the link:

Sacred Maternity: Your Resource for Natural Pregnancy, Birth, and Parenting
Sacred Maternity: Your Resource
for Natural Preg...

View on www.sacredmaternity...

Preview by Yahoo

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2365
Subject: Re: Natal chart Saturn issue

From: chayce.martin

Date: 7/8/2016

Yeah, I think you are right when you say I am too young to be worrying about. Well, I know you didn't exactly say that, but it was along those lines.
Either way I am going to try that sun square idea out and NOT do the Saturn square. I appreciate and value all of the input and assistance given to me.
Out of curiosity, is there ever a time one would/should do a Saturn square?
I may not be at the knowledge/intelligence level to understand what the Saturn Square page is saying, because I find it hard to completely understand so I
appreciate any insight you could give.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2366
Subject: Re: Natal chart Saturn issue

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 7/9/2016

A Saturn square would be of use in the situation someone has too little Saturn influence in their life. High Priestess Maxine Dietrich explained about such
situations here: https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoS_Astrology/conversations/messages/578

"Saturn always gets the bad rap [obviously], but I have noted in charts that either have an unaspected saturn, or saturn with no hard aspects, the lives were
anything but happy. One woman I knew had a life in total chaos. Saturn is known for stability and this woman had NONE. By the time she was 30, she had
been married 5 times, she had 3 kids [not from any of the husbands], she put all three up for adoption [one was 4 at the time], and this haunted her every
single day of her life. Her self-esteem was total shit, her health was horrible, she could never stay very long on a job or live very long at any permanent
residence, as circumstances always came up. She was bi-sexual, but went through men [no stable relationships of either sex]. She had 29 of scorpio with
sagittarius intercepted in the first. Ruling Pluto at one of the worst degrees 15 of Leo.
Saturn at its positive gives endurance and stability."
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2368
Subject: Re: Natal chart Saturn issue

From: Willem De Beer

What if you can't find your exact time of birth?
Hail Satan!m!,
On 9 Jul 2016 08:42, "johnson_akemi@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Date: 7/10/2016

A Saturn square would be of use in the situation someone has too little Saturn influence in their life. High Priestess Maxine Dietrich explained
about such situations here: https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoS_Astrology/conversations/messages/578

"Saturn always gets the bad rap [obviously], but I have noted in charts that either have an unaspected saturn, or saturn with no hard aspects,
the lives were anything but happy. One woman I knew had a life in total chaos. Saturn is known for stability and this woman had NONE. By
the time she was 30, she had been married 5 times, she had 3 kids [not from any of the husbands], she put all three up for adoption [one was
4 at the time], and this haunted her every single day of her life. Her self-esteem was total shit, her health was horrible, she could never stay
very long on a job or live very long at any permanent residence, as circumstances always came up. She was bi-sexual, but went through men
[no stable relationships of either sex]. She had 29 of scorpio with sagittarius intercepted in the first. Ruling Pluto at one of the worst degrees
15 of Leo.
Saturn at its positive gives endurance and stability."
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2369
Subject: Re: Natal chart Saturn issue

From: Magus Immortalis

Date: 7/11/2016

What I did was use a pendulum. Before using it to find out my birth date hour, I did a short prayer to Satan and my Guardian Demon to help me find
out what it was. I was successful with a few numbers because the pendulum swung wildly and assertively when I asked if it was x and y numbers.

On Sunday, July 10, 2016 5:19 AM, "Willem De Beer wcjcof@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

What if you can't find your exact time of birth?
Hail Satan!m!,
On 9 Jul 2016 08:42, "johnson_akemi@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
A Saturn square would be of use in the situation someone has too little Saturn influence in their life. High Priestess Maxine Dietrich explained about such situations here: https:/
/groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoS_Astrology/conversations/messages/578
"Saturn always gets the bad rap [obviously], but I have noted in charts that either have an unaspected saturn, or saturn with no hard aspects, the lives were anything but happy.
One woman I knew had a life in total chaos. Saturn is known for stability and this woman had NONE. By the time she was 30, she had been married 5 times, she had 3 kids [not
from any of the husbands], she put all three up for adoption [one was 4 at the time], and this haunted her every single day of her life. Her self-esteem was total shit, her health was
horrible, she could never stay very long on a job or live very long at any permanent residence, as circumstances always came up. She was bi-sexual, but went through men [no stable
relationships of either sex]. She had 29 of scorpio with sagittarius intercepted in the first. Ruling Pluto at one of the worst degrees 15 of Leo.

Saturn at its positive gives endurance and stability."

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2370
Subject: Re: Natal chart Saturn issue

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 7/11/2016

From: Willem De Beer

Date: 7/11/2016

You can rectify your chart to find out your birth time.
How to Figure Out Exact Birth Time
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic14909.html

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2371
Subject: Re: Natal chart Saturn issue
Thanks

On 11 Jul 2016 09:42, "Magus Immortalis magus.immortalis@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

What I did was use a pendulum. Before using it to find out my birth date hour, I did a short prayer to Satan and my Guardian Demon
to help me find out what it was. I was successful with a few numbers because the pendulum swung wildly and assertively when I asked
if it was x and y numbers.

On Sunday, July 10, 2016 5:19 AM, "Willem De Beer wcjcof@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

What if you can't find your exact time of birth?
Hail Satan!m!,
On 9 Jul 2016 08:42, "johnson_akemi@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
A Saturn square would be of use in the situation someone has too little Saturn influence in their life. High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich explained about such situations here: https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoS_Astrology/conversations
/messages/578

"Saturn always gets the bad rap [obviously], but I have noted in charts that either have an unaspected saturn, or saturn
with no hard aspects, the lives were anything but happy. One woman I knew had a life in total chaos. Saturn is known for
stability and this woman had NONE. By the time she was 30, she had been married 5 times, she had 3 kids [not from any
of the husbands], she put all three up for adoption [one was 4 at the time], and this haunted her every single day of her
life. Her self-esteem was total shit, her health was horrible, she could never stay very long on a job or live very long at any
permanent residence, as circumstances always came up. She was bi-sexual, but went through men [no stable
relationships of either sex]. She had 29 of scorpio with sagittarius intercepted in the first. Ruling Pluto at one of the worst
degrees 15 of Leo.
Saturn at its positive gives endurance and stability."

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2373
Subject: Sun In Leo Sun Square Question

From: pacmanplanman13

Date: 7/15/2016

I need to strengthen my Solar Chakra and would like to perform the Sun Square when Sun arrives in Leo,
But should I avoid starting the Sun Square if I was born with Saturn Retrograde, while Saturn is in Retrograde? Should I wait until Saturn is out of Retrograde?
Please and thank you,
HAIL SATAN!!!!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2374
Subject: Re: Sun In Leo Sun Square Question

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 7/16/2016

Makes no difference. The planetary squares are about that planet, the other planets will not affect it. The only other factor is if Moon is void.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2375
Subject: Re: Sun In Leo Sun Square Question

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 7/16/2016

Having natal Saturn retrograde does not affect a sun square. A sun square taps the energy of the sun itself which is why the current sun sign is important.
The positions of other planets besides the sun are not important when doing a sun square. The only thing you want to take into consideration besides the
current sun sign is whether the moon is void or not. Starting anything on a void moon will make the spiritual work fail.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: obnoxious people

Message: 2376

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 7/19/2016

I've been wondering about this for a while.. and I think its my saturn doing this.
I've only been seeing about every selfish, arrogant, indecent, obnoxious, decieving, lieing bastards, whom just love to put you down every single chance they

get.
Is there anything at all I can do to get rid of this for once and for all?
For those whom think it is my behavior.. no it is not. I could try as many things as possible and it still would not change a thing. Plus thats also what the
psychiatrists say and those whom do not seem to understand a darn thing about people.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: obnoxious people

Message: 2377

From: tapapakiastinseira

Date: 7/19/2016

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 7/20/2016

Stop associating yourself with these people.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: obnoxious people

Message: 2378

@tapa - I find this post of yours rude. It sounds like you didn't read my message and you are just stating the obvious.
Perhaps I was not clear enough, this is not a problem that is confined to only 1 or 2 persons, but it happens over and over and over again with different
people ALL THE TIME.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: obnoxious people

Message: 2379

From: Gerecht Ror

Date: 7/20/2016

In some psychology texts I read about projecting what you do not want to be into others. Jung talked about this calling this your "shadow". I guess it may
have to do with Pluto and with a process of cleaning the dross in the Magnum Opus.
What do you think?
On 07/19/2016, 18:35 "taolvanswd@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
I've been wondering about this for a while.. and I think its my saturn doing this.
I've only been seeing about every selfish, arrogant, indecent, obnoxious, decieving, lieing bastards, whom just love to put you down every single chance they get.
Is there anything at all I can do to get rid of this for once and for all?
For those whom think it is my behavior.. no it is not. I could try as many things as possible and it still would not change a thing. Plus thats also what the psychiatrists say and
those whom do not seem to understand a darn thing about people.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: obnoxious people

Message: 2380

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 7/20/2016

A clean, radiant aura and a strong aura of protection naturally repel low-life scum. You can also program your aura to repel annoying people.
Fighting Back
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Fighting_Back.html

Another option is to bind any obnoxious people that come into your life to keep them from harassing you. The rune ISA can be used for binding.
The Runic Kabalah PDF and Audio Mp3s
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Audio_Mp3s.htm

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: obnoxious people

Message: 2381

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 7/20/2016

I think it has to do with dross in some ways.. but it's been going for about 14 years (if not longer). Although there has been a slight difference in whom does
what in which period. I.e. the first 7 years it was mainly bullying, and now its deceivers and those whom talk shit about you behind your back.
Could not necessarily be a change overall, but just a change of tactics.
So considering this I don't think its quite linked to pluto. Since a pluto transit takes 4-5 years or so?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: obnoxious people

Message: 2382

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 7/21/2016

Lol then I'd need to do tons of bindings xD.
You know what it is with the aura.. it goes for 1 person. What if you need to repel 10's or 20's or 100s of those people? Its not very convenient.
Especially not if 99.9% of all people that you ever come in a bit closer contact than a just passing by with pulls those tricks.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: obnoxious people

Message: 2383

From: Gerecht Ror

Date: 7/22/2016

7 years is more or less the time Saturn needs to square natal Saturn so every 7 years it is in hard aspect to some point in the natal chart.
So most likely it is involved, I would check where Saturn was at the time of tactic change to check if Saturn is involved with 7th or 11th house or also 3rd
house problems
On 07/20/2016, 23:40 "taolvanswd@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
I think it has to do with dross in some ways.. but it's been going for about 14 years (if not longer). Although there has been a slight difference in whom does what in which period.
I.e. the first 7 years it was mainly bullying, and now its deceivers and those whom talk shit about you behind your back.
Could not necessarily be a change overall, but just a change of tactics.
So considering this I don't think its quite linked to pluto. Since a pluto transit takes 4-5 years or so?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: obnoxious people

Message: 2384

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 7/22/2016

Also, Lydia posted a helpful guide about solving problems relating to Saturn.
How to Obliterate Your Saturn
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic15507.html

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: obnoxious people

Message: 2385

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 7/22/2016

Pluto is a neutral planet and a Pluto transit brings change for better or worse. If the problem has been going on for years, it may be natal (such as Saturn in
the 11th house or a hard aspect between Saturn and the ruler of your 11th house) or due to past life karma. You can remove whatever dross is causing the
problem by doing a MUNKA, ANSUZ, or URUZ working.
Words of Power - Freeing the Soul
https://web.archive.org/web/20150915063320/http://www.angelfire.com/hailtosatansvictory666/Freeing_the_Soul.html
The Runic Kabalah PDF and Audio Mp3s
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Audio_Mp3s.htm

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: obnoxious people

Message: 2386

From: tapapakiastinseira

Date: 7/22/2016

Workings with the aura do *not* work only on one person.... If you make an affirmation like "my aura repels all the negative people" (or whatever people
you don't want around you), it's not just for one person...

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: obnoxious people

Message: 2387

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 7/22/2016

@Gerecht: Certainly sounds like it.
@Johnson, thanks, I saw the guide. I will print it and add it to my notes.

@tapa.. wouldn't the energy be spread too thin or easily worn out?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: obnoxious people

Message: 2388

From: emma.epsilon

Date: 7/22/2016

Oh! And I forgot one thing!
About your question on energy being too thin or easily spread out. If you raise your energies and bioelectricity every day, then the energy will never be "not
enough". It's watering flowers. If you keep watering all the plants every day, then the plants will never die of dehydration. But if you only water some plants
and not others, than those who didn't get any water will start to need water and evetnually will die.
I know, bad example for this post because you apparentely have hundreds of people who hate you (Which I highly doubt unless you are a very hated on
criminal) But hopefully that'll help plus my other post.
tl;dr: Replenish your aura everyday with positive energy from the sun! Might not seem like it's enough, but trust me, after awhile it will start to build up. Just
keep your aura clean as well, since theres no point in adding energy if your aura is full of bad stuff. That's like trying to add soapy clean water to a mud bath.
Doesn't make the water any cleaner, it just makes an awkward mixture of both. (That you can't wash dishes (chakras) in either)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: obnoxious people

Message: 2389

From: emma.epsilon

Date: 7/22/2016

No, the aura doesn't attach it self on a per person basis.
Think of it like this: You are standing on a sidewalk, with people walking in front of you. Your aura will attach to some people, based on their own energy and
aura. But, when those people walk past you and continue on, your aura does not stay attached to them. It may, briefly, come in contact with those people's
auras, but it certainly won't attach itself forever.
Now say someone you really hate walks past you. Because you saw this person, you'd immediately think "Oh I hate that person" and your aura would send
hate energy. If your thought was brief and the anger quickly subsided, then your aura would pull back to you and thus not form an energy link. BUT, if your
thought lasted for several hours and and you kept thinking about how much you hate them, THEN it would form an energy link. It'd be a negative one of
course, one full of hate and anger. This is where the strength of your own aura comes into play. The people who you hate and continue to hate may have
stronger or more protective auras than yourself. This then causes your hate to bounce off their auras and right back into yours.

And once that hate keeps bouncing into your aura, we have a never ending cycle. You will never find peace (Or whatever comfort you are looking for) if you
keep trying this. Your aura would never be strong enough if you keep charging at it, trying to get rid of it.
As an example with my own experience: My mother is a jew (not biologically related to me), and she had a horrible energy link attached to me. She naturally
has a strong aura that causes hate and destruction where ever she goes and with my own aura being naturally weak, she attached herself to me. This caused
all my hatred and anger towards her to do nothing, and it all came crashing back on top of me. This then caused me to hate her even more so, and I yelled
and screamed that she wasn't listening to me and she had ruined my life and she was controlling me and leading me into destruction. All that anger I put
toward her, did NOTHING. It did nothing and I was left feeling so helpless and dead inside. All that anger and hate came right back at me and it very nearly
destroyed me.
So I helped myself and fixed my problem. I realized that she wasn't really doing anything to me, she simply was just being herself. And I had gone and
created a huge problem between us that was caused from my inability to take a step back and look at what was happening. Over time i realized this. And I
started meditating more, I worked specifically on my aura so this would never happen again. My aura grew stronger and more deflective. It wouldn't just
repel negative energy from one person, but it would repel ANY and ALL negative energy.
So as for some people I know you hate/ dislike very much, I would work on de attaching yourself from them. Un bind any energy links (good or bad) from
those people. It'll be like a new beginning! Start fresh and work on your own aura. Sadly this can't just be done in one day or a one time thing. I still hate my
mother and our relationship hasn't changed (well, it has changed for the better but I still don't give two shits about her) but it took me at least 2 years to
figure out where her hate come from, where my own hate came from, where the negative energy was attached, and of course, working to get rid of it. Even
the good things. I just took my aura and cleaned every aspect of it and really just... gave myself freedom from people. Even those who I love I unbinded
myself and made sure to avoid creating any new bad links.
Good luck! :D

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: obnoxious people

Message: 2390

From: Lawman Attractions

Date: 7/22/2016

Please someone help me with some app or S.I.D.F product to clean and defend my phone. I found pictures that does not delete no matter how I try. I also
found that I can't access google store and google to download trojan killer. Am going in shit! Please help!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: obnoxious people

Message: 2391

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 7/23/2016

They might not necessarily hate me but just are straight up dicks. And then when it comes to taking responsibility..
Some people are just being dicks for the sake of being dicks. And those are the kind of people you don't need and no one ever needs in their life.
Now I did not mention that I hated anyone so I do not get why you need to go over this again.

@Lawman: That is your own stupidity. SIDF is a corrupted thing so DO NOT trust on that.
Now what you could do, is safe what you want to safe, and reset your phone. Other things you'll have to search online for.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: obnoxious people

Message: 2392

From: Sean Potter

Date: 7/23/2016

SIDF isn't corrupted. It is an organized group and healthy group.

On Jul 23, 2016 6:42 AM, "taolvanswd@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
They might not necessarily hate me but just are straight up dicks. And then when it comes to taking responsibility..
Some people are just being dicks for the sake of being dicks. And those are the kind of people you don't need and no one ever needs in their
life.
Now I did not mention that I hated anyone so I do not get why you need to go over this again.

@Lawman: That is your own stupidity. SIDF is a corrupted thing so DO NOT trust on that.
Now what you could do, is safe what you want to safe, and reset your phone. Other things you'll have to search online for.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: obnoxious people

Message: 2393

From: black.wyrm666

FYI, SIDF is a cesspool for JoS trolls.
You either don't know what you're talking about, or you're just a bitch of teloc vovim.
In any case, yes, SIDF *IS *corrupted.
Learn the facts or get lost.

Date: 7/23/2016

HS!
HAIL VOLAC!
88!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: obnoxious people

Message: 2394

From: emma.epsilon

Date: 7/23/2016

Taol did you even read what I said? If you are not willing to try that then I back down. I can't help you any longer. I've given you the simple steps to fix this
whole problem and you quite literally just focused on the fact that people are dicks.
I will say this once, in a very clear format. People mistake TRUTH for being mean.
YOU CAUSED OUR GROUP DISORDER AND CHAOS. EVERYONE HAD THEIR PART AND WE SUFFERED FROM IT. YOU WERE ONE OF THOSE CAUSES
WHETHER YOU LIKE IT OR NOT. WE DO NOT WANT YOU BACK IN THE GROUP SO PLEASE GO FIND SOMEWHERE ELSE. YOU DO NOT BELONG WITH
US BECAUSE WHEN YOU WERE IN THE GROUP YOU CAUSED ARGUMENTS AND FRICTION BETWEEN MEMBERS.
Since you've left, we've had ZERO arguments. Our group has not once had any friction or fighting between members after we kicked you out.
NOW STOP ACTING LIKE A 13 YEAR OLD DEMANDING ATTENTION AND GROW THE FUCK UP.
WE REFUSE TO LET YOU BACK IN SO GET THAT THROUGH YOUR HEAD AND REALIZE THIS.
You're a disgrace to the Gods, Taol... Jeez.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: obnoxious people

Message: 2395

From: Sean Potter

Date: 7/23/2016

Who are you to be talking about SIDF? I've been in it since December of 2015 and it's been a really good experience for me. Teloc and all of the people in it
are really good people. You guys just think whatever you see from one person is a corruption. Well, it isn't "corrupted" and I do know the facts about the
group and I will stand up for the group and everyone in it.

On Jul 23, 2016 12:46 PM, "black.wyrm666@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
FYI, SIDF is a cesspool for JoS trolls.
You either don't know what you're talking about, or you're just a bitch of teloc vovim.
In any case, yes, SIDF *IS *corrupted.
Learn the facts or get lost.

HS!
HAIL VOLAC!
88!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: obnoxious people

Message: 2396

From: black.wyrm666

Date: 7/23/2016

https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoyofSatan666/conversations/topics/160418

Maybe you will benefit from reading those posts - they will enlighten you.
HS!
HAIL VOLAC!
88!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: obnoxious people

Message: 2397

From: black.wyrm666

Date: 7/23/2016

Apparently one who can see what SIDF really is.
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/post71744.html - here, be one yourself.
HS!
HAIL VOLAC!
88!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: obnoxious people

Message: 2398

From: taol_van_sherwood

You know what Jethro. You blame me while you had yourself a part to play in it.
Take your fcking responsibility.
Get Lost. I do not want to fight here. Nor do I want any of your advice like I ALREADY made clear.

Date: 7/24/2016

As for the SIDF, Teloc Vovim was kicked out of the groups, for repeatedly saying bad things about (one of) the High Priest(s). That is a charge that can not
be forgiven.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: obnoxious people

Message: 2399

From: high_priest_hooded_cobra_666

Date: 7/24/2016

I am sorry. Since the SIDF or whatever, is so healthy, fine and capable, why don't they just spare the sight of all the people who have had their relentless
psycho-coup-crap happen? Enough time has been wasted on these trolls and idiots who are so incapable but forever try to infiltrate the group and create a
cult group with members from the JoS. Its only sensible that they just follow their bright destiny, and leave us do whatever we are supposed to do.
But no...
It is becoming more boring by the day. The recent wave of traitors and trolls was *again* affilated with this "SIDF" group, and was nothing more than its
leftovers clinging around, and staging *YET ANOTHER* coup. Like some sort of revanche, because they couldn't handle they got foiled in the first place. We
gave permission for this group to exist, and with whatever bit of life it acquired, it tried to backstab and attack us. If people feel like they align with this sort
of behavior, or are buying twitter lies, or whatever else- they can go. We have no time for drama, or people who are not here in reality. Just get along, and
have a nice day.
However, these people prove how obnoxious and mentally decapitated they are, and how much these individuals I exposed months ago have brainwashed
them, to the point they recruit them and they send them like paper soldiers or infiltrate and keep tabs on the JoS. Some people cannot cope with the fact that
they are being useless, they are damaging the community and they have been wasting chance after chance.
This is what happens when you have too much time in your hands, a big ego, and absolutely no interest in the wellbeing of Satanism whatsover...
Only jews attack people and later demand to be forgiven, only to do this again, and again, and again. The "SIDF" has proved its intentions and motivations,
member to member. Week after week, they attempt to create strife. Month after month they try to create a coup. Year after year they make a "group" and
they fail it, and then attack anyone else for their own retardiation.
Any Satanist should have better things to do with their time, mind and self, than joining and staging all this inferior garbage, based solely on the emotions of
some wanna-be's that think this group is a circus for their demands.
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: obnoxious people

Message: 2400

From: ljossmyrkr

Date: 7/25/2016

Sean it is the truth. I was in that group for many months as well (October). It became completely corrupt, which is why I left
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: obnoxious people

Message: 2401

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 7/28/2016

How bad is the influence of a Saturn squaring natal Saturn? Are there problems arising around that time? Or does that depend on other things as well, like a
planet transgressing? (or what you could call it).
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: obnoxious people

Message: 2402

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 7/28/2016

Transiting Saturn squaring natal Saturn will negatively affect the house that your natal Saturn is in as well as negatively affecting the houses with Capricorn
and Aquarius on the cusps. The Saturn transit may not cause problems to manifest. There may be other transits affecting you that prevent problems from
occurring. For example, if you have Aquarius on the cusp of your 9th house but transiting Jupiter was in your 9th house then that would offset the malefic
influence of the Saturn transit.
When you said "a planet transgressing" were you referring to progressed planets? If you were, yes progressed planets have influence as well.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: obnoxious people

Message: 2403

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 7/29/2016

I meant a transition, in this case, I am not that positive about it. Although if I am still here by the end of the year I should be fine.
I don't quite understand what a progression is to be honest.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: obnoxious people

Message: 2404

From: Lawman Attractions

Date: 7/30/2016

Big thanks to everyone who took out time to write me in response to my inquiry. I know what to do now to fix my baby due to your advise.
Hail Satan
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: obnoxious people

Message: 2405

From: james wazzah

Date: 7/30/2016

Help me t0 make deal with satan am just a new member in this gr0up with0ut any c0nnecti0n with hail satan
Sent from my BlackBerry® wireless device
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: obnoxious people

Message: 2406

From: johnson_akemi

Thoroughly read the Joy of Satan website.
Joy of Satan
http://www.joyofsatan.org

Starting Guide for New Satanists
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoyofSatan666/conversations/topics/162014

Date: 7/31/2016

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: obnoxious people

Message: 2407

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 7/31/2016

From: rebelrainbowrose

Date: 8/3/2016

Progressions are explained here:
Methods of Prediction
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Prediction.html

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2408
Subject: Spoken Words of Power - Satanic Resources
Warm Greetings family of Enki Satan

Unfortunately the Anuist/ywh/Nazarene teachings and influence have corrupted MAJORITY of esoteric and even lhp thoughts and writings... My question is I
am seeking for us valuable writings, books, resources you can recommend in areas and topics like motivational Power affirmations and magical workings?
Unfortunately authors like Florence Scovel Shinn's are full of "Christ" and biblical affirmations (which I find nauseating) and then you have these authors such
as Damon Beans of "Occult Rituals for manifesting money" and "Words of Power" use archangels Jewish shit.
Louise L Hay seems to be good so what I'm asking is recommendations for known authors that come from Ancient Egyptian Gods and Babylonian method of
Words of Power of Pagan, Enkist teachings on Words of Power we can apply?? As every where I turn has corrupted xian and Jewish filth embedded ...
:(
We need a full blown satanic academy with Egyptian Gods. As the Rosicrucian have also been infiltrated with Judaism
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Getting Started

Message: 2409

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 8/5/2016

I've been procrastinating on doing the RTR's. I guess procrastination is really too weak of a word. Being a total dumbass, and not taking responsibility for
shit when you have the world falling apart and being a weak ass bitch would be better I suppose. I'm doing them today and from now on. Anyway, I was
still hung up on some bullshit religious stuff, that I finally resolved yesterday, that I'll share at a later date and that I'm sure you'll find educational.
As far as Astrology goes. I have some groups in my area that seem to be having a lot of fun learning it. However, there faces reflect this soap opera, acting
type of mutual jerk off experience is taking place and they look like plastic people. I mean Jewsus heads. Would it benefit me to join them, just long
enough, to learn the basic stuff or do these plastic people have even the slightest clue?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Getting Started

Message: 2410

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 8/6/2016

Well magnum.. If you read this post and imagine it was from someone else, what would you advice the person?
The decision is yours after all. Sometimes just a peek is enough..
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2411
Subject: Re: Spoken Words of Power - Satanic Resources

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 8/6/2016

Affirmations are just short statements you repeat to program your subconscious mind.
Using Your Powers - Specific Meditations
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Specific_Meditations.html

Magick is using the powers of your mind and soul to manifest your desires into reality. In order to work magick,you raise energy, program the energy to do
what you want, and direct the energy towards its goal. Everything you need to know in order to work successful magick is on the Joy of Satan website.
The Three Steps of Witchcraft
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/ThreeSteps.html
Using runes is one way of working magick. When using runes, you select a rune with properties conducive to your goal. For example, ANSUZ can be used to
remove emotional hang-ups and WUNJO (WAUNYO is the more powerful version) can be used for healing. You vibrate the rune a certain number of times
and direct the energies raised using affirmations and visualization.

The Runic Kabalah and Satan's Magickal Squares PDFs and Audio Mp3s
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Audio_Mp3s.htm

Explanation of the More Powerful Version of the Runes http://josministries.prophpbb.com/post745.html
Magick needs to be timed with astrology. Starting a spell during sub-optimal astrological conditions can cause the spell to be severely weakened or fail. A spell
should be started during the day and hour of the planet that rules the particular working. For example, the sun, Venus, and Jupiter rule money and wealth.
You would want to start a money spell on Thursday (the day of Jupiter), Friday (the day of Venus), or Sunday (the day of the sun) during the hours of
Jupiter, the sun, or Venus. The moon sign at the time you start a spell should also be good for the magickal working you are doing. For a money spell, the
moon should be waxing in Taurus, Leo, Libra, Sagittarius, or Aquarius. Chronos XP is a program that reveals the planetary hours of the day. There are also
iphone apps. “Hours” by Sirius Lab Ltd or “Lunar Calendar by Vyacheslav Petrukhin, that show the planetary hours of the day.
Chronos XP
http://chronosxp.sourceforge.net/en/
Timing your Magick with the Moon
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Timing.html

The moon should NOT be void when you start a spell or magickal working. Starting any magickal working during a void moon will cause it to fail. A magickal
working can be performed for multiple days. Doing a multi-day magickal working is much more powerful than a one-shot ritual. Make sure the moon is not
void when you start the magickal working. On later days, the moon can be void when you perform the spell as the magickal working has already been
started. Doing a spell every day for 40 days is extremely powerful as doing a spell for 40 days makes it permanent.

The Void of Course Moon
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/VOID.html
Void Moon Times
http://www.moontracks.com/void_of_course_moon_dates.html

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Getting Started

Message: 2412

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 8/7/2016

Those astrology groups in your area will give you a bunch of new age bullshit and teach you little about actual astrology. They will put far too much emphasis
on sun sign, tell you that Saturn is a test that is part of the third ray of intelligence, and other new age crap. Everything you need to know in order to read a
chart is on Azazel's Astrology for Satanists and in posts made by High Priestess Maxine Dietrich to this group.
Azazel's Astrology for Satanists
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Astro_index.html

Messages in JoS_Astrology group.
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Message: 2413

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 8/7/2016

Message: 2414
- Satanic Resources
Message: 2415

From: Magus Immortalis

Date: 8/7/2016

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 8/8/2016

Message: 2416

From: james wazzah

Date: 8/8/2016

Message: 2417

From: music_321@ymail.com

Date: 8/8/2016

Message: 2418

From: black_knight_4

Date: 8/9/2016

Message: 2419

From: Rick Wendel

Date: 8/9/2016

Message: 2420

From: Rick Wendel

Date: 8/9/2016

Message: 2421

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 8/9/2016

Message: 2422

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 8/10/2016

Message: 2423

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 8/10/2016

Message: 2424

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 8/12/2016

Message: 2425

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 8/12/2016

Message: 2426

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 8/19/2016

Message: 2427

From: voiceofenki

Date: 8/19/2016

Message: 2428

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 8/20/2016

Message: 2429

From: shadow.lele

Date: 9/4/2016

Subject: need some help here :)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2430
Subject: Re: need some help here :)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2431
Subject: 9 Degrees
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: 9 Degrees
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: need some help here :)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: 9 Degrees
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: 9 Degrees
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: 9 Degrees
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: 9 Degrees
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Hail
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: (no subject)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject:
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Hail
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Hail
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Regarding the "13th Zodiac Sign"
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Regarding the "13th Zodiac Sign"
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Unconscious mess
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 9/5/2016

From:
Date: 9/5/2016
3b5b57um2bplfsh2q2bz6hh5olrcvdciqy6um47v

2432

From: elephant255_rises

Date: 9/5/2016

2433

From: black_knight_4

Date: 9/5/2016

2434

From: black_knight_4

Date: 9/5/2016

2435

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 9/5/2016

2436

From: tapapakiastinseira

Date: 9/6/2016

2437

From: dark_pagan_666

Date: 9/9/2016

2438

From: m.mare32

Date: 9/18/2016

2439

From: Julian grimmett

Date: 9/18/2016

2440

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 9/19/2016

2441

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 9/19/2016

2442

From: marimbola melkuin smailley

Date: 9/20/2016

2443

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 9/24/2016

2444

From: elephant255_rises

Date: 9/24/2016

2446

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 9/26/2016

2447

From: black_knight_4

Date: 9/27/2016

Subject: Re: Unconscious mess
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2448
Subject: Question about Sun sign vs. Ascendant
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2449
Subject: Re: Unconscious mess
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2450
Subject: Re: Unconscious mess
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2451
Subject: Re: Question about Sun sign vs. Ascendant
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2452
Subject: Re: Unconscious mess
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2453
Subject: Re: Question about Sun sign vs. Ascendant
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2454
Subject: Re: Unconscious mess
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2455
Subject: Re: Unconscious mess
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2456
Subject: Re: Unconscious mess
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2457
Subject: Re: Unconscious mess
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2458
Subject: Re: Unconscious mess
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2459
Subject: Re: Unconscious mess
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2460
Subject: Re: Unconscious mess
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2461
Subject: Re: Unconscious mess
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2462
Subject: Re: Unconscious mess
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2463
Subject: Re: Unconscious mess

From: black_knight_4

Date: 9/27/2016

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 9/27/2016

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 9/27/2016

From: ljossmyrkr

Date: 9/27/2016

From: black_knight_4

Date: 9/28/2016

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 9/28/2016

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 9/28/2016

From: black_knight_4

Date: 9/29/2016

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 9/30/2016

From: black_knight_4

Date: 10/2/2016

From: ljossmyrkr

Date: 10/2/2016

From: black_knight_4

Date: 10/3/2016

From: black_knight_4

Date: 10/3/2016

From: voiceofenki

Date: 10/3/2016

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 10/3/2016

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 10/3/2016

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Getting Started

Message: 2413

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 8/7/2016

% Johnson_akemi
Yes I no. I have been lonely is f*** lately. Just looking for some companionship. I've already learned the symbols for the planets and so forth and will be
moving forward with more videos that HP Maxine put together. I've watched them a few times now and I will get it I just need to apply myself more and get
started trying to put it all together. I've been really busy sorting out a lot of b******* and got that taken care of and I got started doing the RTR and the
40-day program and learning the basic topics that I need to. I have a high degree of interest in divination, astrology and Magick.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2414
Subject: Re: Spoken Words of Power - Satanic Resources

From: Magus Immortalis

Date: 8/7/2016

I have read one of Louise L Hay's books:
https://www.amazon.com/Can-Do-Affirmations-Change-Your/dp/1401902197/ref=sr_1_3?ie=UTF8&qid=1470304554&sr=8-3&keywords=louise+l+hay
I liked this one.

On Wednesday, August 3, 2016 2:14 AM, "rebelrainbowrose@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Warm Greetings family of Enki Satan
Unfortunately the Anuist/ywh/Nazarene teachings and influence have corrupted MAJORITY of esoteric and even lhp thoughts and writings... My question is I am seeking for us
valuable writings, books, resources you can recommend in areas and topics like motivational Power affirmations and magical workings?
Unfortunately authors like Florence Scovel Shinn's are full of "Christ" and biblical affirmations (which I find nauseating) and then you have these authors such as Damon Beans of
"Occult Rituals for manifesting money" and "Words of Power" use archangels Jewish shit.
Louise L Hay seems to be good so what I'm asking is recommendations for known authors that come from Ancient Egyptian Gods and Babylonian method of Words of Power of
Pagan, Enkist teachings on Words of Power we can apply?? As every where I turn has corrupted xian and Jewish filth embedded ...
:(
We need a full blown satanic academy with Egyptian Gods. As the Rosicrucian have also been infiltrated with Judaism

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Getting Started

Message: 2415

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 8/8/2016

New age idiots, christians, and other retards are on a lower level of existence than you are. The moment you be nice to them, they will latch on and drain
your energy and project their problems onto you. There is an energy exchange during social interaction and you will be drained of the energy you worked
your ass off to obtain and receive filthy, negative energy in exchange that you will have to cleanse from your soul. Cats and Demons are far better company
than non-Satanist people. If you are extremely lonely, you can make a thoughtform to keep you company.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Getting Started

Message: 2416

From: james wazzah

Date: 8/8/2016

From: music_321@ymail.com

Date: 8/8/2016

S0meb0dy take me there please??
#jameswazzah@...+27735477588
Sent from my BlackBerry® wireless device
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Getting Started

Message: 2417

Well a lot of information is corrupted. I mean I have these college books/packets spiral bound here I borrowed from my buddy he got them in Utah. They are
Jewish Here are the books if you're curious...sports massage,acupressure,hydrotherapy, and reflexology by "Steiner education group and they cost $100
each. Okay and I mean our history about Adolf Hitler and Germany was rewritten altogether plus our own soldiers were lied into a war to save a the sick
minded Jews! Because we had crooked politicians, of course we had Jewish politicans back then too!!! Just goes to figure!!!!!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Getting Started

Message: 2418

From: black_knight_4

Date: 8/9/2016

It's the enemy, they did this to me too. They are psychic attacking you.
Symptoms of psychic attack include:

Having Nightmares - Dreaming very frightening nightmares.
Attacker Front and Center in Your Mind - Seeing your attacker in a devilish way, either in your dreams, your meditations, or in your thoughts.
Experiencing Fatigue - Feeling tired and depleted of energy constantly and for no reason.
Feeling Pain - Having pains in the same place at the same time on a regular basis.
Having Weakness - Experiencing illness or pains in areas of weakness that your attacker is already aware of.
Being Lethargic - Lack of concentration and feelings of laziness when it comes to completing daily tasks.
Severe Headaches - Having unusually painful, even severe cases, headaches accompanied with vomiting or dizziness.
Feeling Doubtful - Questioning or doubting your direction in life, even after having been aware of your direction beforehand.
Sense Being Watched - Feeling that you are being watched and seeing shadows around you from the corner of your eye, even when you are alone.
Suicidal - The worst kind of psychic attack can inflict feelings of having a heart attack, and feelings of the desire to commit suicide.

The more you progress, the more attacks take place. First from the greys, then the reptilians try to attack you. Remember that they cannot attack you
physically, reptilians also feel pleasure in inflicting fear in their victim.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Getting Started

Message: 2419

From: Rick Wendel

Date: 8/9/2016

Right around dedication time I had a few nightmares. F****** pussies. All I did was say "hey f***-face, say hello to my new friend". They were gone. My
guardian demon likes messing with them too much. Denies me the pleasure. I just set up a perimeter, when it gets crossed my guardian has already handled
it and advises me on what to do. I'm still asleep when it happens. It's done astrally so my body is not disturbed Into waking up.
Never experienced fatigue too much anyway. As far as being lethargic goes they try to distract me from completing my meditations. For a long time I blamed
this on myself. It was them.
I used to drink quite a bit in order to deal with all the s*** I had to deal with growing up. I would get headaches however they got very very bad.
As far as being watched goes I used to see ghosts a lot so that did scare me a little bit. You never know what you're going to get with those f******.
When I was younger all the way up to my early thirties I felt suicidal a lot. I never tried it but was pushed to the brink. At least four of my friends around me
died from suicide. I could tell it was the enemy because I actually physically witnessed it occur on an innocent person that was not related to me. After I
kicked this entity out of my area it went across the street and tried to get a girl to kill herself. There were other spiritually aware people around and they let
me know what was going on so it was prevented.
I may have already met the greys. They didn't appear to me as the little wobble headed shit eaters they are though. I heard it was best to just ignore them
or block them out by denying them any existence. Is that true?
I don't really have much to say about these attacks. Other than, MY TURN!!!
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

On Mon, Aug 8, 2016 at 23:19, black_knight_4@... [JoS_Astrology]
<JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

It's the enemy, they did this to me too. They are psychic attacking you.

Symptoms of psychic attack include:

Having Nightmares - Dreaming very frightening nightmares.
Attacker Front and Center in Your Mind - Seeing your attacker in a devilish way, either in your dreams, your meditations, or in
your thoughts.
Experiencing Fatigue - Feeling tired and depleted of energy constantly and for no reason.
Feeling Pain - Having pains in the same place at the same time on a regular basis.
Having Weakness - Experiencing illness or pains in areas of weakness that your attacker is already aware of.
Being Lethargic - Lack of concentration and feelings of laziness when it comes to completing daily tasks.
Severe Headaches - Having unusually painful, even severe cases, headaches accompanied with vomiting or dizziness.
Feeling Doubtful - Questioning or doubting your direction in life, even after having been aware of your direction beforehand.
Sense Being Watched - Feeling that you are being watched and seeing shadows around you from the corner of your eye, even
when you are alone.
Suicidal - The worst kind of psychic attack can inflict feelings of having a heart attack, and feelings of the desire to commit
suicide.
The more you progress, the more attacks take place. First from the greys, then the reptilians try to attack you. Remember that they
cannot attack you physically, reptilians also feel pleasure in inflicting fear in their victim.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Getting Started

Message: 2420

From: Rick Wendel

Date: 8/9/2016

% taolvanswd
Well. I was hoping that you would tell me that there is some sort of structure to it that I could possibly benefit by learning with others.
But if I was going to give someone advice on whether or not to do it with what are obviously Christians and the like, I would tell them that it's probably going
to be like trying to jerk off a large semi solid turd in order to obtain any sort of useful information that would help you to understand the structure of astrology.
I guess I would just be better off asking stupid questions on the astrology board until I figure out what's going on.
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

On Sat, Aug 6, 2016 at 13:09, taolvanswd@... [JoS_Astrology]
<JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Well magnum.. If you read this post and imagine it was from someone else, what would you advice the person?
The decision is yours after all. Sometimes just a peek is enough..
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Getting Started

Message: 2421

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 8/9/2016

The enemies are cosmic assholes and will do anything they can to harm you, scare you, or slow down your spiritual progress. Cleaning your aura and building
an aura of protection every day is an absolute necessity. Neglecting to clean your aura or build an aura of protection will leave you extremely vulnerable to
enemy attacks and they will take any opportunity to rip you to shreds. They will even attack people you care about to try and hurt you or they will
manipulate people near you, like christians or other idiots heavily tied into enemy energy.
Enemy attacks are not an unavoidable part of life. A very strong aura of protection, regular Banishing Rituals, and building shields around your house prevent
enemy attacks. Also, if the enemies know they cannot frighten you or know they will be brutally destroyed when they appear they will not harass you as
often. Ignoring enemy attacks is key to that. The enemies thrive on attention and the more you pay attention to their crap the more they will bother you. If
you pretend the enemy does not exist and completely ignore it, it will eventually leave. You can build an aura of protection around people you care about to
protect them against enemy attacks as well.
Also, a lot of "enemy attacks" are not caused my malicious spiritual entities. Meditation brings mental hangups and other dross to the surface and this
cleansing process can be unpleasant. A good way to determine if a thought or feeling is yours, even if negative, is to cover yourself in ether. If the thought or
feeling goes away, it is not yours.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Getting Started

Message: 2422

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 8/10/2016

I clean everything from head to toe on the chakras. It's very thorough. I'm pretty proud of the job that I do on that.
It's been my experience that not doing the proper aura of protection is just like asking to be screwed over by the enemy.
I know that things are going to get a lot better for me now. In addition to the basics I'm doing the 40-day program and learning what's on the website as I
should finally.
And in addition I absolutely love doing the RTR's. I'm finally getting some payback.
There are people in my corner now it seems like for the first time in a long time. That alone gives me a lot of strength. It's the type of person that is always
there for you that is to say a demon.
I just wanted to say that holy s*** dude you do an awesome job of answering people's questions on here.
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2423

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 8/10/2016

Subject: Re: Getting Started
% music_321
% johnson_akemi
% taol_van_sherwood

Basically what I said to Johnson_akemi is what is going on. Loneliness, making me think stupidly.

I can’t have pets in my apartment because it’s just too refining, lonely, hot, etc, and I can’t let them outside and it makes me sick to see animals not able to
be outside and do what they do. I can sense when they are going nuts, so I’m constantly thinking about that and its very distracting.

And I’m still too new, unadvanced, weak and acting like too much of a f***ing dipshit to get any Demons to hang out as is evidenced with this post.

They still come around and communicate very briefly. I just talked to one the other day who told me that “things are going to get better for you”. They
always show up in really busy places. It’s hilarious. I always have to try to keep a straight face around large groups of people. They just f***ing show up.
They’re not worried about shit. I always get a great kick out of that. Of course I try mumbling verbally and looking at them instead of communicating
telepathically like I should – so maybe they’re trying to get me to stop that and start developing my telepathy more.

% taol_van_sherwood
I sent you a message but it was one that disappeared – of course it could have got moderated. I made a pretty crude joke about it, involving stroking a turd
off to get…

% music_321
Your message was one that disappeared and reappeared again recently. I’m not interested in any jew books on massage, acupressure, hydrotherapy or
reflexology. I’ve got enough retard shit to deal with thank you.

I do want to learn about reflexology in order to help myself and others with healing some f***en day but I’m planning to do it by looking into what aikido
originally was all about. If I can find anything on it.

But, while I got your attention, could you tell me if two books on Hitler I have are worth a shit or not? I got them awhile back and then the enemy was
messing with me hard and I forgot about them for a while. Anyway they are:

Hitler’s Elite – The SS 1939-45 / ISBN: 9781 7820 0088 4
World War II Data Book – Hitler’s Master Plan 1933-1945 The Essential Facts & Figures For Hitler’s Germany / ISBN: 9781 9074 4696 2

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Getting Started

Message: 2424

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 8/12/2016

Oh also perhaps not exactly necessary to say, but August 30 Mercure will be retrograde again. So from about now on you might expect misunderstandings.
Good luck to all.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Getting Started

Message: 2425

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 8/12/2016

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 8/19/2016

magnum whatever you said its k. it sounded kinda funny.

I've been rather lonely all my life, so I can understand you there.
One day I will get a pet too :)
My current pet is a fly that flew in my room a day or 2 ago haha.

Now time to breathe and then off to do something else.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: About the squares..

Message: 2426

If you happen to mess up the vibration (numbers) on one of the days, do you have to start over again?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: About the squares..

Message: 2427

From: voiceofenki

Date: 8/19/2016

Yes, if that happens you have to start again from day one the next time you can begin the square on it's respective day.
Some general tips to prevent you from messing up,
Put some kind of alarm everyday to make sure you don't forget it.
Write a note somewhere, like on your phone if you have one or in a journal or on a calander where you can keep track of which day you are on and how
many vibrations you still need to do, and last but not least, make sure you have a good way of carefully counting the number of vibrations when you are
doing the square.
Take it slow and don't rush the squares when you are vibrating them, as that is a sure fire way to mess up or loose count..
This might sound silly, but I keep track of the number of vibrations by using the calculator on my phone and adding +1 to the counter for each vibration. Of
course a well made Satanic rosary will work just as well, but if you aren't careful you can mess up with a rosary.
Nothing is more annoying imo then messing up your moon square on day 80 or something like that.
When you make a mistake the entire work is canceled out. This is because the squares are very precise and in order to get them to work they must be
performed perfectly because of the nature of the energies you are working with.
So don't take any chances and just work on them carefully.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: About the squares..

Message: 2428

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 8/20/2016

oh k thx.
My problem was that I used a small counting thing and I was supposed to skip the big bead but I didn't. Too sleepy I guess.
Anyway thanks for the clarification. Will skip Saturday and start again on sunday.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: need some help here :)

Message: 2429

From: shadow.lele

Date: 9/4/2016

guys ,, i am completely lost here .. sorry for making a topic for that but couldn't find another way ,, i want some help to find my way to start ,, any advices
plz :D

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2430
Subject: Re: need some help here :)

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 9/5/2016

way to start where?
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2431

From:
Date: 9/5/2016
3b5b57um2bplfsh2q2bz6hh5olrcvdciqy6um47v

Subject: 9 Degrees
My sun is in 9 degrees Pisces, what does this mean?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: 9 Degrees

Message: 2432

From: elephant255_rises

Date: 9/5/2016

Pisces
Idealistic, dreamers, masochistic, self-sacrificing, creative, artistic, intuitive, weak, kind, gullible, romantic, self-pitying, extremely sensitive,
compassionate, sympathetic, takes on other people's troubles, puts up with abuse from others. Pisces is the weak sign of the zodiac. When there is
a strong emphasis on the sign of Pisces, the individual is often of a weak nature. They are naturally psychic and intuitive and very inclined to
daydream and fantasize. When Pisces is very strong in the chart, one can have a masochistic nature. They are natural born empaths, and like the
sign of Cancer, they can feel another's pain and suffering. They are extremely sympathetic and compassionate and will readily make concessions and
/or self-sacrifices for another. They have a tendency towards shyness and are peace loving. They are one of the easiest signs to get along with in a
relationship.
But really, that alone doesn't tell much, your Sun being in 9 degrees instead for example 26 degrees, marks that you have stronger Pisces tendencies.
Study yourself, it's real fun.
Azazel's Astrology for Satanists: Index
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About Astrology
Astrology, when interpreted accurately, is
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---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <killdajude@...> wrote :
My sun is in 9 degrees Pisces, what does this mean?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2433
Subject: Re: need some help here :)

From: black_knight_4

Date: 9/5/2016

Azazel's Astrology for Satanists: Index

Azazel's Astrology for Satanists:
Index
How to Read an Astrology Chart Zodiac
Symbols and Glyphs The Zodiac Signs
and Their Rulerships Planetary Rulerships
The Planets: Their House Positions, S...
View on www.angelfire.com

Preview by Yahoo

You can also get your natal chart read for free online if you search for "natal chart". The natal chart and the link are good places to start
Hail Satan!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: 9 Degrees

Message: 2434

From: black_knight_4

Date: 9/5/2016

Message: 2435

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 9/5/2016

you going to die
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: 9 Degrees

You need to look through the noted planetary placements page on astrology section.

Find the degree and sign.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: 9 Degrees

Message: 2436

From: tapapakiastinseira

Date: 9/6/2016

I assume you're asking because you read what 9 degrees in Pisces means here: http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Degrees.html
Well, your Sun in 9 degrees in Pisces can cause you being the victim in many cases of your life, or to be taken advantage by others and such.
However, as spiritual Satanists we change our charts the more we progress; what I mean by that is that we empower what we lack and we balance our
imbalances.
So, if I were in your place, I would ask from Satan's or your Guardian's advice on how to deal with this planetary position; how to overcome the problems that
arise with this placement. :)
As a spiritual Satanist YOU take charge of your destiny.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: 9 Degrees

Message: 2437

From: dark_pagan_666

Date: 9/9/2016

9 degrees of Pisces is an unfortunate sign yes, but don't let that ruin things for you. You might take up a lot of abuse from others, more than what one should
do. One is often ignored and looked down too. One has to fight in order to get heard so to speak. And looked upon as weak and unreliable. Treated very
badly for no reason at all. Masochistic in nature. This sucks, but trust me, it will go away when one is with Satan.
You should look at all of the planetary aspects and blend them all together. Not only that sign. Only one sign tells very little about a person, as there are
many factors that is imperative.
With meditation and yoga, especially if consistently applied into your daily routines, daily life (everday). You will prevent the destructive tendencies this
degree brings. Ask Satan for guidance and help. If you are dedicated, I am sure this will sort out for you.
Take care,
Hail Satan!!!!
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2438

From: m.mare32

Date: 9/18/2016

Subject: Hail
I'm new one,dedicate SS a year ago
Greeting for all my brothers and sisters here

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: (no subject)

Message: 2439

From: Julian grimmett

Date: 9/18/2016

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 9/19/2016

Would anybody mind giving me an interpretation of my natal chart?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject:

Message: 2440

It is not safe to post your natal chart information here. The natal chart is a map of the soul and shows your strengths and weaknesses. Someone who
understands astrology can use your natal chart against you and exploit your weaknesses or time curses against you with bad planetary transits to make your
life fall apart. There are infiltrators here who would love to see a Satanist killed or brought to ruin.
Everything you need to know to interpret a natal chart is on Azazel's Astrology for Satanists.
Azazel's Astrology for Satanists
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Astro_index.html

If you want a professional chart reading, fellow Satanist Lydia does professional readings. She gives discounts if you mention you are a Satanist.
Lydia's Astrology
http://lydiasastrology.com/

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Hail

Message: 2441

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 9/19/2016

The goal of Spiritual Satanism is to spiritually empower yourself and obtain powers that humans are supposed to have like healing and telepathy.
The final goal is to complete the Magnum Opus and become a god. Consistent meditation is key to those goals. A good place to start with
meditation is the 40 Day Self Empowerment Program available in Satan's Library. Some links in the 40 Day Self Empowerment Program PDF are
broken. PDF copies of the hatha and kundalini yoga routines from the broken links are in Satan's Library.
Satan’s Library

http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Satans_Library.html

Starting Guide for New Satanists
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoyofSatan666/conversations/topics/162014

And, participate in our reverse torah rituals. We are in a war here and need to do what we can for our creator, Satan.

Reverse Torah Rituals
http://www.angelfire.com/wizard/pixie666/Reverse_Rituals.htm

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2442
From: marimbola melkuin smailley
Date: 9/20/2016
Subject: Re: Hail
Thank you so much brother and sister I feel strong when I get information like those 40 days empower meditation is really needed thanks a lot!
From: johnson_akemi@... [JoS_Astrology]
Sent: 9/19/2016 10:34 PM
To: JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Hail

The goal of Spiritual Satanism is to spiritually empower yourself and obtain powers that humans are supposed to have like healing and telepathy.
The final goal is to complete the Magnum Opus and become a god. Consistent meditation is key to those goals. A good place to start with meditation
is the 40 Day Self Empowerment Program available in Satan's Library. Some links in the 40 Day Self Empowerment Program PDF are broken. PDF
copies of the hatha and kundalini yoga routines from the broken links are in Satan's Library.
Satan’s Library
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Satans_Library.html
Starting Guide for New Satanists

https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoyofSatan666/conversations/topics/162014
And, participate in our reverse torah rituals. We are in a war here and need to do what we can for our creator, Satan.
Reverse Torah Rituals
http://www.angelfire.com/wizard/pixie666/Reverse_Rituals.htm

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2443
Subject: Regarding the "13th Zodiac Sign"

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 9/24/2016

There are people who think that if Ophiuchus is integrated into our "zodiac sun sign wheel" that their natal charts will change. Your natal chart is a map of
your soul, as unique to you as your fingerprint. Anyone who is adept as astrology and who knows themselves (these are 2 different things), knows that
astrology (as taught by JoS / HPS Maxine / Azazel and other Gods) is 666% accurate.
Most people just don't understand themselves, they don't know who they truly are. This is due to a lifetime of being conditioned to go against our nature.
Boys strongly discouraged to never fight, use their polite words and never their fists. Girls are taught that they must behave like the boys and play softball,
and not with dolls. Parents expect their children to be miniature replicas of them, and not have their own unique personalities develop. We are bombarded
with everything telling us to be someone we are not. Express your individuality, but only if it agrees with the mainstream teachings!
So if your “Sun sign” is now in Ophiuchus, you are not going to magically become an Ophiuchus person. Your personality is not going to suddenly change.
You are who you are, your natal chart ruler(s) and the sign(s) it is in is who you are. You are a blend of your Ascendant sign, and all the signs your planets
are in, to one extent or another based on if they are your rulers or not, and if you have a conjunction or stellium or just a singleton in the sign.
These astronomers and new-age astrologers are trying to smush Ophiuchus into poor Scorpio. It’s just the novelty of it that makes people excited about it.
Look at the personality traits they are assigning to it: secretive, seekers of knowledge, will fight to the end for what they believe in, focused, ambitious…
sounds a lot like Scorpio, doesn’t it? All of the other signs are vastly different than each sign next to it, so why is Ophiuchus pretty much exactly like Scorpio
then?
I’m not saying Ophiuchus isn’t real. I’m just pointing out that it does not factor in to natal charts. The traditional 12 zodiac signs are along, or near, the path
of the Sun, but Ophiuchus is too far away to factor in. Even with the Earth’s axis tilting. Look at a map of the path of the Sun and you will see it. Part of it
(the man’s right foot) juts between Scorpio and Sagittarius but the bulk of it is up near Hercules, Aquila, and Serpens. Should people with their Sun near the
end of Taurus / beginning of Gemini call themselves Orions because the club juts up between those constellations? After all, they tried in the 70’s to make
Cetus a zodiac sign, and Orion’s club is closer to the Sun’s path than the head of Cetus is.
And if anyone argues that Ophiuchus at least touches the path of the Sun, unlike Orion, well then, I have a surprise for you! All you people who consider
yourselves Aries, are not actually Aries at all because the path of the Sun doesn’t really hit any of the main stars in the Aries constellation! Boy, were you
“Aries” people mistaken! I guess this means you are actually Pisces, as that’s the last constellation the Sun passed. Yeah... anyone who is an Aries, knows
that they most certainly are not a Pisces.

The individuals responsible for this whole mess of putting Ophiuchus into the zodiac wheel, are astronomers. And it’s a well-known fact that astronomers hate
astrology and consider it all bunk.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2444
Subject: Re: Regarding the "13th Zodiac Sign"

From: elephant255_rises

Date: 9/24/2016

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 9/26/2016

Thanks for this
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Unconscious mess

Message: 2446

You can do the planetary square for the planet ruling the sign on the cusp of your 12th house. If the ruler of your 12th house is one of the outer
transcendental planets (Uranus, Neptune, or Pluto) there is no planetary square for those planets. Instead, you can use the zodiac mantras for the sign on the
cusp of your 12th house. You can also invoke the energy of the planet ruling the sign on the cusp of your 12th house and affirm something like, "The
energies of ______ are permanently improving my 12th house and its effects on my life in a healthy and positive manner for me."
Satan's Magickal Squares PDF and Audio Mp3s
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Audio_Mp3s.htm
Zodiac Mantras
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic16346.html
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Unconscious mess

Message: 2447

From: black_knight_4

Date: 9/27/2016

But if I invoke my 12th house ,which is saturn, with it's magickal square won't bad things happen to me?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2448
Subject: Question about Sun sign vs. Ascendant

From: black_knight_4

Date: 9/27/2016

Is the sun sign or ascendant more important in terms of your make, or who you really are ? (Your identity)

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Unconscious mess

Message: 2449

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 9/27/2016

Saturn in the 12th house causes problems relating to the affairs ruled by your 12th house. Be empowering the ruler of your 12th house, you will be offsetting
the malefic effects of Saturn. For example, if you have Virgo on the cusp of your 12th house, you can do a Mercury square to improve your 12th house and
improve the areas of your life ruled by your 12th house. By doing the Mercury square (if you have Virgo on the cusp of your 12th house) you will be removing
problems from your life.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Unconscious mess

Message: 2450

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 9/27/2016

If Capricorn is on the cusp (start) of your 12th house then your 12th house ruler is Saturn. Not the planet that is in there. (or did we not understand that right
at all?)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2451
Subject: Re: Question about Sun sign vs. Ascendant

From: ljossmyrkr

Date: 9/27/2016

Both make up a large part of it. Your personality and whatnot are made up by ALL the aspects of your astrology chart. But if one were to be the "most
important", chart ruler would probably be up there
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Unconscious mess

Message: 2452

From: black_knight_4

Date: 9/28/2016

So if I do a saturn square, it will offset saturns negative influences with the 12th house? The 12th has to do with psychic ability, and I've been having some
problems with my soul powers.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2453
Subject: Re: Question about Sun sign vs. Ascendant

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 9/28/2016

The ascendant is usually more important as the sign on the ascendant determines a person's chart ruler. The chart ruler, and any co-rulers, represent the
person the chart is cast for.There are some exceptions to this. If the ascendant is Leo or Leo is intercepted in the first, then the sun sign is extremely
important. In those cases, the sun would be the person's chart ruler or co-ruler. The sun can also have extra significance if the sun is part of a stellium or is
in conjunction with the person's chart ruler.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Unconscious mess

Message: 2454

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 9/28/2016

Do not do a Saturn square. Doing a Saturn square will make the problems caused by Saturn worse. Do the square for the planet ruling the sign on the cusp of
your 12th house.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Unconscious mess

Message: 2455

From: black_knight_4

Date: 9/29/2016

Message: 2456

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 9/30/2016

Capricorn is in my 12th house.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Unconscious mess

In that case, you can use SATANAS to improve the powers of your soul. Vibrate SATANAS 40 or 108 times and affirm something like, "In a positive manner,
the powers of my soul are permanently improving," or , "My 12th house and its effects on my life are permanently improving in a positive manner for me."
You can also use ANSUZ or MUNKA to offset the malefic effects of Saturn in the 12th.

How to use SATANAS
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic12039.html

SATANAS Mp3
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/SATANAS.htm

How to Obliterate your Saturn
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/post81349.html
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Unconscious mess

Message: 2457

From: black_knight_4

Date: 10/2/2016

In order for MUNKA to work, don't you need high levels of bioelectricity?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Unconscious mess

Message: 2458

From: ljossmyrkr

Date: 10/2/2016

From: black_knight_4

Date: 10/3/2016

No. It makes it easier, but is not necessary
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Unconscious mess

Message: 2459

It's actually not the powers of my soul, it's everything that the 12th house rules:
THE TWELFTH HOUSE:
Cadent
House of Endings
The 12th house is the house of sorrow. In a positive sense, it is the house of psychic ability. It rules and
represents the psyche, the unconscious, secret enemies, self-undoing, secrets, and skeletons in the closet. The
twelfth is the house of confinement, illness, seclusion, institutions, hospitals, large animals, one's innermost
secrets and emotions. It rules imprisonment, and prisons. The twelfth is the house of secrets.
Planets in the 12th, the affairs of the houses they rule are subject to misfortune. Victimization, resentment, loss,
disappointment, and misfortune can occur regarding the affairs of the houses that have their rulers placed in the
twelfth house. The 12th is a powerhouse of psychic ability and energy, when properly sublimated

It's the psyche, and unconcious and everything to do with psychic energy. When I was trying to clean my aura and visualize a bright and powerful light over
myself (which I intended to be a bright white-gold), my mind then starting turning it into grey, which made me feel sick. So anything I do with psychic
working fucks me over, and it scares me from advancing spiritually. One day, I had repetitive thoughts, of the Jewish gods name repititing in my mind, which
I suspect is because of saturn being in my 12th house. 12th house is also the house of self-undoing, and the unconcious, so it gives me problems there too. I
have capricorn in my first house too, so would a MUNKA working to free the soul from all of negative influence work? Or maybe a working to turn saturns
negative effects into positive effects?
While typing this, these were the thoughts I had (I didn't have these thoughts conciously, it was the mind speaking or saying thoughts):
"Satan is a jew"
"Hitler is a jew"
When thinking of a solution to this, my mind said "Suicide"

Seriously, wtf..?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Unconscious mess

Message: 2460

From: black_knight_4

Date: 10/3/2016

Would a MUNKA with the affirmation
"I am permanately free from all of Saturns' negative effects in both my 1st in 12th house"
Work?
Or would
"My soul is permanately free from all of Saturns negative effects in both my 1st and 12th house"
be better?
HS 88
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Unconscious mess

Message: 2461

From: voiceofenki

Date: 10/3/2016

Honestly, it's probably enemy influence which is causing this mess right now.
What kind of meditations do you do daily?
Most of the thoughts you say you have are things the enemy likes to implant in your mind to mess with you and make you turn away from Satanism or make
you depressed so you'll kill yourself because if you do that you'll be no danger to the enemy.
Protect yourself powerfully and meditate well to keep your energies high. Use Suryae to create a powerful aura of protection and use Vinasa to banish any
kind of enemy influence.
Do those meditations daily and keep doing them and you'll not have this kind of negative thoughts for long.
Also take back control of your own mind. You know better than to listen to these enemy induced thoughts.
Whenever you hear some thought say "Satan is a jew" Tell it to get the fuck out of your mind.
How dare anything influence you like that! You are a warrior of Satan and even if you aren't that advanced yet, you are stronger than the enemy and you are
more powerful than this. You can fight back and push these things out.

The whole point of Spiritual Satanism is to fight back against the negative karma that influences us. Even if your 12th house Saturn is causing these problems
you can at the very least use your will power and mental fortitude to stand against this and fight back.
Use white golden light and vizualize this whenever you feel some kind of negativity in your mind.
Also that affirmation for the MUNKA working sounds like a good one.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Unconscious mess

Message: 2462

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 10/3/2016

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 10/3/2016

So your chart ruler is Saturn which is in your 12th house?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Unconscious mess

Message: 2463

Repetitive negative thoughts and golden-white energy turning grey are enemy attacks. You should massively reinforce your aura of protection and do a
Banishing Ritual every day to keep enemy entities from attacking you. You can also visualize Satanic electric-blue fire filling your room/house to banish
malicious entities.

You can use SURYAE, ALGIZ, BERKANO, SOWILO (SAULO is the more powerful version), SATANAS, solar energy, or some other method to
strengthen your aura of protection. I recommend you use all of the above if you can. A very strong aura of protection will make your life much easier
as you will be protected against bad luck, accidents, disease, horrible people, physical or psychic attack, and other misfortune.

How to Clean Your Aura
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Aura_Cleaning.html

Aura of Protection
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Protection.html

Meditation for Protection
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic10007.html

The Runic Kabalah PDF and Audio Mp3s
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Audio_Mp3s.htm

Explanation of the More Powerful Version of the Runes
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/post745.html

You can also absorb energy from the sun or visualize yourself in a golden aura and affirm 108 times “I am always safe, secure, protected, and
healthy in every way.” The protection working can be done multiple times a day.

Banishing Ritual
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Banishing.html

Satanic Electric-Blue Fire (The picture is towards the middle of the page)
http://astralartsofthegods.weebly.com/extras.html

Messages in JoS_Astrology group.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Unconscious mess
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Unconscious mess
Group: JoS_Astrology
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Subject: Re: Unconscious mess
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
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Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Starting Out - Don't Laugh
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Starting Out - Don't Laugh
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Unconscious mess
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Unconscious mess
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Starting Out - Don't Laugh
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Starting Out - Don't Laugh
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Tetrabiblos (Four-Books) Question.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
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Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Unconscious mess
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: What's step 3...
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Unconscious mess
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Unconscious mess
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
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2464

From: black_knight_4

Date: 10/3/2016

2465

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 10/4/2016

2466

From: black_knight_4

Date: 10/4/2016

2467

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 10/5/2016

2468

From: elephant255_rises

Date: 10/5/2016

2469

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 10/5/2016

2470

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 10/5/2016

2471

From: black_knight_4

Date: 10/5/2016

2472

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 10/5/2016

2473

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 10/5/2016

2474

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 10/5/2016

2475

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 10/5/2016

2476

From: black_knight_4

Date: 10/5/2016

2477

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 10/5/2016

2478

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 10/6/2016

2479

From: black_knight_4

Date: 10/6/2016

2480

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 10/6/2016

Subject: Re: The Compleat Astrologer
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2481
Subject: Wow. Astrology is cool.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2482
Subject: Re: Unconscious mess
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2483
Subject: Re: What's step 3...
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2484
Subject: Re: The Compleat Astrologer
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2486
Subject: Re: Astrology chart help
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2487
Subject: Re: What's step 3...
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2488
Subject: Re: What's step 3...
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2489
Subject: Re: What's step 3...
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2490
Subject: Re: What's step 3...
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2491
Subject: Planetary hours and days
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2492
Subject: Basic Chart Mechanics - Question 2 Astrodienst
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2493
Subject: Basic Chart Mechanics - Question 3 Astrodienst
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2494
Subject: Basic Chart Mechanics - Question 1 Astrodienst
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2495
Subject: Re: Basic Chart Mechanics - Question 1 Astrodienst
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2496
Subject: Re: Basic Chart Mechanics - Question 2 Astrodienst
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2497
Subject: Re: Basic Chart Mechanics - Question 1 Astrodienst
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2498
Subject: Re: Basic Chart Mechanics - Question 1 Astrodienst

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 10/6/2016

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 10/6/2016

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 10/6/2016

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 10/7/2016

From: voiceofenki

Date: 10/8/2016

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 10/11/2016

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 10/11/2016

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 10/11/2016

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 10/11/2016

From: black_knight_4

Date: 10/12/2016

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 10/14/2016

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 10/14/2016

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 10/14/2016

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 10/14/2016

From: Ana Zurick

Date: 10/14/2016

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 10/14/2016

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 10/14/2016
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Subject: Re: Basic Chart Mechanics
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Subject: Re: Basic Chart Mechanics
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Subject: Re: Basic Chart Mechanics
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Basic Chart Mechanics
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Basic Chart Mechanics
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Basic Chart Mechanics
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Basic Chart Mechanics
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: What's step 3...
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Basic Chart Mechanics
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: What's step 3...
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Basic Chart Mechanics
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Chiron

Message: 2499
- Question 1 Astrodienst
Message: 2500
- Question 1 Astrodienst
Message: 2501
- Question 1 Astrodienst
Message: 2502
- Question 1 Astrodienst
Message: 2503
- Question 1 Astrodienst
Message: 2504
- Question 1 Astrodienst
Message: 2505
- Question 1 Astrodienst
Message: 2506
- Question 1 Astrodienst
Message: 2507
- Question 1 Astrodienst
Message: 2509
- Question 1 Astrodienst
Message: 2510
- Question 1 Astrodienst
Message: 2511

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 10/15/2016

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 10/15/2016

From: Ljóss Myrkr

Date: 10/15/2016

From: black.wyrm666

Date: 10/15/2016

From: high_priest_hooded_cobra_666

Date: 10/15/2016

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 10/15/2016

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 10/15/2016

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 10/15/2016

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 10/15/2016

From: victor markos

Date: 10/15/2016

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 10/16/2016

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 10/16/2016

Message: 2512
- Question 1 Astrodienst
Message: 2513

From: Ljóss Myrkr

Date: 10/16/2016

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 10/16/2016

Message: 2514
- Question 1 Astrodienst
Message: 2515

From: victor markos

Date: 10/17/2016

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 10/17/2016

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Unconscious mess

Message: 2464

From: black_knight_4

Date: 10/3/2016

Yes, my chart ruler is capricorn which rules saturn. I also have capricorn in my 12th house, that causes me problems.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Unconscious mess

Message: 2465

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 10/4/2016

Ey Johnson, it seems you actually gave me an idea how to attempt to fix one of the problems that I've been having.
Making notes now, I'd have to safe this for another time though, but thanks.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Unconscious mess

Message: 2466

From: black_knight_4

Date: 10/4/2016

Hi guys, is it possible put multiple things in a munka working? Like being free from more than one thing?
Hail SATAN!!!! 88
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Starting Out - Don't Laugh

Message: 2467

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 10/5/2016

Ok. I've successfully screwed around not learning this for about 8 months or so, then talked about it for 3 months. That's pretty good I think. Seems I can't
do anything without turning it into a ordeal of some sort or another.
Well, I'm going to learn magick now, so right away I realized that this is essential in order to understand what's going on with that. I've always sort of had
an inkling that was true.
I had a bad opinion regarding Astrology because of some of the people out there practicing bullshit and calling it Astrology.
I actually started learning some terminology. Holly shit, this is really interesting. And how it ties into Astronomy is fascinating. So, the Gods taught us this
stuff? I know it was going on big time in ancient Egypt. Anyway. I've officially started this and learning magick.
Get ready for some retarded questions.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2468
Subject: Re: Starting Out - Don't Laugh

From: elephant255_rises

Astrology is pure fun and wonder, i love astrology. There's something so pristine and noble about astrology.
Hippocrates: “A physician without the knowledge of astrology has no right to call himself a physician.”

Date: 10/5/2016

Plato: “Perhaps there is a pattern set up in the heavens for one who desires to see it, and having seen it, to find one in himself.”
Dr. Carl Jung: “Astrology is assured recognition from psychology without further restrictions, because astrology represents the summation of all the
knowledge of antiquity. The fact that it is possible to construct, in adequate fashion, a person’s character from the data of his nativity, shows the validity of
astrology.”

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2469
Subject: Re: Starting Out - Don't Laugh

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 10/5/2016

In addition to "Azazel's Astrology for Satanists" on the Joy of Satan website, there are several books in the "Files" section of this Yahoo Group that can help
you learn Astrology.
Files
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoS_Astrology/files

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Unconscious mess

Message: 2470

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 10/5/2016

No. You should focus on one thing at a time. Putting multiple things in a MUNKA working dilutes your energies and weakens the working. Energy should be
directed like a laser.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Unconscious mess

Message: 2471

From: black_knight_4

Date: 10/5/2016

In that case, worry, self-doubt, problems with the psyche (Mind and soul). The end goal is to eliminate every bit of karma so I can engage in heavy spiritual
warfare. A concern is not missing any bits of karma that would hinder me. If I had to do 3 separate workings for these, it would take too much time, 40 + 40
+40 totaling 120 days, would be too much.time for these workings.Unless I start 3 Munka workings,do you have any advice Mr.Akemi?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2472
Subject: Re: Starting Out - Don't Laugh

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 10/5/2016

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 10/5/2016

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 10/5/2016

% Johnson
Thanks. I'll get started going through everything you suggested.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2473
Subject: Re: Starting Out - Don't Laugh
Cool.
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2474

Subject: Tetrabiblos (Four-Books) Question.
Is this corrupted? If so, generally and simply speaking, how bad? I've was wondering when I can read it without getting all screwed up. Is it an OK source
from a JOS Satanist perspective?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: The Compleat Astrologer

Message: 2475

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 10/5/2016

How good or bad is this book by Derek and Julia Parker?
ISBN: 0517.3871.15. I bought it in a used book store about 2 years ago and just found it in my occult books I bought and haven't read.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Unconscious mess

Message: 2476

From: black_knight_4

Date: 10/5/2016

I started the MUNKA working, during the hour of jupiter day of mercury. Mercury rules freedom, and jupiter blesses (I think), but the moon is in a waxing
crescent and the instructions say to Begin at the waning part of a full moon [from the full to the new phase]

I hope it's still as effective.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: What's step 3...

Message: 2477

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 10/5/2016

After learning the 12 (13) signs of the zodiac and the symbols, what would be next if it was you starting out and you knew what you know now?
1.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Unconscious mess

Message: 2478

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 10/6/2016

Hoping something is effective, is not going to make it effective. starting a working during the completely wrong time will make it barely effective, if at all.
Sunday October 16, Moon just begins to wane in Taurus. Taurus rules permanence, Sunday rules the Self. This is a good day to begin a freeing the soul
working.
Mercury does not rule freedom in the sense of freeing oneself from stuff. I've seen int he groups before, someone posted that and I asked him/her their

reasons for it and they did not reply. Look to multiple sources before making a decision.
As for your other post about wanting to do 3 workings. I have been doing freeing the soul workings for about 5 years. These things take time, to completely
rid oneself of multiple karma from multiple lifetimes.
One last thing. I've noticed some people jumping to freeing soul workings right away. Many things do not need a freeing the soul working, they need a
working (either spiritual or physical) to get the thing that is desired. For example, if someone has self-doubt. A freeing the soul working to rid oneself of selfdoubt is not needed, unless it cripples them to the point of not being able to function in life. What is needed, is practice and experience doing stuff to
overcome the self-doubt. Do not underestimate good old practice and experience. It's what toddlers do in the world to grow and develop. Working on the
solar chakra also assists for this.
Freeing the soul workings are for deep-rooted issues.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Unconscious mess

Message: 2479

From: black_knight_4

Date: 10/6/2016

Ok, thanks Lydia. I'll do it everyday then. 1st house and 12th house are where my problems are coming from
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2480
Subject: Re: The Compleat Astrologer

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 10/6/2016

I have not read the book nor do I plan to. Most books on spiritual topics are endless seas of lies and crap that need to be sifted through in order to find a grain of
truth. I learned everything about astrology I know from "Azazel's Astrology for Satanists," posts made by High Priestess Maxine Dietrich to this Yahoo Group, a few
questions I asked Lydia, and the following sentence (paraphrased) from "Dynamics of Aspect Analysis:"
1. The energies of soft aspects (like trines) work together more harmoniously than the energies of hard aspects, like the square and opposition.

Posts made by High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoS_Astrology/search/messages?advance=true&am=CONTAINS&at=email:maxine.dietrich666@&dm=IS_ANY&fs=false&coun

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Wow. Astrology is cool.

Message: 2481

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 10/6/2016

This Astrology is not what I expected. Here's some interesting things I found out about divination:
Divination – Divination comes from the Latin word “divinare” which means, "to foresee, to be inspired by a god”. Being related to the word, “divinus” or
divine; it’s “the attempt to gain insight into a question or situation by way of an occultic, standardized process or ritual”. In my own opinion, this is a
detached and scientific (materialistic) way to refer to “spiritual energy manipulation”. Spiritual energy manipulation being magick and divination being
essential magick.

The truth be known; the best efforts of leading materialistic psychologists to understand this phenomena culminates in identifying things that divination makes
up – never what it is. This is done by plotting dots on an ‘occurrences chart’ apparently, in order to find out what they think is relevant. What they think is
relevant is based entirely on reaction as you will see in a minute. An example of a materialistic psychologists findings; would be the discovery of the made up
categories of: 1) fortunetelling, 2) omens and omen texts, 3) sortilege (drawing lots), 4) augury (ranking a given set of possibilities) and 5) spontaneous.
While these categories form the hypothesis of a highly educated idiot - that is precisely what they are.

In my opinion, to a Satanist, “spontaneous” would simply refer to open-handed magick.

Another important level of treachery comes to us from the jew book, “the xian bible” which clearly forbids any act of divination or soothsaying (Predictive
Astrology) whatsoever [Deuteronomy 18:10-12 and Leviticus 19:26].

However the jew is allowed to use it to discover the will of yahweh before times of sacrifice. They refer to the “urim” and “thummin” - which was originally the
Tablets of Destiny (planetary tables) which belonged to our Gods. This can be found at http://www.biblestudytools.com/dictionary/urim-and-thummim/ and
describes the instances of “urim” and “thummin” to be found in the jew xian bible.

According to Wikipedia, “'Divination' was considered a Pagan practice in the early Christian church. Later the Catholic Church would pass canon laws
forbidding the practice of Divination. In 692 the Quinisext Council, also known as the "Council in Trullo" in the Eastern Orthodox Church, passed canons to
eliminate Pagan and Divination practices. [http://apostolicconfraternityseminary.com/council_of_trullo.html] Soothsaying and forms of Divination were
widespread through the Middle Ages. In the constitution of 1572 and public regulations of 1661 of Kur-Saxony, capital punishment was used on those
predicting the future. Laws forbidding divination practice continue to this day".

Based on what I’ve found so far, Astrology is not only “essential” to learning and understanding magick, it’s the most important thing you could do. In
addition, by not knowing Astrology for a great length of time, people have instead resorted to what are ‘thought of’ as different types of divination. These are
essentially props used to make clearer the processes of intuition and empty handed magick. Astrology is not a prop. The planetary tables are clearly
described by our Gods as being “the tablets of destiny”. Props would be used in the absence of the tablets of destiny and the use of empty handed magick.
There are many of these divination props. For example:

1.

Dust

2.

Rooster Divination

3.

Salt

4.

Barley

5.

Flour

6.

Onion Sprouts

7.

Flowers

8.

Wind

9.

Thunder

10. Sounds
11. Lightning Flashes
12. Burning Coals
13. Burning Sage Or Figs
14. Smoke
15. Spiders
16. Sitting In A Drawn Circle
17. Auras
18. Birds
19. Dogs
20. Arrows
21. Walking

22. Sleep Deprivation
23. Bumps On The Skin
24. Melting Wax
25. Dripping Wax Into Water
26. Striking Gongs Or Copper Bowls
27. Aerial Visions
28. Ice
29. Swirling Water In A Cup
30. Wheels
31. 1000’s more…

This through further suppression of our survival by the jew insect race, moved into the propitiative prop. For example:
1. Statues
2. Rooster Sacrifice
3. Physical Appearance Of A Person
4. Human Sacrifice (Blood Sacrifice)
5. Studying Entrails
6. Skulls
While these props can be trivialized and made light of they were simply a method of holding onto what we once had, before the enemy parasites stole are
Pagan heritage from us. It’s interesting to note that, Demons and the Tarot and other things we consider to be sacred are also included in this list of props
that can be found in the recent studies and descriptions “Divination” is defined to mean today.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Unconscious mess

Message: 2482

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 10/6/2016

You can do more than one MUNKA working. You should not use a single MUNKA working for multiple things. For example, if you wanted to free yourself from
money hang-ups and an irrational fear of Satan, you should not use a single MUNKA working for both of those things. You can do one MUNKA working to free
yourself from money hang-ups and another MUNKA working to free yourself from the irrational fear of Satan, if you wanted to free yourself from both at the
same time.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: What's step 3...

Message: 2483

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 10/6/2016

Read "How to Read an Astrology Chart" from Azazel's Astrology for Satanists. Every time you find a word or phrase you do not understand, look it up using a
search engine. (Don't use Google. Google tracks you. Use DuckDuckGo or Startpage). For example, if you are reading through and encounter the term "house
cusp" look up "astrology house cusp" so you know what a house cusp is.
How to Read an Astrology Chart
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Astrology.html
After you understand the components of a chart, familiarize yourself with what the planets/signs rule and what that houses represent. After you do that, you
should be able to look at your own natal chart and interpret it to some degree. The "Planets: Houses, Signs, and Aspects" section from Azazel's Astrology for
Satanist will help you with specific planetary aspects/placements.
The Planets: Houses, Signs, and Aspects
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Planets666.html

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2484
Subject: Re: The Compleat Astrologer

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 10/7/2016

% Johnson Akemi
I'm not reading the book nor do I intend to read anything until reading Azazel astrology and completely getting that down. The book was put together well
organization wise i.e. impressive but I have no idea if it's complete b******* or not. Sounds like a b******* sifting ordeal. I'll look at it in one year. Now I'm
doing strictly Azazel astrology. About astrology, zodiac symbols and glyphs, the zodiac signs and their rulerships, planetary rulerships , the planets, chart ruler
I've got the list. Trying to shift jew shit at this point is retarded. I told you I'd ask some retarded questions. Thank you for your help! I'll be busy awhile.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Astrology chart help

Message: 2486

From: voiceofenki

Date: 10/8/2016

It's very dangerous to share your astrology chart openly with the groups, please remove the picture for your own safety...

There are infiltraitors here and they can use your chart information to put curses on you that are extremely hard to get rid of or to protect yourself from.
You can add a fake chart as an example and we can help you understand and interpretate it.
I'm just answering here to warn you, I don't know enough about astrology myself to really help answer your questions.
Don't share your personal information such as birthdate, or birth place, full name and current residence and anything else here with anyone, unless you know
for sure the person you plan to share it with can be trusted and they are valid members.
Remove the picture of your astrology chart here or delete this message as soon as you can and just make a new topic asking the question.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: What's step 3...

Message: 2487

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 10/11/2016

It's been going good. I've been learning a lot. My job has been a major pain in the ass lately and I finally got that under control. I'll have a couple days off
here now where I can work on it. I'm finding that just looking at the planets and signs and houses is good enough to get started on the prenatal charts as
opposed to trying to interpret aspects at the same time.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: What's step 3...

Message: 2488

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 10/11/2016

If your job has been a pain in the ass, bind your boss, your boss's boss, co-workers, and everyone else who can harass you or potentially assign you tasks.
People who are bound will not harass you and cannot harm you in any way.
Binding Working
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/post81458.html#p81458
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: What's step 3...

Message: 2489

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 10/11/2016

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 10/11/2016

@magnum Arcanum - that is hard enough as it is. Completely fine.
Learn something new every day (or week).
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: What's step 3...

Message: 2490

% Johnson
I don't really have a "boss"'. I have "inspectors". In my eyes, they are all equally retarded. It's kind of like trying to work out an ethical solution with the
Greys. Pointless. You're dealing with criminal pieces of shit. Literally.

Anyway, I'm doing good at my job. I have received a lot of help with this from Demons. I rarely have any encounters with anyone - and no boss is going to
come out to where I am and give me any real shit, because they would lose the form imprint of their ass in their chair and have go and make it all over
again. And their fucking retards as well.
I consider Astrology to be essential magick and magick to be essential Astrology, so I'm working on that right now in addition to my "Jew Insect Shit - Gentile
Food Poisoning Program" booklet I'm working on. Don't need to get too dispersed. I'm also doing my meditations and RTRs of course.
You're welcome to help me if you want. It's just data, I'm not trying to make money off of a book or something. It's going to be free for everybody on here.
I have no secrets from anyone on here nor am I trying to take credit for being more knowledgeable than someone else or some silly thing like that.
I want us all to succeed and realize my dream. That of impaling every fucking jew. And revel in their squirming, anguish and pain for all eternity.
I 'm really just getting started with the booklet. Everything will be referenced to real research by professionals.
All is well now. Don't need to tie up psychic energy on retarded fuckers. Lots of smart jews and mudslimes to destroy. But, I appreciate you helping me out
with any possible harassment I may be experiencing. I am kind of anxious to try binding some asshole. I have some pretty creative ideas on that and can
already think of a couple of shit stain humanoids to try it out on.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <johnson_akemi@...> wrote :
If your job has been a pain in the ass, bind your boss, your boss's boss, co-workers, and everyone else who can harass you or potentially assign you tasks.
People who are bound will not harass you and cannot harm you in any way.
Binding Working
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/post81458.html#p81458
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Planetary hours and days

Message: 2491

From: black_knight_4

Date: 10/12/2016

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 10/14/2016

Hi, what do the planetary hours represent? What about days?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2492
Subject: Basic Chart Mechanics - Question 2 Astrodienst

Attachments :
A like the box idea and how it shows the relationship of the planet to the sign. Could someone tell me WTF the numbers and letters mean in each box. (I
understand aspect). For example, what does "-5" and "A" mean in box # 3B? What's the "S" mean?
See attached chart.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2493
Subject: Basic Chart Mechanics - Question 3 Astrodienst

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 10/14/2016

Attachments :
In the 9 box chart in the lower right, can someone please tell me what the Column and Row abbreviations stand for?
See attached chart.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2494
Subject: Basic Chart Mechanics - Question 1 Astrodienst

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 10/14/2016

Attachments :
Why do they show the planets on the same circle? Why not show them in relationship to their proper orbits around the Sun, so you can see WTF is going on
with them? And loose the apparently pointless symmetry lines in the middle and the redundant degrees/minutes numbers on the chart?

See Attached Chart.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2495
Subject: Re: Basic Chart Mechanics - Question 1 Astrodienst

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 10/14/2016

The natal chart is cast for the person here on earth, so it shows the planets in relations to us on earth, not around the Sun. The natal chart is a map of the
soul, not a diagram of the solar system.
As for seeing "WTF is going on with them", it is shown. Clearly.
Regarding the "pointless symmetry lines", they are not pointless. Hence why they are there. Some systems do use slightly different aspect orbs so the

astrologer has to manually calculate them, but loosing the lines is detrimental.
The degrees and minutes are also very important.
Complaining about correct systems and ways of it all being shown is not the way to go about learning astrology.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <magnum.arcanum@...> wrote :
Why do they show the planets on the same circle? Why not show them in relationship to their proper orbits around the Sun, so you can see WTF is going on
with them? And loose the apparently pointless symmetry lines in the middle and the redundant degrees/minutes numbers on the chart?

See Attached Chart.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2496
Subject: Re: Basic Chart Mechanics - Question 2 Astrodienst

From: Ana Zurick

Date: 10/14/2016

https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoS_Astrology/info;_ylc=X3oDMTJmMzZwaGtnBF9TAzk3MzU5NzE0BGdycElkAzg1MzY1NDYzBGdycHNwSWQDMTcwNTA3NzAzM
2016-10-13 21:11 GMT-03:00 magnum.arcanum@... [JoS_Astrology] <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>:
A like the box idea and how it shows the relationship of the planet to the sign. Could someone tell me WTF the numbers and letters mean in each box. (I
"A" mean in box # 3B? What's the "S" mean?
See attached chart.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2497
Subject: Re: Basic Chart Mechanics - Question 1 Astrodienst

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 10/14/2016

% Lydia

I know that the natal chart is a map of the soul and not a diagram of the solar system. I understand the difference between astrological planets and
astronomical planets. The astrological planets are inside of us and are part of our being. The astronomical planets are some fucking rocks. It’s nice that you
jumped to the conclusion that I didn’t understand shit right away. If I didn’t know that, I wouldn’t be here doing this. Next, time don’t jump to genius
conclusions. I have enough geniuses in my life.

The natal chart is cast for a person here on earth. No shit.

It shows the planets in relationship to us on earth, not around the Sun. Again, I know that.

You mean, natal charts are not heliocentric or sun centered, they are geocentric or earth centered. Therefore the center of the natal chart is where earth
would be if someone decided to put it on the chart. The Sun revolves around the earth in a circular orbit, while the planets revolve around the Sun in a
circular orbit around the Sun (not the earth). So the orbits of the planets travel around in the signs based on these orbits. How the hell is that not relevant?
Being able to see these orbital paths would tell someone where the planets have been and where they are going, in addition to where they are fixed.

Maybe I like complaining about sifting through bullshit to get at the truth that has been corrupted and fucked over. Maybe WTF is the only word I know how
to say.

Complaining about correct systems and ways of it all being shown is not the way to go about learning astrology. Yes, I admit your right about that one, but I
don’t give a shit if it’s right or not.

So, WTF. I’m learning this either with or without your consent, either way is OK with me. WTF…WTF…WTF…
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2498
Subject: Re: Basic Chart Mechanics - Question 1 Astrodienst

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 10/14/2016

Calm down..
Lets use the moon as an example.. the moon circles around the earth and is in a different sign every few days. Seen from the earth it'd be in a different
constellation every ... days. I guess you know what a constellation is. (I mean Aries, Taurus, Scorpio, Libra - I mess up what goes where really bad)
Now if you have another planet, like mars, you look from the earth at mars. What constellation would that be in?
(what would be in the background?)

I am not quite sure if this helped anything at all in explaining this.. just I understood that every constellation (hell I am not even 100% sure this is the right
word) has a different type of energy.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2499
Subject: Re: Basic Chart Mechanics - Question 1 Astrodienst

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 10/15/2016

You jumped to conclusions thinking I jumped to conclusions, when all I did was answer your questions based on how you presented them.
What I was trying to get at, about your comment on the orbital path not being shown, is that since the Sun appears to us here on earth to move through the
constellations in order (Aries Taurus Gemini etc), and since all the planets revolve around the Sun, then all planets move in that order: Aries, Taurus, Gemini,
and so on. Hence my comment on how the natal chart, the circle, is a map. The planets don't go from Taurus to Capricorn to Libra, they go in order.
Counterclockwise. Unless retrograde for brief periods, then they go backwards.
The planets had been in the previous sign, and they are going into the next sign.
But this was so basic I didn't think it needed explaining. Everybody knows the order of the Sun signs in astrology, and everybody knows that all of the planets
revolve around the Sun. I assumed you could add 1+1 to get 2.
So, it is clear that I did not jump to conclusions thinking you "didn't understand shit", if anything I assumed the opposite.
As for sifting through bullshit, only the astrology info online is corrupted, but the explanations about the natal chart and everything is all there.
And a tip: maybe try not being rude and childish to someone who took time out of their day to help you. You can count on the fact that I will not bother to
assist you again, based on your childish response and ending with "WTF WTF WTF".
Also, it's "@", not "%". You are directing you comment AT (@) the person, not assigning a percentage (%) to them.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <magnum.arcanum@...> wrote :
% Lydia

I know that the natal chart is a map of the soul and not a diagram of the solar system. I understand the difference between astrological planets and
astronomical planets. The astrological planets are inside of us and are part of our being. The astronomical planets are some fucking rocks. It’s nice that you

jumped to the conclusion that I didn’t understand shit right away. If I didn’t know that, I wouldn’t be here doing this. Next, time don’t jump to genius
conclusions. I have enough geniuses in my life.

The natal chart is cast for a person here on earth. No shit.

It shows the planets in relationship to us on earth, not around the Sun. Again, I know that.

You mean, natal charts are not heliocentric or sun centered, they are geocentric or earth centered. Therefore the center of the natal chart is where earth
would be if someone decided to put it on the chart. The Sun revolves around the earth in a circular orbit, while the planets revolve around the Sun in a
circular orbit around the Sun (not the earth). So the orbits of the planets travel around in the signs based on these orbits. How the hell is that not relevant?
Being able to see these orbital paths would tell someone where the planets have been and where they are going, in addition to where they are fixed.

Maybe I like complaining about sifting through bullshit to get at the truth that has been corrupted and fucked over. Maybe WTF is the only word I know how
to say.

Complaining about correct systems and ways of it all being shown is not the way to go about learning astrology. Yes, I admit your right about that one, but I
don’t give a shit if it’s right or not.

So, WTF. I’m learning this either with or without your consent, either way is OK with me. WTF…WTF…WTF…
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2500
Subject: Re: Basic Chart Mechanics - Question 1 Astrodienst

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 10/15/2016

From: Ljóss Myrkr

Date: 10/15/2016

Sorry. All I heard was, "blah, blah, blah, blah, blah, I'm a genius".
Don't help me again. Thank you.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2501
Subject: Re: Basic Chart Mechanics - Question 1 Astrodienst

Magnum you're being extremely rude and disrespectful. Lydia took time out of her day to answer your questions, and you were just an asshole in response.
She is a HIGHLY respected member, very intelligent, and knows more about astrology than most any of us.
If you're gonna ask for help, how about you actually listen to the advice rather than being an abrasive asshole? Don't ask for help if you aren't willing to
accept it.

On Oct 15, 2016, at 05:48, magnum.arcanum@... [JoS_Astrology] <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Sorry. All I heard was, "blah, blah, blah, blah, blah, I'm a genius".
Don't help me again. Thank you.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2502
Subject: Re: Basic Chart Mechanics - Question 1 Astrodienst

From: black.wyrm666

Date: 10/15/2016

Actually, magnum.arcanum, it is YOU who have been an asshole with inferiority complex.
Lydia helped you, assuming you know, instead of treating you as if you didn't - and yet you dare to be loud-mouthed? You'd better watch your mouth - older
members are to be respected, not treated like shit. And not because they are older, but because they KNOW.
You have been kicked from the e-groups once - with such attitude, it can happen AGAIN.
HS!
HAIL VOLAC!
88!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2503
Subject: Re: Basic Chart Mechanics - Question 1 Astrodienst

From: high_priest_hooded_cobra_666

Date: 10/15/2016

Magnum no need for this. Just chill out.
What Lydia explains is correct in that what she said. No need to go crazy.
By the way, the Astrology is NOT Astronomy. So the layout is different. The apex of comparing is the person and the date of birth, not the sun (like in
astronomy and general science).
If you want to see the relationships of the planets on the sky (without an apex of the birth of a human being) there are many applications for phones, books,
and many other places to check this.
Astrology shows the influences of the planets with the individual at the center. The degrees on the sky only tie in. Its not Astronomy.

Studying can be confusing to the point of anger sometimes, and akin that when one goes to a class, they can be pissed off at their teacher or peers. So chill
and learn, we all are.
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2504
Subject: Re: Basic Chart Mechanics - Question 1 Astrodienst

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 10/15/2016

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 10/15/2016

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 10/15/2016

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 10/15/2016

From: victor markos

Date: 10/15/2016

Sorry. Fucked Up. The Enemy...
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2505
Subject: Re: Basic Chart Mechanics - Question 1 Astrodienst
Sorry. Fucked Up.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2506
Subject: Re: Basic Chart Mechanics - Question 1 Astrodienst
Sorry. Fucked Up.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2507
Subject: Re: Basic Chart Mechanics - Question 1 Astrodienst
Sorry. Fucked Up.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2509
Subject: Re: Basic Chart Mechanics - Question 1 Astrodienst

@lydia can you recommend any books, to help us study? I know the basics about astrology. But when i read more in depth on the site i get really
confused. I have a bit of a learning disability too.If you could steer me in the right direction.

On Friday, 14 October 2016, 6:47, "lydia_666@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

The natal chart is cast for the person here on earth, so it shows the planets in relations to us on earth, not around the Sun. The natal chart is a map of the soul, not a diagram of the
solar system.
As for seeing "WTF is going on with them", it is shown. Clearly.
Regarding the "pointless symmetry lines", they are not pointless. Hence why they are there. Some systems do use slightly different aspect orbs so the astrologer has to manually
calculate them, but loosing the lines is detrimental.
The degrees and minutes are also very important.
Complaining about correct systems and ways of it all being shown is not the way to go about learning astrology.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <magnum.arcanum@...> wrote :
Why do they show the planets on the same circle? Why not show them in relationship to their proper orbits around the Sun, so you can see WTF is going on with them? And loose the
apparently pointless symmetry lines in the middle and the redundant degrees/minutes numbers on the chart?
See Attached Chart.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2510
Subject: Re: Basic Chart Mechanics - Question 1 Astrodienst

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 10/16/2016

@victor markos, there are books in the "files" section of this group that may help you out.
@..., do a Banishing Ritual every day and build a very strong aura of protection. Both of those will keep enemy entities from making your life miserable. You
can also visualize Satanic electric-blue fire filling your room/house to banish a malicious entity.

Banishing Ritual
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Banishing.html

Satanic Electric-Blue Fire (The picture is towards the middle of the page)
http://astralartsofthegods.weebly.com/extras.html

You can use SURYAE, ALGIZ, BERKANO, SOWILO (SAULO is the more powerful version), SATANAS, solar energy, or some other method to
strengthen your aura of protection. I recommend you use all of the above if you can. A very strong aura of protection will make your life much easier
as you will be protected against bad luck, accidents, disease, horrible people, physical or psychic attack, and other misfortune.

How to Clean Your Aura
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Aura_Cleaning.html

Aura of Protection
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Protection.html

Meditation for Protection
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic10007.html

The Runic Kabalah PDF and Audio Mp3s
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Audio_Mp3s.htm

Explanation of the More Powerful Version of the Runes
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/post745.html

You can also absorb energy from the sun or visualize yourself in a golden aura and affirm 108 times “I am always safe, secure, protected, and
healthy in every way.” The protection working can be done multiple times a day.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: What's step 3...

Message: 2511

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 10/16/2016

You can bind literally everyone who may potentially harm you or harass you. This includes neighbors, the local judge, the USDA inspector (who can falsely
accuse you of adulterating meat if you work in a meat processing plant), or the annoying traffic cop who likes to hide on your route to the grocery store.
You can make a list of all the people in your life who would make your life miserable if they hated you for some reason. It takes 7 minutes for me to do 108
vibrations of ISA and I can bind multiple people in one day. You can bind one person in the morning, another person in the afternoon, and someone else in
the evening. Your life gets a lot easier when everyone is bound. For example, if your boss is bound he cannot harm you in any way. That includes denying a
promotion or raise, so if he is bound that can bring you money or other benefits. In my experience, someone who is bound thinks I can do no wrong and
that keeps them from harassing me or trying to hurt me.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2512
Subject: Re: Basic Chart Mechanics - Question 1 Astrodienst

From: Ljóss Myrkr

Date: 10/16/2016

Take accountability for that shit.

On Oct 15, 2016, at 11:18, magnum.arcanum@... [JoS_Astrology] <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Sorry. Fucked Up. The Enemy...
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: What's step 3...

Message: 2513

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 10/16/2016

% Johnson
I really take your advice to be very good however I haven't felt the need to bind anyone except for a reptilian that may or may not be the same one and that
has harassed me only twice that I am just starting to be aware of. Prior to that I've been harassed as well before even getting into Joy of Satan Satanism. I'm
not even sure who it is yet but I'm starting to get a line on it. As far as the job goes I don't need to bind anyone there because they are not acting against me
as much as they are acting against themselves by being complete fucking retards. As far as the reptilians that are fucking with me goes I don't wish to bind
them, I wish to first torture them and then I wish to kill them. They've earned that.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2514
Subject: Re: Basic Chart Mechanics - Question 1 Astrodienst

From: victor markos

Date: 10/17/2016

@ JohnsonAkemi Thank you again for all your help!

On Sunday, 16 October 2016, 3:16, "johnson_akemi@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

@victor markos, there are books in the "files" section of this group that may help you out.
@..., do a Banishing Ritual every day and build a very strong aura of protection. Both of those will keep enemy entities from making your life miserable. You can also visualize
Satanic electric-blue fire filling your room/house to banish a malicious entity.

Banishing Ritual
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Banishing.html
Satanic Electric-Blue Fire (The picture is towards the middle of the page)
http://astralartsofthegods.weebly.com/extras.html

You can use SURYAE, ALGIZ, BERKANO, SOWILO (SAULO is the more powerful version), SATANAS, solar energy, or some other method to
strengthen your aura of protection. I recommend you use all of the above if you can. A very strong aura of protection will make your life much easier
as you will be protected against bad luck, accidents, disease, horrible people, physical or psychic attack, and other misfortune.
How to Clean Your Aura
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Aura_Cleaning.html
Aura of Protection
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Protection.html
Meditation for Protection
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic10007.html
The Runic Kabalah PDF and Audio Mp3s
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Audio_Mp3s.htm
Explanation of the More Powerful Version of the Runes
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/post745.html
You can also absorb energy from the sun or visualize yourself in a golden aura and affirm 108 times “I am always safe, secure, protected, and healthy
in every way.” The protection working can be done multiple times a day.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Chiron

Message: 2515

Does JOS consider Chiron to be a captured comet, asteroid or planet?

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 10/17/2016

Messages in JoS_Astrology group.
Group: JoS_Astrology
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Group: JoS_Astrology
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Group: JoS_Astrology
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Group: JoS_Astrology
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From: magnum.arcanum
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Group: JoS_Astrology
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Group: JoS_Astrology
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Group: JoS_Astrology
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Group: JoS_Astrology
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Group: JoS_Astrology
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Group: JoS_Astrology
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Subject: Re: Chiron
Group: JoS_Astrology
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From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: Uranus
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Subject: Re: Chiron
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2533
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Chiron
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2534
From: magnum.arcanum
Subject: Re: Chiron
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2535
From: Ko Johnson
Subject: Re: Uranus
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2536
From: Cordell Ruzewski
Subject: Retrograde Planets in Charts and Other Questions
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2537
From: black.wyrm666
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Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2538
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Subject: Re: Retrograde Planets in Charts and Other Questions
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Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2540
Subject: Pineal gland
Group: JoS_Astrology
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Subject: Re: Pineal gland
Group: JoS_Astrology
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Subject: Re: Pineal gland
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2543
Subject: Re: Astrology chart help
Group: JoS_Astrology
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Subject: Re: What's step 3...
Group: JoS_Astrology
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Subject: Re: What's step 3...
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Subject: Re: What's step 3...
Group: JoS_Astrology
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Subject: Re: Help
Group: JoS_Astrology
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Subject: Re: Help
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2554
Subject: Re: Joy of Satan Astrology PDF
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2555
Subject: Re: Joy of Satan Astrology PDF
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2556
Subject: Jew Don
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2557
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Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2558
Subject: Moon Proximity
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2559
Subject: Re: Moon Proximity
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2560
Subject: Re: Freeing the soul?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2561
Subject: Re: Moon Proximity
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2562
Subject: Re: Freeing the soul?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2563
Subject: Re: Moon Proximity
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2564
Subject: Moon Perigee/Super Moon

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 10/19/2016

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 10/19/2016

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 10/20/2016

From: Gerecht Ror

Date: 10/21/2016

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 10/21/2016

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 10/21/2016

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 10/22/2016

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 10/23/2016

From: remonm@ymail.com

Date: 10/30/2016

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 10/30/2016

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 11/1/2016

From: Edward Teach

Date: 11/1/2016

From: remonm@ymail.com

Date: 11/2/2016

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 11/2/2016

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 11/3/2016

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 11/4/2016

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 11/10/2016

From: truthenki1

Date: 11/11/2016

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 11/11/2016

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 11/12/2016

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 11/12/2016

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 11/12/2016

From: truthenki1

Date: 11/12/2016

From: Thomas Schweitzer

Date: 11/12/2016

From: soutlaw92

Date: 11/12/2016

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2565
Subject: Re: Freeing the soul?

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 11/12/2016

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Chiron

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 10/17/2016

From: black.wyrm666

Date: 10/17/2016

Message: 2516

Does Chiron have a planetary sign equivalent?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Chiron

Message: 2517

Does it rule any sign? Not really... it can be called a co-ruler. Of Virgo (medicine) and Sagittarius
(philosophy, teacher).
HS!
HAIL VOLAC!
88!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Uranus

Message: 2518

From: Ko Johnson

Date: 10/17/2016

Uranus is traveling through my 6th house and has been in conjunction with one of my natal planets for some
time. Every since it has I have been struggling to keep everything consistent like with my meditations RTR
and yoga. Some days I can do it all (work school yoga meditation RTR and sleep) other days not so much.
Is there anything I can do at all to help balance my life
Thank you
Sent from my iPhone
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2519
Subject: Astrodienst Natal Chart Question

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 10/17/2016

What do the abbreviations stand for in the Column and Row Headings in the small chart in the lower right of
a natal chart?
Column: C, F, M
Row: F, A, E, W
Also, what does the number and letter, (either S or A) stand for in the boxes of the chart to the left of that
one, containing the location and planetary attributes?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Chiron

Message: 2520

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 10/17/2016

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 10/17/2016

% black.wyrm666
Thank you. That's what I wanted to know.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2521
Subject: Re: Astrodienst Natal Chart Question
http://www.astro.com/faq/fq_fh_legend_e.htm
http://www.astrologyweekly.com/forum/archive/index.php/t-28534.html
Seriously, search engines. As mentioned before, the info is not corrupt, only the interpretations.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <magnum.arcanum@...> wrote :
What do the abbreviations stand for in the Column and Row Headings in the small chart in the lower right of
a natal chart?
Column: C, F, M
Row: F, A, E, W
Also, what does the number and letter, (either S or A) stand for in the boxes of the chart to the left of that
one, containing the location and planetary attributes?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Uranus

Message: 2522

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 10/17/2016

The 6th rules daily chores/activities (along with health and work environment), so it's no surprise Uranus
here is acting up for you.
A daily affirmation when you have an energy buzz (after yoga, breathing exercises, etc) should help.
You could also try a zodiac mantra with a corresponding affirmation, such as Virgo with "in a positive and
healthy manner, the energies of Virgo are continuously enforcing a positive daily routine for me".
Or a rune... Fehu (Fayu) gives power over one's environment, Sowilo (Saulo) would be good for this. Same
affirmation as above but with the rune name instead of zodiac name.
Also, if Uranus is conjunct a planet that has a square, you could try the planetary square for it, if the timing
works out (planet not in detriment).
Also, put in the effort to set a routine. Wake up at the same time every day to get things done, instead of
trying to do them here and there throughout the day and having interruptions and distractions.
I'm sure Johnson_akemi will come along with more suggestions ;)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Uranus

Message: 2523

From: Shannon Outlaw

Date: 10/17/2016

You can also invoke earth daily. This will make you consistent, disciplined and set in your ways.
You can use the mantra for earth. Prithivi.
Vibration is strong and so do about 3-5 times a day and affirm that you are consistent.
I usually do the vibrations and affirm that all the positive characteristics of earth are within me, etc.
High Priestess Shannon

From: lydia_666@... [JoS_Astrology] <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>;
To: <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>;
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Uranus
Sent: Mon, Oct 17, 2016 2:56:02 PM

The 6th rules daily chores/activities (along with health and work environment), so it's no surprise Uranus
here is acting up for you.

A daily affirmation when you have an energy buzz (after yoga, breathing exercises, etc) should help.
You could also try a zodiac mantra with a corresponding affirmation, such as Virgo with "in a positive and
healthy manner, the energies of Virgo are continuously enforcing a positive daily routine for me".
Or a rune... Fehu (Fayu) gives power over one's environment, Sowilo (Saulo) would be good for this. Same
affirmation as above but with the rune name instead of zodiac name.
Also, if Uranus is conjunct a planet that has a square, you could try the planetary square for it, if the timing
works out (planet not in detriment).
Also, put in the effort to set a routine. Wake up at the same time every day to get things done, instead of
trying to do them here and there throughout the day and having interruptions and distractions.
I'm sure Johnson_akemi will come along with more suggestions ;)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Uranus

Message: 2524

From: Ko Johnson

Date: 10/17/2016

Thanks i hadn't considered the earth mantra and Virgo mantra! Also I do have a problem with distractions
and constant interruptions, but I never knew if I should use the rune fehu or isa. There's not really ever a
time that my house is empty so I have to go outside to meditate comfortably.
Also if I do have a routine in mind but the moon is void and when it comes out it will be in Gemini a mutable
sign would it be best to wait?
Sent from my iPhone

On Oct 17, 2016, at 11:02 AM, Shannon Outlaw soutlaw92@... [JoS_Astrology] <
JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

You can also invoke earth daily. This will make you consistent, disciplined and set in your ways.
You can use the mantra for earth. Prithivi.
Vibration is strong and so do about 3-5 times a day and affirm that you are consistent.
I usually do the vibrations and affirm that all the positive characteristics of earth are within me, etc.
High Priestess Shannon

From: lydia_666@... [JoS_Astrology] <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>;
To: <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>;
Subject: [JoS_Astrology] Re: Uranus
Sent: Mon, Oct 17, 2016 2:56:02 PM

The 6th rules daily chores/activities (along with health and work environment), so it's no surprise
Uranus here is acting up for you.
A daily affirmation when you have an energy buzz (after yoga, breathing exercises, etc) should help.
You could also try a zodiac mantra with a corresponding affirmation, such as Virgo with "in a positive
and healthy manner, the energies of Virgo are continuously enforcing a positive daily routine for me".

Or a rune... Fehu (Fayu) gives power over one's environment, Sowilo (Saulo) would be good for this.
Same affirmation as above but with the rune name instead of zodiac name.
Also, if Uranus is conjunct a planet that has a square, you could try the planetary square for it, if the
timing works out (planet not in detriment).
Also, put in the effort to set a routine. Wake up at the same time every day to get things done, instead
of trying to do them here and there throughout the day and having interruptions and distractions.
I'm sure Johnson_akemi will come along with more suggestions ;)

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2525
Subject: Re: Astrodienst Natal Chart Question

From: black.wyrm666

Date: 10/17/2016

Cardinal, Fixed, Mutable.
Fire, Earth, Air, Water.
S stands for separating and A for applicating - aspects. When an aspect aplicates, the faster planet gets
closer to the exact degree of the slower one. When the aspect is separating, the faster planet is going away
from the exact degree.
Example: Moon trine Jupiter.
Aplicating: JU 10Pis26, and MO 8Sco20 (the Moon is before the exact aspect)
Separating: JU 10Pis26, and MO 14Sco04 (the Moon is after the exact aspect)
HS!
HAIL VOLAC!
88!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Chiron

Message: 2526

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 10/17/2016

You can perform a full reading without taking into consideration the planetoid Chiron or asteroids like Juno
and Vesta. They do not have enough influence to be of importance. For example, Chiron is considered an
"open wound." If Chiron is an open wound, then Saturn is a nuke that ruins everything it touches.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Uranus

Message: 2527

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 10/17/2016

In addition to what has already been mentioned, you can use the rune NAUTHIZ for consistency. You can do
10 vibrations of NAUTHIZ twice a day for instance and affirm "The energies of the Nauthiz Rune are making
me consistent to all my spiritual assets in a positive way for me".
The Runic Kabalah PDF and Audio Mp3s
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Audio_Mp3s.htm
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Chiron

Message: 2528

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 10/17/2016

% Johnson
Yes, I tend to agree. I don't understand these influences yet so, I can't judge anything with regard to their
importance yet.
There is obviously some debate about this. Chiron is considered a trapped comet, an asteroid and a small
planet. Even though I feel that the physical planets are realities created by us and that astrology deals with
the "us" part, understanding these reflections of our manifested reality can at least steer one in the right
direction as to what is going on.
Some people don't worry about their influence such as yourself and others do. I'm not going to try to get
deeply into this now, as I have a shit-ton of other more important things to learn, but your analogy seems at
first glance, excellent. Do you remember where you got it from - so I can prove it to be fact rather than
what I consider to be a very good opinion?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2529
Subject: Re: Astrodienst Natal Chart Question

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 10/17/2016

Great! Thanks a lot for the great explanation! This helps immensely as now I can
balance the theory properly with applications (charts).
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Chiron

Message: 2530

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 10/18/2016

"I've looked into Chrion, and kept note of planets transiting my Chiron over the past few years. It just
doesn't really fit.... My conclusion is, if Chiron in astrology is indeed legit, then it's very minor. Not the huge
deal new-age astrologers claim it is." -Lydia
Source: http://josministries.prophpbb.com/post66272.html#p66272
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Uranus

Message: 2531

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 10/18/2016

You should not start major projects, like a working to improve your consistency, when the moon is in
Gemini. A fixed sign like Leo would be better.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Chiron

Message: 2532

From: Rick Wendel

Date: 10/18/2016

Thank you for taking the time out to do that. I didn't think you'd actually do it. LOL.
Just looking at the periphery of astrology from a complete beginners standpoint, and without even the
slightest inkling of any knowledge having to do with astrology, I felt that there was something wrong with
that and it reeked of new age bullshit.
If I can sense it at that level and be in relative agreement with people such as yourself and Lydia I think I
can say I nailed that one on the head.
That helped me out a lot because now I can focus on what I need to focus on and not on some new age
bullshit / waste of time.
Thanks a lot!
Hail SATAN!
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

On Mon, Oct 17, 2016 at 19:41, johnson_akemi@... [JoS_Astrology]
<JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

"I've looked into Chrion, and kept note of planets transiting my Chiron over the past few
years. It just doesn't really fit.... My conclusion is, if Chiron in astrology is indeed legit, then
it's very minor. Not the huge deal new-age astrologers claim it is." -Lydia
Source: http://josministries.prophpbb.com/post66272.html#p66272
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Chiron

Message: 2533

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 10/18/2016

Also more recently, HPS Maxine has told me that she has disregarded Chiron. Makes sense as she has never
included it in any of her natal and forecast readings, and I have about half a dozen of her natal chart
readings that other SS have emailed me over the years.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <johnson_akemi@...> wrote :
"I've looked into Chrion, and kept note of planets transiting my Chiron over the past few years. It just
doesn't really fit.... My conclusion is, if Chiron in astrology is indeed legit, then it's very minor. Not the huge
deal new-age astrologers claim it is." -Lydia
Source: http://josministries.prophpbb.com/post66272.html#p66272
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Chiron

Message: 2534

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 10/18/2016

It's always nice to cite HP Maxine, but you obviously earned a leadership role on the Astrology board for
doing more than channeling xian coven, grey, love energy.
I see no need to cite anyone beyond yourself. You are a completely trustworthy source and there is no
need to take it further unless you have time and/or want to because you think it will add something.
Once I saw your name and what you said about it, it was already a done deal. I'm not trying to suck up to
you.
I actually know that's true and always have known it as many on here also know it.
Straightening that out for someone just starting is extremely helpful. It saved me a lot of time having to
sort new age, retard, xian coven, love energy and shit like that. I appreciate it.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Uranus

Message: 2535

From: Ko Johnson

Date: 10/18/2016

Ok thank all of you for answering my questions I really appreciate it!
Sent from my iPhone

On Oct 17, 2016, at 8:58 PM, johnson_akemi@... [JoS_Astrology] <
JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

You should not start major projects, like a working to improve your consistency, when the moon is in
Gemini. A fixed sign like Leo would be better.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2536
From: Cordell Ruzewski
Subject: Retrograde Planets in Charts and Other Questions

Date: 10/19/2016

(I would like to point out I am a novice)
So I've been looking at a few charts, and I've got a few questions.
1) Retrograde planets. One in specific was when Saturn was Retograde and had 16 degrees in Taurus. That
degree means violence, but since its retrograde does it make a difference at all? (Note this is in the 10th
house).
2) North and South Node? What do they do and what are they?
3) AC, IC, MC, DC??? What are these?
4) The symbol with a Circle and a plus in the middle has something to do with like a natural skill? Or
something like that. But I'm unsure as to how to interperate it.
Thank you in advance for any and all help and information!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Chiron

Message: 2537

From: black.wyrm666

Date: 10/19/2016

YUP! Magnum's RIGHT!
Lydia is our authority on astrology, alongside HPs Maxine ofc.
Keep it up Dear.
And to all wanna-be-clergy - Lydia is not a HPs, but becasue of her dedication to Satan, she's gained
authoroty, respect.
LET IT SINK DEEP into your minds.
HS!
HAIL VOLAC!
88!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Chiron

Message: 2538

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 10/19/2016

You guys are making me blush! lol :)
Magnum, HPS Maxine has over 40 years of astro experience which is why I cited her, but I had no link as it
was in a personal email.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2539
From: lydia_666@ymail.com
Subject: Re: Retrograde Planets in Charts and Other Questions

Date: 10/19/2016

1. The planet being retro doesn't make a difference for degrees. Here's the link for retrograde planets in case you haven't seen it yet:
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/RETROGRADE.html

2. The nodes are aspects of fate. "THE MOON'S NODES: Planets conjunct the Moon's nodes are of special importance. The
Moon's nodes are of fate. Planets conjunct the north node are often benefitted, but not always. The south node is
strongly of fate and when conjunct a planet, especially if tight, this is very fated for the affairs ruled by the house with
the sign ruled by the planet." From http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Astrology.html

3. Ascendant (1st house cusp), Imum coeli (Latin, bottom of sky) (4th house), Descendant (7th), Midheaven (10th).
4. Part of Fortune. Another aspect of fate. Same with Vertex and Anti vertex.
For the aspects of fate, often important people in our lives have a personal planet conjunct ours and/or vice versa. Or
a planet aspecting by progression at the time of meeting.
Also, the North Node can indicate special talents relating to the house it is in.

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <cruzewski1999@...> wrote :
(I would like to point out I am a novice)
So I've been looking at a few charts, and I've got a few questions.
1) Retrograde planets. One in specific was when Saturn was Retograde and had 16 degrees in Taurus. That
degree means violence, but since its retrograde does it make a difference at all? (Note this is in the 10th
house).
2) North and South Node? What do they do and what are they?
3) AC, IC, MC, DC??? What are these?
4) The symbol with a Circle and a plus in the middle has something to do with like a natural skill? Or
something like that. But I'm unsure as to how to interperate it.
Thank you in advance for any and all help and information!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Pineal gland

Message: 2540

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 10/19/2016

The pineal gland is ruled by 2 planets, pluto and Neptune
Now I was wondering.. is this because it has to do with balance (male-female)? If so, which one goes for
the ida and which one goes for the pingala?
Just thought this when reading this post:
Mudras : JoyofSatan666

Mudras : JoyofSatan666
Greetings to all our People and Satanic
Family! A few people have been asking
for advice and guidance in regards to
Mudras since the last post.

View on josministries.prophpb...

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2541
Subject: Re: Pineal gland

Preview by Yahoo

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 10/19/2016

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 10/20/2016

Pingala- male
Ida- female
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2542
Subject: Re: Pineal gland

Thanks Johnson.. not exactly what I meant, but thanks :)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2543
Subject: Re: Astrology chart help

From: Gerecht Ror

Date: 10/21/2016

I would suggest creating a new account, the enemy loves tracking us if they can
On 10/08/2016, 17:29 "voiceofenki@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
It's very dangerous to share your astrology chart openly with the groups, please remove the picture for your own safety...

There are infiltraitors here and they can use your chart information to put curses on you that are extremely hard to get
rid of or to protect yourself from.
You can add a fake chart as an example and we can help you understand and interpretate it.
I'm just answering here to warn you, I don't know enough about astrology myself to really help answer your questions.
Don't share your personal information such as birthdate, or birth place, full name and current residence and anything
else here with anyone, unless you know for sure the person you plan to share it with can be trusted and they are valid
members.
Remove the picture of your astrology chart here or delete this message as soon as you can and just make a new topic
asking the question.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2544
Subject: Re: What's step 3...

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 10/21/2016

I'm doing Astrology now. Starting to get a feel for the energy and stuff.
I agree.
I do this now:
1. Don't ever miss a power meditations even if it means you don't eat.
2. Always work for Satan. At the very least, do the RTR's.
3. Learn Astrology from Azazel. He didn't tell HP Maxine about it because he thought it would be
entertaining. Something I just learned.
4. Continuously read over everything on the website. As you progress, things will take on different
meanings and things that weren't clear will become clear. The times you read something in "a new unit of
time", the more certain you will be about the material.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2545
Subject: Re: What's step 3...

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 10/21/2016

You can bind literally anyone who may possibly harass you or harm you. This includes neighbors, the local
judge, the local USDA inspector (who has the power to falsely accuse you of adulterating meat) if you
worked in a meat processing plant, and the annoying traffic cop who likes to hide on your route to the
grocery store. It takes me 7 minutes to do 108 vibrations of ISA and I can bind multiple people in a single
day.
Pick a Tuesday or Saturday during a waning moon when the moon is in a favorable sign for black magick,
like Scorpio or Capricorn. The moon does NOT have to be in Scorpio or Capricorn for a binding spell to
succeed, so do not worry if the moon is not in either of those signs. Go through all the people in your life
and make a list of everyone who would make your life miserable if they hated you for some reason. You can
bind one person in the morning, one person in the afternoon, and one person in the evening. After a few
weeks or months of binding everyone in your life, you will find that your life is much easier.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2546
Subject: Re: What's step 3...

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 10/22/2016

Apologies to bump in, and this what I am going to say next should be good advice for myself as well..

Don't just assume that when one moves out of life they won't come back biting the butt.
We need to be ruthless against our enemies, that means even if they might be a potential threat they should
be bound.
Some people seem fine but end up keeping a grudge or whatever against you behind your back. (There are
a lot of backstabbers, gossipers and what not in this world too)

While we may be compassionate towards others, our brothers and sisters especially, we should remember

that we are at war. And that means that who ever is even a potential threat should not be ignored, but
rather either kept an eye or on or taken care of (and I mean bound in this case).

As for Johnson, may I ask, the binding in the witchcraft section, do you follow that procedure or did you
change something about that?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2547
Subject: Re: What's step 3...

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 10/23/2016

@Taol_van_sherwood, I do not bother with the poppit when binding someone. I just hammer whoever it is
with the rune ISA until they stop harassing me or are no longer a threat. I sometimes have to reinforce the
binding working if it is someone I encounter on a regular basis.
Binding Spell/Working
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic16812.html

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Help

Message: 2548

From: remonm@ymail.com

Date: 10/30/2016

I have Uranus, Neptune and Jupiter in my second house. My birthday was on October 25th and I read
somewhere that the chart will repeat itself on ones birthday. Figuring as how these planets will hit soon,
what should I do? Please respond

HAIL SATAN
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Help

Message: 2549

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 10/30/2016

Be very careful when doing research on astrology. Most information is heavily corrupted and you will have to
read everything with discretion to separate the endless piles of lies and new-age crap from actual
information. Azazel's Astrology for Satanists is accurate. Any other sources should be considered
questionable.
Azazel's Astrology for Satanists
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Astro_index.html
Your natal chart does not repeat itself on your birthday. Your natal chart is fixed when you were born. On
your birthday, you can make a solar return, which is a chart showing events in your life for the next year.
There are websites that will generate a solar return for you. Ignore the interpretations the websites give you;
the interpretations are inaccurate. You can use the information on Azazel's Astrology for Satanists to help
you interpret your solar return.
Methods of Prediction
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Prediction.html
(The JoS website is down right now, so you will have to copy-paste the links into the Internet Archive
Wayback Machine)
Wayback Machine
https://archive.org/index.php

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Help

Message: 2550

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 11/1/2016

Perhaps you meant the Solar Return.
There is a section under Azazels Astrology that is about predictions.
If I remember correctly it says that when the sun is in the same degree and sign as it was on your birth day
a chart is cast for the whole next year.
It is supposed to show things that might happen next year and you'd have to put your natal chart next to it.
(Do not share your natal chart here publicly).
Although I am not quite sure how to interpret such one it is interesting.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2551
Subject: Joy of Satan Astrology PDF

From: Edward Teach

Date: 11/1/2016

Attachments :
Joy of Satan Astrology.pdf
Joy of Satan Astrology.docx

I collected all writings of High Priestess Maxine on astrology from astrology egroup, forum and Joy of Satan website from different sections, mostly Azazel's
astrology for Satanists and some others. So that all JoS astrology is in one PDF
file.
Happy Halloween!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Help

Message: 2552

From: remonm@ymail.com

Date: 11/2/2016

If I do out my natal chart here, it wouldn't pose a threat. How would I even be afflicted damage ? it would
literally be just a chart without my name nor birthplace.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Help

Message: 2553

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 11/2/2016

A natal chart is a map of your soul and shows your strengths, weaknesses, future, and can be used to make
curses against you substantially more effective. For example, a first house Saturn transit is one of the worst
times in anyone's life. Adding a curse on top of the bad transit may be all that is necessary to completely
ruin someone's life or even get the person killed as the universe will be working against the person. There
are infiltrators in these groups and an infiltrator does not need your real name to throw a curse at you. Your
username is enough to direct a curse your way.
Knowing someone's natal chart allows you to know them better than they know themselves. For example, if
someone has Jupiter in the 5th in hard aspect to their chart ruler, that can make someone prone to gambling
addictions. An infiltrator can use that against the person by making a legitimate-looking email saying
something like, "Online slots! 100 free credits with sign up!" with a link to a fake website. If the person falls
for the fake email and signs up, the infiltrator can get the person's real name, address, real email, and other
personal information.
Also, it it not particularly difficult to find your birth date if you post your chart. The position of the sun/moon
give away the day and time and the position of Pluto gives away the year. Unless you have a tinfoil-hat level
of paranoia about obscuring your internet identity, it is easy to find your IP address and that gives away
your geographical location. With both of those, a very persistent infiltrator can potentially track down your
actual name by searching through public directories.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2554
Subject: Re: Joy of Satan Astrology PDF

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 11/3/2016

% Edward Teach
I just wanted to commend you on the fine job you did. And I wanted to let you know that you helped me
out a lot by what you did.
I was organizing materials fairly well however now instead of spending my time with that I can simply read
the materials over and over again until I get everything down.
This means that I can study the materials at work on my phone and so forth and really start to make some
progress without the distraction of organizing it all.
Thank you!
Hail Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2555
Subject: Re: Joy of Satan Astrology PDF

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 11/4/2016

I also tried to say thank you, Edward. Not sure if my other post went through, I may have replied in another
group. This PDF is very well done and organized.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Jew Don

Message: 2556

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 11/10/2016

Does anyone know if this is the correct information:
Donald John Trump
June 14, 1946
10:54 AM

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2557
Subject: Freeing the soul?

From: truthenki1

Date: 11/11/2016

Can anyone tell me when is a good time to start the freeing for soul.
Having hard time thinking about the affirmation.
Besides banishing all negative unwanted energy. Is there anything else I can put with it or just has to do
one at a time?
Hail father Satan
Hail mother Lilith
Hail all the Deitie gods/goddess
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2558
Subject: Moon Proximity

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 11/11/2016

What's the significance of the moon being closer to us than its been in about 70 years? I've been kind of
busy lately, but if I remember correctly, this occurs on November 13th.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2559
Subject: Re: Moon Proximity

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 11/12/2016

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich mentioned that the supermoon will be extremely powerful, here: https:/
/groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/666BlackSun/conversations/topics/3316

In what way the moon is powerful, she did not specify. The "supermoon" on November 13 is when the
perigee of the moon's orbit (when the moon is closest to the Earth) coincides with the full moon.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2560
Subject: Re: Freeing the soul?

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 11/12/2016

A working to free your soul should be started on a Saturday during the hour of Saturn. The moon should be
waning and in a sign good for endings, like Pisces. The moon should NOT be void when you start a magickal
working of any sort. Starting any spell during a void moon will cause the working to fail.
Chronos XP is a program that reveals the planetary hours of the day. There are also iPhone apps. “Hours” by
Sirius Lab Ltd or “Lunar Calendar” by Vyacheslav Petrukhin, that show the planetary hours of the day.
Chronos XP
http://chronosxp.sourceforge.net/en/
Timing your Magick with the Moon
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Timing.html
The Void of Course Moon
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/VOID.html
Void Moon Times
http://www.moontracks.com/void_of_course_moon_dates.html

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2561
Subject: Re: Moon Proximity

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 11/12/2016

From: truthenki1

Date: 11/12/2016

Thanks. I'll be ready for the upcoming event.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2562
Subject: Re: Freeing the soul?

Is there a difference between wanning gibbous and wanning crescent?
Or both I can start the freeing of the soul?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2563
Subject: Re: Moon Proximity

From: Thomas Schweitzer

Date: 11/12/2016

It's actually not going to be on Sunday 13th during daytime.
Depending on your location, it'll happen either the night between Sunday and Monday (the perigee at 3:21 AM and
the full moon at 5:51 AM on the West-coast USA), or Monday slightly before noon and right afternoon in Europe
(the perigee at 11:21 AM and the full moon at 1:51 PM, London time).
– Thomas

On Saturday, November 12, 2016 4:08 PM, "magnum.arcanum@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Thanks. I'll be ready for the upcoming event.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2564
Subject: Moon Perigee/Super Moon

From: soutlaw92

Date: 11/12/2016

The moon will be extremely close to full on Sunday night/Monday morning and will be in perigee. It will
be closest to the earth and this amplifies workings and magick. It is a powerful time. Everyone should
take advantage of this.

Now would be the time to start any important workings or meditate and do a personal ritual for goals.
This placement wil not happen again til 2035. Perigees happen about 3 times a year but this one is
special.

The moon will be in Taurus. Good for permanence, growth, money and finances, etc. Regardless of the
nature of the working, taking the time to do something significant is beneficial. The energy will be
catapulted.

Also everyone should use this time for RTRs!

Check your timing online according to your location. Moon perigee.

Hail Satan!

High Priestess Shannon

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2565
Subject: Re: Freeing the soul?

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 11/12/2016

A waning gibbous and waning crescent are both referring to a waning moon. A waning gibbous is from the
full moon to the third quarter (the moon being at 50% light). A waning crescent is from the third quarter to
the new moon. You can start a freeing the soul working at any point between the full moon and new moon
when the moon is waning. This includes both the waning gibbous and waning crescent.

Messages in JoS_Astrology group.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Freeing the soul?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Solar Returns Q.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Solar Returns Q.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: CAPUT ALGOL
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Solar Returns Q.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: CAPUT ALGOL
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Solar Returns Q.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Moon Proximity
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: CAPUT ALGOL
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: CAPUT ALGOL
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Message from Satan...
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Message from Satan...
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Message from Satan...
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Saturn?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Sublimation
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Saturn?
Group: JoS_Astrology
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Message: 2566

From: truthenki1

Date: 11/14/2016

Message: 2567

From: jonathon_billing

Date: 11/14/2016

Message: 2568

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 11/15/2016

Message: 2569

From: black_knight_4

Date: 11/16/2016

Message: 2570

From: Don Say

Date: 11/16/2016

Message: 2571

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 11/16/2016

Message: 2572

From: jonathon_billing

Date: 11/17/2016

Message: 2573

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 11/17/2016

Message: 2574

From: black_knight_4

Date: 11/17/2016

Message: 2576

From: maxine.dietrich666

Date: 11/17/2016

Message: 2577

From: maxine.dietrich666

Date: 11/17/2016

Message: 2578

From: maxine.dietrich666

Date: 11/17/2016

Message: 2579

From: voiceofenki

Date: 11/17/2016

Message: 2580

From: Julian grimmett

Date: 11/17/2016

Message: 2581

From: Julian grimmett

Date: 11/17/2016

Message: 2582

From: ashleyslade0124

Date: 11/18/2016

Message: 2583

From: Julian grimmett

Date: 11/18/2016

Subject: Re: Saturn?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2584
Subject: Re: Message from Satan...
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2585
Subject: Re: Saturn?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2586
Subject: Re: Sublimation
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2587
Subject: Re: Message from Satan...
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2588
Subject: Re: Message from Satan...
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2589
Subject: Re: Sublimation
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2590
Subject: Re: Sublimation
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2591
Subject: Saturn and Pluto in Ruler
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2592
Subject: Re: Saturn and Pluto in Ruler
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2593
Subject: Investing in Void of Course Moon
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2594
Subject: Re: Investing in Void of Course Moon
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2595
Subject: Re: Saturn and Pluto in Ruler
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2596
Subject: Re: Saturn and Pluto in Ruler
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2597
Subject: Re: Investing in Void of Course Moon
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2598
Subject: Re: Investing in Void of Course Moon
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2599
Subject: Numerology Correspondences for Planetary Energies??
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2600
Subject: Re: Saturn and Pluto in Ruler

From: Ko Johnson

Date: 11/18/2016

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 11/18/2016

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 11/18/2016

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 11/19/2016

From: Ko Johnson

Date: 11/19/2016

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 11/19/2016

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 11/19/2016

From: abc9422ce56a28e2809851d472e23482

Date: 11/20/2016

From: starduststreakoflightning

Date: 11/21/2016

From: black_knight_4

Date: 11/22/2016

From: demonsarefriends@rocketmail.com

Date: 11/22/2016

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 11/22/2016

From: Ana Zurick

Date: 11/22/2016

From: Gerecht Ror

Date: 11/22/2016

From: starduststreakoflightning

Date: 11/22/2016

From: phoenix_delta

Date: 11/22/2016

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 11/22/2016

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2601
Subject: Re: Investing in Void of Course Moon
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2602
Subject: Re: Numerology Correspondences for Planetary Energies??
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2603
Subject: Re: Solar Returns Q.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2604
Subject: Отв: Joy of Satan Astrology PDF
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2605
Subject: Runes and planets
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2606
Subject: Re: Runes and planets
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2607
Subject: Отв: Joy of Satan Astrology PDF
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2608
Subject: Re: Joy of Satan Astrology PDF
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2609
Subject: Re: Runes and planets
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2610
Subject: Re: Runes and planets
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2611
Subject: Planet Watcher
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Past lives and natal chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Past lives and natal chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Planet Watcher
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Jew Don
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Jew Don

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 11/22/2016

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 11/22/2016

From: black_knight_4

Date: 11/23/2016

From: Edward Teach

Date: 11/25/2016

From: starduststreakoflightning

Date: 11/26/2016

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 11/26/2016

From: Edward Teach

Date: 11/29/2016

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 11/30/2016

From: starduststreakoflightning

Date: 12/4/2016

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 12/5/2016

From:
Date: 12/5/2016
g277xv4dpmqymrpiaoaawfpbmp6wav73vwzifp2b

2612

From: dayana.pagan

Date: 12/5/2016

2613

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 12/6/2016

2614

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 12/7/2016

2615

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 12/8/2016

2616

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 12/8/2016

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Freeing the soul?

Message: 2566

From: truthenki1

Date: 11/14/2016

Thank you again Johnson for the help and for the explanation glad I can start it this coming up 16th.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Solar Returns Q.

Message: 2567

From: jonathon_billing

Date: 11/14/2016

In my next solar return year, I have Mercury retrograde in the 12th house in Sagittarius (it also conjuncts Saturn, cool!). The sun only conjuncts it later on it
the year.
Should I do workings to improve my intelligence next year, or would it be a waste of time? I don't know how solar returns actually effect workings if at all.

https://postimg.org/image/z2o4oxuoz/

(Fine with my details being public as energy takes shortest route anyways)

Thanks J.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Solar Returns Q.

Message: 2568

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 11/15/2016

Energy taking the path of least resistance has nothing to do with keeping you safe from infiltrators who want to kill or ruin any Satanist they can get their
hands on. Energy is like the laziest employee on the planet that also has no common sense. If you tell energy to "take out the trash" it will take the trash
outside and dump it on the ground instead of walking the extra 10 feet to put the trash in the dumpster. Since energy takes the path of least resistance,
affirmations need to cover every possible things energy could do wrong. For example, if you do a spell to attract money the money could come to you
through disability payments because you got maimed in an accident. That would be some free and easy money, but being disabled for the rest of your life is
not a good way to obtain money. The path of least resistance is usually negative. That is why affirmations always have to have "in a positive manner" or
something similar so the energy does not manifest in a negative fashion.
Posting your solar return not only gives away your birth time and location, but also gives away your current location. A very persistent infiltrator can look
through public registries and even archives of elementary school graduates in your city to narrow down your real identity. There was an infiltrator named
Zryan a while back. He spammed the groups with hundreds of messages a day that the clergy had to spend hours sorting through when approving messages
and he also spammed members like Lydia with dozens of messages a day. He did this every day for months until he was forcibly stopped. There are
infiltrators like that out there who will do literally anything they can to harm Satanists or Satanism as a whole.

A solar return is like a chart for your year. Instead of personality traits, trends in the solar return manifest as events in your year. For example, with Capricorn
on the ascendant of your SR that puts Saturn in the 12th as the ruler of the SR. Having a Saturn-Mercury conjunction in the 12th does not mean that your
intelligence is going to go down the toilet and all intelligence workings will fail. The Saturn-Mercury conjunction puts an emphasis on events ruled by Mercury
as Saturn is the ruler of the SR.
Also, events in the solar return are often confirmed by transits or progressions. For example, the same time I was having some terrible transits (both
transiting Saturn and Mars wreaking havoc on my natal chart), I had an absolute crap solar return. I saw what was coming and went nuts with both sun and
Jupiter squares in addition to spending 45 minutes a day empowering my aura of protection with so nothing bad happened.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: CAPUT ALGOL

Message: 2569

From: black_knight_4

Date: 11/16/2016

I have this fixed star in 4th house, what could this mean? Also, how do you figure out your grand trine, and your elemental make, like how much of each
element you have?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Solar Returns Q.

Message: 2570

From: Don Say

Date: 11/16/2016

Hello Mr Johnson ,I am now learning astrology,and it seems like you always have time for your fellow brethren ,may father Satan bless you with dark
blessing from dust. Hail Satan!!!24/7
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

On Tue, Nov 15, 2016 at 22:08, johnson_akemi@... [JoS_Astrology]
<JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Energy taking the path of least resistance has nothing to do with keeping you safe from infiltrators who want to kill or ruin any Satanist they
can get their hands on. Energy is like the laziest employee on the planet that also has no common sense. If you tell energy to "take out the
trash" it will take the trash outside and dump it on the ground instead of walking the extra 10 feet to put the trash in the dumpster. Since
energy takes the path of least resistance, affirmations need to cover every possible things energy could do wrong. For example, if you do a
spell to attract money the money could come to you through disability payments because you got maimed in an accident. That would be some
free and easy money, but being disabled for the rest of your life is not a good way to obtain money. The path of least resistance is usually
negative. That is why affirmations always have to have "in a positive manner" or something similar so the energy does not manifest in a
negative fashion.
Posting your solar return not only gives away your birth time and location, but also gives away your current location. A very persistent
infiltrator can look through public registries and even archives of elementary school graduates in your city to narrow down your real identity.
There was an infiltrator named Zryan a while back. He spammed the groups with hundreds of messages a day that the clergy had to spend

hours sorting through when approving messages and he also spammed members like Lydia with dozens of messages a day. He did this every
day for months until he was forcibly stopped. There are infiltrators like that out there who will do literally anything they can to harm Satanists
or Satanism as a whole.
A solar return is like a chart for your year. Instead of personality traits, trends in the solar return manifest as events in your year. For example,
with Capricorn on the ascendant of your SR that puts Saturn in the 12th as the ruler of the SR. Having a Saturn-Mercury conjunction in the
12th does not mean that your intelligence is going to go down the toilet and all intelligence workings will fail. The Saturn-Mercury conjunction
puts an emphasis on events ruled by Mercury as Saturn is the ruler of the SR.
Also, events in the solar return are often confirmed by transits or progressions. For example, the same time I was having some terrible transits
(both transiting Saturn and Mars wreaking havoc on my natal chart), I had an absolute crap solar return. I saw what was coming and went
nuts with both sun and Jupiter squares in addition to spending 45 minutes a day empowering my aura of protection with so nothing bad
happened.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: CAPUT ALGOL

Message: 2571

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 11/16/2016

Having Caput Algol in your 4th house does not mean anything unless the star is conjunct or opposite one of your natal planets or house cusps. A fixed star
has no effect unless it is conjunct or opposite a planet/house cusp with a 1-2 degree orb.
A grand trine is when there are three planets all trine (120 degrees) from each other. Not everyone has a grand trine in their chart. To find your elemental
make up, look at the element each of your natal planets are in. For example, if you have a lot of planets in fire signs like Leo and Aries and none in water
signs like Cancer, you will have more fire in your soul than water. Most people have one or two elements that are dominant. Elemental imbalances can be
corrected by invoking the lacking element and affirming something like, "The ______ element is permanently balancing my soul in a healthy and positive
manner for me."
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Solar Returns Q.

Message: 2572

From: jonathon_billing

Date: 11/17/2016

I don't think it matters in my case. The enemy probably already knows where I am, there's stuff on the net.
I meant in the sense that if they see a weakness from the chart and curse me in that way, if they'd programmed energy properly in the first place, that
energy would do that already.

Thanks for your reply Johnson.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Moon Proximity

Message: 2573

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 11/17/2016

Wow. I'm not to great at sensing energy yet - but I sure the hell sensed that!
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2574

From: black_knight_4

Date: 11/17/2016

Subject: Re: CAPUT ALGOL
Does Lilith and The ascending node count as natal planets?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: CAPUT ALGOL

Message: 2576

From: maxine.dietrich666

Date: 11/17/2016

It's only an issue if you have it in conjunction or opposition to a planet in your chart. Also, if you have it on your ascendant or descendant or on a house
cusp. This includes any other fixed stars and/or degrees. Only 1 or at most 1 1/2 degrees of orb are effective.
High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
www.joyofsatan.org
___________
CAPUT ALGOL
black_knight_4
Nov 16 4:09 AM
I have this fixed star in 4th house, what could this mean? Also, how do you figure out your grand trine, and your elemental make, like how much of each
element you have?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Message from Satan...

Message: 2577

From: maxine.dietrich666

Date: 11/17/2016

Satan told me this last night when he came to talk to me and this is a direct quote:
"Strengthen the planet being attacked by Saturn."
He went on to explain that by strengthening the planet under attack and stating affirmations every day, the effects of Saturn can be drastically offset.
________
To do this, you should prepare at least a month before the Saturn hits. Vibrating the planet's mantra on a Satanic rosary, or doing the planetary square.
Affirmations following the raising of the planet's energies are also essential.
Knowing what can potentially happen in the future by looking at one's astrology chart is a most helpful gift from Satan.
Affirmations should be stated 18 times with focus, using the light (directing the energy), and visualization.
Visualization can be also placing an aura of white gold light on yourself, while feeling the energies raised with the mantra.

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
www.joyofsatan.org
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Message from Satan...

Message: 2578

From: maxine.dietrich666

Date: 11/17/2016

I just want to add here, some of you already know this. I posted this because Satan himself stated this.
High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
www.joyofsatan.org

"maxine.dietrich666" <maxine.dietrich666@...> wrote:

>
>Satan told me this last night when he came to talk to me and this is a direct quote:
>
>"Strengthen the planet being attacked by Saturn."
>
>He went on to explain that by strengthening the planet under attack and stating affirmations every day, the effects of Saturn can be drastically
offset.
>________
>
>To do this, you should prepare at least a month before the Saturn hits. Vibrating the planet's mantra on a Satanic rosary, or doing the planetary
square. Affirmations following the raising of the planet's energies are also essential.
>
>Knowing what can potentially happen in the future by looking at one's astrology chart is a most helpful gift from Satan.
>
>Affirmations should be stated 18 times with focus, using the light (directing the energy), and visualization.
>
>Visualization can be also placing an aura of white gold light on yourself, while feeling the energies raised with the mantra.
>
>
>High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
>www.joyofsatan.org
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2579

From: voiceofenki

Date: 11/17/2016

Subject: Re: Message from Satan...
Thank you Father Satan for this, and thank you Maxine for sharing it with us.
This is most helpful!
Hail Father Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Saturn?

Message: 2580

From: Julian grimmett

Date: 11/17/2016

In the natal chart, the north node is supposed to indicate special abilities or talents. Look to the signs and the houses, right? But what about the planets?
They have to factor in somehow, because the planet itself is aspected by the north node.
My point is, how does this apply to Saturn? Which normally indicates shit luck? How can this planet produce talents?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Sublimation

Message: 2581

From: Julian grimmett

Date: 11/17/2016

From: ashleyslade0124

Date: 11/18/2016

How can we "sublimate" the energies of the planets?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Saturn?

Message: 2582

Saturn represents, time, limitation, boundaries, law, structure, authority (along with the Sun) discipline, karma, old age, bascially it's your obstacles in life,
things which restrict you or place limitations on you, limitations in the form of health, poverty, relationship, family etc etc.
All of us are under Saturn's influence as long as we are incarnated in this physical world and we all have limitations until we are Gods, all of us have things we
are incapable of doing. Even if you are a billionaire, even if you are a super model, even if you are a martial arts expert, even and even and even and even
until tomorrow, wherever you are at you still have some limitation. Some have more limitations than others depending on the conditioning of their soul but
either way we're all limited. The nature of the physical world is limitation, defined boundaries. Saturn in your astrology chart shows you where your limitations
are at. What you will experience as limiting.
Life is about overcoming these limitations as best as we can and in doing so we improve our souls, evolve to a higher spiritual level, more power, awareness
and hopefully improve the world around us and life as a whole. Physical and Spiritual mastery, becoming as Gods.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Saturn?

Message: 2583

From: Julian grimmett

Date: 11/18/2016

Thanks, that's an awesome answer. I'm trying to draw connections from the planets to their corresponding chakras. I'm aware that not every chakra is listed
(base, heart). But I'm primarily focused on the crown chakra and Jupiter.
What can you tell me about Jupiter and how it relates to the crown in our personal lives?

On Nov 18, 2016, at 2:09 AM, ashleyslade0124@... [JoS_Astrology] <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Saturn represents, time, limitation, boundaries, law, structure, authority (along with the Sun) discipline, karma, old age, bascially it's your obstacles in
life, things which restrict you or place limitations on you, limitations in the form of health, poverty, relationship, family etc etc.
All of us are under Saturn's influence as long as we are incarnated in this physical world and we all have limitations until we are Gods, all of us have
things we are incapable of doing. Even if you are a billionaire, even if you are a super model, even if you are a martial arts expert, even and even and
even and even until tomorrow, wherever you are at you still have some limitation. Some have more limitations than others depending on the conditioning
of their soul but either way we're all limited. The nature of the physical world is limitation, defined boundaries. Saturn in your astrology chart shows you
where your limitations are at. What you will experience as limiting.
Life is about overcoming these limitations as best as we can and in doing so we improve our souls, evolve to a higher spiritual level, more power,
awareness and hopefully improve the world around us and life as a whole. Physical and Spiritual mastery, becoming as Gods.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Message from Satan...

Message: 2584

From: Ko Johnson

Date: 11/18/2016

By planet attacked by Saturn does this mean This mean when Saturn is in conjunction with the planet, or any stressful aspect?
Sent from my iPhone

On Nov 17, 2016, at 4:05 PM, 'maxine.dietrich666' maxine.dietrich666@... [JoS_Astrology] <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Satan told me this last night when he came to talk to me and this is a direct quote:
"Strengthen the planet being attacked by Saturn."
He went on to explain that by strengthening the planet under attack and stating affirmations every day, the effects of Saturn can be drastically offset.
________
To do this, you should prepare at least a month before the Saturn hits. Vibrating the planet's mantra on a Satanic rosary, or doing the planetary square.
Affirmations following the raising of the planet's energies are also essential.
Knowing what can potentially happen in the future by looking at one's astrology chart is a most helpful gift from Satan.

Affirmations should be stated 18 times with focus, using the light (directing the energy), and visualization.
Visualization can be also placing an aura of white gold light on yourself, while feeling the energies raised with the mantra.
High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
www.joyofsatan.org
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Saturn?

Message: 2585

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 11/18/2016

The north node is of fate. Planets, angles, and house cusps conjunct the north node indicate a fated event in the person's life. Solar returns will indicate when
the fate event will occur. Planets conjoining the north node through transits or progressions can also trigger fated events. People we are fated to meet often
have their personal planet(s) conjunct your north node.
"Fate" is due to programming, connections to other people, spells you did, and other things (both good and bad) left over from past lives. Negative "fated"
events can be prevented through meditation, which raises your vibrational level and shields you from negative planetary energies or doing 40/90 day
workings to free your soul from the "fate" and "karma." The Sanskrit mantra MUNKA or the runes ANSUZ and URUZ can be used to free yourself from "fate"
and "karma."
Words of Power- Freeing the Soul
https://web.archive.org/web/20150915063320/http://www.angelfire.com/hailtosatansvictory666/Freeing_the_Soul.html
The Runic Kabalah PDF and Audio Mp3s
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Audio_Mp3s.htm
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Sublimation

Message: 2586

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 11/18/2016

The energies of planets can be sublimated through meditation. Meditation raises your vibrational level and that shields you from the lower, negative
manifestations of planetary energies. For example, Neptune is weakness for most people. Neptune transits often bring drug addiction or other forms of selfdestruction. For someone who meditates, a Neptune transit would bring spiritual creativity, deep meditation, and other beneficial effects.
Neptune and Hallucinogenic Drugs
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic17208.html

Another way of offsetting planetary energies is to build a very strong aura of protection. A very strong aura of protection will shield you against negative

energies and will keep bad things from happening to you.
Methods of Protection
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic16800.html

In the case of Saturn and Saturn transits, you can use the planetary squares. You should do the planetary square for any planets being affected by transiting
Saturn. You should also do the planetary square for any natal planets aspected by your natal Saturn. If the planet being affected by Saturn does not have a
planetary square, such as Pluto, you can use the zodiac mantras to strengthen the planet. I recommend you do NOT do a Saturn square ever even if the
natal planet being attacked by transiting Saturn is your natal Saturn. Doing a Saturn square will make the energies of Saturn stronger in your life and will
make the problems caused by Saturn worse.
Satan's Magickal Squares PDF and Audio Mp3s
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Audio_Mp3s.htm

Zodiac Mantras
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic16346.html

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Message from Satan...

Message: 2587

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 11/19/2016

The "planet being attacked by Saturn" refers to the planet being aspected by Saturn. This includes the conjunction, hard aspects (like the square and
opposition) and soft aspects (like the trine). Conjunctions are the worst. Hard aspects from Saturn are bad, but conjunctions are worse.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Message from Satan...

Message: 2588

From: Ko Johnson

Date: 11/19/2016

I see, thanks!
Sent from my iPhone

On Nov 18, 2016, at 10:56 PM, johnson_akemi@... [JoS_Astrology] <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

The "planet being attacked by Saturn" refers to the planet being aspected by Saturn. This includes the conjunction, hard aspects (like the square and
opposition) and soft aspects (like the trine). Conjunctions are the worst. Hard aspects from Saturn are bad, but conjunctions are worse.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Sublimation

Message: 2589

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 11/19/2016

Johnson if you don't think doing a square would be fine because it is so long like the one for the moon, would substituting it with a zodiac mantra help?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Sublimation

Message: 2590

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 11/19/2016

If you do not want to do a long square, such as a moon square, you can vibrate the planetary mantra from the square. For example, you can vibrate AUM
CHANDRAMASE NAMA 20 times a day for 40 days to strengthen your natal moon. You need to state an affirmation to direct the energies. A potential
affirmation to use with AUM CHANDRAMASE NAMA is, "My natal moon and its effects on my life are permanently improving in a healthy and positive manner
for me."
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Saturn and Pluto in Ruler

Message: 2591

From: abc9422ce56a28e2809851d472e23482 Date: 11/20/2016

Hello companions!
Well, I believe they have asked this many times but I really do not find in the middle so many messages :)
If you can clarify me, I will be very grateful.
I have two ruling planets on my natal chart, Saturn in Capricorn in house two and Pluto in Scorpio in the ascendant, both are their natural regency planets.
Is this good or bad? The history of these planets is not very friendly :) but I realize that in their certain hours there is a moment of calm and luck in my life, I
feel very well in the hours ruled by these planets except for the hours of the Sun and Jupiter.
In fact my financial field does not progress but I never lacked the necessary because I always depend on others, I can not do anything alone when there is
an association.
Can someone explain me about this?

HAIL SATAN AND GODS OF HELL!
HAIL AZAZEL FOR PASSING THIS GREAT KNOWLEDGE AND THE HIGH PRIESTS!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2592
Subject: Re: Saturn and Pluto in Ruler

From: starduststreakoflightning

Date: 11/21/2016

Those are not ruling planets of your natal chart, but planet in their domicile. The chart ruler is the planet who rules the rising sun (Ascendant/AC).
About the rest, I will leave it to astrologers themselves to answer.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2593
Subject: Investing in Void of Course Moon

From: black_knight_4

Date: 11/22/2016

So if I get a loan from the bank to buy an apartment during Void of Course I won't have to pay it back right? I can also invest on Thursday during the hours
jupiter so I maximize success? I read Rich Dad Poor Dad, and want to build an empire, lol (((George Soros))) is completed FKED, time for Satan to take over
the economy
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2594
Subject: Re: Investing in Void of Course Moon

From: demonsarefriends@rocketmail.com

Date: 11/22/2016

That's... actually a really good idea, but I don't think it works like that. I've never taken out a loan but I believe you have to apply for it first, and submitting
the application during a void of course moon would probably just mean the application gets denied, or something. If you decide to try it, let us know how it
turns out.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2595
Subject: Re: Saturn and Pluto in Ruler

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 11/22/2016

A planet in its home/ruling sign is different from the ruler of your chart. The chart ruler is the planet ruling the sign on the ascendant and is the most
important planet in your chart.
The Chart Ruler-The Most Important Planet in an Astrology Chart
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/RULER.html
A planet in its home/ruling/exalted signs is stronger than when it is in any other sign. A planet in its ruling sign will have more influence on your life. A strong
planet in its home/ruling sign can be good or bad. For example, a strong Pluto in Scorpio can give someone intense focus, willpower, and other beneficial
traits.However, a person who cannot control the energies of a strong Pluto in Scorpio can be prone to obsessions that ruin their life. An example of this is a
man who had a Scorpio stellium and spent hours masturbating in the locker room at the fitness center where he worked. He lost his job for it.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2596
Subject: Re: Saturn and Pluto in Ruler
Oh my God Satan!

From: Ana Zurick

Date: 11/22/2016

Losing your job for masturbating should be terrible, lol
But in fact I do not have that much sex appeal, I spend more time studying and writing while listening to good music and it gives me pleasure.
My Saturn is in Capricorn in house two, my Pluto in Scorpio in house twelve with Bungula I do not know how I can know more about Bungula. Uranus in house
two in Capricorn too, the three are my Regents.
If I do the Magic Quadrant for these planets will this help me to make my financial and professional life better?
Thanks for all the answers
2016-11-21 22:11 GMT-02:00 johnson_akemi@... [JoS_Astrology] <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com>:
A planet in its home/ruling sign is different from the ruler of your chart. The chart ruler is the planet ruling the sign on the ascendant and is the
most important planet in your chart.
The Chart Ruler-The Most Important Planet in an Astrology Chart
http://www.angelfire.com/ empire/serpentis666/RULER.html
A planet in its home/ruling/exalted signs is stronger than when it is in any other sign. A planet in its ruling sign will have more influence on your
life. A strong planet in its home/ruling sign can be good or bad. For example, a strong Pluto in Scorpio can give someone intense focus,
willpower, and other beneficial traits.However, a person who cannot control the energies of a strong Pluto in Scorpio can be prone to
obsessions that ruin their life. An example of this is a man who had a Scorpio stellium and spent hours masturbating in the locker room at the
fitness center where he worked. He lost his job for it.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2597
Subject: Re: Investing in Void of Course Moon

From: Gerecht Ror

Date: 11/22/2016

I did it. I got a loan years ago and I requested it while the moon was void by purpouse. I paid for some months, but then I repaid the whole debt way
before its expiration date. However, I repaid it using my own money, I did not get any "extra money", I simply have been able to repay with my finances.
On 11/22/2016, 06:13 "demonsarefriends@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
That's... actually a really good idea, but I don't think it works like that. I've never taken out a loan but I believe you have to apply for it first, and submitting the application
during a void of course moon would probably just mean the application gets denied, or something. If you decide to try it, let us know how it turns out.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2598
Subject: Re: Investing in Void of Course Moon

From: starduststreakoflightning

Date: 11/22/2016

If you take it from the bank, you shouldn't even pay it back. Anything a bank loans you is actually created out of thin air or, better said, is created through
your signature. It is not money the bank owns and it's loaning you. You can understand this better studying Universal Commercial Code (UCC), which is what
practically rules the world,
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2599
Subject: Numerology Correspondences for Planetary Energies??

From: phoenix_delta

Date: 11/22/2016

Ave Brethren,

I've been doing some research and haven't managed to find some solid info on numbers relating to the planets. Could anyone help perhaps in this regard?

What im working on is reducing power words to a gematria and correspond to certain energies (like planetary energies and runic energies - again, numerology
corresponding to this??) for some advanced workings.

Any guidance / cooperation in would be appreciated :)

Hail Father!
Hail the Gods
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2600
Subject: Re: Saturn and Pluto in Ruler

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 11/22/2016

Vedic astrology is inaccurate. High Priestess Maxine Dietrich explains more here:
Vedic vs. Western
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoS_Astrology/conversations/messages/819

Since you have a Scorpio ascendant, your chart rulers are Pluto and Mars. Wherever Saturn is in your chart, that is where you will experience problems in life.
Saturn in the 2nd house can cause problems relating to money and finances. You can offset the problems caused by Saturn in the 2nd house by doing
workings to free your soul, such as vibrating MUNKA or ANSUZ. You can also do money spells to improve your financial situation.

How to Obliterate Your Saturn
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic15507.html

Magickal Methods of Obtaining Money
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic16809.html

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2601
Subject: Re: Investing in Void of Course Moon

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 11/22/2016

Investing is more than spending your money on a Thursday during the hour of Jupiter. “Rich Dad, Poor Dad” is a good start that breaks people out of the
jew-instilled mentality where investing is an evil, scary-sounding endeavor that only rich, fat-cat bankers engage in. Because of that mentality, people are
scared to invest and let the jews have all the wealth. I recommend you read “The Intelligent Investor” by Benjamin Graham. “The Intelligent Investor” gives a
good introduction to the world of investing and discusses some investing techniques.

You need to do a lot of research if you want to make a good investment. The value of something, whether a stock, house, piece of property, or whatever, is
what other people THINK it is worth. This is why the stock market is so volatile. If people think a stock is going up in value, they buy the stock and it goes up
in value because everyone is buying it. Conversely, if people are panicking about a potential crash in the stock market, everyone sells and that causes a crash
to happen. This is how the Rothschilds accumulated vast amounts of wealth. The Rothschilds would trigger a dip in the stock market and that would cause
everyone else to panic and sell, crashing the stock market. The Rothschilds would then go in and buy everything for pennies on the dollar. Do the opposite of
whatever the herd is doing if you want to make money.

If you want to buy an apartment, you need to take into account a lot of factors. Are you planning on buying the apartment and selling it in the future for
more than you paid for it? Are you planning on renting the apartment to someone else? Where is the apartment located? Where is new growth in your city? If
the apartment is in a new area of the city, it may be overpriced and you will never make any money on the apartment as its value will decrease over time.
Conversely, if you buy an apartment in an older section of the city, it may have no resale potential as people are not willing to pay for an older apartment. Is
an apartment the best choice in your area? Are condos, farmland, or some other form of real estate a better investment?

For example, in my area you can plant nut trees on empty land, let the trees mature for a few years, and then sell the land with nut trees on it for far more
than you originally paid for it. Even doing that is much more complicated than it looks. Are there nematodes in the soil that will keep the trees from growing?

Are there gophers in the field that will eat young trees? Is there hardpan, rocks, or other problems with the soil that will prevent trees from being planted? Is
the land in an area with endangered species? If endangered species are present, you will be stuck with an unsellable piece of land than cannot be used in any
way. Are there structures (such as schools) nearby that would prevent application of certain pesticides? A typical, uneducated buyer will want to be able to
drench their nut trees with pesticides even if you do not support pesticide use. Is there a water source for the trees, such as groundwater or canal water,
that will still be there in 20 years?

Also, why real estate? Real estate has both advantages and drawbacks. There are stocks, bonds, futures, and many other forms of investment out there. The
internet is a great tool to learn how to invest. A simple search for “how to invest” will bring up endless sources that will teach you how to invest and turn your
money into more money.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2602
Subject: Re: Numerology Correspondences for Planetary Energies??

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 11/22/2016

From: black_knight_4

Date: 11/23/2016

From: Edward Teach

Date: 11/25/2016

6 - Saturn
8 - Mercury
9 - Sun
That's all I have, sorry.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Solar Returns Q.

Message: 2603

Mr. Johnson is actually a misses! :3
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2604
Subject: Отв: Joy of Satan Astrology PDF
Attachments :

I had to revise JoS Astrology files, found a lacking part (Moon in signs)

вторник, 1 ноября 2016 19:14 Edward Teach <edwardtgao8@...> писал(а):

I collected all writings of High Priestess Maxine on astrology from astrology e-group, forum and Joy of Satan website from different sections, mostly
Azazel's astrology for Satanists and some others. So that all JoS astrology is in one PDF file.
Happy Halloween!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Runes and planets

Message: 2605

From: starduststreakoflightning

Date: 11/26/2016

Has anyone done researches that can match runes to planets? Or is it okay to assume something like this:

Since root chakra is matched with Sowilo, then we can match Sowilo with Saturn as well. (I don't see the connection, it would blatant with Sun instead of
Saturn.)

Sacral chakra - Dagur - Mars (I don't see the connection. I would match Mars with Ur. Dagaz could go with the Moon, perhaps?).

Solar plexus chakra - Rauda - Sun (I can see the connection, both with Rauda and Sowilo)

Heart chakra - Gebo - Mercury

Throat chakra - Kaun - Venus (I can see the connection here as well).

Sixth chakra - Thaur - Moon (I don't see the connection. Maybe with Dagaz or Berkano?)

Crown chakra - Ing - Jupiter (...)

What do you think?

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Runes and planets

Message: 2606

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 11/26/2016

The runes are based on the constellations. For example, GEBO is based on Virgo. Virgo is ruled by Mercury and Mercury rules the heart chakra.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2607
Subject: Отв: Joy of Satan Astrology PDF

From: Edward Teach

Date: 11/29/2016

Attachments :

I had to revise JoS Astrology files, found some mess in Moon in signs&houses, sorry.
also updated with new HPs Maxine's posts

пятница, 25 ноября 2016 11:53 Edward Teach <edwardtgao8@...> писал(а):

I had to revise JoS Astrology files, found a lacking part (Moon in signs)

вторник, 1 ноября 2016 19:14 Edward Teach <edwardtgao8@...> писал(а):

I collected all writings of High Priestess Maxine on astrology from astrology e-group, forum and Joy of Satan website from different sections, mostly
Azazel's astrology for Satanists and some others. So that all JoS astrology is in one PDF file.
Happy Halloween!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2608
Subject: Re: Joy of Satan Astrology PDF

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 11/30/2016

What you did was great before.
You topped it.
Thank you again!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Runes and planets

Message: 2609

From: starduststreakoflightning

Date: 12/4/2016

Message: 2610

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 12/5/2016

How about the others then?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Runes and planets

GEBO is the only rune where I have concrete answer regarding what constellation it is based on. I only have speculation or nothing regarding what
constellations the other runes are based on.
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2611

From:
Date: 12/5/2016
g277xv4dpmqymrpiaoaawfpbmp6wav73vwzifp2b

Subject: Planet Watcher
Is this web side reliable to read you natal chart? if anyone knows a better one Id love to check it out.

Also I HATE to be that person who ask for help while they are so many resources available to in JOS and the forums but my Plants are kind of a cluster fuck
and Im new to astrology to know all about conjunctions and squares and English not being my native language isn't helping whatsoever. Using the Pdf file
that was put together I looked at my planets their houses and what signs they are in but I need a little help on how they conjunct each other and all

My Birthday is 03 November 1994 10.30am

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Past lives and natal chart

Message: 2612

From: dayana.pagan

Date: 12/5/2016

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 12/6/2016

Hove to see our past lives thru the natal chart
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2613
Subject: Re: Past lives and natal chart

You can do a regression to find out about your past lives using your natal chart.
Methods of Prediction

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Prediction.html

Prediction and Synastry Tips
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/PREDICTION.html

Regressions are somewhat weak. A better way to find out about your past lives is to do a past life regression.
Past Life Regression
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Past_Life_Meditation.html

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Planet Watcher

Message: 2614

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 12/7/2016

Online websites are not accurate. Astrology has been heavily corrupted and there is much incorrect information out there. Most astrologers put too much
importance on sun sign and are incapable of interpreting basic transits. A person's sun sign is not that important unless the sun is the chart ruler or is part of
a configuration like a stellium. Also, modern astrology is infested with new age crap. Many astrologers will tell you crap like "The next leap in consciousness is
a change towards the collective." I do not want to be assimilated into a hive mind like the greys are. Azazel's astrology is the only uncorrupted source of
astrology information.
Planets that are conjunct act like a single unit. Their energies are blended and the sign they are in influences the result. It is like mixing two colors of paint
together on the ground. If I mix the paint together on the dirt, there will be rocks and dirt in the paint mixture. If I mix the paints together on the grass,
there will be chunks of grass and little dirt in the paint mixture. The kind of ground I mix the paints together on is like how the signs influence the planets.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Jew Don

Message: 2615

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 12/8/2016

My post did not go through...
Check 5 or so different websites. If they all say the same thing then it is probably correct. Also, when you cast a chart and start analyzing it, if the date is
incorrect the chart will not match Trump's personality and life events.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Jew Don

Message: 2616

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 12/8/2016

% Johnson
Fuck that. I'm just going to learn how to do it myself. It's my new years resolution to learn how to do it fairly well, before the end
of 2017. I've been busy with other stuff. But, its something I've been really looking forward to... and I need to wrap up what I
have done on that Joo Insect Race Food Poisoning Program thing I was working on. It's fucking enormous. Too much stuff.

Messages in JoS_Astrology group.
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2617

Subject: Astrology Programming
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2618

Page 52 of 59.
From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 12/9
/2016

From:
Date: 12/10
ch2qlf3qcoaaykrgxeyryudr7n6nwa4q6pi4ocvj/2016

Subject: Re: Runes and planets
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2619

From: nranch548

Date: 12/10
/2016

Subject: Re: Jew Don
Group: JoS_Astrology

From: starduststreakoflightning

Date: 12/10
/2016

From: black.wyrm666

Date: 12/10
/2016

Message: 2620

Subject: Re: Runes and planets
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2621
Subject: Re: Runes and planets
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2622

From:
Date: 12/10
ch2qlf3qcoaaykrgxeyryudr7n6nwa4q6pi4ocvj/2016

Subject: Re: Runes and planets
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2623

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 12/10
/2016

Subject: Re: Jew Don
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2624

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 12/10
/2016

Subject: Re: Jew Don
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2625

From: nranch548

Date: 12/11
/2016

Subject: Re: Runes and planets
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2626

From: starduststreakoflightning

Date: 12/11
/2016

Subject: Re: Runes and planets
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2627

From: starduststreakoflightning

Date: 12/11
/2016

Subject: Re: Runes and planets
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2628

From: nranch548

Date: 12/12
/2016

Subject: Re: Runes and planets
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2629

From: nranch548

Date: 12/12
/2016

Subject: Re: Runes and planets
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2630

From: starduststreakoflightning

Date: 12/12
/2016

Subject: Re: Runes and planets
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2631

From: nranch548

Date: 12/12
/2016

Subject: Re: Runes and planets
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2632

From: nranch548

Date: 12/12
/2016

Subject: Re: Runes and planets
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2633

From: nranch548

Date: 12/12
/2016

Subject: Re: Runes and planets
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2634

From: starduststreakoflightning

Date: 12/12
/2016

Subject: Re: Wow. Astrology is cool.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2635

From: truthenki1

Date: 12/14
/2016

Subject: Degrees and Fixed Stars?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2636

From:
Date: 12/14
ch2qlf3qcoaaykrgxeyryudr7n6nwa4q6pi4ocvj/2016
Subject: 22 degrees ,how bad and in what sense?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2637
From: johnson_akemi
Date: 12/14
/2016
Subject: Re: Degrees and Fixed Stars?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2638
From: starduststreakoflightning
Date: 12/15
/2016
Subject: Re: Sublimation
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2639
From: johnson_akemi
Date: 12/15
/2016
Subject: Re: 22 degrees ,how bad and in what sense?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2640
From: truthenki1
Date: 12/15
/2016
Subject: Re: Degrees and Fixed Stars?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2641
From:
Date: 12/15
ch2qlf3qcoaaykrgxeyryudr7n6nwa4q6pi4ocvj/2016
Subject: Re: 22 degrees ,how bad and in what sense?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2642
From:
Date: 12/15
ch2qlf3qcoaaykrgxeyryudr7n6nwa4q6pi4ocvj/2016
Subject: Re: 22 degrees ,how bad and in what sense?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2643
From:
Date: 12/15
ch2qlf3qcoaaykrgxeyryudr7n6nwa4q6pi4ocvj/2016
Subject: Re: 22 degrees ,how bad and in what sense?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2644
From:
Date: 12/15
ch2qlf3qcoaaykrgxeyryudr7n6nwa4q6pi4ocvj/2016
Subject: Re: 22 degrees ,how bad and in what sense?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2645
From: magnum.arcanum
Date: 12/15
/2016
Subject: Re: 22 degrees ,how bad and in what sense?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2646
From: potatochippole
Date: 12/15
/2016
Subject: Răspuns: [JoS_Astrology] Re: 22 degrees ,how bad and in what sense?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2647
From: johnson_akemi
Date: 12/15
/2016
Subject: Re: 22 degrees ,how bad and in what sense?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2648
From: johnson_akemi
Date: 12/15
/2016
Subject: Re: 22 degrees ,how bad and in what sense?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2649
From: johnson_akemi
Date: 12/15
/2016
Subject: Re: Sublimation
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2650
From: mihaelapetre30
Date: 12/15
/2016
Subject: Derived House System

Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2651

From: Gerecht Ror

Subject: Re: 22 degrees ,how bad and in what sense?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2652
From: Gerecht Ror
Subject: Re: 22 degrees ,how bad and in what sense?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2653
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: Degrees and Fixed Stars?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2654

From: magnum.arcanum

Subject: Re: 22 degrees ,how bad and in what sense?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2655
From: starduststreakoflightning
Subject: Re: Sublimation
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2656

From: nranch548

Subject: Re: 22 degrees ,how bad and in what sense?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2657
From: taol_van_sherwood
Subject: Re: 22 degrees ,how bad and in what sense?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2658
From: black.wyrm666
Subject: Re: 22 degrees ,how bad and in what sense?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2659
From: centralforce666
Subject: Re: 22 degrees ,how bad and in what sense?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2660
From: donotfearthetruth666

Date: 12/15
/2016
Date: 12/15
/2016
Date: 12/16
/2016
Date: 12/16
/2016
Date: 12/16
/2016
Date: 12/16
/2016
Date: 12/16
/2016
Date: 12/17
/2016
Date: 12/17
/2016
Date: 12/17
/2016

Subject: Re: Pineal gland
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2661

From: nranch548

Date: 12/17
/2016

Subject: Re: Sublimation
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2662

From: donotfearthetruth666

Date: 12/17
/2016

Subject: Re: Sublimation
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2663

From: nranch548

Date: 12/17
/2016

Subject: Re: Sublimation
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2664

From: nranch548

Date: 12/17
/2016

Subject: Re: Sublimation
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2665

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 12/17
/2016

Subject: Re: 22 degrees ,how bad and in what sense?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2666
From: donotfearthetruth666

Date: 12/17
/2016

Subject: Re: Sublimation

Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2617

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 12/9/2016

Subject: Astrology Programming

It's possible for the Jew to break someone so completely that they become another
person. I know this and have studied some of the things that have been proven to have
been done. All such people have what are known as "handlers", that literally know how to
program the schizo and change their personalities at will. I'm thinking, this is still going on
in earnest by the jew, on other jews and Gentiles.
Question: Can the consciousness of the schizo personality develop its own birth date
based on this torture / mind control programming? Because I don't think its actually a
biological process, but a spiritual person, mental process that records their own
astrological birth date.
Based on that: I think many of Trumps staff have been programmed in such a way. They
are evidently programmed for 7-9 years but as little as 1-year. After that they are
programmed with their astrological date of birth (it varies from there actual biological birth
date).
And the most interesting thing of all is, Trumps staff; "real" natal profiles apparently are
almost all at the end of the month of November e.g. 29, 30 and 31, including Hillary
Clinton's. Trumps is straight forward. (June 14, 1946, 10:54:32 a.m.)
I don't understand this because I haven't started studying Astrology yet. Obviously I had
a lot of help with this and I have most of the natal chart, numbers for Trumps cabinet.
But, its just too fucken weird for words.
Out of the 25 people I looked at, on Trumps cabinet. Only 1 is a Gentile and she is
working for the jews. That's "Betsy DeVos" (Education Secretary). Everybody on his
cabinet is a biological jew including him.
My New Years resolution is to learn Astrology. It's very interesting to me and I'll have lots
of help.
Hail Satan!
Group: JoS_Astrology Message: 2618 From:
Date: 12/10/2016
ch2qlf3qcoaaykrgxeyryudr7n6nwa4q6pi4ocvj
Subject: Re: Runes and planets

actually on azazels astrolgy site it is written that mercury rules the throat chakra

On Sunday, November 27, 2016 4:12 AM, "johnson_akemi@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

The runes are based on the constellations. For example, GEBO is based on Virgo. Virgo is ruled by Mercury and Mercury
rules the heart chakra.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Jew Don

Message: 2619

From: nranch548

Date: 12/10/2016

hey I would sincerely like to know what you know about the food poisoning program as iv been poisoned
myself.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2620
Subject: Re: Runes and planets

From: starduststreakoflightning Date: 12/10/2016

Because it has not been updated. Mercury makes more sense as heart chakra ruler. If you notice, in some
places on the JoS website it says that Venus rules the throat chakra.
Here it's said Mercury rules the throat chakra and Venus the heart chakra: http://www.angelfire.com/empire
/serpentis666/Incense.html
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/PlanetMercury.html

Here it's said Mercury rules the heart chakra and Venus the throat chakra:
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Throat666Chakra.html
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Heart666Chakra.html
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Throat_Chakra.html
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Heart_Chakra.html

The are several reasons why Mercury is better suited as ruler of the heart chakra and Venus as ruler of the
throat chakra.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2621
Subject: Re: Runes and planets

From: black.wyrm666

Date: 12/10/2016

Yes, it is. Which only means that JoS requires an update, BUT for now there is war going on, so I wouldn't
expect it soon.
Throat is about emotions. Mercury, being the communicator, is hardly about them - Venus is.
HS!
88!

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <theop.chipyx@...> wrote :

actually on azazels astrolgy site it is written that mercury rules the throat chakra
On Sunday, November 27, 2016 4:12 AM, "johnson_akemi@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

The runes are based on the constellations. For example, GEBO is based on Virgo. Virgo is ruled by Mercury and Mercury
rules the heart chakra.

Group: JoS_Astrology Message: 2622 From:
Date: 12/10/2016
ch2qlf3qcoaaykrgxeyryudr7n6nwa4q6pi4ocvj
Subject: Re: Runes and planets

Thank you very much for the info and sorry for the trubble , in fact I was a bit confused about it.
Hail Satan!

On Saturday, December 10, 2016 3:20 PM, "black.wyrm666@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Yes, it is. Which only means that JoS requires an update, BUT for now there is war going on, so I wouldn't expect it soon.
Throat is about emotions. Mercury, being the communicator, is hardly about them - Venus is.
HS!
88!

---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <theop.chipyx@...> wrote :

actually on azazels astrolgy site it is written that mercury rules the throat chakra
On Sunday, November 27, 2016 4:12 AM, "johnson_akemi@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

The runes are based on the constellations. For example, GEBO is based on Virgo. Virgo is ruled by
Mercury and Mercury rules the heart chakra.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Jew Don

Message: 2623

From: magnum.arcanum

Date: 12/10/2016

% nranch548
I'm kind of busy right now. I've got to go to work in an hour. And I know your a lot
more busy.
I didn't get the chance to collaborate on anything with my guardian. They helped but not
the kind of direct help that I get now. Meaning: The articles are written by me pretty
much alone. (Probably not up to your intelligence level). Maybe. Some are pretty dam
good I think. Their not "mine" and their referenced to researchers and doctors. Pretty
dam good I guess.
I took on too much, have about 30 chapters, about 5 or 6 are worth sending your way. A
lot of reference gathered in order to just understand the topic sort of thing...
I'm busy working with my guardian right now learning Demon language. And doing some
other stuff for Satan as I know you are.
And no I haven't given up on the Joo Insect Gentile Food Poisoning Program thing. I was
going to wrap up what I can by the end of the month, if that's OK.
Is their anything specific I can help you with right now?
The enemy knows I like to go out to eat. My guardian warned me but I couldn't hear her
and got food poisoning last week at one of my favorite restaurants. I'll find out who it is.

They've been nailing me about every 2-3 months. There going to fucking pay.
Nice to hear from you.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Jew Don

Message: 2624

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 12/10/2016

There is a thread about that topic in the SS Health group.
SS Health
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/SSHealth/info

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2625
Subject: Re: Runes and planets

From: nranch548

Date: 12/11/2016

If mercury dosen't rule throat chakra from experience it definitely affects it. and I dont think that's the case.
the Joy of Satan got it right the first time, my birth date is virgo , the planet mercury rules my chart, when
that shit aligns in the sky I feel it my thyroid even starts trippen and I dont sleep.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2626
Subject: Re: Runes and planets

From: starduststreakoflightning Date: 12/11/2016

Saying that your birth date is Virgo doesn't make any sense. What do you mean?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2627
Subject: Re: Runes and planets

From: starduststreakoflightning Date: 12/11/2016

Here: http://josministries.prophpbb.com/post87692.html#p87692
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2628
Subject: Re: Runes and planets

From: nranch548

Date: 12/12/2016

From: nranch548

Date: 12/12/2016

I mean what I said
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2629
Subject: Re: Runes and planets
It makes perfect sense what do you mean?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2630
Subject: Re: Runes and planets

From: starduststreakoflightning Date: 12/12/2016

Birth date is a date literally. For example, December 12th, 2016. This is a birth data. Virgo can be a lot of
things but not a birth date. It can be your:
AC (rising sign)
IC (4th house cusp)
DC (7th house cusp)
MC (10th house cusp)
any other house cusp
an intercepted sign
your Sun sign
your Moon sign
your Mercury sign
your Venus sign
your Mars sign
your Jupiter sign
your Saturn sign
your Uranus sign
your Neptune sign
your Pluto sign
but certainly not your birth date. By what you wrote, I think you mean that Virgo is your AC.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2631
Subject: Re: Runes and planets

From: nranch548

Date: 12/12/2016

From: nranch548

Date: 12/12/2016

From: nranch548

Date: 12/12/2016

astrology is confusing
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2632
Subject: Re: Runes and planets
9/6/98
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2633
Subject: Re: Runes and planets
o hahaha my bad yea
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2634
Subject: Re: Wow. Astrology is cool.

From: starduststreakoflightning Date: 12/12/2016

Human and animal sacrifice (you mentioned rooster) are not part of the Pagan culture. They're entirely
Jewish.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2635
Subject: Degrees and Fixed Stars?

From: truthenki1

Date: 12/14/2016

Mind someone walking thru this for me, for I look at my chart and the numbers but it dont end up to me for
some reason. I found 2 or 3 numbers only and tht was on the zodiac signs, also none the others I saw.
Not even on the stars, that possible?
Of course I am not confusing the house number with the star numbers or what thy called.
Any help or hint on how to look or find the rest of the numbers be helpful thanks.
Hail father Satan
Hail mother Lilith
Hail all the Deitie gods/goddess
Group: JoS_Astrology Message: 2636 From:
Date: 12/14/2016
ch2qlf3qcoaaykrgxeyryudr7n6nwa4q6pi4ocvj
Subject: 22 degrees ,how bad and in what sense?
Hello guys i've discovered that my MD lies in 22 degrees of sagitatius and I've found on the azazel's
astrology site that it's a bad degree, however nothing else it's said, that it has only a negative nature
I'd like to understand more of this subject as I'm interested if somehow my Pluto (still in Sagitarius, 8
degree) has something to do with it. Thank you in advance and HAIL SATAN!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2637
Subject: Re: Degrees and Fixed Stars?

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 12/14/2016

Not everyone has planets on special degrees or conjunct/opposite fixed stars. If you do not have any
planets that line up with degrees listed on "Azazel's Astrology for Satanists, " there is nothing to worry about.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2638
Subject: Re: Sublimation

From: starduststreakoflightning Date: 12/15/2016

Shouldn't SVAHA be used in this case, since SVAHA is for spiritual stuff, like empowering planets, houses and
chakras?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2639
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: 22 degrees ,how bad and in what sense?

Date: 12/15/2016

Having the MC/IC axis on 22 degrees can be unfortunate for the 10th and 4th houses. However, if the
planets ruling those houses are on good degrees or are well aspected (such as aspects to Jupiter or being in
their home/exalted signs) that can offset the MC/IC on 22 degrees. Also, you can do 40 day workings for
your career and home to offset any problems caused by the MC/IC at 22 degrees.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2640
Subject: Re: Degrees and Fixed Stars?

From: truthenki1

Mmm oh, didn't know that. Thanks.
Is there any meaning for the numbers then that don't go to the stars?

Date: 12/15/2016

Group: JoS_Astrology Message: 2641 From:
Date: 12/15/2016
ch2qlf3qcoaaykrgxeyryudr7n6nwa4q6pi4ocvj
Subject: Re: 22 degrees ,how bad and in what sense?

Oh yeah ,I want only to be precise 22 degree of ANY sign is a bad degre, not only Sagittarius

On Wednesday, December 14, 2016 6:52 PM, "theop.chipyx@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Hello guys i've discovered that my MD lies in 22 degrees of sagitatius and I've found on the azazel's astrology site that it's a
bad degree, however nothing else it's said, that it has only a negative nature
I'd like to understand more of this subject as I'm interested if somehow my Pluto (still in Sagitarius, 8 degree) has something
to do with it. Thank you in advance and HAIL SATAN!

Group: JoS_Astrology Message: 2642 From:
Date: 12/15/2016
ch2qlf3qcoaaykrgxeyryudr7n6nwa4q6pi4ocvj
Subject: Re: 22 degrees ,how bad and in what sense?

HAIL SATAN
HAIL HAAGENTI
Group: JoS_Astrology Message: 2643 From:
Date: 12/15/2016
ch2qlf3qcoaaykrgxeyryudr7n6nwa4q6pi4ocvj
Subject: Re: 22 degrees ,how bad and in what sense?

Thanks for the reply and good advice , in fact yesterday I've just started a 40 program days of hatha
yoga and Uruz mantra (for now only 9 times plus afirmation, too much persons in my house) , I also
combine Ans for self-control , I was very good at meditation some time ago (maybe some one year
and a half ago, can't remember well , I've never had a good time perception),anyways , My doubts
about me came flushing in when instead of ''Satan'' my mind begone saying ''jewsus'' anytime I've
got a look at Father's sigil. I want to be honest I've been identifying with Satan's immage , even maybe
,before I knew Him, my most inner wish is to be rebellious and free like Him, and in total control of
myself, wich is not obviously the case. The enemy subjugated me , and in some way fucked my
psiche trough a connection they made, most probably meanwhile I was doing sex magick . I know that
it was my mistake , that my behaviour brought me down, because I was afraid to fight for Satan and to
be a ''fanatic''. I've learnd the hard way that there's really a war out there, it is imperative to me to get
up because it seems i don't have any idea for how to safely do RTR's. Anytime I do one I get an
attack, and I feel worthless and the only way I can fight effectively is by normal means, internet and
pamphlets, occasionally going on youtube and shouting down xtian mouths pushing the seethetruth
site link around. Now I've writed down all of this by impulse , don't want to make you lose time.
Thank you for all , and especially for the info on the 22 degree , I'll provide to better my psychological
stability and to fulfill better my duties at school.
Group: JoS_Astrology Message: 2644 From:
Date: 12/15/2016
ch2qlf3qcoaaykrgxeyryudr7n6nwa4q6pi4ocvj
Subject: Re: 22 degrees ,how bad and in what sense?

HAIL SATAN
HAIL HAAGENTI
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2645
From: magnum.arcanum
Subject: Re: 22 degrees ,how bad and in what sense?

Date: 12/15/2016

% Johnson
I'm pretty sure that HAAGENTI is a joo Insect Shit Curd and that this guy is a joo infiltrator mocking us.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2646
From: potatochippole
Date: 12/15/2016
Subject: Răspuns: [JoS_Astrology] Re: 22 degrees ,how bad and in what sense?

Attachments :
Screenshot_556.png

...?

În Joi, 15 Decembrie 2016 17:21:52, "magnum.arcanum@... [JoS_Astrology]"
<JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> a scris:

% Johnson
I'm pretty sure that HAAGENTI is a joo Insect Shit Curd and that this guy is a joo infiltrator
mocking us.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2647
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: 22 degrees ,how bad and in what sense?

Date: 12/15/2016

@ch2qlf3qcoaaykrgxeyryudr7n6nwa4q, if you are attacked by malicious entities, clean your aura and build a
very strong aura of protection daily. A clean aura naturally repels malicious entities as well as low-life scum
in your physical life. A strong aura of protection keep bad things from happening to you and that includes
physical or psychic attack.
Aura Cleaning and Aura of Protection
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/post83736.html#p83736
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2648
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: 22 degrees ,how bad and in what sense?

Date: 12/15/2016

@ Magnum.arcanum, Haagenti is a Demon. If there was a guy blaspheming Haagenti by using her name
while trolling, that guy's messages have been deleted because I could not find them. Either that or your
account has been compromised.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2649
Subject: Re: Sublimation

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 12/15/2016

SVAHA can be substituted for NAMA when working on spiritual goals, like those you mentioned. However,
NAMA can be used for spiritual purposes as well. I have used NAMA for planetary squares to strengthen my
natal planets and the squares were still effective with NAMA.
I only use NAMA when doing planetary squares because it is easy to accidentally vibrate SVAHA when I was
supposed to vibrate NAMA or the other way around. I messed up several squares that way. I have not
messed up a square since switching to only NAMA.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2650
Subject: Derived House System

From: mihaelapetre30

Date: 12/15/2016

Hello peples,
I`m fascinated by derived house system, but I don`t know a lot of that. I observ : you can find many details
of house when use derived system but I like to know mooore. Have someone materials about?
Thank you very much!

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2651
From: Gerecht Ror
Subject: Re: 22 degrees ,how bad and in what sense?

Date: 12/15/2016

I can add that what you feel can be operated by the enemy through a psychcic vampire. It may happen
one of them attaches to one of your Chakras (Heart Chakra usually) and then the enemy uses him/her ro
instill those emotions. Also, if the vampire is strongly xian, his/her Soul automatically acts to prevent
anything "Satanic" in their victims' Souls.
Try to remember if someone offended or hurt you, both phisically or emotionally, this will often help to
reduce the vampire influence as they are very weak when spotted!
I strongly suggest the Freeing the Soul Meditation to detach those fuckers.
Apologize for off topic.
I cannot confirm 22 degrees infliuence on this. Rather, I can say 9 degrees Pisces or 9 degrees Virgo often
cause this kind of problems if involved with relationship Houses/Planets.
On 12/15/2016, 13:05 "theop.chipyx@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Thanks for the reply and good advice , in fact yesterday I've just started a 40 program days of
hatha yoga and Uruz mantra (for now only 9 times plus afirmation, too much persons in my
house) , I also combine Ans for self-control , I was very good at meditation some time ago
(maybe some one year and a half ago, can't remember well , I've never had a good time
perception),anyways , My doubts about me came flushing in when instead of ''Satan'' my mind
begone saying ''jewsus'' anytime I've got a look at Father's sigil. I want to be honest I've been
identifying with Satan's immage , even maybe ,before I knew Him, my most inner wish is to be
rebellious and free like Him, and in total control of myself, wich is not obviously the case. The
enemy subjugated me , and in some way fucked my psiche trough a connection they made, most
probably meanwhile I was doing sex magick . I know that it was my mistake , that my behaviour
brought me down, because I was afraid to fight for Satan and to be a ''fanatic''. I've learnd the
hard way that there's really a war out there, it is imperative to me to get up because it seems i
don't have any idea for how to safely do RTR's. Anytime I do one I get an attack, and I feel
worthless and the only way I can fight effectively is by normal means, internet and pamphlets,
occasionally going on youtube and shouting down xtian mouths pushing the seethetruth site link
around. Now I've writed down all of this by impulse , don't want to make you lose time.
Thank you for all , and especially for the info on the 22 degree , I'll provide to better my
psychological stability and to fulfill better my duties at school.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2652
From: Gerecht Ror
Subject: Re: 22 degrees ,how bad and in what sense?

Date: 12/15/2016

I forgot to add Neptune is now transiting around 9 degrees in Pisces, maybe it has some relations with
your problems due to its position in your Natal Chart?
On 12/15/2016, 13:06 "theop.chipyx@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

HAIL SATAN
HAIL HAAGENTI
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2653
Subject: Re: Degrees and Fixed Stars?

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 12/16/2016

The planets act as lenses for the energies of the constellations and constellations are composed of multiple
stars. Certain degrees have more significance due to the energies associated with that specific point in a
constellation.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2654
From: magnum.arcanum
Subject: Re: 22 degrees ,how bad and in what sense?

Date: 12/16/2016

% Johnson_akemi
I'll work on my butting in manners.
I got everything straightened out now.
Thank you for bringing it to my attention.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2655
Subject: Re: Sublimation

From: starduststreakoflightning Date: 12/16/2016

I've always done them using the common separation. Good to know it doesn't have to be like this.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2656
From: nranch548
Subject: Re: 22 degrees ,how bad and in what sense?

Date: 12/16/2016

Wow what the fuck, fuck this dude tryina talk shit @magnum fucker u cursed now whoever is operating that
account hope it wasent worth it hehehehehe
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2657
From: taol_van_sherwood
Subject: Re: 22 degrees ,how bad and in what sense?

Date: 12/16/2016

nranch wth dude using that language to a brother. I don't know anything about you but you seem rather
new here. Using that kind of language is very rude.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2658
From: black.wyrm666
Subject: Re: 22 degrees ,how bad and in what sense?

Date: 12/17/2016

that nranch is a deluded troll - it should be banned.
An example of its retardedness:
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoyofSatan666/conversations/topics/173023

HS!
88!
---In JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com, <taolvanswd@...> wrote :
nranch wth dude using that language to a brother. I don't know anything about you but you seem rather
new here. Using that kind of language is very rude.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2659
From: centralforce666
Subject: Re: 22 degrees ,how bad and in what sense?

Date: 12/17/2016

I wouldn't pay any attention to this nranch character... Some of the things he has attempted to push through
the health group have been downright foolish if not illegal, from sarcasm to the pushing of drug use.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2660
Subject: Re: Pineal gland

From: donotfearthetruth666

Date: 12/17/2016

Pluto for male and Neptune for female.
Why?
Neptune is of the Water Element, emotions, etc. Female side.
Pluto doesn't say which element, but it's manly side like Mars is.
It's quite easy when you understand it more. :)
Hope this was helpful!!!
HAIL SATAN!!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2661
Subject: Re: Sublimation

From: nranch548

Date: 12/17/2016

Can I do the same square twice at the same time using NAMA AND SVAHA Vibrating the whole square once
twice using 1 of them each time or will this ruin the work? I'm not sure if I should try and get overloaded
because maybe I'm not supposed to do this.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2662
Subject: Re: Sublimation

From: donotfearthetruth666

Date: 12/17/2016

@nranch548:
It has already been answered by J/A:
"SVAHA can be substituted for NAMA when working on spiritual goals, like those you mentioned. However,
NAMA can be used for spiritual purposes as well. I have used NAMA for planetary squares to strengthen my
natal planets and the squares were still effective with NAMA.
I only use NAMA when doing planetary squares because it is easy to accidentally vibrate SVAHA when I was
supposed to vibrate NAMA or the other way around. I messed up several squares that way. I have not
messed up a square since switching to only NAMA."
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2663
Subject: Re: Sublimation

From: nranch548

Date: 12/17/2016

If I'm still unclear then I'm unclear and I get it now that I see, but am I getting across specifically what I
mean clear enough? I really appreciate the feedback thank-you
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2664
Subject: Re: Sublimation

From: nranch548

Date: 12/17/2016

That's not what I meant. Can I do The same square, the same exact working, using SVAHA At lets say 12:00
p.m. and then NAMA A FEW HOURS later with the exact same working?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2665
From: taol_van_sherwood
Subject: Re: 22 degrees ,how bad and in what sense?

Date: 12/17/2016

k thx guys

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2666
Subject: Re: Sublimation
@nranch548: No, it would ruin the working.

From: donotfearthetruth666

Date: 12/17/2016

Messages in JoS_Astrology group.
Group: JoS_Astrology
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Message: 2667

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 12/17
/2016

Subject: Re: Sublimation
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2668

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 12/17
/2016

Subject: Re: Pineal gland
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2669

From: nranch548

Date: 12/18
/2016

Subject: Re: Sublimation
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2670

From: donotfearthetruth666

Date: 12/18
/2016

Subject: Re: Pineal gland
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2671

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 12/18
/2016

Subject: Re: Derived House System
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2672

From: nranch548

Date: 12/19
/2016

Subject: Re: Pineal gland
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2673

From: nranch548

Date: 12/19
/2016

Subject: Re: Astrology Programming
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2674

From: nranch548

Date: 12/19
/2016

Subject: To anyone
Group: JoS_Astrology

From: starduststreakoflightning

Date: 12/19
/2016

Subject: Re: Pineal gland
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2676

From: donotfearthetruth666

Date: 12/19
/2016

Subject: Re: Pineal gland
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2677

From: donotfearthetruth666

Date: 12/19
/2016

Subject: Re: Pineal gland
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2678

From: nranch548

Date: 12/20
/2016

Subject: Re: Pineal gland
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2679

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 12/20
/2016

Subject: Re: To anyone
Group: JoS_Astrology

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 12/22
/2016

Message: 2675

Message: 2680

Subject: Re: Astrology Programming
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2681

From:
Date: 12/22
ch2qlf3qcoaaykrgxeyryudr7n6nwa4q6pi4ocvj/2016

Subject: Personal resolutions under VOC moon?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2682
From: johnson_akemi

Date: 12/22
/2016

Subject: Re: Personal resolutions under VOC moon?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2683
From:
Date: 12/23
ch2qlf3qcoaaykrgxeyryudr7n6nwa4q6pi4ocvj/2016

Subject: Re: Personal resolutions under VOC moon?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2684
From: taol_van_sherwood
Subject: Re: Astrology Programming
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2685
Subject: This is embarassing ...
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2686
Subject: Re: This is embarassing ...
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2687
Subject: Re: This is embarassing ...
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2688

Date: 12/25
/2016

From:
Date: 12/28
ch2qlf3qcoaaykrgxeyryudr7n6nwa4q6pi4ocvj/2016
From: voiceofenki

Date: 12/28
/2016

From:
Date: 12/28
ch2qlf3qcoaaykrgxeyryudr7n6nwa4q6pi4ocvj/2016
From: exarkuun1991

Subject: Workings with multiple possible start times?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2689
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: Workings with multiple possible start times?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2690
From: exarkuun1991
Subject: Re: Workings with multiple possible start times?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2691
From: ljossmyrkr
Subject: Marriage timing
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2692
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: Marriage timing
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2694
From: starduststreakoflightning

Date: 12/31
/2016
Date: 12/31
/2016
Date: 1/1/2017
Date: 1/6/2017
Date: 1/6/2017
Date: 1/10
/2017

Subject: Re: Sublimation
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2695

From: starduststreakoflightning

Date: 1/10
/2017

Subject: Re: Sublimation
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2696

From: nranch548

Date: 1/11
/2017

Subject: Re: Marriage timing
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2697

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 1/11
/2017

Subject: Re: divorce
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2698

From: nranch548

Date: 1/11
/2017

Subject: Drug addicts
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2699

From: nranch548

Date: 1/11
/2017

Subject: Please Help
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2700

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 1/11
/2017

Subject: Re: Marriage timing
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2701

From: nranch548

Date: 1/11
/2017

Subject: Re: Please Help
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2702

From: sternegucker@ymail.com

Date: 1/12
/2017

Subject: Re: Please Help

Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2703

From: sternegucker@ymail.com

Date: 1/12
/2017

Subject: Re: Please Help
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2704

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 1/12
/2017

Subject: Re: Please Help
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2705

From: astralnaut888

Date: 1/12
/2017

Subject: Re: Please Help
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2706

From: nranch548

Date: 1/14
/2017

Subject: Re: Please Help
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2707

From: remonm@ymail.com

Date: 1/15
/2017

Subject: need help
Group: JoS_Astrology

From: fiery.witch

Date: 1/15
/2017

Subject: Re: CAPUT ALGOL
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2709

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 1/15
/2017

Subject: Re: need help
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2710

From: remonm@ymail.com

Date: 1/16
/2017

Subject: Re: need help
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2711

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 1/16
/2017

Subject: Re: CAPUT ALGOL
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2712

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 1/16
/2017

Subject: Re: need help
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2713

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 1/16
/2017

Subject: Re: need help
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2714

From: remonm@ymail.com

Date: 1/17
/2017

Subject: Re: need help
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2715

From: sternegucker@ymail.com

Date: 1/17
/2017

Subject: Saturn cycle
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2716

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 1/18
/2017

From: nranch548

Date: 1/18
/2017

Message: 2708

Subject: Re: Saturn cycle
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2717
Subject: Re: need help

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2667
Subject: Re: Sublimation

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 12/17/2016

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 12/17/2016

No this is even in the pdf itself. Read.
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2668

Subject: Re: Pineal gland
thanks, yes :D nice for in my notes (which I should sort out eventually)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2669
Subject: Re: Sublimation

From: nranch548

Date: 12/18/2016

From: donotfearthetruth666

Date: 12/18/2016

Thank-you Much appreciated
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2670
Subject: Re: Pineal gland

Btw, I found this the other day, I just don't remember where exactly, maybe from Lady Lydia or J/A.
Here: Ida - female - magnetic - Moon - AUM IDAYA NAMA
Pingala - male - electric - Sun - AUM PINGALAYA NAMA
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2671
Subject: Re: Derived House System

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 12/18/2016

I would recommend staying with the information on Azazel's Astrology for Satanists. The information there is
absolutely accurate and its accuracy becomes more and more apparent as you advance spiritually. Using the
methods on Azazel's Astrology for Satanists, you find out that your natal chart is a literal map of your soul.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2672
Subject: Re: Pineal gland

From: nranch548

Date: 12/19/2016

O yea that's nice I'm going to do that Thank-you. Have you tried it yet is why I'm posting? and how was it?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2673
Subject: Re: Astrology Programming

From: nranch548

Date: 12/19/2016

Those motherfuckers tried to do that to me when I was at the mental asylum for kids.....I annhialated them
of course only to be injected with a dangerous amount of zyprexa, we should come up with a course for all
the handlers, a painful one. their is alot of them
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: To anyone

Message: 2674

From: nranch548

Date: 12/19/2016

Iv been able to mostly correct it but my Common Sense tells me its Normal when filled with revamped over
and over Bio-Electricity not just because my Crown is open but my own thoughts getting out of control in
the hundreds of thousands feeling like I'm almost going insane. This is normal right? Like I mean A lot, more
than I can explain The Hundreds of thousands sometimes multiply into millions, I almost did something
very unjust from my past life again Thank Satan and the Gods I didn't and it got under Control. And is it
heard of to have very strong emotions from past lives or life in actual clear action thoughts? Like It feels like
It happened yesterday and I want to do it Again?
HAIL SATAN!
HAIL ALL THE GODS OF HELL!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2675
Subject: Re: Pineal gland

From: starduststreakoflightning Date: 12/19/2016

@dontfearthetruth666 this is the stuff you mentioned appears
Duality : JoyofSatan666

Duality : JoyofSatan666
I think it is chapter 42 of Dao te jing: The
Dao gives birth to One The One gives
birth to Two The Two gives birth to Three
The Three gives birth to all universal t...

View on josministries.proph...

Preview by Yahoo

Have you tried it yet?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2676
Subject: Re: Pineal gland

From: donotfearthetruth666

Date: 12/19/2016

To answer your questions, the moment I saw it, I tried it and it was amazing! :)
Like my chakras were becoming as 1 whole chakra haha.
It feels and felt awesome :)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2677
Subject: Re: Pineal gland

From: donotfearthetruth666

Date: 12/19/2016

From: nranch548

Date: 12/20/2016

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 12/20/2016

Also, thank you!!!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2678
Subject: Re: Pineal gland
Nicccceee. :)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: To anyone

Message: 2679

You can void meditate and detach from the racing thoughts. Daily void meditation will give you the ability to
turn off unwanted thoughts at will and still your mind on command. The flame meditation is also good for
improving focus.
Void Meditation
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Satanic_Void_Meditation.html

Flame Meditation
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Flame_Meditation.html

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2680
Subject: Re: Astrology Programming

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 12/22/2016

Being yourself = Being abnormal, needing to see a mental hospital or psychologist in this world.

There are certain things that are dangerous though like psychopathic episodes which could be induced by
drugs.. I mean hallucinogens. Even Anti-psychotic drugs can cause psychoses. And schizophrenia could be
like the same thing.
Other than that, there is absolutely 0 need for anyone to go see a doctor for anything else that is not as
serious as a psychosis or schizophrenia.
Group: JoS_Astrology Message: 2681 From:
Date: 12/22/2016
ch2qlf3qcoaaykrgxeyryudr7n6nwa4q6pi4ocvj
Subject: Personal resolutions under VOC moon?

Hello there, SS !
I've looked on the moon calendar and I've seen that the night of 22nd till midday of the 23rd the moon is
in VOC, transiting from libra to scorpio. Now my question , we are supposed to celebrate this night and
make personal resolutions...under VOC moon XD .
It woudn't be such a problem of not doing personal resolutions (as I knida did them yesterday through
affirmations and some hatha yoga felling much much better now) but still, would the resolutions be "legit"
anyway ? And in case of doing some celebration rituals for Father Satan ? I'm just confused and wold like to
understand what others would do.. it's the first time I'm celebrating Yule like for real.
Thank you very much and HEIL SATAN! HEIL THE GODS OF HELL !
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2682
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: Personal resolutions under VOC moon?

Date: 12/22/2016

Yes, you can still celebrate Yule and Satan's Day even if the moon is void. Since you started the affirmations
yesterday, you are fine because you started when the moon was not void. Things started when the moon is
void do not work out.
Group: JoS_Astrology Message: 2683 From:
Date: 12/23/2016
ch2qlf3qcoaaykrgxeyryudr7n6nwa4q6pi4ocvj
Subject: Re: Personal resolutions under VOC moon?

Thank you akemi and happy Yule!

On Friday, December 23, 2016 3:00 AM, "johnson_akemi@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Yes, you can still celebrate Yule and Satan's Day even if the moon is void. Since you started the affirmations yesterday, you
are fine because you started when the moon was not void. Things started when the moon is void do not work out.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2684
Subject: Re: Astrology Programming

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 12/25/2016

some people might have misunderstood what I said before with
Being yourself = being abnormal
... This is what it seems to me that society is somewhat like. As if they either are too ignorant or just can't
understand. I am not saying that the SS is like that, I think absolutely not like what I said there.
Group: JoS_Astrology Message: 2685 From:
Date: 12/28/2016
ch2qlf3qcoaaykrgxeyryudr7n6nwa4q6pi4ocvj
Subject: This is embarassing ...
This morning I did the 2 of the RTR's that are meant to be done 5 days in a row from today on, problem is
that I did not checked if the moon was not VOC so , yeah I'm kind of asking if they're still valid or I've just
screw the things up and need to do them again , I'm sure you encountered the same type of issue long
before my post , I kind of struggled doing them but it didn't mind me anything , and I suppose I'm not the
only one who did the same thing.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2686
Subject: Re: This is embarassing ...

From: voiceofenki

Date: 12/28/2016

It's no problem if you do the RTR's during the Void of Course moon. The VoC only matters when you start
things for the First time, all the RTR's we are focussing on now we have already done before so it doesn't
disturb the working at all if you do them during the VoC.
In fact, doing workings during the VoC, if you've already begun them earlier, can be a be great thing
because you tend to get less disturbed during a VoC.
Group: JoS_Astrology Message: 2687 From:
Date: 12/28/2016
ch2qlf3qcoaaykrgxeyryudr7n6nwa4q6pi4ocvj
Subject: Re: This is embarassing ...

well..though I felt very dizzy for some time afterwards, I in fact didn't felt like it was a waste of time, as
when I was ignorant enough to do my workings under VoC and practically feeling that it was a waste
of precious energy.Only after going to see the calendar I've panicked and started to have kind of
some doubts. Thanks for the attention .

On Wednesday, December 28, 2016 8:49 PM, "voiceofenki@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

It's no problem if you do the RTR's during the Void of Course moon. The VoC only matters when you start things for the First
time, all the RTR's we are focussing on now we have already done before so it doesn't disturb the working at all if you do
them during the VoC.
In fact, doing workings during the VoC, if you've already begun them earlier, can be a be great thing because you tend to get
less disturbed during a VoC.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2688
From: exarkuun1991
Subject: Workings with multiple possible start times?

Date: 12/31/2016

Now is Aquarius. Aquariud is a time for computers and tech..
a working for employment and pay is on my list, ajd i thought to begin it during a paying phase of the
moon..but it also involves technology ajnd success with it.
is Aquarius an okay time to begin it? its a simple 108 affirmation wjth runes.
also i apologize for typos. on my phone without glasses on.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2689
From: johnson_akemi
Subject: Re: Workings with multiple possible start times?

Date: 12/31/2016

You can start a spell to obtain a job when the moon is in Aquarius. Make sure the moon is NOT void when
you start your working.
How to Obtain Money Using Magick
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic16809.html

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2690
From: exarkuun1991
Subject: Re: Workings with multiple possible start times?

Date: 1/1/2017

thanks johnson. i need to hammer it out tonight, as it ends early morning for me tomorrow.
man this current job hates me planning things..
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2691
Subject: Marriage timing

From: ljossmyrkr

Date: 1/6/2017

I have a couple of friends who are wanting to get married, trying to settle on a time (They’d prefer Spring or

Summer of this year). They are both SS, and have asked for my help to find a good astrological time for the
wedding. They will be doing both a civil wedding for their families, as well as a Satanic Wedding Ritual that
their families will not attend. Of course, they’d prefer it to be on the same day, but depending on
availabilities for everyone, the dates may be different.
They feel the Satanic Ritual would be more important for a good date, if they can’t manage it on the same
day.
Anyway, I am struggling to find a good time, mainly because there are so many things to consider :P I have
a few dates that I *think* would be good, but since I’ve never exactly figured this out for a wedding before,
I want to make sure that it’s a good time, especially since they’re such close friends. If ya’ll could help me,
tell me what any issues would be with the dates I’ve semi-narrowed it down to, that would be appreciated.
Or, if you already know of some dates that are perfect astrologically, that’d be a great help as well :)
Also, they said they’d prefer a moon sign of Libra (first choice) or Taurus (second choice), after I sent them
stuff from the JoS marriage page.

Here are the more preferable ones I’ve found:
March 13-14
March 30 (before 17:11)
April 9 (after 6:34) – 10

And some times that I think are less preferable, but could still potentially work (I think?):
Feb 2 (after 18:49) – 4 (before 15:41)
Feb 13 (after 16:42) – 15 (before 18:53)

March 2 (Until 15:27)
April 25 (after 19:56) – 27 (before 19:18)
May 6 (after 12:20) – 8 (before 16:58)
May 23 (after 6:32) – 25 (before 6:15)
June 19 (after 15:52) – 20 (before 22:25)
July 27 (after 9:36) – 29 (before 15:29)

If anyone has any suggestions, or any reason why NONE of these dates would work, feel free to let me
know. I’m doing my best, but I still have a lot to learn about astrology, hence asking for assistance.

Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2692

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 1/6/2017

Subject: Re: Marriage timing
Make sure the moon is NOT void at the time of marriage. Things started during a void moon do not work
out. Also, having a waxing moon is beneficial for starting things. A waning moon is good for ending things.
Void Moon Times
http://www.moontracks.com/void_of_course_moon_dates.html

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2694
Subject: Re: Sublimation

From: starduststreakoflightning Date: 1/10/2017

Ops. I didn't mean to send that message. Somehow history of this thread was displayed in an inverse
fashion.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2695
Subject: Re: Sublimation

From: starduststreakoflightning Date: 1/10/2017

As far as I know, you sublimate those energies through asanas (yoga, qi gong, five tibetans...) and dhyana
(meditation).
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2696
Subject: Re: Marriage timing

From: nranch548

Date: 1/11/2017

Is a waxing gibbous moon what is considered a waxing full moon? or is it the full moon on the day of?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: divorce

Message: 2697

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 1/11/2017

If you initiate the process of a divorce on a void moon, that will more than likely cause problems with the
divorce process or you may end up with the person again. Things you do not want to go through with
should be started on a void moon. For example, if some person who you do not really like kept harassing
you to hang out with them, you can do all of the scheduling and finalization of the get together during a void
moon. That will increase the chance of something happening to where the get together does not work out.
Since a divorce is an ending (of a marriage) a good time to start the divorce proceedings would be on a
Saturday (the day of Saturn) during a waning moon with the moon in a sign good for endings such as
Capricorn or Pisces.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Drug addicts

Message: 2698

From: nranch548

Date: 1/11/2017

If my entire bloodline are drug addicts through all of their Transitioning Pluto times, Being Generational how
bad of a consequence is it for me to fight this nature? I'm not afraid to accept it if I have to. D.N.A. changes
when you do meth long enough, and Drink and/or smoke, especially when you get pregnant with it in your
system, if the code changes Replicating in a healthy way wont matter right? just Replicating your own D.N.A..
No wonder the enemy promotes drug use, Fucking just wow. I hate Kikes.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Please Help

Message: 2699

From: nranch548

Date: 1/11/2017

What are the Chances of Reversing a Adderall (amphetamine) Dependency, used legally for the lie of
A.D.H.D., if it reached the official Dependency mark during a transitioning Pluto? And although this would be
an excuse, I cannot forever deny advancement and thus must know if its safe to attempt. Please Do not
Sugarcoat it, Be mean if that's what you must do. I sincerely would appreciate it. Also if the issue itself was
not in my system, but my body declared itself very Lustful for this idiocy, During this time. I do not exactly
Remember is why I ask. And I'm sick of not knowing, Very emotional if that matters at all. Please help.

HAIL SATAN FOREVER!
Group: JoS_Astrology

Message: 2700

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 1/11/2017

Subject: Re: Marriage timing
A waxing gibbous is not the same as a waxing full moon. A waxing gibbous refers to the period between the
first quarter (the moon half full) and the full moon. A waxing full moon is the day of the full moon right up to
the point where the moon is 100% full. After that, it is a waning full moon.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2701
Subject: Re: Please Help

From: nranch548

Date: 1/11/2017

I would like to do RTR's Continually so If I start getting off because of this, I don't see that happening, That
is also the reason this is concerning. This is serious, should I not have Kids? Being Only 75% white,(which is
better than many of the unlucky soul's) this would be on kids if I had them. I mean like the part of my
family likes certain foods, No wonder Iv always hated these foods I now start to think, and am allergic. My
immune system literally freaks out and I puff up, Although I feel and have proved to myself I can do
amazing actions,doing amazing actions. The same feeling I get when I don't take my medication as
prescribed is the same feeling I got before I ever started taking it. And growing up with Christians who
promoted these Medications also would abuse me if I even Talked about it. Tears of sadness turn Very
Hateful, for me. It could all be a trick setup, as angels and lack of focus physically took the focus away from
these exact dates of time in terms of Relevance, So when I was attacked it's Obvious the knew eventually I
would be here.I found Joy of Satan.org with no influence other than a sudden rebellious teenage energy,
That was not in it for anything other than urge to seek and grow in the attractive and beautiful physics of my
own soul, and to know Satan and Worship him, Before I even really paid any attention to the Bible's Actual
words.
Or The Wonderful Website.Its not coincidental at all.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2702
Subject: Re: Please Help

From: sternegucker@ymail.com Date: 1/12/2017

I think most things can be overcome with applied knowledge and determination. I had been using Adderall
also, years ago, during both a Pluto and a Neptune transit at the same time. And I got off of it and never
went back. You can. You want it, and you have the tools. You could do a freeing of the soul working with
munka or the rune ansuz to free yourself of dependency. http://eridu666.webs.com/Words-of-Power.htm
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2703
Subject: Re: Please Help

From: sternegucker@ymail.com Date: 1/12/2017

The house it is transiting must be taken into account too.
Also, you can still do RTRs. I see no reason why not.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2704
Subject: Re: Please Help

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 1/12/2017

I would like to add that it might not be a bad idea to look up how to heal. Oh also there was said that when
you complete the magnum opus that your Dna would be purified which means that the mixing part would be
gone so it should be alright to have kids then.
The info might be a bit off though.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2705
Subject: Re: Please Help

From: astralnaut888

Date: 1/12/2017

The chances are 100% if you take my advice. Adderal is a type of amphetamine, but there are over the
counter amphetamines that are much safer to use and can help you get off most stimulants. I'm talking
about DMAA or 1,3-dimethlyamylamine. You have to start a workout program because you can't just take
this stuff without doing so. Its in pre-workout supplements which means there are loads of other substances
designed to improve your workout. I'm guessing you start your day with Adderal so do this first thing in the
morning. It's easier to wean yourself off of caffeine and DMAA than prescription ADD/ADHD medications.
Look for a product called Mesomorph, Wicked, or Jacked-up. Get the Mesomorph if you can. You really only
need half of the dosage recommended because it is really strong. DMAA by itself might be available at
bodybuilding/nutrition stores, but it's way more expensive.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2706
Subject: Re: Please Help

From: nranch548

Date: 1/14/2017

You guys are great. Thank-you.

HAIL SATAN FOREVER!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: need help

Message: 2707

From: remonm@ymail.com

Date: 1/15/2017

Let's say someone has Saturn in their second house. We know that Venus is the natural ruler of the second
and seventh houses. So do I do a Venus square to stop this house from being weakened?
My Saturn is also in Aries, And Aries is ruled by Mars. Do I also do a Mars square ? Just let me know the
path to take.

HAIL SATAN!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2708
Subject: Re: CAPUT ALGOL

From: fiery.witch

Date: 1/15/2017

i have conjunction with mars in 10 house, and with Jupiter too.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: need help

Message: 2709

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 1/15/2017

You would do the square for the planet ruling the sign on the cusp of your 2nd house. For example, if you
have Aries on the cusp of their 2nd house, you would do a Mars square. If you had Cancer on the cusp of
your 2nd house, you would do a moon square. Do NOT do a Saturn square even if Capricorn is on the cusp
of your 2nd house. Doing a Saturn square will make the problems caused by Saturn worse.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: need help

Message: 2710

From: remonm@ymail.com

Date: 1/16/2017

Wow, so it turns out I actually do have Capricorn on the cusp of my second house. I didn't actually give the
correct placement for my Saturn. Simply because of infiltrators, but the planets in my second house will still
be damaged by Saturn regardless. it's quite hard to explain without actually putting up your natal chart
information. But please bear me.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2711
Subject: Re: CAPUT ALGOL

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 1/16/2017

Having both Jupiter and Mars conjunct Caput Algol in the 10th will be unfortunate for the houses with Aries,
Sagittarius, and Pisces on the cusps as well as the 10th house. You can do Mars squares and Jupiter squares
to strengthen the houses with Aries, Sagittarius, and Pisces on the cusps. You can also do squares for the
planet ruling the sign on the cusp of your 10th house. For example, if you had Cancer on the cusp of your
10th house, you would do a moon square. Do NOT do a Saturn square even if Capricorn is on the cusp of
your 10th house. Doing a Saturn square will make the problems in your life worse.
Also, you should build a very strong aura of protection and keep your energies high through yoga and
meditation. A strong aura of protection and keeping your energies high keeps bad things from happening to
you.
How to Obliterate Your Saturn
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic15507.html
Methods of Protection
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic16800.html

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: need help

Message: 2712

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 1/16/2017

How to Obliterate Your Saturn
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic15507.html

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: need help

Message: 2713

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 1/16/2017

Would a zodiac mantra help? Since you cant use saturn square?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: need help

Message: 2714

From: remonm@ymail.com

Date: 1/17/2017

I doubt a zodiac mantra would help. Don't you just acquire the attributes of that certain zodiac sign. It
doesn't necessarily offset a planets negative energies. Lol so yeahhhh I'm still learning this myself
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Saturn cycle

Message: 2715

From: sternegucker@ymail.com Date: 1/17/2017

So, I was just on a website to calculate Saturn returns. Many of you know there are places in between a
return, roughly every 7 years there are quarter, half, and so on markers.
I also entered the birth dates of family members. What I found was... interesting.
Myself, my dad, and my brother, have a lot of these checkpoints in common for different years. Often
they're the same months, too. My brother and I are 7 years apart, so it makes sense. Dad isn't a multiple of
7 older than each of us, but I don't don't know exactly how this works, it just does. Anyways.
It gets weirder. My brother died the month he finished one of these. My dad and I both began and ended
one in the same months before my brother died, and it ended the very month before my brother died.
Coincidentally, my dad and I were the first ones to discover him dead. Dad found him and yelled for me.
What. The. Hell.
It gets even more strange, but I will omit that for now.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2716
Subject: Re: Saturn cycle

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 1/18/2017

It takes more than 7 years. Ive had my saturn energies change a bit last october, a few months after my
birthday. If thats the case it doesnt exactly need to be a multiple of 7, rather a multiple of 7 plus a year or
more.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: need help

Message: 2717

From: nranch548

Date: 1/18/2017

Is it okay to vibrate the ANSUZ RUNE in Icelandic if my bloodline comes from cold regions? like for more
matching to me effect since were I live it is very cold and expressing oneself in the cold is very hard.

Messages in JoS_Astrology group.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2718
Subject: Re: need help
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2719
Subject: Re: Saturn cycle
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2720
Subject: Re: need help
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2721
Subject: Re: need help
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2722
Subject: Re: need help
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2723
Subject: Re: Saturn cycle
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2724
Subject: Venus, throat chakra and the blue color of Demons aura.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2725
Subject: Re: need help
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2727
Subject: Re: Saturn cycle
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2728
Subject: Re: Workings with multiple possible start times?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2729
Subject: Re: Saturn cycle
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2730
Subject: Re: Workings with multiple possible start times?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2731
Subject: Re: Workings with multiple possible start times?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2732
Subject: Re: Workings with multiple possible start times?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2733
Subject: Re: Workings with multiple possible start times?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2734
Subject: Highly Recommended
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2735
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From: nranch548

Date: 1/18/2017

From: pacmanplanman13

Date: 1/18/2017

From: starduststreakoflightning

Date: 1/19/2017

From: starduststreakoflightning

Date: 1/19/2017

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 1/19/2017

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 1/19/2017

From: fiery.witch

Date: 1/19/2017

From: nranch548

Date: 1/19/2017

From: sternegucker@ymail.com

Date: 1/19/2017

From: exarkuun1991

Date: 1/19/2017

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 1/19/2017

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 1/20/2017

From: exarkuun1991

Date: 1/20/2017

From: nagaa844

Date: 1/20/2017

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 1/21/2017

From: maxine.dietrich666

Date: 1/21/2017

From: maxine.dietrich666

Date: 1/21/2017

Subject: Re: Highly Recommended
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Highly Recommended
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: App for astrology.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: App for astrology.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Azazel's Predictive Astrology?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Parents and children
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Azazel's Predictive Astrology?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Parents and children
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Parents and children
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Parents and children
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Parents and children
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Workings with multiple possible start
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Houses.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Parents and children
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Parents and children
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Houses.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Parents and children
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message:
Subject: Re: Parents and children

2736

From: Yii Pipur

Date: 1/21/2017

2737

From: fiery.witch

Date: 1/22/2017

2738

From: fiery.witch

Date: 1/23/2017

2739

From: hapatato

Date: 1/23/2017

2740

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 1/23/2017

2741

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 1/23/2017

2742

From: phoenixleben666

Date: 1/24/2017

2743

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 1/25/2017

2744

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 1/25/2017

2745

From: Ljóss Myrkr

Date: 1/26/2017

2746
times?
2747

From: exarkuun1991

Date: 1/27/2017

From: sternegucker@ymail.com

Date: 1/28/2017

2748

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 1/28/2017

2749

From: Ljóss Myrkr

Date: 1/28/2017

2750

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 1/29/2017

2751

From: centralforce666

Date: 1/29/2017

2752

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 1/29/2017

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2753
Subject: imbolc 2017
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2754
Subject: Re: imbolc 2017
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2755
Subject: Отв: The Numerology of White genocide
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2756
Subject: Отв: The Numerology of White genocide
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2757
Subject: The Numerology of White genocide
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2758
Subject: Re: The Numerology of White genocide
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2760
Subject: Masters Among Slaves
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2761
Subject: Jupiter and Mercury
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2762
Subject: Re: Jupiter and Mercury
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2763
Subject: Re: Jupiter and Mercury
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2764
Subject: Re: Jupiter and Mercury
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2765
Subject: Is it always worth waiting for a proper sign?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2766
Subject: Venus Retrograde
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2767
Subject: Re: Venus Retrograde
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2768
Subject: Re: Is it always worth waiting for a proper sign?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2769
Subject: Re: Is it always worth waiting for a proper sign?

From: cradleofjelly

Date: 1/30/2017

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 1/30/2017

From: Edward Teach

Date: 2/2/2017

From: Edward Teach

Date: 2/2/2017

From: Edward Teach

Date: 2/2/2017

From: astralnaut888

Date: 2/3/2017

From: HC

Date: 2/21/2017

From: moon213666

Date: 2/25/2017

From: ahjdtyk

Date: 2/25/2017

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 2/25/2017

From: denadehna@yahoo.com

Date: 2/25/2017

From: exarkuun1991

Date: 3/4/2017

From: maxine.dietrich666

Date: 3/4/2017

From: exarkuun1991

Date: 3/4/2017

From: exarkuun1991

Date: 3/5/2017

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 3/5/2017

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: need help

Message: 2718

From: nranch548

Date: 1/18/2017

Whats a zodiac mantra? I still am working on my memory and speech and I would like to do a square but I even have messed up the shortcuts. and I'm
doing runes more and more but I'm having to deal with other things at the same time so it limits my time.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Saturn cycle

Message: 2719

From: pacmanplanman13

Date: 1/18/2017

It's about 29 years. Some astrologers here have mentioned once you reach your 29th birthday it can sometimes be the worst time of your life so you gotta
do Saturn workings
Saturn stays in a sign a little under 3 years.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: need help

Message: 2720

From: starduststreakoflightning

Date: 1/19/2017

Here's the article on Zodiac mantras: https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoyofSatan666/conversations/messages/150109
You can vibrate the runes with whatever pronunciation suits you. Everyone is different, so which works best for you will also vary greatly. I use the Norse
pronunciations of the rune, for example.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: need help

Message: 2721

From: starduststreakoflightning

Date: 1/19/2017

A Zodiac mantra is basically the combination of a certain planet and a quality (cardinal, fixed, mutable). I never tried using a Zodiac mantra to deal with a
transit, but I think using Capricorn for that wouldn't be a great choice, since it's still Saturnian in nature. Corrrect me if I'm wrong.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: need help

Message: 2722

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 1/19/2017

Everyone is individual regarding their spiritual preferences. Some prefer Sanskrit over runes, Icelandic pronunciation over Germanic pronunciation, or the other
way around. You should use whichever is most comfortable for you.
The zodiac signs are constellations. Each individual star has energy, just as our sun has a specific energy. The planets also have their own individual energies
and act as lenses for the energies of the constellations. The zodiac mantras tap the energy of the constellations themselves. The mantra for Capricorn is not
necessarily malefic. The mantra for Capricorn can bring much-needed grounding to people who lack grounding. Directing the energies of a mantra with
affirmations such as,"In a positive manner the effects of (zodiac sign) are permanently becoming stronger in my life," will ensure you only get the positive
effects of a certain zodiac sign.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Saturn cycle

Message: 2723

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 1/19/2017

A Saturn return is when transiting Saturn (the current position of Saturn) returns to the degree and sign of your natal Saturn. A Saturn return is often a
maturation for people where they buy their first house, have their first child, etc. In some cases, a Saturn return can be tragic with career-ending injuries or
even death.Satanists who protect themselves do not need to worry about dying during a Saturn return. A strong aura of protection naturally repels negative
planetary energies and high levels of bioelectricity from meditation shield you from the lower-vibration, malefic energies of planets.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2724
Subject: Venus, throat chakra and the blue color of Demons aura.

From: fiery.witch

Date: 1/19/2017

Yesterday doing Venus square one though come to my mind.
The Demon color of aura has blue tint in it, the morning star is Venus, Satan is also named the morning star, the planet Venus in her traveling around the sun
is making some aspeck with each that if you draw them you will be in end of circling Venus around the sun, got perfect pentagram, the color of troath chakra
is blue and is ruled by Venus.
Also the troath chakra is fifth, and Gods live in fifth dimension. Quite interesting.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: need help

Message: 2725

From: nranch548

Date: 1/19/2017

Message: 2727

From: sternegucker@ymail.com

Date: 1/19/2017

Thank-you
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Saturn cycle

Ok, thanks. What I meant was this, quoting from a website: "Every 7 years, it forms a square (90 degrees) or opposition (180 degrees) to its natal position
in the horoscope, dividing your life into seven-year chapters within its overall story. All are critical life defining periods but each chapter has its own meaning
and purpose within the full 28-year cycle of Saturn. - See more at: http://www.astrocal.co.uk/saturn-return-calculator/#sthash.DmWjultq.dpuf"
It "rattled" me when I found out that my dad and I go through these at the same times, down to the months usually. My brother went through these the
same years as dad and I, but the months sometimes differed. The strangest was when we all went through one together, which was our last together.
Brother began and ended his a month later. The month he died. Dad and I ended ours the last month we had with him alive for the whole month! Saturn is
endings, sometimes, right?
I get that physical families are often soul families and we will have astrological relations. I just hate that Saturn is the one that connects us...at least the one
I can readily see aside from a few things.
With the negative planetary connection, you might think there'd be abuse or something but there wasn't, nor was there hate. Us three were really close and
loved each other a lot. Dad was sometimes uptight and strict, a saturn thing I suppose, but he was that way because he cared and was worried.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2728
Subject: Re: Workings with multiple possible start times?

From: exarkuun1991

Date: 1/19/2017

are there other good signs? ive seen Leo and one other to be Sun phases, and while money is the result of a job..money isnt necessarily the goal.
a better, enjoyable job, is. i will affirm that it pays damn good tho!
i didnt get around to last week's Leo. soon as i had finished preparing, void of course began, affirmation turned out to be..flawed. so i have stopped and will
restart sometime.
moon is in libra now. by the time this message gets througg and i see responses, itll probably be in the next phase, Scorpio.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Saturn cycle

Message: 2729

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 1/19/2017

Sterneguxker.. What you say about soul families is incorrect. You need to be reincarnated at a time and astrological moment that is right FOR YOU.
That does not mean that youve always been with your mom and dad through lifes. Sometimes the one youre with at soul level like a lover has not even been
born yet.
Aside from this we DISCOURAGE having many soul ties as they drain us, make us unable to focus or bring bad and negative people in our lives.
Sometimes you are reincarnated with those whom you do have a connection with in some way and sometimes you dont.
Also I dont exactly think that that saturn thing is a legit connection.. Too much searching honestly.
Try to look for chart type, strengths weaknesses.. Dominance in elements or lack of things. You need both your parents charts not just your dad and siblings..
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2730
Subject: Re: Workings with multiple possible start times?

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 1/20/2017

You would want to start a money spell on Thursday (the day of Jupiter), Friday (the day of Venus), or Sunday (the day of the sun) during the hours of
Jupiter, the sun, or Venus. The moon sign at the time you start a spell should also be good for the magickal working you are doing. For a money spell, the
moon should be waxing in Taurus, Leo, Libra, Sagittarius, or Aquarius. Chronos XP is a program that reveals the planetary hours of the day. There are also
iPhone apps. “Hours” by Sirius Lab Ltd or “Lunar Calendar” by Vyacheslav Petrukhin, that show the planetary hours of the day.
Chronos XP
http://chronosxp.sourceforge.net/en/

Timing your Magick with the Moon
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Timing.html

Azazel’s Astrology for Satanists

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/FURCAS.html

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2731
Subject: Re: Workings with multiple possible start times?

From: exarkuun1991

Date: 1/20/2017

Thank you. Friday is the only day I can reasonably time this..this coming Friday, the 27th. After 3:30pm, the Moon will be waxing Aquarius. at 8:12 pm per
Chronos in my area, the hour, day, and moon will ALL be Aquarius. It should still be waxing around that time.
I don't think I could ask for a more perfect time :) thanks!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2732
Subject: Re: Workings with multiple possible start times?

From: nagaa844

Date: 1/20/2017

Hello
Do you know if there's a similar program like cronos that's made for windows smart phone?
Thank you:)
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2733
Subject: Re: Workings with multiple possible start times?

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 1/21/2017

You can look up "Chaldean planetary hours." There are multiple websites that give the planetary hours of the day.
Planetary Hours Calculator
http://www.lunarium.co.uk/planets/hours.jsp

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Highly Recommended

Message: 2734

From: maxine.dietrich666

Indispensable apps for android:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=it.purplepixel.planetaryhours
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.astropampa.efemeridesastropampa

Date: 1/21/2017

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
www.joyofsatan.org
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Highly Recommended

Message: 2735

From: maxine.dietrich666

Date: 1/21/2017

This one is only free for about a month or so, but is well worth purchasing:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.fxwill.simplevocmooncalendarlite
This one is free:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.delfyn.mercury.retrograde

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
www.joyofsatan.org

"maxine.dietrich666" <maxine.dietrich666@...> wrote:

>
>Indispensable apps for android:
>
>https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=it.purplepixel.planetaryhours
>
>https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.astropampa.efemeridesastropampa
>
>
>
>
>High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
>www.joyofsatan.org
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Highly Recommended

Message: 2736

I use them too, these are also quite nice;
Heures Planétaires: Astrologie – Applications Android sur Google Play

From: Yii Pipur

Date: 1/21/2017

Heures Planétaires: Astrologie – Applications
Android sur Google Play
Gardez une trace des heures planétaires!

Daff Lune – Applications Android sur Google Play

Daff Lune – Applications Android sur
Google Play
Phase de la Lune, heures de lever/coucher, positions du Soleil et
planètes

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

On Sun, Jan 22, 2017 at 1:16, 'maxine.dietrich666' maxine.dietrich666@... [JoS_Astrology]
<JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Indispensable apps for android:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=it.purplepixel.planetaryhours
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.astropampa.efemeridesastropampa
High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
www.joyofsatan.org
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: App for astrology.

Message: 2737

From: fiery.witch

Date: 1/22/2017

http://aquarius2go-astrology.soft112.com/
This app Aquarius2GO you can find even on google play.
It not require internet, have installed world map so you can even your place of the birth even if you ware born on the ship :)
You can have always information about full planets and all asteroids transiting in place you are. It calculate natal chart with all things like synastry, planetary
returns.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: App for astrology.

Message: 2738

From: fiery.witch

Date: 1/23/2017

And to this app ad some app who is only calculating planetary hours in place you are and copy in three years in future, from www.lunarium.co.uk website,
calendar so that you know all fases of the moon with VoC fase too. Just first set your preferences state, city.
It is imposibile to find good moon fases app, and even if you find one, it stil doesn't have for VoC program.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2739
Subject: Azazel's Predictive Astrology?

From: hapatato

Date: 1/23/2017

Hello,

I finally understand how to read my natal chart with Azazel's Astrology. However, I am having a hard time with predictive astrology. I have generated a solar

return chart, a progressed chart, and my current transits. I am trying to look at the predictive tips HPS Maxine has listed on the JOS site, but I still can't make
heads or tails of HOW to interpret.

In other words.. what are some METHODS to breaking down a solar return or progressed chart step by step? I look at all of these websites with predictive
interpretations (i.e., "Transiting Saturn in 5th House means... blah blah). Some sites (Like Celeste Teal's... show tips for reading a solar return.)

I KNOW most everything is corrupted out there and it is hard to trust. But other than Natal interpretations for planets in the houses and signs, there is not
much predictive help from the JOS site at this time. Sometimes these "corrupted" astrology sites give me *some* info to push my mind in the right direction.
But alas, I know I cannot rely on it 100%.

I want to know how to make smarter decisions based on my predictive charts. But I don't want to get myself all worked up over making inaccurate
predictions or interpretations.

Any help is much appreciated!

Hail Satan!!
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Parents and children

Message: 2740

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 1/23/2017

What is the connection between a parent and the child? If a mom has a child that child is said to belong to a house in the mothers chart, how does this work
if anyone could elaborate on this then ty.
Does a moms personality change when having a child?
I hope my questions are clear enough. I have been wondering this for a while since I dont think I quite understand how this works.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2741
Subject: Re: Azazel's Predictive Astrology?

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 1/23/2017

A solar return is like a natal chart for your year. Instead of analyzing the chart for personality traits, you analyze the chart for events. Venus in a solar return would n
be your sexual preferences. It would affect some part of your life or cause some event in your life. For example, if you had Venus in your solar return 6th house, tha

can bring a pleasant working environment for the year.

In progressions, you look for aspects between the progressed planets and your natal planets. If there is an aspect with a tight orb, 2 degrees max, then that will cau
and event or bring that influence into your life. The nature of the event/ifuence is determined by the planets involved. For example, if progressed Venus was aspecti
your natal Pluto, that can bring obsessive love.

With transits, the energies of the transiting planets are hitting your natal planets. In the case of transiting Jupiter, transiting Jupiter brings good luck, fortune, and
protection wherever it goes. For example, if you had transiting Jupiter in your 10th house right now, now would be a good time to ask for a pay raise, switch jobs, o
otherwise improve your career. If you had transiting Saturn in your 7th house, now would not be a good time to look for a relationship. Having transiting Saturn in y
7th house will make the relationship more than likely end badly. You should wait until transiting Saturn exits your 7th house before pursuing a relationship. Having
transiting Pluto aspecting your natal Venus can bring obsessive love. In general, Pluto-Venus aspects can bring obsessive love whether it is natally or in prediction.
Posts made by High Priestess Maxine Dietrich are extremely informative and explain more beyond what is on the Joy of Satan website.

Posts by High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoS_Astrology/search/messages?advance=true&am=CONTAINS&at=email:maxine.dietrich666@&dm=IS_ANY&fs=false&coun

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Parents and children

Message: 2742

From: phoenixleben666

Date: 1/24/2017

The fifth house is the house of the child and you can normally tell the chances of having children and the outcome by the placement of the fifth house in the
chart and what celestial objects are in that house. Example, I have a fifth house stellium which means a luster of planets in one house. I have 5 planets in
house 5 so there is a big chance I am going to have kids based off of that and the specific conjunctions of those planets. The house of the mother is house 4
which ties to Cancer. Not entirely sure your question but I hope this helped?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Parents and children

Message: 2743

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 1/25/2017

The Afterlife and Reincarnation [Fully Explained]
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic7307.html#p34957

"All consciousness that is of the Astral body [conscious consciousness] gives place to the unconscious consciousness of the Higher Part of the Soul at this
point of the Soul entering the Fetus. When one enters, the "Ego" part of the Astral body that they had in the last lifetime and they went to Duat with,
dissipates again and they gain a new one, the one they will be born with. This part is given to the child by the parents and directly influences the Physical
body aswell and this ties into the Racial criteria aswell."

Dealing With Astral Entities- Heredity/Race, Charts- Part 2
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic15165.html

"There are many new Souls, who don't really "incarnate" as they haven't had a lot of past lifetimes. They are really the productions of their parents, and there
is nothing bad about this. This is not a sign of any inferiority or weakness and in strong families, can mean the contrary."
"Now, in most Ancient Traditions the rule of heredity is known. There are bloodlines that are spiritually stronger, and Races that fall into the same category.
There are powers that can be by heredity passed down to the next generation, or that stay dormant in people until certain Souls reincarnate or certain beings
get born by "chance". The spiritual cultivation of humanity ensures this will happen frequently and later on, at will."
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Parents and children

Message: 2744

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 1/25/2017

@phoenixleben666 not exactly what I meant but you told me something new so thank you.
@johnson akemi thx for the quotes.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Parents and children

Message: 2745

From: Ljóss Myrkr

Date: 1/26/2017

Going off of memory of what you asked, so if my answer is not even close to what you're looking for, I apologize. I have issues if I try to answer through
online, so I just do the email. Anyway.
Well over 90% of the time a mother (and father)'s chart will actually already show what her children will be like, to a degree, unless she meditates and thus
changes her chart. So when the children are born, it won't change her chart. Rather, the children will have charts that reflect what she will do as a mother
(which was already shown in her chart), and such.

On Jan 25, 2017, at 05:08, taolvanswd@... [JoS_Astrology] <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

@phoenixleben666 not exactly what I meant but you told me something new so thank you.
@johnson akemi thx for the quotes.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2746
Subject: Re: Workings with multiple possible start times?

From: exarkuun1991

Perfect. Stunningly perfect. Had some guidance from a God, but had it set up.

Date: 1/27/2017

Sun, physical chart, has been begun, alongside 108 of the FAYU (I read up pronunciation, hoping I read it correctly), for a job fitting my natal chart, BUT, also
able to find temp or long-term employment through others..to pay bills, y'know?
All done on a Friday during hour of Venus, during Aquarius..thing's are looking pretty good.
One thing I noted..if I'm reading it right, the Y in FAYU is pronounced an umlautted U...when I was doing that, the air leaving my lungs, had a..different
flavor..ever inhaled helium to change your voice? It..tasted a bit like that, just..really cold..not like normal air we breathe out...even during normal mouth
exhale.
Oh well. I shall continue this.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Houses.

Message: 2747

From: sternegucker@ymail.com

Date: 1/28/2017

I'd like to discuss houses. I have questions. So, I know my exact birth time. When I look at how my houses would be different by a mere hour, or two, and in
some cases minutes, I notice with myself that some of these other houses which the planets are placed in match me far greater than the ones I am have.
Aside from houses, my ascendant changes with minutes and I had always felt that I matched that ascendant better. Suppose I was indeed born at the correct
time, false documentation was not the issue.
I just think of how babies are born and gather that they mark the time when the baby is totally out of the mother. But why should this necessarily constitute
birth time for astrology? Should it be when the first breath is taken? When you're mostly out? Lol.. There's technicalities I see everywhere.
Seeing how it can all change in minutes and hours makes me question the validity and the value placed on houses sometimes. Sometimes.
Thoughts?
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Parents and children

Message: 2748

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 1/28/2017

So basically what you are saying is that if a personality change happens inside a person that is not related to a child being born or anything, rather has to do
with aspects like transitions oppositions, etc. ?
In that way it is useful what you said.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Parents and children

Message: 2749

From: Ljóss Myrkr

Date: 1/28/2017

It's not necessarily NOT due to that, but rather, the transits and such will be the cause, often showing the child's birth as well. So they are related, yes, but
the transits are the initial cause

On Jan 28, 2017, at 07:49, taolvanswd@... [JoS_Astrology] <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

So basically what you are saying is that if a personality change happens inside a person that is not related to a child being born or anything, rather has to
do with aspects like transitions oppositions, etc. ?
In that way it is useful what you said.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Houses.

Message: 2750

From: lydia_666@ymail.com

Date: 1/29/2017

Keep in mind that hospital clocked used to be regular clocks, not digital. They could be off by up to 15 minutes. And they may not have recorded your time
of birth right away. And doctors and nurses are overworked and exhausted so they can easily misread a clock when writing down the time.
Unless you were born at home with someone using a reliable clock in attendant, your birth time can easily be off.
If you feel your rectified birth time is accurate, try using divination to verify it. I experienced the same thing with my birth time being off by 5 minutes, which
can make a big difference.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Parents and children

Message: 2751

From: centralforce666

Date: 1/29/2017

I do know that my children have inherited parts of my natal chart and parts of their mothers natal chart if that is helpful.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: Parents and children

Message: 2752

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 1/29/2017

I do know that for my own family as well.. it is just that when I was very little.. it seems my mother collapsed of some sort.. so I never knew what she really
was like.
I was wondering if it was due to her giving childbirth because when I asked it was around that time.. I don't get along very well with my sibling anyway but
that shouldn't be the reason to this.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: imbolc 2017

Message: 2753

From: cradleofjelly

Date: 1/30/2017

I have done some research online as to the date for imbolc this year but does it start and end at specific times? I believe it is on feb. 4th but I am not sure
how long it lasts

Group: JoS_Astrology
Subject: Re: imbolc 2017

Message: 2754

Candlemas/Imbolc/Feast of Fire

Candlemas/Imbolc/Feast of Fire
So many of our ancient traditions and
rites have been destroyed and corrupted.

From: taol_van_sherwood

Date: 1/30/2017

In researching for the origins of
Candlemas, there were many dead ends
and Wiccan...
View on www.angelfire.com

Preview by Yahoo

Depending on where you live the time could be a bit different. On a check I just did it seems sun will be on 15 degrees of aquarius on the 3rd end afternoon,
through the 4rth of feb.
I was thinking about this as well since it is soon that it is up.

Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2755
Subject: Отв: The Numerology of White genocide

From: Edward Teach

Date: 2/2/2017

[end of the article] Conclusion.
1. Quran bible and the rest of jewish writings has no any difference in stories and messages; but only in how they are combined. Which creates a
thought that they were created only to make a new digital code. In other words, they are number matrixes, into which kikes put same stolen
corrupted Pagan legends and messages connecting certain curses to certain numbers according their nature. Like if they first created matrix with
curses and only then filled it with text. Which proves quran has nothing to do with just narrating fairy tales, it is a professionally done curse. If
needed kikes even may tear apart one stolen story and clay it to another one, as they did with Tower of Babel / 10 punishments of Egypt. Matrix
done for the sake of matrix itself.
2. Though quran and bible are both torah rewritten and recombined many times, quran has slightly other numbers emphasized than bible. If bible
concentrates mainly on destruction, misery and imperfection, using 9, 11, 22, 6, 12, 66 and other numbers connected to 6; the next from these
three being main Satanic numbers of perfection: 7, 13 and 67 [6+7=13]; which proves bible was mainly done to rob us of power and perfection. New
numbers are 8 and 13. Major islamic numbers for warfare against us are: 6, 8, 9, 11, 13 [22 and 66 still are but moved on the background]. Hard
labor / imposing slave state, power / violence, endings [of civilization], destruction [of this world] and global change [to the worse]. This proves that
quran is meant to actually attack the world and put it on fire.

Actually all quran is one big paranoid attack on humanity. While some surahs are meant to direct the power of numbers like surah #8 and surah #11;

you will not find one surah that would not threaten extreme violence and punishment; most of them reminding of all torah Gentile White genocides
over and over again. Quran sounds like it was written under severe paranoid anger attack, as if jewsus christ, when rushing in temple and crushing
furniture there, was made to write smth during this specific state of mind he was in. No wonder mudslime wives live under eternal fear, non-ending
violence and monstrous bodily punishments; while their husbands suffer severe paranoia, lasting anger attacks, drugs and alcohol abuse.
In the article
Why the Koran Is a More Powerful Tool Than the Bible
the author states that number 8 can drive one insane if its energies are specifically directed. Below I provide one of their stories to show how crazy
they are.
Muhammad was known to teach his followers that drinking from lakes and other natural pools in which animals bathed leaving there all their dung
and urine as well as corpses of their dead, is ok. No wonder all his followers suffered from digestive problems. Once one of them complained
muhammad on diarrhea and asked for medical advice. And after his advice obviously didn’t work muhammad’s comment was that the stomach of
this person was “cheating” him.
“Narrated Abu Said: A man came to the prophet and said, 'My brother has got loose motions'. The Prophet said, let him drink honey." The man again
(came) and said, 'I made him drink (honey) but that made him worse.' The Prophet said, 'Allah has said the Truth, and the abdomen of your brother
has told a lie".”
[Sahih Bukhari 7:71:614]
[just note, numbers are 7,8,11; or 15[6] and 11. Total number is 8]
Hard to believe, but it’s not an end of the story. Not very long ago I found in the net the following question in mudslime forum with full seriousity
addressed to imam. I quote it to show how bad crazy they are till nowadays.
[Quote]
“Did the Prophet use soap and water? So why should we?
I want to ask the muslims why our hygiene practices are different from the Sunnah...
The prophet was not known to use soap when taking a shower, nor was he known for taking daily showers unless in a state of impurity or it was hot
from the heat.
He was also not […] about using towels.
When he ate dinner, he never washed his hands with soap and water like we o today before we eat.
His showers also never included any shampoo, something we say is hygienic today.

Of course he never used soap for his teeth only miswak.
Of course there was no deodorant back then so he probably was musky at times or other people were and this was not a problem.
How sick were they?? Rarely would people get sick and it seems they were healthier back then.
So the question is, is it more than just a sunnah? The way people clean today may be going overboard…
How much does it really take to be clean?
Maybe it’s because of the lives we are living that requires us to have new lifestyles.
Maybe if we go back to the sunnah, we would not have to be so "clean" as what we consider today...”
[End of the quote]
Not only number 8 can drive you insane if misused. There is smth more about number 8 that I want to address for this specific book. 8 house in
astrology is of extreme power – physical, spiritual and financial one. It containes extreme emotional intensity because symbolically relates to the
water sign of Scorpio, but also it is driven to battle by the martial power of Mars. It is a house of extreme. It rules situations of life and death and the
most intimate moments in person’s life, such as sex, deep intimte relationship, moment of death and… GENETICS. No wonder, because genetic
outlook is connected to procreation and change of generations - the most imporant, crucial things in one’s life.
If we look in quran we will see that this number is connected to the most crucial things to the jews: jihad, White genocide (jihad IS White genocide),
torture and rape – all connected to changing genetic outlook and extreme destruction. In the article:
White genocide detailed:
Selective breeding in islam, communism and christianity.
Full exposure of Nation of islam
I explained how you can breed just anything: you can breed a monster; you can breed a hero. You can even breed a Homo Sovieticus out of the
Homo Sapience if you want. This is why Stalin mass murdered genetic scientists like Vavilov (Vavilov was genetic ingeneer) – because if Stalin had
allowed genetic branch of science, the populace would have realized what Stalin was actually doing – changing genetic outlook. This is why kikes
invented “Boas” equality hoax to serve their communism. That’s why racial knowledge is so dangerously held back.
8 is a number that rules White Racial soul via Her shape of Octahedron - White Aryan MerKaBa.
(See in more detail in the article Hexahedron)
It’s a number of our Race, and is used by jews for our racial genocide.

Sources:

Wikipedia
Wikiislam
Sahih Muslim
quran
bible
site for numerological calculations:
http://www.gematrix.org/
For number 72:
http://membre.oricom.ca/sdesr/nu72.htm
Jewish gematria in bible:
https://web.archive.org/web/20150907083053/http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/Bible_Jewish_Witchcraft.htm
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Bible_Book_Of_Jewish_Witchcraft_Article_Series.pdf
The Third Sex Thule Society 666 website
http://gbltthulesociety666.angelfire.com/about/
namely:
http://gbltthulesociety666.angelfire.com/merkaba/
http://gbltthulesociety666.angelfire.com/merkaba2/
http://gbltthulesociety666.angelfire.com/merkaba3/
Crazy islamic forum:

http://www.ummah.com/forum/showthread.php?201703-Did-the-Prophet-use-soap-and-water-So-why-should-we
четверг, 2 февраля 2017 16:44 Edward Teach <edwardtgao8@...> писал(а):

[proceeding] The Words: Asmāʾu llāhi l ḥusnā [99 names of mudslime g-d], messiah, zionism, islamic state, give 8. Number of power and eternity.
Quran has 6,236 verses that also counts in 8. And the word quran gives 8. Muhammad, the name of the first jihadist, has 8 letters.
Learn more about connection of number 8 to islam in the article:
Why the Koran is a more powerful tool than the Bible
Now what energy islam and bible are mostly connected to? 6 and 9 are very prominent numbers starting of any destructive jewish war on Gentiles.
WW [World War] – 66

[In other words, World War and the 66th book of Revelation are about the same - the jewish apocalipsis of the Gentile world. It is their attempt to
make 66th book a reality]
1899 (7 conflicts in different parts of the world) – number 9.
1905 first revolution in Russia – number 6.
1914 (WWI and much more wars around the world) – number 6.
1917 (destruction of White Russian Empire through bloodiest civil war and start of most prominent mass murder and world revolution machine in
history, Soviet Union) – number 9
11/7/1917 jewish revolution in Russia and start of the bloodiest civil war all across Russia – 9
End of the civil war and victory of jewish communism in Russia – 7/6/1923 - 11
05/09/1945 victory of jewish communism in WWII – number 6
The dimensions of the “kingdom of god” are 1,500 miles wide by 1,500 miles long and 1,500 miles high. It’s a giant cube (Rev. 21:16).
1+5=6
15+15+15=45=9
Solomon laid out the Most Holy Place of his temple to be 30 feet X 30 feet X 30 feet, a perfect cube, separated from the temple's Holy Place by a
curtain (2 Chronicles 3)
3+3+3=9
The tabernacle (also known as the Tent of Meeting) also had a cube-shaped room, 15' X 15' X 15', exactly half the scale of Solomon's room.
1+5=6
15+15+15=45=9
I also noticed prominent role of the Powerful Ancient number of 13. It participated in global changings of the world usually through global [including
pre-kike] wars, including mass White genocides, long before jews came on the scene. Originally, 13 as well as 8, is Satanic number of extreme
power and might, because it is connected to too very much things in human body and soul, and in Nature Herself. 13 main chakras, 13 signs of
Zodiac [including Ophiuchus], 13 months in Lunar calendar. The more smth is ingrained in Nature; the more power it derives from the Earth. The 13
is one of the most ingrained in Nature numbers, which makes it one of the most suitable for global affairs that require major Earth/universal powers.
Tatar-mongol Yoke in Russia lasted from 1237[13] to 1480[13]. The invasion itself lasted from 1237[13] to 1242[9]; 1+3+9= also 13. Defeat of Russia
opened for mongols the door to Europe and greatest non-jewish White genocide in history burst out. The major part of all mongol invasions into
other countries happened in 13th century.
As far as mudslime idea is connected to global Earth conquest and total world wide change, it has some things connected to this number. 13 wives
of muhammad. Islam stolen Pagan Lunar calendar of 13 months and Pagan Lunar symbol of Crescent, thus connecting itself to the Lunar number
13. Operatin Hornet’s Nest also known as Progect Greater Israel [CIA/mossad term for creating Islamic State] – both make 13. World Revolution
gives 13. New World Order gives 13. And the word quran counts into 13.

So let us see if these numbers quran uses in its spiritual warfare against us.
Jihad:
[Quran 2:191]: "And kill them wherever you find them, and turn them out from where they have turned you out."
191 = 1+9+1 = 11. 11 and 2
11+2 = 13
[Quran 2:216] - "Fighting is prescribed for you, and ye dislike it. But it is possible that ye dislike a thing which is good for you, and that ye love a
thing which is bad for you. But Allah knoweth, and ye know not."
216 is powerful magic number by itself, based on 9. But if we count 2 it again gives 11.
2+1+6 = 9. 9+2 = 11
9 and 11 (together 2). 9/11 Fighting is prescribed for you…
[Surah 8:12]
"I am with you, so strengthen those who have believed. I will cast terror into the hearts of those who disbelieved, so strike [them] upon the necks
and strike from them every fingertip."
8 and 12
8+1+2=11
Quran (61:4) - "Surely Allah loves those who fight in His way"
6+1+4=11
Quran (61:10-12) - "O You who believe! Shall I guide you to a commerce that will save you from a painful torment. That you believe in Allah and His
Messenger, and that you strive hard and fight in the Cause of Allah with your wealth and your lives, that will be better for you, if you but know! (If
you do so) He will forgive you your sins, and admit you into Gardens under which rivers flow, and pleasant dwelling in Gardens of 'Adn - Eternity
['Adn (Edn) Paradise], that is indeed the great success."
6+1+1+1+2=11
Quran (66:9) - "O Prophet! Strive against the disbelievers and the hypocrites, and be stern with them. Hell will be their home, a hapless journey's
end."
66 and 9
together 75=12
[2.178] ...retaliation is prescribed for you in the matter of the slain... [2.179] ...there is life for you in (the law of) retaliation, O men of understanding,
that you may guard yourselves.
2+1+7+8=18=9

[Quran 4:95] - "Not equal are those of the believers who sit (at home), except those who are disabled (by injury or are blind or lame, etc.), and those
who strive hard and fight in the Cause of Allah with their wealth and their lives.
4+9+5=18=1+8=9
Bukhari Volume 5, Book 59, Number 448 [long story of perfect jihad: murder all men, enslave all women and kids, die in pain yourself]
Altogether 8
Torture:
I will instil terror into the hearts of the Unbelievers: smite ye above their necks and smite all their finger-tips off them."
1+2=3. In quran 3 and 8 are very popular combination you might find in most violent verses. 8+1+2=11
Quran 40:43
… and indeed, the transgressors will be companions of the Fire
4+4+3=11
Quran (5:33) - "The punishment of those who wage war against Allah and His messenger and strive to make mischief in the land is only this, that
they should be murdered or crucified or their hands and their feet should be cut off on opposite sides..."
3+3=6; 5+6=11
Quran (24:2) - "The woman and the man guilty of adultery or fornication, - flog each of them with a hundred stripes: Let not compassion move you."
2+4=6; 6+2=8
Quran (22:19-22) - "But as for those who disbelieve, garments of fire will be cut out for them; boiling fluid will be poured down on their heads.
Whereby that which is in their bellies, and their skins too, will be melted; And for them are hooked rods of iron. Whenever, in their anguish, they
would go forth from thence they are driven back therein and (it is said unto them): Taste the doom of burning."
22 a lot, biblical number of jew world order
22+19+22=63; 6+3=9 the last judgment.
[Quran 4:56] Surely! Those who disbelieved in Our Ayat We shall burn them in Fire. As often as their skins are roasted through, We shall change
them for other skins that they may taste the punishment.
4 and 11; 4+11=15=6.
Ibn Ishaq 764
[muhammad gives orders] “Torture him until you extract what he has.” So he kindled a fire with flint and steel on his chest until he was nearly dead.
Then the apostle delivered him to Muhammad bin Maslama and he struck off his head.”
7+6+4=17=8

Torture is also allowed as a form of punishment and when putting people to death. Rather than prescribing quick methods of execution there were
times when Muhammad ordered his men to make a victim's death as slow and agonizing as possible. In one case, his men literally pulled apart the
body of an elderly woman named Umm Qirfa by tying her limbs to camels then sent in opposite directions (Ibn Ishaq 980).
9+8=17=8
Sahih Bukhari Volume 1, Book 11, Number 626
“[muhammad orders to…] take a fire flame to burn all those who had not left their houses so far for the prayer along with their houses.'"
11 among them; together 8.
Translation of Sahih Muslim, Book 17 is The Book Pertaining to Punishments Prescribed by Islam (Kitab Al-Hudud)
17 is 8; hudud (punishments) gives 11
Children beating:
Abu Dawud (494) - "The Prophet (shit be unto him) said: Command a boy to pray when he reaches the age of seven years. When he becomes ten
years old, then beat him for prayer."
7+9+4=17=8
Women beating, torture and rape:
Men are in charge of women by [right of] what Allah has given one over the other and what they spend [for maintenance] from their wealth. So
righteous women are devoutly obedient, guarding in [the husband's] absence what Allah would have them guard. But those [wives] from whom you
fear arrogance - [first] advise them; [then if they persist], forsake them in bed; and [finally], strike them.
Quran 4:34
4+3+4=11
Quran (38:44) - "And take in your hand a green branch and beat her with it, and do not break your oath..." mudgod telling Job to beat his wife
(Tafsir).
3+8=11; 4+4=8; 8 and 11
Quran (2:223) - "Your wives are as a tilth unto you; so approach your tilth when or how ye will..."
Alrogether 9
Abu Dawud Book 11, Number 2126 - "A man from the Ansar called Basrah said: 'I married a virgin woman in her veil. When I entered upon her, I
found her pregnant. (I mentioned this to the Prophet).' The Prophet (shit_be_upon_him) said: 'She will get the dower, for you made her vagina lawful
for you. The child will be your slave. When she has begotten (a child), flog her'"
11 and 11; together 22 [biblical number of jew world order / end of the world]

Abu Dawud Book 11, Number 2141 - "Iyas bin ‘Abd Allah bin Abi Dhubab reported the Apostle of Allah (may shit be upon him) as saying: Do not
beat Allah’s handmaidens, but when ‘Umar came to the Apostle of Allah (may shit be upon him) and said: Women have become emboldened
towards their husbands, he (the Prophet) gave permission to beat them."
11 and 8
Abu Dawud 11:2150 and quran 4:24:
Rape of women, taken in battle.
11 and 8 for abu Dawud;
4 and 6 for quran
Abu Dawud Book 11, Number 2142
"The Prophet (shit be upon him) said: A man will not be asked as to why he beat his wife."
11 and 9
Sahih Bukhari Volume 7, Book 72, Number 715
Aisha said, "I have not seen any woman suffering as much as the believing women. Look! Her skin is greener than her clothes!"
7, 9 and 22 [biblical number of jew world order / end of the world], together 11
Sahih Muslim Book 009, Number 3507
Muhammad's fathers-in-law (Abu Bakr and Umar) amused him by slapping his wives (Aisha and Hafsa) for annoying him. According to the Hadith,
the prophet of Islam laughed upon hearing this.
9 and 6. Together 6, slavery
My note Book #9 is called “Divorce” (9 - number of endings). Sahih Muslim has also book #6 “Fasting” (unhealthy diet, eating at night, destruction of
physical body), book #17 “Legal Punishments” (1+7=8, violence), book #11 “Funeral laws” and book #8 “Marriage” devoted to the abuse of women,
such as rape of captives:
Muhammad teachs his followers how to correctly rape captive Arab women, just showing once more how judeo-pisslam is actually “Arabic” …
Book 008, Number 3371
(altogether 13)
Ibn Ishaq/Hisham 969 Requires that a married woman be "put in a separate room and beaten lightly" if she "act in a sexual manner toward others."
6, slavery
Smashig to the end already defeated enemy:
[Quran 4:104] - "And be not weak hearted in pursuit of the enemy; if you suffer pain, then surely they (too) suffer pain as you suffer pain..." Is
pursuing an injured and retreating enemy really an act of self-defense?

4+1+4 = 9
Moral and physical torture:
[Quran 5:33] - "The punishment of those who wage war against Allah and His messenger and strive to make mischief in the land is only this, that
they should be murdered or crucified or their hands and their feet should be cut off on opposite sides or they should be imprisoned; this shall be as
a disgrace for them in this world, and in the hereafter they shall have a grievous chastisement"
3+3=6. 5+3+3=11
[Quran 8:67] - "It is not for a Prophet that he should have prisoners of war until he had made a great slaughter in the land..."
6+7 = 13. 8 and 13 are both Ancient magic numbers of extreme power.
[Quran 8:65] - " O Prophet, urge the believers to battle. If there are among you twenty [who are] steadfast, they will overcome two hundred. And if
there are among you one hundred [who are] steadfast, they will overcome a thousand of those who have disbelieved because they are a people who
do not understand."
(Message over 64 KB, truncated)
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[proceeding] The Words: Asmāʾu llāhi l ḥusnā [99 names of mudslime g-d], messiah, zionism, islamic state, give 8. Number of power and eternity.
Quran has 6,236 verses that also counts in 8. And the word quran gives 8. Muhammad, the name of the first jihadist, has 8 letters.
Learn more about connection of number 8 to islam in the article:
Why the Koran is a more powerful tool than the Bible
Now what energy islam and bible are mostly connected to? 6 and 9 are very prominent numbers starting of any destructive jewish war on Gentiles.
WW [World War] – 66
[In other words, World War and the 66th book of Revelation are about the same - the jewish apocalipsis of the Gentile world. It is their attempt to
make 66th book a reality]
1899 (7 conflicts in different parts of the world) – number 9.
1905 first revolution in Russia – number 6.
1914 (WWI and much more wars around the world) – number 6.
1917 (destruction of White Russian Empire through bloodiest civil war and start of most prominent mass murder and world revolution machine in
history, Soviet Union) – number 9
11/7/1917 jewish revolution in Russia and start of the bloodiest civil war all across Russia – 9
End of the civil war and victory of jewish communism in Russia – 7/6/1923 - 11
05/09/1945 victory of jewish communism in WWII – number 6

The dimensions of the “kingdom of god” are 1,500 miles wide by 1,500 miles long and 1,500 miles high. It’s a giant cube (Rev. 21:16).
1+5=6
15+15+15=45=9
Solomon laid out the Most Holy Place of his temple to be 30 feet X 30 feet X 30 feet, a perfect cube, separated from the temple's Holy Place by a
curtain (2 Chronicles 3)
3+3+3=9
The tabernacle (also known as the Tent of Meeting) also had a cube-shaped room, 15' X 15' X 15', exactly half the scale of Solomon's room.
1+5=6
15+15+15=45=9
I also noticed prominent role of the Powerful Ancient number of 13. It participated in global changings of the world usually through global [including
pre-kike] wars, including mass White genocides, long before jews came on the scene. Originally, 13 as well as 8, is Satanic number of extreme
power and might, because it is connected to too very much things in human body and soul, and in Nature Herself. 13 main chakras, 13 signs of
Zodiac [including Ophiuchus], 13 months in Lunar calendar. The more smth is ingrained in Nature; the more power it derives from the Earth. The 13
is one of the most ingrained in Nature numbers, which makes it one of the most suitable for global affairs that require major Earth/universal powers.
Tatar-mongol Yoke in Russia lasted from 1237[13] to 1480[13]. The invasion itself lasted from 1237[13] to 1242[9]; 1+3+9= also 13. Defeat of Russia
opened for mongols the door to Europe and greatest non-jewish White genocide in history burst out. The major part of all mongol invasions into
other countries happened in 13th century.
As far as mudslime idea is connected to global Earth conquest and total world wide change, it has some things connected to this number. 13 wives
of muhammad. Islam stolen Pagan Lunar calendar of 13 months and Pagan Lunar symbol of Crescent, thus connecting itself to the Lunar number
13. Operatin Hornet’s Nest also known as Progect Greater Israel [CIA/mossad term for creating Islamic State] – both make 13. World Revolution
gives 13. New World Order gives 13. And the word quran counts into 13.
So let us see if these numbers quran uses in its spiritual warfare against us.
Jihad:
[Quran 2:191]: "And kill them wherever you find them, and turn them out from where they have turned you out."
191 = 1+9+1 = 11. 11 and 2
11+2 = 13
[Quran 2:216] - "Fighting is prescribed for you, and ye dislike it. But it is possible that ye dislike a thing which is good for you, and that ye love a
thing which is bad for you. But Allah knoweth, and ye know not."
216 is powerful magic number by itself, based on 9. But if we count 2 it again gives 11.

2+1+6 = 9. 9+2 = 11
9 and 11 (together 2). 9/11 Fighting is prescribed for you…
[Surah 8:12]
"I am with you, so strengthen those who have believed. I will cast terror into the hearts of those who disbelieved, so strike [them] upon the necks
and strike from them every fingertip."
8 and 12
8+1+2=11
Quran (61:4) - "Surely Allah loves those who fight in His way"
6+1+4=11
Quran (61:10-12) - "O You who believe! Shall I guide you to a commerce that will save you from a painful torment. That you believe in Allah and His
Messenger, and that you strive hard and fight in the Cause of Allah with your wealth and your lives, that will be better for you, if you but know! (If
you do so) He will forgive you your sins, and admit you into Gardens under which rivers flow, and pleasant dwelling in Gardens of 'Adn - Eternity
['Adn (Edn) Paradise], that is indeed the great success."
6+1+1+1+2=11
Quran (66:9) - "O Prophet! Strive against the disbelievers and the hypocrites, and be stern with them. Hell will be their home, a hapless journey's
end."
66 and 9
together 75=12
[2.178] ...retaliation is prescribed for you in the matter of the slain... [2.179] ...there is life for you in (the law of) retaliation, O men of understanding,
that you may guard yourselves.
2+1+7+8=18=9
[Quran 4:95] - "Not equal are those of the believers who sit (at home), except those who are disabled (by injury or are blind or lame, etc.), and those
who strive hard and fight in the Cause of Allah with their wealth and their lives.
4+9+5=18=1+8=9
Bukhari Volume 5, Book 59, Number 448 [long story of perfect jihad: murder all men, enslave all women and kids, die in pain yourself]
Altogether 8
Torture:
I will instil terror into the hearts of the Unbelievers: smite ye above their necks and smite all their finger-tips off them."
1+2=3. In quran 3 and 8 are very popular combination you might find in most violent verses. 8+1+2=11

Quran 40:43
… and indeed, the transgressors will be companions of the Fire
4+4+3=11
Quran (5:33) - "The punishment of those who wage war against Allah and His messenger and strive to make mischief in the land is only this, that
they should be murdered or crucified or their hands and their feet should be cut off on opposite sides..."
3+3=6; 5+6=11
Quran (24:2) - "The woman and the man guilty of adultery or fornication, - flog each of them with a hundred stripes: Let not compassion move you."
2+4=6; 6+2=8
Quran (22:19-22) - "But as for those who disbelieve, garments of fire will be cut out for them; boiling fluid will be poured down on their heads.
Whereby that which is in their bellies, and their skins too, will be melted; And for them are hooked rods of iron. Whenever, in their anguish, they
would go forth from thence they are driven back therein and (it is said unto them): Taste the doom of burning."
22 a lot, biblical number of jew world order
22+19+22=63; 6+3=9 the last judgment.
[Quran 4:56] Surely! Those who disbelieved in Our Ayat We shall burn them in Fire. As often as their skins are roasted through, We shall change
them for other skins that they may taste the punishment.
4 and 11; 4+11=15=6.
Ibn Ishaq 764
[muhammad gives orders] “Torture him until you extract what he has.” So he kindled a fire with flint and steel on his chest until he was nearly dead.
Then the apostle delivered him to Muhammad bin Maslama and he struck off his head.”
7+6+4=17=8
Torture is also allowed as a form of punishment and when putting people to death. Rather than prescribing quick methods of execution there were
times when Muhammad ordered his men to make a victim's death as slow and agonizing as possible. In one case, his men literally pulled apart the
body of an elderly woman named Umm Qirfa by tying her limbs to camels then sent in opposite directions (Ibn Ishaq 980).
9+8=17=8
Sahih Bukhari Volume 1, Book 11, Number 626
“[muhammad orders to…] take a fire flame to burn all those who had not left their houses so far for the prayer along with their houses.'"
11 among them; together 8.
Translation of Sahih Muslim, Book 17 is The Book Pertaining to Punishments Prescribed by Islam (Kitab Al-Hudud)
17 is 8; hudud (punishments) gives 11

Children beating:
Abu Dawud (494) - "The Prophet (shit be unto him) said: Command a boy to pray when he reaches the age of seven years. When he becomes ten
years old, then beat him for prayer."
7+9+4=17=8
Women beating, torture and rape:
Men are in charge of women by [right of] what Allah has given one over the other and what they spend [for maintenance] from their wealth. So
righteous women are devoutly obedient, guarding in [the husband's] absence what Allah would have them guard. But those [wives] from whom you
fear arrogance - [first] advise them; [then if they persist], forsake them in bed; and [finally], strike them.
Quran 4:34
4+3+4=11
Quran (38:44) - "And take in your hand a green branch and beat her with it, and do not break your oath..." mudgod telling Job to beat his wife
(Tafsir).
3+8=11; 4+4=8; 8 and 11
Quran (2:223) - "Your wives are as a tilth unto you; so approach your tilth when or how ye will..."
Alrogether 9
Abu Dawud Book 11, Number 2126 - "A man from the Ansar called Basrah said: 'I married a virgin woman in her veil. When I entered upon her, I
found her pregnant. (I mentioned this to the Prophet).' The Prophet (shit_be_upon_him) said: 'She will get the dower, for you made her vagina lawful
for you. The child will be your slave. When she has begotten (a child), flog her'"
11 and 11; together 22 [biblical number of jew world order / end of the world]
Abu Dawud Book 11, Number 2141 - "Iyas bin ‘Abd Allah bin Abi Dhubab reported the Apostle of Allah (may shit be upon him) as saying: Do not
beat Allah’s handmaidens, but when ‘Umar came to the Apostle of Allah (may shit be upon him) and said: Women have become emboldened
towards their husbands, he (the Prophet) gave permission to beat them."
11 and 8
Abu Dawud 11:2150 and quran 4:24:
Rape of women, taken in battle.
11 and 8 for abu Dawud;
4 and 6 for quran
Abu Dawud Book 11, Number 2142

"The Prophet (shit be upon him) said: A man will not be asked as to why he beat his wife."
11 and 9
Sahih Bukhari Volume 7, Book 72, Number 715
Aisha said, "I have not seen any woman suffering as much as the believing women. Look! Her skin is greener than her clothes!"
7, 9 and 22 [biblical number of jew world order / end of the world], together 11
Sahih Muslim Book 009, Number 3507
Muhammad's fathers-in-law (Abu Bakr and Umar) amused him by slapping his wives (Aisha and Hafsa) for annoying him. According to the Hadith,
the prophet of Islam laughed upon hearing this.
9 and 6. Together 6, slavery
My note Book #9 is called “Divorce” (9 - number of endings). Sahih Muslim has also book #6 “Fasting” (unhealthy diet, eating at night, destruction of
physical body), book #17 “Legal Punishments” (1+7=8, violence), book #11 “Funeral laws” and book #8 “Marriage” devoted to the abuse of women,
such as rape of captives:
Muhammad teachs his followers how to correctly rape captive Arab women, just showing once more how judeo-pisslam is actually “Arabic” …
Book 008, Number 3371
(altogether 13)
Ibn Ishaq/Hisham 969 Requires that a married woman be "put in a separate room and beaten lightly" if she "act in a sexual manner toward others."
6, slavery
Smashig to the end already defeated enemy:
[Quran 4:104] - "And be not weak hearted in pursuit of the enemy; if you suffer pain, then surely they (too) suffer pain as you suffer pain..." Is
pursuing an injured and retreating enemy really an act of self-defense?
4+1+4 = 9
Moral and physical torture:
[Quran 5:33] - "The punishment of those who wage war against Allah and His messenger and strive to make mischief in the land is only this, that
they should be murdered or crucified or their hands and their feet should be cut off on opposite sides or they should be imprisoned; this shall be as
a disgrace for them in this world, and in the hereafter they shall have a grievous chastisement"
3+3=6. 5+3+3=11
[Quran 8:67] - "It is not for a Prophet that he should have prisoners of war until he had made a great slaughter in the land..."
6+7 = 13. 8 and 13 are both Ancient magic numbers of extreme power.

[Quran 8:65] - " O Prophet, urge the believers to battle. If there are among you twenty [who are] steadfast, they will overcome two hundred. And if
there are among you one hundred [who are] steadfast, they will overcome a thousand of those who have disbelieved because they are a people who
do not understand."
6+5=11.
8 and 11, power and destruction.
From this analysis among normal biblical numbers of destruction we know already - 11,9,6 - we see new number 8 connected to extreme violence
not only to disbelievers but to one’s own family members. This number as well as 13 is deep ingrained in nature and our soul. And surah 8 will shed
some light on the role it plays in islam.
The Star of the Soul, also known as The Star of Astaroth / The Star of Lada (Russian), - a very popular occult term and very much misinterpreted by
new agers – is MerKaBa, the 8-pointed Star which according HP Jake Carlson’s knowledge revealed him by Satan and Astaroth, represents
collective Aryan Gentile Soul. For all Aryans. [Or even for all Gentiles at all according Joy of Satan website]. New agers usually think that it is 8th
chakra above the head.
Numerologists always associated number 8 with great business, power, wealth, money, eternity, ballance – everything connected to power. Eights in
Tarot always interpreted as element in abundance, such as pentacles – excellently done job, wands – abundance of activity, etc. Tarot Power is
placed by different deck producers either on 8th or on 11th position in Major Arcana, usually on 8th. Let us see how this immense unimaginable
power of collective Earth Gentile Soul is used in quran.
8th surah is devoted to the inspiration for jihad. It is called Al-Ahfal, The Spoils of War, and the word Al-Anfal numerologically gives 8. This surah is
the one concentrated on jihad more than any other surah. And the one revealing the very essence of jihad, which is jihaad al-Shaytaan – the
spiritual war against Satan. This is seen if we take together the ayahs which number (after “:” sign) gives 11.
[Quran 8:65] - " O Prophet, urge the believers to battle. If there are among you twenty [who are] steadfast, they will overcome two hundred. And if
there are among you one hundred [who are] steadfast, they will overcome a thousand of those who have disbelieved because they are a people who
do not understand."
[Quran 8:11]
[Remember] when He overwhelmed you with drowsiness [giving] security from Him and sent down upon you from the sky, rain by which to purify
you and remove from you the evil [suggestions] of Satan and to make steadfast your hearts and plant firmly thereby your feet.
If we go to the site quran.com and check the whole list of surahs, we will clearly see, that quran was written by numerologists.
Let’s for example take surah 11, number of destruction, see surahs that either are 11 or numerologically gives 11, and see that it is a main number
of punishment in quran.
Surah#11 contains 123 verses [1+2+3=6]. It is a Meccan sura. It is about the prophet Hud.

The main content of the sura is a series of stories of prophets who warned their people to follow mudgod, the people persisting in defying mudgod,
and mudgod punishing and killing them. The sura opens with a discussion on the nature of man and the punishment that awaits those who defy
mudgod. Ayat 25–49 tell the story of Noah and how his people refused to be slaves of mudgod. The unbelievers are drowned in a flood, which
includes Noah's son; Noah asks mudgod about this act, but in the answer the lord of all mud insults its servent calling Noah's son "not a member of
his family" thus deciding for him who IS and who IS NOT a member of his own family. Sura 66, At-Tahrim, also relates the remarkable gratitude of
jewish god to Noah throwing his wife in hell because she was “unbeliever”.
Ayat 50–60 deal with the prophet Hud, the namesake of the Sura. He was sent to the A'ad, an Omani tribe. The A'ad also refuse to be slaves, and
Hud and those who do believe are rescued by their mudmaster, followed by this mudmaster inflicting a "dreadful doom" on A'ad so that they were
"accursed in the world."[Quran 11:58–60 (Translated by Ahmed Ali)]
Ayat 61–68 concern the people of Thamud and the prophet Saleh. Saleh tries to convince Thamud to submit and grovel in the shit of mudslime god,
but once more the unbelievers stand up for themselves. For whih they are smitten by a "blast from heaven."[Quran 11:67 (Translated by Ahmed Ali)]
The Qu'ranic version of the Biblical story of Sodom and Gomorrah is in ayat 69–83. Lot being as rapist pedophile minded as he is in bible, offers his
daughters to the men of Sodom, but they respond with disinterest and say "you know what we want". Sura 7:80–84 confirms the Biblical account of
homosexuality as being the crime of Lot's people. To which mudgod asnwers that punishment for such can’t be averted, and the city is destroyed by
a stone rain. Lot's wife perishes as well.
Ayat 84–95 deal with the prophet Shu'aib sent to Midian. Once more, the people stand up against submission; this time, Shu'aib reminds the people
of the fate of the people of Noah, Hud, Saleh, and Lot. It doesn't work, and the unbelievers "[were] seized by a punishment from heaven, and lay
overturned in their homes in the morning as though they had not dwelt there at all."[Quran 11:94–95 (Translated by Ahmed Ali)]
The remaining text of the sura discusses the general theme once more, with occasional references to Moses. The harsh punishment is explained as
"We did not wrong them; they wronged themselves." Note “we” – there is a hive of this dust and mud. Our true Gods are decried as “false,
powerless, and useless” to protect us and mudgod boast once more how it / they will throw us all in hell.
This is a plot of surah #11.
Surah #83 [8+3=11] Sūrat al-Muṭaffifīn “The Defrauders” also relates horrific scenes of punishments promised to… businessmen; since islam is
communism, it apparently forbids the commerce. It also promises hell for humor and fun.
Surah #6, known as “The Cattle”. 6 is number of Gentile slavery and imperfection. Hebrew word for Gentile – goy / goyim – means “Cattle”.
The Cattle or Sūrat al-Anʻām contains 165 verses [1+6+5=12, 6*2, also known biblical/quranic number of Gentile slavery and imperfection]. It is a
Makkan surah [Hebrew word Makkah also used as a corrupt for Mecca literally means “slaughter”] and is centered around what mudslime must and
must not do according the will of its master, the 99 jews. It contaims mudslime version of 10 commandmants.

If we read all this surah, it appears to be from word to word about alleged duties, obligations and commandments. In short, mudslime g-d is
demanding things and telling us what to do and what not to do. Mudlsime g-d here is in the state of want, want, want.
Surah #66 already mentioned, where Noah’s wife is burned alive. 66 gives 12 and is also a known biblical/quranic number of Gentile slavery. 66
books of bible, 66 being a book of messiah that comes when world is totally conquered by the Jew, and gives all jews 2800 slaves. Its meaning is a
live incorporated jewish messiah sit on the throne of the jehovah thoughtform and start ruling not only spiritual but physical world from Jerusalem.
According 66th book it will throw all non-true jews [not blooded jews, Gentiles] aka “Synagogue of Satan” to eternal fire. This is why this messiah is
strangely placed above not only angels and all “saints”, but actually g-d itself sitting on its throne – because jews are waiting for physical messiah
not yet another thoughtform. Their dream is physical rulership. All this “Jehovah/agelic” crap exists only before real jewish leader of this word comes.
That’s why in communism they do not need xianity anymore.
Sūrat at-Taḥrīm (Arabic: ﺳورة اﻟﺗﺣرﯾم, "Banning, Prohibition") is the 66th sura of the Quran and contains 12 verses. This is a surah which deals with
questions regarding muhammad's wives. 12(13) of muhammad’s jewish wives were all stolen from 12 (13) Zodiac Signs, as well as all objects in
bible which are in the amount of 12. The word at-Taḥrīm gives 6.
Surah 7 “The Heights”, as it should be according numerology, refers to the topic of excellence, superiority, perfection. This is the surah where Satan
places Himself higher than a creation of dust and mud. And this is the surah where He opens us the conspiracy of jewish g-d against us:
“Your Lord did not forbid you this tree except that you become of the immortal”.
Kikes uses this number to place themselves above us, because we are a “progeny of Satan” and they are “creation of dust and mud”.
Surah “Al-Djinn” 72 of course a numerological link to jewish grimoire Goetia. There are much more Demons in Hell, which proves that number 72 is
rather used for numerological purposes to tie into some energies, then just to count the Demons. Let’s see what exactly energies:
99 names of jewish g-d in islam. 9+9=18=1+8=9
72 names of jewish g-d in xianity and Judaism 7=2=9
72 virgins that serve as slaves to dead jihadists
“Alah akbar!” at the moment of (self-)explosion connecting 9 to suicide or death
360 idols removed from Mecca by muhammad 3+6=9
Also…
72 different Hebrew names for Jerusalem in Jewish scripture [version of 72 jews].
The 72 disciples sent by Jesus. (Lk 10,1)
The 72 races resulting from Noah. They are enumerated in chapter 10 of the Genesis. Noahides, this word is used by the jews to address enslaved
goyim after they install Jew World Order.
The 72 languages confused to the Tower of Babel.
The 72 old men of the synagogue, according to the Zohar [version of 72 jews]

The word curse is used 72 times in the bible: 66 times in the OT and 6 times in the NT.
72 Disciples of the last times [jewish mystitism]
72 dead (Will of Abraham) and of the 72 sicknesses (Life of Adam and Eve) – the last also mentioned in quran by pedophile muhammad when
advising to use salt against them.
Some consider 72 the number of the Earth.
Sulayman, one of major praised in quran, was the alleged founding father of grimoire tradition of ceremonial magic [enslaving Demons] himself
elegedly enslaved 72 Demons. These Demons and their seals are presented in Goetia paired with those of the 72 entities of “Shemhamphorasch”,
Shem or HaShem in order to easier enslave them. Shemhamphorasch means "the explicit name." Shem means “name”. HaShem means “THE
name”. All stolen from Sanskrit Soma, Lunar elixir of life.
Grimoire Goetia gives instructions how to abuse, torture and enslave Demons – the Ones who give their people the best things known: love,
friendship, art, music, science, all kinds of magic and divination, all kinds of sexual pleasure and even the love of one’s enemies. The god of mud
and dust calls itself “we” in all jewish writings and is known as Elohim / Eloahim which is Hebrew plural to elah / eloah i.e. allah. The jewish g-d does
not exist - it is its names. Be they 72 or 99, they vibrate on the frequency of 9 together with Goetia thus constructed to tie Demonic energy and
destroy our soul, no different to how number 8 of Gentile soul is tied into jihadist energies to channel our energies to destroy this planet. Then our
Demons are also tied into the energies of slavery and grimoire type wish-granting through these 72 eternal sex slaves in islamist paradise.
Sulayman’s story and Conquest of Mecca are the same message of binding our Gods: 72 Demons and 360 Idols. 7+2=9; 3+6=9. One number =
one curse.
Other surahs that numerologically give 9 are all to do with [re]convertion to islam. They are shock full of threats of g-d’s punishment, frightening
away tactics, and the tales of how Sodom, Gomorrah and Egypt were mass murdered, are reminded us over and over again.
Surah #27 [93 ayahs, 9+3=12, slavery] tells stories of the prophets Moses, Solomon, Salih, and Lot all of them are based on the religious magic
conflict, sometimes battle between jewish faith and Gentile faith. Power of jewish g-d in opposition to Power of Satan and his Demons. It contains
the biblical story of magic battle between the Serpent of Gentile Egyptian High Priests and leviaphan of moses / musa. Personage Solomon, the
jewish king who enslaved 72 Demons, speaks for itself: not only it enslaves Demons, but it converts Bilqis / Queen of Sabba, who was sunworshipping queen, into shabez-goyimhood / making her Noahide.
Surah #36 [83 ayahs, 8+3=11, punishment] is called by one of the popular stolen Pagan Gods’ names - Ya Sin. Sin is Ancient Pagan Moon God of
Arabs. The surah again focuses mostly on threats and frightening away tactics. The surah tells of genocides that plagued past generations of
nonbelievers as a warning to present and future generations. It contains 83 ayahs; 8+3=11, number of destruction; and we already know it is used
as a number of jewish g-d’s punishments in islam.
Surah #54 called “Moon” which is split in this surah by jewish g-d to impress disbelievers so that they convert. All stories of jewish g-d’s mass
genocides are again brought up. Moon symbol split into pieces by kike g-d obviously refers to Pagan religion of Arabia, centered around Moon God,
being “split” and corrupted by kikes.

Surah #63 [11 ayahs, number of punishment] has to do again with punishment of disbelievers.
Surahs #45, 81, 90, 99 mostly have to do with the Last Judgment. Last Judgment is a time according biblical/quranic fairy tale they are going to bind
our Gods forever and throw us all in hell. 99th called “Earthquake” is 9*11.
Surah #108 altogether [9] is straight curse against Satan and is used by mudslimes in their main curse on humanity they throw 5 times every day.
And in the end of the story these 72 eternal sex slaves come.
These are the energies which the powerful Pagan number connected to our Gods is tied into.
I also paid attention on surah #4 “Women” and surah #13 “Thunder”. 4 is normally a positive number of protective walls, security, stability, borders,
healthy restriction. This is very well seen in 4ths of cards tarot. Here it is used for imprisonment; painful unhealthy restriction of human rights.
Number 13 is Satanic power number deeply ingrained in nature. “Thunder” presents all nature as if it was obedient to some jewish asshole. It is
connecting natural forces to jewish g-d.
______________________________
Conclusion.
1. Quran bible and the rest of jewish writings has no any difference in stories and messages; but only in how they are combined. Which creates a
thought that they were created only to make a new digital code. In other words, they are number matrixes, into which kikes put same
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The Numerology of White genocide – White
Death of Islam

This article is about how jews work with numbers in quran and islamic texts.
One note before I begin. What I share below is based on calculations made via www.gematrix.org/ website according jewish gematria only. I analyze
some English words too, but only those among them put in use by kikes, such as ISIS, Progect Greater Israel and the ilk. When I write some word or
phrase in italics and then say that it "gives" some number, it means that if you put this word or phrase into above website and click Enter, you will
get this number. Now I begin.
The word “muhammad” is the same word as “al-hamid”, 56th name of mudslime g-d which has them 99. 9+9=18=1+8=9. The 56th, 5+6=11. 9/11. The
number of endings and the number of destruction.
Genesis 11:9
Therefore, the name of it was called Bavel, because the LORD confused the language of all the earth, there. From there, the LORD scattered them
abroad on the surface of all the earth.”
Exodus 9:11
The magicians could not stand before Moses because of the boils, for the boils were on the magicians as well as on all the Egyptians.
Islam is the last kike program for this world, and is meant to put it to an end by imposing sharia law. Sharia gives 9. 72 names of jewish g-d in bible is
also 7+2=9. ISIS [stolen from Pagan Goddess Isis] gives 9. ISIS is meant to put an end to civilization.
The word “Uhud” also numerologically gives 9 which signifies the destruction of Pagan Mecca and Kaaba (thus the destruction of all Ancient Pagan
Civilization of the Middle East – the Kingdom of Hubal) via Battle of Uhud in quran.
See in more detail the article
The Moon God Hubal:
Satan, to whom Star, Crescent and the Elixir of Life rightfully belong

Phrase “allah akbar” mudslimes usually shout when blowing up smth or when someone blows up themselves, gives very powerful magical number
144 stolen from 144,000 Nadi [energy channels] in our body; thus channeling all our energy to the mudslime g-d. Together 144 also calculates into 9.
9 is extremely important number for islam you can find it everywhere around this program from numbers chosen for terrorist attacks to verses and
religious phrases of mudslimes of which I give examples below.
“alhamdulillah” – 9
“mohammadun rasulu allah” - 9
“allah akbar” – 9
[its version “Allahu Akbar” gives 11, the number of destruction, this is exactly what suicidal bombers shout when blowing up themselves and others]
“bismillah” – 9
“rahimakallah” - 9
9 is also number of Cheka [Hebrew word for slaughterhouse], the bloodiest section of jewish soviet secret police KGB, used specifically for secret
mass slaughter of White Russians after communist revolution of 1917 [also number 9].
The words: muhammad, Mahdi [mudslime version of messiah], HaShem [the name of g-d], El Shaddai [usual epithet used by rabbies for kike g-d],
Israel all numerologically give 7. The number of excellence, perfection.
Phrases that praise mudgod and its prophet:
“La ilaha illa allah” – 7
“la ilaha illa allah mohammadun rasulu allah” – 7
Bismila, the phrase starting every surah, praising the name of g-d “b-ismi-llāhi r-raḥmāni r-raḥīmi” – 7
Messiah and mashiah has 7 letters and this personage in 66th book of biblie – Revelation – will come again to destroy our 7 chakras (“7 seals”) and
order its 7 angels to apply 7 punishments and tortures on humanity.
From wikipedia:
[quote]
“The only one worthy to open the book/scroll is referred to as both the “Lion of Judah” and the “Lamb having seven horns and seven eyes” [my note,
Lion of Judah is jesus christ] …
The 7 seals [my note, knowledge about 7 chakras of our soul] contained secret information known only to God until the Lamb/Lion was found worthy
to open the book/scroll and to look on the contents…
Upon the “Lamb” opening a seal from the book, a judgment is released or an apocalyptic event occurs. The opening of the first four Seals release
The Four Horsemen, each with their own specific mission. [6:1-8] The opening of the fifth seal releases the cries of martyrs for the “word/Wrath of
God”. [6:9-11] The sixth seal prompts earthquakes and other cataclysmic events. [6:12-17] The seventh seal cues seven angelic trumpeters who in
turn cue the seven bowl judgments [my note, Gentile genocide] and more cataclysmic events.
[end of the quote]

They connect the power of our chakras and soul to our own destruction.
The words: Jerusalem [“cornstone”], zion, torah give 5. Torah aka 5 books of Moses was stolen from Tarot which is about 5 elements.
The words: islam [translated as “submission”], Mecca, Makkah [same as Mecca, in Hebrew it means “slaughter”, “beating”, “wound”], Kaaba, [stolen
from Pagan world, meaning “square”], armageddon, Soviet Union, jesus christ, jesus the nazarene numerologically give 6. Number of slavery and
submission.
Quran has 114 surahs. 1+1+4 = 6.
Abraham gives 6 telling us what Abrahamic religions are all about.
6 is very special number to kikes: Israel has 6 letters, 66 books of bible, 6 million kikes. “Yakub” created “White blue-eyed Devil” 6600 years ago.
Hexagram based on cube - 6 points, cube / hexahedron – 6 faces. Cube is sacred for kikes and represents their racial soul as well as hexagram
that’s why they wear it on foreheads. Mudslimes pray on the same. New Jerusalem is a giant cube and has 1,500 miles wide by 1,500 miles long
and 1,500 miles high. 1+5=6
Mudslime phrases I gave above were mostly of praise. Below is a mudslime phrase that is used in unfavorable situations beyond one’s control, also
to express dissatisfaction. Actually it is an affirmation of slavery:
“la hawla wala quwata illa billah” (“there is no change/ transformation nor power/ strength except through allah”) - 6
6 is a prominent number of WW2. WW gives 66, number of books in bible and number of the Book of Revelation which tells about world genocide of
Gentiles. The official date of jewish victory - 05.09.1945 - gives 6.
42 names biblical version of mudgod has. 4+2=6
Jihaad, ISIL gives 11.
Soviet Union was created 30 December 1922 – 11.
Jesus christ – 11 letters
The Words: Asmāʾu llāhi l ḥusnā [99 names of mudslime g-d], messiah, zionism, islamic state, give 8. Number of power and eternity. Quran has
6,236 verses that also counts in 8. And the word quran gives 8. Muhammad, the name of the first jihadist, has 8 letters.
Learn more about connection of number 8 to islam in the article:
Why the Koran is a more powerful tool than the Bible
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Two quick notes, which are somewhat on topic, that I would like to add:
In 1917 there was a fire in Thessaloniki which I remember Flauros telling me about. I didn't know about so I did a quick google search and saw that this was a
pretty major blow to the kikes. It displaced about 70,000 people, most of them sephardi jews and was a major blow to them. I believe Satan started this fire.
1945 was the year WW2 came to an end. The year prior was a great victory for us being a time of nine 1+9+4+4=(1+8)=(9) and the next year the battle
was lost as the "all is 1" was more powerful that year. Also whenever you are adding the digits of a number it is much faster to just get rid of the 9's because
as you can see they don't change the total of the numerological equivalent. Nine is a time of endings, and one is new beginnings. if you add all the number
one through nine you get 45. 4+5=9, and If you multiply 45 by 45 you get 2025, again another nine number. This is a number of totality and I believe this
year could mean something really important; the germination of a Satanic government.
Satan has always impressed this number on me. I have seen it countless times in many different places and It always comes up more often than other
numbers in my day to day life. When I was in the Army going through boot camp I was in 2'nd platoon, and I was the 25th soldier which made my number
225 which is the same, in numerology at least, as 2025.
Check out America's solar return for the year 2025. You don't have to be an astrologer to see what is going on, but I will say a planet on 0 degrees, like 1,
indicates fresh beginnings, and 29 degrees is the last degree of a sign before the next sign begins, and of course means endings. 29 degrees of Pisces, and
Taurus being permanent.
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Masters Among Slaves : JoyofSatan666

Greetings to all of our People and Satanic Comrades!
All Satanists here are in the house of mastery.
Everyone obviously is on different levels. Others have problems with bills, others have other issues, others are higher up. It really comes not down

to this. Do you notice a pattern? People are too hung up on these matters to seek self value. This is however, relative.
It comes down to your inner Soul, your morality as a being, and how all of us here can know about and tolerate Truths that the majority of humanity
cannot. While they sacrifice everything to be unaware and ignorant, the real Satanist is doing the same sacrfice of everything for Truth.
When we hold racial discussions, we are discussing about people outside, who do not know the Truth and do not advance. We are talking
majorities. Satanism is the religion of united individuals, and not the clump jewdified herd.
You are by definition removed from the womb of damnation if you choose to finally embark on a freedom journey. As for the herd, we are seeing
them from above as Masters, and we look at them as people who don't know what is going on.
Mastery does not imply a whip, domineering attitude. Its first and foremost mastery of awareness. Not based on fake entitlement, but how much we
have really banished the herd from inside us. Or for accurate say, the negativities of the herd.
At the same time, we are the only ones who will face the potential rot or issues within. Something most people will never do. This is why we also undig the greatest and most inconceivable treasures these people will never have.
As thus we recognize their errors, our own errors, our racial errors, we seek to not repeat the errors of the slaves as we have made a conscious
choice to never belong to them again. We choose freedom at all costs. They remain enslaved, taking others also hostages of their stupidity.
They are those who sink Humanity. We are those who try to uplift it and uplift ourselves. This is the Satanic spirit that on top of the ever lasting
abyss and all the humans sold out to it, people resist.
Satan has made his best choices from all Races, Nations and Peoples. Everyone here holds a common Satanic element deep within their Soul. Not
all people really have this.
Now you may not recognize, or you may recognize to an extent only, the gifts you have. Those deep in the path know as to why and who they are,
others don't and are still searching.
We have people that discovered the Truth right now, and others who have been in it for so long that compared to new students may be close to
Gods. Satan has been keeping his Children close to Him. The bonds last forever.
Its not entitlement showering, because after all, if one does nothing, one is distancing themselves from Truth and they wither away.
Satan loves his family, and his Children. There is no father that would not adore a loving daughter or son. Like a Father, Satan expects his children
to advance. Nobody is thrown to the trash can, but a few people do, because THEY think they are for the trash can. They act accordingly if they
follow this road.

You will become, what you think you are. Now like any other dad who watches their children take their first steps, Satan is proud of those who seek
to advance. Everyday you overcome obstacles, Satan is proud of you. Even if these obstacles may seem to the larger spectrum of existence
irrelevant. To you, these are relevant indeed. And every "you" foms "us" as a Satanic Unity.
When you begin or fall he will help you and hold you, but NEVER to the extent of making you incapable of getting up and walking by yourself. Satan
is real and therefore, cannot be anyone's nanny. Why? Because Satan really cares for your deepest advancement as a being.
You belong to yourself after all mainly. The ((("religions of nowadays"))) are hijacked to teach people to have slave and victim morality. Part of this is
how everyone has no will and must beg for bailouts from their own mistakes and life.
The enemy has defamed Satan for a reason. Satan welcomes with open arms every single Gentile that comes to Him, if they follow through. He is
the door to spiritual salvation. The Demons are the teachers. However in school, you have to study.
Satan sees us in our Soul. It matters also not how old or young you are. Your first spiritual step, and you going from crawling spiritually to ever higher
places, its how you start unfolding.
You may think that a small victory means nothing, but the crawling is what makes the champion. Well, crawling that is continued for a lot of time.
Then standing. Then walking. Then running.
This is what defines us, motivates us, makes us who we are.
This is what makes us Masters Amongst Slaves.
And such we shall FOREVER be!
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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After exactly a year I have my medical exams. I need severe intellect and I've heard mercury is related to intellect and Jupiter to higher studies ?
So if I do mercury and Jupiter squares I'll get a better prospect of my agenda ?
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On Saturday, February 25, 2017 7:26 PM, "moon213666@... [JoS_Astrology]" <JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Date: 2/25/2017

After exactly a year I have my medical exams. I need severe intellect and I've heard mercury is related to intellect and Jupiter to higher studies ?
So if I do mercury and Jupiter squares I'll get a better prospect of my agenda ?
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Message: 2763

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 2/25/2017

You need to direct the energies of the squares with affirmations. Energy that is un-directed will dissipate. For example, you can affirm, "In a positive manner
my intelligence is permanently and drastically increasing in all ways," for the Mercury square.
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From: denadehna@yahoo.com

Date: 2/25/2017

Also, have confidence in yourself. You've learned, or at least been exposed to, everything that's on the exam.
Another suggested affirmation [which I still use when the enemy assults me]: *I remember _____ [name] and am able to apply it correctly and
appropriately.* *Name* for you would be *all my medical training* or something simular.
Hail Satan
Hail Lilith
Dehna
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

On Sat, Feb 25, 2017 at 2:41 AM, moon213666@... [JoS_Astrology]
<JoS_Astrology@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

After exactly a year I have my medical exams. I need severe intellect and I've heard mercury is related to intellect and Jupiter to higher
studies ?
So if I do mercury and Jupiter squares I'll get a better prospect of my agenda ?
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From: exarkuun1991

Date: 3/4/2017

I ask because..I fucked up. I missed a day, I got side tracked, only had five days left on my working..and I missed one.
That was days ago. Now, I've been planning to resume for some time now, so I ask..the next time I can start, based on signs, is Libra on March 13th, a

Venus for employment/money/self-sufficiency(in terms of employment)..
But I could start as soon as I wake up in the morning..rather, I could start a sun in the morning in Gemini, which the Squares page does NOT list for either..
I could begin then, without issue. I know, Sun on saturday, not wise..but I also have Sunday itself available to begin a Sun square, out of exalted though..
Is it worth waiting..?
Also there's a VoC as of typing this. I'm curious if this message gets through..moreso if I get the info I'm looking for. VoC's are not wise to test/challenge,
BUT, I'm curious..hehe.
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Message: 2766

From: maxine.dietrich666

Date: 3/4/2017

Just reminding everyone, Venus is now retrograde until the 15th of April.
From now until the 15th of April is NOT the time to BEGIN any workings for finances, love, or a Venus Square or anything ruled by Venus, as you would be
wasting your time, as the areas of life ruled by Venus usually don't work out when begun during a Venus retrograde period.
High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
www.joyofsatan.org
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Message: 2767

From: exarkuun1991

Date: 3/4/2017

From: exarkuun1991

Date: 3/5/2017

oh gosh darn it. thanks for the heads up.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2768
Subject: Re: Is it always worth waiting for a proper sign?
Ok so, thanks for the heads-up HP Maxine..that saves me time.
So now tha day, March 13th..will most likely be a Saturn working for me. I need to bind someone..a co-worker, who is just straight-out, straight-up, naive
and unaware..married a Jew.
She can be helped, if she can get away from him. but I figure he did it in a manner to try to stay with her, astrologically binding and cementing their
relationship.
worth a shot, trying to bind him to be a completely inept and undesirable human for ALL living creatures, though, methinks..and I got no other squares going
on.

again, I run into the question..Saturn is Saturday, but the closest sign is on a Monday..is it worth waiting or is going ahead okay? It's not Venus related so I'd
imagine it'd be okay.
Group: JoS_Astrology
Message: 2769
Subject: Re: Is it always worth waiting for a proper sign?

From: johnson_akemi

Date: 3/5/2017

You should wait for optimal planetary signs. Starting a spell when the planets are bad for money is a waste of your time. The times the moon is void are on
the internet.
Void Moon Times
http://www.moontracks.com/void_of_course_moon_dates.html

